








Here to provide cause for the Great and Annual Initiation Debates

are some 900 freshmen-ettes-etera. The trend continued this year

away from 'hazing' toward a constructive good time—pleasing to many

and sad to a few. There were no revolts, no gauntlets, only half-hear-

ted haircuts (perhaps some of you won't agree) and no one was caught

necking, singly or in groups, downtown. Sounds bad ? The Kingston Ro-

tary Club GAVE A PARTYfor their peanut selling helpers in Science

'691 Good Lord, when that freckled abductee above joins Arts '79, he

may be the hapless victim of a vicious, physically and emotionally sti-

fling, overemphasized orientation system. Frightening, isn't it 9

AMS CREATES
NEW POSITION

by Dan George

At Tuesday's meeting of the

AMS executive, a contract was
formally passed hiring Mrs.
Dorothy Williams as adminis-
trator of the AMS business
office, and Mrs. G, McKay as
part-time secretary. Both had
been working several weeks
with the AMS.

As a result of last January* s

crisis, a committee was set up
under Barry Earle to investi-

gate and clarify the relationbe-
tween the AMS executive and its

permanent employees. Among
its recommendations was the

creation of a committee to stay
in Kingston all summer. Don
Downie was named chairman.

At its only full meeting, on
May 31, the committee decided
to approach Mrs. Williams and
Mrs. McKay. Their acceptance
saved the committee the trouble,

of advertising. The chief con-
sideration of the HiringComm-
ittee was Mrs. William' s exper-
of 7 years, which provides valu-

able continuity when the execu-
tive largely changes each year.

Mrs. McKay also worked for the

AMS several months last year.

The new contract clearly de-

fines the mutual obligations of

the AMS executive and its perm-
anent employees. In particular,

Mrs. Williams is now respons-
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ible to the entire executive,
which if anything increases her
personal security. Her signa-
ture is required on AMS cheques
and she supervises the hiring
of other employees as well as
running the office. Mrs. McKay
when not working for the AMS,
does secretarial work for the
SCM.
The AM*S wished to emphasize

that previous problems arose

through temporary mutual mis-
understandings. Now that the

relation has been clarified, the
AMS looks forward to a renewed
friendly understanding with its

employees.
A statement by Don Downie,

vice president of AMS and
chairman of the AMS employee
Selection Committee; 'the main
reasons for the Employee Sele-
ction Committee's appointment
of Mrs. Dorothy Williams as
business administrator of the

AMS are:

1. She has 7 year's experience
with the AMS and this exper-
ience is of great value to the

AMS executive. The permanent
staff are the one continuing ele-
ment in the AMS as executives
change in large part every year.
2. 'The committee felt that pre-
vious problems arose between
the AMS because of mutual mis-
understandings. These have
been entirely eliminated by dis-

cussions and by formalizingthe
AMS's relations with theperm-
anent staff by means of a writ-
ten contract. This contract was
ratified by the AMS executive at

this week's meeting.
'The result has been that the

traditional good relations

between the AMS and its perm-
anent employees have been
completely re-established. The
AMS looks forward to the cont-
inuation of this good relation-

ship in the years to come.

FROSH FAIL TO TOP POLE

For the first time in recent years, the Engineering frosh

failed in their time-honoured taskofretrievingthetam from
the traditional grease pole.

It was a gory scene in a farmer' s field as 350 frosh wall-

owed in a 24 foot-wide pit of mud surrounding the mast.

The 30 member FREC team had filled this excavation with

1500 gallons of water, 100 pounds of crank case oil and 25

gallons of gear coat. They then proceeded to add an unprece-
dented three foot extension, smeared with 30 pounds of axle

grease, to the pole.

Five quavering human tiers were required to reach the

tarn. However, each time the frosh built two or three tiers

the spectators bombarded them with rotten tomatoes. Greasy
mud was splatted back at the crowd, but the climbers' pyram-
id always collapsed, somstomes when they were within inches

of grasping the tam.
The class of '68 grabbed the tam within 17 minutes last

year. This year's climbhadtobecalledoff after an hour and

a half because of increasing darkness and the complete

exhaustion of the participants.
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A Henry Moore reclines at the Art Centre...

STUDENT'S

FEE RAISED

BY $10

Many students returning to

Queen's or arrivingfor the first

time were surprised and annoy-
ed to find that their fees had been
hiked by $10. As well as the

extra cash, this increase also

meant inconvenience to those

who had already paid tiieir

tuition, for they had to sally

forth to Richajson Hall with

$10 and their fee payment card

in order to clear up the matter.

A pleasant surprise came
when the students found that they

would receive something extra

for this money rather than hav-

ing the increase justified in

terms of "the rising cost of

education" or " inflation"

.

This year fulltime Queen'

s

students will receive year-

round health insurance with

increased benefits. Under the

old system, sickness and acc-

ident benefits were much small-

er and coverage lasted only for

the duration of the academic

session.

The previous plan cost each

student $4 per year, whereas

the new one costs $14; hence

the $10 increase. On top of this

each student pays $10 towards

the maintenance of the student

health centre on Union St..

Salm on-colou red ?

photo by Langstaff

FRESHMAN IN HAYRIDE MISHAP
An Arts freshman, hurt

last Friday on a hayride

was reported 'slightlyim-

proved' but still in 'quite

serious' condition Wed-
nesday.

Richard Borrowmanl9,
of Pointe Claire, Quebec,
fellunder the wheels of a
haywagon during a party

on Wolfe Island.

He was taken by ferry

to Hotel Dieu Hospital

with chest andhead injur-

ies and placed under in-

tensive care. He has not

yet regained conscious-

ness.

The hayride. one of

several parties for Arts

freshmen, followeda sca-
venger hunt earlier in the

evening. About 60 students

were present.
Apparently Borrowman,

who was riding on the sec-

of two haywagons being

pulled .by the same trac-

tor, tried to jump for-

ward to the first wagon.

He slipped between the

two and fell under the

wheels.

CARRY THE GAELS?

CFRC NEEDS HELP

Queen's Radio Station CFRC
will again broadcast the Queen'

s

Golden Gaels' games played in

Montreal, Toronto and London.

The expenses of the crew and

the line charges must be met
by donations. This year they" re

appealing to Queen's football

fans as well to Queen' s students.

Cheques made out to Radio Sta-

tion CFRC, "folding" money,

or even a dime in the container

at the A.B. of C. counter.
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editorial

An Introduction

Welcome to the Queen's Journal.

Inaugural editorials usually exhort students to be

mature and sophisticated, and to the define the aims and

responsibilities of student life. But we choose neither

to preach, nor to define. We intend to report, to stim-

ulate and to challenge. It is for you to be stimulated

to seek and to define. Accordingly, the best introduction

to the Queen' s Journal and we hope to Queen' s will be

in the actual content of the paper.

In this issue you will find stories on sports, politics

and the art centre, criticisms of initiations, and a

comment on free education. These do not necessarily

represent Journal or campus opinions. Such repres-

entation is irrelevant.

We are not interested in homogeneity ; what matters

is that these opinions be expressed. Individuation and

its free articulation are primary. Only by confronting

testing and critizing opinions will we have the dynamic

intellectual atmosphere of discussion and debate

necessary for the development - or even the survival

of the university.

The Journal is your newspaper, read it, critically

examine it, write for it . . . and grow with it.

The Student And The Vote

Prime Minister Pearson understandably had more
important matters on his mind when making his de-
cision to go to the polls than whether or not out-of-

town students could vote on November 8th in the con-
stituencies which include their universities. The fact

that the November 8th election writs were issued on
September 8th could mean that students who were not

in residence at their respective universities at that

date will have to vote in their home constituencies in

the forthcoming federal election. Too many of the in-

dividuals concerned this will cause difficulties sig-

nificant enough to discourage them from voting.

The CUS Secretariat, located in Ottawa, and headed
by Mr. Patrick Kenniff, pointed these difficulties out
to both Nelson Castonguay, the Chief Elections Act
could be interpreted in such a way so as to permit
university students to vote in their university consti-
tuency. They were advised that, regrettable as it

might be, diere was no possibility that the law could
be interpreted in such a way.
CUS has since received legal advice which offers

certain ways by which the legal complications can be
overcome. It is suggested that students, who as yet
have not had their names included on the first voter's
lists, appeal their cases to the revising officer for
each polling district when hearings are held on Oct-
ober 21st, 22nd, and 23rd. It is felt that students who
meet the following qualifications will be successful in
their appeals:

-who are in their second or further consecutive
year of attendance at the same university who slept
in the polling district in question
-who did not live with their family(this) summer
-who intend to remain living apart from their fam-
ily

-who adopted their place at the university as their
habitation or home
-who intended to return to that place while tempor-
arilv absent during the summer
The CUS Secretariat is to be congratulated on its

efforts to facilitate student voting in the November 8th
election. It is encouraging to know that we have been
well represented on this particular issue.
We now urge all eligible students to make sure that

they register to vote, either in their home or univer-
sity constituency. To those who feel that they meet
the qualifications listed above, and who are not willing
or are unable to travel home to vote, we recommend
that they appeal their cases to the Courts of Revision
Finally, we would like to see the next Parliament amend
difficulties of this sort from reoccurring.

mmtToumial
Formed in 1873 and published twice weekly

during the academic year by the Alma Mater
Society of Queen' s.

A Poke In The Eye
by Bill Martin

gistration booklet marked
Once again the time has "Women Students Only",

come for the awarding of The winner wishestore-
the annual Registration ma in anonymous. Thisa-
Awards or ' Regis' . ward was formerly known

In view of the fact that as the Gaylord Trophy,
this year's registration 2. The Gymnasium Confu-
was conducted in a radi- sion Award: has been
cally different manner changed to the Campus
from former years, new a- Congestion Trophy. Com-

tulations are extended to

the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th year
people registering in

honours.
1. The Schenley Award: a- OLD STANDARD AWARDS
warded annually to the most
enterprizing person enter- 1-

'^iie J* B - Hopkins Cita-

ing Queen's for the first tion: value - arevised Rog-

time - value-5hrs. approx. et>s Thesaurous. Awarded

detention in the emergency annually to the individual

work area (station 4 part who has the best 1uiP or

B). This award goes to jest during registration.

Robert Benylin, who when Tnls Year 11 Soes t0 ^

wards were created and ol-

der ones were revised as

follows:

NEW AWARDS

Comment
So You Want

To Be Paid?

The nicest type of per.

son to be these days is a

white, Anglo-saxon, pro-

fessing to be Protestant,

middle-class, Ontario

university student. You

can be self-righteous a-

bout discrimination, in-

dignant about war, con-

cerned about poverty, a

socialist in theory though

not in practice, critical

of Canadian society and

institutions - if snot your

fault - you can frugue,

monkey, or jerk your
worries away, and you are

eligible for a Canada Stu-

dent Loan. You' re cradled

from initiation pro-

grammes to supplemen-

tary examinations; you're

nursed through pablum

courses to specific read-

ing lists. For a repeatee

stay in this wo nderful
world you need only pass

two of your subjects. Your

are respected by society

because you are a student,

supposedly a rebel with a

cause, and your antics,

which in some places

might be termed as van-

dalism, are even admired

by that society because of

your revered status in the

community.
And now you bastard,

you want to be paid to go

to university.

Guiltily Yours,

Two white, Anglo-Saxon,

Protestant, middle-class
Ontario university stu-

dents.

Editor . . . Tony Tugwell

asked the question, "Are
you enrolled with the facul-
ty of Medicine or the facul-
ty of Law?'

' ,
replied '

' Yes.'

2. The Jean Shrimpton
Prize: awarded annually
to the most enterprizing
Levenite to register - no
tangible v a luebut price-
less in terms of glory.
This was awarded to Jane
Spectre who when asked
for her "A" form, game-
fully produced her bras-
siere.

3. The Scavenger Prize:
This was won by Joseph
Best who managed to ac-
cumulate in record time
in the basement wash-
room of Ontario Hall: 8

English professors, 16
senior students, a vig-
ilante, the entire depart-
ment of Philosophy, 3 Sal-
mon coloured "Change of

Registration" forms, 11

fly swatters, a Honda motor
bike, and a Rhinoceros foot
waste basket. Hedidhow-
ever f a i 1 to get h i s regi -

stration book initialled and
has as yet not registered.

REVISED AWARDS
L. The Holly Golightly
Nosegay: This is presented
annually to the first male
to fill out the card in the re-

asked if she was gradu-
ating this year, replied

smappily, "So's your old
manl"
2. The G.A, Love Spitoon
For Poor Taste' Awarded
annually to the individual

who during registration

commits an act which may
be said to be in 'question-

able taste.' This years a-

ward goes to William Niven
who could not find a "Sal-
mon coloured 'Change of

Registration Form"

.

However, he did find a sal-

mon, coloured blue and co-
ral. His misunderstanding
and hence misinterpreta-
tion of the phrase " com-
plete a salmon coloured
' Change of Registration '

form has earned him this

coveted award as well as
ten years imprisonment for

bestiality.

3. The R. Clench Citation:

Awarded for Systems con-
trol. Value-copes of The
Organization Man and Peo-
ple Or Personel plus the
Robert Kennedy pin. Once
again this award 6w 3 to

Prof. R. Clench ho by
applying a '00' number-
ing system to his favour-
ite food and shuffli ig the
meal cards has man tged
to loose 25 lbs.

jSt. 3«n» flUrurrlt

10 Union St.

9:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer

8:15 p.m. Coffee Hour in

the Rectory

very cordial welcome
to all.

Jit ghaV*
JGutljerart Clptrtl[

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.
"Worship to Folk Music"

L.S.M. meets following
Vespers

Two blocks N.W. of Stadium
corner Earl and Victoria Sts.

Lutheran Student Chaplain

Rev. Roy Oswald
Phone 542-7134
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The Courriers, who will be singing next Friday at
8 o'clock in Grant Hall, are a Canadian group who
have performed together for about four years.
They will appear in an AMS Building Fund concert
with the Brian Browne Jazz Trio of Toronto.

CLASSIFIED
Wanted;

Man's bicycle. J.W. White, Apt.
15, 18 Elm Street, 542-3453.
Girl to share furnished apt., 2.30

Division Street, Phone Cathy
542-0465.

For Sale:
1960 Renault, 24,000 mi. second
owner, $300, call 542-1083 after
6 p.m.
Dheap: 3 Sports Jackets, size 42;
4 pairs slacks, size 30 - 32; 1

nylon ski jacket, size 42; shoes
sizes 7 and 8. Can be seen at 7

Gretna Green, Tuesday, 28th bet-
ween 2 and 4 p.m.
Leather Arts '68 jacket, Wilk,
542-7481.

One continental bed and two desks
call 546-4547.

Rent - Board
Science '44 Co-op: Thebestmeal
on campus are found at Collins
house. $12 - wk. There are sev-
eral vacancies for girls at Bou-
cher House phone 564-0752.

Servicing Services
- Attention girls with leather
) jackets. Stud service all shape;
all sizes available. Phone 546-
2429. Our motto: start the year

^with a bang.

OUR PRIVATE REIGN OF TERROR
At the beginning of every school destroying programme. 'Hie pun-

year, a plague hits the Queen's ishment, social ostracisms is

campus - commonly knownas In- insidiously implied. The herdin-
itiation, or in more polite circles, stinet, the anxiety ofhuman soci-
Orientation. A sort of informal ety over security is almost too

Klu Klux Klan sweeps across the much to overcome. Every spark
campus, complete with Vigilantes of rebellion, every sign of indivi-

equipped with arm bands instead duality is ruthlessly stamped out,

of the more traditional peaked either by the Vigilantes, or by fel-

hoods. They hold clandestine low-sufferers who don't want any
meetings in shich to plot the to- °ne c° escape thewebof ignobility

tal destruction fo human pride and
dignity. They wreak all the ven-
geance in their twisted souls up-
on one group of unsuspecting
innocents - the lowest of the low,
the untouchables in their private
caste system - the freshmen.
Branded as these newcomers are
by a not -to-be-mistaken uniform,
the subjects of ridicule, there is

no excape. In fact, some can be
heard to say that they are enjoy-
ing it. This attitude can be ex-
plained by the streak of maso-
chism fostered in all human be-
ings, kindled by the maniacal
gleam in the eyes of the Vigilantes
and nurtured by the inhuman and
degrading tasks which the fresh

men feel obligated to perform.
There is no real punishment for

refusal to comply with this soul-

which they are entangled.

Even more horrifying events

occur in other faculties. In En-

gineering, the freshmen, new to

the campus, poor little sheep

who have lost their way, are

shorn unmercifully accordingto

tribal customs, by the wolves

who lie in wait, the so-called

Freca. The'tribalritual' theory

is further supported by another

strange custom called the gre-

asepole climb, an interesting

varation of ' burningatthe stake'

In this macabre game the fre-

shmen must somehow reach a

worthless prize on the top of the

pole, omly to find it unattainable

for the evil Frees have secured

it so well that even special tools

are to no avail. It is the type of

frustration which gradually

ATTEND A FREE LECTURE

"READING, OUR MOST IMPORTANT
EDUCATIONAL SKILL"

K.C.V.I. AUDITORIUM
(KINGSTON COLLEGIATE AND VOC. INST.)

ON FRONTENAC ST.

MONDAY, SEPT. 27th 7:30 p.m.

THE EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS INST.

NOTICE
TO ALL CLUBS AND CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS WISHING FINAN

21AL AID FROM THE AMS. MUST SUBMIT A PRO
POSED 3UDGET TO THE AM. S. BUDGET& FINANCE
COMMITTEE BY OCT. 10th. PLEASE LEAVE SUCH IN

THE AM.S. OFFICE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION YOU MAY CONTACT
PAUL MYLES, CHAIRMAN OF BUDGET & FINANCE
AT 542-0803.

gnaws away at the very marrow
of a human beings bones. This
hideous spectale is enhanced by
the symbolic pyramid structure

used in climbing the pole, apyr-
amid of human bodies, one on
top of the other, a symbol of the

caste system with a tin god st the

top and the slave labour which is

its very backbone at the bottom.

Surely we cannot allow this

state of affairs to exist in a

centre of learning and intellect

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
FASHION CRAFT SHOPS

93 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
Next door to CN Ticket Office

APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,
Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995

book-Ion protects

YOUR books from*

anything!

Daily use, dust, water spillage,

rain . . . new books stay

fresher, old books revitalize

with book-Ion. And think of

next year's re-sale value,

Easy to apply, inexpensive. Crystal,

clear self-adhesive plastic In

40" x 13" rolls do 3 to 5 books,

only $1,00, 40" x9V4" for

smaller Jobs,

only 750
Also In rolls 400" long,

widths up to 40".

book-Ion
at department, stationery and bookstores.
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Coming Events

Sat. Sept. 25: Grant Hall will

swing to the music of Ike Kel-
neck and his Northern Shades
at Heffalump II, 9 p.m., 75$ per
person.
Mon. Sept. 27: World Universiry

Wien 7:30, International Center

a place where reason and mod-
eration should rule. Why was the

Reign of Terror allowed to exist

in the first place? Why has it

been allowed to continue? Fel-

lows of this university, partak-

ers of higher education, search

your hearts and minds for the

reason for your reticence your

tolerence of these evils. Then
raise your voices high in the

protest against Initiations.

-by Cathy Spennato

Michael Marrello
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

six stylists"

Featuring The Latest

In Hair Styling

Winners of Three Top Awards
in Kingston and District

Let your
subconscious
take over.

Just before you put
out the light, say

to yourself,

"Tampax
internal sanitary protection."

That's all.

We suspect you've heard all

about this marvelous meth-

od. But if your awake-self

isn't hammering you
enough to use it,

let your sleeping self

take over.

Drifting through your dreams
will be visions of added

freedom,
comfort,
poise,

security.

Pay heed -you surely want
these advantages. And you

can't be asleep to

Tampax
all your life!

Canadian Tampax Corporation

Limited. Barrie, Ont.
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TIME OUT
BY BRIAN C. BAILEY
Journal Sports Editor

A stormy four quarters in the editor's chair. . .fifteen rocky

rounds with the AMS. ..a summer long shower. . .and around the

circle to the sports slot again. . .will this guy ever learn? Retire

while your head's still above the water -thafs what they told

WARREN SPAHN - but did he listen?. . .So, from MEF and me,

BCB. ..ifs welcome back to Journal Sports for another year.

HOWREDEGAELSDISYEAR?
To HOWIE and BILL... and DOC HATCHER and all the others

who have made the above question number one of the season - The

GAELS will eat 'em alive. . .last year' s undefeated Tricolor will

still be looking for their first league loss in three years when
they suit up next year at this time.

OK' Here's why! Gaels were 6 and 0 with present crew plus

JIMMY YOUNG, now drawing $350 a week to attend the NFL
Minnisota Viking* s practices, BILL MIKLAS, offensive line

mainstay and newest addition to GAEL coaching staff, JOHN
ERICKSON, one time ARGO prospect, PETER THOMSON and

ANDY SHAW. ..both toiling in the ROUGH RIDER CAMP. . .and

JIM WARE and PETE BROADHURST. . .flanker and fullback -

now studying Law and playing for U of Ts double blue.

FRANK TINDALL, GAEL mentor, may not have another

"YOUNGER" in his secret back pocket -but has a good crew
of backs who have stood in JIMMY'S shade too long. FRANK
will look to HE1NO (The Big Train) LILLES, last year's league

leading rilsher for the big punch at fullback. . .DOUG COWAN
an on-again-off -again flash from '64 will drive opposing defenses

wild this year7..DON BAYNE should provide the pass catching

threat flanker that JIM WARE didn't do in three seasons past

. . .and CAL CONNOR the inevitable all -star will have sometime
rushing star BAYNE NOR R IE and three year veteran JOHN
LATHAM to carry the mail. . .and MIKE HARTLEY, a rook from
TO. may break into that select group too. RON CLARKE, a

Kingston boy, will back up the starting five with a running threat.

LOVE THAT DEFENSE
Coach TINDALL must live right. . .with a complete defense

minus one returning to haunt all challenger's for the YATES Cup

. . .TOMMY BEYNON won't be back. . .except perhaps to rush Cal

as a WESTERN MUSTANG. . .but outside of that only MERV
DAUB' S shoulder injury could break up a unit which is completed

by JIM GREENWOOD, an all star two years ago and inelligible

last year. You' ve got to look up when you' ve got names like

DAUB, ARMENT, CROUCHMAN, FERGUSON, ROBINSON, HAFE-
MAN, SURMAN, POCE, LATHAM and POTVIN to smother the

opposition.

WHO'S ON FIRST

HAL "MOOSE" MC CARNEY, GAEL line coach has pulled
a green line together but must cry whenhe sees MIKLAS standing
in a suit on the sidelines. . .and then there's names like ERICKSON,
SHAW and THOMPSON that a coach doesn't forget. . .around
returnee guard BRIAN PARNEGA, MOOSE has built a solid
crew in the form of LARRY FERGUSON, who FRANK said he
would like to play at about three positions - -

would like to play at about three positions - at end. BOB HOWSE,
at 225 lbs will play centre and BOB CL1MIE will likely play guard.
The tackles could be LEE WALLACE and any number of others
while BILL MCCARTHY and BOB LATHAM will likely share
duties at the other end.
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Pistol Club

Returns

The Queen's University Pistol

Club held its first meeting of the

Ellis Hall at 7:30 and several

movies on shooting were shown.
Although not organized until

Christmas of last year, the Club
was an active group, holding sev-

eral matches with the pistol team
from RMC. In addition, the club

held regular weekly training and
practice sessions at the Kingston

Police Range. In March, there

was an intra-club match for

members, and three trophies
were awarded to: Doug Caskey
(post grad), Pete Bobechko
(Meds) and Martin Miller (Arts).

This year, the club will have
an expanded program, offering

training for beginners in the

safety, care, handling and shoot-

ing of target pistols as well as
training and coaching for all

members. More prizes and tro-

phies will be available within the

club this year. Matches have been
tentatively arranged with RMC
and trips to Toronto and univer-
sities in northwestern New York
State are being investigated. In

addition, there will be matches
by mail with several American
clubs, including West Point and
the United States Air Force Aca-
demy.

an Argo
sport. .

.
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X-MEN TOWN -FINALLY
Queen's Golden Gaels willplay

host to the St. Francis Xavier

University X-men this Saturday

at 2:30 pm.
Two years ago, the X-men

were racking up seventy point

scores in their league, and were
constantly challenging the OQAA
Yates Cup champions to a Nation-

al playoff. To substantiate their

claim, they defeated the Toronto
Blues on two occasions, and in

1963 called for a national final

with the Gaels. Ifs history that

the Gaels went West instead and
were overpowered by the U of

Alberta Golden Bears. Finally,

the Gaels are meeting the X - men
what should prove to be the

weak spot seems to be the def-

ensive line, which may proveun-
fortunate for them when they meet
heino Lilies and Doug Cowan.

This will be the X - men'

s

second game, a disadvantage
when they meet the Gaels. The
press in the Antigonish N.S. area
is giving the X - men a better than

even chance to win the game, but

they will be meeting an exper-

ienced and solid team in an un-

familiar place. The X - men admit
to little knowledge of "the power
of the Golden Gaels".

successes in the

best pre-season exhibition gam
Permits are required for pis- in vears \

toi shooting and the clubhas been -r^ X -men are coached by
officially approved by the Office {ormer Bi Four pla er Don
of the Attorney General of Loney, who was the major factor
Ontario.

All matches are shot indoors
with .22 calibre pistols andpros-
pective members do not need a
target pistol to join. Present
members will loan their pistol,

to new members. However, since
a target pistol is as individual as
musical instrument members

in the team'

past two years.

Among Loney"s nineteen
returning lettermenare star full-

back Roger Sevigny and trophy
winners Bruce Racicot and Jim
O'Shea. The F-X line is no slouch
either with eight men in the 225
250 pound bracket, and they appwho acquire any skill usuaUy wish are„tly move quite fast. But

to buy their own pistols. To fac- i

iif^J. +u- -u |
- i ,

Loney has never had enough
lhtate this, the cub has arranged _ i ; ,t. , . -j i

c
'

.

l" aii =»scu talent on the team to avoid play
lor discounts on ni^tol- and am- i . . ~rl„ F 111 ing several men both ways. The

Swimming For All
Co - Ed Swim -Mon.,Wed.,Thurs.

4:30-6:00 pm
Women Only-Tues., 3:30-4:30
Men Only - Tues., Fri. - 4:30 -

6:00 pm
Grads - Wed., 9:00 - 10:00 pm
Faculty Staff Only Free Swim
Mon., Thurs., 12:00- 12:30 pm
Co -Ed & Faculty Staff Free
Swim -Tues., Fri., 12:00-12:30

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE
SWIM TEAM
Anyone interested in joining

please meet with Coach Mr. G.
Reid on Monday, Sept. 27th at

6:00 pm in gym lecture room.
Bring along trunks and be prep-
ared to work out.

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE;
SWIMMING & DIVING

Workouts begin Mon., Sept. 20th
Speed & Diving - Mon., Wed.,
Thurs., 7:00 -8:00 pm
Synchronized - Mon., Wed.,
Thurs., 8:00-9:00 pm
We need everyone who is keen,

No experience necessary.

Mustangs
Clobber
Blues

Western Mustangs opened the

ntercollegiate exhibition season
last Saturday by stopping the Tor-
onto Blues 20-14. Larry Burridge
ex -Gael fullback car reed four

times for Western for 18 yds. For
the Double Blue, Jim Ware, former
Gael flanker caught one pass for

14 yds. and had another potential

touchdown pass batted down.
Toronto' s high powered back

field of Nick DiGuiseppe who was
supposedly headed for Queen' s,

Gerry Sternberg and Erkki Puk-

konen - and quarterback Bryce
jTaylor were effectively held by
Johnny Metra' s Purple and White
but Gaels will have their hands

full when both of these clubs come
to town.

YOUNG MEN

JUDO
Judo classes will begin Monday

27th (Men) and Wednesday 29th
(Women) at 7:00 pm in the Wrest-
ling Room of the Gymnasium. As
in the past a large turnout is ex-
pected and beginners

v.
1

ill be wil-
come.

There is a new assistant coach
in the Gael Camp this year. BILL
MIKLAS is no stranger to the
Gaels as he has been a mainstay
of the offensive line for the past
five years.

'Mik' came from Oshawa as a
fullback in 1959 but spent most
of the football season with the
Intermediate team. In 1960, he
and rookie teammate John
Ericson filled the left and right
offensive guard spots for the
Gaels, receiving the compliments
of many sportswriters. He cont-
inued at left guard during the 1961
Yates Cup and 1962 almost Yates
Cup seasons, playing an except-
ionally line final game against
McGill in 1962.

Bill graduated in 1963, and was
drafted by the Ottawa Rough
Riders. He played against
Calgary and was one of the late
cuts from the Rider roster. Re-
turning to Queen's, he enrolled
in an M.B.A. course, and return-

Miklas Joins Coaching Staff
ed to his guard position. On
October 5, 11

October 5, 1963, Bill became
one of the few linemen to score
a touchdown, as he capitalized
on Toronto's fumbled punt rec-
eption. He played fine season
and was elected to the 1963 All-
Star team.

In 1964, Bill was moved to

right tackle, and was an all-star
factor in Coach Tlndall's second
undefeated season. Since then he
has graduated, is now a lecturer
in the Commerce Department,
and has married the former Sue
Berry, also a Queen's graduate.

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop
on second floor.

DOM US H
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square.

Miklas in action
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nppN'S 45 CARLETON 0

'GAELS BLANK CARLETON
IN EXHIBITION OPENER
Queen's Golden Gaels submerged Carleton University Ravens

45-O in lasC Saturday's exhibition game at Richardson Stadium,

DOUG COWAN led the scoring with three touchdowns and team-

mates DON BAYNE, RON CLARK, LARRY FERGUSON and

HElNO LILLES had one each. -

Gaels signal-caller CAL CON

BY DAVE DOWSLEY
Journal Sports writer

NOR found early weakness nT

Carleton' s defensive line and sent

COWAN over right tackle for his

first touchdown after 3:02 min-

utes of play. The Ravens held

well for the remainder of the

first quarter but finally gave up
another six points to DON BAYNE
after some fine running by

COWAN and MIKE HARTLEY.
LARRY PLANCKE converted,

and the second quarter started

with a 13-0 score for the Gaels.

Again Carleton held, due to

steady pass receivingfrom GORD
PRANSCHKE and running from
DAVE DALTON. Then DALTON
fumbled on his 9 yd. line with

seven minutes left to half time,

and BIG JIM GREENWOOD
pounced on the ball. CLARK car-

ried the ball into the end zone for

a further six points. BOB LATH-
AM intercepted a BOB AMER
pass on the Carleton 38 yd.

line with 1:54 left to half time
but the Gaels did not capitalize

on the opportunity. They had no
sooner given up the ball to Carl- ,

eton with 29 seconds left when
JIM SHEPHERD intercepted
AMER'S pass and ran it to the

Carleton 5 yd. line. LARRY FER-
GUSON left the Carleton defense

Tracksters
Prepare

After encouraging response at

Clubs Night last week it has been
decided to form a new athletic

group known as the Queen' s Track
Club. It will exist as a separate
entity from the intervarsity

Track Club.

Hope is that the newly formed
club will foster a long-lacking

but needed interest in track and
field at Queen's and that it will

provide a wide range of group
training for those unable to part-

icipate Intercollegiately. At the

same time it will be relatively

easy for exceptional talent to

qualify for the Intervarsity team.

Track Coach Bob Dunn has
announced track and field prac-
tices to begin at 4:30 daily at

the outer field for any persons
interested in qualifying for the

intercollegiate team.

There will be seven competi-
tion harrier events during the

season while tracksters will

compete in one indoor -outdoor
and three outdoor meets this

year.

Queen' s finished third in the

intercollegiate harrier meet last

year, a very creditable and sur-
prisiig showing and although Tri-
color athletes were well down the
list in the intercollegiate track
meet, Dave Ellis was chosenout-
standing athlete of that meet.

Cheerleaders
Queen's cheerleaders are busy

taking preparations to have
cheerleaders from last year lead
the stands in oil thighs at the ex-
hibition game Saturday against
St. Francis Xavier. In past years
xueen's has not had cheerleaders
at exhibition games since it was
n°t possible to make final selec-
tions in time. Because this is the
m °st im~ rtant exhibition game
ln some i ie, cheerleaders from
'ast year who are not trying out
,,,r the cheerleading team this

year will be present on Saturday,
^heerleading practices are being
ie| d in the east wing of the gym
ev_ery day at 4:30 and final sele-
ctions will be made Monday.

behind and caught a pass for an-
other six points. Half time score
Gaels 25 Ravens 0.

The third quarter opened with
very erratic blocking by several
Gaels and rugged defensive tackl-

ing by Raven's LARRY MATHE-
SON and BOB CHANTLER.
JAMIE JOHNSTON caught a pass

down, with LILLES running over

right tackle for the score. Bare-
ly two minutes later, L -YRRY

FERGUSON rushed in from his

defensive end position to block

a Raven punt on the Carleton 24

and COWAN ran the ball from
scrimmage into the Raven end-

zone with three minutes remain-
ing in the quarter. PLANCKE
converted. In the final minute

LARRY 'FERGUSON kicked a long

punt into the Carleton end zone to

add a further point. Score: Gaels

39 Ravens 0.

On Carleton' s second play of

the final quarters, RON BROOKS
intercepted an AMER pass and

ran into the end zone, but it

was called back for clipping.
COWAN finallyranaroundtheend
from the 4 yd, line for his third
touchdown. RON BROOKS inter-
cepted another pass with 12 min-
utes remaining, but the Gaels
were unable to score. DALTON
intercepted with two minutes re-
maining, but the Ravens were
having a bad day altogether. The
final score: Gaels 45 Ravens 0.

HIGHLIGHTS. .. BIG FRANK
ARMENT provided solid block-
ing and tackling for the Gaels. .

.

JAMIE JOHNSTON and MIKE
HARTLEY both played fine run-
ning, pass catching and blocking
games. . .Carleton' s ANDY MAC-
FARLANE played a stronggame,
going both ways at right end. .

.

Queen's was penalized four times
for spending too much time in the
huddle. Looks like the boys have
started the floating,crap game a-

gain. ..MERV DAUB'S injury in
the first half turned out to be a
separated shoulder and he'll be
out for 5 weeks.

Rookie Doug Walker, John Crouchman and Merv Daub

look on as Gaels prepare for another season - but

Daub may not play for five weeks with a shoulder

separation

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen' s Students always Welcome.

Tony Annis to greet you.

ACTORS DESIGNERS
Department of Drama Interviews

Sept.20 - Oct.l

iffi'y.

The Drama Lounge. - Basement of the Old Arts Bldg.

Mornings - 11:00
1

- 12:00

Afternoons - 1:30 - 3:30

Drop in or call Ext. 327 for an appointment.

ASK for 'professor Euringer.

SPORTS
BITS

BY MIKE FITTON
Journal Sports Editor

Last weekend's football game looked almost like homecoming
to coach FRANK TINDALL. KEITH HARRIS, NORM JAMIESON
and GORD SIMESTER, three-fifths of Carleton' s coaching staff

are former Queen's men and Gail players. In fact, they were
only things the coach knew about the Carleton team before the

game.

The sports editor of the Carleton said before the game that

his team was weak in all tackle positions, and the left defensive

backfield. Sure enough, five of the seven touchdowns went
through the left side of Carleton' s defense.

LARRY FERGUSON (78) is doing a fine punting job for the Gails
this year. Despite the slippery football, he averaged 38.3 yds.
against Carleton, one punt travelling well over 50 yds. and adding
a point to the score. Last season FERGUSON led the league in

punting with a 38.8 yd. average.

Speaking of kicking, only two of last Saturdays seven touchdowns
were converted. Coach TINDALL has had trouble finding a reason-
ably accurate placement kicker in the past few years. "We've
tried coaching them and we've tried leaving them alone," he said
"but we still can't come up with an accurate kicker."

We'll have to break out the Stars and Stripes again for the

visiting St. Francis Xavier football team. There roster is

apparently over seventy-five percent American. Last time we
sang "Oh, say can you see..." was for the visiting McGill
faculty of Dentistry Redmen.

NOTE TO ALL FOOTBALL FANS-when it is raining, and you

wish to dash in a ragged mob across the playing field, DO NOT
PASS IN FRONT OF THE TEAM BENCHES. For that matter,

do not go near the timer's table and the dressing-room entrances.

Be a little more considerate of the visiting and home teams.

It's the least you can do in return for the entertainment they

are providing you.

Attention Sports Clubs! If you will help us by letting us know

who and where you are, we will help you by announcing and

reporting your events. Drop the particulars in the University

mail, or leave them at the Journal office. Inscribe them
"Sports Editor, Journal."

The Journal Sports Dept. needs reporters, photographers,

writers etc. of all sexes and opinions. If you are interested

in some aspect of Sports here at Queen's, and would like to work

with us, write your name, address, phone number, sports interests

and any other thing you want to say on a sheet of paper. Mark
"Sports Editor, Journal"on the paper and either leave it in

the Journal Office (basement. Student's Union) or put it in the

University mail. For the real keeners, we feature press passes

to all events, travel with teams to away-games, and inside

information on sports activities around the campus.

the facts

Beneath

the o&zzLe

All diamond's look dazzling at first

glance hut only an expert jeweler con

tell a diamond's Iruc value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarily and weight are all

important. VVc have the scientific in-

struments as well as the knowledge and

reputation to help you make the right

diamond choice.

MEMBER
AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

KlNNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St.
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ART CENTRE PLANS
EXPANDED PROGRAM TRICOLOR '66
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1965 -1966 at Queen's
SALES OPENING SOON

Ralph Allen, director of centre explains one

of the Moore Sculptures now on display.

photo by Trottier

In an effort to sirrulate a wider, more knowledgeable appre-

ciation of art at Queen's, the Agnes Etherington Art Centre is

presenting an expanded program of activities.

Perhaps the most ambitious aspect of this program is the

new Gallery Association. Membership ($1 per student) brings

several privileges: receipt of the centre bulletin, previews of

exhibits, visits to other galleries, and a number of special pro-

grams at reduced rates for members.
To inaugurate the association, several public programs have

been planned for the next few weeks. Toronto artist Jack Pollock

gave a personal interpretation of modern art and its relevance

to life last Thursday. A second program, scheduled for Wednes-
day, Sept. 29, at 8 p.m., and hesitantly entitled Involvement in

Art will include folk singing, refreshments and a mural happen-
ing. A happening situation where everyong splatters paints,

creatively.

For those seeking a more direct involvement, several places
have been reserved in the evening workshop courses. There are
opportunities for instruction in basic drawing, painting, as well

as in advanced studio work and clay modelling.
In addition to these specialized activities, the centre will

continue to present new exhibits, starting with a photo and scul-

pture composite on Henry Moore, then a selection from 20th
century English painters, a special NASA picture exhibit and
works from some contemporary Canadian painters.

PLEBISCITE PLANNED

Today Montreal

Next week Marrakesh

A mining career opens new worlds

by Tudor Beattie

The Building Fund has decided
to take dynamic action. At Tues-
day's A. M. .S. Meeting Larry
Wiertz, chairman of the Build-
ing Fund, asked for and received
approval to hold a plebiscite
sometime this term, asking stu-

dents for permission to increase
their non-academic fee by $10
for some years to come. If this

is approved, the Building Fund
will then be in a position to bor-

row one million dollars, using
this new revenue as security. As
the intended theatre will cost a-
bout three millions dollars, the
University has promised to try
to raise the remaining two mil-
lion dollars.

Mr. Lebensaul, designer ofthe
Place des Arts in Montreal, has
been retained by the Building
Fund to draw up the preliminary
plans. The proposed theatre would
consist of two thousand seat con-
cert hall, a 450 seat drama the-
atre, libraries, and classrooms.

Someone told him the Canadian mining

industry couldn't get enough mining en-

gineers, geologists, mineralogists. He

looked into it and discovered there were

five good jobs for every graduate in

mining and mineralogy.

Mining engineering was his choice.

Between university sessions he saw

mines and mining methods first hand -

and got paid for it. Later, the company
he joined indulged his desire to travel.

He did exploration work in the Canadian

Shield and the Peace, met a girl at a

convention in Helsinki and married her

in Cape Town. They have a house in Van-

couver near the company's head office,

and the family will put down roots there.

A mining career opened a whole new
way of life for him. He's a man on the

move and he likes it.

Find out more about a career in mining.

The opportunities are broad and reward-

ing. Direct your enquiries to :

PLACER DEVELOPMENT, LIMITED
Burrard Building, Vancouver, B.C.

CLELAND & FUNDALL
Dry Cleaners Shirt Laurderers

RELIABLE QUALITY
SERVICE

University Store 314 Barrie St.

Main Plant 851 Princess St.

548-4407



Schelle, Science '67, geta his desert boots buffed by
Crooroe, Arts '69. Freshette Barb Johnson collects

the donation while Graham Cuddy does double-duty
advertising and holding the equipment, photo by MacDonell

Arts '69 collected nearly
$1,500 by shining shoes last

weekend but failed to beat their

predecessors total of $1,900.

On Friday night, about 300
students at 90 stations gathered
nearly $880 towards the Whig-
Standard childrens camp fund.

Saturday morning, the 200 arts
freshmen who showed up
brought back about $580. An-
other $20 was collected at the
football game.

Ross McPhee, chairman of
the charity drive, hopes to put
the figure over $1,500 by sell-

ing the leftover shoe polish this

week.

Last spring, the Levana and
Arts and Science Societies
guaranteed the Whig-Standard
$1,200 which the paper paid at

that time.

McPhee said that the money
will cover this guarantee and the
expenses of the campaign.
"It ran fairly smoothly," he

said, but'Tdhoped for more."

He said that the Friday night
figure was up from last year but
the amount collected Saturday
morning was considerably less.

McPhee attributed the loss to a

low turnout of students and
lower donations.

For nextyear' s drive, he sug-
gested that it should beheld
sometime during initiation week
when the freshmen have more
spirit and would take part to a
greater extent.
A group of folk singers roam-

ed from station to station at-
tracting customers and doing
their own collections.

Most of the students who took
part enjoyed it and several ran
into some of Kingston's more
interesting residents.
One pretty freshette, who was

doing her stint in front of the
Brewers' Retail store told of
one man who offered to donate
$50 to the drive. But, she said,
"he wanted more than a shoe-
shine."

Working in front of a down-
town store, a freshman app-
roached a young Kinstonian of
the big boot, leather -jacket,
greasy hair variety and asked
if he wanted to have his shoes
shined for the childrens camp
fund. "Naw," said the local,
"I don't believe in that shit."
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I
International Teach-in

Starting on Friday, October 8th. at 8:30 P.M. an inter-

national teach-in will be organized at the UnivErsity of

Toronto. Although the initial stimulus for the occasion
was the war in Vietnam, the teach-in will treat of wider
topics. It is hoped that this important event will be broad-
cast live to Queen's, and that panel discussions will be

organized around it.

At 8:30 on Friday represen-
tatives from the U.S.A., the

U.S.S.R., and China will ex-
plain their fundamentally dif-

ferent attitudes to the press-
ures of peoples in developing
countries for social reform and
revolution.

On Saturday morning at 9:30
a.m. Latin America will be the
focus of discussion between a
spokesman for the U.S. doct-
rine of intervention againstrev-
olutionary change, a spokesman
for the forces of social change
in Latin America, and a 'neut-
ral*. The role of the O.A.S.,
the U.N., the position of Cuba,
and the possibility of justifying

intervention w i 1 1 all be dis-
cussed.

Saturday afternoon the dis-
cussion comes to a climax with
a confrontation between the
views of the U.S. leadership
and the views of the eighty
percent of the South Vietnamese
who live in territory governed
by the Liberation Front. Speci-
fic problems concerning the

possibility of negotiations, etc.,

will be raised.
Sunday morning and afternoon

outstanding political and theo-
retical thinkers will discuss the
general conflicts between new
and old ideologies and the res-
ponsibility of the individual for
the actions of his government.

What forms of protest can be
effective in a democratic so-

ciety, when policy may be made
by the generals? How can a be-
liever in non-violence oppose or

support the phenomena of armed
intervention and armed resist-

ance and revolution?

It is hoped that the teach-in

based on such stimulating and
thought -porvoking events will
lead to a more permanent a-
waremess and interest in these

problems - on which the future

of the world depends.

Courriers

Coming
'Canada's most exciting con-

cert attraction' will appear in

Grant Hall this Friday at 8:00
p.m. The Courriers, of course I

This young Canadian group
has toured the great entertain-
ment places all over North
America, making concert
appearances at Toronto's
Massey Hall, New Orleans'
Playboy Club, the 'Oscar Brand
Show", and CTV's 'Lefs Sing
reviewed their performance as

'Brilliant terrific rhythm
that had the whole room clapp-
ing. Built a crescendo of gen-
uine excitement.'

Appearing with the Courriers
will be the Brian Browne Trio.

Levana Left in Lurch
The Levana Society is now

without an AMS junior repre-
sentative.

A special by-election wil be

held on October 6 in order to

fill the vacancy created by Judy
Simpson's resignation. A tpre-
sent only Doris Heffron has an-

nounced her intention to run.

Until the new junior represen-
tative is elected, Liz Love, Le-
vana Society vice-president will

act in that capacity as well as

her own.
Miss Simpson had to resign

as a result of her decision to

change from a four year com-
merce course to a three year

general arts course in prepar-
ation for law. This rendered

her ineligible for the AMS po-

Condition Still Serious

Queen's student Richard Bor-
rowman remains inserious
condition in Hotel Dieu Hospi-
tal with chest and head injur-
ies,

Borrowman, al9-year-old
freshman from Pointe Claire,
was hospitalized 11 days ago af-

ter he fell under the wheels of

a haywagon during a hayride on

Wolfe Island.

Hospital officials said Sunday

that "he has improved a bit, but

not to any great extent." He is

still unconscious most of

the time, but has responded to

stimuli.

sition as the Levana constitu-

tion stipulates that the junior

representative must be in the

third year of a four year course.

The purpose of this clause

was to promote continuity in

Levana' s AMS representation.

It is almost traditional for Le-
vanites to re-elect their junior

representative to the position of

senior representative the fol-

lowing year.

Levana feels continuity is an
Important consideration since it

takes almost a full year's ex-

perience to be an effective ams
representative.

The one glaring disadvantage

of the Levana system is that

women in general arts courses,

who make up a definite majority

of the society are effectively

barred from the opportunity of

serving on the Alma Mater So-

ciety.

The Arts and Science Society

overcomes this problem to

some extent, by having the pos-

ition of junior representative o-

pen to a person in any but his

first or last year. In this way
everyone in the society is elig-

ible for the AMS post, and at

the same time an attempt is

made to promote continuity.

Two men continue the good work. (Photo by MacDonell)

UNION PROGRESSING

Most recent estimates extend

the completion date of the new

Student* s Union, originally

planned to be finished in Sep-

tember, to December or Feb-
ruary. Upon completion it will

be one of the tallest buildings

on campus.
One of the largest sectors

will be the two-story Inter-

national Center, the first to be

centrally located in any Union

building. Another large sec-

tor will provide residence ac-

comodation for 115 of the 600

graduate students at Queen's
this year. The new structur

will also include offices for

clubs and committees. In par-
ticular, the Journal expects to

move into new, larger quarters
which it badly needs.
Some alterations in the old

building are already evident:

The McLaughlin Room has been
remodelled, the reopened cof-

fee shop has been repainted and

its seating capacity nearlydou-
bled. More innovations will be
revealed in the near future.
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editorial

revolution and response

On October 8th-10th an international teach-in wil! be held at the

University of Toronto. The general theme of the teach-in is Revolu-

tion and Response, or " the relation of the major powers to revolu-

tionary changes in the underveloped countries, as determined

by their ideologies and national interests." Specifically, the

discussion will be concerned with the Vietnam situation and the in-

tervention of the great powers in Latin America.

The organizers of the teach-in have attempted to ensure that a

broad spectrum of viewpoints be adequately represented, and both

political and academic spokesmen are scheduled to speak. This is

in accordance with the teach-in committee's desire to make the dis-

cussion as educational and non-partisan as possible.

We believe that the teach-in will prove to be a valuable medium

through which the development of well-informed opinion on these

vital issues, so urgently needed, will be promoted. A group of in-

terested organizations and individuals at Queen's are presently try-

ing to make the teach-in accessible by radio to students here. A
sum of approximately two-hundred dollars is required to do this,

and a request is going to be made this week to the A.M.S., the Le-

vana Society, Arts and Science Society to provide the necessary

financial support.

We sincerely hope that this request will be granted, and that mem-
bers of the city and the University will participate in this worthy

endeavor.

the student in society

Society pays 73 percent of the operating expenses of this Univer-

sity. You, having just paid your 27 percent, may not realize the ex-

tent of your obligation towards the good of society.

What does this involve? You canmove through the assembly line of

prescribed courses, allowing the University ot drive factual nails

into the coffin called a degree. Then, the finished product may move

into a predetermined pit in the social structure's necropolis. Uni- I

versities are here to produce more than standardized men to sat-

isfy society's desires.

You must consider the nature of'thegood" of society. Within the

traditional morality of a society good is defined as that which tends

to preserve the society's culture. Culture is all that passes among

people. You must judge society" s values by personal standards which

you have erected yourself.

You will not have developed the ability to judge society construc-

tively if your university education has been a mummification pro-

cess whereby you have been stuffed with sugar-coated facts.

Refuse to follow such anassemblyline. Theuniversity also exists

to cause questions to be asked about the nature of "the good". Ques-

tions can be a spanner in the works.

"president? why, anyone . .

."

It is unfortunate that Judy Simpson had to resign her position on

the AMS as Levana junior representative, merely because she cha-
nged into a pass course. If she stays at Queen' s for Law, we hope

she will run for the executive again.

Levanites in pass arts can vote, but they have no chance to go-

vern. If the AMSis to be democratic, the right to run for office

must be extended to all its constitutional members.
Arguments for "honours only" stress continuity based on the re-

election of the junior representative as senior representative the

nest year. This argument should be discarded. Continuity and ef-

ficiency are also used to justify totalitarian systems of government.

A general meeting of Levana, which can be held at the request of

the Levana president, or ten Levanites, should change this ruling.

The Arts Society fares better than Levana. Their junior repre-

sentative'can be in his second or third year. However both the senior

representative and the arts president must be in their fourth

year of an honours course. The same applies to Levana.

Since the AMS President is a senior representative it is not pos-
sible for an undergraduate in general arts to run for this position.

This problem obviously does not apply to the professional faculties.

Both Arts and Levana can and should revise their respective con-
stitutions. Students entering final year (pass or honours) should be
eligible for the position

.
of president or senior representative. Any-

one not entering final year merits the chance to run for junior repre-
sentative.

If this is not done we hope General B. A. students pressure for
such a change. The obvious protest is to withdraw from the respec-
tive societies.

Clatch Objects
Dear Editor:

I wish to reply briefly to the

article that appeared in last
Friday's Journal under the

heading of "Our Private Reign
of Terror." First of all, 1 feel

that authors writing letters of

criticism should try to be rea-
sonably objective and not just

try to stir up the readers emo-
tions with false or exaggerated
descriptions.

Secondly, the author should
know something about the sub-
ject matter. Ifeel that I can ob-
jectively say that the paragraph
about the grease pole climbwas
nonsense.

Thirdly, constructive criti-

cism is generally much more
useful than completely negative
criticism.

I realize that initiations still

can do with improving and that

the author of "Our Private
Reign of Terror" mayhavegood
reasons for objecting to some
parts of initiations. However
more constructive and less em-
otional criticism would be more
valuable.

Within the next few weeks I

will be submitting my report
and recommendations on initi-

ations to the A.M.S., and Iwould
welcome letters from those who
have remarks, suggestions, or
criticisms on any phase of or-
ientation or initiations. Letters
should be left in the A.M.S. of-
fice and addressed to the A.M.S.
Orientation Convener.

Yours truly,

John MacLatchy
A.M.S. Orientation
Convener

comment

Frankly, I am not worried being only pass Arts: I can be AMS
pres when 1 enter Law school.

soapbox
EYES RIGHT

It would seem to be a fair gen-
eralization that since the early

thirties the active student minds
and intellectuals both on and off

campus have inclined towards
the far leftonthepolitical spec-
trum. The obvious need for gov-
ernment intervention to right
the wrongs of an economy ab-
andoned too long to the powers
of the 'rugged individual', the

need for concerted government
action in fields such as conser-
vation, social security, labour,

and, of course, more recently
civil rights, the inhuman and
degrading cruelties of fascist
governments in Europe and
elsewhere meant that most of
the articulate and active minds
of our society lay on the left.

Now it seems there may be
something of a reaction build-
ing up.

Basically I would suggest that
we have accepted the fundamen-
tal doctrines of the early left

wingers. Few now would quarrel
with the doctrine of state res-
ponsibility for the social and
economic well being of its peo-
ples, with state responsibility
for ensuring civil rights. Those
few that would quarrel with
form one branch of the right
wing reaction. Hopefully Gold-
water's fate is the final com-
ment on that branch. For while
we may long for the old days
of simplicity; while we may and
will build up individual frustra-
tions because of the complexi-
ties of our modern social state;
while we may long for those
years of individual licence, no-
thing is clearer than that our
society cannot revert to the turn
of the century. Nothing is more
dangerous than the attempt to
apply simple solutions to com-
plex problems... and only a fool
would deny that our problems
are complex.

But there is another, and, I

feel, a more valid wing of the
right wingreaction today. These
are people that feel that the ac-
ceptance of the idea of govern-
ment regulation of the economy
or the society does not lead ne-

cessarily to the acceptance of
the goal of a socialized state.

These are the people that feel

that the dangers that a social-
ized state presents to the indi-

vidual being more than outweigh
the benefits an individual reaps.
These are the people that see
an enormous, grey, medium,
neutral, middle of the road
mentality infecting most of our
western civilizations. These
are the people that decry the

loss of personal individuality in

our society today... that say a-
gain and again that we are
drowning the individual in the

neuter seas of beaurocracies.
That see our universities, for

example, existing, not as they
once did to give the individual
an opportunity to examine him-
self in depth: his values, his
purposes - not forcing him to

question, always to question -

values, society, himself,
friends enemies -but rather un-
iversities existing mainly to

produce masses of technologi-
cally alert people -socially ac-
ceptable people - high school
teachers withhigh schoolteach-
er's minds, c.a.'s with c.a.'s

miids, business men with bu-
siness minds. What the hell does
that havetodowithauniversity?

So it is these people - and I

hope to God that the university
population will prove in the fu-

ture to be part of them-thatare
now moving 'rightwards'. W e
must start now or we never will

to limit the power of our govern-
ment; to reject institutional do-
mination of the individual; to de-
fine the goals wherein reside
the justification for the organ-
ized state. We must care enough
for ourselves to stop the unspo-
ken attitude that as long as we
are so materially well off the

government can appropriate
what powers it sees fit. W e

must stress again, and once
more, that the government like

the university, exists only for
the individual, and never, never
vice-versa. And we must accept
the implications of this know-
ledge. David Glassco

School and $$$
The annual deluge of applica-

tions for scholarships, bursar-

ies and loans at Richardson Hall

carried out by thousands of

Queen's students is well under

way. Without these sources of

money, many students would not

finish university, there would be

a gradual increase in unemploy-

ment, the average level of edu-

cation would decrease, and Can-
adian progress in various fields

would slow to a crawl if it didn't

stop altogether.

As a result , the National

C.U.S. Congress in Lennoxville

this year asked its delegates to

approve of a motion aimed at en-

couraging universal accessibi-

lity to high education in Canada,

However, a goal as basic as this

must come from students them-

selves and not from four repre-

sentatives attending a confer-

ence. The problem then arises:

what thinking about education

have Queen' s students done and

how does it relate to the financ-

ing of higher education? What
sort of policy would guide re-

presentatives of the students at

future conferences and what are

all its implications?

It has been said that just

knowing what questions to ask is

sometimes as important as the

answers, butsincepolicycomes
from the answers, we need ans-

wers. How many more spaces

would have to be provided for

increased enrollmentatuniver-

sities and polytechnical insti-

tutes? Is everyone qualified for,

or do they even want education

above a high school level?If not,

what becomes of these people

and how can we ensure education

to those who are capable? Does
the purpose of education after

high school justify the tremen-
dous cost of making it free?

Free? Who can afford to pay for

free education. (Only death and

taxes are inevitable.)

It is said that one value in

paying part of the costs towards
your own education is the exper -

ience in budgeting money, one of

the facts of life. But, does the

annual scrounge for money give

less emphasis to the intellectual

and academic purposes of ed-

cation? Surveys report financial

problems near the top of the list

of student worries. Certainly,

one way or the other, there is a

psychological aspect to this side

of education.

Suppose that education was
free. Would students require
long summer holidays to earn
money or should the school year
be lengthened? What becomes of

the money the student earns in

the summer, should itbe appor-
tioned for education or for a

may even be a different result,

students might spend the sum-
mers of their last years at the

university studying.

These questions ar impor-
tant to you, me and every other

Canadian - especially those yet

to come. To discuss the future

financing of higher education

and the various implications in

the social, political, economic
and academic fields, the Aca-
demic Round Table of Queen'

s

University is setting up wide
student discussions to which are
invited the educational repre-
sentatives of various clubs on

campus, representatives from
all the society executives and all

students on the campus inter-

ested in the future of Canadian
students and society.

If Universities are to be one

step ahead of being a mirror
to society. What is this next im-
age to be?

Wade Jmek
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LENNOXVILLE(CUP) The Can-
\

adian Union of Students has ad-

opted as its first priority 'the

abolition of all social and fin-

ancial barriers to post-second-

ary education' . I

At the 29th annual congress of

CUS, held at Bishop's Univer-

sity fromAugust 28 to Septem-

ber 4, delegates from 45 memb-
er institutions adopted the new '

resolution with only one abs-

enting vote. The abolition of

tuition fees was seen as the

first step towards the principle

of 'universal accessibility" to

higher education.

A National Student Day is

planned to exert public pres-

sure in favour of these goals,

to be held if possible before

the federal election. The date

wiU be set by the national

secretariat, and the form of

action will be decided by each

local council. The manifest-

ations are to be preceded and

followed by an educational and
publicity campaign on the prob-

lems of higher education.

The long term policy stat-

ment, moved by McGill and
seconded by the University of

British Columbia, declares the

British Columbia, declares that

"the sole determinant of the

undertaking of post -secondary
education should be academic
qualification."

A further resolution pointed

to the discrepancy which would
exist after the abolition of tuit-

ion fees between annual student

revinue and annual student ex-
penditure on education. It called

for modification of existing stu-'

dent loan schemes "as an initial

step towards the elimination of

loans" by making loans refund-
able upon the successful comp-
letion of each academic year'.'

A five point declaration on the

rights and responsibilities of

the Canadian student, seen as
the first step towards the adop-
tion of a student charter, was
adopted at the conference.
A resolution to reconsider

membership in the American
financed International Student
Conference was adopted. The
congress also served notice to

continue its role as observer
in the Eastern European domin-
ated International Union of

Students.

SO?
WHAT?

S
CONGRESS

1965

From the presidents:PATRICK KENNIFF 1965-6
Patrick Kenniff, incoming

president of CUS told delegates
from 45 institutions attending
the 29th congress of CUS that

"there exists in Canada today
what might be called a Canadian
student movement, with
common aims that are powerful
enough to transcend language,
regional, and structural differ-

ences."
He called for people to over-

look organizational differences,

stating that whether students
were members of CUS, the

Union Generate des Etudiants
du Quebec, the Student Union
for Peace Action, or the Student
Ghristian movement, they

should be willing to work togeth-

er in areas of accord. In inter-

national affairs, he asked CUS
to play a role of a detached and
objective analyst in the world
student community.

In addition to the resolutions

on free education, the work of

the Congress reflects this new
emphasis: CUS will attempt to

establish scholarships to bring
students from South Africa, An-
gola, Southern Rhodesia, and
Mozambique to Canada.
A representative of CUS will

go to Vietnam to study the sit-

uation there, provided funds for

his expenses can be raised from
sources other than the CUS

DOUGLAS WARD 1966-7
Douglas Ward, 27, was elect-

ed president of the Canadian
Union of Students for the year
1966-67 at the recent CUS con-
gress at Bishop's University.

Mr. Ward, a theology grad-
uate and former president of the

Students Administrative Coun-
cil of the University of Toronto,

will take office next summer.
For the past year, Mr. Ward
served as international affairs

secretary of CUS, the first to

hold that position. This year

PAGE 3

I am told that the 29th Canadian Union of Students Congress
held at Bishop's University in Lennoxville this month marked a
bold new thrust in CUS policies. In all honesty I saw no great
evidence of it, yet the modest firmament may have appeared on
which next year' s Congress can build policies that do show some
real evidence of initiative with direction. However, that remains
for next year's Congress.
The CUS had two major areas where it could exert meaningful

policy initiatives. These were the financing of higher education
and the structure and future of Canadian Confederation.
The question was not whether the loan scheme was good or

bad, but whether students, as society's largest group of idealists
are prepared to discard principles to short-term need. If the Con-
gress did not believe in unique provincial responsibility in educa-
tion it should have said so-not bundle contradictory principles
and programme.
On the question of Canadian dualism, the CUS did, to its credit,

recognize L' union Generale des Etudiants du Quebec (UGEQ) as a
national union of students and an equal to CUS. UGEQ was formed
last year by the French -Canadian students of Quebec after they
left CUS. Further to its credit, they (CUS) chose to announce its
preparedness to sponsor UGEQ membership in the International
Student Congress. This expressed the hope that the split at the
student level need not be seen as a harbinger of Canada's demise.

Such a crucial issue as provincial responsibility in education
was dutifully acknowledged, but it did not prevent the Congress
from calling for further federal aid to education, particularly
through a revision of the Canada Student loanplan into an achieve-
ment grant scheme.

If the Congress was really committed to unique provincial res-
ponsibility in education, it would have called for an end to this
plan altogether. The federal government should make more money
available to the provinces, not assume provincialresponsibilities.

Then, there is the much
touted business of "universal"
accessability to higher educ-
ation. The doctrine calls for the
elimination of all social and
financial barriers to higher ed-
ucation. The problem with the

doctrine is when it should be
implemented. Some demand it

now, others say it never can
be. The intention is clearly
hitched to equality of oppor-
tunity. Nonetheless, a principle
can be espoused even if it is un-
attainable, eg. democracy, and
the Congress took a signifigant

step in calling for the elimin-
ation of tuition fees as a

No policy statement was made
on means tests, however. Thus
the Congress merely laid a

foundation. Much more must
be decided before it has well

defined policies toward univer-
sal accessability or towards
Confederation. Maybe the CUS
will be able to claim boldness
and vision.

- George Anderson

Chairman,

Queen's CUS Committee

budget.

The UnionGeneraledes Etud-
iants du Quebec was recognized
as "a legitimate national union
of students within the latter

1
s

own definition." The resolution
emphasized the seeking out of

areas of co-operation between
the two unions.

he will hold the position of
assistant registrar at the Univ-
ersity of Toronto.

Richard Good was chosen by
acclamation as vice president
of CUS for the coming year.

As president of the Manitoba
Students Union last year, Mr.
Good led the freeze- the -fees
march of 1,500 students on the

Manitoba legislature. He work-
ed for CUS this summer as a

special assistant for the Canada
Student Means Survey.

I KASHMIR BACKGROUND 1

Value-7 1/2 million rupiahs

The treaty of Amristsar in

1846 sold Kashmir to the Hindu
Degra family for this price.
Thus a predominantly Moslem
(78%) state came into the poss-
ession of a Hindu prince.
The Maharajas had bought

this land to exploit it, not to

improve it. The Maharaja spent
more money on his court than
on public health, agriculture,
industrial development, roads,
an- education combined. In 1941
93% of the population was illit-

erate and 40% of the peasants
landless.

The first revolt against this

despotism was by the All
Jammir and Kashmir Moslem
Conference in 1931. Its leader,
Sheikh Abdullah gained the name
°f Sher-E-Kahmir, the Lion of
Kashmir. During his imprison-
ment for this revolt, Abdullah
realized that to succeed he
needed the support of the entire
Popu la tion - not just the
Moslems. After being released
ftom jail, he formed the All
Jammir and Kashmir National
Conference. With both Hindu and
Moslem backing, it was the
strongest political group in

Kashmir.
Jinnah, the leader of the Mos-

lem league, wanted a division
of the Indian subcontinent along
religious lines. Naturally he

was opposed to this secular

party, the National Conference

and its leader Abdullah. On the

other hand, the leaders of the

Congress Party, Gandhi and

Nehru wanted one large secular

nation. Consequently, they wel-

comed this example of inter-

communal cooperation.

The British, however, acc -

epted that the subcontinent had

to be divided along religious

lines in Pakistan (Islamic) and

India (Hindu). The Princes,
however, were responsible for

their own state's destiny. The
Maharaja of Kashmir did not

decide anything so on August

15, 1947, Kahmir became an

independent state.

This independent state was
not entirely under the control

of the Maharaja as a revolt had

broken out in the Moslem
Poonch. This revolt eventually

became the Azad (Free) Kash-

mir movement (pro-Pakistan).

Meanwhile in Southern Jammir
where the Hindu's were in a

slight majority, savage butch-

eries occured which exiled or

killed most of the Moslems in

the area. The Maharaja was
powerless to control this chaos.

The British in their indecent

haste to leave must bear the

blame for much of this.

The savageries in Jammir
and the massacres of Moslems

in other parts of India aroused

the Pathan tribesmen in Pakis-

tan to a jihad or Holy War
against Kashmir. The attack

started October 19 and by Oct-

ober 25 the Pathans were only

a few miles from Srinagar, the

capital of Kashmir. The Maha-
raja, to save himself, joined

India. Immediately an Indian

airlift of troops to Srinagar

was organized and the Pathans

beaten back.

The Pathans and Azad
Kashmir forces, despite help

from Pakistan, were no match

for Indian forces. Consequently

in the spring of 1948, Pakistan

committed its regular army
to battle. A ceasefire was
agreed to in December 1948

and on January 1 a U. N. - super -

vised ceasefire came into eff-

ect. India at this point controlled

about two-thirds of Kahmir'

s

area and three-quarters of its

population.

The issue was then taken up

in the Security Council. In pres-

enting her case India stressed

what had actually occured in

Kashmir. Pakistan officials had

aided the Azad Kashmiris and

the Pathan tribesmen against

the independent state of

Kashmir. After the Maharaja

had legally made his state part

of India, Pakistan had sent in

her regular army. Consequently

Pakistan had committed ag-

ression and should leave. India

was responsible for her own in-

ternal affairs in Kashmir.
In presenting her case, Pak-

istan used a wider context, the

events in the entire sub-cont-

inent. She pointed out that the

basic principle of division had
been religious. Consequently,
predominantly Islamic Kashmir
should be part of Pakistan.

In addition, she point out,

India did not always accept
legal claims to territories. In

Junagadh, a predominantly

(90%) Hindu princely state, a

Moslem Nazim (ruler) had opted

for union with Pakistan. The
Indians then marched in and
caused him to flee. India had

then legalized her takeover by
a plebiscite. Pakistan therefore

called for a plebiscite in

Kashmir under international

supervision. TheKa s hm ir is,

being 78% Moslem would in a

free plebiscite naturally opt

for union with Pakistan rather

than India.

Pakistan pointed out that In-

dia had several times accepted

the principle of a plebiscite.

India has always presented un-
realistic demands as precon-
ditions to a plebiscite or con-

ditions with no guarantee of

impartiality. India wanted the

elections to be locally admin-
istered. As Sheikh Abdullah ran

a one party state in Kashmir,

a plebiscite run by him would
not be fair. India basically is

opposed to a plebiscite as she

would lose.

From 1947-1953, Abdullah

ran a one party socialist state.

He redistributed the land and
simply abolished many of the

existing debts. The Lion of

Kashmir refused to integrate

Kashmir any more fully than

necessary into India. In 1953,

the Maharaja' s son (the old

Maharaja having abdicated) im-
prisoned Abdullah. The Indian

government was afraid that

Abdullah was attempting to cre-

ate an independent Kashmir.

When Abdullah was released

from prison in 1958 for three

months, the Lion of Kashmir
roared for a plebiscite. India

had lost an old friend after be-

traying him.

Kashmir has been a trouble

spot partially because of its

strategic position. It borders
China, Tibet, Russia, Afganis-

tan, Pakistan and India. In the

fighting, Indian troops have a

two to one numerical advantage

over Pakistan's forces. How-
ever Pakistan's troops are bet-

ter armed and have higher mor-
ale.

—Kenneth Menzies
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no supps for the suppers Gee/Gee/ It's a a-go-go;
On Tuesday, Aug. 17, several

Queen* s students appeared at

Gilmour Hall at McMaster Uni-
versity to write their supple-

mental examinations.
However, they ran Into a

problem.
The exams were not there.

Apparently, officials at the

Hamilton university had not

checked to see if they had any
papers. After waiting for the

morning mail, they phoned
Queen's Departemnt of Exten-
sion.

The Extension Department,

which had mailed the papers by

first class mail on August 3,

was understandably baffled, but

began to get more papers to-

gether.
" It was like a madhouse here"

said Mrs. Olive Higdon of the

department.

TRICOLOR '66

All campus clubs wishing to

have their executive pics pub-

lished in the Tricolor must sub-

mit pictures of quality suitable

for publishing together with

typed seating plans to the Tri-

color office by Oct. 19.

She said that the new papers
had to be gathered, and in some
cases more had to be printed

A car was rented and by 12:30

the exams were on their way
to Hamilton.

With Tuesday's and Wednes-
day's papers in the car, Mrs,
Higdon reached McMaster by
4 o'clock.

The papers for Friday and

Saturday, the last two days of

the exam-period, were mailed as

soon as they could be gathered.

Mrs. Higdon said that she

recently recived a letter from

John Becker, assistant Regis-

trar at McMaster, saying the

papers arrived about ten days

ago.

But, she said, "if s still a

mystery to us."

ATTENTION SCOUTERS
Looal Troop urgently needs:

1) a qualified scoutmaster

2) two assistant cub pack
leaders.

Otherwise 50-60 boys must be

refused membership
Please phone Peter Patteson

542-1459

PETER SCOTT
SWEATERS

FASHION CRAFT SHOPS
93 Princess Street

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen's Students always Welcome.

Tony Annis to greet you.

CAMPUS
COMFORT in

Glenayr

SWEATERS, I

SKIRTS, I

SLIMS 1

Fashion AND comfort!

That's Kitten for fall!

This perfectly matching

outfit is a must for your

Kitten collection!

Full-fashioned

medium-weight Shetland

and mohair cardigan with

classic neck and long

sleeves, moth-proof,

Bhrink-reBistant—skirt is

100% pure wool worsted

woven of superfine Botany,

fully-lined, dry-cleanable

—

in exciting new Fall colours

—perfectly matches all

Botany sweaters. At all

fine shops everywhere.

332/690

Your cultural affairs writer

recently had the privilegeof

witnessing the i n a u s picious

debut of Kingston's newest art-

form: the amateur a GO-GO
dancer contest.

Two of the city's most fash-

ionable night spots, the Commo-
dore and The Pub, each announ-

ced last week that they would

hold one of these challenging

competitons on Saturday after-

noon. The occasion was widely

and appropriately publicized

through radio and newpaper
advertisements and a poster in

Ban Righ women's residence

at Queen's.

Ronald Kennedy, the genial
manager of the Commodore, ex-

pressed the hope that some of

the (over 21) girls from the

university would enter since

the prize he was offering was
a Job and he felt the rather

lucrative stint of dancing only

a few hours nightly would be

a natural for a college girl.

But, unfortunately, it was not

to be.

At 3:00 pm. we descended

the winding staircase of The
Pub to see for ourselves.

Sitting in comfortable leather

chairs crowded around a dim-
inutive table, we enioved the

musical acrobatics of the Trou- Later that evening we phoned
badours (theirdrummer can play The Pub and were informed that
the guitar with his teeth) but the the contest had gone on during
only feminine charm in evidence our absence and that, of a
there, emanated from Rhonda field of the lone cour-

ageous local girl had been beat-

en out by a Torontonian and
a Montrealer, whom we could

catch in the eleven o'clock

show.

With true journalistic dedica-

tion we made the trip back to

the scene of our afternoon rev-

els and, after sitting in thedarl

through a Rock -and - Roll

group's nightmare, a power
failure, thoroughly enjoyed the

game performances put on by

the winners.

As we wearily made our way
home early Sunday ou hope

was that this university will be

much more directly repres-

ented the next time a contest

of this type is held in Kingston.

by John H. Saunders

"This week
Tuesday, Sept. 28; Inter -faculty

choir for students meets at7:00
at the Music House, just across
the street from the football sta-

dium.

and Margot, the club' s regular

Go-Go girls, and from our beau-
tiful assistant sitting across
the table.

Since no amateur contestants

seemed to be forthcoming we
and moved on to the Commo-
dore.

CLASSIFIED
Arts '67 is looking for a Con-
venor and Committee for the

'67 Fall Fair project. Those
interested please contact Bruce
McNeely at 548 -3205 before

October 4.

Lost
Would everyone whohas an Arts
'68 flap pocket leather jacket

please check the size label for

"L Ralston." My jacket may
fit you, but yours does not fit

me.
Ivan Ralston, 392 Alfred, 546-

9062.

Arts ' 69
Taken in scavenger hunt, one
vetrinary sign worth $400.00

four flags, and two flamingoes.

These must be returned immed-
iately. If left at the A.M.S. of-

fice, no questions willbeaskpH

.OOKSHOP 14 M«n».ol St.

A.WI.S. Meeting
Last week's AMS meeting was

highlighted by discussions of

two ambitious building pro-

grams. The first concerned the

proposed theatre on campus.

The second dealt with the pos-

ibility of promoting a $1.8 mil-

lion married students' co-oper-

ative residence.

George Anderson, CUS com-
mittee president, explained that

he had been in contact with

Howard Adelman of Campus
Co-operative Residence Incor-

porated, who suggested that a

150 -unit apartment building

could be erected for under

$2 million. If the project could

get started quite soon, it would

be possible to have the resid-

ence ready by Oct. 1, 1966.

A report was given on the

preparations for University Day

which will be Oct. 22. It is

hoped that Claude Ryan, editor

of Le Devoir, will be the guest

speaker.

ARTS '69 EXECUTIVE

Pres.—Peter Eddison
V-Pres-Carolyn Chiddicks
Seer.—Sue Birnie
Treas.--Don Pepper
M.A.S.--Greg Anderson
F.A.S. --Lenore Shaw
Social—Bob Feeny

Gladys Symons
Const. --Larry Porter

Chip Drury

TRICOLOR ' 66
Feacuring: 16 page section of

coloured campus
photos; numerous
candid shots; Frosh
and Grad photos.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. — Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. — Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. — Res. 546-0032

M. EMMET ADAM — Res. 542-6782

Without this label it is not a genuine KITTEN.

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

VE3VX's first meeting will be
held in Clark Hall, Tuesday,
September 28 at 7:30 p.m. Code
and theory classes will be or-
ganized. New members wel-
come.

Queen's Chess Club; Nest meet-
ing Tuesday September 28 at

East Central Common Room,
Leonard Hall. New members
welcome. Chess seminars to be
organized.

Peter Sellers: Only Two Can
Play, Tuesday September 28.

Dunning Auditorium. 7:00&9:00
p.m. Admission 50if.

WEDNESDAY SEPT. 29

Wednesday September 29; Li-

beral Club Organizational and
Policy meeting in Dunning Hall

Room 14 at 6:30 sharp followed

by transportation to Kingston
Liberal Nomination . Guest
Hon. Mitchell Sharpe, Minister

of Trade and Commerce. All

members with cars, please
bring them to the meeting.

The first meetingof the Queen* s

Camers Club will be held on
Wednesday September 29 at 7:00

p.m. in the Lower Common
Room of the Student Union. All

persons interested in photogra-
phy are welcome.

THURSDAY OCT. 30
Bye Bye Birdie. Dick van Dyke
Thursday Seltember 30 Dunning
Akditorium 7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Admission 50£.

SUNDAY OCT. 3

Tricolour Autosport Club An-
nual Slalom, Sunday October
3 at the Sentry parking lot off

Highway 2 in Cataraqui. Regis-
tration for drivers at 1:00 o'

clock. Weiner roast afterwards.
Non-members welcome.

NOTICE
Applications are invited for

Chief AMS Constable.

Please apply in writing to AMS
office by Tues. Sept. 28

Also, anyone interested in being

an AMS Constalbe apply in AMS
office.

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-1405

Branch Manager: A. E. Nelson. C.L.U.

AMS APPOINTMENTS
The following positions are open

on the AMS court:

4 Junior Justices - one of which

must be in 2nd year Law, the

rest from any other faculty.

Sherriff of the court - any yr.

or faculty.

Clerk of the court - any yr. or

faculty.

All interested persons please

submit applications to the AMS
office on or before Oct. 1, 1965.
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TO THE POLE! (AGAIN)
There was a clash of opin-

ion on campus this week over

the merits and demerits of one

0f Queen's most popular ini-

tiation activities — the grease

pole climb.

'It builds spirit*, was the uni-

ted opinion of Engineering frosh

and upperclassmen, but specta-

tors who had watched the pole

climb Sept. 18 wondered just

how safe this spirit-building

activity was.'
' How do you come out of a

mad scramble like that with-

out being wrecked up?" asked

one female spectator.

The official reply to this

came Saturday from Bill Dewar,

Engineers' chief vigilante, who
said the wide pit of mud around

the pole prevents any serious

injury from spills.

'You get the odd bruise clim-

bing up the pole,' he said,' but

you'd be amazed at how safe

it really is.'

Engineering Society presi-

dent Gabe Takach pointed out

that 'there has been no major
injury in the past three years.

' If there had been, the climb

would have been called off.'

Most of the spectators inter-

viewed during the week had
doubts also about the value of
the climb as a tradition.

'If s entertaining to watch,
alright, but what about the
frosh—what do they get out of
it?' asked one student.

The universal answer to this
was--' lots*.

'It's rough, but you like it,

because it's also fun and if s
a challenge.' - -Roy Mathis.

'If s out of the ordinary, and
the sort of thing that brings
everyone together.' --John
McCance.
'IPs a mark of the year's

spirit.' -- Murray Bell, past
assistant secretary of the En-
gineering Society.

The '69 frosh said they en-
joyed 'getting dirty*, although
they were disappointed that they
had failed to retrieve the tarn
from the top of the pole, after
trying for more than an hour.
Last year's freshmen reached
the tarn in 21 minutes.

This year's failure was attri-
buted to the 'extra -deep' mud
around the pole, which had made
it more difficult for the fresh-
men to get a firm footing.

The pole itself has an inter-

esting story behind it which
adds flavor to the local tradi-

It was originally a University
of Toronto goal post, said Bill

' The Torontonians got tired
of Queen's students taking off
with their goal posts after each
football game, so they put in
steel ones.

'Apparently the Queen's stu-
dents heard about the new posts,
and cut them through with a
torch the night before a big
game. The next day, after
the game, they took off with
the posts again.

Chamber Music
This year the Music Depart-

ment is organizing a group of
two or three dozen musicians
for the "Queen' s Chamber
Players." This affords an op-
portunity for student (and staff)

instrumentalists at various le-

vels of experience and accom-
plishment to play works for
chamber orchestra.

For further information con-
tact Dr. Clarke, demonstrator
in Music, of Queen's Music De-
partment.

NOTICE
TO ALL CLUBS AND CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS WISHING FINAN-
CIAL AID FROM THE A.MS. MUST SUBMIT A PRO-
POSED 3UDGET TO THE AM, S. BUDGET& FINANCE
COMMITTEE BY OCT. 10th. PLEASE LEAVE SUCH IN
THE A M.S. OFFICE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION YOU MAY CONTACT
PAUL MYLES, CHAIRMAN OF BUDGET & FINANCE
AT 542-0803.

TOP GRITS HERE
The Liberal Party willbefir-

ing its big guns at Queen's this

fall.

Peter Leishman, president of

the Queen* s Liberal Club an-

nounced last Thursday that

three cabinet ministers have all

agreed to speak here this fall.

Walter Gordon, minister of fi-

nance, J.R. Pickersgill, secre-
tary of state, and revenue min-
ister E.J. Benson, MP for King-
ston will all be on campus with-

in the next few months, he said.

Duncan Edmonds, head of the

newly formed Company of Young
Canadians is also scheduled to

speak and there are tentative

plans for a lecture by John
Matheson. chairman of the
House foreign affairs commit-
tee.

On top of this, Queen's will

also play host ot the annual con-
vention of the Ontario Young Li-

berals on November 20.

Leishman made the announ-
cements at the club' s opening
meeting. About 60 people turned
up at the Leonard Hall east-cen-
tre common room to hear plans
for the coming year.
Discussing model parliament

Leishman said that the welter

of campus, provincial, and na-
tional issues which have pre-
viously made up the party pla-

tform will be abandoned this

year in favour of a concise
statement on student issues.

The club hopes that the digres-
sions which preoccupied pre-
vious parliaments will thus give

way to meaningful debate and a

body of practical resolutions.

The Ontario Federation will

sponsor a "campaign college"

this weekend devoted to both el-

ection and post-election organ-

ization. The two -day seminar,

which starts Friday, will be held

|
at the King Edward Hotel and

' Osgoode" Hall in Toronto.

LEVANA
Nominations for Jr. AMS rep.

are now open-to be submitted
to Joan Pistawka or Sandie

Best with signatures of 5 nom-
inators and an acceptance by
the nominee. Candidate must
be in her third year of a four

year course.Nominations are

due by Sept. 29th. (Wed.)

money problems

needn't interrupt^%5l
your education

visit your nearest branch of The

Toronto -Dominion Bank for

information on CANADA STUDENT LOANS

THE TORONTO-DOMINION
Where people make the difference

BANK

CLELAND & FUNDALL
Dry Cleaners Shirt Launderers

RELIABLE QUALITY
SERVICE

University Store 314 Barrie St.

Main Plant 851 Princess St.

548-4407
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i
X GETS AXE 21-0

Coach Don Loney reviews situation from St. F-X bench.

Gael Roster 1965
Due to the shortage of programs at last Saturday1

s game
we are printing the Gael roster below for your convenience.

You will be advised of changes as they occur.

16 SURMAN, Steve

17 CONNOR, Cal

18 BAYNE, Don
20 POCE, Frank
21 FERGUSON, BiU
22 COWAN, Doug
23 JOHNSTON, Jamie
24 BROOKS, Ron
25 NORRIE, Bayne
30 HARTLEY, Mike
32 LATHAM, John
33 LATHAM, Bob
34 LILLES, Heino

35 CLARK, Ron
38 POTVIN, Guy
41 KINDLE, Geoff

45 HOWES, Bob
50 SMITH, Don

51 PARNEGA, Brian

53 HAFEMAN, Eric
57 CLIMIE, Bob
58 CROUCHMAN, John
61 WALLACE, Leon
62 ANDREOLA, John
63 LINDSAY, John
64 WALKER, Doug
67 ARMENT, Frank
68 GREENWOOD, Jim
71 PLANCKE, Larry
73 ROBINSON, Glen
76 PAYSON, Russ
77 MCCARTHY, Bill

78 FERGUSON, Larry
85 BRADY, Mike
86 PENWARDEN, Glen
89 GREGORY, Ted
90 CRAIG, Theron

Bowl Game
Slated For Nov.20

Preparations are continuing

for the Save the Children Col-

lege Bowl to be held in Toron-
to's Varsity Stadium November
20. Profits from the game,
sponsored by the CAnadian Save
the Children Fund will be chan-
nelled to assisting needy young-
sters in Canada and hungry
areas of the world.

Teams will be selected from
two different and distinct re-
gions of Canada such as Eas-
tern Canada, Western Canada,
or Central Canada.

Universities across the coun-

try are being asked to partici-

pate in the giant parade through
downtown Toronto on the morn-
ing before the game. Theme of

the parade will be "Canadian
Youth on Parade'.'

A Bowl Queen will be
selected the night before the

game and a mamoth student

dance or series of student
dances is planned. Tickets for

the game, which starts at 1:00

p.m. are $2.00, $3.00, and $4.00
and may be obtained on a first

come basis by writing to "Save
The Children College Bowl, 188

Davenport Road, Toronto."

Permission has been granted by
His Excellency the Governor

General to name the trophy for

the game the "Vanier Cup".
Negotiations are being made for

live radio and/or television co-
verage of the game.

X-MEN BOWLHOPE SETBACK

AS GAELS ROLL TO SECOND WIN
By Dave Dowsley

Journal Sports Writer

Queen's continued to show
pre-season power defeating St.

Francis Xavier University21-0

Saturday at Richardson stad-

Both teams spent the early

minutes of the first quarter

testing for each others weak-
ness. Punting became an early

feature of the contest with

LARRY FERGUSON AND TED
SCOTT exchanging long kicks,

the strong south wind making a

difference of twentv vards on

some punts . X-man tackle,

STEVE CONNOLLY received a

leg injury and left the field

early in the day.
In a series of plays follow-

ing a 27 yard punt return by
DOUG COWAN Gaels were a-

gain called for being too long

in the huddle. On a third down
gamble HEINO LILLES burst

through the right side and ran
21 yards to score Gael' s first

touchdown. ERIC HAFEMAN* S

convert was blocked.

The quarter ended with

LARRY FERGUSON kicking 59

yards for a single point mak-
ing the score Gaels 7 X-men 0

DICK PANDOLFO opened the

second quarter with some im-
pressive running, a character-

istic which he showed through-

our the game. However, X-
men lost another offensive tac-

kle when JOHN KEAVENEY in-

jured his right leg and was out

for the rest of the game. BRUCE
ROCICOTE fumbled the kick,one

of several X punts dropped dur-

ing the game but this time he

recovered quickly. The Gael de-

fensive line showed experience

and strength swamping Pandolfo

behind his line of scrimage on

several occasions and in one
instance driving him back to

his one yard line.

Near the end of the quarter

Cowan caught a pass from quar-
terback Connor on the X-men'

s

18 yard line. Ferguson kicked

for a single point. In the final

seconds of play Guy Potvin
intercepted a Pondolfo pass,but
Gaels were unable to capitalize
leaving the score at half time
Gaels 8 X-men 0.

X-men were penalized on the

first play of the third quarter
and Queen's Eric Hafeman had
to kick off again. X-men' s Roger
Sevigny,who showed remarkable
speed all day, ran the ball

through the entire Gael team but

was brought down at the 54 yard
line on a last minute tackle by

Glen Robinson. Calling a fine

extension play to the right side

Connor threw a 15 yard flat

pass to Don Bayne who immed-
iately relayed to Henio Lilies.

Three plays later Connor pass-

ed to flanker Don Bayne for

Queen's second touchdown of

the day. Eric Hafeman convert-

ed to give the Gaels a fifteen

point lead.

The X-men started the fourth

quarter with a series of first

downs on the passing of Pan-
dolfo but were finally forced to

punt by the Gael defense. On
the next play Connor, nearly

caught in the end zone, evaded

the X-men and ran the ball out

to his five yard line.

Mid-way through the quarter,

offensive end Bill McCarthy
took Bayne' s pass on the X-
men's 11 from which Henio

Lilies rushed into the end zone

photos by Bailey

for the touchdown. Hafeman'

s

convert was blocked leaving

the score 21-0.

Quarterback Bayne moved the

Gaels to the 4 yard line on a

pitchout and a pass to Jamie
Johnston. Bayne carried the

ball himself to the one but the

X-men repulsed two Gael dives.

X-men took over the ball moving
it to the 35 before time ran out.

Final score: Gaels 21, St. F-X
0.

Other exhibition game
scores: McGill 31, St. Mary's,
14.

Sports
bits
by Mike Fitton

Sports Editor

Don Loney, football coach atSt. Francis Xavier Univer-

sity, is, or perhaps was until Saturday, a sort of demi-god

in the Maritimes. He is a smooth, articulate man with a

lively sense of humor, and a strong unprintable vocabu-

lary for missed blocks and dropped passes. Each year he

presents the Lady Jane award to the team Casanova and

once gave a football with a handle to Bruce Racicot, X-
man fullback. But last Saturday may mark the end of an

era. Several hundred F-X alumni in central Canada had

been invited to a "Victory Banquet" after the game, and

were present to watch the X-men easily outclassed on

the football field. The game was broadcast back to Anti-

gonish, MS. where the home-town crowd hadbeen assur-

ed of a victory by a mass publicity campaign.

I* 11 stick my neck out and
pick three stars of the last

game. The first would have to

be Doug Cowan, who contrib-
uted a solid running, blocking
and pass catching game, and
who T 11 swear was over for

another six points at the end
of the fourth quarter. The sec-
ond, Dick Pandolfo, quarterback
of the X-men, who personally
kept the F-X offence together,

and did a lot of running. The
third, perennial all-star Larry
Ferguson, who punted well,

tackled well, picked off a Sev-
igny pass, and generally left

the X-men offense wondering
if the Gaels had an end-zone.

Special mention must go to

Theron Craig, hard-hitting defen

fensive tackle, Guy Potvin,

alert Gael defensive back,
X-men punter and flanker Ted
Scott, and Gael Heino Lilies

who rushed for 172 yards and
seems headed for another Inter-

collegiate Record.

If we're ever hard up for
quarterbacks, we can always
use John Crouchman and Frank
Arment. In the pre-game warm
up, they were throwingpassesto
their fellow linemen which
would have impressed the likes

of Bernie Faloney.

The hidden significance of
last Saturday's game is that

there will be a 'Save the Chil-

dren Bowl' game, something
like a national football final,

in Toronto in November.
There were three areas to con-

sider in choosing the competing
teams, these being Eastern,

Central,
|
and Western Canada.

As St. F-X was the top Eastern

contender, the Gaels have vir-

tually guaranteed that Central

and Western Canada will send

teams to the Bowl. Perhaps
the Gaels will meet the U. of

Alberta Golden Bears there!

A few miscellaneous com-
ments... it seems that the re-

cent explosions on the East

side of Richardson Stadium are

courtesy of Science *68. If there

are any AMS Constables under
the stands when one of those

sticks explodes, the Joke will be

over. Enough said... several of

our immature football fans are

coming to the game dead drunk.

A little alcohol to warm you on

a cold day is a good idea, but a

little too much and you become
a public nuisance.. Queen' s fans

are not making enough noise this

year. A few more horns and a

few more voices would help-

Next Saturday the Gaels wiU
meet the Western Mustangs at

Richardson Stadium. Western
may be the team to beat this

year after their 20-14 victory

over Toronto.
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STADIUM BOOZE OUT
No. 3

Tuesday's AMS meeting was
featured by the adoption of a
motion reaffirming AMS deter-
mination to maintain" a reason-
able standard of conduct" at
Queen's football games.

Don Carter, chairman of the
vigilance committee and AMS
prosecutor, asked for the resol-
ution in order that his committ-
ee should have some concrete
direction in prosecuting per-
sons as a result of the incid-
ents at games.

The motion reaffirmed pres-
ent AMS by-laws and made
special mention of the fact that
those found carrying bottles of
alcohol or throwing any type
of firecrackers would definite-

ly be charged and prosecuted.
The meeting was also marked

by the disappointing announce-
ment that Open House 1966

NO HOLIDAY HERE N0V.8 HELL'S ANGELS '69 ?

University students wishingto
vote in the November 8 federal
election remain uncertain as
to their position under the Can-
ada Elections Act.

The confusion is such that

the Prime - Minister has re-
quested a legal opinion on the

interpretation of the Act as it

affects voting by university stu-

dents. Mr. Pearson said he will

ask university heads to consider
action to facilitate student vot-

ing in their home ridings either

on polling day or at advance
polls.

Students at Western and
Waterloo have asked for a holi-

day on election day to allow them
to return home to vote.

Queen's principal, Dr. Corry
said that classes will not be can-
celled here, but "students may

NEW FACE

FOR OLD ARTS
Plans are under way for the

renovation of the Old Arts Bui-
lding, including the wing hous-
ing the Drama Department and
Convocation Hall. Work is ex-
pected to begin in the spring
of 1966 and to completed by
September.

Convocation Hall will be re-
equipped with modern stage
machinery, better seating ar-
rangements, and attractive de-
corating schemes.
Meanwhile, the Drama Guild

will be presenting two one-act
Plays in the Hall on October
!4. They are "The Chairs'*
by Eugene Ionesco and "Port-
rait of a Madonna" by Tenn-
essee Williams. On December
*-5, the Drama Department will
run "Mother Courage and Her
Children", a play by Bertolt
Brecht and directed by Fred
Euringer.

go home to vote and their ab-
sence from classes will not
be held against them".

Teach-in

Postponed

The Queen's portion of the
International Teach-In has been
postponed until the weekend of

October 15, 16 and 17.

Other universities will con-

tinue with the arrangments as

planned for October 8, 9 and 10

A week later tapes of the

teach in will be played inDunn-

ine Hall.

It is expected that more stu-

dents will be able to attend on
the later date because the or-
iginal date was both Thanksgiv-

ing weekend and an away foot-
ball game.

Arts leather faculty jackets
are now legal.

At its meeting last Wednes-
day, the executive unanimous-
ly passed an amendment to

the constitution to allow for
two official jackets, the pres-
ent Antron jacket and a leather
one.

The contract for the Antron
jacket was negotiated with Dov-
er" s Limited in the spring of

1964. "Since that date, the firm
has co-operated with the Society
in everyway", said John Argue
junior AMS rep who made the
new arrangements with
Dover's.

"They supplied what we want-
ed and respected our constit-

ution by selling only the offic-

ial jacket", he said.

In agreeing to undertake the
dietribution of leather jackets,
Dover's will attempt to find
a suitable one before Christ-

mas. On

BLOODY

PLUMBERS !

This year, the Engineer-
ing Society, in cooperation with

the Canadian Red Cross and
Levana, is again sponsoring
the Blood Drive on campus.
The climic, which has a target

quota of 1000 pints of blood-

at least- will be held in Grant
Hall on Oct. 5 and 6 at 12:00-

2:00 p.m. and 4:30-7:30 p.m.

and on Oct. 7 at 12:00-5:00

p.m. At stake, besides the lives

of many people, will be the
the basis of this yeai Corpuscular Cup and the Inter

-

Sidewalk

Slime

Exposed

sales, the firm will then be able

to restock enough jackets to

meet the early demand next

fall.

' In order to complete arran-

faculty Shield.

The Corpuscular Cup, awar-
ded annually to the year in
any faculty with the best per-
centage of donors, was won

Important meeting at Journal
^ice Thursday oOct. 7, 7:00
P-ni. New assignment instruc-

The mysterious liquid which
has appeared on sidewalks a

round the campus is a mixture

of linseed oil and kerosene.

For the lkast five years the

Kingston Works Departmenthas
been spraying it on all new
concrete once

years. Harry McCann, the city's

sidewalk foreman, said that it

fills the pores in the cement
to form a coating which pre-
vents absorption of water and

salt. This eliminates scaling

and greatly lengthens the life of

the sidewalk. The only draw-
back is "that it is very slippery

and inflammable when first app-

lied. However, according to the
1,

department, it dries in 24-36

hours and since warning signs

and barricades are used, it

could only be ignited intention-

ally. Up to now there has not

been any serious trouble.

gements with the manufacturer," last year by Med- S . 69> ^
gements with the manufactur- sing Science took the award
er," said Mr. Axgue^^Dover Sfor faculty wi£h the

percentage of donors. And thehas asked that no orders be
placed before next Wednesday.

Tom Kinnear, Arts and Sc-
ience Society president, em-
phasized the legal involve-
ments.
"During negotiations, theex-

. ar for" three ecutive has found Mr. Dover
- to be an ethical businessman

interested in maintaining a good

reputation by pleasing his cust-

AMS Building Fund Concert in

Grant Hall at 8:00 p.m., feat-

uring the Courriers and the

Bryan Browne Trio. Tickets

$2.00, no reserved seats.

big faculties, the so-called
pace-setters, were far in the

rear.

Blood at the best of times
is in short supply. Today, the

area is critically short of it.

September surgeries have been

cancelled due to lack of blood.

A long weekend. Thanksgiving,

with the resulting emergency
call on blood is coming up.

The need for donors is great.

Are you convinced? Will you

be a donor. BLEED, at Grant

Hall, Oct. 5-6-7.

AMS
has been cancelled. Open House
Chairman Paul Armstrong ex-
plained that the semi-annual
event had to be cancelled
because the University refused
to allocate funds for it.

D.S. Swain, Director of Public
Relations, explained in a letter
to Mr. Armstrong that as well
as budget problems there were
three other considerations.
First, many departments are
arranging their own "days"-
inviting Ontario high school
dents to come to Queen's,
ond, it was felt that these stu-
dents would receive more in-
dividual attention in this way.
Third, a number of University
officers and faculty will be
speaking by invitation to high
school students. It was decided
that these and other projects
would be a more effective means
of acquainting prospective stu-
dents with Queen's.

by Tudor Beattie

omers'
' , he said. '

' I strongly
recommend that the members
of the Society purchase their

jackets from the firm with which
we have the legal contract."

DUNNING SPEAKER

APARTHEID CRrTIC
A noted South African ed-

ucator and political scientist

will lecture here this month.
Prof. E.H. Brookes, from

the University of Natal, will

address the Dunning Trust lec-
tures on Oct. 12,13, and 15.

His topic will be "Freedom,
Faith, and the 21st Century".

Prof. Brookes is a graduate
of the London School of Econ-
omics. An outspoken critic of

the apartheid policy, he is

chairman of the Liberal Party
of South Africa.

Prof. E.H, Brooks

He will remain at Queen's

for the entire fall semester

to conduct weekly seminars in

the Department of PoliticalStu-

dies on race relations.

As a prominent Anglican lay-

man. Prof. Brookes has also

been invited to lecture at the

Queen's Theological College.

Due to technical difficulties

the Queen's Journal was un-

able to include many of the

news reports and feature art-

icles submitted for this issue.

WANTED

SOMEONE WITH A CAR TO DISTRIBUTE JOURNALS

AR0"ND CAMPUS. TUES. AND FRI .
FROM 11.00

TO 11:30 a.m. $5.00 WEEKLY.TO 11 OU a -

c
-

Aĥ QLI hawrylYSHYN
543-3519

MANIA A-GO-GO : OCT. 2

I
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Students and
decision

Probably one of the most

basic concepts of the demo-

cratic society is that those to

whom decisions are going to

apply have a right to partic-

ipate in both the formulation

and application of those dec-

isions. In a democratic society

no private institution carries

more responsibility for repre-

senting through practice the

highest ideals espoused by the

society than the University.

The University, as it pres-

ently exists, is not a "demo-
cratic community in the fullest

sense of the word. The mem-
bers of the University are pres-

ently the unwitting victims of

the increased institutional dom-

ination over the individual, as

David Glassco mentioned in last

Tuesday's issue of the Journal.

It is true that most students

have, in effect, accepted the

confined role they now play

within the University. And as

this is the case, is it not con-

trary to all the principles of

both the University and the

democratic society?

It is very easy to find a scape-

goat and blame "the Administ-

ration" and "the system" for

this development. But such an-

alysis is superficial, for the

increased size of the Univer-

sity, and the administrative te-

chnicalities that have accomp-

anied it, have necessitated the

expansion of such bureaucratic

machinery within the Univer-

sity itself. The significant point

here is not that a bureaucracy

has developed, but that, on the

whole, control of this machine

has tended to rest with profess-

ional administrators not dir-

ectly connected with the stud-

ent body.

It is time that the student

seized the initiative and be-

came involved in the Univer-

sity decision-making process.

Such academic matters as lec-

tures, the tutorial system, the

methods of examinations and
grading, and course content and

planning, are areas in which

the student should exercise his

influence. They are also areas

that are in dire need of reform.

Furthermore, the activity of the

student should not be restricted

in the academic field, but should

extend to every aspect of the

University. Residence living,

the Student Union, Technical

Supplies, Athletic facilities, ar-

tistic and cultural centres, are

all examples of affairs that

should be within the domain of

the student.

This democratization of the

decision making process with-

in the University can only bene-

fit all the members of the Univ-

ersity community. So long as

education is a process of pass-

ive receptance and not one of

active participation it is not

education by meaningless noth-

ing. By his silence the student

has failed to reap the full value

of the experience of higher

learning. It is a situation that

cannot be tolerated.
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indian reply

Editor, Journal:

To the two white, Anglo-Saxon

Protestant, middle-class, On-

tario university students who

didn' t bother to sign their names

(ashamed of them?):

I am indignant about war;

1 am concerned about poverty

but am not a socialist (even

though it would be nice to have

some of E.P. Taylor's money.)

Despite the Canadian society

being a good one, it does have

faults and I'll criticize them

anytime it damn well pleases

me.
But the thing that bothers

me most is that, because I

failed last year, planonborrow-

ing money from the government

in the form of a student loan,

enjoy myself at a dance doing

the frugue, monkey and jerk,

you feel that you have the right

to call me a bastard, you sons

of bitches.
Mike Sheedy.

JtMi'ilnMiU

Dear Sir

I was really shocked to read the article " Kashmir Back-

ground" published in your esteemed Journal of September

28 1965. Mr. Menzies has very cleverly tried to avoid the

controversial points but at the same time he could not keep

himself neutral when he said that the morale of Pakistan s

troops were high. Being the secretary of the Indian Assoc-

iation at Kingston, it becomes my duty to clear some of the

misunderstandings of Mr. Menzies. I wish I could have enough

space here to explain "Why and how did the war break out

between India and Pakistan?" However, I must say that high

morale of the Indian people and the sudden but impressive

unity displayed by the various political parties as well as

the numerous factions within the congress were a weapon

far more powerful than all the armour obtained by Pakistani

rulers from the United States through deceit.

The fact was that many besides the rulers of Pakistan had

been surprised by the fact that the mild and moderate Mr.

Shastri did not hesitate to go to war when war was thrust

upon him. The prime minister felt embarrassed by the compli-

ment but he was inded turning out to be an excellent war leader,

a quality even his friends and admirers did not suspect he had.

After her armoury was filled, Pakistan thought she could

kick off America and join hands with China to subdue India.

Marshal Chen Yi must have flown to Pakistan to console Mr.

Bhutto and tell him that she should carry on her war with

India and that in time China too would back her. Whether

or not she could back her, she was certainly there to share in

the loot. Unfortunately for both of them India, for the first

time had shown her strength and resolution in a degree that

had set them thinking. G.S. Rajhans

Fie, Glassco !

Editor, Journal:

David Glassco (Soapbox Sept.

28) has given us an example

of the intellectual fog which

is inevitably generated by any

attempt to base a logical argum-

ent on some absolute or set

of absolutes. In sociological

discussions either the society

of the individual is assumed

to be absolute and disconnect-

ed from its components in the

former case and its environ-

ment in the latter. Neither

model bears any resemblance

In the realm of education

this becomes distressingly ap-

parent. Any individual organ-

ism in existence today be it

an amoeba or ahuman is the

product of about three billion

years of evolution. In human
societies organic evolution has

been superceded to a large

extent by what Julian Huxley

calls psychosocial evolution in

which education has replaced

the gene as the means of here-

dity. Education, however, pos-

sesses the ability to transmit

acquired experience and herein

lies much of the confusion sur-

rounding the matter. Like genes

experiences and their concep-

tual evaluation vary from in-

dividual to individual and from

society to society and like

organic evolution psychosocial

evolution uses these differences

as its raw materials. Viewed

in the evolutionary perspective

the individual stands out more
important than can possibly be

justified by the absolutists.

Culture and its propogator,

education, also take on more
meaningful colours. Any ed-

ucational institution whether it

be the eighteenth century un-

iversity or the modern tech-

nological complex exists to

transfer ideas or modes of

behaviour from one human to

another.

The individual's evolutionary

responsibility is to examine

what he is taught in the frame

work of his own conception of

realiy. If it is found lacking

by enough people it like alche-

my, the Inquisition or Naziism

will become the trilobite or

the dinosaur of psychosocial

evolution and no less necessary

as a vain attempt to cope

with the everchanging social

environment and thereby spaw-

ning all succeeding attempts.

History shows that the jur-

isdiction of governments grows
in proportion to the size of

theideas and behavior patterns

that must be transmitted. To
restrict this growth is to

restrict evolution; to restrict

evolution is to die.

Yours truly,

Colin Rose

Editor, Journal:

Mr. David Glassco, of Soap-

box in your last issue, con-

tends that "active student
minds" and intellectuals have

"inclined", in the past 30 years,

to the "far left", which he de-

fines as a belief in "the need

for government intervention to

right the wrongs of an economy
abandoned to the rugged in-

dividual".

Mr. Glassco' s ignorance of

socialism is surpassed only

by his naive conception of the

nature of the state.

Socialism is by nature, and

of necessity, a working-class

movement; for thiureasbkithas

never been popular among the

North American campus "in-

telligentsia", the mojority of

whom are middle-class in up-

bringing and bourgeois in out-

look. Oh*, certainly there have

been the starry-eyed "rad-
icals" and the SU P A -men, but

are these people "far left"?

The most radical thing these
liberals have ever said, as Mr.
Glassco correctly points our,

is that government must inter-

vene from time to time, to lend

a helping hand to our precious

capitalist system, where free

enterprise has failed. Are these

people "far left"? Is cosial-

ism no more than a prop for

crumbling capitalism?

I am afraid that Mr. Glassco

is confused as to who are his

enemies and who are his

friends. Justwho is this govern-

ment that does the intervening?

Mr. Glassco adheres to the

incredibly ingenuous position

that "the government exists
only for the individual". Sounds

wonderful, doesn't it? Unfortun-

ately, even a cursory look at

reality reveals the shallowness

of Mr. Glassco' s idyllic state.

ment, being squarely in the

hands of the corporate interests

of society, intervenes in the

economy only when the capital-

ists wish it to do so. Ifs inter-

vention then is confined within

the framework of preserving

capitalism from chaos, ofplac-

ating discontent, and of easing,

and occasionally forciblyre-
pressing any overt instances of

class conflict.

Rest assured, Mr. Glassco,

that your beloved system is in

no danger from the government,

so long as the state is the bul-

wark of the system. You may
begin to feel your neck, Mr.
Glassco, when the government
falls into the hands of the work-
ing class, the vast majority of

the Canadian people. This, sir,

will be the beginnings of soc-

ialism.
je£f White

St Andrew's

Presbyterian Church

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Rev. Max V. Putnam, B.A.
Minister

Rev. G. Beaton, B.D.
Assistant Minister
Director of Pralao.
Brian Start, ARCCO

SERVICES OF "WORSHIP

FAITH"
1. The World

7 00 P.m. Student Service
Sermon: "THE PRRACHING

OF THE CROSS"
Mr. Leigh Powell
will preach

8,15 p.m. Youth Fellowshop —
The Rev. D. McKilllcnn of
Knox College will speak.

. TUESDAY, 7.30 p.m.
Prayer and Bible Study Hour

COME AND WORSBIP

Sydenham Street

United Church

9.15a,m.—In the Chapel;

Divine Service. (The

Chapel is reached by the

William Street door at the

rear of the church.)

1 1 TOO a.m.
—"TWO-WAY

TRAFFIC."

Mr, Davidson wil preach

at both services.

The Cathedral Church of

St. George

King and Johnson Sis.

The Very Rev. R. G. Fleming

Dean of Ontario

THE FIRST SUNDAY
IN LENT

8.00 a.m. Holy Communion
9.16 a.m. Choral Eucharist
11.00 a.m. Choral Eucharist
and Litanv
Sermon: The Dean

7.00 p.m. Evensong and
Sermon

Holy Communion Daily at
7,45 a.m. and on Wednesday
at 7 00 and 10.30 a.m. Lenten
Devotions, Wednesday at
7.30 p.m.

Coifee Hour and Discussion

8.15 p.m.

Chalmers United Church

11.00 a.m. Personalities of the

Passions

(1) "Judas Iscariot"

(vii) "Deliver us from

evil."

7.30 p.m. The Life of Jesus

(4) "At a Wedding"

A Very Cordial Invitation

To All Queen's Students

Jit JUrk**

^Cuttjeran ©Iiurtb;

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.
"Worship to Folk Music"

L.S.M. meets following

Vespers

Two blocks N.W. of Stadium
corner Earl and Victoria Sts.

Lutheran Student Chaplain

Rev. Roy Oswald
Phone 542-7134
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CLASSIFIED

All diamonds look dazzling at first

glance but only on expert jeweler can

tell a diamonds true value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarity and -weight ore all

important. We have the scientific in-

struments as well as the knowledge and

reputation to help you make the right

diamond choice.

KlNNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St.

LOST and FOUND
Tan suitcase lost at CNR

station on Sunday, Sept. 12. Re-
ward. Call 542-3407.

Small item of jewelry found

outside KGH Nurses' Residence
Owner may collect by identify-

ing it: call Jack 546-6504

Summer jackets, man' s rain-

coat, watch, money found, app-

ly to AMS office.

WANTED
Science '67 jacket, size 38:

call Dave 548-3746
ACCOMODATION

Room for rent, 371 Johnson,

call 548-8937
Furnished Penthouse apart-

ment, with 2 bedrooms and

patio overlooking lake, near

Queen's, for at least 2 persons

Sublet until April, $149 month-

ly. Phone 546-3711 Sat or Sun.

Duly.

TRANSPORTATION
Vespa (Italian) Allstate motor

scooter for sale, 125 cc, ex-

cellent mechanical condition.

Zall Pete Tatrallyay 546-2495

NOTICE
TO ALL CLUBS AND CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

,ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS WISHING FINAN-

CIAL AID FROM THE A.M.S. MUST SUBMIT A PRO-

POSED 3UDGET TO THE A.M.S. BUDGET& FINANCE
COMMITTEE BY OCT. 10th. PLEASE LEAVE SUCH IN

THE A.M.S. OFFICE.'

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION YOU MAY CONTACT
PAUL MYLES, CHAIRMAN OF BUDGET & FINANCE
AT 542-0803.

You can't beat
the taste of
Player's

Player's... the best-tasting cigarette*.

1956 Rambler 4-door Auto-

matic, good engine but rusty

body, suitable for city driving,

$60. Phone 548-8234.

White Hardtop for Austin-

Healey Sprite, in good condition

Call Keith Percey, Apt. 405,

346 Brock, 542-1583 after 6 pm
ARTICLES FOR SALE

Arts '66 year cards can be

obtained from Doug Ellenor,

542-8046; or Peter Steele, 546-

7547. They cost $2.25 each and

give admission to the spring

Grad Party.

Sony Tape Recorder, model

fTC-200, a $300 value for $200.

Call Jack at 548-7639.

Yellow Hard Hats, gov1

1 app-

roved, only $3.95. Phone 548-

8937 or call at 371 Johnson.

Science '68 year crests can he

purchased from John Lane

room 321 McNeill House, The

price is 6till$t.65, and supply

is definitely limited.

POSITIONS
The Levana Society invites

applications for the following

NOTICE
Any graduate student who

wishes to collect a partl-
lal refund of J4 for foot-
ball gate receipts is ad—
vised that he must pre-
sent his athletic card to

the Athletlo Board of Con-
trol before QSt*. 1st..

TO ALL FOPJ-'ER STUDENTS OF
NHJCHATEL JUNIOR

COLLEGE
A MEMORIAL MASS IN HONOUR OF

LEONARD T. WILDE
WILL BE HELD AT

ST. MARY 1 S CATHEDRAL
279 JOHNSON ST.

MON. , OCT. 4, 5:30 p.m.

WANTED: DELEGATES FOR SEMINAR ON SOUTHEAST ASIA

AT SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY NOV. 2-6

APPLY AT A. M.S. OFFICE
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS OCT.l 5 p.m.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 546-2470

NOTICE
Students at Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your

requirements in Text Books for aU Faculties and Depart-

ments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's

Pennants and Cushions.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

book-Ion protects

YOUR books from*
anything!

Daily use, dust, water spillage,

rain ... new books stay

fresher, old books revitalize

with book-Ion. And think of

next year's re-sale value.

Easy to apply, inexpensive. Crystal-

clear self-adhesive plastic In

40" x 13" rolls do 3 to 5 books,

only $1.00, 40" *9Vi" for

smaller Jobs,

only 75t)

Also In rolls 400" long,

widths up to 40".

book-Ion
at department, stationery and bookstores,

positions: (1) Two Arts '69

representatives to Levana Cou-
ncil, (2) Graduation Banquet

Convenor, (3) Student-Faculty

Convenor. Submit applications

to Joan Pistawka, New Wometf
Residence, or to Sandie Best,

Ban Righ, by Sun. Oct. 3

Arts '68 requests written

applications for female athletic

stick, to be submitted to any

member of the year executive

before Oct. 12.

The editorial board of "Spot-

light on Latin America (WUSC)
desperately desires a Sec-

retary-treasurer to take charge

of legible correspondence,

graft control, and national

promotion. For further infor-

mation contact Dave Stewart,

546-4666.
ACTIVITIES

Engineers: due to their un-
precedented success in

former years, the fireside

parties will be continued this

year in the upstairs lounge of

Clark Hall. The first will be

held on Friday after the

concert.

The Student's Typing and
Mimeographing service is

located in the basement of the

Students' Union opposite the

Coffee Shop. Reasonable rates

and regular office hours.

PERSONAL
Smile Vig 6. From the men's

residence comes the good news
that the birth control pill has

been proven 100% successful-

providing the female holds the

pill tightly between her knees.

Frosh of 6—.

JUNIOR LEVANA REP
Applications In to

Joan Pistawka by Friday

A.I.E.S.E.C.

GENERAL MEETING, MORRIS
HALL NORTH COMMON ROOM AT
7:30 P.M. ALL PERSONS
WHO HAVE TAKEN AT LEAST
ONE COURSE IN COMMERCE OR
ECONOMICS ARE ELIGIBLE
FOR OUR SUMMER EXCHANGE
PROGRAMME TO GAIN INTER-
NATIONAL BUSINESS EXPER-
IENCE

1

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop
on second floor.

DOM US H
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square

Michael Marrello
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

six stylists"

Featuring The Latest

In Hair Styling

Winners of Three Top Awards
in Kingston and District
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WATERLOO HANGS ELECTION

PAGE 5

Waterloo. About two thousand

[Jiuversity of Waterloo students

hanged the Canada Elections Act

om effigy following a mock trial

this week.

A freshman orientation par-

ade, planned for some time,

became onstead a protest a-

gainst the electionactprovision

that students must vote in their

home constituencies since they

were not in residence on Sept-

ember 8 when the election srits

were signed.

Gerry Mueller, president
of the student federation of the

University of Waterloo led the

torchlight parade on mile

through the downtown area. Hie
students carried banners and

sang freedom songs in the or-

derly procession.

At the county courthouse they

held a mock trial for a dummy
bearing the sign "Canada El-

ections Act," The verdict was
quilty. The effigywas thenhang-

ed in a tree.

About 1600 students at the

University of Waterloo will be

required to travel home to vote

on November 8--otherwisethey

will be disfranchised.

In the last federal election,

the margin of victory in Water-

loo North, the university's rid-

ing, was less than 1000 votes.

Scholzberg this week said of the
government: "It's time to stop
playing games which is what
they have been doing with us
recently." McGill andMontreal
councils now are asking for
theri negotiations with the
government to be carried on at
the ministerial level. Miss
Sholzberg and Michel Pelletier,
president of the U of M stu-
dent union, have asked for a
meeting with Education Min-
ister Paul Gerin-Lajoie in the
near future. The government
student committee onbursaries
was set up by Mr. Gerin-La-
joie, then Minister ofYouthm as
part of the Quebec Liberal par-
ty's election platform. It has
included representatives from
all Quebec universities and
classical colleges.
The committe, during its fir-

st two years acted as a pol-
itical pressure group. During
this period provincial bursaries
rose from twelve to twenty
million, dollars, a year t

Last year however the gov-
ernment changed the nature of

the committee to a working
body whose student represent-
atives would only be technical
advisers.

THIS
WEEK AT QUEST'S
Saturday^ Oct. 2 : Rugger Romp
at the LaSalle Hotel with the

Count V s.

Grad Society Party at Grad
House, 211 Stuart St. 4:30 pm.
Tea Dance and Go-go Girl Con-
test. 9:00 Dm--Dance to the
Willies. Restricted to GSS me-
mbers, their guests, and Go-
go contestants.

Newman Club Dance, with the

Echoes, at 8:30 pm. Cathedral

School at Barrie and Johnson.

Sunday, Oct. 3 : "An Evaluation
of Thomistic Philosophy" by
Professor Van de Casup (R

CEME) at Cathedral Schoof,
Barrie and Johnson, 8:00 pm.
Informal discussion and debate,
with supper served every Sun-
day 5-6:30 pm. Youth Fellow-
ship House, Union St. Gospel
Chapel.

Wednesday, Oct. 6 : Math and
Physics Club will hold its first

meeting at 8:15 pm. in Theatre
D, Stirling Hall. Mr. L.E.S.
Green will speak on Computer
Traffic Control in Toronto. Ev-
eryone welcome.

Queen's CUS Committee meet-
ing, open to all interested, at

7:00 pm in the Coed Lounge

of the Student Union.

Drama Guild meeting. Convoc-
ation Hall, 7:00 pm.

New undergrad political club
meets at 8:00 pm. Dunning Hall.

Richard P. Barlas, British

House clerk, is the guest speak-

SUPA will hold an informal
meeting in the Red Room (king-

ston Hall) at 8:00 pm, for any-
one interested in learning about

the club.

Tuesday, Oct. 5: AIESEC meet-
ing in Morris Hall CO
ing in Morris Hall North Com-
mon Room at 7:30 pm. The
summer exchange program to

gain international business ex-
perience is open to anyone who
has taken at least one Comm-
erce or Economics course.

Badminton Club will hold its
first meeting in the Gym 9-
11:00 pm. Come prepared to
play.

BOOKS
BROWSE
ON THEM

Book Fair

AT 65 BROCK STREET (next door to Opportunity Shop)

September 30th 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
October 1st 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
October 2nd 10 A.M. to 1 P.M.

Montreal . Student governments

of all universities and classical

colleges in Quebec, with the

exception of Laval University,

have agreed to withhold do-
operation from the province's

government-student committee

on bursaries. McGill andMont-
real Universities led the way
for the break. McGill Students'

Society President Sharon

TRICOLOUR '66

THE OFFICIAL YEARBOOK OF ^UEEN'S
UNIVERSITY FOR 1965-6

Featurlng:-l6 pape coloured section
-many candid campus shots
-frosh and grad pictures

Tricolor '65 was the best yearbook that
Queensraen have ever seen.
If you haven't seen what our yearbook Is

like, why not borrow last year's from a

friend and give It a glance.

TRICOLOR '66

TIME: 1yr.

MAGAZINES
Special Student Rates

$5.00 *The NEW YORKER i lyr

*THE NEW YORKER: lyr. |6.00
* 8mos. $4.42
* THE REPORTER 3moB. $3.50

lyr. 84.00
2yrs. 38.00

34wks. $3.00
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY:

TIME: lyr. 85.00
2yrs. $9.00
17wka. $1.87

LIFE tyr. 85.00
2yrs. $9.00

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED:
lyr. $5.00
YRS

2yrs. 89.00
6mos. $3.00

FORTUNE : 1yr.$7.50

•-cheque or money order must accompany orders
for the New Yorker, The Reporter.and The Atlan-
tic Monthly-all others may be paid for after
subscription starts. Send orders with your name,
name of College and your year of graduation to
STUDENT PERIODICAL AGENCY- 53 PRINCE ARTHUR
AVENUE, TORONTO 5, ONTARIO.

6mo
s. $3.7
s. $3.0

READ FASTER
WITH EQUAL OR BETTER COMPREHENSION

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO :-

• CUT YOUR PAPER WORK FROM 20 TO 4 HOURS?

. READ A SHORT NOVEL IN 20 MINUTES ?

• STUDY AT 1000 WORDS A MINUTE ?

IMPOSSIBLE ? not at all.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics offers you a course

which guarantees to Increase your reading speed

at least three times, with equal comprehension

2 Fall Classes In

Kingston -K.C.V.I.

Consistently, our students Increase their read-

ing efficiency from three to ten times.

^ ~„ ui,oen's University student reads

In January, 1965.

)

BEGIN Tues.,0ct. 5
7-9=30 p.m.

AMD Thurs., Oct. 7
7-9:30 p.m.

(You attend one 2^-hour
olass each week for 10
weeks

)

REGISTRATION TAKES PLACE
ON ABOVE DATES

Without obligation,
come In early to these

two beginning classes
for Information.

Sponsored by

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

of Ottawa.

77 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa 4, Ontario.
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i STANGS TEAM TO BEAT

IF GAELS TO REPEAT
by B. Bailey

In their tirst game this

year, just one day after their

first contact practice 'Stangs

took a loss to University of

Alberta Bears by 20-3. GINO
FRACAS, Bears coach comme-
nted that the 'Stangs were st-

ill using the same plays that

he learned when playing at

Western in '51.

But the Purple andWhite

bounced back with a 20 - 14 up-

A Brief History of Intercollegiate Athletics

Although officially known as

the Ontario-Quebec Athletic

Association since 1955, this

conference of 10 universities in

Ontario and Quebec is more

familiarly referred to as the

"Senior Intercollegiate" con-

ference and has a history dat-

ing back to the last century.

The first formal intercol-

legiate athletic association in

Canada was born in 1898 when

Toronto, McGill and Queen's

formed the Canadian Intercol-

legiate Rugby Football Union.

As other sports came to be

played on the college level, the

Canadain Intercollegiate Athe-

letic Uniin was formed in 1906

with Ottawa, McMaster, Trinity

College and Royal Military Col-

lege joining the three football

schools as members.
Over the years membership

in the CIAU increased until,

by 1954 there were 19 member -

institutions, extending from
Windsor to Quebec City. Varia-

sports this week
SATURDAY 11 a.m. Rugger game. OAC at Queen's (outer field).

"
1 p.m. Meeting of Journal Sports Staff in office.

2 p.m. Football game. Queen's and Western at

Richardson Stadium.

MONDAY 3:30 p.m. Swimming classes for beginners in Gym
pool.

1:30 p.m. Levana archery.

4:30 p.m. Levana track.

Girls general conditioning for basket-

ball and volleyball.

Co-ed free swim.

TUESDAY 3:30 p.m. Levana free swim.

4:30 p.m. Levana track.

7-10 p.m. Levana gymnastic club in Gym.
Volleyball rating clinic.

*- Meeting of the badminton club.

WEDNESDAY 1-3:30 p.m. Levana archery.
'

3:30-4:30 p.m. Co-ed Red Cross classes.

4:30 p.m. Soccer on lower campus.

Levana track.

THURSDAY 1:30 p.m. Levana archery.

3:30 p.m. Royal life (bronze medallion) classes

begin.

4:30 p.m. Co-ed free swim.

FRIDAY 1:30 p.m. Archery.

3:30 p.m. Co-ed advanced royal life (merit and

distinction}.

tions in standards, however,

made a 19-member conferece

impractical and in 1955 the

original CIAU broke into two

new conferences, the QQAAand
Ottawa-St. La wrence Inter -

collegiate Athletic Association.

The name CIAU actually lost

its true meaning long before

the conference disbanded in

1955. As new conferences were
formed in other parts of Can-

ada after 1910, the CIAU ceas-
' ed to be a national organization.

In 1961, however, a new, truly

national association was form-

ed. Also known as the CIAU,

it acts as a co-ordinating body

between the five intercollegiate

conferences in the country.

The nickname "Seniot Inter-

collegiate" as applied to the

QQAA evolved from the one-

time practice of dividing CIAY
sports into senior, junior and

intermediate classifications.

Hence, the old CIAU's top foot-

ball league was commonly re-

ferred tp as the "Senior In-

tercollegiate." Since then the

nickname has come to denote

the age and continuity of the

conference as Toronto, McGill

and Queen's, members of the

QQAA, have the longest history

of intercollegiate athletic asso-

ciation in Canada.

The Yates Cup, presented by

Dr. Henry Brydges Yates, a

staff member and one-time

football player at McGill, has

been r epr e s entativ e of the

Senior Intercollegiate Football

League championship since

1898, McGill, Queen's and Tor-
onto have been SIFL members
since 1898, Western since 1929.

Ottawa College made a brieg

appearance, winning the Yates

Cup in 1907, and McMaster
was in the league for the 1953

season.

set over highly rated Toronto

and on the strength of the

win may yet be the team to

beat if the Gaels want the

Yates Cup again.

ART FROESE possesses the

"talented" toe that Coach FRA_
NK TINDALL has been looking

for for several seasons and

showed up well in the Toronto

game with 20 yd. and a 36

yd. field goal. He also con-

verted both Western touchdow

verted both Western touchdow-

ns.

Mustang Halfback ROBBIE
CAMPBELL poses another th-

reat to the Gael defense.

He runs well on kick returns

-and returned WARD PASSrS
punt for a 65 yd. touchdown

in the first quarter of the

Toronto Game.
Western will agwin be direc-

ted by BOB ISRAEL who will

be watched closely by the

Gael defense. Like X-Man
quarter, Pandolfo, ISRAEL can

be a good passer on occasion.

harrier team on dead run
Last Saturday the Harrier

team held a 2 mile road
race to test the condition of

both old and ? new hands.

First man home was an old

'un John McCans, who showed
fine running form. He was
closely followed by Roger Pr-
att, Jim Burns, and track

team Captain Dave Preston.

First freshman home was
Tim Baker, who showed re-

markable form, considering
he is a hurdler and rugger
player, and second freshman
in eigth position was Bryce
Peacock
The Harrier Team faces its

first big race on Saturday

October 2nd at the Royal Mil-
itary College, where it will

face 100 competitors in 12

other teams. Chances of win-

ning are excellent, but favou-

rite for individual 1st place

is probably last year's winner,

Doug Scorrar, the brilliant

junior middle distance runner

from Perth High School.

The race begins at 12:30 and

should be over well before

the football game begins. Spe-

ctators would therefore be
very welcome.

Dave Ellis, Queen' s 440 yd/
880 yds track star, suffered

a bad injury this summer,
which kept him' from running

Editor's prediction

He will relv on ex-Gael full-

back Larry Burridge and star

halfback ART FROESE to loos-

en up the Gael center line.

Otherwise Western looks some-
what spotty on paper and will

have trouble with bench stren-

gth. Journal Sports picks

them for third place this year

and picks the Gaels by two

touchdowns in tomorrows op-

ener.

* * *

One player to watch will be

ex-Gael TOM BEYNON who
reported heavy at Mustangs
training camp but is reported

to have slimmed down for the

opener.

Time
Out

by B. Bailey

Journal Sports
Editor

for a long time. He received

another setback last weekend
when he sprained an ankle.

This injury will keep him
from running for several days,

but it is hoped that Dave
will regain form for the O.

Q.A.A. track metting on
October 23rd.

Rugger
The Queen' s Rugger Gaels

will meet the O.A.C. Redmen
on Saturday at 11a.m.

The game will be held at

the Outer Field, behind the

Richardson Stadium.

Western, Western, Western U.

College full of squares,

70HNN Y MBTRAS is your coach,

Wh o the hell cares.

John P. Metras is a legend. Spectacled and stetsonned he wan-
ders nervously along the Western bench between his quarter-

backs, painting the air blue with four letter encouragements

to the Society for the Promotion of Referees Wearing Glasses

.... and he tries not to listen as the crowd bellows the above

parody. With an almost twangy Michigan accent and a ten

gallon hat he will again take his place this Saturday as

MR. COLOR of the S.LF.L. For 'Johnny* is a legend.

Always a keen compeditor himself, with All -American
mention at Detroit in '32 and years of stardom in the O.R.F.U.

Johnny expects the same from all his players. Since coming
to Western thirty-one... yes thirty-one years ago, Johnny
has been most instrumental in making the university a sports

power. As a basketball coach he led Western to an unequalled

thirteen consecutive championships. Since taking over the

Football Mustang reins he has won nine championships in

nineteen years. A record like this any coach would envy.

Johnny has sent many players
to the big time. The latest

are John Wydraney and Whit
Tucker both of whom have
benefitted from the coaching

IV Mm *j/L A * B| finesse of the 'tough old man
.V l^B^B^V^^^ H frorn Michigan.' His own son,

John Metras Jr., a recent
Western graduate starred for

several seasons with the 'St-

angs and earned all-star ber-

ths - at centre - where else? -

Johnny" s old position.

All has not been rosy fo* John P. Metras. Last year

Western enthusuasts, distressed at the ;Stangs showings

and forgetfull of the record of their coach, hung Johnny;s

effigy. Last year also -the Ford Co. gave Johnny a Pur-

ple and White Ford Mustang.
Metras once walked into a pre-season basketball meet-

ing and looking around remarked, "All right you guys, I

don't know anything and 1 know you guys know that. I

don't know anything. But Tm still the coach here. And

don't you forget it. .
."

And few people that have known Johnny Metras will for-

get that. For he is a legend.

RUGGER ROMP OCT.2
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A DIVIDED HOME

Tests Prove

Engineers Effeminate
This year there are six fr-

eshettes in Applied Science.

Last year there were no sci-

ence freshettes; the year before

there was one (Jackie Finan)

and she was the first in about

10 years. The Engineers have

never had it so good!

"Why had nice girls like them
ever wanted to be engineer -

s?," they were asked. "For
Che practical background," they

invariably answered, but obvio-

usly the male environment doe-

sn't bother them. They seem to

onjoy all the attention they get

--"especially the professors"

, added Candy Ingram sweetly,

"they're so nice to me". Hea-

ther Taylor is "quite used to

males everywhere -I have five

brothers at home.."
What about the haircuts? Lois

Kangas thinks they're "all ri-

ght, only you can't tell the boys

-apart." Ann Weir can, "There

BENSON OFF
Revenue Minister E.J.

Benson, the Kingston incumbent
kicked off his federal election

campaign with these words. He
spoke to a capacity crowd at

the Liberal NominatingConven-
tion in Kingston last Wednesday.

Liberal supporters cheered
and booed when Mr. Benson
said the real election issue
was whether to have "Pearson
Prosperity" or a return to

"Diefenbaker Doldrums".
Future Liberal plans include

free education on all levels, a

contributory pension plan, med-
icare for the aged, and $500
million medical research fund.

He extended one of Mr. Diefen-
baker' s election promises, not-
ing that the universal $100pen-
s »on at age 65 would cost $900
million, requiring a 30% in-

crease in personal income tax.

The chairman of the Nominat-
ing Convention, in reply to Mit-

chell Sharp's observation that

the cabinet contained three Un-
iversity of Manitoba graduates
and only one Queen's grad, said

it was his understanding that

"One Queen' s graduate is equal

to three Manitoba graduates.

Mr. Sharp endorsed candid-

ate Benson, criticized the Opp-

osition Leader and stressed the

need for a Liberal majority.

He justified the surprise elec-

tion by saying that a minority

government has a responsibil-

ity to call an election as seen

ity to call an election as soon

as it feels it has the public's

confidence.

Borrowman

Regains

Consciousness

are the ones with glasses and

and the ones without." Candy
Ingram Definitely approved, "

Because you can tell who the

engineers are". (She goes out

with boys WITH hair.)

As for their part in Initia-

tions -"We did most of the th-

ings the boys did," says Susan

Washburn. They led the parades

and early morning workouts,

and in addition cleaned their

FREC'S apartment (it took th-

ree days). Despite such hard-

ships, every one of them en-

joyed it and now feels quite at

home as an engineer. Here's

hoping the healthy trend ini-

tiated by these girls will con-

tinuejnjhe^utu

What's new in the new men's
residence? Our Journalreport-
er was guided through it by
two resident chaperones, and
was shown many of its new
features.

The residence contains 360
men and is divided in half

for control reasons. The North
and South ends are completely
separate buildings with a com-
mon wall and are united only

on the ground floor. Many dis-

like this idea. As Don McCrir-
ick put it, "To reach a room
in the other section, even the

one next door, if s necessary to

surge down to the main floor

and back up." With the elev-

ators off-limits, this must
prove quite an effort for the

energetic lads on the upper
floors. Each end has two com-
mon rooms and the other fac-

ilities such as laundry, study,

and recreation rooms are also

duplicated.

One unique feature of Fourth

Residence is that both the halls

and the rooms have wall to wall

carpeting. Some think this is

wonderful but this luxury has

its drawbacks when water fights

or beer bashes are being held.

Through testing, it has been
discovered that the nylon rugs

melt rather than burn when cig-

arettes are ground in.

Doug Hart and Guy Porier,

both in Arts '69 and BobSemple
Science '67 whose rooms I in-

spected, felt that their quarters

were superior to those in the

other residences. They part-

icularly liked the extra storage

space and the excellent light-

ing through fluorescent exten-

sion lamps. The rooms have

peculiar windows which open

at the bottom in two sections.

These windows are effective

in preventing water bombing

but also channel exterior noises

into the rooms.
Another point of interest is

the walkway that connects
Fourth Residence with Leonard

Hall and the cafeteria. This

corridor conveniently passes

through a washroom perhaps

as a subtle hint.

1 found the common rooms
spacious with such features as
panelled walls and skylights.
Other less obvious features
such as lights that dial down
to provide dim lighti ng, and
doors which lock from the in-

side were pointed out to me
by Bob Bassett, Arts '68. When
these common rooms finally

get curtains (presently tacking
throughout the entire building)

the atmosphere should be per-
fect. . . for playing sotitairel

Carmichael

Vocal

At CAYO
Launching

The Canadian Assembly of

Youth Organizations has been

launched in Ottawa.

CAYO was formed to estab-

lish a communications link bet-

ween youth organizations and

rest of the community.
It was stressed that decision

making in our society is out-

side the realm of most people

and that this fact should be an

area of concern for youth.

Don Carmichael, a 4th year

Philosophy student at Queen' s,

described his experiences in

community organizing to the

assembly. He worked this sum-

mer on a Student Union for

Peace Action(SUPA) project on

poverty in Kingston. He sug-

gested that CAYO delegates re-

turn to their organizations and

attempt to involve their mem-
berships more fully.

NOTICE
The Chamber Music Series

opens this year with Brahm's

Piano Quartet on Wednesday

at 8:30 p.m. in Dunning Hall

auditorium.

TRICOLOUR AUTOSPORT CLUB - ANNUAL SLALOM RESULTS

Sports Cars under 1600c.c. : 1) T. Moore, MGA; 2) Donaldson MGA; 3) Best, Porsche

Sports Cars over 1600c.c. :'l) Hay, MGB ; 2)

Sedans under 1600c.c.

Sedans over 1600c. c.

Smith, MGB; 3) Bauman ,
TR3

1) Kershaw.Austin Cooper 2)DingIe, Austin Cooper 3)Dawson,VW

DJones.Corvair 2)MacWilliam, Austin 1800 3)Hay, Volvo

Richard Borrowman, the first

year student who was injured in

the first week of this term, has

regained consciousness.

He sustained chest and head

injuries when he fell from a

wagon during a Wolfe Island

hay ride. Borrowman was taken

to Hotel Dieu Hospital.

Although his condition is re-

ported improved, It will be some

before visitors will be permit-

ted.

... Three to go I L».j*#

photo bv macdonell
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Upon the

library
The library exists to break

down the barriers between four

hundred thousand books and all

the students.

The library loses about five

hundred books a year. Many
other books are "temporarily

missing", an euphemism used

when somebody needs the books

for the essay more than the rest

of the class. The library staff

spends time unproductively

searching for books, then money
must be spent on duplicating

copies and not new titles. Other

students, not the library staff

pay the penalty if a book is

not available.

The stacks are now open to

all students until eleven to

supply a service, not to prov-

ide more opportunity to steal.

There is no obligation to

keep a book for the maximum
permissable time- somebody
may want it. When asked to,

return books, and this applies

to post-graduates and profess-

ors remember that somebody
else needs them.

Fines from overdue books

are spent on recreational books.

In addition, there is a general

fund to buy books of any desc-

ription. Suggestions made to

the library staff get the books

students want. Missing books

can be reordered.
This is your library, use

it, but remember that others

must do the same.

Yes, Mr. Secretary, we got over 260 of those 'murderers' last week;

IRH35

Poor Cathy
Editor, Journal

It is a shame that Miss Cathy

Spennato missed her Frosh in-

itiation. If she did not physi-

cally miss it, she definitely

missed it in spirit.

To us, who have already gone

through being " poor little sheep

who have lost their way" and

"the wolves who lie in wait",

it is quite evident that initia-

tions are fulfilling their "su-
preme task." This task is to

unite Freshmen into a group,

to create some Queen's spirit

and year spirit, and thus to

get them to know each other.

Miss Spennato should also
note that Frosh initiations are

voluntary and there is no com-
pulsion to take part in the

activities. As far as Vigilantes

who "wreak all the vengence in

their twisted wouls" upon the

Frosh, it is interesting to note

relationships after initiation.

Freshmen find that Vigilantes

or Frees are usually among
the friendliestpeople on cam-
pus.

It is hoped that Miss Spen-

nato will investigate all the

facts about initiations and find

that "our private reign of ter-

ror" is all for the benefit of

the Freshmen.
T. a Holmes
D. M. Wilmot

Anywhere for Tennis?
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. Mike Htton

It is perhaps too late to in-

fluence the existing expansion

policy of Queen's University,

but I feel that some comment
should be made about the un-

balanced planning as it is now
unfolding.

I know of no seat of higher

learning that does not encour-

age the student to participate

in extra-curricular activities.

The ideal graduate should have

taken advantage not only of the

opportunity to elevate himself

scholastically, but should also

have broadened himself by in-

dulging fully in the affairs of

University life.

The founders of Queen' shad
the foresight to recognize that

student participation in all as-

pects of University life is nec-
essary, not only for the estab-

lishment of a University with

tradition, but also to broaden
and mature the individual and
prepare him for the 'razor

blade' of life. However, for

the past ten years our ath-

letic facilities have rapidly bec-
ome embarrassingly inadequa-

te. This inadequacy has NOT
been recognized by our con-

temporary administrators.

To be sure the administration

has always paid suitable lip

service to the Athletes of the

University (I suspect because

of the high and lucrative int-

erest of the Alumni inour Foot-

ball Team). The Athletic depa-

rtment and the A.B. of C. do

well with what few facilities

they have available, but it is

fast becoming a losing battle.

We have at Queen's an ex-

cellent Track team with some
outstanding individuals ranking

among the best in the nation.

But for the crucial pre-season

training period they have had

to practice on a track (built

temporarily some years ago and

never properly completed) that

includes 100 yards of mud and

rocks and two medium sized

mountains of cinders. It looks

like an obstacle course! One
interesting fact that few may
realize is that this track used

to be merely 400 yards in len-

gth, now it has been reduced

to a laughable 380 yards or so

due to the insurgence of the

adjacent Womens Residence.

The Soccer team, admittedly

relatively new on campus but

still well supported, has to

use a field criss-crossed by

beaten pathways, cornered by

baseball diamonds and surroun-

ded by concrete topped manho-

les one of which is strategi-

cally broken to provide fodder

for the nearby hospital.

The Rugger team, champions

of the Inter -Collegiate league

last year, plays on a minis-

cule field surrounded by the ma-
tching running track on a sur-

face an Indian fakir could be

challenged to walk upon.

Even our revered Football

team is hampered by facilit-

ies that are worse than they

deserve. There isn't enough

water supply to the stadium to

keep the turf in top shape

and service the outer field as

well. The visiting teams chang-

ing room resembles the Black

Hole of Calcutta when in use.

The Jock Harty Arena is an

antique by anyones standards

and is now hopelessly in need

of a face lifting. The changing

facilities would do credittoas-

lum and the wood work needs

replacing, but it does neverthe-

less provide a magnificent mo-
nument to the sagacity of past

administrations and the laissez

faire attitude of the present.

You can no longer play ten-

nis at Queen's since the cou-

rts have been irretrieveably

obliterated by buildings. The
Gymnasium provides a haven

for some, especially for the

Freshmen who pathetically have

to get athletic credits during

their first year. Now even this

fine building of years ago is

insufficient for todays needs as

any man who has ever changed
there can vouch for.

*

At the end of each year Qu-
een' s religiously regurgitates

an increasingly large crop
of stereotyped graduates into

the world and thus discharges

its debt to society. If the tr-

end of increasing academic em-
phasis and diminishing athletic

recognition continues therewill

be more instruction and less

education and one will be able

to replace the entire university

system by a not so large LB.M.
machine.

We students have complacen-
tly put up with a stifling acade-

mic environment flavoured only

by the hysterical drunken br-

awls on football weekends to

assert our individuality and in-

dependence. It is time for us

to speak up on our own beh-

alf and demand that we be aff-

orded adequate opportunity to

be educated in the true sense

of the word.

Roger D. Hirst

Medicine 1966

BED U THANT WHERE ARE YOU?

MEANWHILE, IN PAKISTAN. .

.

Briefly, the history of the dispute is that Jammu
and Kashmir were a princely state in British India

with a predominant (80%) Moslem population. While

leaving India, British laid down the principle of the

division of Indian sub-continent that areas in which
there is majority of Moslems would accede to Pakistan

and areas which are predominantly Hindu would go
to India. British had accepted the fact that Hindus

and Moslems are two different nations and they had
no doubt as to the diversities which existed between
these two main ideologically different groups.

The Princes, however, were given the responsibil-

ities of deciding the future of their states but NOT
against the wishes of the people. On Aug. 15, 1947,

the Maharaja of Kashmir entered into a standing

agreement with the Gov't of Pakistan. This meant
that things would go on as under the British , that

Pakistan would be responsible for the defense, for-

eign affairs and communication of Jammu and Kashmir.
Pakistan assumed this would lead to full accession

because of geographical, cultural, social, religious,

economic and traditional factors which had linked

Kashmir with Pakistan. But the fact was that 4

million Moslems of Kashmir had seen so much of

Hindu Maharaja' s rule that they became doubtful

about his intentions. Soon, there was an armed
revolt in Poonch and Srinagar, and Maharaja had to

flee his capital, and on Oct. 26, 1947, signed the
accession of state to India.

Heavy fighting broke out between Indian regular
army (which was immediately brought in to crush
the revolt) and Kashmiri Freedom Fighters (Pro-
Pakistan) and Pakistani Pathan tribesmen (who joined
the fight to help their Moslem brethen). India claims
that Pakistani troops invaded Kashmir after the
partition of the Indian Empire. They have yet to

prove this charge, but details are of academic
interest. India chose itself the ground rules for

settling this kind of issue when it invaded and
seized HYDERABAD ( another princely state pre-
dominantly Hindue with a Moslem ruler—

a

- typical

example in contrast), JUNAGADH and MANAVADAR,
which opted to join Pakistan.

Fighting continued until Dec, 1948, when, at Late
Prime Minister Nehru's insistence, this dispute
was taken to the UN who arranged a cease fire

between India and Pakistan on Jan. 1, 1949. On

Jan. 5, 1949, the UN added a provision for a pleb-

escite under its authorities to its previous resol-

ution and both sides accepted these resolutions as

a basis for settling the dispute. From this time

onward until today. Security Council has adopted 18

resolutions on Kashmir, 10 stressing the need for

holding a plebescite in the disputed state. Ever

since India, on one side, has been forestalling the

efforts of this world body on one pretext or the

other to find an honourable and equitable solution

to this dispute, and on the other side, she had been

strengthening her hold on occupied Kashmir by

eliminating political and other influential opponents

(The great Kashmiri leader, Sheikh Abdullah is in

prison, without any trial in "democratic" India,

for the last 12 years), raising the strength of the

Indian army to 150,000 in the state (one soldier to

every 30 persons, roughly), and pushing mercilessly

thousands of Moslem Kashmiris to the other side

of the cease fire line. It won' t be out of place here

to mention that UN appointed mediators, like General

McNaughton of Canada, Sir Aven Dixon of Australia,

and Dr. Graham of USA, put forth successive pro-

posals which were all rejected by India. Pakistan

showed her willingness to accept arbitration, but

that too did not bear any results. Even the idea of

taking this dispute to the International Court of

Justice did not appeal to the Indian leaders.

Now, the Indian official stand is that Kashmir
is an "integral" part of Inida, therefore, as far

as India is concerned, Kashmir question is "closed".

The recent turmoils in the valley, crossing of the

1949 cease fire line by Indian troops, retaliation

by Azad (Free) Kashmir regulars backed by Pakis-

tani troops, and India' s crossing of International

Frontier of West Pakistan without declaring a war
clearly establish the fact that Kashmir problem is

still alive perhaps more than ever before.

Pakistan's stand point is that Kashmir has shared

its social, cultural, religious and economical trad-

itions with West Pakistan for a long time. Geograph-

ically, Kashmir becomes a natural part of this

country. All its communication and transportation

systems run towards Pakistan. Leaving aside all

these points, Pakistan has another very important

reason to offer that the waters of all major rivers
in West Pakistan which provide irrigation water to

thousands of acres of land, rise or flow through
Kashmir. Also, Kashmir state is one of the princ-
ipal recruiting grounds of Pakistan' s army and a

source of manpower the nation can hardly afford to

lose.

Now Indians want to keep Kashmir, because, as

they say its location is very strategic. If s quite

simple to see that if it is strategic for them, then

why it doesn' t hold the same strategic value for

Pakistan as well? Perhaps more. In fact, the absence
of Kashmir leaves West Pakistan completely defense-
less, and at the mercy of its neighbour India.

Last but not the least, is that Pakistan is

fighting for the principle for which it fought 18

years ago and won a seperate homeland for 100

million Moslems of that sub-continent. Still, in

present India, there are some extremist militant

Hindue organizations who have refused to recognize
Pakistan as a seperate state; they are dreaming of

making an "AKHAND BHARAT" i.e. a Hindu domin-
ated India of which Pakistan will be a part. If Pakistan

loses Kashmir, then she should be prepared to lose

herself too, to make their "grand" dream a reality.

The resolutions on the records of the UN and the

opinions voiced from different corners of the world

quite explicitly show the desire and the need to find

some honourable solution to this dispute. India is

one of the signatories of the UN charter and has

always posed to uphold the cause of human freedom
and people' s desire to determine their own future.

This Is another opportunity for India to do away with

her policies of half truths and prevarications. Instead

of showing a belligerent mood she should lend her ears

to legal and moral reasoning.

India is fighting for "prestige", but for Pakistan

it's a struggle for existence. She should not by

playing with the lives of Pakistanis and Kashmiris

in order to repair the always broken fibre of their

internal unity. It is too high a cost for India to pay.

Nazir A. Butt

Mining Department
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CUP
NEWS

Ottawa (CUP) Almost half of all

Canadian students eligible to

vote in the Nov. 8 election may

be disfranchised, according to

estimates released by CUS.

Over 24,000 students of voting

age live rnore than 100 miles

from home, making it difficult

for them to travel to their home
constituencies to vote if they do

not succeed in getting on the

voting list in the university con-

stituency.

Malcolm Scott of CUS com-

mented,"The student vote i;

nearly as large as the armec

forces vote. Can you imagint

the fuss if one-third of the ser-

vicemen were disfranchised?'

Ottawa (CUP) Opposition Lead-

er John Diefenbaker promised

to raise per capita grants to

universities from $2.00 to an

eventual $5.00.

This would mean an addition-

al $60 million in revenue for

Canadian universities. CUS es-

timates that about $100 million

would be needed to abolish tui-

tion fees.

Bill Curry, president of the

Association of Atlantic Stu-

dents, said that he hoped the

Conservative leader' s promise
would prompt the other parties

to state their interim and long-

range education policies to the

electorate.

Ottawa (CUP) The formation of

the Canadian Council on Admis-
sion to College and University

was approved in principle last

week by the 10 provincial mini-

sters of education.

Committees from provincial

education departments and the

Association of Universities and

Colleges of Canada expect to

complete a draft constitution in

time for a founding conference

in January.
Exams could be ready for

high-school students by the

spring of 1967 to determine u-

niversity admission for the fol-

lowing year.

The Queen's Glee Club will

be presenting Gilbert and Sul-

livan' s " Princess Ida," on Nov.

25 - 27. Two tenors and one

alto are needed for the leading

roles. Contact Dr. George at

the Queen's Music Department,
to arrange for auditioning.

next!

CONSTITUTION
OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY

By-Law No. 3 Campus Notices

(r) The posting of all notices and announcements by
organizations or individuals of the A.M.S. shall be re-

stricted on the campus to notice boards.

(b) Organizations or individuals responsible for im-
properly posting said notices or announcements are sub-
ject to a penalty to be imposed by the AMS Court.

(c) All such notices and announcements so posted sha'l
be removed from the said notice boards within 24 hours
following the functions concerned. Any sign may be re-

moved after three weeks on a notice board.

TRICOLOR '66

The official yearbook of Queen's University
for the 1965-66 year.

336 pages this year, consisting of:

—grad and frosh photos

—many candid shots

—16 page section in colour

—numerous sports shots

On sale in the near furure.

APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc

DIAL 546-6995

money problems

needn't interrupt^*^
your education

visit your nearest branch of The

Toronto -Dominion Bank for

information on CANADA STUDENT LOANS

THE TORONTO-DOMINION
Where people make the difference

BANK

Heff ron Will Not Apply

The Journal interviewed
Dorris Heffron after her inter-

est in the vacated Levana Jr.

AMS Rep. was announced. The
position had been left open when
Judy Simpson was forced to va-

cate it on the technicality that

her switching to a pass course
had made her constitutionally
ineligible.

Miss Heffron labelled the
Journal' s announcement that

she would run for the position
"premature" and stated that

she had weighed the pros and
cons of the situation and has
not submitted an application

in hopes that the question of
eligibility would be cleared up
before any election was held.

CAMPUS CLUBS &
EXECUTIVES

ALL CAMPUS CLUBS WISHING TO HAVE THEIR
PICTURE PUBLISHED IN TRICOLOR MUST SUB-
MIT PICTURES OF QUALITY SUITABLE FOR

~

PUBLISHING, TOGETHER WITH TYPED SEATING
PLANS TO THE TRICOLOR OFFICE BY NOV. 2.

THESE PICTURES CAN BE TAKEN BY THE
QUEEN'S CAMERA CLUB. FOR FURTHER INFOR
MATION CALL : Glenn MacDonell at 546-3533

Jack Langstaff at 546-1632
---TRICOLOR '66

REMINDER
Fees Due

15 October, 1965.
All Students must complete payment of the first

installment of their fees by 15 October. Those who
have not paid the first installment will be assess-
ed a late payment fee of $10.00 and may be suspend-
ed from classes. Single course fees, fees for add-
itional courses, and all late penalty fees are due
15 October, 1965.

If any organization or person other than yourself

is paying your fees and if payment will not be com-
pleted by 15 October, you must obtain a Permit
to Delay Payment of fees from the Secretary's
Office, Richardson Hall.

Students may avoid the installment charge of $5.00

by paying their fees in full by October 15th.

The second installment of tuition fees is due
15 January, 1966.

Murphy's
SEA FOOD RESTAURANT

Our Specialties — Shrimp, Oysters, Scallops, Lobsters,

Clams, Clam Chowder, Fish & Chips, Oysters on the

Half Shell

,

SERVED IN PLEASANT
SURROUNDINGS

If it's fresher than
Murphy's

it's still swimming
70 Brock St. Kingston

548-7753

Open Daily Til 6 p.m.

Fri. Til 8 p.m. Upifair* Ovat Stora

MAGAZINES
Special Student Rates

TIME I lyr. $5.00 •The NEW YORKER: lyr

TIME: lyr. 85.00 *THE NEW YORKER: lyr. 46.00
2yrs. §9.00 » 8moB. 84.42
17wks. §1,87 * THE REPORTER 8h>oa. fo.50

NEWSWEEK lyr. 44.00
2yrs. 88.00

34wks. §3.00
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY 1

8mos.
6moe

.

13.75
13.00

life tyr. 45.00
2yra. §9.00

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED:
lyr. 45.oo
"YRS
2yra. 49.00
6moa. §3.00

FORTUNE I lyr. 47. 50

•-cheque or money order must accompany orders
for the New Yorker, The Reporter, and The Atlan-
tic Monthly-all others may be paid for after
subscription starts. Send orders with your name,
name of College and your year of graduation to
STUDENT PERIODICAL AOENCY-53 PRINCE ARTHUR
AVENUE, TORONTO 5, ONTARIO.
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The Left, The Right and Mr. Glassco

by Don J. Carmichael

David Glassco, who with each

day receives new proof that

he is sole conservative on cam
pus. His controversial art-

icle, "Eyes Right" appeared

in last Tuesday's Journal. To-

day, Features editor Don
Carmichael joins the attack.

in his recent soapbox ' Eyes

Right*, Squire David Glassco

described the 'new right wing

reaction* as a response to

bureaucracy and dehumaniza-

tion. This is now so common
that it has become traditional.

Just about everyone criticizes

bureaucracy these days- if

s

the 'in thing".

Unfortunately, too few are

prepared to do anything about

it. Men complaining solves

nothing. What is needed is

constructive, positive action.

What is this new right's pro-

gram? David didn't tell us.

He merely insisted that we
accept a few ' implications'

that he was unprepared to state.

Given this, the so-called right

wing appears to be using a

vague demand for an undefined

freedom as an excuse for doing

nothing.

But I agree with David that

we are confronted by a very

important challenge. I only

ask him for something concrete

and positive.

Perhaps David's inability to

be more specific is caused by

his profound Misunderstanding

of the new democratic move-
ment; i. e. the movement to

enhance the status of the in-

dividual in today's sea of con -

formism, bureaucracy, and
technology. Especially in dis-

cussing the left wing he seems

to be describing the revolution-

aries of the '3Cfs. The terms
'right* and 'left wing* as he

uses them are politically ir-

relevant today.

a poke
IN TM« 8YP„

by Bill Martin

Anew dance craze has hit North American dance floors —

"The Beast With Two Backs' I! Little Joe Godot and the Debris

have for weeks topped the tune charts with the 'Beast;. Its pul-

sing refrain:

"Drop the ' R* from the Frug,

and we'll all hit the rug."

can be heard anywhere in North America where young people
gather for a good dance.

Late in 1964, 'the Beast* originated in Louisiana, where the
' Pepsi Generation' of Baton Rouge were tired of the pace of high

society and eager to get back to the driving 'realism' of a new
sound and a new movement. The 'Jet Set" returned to the run-
way looking for a 'gut* dance. In 'the Beast* they found the an-
swer.

As spring hit the Northern States, so did 'the Beast*. Of course
the odd couple had been seen doing the dance in Times Square
at New Years, but it wasn't 'the' dance until it was accepted
by the conservative New Englanders.

Now it is done everywhere and in the best company. From
the most sordid beach hangout to the White House lawn, every-
one may be seen clapping their hands and shaking their hips
to'the Beast*.

Luci-Baines Johnson, America's Teen Queen, has this to say
of the dance: "1 don't like just reading about things, I like doing
them." Well spoken LuciMl

Parents who formerly pronounced 'the Beast" as 'lewd and
suggestive' are now finding satisfaction in joining the young folk

in the new dance. One Boston matron exclaimed, "I can do' the
Beast* as well as my daughter and oh the difference it has made
in my social life!"

some Sociologist add a sober note. "The Beast With Two Backs"
represents a rejection of the system of social and hygenic values
adhered by in previous generations. As such, it has no place
in society and must be replaced, perhaps by a revitalization of

the arts."

Norman Benton, a Political Sociologist and Lyndon B. John-
son's personal advisor tends to disagree. Mr. Benton said,

'We've got to beat them red chink commies some way from
infringing on sovereign American rights in the Far East."
The president agrees.

A psychologist views the dance as " A creative alternative to

mere non-creative escapism. 'The Beast With Two Backs'
involves a fusion of identities - a loss of self, an inscape from soc-
ial problems. The partners absorb, as it were, social ills from
each other."

Nonetheless, most psychologists feel that "social ills are often
encouraged rather than abated by such a communal dance. But
'the Beast seems here to stay and is indicative of man's constant
urge to reproduce communal rhythms in the form of dance."

No, David, the new demo-
cratic movement is certainly

not being led by the right wing

reaction. One reason for this

is that today's bureaucrats are

neither left nor right wing-they
are non- ideological adminis-

trators running rather large

machines. And these machines

may be industries, universities,

or students councils.

The result of this machine-

age society is dehumanization.

More important, individ u a 1 s

have less opportunity to par-

ticipate in and control those

decisions which affect their
lives. This extends from
student" s inability to have a

smoking room in their new
library to Canadian citizen's

inability to curb American
domination of our political,
economic, and cultural life. And
if this process continues un-

challenged, the term 'democ-
racy* will become as politic-

ally irrelevant as 'right wing*.

But if this problem is as

serious as David suggests (and

1 agree with him) then surely

action is needed_positive, con-

structive action. Reaction -

whether left or right wing -

will never provide this. Re-

action is essentially negative;

it defines its position in op-

position. Consequently right

wing reactionaries can only
scream about totalitarianism

and left wing reactionaries can

only scream about the bomb,

etc. Both are right and both

are considerably more honest

than those who apathetically

accept everything given them,

but something more, something

positive is needed if we are

to solve the problems before

us.

This requires radical thinking

and radical action. But

being radical does not mean
wearing sloppy clothes, or a

beard, etc. Rather, being rad-

ical means asking 'why*, think-

ing deeply, and acting upon
that thought. In short, all the

things we should do at univer-

sity but rarely accomplish.

But others are succeeding.

There are several pragmatic

social animators in today's

youth community who are more

concerned with democratizing

their society than withdescrib-

ing it. They are working
0n

party and civil rights projects,

organizing university 'counted

courses',etc. The least We
' armchair analysts' can do

j s

to understand this 'new left"

before we apply politically

irrelevant terms to describe
it,

I realize that I have said

very little about this new 'rad-

icalism*. But because the is

sues are so crucial, I consider

it more important to put them

in a relevant political context

so that our descussions can be

meaningful. I hope that stu-

dents will recognize thus urgen-

cy and contribute to the discus-

sions.

-Final Solutiob 1

by Keldine Fitzgerald

Each September, an ever-

increasing number of confused

freshmen comes, for the first

time for many of them, to the

Queen's campus. They know
nothing about Queen' s, except

what they might have found

while floundering through the

calendar. Many of them are

meek, and many are extremely
shy. Many of them come from
small towns and have never

lived in a city before. Many
freshmen and women know no

one at Queen's, and are nat-

urally anxious to meet people.

And yet Cathy Spennato, and

countless others, want to do

away with a week which is in-

valuable to the first-year stu-

dents, in introducing them to

life at Queen's. During this week

,
they learn, with a minimum

of pain and a maximum of fun,
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Browne Si,

Courriers No!
When two groups appear to-

gether on the same bill, it is

difficult not to compare them. In

the case of Friday evenings
Building Fund Concert it was at

the least annoying to see a fine

group of creative musicians sec-
ond-billed with what canbe call-

ed, at best, a mediocre folk

group.

As a matter of fact, the Cour-
riers, three ex-Carlton stud-

ents from Ottawa, came up with
some music of moderate inter-

est, but it was marred by ex-
tremely monotonous instrum-
ental accompani ment. Most of

the songs were carried by a
heavy, simple bass rhythm, su-
pplied by an accompaniast, and
the rather dull strumming of

the group' s two male members
Russell Kronik and Mark Man-
son, on twelve and four string

guitars respectively. As for

their singing, it was a fairly

standard combination of pseudo
spontaneity and polish. All have
voices that are pleasant, but
far from outstanding. As they
did their " commercial" reper-
toire, it seemed to this review-
er that they were more in their

element than at any other time
during the evening. At any rate
it was the first time we've had
a concert at Queen' s that had
five minutes pure commercial
content.

The other half of this double
bill was a trio of young Tor-
onto musicians who were, to this
reviewer, the best jazz group
to appear on this campus since
Oscar Peterson and his trio
held forth in Grant Hall four
years ago. Brian Browne, pian-
ist and group leader, is an ex-
tremely creative muscian who
has a full mastery of his in-
strument. Although he is a stu-
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Zorblee

Don Vicar

y

dent of Oscar Peterson, he dis-

plays a style which, while show-
ing the influence of his mentor
has an individuality and fresh-
ness unusual among pianists
these days. While the Shearings,
Brubecks, et al play a formul-
arized popular jazz, Browne,
like Peterson plays a sort of

soul jazz which, while less
prone to catch on with a popular
audience, is eminently more re-
warding to someone who wants
jazz that swings from the word
'go'.

Bassist Skip Deckwith and
drummer Don Vicary are like

Browne talented and creative,

and what* s most important on
the same musical wavelength
with him. Especially swinging
were " Lover Man", and an or-
iginal Browne composition, "

Nuts in May", which opened the

concert.

It is interesting to watch
muscians, all individually cre-
ative play together as a unit

And it is rewarding to hear jazz
interpretations that are both
free-swinging and unified pro-
ducts of love, creativity, and
good taste.

reviewed by Andy Marshall

Hear Andy's Folk Show Al-
ernate Thursdays at 10:30

on CFRC.
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—Journal Features offers this week, along
with a rather varied assortment of feature
articles, an innovation, the Journal Review
Section. This year, many more reviews are
planned. If you 've enjoyed a book, play, movie
concert, restaurant or what you will, and con-

sider it relevant and important to students to-

day, call Paul Bidwell at 548-8033. If we like

what you have, we '11 print it.

Feature writers are also reminded that new
deadlines are Tuesday and Friday at 7 p.m.
in the Journal office.

features

Out With Campus Red Tape

by Janet Wykes

The ideal univesity should in-

tegrate students and faculty,

and minimize bureaucracy to

such an extent that separate
rankings cease to exist.

These are just a few of

the ideas which were discussed
at the eighth annual CUS sem-
inar two weeks ago. About
150 delegates from university

campuses across Canada -an
odd mixture of professors, stu-
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nterests common to theirs, and

jjey often make lasting friend-

ships.

And yet none of this is com-
in the true sense of

the word: nothing can be done

the person who refuses; if

he is of strong character it

w ill not be long before he is

a known and respected member
of this community. There is no

reason why he should not take

out a map and learn the cam-
pus that way; he is not pun-

ished if he does not learn his

an, wj way aboutwithpeoplewhocould,

soon, become his friends. He
does not have to go to clubs

night if he is not interested
:es, toi in joining a club, and indeed I

am quite sure that a large num-
e pron ber of freshmen did not attend

this function. He is not forced

taLk to students in higher

^ears, or to discuss his cou-

rses with them: if he knows wh-
X courses he wants to take,

very good, and all the more"
credit to him. The vigilantes 'do

not really mind if he does not
want to know Kingston: they are
not initiating him to get back
at their initiation, but because
they recognize initiations for
their true value. And it is en-
tirely up to the freshman if all

he wants to do is sit at a desk
and memorize a bunch of facts,

and yet never be able to use
his intelligence to show that

he, too, can think for himself.
I suggest, therefore, that Ca-

thy Spennato, and her followers,
have missed the real purpose
of initiation -- they are not to

strike terror into the hearts
and minds of first-year stu-
dents, indeed, I know of none
who have been struck in such
a manner, but they are, in fact,

to introduce the student to life

on the campus, to make him
feel part of it, and welcome to

it. They are to help him come

out of the chrysalis which he
has been in throughout his sch-
ool years, to show him that
studying is important but should

be backed up by other th-

ings. You object that thev must
wear uniforms, and do condi-
tioning exercises at 6:30 in the

morning, and must play games
in the afternoons in these cra-
zy get-ups. In what way does
this hurt them? They should

learn to rise above this so-

called indignity, inthesameway
that a short person learns to

forget that he is short. This

is all part of the character-
building, which he needs so

desparately after he graduates;

it gets rid of meekness, and
the freshman who participates

fully soon finds a place for

himself, and proves that he is

not a sheep, but a mature and

responsible human being.

dent government leaders and
interested students from Vict-
oria to Memorial -met at U.

-

N.B. and spent five days pro-
bing into the state of ' Dem-
ocracy in the University Com-
munity.'

We talked over the problem
of student-faculty relations - fl-

ow to make us one team in and
out of lectures, how to get
constructive student opinion on
cirriculum and course consent
organized, and how to get cri-

ticisms heard. There was much
discussion over how much con-
trol students should have, and
could expect to have in this

area.

Another area covered was
that of student-faculty versus
the 'administration', especial-
ly the Board of Governors - sh-
ouldn't we as a combined group
be ia control of university pol-
icy rather than a body of so-
ciety conscous businessmen
who can restrict our freedom of

speech, and can determine who
can teach and what can be
taught at the university? How
can we work to gain both fac-

ulty and student representation
on the Board?

Tie third broad topic was
the involvement of the student
in society. As a citizen he
has a right, and as an intel-
lectual he has a duty to be con-
scious of, and to criticize the
environment in which he lives.
Perhaps the most discussed

question was the role of the stu-
dent government in the grow-
ing desire of students to pro-
test social injustices and to
try to correct them.

We resolved nothing definite
but did return with a clearer
understanding of the ideals and
problems - and with a desire to

share our concern with other
students. Because we feel that

the ideas should not be all-

owed to die, we are willing to

share the literature (including

a complete transcript of the sp-
eeches and question periods,
one address

,
given by Dr. Cor-

ry) and discussions with all

who are interested in making
our alive and socially aware
community.
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part. But Bates' lines have been
washed out so much it is diffi-

cult to recognize the young as-

cetic of the novel. Typical lines:

"Come inside, you'll get cold",

"I couldn't help." Rather ped-
estrian.

Whereas Zorba' s are loaded

with profundity:" Will no man
ever do anything without a rea-

son, just for the hell of it?" or

"You've got everything but

madnessl" The Boss doesn't

learn by strongly and intellec-

tually opposing Zorba' s actions

here - he seems a half-queer

hero -worshipper throughout.
Those interested in demanding
from Cacoyannis equal rights

for intellectuals may meet at

the Journal to make picket signs

with me.
Acting by the principals was

superb, particularly Lila Ked-

rova as Madame Hortense and
of course Quinn. Of special in-

terest is the fine performance
by the supporting cast. Perhaps
the bar waiter was a little too

pleased at being on camera, but

the letter writer and the crowd
at the murder were tremend-
ously effective.

Technically, the movie was
sound. The succession ofquick,

half focussed shots on the boat

added nothing (and Greek wai-

ters don't drop trays) but the

aerial shots of the monks flee-

ing across a white courtyard

were truly artistic. Cutting was

not of special merit, although

at times co-ordination with the

music heightened tension. Fil-

ming in black and white prevent-
ed the beauty of Crete from
overwhelming the essence of the

movie - the austere beauty of

the Cretan people.

No dialogue or plot could

bring Zorba alive the way the

score-adaptations of Cretan
folk songs - did. Zorba' s dance
has an expressiveness that can't

help impressing the most de-
voted fruger.

POST SCRIPT: Why oh
were we subjected to mat royal

visit rot? Surely if the Odeon is

going to screen decent films

they can produce at least tol-

erable shorts.
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or a Nation
Nation by George Grant, McClelland

today. It respects no indig-

enous nationalities, but extends

that of its own nation, the United

States, wherever it goes.

In criticism, we must ask
if Professor Grant is correct
in his interpretation of the facts,

and, if so, whether Canada's

demise is worth lamenting.

First is the question of lib-

eralizing forces. It is not en-

ough to ascribe the American-
ization of Canada to the new
capitalism, with its branch plant

economies. The force of the

deluge of American propoganda
and culture is p a r t i cu larTy
strong in Canada. It is support-

ed by the new technology in

communications which had done

so much to shrink the free

world. Further, it is a force"

that can be found in non-capit-

alist countries, such as those

of Eastern Europe, explaining

in part their own community
attitudes and their increasing

Westernization--free from any
capitalist ties.

It is deceptive to say that

Canada or the world are be-
coming like the United States,

because the United States it-

self is in constant change.
Through outside forces, it has
embraced values of other areas.

This said, we must ask if

we believe Canadians saw the

1963 election decided on the

issue of nationalism. I say they

did not (surveys indicate less

than 10% were voting on the

arms issue) and that the press

did not. That aspect of Profess -

pr Grant's argument seems al-

most contrived and detracts

from his main thesis.

Is Canadian nationalism dead

or dying? I do not believe a"

nation need be (or can be)

absolutely sovereign. I believe

Canada is a bi-national country

and that among English Canad-
ians, tiiere are enough indig-

enous characteristics to permit

them to claim nationhood.

I do fear that Canadian nat-

ionalism may be dying outside

of Quebec. However, whether

the English Canadian nation dies

or rejuvenates depends on its

response to the challenge of

French Canada. If the response

is positive, if English Canad-
ians show their preparedness

to embrace traditional Canad-

ian attitudes andtosustainmat-

erial loss to preserve a dist-

inctive identity, Canada will

endure.

If it is not, I fear I, too, may
have to join Professor Grant

in a lament for our nation.

"The Pub Bursary".?

—

The coffee shop has failed as a meeting place for students

and professors. In fact, it has enjoyed only limited access
as a location for informal, casual, but worthwhile discussion
amongst students. The need for such a rendezvous has long been
apparent at Queen's. One suggested solution is the establish-

ment of a pub on campus.
But is it really feasible to have a Queen's Pub? This is a

question that has been asked and re-asked over the years. The
major stumbling blocks have not been student leaders or the u-
niversity administration. In fact, at times, - even just last year
- they have openly supported such an idea. What are the prob-

lems and, I propose, the answers?

The central issue is one of

age - individuals under 21 can-

not be served alcohol in a pub-

ic place. This could be over-

come by issuing student cards

that have the individual's pic-

ture, name and age on a card

that is plasticized.

Different colours could be

used for those over and under

21.

But, it is argued, even if

you overcome this problem is

such discrimination by age fair

to those under 21? But reverse

the question - is it reasonable

that the 1200 to 1500 Queen's

students over the age of 21

should be made to forego

what is legally theirs simply

because of those younger? The
answer is obvious.

The Queen' s pub could place

5 per cent of its gross earn-

ings into a special barsaryfund
to help capable students who
are in need of assistance. This

is associated with the CUS Re-
solution calling for "universal

accessability" to higher educa-

tion.

The Queen's pub could be lo-

cated in one of the Arts Buil-

dings or in the coffee shop of

the Students' Union after 9:30

or 10:00 P.M. when the coffee

shop closes.

Students could be hired to

work at the cash, to pour, wash

dishes and to wait, thereby

providing part-time employm-

ent and extra cash. Senior stu-

dents could be employed as

part-time managers on the sa-

me basis.

No doubt other problems ex-

ist and have been Ignored in

this brief discussion. Perhaps

they will prove insurmountable,

but, knowing Queen's initiative,

probably not.

Let's re-open the question

of a pub at Queen's. Let's th-

oroughly examine the issues and

resolve them. An opportunity to

create a stimulating atmosph-

ere for intelligent discussion

has been lost to us since 1842.

Tradition be damned - let the

pub go up I

Le Provocateur

Journal
T?€VI€U/4
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PETER SCOTT
SWEATERS

FASHION CRAFT SHOPS
93 Princess Street

THIS WEEK AT

for Chinese food at its finest

—

THE HOUSE OF SHANGHAI

331 KingSt.East 546-3184

Delicious and Delectable Authentic

Chinese Dishes Expertly Prepared

by our Famous Ce
by Our Famous Chefs.

Delivered piping hot to your home --

$2.00 & up -- 25$ charge

$4.00 & up -- free

within the city zone.

Come in and pick up a take out menu.

Tuesday October 5

i The Queen's Young New Demo-
crats Club will hold a brief

but important meeting in the

Lower Common Room, Stu-

dent's Union, at6:30p.m. Tues-

day. All welcome.

interfaculty Chior starts tonight

Students from Arts, Engineer-

ing, Medicine and any other

faculty who enjoy singing meet

tonight at 7:00 in the Music

House just across Alfred St.

from the football stadium.

The Fugitive starring Marlon

Brando Tuesday, October 5 in

Dunning Hall, Admission 50tf.

A.LS.E.C. meeting has been

postponed. It will be held Wed-
nesday, October 15 at 7:00 p.m.

in the Leonard Hall East Centre

Common Room.

The Chess Club meets regular-

ly in the East Center Common
Room, Leonard Hall at 7:30 p.m.

UEEN'S

Tuesday nights. New members
always welcome.

Wednesday October 6

Kashmir will be the subject of

a panel discussion Wed. Oct. 8

in Room 14 Dunning Hall at 8:30

p.m. Sponsored jointly by the

United Nations Club and the

World University Service of

Canada, the panel will feature

Dr. Alastair Taylor of the Geo-

graphy Dept. who will explore

the legal aspects and the role

of the United Nations in the war

and Dr. J. A. Levink of the

Politics Dept. who will explain

some of the background of the

dispute. One student from each

of India, Pakistan and Kashmir

will be on the panel which will

be chaired by Bernard Trotter,

executive assistant to the prin-

cipal.

The United Nations Club; first

general meeting on Wed. Oct.6

at noon at International House.
.

BELL
HEEDS
MEN

TO HELP MANAGE TOMORROWS WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS

Take the long view when you graduate.

Plan a career offering scope and re-

sponsibility in the management of a

leading Canadian industry.

Consider the potential of a position at

the BELL if you are graduating in

Ask at your Placement Office for

informative booklets, and arrange to talk

with one of our representatives when
they visit your campus.

COMMERCE

HONOURS ARTS & SCIENCE

M. B. A.

BELL
Built, managed and owned by Canadians

Make a date to discuss a career
in telecommunications on

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY
OCTOBER 26, 27, & 29

All members and interested

persons are welcome.

Policy meeting Wed Oct.6 The
Queen's Liberal Club. Room 12

Dunning Hall 6:30 p.m.

Queen' s Math and Physics Club.

First meeting Wed. Oct.6 at 8:15

p.m. in Stirling Hall Lecture

Theatre D. Guest Speaker Mr.

E.S. Green will speak on Com-
puter Control of Traffic in Tor-

onto. Everyone welcome.

Jean Pierre Ferland, French-
Canadian Folk Singer at Con-
vocation Hall Wed. Oct. 6 at

8:15 p.m.

Camera Club; regular meeting

will be held on Wednesday Oct.

6 at 7:00 p.m. in Gordon Hall

room G4. Enter by main En-
trance on Union St. All per-

sons interested in photography

are welcome.

Thursday October 7

Life and Arts in the XVI Cen-

tury (55 slides) How the Ren-

aissance came to France; King

Francis I and the Valois kings;

Henri II Diane de Peitiersand

Catherine de Medici; Litera-

ture and Ronsard, Rabelais

Montaigne the Reformation, re-

ligious conflict, the St. Barth-

olme massacre; Henri IV, the

Edict of Nantes Loire Castles

Cleuet etc., Oct. 7 & 8.

Tricolour Autosport Club meet-

ing Thursday Oct. 7 8:00 p.m.

Lecture Theatre D Sterling

Hall.

The World of Henry Orient

starring Peter Sellers Thurs-

day Oct. 7. Dunning Hall. Ad-
mission 50£.

National Convention of the Ca-
nadian Association of Medical

Students and Inerns (CAMSI)

will take place oct. 7 - 11.

Friday October 8

SCM and International Club pre-

sents the first in a series of

Friday noon Lunches. Profes-

sor J. A. Lovink will speak at

International House on "The
series of International Re-
lations" preceded by a 25^ meal

at 12:10.

SCIENCE '69

Pres. -- Roger Smith
Eng.Soc.Rep. -Steve Graham

Brian Henry
V-PRES.--Peter White
Seer. Lois Kangus
Treas.-- Dan Agnew
Athletics- Lindsy Dowdle
Assist. Athlet. --Steve

McCallister & Pete Taylor

Social Con.--Ron Parker
Scribe —George McGuire
Constable--Bill Bowden

Michael Marrello
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STVLlgT»

featuring Th* Lottst

In Hair Stfltag

Winntrt of Thrw Top Awardi
In KiagstOR and District
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LOST
One dark brown wallet mono-
grammed E.F.R, in vacinity of

the Brig. Five dollars reward.

Call Ted Hare - 542-7481.

FOR RENT
Single rooms for male students

near Queen's campus. Dial 542

-6549 after 1 p.m.

Any freshette or freshman who
who has not received a copy of

the Freshman Handbook can
pick one up at Ban Righ, Leon-
ard Hall, or the A. M.S. Office.

Excess copies of Tricolor '63

and *64 are onsaleatthe A.M.S.
Office.

FOR SALE
Two tuxedos for sale - size 36

and 38. Call Mrs. Cornelius
548-4944. Good condition.

Science ' 68 jacket for sale.

Size 40, regular, with crest.

Best offer taken. Call Tony -

542-3367.

FLORIDA BOUND
This is to announce that ED
LASCELLE, BOB BAILEY,
JOHN WALLACE and JOHN
BAUMANN of Science '66 will

be spending the mid-semester
break in the sunny south. No
phone calls please from Oct. 8

to Oct. 17. Miami bunnies, here

we come.
WANTED

Ride to and from North Bay or

Hailey bury on Thanksgiving
weekend. Please call Derek Mc-
Bridge - New Men' s Residence
-room 265. Phone 824.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Student's Typing and Mimeo-
graphing Service - located in

basement of Student's Union -

opposite entrance to Coffee Shop
Reasonable rates and regular

office hours. Come in and in-

quire.

Tired - Discontented of Union
food, restaurants and single

rooms? With the dream that all

this could be solved b y living

in a completely furnished apar-
tment which includes fireplace,

carpet, rubber tree plant and
cactus - and two male students?

Then phone 542-1727 at 167

Napier Street. Ask for Ron or

Roy.

DON'T MISS OCT. 22

The Glee Club requires a stage

designer and stage hands for the

production of Gilbert and Sulli-

van's "Princess Ida". Please
Contact Tony Lovink (ext. 614)

or Mary Cameron (ext. 480).

Glee Club meetings are held e-

very Monday and Wednesday
nights at 7 p.m. in the Music
House on Alfred. All are wel-

come - tenors needed urgently.

ATTENTION
JOURNAL REPORTERS

Important meeting thursday

October 7th, 7:00p.m. New
assignment instructions.

BLEED

:

AT GRANT HALL

OCTOBER 5th, 6th & 7th.

10Q»HO» 14M.nl"* 1 "'

"Support McEwen" • P.C.'s
"Next thing you know,you may

need a Liberal Club member-
ship to join the Company of

Young Canadians" stated Bruce
MacOdrum

, president of the

Queen's Tories. He referred to

the Liberals' plan to bring Dun-
can Edmonds to Queen's.

The first meeting of the
Queen' sP.C.' s was held Sept.

29 in Leonard Hall. The party's

programme for the coming year
was unfolded. Among the im-
mediate plans is one to supply

aid to the Kingston P.C. Party

in the Nov. 8 election. Bill

Boucher of the Kingston P.C.'s

urged members to be active in

their support of Conservative

candidate McEwen. He stressed
the importance of concentrating

all manpower and brainpower
on the fight to get Mr. McEwen
elected.

A motion was passed urging
the executive to exert pressure
through the AMS and the Jour-
nal to take a stand on the pos-
sible disfranchisement of some
students in the election.

On-campus plans for the club

include participation in the Mo-
del Parliament this winter.

CFRC

CFRC invites Campus clubs and organizations

to make use of the ' Campus Topics' program

to publicize events of interest to the campus

and Kingston area. Material for news releases

should be in writing with all pertinent facts --

especially time and place- - clearly stated.

Deadline for copy is 2:00p.m. Thursday for

use Friday evening. Please bring it to the Radio

Office in Carruthers Hall.

CANADIAN PLAYERS
Present

"The Importance of

Being Earnest"
By Oscar Wilde

KCVI AUDITORIUM
OCT. 7 ONLY AT 8.30 P.M.

Tickets Available at Mahood'j Drug Store

At $3.00, $2.25 and $1.50

Sponsored by Domino Theatre Ine.

TELEPHONE 543-3434

«Wt\t (gift Centre"

Crystal

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON, ONT.

Fine China Jewellery

SERVE CANADA

SUMMER TRAINING IN THE U.N.T.D.

Summer training at regular navy rates of pay

with the Royal Canadian Naval Reserve while

progressing towards a commisioned rank.

Inquire about Queen's University Naval Trai-

ning Division. Phone Sub-Lt. Doug Slack-542-1856.

THE BUCCANEER TAVERN

open all winter
The steaks are the finest

10 minutes drive East of Kingston, Highway 2

Supper music Friday, Saturday
Fully Liscened 542-7587

.ask about

THE CANADA STUDENT LOANS PLAN

at CANADA'S FIRST BANK

To be eligible, you must be enrolled—or in-

tend to enroll—in a university or other educa-

tional institution above high school level,

authorized by your province of residence.

Under the Canada Student Loans Plan, you

don't need any security. And you can attend

school free from financial worry because the

Plan enables you to graduate before repay-

ment begins—repayment in planned, easy,

monthly installments.

To find out how you can

borrow up to $1,000 a year to

pay for college, see your near-

est B of M manager today.

Bank of Montreal

(Names of branches

and managers near school)

WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF IIFE SINCE 1817

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

PIub High Dividends

U will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON. B.A.. CL.U. -- Reo. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON. B.Sc. C.L.U. — Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. — "•«• 546-0032

M. EMMET ADAM — B°8- 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess Stnot Telephone 546-3671

Branch Manager; A. E. Nelson. CL.U.
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GAELS TRAMPLED IN 'STANG STAMPEDEGAELS IKAIVimiU HN si aiiu ommri.^.. _

WESTEWlOTiNUTTACK TOO MUCH FOR GAEL DEFENSE
_ . .._ i .1. _ i it 1 1 i ,„ «i n - f _ Pnnuprr u/si s missed and the

In their first league game of

the season Queen' s Gaels lost

33-20 to a surprisingly strong

University of Western Ontario

football squad Saturday at Rich-

ardson Stadium.

In a game characterised by

fumbles and bad snaps Queen'

s

defensive unit failed to halt the

powerful plunging attack of

Western fullbacks Larry Burr-

idge and Art Froese or out-

guess deceptive Mustang quart-

erback Bob Israel.

Early in the game Western

demonstrated its strong running

offence with Froese and Burr-

idge earring a total of seven

times and moving to the Gaels

forty yard line before the def-

ensive led by John Crouchman

and Eric Hafeman held them

forcing Mustang Robin Wearing

to kick.

Western, blocking a Gaels*

kick took possession and re-

photo by Shaver

Jamie Johnston scores in the final minute of play.

turned to the attack which feat-

ured three Burridge plunges

coupled with offensive guard

John Thompson's fine blocking

which set up Israel's unconver-

ted touchdown off right end .

Late in the quarter Western

began a downfield drive and

eight plays later Froese scored

and converted the touchdown

making the score Western 13

Queen's 0.

On the next series of plays

Queen' s pushed down to West-

ern' s 23 but lost the ball when

Mustang tackle Tom Beynon re-

covered a Gael fumble. \Jim

Turner and John Tasker stopped

Gaels short of a first down

and Larry Ferguson' s fifty six

yard kick into the end zone

failed to score a point when

Queen' s were penalized on the

play.

Following the intermission

rest and a coach Frank Tindall

pep talk Gaels in a series of

eight plays sent Heino Lilies

across the goal line at 2:40

Larry Plancke converted leav-

ing the score Western 13 Gaels

7.

Ferguson kicked short and

rushed downfield to recover the

ball but on the verge of catching

it he ran into the official lines-

Harrier team runs unprecedented first

Queen's Harrier Team gained

what was probably one of its

finest victories on Saturday, at

the Royal Military College,
when it beat O.A.C. (Guelph),

R.M.C.and several other teams

From the start of the race,

the tricolor of Queen' s was very

prominent, as Queen's runners

held a very strpngpositionnear

the head of the field. After half

a mile Roger Pratt of Queen's

began to move ahead, with John

McCans (Queen 1 s) and Coug

Scorrar (Perth High School, and

pre race favourite) close be-

hind. At the top of the firsthill,

"Heartbreak Hill," Pratt was
surprised to find that he had

opened a considerable gap on

his two rivals. These positions

were held until near the end

with Pratt winning by about 150

yds., and McCans fine finishing

burst giving him a great victory

over Doug Scorrar. Post-grad-

uate Mike Whittington In his
first run for Queen' s performed
magnificently, finishing in sixth

place. Dave Preston, track cap-

tain , was fourth scorer in 12th

place, and was well supported

by Jim Barns in 14th. Doug
Montgomery, Robert Hazen, and

freshman Dave Walters packed

very well, with 17th, 18th and

19th places respectively. Dave

Ellis made a great start to his

"comeback" with 25th place.

Queen' s 2nd team was fourth

behind O.A.C. and R.M.C. 1st

teams.
With results like these, Tor-

onto University, favourites for

the O.Q.A.A. cross-country tit-

le, will really have something

to worry about.

Other Queen's placings:

23rd - John Glasgow
26th - Bryce Peacock

35th - Charles Moreton
37th - Ross McClean
50th - Terry Pinkney

57th - Richard Van Loon
59th - Bram Ender
79th - Alan McClean

RUGERRITES ROMP BY DAY
RUGGER ROMP BY NIGHT

The RUGGER GAELS, opened
their season by successfully

defeating the University of Gu-
elph REDMEN 29 to 0, on the

outer field Saturday morning.

The Gaels are the defending

OQAA Champions. Ted Cormo-
de opened the scoring at the

second minute of play when,

following up on a Chris Porter

kick, he fielded the bouncing

ball which had eluded the Guelph

fullback and went over for the

try. Ojier kicked the convert,

and from then on Queen' s never

looked back.

Bruce Ferguson, TedCormo-
de, and Roily Ojier each scor-

ed two trys and Mike Sinclair

one. Ojier kicked three converts

and Hugo Dimmit kicked one.

Guelph threatened twice. Both

times the Gaels held despite

the fact that they were playing

three men short at times. Bruce
Pappas was off several times

to have the bleeding from a cut

over his eye stopped. Chris

Porter was kicked in the knee

at about the the 30 minute mark
of the first half and was out

for the rest of the game and
Tav MacPherson was out for the

last 15 minutes of the game
with a pulled shoulder muscle.

Erol Day, former Captain of

the All -Ontario side, and now
helping Barry Loughton coach

the Gaels, was pleased with the

way the game went, and expects

even a better showing in future

games as they begin to work
more smoothly together. Of the

Guelph players, Larry Patter-

son, loose wing-forward, Ray
Germain, prop, Bob Thompson,
5/8 th.,and John Whithers Cap-
tain, were all givenpraisebyU.
of G. coach, Pete Cavill, for

outstanding play.

The annual Rugger Romp,
held Saturday night at the La-
Salle Hotel was attended by a

capacity crowd and may beheld
at the Community Centre next

year.

Convert was missed and the

final score became Gaels 20

Western 33.

Scoring
1st Quarter

Western Bob Israel Touchdown
9:50

2nd Quarter

Western Art Froese Touchdown
2:57

Western Art Froese Convert

3rd Quarter

Queen' s Heino Lilies Touch-
down 2;42

Queen's Larry Plancke Convert

Western Larry Burridge
Touchdown 7:25

Queen' s Heino Lilies Touch-
down 12:20

Queen's Larry Plancke Convert

4th Quarter

Western Tom Beynon Touch-
down 1:35

Western Art Froese Touchdown
5:55

Western Art Froese Convert

Western Touchback 10:53

Queen's Jamie Johnston Touch-
down 14:57

photo by Bailey

Queen's line opens the hole for quarterback Don Bayne.

photo by Langstaffe

Tav MacPherson taking aim. .

.

man and the ball rolled to West-

ern's George Chris. Mustangs
moved again and Burridge sco-

red at 7:45. Gaels blocked the

convert making the score West-

ern 19 Queen's 7.

A determined Queen' s offence

followed the kickoffwithaseri-

es of ten plays that led to Heino

Lilies' second touchdown and

Plancke' s convert bringing the

Gaels within five points of the

Mustangs.
The turning point of the game

came at 1:35 of the final quarter

when tackle Tom Beynon recov-

ered a bad snap behind the

Gael' s goal line giving Western

an eleven point lead.

Four minutes later Froese

scored and converted his second

touchdown of the afternoon and

at 10:53 Robin Wearing con-

cluded the Western scoring by

kicking a touchback.

Gaels, undaunted by the ap-

parent defeat, drove back and

in the last minute of play quar-

terback Don Bayne passed to

Jamie Johnston in the end zone.

Time
Out

by B. Bailey

Journal Sports
Editor

Johnny Metras is smart-a fact omitted from this column'

s

last edition. . .and perhaps one that was underplayed by.the Gael

coaching staff.

Last Saturday1

s Gael loss to Metras'
s

' Stangs have set sports

buffs wondering what happened to the much applauded Tindallmen

There is, unless one is willing to admit that Western Mustangs

are a better team, no clear cut answer. At this point however

we note an interesting parallel.

On November 16 1963 Queen's lost its football game. The

Gaels, riding a wave of understandable overconfidence and un-

iversal belief that they would win, wound up losing by a 25-7

score at the hands of Alberta's Golden Bears. Yet neither

players or columnist admitted that Alberta were simply better.

One rationalized ^reason for that loss seems most believable.

And that reason* paradoxically enough is Johnny Metras. The

crafty 'Stang Mentor obliged Bears' coach Gino Fracas who

played for Metras at Western in ' 51 with all the Queen' s game

films with the double asterisked footnote. . ."Gaels weakness

is in pass defense. They have not met a team with a good passing

threat". Alberta passed. And Gaels lost.

Any Western observer at this season' s exhibition games which

Gaels won handily by 45-0 and 21-0 scores would have noted

a complete reversal. Carleton and St. F. X. attacks balanced

a heavy passing barrage with only an occasional running play.

And yet in the process, two Gaels who might have plugged a

hole over the Gael centre were knocked with shoulder sepera-

tions. Bob Latham and Merv Daub did not play in Saturday1

s

game.
It would not take a Johnny Metras to formulate a game

strategy on the basis of these considerations. And sure enough

all the Western strength was through the centre of the line.

Art Froese ran *up the gut* seeminglyatwill. And quarter back

Bob Israel whose passing arm is not to be underrated, stuck

strictly to the ground. The game was won on strategy.

The parallel between the Alberta Ignomy and the Western

Whalloping is irresistable. Queen' s offense scored 20 points

Saturday but effectively had 12 points scored against them.

Six came on a blocked Larry Ferguson punt on the Gaels

yard line which lead to an early Western touchdown. The

second came when Gaels appeared to be coming on strongly

with the score 19-14 Western and the Gaels moving the ball in

their own end. The game the turned on a high snap over Larry

Ferguson's head. Who should capitalize on the lapse of his old

teamates but Western tackle Tom Beynon. Result: another seven

points scored against the offense. Subtracting these 12 points

the offense netted a mere six points.almost the number they

managed against Alberta.

Add Cal Connor's arm injury which kept him sidelined, a

touch of overconfidence caused by a double exhibition shutout,

to the wily planning of the old master, Mr. Metras, and what

have you got? The upset of the year. This game may be a lesson

well learned.

STRAY PASSES
Merv Daub hopes to be back in the lineup next week against

McGill. . .Bob Latham's.return mav be delayed foraweek after

that... a Hamilton TV station is broadcasting allof U of T's foot-

ball games. For Queen' smen in the Toronto-Hamilton area on

l either of the Queen' s-Toronto weekends a chance to see the

game. Games to be rebroadcast the following Sunday nights also

. . .Queen's radio CFRC broadcasting its first game this Saturday

at 2 p.m.. Lawrie Rotenerg and Dune Campbell mikeside for the

Queen' s -McGill encounter. .

.
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Koyden Braun, owner of Braun' s Cafe-

teria on Railway Street, surveys the

damage caused Tuesday night by van-

dals at a year party. The washroom
door was pulled off and two letters torn

from the outside sign.

SrTE TO BE CHOSEN
FOR PERFORMING ARTS

Teach-in
Representatives of the pro-

Viet Cong National Liberation

Front, neutralist Cambodia, and

the United States will be among
those speaking at the Internat-

ional Teach-in at the University

of Toronto this weekend. Billed

as a seminar on ' Revolution and

Great Power Conflief, the gath-

ering will discuss uprisings,

particularly in Viet Nam and

Latin America, and the right of

the major powers to intervene.

Controversial figures such as

British Guiana's Cheddi Jagan,

Britain' s Patrick Gordon
Walker, and an editor of

'Pravda' will give their views.

The talks will be broadcast by

live telephone hook-up to over

twenty Canadian universities

where student seminars will be

held. A similar set-up will be

implemented in Dunning Hall

next weekend through the use

of tapes of the proceedings.

The organizing group i

n

KingsEon, the Academic Round-

cable, feels that the teach-in

is an important opportunity for

Canadian students to participate

in the formation of world public

opinion.

The Canadian Indian Today

For those interested in joining

a study group on this topic,a

meeting will be held in the

Red Room, Thurs, Oct. 14

at 9:00 p.m.

DRAMA
Two one-act plays will be pre-

sented by the Queen* s Drama
Guild in Convocation Hall next

Thursday night.

The first, Tennessee
William's 'Portrait of a Ma-
donna' is a drama of tender-

ness and pathos in which the

fantasy world of an old spinster

is shattered by an intolerant

society. The other play, 'The

Chairs', by Eugene Ionesco is

in the austere ' theatre of

the absurd' style. It puts for-

ward the view that real com-

munication between people is

impossible. Al Hand and Indra

Kagis, stars of last year' s' The

Making of Moo', play the leads.

The performances start at
"

and admission is 75tf.

30

ITphoto by langstaff

Last weekend, on the initia-

tive of the AMS Building Fund,

a Student -Faculty meeting was
held with the Montreal archi-

tect Mr. Lebesold, who is to

design Queen' s Performing
Arts Center, One outcome of

the meeting isthat the planning

committee of the University is

to meet in about one week to

choose a tentative site for the

center. Mr. Lebensold will then

draw up preliminary plans, to

be completed before the end

of Januarty.

Among Mr. LebensolcTs
architectural achievements are

the Place des Arts in Montreal

and the Queen Elizabeth Thea-
tre in Vancover. At present

he is designing Ottawa' s Cent-

ennial Center.

At the Student-Faculty meet-

ing Mr. Lebensold went over

the committee' s outline of the

center, which is to have two

FROSH BARRED
FROM BAR -BRAUN

Vandalism at a year party at Brauns Tuesday

night nearly brought an end to Queen's parties at

the popular banquet hall.

A washroom door was ripped off the hinges, a

toilet seat broken, a mirror stolen, ashtrays broken,

and raised letters on the front of the building were

broken.
Royden Braun, owner of the cafeteria, said that

the damage in money terms was not too great but

it did cause a business interruption.

"I was going to cancel all Queen's parties",

he said, but representatives of Arts '69 who held

the party and AMS constables went to see him

Wednesday morning and reported "we've got things

straightened out."

In the future, he said, people wanting a party will

sign an agreement before the event.

Mr. Braun described the damage as "malicious

vandalism" carried out by "only a small minority."

He said he welcomes students who want to hold

parties there, but no bar license wiU be given to

a freshman year in the future.

Students who were at the party said that drinking

was not heavy.

completely air-conditioned

auditoria. The small Theatre
would accommodate 400 to 450
and it would be equipped with

complete stage facilities, in-

cluding an orchestral pittoseat

thirty musicians, a Stage Man-
agers office on stage, and a

workshop adjoining the stage.

It would also include two large

rehearsla rooms, a drama
classroom, makeup rooms, and
storage room for costumes and

Queen's band uniforms. Here
productions of the Drama
Department, the Drama Guild,

and the Revue Guild, as well

as those of such visiting thea-

tre groups as the Canadian
Players and Le Cercle Fran-

cais, would be staged. More-
over, this small theatre would

server as a lecture theatre and

as a demonstration classroom.

The second auditorium would

be the Concert Hall, which would
seat two thousand and be equipp-

ed with an open stage and a gent-

ly raked orchestra section for

academic processions. Abalcony

projection booth would permit

televising and the screening of

professional cinema films. Stor-

age room would be provided for

concert instruments and for Uni-

versity band instruments. Adj-

oining the stage would be a Con-

ductor' s room and dressing
rooms. In this Concert Hall such

functions as Convocations and

memorial services would take

place, as would such student act-

ivities as band practices, the

Engineering Society carol ser-

vice, orientation meetings, and

the International Club concert.

This would be where one would

come to hear Dunning Trust

Lectures, AMS mass meetings,
ana concerts.

These were the features that

were discussed with Mr. Leb-

ensold concerning Queen's Per-

forming Arts Centre. Any fur-

ther suggestions can be submi-

tted to the AMS Theatre Fund,

care of the AMS office in the

Student" s Union.

NOTICE
There will be no Journal on

Tuesday, October 12, as Monday

is a holiday.

MONTREAL ?

To anyone seeking a cheap

means of going to Montreal

the soccer bus is leaving for

Montreal on Friday, Oct. 8,

at 2 Pi M. sharp and return-

ing on Sunday.

Contact CalvinGravesat 542-

4383.

DON'T FORGET !!

DUNNING TRUST LECTURES WITH PROF. E.H. BROOKS

OCTOBER 12, 13 and 15.

HELP I HELP! HELP! HELP! HELPI

is urgently needed by the Queen' s Journal. WE NEED:

TYPISTS, MACHINE OPERATORS, AND LAY-OUT

PEOPLE. No experience is necessary.just a wish to

work for the good of mankind(in this case. Queen s

students) All welcome. Come to the Journal Office

in the basement of the Student's Union on Wed. or

Sun. night, or phone Oii Hawrylyshyn at 548-J51V.

Drama Guild discusses Beckefs "Play without Words I" photo by Trottier
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EDITORIALS

,

The Bladen Commission Report on the financing of

higher education has made a detailed and realistic

appraisal of the future financial requirements of our

universities. The Commission says what too few Can-

adians knew before, that is, a massive increase in

federal aid to higher education is desperately needed

if the universities are going to cope with the dramatic

increase in enrollment that will take place in the next

fifteen years.

It is predicted that total enrollment in Canadian

universities, which was 180,000 last year, will reach

340,000 by 1970. To meet the rise in cost that will

necessarily be incurred by such an increase the Report

recommends an immediate increase in federal per

capita grants to five dollars from the present two

dollars, with an annual increase of one dollar until

the university" crisis" is over. In addition the Commis-

sion recommends that a federal minister of higher

education be appointed to coordinate aid programs with

the provinces, arecommendationthatis bound to create

considerable controversy. While we are well aware of

the delicate problems that such an expansion of fed-

eral power in the field of education, could create in

terms of federal-provincial relations, we recognize

that the nature of the problem is such that the prov-

inces alone cannot adequately meet the increased

costs, and that the resources of the federal govern-

ment must be enlisted to help provide the essential

financial support.

While upholding the principle that no intellectually

qualified student should be financially unable to attend

institutions of higher learning, the Commission main-

tains that free tuition for students is not possible

at the time because of the large expenditures required

to increase the physical capacity of the uniersities.

It goes on to reject free education as a legitimate

objective. The Commission does recommend increases

in different forms of student aid, notably scholarships

and bursaries, but does not feel that student loans are

the most desirable means for a student to finance his

university education. It is our opinion mat the present

crisis centres more on the problem of increasing the

physical capacity of universities, to ensure that no

qualified student is denied the opportunity of attending

university because of inadequate facilities, than on the

question of who is to bear the student's costs of educ-

ation, the individual or society. On the matter of free

university education we believe that the individual

should continus to meet some of the costs of education.

We thus agree with the Bladen Commission in this

regard.

The report goes on to recommend the need for an

equitable, logical formula for the distribution ofuniv

ersity grants, a system that will prevent political

meddling in the academic freedom of die university.

This will certainly be a welcome change to university

administrators, who in the past have too often found

themselves in the unfortunate roles of political lobby-

ists.

The Bladen Report is an analysis of extreme impor-
tance. It deserves the serious consideration and study

of all those concerned with the future development of

Canadian universities. It is said that Prime Minister
Pearson spoke of it almost as a royal commission
and promised to carefully review the recommendat-
ions of the Bladen Commission. Canadian governments
have a bad record with regard to implementing the

proposals of royal commissions. Canada can afford

to neglect the urgent nature of the impending crisis in

university education, and would do well to accept the

essential truths contained in the Bladen Report.

John Rae
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THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH
OF 5T. GEORGE

The Very Rev. R.G. Fleming-
Dean of Ontario

The Rev. Paul Jackson
Assistant*

National and Harvest
Thanksgiving

S. OOa. m. Holy Communion
9:15a.m. Choral Eucharist
11.00a.m. Morning Prayer

SermontThe Bishop of
Ontario

7.O0p.m. Evensong
Sermon: The Dean

8:15p.m. Coffee Hour and
discussion

A CORDIAL WELCOME TO
ALL STUDENTS

A few people attending the Arts '69 party at Brautfs

Cafeteria last Tuesday night engaged in useless van-

dalism—the sort of thing that students laugh about and

Kingston matrons frown on.

At present students are concerned with effecting

necessary changes in the educational system and in

increasing student rights. Such immediate interests as

the lowering of the voting and legal drinking age should

have been of interest to some of the students involved

in the destruction at the cafeteria.

Other students are engaged in community develop-

ment projects during their summer rnholidays. Students

are also excited about representing their views in

substantive debate on issues of national and inter-

national importance.

It is unfortunate that by actions such as those on

Tuesday night, the responsibility and maturity of

the student is compromised in the eyes of the public.

Tony Tugwell

We have decided to run editorials with the byline of

the editor responsible. This system is used by many
of the French Canadian newspapers—' Le Devoir* for

example. In many cases it allows for divergent ed-

itorial opinion within the same paper.

Consistency has long beena problem of campus news-

papers. We see little necessity fot this. It smells

of homogenization.
The editorial staff will still debate issues among

themselves in an attempt to adequately examine

problems. However, individual editorial writers will

not be held responsible to represent an amalgamation

of opinion.

Dear Sir,

As I wandered alongUniver-
sity Ave. early this fall, 1 was
greatly distressed by the in-

fantile scribbling on a lamp
post in front of Grant Hall.

Hoping that somehow or other

the paint would disappear, I

continued my daily parade past

the pole until one morning an

even cruder lettering appeared,

superimposed over the previous

one. A further stroll around

campus reveals that 5 posts

and the back wall of Ethering-

ton Art Center have been so

debauched.
The nature of the heirogly-

phics seem to indicate Queen's
students have made their ef-

forts toward beautifying the

campus.but it is unaminously
agreed their efforts have failed.

Thus anyone planningot do sim-
ilar decorating please note:

1. It costs a lot of money
to remove paint or tar from
permanent structures, (over

$100 for the Art Center a-

lone).

2. There is nothing beautiful or

clever about such scrawls.

3. In future, any such paint-

ing will be removed and bills

sent to the individuals, years or

societies concerned.

Gordon Watt

CHALMER'S UNITED CHURCH ST. JAMES ' CHURCH
Kingston, Ont.

The Rev. R.K.N. McLean
Minister Rev. Desmond C. Hunt

Rector
Services at 11.00 a.m.

and 7*30 p.m. 9 . OOa. m. Holy Conmunion
11.00a.m. Morning Prayer

Chalraer's Youth Fellow- 7:30p.m. Evening Prayer
ship at 8:45 p.m. 8:45p.m. Coffee Hour

A VERY CORDIAL INVITATION Wed. 3.00p.m. Bible
TO ALL QUEEN'S STUDENTS Study

ST. ANDREW !

S

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Princess k Clergy Sts.
Rev. Max V. Putman.B.A.

-Minister
Glenn C. George, ARCT.RMT

-Director of Praise

SERVICES OF WORSHIP

11.00a.m. Morning Worship
7.00p.ra. Evening Worship
7:30p.m. "Radio "Ministry"

-GKLC
8.15p.m. Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7O0 p.m.
-Mid-week Bible Study

COME AND WORSHIP

Sydenham Street

United Church

9.15 a.m.—In the Chapel:

Divine Service. (The
Chapel is reached by the

William Street door at the

rear of the church.)

11 : 00 a.m.—"TWO-WAY
TRAFFIC."

Mr. Davidson wil preach

at both services.

JurUrerart (ttrjurcb;

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.
"Worship to Folk Music"

L.S.M. meets following
Vespers

Two blocks N.W. of Stadium
corner Earl and Victoria Sts.

Lutheran Student Chaplain

Rev. Roy Oswald
Phone 542-7134
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Catcher InThe.*?ci.
by Elizabeth Robinson
There is something verydef-

initely missing in university

sciences courses today. In my
first year, I hardly noticed

this and worked away content-

edly every evening at physics

and chemistry problems. Then
when final exams came, de-

manding so much effort in un-

derstanding, I began to wonder
where it was all leading, what

all these facts and theories and
principles really meant in re-

lation to a human life. I passed

my exams on facts, theories,

and principles still as lost as

ever as to what it was all

about.

But I think I now know what

it is that is missing -- this is

that science students never have

to look outside of science. We
are taught to reason from prin-

ciples within the limits of those

principles, and to solve prob-

lems from given information.

Of course this kind of reason-

ing works; practical problems
can be solved and useful deduc-

tions can be made from prin-

ciples. But science students are

never encouraged to examine
the general significance of these

principles and facts and their

relation to world problems or

to an individual human life. All

we are trained to do in a uni-

versity science course is to

travel along a well-worn groove

of principles and abstractions.

We are not encouraged to gen-
eralize, or to be skeptical about

what we are being givenas facts,

or * to criticise assumptions. If

we do, we are only told that

we do not know enough to criti-

cise. We are taught procedures

and lab techniques as static,

never -changing knowledge. We
are encouraged to follow stan-

dard methods.
What can be done about this?

Of course, awareness and atti-

tudes cannot be taught. But

at least they can be encouraged,

and given a chance to grow.

Ideally, lecturers should be

broad-minded and should stirri^"

ulate a student to think about
science as a whole. Ideal lec-
turers are rare, though, both
in arts and in sciences. How-
ever in arts courses students

do have an opportunity to be
original, to read, and to think

and to evaluate, when they are
writing essays. I am not rec-
ommending that sciences stu-

dents should be loaded with
extra arts courses; but rather,

that the view-point of science
courses should be widened. Sci-

ence students should be re-
quired to write original essays
on the implications and appli-

cations and value of scientific

knowledge and principles; for

example, they could write on
various aspects of eugenics,

the bomb, chemical warfare

o r birth control. Lecturers
should at least help students

to realize the vast difference

between empirical facts and
theories. So many principles

taught as 'laws' can really only

be called useful generaliza-

tions. While fully realizing the

status of theories as construc-

tions in the human mind, stu-

dents should be encouraged to

theorize from what facts they

do know, in order to become
accustomed to creating ideas.

They should be encouraged to

write up lab reports in an ori-

ginal way as long as they are

clear; why does science insist

on the abstract ' third person*

form of expression when it is

actually an individual who is

doing the experimenting and the

writing?
Science students are not en-

couraged to question or mink

individually or be at all crea-

tive. The result is that most of

them emerge from university

technically proficient but with-

out the questioning attitude so

necessary for adances in sci-

entific thinking, without an a-

wareness of what science is

and how it fit

You can't beat
the taste of
Player's

Player'*... the beet tatting cigarette*

book-Ion protects

YOUR books from*
anything!
(including you)

Daily use, dust, water spillage,

rain ... new books stay

fresher, old books revitalize

with book-Ion. And think of

next year's re-sate value.

Easy to apply, Inexpensive. Crystal-

clear self-adhesive plastic In

40" x 13" rolls do 3 to 5 boohs,

only $1.00. 40" x9V4" for

smaller lobs,

only 75$
Also in rolls 400" long,

widths up to 40".

book-Ion
at department, stationery and bookstores.

STUDENTS ! Subscribe Now Pay Later*

TIME MAGAZINE
1 year $5.00

(f« 9 . *ubi. $9.00 a yr.)

2 year* 9.00

Q 17 weeks 1.87

• SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
1 year 5.00

Irog. iubt. 7.50 * yr.)

2 years 9.00

& months I.. 3.00

NEWSWEEK
1 year 4.00

(rag. iubt. 8.00 a yr.)

2 years 8-00

34 weeks ....... 3.00

FORTUNE
O 1 year 7.50

(reg. subt. 12. CO a yr.)

LIFE MAGAZINE
1 year $5.00

I reg. iubf. $6.75 e yr.)

2 years 9.00

•PLAYBOY
1 year *.50

(reg. iubt. 8.00 j yr.)

2 years 12.00

3 Years 16.50

READER'S DIGEST
I year 2.97

(reg. nowtrand 4.20 a yr.)

2 years 5.94

3 years 8.91

•SATURDAY EVENING POST
SO issues 3.98

(reg. subs. 45 inuei 5.951

Poymenl mutt nccompony older! to Ihoie mage

Check boil or encircle your choica of magoiine

UNBEATABLE SPECIAL STUDENT RATES end m
nowait. Signed-cord gifts o«apied. All tubicnplioi

leed. Evening, port-llme ltudenti eligible.

Send to: STUDENT MAGAZINE AGENCY
7340 Ostell Crescent, Montreal 9, Canada

.bicriptionU). AT THE
Mark "H" for Be-

ne completely guo'on-

NAME ••••

ADDRESS •

City u COURSE

Are you a candidate for

assistance under the

CANADA STUDENT
LOANS ACT?

Under this Act, each qualifying student may present a

Certificate of Eligibility to the bank branch of his (or

her) choice. Royal Bank, with over 1000 branches across

Canada, offers you convenient service combined with

practical counsel. Visit your nearest branch.

Michael Marrello
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLISTS

Featuring The Latest

In Hail Styling

Winners of Three Top Award!
in Kingston and District

rNLY THE
WEATHER CAIN

STOP YOU FROM
SWIMMING IF

YOUUSETAMPAX
Many girls in many places

swim all the year round.

(Lucky girls!) But most of

you have put your bathing

suits away. Let's see,

how many months of

swimming did you have

last summer? Three? \inl did

you skip swimming for

twelve full days because of

monthly problems? Thai

wasn't very sensible, was it?

Start practicing now for a

full summer of swimming

next summer. Start using

Tampax internal menstrual

protection. Wear it when you

bathe, and you'll find out

how completely it protects

you when you swim. You'll

feel cleaner, fresher, neater,

nicer. W hy wait for summer

to make the Tainpax

decision? You can make it

this very month*

Tampax is available in three

absorhency-sizes (Regular.

Super, Junior) wherever

such products are sold.

TAMPAX INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION IS

MADE ONLT 8T CANADIAN TAMPA* CORPORA-

TION LIMITED, BAHRIE. ONT.



REMINDER
Fees Due

15 October, 1965.
All Students must complete payment of the first

installment of their fees by 15 October. Those who

have not paid the first installment will be assess-

ed a late payment fee of $1QP0 and may be suspend-

ed from classes. Single course fees, fees for add-

itional courses, and all late penalty fees are due

15 October, 1965.

If any organization or person other than yourself

is paying your fees and if payment will not be com-

pleted by 15 October, you must obtain a Permit

to Delay Payment of fees from the Secretar/ s

Office, Richardson Hall.

Students may avoid the installment charge of $5.00

by paying their fees in full by October 15th.

The second installment of tuition fees is due

15 January, 1966.

CLASSIFIED

LOST
Blue nylon windbreaker left

on lower campus, Tuesday Sept.

28th. Name tag 'David Blair1

inside. Finder please call Dave
542-1430.

Lost: One raincoat at Braun* s

Cafe on Tuesday night, Oct. 5,

1965. The name is on the in-

side pocket. The person who

picked it up please return to

Peter Barker, Rm. 439, McNeill

House, Local 385.

ARTICLES FOR SALE
French 012 books for sale.

Phone 542-3940. Ask for Ian.

Geology 1 text. Phone Carver
546-0272.

One left-handed Spalding #3

iron, hardly used, almost new
condition. Call local 819 and

ask for Jim Janzen or come
to rm. 342, 4th unit, north.

1953 Pontiac—good mechan-
ical condition—FOR SALE,
5428329.
Very stylish racoon coat

9ladys) size 10 - never been

worn. Cost $200. Very cheap

for quick sale. Phone 546-4649

after 6:00 pm.

ACCOMODATION

Two warm single rooms, 562

Johnson St., always hot water.

$7 and $9.

NOTICE
Students at Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your

requirements in Text Books for all Faculties and Depart-

ments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's

Pennants and Cushions.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELL NEEDS ENGINEERS
FOR TOMORROWS WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS

Plan now for an Engineering Career offering scope and

responsibility in a leading Canadian industry. Consider

the potential of a career in the Bell if you are graduating in

i ENGINEERING - Electrical
. Civil
- Mechanical

ENGINEERING PHTSIC3

Ask at your Placement Office for

informative booklets, and

arrange to talk with one of our

representatives when they visit

your campus.

BELL®
Built, managed and owned by Canadians

L
Make a date to discuss a career

in telecommunications on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

October 26, 2?, 28

FRIDAY, OCT, 8th, 1965

Large warm room, will rent

single or double. Close to

Queen's (196 Union St.) Can
get meals next door. Gravel-

led parking yard.

Room and board: Science'44
Co-op. Best meals on campus
at Collins House, 329 Earl. Va-
cancies for girls at Boucher
House, 144 Albert, 546-0752.

POSITIONS
Two big opportunities for me-

mbers of Art's '671! Applica-

tions for assistant male athletic
stick will be accepted by Geo-
rge Bonn, 252 Alfred St., ph.

546-9297. The only stipulation

is that you must lie in res-

idence. Also, year crests can

be purchased from Dave Bald-

ock, Rm. 261 of the men's
fourth residence at the stag-

geringly low price of $1.50.

Dave has promised to be in

his room from 1 to 2 pm. da-

ily to sell you a year crest.

The Levana Society wishes

to announce the appointment

of Betsy Anderson to the pos-

ition of Junior A. M. S. repres-

entatie.

The CUS Committee invites

applications for the following:

1. Chairman of National Affairs

Committee (responsible for Fr-
enchrEnglish relations and for

a series of speakers at Queen's)

2. Chairman of Education Com-
mittee
3. National Student Day Co-
ordinator

4. Life Insurance Convenor
5; Convenor of CUS open meet-
ings (a new position to manage
campus -wide policy discussion).

Applications will be accepted
in the AMS office until Wed-
nesday, Oct. 13.

ACTIVITIES

There will be no more movies
at Dunning Hall Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

Rides to Montreal for foot-

ball weekend. Round trip $6.

Leave Fri. 4pm. Back noon
Sunday. Go by coach with

Queen's Rugger team—limited

number of seats. Contact M.
Pipes local 235 or Ellis Hall

room 119.

Foreign Films : Students

wishing membership ($ 6 for

13 showings) in the Kingston

Film Society, phone Dave at

546-1841. (Classic Series sold

out).

GRADUATES
If you have not had your

graduate picture taken for

Tricolor 66 yet, you MUST
make an appointment for
your picture with Wallace
Berry Studios,15 Montreal
St. on or before Tuesday
Oct. 12. If you do not, you
will not be able to have
your graduate picture in

Tricolor.

When you have had your
picture taken make sure
that you turn in your Tri-
color proof to Wallace
Berry Studios within ONE
week of receiving your
proofs. This will ensure
us of meeting our dead-
lines and getting the book
to you on time in March
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V.
The next time someone com-

olains about Queen' s relations

|yjth Kingston, place these hard

cold
economic facts before him:

i in 1964 Queen's University

had total expenses of $ 7.3

million.

2. In 1964 Queen' s recorded

land, buildings and equipment,

excluding work in process, at

$33.5 million. All of this fed

considerable money into the

Kingston economy.

3, As of June 30, 1964, work

was in process for the extension

THIS WEEK

Monday, October 11th:

Foreign students from U. of T.

visiting Kingston will be wel-

comed at Queen' s by Internat-

ional Club at 3 - 4p.m. at

International Centre (next to

Chown Hall). All students are

invited to meet them while en-

joying some coffee at the same
time.
Attention Females of Arts 68:

The election for female athletic

stick will be held at Dunning

Auditorium on Tuesday, Oct. 12

at 8 p.m.

Tuesday Oct. 12,7.45 p.m. ,

Boom 201, Kingston Hall, Prof.

R. Samuel(U.of Melbourne)

will speak on :Napoleon and

Germany.
Wednesday, October 13th:

THE FIRST AIESEC general

meeting will be held on Wed.,

Oct. 13 at 7.00 p.m. in the

leonard Hall East Common
Room. Work and travel in

Europe. All persons who have

completed one course in comm-
erce or economics are eligible

to participate in the AIESEC
Summer Exchange Programme.
There will be a meeting of the

Queen* s University Pistol Club

on Thursday, October 14th at

7.30 p.m., Room 26 in Ellis

Hall. All are welcome. For
fur t her in formation phone
George Bonn at 546 - 9297

of plant facilities at an estim-
ated cost of $13.6 million.

4. Queen' s students spent $5
to $ 5.5 million in Kingston
during 1964 - 65. This does not

include their tuition expendit-
ures.

5. Adding together 1 and 4,

university expenditures total

$ 12.3 million. Taking King-
ston's population at 50,000 this

means an expenditure of $246
for every individual living in

the city. When construction as

at June 30, 1964 ( item 3) is

included, the university's ex-

penditure on a per capita basis

jumps to $518 for every person

living in Kingston. Although a

sizeable portion of this does
not remain or even enter the

city' s economy, a significant

portion of it does.

The conclusion: we know we
cause periodic problems for the

citizens of Kingston. We also

wish these eruptions didn't oc-
cur. But they do, and they are

generally resolved with some
feeling of disharmony on the

part of both sides.

Perhaps if we students were
more r e spo n s ib le citizens,

Kingston could truly appreciate

the benefits we bring it.

Le Provocateur

NOTICE
TO ALL CLUBS AND CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS WISHING FINAN-
CIAL AID FROM THE A.M.S. MUST SUBMIT A PRO-
POSED 3UDGET TO THE A.M.S. BUDGETS FINANCE
COMMITTEE BY OCT. 10th. PLEASE LEAVE SUCH IN

THE A. M.S. OFFICE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION YOU MAY CONTACT
PAUL MYLES, CHAIRMAN OF BUDGET & FINANCE
AT 542-0803.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen's Students always Welcome.

Tom Annis to greet you.

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop
on second floor.

DOML1S U
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square.

the facts

Beneath

the OazzLe

All diamonds look dazzling at first

glance but only an expert jeweler can

tell a diamond's true value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weight are all

important. We have the scientific in-

struments as well as the knowledge and

reputation to help you make the right

diamond choice.

KlNNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St.

things gO
better,!
,with

Coke

Hitting the books? Take time out for the unmistak

able taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts your spirits,

boosts your energy...

felt Ctl-Cli IIIOU in milUnd Mfclllllt l llIMM* «iH> IHih.1«I.I Ctn^MlUl

CLELAND & FUNDALL
Dry Cleaners Shirt Launderers

RELIABLE QUALITY
SERVICE

University Store 314 Barrie St.

Main Plant 851 Princess St.

548-4407
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Bob Latham (second from left) watches game from spotters' box,

a task he will take on until his shoulder comes around. Others

(left to right) are Al Lenard, Bill Miklas and Frank Tindall Jr.

Soccer Gaels Strong
Like the Football and Rugger

Teams, Queen's Soccer Team
leaves for Montreal this week-
end to try its strength against

Inter -collegiate teams from
the Universities of Montreal

and McGill.

Last year the newly formed
Soccer Squad ended up second

in the League, next to McGill.

This year the team is a much
stronger one, and we have every

reason to believe that we will

be vying for the coveted trophy

both in our league and in the

overall Western League.

Our strength this year is

centred on our Captain lan

Jones, a former Trinidadian

Island player whose body move-
ments, ball control and place-

kicking are very graceful, and

and a joy to watch. Other

outstanding players are the vet-

erans Dennis Stamp, Nyron
Devonish, Frank Reivete, Andy

Bacon, Harvy Sauve, Clement

Nwakwesi, and new-comers:
George McGuire, Adrian Ros-

coe, etc. Special mention must

be made of Jacques Fombrun
who is proving himself to be

more than a capable goal -keep-

er. Derek Donaldson, a new-
comer, also looks promising

between the uprights.

Ruggerites out

for second win
This weekend the Rugger Gaels

travel to Montreal to meet the

McGill Redmen on the Lower
Campus at 11 a.m. U. of T.

defeated the Redmen 14 - 12.

That close score and the fact

that the Blues have had consid-

erable pre-season success ag-

ainst Toronto city teams, in-

dicates tough opposition for de-

fending champion Gaels. Cris

Porter and Bruce Pappas will

definately be back in action this

weekend, butTavMacphersonis
still a question mark. Dave

Moxin may be back in harness

this weekend as well.

broadcast
CFRC Radio will broadcast

the away games of the Queen'

s

University Golden Gaels again

this year.

The Queen* s squad, last
year's intercollegiate champi-

ons, plays in Montreal on Oct-

ober 9, in Toronto on October

16, and London on November 6.

Laurie Rotenburg will do the

play-by-play and Duncan Camp-
bell will provide the 'color*.

The other two members of the

crew will be Bruce Dingall,

spotter, and Henry Jaques, en-

gineer.

Time
Out

by B. Bailey

Journal Sports
Editor

Track Team Prepares.

In a dual practice meet at

the Royal Military College on

Monday, Brian Donnely of
Queen's ran an outstanding race

in the 120 yards hurdles. His

wind assisted time of 14.5 sees,

was close to international stan-

dards. Brian also tied Gordon
Ellis (Dave's brother) in the 100

yards in 10.2 sees. Freshman
Doug Jordan also ran well with

10.7 sees.

Due to the exceptionally
strong wind and cold weather,

some of the performances were
not as good as expected, but

Dave Preston, captain, showed
signs of great things to come
when he came second in the

440 yards, beating one of our

most promising freshmen, Dave
Watters. Later in the evening

the positions were reversed,

with Watters taking first place

in the 880 yards and Preston

second.

The mile was another out-

standing event for the evening.

John McCans was on his own
most of the way, fighting the

gale force winds, but his ex-

cellent time of 4 min., 33.8

sees, indicates that Queen'

s

may have at last found its much
sought after mile runner. In

good conditions, with more
competition, John will surely

run much faster.

Roger Pratt was on his own
for most of the 3 miles, and
returned 15 mins., .06 sees.

Two freshmen, Tim Baker

and Paul Kitchen showed great

promise when they took first

and 2nd places in the 440 yards

hurdles.

Star high and triple jumper,

Jorma Salmikivi, was injured,

but first place today in the high

jump went to freshman Jim
Crozier, with freshman Greg
Anderson winning the triple
jump (41 feet, 3 inches) and

long Jump (20 feet, 4 inches).

Brian Donnelly gained anoth-

er first in the 220 yards, and
Gord Ellis just managed to beat

Shows Well

Bob Davison for 2nd place.

The 440 yds. relay team has

great promise, but more baton

practice is needed at present.

Due to high wind it was not

possible to have a pole vault

competition. This was a dis-
appointment, as vaulters Bob
Eadie and Neil Miles were look-

ing forward to using Queen's

newly acquired fibre-glass pole

in competition.

Discus throwers Smith and

Haggerty look very promising,

but this must be the first season

Queen' s has entered without a

shot putter. If anyone is inter-

ested in putting the shot, then

contact Bob Dunn at 542-8321.

Intercollegiate competition in

this event is not too strong.

On Saturday October 9th the

track team meets R.M.C. and
McMaster University at the
Royal Military College, starting

at 1:30, whilst a weakened
cross-country team will be
going to Guelph.

On October 17, 1958, the Queen' s Track Team bolstered by

some one hundred students, ran a burning torch and a football

to Toronto for the annual football game at Hogtown High.

This first Queen's Marathon, or Quarathon, was started by

the reading of a proclamation declaring it to be an annual challenge

and the start of a venerable tradition. Running time to Varsity

Stadium was 27 hours, and the event was widely published as

another student craze like bed-pushing and telephone-booth jam-

ming.
The "tradition" died immediately. No one even mentioned

Quarathon in 1959. It was rather surprising, then, that another

hundred students plus one football went to Toronto the hard way

in 1960. It seems that the Toronto constabulary had not been' in-

formed, and several patrol cars investigated the noisy mass of

cars and people pouring into downtown Toronto, with little ef-

fect.

A pattern seemed to be emerging. There was no Quarathon

in 1961 due to lack of interest, but Quarathon III set off for Mon-

treal in early October, 1962. The final motorcade through Mon-

treal created several traffic problems, possibly because of the

number of Queen' smen in the city. There were more Queen'

s

fans in McGill stadium (or is it Molson Stadium) than all other

factions combined.
Quarathon IV went to Toronto in 1963, and featured the first

female participants (four members of Nursing Sc. '68) to run

the ball on the highway, and the only 1938 Nash ever to take part

in Quarathon. I was privileged to be the last person carrying

the ball into Toronto at 5 a.m. (thanks Lynn), and we Oil Thigh'd

around a bewildered traffic cop.

Last year, Quarathon V went to Montreal, also with female

participation, and reached its destination thanks toTilden-Rent

a -car who provided some emergency transportation. Mishaps have

been few in the five Quarathons (all mechanical), and even hi

jackers such as RMC or the opponent college have never pre

vented the triumphant entry into the stadium.

The procedure is that the proclamation is read in front of Rich-

ardson Hall, and the Principal or one of the Deans kicks the ball

to the cheerleaders. They carry the ball to highway 401, and

organized teams from all faculties carry the ball to its temp-

orary destination in the appropriate city. The motorcade starts

from there about two hours before the game and the cheerleaders

run the ball into the stadium. CKWS Radio kindly broadcasts

the hour -by-hour progress of Quarathon,

Queen's returns to Hogtown on October 15, and so does Quar-

athon VI. Several participants would be appreciated .

Somebody seems to think that McGill halfback ERIC WALTER
will surpass RON STEWART, Queen's 1953-57, for the all-time

Intercollegiate scoring record. After all, he only has to score

50 points this season.

STEWART scored 29 league and 2 play-off touchdowns, and

WALTER has 17 le_ague and 3 play-off touchdown. WALTER
has only one season to surpass Stewart's record, and his pre-

vious best season as a member of the championship 1962 McGill

Redmen gave him 48 points. He currently has 102 league points

to STEWARTs 152.
,

There is another factor. . . that Stewart* s first 22 touchdowns
were worth 5 points eacn, as the six -point touchdown was intro-

duced in 1956. So if ERIC, who is a very talented halfback, can

get enough blocking from his offensive this year ( which is

dubious), there will be a big fuss about who gets the record.

mcgill game a must..."
B. Bailey

"f
Gael hopes for a third sue

cessive Yates Cup rest on their

performance in Saturday1

s road
opener in Montreal against Mc-
Gill' s Redmen. Gaels dropped
their home opener to Western
by a 33-20 score last Saturday.

In their first game the Red-
men were handled easily by
Toronto's highly rated Blues
by a 29-8 margin. Toronto
ran up 328 yards offensively

and pulled four interceptions

out of the air to defeat the

once-powerful Red and White.

Two of the interceptions lead

to Toronto touchdowns. Red-
men's lone touchdown came on
a 63 yard dash by veteren
Eric Walter. Walter took a

Glen St. John handoff and sc-

ampered around the right end
to score.

'We beat ourselves' said

McGill assistant coach Dave
Copp. 'We came into this

game too charged up'

.

McGill is handled mis season
by a new head coach, Tom
Mooney. Tom played his

college football at Miami Uni-
versity where he played end
and guard. In 1956 Mooney
came to Ontario Agricultural

College (now U.of Guelph) where
he coached for five years win-

THE AGON.Y

yates cup or bust
nterceptors last week coupled

with Western's success on the

ground against Gaels should
keep McGill' s running corps of

Walter and Pete Howlett (104

yds. in 15 carries against To-
ronto) busy. Watch for off-

tackle and off end running Wal-
ter style. IfGaelsdefenseholds
the Redmen will take to the air

and this will be disastrous.

Gaels will contain any passing

attack. For Gaels , Frank
Tindall will have to juggle his

lineup to contain Walter or he

will enjoy the running freedom
of Art Froese last Saturday.

ning two championships and
placing second twice.
Mooney has several excellent

veterans on which to rely. Eric
Walter , last year's MVP and
an all-star half-back, is always
a threat and the chance that

he may set an all-time scoring
record this year should add
impetus to his running. Glen
St. John at 6 feet and 180

pounds is a passing threat in

any league.

PREDICTION: Previous rec-
ord 0 and 1. The fact that

St. John had trouble finding re-

ceivers and keeping away from

ERIC WALTER

Cal Connor's arm-shoulder in-

jury is 'top-secret* and whether

he plays or sits out may be

a game time decision. McGill' '

ground defense is reported to

be tough but not so the pas -

defense. Gaels have good pass-

ers either in regular Connd'

or last game's starter Don

Bayne. Bayne shook off the

jitters of starting game and

season and played well one-

untracked against Western.

Experts in Toronto^pparent-

ly pick McGill over Queen's

but this is probably more wish-

ful thinking than objectre ev

aluation. Journal Sports, out

to bring its record up to .500

picks the Gaels to climb ou*-

of the cellar and beat McGH 1

by two touchdowns.

Queen* s Si Western benches

-late in 4th quarter of Gaels'

33-20 loss - but Editor sees

reversal in McGill game.
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O.P. Dlwivedi for INDIA.
PAKISTAN is represented by Mr. Manning. . . as Bernard Trotter, MODERATOR, also hears. . .

The above gentlemen took part in a panel discussion on Kashmir sponsored by the United Nations Club and the

World University Service of Canada, held on October 8th. in Dunning Hall. ^

WUSC Meets

Turkey is 1966 Seminar Site

Ralph Allen

at
BENSON

:

Recommendations which the

World University Service of

Canada (WUSC) will make to the

organizing committee of the

Company of Young Canadians

were considered at the WUSC
National Assembly held at St.

John's Nfld., on the Thanks-

giving weekend.
It was resolved to recommend

that the CYC should not inv-

olve itself in the field of soc-

ial action in Quebec.

By a narrow vote it was dec-

ided not to recommend that

such federal funds as would be

forthcoming for the purposes of

CYC action in Quebec be plac-

ed at the disposal of the Que-

bec government.

In other fields, the delegates

agreed to raise the goal of the

International Program of Action

to $60,000.00 Discussion was

devoted to ways in which WUSC
could best continue to aid the

university communities of eve-

eloping countries.

The 1966 summer seminar

will be held in Turkey. The

following summer Canada will

host one student and one pro-

fessor from each country which

has had a WUSC seminar.

In the opinion of the Queen's

delegation, Roger Hutchinson
and Fred Wien, a signifigant

trend was evident in the in-

creased emphasis being placed

on the educational function of

World University Service. Fred
Wien was elected to the Nat-

ional Committee of WUSC.
The promotion of interna-

tional understanding through

lectures, panel discussions, and

seminars was strongly support-

ed.

Journal School RA |SE NATIONAL ISSUES
Ralph Allen, resident artist

of Queen' s University, will
demonstrate the art of layout

to Jourpal technical staff ard
all those interested in at:ejid-

ing.

The demonstration will

take place this Tuesday at 8

in the Journal office. All are

welcome to attend!

Controversy Rife

at Teach-in

HUMAN AUCTION
AT QUEEN'S

This is your chance, men!

Get organized, keep cool

and BID.

October 23, after football game

More details, next Journal

MALE SALE

The Greatest-Thing Yet.

Girls, get together

and BID
October 23

More details, next Journal^

Toronto (CUP) Toronto's Inter-

national Teach in brought a

clash of major world ideologies

to students on 65 campuses in

Canada and the United States.

Professors, politicians and dip-

lomats from many parts of the

world net in the frequently ex-

plosive sessions.

Hopes that the North Viet-

namese government and the

National Liberation Front of

South Vietnam would send re-

presentatives fell through at

the last moment.
While Latin America, Africa

and Europe were widely disc-

ussed, the teach-in* s main foc-

us was on U.S. policy in Viet-

nam.

Robert Scalapino, a professor

of political science at Berkley,

defended U.S. policy and warned

the Communists not to rely

for victory on opposition with-

in the United States to Wash-

ington' s Vietnam policy.

Though the sessions were will

received by the audience, an

uproar was created when the

teach-in committee dropped

Micheal Myerson, a Berkley

University student from the

planned list of speakers. He

was to present the Hanoi view-

point in the Vietnam debate.

Mr. Myerson was dropped
from the speaker's list at the

last moment when Professor

Scalapino refused to appear on

the same platform with him.

By Bruce Little.

The three Kingston cand-

idates for the November 8 el-

-cction will debats the issue and

answer questions this Thurs-

day night in Ellis Hall.

Liberal E. J. Benson, New
Democrat John Meister and

Progressive Conservative

J. Earl McEwen have accepted

an invitation from the Queen'

s

Debating Union to present their

views to the students.

Each will be given 20 minutes

to speak and three minutes for

a rebuttal.

Mr. Benson was first elected

in 1962 and re-elected a year

later. He became parliamen-

tary secretary to the minister

of finance and was appointed

Minister of National Revenue

in the spring of 1964 following

the death of John Garland.

He will be concentrating on

national issues in his speech.

In speaking to "this particular

audience", he told the Journal,

"their great interest is in nat-

ional issues."

Mr. McEwen, when asked
what areas he would be concen-

trating on, said, " I haven'

t

given it too much thought." He

said that with new issues coming
up every day, it would be almost

impossible to tell" what he

would talk about.

However he did add that

most of the discussion would

deal with national issues. Mr.

McEwen is reeve of Kingston

Township.

Mr. Meister could not be

reached at press time.

Ken Menzies, who is organ-

izing the evening for the deb-

ating union, said that "the QDU
welcomes this chance to provide

a forum from which students

may hear all sides of the ques-

tion."

To prevent overlapping,
question from the floor will be

funnelled, in written form, thro-

ugh the chairman, Peter Leslie,

of the Political Studies Depart-

ment. The debate begins at

8:30.

JOURNAL ADS
will not be accepted

after 7:00 P.M. on

Press Night.

NOTICE

Applications for a position on

the Arts and Science Student

Faculty Committee will be acc-

epted by Tom Kinnear 548-

8128 and Bill Jenning, until

6 pm Oct. 20.

TRICOLOR '66

The Queen's University Yearbook for 1965-66 with everything

in it for everyone I I

On Sale: NOVEMBER 1 - 6 ONLY

Work Through Party

Advises Pearson

The president of the Canadian

University Liberal Federation,

addressing students from the

Queen's Liberal Club last Thur-

sday night mentioned the impact

of students on the revolution In

Quebec.
Tony Pearson pointed out the

potential role of students in

polotics. He observed that the

best way fro realistic students

to influence government policy

was through the internal struc-

ture of the party rather than

agitation.

It was warned that resolutions

must be followed by action. He

added that students must be

prepared to commit thimselves

in the presentpolitical machine.

It was also announced that

Queen's will be host to the

Ontario University Liberal

Federation's Annual Convention

in November.
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Paul Bidwell Send your parcel—"CARE of American Army, Saigon"

The Ethics of CARE
We just received a postcard from CARE of Can-

ada concerning the Vietnam Relief Fund. CARE's
appeal was humanitarian:

"CARE is there as it always is, where there is

human suffering and need. Will you help us show

innocent war victims that Canadians do care

what happens to them?"
They asked for money for food and supplies to

help those who had become "voluntary refugees

rather than risk coming under Viet Cong control."

It appears that CARE has not realized that innocent

war victims are those victimized by both sides. In

Vietnam both the North Vietnamese and Vietname* in

areas under "Liberation Front" control, suffer be-

cause of the bombing and military expditions con-

ducted by the American and South Vietnamese govern-

ments.
CARE would do well to follow the example of the

International Red Cross wliich recently circulated an

appeal in Europe for blood for the "other side".

Those on the government side in the war in South

Vietnam already have the support of the American
machine and are probably better off in terms of

relief than the North Vietnamese or than South

Vietnamese living in " Liberated" zones.

CARE seems to accept the partisan- nature of the

cold war. It is unfortunate that she does not embrace
the wider implications of the humanitarian appeal

she professes. _
Tony iugwell

Bladen! Bladen!

Nay! Nay! Nay!
The title of this editorial is not intended as a per-

sonal rejection of Dean Bladen; rather as a criticism

of the commission which he chaired.

The commission chose to expand the university

plant, to increase the production of technocrats and

to allow entrance to all those of high enough standing

and fat enough pocketbooks. They ignored the problem
of increasing accessibility and openning the university

to all members of society on a " scholastic worth only"

basis of selection.

No valid study has proven a correlation between the

segment of society one comes from and one's intell-

ectual ability. Yet the number of university students

from middle and upper class families is way out of

proportion to those from lower class families.

The Bladen report ignores the financial barriers

faced by a student from a lower income bracket.

A patch-work plan of bursaries is directed more
towards the present occupants of university than to-

wards those now financially excluded.
The student from a lower class family is pressured

by the need to help support the family. To a person for
whom money is not a common commodity the idea of

raising fifteen hundred dollars a year through bursar-
ies, loans and summer employment is a powerful
deterrent to obtaining a university education.

What this student needs is free tuition, room and
board. This is what students need in general. Finan-
cial help to some enforces a welfare complex. Financ-
ial help to all emphasizes a university based on
intellectual worth alone.

Education now favours the dominant group in West-
ern society—the middle class. The university in com-
position and content now reflects this fact. Even in high

school a student from the lower income bracket must
be alienated by a teaching system pitched at an envir-

onmental and cultural background other than his own.
The members of the Bladen commission have ad-

mirably represented the self-interest of the middle
class. Their recommendations would preserve the un-
iversity as an instution of the mainstream of society.

Unfortunately this will further help to insulate this

group from alien ideas around it.

A practical and impersonal solution, the Bladen
report allows for the physical and numerical expan-
sion of the Canadian universities; an expansion suf-

ficient to absorb a natural increase in the population

of those priveleged at present. It is unfortunate that

the report reflects the ideas of a social bureaucracy
rather than those of a viable intellectual community,

Tony Tugwell

Baubles
Editor, Journal:

Bearing in mind the logic of

Dr. Corry"s proposal and the

implications of your own con-
cluding paragraph, may one not

envisage Friday's editorial in

a slighly different form?
"It -seems that the AMS

feels that it has a responsi-
bility to see that the admin-
istration handles it finances

wisely. The evident basis for

this must be that fees for both

organizations are collected

simu!taneously,(and hence, we
suppose, are often identified one
with the other in the student's

mind). To give the A.M.S. the

measure of control it desires
Mr. Watt made several recom-
mendations. It was proposed
that the administration should
feel free to make its own staff

appointments subject only to

getting the AMS' s consent to

the particular appoint ment

Take away that bauble/babble!

before it was made. It was
further recommended that the

'administration should supply
the president with copies of
relevant materials, such as
minutes of executive meetings,
financial statements, and the

university budget. The admin-
istration should also give the

AMS a statement of policy about
the areas and limits of cont-
emplated expenditures,..."

John D. Mc Intyre

Bangles
Editor, Journal:

With two irrefutableargu-
ments we deplore the senti-
ments of Friday" s editorial.

It can be nothing by a most
distasteful kind of presumption
on your part to assume that

student participation in univ-
ersity decision making would
somehow be beneficial. Stu-
dents, as we- all know, have
neither the. time nor the in-

terest to cope with their own
year governments, let alone
tackling the problems of run-
ning Queen's. Further, could
they, in their inexperience, hope
to better the stunning record
of the previous years, years
which have given us soundly
argued fee hikes , a registra-
tion process that can only be
deemed remarkable, and an ele-
gant women's residence?
Surely not. Secondly and finally,
on what premise rests your as-
sertion that a university must
necessarily be "democratic"
in your indiscriminate phrase?
Your chance to run this place
will come, when the time
comes. And then it will prob-
ably be too late.

"Concerned"

Sound Mind,

Body and Wallet
Editor, Journal:

After reading the reactions
from various groups and indivi-
duals to the Bladen Commission

Report on the Financing of Higher
Education, I have come to the

conclusion that these perswwe
are of the opinion that education
is a right, and that they favour
' free education' on all levels.

I find this attitude toward edu-
cation more than apalling.

A formal higher education is

a privilege to be procured and
limited to intellectual ability as
well as financial sustenance.

In lieu of a 'free education',

prospective students should be
required to produce proof of fin-

ancial self-sufficiency before
being admitted to university. The

amassing of the necessary capi-
tal by the student for an edu-
cation can be, and is, aneduca-
tion, although not formal but
valuable, in itself.

This requirement would en-
sure a student body consisting
of independent, capable, respon-
sible and mature individuals ap-
preciative of the pursuit of
Knowledge.
Female students, I feel, should

not be subjected to such acade-
mic scrutiny since the earning
power of the female in relativlely
lower than that of the male in

our society. ^ Kuhme

The Church and Birth Control
by Ken Menzies

The Roman Catholic Church
can make a tangible contribution
to world peace and well-being
by reversing its position on
birth control.

Annual rate of economic gro-
wth 3% Annual rate of popu-
lation growth 3%. Result-stag-
nation. Continuance of abisma
poverty.

The rythmn method needs
practioners who use or under-
stand a calender, not those who
judge time by seasons of the
year. Pills also need practi-
tioners who are partially into

the modern world. To educate
people one must have additional

resourses. This vicious circle
can be broken though, by an-
other method-prophylactics. In

addition these are considerably
cheaper to produce on a large
scale.

The problem is not one only
of education of how but of why.
In one underdeveloped country
the government in an effort to

reach the illiterate posted two
posters. One showed two par-
ents and two children each
with a full food bowl; while
the other showed two parents
and six children, each with a

half full food bowl. The basic
reaction was, " That poor couple
only two children."

Here, the Roman Catholic

church, especially in Latin
America can play a major pos-
itive role.Instead of preventing
the government from carrying
on an educational programme
and establishing clinics, it set

out to stop rising frustrations.

Of course when it comes to

foreign aid our own moral fac-

ade is up and we do not preach
what we practise.

Some economists have argued
that if the population explosion
is not controlled soon, the pres-
sure on resources will soon
make economic progress im-
possible. Whether this is true
or not the Roman Catholic Chur-
ch has no right to aid the cont-
inuation of the present hungry
misery.

Morality should be judged by
the intentions of the moral
agent , I believe. If birth con-
trol by the rythmn method is

acceptable, then the end is ac-
ceptable. Changing the means
does not change the intention.

In addition the evil of need-
less suffering must surely out-

weigh all other arguments. Can
preventable suffering ever be
right?

The Roman Catholic Church
should be interested in elevat-
ing man, not in depriving man
Masses of men leads to mass
man.
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CLASSIFIED
LOST

Beige purse at Grant Hall
dance - Saturday Oct. 2nd.
-phone Lenore Shaw: extension
842.

FOR SALE:
Rollaway bed (double)-$20, hair
dryer-$5, baby butler-$20, bot-
tle warmer-$1.50. Lady's
skates (size 7) TV 389-0910

ROOMS FOR RENT
Room and Board, Science '44

Co-op
Best meals on campus at Collins
House 329 Earl - $12:00 per wk.

Vacancies for girls at Boucher
House, 144 L. Albert -546-0752
Room to let:

Can accommodate 4-5 students
- single beds - adequate study
facilities - quiet, adult home, a-
bstainers please. Come -See.
393 Earl St. at Albert.

Large warm room, will rent
single or double, close to Qu-
een's. Can get meals next door.
Gravelled parking yard. 196
Union St. W.
Two warm single rooms seven
and nine dollars. Always hot
water. 562 Johnson St.

MISCELLANEOUS

The Electrical Engineering
class of Science '66 takes great
pleasure in announcing that, fol-

lowing the fine example of Cr-
aig Christie, Mr. John Davison
will be married on Friday, Oct.

29, 1965 at 5:30 PM in the
Morgan Chapel.

To whom it may concern - The
glorious "KWEANZ INJENEAR
" on the back of Friday's Jour-
nal was none other than Will-
iam E. Hewitson, Sc'66, "OUR
LEADER" (who is no McGill
fan and can indeed down 40 -

feed you fish)

Signed -THE PACK
ATTENTION GIRLSI
If subject to hay fever, refrain

at all costs from accepting

dates with Steven "Goldenrod"
Phelps.
Allergy Control Committee
K. Pong Chairman.

Rate: 25# per insertion of an)

length up to a limit of 50 words.
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Michael Morrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princes* St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLICT

Featuring Ttm LattSt

fa Hair StytlH

Wlnnm of Thr#* Top Awards
I* Klosstoi and District

FOR CAREERS IN ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH
Undergraduates, graduates and postgraduates in engineering are invited to examine a future
with Cominco, a Canadian enterprise aggressively moving ahead among the world's leaders
in the mining, metallurgical and heavy chemical industries. Cominco offers excellent car-
eer opportunities in almost every branch of engineering and for science graduates—partic-
ularly in honours chemistry and geology. There are opportunities for the following:

MINING engineers for modern mining and COMINCO LOCATIONS
mineral dressing operations. Re-
search opportunities

mechanics.

METALLURGICAL engineers for non-
ferrous and ferrous extractive and
physical metallurgy in plant op-
erations, process development
and research.

GEOLOGICAL engineers and geologists

for mining operations and for

Cominco' s active exploration pro-
grams throughout Canada and in

other countries.

CHEMICAL engineers for chemical and
metallurgical plan^ operations,

process development and re-

search.

CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL
engineers in engineering design,

construction, maintenance, tech-

nical services and in the gen-
eration, transmission, conversion
and distribution of electrical po*-

Look first to Cominco for challenging assignments, professional development and promotion
opportunities when planning your career.

Plants- (Chemical and Metallurgical-
Trail, B.C.; Kimherley, B.C.* Cal-
gary, Alberta; Regina, Sask.

Mines- Kimberley, B.C.; Salmo, B.C.;

Riondel, B.C.; Bauson Lake, B.C.;

Yellowknife, N.W.T.; Pine Point,

N.W.T.; Newcastle, N.B.

Resc.i.ch-Central Research Laboratory,

Trail, B.C.

Product Res - rch Centre,

Sheridan Park, Ontario
Market Research Sales

Developement, Montreal, Quebec.

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

CLELAND & FUNDALL
Dry Cleaners Shirt Launderers

RELIABLE QUALITY
SERVICE

University Store 314 Barrie St.

Main Plant 851 Princess St.

548-4407
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Must

WE
Overcome?

T a -staff only' washroom? Especially while climbing two

mZ T^s^r ^forTZZ toilet-while the • staff only' elevator slants

Lcretize the *ck
°
freal

democracy in our university.
University gives the inside story on staff

Society at large, of course, is hierarchical as all complex soc

ieties Se n era/chical and this hierarchy is supported by an ide-

which ascribes both moral virtue and outstanding ability to

?ee1coTforSe with this message in society at large mil certaitdy

clerk in me Office of Campus Planning? To be more serious, per-

who deemed that facu^and students should have separate

Sto and recreational facilities, Youmayask^t th.s point, why

this Is To much a part of society as a whole. The answer to this

Question is Very important to the argument which I wish to make.

^•
The most o^ious

P
answer as to why a rigidly stratified univer-

sity community will make learning difficuU.s that very-form id b le

barriers to communication are set up; there are physical barriers

sucn as separate Common Rooms or High Table but fte physio-

Wical barriers are perhaps the most important. Faculty and stu-

dents seldom see each other except in situations where each is

a Pre-Review

rather intently
' being a studenf or 'being a professor'. It is indeed

oaradoxical mat although universities are sometimes thought to

Awards the students 'in loco parentis', that is, m place o the

oarents "e very complete impersonality of contemporary faculty

-

^Tnt relations is the very opposite of that kind of relationship

classroom may be a relatively unimportant part of that complex

sonal ethical decision or whether what he teaches helps him in his

research (or whether it is just a bit of drillwork).

The first issue of the new quarterly QUARRY, which goes on

sale this week is big and bristling with good writing. QUARRY

has gone big time without neglecting its purpose on the Queen s

campus: so we find the list of contributors ranging from such

well-known Canadian poets as Earle Birney and R^°"dJL°ust"
(whose COLLECTED POEMS, THE COLOUR OF THE TIMES won

last year's Governor General's Award) to a large number of stu-

dent writers. Some of these latter are new to the campus, some

have appeared in previous QUARRIES; all are interesting to read.

Tom Marshall, who edited this issue, carries on a tradition he

began with QUARRY 13 a few years ago by publishing some interst-

lng French Canadian poetry along with the poems, stories, and

reviews in English,

This is a big QUARRY as Ihave said. But there are a few out-

standing contributions. Joan Finnegan, who now lives in Kingston,

and whose latest book, A DREAM OF LILIES, has Just been pub-

lished by the Fiddlehead Press, contributes a long sequence con-

cerning her life on a bee farm. These are good poems, especially

'Removal of the Bees'. As a matter of fact, the women seem to

come out on top in this issue, for Miriam Waddington, who has

written three highly praised collections of poetry, has fashioned a

fine thoughtful long poem in 'Prairie Thoughts in a Museum . A

selection.from the first section should demonstrate:

It does suggest bathers seashores

footprints on beaches even the

artist scattering sand across

a white sky reaches of Duluth

Minnesota yearning for Paris ( why not?)

and days of winter for summer but

never the last sun in September

falling through the dusty film of window

over desk never the

cries of children at recess across

the cleft valley this would be

too ordinary this would be like

a line straight as the crow flies

out of an old ballad into Toronto

or as quick as the mind flashes

like a road from Duluth to New York...

QUARRY -s real strength, however, stil lies in the «>»"g °*

Queen's students; and some of the contributions to this issue are

very fine indeed. Don Bowell has written a.^e*11?^
'February- which vividly re-creates the sensations and emotions

of a youn£ man on a drunk, who is forced to witness *e tragedy o

a girl he has begun to care for. Seeing her in a bar with several

men he is powerless to help her:

...he turned and sighted along the bar when he had reached

the door of the john, and he saw Daryle in the distance, her

hair in a halo offamiliar yellow light far away. She saw him

then or he thought she did, but her face showed nothing. Distance

and 'the poor light, and perliaps an unwillingness to recognize

each other then, to share a moment of pain, made her expres-

sion as pale as gold, blank as bronze of statues.

David Helwig, who has heretofore contributed some fine prose to

OUARRY offers three poems, two of them fine tender love poems,

along with one story. Dennis Jones, Michael Ondaatje, Douglas

Barbour, Sparling Mills, Mervyn Procope, Andy Marshall and

others have all contributed poems, among which every reader

should find something to enjoy. Some are very fine ideed. Peter

Battey-Pratt, who did such a good job on QUARRY 13, has handled

the typography and lay-out for this issue too. Ralph Allen, Queen s

resident artist, designed the cover.
u i. ,.w

The thing to remember about any little magazine is that it whould

be enjoyable, should entertain. This QUARRY does that in spades

and much more besides. It's interesting, and there is at least a

little bit of beauty between the covers for everyone. Thaf s some-

thing special,

QUARRY
Humour isn't lacking in this issue, and Raymond Souster obviously

enjoys rapping the knuckles of an equally famous (infamous) poet

in 'Irving Layton at Queen's'. D. G. Jones, one of Canada' s best

known younger poets (and a former Queen's student) has contri-

buted a fine critical evaluation of a new Vancouver poet, John

Newlove.
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The Debate

Will Continue
(CUP)H e a t e d argument among

students about the CUS motions

on free education show that

there is more to free education

tham the simple statement that

someone has to apy for it.

It took 150 council presidents -

and representatives four solid

days of debate andbull -sessions

to come up with the CUS con-

gress motions. Now, local coun-

cil members ought to be pre-

pared to start all over again,

with some idea of the issues

involved.

The first and all-important

issue is the question of bar-

riers to higher education.

That all social and financial

barriers to higher education

should be removed is a funda-

mental tenet, which can be based

only on a person' s belief in

equality of opportunity for all

people.

It is a means, not an end.

The different methods range

everywhere from charging full

fees, while providing all the

necessary bursaries, to charg

Any one of these methods i

would be fully acceptable if itl

worked.
The question then is whether

or not ezch method works.

Most of the methods, except

for free education, involve a

means test.

But there are many diff-

iculties with a means test.

Any means test that has been

developed has taken arbitrary

standards, and has consequently

been unsatisfactory, not to men-

tion expensive to administer.

The federal government has

already tacitly recognized the

short-comings of the means test

by giving out old age and baby

allouwances universally, rather

than bxmsans test.

But it doesn't work. What

these people fail to understand

or at any rate admit, is that

it doesn't cost any more to

give universal aid than part-

icular aid. When E.P. Taylor

receives his old age allowance

every month, there is no great

rejoicing. He has apid for a

good many more.

The main difference is that

everyone is assured the oppor-

tunity of higher education, with

no possibility of missing some-

one out. The amount of money

taken from the rich and given

to the poor is the same, whe-

ther it is distributed in bur-

saries or universally.

The student leaders who ask

for free education know full well

that they won't get it tomorrow.

Most never dream of actually

getting it for themselves. But

they do know that one must set

a goal and then find a way--

not stumble along hoping to ar-

rive at the right place by chance.

If you accept the inadequacy of

the means test, as set down

in the CUS brief to the Bladen

Commission, then the question

which remains is what consit-

tues a social or a financial

barrier.

If you accept the statement ot

the CUS brief to the Bladen

Commission, parents should not

be responsible for financing

their children's education. The

student has no other resource.

Students should realize, how-

ever that the discussion of ed-

ucation and how Canada is going

to meet the future has jus

begun. They can't solve it all

in a few hours.

What they can do is think

about it, discuss it, argue about

it And maybe one of them will

come up with the answer.

FREE EDUCATION
Queen' s U.,

Oct. 19, 1965.
Dear Dean Bladen:

1 have just finished read-
ing your commission's report
and Ijotted down some points
that I wasn't too clear about.
Since 1 am a student (whose
tuition is about $200 higher
than your average $500, and
whose summer earnings aren'T
too high in only three months

)

most of my concern was with

the effedts on the student's cost.

I like upur introduction re-
garding education as an invest-

ment with many great but

varied retures and hoping that

the governments will face up
to the responsibility of enabling

each citizen to develop his po-

tentials as best as possible

so that we may all enfoy the
' good life' . You even men-
tioned that it is thought that

as many as 50% of American
high schol graduates could pro-

fit (come closer to this 'good

life' ) by a college education.

you siad the government

must meet the demand, that

the people would be willing to

pay (in proportion to ability

or benefits 1 wonder) AND,

lastly , that entrance require-

ments should be based on sc-

ademic ability. I, of course,

If a labourer is paid while
an apprentice, why isn't a

doctor, lawyer, engineer, teach-

er etc?

Frankly, your claim that

a decrease in tuition would
be unwise appears to be based
on expediency alone. Is ed-

A Letter to Dean Bladen

expected these remarks would

be followed by some overpow-

ering logic in favour of paying

everything for students and then

giving them spending money,

or, at least, free tuition.

Imagine my disappointment!

Don't you think that the

labourer hopes his six or sev-

en children will have the ben-

efit of a free education since

he can't afford to help them?

Why should the undergrad-

uate, whom you expect to pay-

for part of his education, then

be expected to help give 'free

education' to the graduates?

Does the principle change for

different people?

ucation of greater or lesser

value to other government ex-

penditures? And anyway, what

government doesn't increase its

spending to meet new needs?

Is expediency a greater social

value than universally acces-

ible education?

There were a few other

statements in your report also

against abolishing tuition fees.

"Total support destroys incen-

tive ." If society is willing

to pay for educttion and rec-

ognizes its importance as good

intrinsically rather than just

a means to a higher status

occupation, then 1 really don't

think that making it free is

going to destroy incentive.

"Parents and students should

save in advance to meet the

cost of higher education."

Is there really much difference

between saving in advance and

paying taxes?

Really, sir, I can't find

the solid social values in your

report upon wiich to base your

stand for continued fee pay-

ments. Ifeel that the value

of education in developing the

potential of each citizen , in

raising the GNP, in creating

a pleasant and understanding

community and in continuing the

process of cifilization is much
greater thaN expediency.

Yours truly.

Wade Junek.

PS: We, at Queen's, are hold-

ing a series of seminars to

evalutte the position of Queen'

s

students on financing education.

Its at 7:00 in Dunning Hall on

Wed., Oct. 20. Certainly you

or anyone else is invited to

attend and help find the social

and philosophical values upon

which our stand must be based.

BELL
NEEDS
MEN

TO HELP MANAGE TOMORROW'S WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS

Take the long view when you graduate.

Plan a career offering scope and re-

sponsibility in the management of a

leading Canadian industry.

Consider the potential of a position at

the BELL if you are graduating in

Ask at your Placement Offics for

informative booklets, and arrange to talk

with one of our representatives when

they visit your campus.

• COMMERCE

• HONOURS ARTS & SCIENCE

a M. B. A.

BELL
Built, managed and owned by Canadians

Make a date to discuss a career

in telecommunications on

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY

OCTOBER 26, 27, & 29
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for Chinese food at its finest

—

THE HOUSE OF SHANGHAI

331 King St.East 546-3184

Delicious and Delectable Authentic
Chinese Dishes Expertly Prepared
by our Famous Ce
by Our Famous Chefs.

Delivered piping hot to your home --

$2.00 & up 25(( charge
$4.00 & up — free
within the city zone.

Come in and pick up a take out menu.

THIS WEEK AT
Tuesday Oct. 19:

Intramural Basketball
2;00- New Res. A. vs Phys

ed. A.

New Res. B vs Addle and
Ban Righ A

7:40- New Res. C vs New Res E
r. F,hvs : ed- B vs Out of res A
8:20 New Res E vs Nursing Sc

Out of Res B vs Chorus

UEEN'S

Le Cercle Francais se Reunit
a S heures a la Salle Rouge
de Kingston Hall. Discussions
par des etudiants qui ont etc
en Europe cet ete. Bienvenu a
Tousl

Wednesday Oct. 20:
Camera Club- regular meeting
Room GG-4-Gordon Hall (Union
St. Entrance. Time 7:00 pm.

Ski Club Meeting-Ellis Half
7:00

Feature- Warren Miller- Ski
Movie

Elections and Buy Membership

Philosophy Club:
A paper on the mystic concept
of freewill will be read at the
philosophy club. at7:30. Lower
Common room of the Union.
All welcome

ArTPUANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,
Folding Tabl8» and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc

DIAL 546-6995

KINGSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
October 31, 1965 2:30 p.m. Grant Hall
BEETHOVEN PROGRAM
Coriolanus Overture, Opus 62 in B Hat Major

Symphony #8 in F Major Opus 93
Alexander Brott - Conductor

November 28, 1965 2:30 p.m. Grant Hall
MOZART PROGRAM
Hatfner Symphony »35 in D Major, K 385
G Minor Symphony #40, K 550

USaSer""
0 ° Maj°r

-
K 313 " S°'°ist " Jean-Pierre Rampal

Alexander Brott - Conductor

December 7, 1965 8:30 p.m. Grant Hall
HANDEL PROGRAM
Alexander's Feast
Kingston Choral Society
Dr. F.R.C. Clarke -Conductor

January 23, 1966 2:30 p.m. Grant Hall
MENDELSSOHN PROGRAM
Fingal's Cave Overture Opus 26

Kyrie (ChorSf
E M 'n°r °PUS 64

'
Sol°'St " Yaela He"2

Italian Symphony #4 Opus 90, in A Major
Alexander Brott - Conductor

March 20, 1966 2:30 p.m. Grant Hall
SIBELIUS PROGRAM
Centenary Tribute
Alexander Brott - Conductor

The children's concert is scheduled for February, 1966. Watch
tne Whig-Standard for details.

[
APPLICATION FOR TICKETS 1965~ 67pR0GBAm"

KINGSTON SYMPHONY ASSOCIATION

- GRANT HALL -

Name Tel _

Address

All Seats Reserved

Tickets required: Location Preferred (/)

at $9.00 |
Ma l" floor centre front
(Balcony centre front- -

CATERPILLAR

TRACTOR

CO.

WILL INTERVIEW ON

October 26, 1965

All ENGINEERS , and the
following majors:

business administration

commerce

economics

finance

marketing

Placement throughout the world

after training programs in

Peoria, 111., U.S.A.

jMain floor centre back-
at

» 7 - 00 <BaIcony centre back ..
(Balcony side front- - - -

?5 '°°
iMaln £loor side sectionsor S3. 00 (Smdent) \Balcony side back . Q

Cheque, money order enclosed $

Make cheques payable to KINGSTON SYMPHONY
ASSOCIATION and send with stamped «l f-.ddr...
envelope to: g-

Klngston Symphony Association

"Tickets"

287 McMahon Avenue

Kingston, Ontario.

for further Information dial 542-4419

PETER SCOTT
SWEATERS

FASHION CRAFT SHOPS
93 Princess Street

Telephone 543-3434

"®f?e (BUt Centre"
Fine. China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

_ KINGSTON
,

ni\JT

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS

Plus High Dividends

ft will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON. B.A.. C.L.O. - Res. 542 7602

D. R. ROUGHTON. B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. _ Res. 546 0032
M. EMMET ADAM _ Bes. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

181 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

Branch Manager: A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

Sc. '68 presents the Count
Vs at the Polish Hall (119
Russell St.) this Friday, Oct.
22nd, 9-1. Bar by Calvert.

The United Nations Club:
Presents a Policy Debate, on the
crisis of Viet Nam. The dabate
will be preceded by the explan-
ation of the Geneva Agreement
of 1954 on Viet Nam.
The time is 8:30 pm Rm. 14
Dunning Hall.

Education Seminar:
The seminar on "Financing
Higher Education" will hold a
second meeting at 7:00 pm in
Dunning Hall.

Thursday, October 21:
Meeting of the Queen's Building
Fund in lower common room of
the Student's Union at 7 p.m.

Phys. Ed. beach party at 8p,m.
in the gym. Wear your funiest
bathing attire. Fun, Games and
Refreshments,

Tricolour Autosport Club meets
at 8 p.m. in lecture theatre D
in Stirling Hall. Movies and de-
tails of next weekends rally.

Meeting of the Christian Science
organization in room 27 of Dun-
ning Hall at 7 p.m.

Weekend Tennis Girls

at McGill

McGill University was the
setting October 15 and 16 for
the Women' s Intercollegiate
Tennis match this year. Five
universities participated, being
Western, McMaster, McGill,
Toronto and Queen's. Queen's
had a fairly strong team this
year with two freshettes and
two girls who had played on
the team previously. The team
consisted of Joan Armstrong,
and Lorna Griffin, singles; Ba-
rbara Chudleigh and Chris Wes-
terby, doubles; and Miss Dor-
othy Leggatt, coach.
Because of rainy weather on

Friday, the tournament had to
be played on indoor courts and
the normal matches in each
event where every University
plays every other University
had to be cancelled. Instead,
an elimination tournament was
played. The results of Queen'

s

matches were as follows: dou-
bles-Queen's lost to McMas-
ter 7-9 and thus was elim-
inated. McGill won this event;
#1 Singles -Queen's defeated W-
estern 8-4. Finals -Queen's
lost to Toronto 2-6, 0-6; #2
Singles -Queen's defeated Mc-
Master. Finals - Queen' s lost
to McGill 3 -6, 4 -6.
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The most important
questions you could ask about

a career with IBM
...answered here

Last year's graduates said that the four
most important considerations to them in
evaluating companies where they might start
their careers were challenging work, ad-
vancement opportunities, educational op-
portunities, and the use of ingenuity on the
job.

Here is how IBM rates on these four
critical factors:

Is there an opportunity
to do challenging,
exciting work at IBM ?

There is naturally a greater sense of partic-

ipation and involvement when the field you
work in is as young, vigorous and growing
as data processing. IBM is at the centre of
what has been called an industry without
bounds. Here you will find the diversity and
continuing challenge of a pioneering indus-

try. IBM machines are assisting in atomic
research for industry, in space exploration,

in the compilation of Olympic Games results.

They are helping where steel is produced,
where ships are built, where oil wells are

drilled. They are at work in transportation,

in agriculture, in real estate, in medicine,

in education, in advertising, in construction,

in banking, in manufacturing, in government.

The climate for innovation, new ideas, and
for talented new people is unusually good.

Challenges abound. Knowledgeable people

with a broad range of talents and abilities

are needed, and IBM takes special pains to

keep you from being cornered in confining

or restricting jobs. The company finds it good
business to help you—and every other em-
ployee—to discover everything you can do.

The excitement of working where you can

actually see the future emerging is here.

Whatever your chosen area in this field. IBM
can offer you a broad spectrum of stimulating

activities.

Are there real
opportunities for
advancement at IBM?
A person entering IBM now is still on the

ground floor with respect to the growth
potential of the data processing field. There
is room for steady advancement. It's up to
you, but everything possible is done to help.
The company has been built on the prop-
osition that we constantly improve our prod-
ucts and our technology while providing a

maximum degree of satisfaction on the part
of our employees in their assigned tasks.

IBM has a reputation to maintain and only
by moving promising new people along can
the company fulfill its own promise for the
future. The individual's quest for opportunity
is welcomed and encouraged. Bigger jobs
await those ready to take on bigger respon-
sibilities. Promotion from within— based on
ability and performance-is traditional IBM
practice. Many of IBM's more important posi-

tions are held today by people in theirthirties

and forties who have steadily moved ahead
from their first job with the company. For
those who seek a real sense of job satisfac-

tion, an IBM career presents stimulating in-

tellectual and material rewards.

What about educational
opportunities?
The real assets of IBM lie in the potential

of its people. IBM considers your university

background only a beginning, just as you do.

As you feel the need to review, up-date and
advance your education, IBM provides a

wealth of opportunities at every stage of

your career. Here, education is a continuing

process. In fact, each year IBM as a company
spends more on education than do all but

a handful of the world's largest universities,

and there are a number of voluntary programs

in which employees may participate with

company financial support. At IBM, progress
is the result of human inventiveness, talent
and skill. Through extensive education, train-

ing and management development programs,
you are aided in preparing yourself to move
ahead, by acquiring a well-rounded business
background and making yourself eligible for

many kinds of professional as well as man-
agement positions.

Is ingenuity important
at IBM?
Today there is scarcely a form of human

activity in which data processing cannot play
some useful part. IBM's rate of growth has
created many opportunities foryoung people
with outstanding initiative, imagination and
competence. Because of the continuing need
to expand and move ahead, you will find a

remarkable readiness to accept change. You
will find that your ideas count from the first

.day you come to work. And whether working
independently or as part of a team, you will

have IBM's resources to draw upon for tech-
nical and administrative assistance.

At IBM there are a remarkable variety of
starting points and paths to advancement.
You start with the assurance that a satisfying

and rewarding career is available to you in a

dynamic, thriving industry. Make it a point

to discuss what IBM's "room for achieve-

ment" could mean to you with the IBM rep-

resentative who will be visiting the campus

October 26, 27 and 28
Your placement officer can make an ap-

pointment with our interviewer. If you cannot
attend the interviews, write or visit the IBM
office in Ottawa at 1 50 Laurier Avenue West.

IBM
International Business Machines Company Limited
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VARSITY 1 GAELS 0

Rugger Gaels Lose Both

by Tom McWilliam

Friday night in Varsity Sta-

dium playing to a crowd (HAI)

of maybe 200 people the Rug-

ger Gaels suffered their first

defeat of the season at the h-

ands of a hard-hitting U of

T team. The Blues played a

fast, wide-open game that un-

balanced the Queen's defense

and paved the way for the Tor-

onto victory.

At about the second minute

of play, Larry Johnson opened

the scoring for the Blues with

a try which went unconverted.

For a while play moved up

and down the field - Roly Ojier

came close to tying the score

with a 55 yd. penality attempt

but the kick was just wide.

Hugo Dummett succeeded a few

minutes later with a 30 yd.

penality goal and the score was
3-3. However, the Gaels were
caught on a breach of the rules,

and Rod Sanders put the Blues
back in front (for good) with

a 35 yd. penality goal. With
about 20 minutes left in the
half Ojier had to be helped

from the field with a bad hip

which was to keep him out

for the rest of the half and
to slow him down considerably
for the rest of the game.

With the score only 6-3 as

the second half opened the Gaels
were still very much in the

game. However, the Blues con-
tinued to press and at the 10

minute mark Larry Johnson
went over for his second try.

A few minutes later, while Br-
uce Pappas was out having a

cut over his eye patched up,

Al Major went over making the

score, Toronto 12 -Queen's 3,

which was the final score.
Saturday morning, following

the trend, the Second XV lost

to U of Ts seconds 18-8.

The Blues jumped out to a 15

to 0 lead (after Queen's had
a drop-goal called back bec-

ause Toronto was off-side) at

the half, but in the 2nd half

the seconds steadied down. Tom
MacWilliam scored Queen's f-

irst 3 points with a drop-goal.

The Blues came back with a

penality goal to make the score
18-3. A little while later Tony
Dundas put on a beautiful dis-

play of broken field running,

slipping about 4 tackles to go

over for a try. MacWilliam'

s

convert was good and the score

was 18-8. Try as they might
neither side could break through

and there was no further scor-

ing.

Bob Cammeron turned inafi-

ne game at fullback and the

scrum put on a terrific show
of fierce tackling to contain the

Blues. This was the Gaels best

performance of the season but

they were beaten by a bigger,

heavier and more experienced
team who took advantage of

every opportunity.

GAELS LOSE SECOND IN HARD-HITTING BATTLE

By Dave Dowsley
Sports Writer

18,750 fans watched Saturday

as the University of Toronto

Varsity Blues defeated the
Queen' s Golden Gaels 1 to 0 in

a hard fought football game in

Varsity Stadium.

Varsity's Ward Passi, with a

minute left to go in the second

quarter kicked the single point

that made the crucial difference

in the final score.

The opening minutes of play

reflected the tough struggle to

take place as the Gaels andVar-

sity attempted to gainan advan-

tage. Blues' Andy Szandtner in-

tercepted a Cal Connor pass and

ran to the Gaels' 49 yard line,

but Queen* s defensive line which
stopped their opponent consis-

tently throughout the afternoon

held Blues on the ground and in

the air.

Jim Blakelock threw a key

block midway through thequar-

ter which released Varsity half-

back Gerry Sternberg for a

lengthy run before Bob Latham,

playing a hard hitting game,
knocked him out of bounds.

Varsity nearly scored late in

the quarter as quarterback Bry-

ce Taylor passed to Ward Passi

but the passwent incomplete and

on the next play Latham rushed

through to throw Taylor for a ten

yard loss. A Varsity field goal

attempt failed and Cal Connor

in two successful pass attempts

to Don Bayne and Bayne Norrie

moved the Gaels to their own
38 yard line.

Center Bob Howes, throwing

one of the best blocks made all

day, opened the hole for Doug
Cowan to charge through and_
gain first down yardage early

in the second.

Gaels ' offensive end, Bill

McCarthy, reaching up full

length, pulled down a Connor

pass to give Gaels a big break

in the second quarter putting

Queen's in field goal position.

But Varsii^ s Mike Gray rushed
through td block Bev Clark's

kick. Blue? offensive line, which
gave solid protection to quar-
terback Taylor all afternoon,

played particularly well at this

point as the Toronto squad pil-

ed up three first downs with
Taylor pitching out to Gerry
Sternberg and passing to Mike
Eben. Guy Potvin's interception
stopped the Varsity drive but
two plays later Blues' Mike
Gray grabbed off a Connor pass

Soccer Brightens Dark Weekend
by Herve'Sauve'

The Queen* s soccer Gaels
were in top form last Saturday as

they overpowered the University

of Montreal 7-2. The game was
played on the Lower Campjs
hefore a fair sized crowd, and

this was the Gaels' most impres-
sive win since entering the

league last year.

Gael Captain lan Jones was the

star of the game with his strong
playmaking and his two-goal ef-

fort. Clem Nkwakwesi also

turned In a fine performance
scoring a three goal hac-trick.

The first half featured tight

soccer as only two of the nine

goals were scored. Gaels' ac-

curate passing and steady defen-
sive play gav^ them several
chances to score and finally

lan J mss headed the ball into
the net on a ceril.i ~ lg pass from
George McGuire. Afew minutes
later, Frank Remette scored

Gaels' second goal on a deter-

mined left-wing drive, and the

half-time score was 2-0 for

Queen' s.

The game became wide open

in the second half, with Clem
Nkwakwesi and McGuire scor-

ing in the opening minutes. Mon-
treal's first goal came off the
boot of a Gael player in a scuffle

araund the Queen's goal, but
Jones quickly replied with an
accurate penalty kick and set

Nkwakwesi jp foe his second

goal. Montreal's Hamid Dormit
and Gaels' Nkwakwesi rounded
out the scoring, and the game
ended Queen's 7, U. of M. 2.

Exhibition games will be ar-
ranged in the next two weeks
in preparation for the October
30th game with McGill.

and Toronto took to the offen-
sive again. Despite the block-
ing of Varsity linemen Don
Rogers and Ron Wakelin, the

Blues could not gain first down
yardage and it was at this point

that Ward Passi kicked his 39

yard single to score. On the

following play, Heino Lilies,

Gaels' driving full-back, was
injured after a nine yard run
and had to be carried from the

field on a stretcher.

The third quarter opened with
some outstanding plays featur-

ing Jamie Johnston, who had re-

placed the injured Lilies, run-
ning back two kicks, plunging

over centre and catching a Con-
nor pass. Consecutive pass at-

tempts to Cowan and Bayne were
unsuccessful . Varsity, taking

the kick, launched into a new of-

fensive drive which made effec-

tive use of the end sweep pattern

and Sternberg1

s speed to move
the ball behind the blocking of

end, Wayne Parsons, for an
impressive gain.

Late in the quarter Queen'

s

moved again as Connor passed

to Cowan on a screen play which

was followed by a Varsity rou-

ghing penalty that moved the

ball to the Blues 21 yard line.

Ian Kilkpatrick, with 36 seconds
to go, intercepted a Connor
pass in the end zone and ex-

Queen' sman Pete Broadhurst
ended the quarter with a five

yard plunge over centre before

Jim Greenwood pulled him do-
wn.

Gaels' Lee Wallace and Bob
Climie opened the hole for

Cowan's rush early in the fourth

quarter that began what might
have been a Queen's scoring

drive. McCarthy took a Connor
pass that brought Queen' s to

Varsity" s 13 from which, after

a pass to Cowan, Connor him-
self ran to the ten. Queen's on
the third down with three to go
for the first had three alterna-

tives: kick for the single and

tie; try for a field goal and per-

haps a victory; or run for the

touchdown and probably certain

victory. Queen's ran and missed

the first down by two yards and

Varsity returned to the attack.

Halfway through the quarter
Merv Daub recovered a Stern-
berg fumble but Gaels, despite
a successful pass to Bill Mc-
Carthy, were unable to move
far and had to call upon the

services of kicker Larry Fer-
guson.

Late in the quarter Cal Con-

nor passed to Doug Cowan who

had the football in his hands

when a Varsity player grabbed

him around the head, forcing

him to drop the pass. A second

pass went incomplete and Var-
sity might well have scored

had it not been for Frank Poc-

e's defensive work and Guy Pot-

vin's interception. Queen's tri-

ed a quick kick but Varsity

end Al Giachino fell on it blo-

cking Queen's recovery attem-

pt. Frank Arment in a hard

hitting tackle brought Taylor

down for an 8 yard loss and

on the next play Gaels fell on

the unsnapped ball to run out

_ the clock.

Sports
bits
by Mike Fitton

Sports Editor

Queen's Radio CFRC did a fine job in covering the Queen'

s

vs Toronto football game, with Laurie Rotenberg and Co. pro-
viding accurate and detailed information to the fans in Kingston.
Ryerson was -ilso covering the game (in stereo yetl), and Ham-
ilton's CHCH TV did the first intercollegiate television cover-
age in years. Varsity coach Dalt White feels that intercollegiate

football is on the way . back as a spectator sport, and that it will

draw crowds on a par with the 1950' s because of its 'wide open,

entertaining game'.
Despite a very small cheering section, the Soccer Gaels showed

masterful ball control, balance and teamwork in their 7-2 victory

over the University of Montreal on Saturday. From the start, th-

ere was never any doubt about the outcome, with Ian Jones, George
McGuire, and Jacques Fombrun playing exceptionally well. When
the team gets a comfortable lead though it has a tendency like

the football Gaels to take things a lettle too easily. League stand-

ings: Queen's 5 pts., U. of Montreal 2 pts., McGill 1 pt.

Queen's trainer Stu Langdon has been elected Secretary-Trea-
surer of the newly formed Association of Professional Trainers.
It's not clear to me whether the Association is a group to co-
ordinate training and equipment, a union for better pay for train-
ers, or a damn good excuse for forming a men's club.

The talk is now that Toronto's quarterback Bryce Taylor will

surpass Ron Stewart's scoring record of 152 intercollegiate
points. Taylor led the league in scoring last year with 51 points

and he runs, kicks, and passes well. He currently has 104 points,

and another season to play, so could conceivably do just that. But
Stewart's 29 touchdown record looks very safe.

A few more football notes. Heino Lilies will be out for a few
games with pulled ligaments, after gaining 34 yards on Saturday
for a season total of 305 yards rushing. All my predictions of
last issue were incorrect so I* 11 stop predicting and pray for
more luck. Toronto entertained some 1500 Queen's students
(a respectable turnout) and lost two goalposts to same. Last
Sunday was Coach Tindall's birthday, usually an occasion for

a high-scoring Gael win. Game stars Guy Potvin and Frank
Arment. Special mention to Bob Howes for the job he did on
the Varsity middle-linebacker.

Belatedly, a Queen's golf team placed sixth in the OQAA golf

tournament at Laval, October 9. Despite rain and the low temp-
t-rature, Queen's Bob Bradley shot a fine 148 for second highest
individual score behind U. of Montreal's Pierre Archambault
with 144. McMaster, Montreal and Windsor took the first three
team spots. Queen's team, Bradlev 148, Marshall 164, Brock
166, Vivian 169. (See page 6 for Women's Tennis)



68 To Go For Record

Bob Harris prepares for his

^v0 hour stint in shower.

photo by MacDonell

At 12:00 midnight last Satur-
day 12 residents of 4th Unit

North began a projected nine-

day Shower -a-thon inanattempt
to set a new world' s record for

continuous showering.

These students are setting

out to beat Cornell University's

recently set record of 200 hours

under the shower. If they are
still going at midnight Monday,
October 25, they will have beat-

en Cornell's record by 16 hours.

The 12-man team will work
round the clock, each member
taking a shift of two or four

hours in the shower. The team
have made it a specific object

not to miss classes during these

nine days and have worked out

the schedule of shifts accord-

ingly.

Preparations are made be-

fore the team enters the show-
er. By the time he was made
ready to begin the first shift,

Max Axler, Meds '69, had don-

ned rubber gloves and a shower

cap and covered his body with a

coating of petroleum jelly.

These preparations are to pre-

vent injury to the skin and deh-

ydration due to the heat in the

shower. For the same reasons

baby oil and salt-tablets are

kept on hand by the team.

When asked how the team me-
mbers plan to spend their time

in the shower Shelly Feld.Meds
'69 said that music will be piped

in through ear-phones. Later he

said that he spent most of his

shift doing his laundry inawas-
te-paper basket. MiltGoble, Sc.

' 68, equipped with an enormous
wrench "in case plumbing tro-

uble", said that he will spend

his time reading plastic books.

It was reported that one team
member actually managed to

sleep while under the shower.

the fourth-floor students are

also conducting a pool on the

number of gallons of water that

the Shower-a-thon will use.

They refused to say how they

found out themselves.
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MacPherson More $ For Docs ?

Appointed

VP Finance

The appointment of Lawrence G. Mocpherson,

Dean of the School of Business, as Vice-Principal

(Finance) has been approved by the Board of Trustees

of Queen's University. Responsibility for university

finance has been held until now by H. G. Conn, Vice-

Principal (Administration). Principal J. A. Corry explained

that the increasing complexity end rapidly mounting

burdens of university finance and administration brought

on the decision to create the new position. Vice-

Principal Conn will continue in charge of administration

throughout Queen's, including planning for the physical

expansion of the campus.

Wages were the most impor-

tant consideration at the annu-

al meeting of the Canadian As-
sociation of Medical Students

and Interns (CAMSI), held in

Kingston Oct. 7-11.

The association passed by two

votes a resolution calling for

a minimum wage of $300 a

month. Wages at present range

from a high of $315 a month

at the Royal Jubilee Hospital

Victoria, to the low of $150

at Hotel Dieu in Kingston. This

resolution, if acted on by the

Ontario Hospital Services Com-
mission, would bring interns'

pay rates up to minimum wage
standards. Their present rate

of pay when worked out on an

hourly basis is less than half

minimum standards.

The reason for the close vote

was that many of the delegates

felt that an increase in pay

would also mean an increase

in hospital's demands on the.

They thought the emphasis wo-
uld then be on service, not ed-

ucation.

A precedent was set this year

when Queen' s was selected as

the site of this assembly for

the second year in a row. The

29 delegates represented all the

medical schools in Canada
medical schools in Canada ex-

cept those at Laval and Univ-

ersity of Montreal.

Queen' s Curt Milner, Meds
'67

, was elected president of

CAMSI for 1965-66 at this con-

ference.

BUY A BRICK!
OCT. 22 & 23.

Support The A.M.S.

Building Fund.

USO Queen'smen
Pass on Experience

CUSO, Canadian University

ervices Overseas, was founded
n 1961 by Canadian university

tudents. It arranges jobs ab-

oad for qualified Canadian vol-

nteers.

The CUSO volunteers are sent

or a period of two years in

hich time they receive the

ame salary as a native col-

'egue would. A volunteer is ex-

ected to live as a contributing

[member of the community. Pos-

itions are available for teachers

engineers, nurses, doctors and

people with technical or semi-

professional training.

Queen's now has sixteen gra-

duates working overseas. CUSO

will hold its first meeting this

year at Queen's on Saturday.

Returned volunteers will take

part in a pannel discussion

on "Volunteering Without Illus-

ions" at 11a.m. in International

house. Professor Lovink will

chair the panel.

NOTICE

The local police and L.C.B.O. inspectors wm be

checking Year Parties to see that no one under the age

of 21 years is consuming alcoholic beverages

To this end, A.M.S. Constables will have authori

ty.to ascertain if a student is 21 years of age or over.

photo by MacDonell

Teach-ln

Comes to

Queen's
The International Teach-in

held in Toronto Oct. 8,9,10 will

be presented at Queen's Univ-

ersity this coming weekend, Oct.

23 -24 by means of audio tapes

supplemented by live panel dis-

cussions and general question

periods.

The purpose of bringing this

event here is based on the be-

lief, to quote Professor Hanley,

Chairman of the Committee in

Toronto, that as many people

as possible should be as well

informed as possible about the

issues of today so that they can

think and act responsibly inre-

lation to them in the light of

their own political conviction.

The Teach-ln with its theme of

Revolution and Response is ba-

sically educational and is con-

cerned chiefly with problems

in Latin and Central America

and Vietnam. Here at Queen's

sessions are being held Satur-

day and Sunday in Dunning Hall

Auditorium.

The people of the Kingston

Community are invited as well

as Queen's students. Sessions

will be held Sat. at 10:00, 11:00.

7:00, and Sunday at 10:00 and

2:00. Admission will be 75 cents

for all 5 sessions or 25 cents

for one.

Speakers at the five sessions

will include VM Nekrasov, Chief

foreign editor of Pravda, A-

dolph Berle, Consultant to the

U.S. Secretary of State, C.T.

Bissell, President of U. of T.

Mr. William Worthy, Represen-

tative of the National Libera-

tion Front of South Vietnam,

and George Grant, of McMas-
ter University and author of

Lament for a Nation

JOURNAL REPORTERS

Meeting of news staffon

Monday, November 1.

Lecture by professional

reporter planned. More
information next week.

"Go West young man". . . as Quarathon gets off again,

this time for #VL

i

SC.' 68 PRESENTS AT THE

c»p.m. - 1a.m. P1
"

latsH

H ALL

TONIGHT

THE COUNT V's

BAR
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Protect

Your Vote
Many students are confused about whether they will

be able to vote in the Frontenac constituency. To pro-

tect their vote they should proceed as follows: check

the voters' list in their polling division for their

name; if it is on the list they are registered and cannot

be striken without notification by registered mail; U

it is not on, ot they are notified by registered mail

that it is to be striken, they should learn whether they

might contest their position. Tnere is a copy of the

CUS lawyers' submission on this available for consult-

ation in the AMS Office and another in the reading

room of the library. Further, there will be a meeting

for people who wish to appeal their poaition in the lower

common room of the Union at 1:00 this Friday.

QUEEN'S
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Queen's AMS. Authorized
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Spirits of Antiquity Stalk Douglas

Editor, Journal:

Modern technology and sci-

ence can be either a blessing

or a curse. It can be planned

sanely, or be left to function

uncontrolled and to the detri-

ment of mankind, e.g., atomic

and nuclear power for peace

and atoms for war, as an

example.
Douglas Library administra-

tors should take a lesson from

this example. Library science

administrators exercise nine-

teenth century rules for a

twentieth century student body,

and for citizens of the 21st

century of A.D. history. Twen-

ty-first century libraries will

be computerized, the heirs of

the age of cybernation, and

manned by robots. The reading

and research public from this

and other planets, perhaps, will

have constant access to public

libraries, days and nights on a

24 hour basis.

Douglas Library should have

6 a.m. to 12 midnight hours

to start with. Extra staff should

be hired from the student body

from unemployed B.A.S. Inser-

vice training programs for new

staff should be commenced im-

mediately. It already has ex-

cellent graduate room facilities

and a spacious, well-lighted,

and well -documented stack

area. Why not liberalize the

rules for the users of these

areas, e.g., graduate (senior)

students in their 30" s, 40* s,

and 50* s, as well as their

20*3, and professional people up

to all ages? Overnight borrow-

ing rules of documents should

be instituted for these people.

Douglas Library must look

upward, forward, and outward,

not backward and sideward.

This is reasonable. But chas-

ing serious scholars out of a

public building at 11 p.m. by

a uniformed guard and part-

time employees is not reason-

able. It puts a strain on ev-

erybody!
Librarians were mainly con-

cerned with the books, not the

reading public in the 1700" s

and 1800" s. Books had to be

preserved, and the public be-

damned! Today this philosophy

is still in evidence.

Rabbi Abraham L, Feinberg,

Toronto columnist and author,

will speak about Roots of Ra-

cial and Religious Prejudice

Sunday October 24. Time: 8:00

p.m. Place: Hillel House, 26

Barrie.

Sunday, Oct. 24

The Tricolor Autosport Club

will hold its annual President's

rally this Sunday. It will start

from Tech Supplies and go ap-

proximately 125 miles before

finishing back at Queen's. Reg-

istration is at 12:15, drivers

meet at 12:45, and the first

car starts off at 1:00. This is

a novice rally with simple nav-

igation. Everyone welcome.

Sat. Nov. 6

Don't forget the seminar with

Dr. Brookes, the Dunning Trust

Lecturer. Registration forms

are now available on bulletin

boards and at the SCM office

by the coffee shop in the Un-

ion. These must be returned

by Thurs. Nov. 4.

The Aviation Club will meet at

the usual time and place this

week.

The public is getting dissat-

isfied, restless, and a bit dis-

gusted with your rules and re-

gulations, administrators. Wake
up. Or be left behind. Change

your system, before you are

changed!
Yours sincerely,

Big Brother

There will be a meeting of

the Queen's Duplicate Bridge

Club on Wed. Oct. 27 at 7:00

p.m. in the lower common room
of the Union. A game shall

be held. Be prompt.

CUSO Queen' s will be having

a panel discussion on the topic

"Volunteering Without Illusi-

ons" moderated by Prof. Lo-

vinck with five returned vol-

unteers. 11:00 a.m. Sat. Oct.

23 at Temporary Internation-

al House next door to Chown

Hall.

Fri. Oct. 22

The Friday Lunch Series at

International House will hear

Fred Wien speak on Chile. Fred

was the Queen's representative

to the WUSC seminar there last

summer. Lunch is at 12:00 or

come at 12:30 for the talk. All

are invited.

CFRC
Masterworks: 1:30 to 5:00 PM
Sat. Oct. 23

Theme: Music of the Post Ro-

mantic Period.

Mahler - Song of the Earth
-Ressurection

R. Strauss -Jill Eulenspiegel's

Merry Pranks
- Concertos for horn

# 1 & 2

Vaughn Williams - The Lark

Ascending.
Sebelius - Symphony # 3

Wolf - Italian Serenade

NOTICE
Section 2 (c) (iii) of By-Law 27 of the Constitution of the

hlma Mater society states as follows:

"Each year, the committee shall review and approve

the plans of class yearbooks and shall grant

approval of them before preparation of the yearbooks

begins or proceeds. In the year of publications

there may be an additional review in the spring."

Kny faculty classes which intend to publish a yearbook are

asked to furnish details in writing of the proposed yearbook

to Christopher G, Higgs, Chairman, Publications Committee,

J^lma Mater society. .

NOTICE
Students at Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your

requirements in Text Books for alfFaculties and Depart-

ments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's

Pennants and Cushions.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Michael Marrcllo
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIST*""

Featuring The Latest

In Hair Styling

Winner* ot Three Top Awtrdi
In Klngiton and Olitrict

CARKii^S IN PERSONNEL WORK

Ontario Hydro will Interview

on October 25 - 27

Young men who are graduating in Honour, General

or Post-graduate Arts with preference for those

with backgrounds in the Social Sciences, Political

Science and Economics, History or Law.

A well organized training program including rotational

work assignments in various functions to develop

breadth of contact and understanding.

Assignment in either general personnel work or in such

specialized areas as labour relations, manpower develop-

ment, staff planning and appraisal, recruitment and

selection or the administration of salaries, benefits

and personnel practices.

The opportunity to develop a challenging professional

career in an expanding organization.

Appointments may be made through the

university Placement Office.

Today Montreal

Next week Marrakesh

A mining career opens new worlds

Someonetold him the Canadian mining
industry couldn't get enough mining en-

gineers, geologists, mineralogists. He
looked into it and discovered there were
five good jobs tor every graduate in

mining and mineralogy.

Mining engineering was his choice.
Between university sessions he saw
mines and mining methods first hand -

and got paid for it. Later, the company
he joined indulged his desire to travel.

He did exploration work in the Canadian

Shield and the Peace, met a girl at a

convention in Helsinki and married her

in CapeTown.They have a house in Van-

couver near the company's head office,

and the family will put down roots there.

A mining career opened a whole new
way of life for him. He's a man on the

move and he likes It.

Find out more about a career in mining.
The opportunities are broad and reward-

ing. Direct your enquiries to :

PLACER DEVELOPMENT, LIMITED
Burrard Building, Vancouver, B.C.
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The staff of St. Mary's Hospital

were getting rather vexed,

The antics of a patient had got

them ail perplexed,

Had had his operation, now for

near a week,

But he had shown no inclination

yet to have a leak.

They filled him full of orange juice,

lemon juice and tea,

But yet he didn't seem to have the

least desire to pee.

They took him to the bathroom

and turned the faucet on.

'Cause running water's s
1'posed to

bring urination on.

The patient simply stood there, like

a person paralyzed

So they decided they would

him psycho-analyzed.

They made him say the alphabet,

beginning A, B, C,

But though he got to M, N, 0, ht

couldn't get to P.

They tried to hypnotise him, they

got him in a trance,

But the only thing that happened

was the doctor wet his pants.

They found that sympathy

kindness were to 'no avail,

And thought that sterner measures

might possibly prevail.

The doctor simply stood there, each

moment getting madder,

The patient only answered with an

unresponsive bladder.

Then someone on the staff had a

wonderful ider—
He said, "Suppose we try him on

a glass or two of beer".

The patient pricked his ears up. and

before he'd had a drop,

He started urinating, and they

couldn't make him stop.

And thafs the little story, though

it sounds a trifle queer,

Of how a common person, in a

flash, became a PEER.
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ADVICE TO FUTURE

EDITORS.... "Don't.

"I must w arn you, Mt. Grisley, that what you've

I
jot is terribly contagious . .

."
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CLASSIFIED

October 16 - Lost in Room 1675

King Edward Sheraton Hotel.

Sentimental value. This hat is

very delicate and must be pre-

served in an atmosphere oi

alcohol fumes or it will decay,

^yone knowing anything about

this hat contact Keith at 542-

2993.

po you own a light grey

($10)
Queen* s jacket? Please

check. If s yours. Someone

grabbed mine by mistake out-

side Rm. 104, New Arts, Wed.

afternoon. Mine' s size 36 shor,

new and clean. Yours is older,

larger, and dirtier. For the

switch, contact Bob Johnston,

306 Frontenac. 546-7376.

1 set of keys found in Dun-

ning Lecture Hall Tuesday.

Black leather zipper case with

tag
*
' Steamer Trunks' ' . Will

owner contact George Kennedy

at 542-3023 after 5:00 p.m.

LOST
Bamboo slide rule in brown

case. Monday night. Refund.

Call 542-7735, Peter.

Wanted:
One good, used, cheap, Mon-

opoly Board, Monopoly Money,

Monopoly Hotels, Monopoly

Houses, and several Isbisters

(those little objects you move

around the board)

Please contact any of the fol-

lowing members of the F.L.Q.

(Friday Lethargy at Queen's)

Pat Bartley, Fran Vipond (Miss

domestic '65), Ed Chown, B.

Fowler, B. Little, D. Phillips,

B. Hamblin.

For Sale:

Removeable hard-top roof for

Sprite. Al Shape, white, going

cheap. Contact: Keith Percy

346 Brock St. after 6:00 pm
or 542-1583.

For Sale:

Extra copies of Tricolor' 63

and '64 are available at the

A.MS. office in the Student's

Union.

For Sale:

One magic red jacket size

42. Strange powers have been

attributed to this jacket. This

jacket should not be confused

with the antron nylon Arts jack-

ets sold by a leading Kingston

dry-goods firm although it may
look very much like them. To

learn more of this supernatural

value call Keith at 542-2993.

WANTED:
Another male student to share

completely furnished brick bun-

galow with two other students.

Ph. 542-1727.

TO RENT:
J Room apartment, unfurnished,

near university, 542-0650 after

5:30 p.m.

Large warm room, close to

Queen' s. Will rent single or

double. Meals next door. Men,
gravelled parking yard. 196 Un-
ion St.

For male student:

Comfortably large room, quiet

surroundings, 10 minute walk
from campus. Call 546-0950

or see at 557 Johnson Street.

All those interested in Inter-

collegiate Hockey may pick up

a form at the AB of C office

in Gymnasium.
Bob Ing 546-1510

Mgr.

There will be a football sup-
per held tomorrow, Saturday,

October 23, at 5:30 p.m. in

st. James" Church Hall, spon-
sored by Queen's Christian Fel-

lowship. The programme will

include the award-winning film

"Neighbours", and will feature

a panel discussion involving

four panelists of contrasting

beliefs and opinions. Everybody
is invited; the cost of the sup-

per is only 75 cents per per-
son.

Heads Up Engineers:

Tired of being called Plumb-
ers? Want to make up for the

greade pole? Then try finding

your Atlantis sign, which you
passively let disappear.

Mis Laid

Anyone who has pictures of

members of Arts '67 taken over

the past 2 years and would like

to see them in an Arts 67

yearbook please contact Judy
Montgomery, New Women' s Re-
sidence, extension 838.

Fantabulous 9 foot Queen's

scarf FOR SALE. In perfect

condition, warmth withou

equal. Will accept best cash of-

fer.

Phone Ext. 479 Susan Powell

For Sale:

Italian racing bicycle, 10

speed, light-weight, used 6 mos.

excellent condition. Cost $130.

Sell for $70.00.

Ski Equipment - Blizzard Skis

210 cm., Mrker Turntable bind-

ings, Gipron alloy poles, 2 prs.

boots sizes 7 and 91/2. All

in excellent condition, under

2 yrs. old, for $80.00.

Call 542-4575.

Two warm single rooms. Se-

ven and nine dollars. Always

hot water.

Rooms to let:

Can accommodate 4-5 stu-

dents -single beds - adequate

study facilities - quiet, adult

home, abstainers please.

Come'- See -393 Earl St. at Al-

bert,

Anyone driimg to South Wes-
tern USA during the Christmas

holidays wanting a passenger

Who is willing to share costs,

please phone Ted Gow at 543-

0043.

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATES

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Final year students who are interested
in investigating prospects of

professional training in public
accounting, leading to qualification as

a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT are invited to
discuss career opportunities with our
representatives who will be on campus

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25

Interview appointments may-

be made through the office

of the Student Placement
Officer

CLARKS ON, GORDON & CO.

Chartered Accountants

Halifax - Quebec - Montreal - Ottawa - Toronto

Hamilton - Kitchener - London - Windsor -

Regina - Edmonton - Calgary - Vancouver

Winnipeg

BELL HEEDS ENGINEERS
FOR TOMORROW'S WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS

Plan now for an Engineering Career offering scope and

responsibility in a leading Canadian industry. Consider

the potential of a career in the Bell if you are graduating in

ENGINEERING - Electrical
. Civil
• Mechanical

ENGINEERING PHIS ICS

Ask at your Placement Office for

informative booklets, and

arrange to talk with one of our

representatives when they visit

your campus.

BELLB
Built, managed and owned by Canadians

Make a date to discuss a career

in telecommunications on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

October 26, 27, 28
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The most important

questions you could ask about

a career with IBM
...answered here

Last year's graduates said that the four

most important considerations to them in

evaluating companies where they might start

their careers were challenging work, ad-

vancement opportunities, educational op-

portunities, and the use of ingenuity on the

job.

Here is how IBM rates on these four

critical factors:

Is there an opportunity

to do challenging,

exciting work at IBM ?

Thereis naturally a greater sense of partic-

ipation and involvement when the field you

work in is as young, vigorous and growing

as data processing. IBM is at the centre of

what has been called an industry without

bounds. Here you will find the diversity and

continuing challenge of a pioneering indus-

try. IBM machines are assisting in atomic

research for industry, in space exploration,

in the compilation of Olympic Games results.

They are helping where steel is produced,

where ships are built, where oil wells are

drilled. They are at work in transportation,

in agriculture, in real estate, in medicine,

in education, in advertising, in construction,

in banking, in manufacturing, in government.

The climate for innovation, new ideas, and

for talented new people is unusually good.

Challenges abound. Knowledgeable people

with a broad range of talents and abilities

are needed, and IBM takes special pains to

keep you from being cornered in confining

or restricting jobs. The company finds it good

business to help you— and every other em-
ployee—to discover everything you can do.

The excitement of working where you can

actually see the future emerging is here.

Whatever your chosen area in this field. IBM
can offer you a broad spectrum of stimulating

activities.

Are there real

opportunities for

advancement at IBM?
A person entering IBM now is still on the

ground floor with respect to the growth

potential of the data processing field. There

is room for steady advancement. It's up to

you, but everything possible is done to help.

The company has been built on the prop-

osition that we constantly improve our prod-

ucts and our technology while providing a

maximum degree of satisfaction on the part

of our employees in their assigned tasks.

IBM has a reputation to maintain and only

by moving promising new people along can

the company fulfill its own promise for the

future. The individual's quest for opportunity

is welcomed and encouraged. Bigger jobs

await those ready to take on bigger respon-

sibilities. Promotion from within— based on

ability and performance— is traditional IBM

practice. Many of IBM's more important posi-

tions are held today by people in theirthirties

and forties who have steadily moved ahead

from their first job with the company. For

those who seek a real sense of job satisfac-

tion, an IBM career presents stimulating in-

tellectual and material rewards.

What about educational
opportunities?
The real assets of IBM lie in the potential

of its people. IBM considers your university

background only a beginning, just as you do.

As you feel the need to review, up-date and

advance your education, IBM provides a

wealth of opportunities at every stage of

your career. Here, education is a continuing

process. In fact, each year IBM as a company
spends more on education than do all but

a handful of the world's largest universities,

and there are a number of voluntary programs

in which employees may participate with

company financial support. At IBM. progress

is the result of human inventiveness, talent

and skill. Through extensive education, train-

ing and management development programs,

you are aided in preparing yourself to move

ahead, by acquiring a well-rounded business

background and making yourself eligible for

many kinds of professional as well as man-

agement positions.

Is ingenuity important
at IBM?
Today there is scarcely a form of human

activity in which data processing cannot play

some useful part. IBM's rate of growth has

created many opportunities for young people

with outstanding initiative, imagination and

competence. Because of the continuing need

to expand and move ahead, you will find a

remarkable readiness to accept change. You

will find that your ideas count from the first

day you come to work. And whether working

independently or as part of a team, you will

have IBM's resources to draw upon for tech-

nical and administrative assistance.

At IBM there are a remarkable variety of

starting points and paths to advancement.

You start with the assurance that a satisfying

and rewarding career is available to you in a

dynamic, thriving industry. Make it a point

to discuss what IBM's "room for achieve-

ment" could mean to you with the IBM rep-

resentative who will be visiting the campus

October 26, 27 and 28
Your placement officer can make an ap-

pointment with our interviewer. If you cannot

attend the interviews, write or visit the IBM

office in Ottawa at 1 50 Laurier Avenue West.

IBM
International Business Machines Company Limited
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Queen's Abstains
| LIBERALS SHAME US

This Wednesday, October 27,

is National Student Day, spon-

sored by the Canadian Union

of Students.

The day is to demonstrate

student support for the prin-

ciple of universal accessability

to higher education, with the

elimination of tuition fees as

the first step toward this goal.

The demonstrations will take

different forms across the co-

untry. There will be teach-ins,

marches, petitions, and perha-

ps, some boycotting of classes.

The Ontario Region of CUS,

lead by President Tom For-

grave of U of T, will sponsor

a march on Queen' s Park, where

a petition will be given to a

Buy a Brick

Despite inclement weather t-

his weekend, the Queen's Bu-

ilding Fund "Buy a Brick"

campaign managed to take in

over $300 in donations from stu-

dents, staff and alumni.

On Friday afternoon and Sat-

urday morning persons on cam-
pus were subjected to the " ea-

sy sell" as brick sellers, most-
ly freshettes, made it almost

a pleasure to give away money.
Indeed many of the Toronto

rugger team and band found

it impossible to resist their

appeal.

A theatre at Queen' s has been

the dream of students for many
years. The purpose of the Bu-

ilding Fund, established In 1959

as an A.M.S. subcommittee, is

to make the students, and es-

pecially the administration, a-

ware of the need for such a

theatre, and to take steps to-

wards its financing and con-

struction. To this end, an ar-

chitect has been commissioned
to the preliminary drawings

which are to be completed ear-

ly next term. Student support

and enth usiasm, and adminis-

tration approval could make the

Queen's theatre a reality within

three years

representative of the govern-

ment. It will draw students

from the three Toronto insti-

tutions, with other universities

represented by name. Queen's

will not involve itself in any

way.
The AMS Executive has yet

to reach a policy on this qu-

estion. It established a seminar

under Wade Junek, Chairman

of the Academic Roundtable, to

consider it and prepare recom-

mendations with reasons. The

Seminar will deliver this report

to the AMS Executive within

the next two weeks.

At the CUS Congress in Len-

noxville, the Queen's delegation

voted in favour of universal

accessability, but abstained on

the resolution calling for NSD,

because it thought the Day to

be premature.

ATTENTION
Classified and This Week

ads will not be accepted

after 12;00 noon on press

days( Sun. & Wed. )

By Bruce Little

The Liberal talked of govern-

ment accomplishments.

The Progressive Conserva-

tive hit the scandals and timing

of the election.

The New Democrat spoke of

the failure of the old parties.

And the audience laughed,

hissed, applauded, and booed its

way through an hour and a half

of election politics.

More than 300 people heard

the candidates for Kingston and

the Islands in the upcoming fe-

deral general election. They

were speaking at a 'Meet the

Candidates' night sponsored by

the Queen' s Debating Union and

broadcast over CKWS radio.

"The accomplishments have

been great but I think they could

have been greater", said Liber-

al E. J. Benson as he spoke of

the need for a majority govern-

ment.
Present prosperity, he said,

proves the old saying that "Li-

beral times are good times."

Mr. Benson ,
Kingston's Mem-

McEWEN
ber of Parliamentslnce 196 2 and

Revenue Minister in the Pear-

son Cabinet since 1964, is run-

ning his third campaign in four

years.

He called the Canada Pension

Plan "the most important piece

of social legislationwe have had

in the last ten years in Canada."

"All of us are proud of the

Canada Pension Plan."

Mr. Benson said that the Tory

alternative of giving old people

$100 at the age of 65 "would

cost $850 million a year." If

it came out of personal income

taxes, it would raise those taxes

by 30 percent, he said.
'

Turning to the Bladen Report

on the financing of higher edu-

cation which was released three

weeks ago, he said the Liberals

"are willing to face up to this

(the necessity for higher govern-

ment grants, providing the

provinces will do the same.

He added that ultimately, there

will be "free education at all

levels."

/ u
guilding
Fund-

Conservative J. Earl McEwen,

facing Mr. Benson on the hust-

ings for the second time, attack-

ed the timing of the election

for disfranchising many stu-

dents. Referring to an adver-

tisement by Mr. Benson in the

local paper Mr. McEwen said

that students were informed they

could now vote "through loop-

holes in the Canada Elections

Act" but were told they would

have to go to Mr. Benson'

s

headquarters to ensure gettng

Speaking of "corruption in

high offices", Mr. McEwen said

it is "the duty of theConserva-

tive party to keep reminding

Canadians of the shame the Li-

beral party has brought us to."

The audience laughed at this

point and again when he said

"corruption reigns supreme

in Ottawa.

He also attacked advertise-

ments now appearing in news-

papers and periodicals which

explain the benefits of the Ca-

nada Pension Plan under vary-

ing circumstances. The full-

page ads, paid for by the gov-

ernment, are running throughout

...cont. on p. 3

UGEQ Conference

The CUS Committee invites

applications for an observer to

the fall conference of L' Union

Generale des Etudiants du Que-

bec (UGEQ), to be held inMont-

real on the weekend of Octo-

ber 27. The successful appli-

cant will be completely bilin-

gual, interested inFrench-Eng-

lish relations in Canada, and

prepared to negotiate with the

students at the Congress for

a programme between their u-

niversities and Queen's. Appli-

cations will be received in the

AMS Office until 12:00 noon,

Wednesday.
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Initiations
One of the most important features of the

creative university community is the eradica-

tion of social barriers between students and the

faculty, because the very existence of social

barriers prevents the free communication that

is so vital to the development of any creative

community.
What is desired is an environment in which

individuals are treated and respected as such,

and not as belonging to a particular group or

faculty societ. The present social stratifica-

tion at Queen's between the students them-

selves and students and faculty members, in-

dicates that such a basic principle has het to

be accepted in practice as well as in theory.

For instance, the fact that the traditional

stereotype of the wild, carefree, prankish stu-

dent is so often justified tends to widen the gap

between students and members of the faculty.

And yet this is wasting one of the most val-

uable opportunities that a university sould pre-

sent, that of a close relationsip of open friend-

ship between students and their teachers.

One practice that is felt to be imcompa-

tible with the concept of the free university of

free individuals is the initiation system as it

presently exists at Queen' s. In the first place,

by making the distinction between years and

student faculties, it establishes a hierarchical

structure. Secondly, by emphasizing the need

for complying with the traditional stereotype

of the student, it creates barriers between stu-

dents and the faculty.

Initiations have long been a contentious issue

at Queen's and some reforms have been in-

stituted over the years. There has been a sign-

ificant movement towards a greater emphasis

on the academic nature of the university thr-

ough the orientation programme. The logical

conclusion to this development is the elimin-

ation of the initiation system in its entirety,

and its replacement with a comprehensive or-

ientation programme.
John Rae

S Canada Clean?
The most reliable discussion

Q topic in any gathering of more

than three Canadians is the qu-

aestion of Canadian nationalism.

The obvious reason for this

is that every Canadian is an

P authority on the subject.

Each of us has an interest

in 'preserving the Canadian id-

entity* and each of us can th-

ink of at least one example

of the corrupting influences of

our neighbour to the south.

We are unanimously agreed

that it is a good idea to KEEP
CANADA CLEAN as long as

we can.

b

We are certainly unanimous

in our condemnation of:

- American television shows - -

the cowboy episodes, the gang-

ster series, the teen-age dance

programs (what are these

doing to the minds of Cana-

dian children?)

-Big business, with its head-

quarters in New York and De-

troit and its yes-men in Mon-
treal and Toronto (what has

it done to the purity of Can-

adian politics?)

- The race riots, the mafia, the

dirty books, the crass commer-
cialization....

We are proud to point out

that we can sell wheat to Rus-

sia and China, that we can

trade with Cuba, that we can

criticise the unfortunate slau-

ghter in Vietnam and the Dom-
inican Republic, that we can

objectively chastise our Uncle

Sam for making a mess of

things at home and abroad.

Needless to say, therefore,

we are disturbed when one of

our own Canada-loving collea-

gues, George Grant (Lament

for a Nation) tells us that:

"Nationalism can only be a -

sserted successfully by an id-

entification with technological

advance, but the latter entails

the disappearance of those in-

dignenous differences that give

substance to nationalism . .

.

"At the heart of a modern
liberal economy lies the desire

to homogenize the world. To-
day's natural and social scien-

ces were consciously produced

as instruments to this end...

"The most valid trends today

are toward more enlightened

humanism, toward various fo-

rms of political, social and ec-

onomic universalism. Canada
is a reproduction on a smaller

and simpler scale of this uni-

versal phemomenon."
Mr. Grant goes on to warn

us that Canada is moving toward

becoming a satellite of the "U.
S. empire", and that Canadians

now live much of their lives

under the same "imperial bu-

reaucracies'* as exist in Amer-
ica.

But Mr. Grant is no pessi-

mist.
There is hope, he tells us.

.."there is a sense in which

we still have more citizenship

here than in the United States

because we have some politi-

cal sovereignty, if we fight

for it."

Well we are going to start

this noble fight -at Queen's at

least.

We are going to work from
the one premise which we all

modestly acknowledge: Canada

is a better country to live in

than the United States.

The rest follows naturally.

We shall proceed to show
Americans and Canadians alike

what makes Canada better, what

makes Canada different, why we
should protest against hybridi-

zation and acculturation, how we
have suffered from our past

proximity to the tribes of the

south, how we can set an ex-

ample for them in the future . .

.

We you, me and Mr. Grant

shall side-step the univer-

sal questions arising out of

technological advance by focus-

sing our antagonisms on Amer-
ica and strengthening our po-
litical sovereignty.

Who can judge technology? It

is much safer to condemn the

"imperial bureaucracies*' of

the "U.S. empire".
Krista Maeot^

Don't Hate

Engineers!

Editor, Journal:

Initiations in their present

form should be abolished and a

comprehensive programme of

academic orientation be sub-

stituted. The idea that you must
instill in first year students

nonsense like 'year spirit* and

'engineer hatred' is completely

outmoded and unnecessary.

What is needed is to take

these freshmen aside and im-
press on them that the criterion

of success here, and at any

other university, is academic
excellence or better the striving

of every student to attain the

highest degree of excellence

possible. This is what Queen'

s

spirit should mean and this

spirit should then flow to the

social and athletic life of the

university. New students must
realize that they are not here

to feel a seat, but to grow and

develop as intellectual workers;

they should be aware that uni-

versity is one place on this

earth where the mind rules

over the body in the final a-

nalysis. You cannot build char-

acter and individuality by herd-

ing gangs of people around the

town and telling them to make
noise, contrary to the bewil-

dered thoughts of Miss Fitz-

gerald. It is imperative to im-
press on the new students, not

the trappings, football games,
year parties, and Oil Thighs

by the millions, mere trappings,

but that the primary reason for

being here is the intellectual

development of each individual.

If in his first few days a fresh-

man can be made aware of this

more good will have been done
than any amount of singing,

parading, climbing and jumping
can ever hope to accomplish.

You do not have to eliminate

these trappings but these things

must be put into perspective

and the essentials must be em-
phasized. If initiations do not

fulfill this end then they are

worthless and meaningless. I

call on the people involved in

orientation this year to exam-
ine carefully the value of ini-

tiations as they are now con-
stituted. If they are found lack-

ing then change them and don'

t

expose Arts '70, Science '70,

Meds '72 to some innane and
worthless diversions.

John Cooper

RESOLVED:
Whereas, the fundamental value of a university lies in its hu-

manist concern for the freedom and development of the in-

dividual person; and

Whereas, the spirit behind initiations is a spirit of forced con-

formity, of forced integration, of mass institutionalism and

segmentation by year and faculty; and

Whereas, we, as students, believe such a spirit of forced con-

formity and segmentation is out of place in the university

community BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
The students of Queen's University, acting through an open

CUS meeting, call for the abolition of initiations at Queen' s,

and their replacement with a fuller orientation programme,
moved
Mike Hughes Rick Johnstone

Bill Newton-Smith John Rae

Freedom and Initiations

InitiationsDebateAt CUS Open Meeting

On Monday night, November 1,

at 8:00 in the Ellis Hall Audi-
torium, the students of Queen's
will have the opportunity to have
a full policy debate on the topic

oiinitiationsand their position at

Queen's. This debate will be at

the first of the open CUS meet-
ings to be held at Queen's.
The AMS Constitution says of

these:

The purpose of these meet-
ings shall be to act as a forum
for student opinion on any is-

sue of a social, political, or
educational nature.

All members of the Alma
Mater Society, i.e., all stu-

dents, will be granted voting

privileges at these meetings.

It shall be the duty of the Chair-
man to report on open mem-
bership meetings to the AMS
Executive. . .

The meeting on Monday will

consider a resolution (printed

above) to abolish initiations at

Queen's. If this resolution pass-
es, it will be recommended for

adoption by the AMS Executive.
It is important that a broad

representation of students con-
siders this important issue.

Remember, everyone has the
vote.

George Anderson
CUS Chairman

The spirit behind initiations

and fraternities in universities

is incompatible with any human-
ist concept of a university, that

is, a concept that places funda-
mental value on the freedom
and development of the indivi-

dual. The initiation spirit is one
that treats human beings as ob-
jects that must be moulded into

a certain shape and discouraged
from thinking and acting for

themselves as individuals. This
is an authoritarian spirit, and
is the spirit behind all totali-

tarian societies. It is danger-
ous, and out of place, to say
the least, in a liberal democra-
tic community such as ours -

or such as we would like ours
to be.

Thus we who reject initiations

reject more than a mere event,

more than the annual monkey
play. We are opposed to the

spirit and values behind the

event, for we see that they are
authoritarian and narrow mind-
ed, and we reject this spirit

of forced conformity, intimida-

tion and mass institutionalism

as being degrading to the free

and full development of the indi-

vidual.

This is therefore not a nega-

tive objection, for we are con-

cerned with the freedom of the

individual. We believe in the

positive value of a comprehen-

sive and creative orientation -

one that is designed to help the

individual as far as possible to

get to know his new surround-

ings and to think for himself

about them.

We do not object to community
spirit. But we object to a com-
munity spirit that is authorita-

rian in nature, that is forced on
to students, who are thereby inti

midated and do not feel in any
position to question what is go-
ing on around them, and who are
encouraged by this coercive spi-

rit to accept values unthinkingly,

without question, simply be-
cause that* s what's on the plate

in front of them. And what" s

been on the plate in front of them
has been a pretty warped em-
phasis of what a university is.

We do not object to institution-

al concerns. Butweobjecttothe
mass institutionalism expressed
in initiations that becomes an
end in itself and swamps the in-

dividual' s initiative to think for

himself. We do not object to a

creative social life. Rather we
affirm its value. But we are

opposed to the herd mentality

of the initiations spirit that cre-

ates a social life of empty ster-

eotypes and institutional ritu-

als.

We propose that Queen's and

other universities like it be-

come what they claim to be -

true universities. We propose

that they stop being mere degree
factories for the status quo,

mere training schools with a

high school type social life and
football-oriented budgets. We
propose that they structure

themselves as creative commu-
nities of cultural development
devoted to the best values of

Western humanism, to the spi-

rit of freedom and dialogue. At

Queen* s, the first step in this

direction, long overdue, is to

abolish initiations and to check

the spirit behind them, and to

replace them with a full orien-

tation programme. Belief in the

freedom of the individual and

the humanist concept of a uni-

versity implies action against

such authoritarian forces as

initiations.

Rick Johnstone
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Sh3rtl6... ( continued from p. 1 )

the first six weeks of the cam-

paign-

Mr. McEwen called the ads

-'stealing the taxpayers dollars

to help pay for the Liberal el-

ection propaganda."

John Meister, the 33 -year old

New Democratic Party candidate

is running in his first campaign.

He said that the excellent

prospects which the country

faced in 1953 never materialized

and blamed the older parties

for it. "The unity and accord

of 1953 have all melted away...

driven away is more accurate."

Describing the Liberal party

as no longer being a truly liber-

al group, he attributed this to the

lack of imagination, modern eco-

nomic policies, and strong lea-

dership.

They have borrowed most of

their policies and been clumsy

about it, he said. A pension plan

drawn up by the Canadian Labour

Congress and NDP was taken

over by the Liberals who changed

it bevond recognition, he added."

"The pension plan the Liberals
were left with was a monstro-
sity."

Mr. Meister called" Finance
Minister Gordon, Trade Minister
Sharp and Industry Minister
Drury economic conservatives
who don't believe in government
intervention.

Although he said he did not
want to make any personal at-

tacks, he said that Prime Mini-
ster Pearson "has not been a
strong leader." As a result, he
said, Canada has suffered.

Following each man's 20-
minute speech, the audience was
able to question the candidates.

r ^
JOURNA L REPORTERS

Meeting of news staff on

Monday, November 1 at 7 p.m,

in room U of Dunning Hall.

Professional reporter to give

lecture. Other staff members
and interested people invited

.also.

NOTICE

The Ontario Legislature's Select Committee

on Youth will be holding a public meeting

in Kingston on November 16, and it invites

any interested organization to submit a brief

on the needs of youth (defined as up to 21

years old) with reference to educational, cult-

ural, recreational, and employment opportuni-

ties, and on what that organization would od

if it had more money.
Further information is available intheA.M.S.

Office.

Irrelevant ?

"Resolved that the 1954 Ge-
neva agreement on Viet Nam
is irrelevant" was the issue

debated by RMC and Queen'

s

representatives at the United
Nations Club last Wednesday.

After the debate the audi-

ence voted in favour of the

RMC affirmative position. The
audience was about 80% RMC
cadets.

Both sides of the debate qu-

ickly established their disap-

proval of the American "ag-
gression" in Viet Nam, When
discussion was invoked from
the audience, various sugges-
tions on terminating the war
in Viet Nam were offered. Few
seemed to think that United

Nations intervention would be

effective. One view was that

an arbitrary decision should

be made by the three leading

powers in world position.

Travel to Turkey ...

1966 Seminar Site

Applications for the World
University Service of Canada
1966 seminar to be held in

Turkey may now be submitted

by university students.

A maximum of 44 Canadian
students and five professors

will participate in a six week
tour of Turkey during July and
August. Plans also include an
orientation session near Mon-
treal before the seminar and
individual travel to other coun-

tries afterwards.

Undergraduate or graduate
students of high academic sta-

nding who are returning to Qu-
een' s for the 1966-1967 acade-

mic year are eligible. They
should be understanding and

receptive and are expected to

return and share their exper-

iences with the university com-

munity. Other prerequisites in-

clude a working knowledge of

both Canadian languages.

Although the approximate to-

tal cost is $1700 per student,

the Queen's delegate usually

pays $250 as well as inciden-

tal expenses. However the Qu-

een's administration waives tu-

ition for the following year.

The program will include an

examination of the scientific,

cultural, historical and political

aspects of Turkey.
Application forms and further

information may be obtained

from the Registrar's Office or

from Fred Wien (542-1676).

The deadline for submission

of applications is November
20th, 1965.

Queen's Archers Fourth

On Saturday October 16th the

Queen' s Outdoor Archery Team
participated in the Outdoor

Archery Tournament held at

McMaster University. The tour-

nament consisted of two Colum-
bia Rounds (24 arrows from 50,

40, and 30 yards). Although none

of the members of the Queen's

team Wynne Gilmore, Diane

Goodwillie, Loueen Myles and

Arlene Wood -had ever shot

in Intercollegiate competition,

Queen' s did very well placing

a strong fourth in a field of

six. The final standings were

-

Toronto, Western, McGill,

Queen' s, McMaster, and
Guelph.

Diane Goodwillie deserves

special mention as she was
the sixth highest scorer of the

day with a score of 943 points.

This was Diane's first tour-

nament!
Gail Rodgerson of U. of T.

also deserves mention as she

shot three perfect ends at 30

yards.

HELP
Let our experts rejuvenate

your old clothes. If you have

any unwanted berets, jackets,

hats, shirts, tunics, blouses,

belts, skirts, pants, socks, gar-

ters, putters, boots, gloves,

great-coats, flight jackets, blan-

kets especially in olive, grey,

brown, or khaki shades with a

military air about them and in

any condition, please contact

the Drama Department at Local

327. You may see them reha-

bilitated in "Mother Courage."

TRICOLOR '66

The official yearbook of Queen' s University

On sale November 1 - 6 only, at one of the following locations:

Students' Union

Ban Righ

Library
Leonard Hall

TRICOLOR SALESMEN nn =

@ Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS NOVEMBER 2 TO

INTERVIEW 1966 BUSINESS R- COMMERCE GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered

to prepare candidates for posjtions of re-

sponsibility in:

TECHNICAL MARKETING

MARKETING OPERATION'S

MARKET RESEARCH

COMMERCIAL SALES

These positions will afforo aPP^*"""?
for career development to gra duate s wi t h

potent ial

.

Professional salary scale ™d
t

based on performance as well as excellent

employee fringe benefit plan.

Contact the Placement Office for detailed

information, brochures and interview

appointment .

Summer In Germany

As in the previous summer, the German Embassy in Ottawa and the

Canadian-German Academic Exchange Association will sponsor a students

flight to Germany in the summer of 1966 on the following terms:

1 The German sponsors will pay the greater part of the return

fare- students will have to contribute approximately 5110 - 14U

2 The German government will find jobs for the participating

students for two months, during which they should be able

to save enough to be able to spend a third month in Germany

sight-seeing or travelling. ,

3. Applicants should have some knowledge of German (at least

one course). .

4. Strong preference will be given to students who have not

been to Germany before-

5. Participants will leave 'Canada at the end of May and return

at the end of August.

6 Participants must be Canadian citizens.
_„,„,,

7 In ordei- to comply with international regulations governing

charter flights
,
participants must join the Canadian-German

academic Excuse Association , the membership fee being SI.

Students interested in participating in this project are

requested to see Miss E. Smith, Room 416 Kingston Hall, who

will supply membership cards and application forms. ^he
^

Siormation may also be obtained from Br. A. W. Riley, Depart-

ment of German. Applications must be in by November 1.

NOTICE
Errors and Omissions in the Constitution of the AMS revised, 1965.

p 53 Queen's University Band Constitution, Article 5 - Finances

1 Should reed: - A per capita levy =n .11 undergraduates .f 95 cents.

... should read: - financial support from the AMS and a grant from the

A.B. of C. for services rendered.

p. 78 By-Lay No. 2 - Social Functions
'

renumber sections 10, 11, 12 as sections 6, 7, 8.

and to section 3

B) AMS constables ujsli not be - -£Hnd
f

un-"faintsrjMS "
t°\rPresioent°of SffS"JTSTSS

"

dealt with."

p. so. Constitution of the A.B. of C. Article II, Section 1

fldd l) The Chairmen of the Board shall be appointed by the Board

from the non-student memberB.
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Journal

An Investment
by Lesley Coutts

The tragedy of our age is

that the countries whose people

are most desperately in need

of education and technology are

those least able to provide it

for them. WUS with its unique

programme of self-help is ded-

icated to the material and in-

tellectual advancement of stu-

dents and faculty around the

world. It aids directly in pro-

viding the vital knowledge need-

ed by underdeveloped countries

to become truly modern nations.

Share is the fund-raising br-

anch of WUS. All the money
collected by Share campaigns

in the wealthier countries is

distributed among various pro-

jects decided upon by the WUS
International Program of Act-

ion. But Share is no charity

organization, nor has it the

funds to be so. The idea of

Share is to provide a "starter-

fund" (usually less than 5%
of the total project cost) so

that the recipients can use the

money to raise more from with-

in their own country and com-
munity. A Share project is cho-

sen on the basis of the urg-

ency of need, the seriousness

and thoroughness of the plan-

ners, and the chance it has of

becoming self-sustaining after

it has been initiated.

Share projects range from

helping students and faculties

build their own hostels, cafe-

terias, class rooms, and health

centres, to helping them to ob-

tain books, printing machines,

laboratory equipment med-
icines, and scholarships. Pro-

jects are in operation around

the world from the Sudan to

Hong Kong, from Chile to Viet-

nam. Because Share and WUS
are non-political they can help

where government agencies are

powerless. In South Africa, for

instance, Share scholarships

enable students, barred from
getting an education inside the

country, to study abroad.

Perhaps Paul-Henri Spaak,

the Belgian Foreign Minister,

best described the ultimate
aims of WUSC--"In a spirit

of fellowship it also treats the

wounds caused by racial dis-

crimination and political pre-

ssure, regardless of whence
they come. By its fight aga-

inst the factors which divide

men, it is creating a climate

of international understanding

propitious to the development

of progess and freedom.

In Humanity
by Fred Wien

What is World University
Service (or WUS) all about?

It is external manifestations of

WUS on the Queen's campus

-

most of you know that WUS runs
Treasure Van, the Share cam-
paign; that it sponsors lectures

and panel discussions ; that it

sends Canadian students to a

different country each summer
on the WUS seminar.

But the essential principle of

WUS is difficult to define. One
way of expressing the purpose
of World University Service

is to say that it is designed to

bring about an intentional com-
munity at the university level.

Implicit in this statement of

purpose are several important
principles.

Both staff and students take an
active part in the activities of

WUS, on an equal basis.

WUS is non-political inorder
to combat the hardships which
know no political boundaries.

For example, past WUS summer

seminars have been held in

Poland, Yugoslavia, Pakistan

and Chile.

WUS respects differences in

culrure, but fights to break

down the barriers of ethnocen-

trism.

It is one of the few organ-

izations which links the univ-

ersities of developed and un-

derdeveloped nations.

It is to further these aims,

then, that WUS at Queen' s asks

you to support the Share cam-
paign. We want to narrow the

distance between those who have

and those who have to do with-

out. It is for these reasons

that WUS co-sponsors the rec-

ent debate on Kashmir and gave

Canadian students an opport-

unity to see just why there is

a crisis. And it is for this pur-

pose that WUS is strongly sup-

ported by all those who have had

an opportunity to see at first

hand the problems some univ-

ersity students are facing.

/

feature.

Last year flUniv
sisted some Chines

with ' scholaa assi

Chung Li Ms ye

thousands t&igee

study at thamese

Kong. Thecjlpovi

dents creai«dire
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WUS cares passionately that men should be denied *e

'^Mtio'
cause their skin is not white. WUS acts in making

t
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whites inside South Africa through SACHED; WUS acts

for students to travel from
places. WUS cares but it can
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Dr. John Matthews came to Queen's English Department in

1962 after four years as Dean of Arts and Science at St. John'

s

College, University of Manitoba. He has studied at the University

of Melborne, the University of London, and the University of

Toronto. His first book, 'Tradition in Exile', traces the social

influences on the development of Australian and Canadian poetry.

The

(Yawn)

Identity Game

With summer over we have
come again to that time of the

year when we can resume the

fine old Canadian sport of Hunt-

the-Identity. The fall general
election has caused the season
for national navel-gazing to be-

gin a little earlier than usual,

and while the predictable re-

actions to the resumed debate

run from enthusiasm to bore-

dom, it might be as well to re-

mind ourselves of the ground
rules of the game. There have

been some hints in the last few

years that the rules may be

changed, and unless we know
what they have been, and are, it

is impossible to express an in-

telligent opinion about thepro-

posed changes.

The basis of the game, of

course, comes from our feeling

of frustration—an inability to

explain objectively (as we feel

we should be able to do) just

who and what we are. Tradit-

ionally we have felt it necessary

to take refuge in the common-
places of not U.S., not this, not

that... and this has made us de-

fensive—envious of the dogma-

tic positivism of our neigh-

bours, so apparently sure and

secure in their certain cer-

tainties.

We knew that from historical

necessity for nearly all of the

19th century we could not be nat-

,onalistic in the sense in which

nationalism was understood by

the outside world. We depended

on British support for our very

existence as a separate nation.

Asserting increased indepen-

dence then, even ifwehad want-

ed to, would almost certainly

have led to annexation and the

disappearance of whatever we

were trying to assert. Local

patriotism had to be expressed

first of all, in most practical

affairs, through a regionalism

that in turn paradoxically found

common public expression

througha form of Imperial iden-

tity. Most Canadians were con-

vinced of the superiority of their

society's values to those of the

Americans, and a slightly lower

material standard of living

could always ha If-enviously be

compensated for by a confidence

in an implied Canadian moral

superiority.

A virtue was made of this

necessity. As Canadians could

not be nationalistic in the usual

sense of the word, nationalism

itself was deprecated. With no

flag to wave, flag-wavingwas in

bad taste - slightly embarass-
ing. With no social compulsion
to conform to a set of national

symbols, there was tacit en-

couragement to preserve the

traditions which one had brought

from the old world.

On one level this led to the

image of Canada in the 20th cen-

tury as a remarkably mature
nation which had, it appeared,

emerged with a marked inter-

nationalist viewpoint, refresh-

ngly free from the chauvinism

of traditionally nationalist

states - a model surely for the

future development of the world
community. The number of

times Canada has participated

in U.N. peacekeeping operations

testifies to the success we have

had in projecting this image.

But we have had to pay for

reaching this enviable position.

We have never really expelled

frustrated nationalist yearnings

from our system. Perhaps all

the unlovely raucous arrogance

of nationalism is a necessary

childhood disease, and if we
don't have a thorough-going at-

tack of it in our youth, we have

to put up with recurrent chronic

re-infections later. Alterna-

tively, we can revert to a second

childhood and try to start again.

I am quite convinced that the

whole sport of Hunt-the-Identity

is an elaborate but very neces-

sary practical joke. Every indi-

vidual Canadian knows quite

well who and what he is, but he

isn't telling. He knows instinc-

tively that if he tries to objec-

tify his idea of Canadianism he

will find it is different from his

neighbour* s and rather than try

to force others to adopt his ideas,

or himself be forced by their
-

s,

he prefers to keep his private

knowledge safely at home, while

finding an outlet by taking part

in the public search for some-

thing that he knows is securely

beyond the reach of definition.

He knows that to define is to

exclude.

That is why I would agr ee with

Professor Gold of Winnipeg who,

in "A Love Letter to Canada"

in a recent issue of Saturday

Night, said that he found in this

country a personal freedom for

the individual far more profound

than that offered by the United

States. As freedom is confined

by definition, so is identity.

The rejection of the melting

pot idea, made necessary in

Canada by the English-French
relationship, has, as Premier
Lesage is constantly restating,

allowed all of us a freedom un-

known elsewhere. In complain-

ing that we are unable to have

the same sense of cohesion that

other countries have, we as-

sume that it is desirable that

we should, forgetting that we
may, and 1 think do, have some-
thing that is very much better.

We want to be distinctive? Ironi-

cally, Canada was the most dis-

tinctive country in the world
through her refusal to make dis-

tinctions. With dozens of new
flags going up every year do we
really feel that by joining the

rush we have become more ma-
ture than we were? The flag de-

bate was particularly dangerous

because it seemed to divide the

country into " reactionary nos-

talgic ex -colonialists" on the

one hand, and" forward-looking

emancipated Canadians" on the

other. But the true division is

not in those terms, and it will

be more than sad if this is not

perceived intime. It has reveal-

ed the effects of exclusion as a

result of definition. It should

be remembered that to some in

Quebec the new flag is seen as

threat that Canada will revert to

a melting pot type of nationalism

which French Canadians have

always opposed. The distinguish-

ed Laval sociologist Professor

Falardeau pointed out this dan-

ger over two years ago, empha-

sizing that in the search for dis-

tinctiveness Canada was in dan-

ger of losing the unique distinc-

tions she already possessed.

That is why the traditional

winter sport of Who-Are-We?
has reached a new and crucial

significance. Maybe we shall

decide once and for all that

the orthodox nationalist ideas

of other countries provide the

easiest solution for us to adopt.

Jingoism is so much less of a

strain for us all. It makes no de-

mands on our intelligence, pro-

vides us with catchcries for all

occasions and covers us snugly

with its external trappings.

We won't need to question any

more about who we are, We can

stop thinking about it. We can

stop thinking. Andthatwill make
us really distinctive, won't it?
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BRITISH SCIEKTISTS

Senior scientists from Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited, England, will be visiting the Campus on

Monday/Tuesday, lst/2nd November

They wish to meet graduates in any scientific discipline from

Britain or the British Commonwealth who would like to discuss

careers with I.C.I, in the United Kingdom. Becent arrivals,

as well as those who are considering the possibility of

returning to Britain, are invited to get in touch with them

through:

Mr. G. 0. Saunders
placement .Service

Clark Hall.

1966 ARTS GRADUATES

MALE AND FEMALE

(Any Field)

COMMUMCATIOSS BRANCH

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Ottawa

If you like research and have the ability to think for yourself,

If you have an enquiring mind, a disciplined curiosity,

If you have an aptitude for critical investigation and evaluation,

If you can penetrate deep into a problem and still maintain a breadth

of vision,

If you have enthusiasm and drive and can "stick with it",

If your academic standings are really good,

If you are a Canadian citizen and a career in Ottawa is for you — then,

Contact the Flacement Office now for an application form and

Arrange for an interview with a representative of the

On Campus 29th of October 1965.

Don't wait for the breaks

Go After Them- That's How Success Beghs

At Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd., success begins with

a $ year training program of challenging work assignments

designed to develop specialist and management skills. Tour

success may well begin in an interview with the representative

of this all Canadian company employing over 20,000 people.

Challenging positions are available in their steel, steel

fabrication, gas turbine and transportation industries as

well as in their engineering laboratories. These positions

are open to graduates and post-graduates in all branches

of ENGINEERING, BUSINESS, HONOUR MATHEMATICS , and PHYSICS.

How about you?

When you join Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd. You will start

on a satisfying and rewarding career. It could take you,

if you wish, to locations in Halifax, Montreal, Toronto,

Vancouver and other urban centres across Canada. You

can be sure the opportunities will be there for the taking.

On November 9& 10 the Company representative will be

on campus. Ask your Student Placement Director to arrange

an interview for you.

Hawker Sddeley Canada Ltd.

7 King Street East, Toronto

P.M. "welcomes"Bladen

(CUP) Prime Minister Pearson

has "welcomed" the recom-

mendations of the Bladen Com-
mission and the Association of

Universities and Colleges of

Canada on the financing of higher

education.

But the government will with-

hold any specific response until

a future federal -provincial con-

ference, the prime minister

said October 14.

Hie Bladen Report estimates

that toal government expendi-

tures on higher education will

rise from $355 million in 1964-

65 to $1,704 million in 1975-76.

Calling the Bladen figures

"realistic estimates," the prime

minister said his government

was fully prepared to contribute

toward university financing.

"Whether the specific pro-

posals put to us by the Asso-

ciation are the best way to do

this, or whether they can be

modified or improved, has to

be discussed with the provinces"

he said.

He stressed that federal fin-

ancing is not sound unless it

"serves the national purposes

which are the concern of the

federal government," naming
these as "economic growth, full

employment, and equality of op-

portunity."

The prime minister welcomed
the AUCC proposals for in-

creased student aid, saying they

were similar in nature to the

programme of "scholarship-

bursaries" which he had pro-

mised.
He expressed a hope that the

new student aid programmes

would be operative by the ge-

ginning of the next academic

year.

Public Lecture Series

"The Role of Computers in

Society", a subject of wide-

spread interest, particularly to

management and labour, will be

the topic of this year' s Queen'

s

University Public Lecture Series

which commences November 1.

Since the series is for the

public, discussions will be non-

technical.

The first speaker in the series

will be the Hon. Allan J. Mac-
Eachen, Minister of Labour,

whose address will take place

only one week prior to the fed-

eral election. He will speak on

"Technology and Labour."
Mr. MacEachen, a former

professor of economics at St.

Francis Xavier University, has

represented Inverness-Rich-

mond (Nova Scotia) from 1953

to 1958 and from 1962 to the pre-

sent. He was appointed Minister

of Labour in 1963.

The lecture will be at 8:00

p.m. in Dunning Hall.

Success Despite "Crackpot"

Although less rollicking than the "Happening" of some weeks

jo, the third introductory program of the Gallery Association

on Thursday, October 14th was for many, more exciting.

The warning of David Skinner, organizer of the evening, that

the creator of half of the ten films had been called a crackpot

and a genius was not necessary, for both that particular creator

(Norman McLaren) and the entire group of NFB films, unquest-

onably proved their worth.

The program was carefully balanced, offering first a self-

critical analysis of the media to be viewed, (The Experimental

Film. Arthur Lipsett) and then a somprehensive surbey of the

range of the media.

This range proved sometimes intriguing, sometimes alarming

--always well done.

Brockington Re-elected For 7th Term

Leonard W. Brockington has

been unanimously re-elected by

the Alma Mater Society Execu-

e as rector of Queen' s Univer

sity.

This is his seventh three-

year term since 1947. Last sum-
mer he participated in a con-

ference of the newlv-formed U.

N. Institute for Trainingand Re-

search, held in Italy.

Mr. Brockington immigrated

from England in 1912. Since then

he has been an Alberta lawyer,

first chairman of the CBC, and

head of Odeon Theatres, before

coming to Queen' s.

THIS WEEK AT

Wednesday, Nov. 3:

"Fashions A-Go-Go" By Cl-

ass of '66 KGH. School of Nur-
sing Auditorium. 8:15 P.M.,

Admission $1.00. All veryWel-
comel

Thursday, Oct. 28:

CFRC- Living Classics 8:30

P.M. - featuring Tchaikowsky* s

9th Symphony and selected wo-
rks from Delibes, Dvorak, St-

rauss and Poulenc.
Representatives from C.U.S.

O, Cross Roads Africa, Fron-
tien College and S.U.P.A. will

discuss "Opportunities for So-
cial and Voluntary Work open
to Queen's Students" at Inter-

national House (next door to

Chown Hall) at Lunch time (12:

FUEEN'S

30 pm-l:30 pm). Lunch will

be served for 25<£.

Illustrated lecture in French:

'Versailles and Its Meaning*

at 4:30 in Room 101, New Arts

Building.

Skin Diving Club: Anyone in-

terested in joining a skin and

S.C.U.B.A. Diving Club please

attend the meeting in the Lower
Common Room of the Students'

Union at 7:00 P.M.
Bull Session 10:00 pm at

International House. Everyone

Welcome. Free coffee. Good
company.

Saturday Oct. 30:

Leon Bibb at 8:30 pm in

Grant Hall. Tickets $2.00. No
reserved seats.
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-pEADLINES: Ads for Tues.

Journal must be in by noon

Sun.; Ads for Fri
* Journal

m ust be in by noon Wed,

CLASSIFIED RATE: 25£ per insertion to

a limit of 50 words.

LOST
At Grant Hall, Saturday Night

MEDS '70 jacket with Yellow

<<q" on back. If found please

contact Doug Bishop -Ext 210

. Leonard Hall.

Ocean going tug " ANAVEL"

,

turned around and sunk in Pan-

ama Canal__ by whale locking

through. Removal desired. No

salvage value.

At sea, three outraged Ku

Klux Klansmen in a thirty foot

cabin cruiser, last seen chasing

a black whale out of Atlanta

harbour, fearing for the safety

of Atlanta' s white whales. Fin-

der please keep Klansmen, re-

turn cabin cruiser.

$5.00 reward for return of

sopranino recorder (small wo-
oden flute) in brown felt case.

Contact Martin Kaye at 39 Union
St., Apt. 5, or phone 542-2727.

WANTED
1965 Tricolor. Phone 548-

7333.
Anyone who has pictures of

members of Arts '67 taken
over the past 2 years and would
like to see them in an Arts
'67 yearbook please contact Ju-
dy Montgomery, New Womens
Residence, extension 838.

ROOMS
~

Can accommodate 4-5 stud-

ents -single beds - adequate st-

udy facilities - quiet, adult ho-
me, abstainers please. Come
- See - 393 Earl St. at Albert.

BOOK EXCHANGE
Unsold books and money may

be picked up at room #3 15,

New Men' s Residence, between
4:00 and 5:00 P.M.

POR SALE
1965 Honda -immaculate re-

duced for quick sale -Call 542
-3558.

The French-Canadian bari-

tone, Louis Quilico, accompan-

ied by his concert-pianist wife,

Lina Pizzolongo, gave the first

of the Queen's Concerts last

Wednesday night. Mr. Quilico,

who has a repetoire of sev-

enty-two operas, is rememb-
ered by many in his role of

the embittered jester in Ri-

goletto which was televised on

CBC last spring. He has sung

with many companies including

the Canadian Opera Company,

The Bolshoi, and the Paris

Opera.
The programme given was

quite varied, ranging as it did

from pure Baroque to the rath-

er contemporary ' Colorado

Trail'. Singing in a fine, high

ranging baritone, his voice at

all times gave evidence of a

beautiful vocal subtlety. The
programme was treated with a

delicate attention to details,

both ornamental and intrinsic,

and the resultwashighlyagree-

HIGH and

HANDSOME
\ fvt Glenayr

SWEATERS,
SKIRTS,
SLIMS

High ir fall

fashion list, we're sure

this handsome ensemble

will find a place in

Kitten collection!

PULLOVER—\W%
English Botany wool,

with full-fashioned

raglan shoulders

—

heavy ribbed turtle-neck,

long sleeves, moth-proof,

shrink-trcated, in new

exciting fall shades.

MATCHING SLIMS
— 100% pure wool

worsted slims, woven

from 100% superfine

English Botany wool

—

dry-cleanable and

dyed-to-perfcctly-match

all Kitten Botany

wool sweaters.

At all fine shops

everywhere.

ATTENTION STUDENTS I

Photocopying facilities
now available, Xerox
813 Copier. Fast and
Efficient, students'
Typing Service located
in Students' Union.
Ext. 546. Reasonable
rates for all typing
and copying require-
ments.

From Baroque to Colorado Trail - Quilico

able. 1 might say, however,

that the first numbers were a

bit chilly intheir academic per-

fection.

The most exciting part of the

evening was when, by special

request, he sang Iago' s 'Credo'

from Otello. Although he gave

it a good deal of dramatic

shading and tonal richness, he

made the most of those inter-

ludes when the celebrated gloom

lifts to an evil joviality. As

well, the fluid lines and delicate

colour of the Debussy number
were especially well treated.

My only real criticism of

Mr. Quilico' s singing is that

he had a tendency to bottle up

his voice in some of the open

vowels. There were also a few

ugly notes in his lower range

that were slightly disconcert-

ing. But on the whole - a very

good performance.

CANADA
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

8th, 9th and 10th November

for graduating and post-graduate students in the following

disciplines:

Mechanical Engineering Industrial Engineering

Chemical Engineering Chemistry

Electrical Engineering Commerce

Engineering Physics Business Administration

Civil Engineering Arts
Mathematics-Statistics

for openings as:

Development Engineer

Design Engineer

Maintenance Engineer

Process Engineer

Planning Engineer

Industrial Engineer

Technical Service Representative

Development Physicist
Statistician

Technical Analyst (Research Centre)

Process Chemist
Analytical Chemist
Financial & Control Personnel

(at the plants or at Head Office)

Marketing Research Representative

Market Analyst
Programmer-Analyst

Locations: Montreal, Shawinigan, P. Q.

Maitland, Kingston, Whitby, North Bay and

Sarnia, Ontario.

An appointment to see our representatives can be made through your

Placement Office where information booklets, application forms and

1966 position descriptions are also available.

DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED

PERSONNEL DIVISION P. 0. BOX 660

Montreal, P.Q.

a genuine KITTEN

Representatives from one of Canada's leading oil and

gas exploration and producing companies will be on

campus to interview graduate Engineers of all branches

for regular employment in the Geophysical and Engineering

Departments on the following dates:

ENGINEERS AND GEOPHY S I C I STS

November 3 and 4, 1965

For further information and appointment please contact

your Placement Officer.

TEXACO EXPLORATION COMPANY
CALGARY ALBERTA
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QUEEN'S 31 TORONTO 0

GAEL ATTACK CRUSHES BLUES

Queen's Golden Gaels won a

31:0 victory over the Toronto

Varsity Blues before an en-

thusiastic crowd of returning

graduates at Richardson Sta-

dium Saturday.

Gaels ran up the score on

four touchdowns, three converts

and three singles as they play-

ed outstanding football to make

up for last week's loss in Tor-

onto.

With Ian Kirkpatrick and Glen

Markle catching quarterback B-

ryce Taylor's passes alongwith

Erkki Pukonen's and Gerry S-

ternberg's running, Blues push-

ed deep into Queen's territory

in the early minutes of play

but a field goal attempt drift-

ed to the side and Gael's Bill

Ferguson ran the ball out.

Gael's offensive line greatly

improved since last week and

playing one of its finest games

to date opened the centre for

Jamie Johnston, Doug Cowan

and Bayne Norrie to charge

through on consecutive plays.

Late in the quarter Cal Connor,

showing improved accuracy, th-

rew fifty-one yards to Larry

Ferguson who promptly ran into

the end zone. The convert was

missed.

Scoring Spree

Queen's offensiveunit showed

their greatest strength in the

second quarter scoring three

touchdowns and converting them

all.

Late in the first quarter John-

ston's agile manoeuvring thr-

ough the Varsity line placed

Gaels early in the second quar-

ter in field goal position. The

kick went wide but Varsity fum-

bled and John Gordon, Queen'

s

quard, was there to fall on it.

Larry Plancke converted.

Queen's kicked off and Var-

sity fumbled again with Ron

QUEEN'S BACK

IN YATES RUNNING
Gael's impressive Saturday showing puts them back in the

thick of the S1FL Yates race... not only in respect to points...

but in respect to the fact that they now have an efficient offense

to go with the usual staunch and stingy defense.. .both of which

are potential table-turners in the all-important second game with

Western.
Prior to the first game which Mustangs won 33-20, Western

had advantageously met three good teams in U. of T. whom
they defeated 20-14, Alberta who whalloped them 20-3 and Lon-
don Lords of the ORFU

Gaels were not so lucky-though they well might have
been. Carleton (Gaels 48 Ravens 0) was certainly not rated as
the poorest team in the Ontario-St. Lawrence League. But
the wealth of experienced players on the Queen' s roster put the
Ravens in the inevitable position of having to meet an exper-
ienced high calibre team with a mainly inexperienced second
rate club. The 45-0 score was indicative of the play.

St. F. X. no one now would deny, loomed as the greatest

threat to a Gael sweep before the season, with most armchair
quarterbacks conceding that the American-loaded roster of the

Down Easters would handle the Gaels if anyone could. The X-men
would undoubtedly have had more success had they been a run-

ning team but no-one had scored in the air against the Gaels
since Varsity's Ken Davidson took a nine yard pass from Bruce
Taylor to score last October 17th. The Gaels are now unscored
upon through the air In nine straight games.

Western's victory has already been rationalized in this column
so it whoudl suffice to say that except for one factor, the un-
fortunate fact that the return game will be played on Westerns
home ground, the Gaels will invade London with a club that

Metras' Stangs will gind a different team from the one which
they beat at the season's opening.

And in a sense it will be a different team. Western's defense
will not have had a game's practice in keying off Cal Connor
(if that is possible) since he sat out that game. Art Proese
will have more difficulty in running against a defense beefed

up by the return of beterans Daub and Latham. The Mustangs
may be stricken with some of that over -confidence that the Gaels
carried into the opener, especially if they defeat U. of T. next

Saturday.. .however, should Dalt White's Blues capitalize first on
the understandable Mustang overconfidence of having won four
straight leagye games. ..then watch for a three way tie for first

place.. .Western, Queen's and Toronto with identical 4-2 records...

OFF THE TOP: ..-Al Lenard sadly announced that

Gaels will not be able to participate in the Save the Children'

s

Bowl. Nov. 20 as the Senate has upheld a ruling which prohibits

sports after Nov. 14th.. .he may appeal the ruling if the Tindallmen

get the nod for the game. ..this writer sees the Senate's ruling

as a blow to intercolleeiate football if the Gaels should win the

Yates Cup again, be chosen and then not be allowed to play...

obviously a National Final is more or less ludicrous if the winner

of the oldest leagye in the nation is not one of the combatants...

but lef s wait and see how the season ends and then assess the

problem(if indeed there is one). ...Predictions for this week...

Queen's to sweep McGill in football, rugger and soccer. ..Blues

to down Mustangs bv a touchdown.

Brooks, Gaels' defensive half,

grabbing the football. Queen's

moved deep into Varsity's end

led by Cowan and Norrie and

assisted by a Varsity roughing

penalty. Johnston rushed out the

left side, leaving a trail of spr-

awling Blues, and ran over for

the touchdown. Larry Plancke

converted.

Bill Ferguson and GuyPotvin
consistently knocked down Tay-

lor
1
s long passes but double

teaming on Queen' s outside line

backers permitted Blues to co-

mplete three shorter passes in

the next series of plays. Ward
Passi got a nice kick away
which went into Queen' s end

zone but Bill Ferguson saved

the shutout for Gaels by runn-

ing back to the one yard line.

Johnston showed his best fo-

rm of the day in the next ser-

ies of plays as he ran the ball

back 35 yards. Bayne Norrie,

in the longest single run of

the game, dashed fifty yards

to score Queen's third touch-

down of the quarter at 9:23.

Larry Plancke converted to ma-
ke the score 27:00.

Shortly before the half ended

a scuffle took place in front

of the Toronto bench and Var-
sity's Glen Markle was ejected

from the game.

Strategy Cliange

At half time Gaels' defensive

unit made a key change in str-

tegy with the ends moving wide

to cover Varsity" s double team-

ing at the ends. Their decision

was crucial for Varsity, who had

completed eight passes in the

first half, were successful in

only two passes during the third

and fourth quarter.

Gaels offensive line holding

back the opponents consistently

permitted quarterback Connor

to introduce the double reverse

which worked to good advantage

on several occassions.

Gray Injured

During the third quarter Var-
sity lost key lineman, Jim Mc-
Mahon and speedy flanker Mike
Gray who was carried from
the field on a stretcher.

Larry Ferguson who aver-
aged 42 yards on his punts kick-

ed exactly that to score a sin-

gle at 11:38.

In the fourth quarter Frank
Arment rushed in to pull Vic
Wozniuck behind the line and
score two points for Queen's.
Late in the quarter Fergu-

son kicked, this time for 44
yards, and Queen' s tacklers
rushed in to pull down Andy
Szandtner for the final point.

Toronto* s Mike Eben pulls in one of four passes he caugnt for

56 yards in Saturday's 31-0 loss to Gaels

Rugger XV Tie for First

Down

Toronto

in

muddy flu Id In triumph Return Match
Saturday morning on the outer field the Rugger Gales avened

their score with U. of T. Blues and moved back into a first place

tie with the Blues. The mud, rain and cold didn't do much for

anyone' s physical appearance but it helped the Gaels in that it

slowed the Bs down a shade and hampered their wide open play.

The first-half was very even-being reduced to a kick and line-

out duel with neither team having much of an edge. In the second

half the Gaels begin to press. About half way through the half

Queen' s had a penality kick on the Toronto 25 yd. line, but with

the heaby, slippery ball the attempt misse. A short time later,

scrum-half Mike Hughes picked the ball from the screen and

cut towards the Toronto goal line. He was hit hard short of the

line byt managed to get the ball to Bruce Ferguson before going

down. Just as it looked as if Bruce was going to be stopped on

the 1yd. line, Bruce Pappas and Ted Cormode came up with a

big push to send Ferg over the line for the try.

Roly Ojien hurt in last weeks Toronto game was still out with

a bad hip. On his wing was Peter Ryan and coach Barry Lough-

ton was back in action, (in the field)as wing-forward. Mike Hughes

played a terrific game atscrum half, and in fact everybody

played very well-The win, well deserved, was a real team effort.

But neither Eben nor Gaels' s safety Guy Potvin (38) could get to this Vic Wozniuk pass
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From the President

.

As the day that looked so far

away three years ago is upon us,

one cannot help but note with sor-

row that it is one of the last times

that Science 66 is together. But

what better way is there to high-

light the year than by this mag-

nificent weekend.

The many months of work by

the hundreds involved will pass in

just a few hours but its memory

will live forever in the hearts

of all of us.

The wonderful decorations are

but another indication of what

spirit and cooperation have acc-

omplished in the short three

year life of Science 66.

On behalf of all of us who to-

night will be transferred back

to the mysterious underwater

world of Atlantis, I would like

to congratulate and thank Lynn

and all his associates who helped

to make this year" s formal a com-

plete success.

Gabe Takach.

From the Dean ...

The Science Formal is more

than a dance, a big party, or the

big weekend.

The Science Formal is a tra-

dition among the Queen's engi-

neering fraternity that identifies

the graduating class not only dur-

ing their last year but for future

years as well. It is also an out-

let and a test for the competitive

spirit that characterizes Queen'

s

and Queen' smen; a final challenge

to excel that has become a major

part of the engineer' s program.

It is easy to say that Queen's

graduates are good men; their

records attest to their compe-

tence. However, as each graduat-

ing class achieves excellence in

their annual At-Home, they must

surely be proud that they have

held the tradition intact. Cer-

tainly, as they move one step

closer to the select company of

those who have established and

maintained our tradition, they

earn our congratulations and best

wishes.

On to Atlantis.

Dr.J.H.Brovm.

From the Convenor .

This evening the Engineering

Society presents 'Atlantis', lost

city under the sea. For the cam-

pus this is the grandest and most

spectacular single social event

of the year, but is has for Sci-

ence 66 the special meaning of

highlighting four years at

Queen's. In order to turn out a

formal befitting the Science Fac-

ulty, many people put in long

hours of work in the old'Cata-

rauqui' , work which usually gets

very little notice or thanks. The

reward will come this evening

when the results of months of

planning will be evident.

I wish to sincerely thank ev-

eryone on the committee for the

time they have given up and

help 1 have received. I also

wish to thank the merchants of

Kingston for making Milliona-

ire's weekend possible, and all

those other people who have vol-

unteered their services.

I welcome all those who will

be attending our night beneath

the sea and feel that you will

always remember 'Atlantis 66*.

Lynn Tousaw
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Sat Its venerable and upright organ of
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and we' 11 get you in the next issue.

LETTERS JO THE

EDITOR

OIL THIGHS

IMMATURE ?

At the football game last week,

I noticed that no two people did

'oil thighs' in exactly the same

fashion - some kicked high, some

merely shuffled, and some (ob-

viously inebriated) just hung from

the bodies next to them.

Perhaps the ' o i 1 thigh' is just

a reflection of the immature,

unsettled outlook many college

students have. For one thing -

it has never been properly illus-

trated, or approached in the cor-

rect fashion. Must it be done in

unison? Does the girl lead? Is

thigh hunching (cheek to cheek)

a legal aspect of ' oil thighing
1

?

Who are the best 'thighers' on

campus? Are girls, due to their

larger thighs, better at this past-

time than boys? Are Artsmen

(being more effeminate) better

than engineers? Can oil thighs

be done after an important field

goal?

I timidly suggest that an ad

hoc committee be instituted with

the power of defining the ' thigh'

and the situations that govern its

use. Otherwise, a more cosmo-

politan revel may be in order

-Keith W. Bowen
Science ' 67

ODE TO INEFFICIENCY

Editor:

It's time to realize that University students are not going to

change the world, but it would be a shame to see all that energy,

the fervent desire to reform go to waste. Help those who will ap-

preciate your efforts most, your fellow Queen's students.

Instead of trying to change the world, try a more realistic ap-

proach. Try changing the attitude of the University administration.

If ever a firmly entrenched bureaucracy needed shakingup, this is

it. One soon gets the impression that the administration is con-

cerned first of all with the University* s public image and the staff,

last of all with the students.

Students here don't realize the tremendous influence they can

exert. Threaten to hit the University's public image, then you'll

see some action. If Berkley can shake up the University of Cali-

fornia, the largest university in the world, then we can do it here.

Let's start with registration, the ultimate triumph of bureau-

cracy. How can registration of a few thousand Queen' smen take

five to eight hours when universities five times the size can man-

age it In a fraction of the time? The two largest groups on campus,

general Artsmen and upper year Science were registered on the

same day merely because the staff couldn't take two days to do

the job. In the old days their rubber stamp arms got tired, now

their key punch fingers *ake the strain.

Progress seemed to be on the way when registration was com-

puterized, but no luck. The computer has become the registrar'

s

office latest weapon, producing more paperwork faster than any-

body ever imagined possible.

That unnecessary paperwork could have been done during the

summer and mailed in by the students, including the ' A' form that

has to be this year's symbol of oppression against the students.

There would be some errors of course. Transferring students

would get here and find they would have to fill out another identi-

cal booklet, but on pink paper not blue.

Since there have been few changes in registration in the last

couple of years it might have been that a few students were get-

ting the hang' of It and might have slipped through in a couple of

hours. The staff sure fooled u*s. They changed every course num-
ber, gave every department a number, and let the students try to

figure it out. Complete confusion guaranteed.

Upper year Engineering registrations could quite simply be han-

dled within their own departments since they are virtually indepen-

dent and Engineers don' t have to go to see Arts profs to have

courses approved. Sympathies are extended to those who do.

When we Queerf s students complain about our high fees, in

some cases over 140% of the national $500 average, we are told

how lucky we are because we are paying only one third of the cost

of education. Well thafs very nice, thank you. But how many
people in the administration could save enough of their salaries

in four months to finance the cost of a year at Queen' s? It seems

we're expected to manage on student wages.

The other two thirds of our costs then are presumably coming

from public funds and alumni, all of whom might be interested

in what the university is doing with their donations. Toronto's

radio station CFRB asked the registrar's office last August haw

the university was going to cope with the huge increase in enrol-

ment expected In the next few years and how entrance standards

would be affected. If the university has any plans at all for the

future, that should have been a simple question with a harmless

answer. CFRB was told to mind their own business.

It's nice to know the university is working hard at getting top

notch students here." It's known that in some cases new students

have been notified as much as a week in advance of registration

that they have been accepted. Maybe this is how we intend to main-

tain our standards in the future. It takes more drive, initiative and

guts to get in than to pass.

Sincerely
Dave Blair

INTRODUCING

LEON BIBB

SUPA

Leon Bibb comes from Louisville, Kentucky, where he learned

folk songs in the same way that any young person with a love for

music might learn them in New York, Chicago, or St. Louis.

That is he ' sang" them as he did gospel songs, spirituals, and

anv other attractive songs that came his way, forming a vocal

quintet with two brothers, a sister, and a friend. After college

and army service he studied voice in New York. Although his

bent was away from the average run of musical tinsel he

appeared on Broadway, singing songs that carried a complete

conviction for him in words and music. For this reason folk

songs play a large part in his repertory. White singing in the

chorus of Weill's Broadway production 'Lost In the Stars he

learned the whole score.

One of his most gratifying moments, and a recognition of his

own growth, came when the New York City Center Opera offered

him the important role of the Leader, in this same work. Under

his professional name of Lee Charles, he won plaudits from

critics and public. He was one of the standout singers at the 1959

Newport Festival of Folk Music. More recently he has toured

the nightclub circuit singing in such places on the west coast

as Las Vegas. He has appeared on the Art Linkletter Show,

Hootenany, and was featured on an hour long C. B.C. feature.

Leon Bibb will be at Grant Hall tomorrow night . His per-

formance begins at 8:30. What better way to end a Formal

weekend than to spend an evening listening to such a deeply

moving singer.

Cancer on Campus Joust Heaviiy
Editor:

, , . . t.

You've seen them on campus. The guys with the long hair, the

sloppy sweatshirts, grubby jeans, sandals—that unkept appearance.

I'm not referring to the engineers but to our 'friends' from SUPA.

This is one of the most vocal, most radical, and most misleading

groups active on campus.

Ostensibly, this group, on the international level, is trying to

bring peace to the world. On the national level, it lobbies for the

underdog--any social, economic or political group subject to

discrimination. On the local scene, it involves itself in such pro-

jects as the Kingston Summer Project. So why do I object to a

group which has such high aims?

Of all the present international problems they focus most of

their attention on Viet Nam. Last year, Queen's students were

asked to sign a petition condemning the war atrocities. Many of

you probably signed this smoothly-worded plea. Everyone is against

torture --which was brutally demonstrated in a couple of newspaper

pictures. But did you all read what you signed? You all condemned

the position of the United States in Viet Nam. This is typical of

their action—everything the Communists do is 'golden' --the action

of men throwing off the yoke of oppression. V m not surprised they

have not agitated about the Indo-Pakistani conflict. Their dilemma

is real--'Who are our comrades?' This underlines the first impor-

tant objection. The group claims to be for peace but the only time

they demonstrate is when the U.S. is involved in international con-

flicts. , .

Secondly their solutions for the world ills are so idealistic

as to be ludicrous. Last year, they suggested a Laos-type neutral

area to be set up in South Viet Nam. This would, of course, end

the fighting for now. But a power vacuum would be set up with the

North Vietnamese on their side of the 17th parallel and the U.S.

ON THEIR SIDE OF THE Pacific Ocean. Who is in the position to

move into this vacuum? And who has demonstrated, even in Laos,

a gross disregard for international agreements when it suits their

motives? SUPA is advocating an eventual takeover of Viet Nam
by the Communist Liberation Front. Be realistic. They agitate

to rid the world of the nuclear bomb. But this weapon, insuring no

winner in a global conflict, is the major roadblock to another World

War. This group is for Peace Action?

There are other objections. The main one is the membership

itself. They claim to be enlightened, yet when a valid objection

to their arguments is made they shout it down, not bothering

to reason it out. Cries of 'Fascist! Warmongerl' rise above the

din. They claim to be non-conformists and thinkers. It is remark-

able that such a large membership can act, look, talk, and think

alike and still call themselves non-conformists.

These views are not unbiased ones but Ibelieve they are reason-

able ones. Before you accept or embrace their next pet project,

please think about it.

Yours sincerely,

John Farnham.

Last February the sweet Yung

things of Levana asserted their

virility and promoted an even-

ing get-together improbably mo-

nickered Just Heavenly. Before

they could get too carried a-

way, however, the justice boys

over at E.S.C. got wind of their

folly and swung into action. Re-

alizing full well that inferior at-

tempts held on the same campus

as The Greatest Formal in the

World could not help but belit-

tle that great name, the over-

cover department completely re-

vamped the hopelessly inadequate

promotional display planned by

Levana for the Friday of their

social. Just Heavenly became

Joust Heavily and, as all who

were. present on that fateful day

will recall, a listless rag was

converted to become the redeem-

ing grace of the weekend. Be

it Madison Avenue sophistication

or unparalleled efficiency, rest

assured that the E.S.C. will con-

tinue, swiftly and silently, to

provide their accustomed cam-

pus services.
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How It

THE AURIAD
or "WHY YOU AREN'T GOING TO THE FORMAL"

I sing of artless energy shot down
In quanta by Fortuna' s angry frown;

Of plumber thwarted by Levana' s pair, ^
That may inspire all Engineers "Beware!"
Oh wise Maid Marian,I ask thee now
To punch me tapes to tell them howl

Say what strange motive makes a broad fink out,

Her savoir-faire and suitors all to flout,

That our brave lad, his youthful ego crushed,

Should give up dolls and be forever sloshed?

Canto I

The photoshere occulted, sat one night

Our hero keening under Tungsten' s light

At holy formulae presaging truth,

When came old Ethanol* mentor of youth.

To turn his mind to thoughts of maidens blithe,

Their gentle hearts, their lips, their sparkling eyes.

"O Ethanol of foaming head, inspire

The guts to phone my only heart's desirel

Grant but this prayer, and I will swear to thee

To drink each week with praise full kegges three!"

Then burped forth from Shamrock' s dizzy height

A groaning voice that cried: "Whate'er youse like!"

And then our lad he made his tipsy way

To Bell's invention, nervous words to say:

"So clue me in, O slinky one, beloved rose.

Like where's the action, slip the word, what goes?"

"Fd fain swing loose tomorrow's eve," said she,

"For then, kind sir, it is my birthday - see?"

"Achtungl" he said, " this means a sumptuous feast

With music soft, and wine and song at least!

T 11 buzz you up tomorrow, Sunday* s noon,

Till then, au reservoir. Til see you soon."

Our dashing hero then began to muse.

What entertainment for this bash to choose;

What sparkling gift that long might her remind

Of this great night that would fore'er them bind.

Then inspiration came from out the haze,

He1 d ask the Ventricle to clear his daze:

"O wise and famous Ventricle,

Help! I need somebody, help!

Not just anybody, help!

You know 1 need someone to help!"

"Och, come right in, me wealthy client dear.

Through storms - and Levanites - Y 11 steer thee clear.

But you must swear by all the fiends of hell

That you'll return apreV le bash to tell

How you made out on this your great crusade."

"O.K." he cried, "the bond is made!"

Canto II

The morning sun did light the bloody sky,

The wind lamented through the branches high.

Our hero rose, all weak and still quite tight.

And started planning date with Levanite.

First to Canada's famed La Salle^he went:

"The tend' rest meats and fruit, no pains unspent,

The richest wines, well -chilled and sparkling red,'

He ordered them a "costly feast to spread."

He phoned the broad to tell what he had done.

That he would pick her up at set 01" =un.

The phone resounded 6.023X10

He waited yet answer was not heard.
LQ

But thwarted not he hurried down la rue

To seek a chariot from his buddies true,

And gold, and vestments to the maid impress;

His buddies all forked out without much zest.

Our hero tried again to call the wench.

The phone rang many times - a subtle stench

Began to make him doubt - no answer yet;

But still pursued the plan that he had set:

Down to the "parfumerie"to buy

A gift of fragrance
7
that would make her sigh,

this noble deed accomplished, then he tried

To reach her once again - and though he sighed, ^
Stared at his watch, and fumed, and even swore,

She answered not, and so he tried no more,

But angered, waited for the time to go

To pick her up. But Godl the time went slow!

Canto HI

The fateful hour arrived, the sun went out.

Our hero started off with trace of doubt,

Would she be there? or would she cut him down?

With trepidation, he peeled to Hall of Chown.

The clock tolled six and yet she was not there^

"She has gone out" declared the porter fair.
(

"She can't have," cried our lad, "we had a date.

The porter shrugged and clanged the iron gate!

Then did our hero violently explode,

Smote his chest, and kicked the senseless
™f-

"How could she, when such massive ™ejns sp™«

With loathesome oaths his costly rainmen s rent.

"Great snottering, blue Mexican Ethanol! he raged.

And forth to meet the Ventricle, his spleen engaged.

But Ventricle came there none!

Our hero's fate could ne'er be overcome,

A double stand-up stank in Kingston fair

Our hero summoned guts and and this did swear

That ne* er as long as there was light

Would he take out a Levanite,

But stick to locals7whores and such,

"Of fickle broads, I've had too much!

STEAM SHOVEL
Sweet I s

And did joy of faire Maide Marion cast bright aurora into

darkest shadowz of Cav of Nic at newz of arrivalz of many
Babz from Land of Kin for most glorious of bashez ' Atlantis'

.

For has Captain Tuss not guided seamen 1st class of most
Glorious Fac to veritable overpowering climax on day of Fish.

For will saide bash follow uzual Law of Bashez:

Cp» Pash Coefficient.

C * Liquid level at Atlantis (presence of Mickey)

TT * obviouz.

Nu* number of Lemonz present (tends to zero).

Rfe* Specific bed resistance.

And did faire Maide almost utter criez of despiration when

Scribe described most frustrating of attempts to have Steam Sho-

velz enrich most feeble of all Urinals. For have not saide articlez

been predominant in previouz Urinals since 44 years ago. But

will not perseveranz show succezz in the end as even editor of

saide feeblenezz iz now realizing lack of true readablez therein.

And did faire Maide also note with bitternezz the wrongdoingz

of most miniscul-minded clodz of eartz at House of Braun. For

have not previouz privilegez with Fuzzy ones in Town of Kings

come to naught since bubble-gummerz of eartz did throw dark

shadowz on U of Q. Thus to henceforth will even glorious bashez

of Golden Fac and all else be most restricted to Certificatez of

Procreation. And did Maide direct Scribe to instruct all rational

men of U to admonish same toddling clodz for saide azzenine mis-

demeanor z.

But did Maide wax joyouz once again at revived thoughtz of

glorious eve beneath the great Pond. But did Maide further warn

Heinz plus 9 that over endulgenz with friend Mickey can cauz

pounding of hammerz in cranium and extensive feeblenezz of body

and encourage naught but lengthy sojourn in reverze prons pos ;

tion.

So did quick brown fox leap, snorkel in hand, overboard into the

land of unforgettable ATLANTIS.

STEAM SHOVEL DICTIONARY

Faire Maide Marion - mythical head of the Engineering Society

Au - chemical symbol for gold, therefore gold or golden

Lemonz - members of Levana

Heinz plus 9 - Heinz 57 varieties — - Heinz plus 9 * 57+9

a Science '66

Town of Hog - Toronto

Mountaine Royale - Mount Royal (i.e. Montreal)

Oblate Spheroid - football

Land of Brown - Engineering faculty (from Dean Brown)

Stad of Rich - Richardson Stadium

Mickey the Spirited One - liquor bottle, 13 1/2 ounces

Clodz of mudz - Medsmen

Clodz of eartz - Artsmen

Golden Warriors of most glorious Fac - Sciencemen

Addle-Aid, Ban-the-Rye one, Chow - girls' residences

Pond of Ont - Lade Ontario

Town of Kings - Kingston

Babz from land of kin - home town girls

^^"£™°UT-. STAY DRESSED. PLAY

'^i'S?S5K
1

ilHr. j^m^m
-CI. .

Tradition

~can be seen why the

flous.

6 -an upside-down oracle

7 -our one concession to bi -cultural ism

«- drunk, inebriated, sloshed, polluted, etc

9-a local dive

jo -it's your birthday, Pierre!

[2 darn it!

ii-"Channel 5"

U-poetic licentiousness

/-Kingston scruff

S It
ition of "women" would be super

-

Attention Everybody: Let it be

known that after many years of

civil strife, the Levana and En-

gineering Societies have settled

their differences to everyone's

satisfaction. Yes, Atlantis will

have a Queen. After many hec-

tic hours of deliberations and

negotiations, the two societies

finally found a method whereby
the Levana Society can uphold

its constitution and the Golden

Warriers may have a Queen.

Anyone may be Queen.
Attention Ladies: As you pass

through the mouth of the whale

on your way to the lost city

of Atlantis, Mr. Grant Feasby
will present you with the op-

portunity to be the Queen of

Atlantis. This is not a beauty

contest; chance is the only fac-

tor.

Sequence of Events:

1. The introduction of Dean Brown
by Lynn Tousaw, formal con-

venor, at 12 midnight.

2. Drawing of the Queen by Dean

Brown and presentation of her

bouquet.

3. The Queen's dance.

The Queen will be presented

with one dozen red roses, a

formal picture, and twelve At-

lantis cocktail glasses.

Signed:

Joan Pistawka
Levana Pres.

Terry Sutherland

Eng. Soc.

official Levana
Rep.

You can be - - Queen

by £f Artagnan, Athos, Porthos

and Axamis.

The Barely

Distinguishables

To accompany Jacquie Finan

in her assault on the Engineer-

ing Faculty, th.'s year the reg-

istrar blessed (although some

dispute the godliness of this

blessing) her with 6 young love-

lies to reinforce her ranks. The

men of Sc '63 not willing » ac-

cept the babes as delivered from

the womb of high -school pam-

pering decreed that they should

undergo an initiation into the

40 beer realm of Engineering.

The girls wera met at the train

by their loving FREC's, well

on their way to the 40 beer

mark. They soon learned to duck-

walk, sing and define the Arts-

man as a psuedo-intellectual pan-

sy. Bu: all was not smooth-sail-

ing for the ' FRISH*. They were

soon given their first course

in Sa.ii:ar/ Engineering, concen-

trating on apartment cleanliness.

AithoJih their efficiency in this

field left something to be de-

sired, thsy proved rather adept

ar rebellion. The girls refusing

to give up all their feminine

charms, hoisted their low slung

garments, and proceeded to guile

the FREC's with lovely legs.

Retaliation is sweet, and the

girls paid for their raised skirts

by being awarded the honour of

riding as Lady Godiva, in the

Toilet Bowl parade. Our lovely

pie ended their introduction to

the ways of the 'MEN1
by taking

an active and rebellious part

in the Sc '69 marathon called

THE GREASE POLE*. If the

precedent set this year is fol-

lowed next year, the boys of

Sc '70 had best take care, or

the as'JUiilt on our domain may

triumph.



Ian and SUPAman
Men laugh

At the pea brained dinosaur who lived on this earth

Only one hundred forty million years

And died

For not adjusting

To a changing world.

Man has lived

A whole million years I I—. , K'
r~.*jttC

And lives u • ; -.weueoMB
But threatened with extinction \ THS
For not adjusting VjJO
To other men. Rfcl
Who' s to laugh at us? fENTR6
SUPAman perhaps.

Applicants Form at the LEFT

The year is 1965 and the British government's policy of social-

ized medicine has been extended to include "Proxy Papas' .
Any

married woman not having a child in the first five years of mar-

riage must receive the services of a Government Man who will

attempt to be the means of her becoming a mother.

The Smiths have no children and the Government Man is on his

way. Smith leaves for work. He has a hang-dog look as he pecks

his wife at the door. "
. «

Smith- rm off. The Government Man should be here soon.

He leaves and the wife pretties herself. But instead of the Gov-

ernment Man coming, a door-to-door photographer, specializing m

baby pictures, knocks at the door.

Mrs. Smith: Oh, good morning.

Mar You probably don't know me, but I represent . . .

Mrs: Oh, yes. You needn't explain. My hisbandsaid to expect you.

Man: 1 make a speciality of babies - especially twins.

Mrs: That is what my hjsband said. Please sit down.

Man: Tnen your husband probably told you that . . .

Mrs: Oh yes. We both agreed it was the best thing co do.

Man: Well, in that case, we might as well get started.

Mrs: (blushing) Just when . . . where do we start?

Man: Just leave everything to me, Madame. I recommend two m Jie

baUi tub, one on the floor, and a couple on the coucn.

mrs: Bathtubl Floorl No wonder Hiny and I . . .

Man: Well my dear lady, even the bestof us can't guarantee a good

one every time. But, say out of six, one is bound to be a honey.

I usually have the best luck with the shots in the bathtub.

Mrs: Pardon me, but it seems a bit informal.

Man: No indeed. In my line a man can' t do his best work in a hurry.

(He opens the album and shows the baby pictures to her.)

Look a^ that baby. If s a good job, it took four hours of work,

but isn' t she a beauty.

Mrs: Yes, a lovely child.

Man: But for a tough assignment look at this baby. Believe it or

not, it was done at the top of a bus in Picadilly Circus.

Mrs: My God.
, .

M in: It isn't hard when a man knows his job. My work is a pleasure

1 spent long years perfecting my technique. Now take this

baby. 1 did it with one shot in Alexander's window.

Mrs: 1 can't believe it.

Man: And here is a picture of the prettiest twins in town. They

cane out iX cepiional'.y well when you consider the mother

was so difficult. But 1 knocked off the job in Hyde Park on

a snowy afternoon. It took me from 2 in the afternoon until

5 in the evening. 1 never worked under such difficult condi-

tions. People were crowded around five deep trying to get

a look.

Mrn: Five deep?

Man: Yes. And tyc more than three hours. Bat 1 had two bobbies

helping me. I could have done another shot before dark but

the squirrels were nibbling at my equipment so I had to give

up. Well If you' re ready T 11 set up my tripod and get to work.

Mrs: Tripod?
Man: Yes, lalways use a tripod to rest my equipment on. It is much

too heavy for me to hold for any length of time. Mrs. Smith!

Good Lordl Have you fainted?

POEM
1 love you, dear, she told him

And with that removed her dress.

You' re everything Til ever want

1 really must confess.

You are so good to me, dear boy

So tender and so sweet.

And as she spoke, her dainty slip

Came tumbling to her feet.

She whispered, honey, rest assured

My love you' 11 never lose.

She slid her hose from dainty legs

And placed them in her shoes.

And, darling, Tm so much in love

I couldn' t give you more.
And she slipped her brassiere down her arms
And dropped it to the floor.

A burning love ours, sweet heart.

You'll never need to doubt.

She dropped her step-ins from her waist

And from them she stepped out.

Remember, I belong to you

Tm yours and yours alone.

Goodnight she murmured softly

And then hung up the phone.

TEST YOUR INTELLIGENCE

Here are some simple questions for you to answer----

if you get them all correct you qualify for a Mental Home or

a University Education- -
1 If Green is to Grass, Orange with Pink Do-s is to?

2 Find me odd one in :he 3eries:Dustb;nt
Orpine Mouth-organ,

Jwtat have the following in common: Lassie. Elvis Presley.

Clatch, Elizabeth Taylor, Soaiy&Cher.

4.What is scanty? How is it worn?

5.Why are half-pint glasses so small?

6.Whn: is Chinese Junk?

7. H»N*Wf. .-. Y=
S.What colour is Red?Why?

9, Describe the external grotch,

Ans. Yes
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Science Formal

Team

Frid

For years the two sexes have been racing for supremacy

Now they have settled down to neck and neck.

rr* OK«Y WITH MC

The campus seemed to be somehow a little livelier on th jeed,

fall day of 1962. The reason was soon forthcoming: Scies Ir.

'66 had arrived and the Queen' s campus would never be tjlected t>

same again. The following excerpt from a letter from the P.U,(|fear f

illustrates how eager a few of the lads were to make this
,1

eye .

fact known- "It was necessary to remove the words Scia,, ione-sh

bo' from rwo places on the bowl of the (Kingston water) to,e [that t

and the word 'Beer' from one place on the bowl . The ye^fled a<

so young and "quis dolor cui dolium" already. lected

This friendly gesture towards the kindly townspeople lcLw.th t

tvrSal of the spirit of brotherhood which pervaded the itfered

Sions. We were led on educational tours such as the 0It«ce Lif

where ve were allowed to inspect at close quarters a nan,, or cata

nittogen works and a simulated historical ceremony quite hi the C

one oracticed by the Iriquois (against only their most but* that

one P^cticec^ oy m
unbelievable ascent ofufve to

™g^e"so fast that the timing watches cou«l yea,

keep pice (some were reported to be as much as half an „cfe«ed

out at the finish). bresigh
E
1t

Ct

:ls^atotrthIs
P
ttm

i

e

de
*at Mike Dawson became knoojere in

campus. Who would have guessed that behind that baby I, Brau

"y a cold mercenary hear?. Too unprincipled to buy a Scie^ Bran

acket as did the rest of us, he finagled his way around jung

money angle by designing our year crest and bnnging pressjee^nd

to bear on the executive for payment. The rotter! r- p

The Bourgundy room of the La Salle Hotel achieved h.sttfe.s ju

ical significance
7
by hosting the first year party in Feb^d,are

of 1963 That same month, Lorn Newton unveiled h s art fear pa

prowess with our first snow sculpture ar'.extremely ^Meae

J
tic toilet bowler who just missed winning the big awards. hour

Flpcted Bill Minion president. 7"

The parting gesture of the first year was an examin.ntfc gr.

bea^d growing
8

contest. John Wallace with his technicolor .^a .

won in a tight race. The following September a tightly orgfier an

ized fast moving initiation program put the frosh mm
place. (They still haven't recovered but there are signs of l.l^e gr

IF NO ONE CLAIMS ME IN 30 DAYS

I'M YOURS I

" 0/ coune ij

\

APPLIED SCl£t

HOLIDAYS

FRIDAY AFTERNOON-

S/MITT SUBMARINES *
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DID YOU KNOW THAT

..the only way to tell the difference between SUPAmen and

SUPAwomen is to shake them and see if they rattle?

..a hogan is a cubic mouthful of snoob?

...the one page leaflet: "Things to do in Kingston" is now
available.

...Jack the Ripper is still alive? - he does my laundry.

,..if all the girls that went to the Science Formal were laid

end to end, nobody would be surprised?

...one man is knocked down on Kingston streets every 22 min

utes and he's getting thoroughly fed up with it?

...anybody who misses 2 out of 5 psychology lectures and sleeps

through the other 3 is an engineer?

...anyone who says, "Things are never so bad they couldn't

be worse" has never been through registration at Queen's

or read this year' s regular Queen' s Journal?

...a 4th year Engineer brought his date for Atlantis from Ed-

monton by train and gave her a berth?

ASS Offers Solution To
Transportation Problem

SCIENCE '66

on a^^we received country-wide notice for our efforts that

• hf X,rted Nick Urutt president.

PI ii parties gathered momentum that fall under the watch-

'
thill

i
eve of an unknown foreigner, Gabor Takach. These were

icic- e shot effort however and he has since disappeared. Also

tovnt that time, the biggest bottle of anti-freeze in captivity was

he ysLfled away 'for a handsome profit.

keeled Bob Haugh president.

1p With the new year a bigger and better snow sculpture ap-

hVtared in front of the art centre appropriately. The "Campus

th Tare Lifter" just missed winning the big awards. Barring mi-

Vw ratastrophes. an extremely successful year party was held

ittX the Commodore that year. We had good cause to celebrate

t bl -ft that time since we had just completed a brilliant stretch

t of stive » permanently retain the Bews leadership we had held

;ould3[year.

an tollected Mike Dawson president.

i

Third year was the year of Gronk. Due to the ingenuity and

Iresight of our social convener Lynn Tousaw, the Count V s

novraJLre introduced on campus with resounding successs. Gronk

fh 'i' t Braun's was followed by Gronk 11 at the LaSalle Gronk 111

S ,
Braun's, Gronk IV and V in Grant Hall. Gronk IV was re-

„,,„ Wd Chez Habitant in deference to protocol on snowball

"rei'veekend. A highlight of this dance was the magnificent snow

tculpture "Gros Pierre" also renamed as "Miserable Failure",

i hiJftis just missed winning the big awards. In the spring the Com-

'ebrXdore scored a repeat with another highly successful closed

; artisiiar party.

' ""h^T^t^r^on the right foot withGror^yi

typically successful. However this was just a warm up for

mi«te greatest of all"bashez" - Atlantis, with Glenn Miller. Prep

lor Ration for this superlative event ran through the entire sum

„ nwiher and fall with a cast of hundreds.
l

\llt^e future holds-more Gronks, a Memorial Scholarship and

soflijpe graduation of 170 damn good engineers.

YOU'ftC A

Over in England there is

little island called the Isle of

Man. The peculiar thing about

this island is the people will

not allow automobiles, the cli

mate is not suitable for hor

ses, so everyone uses a don-

key or what is commonly called

an ass.
Everyone here on this isle has

an ass of some kind. Some have

just ordinary asses, some have

asses you wouldn't look at a se

cond time, while others have ex

traordinary asses. The mayor'

s

wife has a beautiful ass. People

who know asses say that she has

one of the finest they have ever

seen, and when she goes to mar-
ket, men often stop to pat her ass.

On Sundays they all go to

church on their asses. Some-
times the girls ride on the boys'

asses, and other times the boys

ride on the girls' asses.

The universities solve their

parking problem by having asses

ridden all the lime. Ass-pools

are extremely common.
Usually at the college all the

Artsmen tie their asses just

outside the door. During one

lecture a fire broke out and

everyone ran to save his ass.

One Artsman jumped out the

window, expecting to land on his

ass, instead landing in a large

hole, which p coves an Artsman

doesn't know his ass from a

hole in the ground.

d
MOT vwmowt A

—4*

...All*S

i^j NilBET YOUR PRESIDBNT

An engineer is one who passes as

an exacting expert on the strength
of being able to turn out, with

prolific fortitude, strings of in-

comprehensible formulae calcu-

lated with micrometric precision
from extremely vague assump-
tions based upon debatable fi-

gures obtained from inconclusive
tests and quite incomplete experi

ments carried our with instru-

ments of problematic accuracy
and by persons of rather dubi-
ous mentality, with the particu-
lar anticipation of disconcerting
and annoying a group of hope-
lessly chimerical fanatics alto-

gether too frequently described
as the Corporate Staff.

A TOAST:
Here' s to our wives and

sweethearts : may they

never meet!!

Analysis of a Woman

^^"atomic Weight: 120. although isotopes ranging from

01 to 300 have been identified. „-„,..,

nrcurence- Found wherever man is, seldom in single state.

SvsLal Properties: Bawls at nothing and freezes at any min-

ute! Melts when properly treated, very bitter if not well used.

rrmical" Properties- Possesses great affinity for Ag, Au,

PtT a C fn crystalline form etc.May give violent re-tron when

St alone.W^W^^SSSX
z:* ^ Lre rapldly

r T
dark

Uses- Highly ornamental; useful as a tonic for acceleration

of low spirits, equalizer in the distribution of wealth. Most

oowerful(income) reducing agent known.
P

CAUTION: highly explosive in inexperienced hands.

LAYM6 W A
CURVK

Jack and Jill went up the Hill,

Jill was the farmer's daughter,

Jill came down with a ten dollar bill

Do you think she went up for water?

*i*
Wabbits is a funny wace,

The things they do is a disgwace.

You'd be surprised if you but knew

The awful things that wabbits do.

And often too.—V*

—

THE LOVE LIFE

OF AN ELECTRON
One night when his charge was

pretty high, Micro-Farad deci-

ded to get a little cell to let him

discharge. He picked up MiUi-

Amp and took her for a ride

on his Megacycle, over a Wheat-

stone Bridge, around a Sine Wave

and stopped in a Magnetic Field

by a flowing curren:. Here Fa-

rad, attracted by Milll's char-

acteristic curves, soon had her

resistance at a minimum and

his field fully excited. He laid

her on a potential, raised her

frequency, lowered his capaci-

tance, and then, connected in

parallel, he began to short her

shunt. FuUy excited, MUli-Amp
moaned ' Mho, Mho, give me Mho'

.

They fluxed all night, trying var-

ious connections until his bar

magnet lost its field strength.

Later on, MiUi tried self-in-

duction but damaged her solenoid.

With his battery finally disch-

arged. Micro was unable to ex-

cite his generator.

FOULOW
THE UEA&ER
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THE GREASF POLE CLIMB

Even today, only nine years after the grease pole climb

was founded, mos: of the details of the early pole climbs are

very obscure. Untrue tails, which add colour to the Queen'

s

Journal, have become so entrenched that the Engineers them-

selves now believe some of these stories.

Despite the fable that the grease pole was originally a To-

ronto goal post, the 20 foot high - 6 inch diameter pole with its

supporting base frame was welded together by Mechanical

'59.

The first grease pole climb was organized by Sc. '59 back

in the fall of 1956 when "Porky" Eade and his Vigs initiated

Sc. ' 60 into Queen' s Engineering.

This historic event took place on Friday, Oct. 12, 1956 in

the field behind the stadiuTi where the New Womens* Resid-

ence now stands. The only Sc. '59 Vig that the author has been

able to talk to is Jim Shearn who graduated in Mining and

is now back at Queen* s in second year law. After nine years

his memory was rather sketchy but helpful in writing this ar-

ticle. The Queen's Journal reported that it took 8 minutes for

Sc ' 60 to get the first tam.

Tie second grease pole climb by Sc '61 in 1957 was quite

different. Sc. '61 came down with the tam in an astoundingly

short tim>. Tlis chief Vig. Al Machin said in his report to the

Engineering Society,

"Wednesday afternoon (Oct.2) was the Grease Pole Climb.

This is the best event of initiation and without exception should

be the finale.We got out pants licked and consequently we couldn't

exercise too much control for the remaining days. Here our fault

ms lack of enthusiasm among the Sophs. I heartily recommend

tons of tomatoes and 2 Sophs dressed as, and among, the frosh

to ensure that the tam stays on the pole for at least 5 minutes.

It is not the same whaa it lasts 10 seconds or 10 minutes."

On Friday, Oct. 10, 195S Sc '62, which was the most spir-

ited year at Queen1 s in the past decade, equalled theSc. ' 61

record of about 2 minutes.

On Oct. 2, 1959, with initiations moved ahead a week Sc.

'63 took a dismal 44 minutes to climb the grease pole.

On Sept. 30, 1960, when Sc. '64 climbed the pole in 25 minutes

the pole was surrounded by a ten foot diameter pool of oil

and water a foot deep. The Engineering Society was concerned
about the safety of such "pitts" and banned them in future

grease pole climbs.

Up until the Sc. ' 65 attempt, the pole had remained in the same
spot behind the outer field, but due to the construction of the

tennis courts, ~ the pole was moved about 25 feet nearer the

stadium. This means the freshettes in the New Residence now I

have the priviledge of occupying the same air space that was

once triumphantly held by the tam.

With the oil-water pit banned, Sc. '64 Sophs built a cone a-

round the base of the pole, since flat ground would make the

climb too easy. Sc * 65 , led by Mike Robertson with his bath-

tub full of tomatoes rolled up and had the tam down in 15 min-

Ut

|ince this was the last year the grease pole stood behind the

stadium, it was also the last time the greasy frosh took the

FRECs for a swim in Lake Ontario before hitting the showers

in Residence. Unfortunately, they were not the last FRECs

to go for a swim during initiations.

With the new tennis courts completed, the Sc. '66 grease pole

climb was forced to move out-side the city to a field on High-

way 15. Buses brought the spectators out and the tomato fight

was as great as ever. Sc. '66 brought the tam down in 36 min-

utes after several attempts to unfasten it.

In Sc '67 s initiation it was feared that a freshman or FREC

had been drowned at the coal dock. The Engineering Society

decided that the tomato fight would not be held to prevent

any possibility of further unfavourable publicity.

To insure that the grease pole climb was not too easy. Sc.

'66 wired the tam to the pole so tightly that pliers could not

dislodge the tam. Sc. '67 had to be satisfied with bringing down

the tassel after 45 minutes. To make up for the lack of tomatoes

Wayne Peters added a little extra colour by losing his pants

and hanging bare bottomed from the pole.

The next year with Sc. '68, there was again no tomato fight,

and the tam was tightly wired on. Sc. '68 brought a large chunk

of the tam down in about 18 minutes.

This year the tomatoes returned and Sc '68 added loOU gal-

lons of water to mix up a little mud at the base of the pole.

This pit of mud was much worse than any previously encoun-

tered. Many on the base of the pyramid sank over two feet in-

to the mud. After 90 minutes, Gabe Takach and Terry Suther-

land (Pres. and Vice Pres. of the Eng. Soc.) were forced to

call off the climb.

However after everyone had left the field four freshmen came

back' with the farmer1

s ladder and after another hour of work

got the tam off the pole. The tam was presented to Gabe Takach

at the Frosh Banquet by Roger Smith .now President of Sc. 69.

Even with its short comings in recent years the grease pole

climb is still the best event in initiation. It has always been

the climax, and with continuing efforts to improve it, the grease

pole climb will remain the favorite and best remembered e-

vent in the Engineering initiations.
by jonn MacLatchy —

RE-RESOLVED:
Whereas the fundamental value of a university lies in its

humanist concern for brotherhood, development of personal

guidance, and learning to tolerate and understand the differ-

ent opinion of our fellows; and

Whereas, the spirit of initiations is a spirit of enforced re-

formation, necessary integration, mass joviality, and recog-

nition of year, faculty and University; and that there is no

such thing as enforced conformity.

Whereas, we as students believe a spirit of co-operation and

brotherhood, such as is fostered by initiation, to be a neces-

sary part of the University community; and,

Whereas, we believe that segmentation between the great ma-

jority of students who have common opinions and those few

who differ is a more serious barrier to understanding than any

segmentation due to our chosen disciplines.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: The students of queen's University

acting through open meetings of our faculty societies, should

come to separate decisions on the value of initiations, and in

this way the will of those who do not wish to participate should

be prevented from prevailing on those who do.

Signed: Dave Blair John Farnham
Mike Dawson Jeff Marshall

By the way Dad, you never did tell

me why you named me Atlantis

KING HELPS QUEEN'S

The Faculty of Applied Science

has inauguerated an annual se-

ries of lectures to be known

as the W.W. King Engineering

Lectures. The series is suppor-

ted by a bequest of $500,000.

The King Lecturers will bring

to Queen' s men of outstanding

ideas and achievements who will

speak on subjects touching the

broader aspects of engineering-

Informal meetings of the lectur-

er and students will be arranged.

Students may expect some of the

most stimulating hours of their

education and are urged to take

advantage of the opportunity.

The first King Lecturer is A.M.

Gaudin, Richards Professor of

Mineral Engineering in the De-

partment of Metallurgy at M.I.T.

He lextured last evening on the

subject: "Water Distribution or

Desalination?" and is today

meeting with students and staff-

Professor Gaudin is a world au-

thority on flotation and mineral

dressing.
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CLASSIFIED

One black whale, washed up

at Murney Tower, exhausted and

apparently suffering from torpe-

do wounds. Will be on display

at Atlantis tonight. Owner please

claim before 3 a.m. as we have

t0 drain the water out of the

gym by then.

AMS OFFICE: Umbrellas, keys,

raincoat.

LOST

Brown leather key case with

six keys in it during the To-

ronto football game at the sta-

dium. Please contact Raphael

Chan, 186 Frontenac St., 548-

7924.

One gold watch with gold brace-
let in the vicinity of the Cricket
Field. Would finder please call
546-9173.

One pair of black-rimmed
glasses in a red case. Please
contact M.B. Follwell, Extension
493, Chown Hall.

Would somebody please return
my grey ($10) Queen's jacket

which he mis-took for his own
on Oct. 20 in basement New Arts.

Mine is much smaller (being
36 short) and very much cleaner
(being brand new) than yours.
To switch contact Bob Johnston,
306 Frontenac. 546-7376.

Black, Parker *61 Fountain Pen
with gold top - on Oct. 20. $27.50
value. Please call Terry at 546-

9698. (Reward.)

FOR RENT
2 Bedroom Apartment, unfur-

nished, stove and refrigerator
supplied, utilities paid, no lease,

$65/month. 542-0650 or 469 Vic-
toria St. after 5:30 pm.

Clean, modern room for male
student, private entrance, indi-

vidual thermostat, refrigerator,

kettle & toaster available. Phone
542-1396.

IHIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

for

ENGINEERS

in
PULP and PAPER

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A CHANCE TO GROW YOU WILL FIND

PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITY IN THIS STEADILY EXPANDING LEADER

AMONG CANADIAN INDUSTRIES, 'WHICH STANDS FIRST IN EMPLOY-

MENT, FIRST IN CAPITAL INVESTED AND FIRST IN VALUE OF

PRODUCTION

.

NOTICES

Attention:

Levana Society

Applications are now being re-

ceived by Joan Pistawka, New
Residence for these positions; -

Grad Banquet Convenor
Snowball Committee Repres-

entatives (2)

Tricolour Autosport Club pre-

sents its annual Anti-Freeze

Draw. Tickets now on sale from
your friendly TAC member. Draw

to be held following Autumn
Leaves Rally.

Friday, Oct. 29

Prof. J.R.a Wilbur will speak

on "Canadian Political Leaders
as Compromisers, from Laurier

to Pearson", at International

at 13:30

There will be a "French
table" in Wallace Hall of the

Union every weekday noon. If

you want to maintain or improve
your French, please come to the

table with the Fleur - de - lys flag

and sign " La Table Francaise".

The West Indian Club invites

you to the hin and fiesta at

its swingin' steel drum BAC-
CHANAL at the La Salle Hotel,

8:30 to 2:00 a.m. And for the

discriminate go-go fan, "Cuth"
Knowlton and his band will al-

so be on hand. Promises to be

an inebriating evening!

Sunday, Oct. 31

Youth Fellowship Hour. Union

St. Gospel Chapel. At 5 pm.

Moody Science Film -"Time and

Eternity". Supper served.

Mcnday, Nov. 1

Lecture by Dave Cleland, staff

reporter on Whig-Standard, about

news reporting. Kingston Hall,

Room 204, at 7 pm. Journal

Staff urged to attend. Public wel-

come.

Fashions A Go - Go
Class of ''56, K.G.H. Wed, Nov.

3. School of Nursing. Admission:

$1.00. Clothes from Jackson Me-
tivier. Shoes -Shalimar Shoe
Room. Hair styles by Tonys.

Thursday, Nov 4

Illustrated lecture in French.

"Watteau, Chardin, and their

Time" -In Room 101, New Arts

Building.

KIMBERLY-CLARK OF CANADA LIMITED

and associated companies

KIMBERLY-CLARK PULP AND PAPER COMPANY LIMITED

SPRUCS FALLS POWER AND PAPER COMPANY LIMITED

manufacturers of newsprint, high-grade pulps, and a host

of leading consumer products including the well-known

Kleenex lines, invite JOU to examine their brc-chures which

are available at your Placement Office.

1966 OPENINGS

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS - Permanent t* Summer

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS - Permanent & Summer

CIVIL ENGINEERS - Permanent & Summer

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS - Permanent Only

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE INTERVIEWING AT

YOUR UNIVERSITY ON - November 18 & 19* 1965.

duMaurier
tips the flavour
in your favour

CANADA
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

8th, 9th and 10th November

for graduating end poet-greduate students In the following

disciplines:

Mechanical Engineering Industrial Engineering

Chemical Engineering Chemistry

Electrical Engineering Commerce

Engineering Physics Business Administration

Civil Engineering Arts

Methematlcs-Statis tics

Development Engineer

Design Engineer
Maintenance Engineer
Process Engineer
Planning Engineer
Industrial Engineer

for openings as:

Technical analyst (Research centre)

Process chemist

Analytical chemist

Financial & Control Personnel

(at the plants or at Head Office)

Marketing Research Representative

TechnicaT*Servlce"Representatlve Market Analyst

Development physicist programmer-Analyst

Statistician

Locations: Montreal, Shaalnlgan, P. Q.

Maltland, Kingston, Whitby, North Bay and

Sarnie, Ontario.

An appointment to ... our representatives can be made through your

Placement Office »h.r. information booklets, eppllc.tion forms

1966 position descriptions are also evalleble.

DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED

PERSONNEL DIVISION P. 0. BOX 660

Montreal, P.p.

@ Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS NWHnPR 1, 2, * 3

TO INTERVIEW 1066 r""E < APPLIH FJ SCONCE "RAWWT'S

A well-defined training prop rat), .is offered

to prepare candidates for positions ot re-

sponsibility in: .

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

RESEARCH AND rmVLOPWWT

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

FACTORY ENGINEERING

SERVICC nn'rtlNEERING

FIELD IN STALIA HON

QUALITY CONTROL nN n TEST

TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES

The^e positions will afford opportunity for

career development to sraduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases

based on performance as well as excellent

emplovee fringe benefit plans.

Contact the Placement Office for detailed

information, hrochnres and interview

appni ntmen t

.
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SUNBEAM SHOES
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Tampon Is available In throe absor-

bency-sizes (Regular, Super end
Junior) wherever such products ere
sold.

If you can help

us move faster

we need you

(An open letter

to '66 grads)

Northern Electric is moving (aster today than any self-

respecting 70-year-old should. Away back in the late 1600 a,

before autos or airplanes, or radio, or television were In-

vented, a few men started a business that later grew Into

Northern Electric. For years we relied upon American

sources for most of our technical development. But back n

1958 a rather disturbing thing occurred: Linus threw away his

blanket. Northern began to do her own research and devel-

opment: began to plan aggressively lor technological change

and an active penetration Into world markets.

The last seven years have been exciting ones. A new air

has permeated the atmosphere at Northern and develop-

ments are taking place that present a challenge in every

sphere of our activity. To meet this challenge we need uni-

versity grads— top-notch university gradsl

We need engineers— electricals and mechanicals espe-

cially but we've room for civlls, metallurgical and chemi-

cals. None of our departments has asked for a mining or

forestry man yet, but don't bet on itl

We need B.Comm.'s— mostly for accounting and business

administration, but our Marketing Division, International

Operations and Wage Practices are always coming up with

requirements for a good B.Comm.

We need B.Sc.'s—not only honors grads, but those major-

ing In chemistry, maths, physics and related disciplines.

We need B.A.'s— In a wide variety of areas:— For socio-

logical and economic studies, personnel work, public re-

lations, training programs.

And because we're pushing into so many experimental

areas, we need Master's and Ph.D.'s, people who can spear-

head the attack on the more complex problems that face us.

If you want to become part of Northern's exciting future,

see your Placement Officer. He'll give you more detailed

information and arrange an interview for you with one of our

recruiters who will be on campus in three weeks.

Korthern Electric fjk
COMPANY LIMITED H

BRITISH SCIENTISTS

Senior scientists from Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited, England, will be visiting the Campus on

Monaay/rueoday, l3t/2nd November

They «ish to meet graduates in any scientific discipline from

Britain or the British Commonvealth who would like to discuss

oaroera with I.C.I, in the United Kingdom. Becent arrivals,

as well as those who are considering the possibility of

returning to Britain, are invited to get in touch with them

through:

Mr. 0. 0. Saunders
placement Service
Clark Hall .

Representatives of

THE

International Nickel Company
OF CANADA LIMITED

Will visit the university to discuss career opportunities

with graduating and post graduate students in

ENGINEERING—
O MINING
O METALLURGICAL
O CHEMICAL
O ELECTRICAL
O MECHANICAL
O CIVIL

M® CHEMISTRY
On November 3, 4 and 5

Also, interviews will be held with

students in:

£l-©1©<S7 REM GE0l?.-VS!!£S

For Summer Employment - 2nd, 3rd,

4th and post-graduate years

For Regular Employment - graduating

and post-graduate students

On November 4

We Invite you to arnuig* an Interview through the

University Placement Service

ktaite! Nickel. Company
OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTABIO

Career opportunities with

The IAC Group of Companies

Progressive business training as -

Financial Analysts

Credit Managers

Branch Managers

Accountants

Business Administrators

Marketing Specialists

Industrial Specialists

Computer Analysts

"It follows that if there is no limit to the growth potential of a company, there is no limit

to the growth potential of the people associated with it."

This is the promise and the challenge of tomorrow in your career with the IAC Group of

Companies.

We invite you to accept both.

The IAC Representative will be

on the campus

Ask for your copy of "IAC Career Potential"

and make an appointment through

your placement officer.

INDUSTRIAL ACCEPTANCE CORPORATION LIMITED

Financial and Insurance Services for Canadians and Canadian Business for over 40 years.

®
Pro-. .»•»*
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Demonstrations
MarkStudentDay
(CUP) Thirty-five hundred marching University of British Colum-

bia students confronted the Association of Universities and Colleges

of Canada in the climax event of National Student Day of Oct. 27.

In Toronto local organizers were disappointed that only 600 stu-

dents from the University of Toronto, York University, and Ryerson

Polytechnical Institute paraded to the provincial legislature.

Students from 16 universities across the country marched as

part of the Canadian Union of Students National Student Day, an

education-action programme designed to bring the demand for

universal accessibility to higher education before the Canadian

public.

by MacDonell

Glen Miller orchestra and vocalist at Science Formal

Student Support Needed
Principal Corry has issued

a statement on the proposed

Queen's Theatre Complex, in

line with the plan of the AMS
Building Fund to hold a pleb-

iscite in January.

Student Dies
Doug Adams, president of

Arts' 68 died in an automobile

accident, early Thursday morn-
ing. Five other Queen's students

were injured in the same mis-

hap.

Peter Legault, Brian Wilson,

and Dan Adams, Doug* s brother,

all first year Arts students, and

Thane McLennan, Engineering

Dr. Corry also deli v e r e d a

report on the deliberations of

the Board of Trustees regard-

ing the theatre.

The effect of these statements

is that, if the plebiscite vote

'69 have been released from
hospital following treatment.

OnSaturday the funeral for

Adama was held in Ottawa and

a commemorative service took

place In Grant Hall.

John Argue, who has injuries

to his right leg, can see vis-

itors at Hotel Dieu Hospital.

is positive, fund raising vy the

Principal will begin immed-

iately, and the levy will not

be imposed until the whole am-

ount has been secured. Also,

the Board of Trustees will be

'

forced to act on the blebisclte

and make a decision on the

theatre.

It is hoped that the board

will be able to find the finan-

cial resources necessary to er-

ect the theatre without the fin-

ancial participation of the stu-

dent body. However, only by

committing ourselves toaposs-

ible levy are we going to see

the theatre finished in time to

convocate Arts, Science Meds,

Law, and Post Grads 69.

Elsewhere teach-ins, panel

discussions and debates took

place.

The Vancouver students,

trooping four abreast through

rain and traffic, filled six city

blocks.

When they reached the Bay-

shore Inn, site of the AUCC con-

vention. President Dr. J. A,

Corry addressed the crowd.

He said students had shown

an unmistakeable interestinthe

fee issue.

"I accept this dramatic ex-

pression of your concern."

"We are all concerned, and

we shall certainly do all we can

to strive for a common goal,"

he said.

One thousand students from

Nova Scotia's eight provincial

institutions marched on the pro-

vincial legislature in Halifax, in

spite of rain.

They were met by represen-

tatives of the political parties,

who presented their educational

policies.

Robbie Shaw, President of the

Dalhousie Student Council,

warned that unless the govern-

ment acts on student demands

there will be a " bigger and bet-

ter march next spring."

In neighbouring New Bruns-

wick, Opposition Leader John

Diefenbaker toured the Univer-

sity of New Brunswick and spoke

before two meetings of students.

He promised that if his party

formed the government itwould

Arts 70 Coming
About 300 high school stu-

dents and 100 teachers visited

Queen's last Friday and Sat-
urday for the first of three

mathematics weekends.
With Queen' s math students to

quide them around, they spent

half a day learning how to use
the computer in Ellis Hall, saw
films and heard talks by math
professors. The teachers ahd a

separate schedule.
This is the second year that

the program has been held. Last

year, 1,200 came for one day
a day which turned out to be
rushed and hectic.
To eliminate this, the event

was split into two days on
each of three successive week-
ends. The firstgroupwas drawn

from an area further than 200

miles away. This weekend stu-

dents from inside that radius

will be coming and the final

week is devoted to Toronto

schools.
' ' The purpose of the weekends

is to attract outstanding young

math students to Queen" S and

show them the benefits offered

by a career in mathematics

said Coug Carr, chairman of the

math weekend committee.

"The first weekend was a

tremendous success. The high

school students found the pro-

gram very interesting and the

committee feels that we have

succeeded in attracting many of

them to Queen's for next year
1

,

he said.

He

Donald A. Redmond

JBRRRV HEM
The appointment of Donald

A. Redmond as chief librar-

ian of Queerf s University has

been announced- by President

J. A. Corry. to be effective

February List.

Mr. Redmond succeeds H.

pearson Gundy who has been

librarian here since 1947. Af-

ter a years leave, Mr. Gundy

intends to establish a course

of studies in bibliography to be

available to graduates and se-

nior honours students at Que-

en's.
-

Mr. Redmond, a Canadian,

is at present the assistant di-

rector of Libraries for Public

Service at the University of

Kanas.

raise the federal per capita

grants for education from $2.00

to $5.00.

Mr. Diefenbaker said he

thought National Student Day

was a good thing and commented
that they had never had anything

like it when he was a student.

In Ottawa about 800 marchers

from the clt/ s four CUS schools

were met on Parliament Hill

by student leaders and leaders

and representatives of the poli-

tical parties.

Rex Murphy, President of the

Student Council of Memorial

University in Newfoundland, ad-

dressed the crowd as a repre-

sentative of Canada' s only pro-

vince with free education.

He remarked that Newfound-

land, the last province to join

Confederation, was the first one

to make good use of it. He said

he hoped the example of Pre-

mier Smallwood in instituting

free education would "shine

forth over the rest of Canada."

CUS President Patrick Ken-

niff said National Student Day

was only the beginning of the

CUS effort to press the issue

of universal accessibility. He

presented a CUS brief outlining

the Union's position to the poli-

tical spokesmen.

In Saskatoon, T. C. Douglas

held a press conference on the

eve of National Student Day at

which he reviewed the New De-

mocrat education policy.

He said the training of young

Canadians was well worthwhile

since university graduates would

guide the country through the

scientific revolution.

At the University of Victoria

700 students marched toathea-

tre, where a forum onfree edu-

cation was held.

In London Ontario about 100

students marched in support of

universal accessibility.

McGill University, one of the

prime movers of the education

programme at the recent CUS
Congress, dicided to withdraw

from the programme when parti-

cipation was not forthcoming

from the province's French-

speaking universities.

At Sir George Williams Uni-

versity in Montreal, a five-

hour teach-in was held to de-

bate the concept of free edu-

cation. Sir George is not a mem-
ber of CUS.

BUDGET ATTACKED
Last Tuesday's regular AMS

meeting featured a report from
Dr. Melvin, the Chairman of the

Athletic Board of Control.
Since the Board is a standing

committee of the AMS, and
since it draws revenue from the
student non-academic fees, the
society executive must ratify
the Board* s budget.

After answering some ques-

tions about the budget, which

was subsequently ratified. Dr.

Melvin informed tile executive

that both he and Professor Mac-

intosh, thedlrectoroftheSchool

of Physical and Health Educa-

tion, were thoroughly dissatis-

fied with the question of the A B

of C. ,

In reference to the present

situation, he said, A lot of

things in this budget can t be

explained and are damned non-

S<

He(elt mat the present sys-

tem whereby the students (A B

of C) pay for basic equipment

such as divlngboarde.andbae-

ketball backboards was, just

ridiculous." -

He recommended that the Un-

by Tudor Beanie

iversity take over responsibil-

ity for these items.

He also suggested that the Un-

iversity pay the members of the

Department of Physical and He-

alth Education for coaching in-

ter-collegiate teams, rather th-

an the present system whereby

the A B of C pays their salaries

as coaches.

Dr. Melvin said that at pre-

sent negotiations were going on.

and that he was quite prepared

to speak to the Principal of

Vice-Principal regarding the

possibility of re-allocating ath-

letic responsibilities.

He stated that if the situation

can be improved, then many

of the sports now Inadequately

subsidized, can be properly ai-

ded.
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A Queen's Theafre
This editorial concerns ends and means, and how we

as students should select the desired ends and the

proper means to secure our objective. The desired

end is the constuction of a public auditorium and a

small teaching theatre to meet the requirements of

a rapidly expanding University. For some time now

various individuals and groups at Queen' s have been

talking about the need for such facilities. Some people

even got together to try to do something about it.

In 1959 the AMS established the Building Fund

Committee, which ostensibly was to direct its efforts

towards raising money for the new facilities.

It has been clear from the start that the Building

Fund would never be able to raise enough money by

itself to finance the costs of the theatre and audit-

orium. But it was designed more for the purpose ot

clearly demonstrating to the Board of Trustees that

the students definitely desired the facilities, and by

so doing persuading the Board to take action in this

regard. Thus the Building Fund has also been a

student pressure group. Unfortunately.its efforts in the

past have had little effect. It became obvious that
other mo .tbiI<ie

if the theatre and the auditorium were ever to be- ersiry would
^

attemp
r failed inm

come a reality the Building Fund Committee and die of the «
ralsei^ lebiscite

AMS would have to choose a new course of action, t

On September 21, the AMS approved the recommend-

ation of the Building Fund Committee to hold a

plebiscite on the question of a ten dollar addition to

die Student Interest Fees for the next 30 years, on

which basis the AMS could borrow approximately one

million dollars to help finance the project. The Umv-

: Proposed theatre: as of 1959. Will it change?

Will it go up?
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the interest

is now going to be held on January 26th

Dr. Corry has since announced that, providing the

plebiscite vote is positive, he will make every possible

effort to secure the additional funds. The Board of

Trustees has continued to remain non-committal on

the issue, but did indicate that it would considerthe

results of the plebiscite in making its decision.

Dr. Corry, in his statement on the theatre project,

put the matter very clearly by saying that he did not

see "any possibility of these things going forward n.

the near future without AMS support on the scale

proposed." Thus it is obvious that if the auditorium-

concert hall and small theatre are desired by students,

the only possible vote on the plebiscite can be "ves".
John Rae

MB
I'm human!

Editor, Journal:
Being one of the people on

this campus, I am disturbed

at the thought of no initiations.

The initiations meant to me
an instilling of Queen's spirit

a thought of being a part of

society here.

If 1 came solely to this

university to study, learn, and

become omniscient (as much

as possible) from books, I

could do that at home. I could

send for my number, study, and

write the exam at the nearest

center. But somehow 1 want to

live in our society, which is

composed of people, not books.

Can you

speak to anyone you meet in

this world and realize there is

something he knows that you

don't, even the' lowliest
1 factory

worker? I want to live with

The Middle Men

people, not books alone.

Perhaps if you look to lit-

erature, you will see a fine

example. The legends of

Faust before Goethe (and

Goethe's version) manifest the

situation well, as far as Pm
concerned. Mephistopheles

gave Faust omniscience in

trade for his soul. Faust found

his mind satiated but his life

quite useless.

I'm sorry if I sound like a

human but I want to live with

people.
A. Burkhartt

You've seen them on campus.

The guys with the short hair,

the neat white shirts, immacu-
late pants, shiny shoes - that

rich, middle-class appearance.

1 am not referring to the intel-

lectuals, but toour friends from
suburbia. This is surely one of

the most silent, most reaction-

ary, and most" nothing" groups

on campus.
Ostensibly, on the interna-

tional level, this group is try-

ing to bring peace to the world.

On the national level, it lobbies

for the overdog - any social,

economic, or political group

whose superiority is clearly

shown by their present position.

On the local scene it wages war
against any government expen-

diture not to its benefit. So why
do 1 object to a group which has

such high aims?
Of all the present interna-

tional problems they focus most
of their attention on Viet-Nam.
They utterly reject any criti-

cism of the U.S. automatically.

This is typical of their position -

everything the U.S. does is'gol-

den' , the action of the overdog,
morally superior. I'm not sur-

prised they have not taken any
stand about the lndo-Pakistani

conflict. Their dilemma is real

'Who are our enemies?' (The
U.S. has unfortunately given

both tremendous amounts of aid,

the great majority of which has
been military to preserve any
regime, despotic or no; e.g.

Spain, Portugal, most South
American countries, Batista,

Trujillo, etc., etc., etc., etc.,)

This underlines the first impor-
tant objection. Thegroupclaims
to be for peace, but supports
the arming of any nation, anyway
as long as it is anti-communist.

Secondly, dieir solution for

the world ills is so idealistic

as to be ludicrous. Two years
ago they supported Diemocracy.
This would, of course, provide

a stable government for now.

But unfortunately the bulk of the

people of even South Viet-Nam
disagreed with them. Also, un-

fortunately, rival despots dis-

agreed with them. And who

moves in to provide the only

view that is popular with the

people but the moderate National

Liberation Front (have you read

their program? ). Unfortunately

these moderates are supported

by the communists, and so the

common smear campaign goes

on as in the U.S. where any

new measure is inveiged against

as 'Commie'. Who is showing

respect for international law,

who has constantly violated die

Geneva Accords in Viet-Nam,
sponsored overt and covert in-

vasions, blockades, supposed

'revolts' in Lebanon, the Domi-
nican Republic, Cuba, Burma
Indonesia, etc., etc., etc.? These
people are advocating an even-

tual takeover of Viet-Nam by a

tyranny. Be realistic! They ad-

vocate the atomic bomb and do

not look forward to the eventual

spread of the technology of it,

and of delivery systems, such as

to put one hundred pulsating

fingers on the button. This group

is for a lasting peace?
There are other objections.

The main one is their attitude

itself. They claim to be en-

lightened, yet when a valid ob-

jection is made to their argu-

ments, they shout it down, not

bothering to reason it out. Cries

of 'Commie! Traitor! Peacenik!'

rise above the din. They claim

to be reasoning human beings!

their reason is their corporate
future, their middle-class back-

ground. They look forward and
backward to being controlled by
other people. It is remarkable
in such a large unreasoning
mass that one can write a let-

ter expressing some views all

by himself (perhaps there is

hope yet).

These views are not unbiased
ones, but 1 believe they are rea-
sonable ones. Before you accept
or embrace the next U.S. foreign
policy statement, please think

about it.

Tom Trottier

Is Johnstone?

Editor, Journal:
Last year I found Mr. John-

stone' s contributions to this

newspaper only mildly annoy-

ing, since they dabbled purely

in the realm of fantasy where

no one with a modicum of in-

telligence would take them ser-

iously. Now, this year, he has

chosen to fling multi-syllable

barbs into an area where they

could do permanent damage.

Mr. Johnstone desires to put

an end to Queen' s Initiations.

He wishes this University to

reject tradition, colour, and ap-

parently football games. He
damns initiations because they

are not character building, be-

cause they are "degrading to

the free and full development

of the individual." He has

missed the point ; they are

character building. Initiations

are designed to help the fresh-

man understand and develop

something of the spirit here

at Queen's. Certainly while

at college this spirit is mani-

fested in what you may cons-

ider inane ventures; singing,

dances, parades, football

games and so forth.

What Mr. Johnstone fails to

realise is that the Queen's

graduate who can carry some
of this spirit into society is

an asset to that society.

He is the one who pulls harder

when the chips are down, it

is his never-say -die attitude

that can make the impossible

possible. A "full orientation

programme" is a milk sop

replacement that will rob

Queensmen of a chance to

develop this attitude.

I suggest to you that the pur-

pose of this University is to

produce a well educated and

well balanced individual. This

process does not end in the

lecture theatre, and initiations

by virtue of the spirit they

build, are an integral part of

this process.
Mr. Johnstone has insulted

those who are attempting to

create this spirit with ad-

jectives such as authoritarian,

totalitarian, and narrow mind-

ed. His views are interesting-

!

whether or not they will be

tolerated is another question.

Humphrey Gervais,

Menzies Naive-——— .

on Birth Control

Support even
Editor, Journal:

I would like to give you

my whole-hearted support for

the editorial policy which you

have taken towards initiations.

As one who has recently ex-

perienced these "innane and
worthless diversions", I would
be very pleased to see them
replaced by something of a

constructive, useful nature.

Tom Garrett

Editor, Journal:

I would bring the resolution

of Messrs. Hughes, Newton-

Smith, Johnstone, and Rae up

to date thusly:

"Where as the university

comprises, in part, the van-

guard of cultural evolution; and

Whereas the spirit behind

initiations, being essentially

traditionalist and opposed to

change, is incompatable with

the progress of evolution which

necessarily involves continual

change; and
Whereas, we, as participants

in the evolutionary saga, realize

that social mobility and the

fluidity of human contacts is

necessary for evolution be it

resolved than
The students of Queen'

s

University... call for the ab-

olition of the neolithic initiation

programs which have somehow
survived until today and
their replacement by a program
designed to give the freshman

a comprehensive view of his

place in the sweep of evolut-

ionary time and his rights and

responsibilities as a propagator

of his species."
Colin Rose

THE JOURNAL of October 19

contained an article on birth

control by Mr. Ken Menzies.

If only the Church had accepted

birth control a few years ago,

we would not have to listen to

this drivel today. The super-

ficial arguments he presented

would persuade no one of the

Tightness of birth control.

Actually, the Church has

never condemned birth control

as such. She has always ad-

vocated responsible parent-

hood, where more than merely

selfish motives prevail in the

the attitude toward the function

and value of sex . But the

Chruch does oppose artificial

control, with arguments rest-

ing on a firmer moral basis

than the naive views held by

Mr. Menzies, who states that

"morality should be judged by

the intention of the moral
agent". You believe that*

the end justifies the means,
but the Church does not. If

you intend to use moral ar -

guments in this matter, either

you operate within the Church'

s

moral framework, or you sub-
stitute one you can demonstrate
to be better, and proceed.

Your economic "argument"
is incoherent and probably
meaningless. Consider this :

the USA spends over $6 million

daily to store surplus food,

and millions more to farmers
not to produce food. Remember
what G.K. Chesterton said:

"If there's a shortage of hats,

you don't lop off heads; you

make more hats." The part-

icular argument of food short-

age lacks force in this context,

(though I don't deny there may
be other more important eco-
nomic pleas in favour of birth

control).

One is sometimes suspicious
of this North American penchant
for birth control: it is easy
to get the impression the

middle and upper classes

(who couldn't care less about

their own breeding habits)

are, from fear, more concerned

with limiting the black, brown,

and yellow peoples than with

dwindling food supplies. The

white middle classes have a

tenuous hold on power over the

"underprivileged masses" and

are trying desperately to hang

on. But then, I may be ex-

aggerating.

Please, Mr. Menzies, try to

discuss this problem intel-

ligently . Forget such master-

pieces of nonsense and irrele-

vance as "masses of men leads

to mass man"

:

If Mr. Menzies or anyone else

is interested in pursuing this

discussion using sound eco-

nomic, social, and moral bases,

come to Newman House, where
there is a study group examining

the problem.
Ian McKay
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Want to win a Levanite?

Want to smash a car with a

sledge hammer?
f, re. s your chance. These are

of the attractions at this

Friday's "Slorgy" at Grant

Hall.

"Slorgy" is this year's ver-

ion of the Arts and Science

Fall Fair, and annual dance

at which each year sets up a

booth on the sidelines of the

dance floor.

A contraction of the words

•slave' and 'orgy', the name

"slorgy
1 ' comes from the char-

iot races which will be run

with a Levanite as a prize.

Xhe car bash is the brain-

WIN A LEVANA
child of Arts '66. Buying a
broken-down car from a men-
ber of their class, they will
set it up outside the bads door
and sell smashes at it.

The band, imported from a
Montreal nightclub is the
strictly animal Chuck Darnell

and XL's. It will be their first

appearance on campus.
With a trace of a leer, the

dance' s convenor, John Maples

-

den told the Journal, "Slorgy
shall conceivably be a broad-

minded attempt to explore our
primitive instincts."

Campus pc
Elected

Regidnrl VP
Bruce Macodrum, President

of campus Tories, was elected

first vice-president of the On-

tario Progressive Conservative

Student association. At the

founding meeting at McMaster
University Oct. 23, delegates

adopted the constitution and el-

ected the first executive.

George Grant was a member
of the panel that discussed the

thesis of his provocative new

book Lament for a Nation. Other

members of the panel were

Craig Ross and Gord Ross,

prominent YPC's of Toronto,

and Professor Davies, Head

of the Department of Political

Science at McMaster.
David Allin, executive secre-

tary of the OPCSA, reported to

the meeting on facilities avail-

able to slubs at Provincial

Headquarters. Davidjenkins,
student representative at Nat-

ional Headquarters, outlined the

progress of the national cam-

paign and the part to be played

by campus students.

Senator W. MacCutcheon add-

ressed the delegates at the final

session of the one-day confer-

ence.

Record
4th Unit North's attack on

Cornell University's Shower -

a-thon record ended in success

at midnight on Monday, Oct-

ober 25.

The 12 man-team showered
continuously for 9 days; each

man spent an average total of

18 hours under the shower and

about 55,000 gallons of water
(estimated by timing the filling

of a garbage can) were used.

The team reported that, as

they had suffered from consid-

erable looseness of the bowels

for several day afterward.
Other showeres reported blis-

ters and blothches on the skin.

Fortunately none of these eff-

ects are on the shower-room
itself; much of its painted area

is peeling badly.

The shoer -a-thon can take

credit for a residence first in

having a woman in a Men'

s

residence shower-room. A
female reporter from the Ot-

tawa Citizen decided to see

things for herself during the

event.

The shwer-a-thon recieved

considerable publicity. Besides

being welt-convered locally, it

was broadcast on CBC National

News and the Kingston Whig-
Standard undertook to notify

Cornell University of the

event" s success.

Dramr
A wildly off-beat improvisa-

tion on the biblical story of

Job will be the next project

of the Queen' s Drama Club.

All the action will take place

in a prize-fight ring in the mid-

dle ot the stage. But aside

from this inovation the pres-

sentation will be designed to

resemble a medieval morality

play. All the tribulations of the

unfortunate old-testamentpatr-

iach will be "ad libbed" bv

the actors during the perfor-

mance with only a basic outline

decided on in rehearsal.

Mervyn Procope, the direc-

tor said that, although the play

has no special message, "we
will attempt to suggest in the

end that God and the Devil

are one and the same." Aud-

itions for those interested in

participating in this productions

will be held in the drama lounge

Wednesday from two to four.

Discussion
Critical issues of the Rho-

desian situation will be ana-

lyzed tonight by a panel of ex-

perts in Rhodesian affairs.

Prof. amKeppel-Jones, Head

of the History department; Prof.

R.H. Watts, of the Departmenr

of Political studies; and two

African students will compose

the panel.

Issues to be considered in-

clude: the viability of economic
sanction, the relation between

Britain and Rhodesia as a col-

ony; the positions and attitudes

of the two Rhodesian groups;

the influence of Sir Garfield

Todd, Nkomo, and Sithole; the

repercussions in Africa of a

unilateral declaration of inde-

pendence.
PLACE-lnternational Center.

TlME-7:30 pm, Tues. Nov. 2

THIS WEEK. AT FUEEN'S

Tuesday November 2

The crisis in Rhodesia will

be the topic of a panel dis-

cussion sponsored by WUSC
and headed by Professors Kep-
pel -Jones (History) and Watts

(Politics.) International centre.

7:30 p.m. Refreshments will

be served.

Le Cercle Francais se reunira
le 2 november a la Salle Rouge
de Kingston Hall a 8 heures.

Une soiree pleine d* ambiance.
Bienvenun a tous.

Registration will be accepted

in Bin 'Kigh, Leonard, and the

Union on Tues., Wed., andThu-
rs, for the seminar with Dr.

Brookes this Saturday. The $2.

00 fee covers food and trans-

portation.

The Chess Club meets in Wal-
lace Hall, Students Union, on

Tuesday night, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday November 3

Boris Bukaty, Second Secretary
of the U.S.S.R. Embassy, will

give an informal talk concern-
ing: U.S.S.R. policies in the

United Nations, and The inter-

national relations of the U.S.
S-R., to be followed by a ques-
tion and answer session. 8:30

P-m. at International House,
sponsored by the U.N. Club.
Bonus - Free Coffeel

Arts '68 Vigs - Meeting in Main
Common Room, Students' Un-

8:30 p.m. sharp for Tri-
color Picture.

Paradoxes. Theyareeasilyfou-

nd in mathematics or logic,

but what are they? How can

they be resolved if at all?

Math and Physics Club meet-

ing at 8:00 p.m., in theatre

D of Stirling Hall, Prof. P.

E. Obreanu of Queen's Dep't

of Mathematics will speak on

the subject of "Paradoxes."

Everyone is welcome. Refresh-

ments available.

P.C. Club Meeting in Main Fl-

oor Common Room of Students'

Union at 7:30 p.m. before going

to Party Headquarters on Prin-

cess Street at 8:00 p.m.

K.G.H. Class of '66 presents

"Fashions a Go-Go" at 8:15

p.m. in the School of Nursing

Building, K.G.H., George St.

Fashions by Jackson-Metivier.

Shoes by Shalimar. Hats by

Cecile's. Hair Styles by Tony's.

Admission $1.00.

The Bridge Club meets at 7:00

p.m., in the Lounge of the

Students' Union. Duplicate Bri-

dge in the lower Common Room
every Wednesday.

Philosophy Club: At 7:30 pm a

paper on Russian existentialists

wiil be read, followed by dis-

cussion. All welcome.

Thursday, November 4

a.i.e.s.e.c. meeting at 7:30

p.m., Room 11, Dunning Hall.

Campus Clubs and Executives.

No Tricololor '66 Club Exe-

cutive pictures will be taken

after Thursday, Nov. 4. To

arrange to have the picture

of your club executive taken

for Tricolor call Glenn Mac-

Donell- 546-3533.

The Christian Science Organ-

ization invites you to attend

its weekly informal services,

which include testimonies of

healing and other remarks on

Christian Science. Room 27,

Dunning Hall.

The first of a series of dis-

cussions will be held by the

Queen's Young New Democrats,

the topic is " NDP-NDY con-

ventions" and the time is 8:30

p.m. at International House. Ev-

eryone is welcome.
Friday November 5

Friday lunch series at Inter-

national House has been can-

celled for this week.

"Slorgy," the Arts and Sci-

ence Fall Fair, in Grant Hall,

with Chuck Darnell and the

XL's.

Saturday November 6

Dr. Brookes wilHead a seminar

on "The Relevance of Chris-

tianity to Modern Social and

Political Issues." Register at

the SCM office or at desks

in Ban Righ, Leonard and the

Union before Thursday. $2.00

covers food and transportation.

Come,
give us a taste

of your quality.
—Hamlet, Act II

Challenging career opportunities—where talents and
temperaments of all types are put to work in a productive

environment— are found throughout our company's di-

versified operations.

At your Placement Office you'll find copies of "Alcan

—a Growth Company". Browse through it It tells you
about Alcan, and the opportunities Alcan offers the

enterprising university graduate.

Further information dealing with your specific inter-

ests can be discussed during a personal interview.

Mr. J. G. Campbell and Mr, G. D. White will conduct

on-campus interviews

NOVEMBER 8, 9. 10, 1965
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING . METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING PHYSICS • HONOURS CHEMISTRY

HONOURS MATHEMATICS

HONOURS PHYSICS • COMMERCE (ACCOUNTING)

\rALCAN **

Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd.

Telephone 548 3434

"®lie (gift Centre"

Fine China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON. ONT.

COMINCO REQUIRES
Undergraduates, graduates and post-graduates in

engineering and honours science for summer and

permanent employment.

uHHwai wrro iwtftaiTMiftS
NOVEMBER 10, 11 and 12, 1905

Your University Placement Office can provide

details and literature about COMINCO and ar-

range an interview.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

PULP and PAPER

U YOU ARE LOOKING FOB A CHANCE TO aHOI YOU HILL FIND

pLS ofOPPORTUNITY IN THIS STEADILY LANDING LEADER

AMONG CANADIAN INDUSTRIES, iHICH STANDS FIRST IN EMPLOY-

MENT , FIRST IN CAPITAL INVESTED AND FIRST IN VALUE OF

PRODUCTION.

KIMBERLY-CLARK OF CANADA LIMITED

and associated companies

KIKBERLT-CLARK PULP AND PAPER COMPANY LIMITED

SPRUCE FALLS POIER AND PAPER COMPANY LIMITED

manufacturers of newsprint, high-grade pulps, and a host

of leading consumer products including the well-known

Kleenex lines, invite you to examine their brochures .hich

ere available at jour Placement Office.

1966 OPENINGS

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS - Permanent S. Summer

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS - Permanent !. Siwaer

CIVIL ENGINEERS - Permanent & Summer

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS - Permanent Only

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES JILL BE iNTERVLEWNG AT

YOUR UNIVERSITY ON - November 18 & 19i 19&5.
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SPECIFICS: On The BlockThe bathroom is two flights

upstairs: water drips in through

cracks in the walls when it

rains, and ugly dangerous wires

hang exposed along the ceiling.

Why should this woman be told

that she can't get into low ren-

tal housing because the size of

her family qualifies her for a

four bedroom house and the

Housing Commission only has

three-bedroom houses avail-

able?
Why does she have to scrub

her filthy looking apartment

every day - to no avail, because

the paint is so old that the grime

will not be removed?
Why can't she get the toilet

repaired when it has been bro-

ken for a month?
Why does her eldest daugh-

ter have to leave school be-

cause she cannot study in the

noisy crowded apartment and

the school closes immediately

after classes are over?

Why does her 12 year old

son get dragged down to juv-

enile court for stealing? What

other activities are there to

keep him busy and amused?

Why is there little chance

of the children ever going to

university, or of escaping into

a better life?

The questions are endless

How it Feels

If a student urges a taxi

driver to take him to the sta-

tion quickly, the driver invar-

iably hurries out along Rideau

Street where there are no traffic

lights or stop signs to impair

his speed. These lack of traffic

controls are a lucky break for

the person who is afraid of

missing his train, but they are

a constant source of worry for

the parents of Rideau Street

whose children have to use that

road.

By May, when we began work-
ing on this street, there had

been six accidents involving

children, one fatal, since Jan-

uary. Because the people wanted

something to improve the situ-

ation and because we were in-

terested in seeing them work to -

gether on a problem, a traffic

petition was circulated, deman-
ding stop signs, crossingguards

and increased radar control.

The results of this petition

were numerous. It was dis-

cussed in the newspaper and on

the radio. A meeting was held

with the two aldermen, the press

and project members because

the aldermen were insulted at

not being consulted about the

petition. A second meeting was
held for the residents to give

a list of demands to the alder-

men. These included a fence

around the park, "Watch
Children" signs, and incrt;

police patrol. Within two w i

of the petition, a traffic
su]

was completed and the 0
improvements had been ^
Later in the month, resid

were asked to attend .a
; ie

tti the bug
of the Traffic and Streets

Cy, years f

mittee to decide whether
§ externi

wished to have parking t^ | cramro
nff f-ho ct-root-

ll! a t

real St.

the la*

house c

in mud
*e tra'

ship fil

Cond

One ho

off the street.

As far as the project
it

was concerned -we had our
i

publicity, and were introdu,

as it were, to the King
Si

public. We learned several l_

ssons about the political ma c [
plaste

" " One fa

lived i

was o

$160

inations of a small city
[j

Kingston, and whose toes

is dangerous to step on.

ly, and most important fo r

of us, several of the resj<j|andho

who had worked on the petit]! A ir

decided that this was a about

way of solving problems, Sup, ^u

became eager to work withl withou

on improving other conditijj afraid

that they disliked. more

house :

ments
family

ment.

erous-

had on

When I tell ar

I spent my summer at a non-

paying job which consisted ma-
inly of "just talking with peo-

ple", the question which inev-

itably follows is "Why?" To

answer such a question is not

only i m p o s s i-b 1 e - if s down-

right embarrassing. 1 did not

know when I began work on the

Kingston Community P r oj ect

and there were times during

the summer when 1 was sure

that 1 would never know. I was

strongly convinced that some-

thing was wrong with the pre-

sent method of solving the pov-

erty problem, but my vague

belief in the idea of community
organizing as a solution could

hardly be called "conviction"

.

For the most part, 1 looked

upon it as an interesting ex-

perience -and in this rather

shaky frame of mind, 1 began

my summer job.

To call it a "job" even, is

rather presumptuous. Most of

my summer was spent in try-

ing to find ways to put a nebu-

loous theory -the idea of com-
munity organizing - into prac-

tice. The idea is based on the

premise that since the present

welfare system is only making

the poor more dependent on

society, the best approach is

to get them to work together

to solve their own problems.

What it means in practice is

talking, and listening - endless-

ly. It means spending a lot of

time simply getting to know

people. We would meet one

woman on a block and perhaps

she would, if we were lucky,

introduce us to her neighbour.

Gradually we might get to know
everyone on the street. We
would discuss problems which

ranged from the neighbour1

s

kids to sub - standard housing,

and then we would try to find

ways to solve some of them.

Even the "little" ones - like

traffic control -took weeks of

planning and yet there was al-

ways the vague hope that some
day we could build a community

strong enough to tackle some-
thing as big as rent control.

Sound frustrating? It was,

because we never knew how

much we had accomplished -

until only two people attended

by Bron Wallace

friends that a block meeting -and then we

knew only that we must start

_ again and talk some more. But

each time, I gained something

too'. While I was frustrated with

the difficulties of dealing with

people as people, I began to see

how important it was. 1 stopped

seeing the poor as a group to

be dealt with en masse because

they had made a mistake some-

how, but rather as indiiduals,

often trapped in a situation

they hadn' t created, who needed

to know that there was a way
out if we worked together. In

other words, I came to under-

stand what community organ-

izing really meant.

For this reason, 1 would do

it again - and I will. Commun-
ity organizing, for me, is not

a "summer job", because if s

bound up with words like in-

volvement and commitment that

we use so freely. 1 would do

it again because 1 believe that

this approach can, in time,

accomplish more that the pre-

sent impersonal methods. I will

do it again because I made some
friends this summer and ldon't

want to let them down.

Disillusionment

St,

We forst entered the Chatham

area about mid-June. The

focal point was originally a row

of tenements of a truly' slum'

cast. However upon closer in-

spection, these homes (and

homes they were) proved to be

blessed and overlooked by a

most benevolent landlord. By

the standards of the 'project

philosophy" at the stage it was
then in, this discovery was a

bitter disappointment indeed.

The next day was more en-

couraging with the discovery of

a family who difinitely had land-

lord grievances. However, to

quote the project jargon then

prevalent, 'the area remained
undefined' and so for the next

two weeks a little game was
played between the two block

organizers and the 'block'. The
organizers looked for a defined

problem and the block refused to

yield one.

These weeks saw title sear-

ches to try and find potentially

evil landlords (for any landlords

who oned two houses on a block

were by definition EVIL),

streets withpoorlookinghou-
sing were checked but alas, the

tenants seemed complacent.

This made these two weeks a

hell on earth. ' Hello Madam'
do you have any problems???'

Perhaps the last straw came
on the evening when a block

family invited us in and served

us quantities of beer or at

least enough to lull us into a

state of euphoria seldom ex-

perienced ( in such a form)

outside the middle class. They
were beyond help. These people

covered up by pretending they

did not need help.

In conclusion, the Chatham
St. area was a confusion of

many elements giving the over-

all picture of being a rather

'complacenf lower middleclass

district in typically middle

class torpor -being unaware of

the problems which surround

them.
by Bill Martin and

Sally Clendenning

At stake in the tuaromrty; p

These children live imton t

them. The Kingston CWity

a future for them. Partes

John Hewett:Com||nt

John Hewett fishes for an answer..

The most widely publicized

action of the K.C.P. was the

$20 meeting of Montreal St.

tenants with their landlord, John
G. Hewett.

The appalling condition of the

Montreal St. houses, the land-

lord's laxity in making repairs,

and a threatened rent raise

convinced us that successful

action was possible. The tenants

had been threatened witli a rent-

raise if they did not clean up

their back yard. Although they

had cleaned the debris, the

tenants could not afford to rent

a truck. Hewett refused to pro-

vide one, although he is a con-

tractor. The rent threat still

held.

Assured by a lawyer that the

rent-raise was illegal, the te-

nants compiled a list of 10

grievances, including leaking

rooves and faulty fire

They planned to pres£

J|
list when the landlord com

the rent from one of thel

j|
ders. When she was abse1f

meeting fell through. L

They then tried to contat|

wett through an ad in * f L

Standard. The Whig re^J
print it until a lawyer 1 J
away their claim tha 1 I

libellous. Hewett finally
jjj

to meet them provided B

ceived in advance 3 c
j|

cheque for $20. He cla^
his time was worth $51* 1

The Canadian Reg* s ie k

nated the money arid PJ
an article on Montreal - B

The landlord printed an ^
in the Whig Standard j"=

Tj
his action by long exp 1

with "bad" tenants, l Ji

ants reply was refused

i pa
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UNITY PROJECT
Tn a casual visit to a Mont-

S St. home we learned that

iff landlord of the run-down

I f
e

e owned eight other houses

3 . muCh worse condition. These

su I '"e
traced through our owner -

- out ship fileS " ,,-

i rnJ Conditions were appalling,

'siii Anne house was full of bedbugs;

me A l e bugs had been there for four

ts p
tl

]
1

ars and the landlord had never

er J,]
Kteiminated. 26 people were

« tall crammed into one dilapidated

I house in four three room apart-

,
t

. I ments with no fire escape. One

3Urfl] family occupied a damp base-
•

od
D

| nt.
Wiring was old and dang -

CimroJ erous-looking;
one apartment

era] I had only two electrical outlets.

1 ma Plaster was falling off the walls,

to
I

One family with eight children

toe- 1 lived in three-rooms ;the father

n. La* was on welfare and received

t'forl$160 a month to feed, clothe,

residl and house his family.

petit! A meeting was held in which

a J about half the tenants showed

ms
8

J u but they were afraid to act

with] without the others, who were

inditiL afraid of eviction. It became

I
m0re difficult to organize an-

other meeting when the land-
lord warned the tenants that

they would be evicted if they
had anything to do with us. We
did not pressure for another
meeting, because the risks of
eviction were high for these
people. Almost all the tenants
had large families andasares-
ult it was not easy for them to

find a place to live, and this

landlord was one of the few who
didn't care how many children

his tenants had as long as they

paid the rent.

We became good friends with

many of the families here, and
talked with them about the poss -

ibility of forming a neighbour-
hood organization in which the

people would work together, and
from a position of strength

could then act without fear of

reprisals. Many were excited
about this idea and a potential

core of leaders began to deve-

lop. Fear of action began to

break down: in a recent visit

to one of these homes two wo-
men announced that they were
going down to visit the mayor
and ask why he wasn't doing

anything about slum housing.

In short these people have

begun to feel that their ;

'

uation is not hopeless, that if

they act together they can im
prove their lot and work for

better housing, more jobs, and

other issues vital to them.

This week the QJ features
the Kingston Community Pro-
ject, a poverty project totally

organized and primarily staffed

by Queen' s students.

Participants sought to stim-
ulate the poor to tackle and
solve their problems through
co-operative, collective action.

They worked in the Kingston
slums north of Princess Street
and along Ontario Street. The
main issues were traffic, hous-
ing, a tenants council, and a
playground.

The KCP was the subject of

a CBC_TV program'Compass
'65'. Nation-wide publicty also
resulted when a landlord charg-
ed his tenants $20 for a meet-
ing. CUS and thefledglingCom-
pany of young Canadians also
took an active interest in the

project.

Here, KCP participants re-
cord and evaluate their exper-
iences. More information can be

obtained from the project pros-
pects and reports, available

from the participants.

The project will be discussed

at the next AMS meeting.

—photos by Doug Wakayama
and the Whig-Standard.

The Future

A ppreciation

by Dennis McDermott
The project for the winter The physical

Mi yonmy: part of Canada' s future,

live i<if$ton and there are many like

ston Canity Project is trying to find

m _
phfortesy the Whig-Standard.

On July 4 two Queen's stud-

ents came to my door. Now I

live at 34 Lower Union across

from a scruffy looking vacant

lot. They talked to me and ask

ed me if 1 had ever thought

of making this lot into a play-

ground for young children. 1

said that we had thought of it

but wer hadn' t known what to do

about it. Now these Queen's

students suggested that we get

as many parents who were in-

terested to a meeting at my
at my home.
One week later a meeting was

held attended by a large group

of parents. At this meeting we

decided to approach Mr. Cook,

the local alderman, and so de-

cided upon another meeting held

in a chruch hall four days later.

This meeting proved to be suc-

cessful. Now at the meeting we

decided to approach the owner

of the lot. He turned us down,

the rat.

The parents of the district,

together with the Community

Project put together a brief

which the aiderman, the parents

and the students presented to

the director of parks and re-

creation, Mr. Webb. Alderman

Webb felt this was a good thing

and consequently we obt a ined

permission to open a play-

ground. All we needed now was

the land on which to open.

Now Mr Cook approached Mr.

Sutton, manager of Kingston

Shipyards. Mr. Sutton informed

us that he had a vacant lot

which he would gladly lend to

the residents for use as a tiny

tots playground. Mr, Webb then

agreed to supply us with equip-

ment from the city. We are to

supply our own supervisors for

the remainder of this summer.

The parents agreed to donate

their own time towards the

supervising along with the help

of the KCP. We the parents of

this area wish to take this

opportunity to thank the students

of the KCP for their instigation,

help and co-operation in ob-

taining our tiny tots playground.

yours truly

Mrs. P. Parker

Mrs. G. Ackley

is slowly taking shape. There

are five full-time participants

at this point, three ex-students

and two housewives. Unlike the

summer there is no director.

The project members are Patt

Parker, a young housewife with

six children and Gail Actaley,

another young housewife with

two children. Both were active

during the summer in heading

up a campaign to get a small

playgound in their area. Myrna
Wood worked with SNCC in the

Atlanta, Georgia office for the

summer, and had some com-
munity experience in Mississ-

ippi. Joan Newman graduated

this year from Carleton and

worked for the CYC in Ottawa

until she quit this month to

join the project. Dennis Mc
Dermott, the lone male on the

project, is a SUPA staff person

and was director of the summer
project.

September was a chaotic per-

iod of transition for the pro-

ject. Some project members
were busy preparing for the

fall term. Others were attend-

ing youth conferences and the

SUPA Institute at St. Calixte

Quebec.

implnts at $5 an Hour

and P
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paper.

At the final meeting, the te-
nants demanded an apology and
a statement that the Hewett
charges were not against them
specifically. However, publicity

attracted several reporters and
aldermen whose presence in-

hibited the tenants from speak-
ing out. Hewett refused to ap-
ologize, but agreed not to raise
rents if the yard was kept clean.
^ tenants agreed to supply pa-
int for two rooms, he agreed
Co supply it for the rest and
10 make repairs demanded by
the Building Commission.
Although this action resulted

in few concrete gains, it em-
phasized the problems of com-
munity organizing. We realized
that the action had been pre-
mature. Lack of a strong sense
of community and fear of ev-

iction kept many from joining

the action. Because the com-

munity spirit did not outweigh

this fear and the intimidation

caused by reporters presence

many did not attend the meet-

ing and those present did not

speak. The most important re-

sult of the action then, was

the realization that community

organizing is a slow process.

No action should be taken un-

less it results from the wishes

0f a strong community which

is prepared to face opposition

together.

Journal

features

et-up of the

project has changed quite a bit

from the summer. We have

given up both project houses

and now live in a couple of

apartments within a few blocks

of Patt and Gail's houses-as

close as we can get for the

money we have to spend. We
have no office set-up but any

bureaucratic-type jobs such as

co r e spondence are usually

handled by Patt and Dennis.

Financially the project hasn't

yet overcome the chaos of the

September period but it looks

something like this; there is

a small bank account left from

the summer for operating ex-

penses. Dennis is self-suppor-

ting until the spring, Joan and

Myrna are living on savings

until they get part-time jobs

or we do some fundraising,

and Patt and Gail are married.

Our method of organizing in

so far as anything can be called

a method at this stage, is a

slow process of building up

close contacts with a gradually

expanding circle of people; talk-

ing over coffee in the afternoon,

discussions over supper or long

talks into the night after the

kids are in bed. It serves to

acquaint each other with who

we are, our interests, beefs

etc or to consider why the

city has money for one thing

and not another. The group is

expanded in one of two ways;

either another person hears

about our discussions and wants

to come along or have us over,

or we go out, talk with them

and they join in our next session.

So far Patt and Gail have

either been friends of those

joining us or have talked to

them with regard to a petition

for the park and crossing guards

in late summer thus minimizing

some of the problem of making

the initial contact. The pattern

of discussion is one of dis-

covering each others' concerns

and looking for actions which

will meet those concerns. The

concerns range from wanting

someone to talk, to wanting

something for the community.

Specifically, this winter wewill

be working to get a skating

rink for the playground, and

traffic guards for the busy In-

tersections on school days.
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CAMPUS
COMFORT in

Glenavr

SWEATERS,
SKIRTS,

SLIMS

FaBhion AND comfort!

That's Kitten for fall!

This perfectly matching

outfit iB a must for your

Kitten collection!

Full-fashioned

medium-weight Shetland

and mohair cardigan with

classic neck and long

sleeves, moth-proof,

shrink-resistant—skirt is

100% pure wool worsted

woven of superfine Botany,

fully-lined, dry-cleanable

—

in exciting new Fall colours

—perfectly matches all

Botany sweaters. At all

fine shops everywhere.

532/490

Without ibis label it i» ml genuine KITTEN.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen' s Students always Welcome.

Torn Annis to greet you.

Representatives of

THE

International Nickel Company
Or CANADA LIMITED

Will visit the university lo discuss career opportunities

with graduation and Post graduate students in

ENGINEERING—
O MINING
O METALLURGICAL
O CHEMICAL
O ELECTRICAL
O MECHANICAL
O CIVIL

A»D CHEMISTRY
On November 3» ^ and 5

Also, interviews will be held with
students in:

GEOLOGY AND CEOPHYSICS

For Summer Employment - 2nd, 3rd,
4th and poat-graduate years

For Regular Employment - graduating
and post-graduate students

On November 4

We Invite you to fcmnjre en Interview through the

University Placement Service

International Nickel. Company
OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

LOST
On Thursday evening. Oval-

shaped silver locket and chain,

between New Women's Resid-

ence and Ban Righ. Finder pl-

ease call Dorothy Payton, local

841.

An opal pendant. Possibly at

Polish Hall or Grant Hall on

Homecoming weekend. Reward.

Phone Stan -542-8055.

Would the beneficent soul who
finds my gold Parker 21 pen

cap please call the Loser at

546-9062. The ink is staining

my undedrwear.

FOUND
A poncho-type rubber rain coat

was found at the Toronto at

Queen' s game, Oct. 23rd. If

you are the owner, please phone

542-4319 and you may have it

back for the cost of this ad.

One Athletic Card at Toronto

football game. Bonnie Jacobs.

Phone John at 542-7643 for

return.

WANTED
Ride to Western, this weekend.

Will share expenses: Please

call Joe -546-6954, Jim C. -

CLASSIFIED

Table Boarders wanted. Mrs.

H. Phillips. Call 542-7611. 331

Earl.

One extra large aquarium to

allow ample swimming space

for one 205 pound fish. Tand
must be alcohol resistant. Ph-

one Local 322 and ask for

Tom Edwin H.

For Sale, For Rent

Must sell! Harmony Folk Gui-

tar and shoulder strap and car-

rying case. Excellent Conditionl

Contact Dick Arnott at 542-

7481.

Clean Warm Room for rent.

Light housekeeping if desired.

All conveniences, frigidaire et-

c. Continuous hot water. Rea-
sonable rates. Phone 546-7376.

or apply at 306 Frontenac st-

reet.

POSITIONS
Attention: Levana Society App-
lications are now being rec-

eived by Joan Pistawka, New
Residence, for the following

positions: Grad Banquet Con-
venor, Snowball Committee R-
epresentatives (2).

ACTIVITIES
Tentative arrangements have

been made to charter an Air-

Canada flight from Toronto to

Fort William on December 18.

Ensure yourself of a flight re-

servation and reduce your tra-

velling expenses. About fortv

dcudents are required. Would
those students who are inter-

ested sign the list in the A.M.S.

OFFICE.
There will be a "French table"

in Wallace Hall of the Union
every weekday noon.

If you want to maintain or

improve your French please

come to the table with the

Fleur-de-lys flag and sign "La
Table Francaise."

Every Weeknight, 7-9 pm, and

Saturday, 1-5 pm. Queen's You-
ng New Democrats will canvass
Ontario Ward, meeting at the

main entrance to the Union.

Phone Tom, 542-7948.

PERSONAL

On Friday I sounded the aura

surrounding the "yellow-coat-

ed"; rumours of integrity, wis-

dom, and Levana hero worship-

pers. On concluding that aura

is so much B.S., I thankfully

shed yellow for blue, entering

the realm of the true - where
the men are men and the women
are glad of it.

"A man of Meds"

VOLUNTEERS

Four student volunteers are

needed to assist the Ontario

Housing Corporatiion in inter-

viewing low rental families in

Kingston.

If interested, please contact

Mrs. Mary Batchelor at the Lod

Nelson Motel after 6:30 P.M.

Michael Marrello
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLISTS

Featuring The Latest

In Hair Styling

Winners of Three Top Awards

In Kingston and District

Here is new idea for your

Tiursday evening break.

Come to International Ho-
use from 10:00 to 11:00 and
join the " Bull Session"

.

These are informal disc-

ussion groups on various

topics.

This Thursday, Al Coo-
mbs will begin a discuss-

ion on "China Since 1900".

FOR

UNDSRGR'lDUATBs

Tji_the_Arjii£d_For_ce s_ Unive rsijy_%s^rve_Trai_iiin_2. Program

The purpose of the Reserves is to introduce University

undergraduates to service life and to provide training

to qualify them for commissioned rank in the Reserve^on

graduation.

The highlights are:

» Combines Military Training with academic studies.

0 Available to First or Second year students in Engineering,

Arts, Commerce, Science, Medicine and other courses.

• $250 per month during the summer plus room and board.

. 16 days pay during the academic year.

. Valuable summer experience at armed forces establishments
across Canada.

Qualifications:

- Age 17 - 30 years.

- Medically acceptable by the armed forces.

- A University student.

Interested personal contact the Resident Staff Officers,
Students' Union Building, Phone - Local 441 or 451.
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Gaels Win
(continued from page 8)

second kick which Langois again

took on the move. Cal Connor's

26 yard pass to Bayne together

w ith Bayne* s 55 yard run scored

Gaels' first touchdown at 4:54.

Larry Pianette kicked the con-

vert.
Midway through the quarter a

snapped ball went over Rick

Ripstein' s head and Queen'

s

tacklers rushed in to score a

safety touch.

In the last minute of play Cal

Connor passed to Doug Cowan in

the end zone for Gaels' second

touchdown of the afternoon.

Wade Kenny blocked Larry Pl-

ancke's convert and the final

score was Queen's 16, McGill

Tracksters Fifth
(continued from page 8)

In the 3 mile event, Peter
Buniako of Toronto drew away
from Queen' s Roger Pratt who
had to be content with the silver
medal, with a career top of 14
min. 46 sec.

One of Queen's mostpromis-
ing performers is Tim Baker,
who came 5th in the final of
the 440 yd. hurdles.
Terry Haggerty gained 5th

place in the discuss and was
also entered nT the shot put.

Neil Miles gained 4th place in
pole vault, just failing 11 ft.

Bob Eadiewas disappointed with
his performance with the new
fibre-glass pole.

Toronto were the winners of
the meet with McMaster 2nd,
Western 3rd, Windsor 4th, and
Queen's tied with McGill for
5th.

photo Shaver

Guy Potvin (38) grabs Eric Walter (25) grabs pigskin (?),

Time Out
(continued from page 8)

Journal Sports nav well have burned in effigy last Tuesday

appearing minus a story on the Rugger Second's first win of

the season- 3-0 victory over Toronto. A mix-up with the layout

staff lead to an ad appearing instead of the rugger story. The lone

scoring in that game was a penalty kick which was awarded to

Queen's when a Toronto player tackled Queen's fly half Tom Mc-

Williams as he was about to drop the ball in the Toronto end-zone.

Ottawa will be the scene of the Harrier team' s next outing. They

meet Canada's best in the Eastern Canadian Senior and Junior

Cross-Country championships on Nov. 13.

When Queen's Golden Gaels track team finished in a fifth place

deadlock with McGill a week ago Saturday-the stalwart Queen s -

men decided to take the decision as to standings into their own

hands. They challenged McGill to their choice of a hand-walking

or beer drinking contest to break the tie. McGill declined and

Queen' s laid claim to fifth place.

McGill' s Redmen-to no one's surprise - lead Queen's in all

categories - in first downs 15 to 13, in passing, and rushing,

to passing average -and unfortunately for the Redmen in fum-

bles. Queen's led In only one category, punting as Larry Fer-

guson punted twelve times for a 40.3 average.

PETER SCOTT
SWEATERS

FASHION CRAFT SHOPS

93 Princess Street

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

if will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. -- Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY. C.L.U. - Boa -
546-0032

M. EMMET ADAM — Rea -
S42 6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OP CANADA

181 Princ... SH..1
Telephone 546-3671

Branch Manager: A. E. Nelson. C.L.U.

INVESTIGATE
A CAREER

IN MARKETING
General Foods. Limited, Canada's leading food marketer, is

seeking young men who are Interested In exciting and rewarding
careers in the field of Marketing.

WHATABBWELOOKMVPOM
We are looking for aggressive, Imaginative young men
who can be trained to become Product Managers In our
Advertising Department.

WHATDOESA PRODUCTMANAGER DO?
His is a highly responsible and rewarding position

wherein he has complete charge of the full range of

marketing activities for one of General Foods' many

consumer products (for example; Maxwell House Coffee,

Jell-0 desserts. Post cereals). The work Involves

deal ing not only with Advertising Agencies In the

development of consumer advertising, but also in the

design of in-store promotions, product/package
development, sales planning, production forecasting,

prof i tab i 1 i ty . etc.

whatahe THeoppowun/mes
POH ADVANCEMENT ?

They are excellent. Promotion Is entirely on the basis

of merit and men are given additional responsibility as

soon as they have proven they are ready for it.

WATSHOULD VOU DO MOW?
You should contact the University Placement Office to

arrange an interview time. We wl 1 I be at QUeen '

s

on Thursday, November 11th. to interview

students in their_ qradua t ing ;/ea r;

GENERAL FOODS, LIMITED
(1
P

Don't wait for the breaks

Go After Them- That's How Success Begins

At Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd., success begins with

a S year training program of challenging work assignments

designed to develop specialist and management skills. Your

success may well begin in an interview with the representative

of this all Canadian company employing over 20,000 people.

Challenging positions are available in their steel, steel

fabrication, gas turbine and transportation industries as

well as in their engineering laboratories. These positions .

are open to graduates and post-graduates in all branches

of ENGINEERING, BUSINESS, HONOUR MATHEMATICS, and PHYSICS.

How about you?

When you join Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd. You will start

on a satisfying and rewarding career. It could take you,

if you wish, to locations in Halifax, Montreal, Toronto,

Vancouver and other urban centres across Canada. You

can be sure the opportunities will be there for the taking.

0n November 9&10the Company representative will be

on campus. Ask your Student Placement Director to arr,

an interview for you.

arrange

Hawker Sddeley Canada Ltd.

7 King Street East, Toronto
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Connor-to-Bayne Pass

Scalps Redmen

SPORT:
photo by Nelson

John Crouchman (58) and Guy Potvln (38) jump to block Rip-

stein pass to Don Taylor (79).

SOCCER

GAELS CLINCH DIVISION

TITLE WITH 2 - 2TIE
Fine teamwork again enabled

the Soccer Gaels to tie McGill

2-2 Saturday on Lower Cam-
pus.

McGill started off strongly

with the help of a powerful

wind which, on many occasions

blew the ball over the heads

of Queen' s players.

McGill made repeated attacks

from both sides with the wing-

men centering the ball for de-

men centering the ball for dan-

gerous plays, but the Queen's

defensive unit held firm as Den-
nis Stamp, Andy Bacon and

Herve Sauve broke up many
plays. However, after 15 min-
utes of play, Jack Boas, ver-

satile inside man for McGill,

drilled a shot from 60 feet

out that caught the right corner
' of the net. Immediately after

-

' wards, Queen' s threatened the
' McGill goal as George McGui-
re missed the net on two clear

shots and, three Gaels missed
a rolling ball In front of an

open McGill net. Three min-

utes before the end of the half,

McGill* s left inside man pas-

sed the ball through the Que-
en's defence to within 3 feet

from the right post and. Ken
Lewis tapped it in.

(by Herve' Sauve' - I

Journal Sports writerl

In the second half Queen's

play turned with the wind as

they came back from a 2-0

deficit to tie the game. From the

opening whistle, Queen's were
continually menacing the McGill

goal until finally the referee

called a hand ball in the pe-
nalty zone. On the penalty shot,

lan Jones accurately booted the

ball in the left side to score
Queen's first goal. From then

on It was Queen's all the way;

Jones shot and hit the cross-
bar, Nyron Devonish and George
McGuire both missed the top

of the net by less than two

feet. Finally, in a scuffle in

front of the McGill net, Clem

Nkwakwesi tallied for the Gaels.

Thus, at the final whistle, the

score was 2-2.

Queen's soccer team are now

champions of the Eastern divi-

sion of the O.Q.A.A. Soccer

League. Standings were Queen's

6, U of Montreal 4 and Mc-

Gill with 2. Queen's now waits

for a possible home and home

playoff with the winner of the

Western division of the O.Q.

A. A. league.

A fourth quarter scoring surge by the Queen's Golden Gaels

gave them a last minute 16-6 victory over McGill Redmen at

Richardson Stadium Saturday.

Cal Connor's pass to Don Bayne late in the fourth quarter gave

Queen' s the essential touchdown to win in the closely fought contest,

McGill' s offensive unit,

greatly improved since playing

Gaels in Montreal, opened the

game with a hard hitting attack

led by Eric Walter and Don

Taylor. For Gaels it was Theron

Craig who led the defense in

stopping Eric Walter and Pete

Howlett as they tried to pene-

trate the Queen's line.

Mid-way through the opening

quarter McGill quarterback

Rick Ripstein in fine passing

form, threw to Eric Walter who
carried to the Gaels' 26 yard

line. Steve Surman and Frank

Arment broke through the Mc-

Gill line to block Sal Lovec-

chio' s field goal attempt.

Ray Lawson and Don Taylor

held the Queen' s offence to short

gains and forced Gaels to call

upon the services of punter

Larry Ferguson who averaged

40 yards during the afternoon.

The second quarter opened

with two touchdowns being call-

ed back. Eric Walter took the

kick-off and ran it back over

100 yards for a touchdown but

a McGill clipping penalty on

their own 21 yard line nulli-

fied his fine effort. On the

next play McGill fumbled and

Frank Poce recovered. Gaels'

potential touchdown came when

Bayne Norrie, unable to plunge

through the line, pitched out to

quarterback Connor who passed

to end Larry Ferguson. The play

was called back as Ferguson
was ruled an ineligible receiver.

by Dave Dowsley
Journal Sports Writer

Gael Merv Daub (56) pulls down McGill' s Pete Howlett

(30), as Gael Bill Ferguson waits.

Taking advantage of an inter-

ception by Wade Kenny McGill

moved, in eight plays, to score

their single touchdown of.the day

with Rick Ripstein crossing the

goal line at 5;43.

Neither team could put to-

gether a scoring combination

in the third quarter, Gaels'

defensive unit, however, dem-
onstrated some of their finest

tactics, tackles, John Crouch-

man three with Frank Arment
making five while Merv Daub

and Bill Ferguson had two ea-

ch.
Gerry Langlois opened the

last quarter by catching a Mc-
Gill punt and making a fine run

back.
Several plays later McGill

undersestimating the wind velo-

city and Ferguson's kicking abi-

lity, did not play the kick deep

enough and the 56 yard punt

travelled into the end zone wh-

ere Eric Walter fell on it and

Gael tacklers scored a rouge.

McGill, unable to advance "af-

ter two plays, kicked and Lang-

lois took it but a roughing pen-

alty against Queen's led to a

(see GAELS WIN p.7)

RUGGER

TIME OUT GAELS BLAST REDMEN 11-0

Heino Lilies - back in a week?

BY BRIAN C. BAILEY
Journal Sports Editor

The varsity (student newspaper at U. of T.) recently printed the

results of an Oct 18th national football rating svstem— bv "a doII

of sports writers". This poll, albeit that it was composed before

Queen' s convincing win over Toronto' s Blues and Saturday* s McGill

win, was a farce.

Queen's stood seventh in the nation. University of Alberta was

ranked first with Western second and U. of T. somewhere between

the 'Stangs and Gaels. Also ranked over Queen's were Carleton

and University of British Columbia.

National selection systems — and particularly ones early in the

season- are self-defeating. They are drawn up by sports writers

who can't possibly have seen more than one third of the ranked

team play more than one game (since pre-season exhibition games
are the only interlocking play).'

Inter-league ratings are inevitably based on pre-season games
scores of which are as accurate in spotting the team' s potential

as a system would be which drew names out of a hat. Take Alberta's

first place rating — established by a 20-3 victory over Western

in early September.. Did the sports writers consider the fact that

Western held its first contact practice the night before the game? It

would seem by the ratings that either (a) the writers deemed this

unimportant or (b) they just didn* t know. As a footnote it might

interest the pollsters that Alberta succumbed 34-26 to Manitoba

(unranked) the day following their poll —and that in fact they had

lost to Saskatchewan (unranked) the week before.

Consider also Western's second place ranking. Toronto's 48-15

victory could conceivably be proof the Blues are a better team.

Where does all 'this leave Queen's? Queen' s could, by merit of its

1-0 loss and 31-0 win over Toronto conceivably be rated above

Toronto which by calculations has already been rated above Toronto

Toronto which by my calculations has already been rated above

Western. But Western would surely reject such a rating by point-

ing to their 33-20 drubbing of Queen's. So where does one turn for

the answer?
The conclusion which seems obvious to me is that there is no

way to turn. In a far flung country with little interlocking play (and)

limited to pre-season games at that) the writers can only turn to

scores for the ratings. Yet scores could rate Western, Toronto,

and Queen's in any order desired depending on the rater's bias.

National ratings are thus inherently farcical. Events such as the

"Save the Children's Bowl", a long-awaited attempt to stage a

national college football final, should and may indeed preclude

this ridiculous practice forever by becoming, if the governors of

the event are careful in their choice for participants, the final

word on Canada's finest team. May national ratings rest in peace.

(CONT. P.7)

Saturday morning, the Quee-

n's Rugger Gaels marched over

the McGill Redmen in a com-
paratively easy 11-0 win.

Barrie Loughton, opened the

scoring for the Gaels midway
through the first half, when he

fell on a loose ball and sq-

uirmed across the McGill goal

-

line for the first three Gael

points. Huge Dummetfs con-

vert was good and the score

at the halfway point in the ga-

me stood at 5-0 for the Gaels.

by Tom McWilliam
Sports writer

Several times throughout the

2nd half, the Redmen threatened

and penetrated deep into the

Gaels territory, but always th-

eir attacks were repulsed by

quick Gael defensive play. Tim
Baker, playing the outside wing,

for the first time with senior

Gael team scored the sitf po-

ints resulting in the second half

play. Both convert attempts we-
re wide of the mark.

To date, the Rugger Gaels

have a 4-1 won-lost record,

putting them right in conten-

tion for the Intercollegiate cha-

mpionship. A convincing victory

over Guelph next Saturday may
once again bring the Intercol-

legiate Rugger Championship
back to Queen's for the second

year in a row.

In the seconds game played

at 10:30 Saturday morning, the

Gaels were defeated 12-3 by a

superior McMaster team.

TRACK
Queen's Finishes Fifth • Toronto Wins

Jorma Salmikivi of Queen's

created a minor sensation at the

O.Q.A. A, track championships

at Waterloo Oct. 23 when he won
the Hec Phillips trophy for the

day's outstanding performance.

Salmikivi began by winning the

long jump with a Jump of 22 ft.

6 3/4 in. He also cleared the

high jump at 5 ft. 10 in. , but failed

to equal his best of 5 ft. 11 in.

This gave him fourth place. Be-
ginning the triple jump with two

fouls, and thus making the situ-

ation very tense, Salmikivi un-

leashed a tremendous winning

jump of 46 ft. 0 1/2 in. The Hec
Phillips trophy once again re-

turns to Morris Hall South, after

Dave Ellis' achievement inwin-

ning it last year*

Dave Ellis, still well below
peak fitness, showed promising
return to form with a 440 yd. in

52.7 sec. and an 880 yd. In 1 min.

59.6 sec.

God Ellis (Dave's brother).

Bob Davisson, and Tim Baker

ran very well, but failed to make

the finals of the 100 yd. and

220 yd. owing to the very high

standard of competition in these

events, such as Baines of Mc-
Master (double winner) and Aus-

ten of Western. Competition was

so fierce that Austen, one of

Canada's top sprinters, was

eliminated in the heats of the

100 yd.

John McCans was not in top

form for Queen's in the mile,

but even so gained 5th place with

a personal best of 4 min. 18 sec.

The winner was Dave Bailey of

Toronto in 4 min. 18 sec, whose

best performance for a mile is

4 min. 3 sec.

(cont. p. 7)
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Anderson, CUS Chairman attempts to bring order to Initiations Meeting

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5th, 1965

Last Monday night, an estim-

ated 650 students crowded into

Ellis Auditorium, seating capac-
ity 380, to "debate" a resolution

calling for the abolition of haz-

ing at Queen's. The vote, which
came after one and a half hours

of impassioned discussion, over-

whelmingly defeated the motion,

presented by Rick Johnstone and
Don Carmichael.

The outcome was never in

question. CUS Chairman George
Anderson had considerable diffi-

culty bringing the meeting to

order over the din of a large

corps of Engineers chanting

"VOTE! VOTE!"
Rick Johnstone, in introduc-

ing the motion, said he felt like

a man who rises in Church to tell

the faithful there is no God. He
emphasized the need for the uni-

versity to be a community of

freedom, in which the individual

can develop free from unneces-

sary pressures to conform. The
hazing aspect of initiations is

such a pressure. Don Carmichael,

in supporting Mr Johnstone,

furiher emphasized the point

Pormtd In W3 and published
twice weetty during the aca-
demic year by the Alma Mater
Society of Queen's University.

Authorized u second dus
moil and for payment of pea-

l*f in cub by the Post Office
Department. Ottawa.

HAZING STAYS
that to call for the abolition of

initiations, i.e. hazing, is not to

call for the end of a full orienta-

tion programme with a healthy

emphasis on the social aspects of

the university.

Liz Love speaking against the

motion said she agreed with the

principles sited by "the opposi-

tion", bat further believed that

they arc not best realized by

treating frosh, fresh from high

school, as mature adults. The
purpose of initiations is to intro-

duce freshmen to the university

as a place where they can feel

comfortable. John McClatchy
•nut a history of initiations in the

Engineering Society, and sug-

gested that by former standards,

what exists now is very lame in-

deed. The initiations create a

feeling of fellowship that could

not be achieved otherwise. It is

this fellowship that is the hall-

mark of Queen's Spirit. Mr.

McClatchy suggested the aboli-

tion of initiations would make
Queen's another Toronto.

French-Student Union Growing
by J.

R. Hurley

The first congress of the Union General des Etudiants du Quebec,

held at Laval University during the past week, w as marked by a

spirit of confidence, optimism and purpose, indicating that UGEQ
has entered a new phase of its development. At the founding con-

vention of UGEQ a year ago, the new grouping of post-secondary

students in Quebec French-language institutions was hailed as a re-

action against the lack of syndicalist spirit in the Canadian Union of

Students and as an assertion of French Canadian spcratism.

The hotly-debated application from

McCill, Marianopolis, and Sir George

Williams for membership in UGEQ
clarified matters somewhat. All three:

pledged themselves to common action

for the political and social rcconstruc-

of Quebec and accepted the

principle of unilinguaiism for all UGEQ
ess. while retaining the right to

Ecjuip. nt breakdowns made
1 for this Fridays Jour-

f cm back on page size,

quently, this six page paper
i shortage of news copy.

express themselves in English during

debate at the risk of not being under-

stood. The newly formed Association

des Etudiants Quebccnis a I'Univer-

site d'Ottawa (AEQUO), comprising

those students at the University of

Ottawa who are normally resident in

Quebec, was admitted with little de-

bate.

McGill, Marianopolis and the

AEQUO currently form part of CUS.

However, all three will have nothing

further to do internally with CUS and

will withdraw legally at the next CUS
congress in ten months' time. Loyola,

which had been fighting for dual mem-

bership, could not accept the<e terms

and withdrew its application for UGEQ
membership. The English-language in-

stitutions, after their admittance, form-

ed about thirty per cent of the voting

deli gates.

The elections for the executive

posts of UGEQ aroused a great deal of

interest, with a strict ruuard for par-

iament;irv procedure being observed

throughout, Robert Nelson, with a

dvnaniic programme of student svndi-

photo by MacDonnell

, Ellis Hall indicates its support of Ha;

McGillSwitchesCamp
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cle;
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ber of the f.
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ing. At the time of his clectii

a fifth year student at

Pnlyihcchnique of the Un
Montreal.

foi

C Ecole

ersitv of

Ma h:

• and
vith-

drawn from CUS.
Both universities as well as Sir

George W illiams University have

joined the French-language UG-
EQ. Immediate withdrawal from

CUS was a condition of member-
ship, although representatives of

UGEQ had previously agreed to

allow retention of CUS member-

ship for one year.

All proceedings at the UGEQ
congress in Quebec City were

conducted in French, although

Miss Sharon Sholzburg. president

of the Met iil I student council,

had been told that English-speak-

ing members would be allowed to

use their ow n language,

Loyola University, which also

applied, wished to retain mem-
bership in CUS, and its applica-

tion has been tabled.

EDITORIAL

The Poverty of the Canadian Vote
Nov. 8 will be a day of disillusion-

ment.

On that day we will participate in

a ritual which is rapidly loring mean-
ing. VVe have been taught that the vote
is a vital heritage of our democratic
culture. The only conclusion we can
draw from this issueless election is that

the politicians have ceased to respect
the people and the people have ceased
1° respect their heritage.

November 8 will climax an issueless

Election. This lack of substance has
stripped the legitimacy from the polit-

ical parties. It has displayed the naked-
ness of their lust for power. And it has

demonstrated their irrelevance before
the crucial issues of today.

' The truly important issues have
°een ignored. Must Canada remain a
™anch plant culture and economy?
Wnat can be done about Canada's
sattelite status in international affairs?

^ow will higher education be financ-

What specific steps will the parties

l~
ble to safeguard the integrity of

french Canada? No political party has
pad enough respect for the Canadian
electorate to define its policy on these
issues. They can only attack "scandal

'.pV'Sh places." They can only whimper
.
^"ve us a majority and we will decide

y°ur best interest."

.

.he parties can not define their

.policies because they no longer make .

the important decisions. These are

made elsewhere and passed to the

Canadian government to rubberstamp.

Our sattelinte status is a fait accomph-

Canada is powerless in the present

international confrontation. While

the threat of war spreads throughout

the world and esculates in Vietnam,

the Conservatives support the Amer-

icans. The Liberals are silent. Canada

can neither protest nor mediate.

Students have compliantly accepted

the tragic implications of this election.

Why not? We are powerless, too.

Mr. Benson has declared that free

education is impossible before 1970.

at the earliest. He also indicated that

the Canadian Union of Students, has

no influence on government policy.

And when he recently promised that

Pearson will fulfill his campaign prom-

ise of 1,000 scholarships, he forgot that

Pearson promised 10,000.

The Conservatives offer us rhetoric

without substance. They have talked

"scandal" not issues. This policy on

higher education is as difficult to

discern as their 1958 promises were

The New Democrats, untainted by

power are at least sincere and certain-

ly more forthright in their policies. But

this "shotgun marriage" of intellectuals

and unionists have failed to carry

the issues to the people.

The triviality of the election and

the political impotence of the political

parties is an embarassment to the Can-

adian public. The election is as signi-

ficant as the spectacle of a middle

aged gigolo wooing a tired harlet with

candy and kisses before he takes what

she has and forgets her. That our most

vital heritage should be desecrated is a

national disgrace.

We expect courage vitality and

vision from our "leaders." They have

none. Lester "Mouse" and John

"Double-dealer" have compromised

it in the quest for power. Ex-Reeve

"Make-money" and E. J. "Ben"

Bubbletalk offer us empty rhetoric.

We do not propose to advise stu-

dents— or anyone else — how to vote.

How could we? We only ask you to

reflent upon the significance of your

ballot. Are we really participating in

the direction of our country's affairs?

Don Carmichael

Not with a Bang; But a Whimper
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Would you like to join us?
We're Canada's largest manufacturer of telecommunication

equipment and cables, both power and communications.

Sales in 1984 exceeded $315,000,000— an increase

of 33°/o in three years.

Our plants are located at Montreal, Lachine, Ottawa, Belleville,

Toronto and London, and our sales and distribution

houses stretch from coast to coast.

Our International Operations Division is developing

world-wide markets.

We do our own research and development in the largest and

most modern laboratory in Canada

— more than 700 people work in R. & D.

Of our 19,000 employees, over 1100 are university graduates:

they comprise more than B0°/» of middle management

and more than 90% of top management.

Although more than half the 1966 grads we hire will be for

technical assignments, the balance will be from a

wide range of non-technical degrees and disciplines.

Our starting salaries are substantial. Your performance will be

evaluated at regular intervals and increases will be

based on these evaluations.

To encourage your professional growth we have liberal tuition

refund plans, scholarships and bursaries for our employees.

We provide excellent employee protection in the form

of sickness benefits, life insurance, company-subsidized

medical plans and non-contributory pensions.

If you'd like to work for an all-Canadian Company that is a

leader in its field and is daily breaking ground with

new and exciting projects, ask your Placement Officer for an

appointment with our recruiters.

They'll be on campua in two weeks.

a Korthern Electric
COMPANY LIMITED

Come.
give us a taste

of your quality.
—Hamlet, Act II

Challenging career opportunities—where talents and

temperaments of all types are put to work in a productive

environment— are found throughout our company's di-

versified operations.

At your Placement Office you'll find copies of "Alcan

—a Growth Company". Browse through it. It tells you

about Alcan, and the opportunities Alcan offers the

enterprising university graduate.

Further information dealing with your specific inter-

ests can be discussed during e personal interview.

Lost and Found :

If anyone found a pair of black-

rimmed glasses in a red case,

it would be greatly appreciated

if he (she) would call Mary

Beth Follwell, Chown Hall, Ext.

493.

Found : Glasses and lady's

watch - AMS office.

Wanted :

Live on campus I
Room-mate

wanted for convenient bachelor

apartment. Harry Dodsworth,

47 Union St. (542 - 5693).

For Sale, for rent

:

Portable tape recorder - new

condition - bargain rate - call

542 - 6236 before 4 and after 6.

Unsold books and money may

be picked up from : Rm. 315

New Men's Residence, between

4. - 6. p.m. (weekdays).

2 bedroom apartment, stove

and refrigerator supplied, all

utilities paid, no lease, men
students preferred, $65/month.

542 - 0650 or see at 469 Vic-

toria St. after 5.30 p.m.

For sale : 1 pair of hockey

gloves - great shape - once

touched by 'Red* Kelly I Phone

Carver at 546 - 0272.

Position:

Nominations for the position of

Arts '68 president (male) should

be submitted to any executive

member before Tuesday, Nov.

9th. Election to be held Wed.

Nov. 10, at 8.00 p.m. in Dun-

ning Hall.

Activities :

CUS Travel in Europe. For

chartered flights and other

travel information, conta ct

Cecelia Leslie at 548 - 3212.

Prospective graduates : turn in

you " grad proof now to get it

in Tricolor ' 66.

Every weeknight, 7-9 p.m.,

and Sat. 1 - 5 p. m., Queen's

Young New Democrats will be

canvassing Ontario ward, meet-

ing at the main entrance to the

Student's Union. Phone Tom,
542 - 7948.

Personal:

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Barlas

are happy to announce the recent

arrival of an addition to the

family, a 11/2 inch, seven-digit

telephone number (548 - 8977),

a consolation after the lament-

able decease of an older pro-

geny (546 - 7374).

Girls: do you want to go out

with a Golden Gael football

player Suzy Q Week. Call

John Lindsay (63) at 548 - 3841

affectionately called the great

white whale.

In relation to the upcoming

week of festivities from 14 - 21

Nov., Levanites wishing to avail

Themselves of the services of

the L & R Escort Service Inc.

are advised to submit their ap-

plications in person or in

writing on or before midnight

13 Nov. '65 in order to avoid

disappointment. The manage-
ment reserves the right to limit

any customer. Applications will

be received at : L & R Escort

Service Inc., 14 Chestnut St.,

Kingston, or phone : 542 -3646

24-hour service. SATISFACT-
ION GUARANTEED.
To a 'Man' of Meds:
Know thee, by-blow by primo-

geniture ,
propagator of roor-

back, that the Golden Ones ep-

itomize pansophism and the

cerulean epizootic ones pansi-

ism. Applied Science.

Mayo is coming, prepare your-

selves for the onslaught.

'The Hawk', unable to perch,

reports his favourite TREE
missing from his room. Both

he and his cuckoo are utterly

distressed at the loss. (Last

seen in the showers of second

floor west, Leonard Hall).

If found , return to Rick Quinn,

chairman of the 'Perch Hawk'

Committee, or Murray 'Hawk'

Bell, 255 Leonard Hall. Reward:
4 hours phone duty.

Resolution : Whereas the

actions of the Levana Society

are not overly well known, be

it resolved that the Public Re-
lations Officer of said Society

do her utmost to improve said

public relations. Suggestion:

THE Jackson Lounge might be

appropriate.

The Three Musketeers

Mr. J. 6. Campbell end Mr. G. D. White will conduct

on-campus interviews

NOVEMBER 8. 9. 10. 196S
chemical engineering • electrical engineering

mechanical engineering . metallurgical engineering

engineering physics . honours chemistry

honours mathematics

honours physics • commerce (accounting)

Ar ai_cam '

Aluminum Company of Canada. Ltd.

COME and HEAR

SENATOR

GRATTAN
O'LEARY

President of the Ottawa Journal

Speaking on Behalf of Earl McEwen

Progressive Conservative Candidate in Kingston

Progressive Conservative

Final Campaign Rally

FRIDAY, NOV. 5 AT 8 P.M.

ODD FELLOWS' HALL
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Petition Calls For
Library Hours Extension

A petition for the extension of study hours in the Queen'

s

University Douglas Library is being circulated on campus by
the Student Action Committee.

It is requested that the cut-off time be changed from 10:45

p.m. to 1:00 a.m. to accommodate students with inadequate
studying facilities.

The petition is also concerned with 'the dishonesty of some
0 f our fellow students and the lax attitude on the part of the

library staff to control loss of books.'
It

will be presented to Mr. Gundy, chief librarian, at his con-
venience.

Noel Lomer, co-author of the petition, said, 'We have col-

lected enough names to prove that a significant number of stu-

dents are concerned.'

THIS WEEK AT

pri. Nov. 5

The Arts and Science Fall

Fair'Slorgy* (equals Slave Or-

gy) wiU feature Chuck Darnell

and the XL's and Go-Go girls

at Grant Hall, 9 (?)pm.

Sat. Nov. 6:

Seminar with Dr. Brookes at

Seeley* s Bay. All participants

should meet at 8.30 a.m. at

the west door of the Union.

CFRC (1490) will broadcast the

game against Western from

London, starting at 2 p.m.

Skugg will be held in Grant

Hall at 9 p.m. with 'The Phan-

toms' -an animal band imported

from Ottawa.

Sun. Nov. 7:

S.C.M. Sunday Supper will hear

Rev. Brien Thrasher, a recent

^ueen' s grad now working in

Kingston's 'Inner City'. 4.4 5

in Sydenham St. Church Hall.

Union St. Gospel Chapel Youth
Fellowship Hour - Panel Dis-

cussion - The Church's relation

UEEN'S

to social and political issues,

Supper served.

Mon. Nov. 8:

Open meeting of the P.C. Club
to watch election returns on
television. 2nd floor of Com-
modore Hotel, 8.00 p.m.

T\ies. Nov. 9 :

Panel discussion of election

results with Professors John
Meisel, Martin Robin and a

third panellist to be announced.
8.00 p.m. in Rm. 11, Dunning
Hall.

Wed. Nov. 10 :

Arts '68 Presidential elections

8. p.m., Dunning Hall

Thurs. Nov. 11 :

Mavor Moore will speak on

Theatre as a means of modern
communication, as a guest of

the Graduate Society. Dunning

Hall, 8. p.m., all welcome, free.

things gO
better.i

Coke
Hitting the books? Take time out for the "nmistak-

able taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts your spirits,

boosts your energy. .

.

Here are the Village Look PLAYBOYS. All suede. Putty beige. Grey.
Faded blue. All styles available in "His"— S9.95. "Hers"— $7.95.
(SI higher west of Winnipeg)

You're right when you wear playboys

Foot-watchers see more PLAYBOYS than anything.
Reason? The Village Look is big now. And PLAYBOYS
have it!

Dashing! Light! Casual! Select suede uppers look better
longer. Plantation crepe soles. Steel shanks.

Ask for your PLAYBOYS at your shoe store today.

PLAYBOYS - HEWETSON
A Division of Shoe Corporation of Canada Limited

You can't beat
the taste of
Player's

1^

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop
on second floor.

DOM US
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square.

Flay«r'i... th« but tatting clgaratta*.

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

REOULAR and KINOS
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A WAY OUT 0?m>#&m®&
Th£ CANADIAN ELECTOR'S DILEMMA ...

.

Friday, November 5, 1965.

1 i f

Why vote? Every student must ask this

question on Monday ,
November 8. The cur-

rent election is an indictment of our political

process. For the past month, we have watched

the politicians behave as charlatans, quacks,

and imposters.

An election is a serious affair. It is me

time when the nation examines the political

record of its parliamentary representatives.

The electorate must decide whether to renew

or to revoke the government's mandate.

The election of 1965 is a travesty. The record

of Canada's government has not been evaluated.

The conduct of government has not been open

to inquiry and to examination. It has not had

to answer for its mis-management.

Be that as it may, the majority of Canadian

students are unmoved by what they have seen.

They accept the facade of the election as

part of Canadian politics. There is no alter-

native. Sham politics is the art of the possible.

They do not want politics practised any other

way. ,

The question -we ask is why should they?

The Canadian ideal is a government which

is devoid of leadership, wanting in ideas,

cowered by challenge, and unemcumbered by

a program. The present election is not a dis-

appointment to students, it is an inevitability.

In one sense, the Canadian election is import-

ant. The election symbolizes the poverty of

social thought in Canada and the futility of

talking about a social purpose for Canada. The

1965 campaign is the outgrowth of a society

which is disinterested and indifferent to its

destiny as a people and as a national entity.

What matters on election day are the slogans

"majority rule", "Canadian unity", "Canada

for Canadians". Vote a slogan. Support the

slogan of your choice. Politicians have said

nothing and the voters did not expect anything

to be said.
li

There is a growing number of studnets who

no longer accept the unreality of Canadian pol-

itics. They reject its lies and deceits as being

common sense and commonplace. Nor do they

believe that the election is without issue.

Canada is in crisis. It must decide its future

as a country. The Liberal government has sur-

rendered Canada's identity to the U.S. Canada

has become economically and politically an Am-

erican colony. Canadians must decide whether

to co-exist with the U.S. as a nation or to re-

main associated as a satellite?

If not from within, then, from without, the

basis of confederation has disintegrated. Regio-

nal demands have overrun the strength of union.

Canada lives with apoplexy at the centre and

edema at the extremes.

Socially, many of Canada's citizens are im-

poverished. Seven million Canadians are class-

ified as living in poverty. Higher education

is not free and accessible for all. Attendance

at university remains the privilege of the few

and not the right of the many. Minorities like

the Indians and the Eskimos are the object

of discrimination by the Government.

We are faced with two realities. The political

process and the political parties are bankrupt.

They are unable to speak about the crucial

issues of our generation. The polity of Canada

withers as its political parties prosper. Their

emptiness, however, must not obscure the tasks

and challenges confronting the nation.

iii

On November 8 there is no one to vote for

and everthing to vote against. There is no choice

for the Canadian electorate. Canada will not

survive as a nation because its citizens vote

every four years. Democracy is more than

an election.

Mr. Diefenbaker and Mr. Pearson represent

two sides of the same coin. Their parties

stand for the opportunism of the centre and

the incompetence of the right.

Neither is the NDP an alternative. It stands

in the middle of the political highway waiting

to be summoned. Thirty years ago the CCF
challenged Canadian society. Today, the NDP
chides it.

The election will decide nothing.

Most students consider voting as part of their

political regimen. Canadians are bred on half-

way measures. Few will boycott the election.

The decline of politics precedes the fall of

a nation. Canada has begun the descent. Can

the student of today build a new politics for

tomorrow?

Danny Drache's article is reprinted with

the permission of the editor, Graduate Gavel.

MISSING:ONE COMPANY OF

YOUNG CANADIANS (MINUS ONE)

Joan Newman

Though not yet officially in

existence, the Company of

Young Canadians (CYC) is al-

ready coming under fire from
some sections of the country* s

youth community.
The reason for scepticism in

some places is that the Com-
pany, not yet born, has acted

in many ways as though it is

already living and breathing.

The most noteworthy case of

decision-making before the fact

was the contract in August with

the Student Union for Peace
Action. Stewart Goodings, now
acting secretary of the Com-
pany, and a former president

of Queen' s AMS, explains that

the agreement to bringtogether

SUPA summer project workers

from across the country for a

week-long meeting was the con-

tract authorized by the office

of the Privy Council. One can
imagine that there were raised

eyebrows in the council cham-
ber when the Company came in

to recommend the signing of

a contract which the Centen-

nial Commission had turned

down a few weeks before.

But the Company' s bow to the

left with its SUPA contract has

not silenced fears from that

quarter.

Joan Newman, a research as-

sistant for the Company has

left the CYC to work full-time

on the Kingston Community
Project. She explained why:

I think that the only way to

prevent the dictation of experts

in society is to make people

involved in the decisions that

affect them"

.

She believes that the company
can only be effective if its

board is formed from the vol-

unteers who must implement
policy. She feels that the gov-
ernment is afraid to allow this.

Whether or not volunteer con-

trol will be a feature of the

Company will not be known
until the organizing commit-
tee's report is tabled in the

House of Commons early in' 66.

At a recent meeting in Toronto

representatives from a variety

of youth organizations sent a

telegram to the organizing com-
mittee in Ottawa expressing

their c mand for volunteer con-

trol.

The telegram explains that the

representatives were invited by

the organizing committee to at-

tend a meeting on Oct. 12. It

continues: 'We were disapp-

ointed that only three members
of the organizing committee

were in attendance.'

The Toronto gathering felt that

volunteer control of the Com-
pany would do much ' to el-

iminate the present apathy to-

wards and alienation from the

political process among the

young people in our democratic

society.' Such control, it was
hoped, would bring the Company
independence 'where the oppos-

ition of powerful Interests could

be a crippling influence.

The recent national conference

of World University Service of

Canada held at St. John' s passed

a resolution demanding taht' the

governing body of the CYC be
established so that the part-

icipants in the projects actually

being financed by the CYC be

responsible for electing a maj-
ority of the directors of that

body.'

The Canadian Union of Students

favored such a policy at its

Lennoxville congress at the end

of August.

V' lunteer control is not the

0/ . / bugbear facing the CYC.
Relations with Quebec, always

a touchy subject for Canadian

Youth organizations, have been

dominated by the existance of

the Travailleurs Etudeants du

Quebec (TEQ), a homegrown
Company which is supported by

the provincial government.

The Union Generale des Etud-

iants du Quebec and several

student councils have passed

resolutions telling the Company
to stay out of Quebec.

WUSC and CUS have supported

the view that TEQ be considered

the company for Quebec youth.

Jock Turcot, president of the

student council at the University

of Ottawa and a secretariat

member of the CYC for the

summer, thinks the company
has handled Quebec relations

too late to be effective.. He
believes the final relationship

with TEQ will be thrashed out

between the federal government
and Quebec.

Stewart Goodings

Stewart Goodings of the CYC
says the views of the youth

organizations will be condid-

ered by those drawing up the

report. How far they may be

accepted he would not venture

to guess.

Joan Newman charges that the

Company has somehow gotten

the idea across that it already

exists.

If so the CYC has learned to

duck criticisms by arguing al-

ternately that it has not yet

been born.

The company is also most con-
cerned that it not become a

political football in the current

election campaign, a fact that

accounts for some of the fuz-

ziness that surrounds it.
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DRAMA

How to Win an Audience? Make AnotherOne
The night of one act plays,

me weeks back, was one of

!!tremes. 'Portrait of a Ma-

xima', an early Tennessee
Williams work directed by Da-

vid Glassco, was extremely bad,

'Chairs'' by Eugene lonesco,

greeted by Fred Euringer, was

extremely good.

There have been some very

^j0d
student productions in the

Sgt few years but 'Portrait?

wasn't one of them. Its basic

problem was poor casting, with

no two . characters moving at

-he same speed, none at the

proper speed. Williams' pace

is slow and languid, allowing the

audience plenty of time to ab-

sorb the corruption, ignorance,

and cruelty with which his 're-

deeming souls' are destroyed.

But the Madonna, who ought

to have been very slow, drawl-

ing, and in her purity oblivious

to her persecutors, came over

as a senile vacuous fast talking

Cockney. No one sympathized

when she was led off to an asy-

lum, and where does that leave
Williams' dramatic effect?
Add to the lack of rapport

between lead actress and au-
dience the lack of rapport a-
mongst the players (you could
almost depend on a two second
pause between lines) and you
have no play.

Euringer' s play, while saving
the evening, made the student
production even worse by com-
parison. Set against an early and
weak play presented by an inex-
perienced cast and director,
was one that is good and funny
even in print, was profession-
ally directed, and involved
Queen's two best actors in Al
Hand and Indra Kagis. So if s

really unfair to make compari-
sons.

lonesco likes to play with
words and methods of using
words, emphasizing the control
they have over humans and in
the end showing how empty
and useless they are. 'The
Chairs' is a very long buildup

to one speech, intended to just-

ify one man's existence. He
and his wife live alone, the wife
praising his genius, he basking
in her praise. She is especially
interested in the story of their

arrival at theirwater-surroun-
decf ivory tower. He grows in-

creasingly vague on the parti-
culars but he has prepared a
speech in which all will be made
clear andhis importance proved
to the world. For the purpose
he has hired a professional
speaker and invited an'audience
of notables including the em-
peror himself. When the speak-
er arrives the pair suicide,

happy that their fame will be
known, and predicably the

speaker turns out to be mute.
Interest in all this arises

from the fact that for the bulk

of the play, despite the huge
'audience' that is assembled,
Hand and Miss Kagis are the

only ones on stage. They seat

their Guests, carrying on pro-
tracted conversation with the

early arrivals, desperately try-

ing to cope with the ' crowd"

that develops, all in pantomime.
So well is this done that few in

the real audience would doubt
the existence of the invisible

ones. The game grew boring be-
tween the placing of the tenth

and fiftieth chairs on stage but

it was not really the fault <

the actors. Part of this might
reasonably have been cut.

Sets for both plays could not

be criticized; Mad Murray em-
phasized decadence even if the

actors didn't in 'Portrait*;

'Chairs' had only three screens
adding to the acting problems
of Hand and Kagis, and thus to

the audience's enjoyment.

David Glassco did a good
job with the short part of the

speaker. Although most every

one was expecting what happ-
ened, his timing was good e-

nough to save the final effect,

by Gord Love
Al Hand and Indra Kagis in

The Chairs

MUSIC: Leon Bibb Sparkles, KSO Impress, K Bangs

"I strive to make each song

an entity", he said quietly at

intermission. The result: a deep

attentive silence during each

selection, and thunderous ap-

plause after. For throughout the

concert Leon Bibb presented

"entities", dramatic unities in

word and music, which held Sat-

urday evening's Grant Hall aud-

ience spellbound.

The first half of the program
was devoted entirely to folk

music, and in it Bibb proved
himself to be a genuine folk-

singer. Fully cognizant of the

meaning and background of his

material, he interpreted it in

terms of these factors, rather-

than in terms of a desired im-
pression of himself, the per-

former. While such as Belafonte

attemptto convey first, a picture

of self as artist, and second the

the music, Bibb only allowed

himself to come through the

music as a dramatic personna

in the situation out of which

each song evolved. This was not

always successfully done, as in

a too-cute version of " Little

Boxes", but for the most part,

it gave new meaning to old fav-

ourites, such as "Five Hundred

Miles", and to dramatic songs,

an example being an intensely

effective "Rocks and Gravel".

In the program's second por-

tion this interpretive ability was

brought to bear on material out-

side the folk realm, notably.

George Gershwin's "Summer-
time", from "Porgy and Bess".

To the actual text of the song

Bibb added the musical cries

of the street hawkers of the

play's "Catfish Row", giving

the song greater depth and at-

MOV IES The Collector
Boy meets butterfly. Boy

meets girl. Girl meets butter-
fly- Girl meets a succession
of horrifying unpleasantries. An
unusual, indeed a somewhat bi-
zarre, combination but it exists
and in an entertaining form in
The Collector,* product of the
author's extraordinary fertile
mind now playing at the Odeon-
[he advertising blurbs convey
me image xhaxTheCollector is

almost a love story". It isn't

I " is ... well, to repeat, it

ls an odd kind of a story.
The boy is a young bank clerk,
"e is handsome in a boyish
way; well mannered; markedly
diffident; intelligent (he is a
competent entomologist); and.

l0nely. Above all he is lonely. Like

fj human beings he wants to
friend and to be befriended;

wants to love and to be
_ved. Yet he is incapable of

Projecting or eliciting thehum-

esh
neces sary for the succ-

jStul realization of these aims.
sh°rt, he falls to commun-

icate

result
with people, who, as a

mv either ignore him {he
es in London, and knows

no one in it) or make him the

butt of mercilessly cruel jokes

(in one scene for example, he

is toyed with by fellow clerks,

whirring tin butterflies over his

head and in front of his face).

Life for this young man is un-

mitigated hell.

Suddenly, salvation--Money!

Great gobs of it! Enough, in

fact, to allow him to create

his own world, one very far away

and thus very secure from the

cruelties of the world into which

he was gratuitously thrust at

birth. In this new world of his

own creation, he is certain that

he will find warm friendship

he will be understanding and, in

turn be understood. But with

whom?
Enter the girl-a vivacious

art student, passionately in-

volved with life: its people,

its colours, sounds. The bank

clerk follows her daily, meth-

odically checking her route

from her studio to her garret

(all this comes out in expos-

ition). His plan: to capture her

and carry her to the cellar of

his Tudor style country cottage

mosphere. Another highlight of

this part of the concert was
"September Song", a popular

melody which is the introspec-

tive comment of an aging lover.

Bibb's beautiful voice, sup-

erb control, and powerful dra-

matic ability were aided by the

sensitive guitar backgrounds of

accompanist Stewart Sharpe.

These instrumental settings

were tasteful and expressive

without being obtrusive, the

marks of a skilful musician.

The choice of material for the

concert was, for the most part,

intelligent and varied. As a re-

sult of these virtues, there was
an atmosphere of communic-
ation between performer and

audience which made the per-

formance memorable for the

listener. I, for one, would like

to think that the average Queen'

s

student would prefer to be in-

volved in such an experience,

rather than be merely enter-

tained by one of the multitude

of schmaltz purveyors that pla-

gue today's show-business wo-
rld.

by Andy Marshall

which he has thoughtfully pro-

vided with all the amenities of

twentieth century life. Here,

with just the two of them,hls

dreams were to come true.

Unfortunately, his dream is her

nightmare; and this nightmare

is The Collector

The technical side of the mov-

ie? However much Time mag-

azine may protest, both leads

perform magnificently. Ter-

ance Stamp as the young bank

clerk may, at times, stare a

shade too intensely and hold

himself somewhat too wooden-

ly, but his ability to reflect

the unpredictably shiftingmoods

of the psychopath leaves one

very chilled indeed. Samantha

Eggar? Suffice it to say that

her freshness and vitality (ad-

jectives admittedly trite but

true) make the whole affair

meaningful. She also has the

sex-appeal to make her seduc-

tion scene one of the most

powerful of the current screen

year.

In all, though perhaps not

as deep nor as subtle as the

book, the cinematic form of

The Collector is superb ent-

ertainment.

by Norm Kelly

The Kingston Symphony Or-
chestra, with Dr. Alexander
Brott conducting, gave its first

concert of the season at Grant
Hall last Sunday.

Dr. Brott did a fine job, being

artistically neat and determined
not to let Beethoven sound either

vapid or tedious. Vlado Perle-

muten, a noted Ravel pianist,

performed the Third Piano Con-
certo and endowed it with a

glowing yet controlled inten-

sity that is unusual for this par-

ticular work. Unfortunately,

however, the woodwinds again

and again had trouble keeping

in tune. One or two of them
actually squeaked.

The Eighth Symphony with its

immense cheerfulness and ex-

quisite playfulness was especi-

ally enjoyable. Again Dr. Brott

showed himself to be a com-
petent conductor of Beethoven,

making no mistake about the

trio (sorry, Dr. George) and

not getting into confusion a-

bout the movement.
The overall performance of

the Orchestra was certainly

quite acceptable, and to quote

one of the patrons, ' It was not

the first time that we have

heard these players play well,

but 1 think it is true to say it

was the first time they have

played so well when undertak-

ing music of such technical and

expressive demands." The per-

formance definitely was more
than I had anticipated.

Concert pianist Krause gave
an unimpressing concert of
Beethoven sonatas last week at

Dunning Hall. He banged and
bashed at the piano with such

force that hebroke three
strings. Mr. Krause treats the

piano as an instrument of per-

cussion and hammers his music
like nails into a coffin. Beeth-

oven's sonatas just cannot have

this done to them. They are

great music requiring a medium
of expression manageable by a

single performer because that

expression is meant to be inti-

mate and flexible. The sonata

music seems to call now for

mis string or wind instrument,

now for that, and the pianist's

business is to suggest these

instruments by every device of

touch and every power of imag-

inative mimicry at his disposal.

Phrasing, phrasing, phras-

ing. Good phrasing can do noth-

ing else but heighten the plas-

ticity of the music and save it

from exaggeration. Instead of

heralding the return of a rondo

subject by means of an obvious

rallentendo, it can be lessblat-

ently yet just as eloquently done

by means of a little extra em-
phasis on significant delivery.

To try to make the sonata more
dramatic and spectacular, Mr.
Krause, is only to risk falling

into bathos and tawdriness.

by Brace Stewart

Today we attempt a full page of reviews, the

highly original Michael Snow exhibition at the

Art Centre, of which the above picture is a

part, will be reviewed in a forthcoming issue.

Journal
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JOURNAL SPORTS PRESENTS
.

Mcgill demise...Photowise

1. Eric Walter eludes
final Gael, Bob Latham
gallops across the goal line for
a 110 yd. T.D. Play was called
back tp McGill' s 29 yd. line on a
clipping penalty...giving Gaels
the ball on the McGill 14.

2. ...then Larry Ferguson

(head shot right) took a Cal

Connor pass on the next play

to score. ..and again play was

called back and Queen's was

lenalized...

Hear the Gaels-Mustangs
game on CFRC on Saturday

at 2p.m.- Lawrie Rotenberg

and Dune Campbell are
mikeside with the play

Jjy play. .

7. ...Larry PlancK? made this

convert good and Queen'

s

8-6.

.in the last minute Connor
passed again for six points...

Connor's pass for Gaels' final

0 points ... and the score..,

Play-Off Possibs
I . Queen ' s loses or is
tied by Western -Gaels
elliminated
.2. Queen's defeats the
Mustangs and Toronto
defeats McGill - Gaels

•have a bye into the play-
off by merit of the flip
of a coin - and since there
will be under these cond-
itions a three way tie - I

: Toronto and Western will
I meet in Toronto Wednesday
^and the winner will play
Queen's on Saturday Nov 13. t h ey will go
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GYM DANCES OUT

1
photo by Nelson

Dr. Brookes speaking atSCM seminac

by Tudor Beattie

In future years the Science

Formal will definitely not be

held in the gymnasium.
This information was con-

tained in a letter to the A, M.S.

executive from Dr. Macintosh,

the Director of the School of

Physical and Health Education.

Dr. Macintosh explained, in

the letter, that two problems
have arisen as a result of the

Science Formal and of other

dances held in the gym.
1. 'Cancellation of profes-

sional physical activity courses

B.P.H.E. students in order to

prepare the Gymnasium for

dances.'

2. 'The deplorable condition

of the Gymnasium as a result

of dances during the fall term.

This year the Science Formal
necessitated cancellation of two

and one half days of classes.

As well as this, a request

has been made for funds to sand

and refinish the gym floor in

the summer of 1966. If such

a floor is installed, then dances

in the gym will be completely

banned and tarps will be place

on the floor during registration

and exams.
The only other possible solu-

tion to this problem is instal-

ling a tile floor. This would

only be feasible if this floor

CHURCH and CHRISTIANITY
"A political or moral pro-

gram should not be a subs-

titute for personal contact with

God; and it should not be un-

dertaken without contact with

Him".

So said Dr. Brookes, this

year's Dunning Trust lecturer

at the SCM conference last

weekend. Held for a day at

Seeley*s Bay the conference

examined "The Relevance of

Christianity to Modern Social

and Political Issues"

.

Dr. Brookes assumed that

the seventy Queen' s students

attending recognized the neces

sity of involvement in social

and political issues. For this

reason, he attempted to show

the importance of also being

personally involved with God.

Christianity helps man in

three ways. It shows which

direction should be taken; it

gives him grace, that strength

and courage to follow a difficult

course of action; finally it shows

him how to get along with his

fellow man.

The address was followed by

informal discussion groups and

a panel compriced of Profes-

sors Lovinck, Duncan, Ferg-

uson, Gobin, Norman, McLay,

Soberman, and student Roger

Hutchinson.

In his closing speech Dr.

Brookes refused to recognize

any distinction between Chris-

tianity and the Church because

it is man made. The latter is

bound to be institutionalized

and should concern itself in

social and political issues.

DRAMA
The director of Canada' s Na-

tional Theatre School took swipes

at method actors and Shakes-

pearian critics in a speech de-

livered Oct. 28 in Ellis Hall.

Speaking to a small but ap-

preciative audience of drama
enthusiasts, Duncan Ross said

"Method acting carried to ex-

tremes is quite useless." He
felt it is impossible for an actor

except in rare cases of self-

hypnosis, to "blot out" the au-

dience and said although the

anger an actor feels when he is

portraying an angry person is

real, it is of a different sort

than in real life. "If this were
not the case Othello would need

a new Desdemona every night,"

he added. Mr. Ross, who is also

an associate professor of Drama
at the University of Washington
and a former director of the Bri-

stol Old Vic Theatre School,

ridiculed the type of English

criticism epitomized by the re-

nowned A. C. Bradley which
seeks by speculation to round
out the biographies of charac-
ters as if they had real existence.

He cited as an example their

suggestion that since Hamlet
was an only child his parents'
m arital life was not entirely

satisfactory. He also said con-
jecture as to what happens af-

Two Kinds of Anger

ter the play ends is pointless.

"This is nonsense," he said.

"The play is finished."

After confessing that his talk

Computers

and Defense
'Computers and Defence' will

be die subject of the second

address of the 1965 Public Lec-

ture Series which will be held

in Dunning Hall Auditorium,

Tuesday, November 9, com-

mencing at eight o'clock p.m.

The series is titled ' The Role

of Computers in Society.'

Dr. Robert J.
Sutherland,

chief of operational research.

Defence Research Board will

be the speaker.

The third speaker in the se-

ies will be Dr. Arthur Porter,

head of industrial engineering

at the University of Toronto,

on' The Man-Machine Dialogue.

The final session of the series

will be a panel discussion with

members of the Queen' s faculty

on November 18.

Dr. Sutherland

were actually suitable for Phy-

sical education classes, and if

funds could be raised to meet

the extra expense of installing

such a floor.

Gord Watt, A.M.S. President,

said that he would invite Dr.

Macintosh to attend the A.M.S.

meeting on Nov. 16 so that this

matter could be fully discussed.

Remove Two Aliens
On Remembrance Day a number of Queen's students will begin

the circulation of a city wide petition on the Vietnamese war.

The petition says that neither of the two alien powers engaged

in the struggle have the right to decide the future of the Vietnamese

people. It also refers to the fact that elections promised by the

Geneva Accord of 1954 have not yet been held.

The petition asks the Canadian
Government to:

—refuse to send troops in sup-

port of the Saigon government.

—declare unconditional oppos-

ition to continuing conflict in

Viet Nam.
—actively and publicly promote

United Nations supervised free

plebescite in Viet Nam.
Desks with the petition will

be outside Grant Hall from eight

to six pm on Thursday. The

petition is sponsored by the

Student Union for Peace Action.

would be very interesting, Mr.

Ross warned the audience that

it would also be rather obscure

He was right on both counts.

Bron Wallace, president of

SUPA on campus, said "Even

if the petition itself doesn'

t

have any effect in Ottawa it

helps focus discussion about

the war-peace question, esp-

ecially in the context of such

traditions as Remembrance Day

services which can become

meaningless if they don't lead

to constructive actions toward

peace."

Saskatchewan
LIQUOR, TOBACCO ADS REJECTED

by CUP

John Conway, editor of The

Carillon of the University of

Saskatchewan Regina campus,

was fired by the Students' Rep-

resentative Council, Oct. 15.

All staff members of the

Carillon except the sports de-

partment have also resigned in

protest against the council ac-

tion.

Student union president Gra-

ham Kelly said that Mr. Con-

way was dismissed because he

failed to provide adequate cov-

erage of campus news and due

to the financial mismanagement

of the paper. Mr. Conway char-

ges that these are not the real

reasons . At the council meet-

ing he suggested that admini-

strative pressure and disagree-

ment with the paper's editorial

policy on Vietnam were at work

in the council's action.

Mr. Kelly said that in his

opinion the Carillon had become

the organ of a particular group

on campus, trying to furthur

their own aims. Mr. Conway

considered this a reOerence to

the fact that he is on the na-

tional council of the Student

Union for Peace Action.

Mr. Kelly said that if Mr.

Conway had continued as editor

the paper would have ceased

publication by mid-November

for financial reasons, one of

which was an 'Open Letter to

Advertisers' published Oct. 15

The letter said that the paper

would not print tobacco ads

because of the cancer danger

and absence of health warnings

and liquor ads because of a

health hazard.

Military ads were refused be-

cause, 'We do not believe that

the profession of mass murder

should be encouraged in the

pages of our newspaper.'

The statement continued,

'The Carillon will refuse to

print any advertisement that

is considered by the editor to

be psychologically designed to

mislead, misinform, or mani-

pulate the reader.'

The letter was published two

days after the council sent a

letter to Mr. Conway warning

him that ' the principle function

of the student newspaper is to

be an organ of student opinion

and information.

Mr. Conway said he intends

to organize a mass meeting

and call for a vote of non-con-

fidence in the SRC.

TEST WE
FORGET"

This Thursday theUniversity

will hold an annual Remem-
brance Day Service in Grant

Hall at 11 o'clock.

Classes and laboratories will

be suspended for half an hour

in honolur "of those who went

out and did not return and,

specifically, of three hundred

and sixty Queensmen in two

World Wars.
Principal Corry and Padre

Laverty will take part in the

service. There will also be a

trumpeter and organist.

The Service is intended to

be both for "remembrance of

sacrifice and for resolution that

the sacrifice shall not be in

vain."
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Remembrance Day
Thursday, November eleventh, is Rembrance Day.

The University will hold its annual service to honour

the dead of the past two world wars.

The same day several students will begin to cir-

culate a petition on Viet Nam. This petition is an

attempt to find a positive action that progesses

bevond the position of mere rembrance.

Anv ritual as it becomes automatic looses its

significance. For most students and many staff we

feel Rembrance Day is such a formality.

If one is to rember then why don't we also include

in our rembrance the recent death of forty-eight

innocent villagers who were mistaken for Viet Cong-

in Viet Nam. The situation of these villagers, impotent

to effect ongoing events, is significantly similar

t0

But a university community should have an additional

approach to November the eleventh.University organ-

ized inquiry on international affairs and possible

solutions is one alternative.

George Grant said that to live with courage in

the world was better than retreat or disillusion.

An american fighting in Viet Nam probably lives

with courage. So too, the dissenter who refuses

his the draft. The one faces possible death, the other

social exclusion and imprissonment.

We may iudge the warrior wrong but history will

label irrelevant judgments such as this. What history

will document is the inability of the american soldier,

the 'viet cong" guerrilla, and the dissenter to com-

prehend the courage with which the other lives or the

apparent necessity from which they act.

1) Broads in residence,

2)A Pub in the Union.

3)Initiations forever.

"AMS EXTERNAL"

SHAPE UP
Last year at one conference thirteen out of an

expected fifty delegates appeared. Queen' s had choosen

delegates the night before the conference began and

then sent two instead of five. This year things are

improving. Delegates to the Sir George Williams

conference got their acceptance and essay topics a

full nine days before its opening.

If delegates were chosen by the External Affairs

selection committee six to eight weeks in advance, they

could be prepared. Delegates for the conferences after

Christmas should be chosen this term. The short

preparation period discourages students whose field

of studies is different from the conferences from

applying and insures that delegates with a wide range

of backgrounds are not chosen. Earlier submission of

applications would allow the student response to each

conference. The number of delegates could be partially

determined by student response. Insufficient notice is

rude, inconvenient and expensive to the hosting

University.
Ken Menzies

But how can a Canadian, and more so a student

live with courage. There is no firing line, and we

namper rather than exclude our dissenters.

As students we have one advantage-the greyness

of the perspective that we see. The obscuration of

values makes courage more difficult but determines

the answers that courage seeks if found will be more

realistic.
Tony Tugwell
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Journal In Error An ign0bie
for far.nial reoresentation indi- °

Concern Is Not All

Editor, Journal.

The risk of incurring the pop-

ularly pejorative appellation of

pedant striking no terror in my

heart, might I hereby vigorous-

ly disclaim any responsibility

fer the title affixed to the news

story on the UGEQ Congress,

which appeared on the front

page of the JOURNAL of Fri-

day, November 5th.

To refer to UGEQ as the

French-Student Union entirely

misses the point of the story:

upon the admission of McGill,

Sir George Williams and Mari-

anopolis, UGEQ ceased to be a

"French-Student Union" (the

hyphen is that of your news desk

although it officially remains a

unilingual union. It would have

been more accurate to describe

it as the Quebec Student Union,

since it now represents practi-

cally all post secondary stu-

dents in the province, with the

notable exceptions of Loyala

College and Bishop's, Lennox

-

ville. The other vital aspect of

the Congress was the election

of Nelson and Beauchamp on a

platform of dynamic student

syndicalism and social action.

Neither of these two important

facets of the conference was

intelligibly mirrorred in the in-

accurate and misleading title

which your news department

saw fit to substitute for the ori-

ginal. This, Mr. Editor, is hard-

ly good journalism. At the same
time, such cavelier disregard

for factual representation indi-

cates why there is so little com-

munication between Canada'

s

two linguistic communities.

From errors in judgement

such as this, Mr. Editor, one

passes easily to a consideration

of the multifarious typographi-

cal errors which continue to

plague your paper and to other

problems respecting content

and outlay. Can it be that the

burden of producing a biweekly

publication places too great a

strain on your staff? If so, it

might be well to redefine your

function as that of producing a

weekly journal of a quality con-

sonant with that of this acade-

mic community rather than that

of funrnishing students at

Queen's with a biweekly news

tabloid.

J. R. Hurley

'Spirit'

Editor, Journal:

The famous Queen' s * spirit
1

,

which the present initiation pro-

gramme fosters and nourishes

so admirably, was much in evi-

dence at the C.U.S. meeting last

Monday night, as one student

attempting to present ideas to

other students was shouted

down, sworn at, accused of

homosexuality, and similar dri-

vel. The thousand-headed boor

has again triumphed. The Gold-

en Age has arrived.

Steve Whistance-Smirh

Our world, the sphere of the

intellect, the aware, the men

and women who are responsible

for the nation' s future. We exist

as discussions, protests, vigils

petitions or apathy, deluded into

thinking these are instrumental

in the struggle for a peaceful

world, the Utopia. Despite the

inventors' determination that

the solution will work, small

wars at least will not cease

until men cease to lust for

power.
And so as not to appear apa-

thetic or helpless, we demon-

strate concern by protest and

criticism and build a world

against the intractibility of hu-

man nature, on empty ideals.

Anyhow, the purpose of this ar-

ticle is to maintain that we have

something to defend, freedom

and when this freedom is jeop-

ardized as it was most serious-

ly twenty-five years ago, there

must be people to fight for it.

I know a man who believes

in freedom. He has fought in

Korea, Germany, Africa, and

flew to Cyprus yesterday for

six months as a member of

Canada's peacekeeping forces.

Last time he returned with

three hundred stitches and, you

know, he might die. Yes it is

terribly melodramatic but in

our world he goes almost un-

observed. We cannot ignore this

fact. It is imperative that we

cease indifference and criti-

cism long enough to respect the

basic principle we all hold,

freedom of the individual.

Madeleine Murray

US
PRESS
Editor, Journal:

I wonder if anyone but my-
self and L F. Stone (see his

weekly of Oct. 18) has noticed

how much better the news has

been from Viet-Nam since the

U. S, government instituted

press control?
Tom Trottier

STEAM
SHCVEL

And was Malde Marion veritably beaming at reportz by Scribe

of most magnificent of weed-endz hozted by most glorious Fac of

Au. For were not golden wordz of most excellent of Science Urinals

and golden songz of Lay-on BIB awe-inspiring endz to most en-

trancing middle. And were not jobz of Jeff . . . er . . . iffic and

Tuss . . . er . . Colossall

And did Maide, at momentz ponder, laugh outrageouzlyas Scribe

related crumbling of invincible pillarz of Atlantis at feet (or else)

of spouse of Don the Buyer. But, even though great revelling was

cairied on to Day of Sun, the land of Brown did show much sadnezz

at completion of timez all too short. And with most sorrowful

return of babz to Land of Kin did come return of Golden Warriorz

to local Fort Knocks, but had not Bold Finger blown saide potz

into holez.

And was Maide most pleazed at resultz of meeting of Cuss

where overpowering scorez did give pseudo-community of intel-

lectz true meaning to hazing. And did Maide advize proponentz of

abolishment to close oral cavitiez before rational men of U. put

in own feet in biggest of all supa-stompz.

So did quick brown fox leap, laughing, into secret hiding hi

preparation for upcoming onslaught of lemonz.

Stay Stay

A Go Go

Editor, Journal:

1 object. I mean I really do.

Fad phrases are fine, but isn't

this going a bit too far?

The year started off with

' Mania a Go-go* , foliowed
quickly by 'Oil thigh a Go-go

Number L' The thought of a

whole string of Oil Thigh a

Go-go's is depressing. Signs

in the Union, Journal classi-

fied ads, etc, etc., urge me to

attend 'Fashions a Go-go',

'Nursey a Go-go', 'Augustus

a Go-go'... For a certain group

of Politics students, November

8 is a ' Norman Depoe a Go-go'

;

other students—regular freq-

uenters of the Library—are
thinking of forming a 'Gundy

a Go-go' group. The Arts For-

mal?.. .How about 'This year's

Arts' Formal — B.C. a Go-

go' (with apologies to Wm. M.)

As for the first freshman dance

next year, perhaps ' Conformity

a Go-go' would be appropriate.

Let's have Queen's stride to

the fore again by suggesting a

sub-title for Expo '67: Canada

a Go-go. A final suggestion:

Perhaps the phrase could be

added to the signs on all the

campus washrooms.... No, may-
be not—why, diat" s almost mak-
ing a mockery of the whole

thing.

Support a Scholar

Not a Pro test i

There has been much pub-

licity lately on the prosperity

of the western nations in con-

trast to the conditions and lack

of opportunities in the so called

'underdeveloped countries',

such as the newly independent

nations of Asia and Africa.

Can or should the universi-

ties do anything to aid in the

economic and political devel-

opment of these countries?

Protest movements, Teach-

ins, and general public opin-

ions indicate that we should.

But what concrete action is

taken? What is Queen's per-

sonally doing?

There is an opportunity for

Queen' s to act in a way that is

most appropriate to any uni-

versity viz by offering schol-

arships to students who are

highly intelligent yet lack the

means to advanced education

in their own country.

Such scholars almost invar-

iably return to their countries

to assume leadership in eco-

nomic, political and social

growth. They take with them

an understanding of our people

and of our way of life - a way

of life which is grossly gen-

aralized and dangerously cat-

egorized as 'Capitalism*.

By granting such a schol-

arship Queen's is not merely

giving condescendingly, nor

giving with vested interests.

She truly is 'helping them to

help themselves'

.

The African Student Found-

ation arranges such scholar-

ships for African students with-

out references to recommended

choices of the pertinent govern-

ment. These are scholarships

granted on the students' ability

alone. Both 'capitalist* and

' communist* countries sponsor

students through this organi-

zation. Communist countries

take more.
Since 1962, Queen's faculty,

graduates, and summer school

have brought 5 African schol-

ars here, through the African

Student Foundation. All of them

have been winter session stu-

dents. The funds axe now runn-

ing low and it is felt that the

undergraduates of the winter

session can and should assume

some responsibility for con-

tinuing these scholarships.

Surely, a university of this

size which manages to rais^

funds for things like the 'Chil-

dren's Fresh Air Fund' or for

building a theatre, can also

find means to sponsor som^

continuing scholarship for Af-

rican students.

If you are interested in ser-

ving on a committee to arr-

ange for such a scholarship

please call Dorris Heffron

548-8269.
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Teach Ins Banned
Halifax (CUP) The president of

the University of King's Coll-

ege proclaimed a ban on teach-

in' s at his campus Oct. 21.

In a statement issued to Hal-
ifax newspapers, Dr. H.D. Smith
said "There will be no further

teach-in' s on the premises of

King1

s College pending further

study of the purpose of such
gatherings."

The move followed a teach-

in on higher education at which
university officials were his-

sed several times when they

expressed disagreement with

the idea of free tuition.

He said he is "critical of

students, and any professors

who may join them, who seek

to destroy goodwill with our

neighbours to the south."
Robbie Shaw, student union

president at Dalhousie Univer-
sity which issues degrees for
King* s students, suggested chat
Smith might have been appre-
hensive about alienating Amer-
ican contributions to King* s.

Jos. Williams, Dai's CUS ch-
airman accused Dr. Smith of

"showing the same intolerance
that he accuses the left-wing
of having," and said:

"For a mess of pottage he
is willing to surrender free
speech and academic freedom."

John Cleveland, president of
the King" s student council, has
presented a motion condemning
the ban and calling for an im-
mediate retraction.

CUP CONFERENCE at QUEEN'S

(Student) Health Service

The clinic hours of the Stu-

dent Health Service are from
11-1 and 2-3 daily Monday
through Friday. The nurse will

visit the infirmary in Leonard

Hall from 8:30 to 9*15 a.m.,

and she will be in Chown Hall

from 9:30 to 10:15 a.m. Stu-

dents are requested not visit

the Emergency Department of

the Hospital, except, in cases

of emergency.
Allergy injections can be giv-

en on Tuesday and Thursday

afternoon from 2 -4 o'clock. The

students will have to provide

their own sera for which they

are responsible, but the refri-

gerator in the Student Health

Service Department will be a-

vailable to keep these sera in

good condition during the aca-

demic year.

As well as Dr. H. Westen-
burg, two other part-time phy-

sicians Dr. G. R. Green and

Dr. L Chesebrough, are invol-

ved in lookin after the physi-

cal health of the students of

Queen's University. Dr. Green
has a room in Leonard Hall

Infirmary, and will look after

in-patients there. The tele-

phone number of the Student

Health Service is extension 692

of Wueen' s University. After

hours Dr. Westenberg may be

reached at his office number
542-7095.

FORD
MOTOR COMPANY

OF CANADA, LIMITED

invites

YOU
to meet its

representative

on campus

NOVEMBER 10 and 11

1965

Graduating Seniors in

ENGINEERING

Learn what FORD can

offer YOU
Arrangements for Interviews can be made and

further Information obtained at

Placement Office

The Ontario Regional Confer-
ence of the Canadian University
Press will be held in Kingston
next weekend, November 12, 13,

and 14.

Student newspaper editors

and sub-editors from all over

the province will be attending an

annual three day series of work-
shops and business sessions.

Brian Bailey, Ontario Regional

Vice-President of CUP who or-

ganized the conference, expects

95 to 100 delegates, excluding

those from the Queen' s Journal.

The workshops will be con-

ducted in the Law
Building on Saturday morning
and afternoon will be conducted

mainly by prominent local news

paper and printing experts. Mr.

Joseph Paul of BO/Flan Engra-
vers will conduct a workshop
on photography and art work
to be followed by a similar

workshop on layout by Mr. W.

S. Stanton of the Whig-Standard.

Don Soutter, professional mana-

ging editor of the Ryersonian

(the student newspaper at Ryer-
son Polytechnic Institute inTo-
ronto) will speak on writing and

editing.

The City of Kingston plays

host to the journalists at a noon

luncheon at Wallace Hall of the

Students' Memorial Union Satur

day while Saturday night Tom
Koch of This Hour Has Seven

Days will speak on 'The Influ-

ence of the News Media on Eng-

lish-French Relations' at a

Whig-Standard sponsored ban-

quet at the LaSalle Hotel. The
Conference will end Sunday noon

with a business session.

The regional conference is

held at a different university

each year. Last year it was
held at the University of West-

ern Ontario in London. Issues

discussed at these conferences

are brought up at the annual

National Conference to be held

this year in Calgary during the

Christmas university holidays.

Rick

Borrowman
Recovering

Last month a collection was
taken up for RichBorrowmanof
Arts' 69, who was seriously

injured during the first week
of the term. The response was
generous, and Rich now has a

new guitar to replace the one

damaged in the accident, and a

portable record player.

Rich is making a fine recov-

ery and may be able to go home
within a week or two. In a let-

ter of thanks. Rich says, ' Please

thank the students for the guitar

and record player. It was aw-
fully nice of them to think of

me and I sure appreciate the

new instrument (it is better than

my old onel)

University Financing Problem
'The present state of univer-

sity financing is critical,' said

J. A. Corry of Queen's Uni-

versity in a resolution passed

by the Association of Univer-

sities and Colleges of Canada

in Vancouver last Monday. They

called for an immediate in-

crease of three dollars in the

federal government's per capita

grant.

This increase, proposed by

the Bladen report, would rais

the education grant from two

dollars to five dollars.

Dean Vincent Bladen said

that, this grant would not put

any province in so strong a

position that it could, without

loss of quality or development,

abandon revenue received from

fees.

The AUCC also asked their

board of directors to establish

a committe to study all aspects

of accessibility topost-second-

arv education.
In reference to the Bladen re-

port. Dr. Edward F. Sheffield

also proposed several mea-
sures to stop the ' brain drain*

to the U.S.

Dr. G. E. Andrew, AUCC's
executive director said that

plans are underway for a 'sur-

vey* of the development needs

of university libraries to 1180.'

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

will conduct

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

November 22 & 23, 1965

for

ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS

CHEMISTS

MATIIEMAT ICIANS

METALLURGISTS

BIOLOGISTS

Michael Morrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princes* St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIBf

Muting Th* LaUtt

la Hair Styling

Winntn of Tkrot Top AwortJl

Id Klngtton and Ditfrkt

COMMERCE

CONTINUING EMPLOYMENT

Arrangements for interviews should

be made through your university
placement office

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
Chalk River, Ontario

SHOP 14 ftUftlfal >*

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Dr A W. Tickner, Chief, Personnel Services, will give

an informal talk on the National Research Council in-.

Ellis Hall

Room 226

Thursday Evening

1 1 November, 1965

7:00 P.M.

There will be opportunity for questions and discussion

Dr. Tickner will

Friday, 12 November. See yo
Dr Tickner will also be available for interviews on

ur Placement Office for information.
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This Friday Nite In Grant Hall

LITTLE CAESAR & the CONSULS

(That "Sloopy" Sound)

TRICOLOR ' 66

You may order your yearbooks

from Tricolor Salesmen until '^d.

Nov. 10th, and from the A.M.S. ofli ce

and table outside the Union Coffee

Shop until Fri. Nov. 12th.

IT WILL NOT GE POSSIBLE TO

OBTAIN A COPY OF TRICOLOR '66 IN

APRIL IF YOU HAVE NOT PREVIOUSLY

ORDERED ONE. WE ARE NOT HAVING

EXTRA COPIES PRINTED THIS YEAR!!

THIS WEEK AT

1\ies. Nov. 9

Inter -faculty Choir meets at

7:15 p.m. in the Music House.

Any new sopranos will be wel-

comed and loved by all.

VE3VX. There will be a Club

meeting at 7:30 p.m. The pro-

gram includes a tour of CKWS-
TV Station, and a discussion

of 2 meter rigs, DX compe-

tition and an antenna party.

Wed. Nov. 10

Girls: Intramural Bowling.

Come Wednesdays, 4:30-5:30

at the Brock Bowling Alley.

Just 25£ for 2 games of 5-

pin or 30£ for 2 games of

10-pin. Also on Mondays.

NATIONAL- RESEARCH COUNCIL

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

1966

Applications and information booklets are now available

in the Placement Office and in Departments.

Please submit your application by 15 November 1965

in order to ensure fullest consideration

to

EMPLOYMENT OFFICER,
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,

OTTAWA 7, ONTARIO

UEEN'S

There will be a General Meet-

ing of the Queen's Biology Soc-

iety at 8:15 p.m. in the New
Biology Building. Speaker will

be Mr. Peter Belton and his

subject will be "insect sounds"

QCF panel discussion at 9:00

p.m. in the Red Room. This

is the first of a series of dis-

cussions and speakers on "Lo-

ve, Sex and Marriage" spon-

sored by Queen' s Christian Fel-

lowship. Everybody is welcome.

The Bridge Club meets at

7:00 p.m. in the Lounge of the

Students' Union.

The Queen* s Young New Dem -

ocrats will hold a general bus-

iness meeting at 9 p.m. at

International House. Aproposed

constitutional amendment chan-

ging quorum to 15% and Model

Parliament will be discussed.

Everyone is welcome.

Thurs. Nov. 11

The Canadian Association of

Physicists is sponsoring a lec-

ture by the distinguished phy-

sicist, Dr. J.W. Knowles of the

Chalk River Laboratories. Dr.

Knowles will speak on the topic

"Nuclear Photo-excitation. The

lecture will be held in Stir-

ling Hall, Lecture Theatre D,

at 8:00 p.m.

SUPA SCM seminar on Man
in Society will meet Thursday,

at 10 p.m. at 25 Sydenham.

Paper on ' Religious Man' by

Noel Lomer. Discussion to fol-

low. Open to the public . Call

Don Carmichael at 546^9909.

Sat. Nov. 13

the Aesculapian Society Pre-

sents: Naipalucsea OG-OG with

the Monarchs. 9-12.- Sat. Nite.

Coming

A debating tournament on the

subject "The Circle is More
Important than the Square" will

be held by the Queen's Deba-
ting Club on the 22nd, 23rd,

and 25th of November. Members
interested in participating sho-

uld get in touch with John Rook
at 542-8276.

CLASSIFIED

MARKER
Very friendly young math pr-

ofessor needs markers for Math

030 (formerly Math 9) and Math

330 (formerly Math 35), so that

he can have a more active so-

cial life. Math 030 mustbegood

at FORTRAN because we use

it every day now. Those inter-

ested should phone Math Dept.

at Ext. 250 and state their name,

telephone number and courses

they have taken and say they

want to mark for John Ursell.

FOR SALE
Canon zoom 8 movie cam-

era -$110 with case. Minolta

SR-7 (F1.4 / 58 mm lens)

Call: 546-7624 (betwween 7-8

p.m.) Ask for Stan.

Yours for half price (CHEAP)
- a used grey terylene ($10)

Queen's jacket, about size 42.

CHEAP to clean- can be mach-
ine washed, dried, then ironed.

Not new but fairly neat and

clean. No rips, holes, loose

buttons, etc. Cheap - $5:00.

Contact Bob Johnston now at

296 University - 548-3012.

ANTIQUE RADIOS

Anybody interested in the re-

storation of antique radios pl-

ease contact David Harding at

548-3879. Object: to form an

antique radio club. No radio

or electronics training neces-

sary.

HOW TO MAKE A CRITICAL CAREER DECISION

"CHEMCELL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES REFLECT THE PRINCIPLE THAT EMPLOYEES SHOULD BE
GIVEN THE NECESSARY FREEDOM OF ACTION TO DEVELOP THEIR GREATEST POTENTIAL'
^ ROBINSON ORD, PRESIDENT

From which
disciplines are graduates hired?

ENGINEERING, Chemical

Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial and Textile

SCIENCE, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics •

COMMERCE, Accounting, General MBA

and Post-Graduates in Science.

What jobs do they do?

Research, Product Development * Production, Process

Engineering Design Accounting, Data Processing,

Operations Research, Planning, Marketing (Domestic

and Foreign) Technical Sales Industrial and Per-

sonnel Relations • All are specific jobs that

need doing - More details are available at

your placement office.

What are some facts about Chemcell

Last year net sales $96.7 million, up 21 percent

— net profits $10.6 million, up 24 percent; in last

7 years sales doubled, profits tripled • Is the third

largest company in Canada's rapidly expanding and chal-

lenging chemical industry • Now has over 7,000 employees,

up from 5,900 in 1964 * Has announced a planned capital expan

sion program of $16 million for 1965 • Has pioneered the

production of certain chemicals in Canada • Has maintained

the development of international markets Has salaries,

benefit plans, and personnel policies designed to

attract and retain the best people available.

What does Chemcell make?
Based on two natural resources, wood and petroleum

• Integrated plants produce a wide variety of organic

and inorganic chemicals • Man-made fibres

• Finished fabrics and carpets,

Where might I be working?

Coaticook, Drummondville,

Montmagny, Montreal, St. Jean, Sorel,

Valleyfield, Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton,

Two Hills and Vancouver. Chemcell

(Europe), London, England.

Chemicals * Synthetic Fibres Fabrics • Carpels

OPERATING DIVISIONS
CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY
CANADIAN CELANESE COMPANY

DATE OF INTERVIEWS:
NOVEMBER 23,1965
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PANEL DISCUSSES RHODESIA
Apanel of experts on African

affairs analyzed the critical sit-

uation in Southern Rhodesia last

Tuesday evening. The panel,

comprised of Professor R. L,

Watts, Frank Nebutete, and

professor A.M. Keppel -Jones,

gave special emphasis to Brit-

ain's delicate position in the

dispute.

It was noted that Southern

Rhodesia was granted internal

self-rule in 1923 but had not

yet received her complete in-

dependence. This is in sharp

contrast to many other Afri-

can states who moved from co-

lonial status to independence in

a relatively short period of

time. The delay in the case

of Rhodesia has allowed the

white minority to become firmly

entrenched in the positions of

power. For this reason. Prime
Minister Smith is underpres-

sure from the white minority

which contains a large propor-

tion of South Arican immi-
grants.

Another issue discussed was
the feasibility of economic san-
ctions. In view of Rhodesia's
dependence on external markets
for many of its products, par-
ticularly tobacco, economic
boycotts threatened by Britain
the United States and hostile
African countries would prove
very effective.

VOLUNTEER!
The Ontario Hospital in a

letter to the Arts' & Science.
Society has requested volun-
teers interested in working at
the hospital. Thisworkinvolves
service to individual patients
half-way houses, and commun-
ity boarding homes. Anyone in-

terested in participating, or
wishing more information is

asked to contact Miss Ethel
Clark, at 546-1101, local 346.

Macintosh New Head of PHE
Dr. D. (Don) F. Macintosh,

once captain of the Canadian

Olympic basketball team, is the

new Director of Physical and

Health Education at Queen's.

As well as participating in

the 1956 Olympic games at Mel-

bourne, Australia, Prof. Macin-

tosh has held the Alberta men'

s

and shared the mixed doubles

tennis championships.

He graduated from the Univer-

sity of Alberta with a B, Ed. in

Physical Education in 1954. A
Master of Scinece (1960) from

the University of Washington,

and a Ph.D. (1964) from the Uni-

versity of Oregon followed.

Professor Macintosh, who is

in his thirties, stands 6' 3" and

weighs about 200 pounds, finds

Kingston very co-operative and

friendly.

Although a committee to study

enlarged athletic facilities has

been appointed, Dr. Macintosh
will be " very surprised" if there

are any results before 1967.

Dr. Macintosh

Some companies say

bachelor graduates

are a dime a dozen.

We dOn't. Because

i

are involved in almost every phase of economic

life in Canada, we're looking for men with a

broad outlook. Consequently, we don't restrict

ourselves by any means to graduates with

specialized backgrounds.

Banking has become both a highly competitive

and fast-changing business. The Royal Banks

decentralized operations provide many

active management positions to men of diverse

inclinations and talents.

We'll be on campus soon. Meanwhde, why not

have a word with your placement officer today?

ROYAL BANK

Shell will be on campus to interview

students for regular and summer employment

in the following departments.

REPINING

MARKETING

EXPLORATION

PRODUCING

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

NOVEMBER 22, 23, 2k.

For details see posters and obtain company brochure

from your placement office.

SHELL CANADA LIMITED

Chevron Standard Limited

Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

will conduct campus interviews on

November 18 and 19

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATES

in

Honours Geological Science - Permanent and summer employment

(Arts and Science)

Geological Sciences - Permanent and summer employment

(Applied Science)

Physics and Geology - Permanent and summer employment

Mathematics and Egnineering - Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics - Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics and Mathematics - Permanent and summer employment

Geological Engineering

Mining Engineering

Chemical Engineering

Engineering Physics

(Geophysics Option)

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE

THROUGH THE UNIV»?SITY'S PLACEMENT OFFICE.



MUSTANGS TAKE TO AIR ELIMINATE GAELS
! lUVinilVV „_„..„«„,„ journal Sports Writer

The arm of a three year non-

passing quarterback veteran

and the hands of an unknown

rookie end led Western Mus-

tangs to a first place finish in

the Senior intercollegiate Foot-

ball League to end a famine

started following the 1959 sea-

son.
Quarterback Bob Israel toss-

ed four passes to Dennis Walker

for 82 yards in Western's 26-

12 win over Queen's Golden

Gaels here today.

Israel has been noted prim-

arily as a running signal caller

since he entered the league in

1963. However, he fooled the

"experts" by lookingtotheair-

ways for most of his team's

offence. Mustangs threw 26

passes completing 12 for 164

yards. For his part, Israel was

11 for 22 for 157 yards and

one interception.

Rob Campbell andArtFroese

each caught three passes for

33 and 23 yards respectively

in addition to Walker's con-

tribution.

Froese won the S1FL scor-

ing championship by picking

on a touchdown, a field goal,

three converts and a single

to give him a total of 61 points

seven more than Toronto'

s

Gerry Sternberg who was held

to one touchdown in Blues 17-

14 loss to McGill Redmen.

Western's three touchdowns

were scored from the one yard

line by Froese, Larry Burridge

and Campbell following mar-

ches downfield.

For Gaels, Cal Connor threw

a seven yard pass to Glen

Penwarden for a touchdown

while fullback Heino Lilies

fought four yards to paydirt

on another drive.
Western built up a 19-0 half

time lead and looked as though

they were going to whitewash

the visitors. However Frank

Tindall's charges had another

thought as they picked up two

touchdowns in the third quarter.

In the final period with the

ball on the Queen's 54 yard

line Connor dropped back to

pass. Western's pass rush,

which was effective throughout

the game, forced the seven year

veteran to throw the ball away

or take a substantial loss.

Connor decided to throw and

Mustang Jim Hogan intercepted.

This set up Froese" s touchdown

which virtually put the game
out of reach.

Connor tried to pass his team

out of trouble throughout the af-

ternoon, but was missing the

mark completing only eight of

28 attempts for 122 yards and

had two passes intercepted.

Queen's rushing game also

proved ineffective against

Western's defensive wall as

Lilies, Bayne, Norrie, Jamie

Johnston and Doug Cowan could

only net 78 yards along the

ground compared to Western'

s

112. Lilies led both teams in

rushing with 76 yards in 14

carries.

Western led in first downs

15-4 at the half, but Gaels

closed the gap to 20-12 by the

end of the game.

Following the game Tindall

admitted that Western's pass-

ing success was better than he

had anticipated. "They beat us.

No doubt about it," said Gael's

mentor. "We just couldn' t seem

to open the holes in their def-

ensive line."

For his part John Metras

credited his entire team with

a standout effort both ways.

"It's too bad it's Frank (Tindall)

that has to get left out of the

playoff situation, but he's had

his share of titles. If s time

someone else won."

By Dave Soles

TUESDAY

,

NOV. 9, I96S.

RUGGER

RYAN. DEIMMET

CORMODE. OGIER

TALLY IN 12 0

WIN AT GUELPH

The Queen's Golden Rugger

Gaels travelled to Guelph this

past weekend and whalloped the

O.AX. Redmen 12-0.

The first half of play saw

the Gaels accumulate 9 points

to the Redmen nil. Ryan Queen's
with a try, which went unconver-

ted. Ted Carmade, the other

wing forward added to this tally

with another 3 points. Near the

close of the first half, Roby
Ogier, kicked a penalty field

goal for the Gaels, making the

score at the half stand at 9-0.

In the second half of play,

the Redmen tightened their de-

fense, and Queen's was able

only to add three points to the

first half nine.

Handgun League Accepts Pistol-packers
O

.
° ,.,u ar, th* lpaoiiP schedule fini- will be on Tuesday rugh

The Queen's Pistol Club has

been accepted into the broder

Handgun League, which already

contains teams from RMC; Clay

ton, Watertown, andGoverneur,

N. Y. ; and Kingston' sFrontenac

Club. Matches begin on Nov. 28,

and each club will face each

other club twice. Teams will be

composed of ten men, the five

best scores counting as the team

score. Prizes will be awarded

on a team and individual basis

when the league schedule fini-

shes.
Queen's has also entered a

mail -operated league sponsored

by the National Rifle Associa-

tion, and will compete against

13 universities and colleges in

the United States.

Arrangements are completed

with the Canadian Army and the

pistol club will be using the in-

door range at the P.W.O.R. Ar-

mories on Montreal St. Firing

will be on Tuesday nights at

7:30. The club has been using

the facilities of the Frontenac

Rifle and Pistol Club on Satur-

day mornings.

One club member, DougTho-
man, was recently awarded the

gold expert shield in handgun

shooting by Dominion marks-

men officials. He fired 20 sets

of three targets, ending with a

score of 5,618 of a possible

b,000 points.

The Queen's Golden Rugger
Gaels ended a very successful

season with a 5-1 won last

record, the only loss being to

the Toronto Varsity Blues at

Toronto three weeks ago. Not
only was it a successful season
in the won last column, but it

was a satisfying one to the

players who took part in the

"games. With the spirit and en-
thusiasm shown by the players
and managers, Queen' s Rugger
can only look forward to a win-
studded future.

Levanites Set Schedule
INTERCOLLEGIATE BADMIN
TON: Practices will be held

every Thursday noon 12-1:30

Friday noon 12-1:30

Saturday morning 11:00-1:00

For further information come

out or call Joan Loucks at

542-3744.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
Nov. 9th: 7 pm
New Res B vs Addie & B.R.B.

Swimmers to Montreal
On Saturday November 6th

the Girls' Swimming Team
competed in an invitational meet

at McGill. Besides Queen's and

McGill there were teams from

MacDonald College and Univ-

ersity of Montreal.

In the speed events McGill

came first, U. of M. second

and Queen's third. Queen's re-

sults of the individual events

were: 20 yd. Medley Relay (Pat

Tinline, Doris St. Amond,

Alison Glendenning and Diane

Walker) 3rd, 100 yds. freestyle

Diane Walker 5th; Cecilia Le-

slie 6th; 50 yd. backstroke Pat

Tinline 4th; 50 vd. breastroke

Alision Glendenning 1st, Doris

St. Amond 2nd; 50 yd. butter-

fly Candy Stevenson 4th; 50

yd. freestyle Nancy Wilson 4th;

100 yd. Individual Medley Alison

Glendenning 2nd; 200 yd. free-

style relay (Diane Walker, Cec-
ilia Leslie, Nancy Morrison and

Alison Glendenning) 3rd.

In the diving competition Jane

Wing came first with 97. 5 points

and Paize Cousineau 3rd with

87.9 points.

The W.LA.U. Swim Meet
will be held at Queen's Nov-
ember 19 & 20 so keep that date

in mind and give some well

deserved suppprt to the girls.

WESTERN'S FIRST TOUCHDOWf

New Res A vs Addie & B.R.B.

7:40 pm
P.H.E. B vs Addie B.R.C.

New Res C vs Addie & B.R.C.

8:20 pm
Out Res B vs Addie & B.R.C.

Nursing Sc. vs Chown

SECONDS WIN
SECOND

Our Rugger Seconds blast-

ed University of Guelph 21-5

Saturday in Guelph for their se-

cond win of the season. The win

followed an 11-0 trouncing of

McGill second two weeks ago.

Queen's opened the scoring

early in the first half with

Andy Page carrying over for

the try at the four minute mark.

Gary McNeill, playing his first

game since sustaining cracked

ribs in a pre-season play with

RMC.kicked the convert.Guelph

was penalized two and a half

minutes later and McNeill made
the score 8-0 with a penalty

goal.

Guelph fought back and got on

the score sheet with a converted

try to draw within three points

of the Gaels, but a Tom Mc-
Williams Gary McNeill conver-

ted try put the game out of reach

with the score at the half 13-5.

McWilliam scored again for

Queen's at the 2:13 mark of

the second half kicking a drop

goal. Play settled down to even

teams until Page scored his

second try of the afternoon with

seconds remaining. Final score
21-5.

Mike Dollack was sidelined

early in the game with a frac-

tured clavicle and Howie Corke
left the field late in the second
half with a badly cut cheek. Erol

Day p'layed good ball at scrum
and all the backs were running
strongly.

Time
Out

by B. Bailey

Journal Sports
Editor

Gael defensive tackle, Frank Arment, commented to C.F.R.C.'s

Lawrie Rotenberg in a pre-game interview, "Israel's (Western

quarterback) passing is not up to that of the other quarterbacks

in the league. We're looking to running game again."

Friday night, Johnny Metras (he got cheers this years instead

of a hanging in effigy) noted "When a man's playing well you've

got to go with him 'till he doesn't go." The 'man' of note was

Western's off -tackle-off-guard fullback terror Art Froese. Mus-

tangs dumped Queen's 33-20 due to Froese' s running in the season

opener.
Anticipation such as Arment' s and Metras' backhand indication

that the Froese Running Attack was his choice for Saturday's game

were the essential ingredients of the METRAS CROSS-UP.

Metras, shrewdly aware that the Gael defence would downgrade

Israel's passing arm, gambled on an aerial game. And to beat a

„afence with a five game-forty point record you've got to play

every angle. So effective was Israel's passing that twenty minutes

and eighteen points after the opening kickoff, Metras was able to

insert bench-warmer Rich Hawkins to boost an already potent

passing game. Hawkins' passing was less effective -but the damage

was done.

The Mustangs won mainly 'because they were the better team

but had it not been for the old master, one Johnny Metras and his

METRAS CROSS UP Gaels might well have stopped Art Froese and

won.
With the season abruptly ended, Gael fans (although forced to give

up a two year hold on the Yates Cup) can look back on the most

exciting season in many years. It is, however, inappropriate that

Cal Connor, responsible for a large proportion of three Yates Cup

victories in his seven year Gael tenure, should go out on a losing

note. With the end of the Connor Era graduation next spring will

also rob the Gaels of four -year stars, halfback Bayne Norrie and

defensive captain Merv Daub, both of whom have been integral cogs

in the Gael Football Machine. Jim Greenwood, John Gordon, Ron

Brooks and Lee Wallace are scheduled for graduation as well.

Prospects could be bleaker. Don Bayne inherits the quarterback

ing duties. When he has assumed them in the past he has impressed

coaches and opposition alike. Jamie Johnston, Heino Lilies and

Doug Cowan are a backfield trio which will continue to shake up

the defences. However, not to be gross prognosticators Journal

Sports offers to its WesternGazette counterparts the idiom "WAIT
TILL LAST YEAR."
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"Black LikeMe~*Author To Speak

John Howard Griffin, light skinned version, looks askance .

John Howard Griffin, internationally-known author of the book "Black Like Me", is

coming to Kingston.

Sponsored by Arts '68, Mr. Griffin will speak in KCVI auditorium on Wed., Nov. 24. His

lecture will concern his famous book
A native of Dallas, Texas, Mr. Griffin was a student of medicine in France until the be-

ginning of World War II. As the result of war injuries, he totally lost his sight. After eleven

years of extensive medical treatment, his sight was partially restored. He started writing dur-

ing his blindness, and has continued since his recovery as a novelist, reporter, investigator,

and humanitarian.
|

Mr. Griffin wanted to find

out what it was like to be a Negro
in the Deep South. He arranged
through a chemical process to

enter the pigment of his skin and
so change his colour. Then began
his travels through the southern

United States as a coloured man.
A complete report of his exper-

iences and the aftermath of his

publicizing them is contained in

"Black Like Me".
An effective speaker, Mr.

Griffin has received enthusiastic

receptions on many of his speak-

ing engagements across the Unit-

ed States.

He has also received abusive

and threatening letters concern-

ing his actions, and he was burn-

ed in effigy in his hometown of

Mansfield, Texas, shortly after

the reports of his experiences in

the South were released.

MAN-MACHINE DIALOGUE At John Howard Griffin, dark skinned

Dr. Arthur Porter of the Uni-

versity of Toronto, one of the

first men to develop an analogue

computer, will speak on "The

Man-Machine Dialogue" at the

third of the Public Lecture Series

in Dunning Hall Auditorium,

Queen's University, Monday at

8:00 p.m.

The topic of this year's series

Summer
in Europe

CUS is again offering various

programmes for students inter-

ested in spending next summer
in Europe.

Toronto to London flights arc

available leaving either May 24

or June 4, and return flights

from London to Toronto are

scheduled for either Sept. 8 or

Sept. 10.

The round trip fare is $228,

and Ontario students, their par-

ents, spouses and children arc

eligible for immediate applica-

tion.

Work camps. Summer Trainee

Programs, Camp Counselling

and CUS European tours are also

organized. Travel aids, including

student Identity Cards and a

Travel Handbook are available.

Information on any of the

above can be obtained from

Cecilia Leslie ,CUS travel rep-

resentative, at 548-3212.

is "The Role of Computers in

Society". The final session will

be on Thursday, November 18,

when a panel discussion will be

held with members of the uni-

versity faculty.

Dr. Porter, head of the industrial

engineering department at the Univer-

sity of Toronto, constructed the first

analogue computer in England follow-

ing his graduation with a Bachclos of

Science degree from the University of

Manchester in 1933. The components

which lie used were taken from a

"Meccano" set.

Dr, Porter has taught at Manches-

ter, at M.J.T., at the Koyal College

of Science, and was dean of Engineer-

ing at U. of Saskatcheman until 1961.

During the war he worked on

radar control systems for the Admir-

alty, and later was on an Eisenhower

committee engaged in planning jet-age

defense of North America,

He assumed his post at U of T in

1961. and is currently chairman of the

advisory committee for science and

medicine of Expo '67.

GO GO GIRLS
Queen's men, beware! Hidden traps and Cupid's arrows will

soon abound as eager Lcvanites close in on iheir long-sought prey.

Susk'-O VVYek begins at noon on Sunday. Here is the opportun-

ity for the girls to take the initiative and date that "man of your

dreams".

The purpose of the week is to

allow Levanites a chance to

arrange their own dates and plan

their own fun. It offers a great

opportunity to renew old friend-

ships and make new ones. Every

guy on campus is an eligible tar-

get.

The main events planned arc

a Hootenanny next Friday in

Dunning Hall at 8:30, with resi-

dence dances to follow, and the

big Mardi Gras Dance on Sat-

urday, Nov. 20, in Grant Hall

at 9 o'clock.
Hunting regulations include:

1. The male is exempt from all

expenses for the week.

. One beast from each faculty and

at least one not previously stalk-

ed must be trapped.

. The female must assume the

usually masculine tasks; e.g.,

calling for dates, opening doors,

> only

week

; beast

It's

its

open
; fair game. Take

hem to coffee, go swimming with

hem, or give them a night on the

But ahove all, don't forget to get

i dale for the Mardi Gras Dance.

by Kathy Cameron

Post - Election Panel What Happened? Why?
i nnsitinn has tradi

by Jane McDonald

These two questions sparked a

two-hour discussion and analysis

of the federal election results

Tuesday evening in Dunning

Hall.

Panel members Dr. Mciscl,

Mr. Robin, and Mr. Wise of the

Politics, Sociology and History

departments expounded their

personal views for more than an

hour. Several members of the

large audience then proceeded to

challenge points brought up in

'he discussion which had centred

on the sucess of the pollsters,

the return of a minority govern-

mcnt, the Quebec vote, and

changes in the Canadian party

systems.

The discrepancy between the

Predicted and the actual voting

results provoked Dr. Meiscl and

Mr. Wise to question the method-

ology of the pollsters. The regin-

al differences in Canada mean

that the results of a poll in one

section are largely inapplicable

to the rest of the country, yet it

is impossible to contact large

numbers of people in all areas.

Also the panel questioned the

method of treating voters who

"lean" toward a particular

party in the same manner as

fhose who say definitely that

they intend to vote for it.

Mr. Robin advanced three

reasons for the return of a min-

ority government: the Canadian

electorate has beocme accustom-

ed to the idea of minority govern-

ment; it has not in fact been con-

clusively proven unworkable as

is demonstrated by the passage

of some major legislation last

session; and the failure of the

Liberal party to communicate

with the electorate. Their fail-

M

^ in this respect reflects ihc

isis in party leadership, which

Robin considered one of the

most significant factors in this

election.

Focusing on the Quebec vote,

Dr, Meisel regarded the Liberal

failure to sweep Quebec as a

good sign, while Mr. Wise felt

that the real crux of the election

was the Liberal's failure to cap-

italize on the vote in that pro-

vince. Many former creditistc

supporters who wanted a change

did not want to vote for the

party that had associated the

name of Quebec with scandal

and corruption, voted Conserva-

tive because they had no other

real choice.

All three panelists agreed that

permanent changes had taken

place in the Canadian party

system. The concept of a two-

party system no longer applies,

having been replaced by a pcr-

menant multi-party system.

Cleavages of various kinds have

become too deep for anything

else. Mr. Wise stressed regional

differences.

We
sonal

aching particular

significance to the strong support

ot Mr. Dicfcnbaker's party trom

rn voters. If this was a per-

for him, the party

could be in serious trouble when

he (finally) resigns.

Dr. Meisel on the other hand

used the idea of a rural-urban

split to reach a quite different

conclusion about the Conscrva-

party. They definitely rc-

1 rural support across Can-

ind they put forward scv-

andidates attractive to ihc

they continue to

attract fairly young men with

leadership ability like Dalton

Camp, "the Conservatives may
in the long run be in a better po-

sition {than any other party) to

serve Canada as a whole." This

ceived i

ada,

cral

urban 1

position has traditionally been

reserved for the Liberal party.

The NDP has become a per-

manent factor in Canadian poli-

tics. Trade union support and an

effective leader in Mr. Douglas

were considered two main reasons

for this. An NDP vote can no

longer be regarded as strictly a

protest vote since we now have

second and third generation

NDP supporters.

Prof. Lovink from the audi-

ence challenged the panel's views

and stated that effective leaders

in the traditional parties could

return a two-party system.

The discussion was followed

by a brief organizational meet-

ing for the Politics Club which

sponsored the meeting. Jim Dris-

coll, Arts '67, was elected presi-

dent of the group, which "ill

provide small informal discus-

sions of political issues for stu-

dents in all years.
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Protest Protest

From banning bombings, we have moved on through

baLmg initiations to banning voting. When are we gomg

to ban banning?

Vague mutterings have been advocating positive act-

ion -but these mutterings have never yet become anyth-

ing more than vague. If one is to uphold the principal of

positive action, and letus hope thatwe soon will, one

must adopt a definite positive attitude. This means we

have to stop looking for a starting point based on

total negation of the existing attitudes both social

and political which seem to threaten those liberties

which we believe essential prerequisites to indivi-

dual integrity.
.

Of course, there is a war going on in Viet Nam

and of course, most people decry the human misery

which this involves. No one denies that freedom

of the individual is an important thing...we have been

conditioned to drat point at least. But we have

lulled ourselves into those very same attitudes

which we deplore, i.e. non participation and apathy

to allowing the first step in our protest to become

S end n? "self rather than just the first stSp.

We are very active in our protest, true, but it lo

i« this which deludes us into thinking that we are

doing something about the problems Negative

attitudes bred by a reaction against rather than action

for can only themselves breed a negative solution.

To paraphrase Sir Edward, a Whig in the House

of Lords during the eighteenth century, it seems

that it is the duty of an opposition to oppose and

not to propose. He was being sarcastic, but let us

not bear out the truth of this statement.

Stancy Butler
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A great future could result

from a 20 minute interview

• campus interviews •

For further information and interview appointment,

please contact your Placemen! Officer.

We need university grads . . .
top-notch university grads to help

us meet the challenges of development in every sphere of our

activity.

We need engineers

Nickel chrome plating takes it all with a grain of salt

r by Houdmilo Industries

. electrical, mechanical, civil, chemical

and metallurgical just to name a few. We need B.Comm.s for

accounting and business administration ... and B.A. s lor

sociological and economic studies, personnel work, public

relations, and training programs. We need B.Sc. s . . .
not

only honour grads, but those majoring in chemistry, maths,

physics and related disciplines. And, because we're pushing

into so many experimental areas, we need Master s and Pn.U. s

. people who can spearhead the attack on the more complex

problems that face us.

In short ... we need you! See your Placement Officer and

arrange for an interview with one of our recruiters.

"Winter goes to war on automobiles, with

snow, ice and road salt. But modern auto-

mobiles fight back. Take the bumpers, for

example. They are finished with multi-layer

nickel chrome. It resists corrosion. Keeps

bumpers looking new for a long time. And in

this new,improved automobile bumper finish,

nickel's contribution is quality.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
W YONCE STREET. TORONTO

Northern Efectric
COMPANY LIMITED

~An ell-Canadian company wilh over 19.000 employees
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Editor, Journal:

Out of a fear of either being the need :>f group spirit and
strung up or secretly cursed
through voodoo by all in first

year, I wish to make my views

re: initiations clearer than was
done in the Journal of Novem-
ber 5th. Taken out of context

it was reported that I felt the

need of initiations to rest on

the immaturity of students com-

ing from high school.

Over the din of dissension
over the proposed change and
cries of an anonomous body in

a corridor, I stated that the need
of this program in the firstweek
was founded upon the need of

some sort of transition period
between high school anduniver-
sity. The need of such a program
rests upon the present nature

of high school society in which

Only through such a transition
period which initiation offers
can a freshman find himself
in an otherwise totally new and
cold environment.
And so, dear freshman, my

contention is not to endeavour
to provide an initiation program
directed to any presupposed
immaturity on the part of the
high school student entering
university but to provide some
sense of familiarity of a past
environment in order to more
effectively provide an introduc-
tion to university and in part-
icular to Queen' s. Initiation

provides this media without wh-
ich orientation would fail.

Liz Love

THIS WEEK AT

Friday, November 12

Tricolor will present Aug-

ustus with Little Caesar and

the Consuls, in Grant Hall from
9-12. 50 cents off if you have

Tricolor stub.

Party! At International House

tonight. Next door to Chown. All

are welcome.

The Queen' s DRAMA GUILD
will present two one actplays—

'Under Plain Cover' by John

Osborne and 'Cecilian Limes'

by Luigi Pirandello at 9.00 pm
in Convocation Hall. Admission

is 75 cents.

DOMINO THEATRE will pre-

sent 'The Seagull' by Anton

Chekhov at 9.00 Nov. 12, 13, 14

19, 20 and 21 at the Domino THE_
19, 20 and 21 at the Domino

Theatre—11 Princess St.

Saturday, November 13

NA1PALUCSEA OG-OG witn

the Monarchs in Grant Hall.

Aesculapian Society Dnace from

nine till twelve.

Sunday, November 14

TAC Annual Autumn Leaves

RALLY for the Imperial Oil

Trophy. Registration 12.30. Fi-

rst car off 1 pm from Tech.

Supplies. Distance about 125

miles.
Sunday 5 pm supper at Youth

Fellowship Hour of Union St.

Gospel Chapel. Mr. Fred Foot,

track coach of such stars as

Bruce Kidd and Bill Crothers

will show a film on coaching.

FUEEN'S

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

will conduct

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

November 22 & 23, 1965

for

ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS

CHEMISTS

MATHEMATICIANS

METALLURGISTS

BIOLOGISTS

COMMERCE

CONTINUING EMPLOYMENT

Arrangements '°V
nt

f,r un7ve?sitJ*
be made through your university

placement ollice

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

Chalk River, Ontario

SALKS

Sunday, November 14.

SCM Sunday Supper, in Syd-

enham Church Hall, corner of

William St. and Gordon
will be talking about his summ-
er working with Canadian Ind-

ians. 75 cent supper at 4.45.

Monday, November 15

Queen's LIBERAL CLUB gen'

eral meeting at 7.30pm inroom

12 of Dunning Hall. Topics are

model parliament, club policy

and upcoming convention.

Tuesday, November 16

Christian Idealism and Inter-

national Realism will be discu-

sed at 7.30 at International Ho-

use, 187 Stuart St. Sponsored by

Queen's Theological Society and

SUPA. Speakers are Brewster

Kneen and Dr. D. M. Mathers.

Meeting on Tues. at 8.00 pm
of GERMAN CLUB at 8.00 pm
in Grad House. Eric Haythorne

will talk on countries behind

the Iron Curtain, followed by

a beer party at 9.00 pm (ad-

mission 25 <f)-all welcome.

Wednesday, November 17

Treasure Van opens in Grant

Hall, Uam -5pm, 7-10pm.

Thursday, November 18

Lecture in French, with sli-

des, on French civilization in

tne middle and late 18th century

4.30-5.30 pm in room 101 King-

ston Hall.

'Have you bought your Tri-
colour yet?' These words were
heard many times around the

campus as part of the Tricol-

our annual sales ampaign. For
one student, Bill Fernihough,

this phrase was his constant

companion and because of this

he was top salesman again this

year.

Bill Fernihough, a third year

Electrical Engineering student,

sold 291 Tricolours, making
him the winner of the Tricolour

Sales trophy for the second
time. Last year he sold 245

books, so he has bettered his

record. Bill concentrated on
the coffee shop and in his own
words 'bugged everyone who
came in'. Last Tuesday, when
his professors were wondering
where he was, he spent the en-

tire day in and around the Coff-

ee Shop. Bill estimated that he

made most of his sales in 15

hours spread over last week.

When asked what was his

secret, herepliedjokingly'per-
sonality*, and then, more ser-

iously, that 'Tricolour sells

itself and he ' just had to be

the first guy there. Bill became
known as 'the guy selling Tri-

colours' and often on just ap-

proaching students, they said

Tve already got one'. Bill did

not consider the sales campaign
a task, but an opportunity to

meet new people. He did it

'just for kicks'

.

After the close of the Tri-

color '66 sales campaign Bruce
AcU.n?, business manager, re-

ported that over 2,400 Tricol-

ors had been 3 > ] L

The objectivewas 3,000 books

which is sales to 62% of the

4800.,*, Last year 2300 books

were sold to a smaller enroll-

ment of 41,000.

Bruce' s campaign, which sta-

rted on Nov. 1, was (quite) suc-

cessful because of a few new
approaches. He almost doubled

the number of salesmen this

year, with 55-hard-working stu-

dents in every year of every

faculty on his staff. The sales

staff made their own posters

this year, using pictures to show

the calebreofrforthcomingbook.

As an added gimmick, students

will get a reduced price to

Augustus a-go-go this Friday

if they have their Tricolour

stub. Bruce announced that

there is a possiblity of there

being another dance next term
with the same advantage.

If you have not bought your

Tricolour yet, there is still

one last chance. They may be

purchas ed in the A.M.S. office

before Nov. 20. After this date

there will be NO other oppor-

tunities because extra copies

are not being ordered this year.

Bruce Adams' plea is 'Don't

wait for spring (when it will

be too late), buy it now1

.

Tricolour '66 will have more
pages and ' lots more* candid

shots. This is possible because

less space is being devoted to

club pictures. Tricolours will

be shipped on April 4 so that

all students will be able to get

them before they go home.

CUP CONFERENCE at QUEEN'S
The Ontario Regional Cana-

dian University Press confer-

ence will be held at Queen's

this weekend. All journal staff

members are invited to attend.

Tonight there will be an in-

formal reception for delegates

on the mezzanine floor of the

la Salle Hotel starting at 7

p.m. On Saturday, there will

be workshops held in the con-

ference rooms on die first floor

of the Law Building. The fields

covered will be Photography

at 8:30, Layout at 9:45, paper-

printing relations at 2:45, and

writing and editing at 4 p.m.

There will be a party at

the La Salle on Saturday night.

On Sunday morning at eight

o'clock, a CUP business meet-

ing will be held in the Law
Building.

It is hoped that all Journal

staff will be able to attend

at least some of these func-

tions, particularly the recep-

tion on Friday night to_ wel-

come visitors to our campus.

We bend an ear to undergraduate money

problems of all kinds, from setting up a savings

account, to budgeting, to discussing your financial

future. Any time we can be of help . .

.

ROYALBANK

She'll be easy to find. She's the

one who wears all the snazzy new

fashions, is up on the latest dances,

and seems to be thoroughly enjoy-

ing herself every single day

Frankly, we'd rather have her speak

for us than speak for ourselves.

She may not dwell too long on the

advantages of Tampax menstrual

tampons. She knows you must be

aware ot them, or you wouldn't

be asking about Tampax, But she

will explain usage and absorbency

and all sorts of things.

And will you do us a great big favor?

Will you tell her how proud and

grateful Tampax is that she takes

this attitude about the product we

cherish so much We'd tell her our-

selves, but we don't know how to

reach her-except through you.

Thank you very much.

TAMPAX INTERNAL M
MADE ONLY BY CANADIAN T,

LIMITED,

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop

on second floor.

68 Brock St. 542-8944

Above market square.



DOES THISMAN
"New radicalism", the title

given to the present student

movement , is rapidly emerg-

ing at Queen's and every other

university in Canada. It has no

single goal, in fact, the so-cal-

led new radicals probably differ

as frequently as they agree. Bui;

they do share common concerns

and responsibilities, ^concern

for their own education, and for

the rest of society, concern for

the people as individuals in both

Canada and the world, and con-

cern for the social, political,

and economic injustices in Cana

da. They feel a responsibility

to play a part in motivating the

forces that can improve these

gross inequities in our society.

As this concern spreads, and

it Is spreading, one of the logi-

cal instruments to assist in the

assuming of these new respon-

sibilities is that of the student

government. Yet the present

structure of the AM5 at Queen's

is so antiquated and irrespon-

sible that it is beyond compre-

hension in common democratic

terms. There is no democra-

tic way for the students at large

to accept or reject a candidate

for student government; office

who supports any particular

legislative programme.
The new radicals want to see

one of "their men" in office

other campus elements are eq-

ually strong in their opposition.

Queen's students should

have the right of decidingwhich

policy they wish to accept. New
radicalism may or may not be

acceptable to a majority. This

needs to be decided.

At the present time the AMS
is unrepresentative with three

members elected to the senior

governing body by 63 theologs

and three members each elected

by the enormous Arts and Science

Society and Levana Society.

Each of the seven societies el-

ects their own three "repre-
sentatives" the societypresi-

dent, the senior representative,

and the junior representative.

But this element in the AMS is

far less significant than that of

the selection (not election) of

the senior student official at

Queen's the AMS President.

How is~the President presently

selected? According to the AMS
Constitution, Article VIII:

Section 1

(a) The President of the Alma

Mu:er Society, who must be

one of the seven senior repre-

sentatives, shall be chosen by

an Electoral College.

(b) The Electoral College will

consist of the retiring Modera-
tor of T.leology and the retir-

ing Presidents oftheremain-
ing faculty societies, the newly
elected Moderator of Theolo-

gy and the newly elected presi-

dents of the remaining mem-
ber societies, the retiring

senior representatives from
the member societies, and the

newly elected junior repres-
entatives frum the faculty soc-

ieties.

Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 out-

line the procedure to be fol-

d by th.

in their selection of the Presi-

dent from the seven senior AMS
Representatives.

From Rick Borrowman

November 10, 1965,

Hotel Dieu Hospital

Dear Editor,

The Queen's Journal:

Before my accident Iwrote eight or ten songs. Here is

one of them. I hope you will print it, and that I am making

a fast recovery. If you do, please also print that it is a song

AMS President Gordon V>att

Look

Ir-

res-

pons-

i-

ble

To

You

?

Section b states: "The Vice-

President of the AMS must be

one of the senior representa-

tives and shall be elected by the

procedure outlined in the presi-

dential election described in Sec

Hons 3, 4, 5 above."

Consequently, the two senior

officers of the AMS are

selected by a group of some 30

individuals. The candidates are

restricted to being senior rep-

resentatives, which means, they

must have won a faculty elec-

tion and, for all the undergrad

societies, be in their final year.

For example, only one law stu-

dent per year is eligible, and he

must be in final year. And it is

hardly logical to assume that

the choice for senior repres-

entative of the law students will

reflect the choice of the cam-
pus should this individual be

selected President.

One would think that with so

few avenues to the Presidency

mere would be a hard fought

battle within the Electoral Col-

lege among the "seven" but

not so. The present President

won by acclamationand the pre-

vious year only two senior reps

asked to be considered.

And what of the Electoral Col-

lege itself? It is, for obvious

reasons, suspect of being an
"in" group of self-centred, self-

perpetuating student government
officials. Within the College, no

doubt the outgoing half play

the dominant role since they are

the old pros. If this is so, then

the College comes down to a

power bloc of 15 outgoing, no

longer responsible to any elec-

torate, group. Yet, this probably

subdivides even further, for

there are always power blocs

with the larger power bloc. And
so, one begins to wonder, just

how many students really do
select the President?

A university should be a cita-

del of democracy, not a place

for a small closed elite to func-

tion effectively. Even the U. S. A.

keeps the Electoral College sys-
tem in name only. But not the

Queen's AMS!
It is time the students at Que-

en's elected their own leaders

to represent them all, it is time

for these candidates for leader'

ship to present some genuine

policies on which the electorate

can make a sensible decision

and cast a democratic vote,

and it is time that the AMS
itself became more represent-
ative.

Le Provocateur

In a following issue Le Pro-
vocateur will outline possible

ways of democratizing the AMS
in attempting to overcome the

arguments presented in this

issue.

fay Leaf- of Discontent

you and 0 we/ie. fntenaA,
f/ou and 3 we/ie piLenxLd,

But 3 could not be with you

3t wouldn t do,

Cause uou and 3 we/ie (ju-enxLs

jiitt ptiennU.

And day on. day,

3 lived my life away,

Hoping, 3 might be with you,

But it woutan. I do,

(juiAe (etc. J

you lived youn. own life,
An ajjnles-d kind ol. life-
DifJ-.eA.ent boys, dJ.ffeA.ent ploys,

DiffeAent toyd,
3was notse,
Cause (etc. J

But , now 3've chanyed.
§ot a betteA aim.

3_ am gonna fon&et about you,

Ikink Aometliinq, new,
A diffeAent tune,
And leave you fo/i youn. fritends

^ust fAiends.

When I get out of here, I'm going home, but I' 11 be back
to Queen's next year. Excuse the bad typing, I'm just get-

ting my touch back.
Yours truly,

Rick Borrowman

'Tournal- teatures

by Bill Martin

Dialogue between or among Cicero, the Student, and Everyman
on the new wing of the Douglas Library.

Cicero- Britannia est insula.

Student- One would feel almost intuitively, as it were, that the

selection of colour for the carpeting in the new reading

room is without the bounds of reasonable taste and

decorum.
Cicero- Roma est urbs.

Everyman- Now that you mention it, if s kind of a barfy purple

for such a big rug.

Cicero- Pedem in orbis vult?

Student- And while we are on the subject, I find it particularly

distasteful that my genitalia and those regions ad-

jacent thereto be dandled by the stainless steel fin-

gers of the librarial bureaucracy.

Everyman- The fiendsl!

Student- No, the turnstyles.

Cicero- Sum par militi.

Everyman- Aw.. .few pokes in the jollies never hurt anyone.

Student- I do not know what sort of crowd you run with.. .but that

is another story... However, I must admit that the

enlarged stack area allows us to more properly house

the basis of a liberal education.

Cicero- Terra, terrae, terrae,...terram?...terrae?????

Everyman- And there' s room for a, hell of a lot more books

too, you know!
Srudent- No need to lose your temper.
Everyman- Who' s losing their temper. You' re the one who'

s

getting poked in the privates by an aristocracy with

brass knuckles.

Cicero- Veni, Vidi, Vici,...Veni,....7

Student- You have misunderstood my poistion entirely. But

onward... This inlarged stack area gives one the im-
pression that either the stacks seem infinitely larger,

or there are fewer books.

Everyman- You mean someone has taken the books and thrown

them away????
Student- Not exactly... I was really being facetious.

Everyman- Be whoever you like....l couldn't care less.

Cicero- Gallia est provincia Romae.
Student- And I do wish the washroom was a little more con-

veniently located. If s such a burden.

Everyman- Yeah I know just how you feel.

Student- That seems only the remotest possibility.

Cicero- Sapienta et doctrina stabilitas.

Everyman-You said it.

Cicero- Faece.
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a review

The Queen's Journal has had

in the past a high place in the

regard of the students on cam-

pus. Recently, and particularly

this year this position has been

lost. There are three areas

of complaint.

The paper has too many ads

for its size. This revenue may
he important (we're sure the

Business Managers feel this

is so). But, is it more impor-

tant than the quality of the

paper itself?

The choice of editorial and

features material assumed, we

feel, the wrong proportion.The
newspaper, since the student

is compelled to subscribe,

should serve the student group

as a whole. CUS, WUS, and

SUPA are not the major act-

ivity areas for the student maj-

ority. Whatever happened to

those 'petty* and often humor-

ous campus issues about which

we heard in years past? And
whatever happened to the pol-

icy of both sides expressing

their opinions in the paper?

The biased coverage prior to

the open CUS meeting was more

than partially to blame for the
near-riotous nature of the mee-
ting.

In a paper so severely limi-
ted in space one wonders how
international and national is-
sues are able to claim such a
'newsworthy* position while
faculty news is politely over-
looked. The total coverage of
the social highlight at Queen's,
the Science formal, was com-
prised of one 4 in. square
picture.

An adequate solution to this
problem might be the inclu-
sion of the following passage
in the AMS Constitution of the
journal:

' Each faculty Society shall
be entirely responsible for the
writing and editing of a 200
word column to appear in ev-
ery second issue of the reg-
ular Journal.'

The Journal must improve...
or the Editor will be ' remind-
ed' of the consequences of a

dissatsified reading public.

Journal Review by

Jeff Marshall
John Farnham

[i
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NORM KELLY: Bored

On The
Remember the scene in

'What's New Pussycat?' where

the words "author's message"
flash on and off to the right

of Woody Allen's head? Well,

the same device could be used

in the plodding, pre-World War
II opus, 'Ship of Fools', and

no one would notice it. For
m one heavy-handed, ' message'

scene after the other people del-

ve into the depths of their souls

(and everybody elses) and ask

in the stalest dialogue imagin-

able: 'What is life?' And the

answer with every word drip-

ping with importance is always:

Unhappiness. Unescapable,

miserable, sordid- (adjectives

ad infinitum) unhappiness'

True, life may be just that.

But the idea should have been
wielded like a rapierto neatly

skewer (the split infinitive is

intentional) the audience in one

decisive scene, not like a big

dirty club, fit only a constant,

crude bludgeoning. Nobody en-

joys a beating; and, except for

a few occasions, this is exact-

!y what * Ship of Fools is.

For the most part, oddly

enough, the acting is well above

Par. Vivien Leigh, for example,
fits comfortably into the role

of a hard-bitten 46 year old

socialite-divorcee, faced with

the bitter knowledge that, for

women of her age and back-

ground, the only love that can
oe had is the purchasable kind.

Simone Signoret seems at ease

as a full-bosomed, titled junkie,

with a heart of gold. And Jose

Fernar manges to capture the

of Fools
Jew-baiting attitude held by a

considerable number of highly

nationalistic Germans of the

1930' s. The most effective per-

formance, however, comes

from Lee Marvin. As a well-

intentioned but loud-mouthed,

womanizing, washed-up ball-

playing boor, Marvin dominates

every scene he is in. He is

big and brutal and as funny

as hell, and the audience, bless

their shallow little minds, lov-

ed every earthy minute of his

presence. There can be little

doubt that Marvin, and Marvin

alone makes 'Ship of Fools'

palatable fare.

OPERATION CROSSBOW
Just a few quick comments.

First: If you expect to see a

lot of what Sophia Loren has

a lot of; indeed, if you expect

to see a lot of Sophia Loren,

expect to be disappointed. Her

picture and name may domin-

ate the ads but she appears

(and fully clothed at that) for

fifteen minutes at most. Second:

Don't be surprised to find your-

self for the bad ruvs at dif-

ferent points in the picture.

Third: Perhaps because it is

considerably less pretentious

'Ship of Fools*. 'Opera-

Crossbow* proves to be

considerably more enjoyable

picture. It is an action spv

thriller; no more, no less. The

acting is adequate. The photo-

graphy (in colour) is beautifu .

Ind you won't find yourself

wondering when the damn thing

is going to end.

In 1960, RoDert Fulford, the
first critic to understand and
appreciate the work of Michael
Snow, wrote for Canadian Art:
'To work at the edge of art,

charting new regions of sen-
sibility, takes a special kind
of disposition: confident, sear-
ching, restless, never quite
pleased. This is Michael Snow* s

personality, as we watch it grow
and develop in his art*

.

As early as 1953, influenced
by de Kooning, Snow made fig-

urative collages with knife -cut
forms which already rank as
major works. During the 1950' s,

he worked through various as-
pects of abstract expression-
ism, action painting, and exper-
iments in what is now known
as optical art. However, by
1960-61, Snow was attempting
to direct certain implications
of American abstract painting

and implications of his previous
work into new possiblities for

representation. In doing this,

Snow took figure painting and
pop art and turned them inside

out.

His real concern is the anal-
ysis of the problems of seeing
and painting. He could have
taken, like Albers, the square,
or like Jasper Johns, numbers
and letters. In choosing his

walking woman, a cut-out fig-

ure like Matisse's late cut-

-outs, Snow chose a form
which he felt could do infinit-

ely more things.

As he says, ' Women
are THE subject, the closest

other; the classic theme in

Art*. By using his one figure

arbitrarily and repeatedly,

Snow avoids the frantic and

facile trap of a search for

content of a painting. Like Ce-
zanne, with his apple or Mont
Ste.-Victoire, the content is

not what the picture is about.

Through his woman. Snow an-

alyses and presents form,
structure, colour, and space;

'I hope I am continuing the

revelation of Process as Sub-

than

tion

ject as in de Kooning* s and
Pollock' s work.'

The Walking Woman Works
is also Snow' 9 factory. Unlike

pop artists who take the prod-
ucts of other factories --soup
labels, Liz Taylor ads, comic
books, beds and toasters--and

bring them into galleries, he
audaciously m a nu f a c tures

walking women and puts them
out into the everyday world.

His woman is stuck on win-

dows, billboards, subway sta-

tions; she becomes soiled, de-

faced, seen and not-seen, like

other common objects and im-
ages. (Snow recently completed
a film around her, which carr-

ies into action some of the

continuing themes of his work;

the poetry of the static and
the dynamic in juxtaposition,

abscence and prescence, life

and death, inner and outer.)

For the past ten years, be-
ing an admirer of Snow has
been something like a way of

life, or like belonging to a

secret society. His influence,

on Toronto artists of his and
of the present generation, has

been a profound and healthy

one. Snow is engagingly frank

about the influences on him:
Matisse, Duchamps, de Koon-
ing, Ingres, Klee, Gorky, Thel-

onius Monk, Paul Valery. Thel-

onius Monk is, to Snow, the

greatest of the jazz musicians,

and as Snow, a jazz pianist,

remarked, 'Culturally speak-
ing, today, anyone who does-

n't know his jazz doesn' t know
his Arts from a hole in the

ground.'

Once, when asked about his

techniques, Snow quoted Paul

Valery, 'Go into yourself armed
to the teeth*. In probing the

most secret regions of him-
self. Snow has emerged as an

artist who 1 am convinced will

be ultimately recognized as one

of the major Canadian contri-

butors to the art of the twen-
tieth century.

Journal Review by Norm Kelly

Today India is second only to

the United States in the pro-

duction of motion pictures. Un-
like English and American film

industries, it is confined large-

ly to south east Asia and Mid-
dle East and gives those coun-

tries India's distinctive char-

acter and outlookAccording to

official survey, this industry is

second in India among the me-

dium sized industries in respect

to capital investment, fourth

from the point of view of wages

paid and fifth in the number of

people employed.
Language difficulties haveal-

ways been a major problem,

but pictures are generally pro-

duced in Hindi, Bengali, Tami-

land Telgu, Marathi and Guj-

rati.

In India all classes go to

the movies_cinema intellec-

tuals, professional people, ar-

tists and workers, everybody

who can pay for the ticket.

The cinemagoer in India is whi-

msical, unpredictable but al-

most always a part ofthe trade.

Because of cinema being the

cheapest entertainment the In-

dian public has always been a

cinema -going public. It is the

chief entertainment in the cities

and their suburbs. Gradually it

is gaining a hold over the -vil-

lages, the mining centers and

other localities. To all classes

of people cinema brings its fan-

tasy, its colour, its music and

.its creativity as still T.V.s are

'not common in India.

Walking

Women

Journal Review by

Pierre Desjardins

Indian Cinema
Most of the social movies

shows the suffering of boys

and girls both in orthodox Hin-

du and Muslim societies.

Though these orthodox citadels

are entrenched in archaic cus-

toms and prejudices which can-

not be uprooted overnight, the

films have succeeded

In spite of the linguistic agi-

tation (13 languages) which de-

mands separate states or pro-

vinces on a linguistic basis,

the Hindi films are seen by

almost all the people all over

India. These days Indian films

are trying to capture other for-

eign markets by producing films

in collaboration with other

countries. In 1961, the first

Indo-Russian production 'Par-

desi' (both in Hindi and Rus-
sian languages) was warmly
received by Russian audiences.

After this success many Hindi

films were shown in Russia

with Russian subtitles.

You will find in Indian mo-
vies the extreme eastern and

extreme western stories. If on

one hand acertainconfusionand

distortion between vice and vir-

tue combined with the habit of

censuring inhumanity has been

shown then, on the other hand,

completely escaptical films full

of songs and dances have been

produced. The bland combina-

tion of these contradictory qua-

lities leads many foreigners to

label Indian films as unoriginal

and not correlated to a high

level of creative excellence.

But a history of cinema can-

not be written without consider-

ing the public because the cin-

ema cannot progress without

the closest participation of the

public. The varied audience has

given the Indian cinema its va-

riety.

In 1964 first Indo-American
production 'The House Holder'

was commercially exhibited in

the United States. The actress

of that film ' Lila Naidu' got

the award for being the most
beautiful actress of the year

from an American film maga-
zine. The second Indo-Ameri-
can production 'The Guide* has

a completely Indian story with

screenplay by Pearl S. Buck,

and is currently being shown In

New York.
Till now Indian films have

won almost twenty-five inter-

national prizes and awards in

festivals such as the Cannes
Film Festival, the Moscow Film
Festival, the Edinburgh Film
Festival, and the Czech Film
Festival.

Journal Review by

Cyan S.Rajhans
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TREASURE VAN

;

peal both to students and pro-

fessors to encourage internat-

ional co-operation within the

university community. Money

textbooks, and medical supplies

are collected to assist univer-

sities in developing countries.

Each summer Canadian stu-

dents are sent to participate

in overseas seminars, and help

is given to overseas students

wishing to come to Canada to

study.

GOL.DKX
U'OUDS

Peter

Lieshman

Treasure Van is again rolling

across Canada and will be dis-

playing its international hand-

icrafts at Queen's next week.

The exhibition and sale will be

at Grant Hall from November

15 to 19. Queen's students will

act as sales assistants. Sale-

able items include novelties

from all over the world.

Sponsored by the World Univ-

ersity Service of Canada (WU

SC), Treasure Van hopes toap

FOR SALE

Framus 12 String Guitar, bra-

nd new, with case. Call 542-4573

MG TD series 1 (1952) good

condition for $550. 5426671.

1962 Iopcon, model R, cam-

era. Single lens-reflex with f

1.8, 58mm automatic lens. Pho-

ne 548-3296.

FOR RENT
Rooms—two half doubles in

Men's Residence. Apply Busin-

ess office, Leonard Hall.

Apartment (small) to sub-let

over Christmas recess. Near

Queen's. Contact D. J. Martill

Box 539, Chipman House, Aca-

dia University, Wolfville, N.S.

GROUP FLIGHT
Arrangements for the group

plan flight from Toronto to Fort

William are being handled by

Grant's Travel Agency. Cost

$64 return or $32 one way if ar-

ranged. Confirment of arrange-

ments will appear in Journal,

intact Grant's if interested.

A Career

in

Iron Ore!

IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA

QUEBEC NORTH SHORE AND LABRADOR RAILWAY

IEPT-ILES, P.Q. - SDHEFFERVILLE, P.Q. - LABRADOR CITT, WFLO.

Career opportunities are offered in

>> GEOLOGY

MINING ENGINEERING

»- GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

CIVIL ENGINEERING

^ MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

^ METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT,
IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA,
SEPT-ILES, P.O.

Our repiesentativM will be pleased to meet with you when they visit your campuj on

November 22

In previous years,

the column 'Golden Words',

representing the voice of en-

gineering students at Queen's,

appeared in this paper. Its re-

emergence signifies the Engi-

neering Society's aim to fur-

ther increase the student/ s

knowledge of and interest in the

Society's affairs. We hope that

all engineering students will en-

joy the column and find it use-

ful. 'Golden Words' will appear

in the Journal every Friday.

The recent clampdown by the

Kingston ' morality squad' on

'juvenile' drinking has caused

various problems. The most
significant of these concerns

year parties. In fact, it has

been suggested by some sci-

encemen that an entirely new
approach is needed. They cite

as one example the very suc-

cessful outing organized by a

group of Queensmen last Sat-

urday night. On this particular

evening the group boarded a

chartered bus destined for an

unknown rendezvous well out-

side of Kingston. Apparently

it was very well organized and,

needless to say, everyone had

a good time. Historically, en-

gineers have usually been con-

tent with the type of loud music

orgy to which I'm sure we are

all accustomed. However, with

this new situation confronting

us, it seems a good time to put

on your thinking caps and come

up with some new suggestions

regarding entertainment and

social gatherings. This has been

discussed at at least one year
executive meeting and I'm sure

the executives would appreciate

your turning in any thoughts

to them.or you may drop them
in at the Journal office in care

of this column.
Geo. McGuire (Sc '69) re-

ports that plans for Sc. '69's

first year party are well under

way. All year members are

urged to attend what appears

to be shaping up as a really

great event. November 26 will

be the day to remember, at the

LaSalle Hotel. By then every-

one should be glad to 'take-

five' from work, so the first

Sc. '69 social will be called

•Take-r.
Adrian Capel (Sc '69) has

won for himself the coveted

prize of a golden science jacket

and crest for his design of Sci-

ence '69 year crest. It will

be available in three weeks.

All engineers are asked to

watch for news in next Tues-

day's Journal concerning the

new Engineering Institute of

Canada branch which was re-

cently formed here at Queen's.

Remember that this column
is meant for engineering stu-

dents and we would appreciate

any news, comments, or sug-

gestions from you. You can

leave information at the Jour-
nal office in a slot reserved
for this column or contact me
at 546-9909 or any year scribe.

COLLEGE LIBERALS
The annual Ontario Univer-

sity Liberal Federation con-

vention will be held in King-

ston next weekend, November
19-21. The Queen's Liberal

Club is the host club this year.

Every university liberal club

in Ontario will be represented

at the convention. Also, the

Canadian University Liberal

Federation and the National

Liberal Party will be well rep-

resented.

The convention is expected

to concentrate on municipal and

university affairs and penal re-

form. Keith Davey, National

Liberal Organizer, and Andrew

Thompson, leader of the On-

tario Liberal Party, will be

guest speakers.

Look for further details in

next week's Journal.

Chevron Standard Limited

Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

will conduct campus interviews on

November 18 and 19

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATES

Honours Geological Science
(Arts and Science)

Geological Sciences
(Applied Science)

- Permanent and summer employment

- Permanent and summer employment

Physics and Geology - Permanent and summer employment

Mathematics and Egnineering - Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics - Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics and Mathematics - Permanent and summer employment

Geological Engineering

Mining Engineering

Chemical Engineering

Engineering Physics
(Geophysics Option)

- Permanent and summer employment

- Permanent and summer employment

- Permanent and summer employment

- Permanent and summer employment

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE
THROUGH THE UNIVIBSITY'S PLACEMENT OFFICE.

®P0p
C A M A D A

19 6 6

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Our representatives will be visiting the University

22nd, 23rd and 24th November

to interview undergraduates who may be interested In summer

positions in 1966 as assistants to design, process and develop-

ment engineers and as vacation relief in production, general

plant offices and the laboratories.

Disciplines of Undergraduates Required:

1 year 2 years 3 years

from degree from degree from degree

Chemical Engineering x x x

Mechanical Engineering x x

Electrical Engineering x x

Engineering Physics or

Engineering Science x>

Industrial Engineering x

Commerce x x

Chemistry x x x

An appointment to see our representatives can be made through your

Placement Office where information booklets and application forms

are available.

DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED

PERSONNEL DIVISION P. 0. BOX 660

Montreal, P.Q.



NEW HOME FOR

HUMANITIES

HEW HUMANITIES BUILDING. TO BE BUILT ON LOWER ALFRED STREET.

The departments of history,
English, philosophy a.id clas-
sics will be brought together
in a new humanities building.
Construction is expected to

start in early November.
Designed by the archectural

firm of Gordon S. Adam son
Associates of Toronto, the new
building will be erected on Low -

er Alfred Street, across from
the west wing of the Agnes
Etherington Art Centre on the

site of the former tennis courts.

It is hoped that the building
will be ready for occupancy
by the fal

1 of 1966. The ext-
erior walls will be of pre-
cast concrete, finished to blend
with the traditional limestone of

the campjs.

To relieve some of the crowd-
ing in Kingston Hall, the new
building will provide 121 staff

offices, 9 seminar rooms, 6

lounges, a reference library,

and a projection room.
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Mock Petition

Taken for Real
This was Petition Week on campus.
There was one serious and two mock petitions presented

for signature.

In recognition of Remembrance Day, SUPA sponsored one
condemning the war in Viet Nam. This was to be sent to the

Canadian government. At the table outside Grant Hall signa-

tures were obtained.

The second petition, accompanied by signs such as "Go
Yanks Go", ostensibly supported the war in Viet Nam, and

was positioned across the street from the SUPA group.

Second year Arts student Ray
Werry 20 of Oshawa who or-

ganized it said, "We wanted

Meds 71 Bled Best
The results of the Blood

Drive and the winners of the
awards are finally computed
(after a long wait for regis-
tration figures). The big win-
ners are Medsmen. The Cor-
puscular Cup, awarded to the

year with the highest percentage
of donors goes to Meds '71

which had 80.5% donors. The
winners of the Interfaculty

Shield are the Medical Faculty
with 41.8% donors. Congratula-
tions to both these groups.
As for the Blood Drive,

Queen's is to be congratulated
for the total of 995 donors
only five short of the target!

This figure is considerably a-

bove the record 831 of last

year's drive. The Red Cross,
the Engineering Society, and
the people who received your
blood thank you.

Many thanks are accorded to

the staff of the Canadian Red
Cross, the helpers from the

Engineering Society, girls from
Levana, and Bruce Regensburg.

to show the uselessness of pe-

titions on campus."
Mark McDonald 19 of Gait,

Arts *69 said the original idea

of the petition to support the

Americans was a mock opp-

osition to "protest against the

protesters."

Although many were told it

was a farce 300 signatures were
collected. Some people excla-

imed, "Against SUPAI We'll

sign anything." One man sign-

ed the wrong petition.

The Whig Standard said the

petition was to be sent to Pre-
sident Johnson, Robert McNa-
mara, and Barry Goldwater.
These names were suggested
facetiously by the group gath-

ered around the signing desk.

The Windsor Star, receiving

the story via Canadian Press,
mentioned a Viet Nam clash
on Queen' s Campus on its fr-

ont page.

The Oshawa newspaper re-
ferred to an organized group
of right wing extremists at

Queen' s.

Werry expressed surprise at

these reports.
The third petition of the week,

found on the bulletin board out-

side the coffee shop, deplored
the weather.

Maiden's Union
(CUP). a group of female

students at Sheffield University
in England have started a soc-
ciety against premarital sex.

Called ' Maidens Anonymous'

,

the society was started by 20-
year old June Heaton and claims
20 members so far.

In an article in their student

newspaper; the group says:
'All men are lecherous, ego-

1
tistical swine and the blond-
haired, blue-eyed Adonis who
gazes into your eyes is not

linking in your beauty... or not
in the way you think he is.'

Hulk Holds in our Harbour
by John Hill Saunders

The disabled vessel in King-

ston harbour is the Greek tr-

amp freighter Protostatis.

She ran aground on a shoal

over two miles off course at

Point Travis near Picton on

September 30. No one was in-

jured. Informed sources predict

that an official enquiry will be

held, since the mishap occurred

with five to six miles clear

visibilty and over 2000 feet

inside the Pt. Travis buoy. A
seaway pilot was aboard at the

time.

Towed to Kingston harbour,

the ship has been anchored
here for nearly a month, under-

going temporary repairs. Per-
sons who have visited the Pro-
tostatis say that, with the boi-

ler not in use, the Greek crew,

lacking warm clothing and un-

accustomed to low temperat-

ures, is suffering considerably

from the cold.

Immigration authorities have
granted permission for occa-
sional shoreleaves provided the

crew stay within Kingston city

limits. It is reported that th-

ree sailors have already jumped

Ship and entered Canada ill-

egally.

The Protostatis, an ex -war-
time Liberty Ship bound from
Detroit with scrap metal for

the Fiat automobile company
in Genoa, was refloated by the

removal of 14.000 tons of car-

go in a thirteen-day operation.

It is reported that the outer

hull was damaged in the area

of the engine and boiler rooms
and adjacent holds, the space

between the hull and the inner

bottom was flooded and the In-

ner bottom was fractured in

several places.

The Protostatis will probably

be towed to Montreal, either

to be repaired in drydock or

broken up. Both the ship and its

cargo are said to be insured.

Diaabled vessel, Protostatis, off park
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Poor, Vietnam

Would the war in Vietnam be stopped by removal
I

of

fte American troops? these two questions have been

of great interest to a large group of students on campus

in the recent months. The answer to each, of course

Ts yes, in one case by definition, in the other case

bv the nature of the South East Asian military situation.

However, by taking a slightly longer view we can see

that each of these answers is temporary.

By raising the standard of living of the poor, we do

indeed eradicate their poverty. However, asuming this

to have been by fiat, we do not remove the causes. In

fact, one can fairly say, that a large percentage

of those inbeighing against poverty have only a very

vague idea of these causes. The two most important

of these are the nature of the economy insofar as it

affects the 'poor' with its demands for their services,

and the price which it is prepared to pay for them;

and the psychological make-up. It is interesting to note

that in time, the 'poor' would reemerge, if for no

other reason than that the social definition of the poor

would be changed upwards.

ournal

The question of the war in Vietnam is equally com-

plex. The main objection seems to be humanitarian, i.e.

mat the Americans are imposing on theSouth Vietnam-

ese by methods which are unpleasant to say the least,

a political system which they do not want. Therefore,

if one were to remove the American troops, the war

in Vietnam would rapidly cease, and the Vietnamese

both North and South would be able, by plebiscite to

choose how they wish to live. This final result is

questionable, but that of the cessation of the war is

nnt. However the Peking Government, has some time

ago amounted the formation of a Thai People's Gov-

Student Union Building
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ernment in Exile which is the first stage of Maoist Rev-

olutionary War strategy. Inshortonecanforseea rep-

etition of the whole general process.

Therefore, demonstrations and petitions would seem

to be aimed more at symptomatic relief rather than

curing the disease. These manifestations spring from

a natural human desire to do something about the

problem, but far more valuable are those who are

quietly trying to discover the basic causes. Let most

of us admit that we just do not know enough about

these situations and set about trying to find out...

Stancy Butler

Plagarism

Editor, Journal:

1 wish to congratulate the

author of the article, 'The Mid-

dle Men', in Che November 2

Journal, for his demonstration

of skillful writing technique. It

is indeed a rare and uplifting

experience to see such clear

and well-developed sentence

structure, such overpoweringly

logical paragraphing, such

petent vocabulary. Plagaristic

or not, your style is to be

complimented.
John Farnham

Frustrated

Editor, Journal:

Students in all the Men's Resi-

dences are becoming increa-

singly lax about answering

phones. I could hardly be the

only non-resident who has fre-

quently fought his wayintoaresi-

dence local at a promisingtime

of the afternoon or evening, only

to get no answer. Hence 1 am
using the Journal to draw this

to the attention of those con-

cerned.

1 can sympathize with those

who have rooms by the phone,

since 1 had one last year in

Leonard Hall. But this year,

with many more phones, there

must be fewer calls per phone,

hence lessworkfor any one per-

son with a room bv a phone.

However, the long-term solu-

tion will probably be to have

Floor Seniors organize phone

pools on their floors, or else

to have student orderlies (or

the Porters) answer afternoon

calls. Perhaps this is the sec-

ret to the vastly better answer

-

mg in the Women's Residences.

In any case.
Dan George

Yellow Journal
Editor, Journal:

As an individual and a Jour-

nal reader, 1 take offense at the

flagrant violation of the prin-

ciples of fair play contained in

the Nov. 12 issue of the Queen'

s

Journal in an article entitled

" Does This Man Look Irrespon-

sible to YouT' The title and in-

sert ask if Mr. Watt, president

of the AMS, is irresponsible,

and as such insinuate that he is.

Two interpretations of the word

"irresponsible", as used in this

context, may be found: the first

implies a lack of integrity of

character and the second im-

plies a non-accountability to the

electorate. In view of the fact

mat Le Provocateur nowhere in

the article discusses either of

these implications, this title can

be assumed to have been con-

ceived for the sole purpose of

attracting attention to the

article. In a good piece of

journalism, the story is told in

the title, retold in the first para

graph, and details are given in

the remainder of the article.

This article is not only poor

journalism, it is yellow journal-

ism because it attacks mali-

ciously andby insinuation, with-

out supporting its insinuations

with proof.

If Le Provocateur and the edi -

tor of the Journal, who must also

bear the responsibility for this

offence, judge that they are un-

able to present this article

(which contains some worth-

while criticism) solely on the

basis of the validity of its argu-

ments, they should refrain from
printing it rather than use the

tactics of publications which

have hitherto been considered

inferior to the Journal.

(Mrs.) Kathryn Roberts,

Nursing Science ' 66

Compliment ?

Editor, Journal:

I would like to congratulate

you on last Friday's Journal.

] found it almost completely

readable, even past the classi-

fied section.

I only regret that the reputa-

tion builtup this year has caused

so many people to miss your

best edition, because of their

complete lack of interest inre-

gular Journals.
Mike Dawson,

Science ' 66

Irfilnliiklrll

A Choosey Picket Line

Last week two more escapes

from behind the Iron Curtain

were reported. One of these

involved an EastGerman mech-

anic who stole a plane he had

never piloted, and landed in a

field in West Germany. Hardly

a week goes by without some-

one fleeing from the ' People'

s

Democracies' of Eastern Eur-

ope. And the methods of escape

that have been dreamed up could

fill this Journal.

Now that the picketing season

has rolled around again, why not

march somewhere other than

the American Embassy or Con-

sulate? If one has strong con-

victions about human dignity and

non-violence, why not demon-

strate at the Hungarian Em-
bassy against the barbed wire,

machine-gun towers, and land

mines that imprison ten mill-

ion Hungarians? - Or why not

petition the Soviet Embassy to

demand free elections for the

East Germans, who axe mowed
down for no other crime than

trying to leave the miserable

place they live in?

A certain number of people

are bound to wonder what in

me world I am talking about.

Surely no communist regime

could actually be guilty of evil?

After all, only capitalists can

do wrong.
1 hold nothing against poli-

tical activism and 'peacenik-

ing\ On the contrary, it is im-

portant that the status quo be

challenged. But why must all

agitation be inevitably directed

at denunciations of the United

States, while the abominable

facts of Communist Europe go

unprotested?
Peter Wershof

Me thinks the lady doth protest toomuch
. . _ ..;„i~r,ri„ *n tho cn-rAlled *Dro- cal* means 'going to the ro>

STEAM
SHOVEL

And did Maide Marion most grateful at appearanz of Scribe at

Cav of Nic for had not Maide been abandoned by dwellerz of saide

Cav for greyer pazturez of Noranda.

But did Maide rezpond with sournezz at thoughtz of end of great

era when Scribe related wordz of frosh head of Gym. Maide did

muze that saide near sighted wordz did wipe away last remaining

tiez of cooperation between fac and Greatest of all Facs. For who

can we now turn after rejection from within. Grandest of all social

evez mav now be reduzedto scale approaching that of most ignoble

fac of eartz or , even worse, of mudz. (No chance _too low.)

Maide did onze again rejoice at hearing of uzual prowezz of

team of Golden Fac For was oblate spheroid handled by saide win-

ning team with traditional deftnezz to override fac of eartz and

something of law. Maide did advize back to boobz and bench for

saide groupz henceforth for supremacy of Golden Facwill be long

overwhelming.
And as week of lemonz does arrive, men of Golden hac nav

made rulingz of own such that no more than three lemonz will be

satisfied by each per eve. For suitzof imprezzion are not for lem-

onaderz but for moneyed-class of Interviewerz!

And did quick brown fox run. Urinal in hand (reading Golden

Wordz, of course) away from giggling throngs of onrushing lemonz.

„ essential to the argu-

ment of Stancy Butler's 'edi-

torial' that it assume all 'pro-

test
1

to be 'protest for the sake

of protest* or in her words,

•an end in itself rather than

just the first step.' For other-

wise the argument would lose

even the mere semblance of

reasoning that it has, amidst

all the confused recrimination.

But to assume this about the

student 'protest* movement to-

day is to make a profound mis-

take. It is as absurd as for me
to say that this editorial was

'reaction for the sake of reac-

tion*, which it may in part have

been.
The attitude of this editorial

is often expressed, and it is

thus important to confront it.

I t is natural for some of the

people who may feel bitter to-

wards the idea of radical ques-

tioning and action to react in

the manner of this editorial. To

excuse their own sluggish

acceptance of the myths and in-

justices perpetuated by our Cold

War, Time magazine-condi -

tioned societies ,
they must

assert that all ' protest
1

is ' pro-

test for the sake of protest*.

This is an easy way out. It* s

like calling everything in dis-

agreement with you. 'com-
munist*'

Actually, this type of reaction

reveals far more about the men-
tality that is doing the reacting

than it does about what is being

reacted to. It is probably true

to say that those who react very

violently to the so-called 'pro

test* attitude (which could bet-

ter be described as the humanist

spirit of dialogue and question-

ing) express some deep dis-

satisfaction with the creative

life, with a dynamic, questioning

society, preferring the security

and order of a brittle status quo.

This is certainly true of the

paranoid U. S. fear of commu-
nism, which reveals a great

deal about the alienation of the

U. S. way of life, about Babbitt

society.

Most students who take a

stand against some of the

wrongs and injustices in our

society, and are called' radi-

cals', are quite aware of the

limitations and difficulties that

face such a commitment. We
are not deluded Utopians or

bomb-throwing anarchists. Only

a little reflection is needed to

see that in the world today, we
as individuals, cannot be very

effective towards solving the

major problems that confront

mankind- We cannot change the

world overnight. But we do not

claim to. The only people that

attribute this aim to us, and

deride us for embracing ' futile

causes* are those who have a

motive in misunderstanding us.

But we can do some tilings.

Protest is just a first step. In

all our questioning we are af-

firming a belief hi social and

economic democracy, without

which there can be no true con-

cern for the freedom and deve-

lopment of all individuals, and

not just the 'privileged*. 'Radi-

cal' means ' going to the roots
,

of the matter.' To be concern^ !

with true democracy in a society i

as undemocratic as our own is ,

to be radical, for it is to chal-

lenge the myths of our spoon-

fed democracy, and big cor- 1

poration economy.
Thus we can work against

,

poverty, discrimination and ex- i

ploitation. We can do as much

as we can to help prevent World
1

War Three. And in our think-
,

ing and actions we affirm rather

man degrade (he spirit of ques-

tioning that must underlie ady-

namic democratic society. To

dismiss such work and concern

as 'protest for the sake of pro-

test* is to degrade this spirit

and the work that comes out of

it. It is, at best, a cultivated

misunderstanding, useful to ex-

cuse brittle attitudes and inac-

tion, and at worst, a sneer.

Stancy Butler seems to have de-

scribed her own position, which

is the position of many others,

perfectly when she wrote:

"Negative attitudes bred by a

reaction against rather than ac-

tion for, can only themselves

breed a negative solution." For

what is more negative in a

democracy than a violent reac-

tion against the spirit of dia-

logue and questioning and

attempts at progressive action?

To attack the 'protest* move-

ment without having understood

it in its fuller context is very

negative.

Rick Johnstone
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Osborne Great
Few university drama groups would dare approach Luiiri

Pirandello's 'Six Characters to Search of An Author' How-
ever, there seems to be a movement afoot on this campus which
feels a short Pirandello play is both shorter and easier to
produce than his longer works. Friday night's 'Cecilian Limes'
struck a low blow to this movement. The audience was left
with the uncomfortable feeling that they had witnessed a gammy
production of a bad play. In many places the melodramatic
silences were destroyed by the interjection of dialogue Sam
Wall' s Aunt Marta was the high point of the production.

Director James Garrard's selection of the second play 'Under
plain Cover' by John Osborne was a stroke of Genius. First
it was intended to be a relief from the gravity of ' Cecilian
Limes.' Second, what a relief it was - certainly the best student
(7) directed, student acted production to be seen on this campus
for years.

Take Genet's "The Maids', Pinter's "The Dumb Waiter" N.

F. Simpson's 'Resounding Tinkle', Sophocles' 'Oedipus Rex'
and Thorton Wilder" s 'Our Town, (and some of these are pretty
hard to take); throw them together and light a fuse and the stage
is set for Osborne1

s play. In this case the fuse was Steve Win-
stance Smith as Tim Turner. Within one minute the audience
was compelled to ask itself questions like, "who writes his
lines?" After five minutes the audience was compelled to rea-
lize that the lines themselves were not all really that hilar-
ious. However Mr. Smith's timing, 'articulation' and overall
stage presence made the most of a funny script.

Renee Fransman' s bright performance supported Smith' s dra-
matics - one is reminded of the banterbetween William Powell
and Myrna Loy in the Thin Man series familiar to "late late
movie" viewers. Vaughan Church was convincingly drunk but
not always convincingly a newspaperman. Special mention
goes to Kenneth Menzies who played Kenneth Menzies so well
that the latter part of 'Under Plain Cover' felt a lift by his

presence on the stage.
^ " Keneth Tynan

In an attempt to placate the Queen's Drama Guild and
Department for the late review of their October produc-
tions, herewith Journal devotes an entire page to last

Friday's plays. The Appeasement policy continues Fri-
day as we try to acknowledge the Domino Players before
the Seagull closes. And soon, soon perhaps, we will find

a way of printing movie reviews before their subjects

leave town.

Sam Wall with Gavin Semple in 'Cecilian Limes'

photos by Trottier

Renee Fransman faces pantless Winston-Smith in 'Under Plain Cover*

Shell will be on campus to interview

students for regular and summer employment

in the following departments.

REFINING
MARKETING
EXPLORATION
PRODUCING

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

November 22, 23, 24

For details see posters and obtain company brochure

from your placement office.

Shell Canada Limited

FFASHION SILHOUETTE (+.

in SLIMS, SWEATERS, SKIRTS by

Glenayr
,

You'll jump for joy when you

wear this perfectly matching

"slim" outfit by Kitten! The

cardigan is medium-weight

Shetland and mohair, has

full-fashioned raglan shoulders,

cardigan facing with roll collar,

in stunning new Fall colours.

The perfectly matching slime

are 100% Pure Wool Worsted

woven from superfine English

Botany and perfectly match

all Kitten Botany sweaters.

At all fine shops everywhere!

538/692

Without this label ^jjjj&C^^
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Moore No TV Fan

Theatre Director Criticises Media
Mavor Moore, the director

of the Charlottetown Centennial

Theatre, lashed out at the bar-

reness of television and defend-

ed the more 'far out* types

of modern art in a speech in

Dunning Auditorium last Thurs-

day night.

While avoiding the phrase

'vast wasteland' he decried the

lack of artistry in mass media

productions. He suggested the

hypothetical case of the carry -

ing of our culture to the in-

habitants of the Moon when

we land on it.

"We can show them a tele-

vision set and be very proud

of it," he said. "But what are

we going to show them on it_

Bonanza?" This was by no

means the only occasion in

which he disparaged the high-

rating western during his ad-

dress.

Mr. Moore saw a threat in

the entry of social scientists

and motivational researchers

into the field of mas media.

"If there ever comes a time

when they will be able to pre-

dict audience reactions pre-

cisely and art becomes the

production of what the people

are conditioned to likejhen we

will have ' 1984'

"

Although he attacked techno-

logy, he gave it credit for its

benefits to culture, such as

the immediate intelligibility of

radio and television to the il-

literate and the bringing togeth-

er of the whole world by a sa-

telite -transmitted program.

Films and television, he

claimed, with their millions of

pictures, are causing a wane

in the demand for poetry, which

basically just supplies 'word

pictures'

.

He said that in view of the

sameness and dullness of pre-

sent day methods of communi-

cation, "it is not surprising

that the modern artist creates

his own private language. He

then invites us to enter his

private world, or go to Hell!"

However, he said entertain-

ment which seeks to make the

audience think byusing'shocks'

and complete nonsense notably

the theatre of the absurd may

be reaching a dead-end as the

public becomes inured to sur-

prises. There may even come

a day when the pendulum starts

to swing back and orthodox

methods are used for their

'shock* value, he suggested.

The talk was sprinkled with

wit and rhetoric in the best

*avor Moore style. Typical

c/i the 'Moore-isms' are these:

"I don't want to make a

vaTue judgement about a show,

but if you were a TVproducer

and you went to heaven and

God asked you what you had

done on earth, would you want

to answer: " Bonanza" ?

"Some people say modern

arf is too shrill. Don't you

have to raise your voice too,

when you are trying to speak

to people who are deaf."

Husband and Wife
Lawyer Team

Speaking...Together
Mr. and Mrs. L, H. TEPPER,

well-known Kingston attornies-

at-law, will speak here on Wed-
nesday. The discussion, which

will be held at eight o'clock in

John A. Macdonald Hall, the Law
Building, is the first ina series

sponsored by the Levana Society.

The Teppers are planning an in-

formal discussion on various

aspects of law.

The Teppers are both gradu-

ates of Queen' s. Following his

B.A., Mr. Tepper went to Tor-

onto and obtained his LL.B. in

1955. They were married while

Mrs. Tepper was still a student;

she was a member of the first

graduating class of Queen' s Law
School in 1960.

Followed by CUSO Rep

Thursday, Nov. 18, Mr. Terry

Glavin will speak at a CUSO
Meeting held at International

House. Mr. Glavin, a former

CUSO volunteer in Jamaica, is

currently one of the executive

secretaries of the CUSO orga-

nization in Ottawa. He has just

returned from East Africa where

he met with representatives of

the government and various

institutions which supply jobs

for CUSO volunteers. This meet-

ing will be an excellent oppor-

tunity for prospective CUSO
volunteers and any interested in

the CUSO organization to receive

an accurate idea of jobs avail-

able both in East Africa and

other countries served by CUSO.
Thursday, Nov. 18, at7:30p.m.,

International House.

Youth
Orchestra

The National Youth Orches-

tra Association of Canada is

now accepting applications for

the Summer Session August 1

to September 16, 1966. App-
lications must be received by

November 22nd, 1965.

Mavor Moore at Queen'

s

GOLDKX VVOUDS
The Engineering Institute of

Canada (E.LC.) is a national

society of professional eng-

ineers in all branches of eng-

ineering throughout Canada.

The prime purpose of this or-

ganization is to exchange ideas

and information and to keep in

touch with technical and indus-

trial progress, especially that

in Canada. As a national or-

ganization it provides an oppor-

tunity for the publication of

Canadian Engineering liter-

ature and through its interna-

tional affiliations the filtering

of these publications to other
countries.

The E.LC. in an endeavour

toward the advancement of en-

gineering has supported the for-

mation of student branches on

the various camDUses through-

out Canada. Many services are

provided to the student bran-

ches by the national group. The

Engineering Journal, a monthly

publication, is sent free to each

student member. The Journal

consists of papers and techni-

cal articles involving all bran-

ches of engineering. A free em-
ployment service is provided

within the Journal itself. The

E.LC. participates in The In-

ternational Association for the

Exchange of Students for Tech-

nical Experience. This means

that it will provide summer em-
ployment for undergraduates in

Europe. The Institute also has

a fund for making loans to

students to complete their stu-

dies.

The purpose of the student

branches is to provide a com-
mon meeting place for engin-

eering students to integrate the

various disciplines. Supported

by the local E.LC. branch the

student body initiates and car-

ries out various activities of

an engineering nature.

Last year the Queen's stu-

dent E.LC. showed movies of

a technical theme every Tues-

day at 11:00 am in Ellis aud-

itorium. This activity will a-

gain be taken up after the

Christmas holidays. An orien-

tation program for first year

students is also planned for

the second term. It is gener-

ally felt that students entering

fourth year are not fully aware
of the scope embrace by the

various engineering discipline.

By introducing practical, prac-

tising engineers to the first

year students it is hoped that

many doubts with regard to en-

gineering as an occupation will

be answered, and that the first

year student will be better pre-

pared to choose a branch of

engineering.

Queen' s student E. LC. has

arranged for Mr. Paul Cook

of Canadian Comstock to speak

on Ford's entry into the rac-

ing field and in particular the

development of the Ford G.T.

A film will be shown to sup-

plement the talk. The talk will

be of a general nature so that

technical knowledge is not a

prime requisite. All those in-

terested are most welcome. The
talk will be given on Wednes-
day, Nov. 24, at 7:30 pm in

Ellis Hall auditorium.

Any engineering student in-

ter ested in becoming a mem-
ber of the E.LC. is asked to

contact:

Frank Lauria 546-3362

Fraser Dunford 546-3871 ext.

381.

DOMINO THEATRE

DorriLno I henAjie. One.

TH£ SfACjULL

bu Anion. Qfiefihov

I h-Ls h/Udjau.,Sa£tuidat/. and Sunday.

8 V/u-nx.eA4 Szjie&t

(u/itain I ime.-^ :00 p.m.

Ticket at fikhood'^ - Si .50

Michael Marrella
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIST*

Featuring The Latest

h Hair Styling

Winner, of Tort. Top Awards
In Kingston and District

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen's Students always Welcome.

Tom Annis to greet you.

<SffTOHJ>CANADA
19 6 6

SOWER EMPLOYMENT

Our representatives will be visiting the University

22nd, 23rd and 2«*th November

to interview undergraduates who may ba interested in summer

positions tn 1966 as assistants to design, process and develop-

ment engineers and as vacation relief in production, general

plant offices and the laboratories.

Disciplines of Undergraduates Required:

1 year 2 years 3 years

from degree from degree from denre-

Chemical Engineering * * *

Mechanical Engineering x it

Electrical Engineering x *
Engineering Physics or
Engineering Science x<

Industrial Engineering x

Commerce * x -

Chemistry * x x

An appointment to see our representatives can be made through your

Placement Office where information booklets and application forms

are available.

DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED

PERSONNEL DIVISION P. 0. BOX 660

Montreal. P.Q.
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FOR SALE

Porsche 1500-Super Roadster.

Grad studentwishes to exchange

status symbol for $600 cash.

Call Doug Calhoun, 546-8937,

£_7 evenings.

1961 Taunus Station Wagon
radio, W. W., excellent condi-

tion, $500. Phone 542-3558.

FOR RENT
Warm quiet room, close to

Queen's. To men in Law, Com-
merce, Arts, Economics, Poli-

tics and Business. Gravelled

parking yard. 196 Union St.

WANTED

Arts * 67. Applications now
being received for chairman of

Snowball Snow Sculpture Com-
mittee. All interested contact

Dave Baldock at **824 before

Nov. 22.

Car leaving for Toronto this

Friday, returning on Sunday

evening. Riders wanted. $5.00

round trip. Phone 542-8525.

Supervised study sessions for

CLASSIFIED

students drawn chiefly from
grades 6 to 9 are being organ-

ized in North Kingston. Many
of these students do not have

the facilities which we had
and consequently do not do well

in school. Queen' s students are

needed at these sessions to give
help and encouragement. This
will Involve about 2 hours a week,

For further information, con-
tact Marg Dyment. Phone
546-4114 or Ellen McKay, phone
**443.

Needed: Stage hands for Pro-
duction of Princess Ida. Con-
tact Liz Sinclair at 542-6988

or Tony Lovink at **614.

CORRECTIONS

The Who's Where is incor-

rect! John S. Sedgewick"s phone
number is 546-7376.

Bruce Cavanaugh, 548-4619.

To anyone who has read that

great new work of fiction Who'

Where, my real phone number
is 546-5097. The lady who an-

swers the phone number given

to me in Who's Where doesn't

want to take messages. Wayne
Bulak, P.H.E. '67.

THIS WEEK. AT UEEN'S

Tuesday, November 16

Le Circle Francais se reunira

mardi, le 16 novembre, 8 h. a

la Salle Rouge de Kingston Hall.

Conferencier: Prof. Bessitte,

plus un film sur Le Carnival de

Quebec.

Wednesday, November 17

"Neighbours", without doubt

"the greatest anti-war short

film in existence", and "The

United Nations and the World
of the Future", aninformaltalk

by Professor Brookes, Dunning
Trust Lecturer and Chairman of

the South African Liberal Party.

These are the two highlights of

a meeting sponsored by the

United Nations Club. RoomlOl,
Kingston Hall, at 8:30 p.m.
Treasure Van opens at 11 a.m.

Philosophy Club Meeting on

Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. inUnion

Lower Common Room. Prof.

Pullen will read a paper on

Locke's influence on Boswell.

Discussion to follow.

Thursday, November 18

Chown Party, 8:30 - 11:30' in

the Red Room, Open to ALL
iQueensmen.. Free Food.

The Astronomy Club will meet

in Ellis Hall, room 222. The film

"Universe" will be shown and

observations conducted. All wel-

come.
CUSO Meeting 7:30 p.m.,

International House. Mr. Terry

Glavin, an ex -volunteer in Jam-
aica, now co-ordinator of the

work of CUSO in East Africa,

will speak on job opportunities

for CUSO volunteers.

Slide lectures in French on

on Wednesday, not as mistakenly Boucher Fraginard and their

reported in the Journal.

Discussion on law by Mr. and
Mrs. L. H. Tepper, Kingston law
yers. Law Building at 8:00 p.m.
Question period following. Ref-
reshments.

time. Room 101, New Arts at

4:30 p.m.

SCM SUPA seminar, man in

society. 10 pm at 59 West

Apt. 8. Paper, 'How Phlloso-r

phy has Mangled Man.'

In the true spirit of Susie-Q
Week, a certain Levanite wishes
to extend an invitation to a cer-
tain poker -playing Martian to

share her company one evening
this week and more specifically
to partake in the pleasures of
her bed. Further necessary in-

formation may be obtained from
said Levanite, whom, I am sure
the Martian will forthwith con-
tact.

FOUND

TWO PAIR OF GLASSES. One pair
with brown frames. One pair
with black frames in leather
case. Can be picked up in the
Registrar's Office.

Lady's ring. AMS Office.

LOST

A delegate at the CUP Con-
; ference here last Saturday left

a navy blue LondonFograincoat
in the Students' Union. Would the

someone who appropriated the

coat by accident please call

546-9913.

Taken by mistake from Augus-
tus GO GO, one reversible grey

and black overcoat, size 40.

Please check yours for my name
in pocket. Then call James Wil-

son, 542-5015.

If anyone picked up a black

pencil case containing two

Schaeffer pens and a set of keys

at Tech Supplies last Wednes-
day afternoon, please call Jean
at 542-9274.

A watch, November 10 between

10:30 and 11:00 p.m. at Douglas

Library. Finder please call

542-6412. Sentimental value.

MISCELLANEOUS

Attention Queen' smen! Play-

boy subscriptions available at

student rates: 1 year $6.50;

2 years $12.00; 3 years

$16.50. Contact Tom MacWil-

liam, 542-3836.

Very resentful Math class 030

is of the opinion that Very

Friendly Young Math Professor

does not need a more active

social life. Besides, we hate

FORTRAN assignments.

Book Exchange Deadline for

picking up books and money is

Saturday, Nov . 20. They may

be picked up from Room 315,

new Men's Residence, 4:00-

5:00 p.m.

A Career

in

Iron Ore!

IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA

QUEBEC NORTH SHORE AND LABRADOR RAILWAY

iEPT-ILES, P.Q. - SOHEFFEfiVlLLE, P.Q. IBRAD0R CITY HFLD.

Career opportunities are offered in

p. GEOLOGY

»v MINING ENGINEERING

|». GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

,» CIVIL ENGINEERING

»- MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

»» ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

r» METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT,
IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA,
SEPT-ILEO, P.O.

, „p,e*u,t«i™ will b. pl.»«l !• "»> »°» ***il """ """" °°

November 22

B.P. GOODRICH CANADA LIMITED

A VARIETY OF CHALLENGING CAREERS WILL BE

AVAILABLE IN 1966 TO GRADUATES IN MECH-

ANICAL AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER - PRODUCTION

CHEMICAL ENGINEER - SALES

MECHANICAL ENGINEER - PRODUCTION

MECHANICAL ENGINEER - SALES

OUR COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

WILL BE ON CAMPUS

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 26, 1965

TO TELL YOU MORE ABOUT THESE OUTSTANDING

OPPORTUNITIES

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY

and

HENRY MORGAN {. CO. LIMITED

will have a representative on campus to

discuss management career opportunities

in retail merchandising on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18th

Male graduates in Arts and Commerce are

preferred.

Please see your Student Placement Office

to make an appointment for an interview.

Your

Career?

TRAFFIC
& CUSTOMS

RESEARCH
SALES &

MARKETING

AGRICULTURAL
SERVICES

AUDIT &
ACCOUNTING

TRADING &
PURCHASING

CHEMISTRY

& ENGINEERING

PERSONNEL &
INDUSTRIAL

RELATIONS

TECHNOLOGY

& PRODUCTION

CANADA PACKERS INVITE GRADUATING STUDENTS

in Arts, Commerce, Business, Engineering, Chemistry

and Agriculture to discuss plans for an interesting ca-

reer in a leading Canadian industry.

STUDENT INTERVIEWS

with Canada Packers' Representatives mill be held on

Nov. 22, Nov. 29, Nov. 30
~

at times arranged by the University Placement Office.

For further information, Canada Packers' Annual Report

and brochure are available at the Placement Office.

CANADA VI

CANADA'S LARGEST FOOD PROCESSOR
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School has new Head
The appointment of Professor

W. G. Leonard as acting deanof

the School of Business has been

announced by Principal J. A.

Corry.
Professor Leonard will act in

this capacity until a permanent

appointment is made.

A fellow and past president

of the Institute of Chartered Ac-

countants of Ontario, Professor

l^onard joined the staff of

Queen' s in 1946. In addition to

his teaching, he has beendirec-

tor of professional courses in

the School of Business.

Widely-known in the field of

countants of Ontario, Professor

Leonard joined the staff of

Queen's in 1946. In addition to

his teaching, he has been direc-

tor of professional courses in

the School of Business.

accounting, he is author and co-

author of a number of publica-

tions includingCanadian Income

Tax for Accountants, and Cana-

dian Accounting Practice; his

most recent work is Financial

New Res Now Named
The two wings of the new

men's residence on Collingwood

St. have been named Donald

Gordon House and Brockington

House.
Mr. Gordon, who is chairman

of the Board of Trustees and

President of Canadian National

Railways, has been a trustee

of Queen's since 1951. Leonard

W. Brockington, Q.C., first ch-

airman of the Canadian Broad-

casting Corporation, was rec-

ently elected by the Alma Mater

Society to his seventh term

as Rector of Queen's. He has

represented students on the Bo-

ard of Trustees since 1947.

Students Politic

W. G. Leonard

About 75 Que^ii' s students

actively participated in the Nov.

8 federal election of the Hon-
ourable E. J. Benson, Minister

of National Revenue and mem-
ber for Kingston, and watched

him return 'o Ottawa for th?

third time. Students who aided

the Liberal cause acted as as-

sistant ward chairmen, scrut-

ineers, poll captains, drivers,

and canvassers. Some of those

who fulfilled the age require-

ment acted as Deputy Returning

Officers and Poll Clerks on

election day. Many students

commented on the value of the

experience gained and the know -

ledge acquired about this very

important aspect of the Cana-
dian system of government.

Elected
Don Carty was elected pre-

sident of Arts '68 in a ballot

vote last Wednesday night.

Chevron Standard Limited

Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

will conduct campus interviews on

November 18 and 19

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATES

in

Honours Geological Science - Permanent and summer employment
(Arts and Science)

Geological Sciences
(Applied Science)

- Permanent and summer employment

Physics and Geology - Permanent and summer employment

Mathematics and Egnineering - Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics - Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics and Mathematics - Permanent and summer employment

Geological Engineering - Permanent and summer employment

Mining Engineering - Permanent and summer employment

Chemical Engineering - Permanent and summer employment

- Permanent and summer employmentEngineering Physica
(Geophysics Option)

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE
THROUGH THE ITNIVffiSITY'S PLACEMENT OFFICE.

photo by Trottier

Part of Girls Gymnastic Club on way up

Soccer

LOOSE CHAMPIONSHIP
University of Toronto handily

out-scored Queen's soccer te-

am 6-1 at Toronto last Satur-

day giving Toronto the O.Q. A. A.

CHAMPIONSHIP. This was the

nal game between the eastern

division leaders, Queen's, and

University of Toronto, western
division champs.
From the first few minutes

of play it was obvious that Tor-
onto would retain the cup as

they scored in the early minu-
tes to take a 1-0 lead. Gaels

were forced to play defensive

ball in the first half. Toronto

showed tremendous ball con-

trol, sharp passing and hard

shooting adding another 2 goals

to Imd 3-0 at half time.

In the second half Toronto

again tallied In the first few

minutes. However, Gaels gained

more power and replied with

Clem Nwekwesi heading the ball

in after George McGuire lifted

a pass from the right wing.

Toronto put the game out of

reach scoring two more goals

to end the game 6-1.

SERVE CANADA

SUMMER TRAINING IN THE U.N.T.D.

Summer training at regular navy rates of pay

with the Royal Canadian Naval Reserve while

progressing towards a commisioned rank.

Inquire about Queen's University Naval Trai-

ning Division. Phone Sub-Lt. Doug Slack-542-1856.

Telephone 548-3434

"®Jje (Sift Centre"

Fine China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON. ONT.
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RUGGER GAELS TAKE LEAGUE
The Queen' s Golden Rugger

Gaels are the 1965 Intercolleg-

iate Rugger Champions. A 6-0

upset last Saturday of the Tor-
onto VarsityXVbyasuprisingly
strong McGill Rugger Squad
demolished Toronto' s hopes of

forcing a playoff with the Rug-

ger Gaels for the rights to the

championship.
The Gaels completed the sea-

son with a 5-1 won-lost record

the only loss being incurred in

a 12-3 defeat at Toronto. Dis-

regarding this setback, the Rug-
ger Gaels have been exception-

ally strong, winning games with

scores 29-0, 6-3, 6-0, 12-3,

12-0. The Toronto Blues had
suffered only one setback, that

being to Queen's, before this

final encounter against McGill.

While the Rugger Gaels were
downing the Guelph Redmen
12-0 last weekend, the Blues

dropped that decisive game to

McGill, giving Toronto a 4-2

won-lost record and Queen'

s

Golden Rugger Gaels the Inter-

collegiate Championship.

The standings for the league

were as follows:

Queen' s 5 1

Toronto 4 2

McGill 3 3

Guelph 0 6

1965 marks the second con-

secutive year that the Rugger

Gaels have dominated senior

Intercollegiate play. Special

thanks for this season's spec-
tacular success must go to the

coaches Barry Laughton and
Erol Day, without whose guid-

ance te Gaels would not have
found themselves in the first

place slot for the second time
during their tenure in the inter-

collegiate rugger loop. Congra-
tulations to the members of the

team for a job well done.

Shows Strongly
On Saturday the cross-coun-

try teams took part in the Eas-

tern Canadian Cross-Country
Championships in Ottawa.

In the senior race, run over

six miles. Queen's placed third

behind Toronto Olympic Club

and Hamilton Athletic Club and

amongst the teams Queen' s beat

were clubs from Montreal, Hal-

ifax, and Ottawa. It was a very

strong field, the individualwin-

ner being Dave Ellis (Toronto

Olympic; and AAU cross-coun-

try champion) with Ron Wal-

lingford (Hamilton athletic club

and Canadian Marathon Cham-
pion) second. Gerry Glide of

Halifax was third. First

Queensman home was Roger

Pratt in seventh place, who

ran very well and seems to

be coming back to form. John

Mc Cans was second for

Queen's, a little off form, and
Robert Hazer third.

In the junior race, run over

two and a half miles in Vin-
cent Massey Park, Queen's
placed fifth. Dave Ellis was the

first Queensmanhome in twelfth

position, with Bryce Peacock
thirteenth, Dave Watters 24th

Bram Ender 34th and Terry
Pinkney 35th.

At Guelph, Toronto Univer-
sity represented the O.Q.A.A.

league in the Canadian Inter-

collegiate Championships and
won with great ease, taking the

first five places. The University
'

of Manitoba was second, Univ-

ersity of New Brunswick third

and R.M.C. fourth. It is thus

possible that Queen's has the

second strongestcollege cross-

country team in Canada, after

Toronto.

Cross-country Team Second
Recently ly at York Univer-

sity (Toronto) the cross-coun-

try team ran better than ever

before and took second place

in the O.Q.A.A. cross-country

championships. This is, by far.

Queen's strongest ever cross-

country team, but unfortunately

for Queen's, Toronto too has

its strongest ever team, which

consists of many of Canada's

top middle distance runners.

The individual winner was

MacDougall of Toronto, with

Bailey and Buniaks of Toronto

second and third. Roger Pratt

was way off form for Queen's

with eleventh place, but John

McCans and Doug Montgomery

both ran very well for tenth

and sixteenth places respect-

ively. John McCans thus takes

over number one position in

the team, and if Doug Mont-

gomery continues to train he

will be well inside the top

ten at the O.Q.A.A. next year.

The rest of the team ran very

well, with Mixe Whittington 22

nd, Dave Preston 25th, Dave

Ellis 29th, and Bryce Peacock

34th, in an exceptionally strong

field of 56 runners.

The excellent performance of

the team ensured victories over

Western, McMaster (last years

winners), Waterloo, Guelph, M-
cGill and Windsor.

On the same day, the Royal

Military College won the Ott-

awa-St. Lawrence cross-coun-

try league, and as Queen's 1st

team can beat the R.M.C. 1st

team it is possible that Queen'

s

Auto Meet
Queen's Tricolour Autosport

Club held their annual Autumn

Leaves Rally Sunday.

Twenty -three cars entered

and only twelve finished. Jack

Hughes and Joel Ellis of the

Tac won the Imperial Oil Tro-

phy in their MGA. In second

place were Brian Leach and

Dave Phippen of Quinre in a

Volvo.

has the second strongest college

team in Canada. The University

of Manitoba was very strong

last year in the Western con-

ference, but are of unknown

quality this year, and as second

place in the O.Q.A.A. league

does not qualify Queen' s to com -

pete in the Canadian intercol-

legiate final, we cannot tell ex-

actly how we compare with the

western league.

FASHION CRAFT SHOPS

93 Princess Street

APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995

Sports Board
La/ana

Levana Basketball Standings:

Addie & B.R,

New Res. D
PHE B
New Res E
Chown

2 wins 1 tie

2 wins
2 wins
2 wins
2 wins

Come out and put your teams

on the score board!

Levana Basketball: Nov. 16

7:00 pm PHE A vs Addie 81

B.R. B. New Res. C vs Out

of Res A
7:40 pm
die C.

die B.

8:20 New Res E vs Chown
Nursing Sc. vs Addie D.

New Res D vs Ad-
New Res A vs Ad-

Friday, Nov. 19, and Saturday, Nov. 20 Queen' s will host the

annual W. L A.U. Swimming Meet with teams from McGill, Western,

U. of T., U. of Guelph and McMaster. There will be speed swim-

ming, diving and synchronized swimming exhibitions.

For Ladies Who Dare!!

Come to hockey conditioning in the Gym gallery Monday through

Thursday, 4:30 p.m. All beginners welcome.

Girls Form Gymnastics Club:

Every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. several enthousiastic girls

meet in the apparatus room to TRY to improve their gymnastics.

Everyone is learning as they go along, and any girls who are en-

dowed with reasonably flexible bodies are welcome to come and

join with those already attending. This is the first year that any-

thing like this has been attempted, and it is hoped that the girls

will be ready for a competition in January or February. Miss

Turnbull of the P.ttE. department is adding her talents to aid in

improving the standards of the gymnasts. All interested girls are

welcome to come and join the GYMNASTIC CLUB.

B0
LeTana Intramural Bowlinghas begun. Are you

going to let the Arts, etc., out of residence show.you up? Come on

out and get that bit of needed exercise and lots of fun and br ng

Brock Bowling Alley.

PETER SCOTT
SWEATERS

ndayNov. 15: There will be
bowling from 4:30 6 pm at
brock Alleys (5 or 10 pin.)
On the same day at 7:30

pm a general meeting win De

held in a lecture room at the

gym. All girls interested in in-

tercollegiate Skiing please at-

tend.

Tuesday Nov. 16: The gymnas-
tics club will meet at 7:30 pm.
There will be basketball at

7 pm. There will also be
curling from 4 6 pm at the

Kingston Curling Club on Cler-

gy St. Just behind the gym.
Wednesday, Nov. 17: There will

be modern dance from 7:30

8:30 pm.
Thursday, Nov. 18: There will

be curling from 4 6 pm.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

WITH
GENERAL FOODS

In order to meet the demands of our rap-

idly growing business, General Foods is

looking for young men-graduates and

post-graduates -who are interested in a

career with Canada' s leading food

company.

Career openings exist in the following:

ENGINEERING—We are interested in

graduates of industrial, mechanical and

chemical engineering.

RESEARCH-This work would appeal to

graduates in chemistry, chemical engineer

ing and other science courses.

SALES MANAGEMENT-These positions

would be of interest to graduates in bus-

iness, finance, arts or science.

FINANCE-We are looking for business

finance, economics, accounting or arts

graduates.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

They are excellent. All these positions are

ones in which your talents and potential ab-

ilities can be fully developed and they offer

wide scope for personal growth. Promotion

is entirely on the basis of merit and you are

given additional responsibility as soon as

you have prove you are ready for it.

YOUR NEXT STEP

If you would like more specific information

about the career opportunities available,

contact your University Placement Office

and arrange an interview time with us.

We will be at Queerf s on Monday, November

22nd and Tuesday, November23rd to inter-

view in their graduating year.

GENERAL FOODS, LIMITED

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A.. CJ..U. - Res- 542 7602

D. R. ROUGHTON. B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY. C.L.U. - 546-0032

M EMMET ADAM — BeB-
542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

Branch Manager: A. E. Nelson. C.L.U.
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Interested in a career in Business?
1

Here's why you may belong

in Marketing Management:

Of all the jobs available in Business, none offers as wide

a range of responsibility as Marketing Management.

For this reason, only the best men achieve success in it.

For this reason, the rewards of that success are

substantial.

A manufactured product moves from the factory to the

home, and the man who makes it happen isThe Marketer.

His is the challenge to translate an idea into a profit.

His is the challenge to organize the talents and knowledge

of a score of professional specialists, to make certain

the products he markets are well produced and imag-

inatively packaged, intelligently priced and efficiently

distributed, attractively displayed and persuasively

advertised.

Given the right intellectual equipment.most of the knowl-

edge that the Marketer needs can be taught: the applica-

tion of Sales Analysis, Market Research, Financial

Controls. But it is the intangibles-the drive, the business

imagination, the leadership skills, the uncommon sense

—that separate the Managers from the Managed.

If you feel that you have the potential to accept this

unique management challenge, you may belong in

Marketing.

r y
Interested in a career in Marketing Management? ,

Here's why you

should talk Brand Management

with Lever Brothers:

The Lever Brothers Brand Manager is Marketing Man-

agement in its most definitive form. Skill and judgment

such as his have helped make the Lever Brothers parent

company, Unilever Limited, the sixth largest corporation

in the world.

He deals every day in the most dynamic, highly compet-

itive sales environment in the country: The marketing

of low-priced, high-turnover packaged goods. Laundry

products, household cleaners, floor waxes. Toilet soaps,

dentifrices, cosmetics. Food.

He interprets product and market research, studies

competitive brand developments, reacts with decision

to overnight changes in the marketing climate. He draws

on the expertise of a dozen corporate departments, in-

volving such specialists as chemists, engineers, package

designers, television producers, sales managers. He co-

ordinates the creative output of four of Canada's leading

advertising agencies. And withal, he maintains realistic

profit objectives for the two or three brands for which

he has responsibility.

He matches his skills and judgment in adroit and sophis-

ticated competition for the hardest-won consumer dollar

there is, performing the most demanding, most reward-

ing business job there is.

Could you make it in that company? Then arrange with

the Student Placement Office for an interview with Lever

Brothers.

Friday, November 19th
Student Placement Office, Queens University

r LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO

J
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AMS Vote Eliminates

Fee Elimination Policy
by Tudor Beattie

Amotion that the A.M.S. should endorse the complete elimination of tuition fees, as its official

policy, was defeated by a single vote.

The motion was presented to the regular Tuesday night meeting of the A.M.S. executive by
Wade Junek, Meds. Jr. Rep., as part of the Academic Round Table report.

Recently (Jouranl Oct 15) a

number of seminars, sponsored
by Academic Round Table have
been held on the topics of post-
secondary education. Mr. junek
reported that attendance at the

seminars had been disappoint-

ing, although those who did turn

out found the meetings very re-

warding. He said that the sem-
inar' s participants had been
strongly in favour of extending

free education.

The debate which followed

was lengthy and at times heat-

ed. Opposition to the motion was
lead by Paul Myles, Sr. Arts

Rep., and Harry Thorsteinson,

Law President. Mr. Myles
quoted from a recent editorial

in MacLeans Magazine to sup-

port his negative stand. Mr.
Thorsteinson expressed the

view that any person who is

academically capable and who
wants to attend university can

do so. He claimed that a lower

percentage of children from low

income families do not go to

university for environmental

rather than monetary reasons.

In reference to the monetary
problems involved in financing

Queen's student tests powdery white substance as...

White-Out
by Gord Love

What officials of the Ontario Hydroelectric Commission called

impossible last August has happened. Industrial and domestic

life was thrown into confusion as whole areas in Kingston and

vicinity were totally whited out.

At Queen's, for the firsttime

ever, the Registrar's office did

not open precisely at 9 a.m.

Wednesday. Miss Jean L, Royce,

the Registrar, said the Globe

and Mail truck went off the road

once during the night and she

couldn't complete her route on

time. Meanwhile Rolphe Clench

mired his bicycle in a snowdrift

and was unable to get back to

his filing cabinet complex for

a spare. As a result, the final

examination timetable will be

ready at9:30a.m. November 20,

nor 9:15 as previously announced

Classes were badly disrupt-

ed. Professor Crawford re-

ported only two students at his

8 a.m. politics class. ' Of

course,' he added, 'that's

nothing new.'

Various campus executives

gave prepared statements to

the Journal: Levana President.

Joan Pistawka, hoped the incid-

ent wouldn't spoil preparations
for Snowball Weekend; a poll

higher education, he said' every
year, in the States there are
a whole slew of bursaries which
are never applied for.' Mr.
Thorsteinson went on to say

that this situation also exists

in Canada.
Wade Junek, Tom Hughes,

the Grad. Societypresident, and

George Anderson, CDS Chair-

man, were the most vociferous

supporters of the motion.

Mr. Anderson said that it

was almost pointless to try to

get free tuition for those now
in university. He suggested that

we should work very hard to

obtain this goal for the fresh-

men entering college. He set

September 1967 as a target

date for achieving this end.

The executive first voted on
and approved the first part of

the motion which stated ' That
university education be made
available to all Canadians prim-
arily on the basis of academic
merit.'

The second part of the motion
asked the ' The AMS endorse
the elimination of tuition fees.'

When this proposal was voted

upon, it was narrowly defeated,

eight to seven.

Wreck Re-Wrecked
Kingston's ill-fated freighter

the Protostatis.is aground again

Although there were two pilots

aboard she lasted only three

out of port. According to

Kingston Harbour master Ed-
ward Phipps -Walker, she land-

ed up at buoy T-40 in the east

end of the Wolfe Island Channel

— after taking out buoy T-40

itself. The salvage barge has

gone out to the Protostatis with

extra provisions for the un-

fortunate crew and it is expected

that the barge will be used to

remove more of the cargo of

scrap-metal.

of the Engineering Society
showed that the whole thing was

an SUPA plot; SUPA President

Bron Wallace announced that it

was caused by a)the Engineers,

or b) the War in Vietnam, or

c) both, and that in any case

a protest was planned.

The entire Arts and Science

Society slept through.

However, the combined
executives of campus religious

organizations, having tested the

white substance, took definite

action. Indication that it has

proven to be manna, they have

organized a marchfor all inter-

ested to leave Macdonald

Park the moment the heavy

black cloud over the area begins

to move.
The Philosophy Club, refus-

ing to acknowledge die existence

of the phenomenon, continued

in their activities as usual,

slipping and falling as they did

Friend hurls part of first snowfall at her.

photos by Trottier

UNIVERSITY LIBERALS HERE FRIDAY
The annual Ontario UnWerS'

ity Liberal Federation Con-

vention will be held in Kingston

this weekend.

All Friday events will take

place in the LaSalle Hotel with

registration beginning at 6:30

pm. Co-chairman of the conven-

tion, Jerry Yanover and Don

Davis, expect approximately 50

out-of-town delegates as well

as several delegates from the

Queen's Liberal Club to regis-

ter. At 8 p.m. a coffee reception

for the delegates will be held,

followed by the Opening Meeting

At 2:30 p.m., in Dunning Hall

the election of the OULF Exec-

utive will take place followed

at 3 p.m. by the Plenary Ses-

sion.

At 7:15 p.m., a banquet will

be held in Wallace Hall. The

guest speaker will be Andrew

Thompson, Leader of the

Ontario Liberal Party.

At 9 p.m., Keith Davey, Nat-

ional Organizer and Campaign
Director for the National Liber-

al Party, will head a Seminar

on the General Election, in

Dunning Hall.

, p.m. At that time the

OULF Constitutional amend-

ments will be discussed. The

tentative guest speaker for the

opening meeting will be the

Federal Revenue Minister and

MP for Kingston, the Honour-

able E. J. (Ben) Benson.

On Saturday morning nomin-

ations for the OULF Executive

will be accepted at 9:30 a.m.,

followed at 10 a.m. by a semin-

ar on Penal Reform, University

Finances, and Municipal Affairs

Both will be held in Dunning

Hall.
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Blah!

,fs about that time o£ year again when nothing

is happening. Oh, sorry, it snowed today. Buctnafs

fn tne cafeteria of Leonard Hal! and 4£g*»*
let's smother the warden in food.' Then duck, espec

iailv if vou' re the warden.

Meanwhile however, there's nothing to say We

could anticipate things slightly and pre -dep oie pie-

exam hysteria. But that's like spitting In the wind.

pTe-iLm hysteria will always be here as long

as there are exams. And of course exams will

alwavs be here because they're the only way of

iSlng a sWdenfe exact intelligence. Not only

thai but
8
exact intelligence can only appear when

a mind is in its peak hysterical state.

Which incidentally is what residence is tor

people can be frightened more easily when surround-

ed by thousands of frightened people. Everybody

works together.

H5HE

Which is why we have exams and residences and

food fights. And snow for that matter.

Which is why Christmas is always so disillusion-

ing for student's parents. At least 1 think if s why,

and if s better than an editorial on snow or SUFA.

In defence of Hewett

'^Woumal
Published twice weekly by the Alma Mater

Society of Queen' s University.

Authorized as second class mail.

Editor, Journal:

I was interested to see and

read "John Hewett: Complaints

at $5 an hour" again. However,

I would like to point out that

the KCP workers in their en-

diusiasm missed the boat if

they wanted to nail the proto-

type of "bad landlord'* (who

undoubtedly exists in Kingston).

Mr. Hewett was our landlord

once. We found him not pnly

prompt in complying with5 re-

quests for repairs, but the rent

was unusually reasonable for

this town. As a matter of fact

the house was subsequently

bought by KGH, who raised the

rent in order to provide" cheap

living accommodation for in-

terns" who earn the proverbial

$150.00 per month. Needless to

say our back yard did not need

cleaning up, but then 1 have never urious

heard of a landlord being respon-

sible for trucking away the

tenants' garbage.

It might sound surprising, but

Mr. Hewett* s construction firm

fulfills a real need in Kingston.

(This was agreed by one of the

aldermen present at the $20.00

complaint session.) He is one

of the few contractors who will

buy old, run down houses and

renovate them and rent them

cheap enough for low income

families. Most other contractors

in town tear down these houses

to make room for more or less

luxury apartment houses, the

rents of which are just as lux-

Renovated houses needgreat-

er cleanliness to remain habi-

table than new houses and since

the low rent paying tenant is

usually not the most conscien-

tious example of house proud-

ness, delapidation reoccurs. Mr.

Hewett has, herewith, a very

thankless job.

While i realize that the KCP
workers meant well and helped

to stir up public conscience with

regard to our own"war on pov-

erty^ I would still like to point

out that there are usually two

sides to the same story. Next

time, please, nail the real"bad

guy", he deserves it.

Mrs. Margaretha Tencate,

B. N. Sc. '65

Dr. A. G. Tencate, Meds '62

Say Something Stancy

IMlllnl:!lH

Gaullism and
European Unity

In its beginning, Gaullism was a movement which had

positive purposes of unifying and strengthening France. It was

a reaction to the decline of France after Its defeat by the Ger-

mans in 1941, and to the weakness that came as a result of

both the conflits between its numerous parties and the freq-

uent ministerial crises. The matter reached a climax with

the Algerian crisis of 1958, when the leaders of the country

of that time became obliged to call deGaulle to power to pre-

vent civil war.

This step seemed to them to be unavoidable and provis-

ional. But because every regime has the tendency to build its

own institutions and deepen its domination, the Gaullist regime

went in that way and began to execute its nationalistic ideas

step by step.

At the beginning of his regime, deGaulle continued to co-

operate with his traditional allies in Western Europe and North

America. But after that he tried to renew the French suprem-

acy that marked the Europe of the Bourbon and the Napoleon-

ic periods. This desire for supremacy led him to demand the

reorganization of N.A.T.O. To strengthen his position, he began

to search for allies other than his traditional ones. He ap-

proached Soviet Russia and attempted to come to terms with

her. He recognized Communist China and began to promise

economic aid to Latin American countries.

The deGaulle policy could cause some damage to the West

in general, but much more to France Itself. It threatens the

democratic toleration and the moderate nationalism, which

were brought back to Western Europe by the Americans at

die end of the Second World War. It threatens the spirit of

European unity which has brought to Western Europe an ec-

onomic blossoming and political security. It could lead to

dangerous reactions in the neighbouring countries of France

like the renovation of Nazism in Germany or Fascism in Italy

winch could renew the conflict between France and these count-

ries. Also the weakening of cooperation between France and

its traditional allies could strengthen the Communist danger

in Europe in particular and in the world in general.

Only changing of the deGaulle regime or a moderation

of Gaullism itself could keep the cooperation between the Europ-

ean unity a reality.

H. Shabbath M.A.

Stancy Butler's editorial

(Poor Vietnam,Journal Novl6)

is another call for less protest

less action, and more research.

This is all very well. I think

not one person who participates

in demonstrations, petitioning,

etc. would deny the necessity

of research. Certainly it is true

that we do not understand pover -

ty, war, discrimination, etc. But

to withdraw into research is no

solution.

There are several basic

problems with an academic ap-

proach. First, it would be naive

to think that social change

comes about because people

study problems and come to

agree that things have to be

changed. The Negro in the

Southern United States would

have waited a very long time

if he had waited for the white

to educate himself out of his

prejudice. Instead, in 1960 four

college students sat down at

a lunch counter in Greensboro

North Carolina and started a

movement that is changing the

entire structure of the South.

Could they have done so without

action?
Secondly, Miss Butler does

not deal with the problem that

the individual faces when he,

through his citizenship, is

implicated in what he considers

to be an immoral action. When

the democratic process does not

allow real debate (a-> in the

case of Vietnam, where no real

debate has taken place in Con-

gress and where no party ex-

presses a real alternative) must

the dissenter remain silent?

Must the student who believes

the war to be wrong serve in

Vietnam or should he refuse

and try to convince others to

do so also?

Miss Butler does not answer

these questions.

The third difficulty with a

line of reasoning which assumes

that more research is the ans-

wer to problems is that it

creates or rather continues the

position of an elite in society

with a monopoly of knowledge.

Never is he allowed to take part

in deciding what kind of life he

wants to live. The experts tell

him; they know best.

Miss Butler is quite right

in saying that the problems

confronting the west in their

response to revolution are com-
plex. She is quite right in say-

ing that poverty is not easy

to eradicate. But in two edit-

orials she has not given me a

clue about how she would ap-

proach these problems. She has

said many things but she has

not contributed to political de-

bate, she has just ranted against

others who are trying honestly

to work out methods of approach

and solutions to these problems.

Let us hear something con-

structive, Stancy.

Peggy Morton

Itf Bowie. St.

ftecto/i;

Ven. Desmond Hunt
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Right Wing

Extremists

Editor, Journal:

Yes, Oshawa Times, Queen'

s

does have a number of right-

wing extremists, in fact quite a
substantial number. At first,

assuming that those who signed
the petition supporting the Viet

Nam war effort were only doing

so as a protest against 'ideal-

istic useless' petitions, or at

best, only as a joke. I asked
several students if and why they

signed it. I was astounded to

find that all those who signed
actually agreed with bombing
'the Commies in Hanoi' or even
'better', the Chinese who supply

them with weapons.

How can a society, professing

Christian, or at least human-
istic, morals advocate sense-
less mass murder? What would

be your reaction if a Russian
student organization petitioned

their government to bomb' cap-

italist* countries? Bismarck
still has many disciples who
believe that 'might is right.'

The Communist Chinese
leaders obviously also believe

this concept as shown by their

past war with India. What if

they decide to test the might

of American forces in Viet

Nam? War on a much larger

scale will be the inevitable re-

sult. Is this what you petition-

ed for?

Klaas Bylsma,
Arts '68

New Residence: Ban Tighaenna??
Levanites will note on Wed-

nesday, November 24th, for the

name which they prefer for the

New Women's Residence.
It is" up to the Board of

Trustees and Principal Corry
to decide upon a name in Feb-
ruary, but they will consider
Levana's choice if an impres-
sive number of Levanites vote

next Wednesday.
Joan Pistawka, President of

Levana, will receive suggested
names until Friday, November
19. Meanwhile the possible

Glee Club to Present "Ida"
Next Friday and Saturday,

November 26 and 27, the Queens
Glee Club is presenting the

Gilbert and Sullivan musical
'Princess Ida'. It is set in

England with all the pageantry
of the late medieval era carried

out in striking costumes and
sets.

Princess Ida is a determined
young lady who has established

a strict anti-male Women's
University named Castle
Adamant. But, her father, King
Gana, had arranged for her

marriage to Hildebrand's son,

Hilarion, through an agreement
of twenty years standing. The
story unfolds as Hilarion tries

to deter her from continuing

with ' such nonsense*

.

Doctor Graham George is the

Director of Music and Mrs.
Norma Edwards, well-known for

her imaginative production of

'Rudigore', is stage director.

Among a cast of forty there are
some quite talented young
people: Diane Crone, a clear
high soprano, is Princess Ida,

Greg Laughton, returning from
last year, gives life to the role
of Eric - the Leading Stooge,
and Gary O'Connor plays the

major acting role, King Gana.
The Glee Club decided to ob-

tain three tenors from Royal

Military College this year, due

to the large number of leads

required. A lot of work has gone

into this year' s production and
certainly a lot of fun and en-
joyment will come out of it.

Tickets may be purchased on

campus at Leonard Hall, Ban
Righ Hall and the Student's

Union during meal hours.

CHRISTMAS FOR
FOREIGN STUDENTS

Many students have to spend

Christmas alone, because their

homes are thousands of miles

away in another country.

Several Kingston families in-

vite overseas students to their

homes as guests for part of

the holidays. But most foreign

students would like to know their

choices for the ballot include

'Levana Hall', 'Ban Tighaenna'

(House of the Lady), and' Avon-
more' .

' Levana Hall' and 'Ban Tigh-

aenna' were proposed by the

Alumni Association. A group of

Levanites suggested 'Avon-

more', which was the name of

the first Queen's women's res-

idence.

The Levana Executive and
House Council object to ' Le-
vana Hall because 'the name
suggests that only the residents

of the building are members
of Levan Society ', and because
'society names just are not used
for names of buildings.'

Guild Meeting
There will be a closed meet-

ing of the Drama Guild Wed.
Nov. 24, at 7 p.m., in Con-
vocation Hall.

Discussed will be the future

presentations of Yeat*s 'The
Dreaming of the Bones', direct-

ed by Jacqueline Roddic, and
the 'Improvisation of Job', dir-

ected bv Mervyn Procope.

Canadian counterpart within the

setting of home and family.

International House has a list

of foreign students who would

like to visit a student" s home
during Christmas. If interested

then contact the International

Club executive or phone Mr.

Dewar at local 488.
You See! I told you it wouldn't do any good.

Here are the Village Look PLAYBOYS. All suede. Putty beige. Grey.

Faded blue. All styles available in "His"— $9.95. "Hers"— $7.95.

($1 higher west of Winnipeg)

You're right when you wear playboys

Foot-watchers see more PLAYBOYS than anything.

Reason? The Village Look is big now. And PLAYBOYS
have it!

Dashing! Light! Casual! Select suede uppers look better

longer. Plantation crepe soles. Steel shanks.

Ask for your PLAYBOYS at your shoe store today.

PLAYBOYS BV HEWETSON
A OivUion of Shoe Corporation oi Canada Llmiiad

You can't beat
the taste of
Player's

Flayer's... tht but-tutlng dfu-tttc*.
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BRAVE NEW A.M.S.?

Last Kriday it was argued that the present method

of electing representatives generally, and the selec-

tion of the AMS president in particular, is undemo-

cratic and non -representative. The present structure

permits the perpetuation of an elite without policy.

The presentation of alternative policies by candi-

dates Is the natural concomitant of democratiza-

tion of the student government whereby the total

electorate, i.e. the student body, can select the

candidate and policy of their choice.

One obvious reform would be that of campus-

wide elections for the AMS President. The candi-

dates should face no restrictions on academic year

or standing, the decision to run for office being a

completely individual one. This would involve large

campaigns, numerous speeches, some sort of a

•political machine1

, and plenty of hard work for a

significant number of supporters.

With campus-wide elections the candidates would

be forced to present a comprehensive policy. In

all probability strong differences would emerge among

candidates as the ' right" and'leff supported their own

choices. This would bring many issues before the

electorate and give them an opportunity to democrati-

cally demonstrate their collective position.

The Queen's electorate is small enough (and pre-

sumably intelligent enough) not to let the elections

become a popularity contest.

A second possible approach would be to increase

the number of members in the electoral college and

to liberalize the opportunity to stand for office. A

severe restriction is placed on any candidate for

office in that he must first win an election for senior

faculty rep. Frequently senior reps, do not want to

have their name considered for the presidency, de-

spite their automatic eligibility. In addition to this,

it is not unusual to find two individuals in the same

faculty who wish to stand for the presidency, and yet

one is eliminated by a sub-group of the total electo-

rate to whom the President is responsible.

It seems obvious, therefore, that any individual

who wishes to be considered for the presidency should

be permitted to place bis name before the electoral

college without facing a faculty election. However, he

should be required to have a nominating list of , eg,

100 signatures. The nominators should represent at

least four of the faculties, with each faculty repre-

sented comprising at least 10 per cent of the sig-

natures. In addition, at least 50 per cent of the nomi-

nators must be beyond their first academic year.

(These details may be altered, since the basic purpose

is to ensure sincerety and broad support on the part of

the candidate).

The electoral college itself needs to be expanded

to represent the various interest groups on campus.

Although the elected representatives from the facul-

ties should probably continue to hold a substantial

majority the various clubs and organizations on campus
should be directly represented. The clubs could be

grouped (eg, political clubs, religious clubs, etc.)

and elect representatives to the electoral college.

The electoral college should further be enlarged

by having all society vice-presidents sit on it. A
possible number breakdown could be:

present electoral college: 30

society vice-presidents: 8

clubs & interest groups: 25

The present structure of the AMS is highly un-

representative with all faculties having three rep-
resentatives. This system was based on a 'federation'

concept which is rapidly losing its validity. It is

worthwhile to explore some form of government that

comes closer to representation by population. But

this immense problem will be left for some future

'provocateur*.

The AMS Executive would be well advised to con-
template their present position. They now speak for the

students on nearly all major issues and represent us
in nearly all fields. However, if they fail to remain
in close contact with their electorate and fail to

reflect adequately the wishes of that electorate they

may find themselves in a position such as that of

the student government at Berkeley during the recent
rebellion - ignored, stepped-on, laughed at, ridiculed,

and eventually, no longer the government.
-Le Provocateur.

Do you agree or disagree? Queen's Journal
Features definitely welcomes further comments and
criticisms on these ideas. -Editor.

.odau, Oowoml Feotwie* offtM tkn.cc iotaMf dU»imiU* ojU^Jm,

of tAem yoked toaetke*. bjf a UbcAol application of ?okn. Mni,jJic * fcA.-

iUc imagination. On tkc otkeA., Ic fnavocatewi dUauttA kow to make

Atudavt government mow sponsible to tkc maJonJJ.jf of ttudenU. Last

week'J keadlinc emphasised OHLtl tkU aspect of "neAponsibilUu" and in

rw way. xmpugnd ike abUbty oa Me^iUy. of. §oaxI Watt. Foa ihoA who

have. mUiivLeA.pA.ei.ed i±, qua apohiQLeA. —£d.

Canada:

-v.

Corrupted ?
Not too long ago an article

was published in the Journal

which satirized the effects that

the nasty neighbours to the South

have had on Canada and its

people. Those of you who did not

recognize the satire may have

felt your nationalistic spirit

stirred up. However, before you

call out the brass band, let me
focus your attention on some of

these "imperialistic" effects.

The first condemnation of the

United States centered on
" American television shows . .

.

the cowboy episodes, the gang-

ster series, the teenage dance

programs . . . (What are these

doing to the minds of Canadian

children?)" One mustfirstrea-

lize that there are people in the

United States who also condemn
these types of shows, and yet

they exist, and will continue to

exist, as long as there is a de-

mand for them. This"demand"
is obviously quite vast, and it

comes from both sides of the

border. What are they doing to

Canadian children? They are
making them, alongwith Ameri-
can children, more discriminant

of the type of show that they

should force sponsors to pro-
duce.

The second condemnation cen-

ters on "Big business, with its

headquarters in New York and
Detroit, and its yes -men in Mon-
treal and Toronto . . . (What has

it done to the purity of Canadian
politics?)" May 1 point outhere
that business, for convenience,

is carried on where it exists.

Naturally, therefore, "big busi-

ness does exist in New York and
Detroit, as well as in Montreal
and Toronto. The "yes-men"
exist in these cities simply be-

cause everyone cannot give the

orders.
More of these "unsavory"

characters exist in New York,

and Detroit only because these

cities are larger. And it has

done nothing more to the purity

of Canadian politics than what
Canadian business itself has al-

ready done. That is to say, all

governments are occasionally

or even regularly, tainted by

business tactics, and yet, for-

tunately, a sort of purging takes

place occasionally to erase

these stains of corruption.

Another paragraph condemns

"the race riots, the mafia, the

dirty books, the crass comer-
cialization." Each of these items

is similarly "condemned" in

the United States as well as in

Canada, but that does not make

the United States the only cul-

pable subject. Race riots, for

instance, do exist in Canada,

though in a somewhat different

form, and in a majority of the

countries of the world. Unfor-

tunately, because of man' s igno-

rance, there will always be pro-

blems over race. The Mafia,

also, is not just an American
phenomenon. It is a world-wide

gangster movement with outposts

in various countries, including

Canada. Dirty books, like the

"condemned" television shows,

exist because of the demand.

Crass comercialization is pre-

sent everywhere.

In conclusion, the article nobly

announced that Canada was a bet-

ter place to live than the United

States. It is hardly fair to judge

which is better, regardless of

whether or not you have exper-

ienced both. But even if you do

judge, if you attempt to support

this judgment by proving that the

other country is "evil", then you

can only bring upon yourself

what is thoroughly deserved: the

recognition, by any mildly intel-

ligent being, of your ignorance.

by Edmund J. Bridgewater

or Corrupt ?
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Why Not Pot ?
in a tightly rblled "joint",

there is a little bit of ecstasy.

Under the influence of mari-

iuana, the user has an unfor-

gettable mental experience. He

^ay see new and striking rela-

tionships in paintings and his

m ind may be filled with beau-

tiful and rapidly changing im-

ages. Its value can only be ap-

preciated by experiencing it.

Marijuana is derived from the

top leaves and flowers of the

Indian hemp plant (cannabis sa-

tiva). Its common name is "pot"

The drug produces a feeling

0f well-being and enjoyment.

Often the subject laughs irre-

pressively and lapses into

dreamy but fully conscious

gtates. There are changes in

perception or even hallucina-

tions. As well, there are changes

In thought pattern and distor-

tions of time and space. In some

subjects there is an increase in

sex drive.

Some properties of this drug

have been identified by research.

It operates on the central ner-

vous system. It is called a psy-

chedelic (mind-expanding) drug.

It is not a single substance, but

a complex misture. Marijuana

is not physically addictive, ac-

cording to the Addiction

Research Foundation, agovern-

ment agency of Ontario. There
I is no increase in tolerance and

no withdrawal difficulties.

When faced with the idea of

taking pot, most people strongly

disapprove. Our attitude deve-

loped in the period following the

American * Civil War, when
opiates were first used on sol-

diers. Popular opinion quickly

focussed on addictive proper-
ties of the opiates. A mass of

myth and misinformation enve-
loped these drugs and by impli-

cation, marijuana as well. Even
today polic use emotional and
mythical evidence against pot.

Police say that marijuana
leads to heroine addiction. But
this flatly contradicts the evi-

dence of users. The government
sponsored A.R.F. states "The
only link with narcotic drugs is

that marijuana is illegal. People

are forced into similar areas

and methods of dealing for mari-
juana as others are for heroine,

and at times this availability and
association may lead to a change

of drug habit from marijuana to

heroine." The effects of the two

drugs are entirely different and

thus appeal to different kinds of

people.

Police also associate mari-
juana with crime. But the user

is criminal only by virtue of his

habit. Criminals shun users:

anyone who has seen a user

"turned on" will understand that

he would probably be incapable

of crime.
In Islamic countires, mari-

juana is legal, but alcohol is not.

This is a contradiction of our

values, but Islam has good evi-

dence on its side. Alcohol is

addictive and harmful, but mari-

juana is not. Why notoutlaw al-

cohol and use marijuana, which

produces much better effects?

John L. Max
Ed. Note: Next week the QJ " pot

head" will describe his personal

experiences under marijuana.

i

Journal

[The Ipcress File

[inhuman Bondage]
To be blunt. The Ipcress File was disappointing.

Not that it* s a weak movie; far from it. But it falls

far short of the book from which it was lifted. For

example, the book is very fast-moving: the author,

Len Deighton, scoots from London to the Middle

East, back to London, then over to a luxuriously

jungled atomic testing island in the South Pacific,

back to London, now to South-East England, and once

more to London; and hordes of people get killed In as

many different ways, garroted in cheap London Hats,

shot in plush gambling casinos, assasinated on top of

ghost white, steel-girdered atomic testing towers, and

bombed in cars crab-scuttling across sandy deserts.

In short, in book form, the Ipcress File (as one critic

put it) damn near outbonds Bond.

In the movie, however, one never leaves London,

and for the first half nothing more damaging is done

than the cracking of four eggs for some sort of souffle.

In place of a raucous romp, the audience is offered

for the most part, all that is tedious and dull in the

spying profession: the longhoursspent in the reducing

of mountains of paperwork and the sole-suffering

agonies of trailing petty criminals through miles of

London streets. Instead of outbonding Bond, the cine-

matic form of the Ipcress File chose to adopt an

anti-Bond posture. (As further proof of this thesis,

one has only to look at the hero, Harry Palmer, played

by Michael Caine. Bond is a sleek-looking animal, a

veritable stallion with women, whereas Palmer is a

bespectacled, cuddly-little-boy type women would

rather embrace in a motherly way than rape. Bond

comes from the Upper middle class, while Palmer

was burped up by the proletariat. And Bond in his

private life is a member of some rather exclusive

London clubs which Palmer ignores for some dabbling

in the black market.

All that was needed to complete the assault on Bond

was someone to have turned to the audience while

filling out some T-form and said: 'Now isn't this a

hell of a lot better - more mature, more realistic

- than that James Bond crap you've been fed the last

few years?*

)

Generally speaking, the acting is adequate. The

characterization, however, is weak. Lt. Colonel's

Ross and Dally, Harry Palmer's superiors, for ex-

ample, are cardboard cutouts of the Oxford-educated

stiff -upper- Up, only- belongs -to -the -best -clubs,

school with which we are all to familiar. And the

camera angles will have you cross-eyed in about two

minutes. About the only shot 1 didn't see was one

taken under Harry Palmer's armpit. Pm quite sure

that if Terry Thomas had been a member of the cast,

we would have been plagued with shots taken through

the gap in the front teeth.

Journal Review by

Norm Kelly.

Reviews

Seagull

UMOQ

I
Domino Players mention in

1 their program notes that no

I dramatic author offered so ma-
in/intriguing and tempting cliff

-

liculties' as Chekhov. Obviously,

I they were tempted with Chek-

I hov* s ' The Seagull' but thediff-

I iculties very definitely have

I beaten them.

I "The Seagull' is a double

I triangle play in which an act-

I ress mother plays off her writer

1 lover against her son' s love -

I a naii aspiring to the stage.

I For no apparent reason - other

I than her own vanity - she wins

I back the writer, destroying the

I girl and without noticing it for-

| ces her son into suicide.

This sounds very much like

d soap opera, but on paper if s

I not. Chekhov is playing with one

I of his favorite themes, insin-

I cerity, and carrying vanity to a

I rather grisly conclusion. For

I all but one character - a doc-

I tor who must use it - truth is

of no consequence, life is an

act, the best lover Is he who

can best flatter his mistress'

own image of herself and vice

versa ' u
The conflicting action should

develop as in the last act, two

years later, the son and his

former love begin to appre-

hend the lie that they and others

have been living - and the way

in which at crucial moments

it allows one to divorce him-

self from concern with others.

Without going into the seagull

image (ifs best appreciated by

reading the play - not seeing

this production) it should be said

t
is of centra^ importance

in understanding what has gone!

on. Properly done, the play!

should delude an audience into I

accepting Nina's belief that she!

represents the bird 'shot fori

no reason at all.' The final!

offhand revelation that not Ninal

but Konstantin has suicided
f

ought to give an audience as

much of a start as we mayi
expect it will give the mother. F

But not so at Domino. The!

mother (Valerie Robeitson) o-|

verplays her meanness. The!

son(Keith Bradley) never gives!

us the feeling thathehaschang-l

ed at all from his hurt little!

boy self of the first three actsT

and the doctor (Richard Barret)!

who ought to be a subtle touch-1

stone for reality throughout!

badly overacts. Not only are!

we never in doubt that Kon-r

stantin will suicide, we don't|

give a damn - he's just path-

etic, it doesn't matter. Beverly

I

Stewart as Nina and Nancy Hel-

wig as Masha give good per-

formances but they're wasted I

because ' The Seagull' calls for I

a team effort and ifs not there.
]

So if you want to see a Vict-

orian melodrama - a soap I

opera - there' s one on at the I

Domino. If you want to read al

good play, try Chekhov's 'The I

Seagull'

.

Journal Review by

Gord Love.
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for Chinese fo6d at its finest—

THE HOUSE OF SHANGHAI

331 King St. East 546-3184

Delicious and Delectable Authentic

Chinese Dishes Expertly Prepared

by Our Famous Chefs.

Delivered piping hot to your home --

$2.00 & up -- 25* charge

$4.00 & up -- free

within the city zone.

Come in and pick up a take out menu._

REPRESENTATIVES OF
THE

rteroafea! Nickel Co.
OF CANADA LIMITED

Will visit the University to discuss Summer Employ-

ment with 3rd year students in

EKIGiHEEECElG

© MINING
© METALLURGICAL
© CHEMICAL
© ELECTRICAL
© MECHANICAL
o CIVIL

ftrnd

CHEMISTRY

on December 2 and 3

We invite you to arrange an interview through the

University Placement Service

Intematiohal Mekel Co.
OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

All diamonds look dazzling at first

glance but only an expert jeweler can

tell a diamond's true value. Cut, bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weight are all

important. We have the scientific in-

struments as well as the knowledge and

reputation to help you mate ihe right

diamond choice.

MEMICR
AMEWCAN OEM SOCIETY

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

This Column publicizes

events of interest to the students

at no cost. Use it by having a

typed notice of an event or

club meeting in the Journal

office on Wednesday or Sunday

at noon.

Friday, Nov. 19:

Hootenanny at Dunning
Auditorium at 8 : 30. Dane e s

afterwards at men's residences

Saturday Nov. 20:

Susi-Q dance at Grant Hall

from 9 to 12 o' clock.

Sunday, Nov. 21:

Communion service in Mor-

gan Chapel at 8:00 a.m., with

Rev. K. A. Fenton officiating.

Followed by breakfast.

Sponsored by SCM.
Youth Fellowship House, on

Union St. Gospel Chapel, at 5

p,m. Supper served, with a

musical programme following.

SCM Sunday supper, still only

74 cents. Sydenham Church Hall

corner of William Street, 4:45

to 6:45 pm. This week: Panel

discussion on Vietnam featuring

Marg Beattie, Jim Hurley, arid

Bob Schwab, followed by general

discussion.

Newman Club, 8:00 pm, 164

University Ave.' Salvation Hist-

ory in Old Testament', by Rev.

Father Murphy.

'Wednesday, Nov. 24:

Attention, Levanal A VOTE
will be held concerning the

suggested names for the new

women's residence. The pur-

pose of the vote is merely to

express an opinion, but

complete support is needed so

that the vote will be effective.

Thursday, Nov. 25:

Thermonuclear fusion and the

importance of plasma in the

universe and technology will be

some of the topics dealt with

in a talk by Dr. Peter Savic

from the National Research

Council at a Math and Physics

Club meeting in Stirling Hall

theater D at 8:00 pm. Everyone

is welcome.

UBC Against Witholding Fees
VANCOUVER (CUP) In a

light turnout Nov. 10, University

of British Columbia students

voted down a plan to withold

their second term fees.

Sixty-one per cent of the

3,000 students voting were op

posed to the plan, advocated

by an ad hoc petition group

as a means of fighting this

year' s $50 fee raise.

There was no strong camp-

aigning for either side. Nor only

the students' council opposed

the plan, since Ed Lavallewest-

ern regional president of the

Canadian Union of Students was
pushing an alternative proposal.

Peter Braund, a vice pres-
ident of the council said Nov.

3

that the council opposed the plan

because 'we don't feel it is

the best way to get into a

collective bargaining position.'

'The administration can re-

taliate swiftly,' said Braund.
1 Cancellation of a student' s reg-

istration can be done easily.'

Students Want Representation
WINNIPEG(CUP) Manitoba'

s

minister of education has said

he will 'have to think about'

a student representative on the

province' s newly formed Coun-

cil on Higher Learning.

Dr. George Johnston said the

council has already been formed

and refused to comment further.

University of Ma nitoba

Student's Union President Win -

ston Dookeran said that students

need a representative on the

council to maintain communi-
cations between students and the

council.

Mr. Dookeran said students

were not at present asking for

a full voting member on the

council, but would consider

doing so should it become a

policy making body.

LOST

Would the person who accid-

dently took a light raincoat

with the name 1 Halpern' s

:

on the inside from the Augusta

A Go-Go please return it to

Peter Wheatley,Rm. 419 McNeill

House.

Will Mr. Takach please

return the coat he found in

Cark Hall and has been wear-

in around campus for the last

few days. Not wishing to publi-

ly embarassMr. Takach, please

call Local 386 and ask for Bob.

Lost at Grant Hall, Fri. Nov.

12, at Augustus: Size 38 beige

coat with hood and black gloves.

Woul the person who accidently

came into possession of these

articles please turn them in at

the AMS office or phone 546-

1006. Reward offered.

Lost, a gold pin in the shape

of a deer. I lost it either

between the New Women's Res-
idence and Grant Hall or at

Grant Hall Friday night. Please
return to Joan Armstrong, phone
844.

Arts 69 jacket lostatMiddle-
sex College, Western U. Also
wallet inside the pocket. Has
important papers I need. Also
one reversible brown-beige
raincoat in the Leonatd Hall

cafeteria. I have yours - an
irridescent brown-beige re-
versible. Call Greg at 324.

Lost - One pair dark grey

leather gloves. Phone John
Butter ill. Local 387.

Lost: A blackpencilcasewith

the Shaeffer pens and a set of

keys which 1 need desperately.

Lost at Tech. Supplies a week
ago Wednesday. If you have it,

please call Jean, 542-9274.

Lost: A pair of grey
rimmed glasses on Nov.
8 between the Douglas
Library rind K.G.H. Fin-
der please call Bob at
542-2705.

CLASSIFIED

Would the person who took

by mistakeabluish-grey lamin-

ated topcoat with a darker pat-

tern in it from Grant Hall at

Augustus A Go Go please con-

tact Jim Cruickshank at x 823.

I probably have yours, it' s very

similar.

FOR SALE

This little 1964 MGBhas just

1'iat - sex appeal. It is a sexy

light blue colour with black int-

erior, Tonnious cover included.

Just the car to set you up in

the world. It can be your for

only $1800. If you are interest-

ed, please contact Stuart

McTavish, #231 McNeill, Local

384.

FOUND

One black purse at Chariot-

racing booth at Fall Fair. Con-
tains money. May be claimed
at AMS office.

$196. 17 belonging to Science
' 66 - anyone interested contact

Lynn Toushaw and ask him to

phone 546-9708 Pleeeeeze!

If you've lost one brown
leather female perfumed glove
(in Carruthers on Monday) quick
call by 203 William Street for

the glove or a handy substitute

(that* s Ted at 546-6553)

MISCELLANEOUS

Applications for snow sculpt-

ures and dances for ' Snowball

Weekend' can be picked up at

the AMS office. They are to

be turned in at the Queen'

s

Post Office.

A forty word limit is set on

ads appearing in this column.

Because of a recent influx of

joke-ads that were not funny we
will oniy print those for which

we have the space (money re-

turned on Sundays and Wednes-
days). Ads must be in by Sun-

day and Wednesday noon.

A committee to consider re-

visions to the Levana Constitut-

ion has been set up. Any person

wishing to submit their recom-
mendations may do so in writing

before Friday, Nov. 26 to Liz

Love, 20 Barrie Street.

Book Exchange - Deadli ie for

picking up unsold books and

money is Saturday, Nov. 20.

They may be picked up from

Room 315, New Men's Res-

idence, 4:00-5:00 p.m.

To whom it may concern-

Inquiries as to sports coverage

in the Journal should be direct-

ed to the Journal Office (#598)

and not as has been happening,

to my residence. I am no longer

Sports Editor of the Journal.

Brian Bailey.

Unregretfully, Who? and

Where? creations Qual Duggan

and Ain Baines of fictitiously

listed phone numbers have

passed away. Expressions of

condolences for both may be

submitted to Messers Qhal Dug

gtm at 876 and/ or Iain Baines

at 542-3487.

Are you a teacher at heart?

The children of North Kingston

need somewhere to do their

homework. We have a hall.

Will you help supervise it? If

interested call Marg Dyment
546-4774 or Ellen McKay at

local 443, 9-12 a.m. to arrange

an interview. Sponsored by SCM

Anyone witnessing Jerry
Smith or Rick Green smoking a

cigarette is hereby authorized

to collect the sum of one dollar

from same and will not have to

go to hell when told to do so.

FOR RENT

X Single Furnished Room
for rent. 354 Johnson St. at

Division St. Phone 542-3929.

Large comfortable room, 12

minute walk from campus. Call

Mrs. Baska at 546-1084 or see

at 556 Brock St.
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Engineers Versus SUPA

" (iOLI)KN WORDS
On Monday, Nov. 22, at 8:00

p.m. in Dunning Hall Auditorium

four engineering students will

confront four representatives of

the Student Union for Peace

Action, at a panel discussion

billed as an 'informal talk'.

John Farnham (Sc.' 06), who

will be a member of the panel

says that the reason the panel

was formed was based upon an

article in the recent Science

Journal criticizing SUPA.Mr.
Farnham contends that the basis

of any argument on the matter is

whether 'Realistic or idealistic

points of view are more reason-

able and practical' . He says,

further, that 'SUPA is under the

impression that the engineers

don't understand them and want

to know why". The panel dis-

cussion will try to establish

if and why any misunderstanding

exists and what can be done

about it. On the other hand,

Mr. Farnham is quick to point

out 'that the engineers on the

panel don't feel, because they

might disagree with another

point of view, that they neces-

sarily misunderstand the prob-

lem'. The three other engineers

on the panel are also prominent

members of Sc '66 --- Dave

Blair, Neil O' Donnell and Terry
Sutherland.

When asked what she thought

the purpose of the panel would

be, Bron Wallace, president of

SUPA replied it would be 'An

informal discussion, so we can

find out what non-SUPA mem-
bers think of us, and perhaps

we might be able to correct

any wrong impressions'. Other

representatives of SUPA on the

panel will be Peggy Morton,

John Morgan and Don Carmich

I

ael. All those who are serious

-

I

ly concerned about this problem

i
are urged to attend.

I
This marks the second time

I
in the last few weeks that eng-

" ineers have played a large part

in campus discussion. The last

time being at the now famous
(or infamous) open CUS meet-
'ing.

Christmas is just around the

corner, as all you crammers
probably realize. The thought

might not please all of you,

by Peter Leishman (Sc.'67)

but on a happier note, you will

be pleased to know that Christ-
mas cards go on sale this week
at Tech Supplies. This is another
Engineering Society project and
we hope you will all take ad-
vantage of the sale.

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

K REGULAR end KINQS
.

One last reminder, don'

t

worry if the Clubrooms begin
to smell of turpentine and paint
its only a thankful indication
that they are being completely
redecorated in wonderful, living

colour.

Berkley Revolt

Approved by Faculty

TORONTO (CUP) _Faculty
members at the University of

California at Berkeley approved
of last year's student 'revolt*

accprdomg tp L D. Currie of

the University of Toronto' s soc -

iology department.

Mr. Currie, a student at

Berkeley last year, said Nov. 7

that in California the state laws

free the university of ill poli -

tical and sectar ian responsi-

bilities. The board of regents

at Berkeley have used this to

prohibit any expression of

'moral, political or religious'

points of view on campus, he
said.

This was done to protect

Berkeley's budget in the con-
servative state legislature Mr.
Currie said.

The result is that the regents

judge what is controversial and
have at times inflicted ' double
punishment* on students, who
have faced expulsion after con-
viction in court of civil off-

ences, according to Mr. Currie.

The problem is clearly cons-
titutional, he said, and the univ-

ersity has no right to limit

the students' civil rights.
Treasure van at Queen's this week

Michael Marrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIST*
'

Featuring The Latest

In Hair Styling

Winner! of Three Top Awardi

in Kingston and District

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most 'interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop

on second floor.

DOM LIS %
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square.

A great future could result

from a 20 minute interview

• campus interviews •

• For further information and interview appointment. •

. please contact your Placement Officer.

We need university Brads . . .
top-notch university grads to help

„T™e7 cffiigS of development in every sphere of our

WeTed engineer. . . . electrical mechanic^ civil chemical

and metallurgical juit to name a few. We need B.Comm. s lor

accounting and business administration . . .
and B.A.

s
for

Sogical and economic Pf«°™Vs"s' '
.

relations, and training programs. We asc. s no

onlv honour grads. but those majoring in chemistry, maths,

Jh/sics and Sated disciplines. And. because we re pashm

into so many experimental areas, we need Maste,
s

™>
J™- »

'

. . people who can spearhead the attack on the more complex

problems that face us. .

It, short ... we need you! See your Placement Officer and

arrange for an interview with one of our recruiters.

Horthern Electric
COMPANY LIMITED

Tnell-Cenedien company wtth over 19.000 employees

things gO
better,!
^witn
Coke

Once more unto the fridge, dear friends. Take time

out for the unmistakable taste of ice-cold Coca-Lola.

Lifts your spirits, boosts your energy

t igducl ol Cmi-CoIj lltf

wwm
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Defeat Mustangs 21-16

Toronto wins Yates Cup
from the McGill Daily

Western Mustangs 21-16.

Varsity had to score two last-

quarter touchdowns to edge West- counted the winning tally. Th.

ern. Halfback Gerry Sternberg major that gave Blue. th. win

Hockey Gaels

Off to Good Start
George Walker and Larry

Jones set up Dave Lough'

s

final Gael goal in the third

period. Queen's will play their

final exhibition game next Tues-

day at RMC. The intercollegiate

schedule opens November 26

here against McMaster Marlins

T

UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED

Interviewing for 1966 Graduates

MONDAY , November 29

and

TUESDAY, November 30

Complete description of positions

at the Placement Office.

Our Representatives: C. W. Hatfield

and G. W. Brown

Today Montreal

Next week Marrakesh

A mining career opens new worlds

Someone lold Mm the Canadian mining Shield and the Peace, me) a girl al a

Industry couldn'l get enough mining en- convention In Helsinki and married her

glneers, geologists, mineralogists. He In Cape Town.They have a house In Van-

looked Into It and discovered there were couver near the company's head ofllce,

five good |obs (or every graduate In and the family will put down roots there.

A mining career opened a whole new
:hoiee. WBy of M(e )or n |m , ne '

s a mBn on theMining englnei

mines and mining methods first hand -

and got paid (or It. Later, Ihe company Find out mi

he joined Indulged his desire to travel. Thoopporlur

He did exploration work In the Canadian ing. Direct yc

PLACER DEVELOPMENT, LIMITED

Burrard Building, Vancouver, B.C.

came on a 65-yard pass and run

from quarterback Bryce Taylor.

The 'Stangs built up a 14-0

lead in the first quarter on touch-

downs by Rob Campbell and Lar-

ry Burridge. Campbell ran a

Ward Passi punt back 49 yards

for the first TD) and Burridga

slanted off-tackle for a long 75-

yard dash to paydirt. Art Froese

converted both scores and Dennis

Walker kicked two singles to

round out the Mustangs' point

production.

Other Toronto majors cam*
from Mike Eben on 40- and 85-

yard pass plays from Taylor. Tay-

lor added three converts.

Fan support

Some 7,000 fans watched To-

ronto win Its first game In the

Ontario town since 1961 and Its

first OQAA football championship

since 1958. Western last took the

Yates silverware lit 1959.

By virtue of Its Yates Cup win,

Varsity will meet the University

of Alberta Golden Bears in the

Canadian College Bowl next week

In Toronto.

In the east, St. Mary's Huskies,

the only other team that Redmen
defeated this year, won the Blue-

nose Conference championship

with- a 9-2 victory over St. Francis

Xavler X-Men In Halifax.

Queen's hocky Gaels were
off to a good start Wednesday,

defeating RMC Redmen 4-1 at

the Jock Harty Arena.

Dave Edwards assisted by

Jim Tait, and Larry Jones with

the help of Bob Pond and George

Walker put Gaels two goals

ahead after the first period.

The teams traded goals in the

second. Jim Tait got his sec-

ond point on Dave Edwards'

pass and Mayard scored RMC s

lone goal unassisted.

Manager George Pollitt ex-

pects a good season for the

Gaels with most of last year's

finalists back in action.

Basketball Team
In Preparation
By Dennis Quinn, Sports Staff

For the past two weeks, the

Queen's Golden Gaels basket-

ball team has been working out

in preparation for the 1965-66

Senior Intercollegiate Basket-

ball season. Approximately 65

candidates turned out for the

first practise sessions, showing

enthusiasm which has not been

evident in recent years. This

has created a problem for coach

Frank Tindall of weeding out

the best players but it is a

problem he is delighted to have.

He has now trimmed the squad

to 30.

Returning from last year's

team are Bev Clark, Bruce

Engel, Doug Evans, DougPres-

sley, Ted Waring and Peter

Torbett. Bob Howes, a stand-

out on the team of two years

ago, is also out this year and

should supply a great deal of

rebounding strength which was
lacking last season. Larry Fer-

CROSSROADS AFRICA
Operation Crossroads Africa

will conduct its eighth student

study-work project during the

summer of 1966. It is an ef-

fort to relate students of dif-

ferent religious, racial and

national backgrounds of North

America with those in the Af-

rican continent in creative and

constructive ways.

ng an orientation

party of American

GRADUATES IN ARTS, SCIENCE, AND COMMERCE

THE UPJOHN COMPANY OF CANADA, a rapidly expanding ethical pharmaceutical

manufacturer offers:

* A challenging, stimulating career in technical soles

* Excellent opportunity for advancement

* A position that rewards Individual achievement

* A well established company in a stable industry

* Excellent retirement and fringe benefits

* Expenses— automobile furnished

* Excellent salaried position

Our representative will visit your campus on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24,1965

For interview appointments ,
apply to

STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

For additional information please read our brochure, "A JOB WITH A FUTURE ,

'

and" CANADA CAREERS DIRECTORY / (,5/66 obtainable from your placement officer.

Follow
period a

and Canadian students will leave

for Africa aboutmid-June. Each

student is expected to raise $425

toward the cost of the summer.
Nine Queen' s students have

participated since 1962, includ-

ing Liz Love, who went last

summer. On Tuesday, Nov. 23

at International House, Miss

Love will give an illustrated

account of her summer with

Crossroads in Kenya.

guson, the team's leader in al-

most every offensive depart-

ment for the past two seasons,

is doubtful due to academic
pressures. It is difficult to pick

out any exceptional newcomers
since most of them apparently

have the same potential. Jim
Crozier, Cave Heath, Terry
Haggerty, Wes Jones, and Ken
Eller are several among many

who could replace veterans.

The League has been divided

intoEastern and Western div-

isions this season. The Gaels

will compete in the 4-team

Eastern Division, playing a 6-

game schedule against McGill

and new entries Laval and the

University of Montreal. The

winner of the Eastern Division

will compete in a league champ-

ionship tournament with the top

3 teams from the Western Div-

ision on the home court of the

Western Division champion,

February 25-26.

Coach Tindall has no idea of

the calibre of the new League

but says 'I would assume that

it is not as good as we've

been playing in. However, it

should prove to be an interest-

ing season since we've never

played the U. of M. or Laval

before and don't know too much
about them.'

Before the regular season

opens, the Gaels have scheduled

several exhibition games
against American colleges with

the idea that competition aids

in the development of a better

team.

Love and Sex
Discussions to

Replace Motherhood
Discussions on sex are as

popular as motherhood, pub-

bing, and holidays.

This was amply demonstrated

November 10th, when approx-

imately 80 students filled the

Red Room to hear a student

panel consisting of Sharon Jones

Neil Myles, Toi Vaino and Lee

Powell. The lively discussion

which followed tended to gravit-

ate around two views. One group

tended to favour little or no

sexual expression before amr-
riage. They were definitely op-

posed to premarital intercourse

and wanted to discuss in the

wode cpmtext pf tje fa,o;u imot/

The other strongly represented

opinion emphasized the import-

ance of sexual compatibility and

felt that it was important to

experiment before marriage,

although this should not be done

indiscriminately.

As a follow-up to the panel

discussion Mr. Oswald, the

minister of St. Mark' s Lutheran

church spoke on Nov. 16th. The

major points that he made were

that whereas our society i s

changing rapidly, the church

has often been moralistic and

less than ehlpful by operating

in a climate of condemnation.

This has led to a great deal of

guilt concerning sexual behav-

iour. His challenge was that

instead of attempting to guide

our action by rules we rely

on a principle of responsibility-

This would require honesty and

a willingness to consider the

consequences of our behaviour.
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Suzie Q Post Mortem
by Cathy Acton

Susie QWeek is a 'traum-

atic experience, one which

can leave emotional scars

for a lifetime' said a mem-
ber of Arts '69 who pre-

ferred to remain anonym-

ous. She did not go into de-

tail, but obviously someth-

ing went wrong.

Lynn McKenna, Arts '69,

thought Susie Q Week was the

perfect way to trap a male beast,

without appearing too obvious,

since everyone was caught up

in the spirit of the moment
anyhow.

David Barlow, Arts '69,

liked Susie Q Week except for

the fact that the girls had to

pay for everything.

Don Mackinnon, Arts '69, did

not think the girls co-operated
throughout the week. It seems
that the phone call rate at

Morris Hall was rather low.

Larry Porter, Arts' 69, saw
one advantage in Susie Q Week:
he had a chance to find out who
hated him and who did not.

Peter Acton, Science '69, said

mat girls chase boys all the

time anyhow and the week just

gave them a chance to go all

out.

In general, boys, depending

upon, their degree of success,

and girls, depending .rpon their

degree of nerve were enthus-

iastic about the whole idea.

Kveryone questioned, agreed
that Susie Q Week provided a

certain amount of insight into

how the other half lives.

Boys know how, Kow it feels

to sit around, waiting for the
phone to ringj or to be called
up at the last minute. Girls
cannot help but admire those
courageous souls who go thro
ugh every week, what they went
through during Susie Q Week.

For the benefit of the girls
who lacked the nerve to ask
anyone out and for those who

did, none of the boys took the

Idea too seriously. But it was
a chance to have some fun and
save a bit of money. The dif-

ferent floors of the men's res-
idences had bets going — a

couple of cases of beer for the

boy with the most dates — and
something less rewarding for

the one with the least.

Brookes Backs U-N

Dr. E.H. Brookes

In a talk that he called "not

inspirational but perspiration-

al" to the U.N. Club on Wednes-
day night. Prof. Brookes des-

cribed his views on both the fu-

ture of the U.N. and the estab-

lishment of a world university.

To the U.N. Club he said, "I

am a believer in the U.N. and so

are you." He pointed out cer-

tain changes that might be made
to the U. N. charter. There

should be two assemblies in the

U.N. —one elected on the basis of

population and the other on the

basis of population and wealth.

These should be led by an execu-

tive council with no veto powers.

These changes can be brought

about by meeting and revising

the U.N. charter at an interna-

tional conference, or "when
there is a Third World War, the

crippled and shocked population

can meet together and form a

U.N. federation."

Dr. Brookes also urged the

establishment of a World Uni-

versity. As a solution to the pro-

blem of choosing a location he

suggested perhaps one of the

smaller countries. An isolated

spot was not suitable because,

in his words, "professors are

human, although sometimes if s

difficult to believe it," and we
must find a location suitable

to them.

Prof. Brookes said that the

staff should not be chosen on

ideological grounds. He said,

"You do not exclude anybody

from the Queen's staff on ideo-

logical grounds . . . for being

an atheist or a believer . . . both

are on the staff at the present

time,"

He urged " Let the movement
begin here and now. Let it begin

on the campus of Queen' s,

spread to Canada then to the

rest of the world."

Bob Bassett and interviewer Andy Cohen entertain dur-

ing Arts '68 year party Wednesday of Susie-QWeek.

Model Parliament Rides Again

Despite the failure of Model
Parliament last year, a new at-

tempt will be made this year.

Hyde Park night will be Thurs-

day January 13, the election on

Tuesday, January 18. Model
Parliament will meet two weeks

later on February 1, 2, 3. The

three campus political parties:

Liberal, Progressive Con-
servative and NDP haveprom-
ised to make it a serious no

nonsense affair this year.

The campaign will begin after

the Christmas recess and last

two weeks. Voting will be by

Athletic cards for the various

parties so don't throw yours

away.
Seats in model parliament

will be divided proportionally,

not as in the past when the win-

ner, even with a plurality, was
given a half plus one of the

seats. Tnis is in recognition

of the fact that parliament must
learn to function without

a majority if need be. The
political parties have agreed
that their bills in model parl-

iament will follow from issues

raised during the campaign.

Party leaders this year are:

Liberal - Peter Leishman, PC -

Bruce MacOdrum, and NDP—
Paul Langley.

COMPUTERS:

Who (What) Bends, Folds, or Staples What (Whom)?
» .... - ~ »n« laid m hicr-

"The trouble with computers,' said Philosophy Prof. A.

R.C.Duncan,' is that they tend to make philosophers amateur

economists and economists amateur philosophers.' The remark

came at a panel discussion which closed the four part Univers-

ity Public Lecture Series on 'The Role of /Computers in Soc-

^
Members of the panel, moderated by Prof. Dugal Campbell

of Psychology, were Profs. Duncan, V.C.Abrahams of Phys-

iology, W.B.Rice of Mechanical Engineering and David Staley

of Economics.
They considered three main

topics suggested by the first

three public lectures: Technol-
ogy and Labour, Computers and

Defence, and The Man-Machine
Dialogue ~ educational prob-

lems raised by the computer.

Prof. Rice quoting the U.S.

Secretary of Labour said that

only vague steps are being taken

to head off the unemployment
threatened by computers.

Prof. Staley countered with

the suggestion that here was an

engineer turned amateur econ-

omist and pointed out that the

computer would help solve far

more employment problems
than it caused.

Prof. Abrahams, who has a

'pef computer in his lab, agreed

with Robert Morley in saying

•
I see no virtue in work — if

computers will do my work. Til

be glad to sit back and let them'

.

Professor Duncan wondered

whether this prospect of greater,

leisure did not require 'a great

deal of rethinking.' He also

introduced the potential general

fear that, as computers take

over more and more of man's

duties, they may eventually take

over man.

Prof. Staley and Prof. Abra-

hams called the last question

a myth fostered by eager sci-

ence fiction writers. They re-

called the third lecture given

by Dr. Arthur Porter of the

U of T, who stressed that the

computer was only a tool and

could only perform actions i

itiated by man.

-Discussion then turned to the

military application of com-

puters as Prof. Campbell asked

whether another Dr. Strange-

love was possible. In the second

lecture Dr. R.J.Sutherland of

the Department of National Def-

ence had said computers give

generals and politicians greater

flexibility. Instead of having to

commit themselves to total war

they may use the immediate

fund of information at hand and

confine themselves to 'small,

carefully selected and limited

areas of annihilation'. In para-

phrasing the speech. Dr. Camp-

bell added that the speaker had

probably been in the only light-

ed lecture hall between Ottawa

and New York on the night of

the general blackout caused by

a computer failure.

Profs. Abrahams and Staley

felt that computers would assist

in planning military strategy

because they are capable of

basing their decisions on more

information than a human. How-

ever, Dr. Abrahams said, big-

ger computers can lead to big-

ger and more dramatic errors.

Prof. Rice asked whether it

would be possible to program

a computer for every factor in

a total war; whether certain

important ' restraints' might not

be omitted. Prof. Duncan sug-

gested that a human might not

base his decision on the in-

formationfrom a computer any-

way.
Prof. Staley, 'unequivocally

optimistic' about the value of

computers, said whether the

general agreed or not with the

computer it would give him far

greater time in which to make
his decision. The argument

came to a stalemate as Prof.

Duncan answered that the time

advantage was more than offset

by the vast amount of space

the decision might affect.

No conclusions were reached

and the small audience left with

the uncertain feeling that the

computer may or may not have

created a world emergency the

outcome of which depends on

the speed of computers in stay-

ing ahead of problems caused by

the speed of other computers.

Prof. A.R.C. Duncan
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"Public Morality"
We are going to start this editorial off

bv talking about the weather, a most ap-

propriate topic to talk about during the month

of November in Canada. The weather is al-

ways bloody foul around this time of the

year. All you have to do is look out the win-

dow and you wiU see our point. Now people,

as everyone knows, always talk about the

weather, but never do anything about it.

This is understandable, for people always

talk about the things they do not like, such

as foul weather, and they do not do any-

thing about foul weather because nothing can

be done about it. One of life's virtues is

to tolerate those things in life that are not

amenable to change. Another virtue is the,

ability to distinguish between the changeable

and the unchangeable. People too often tol-

erate things that can and should be changed.

We are not going to talk about the bomb,

the cold war, poverty, prejudice, apathy,

and the like. We are concerned right now

with Canada' s primitive and absurd divorce,

gambling, birth-control, censorship, and li-

quor laws. They belong in the same cate-

gory as other laws that are contrary to the

principles of individual freedom, for they

try to force people to act in ways that are

incompatible with natural human desires. Pro-

bably one of the most important contribu-

tions of modern political analysis is the idea

that is essential for human institutions to

be based on human nature. In the so-called

field of " public morality" present legislation

defies such reasoning. Through the develop-

ment of a puritanical taboo system people

are asked to act inhumanly, to perform in

ways that are in keeping with the rigid stan-

dards set by a vigilant minority. This minor-

ity feels that taboo legislation will make

peopfe strong and good. It is obvious that

the weakness lies not in the people but in

the legislation. We would do well to stop

talking about the evils of the present system

and do something about it.
john Rae

Last Tuesday Issue

This will be the last Tuesday issue this

term. The paper will publish for the next

three Fridays.

On December 10, a special features and

newsfeatures issue is planned. It will be sort

of a happening on newsprint. If you have any

literary articles, or opinions that you would

like printed in this edition submit them to

the Journal office in the beginning of next

week. Tony Tugwell

Wournal
Published twice weekly by

Queen's AMS. Authorized

as second class mail.

SUPA MAN

nothing left By that time, the

name Levana will be a tradition

to mem and to us it won' t mean

anything good or bad. When, and

if, we are alumni, we will have

our say in the naming of build-

ings on campus. Until then,

leave it to those who, among

other things, helped financially

.the building of this residence.

Editor, Journal:

More stubborn than Diefen-

baker....more bigoted than a

blue-nosed temperance worker

' v;

It's a shame....

„,lt*B a SUFA-man.... strange

visitor from another province

tfho has pledged himself to the

alleviation of the world's prob-

lems, regardless of the sent-

iments of his fellows.. ..SUPA-

man....able to over-leap reason

at a single bound.. ..able to bend

small minds with his bare mis -

vote on the issue, as it has been

presented, is merely question-

ing the right of the Alumni to

name the building.

Mary Campbell
Sandy Richards,

Arts ' 67

. able torepresentations.

.

change the course of history

with a single petition dis-

guised as a mild-mannered re-

Ontario univeristy, he wages his

endless battle against realism

and the big nasty world out-

side SUPA-manl

Brian D. Wilson

Not OurRight
Editor, Journal:

A comment on a recent Le-

vana newsletter. President Joan

Pistawka set forth three names

for the New Women's Resi-

dence —Levana Hall and Ban

Tlgha ei na proposed by th e

Alumni, and Avonmore sub-

mitted by a group of "con-
cerned Levanites."

We feel our president was
unfairly biased against the

names presented by the Alumni.

It appeafed to us that she was
trying to influence members of

Levana to her way of thinking.

Thus, we take it upon our-

selves to present the other side

of the issue. Today, the name
Levana means little to most of

the students on campus but we
must realize that to many of the

Alumni, Levana was a society

that Levanites were proud to be
members of, a society in which

they took an active part.

Miss Pistawka also stated

that the name Levana would be
"very detrimental to the future

prosperity of the Levana So-

ciety." Does Levana have any

future prosperity? Levana* s

purpose is past and it is merely

a matter, now, of how long it will

be before Levana amalgamates

with the Arts and Science So-

ciety. For those to who, Levana

meant something, there will be

Treasure Van

A Gyp
Editor, Journal:

At the outset, this year'

s

Treasure Van was a disappoint-

ment. For the past three years

I have been under the illusion,

as have many other students,

that Treasure Van was an outlet

for foreign and native Canadian

handicrafts, selling at a reduced

rate to mainly students in order

to help other students. A little

research revealed that this was
not the case. Friendship rings

for $3.25 at Treasure Van can

be bought in downtown Kingston

for $2.50. Agenuine imitation

cavalry sword sells at Treasure

Van for $25.00, while the origi-

nal is available at Dolans for

less than $20.00. Also at Dolans,

original army muskets with

bayonet sell for $35.00. How-
ever, at Treasure Van a copper

tube imitation goes for only

$33.00. Quite a deal! A Mexi-
can sombrero at Treasure Van
is $15.00. I personally bought

one exactly the same for under

$10.00 four years ago. Inflation?

Who reaps the Treasure from
Treasure Van?

Certainly the money WUSC
obtains from Treasure Van goes

for useful work. However, con-

sidering the prices and the qua-

lity of workmanship, in most
cases. Treasure Van appears

to be little more than a cheap
souvenir racket operating under

the auspices of WUSC. Many of

the goods trafficed at Treasure
Van are cheap baubles and imi-

tations at high prices. Regard-
less of my desire to help stu-

dents less fortunate than myself,

I refuse to be taken advantage

of (i.e., to be gypped) to the tune

of a 33% markup on merchan-

dise of questionable quality.

K. E. Larson
E. J. Rule

FrankOpinions

on Q-Week
Dear Sir;

These are the frank opin-

ions of a typical Levanite na-

med Gladys Gearshift who has

just survived the week-long or-

deal of that annual freak phe-

nomenon called Susie Q week.

It is my humble opinion that

Susie Q week is a perverted

manifestation of the gradual

drift towards a switching of

sexual roles. One witnesses the

recent male trend to long locks

tight pants that resemble ca-

pri pants, fuzzy mohair swea-

ters, and pointed toe high-he-

eled shoes. In looking at the

"fairer sex," I can not help

but notice that women have

in the last half century thrown

away two formerly very impor-

tant symbols of femininity; na-

mely long hair and long skirts

for everyday wear. In the twe-

nties the woman who wore long

pants and a short bobbed hair-

do was labelled a sexless rebel.

Today she is the norm. Women
have also assumed more res-

ponsible positions in society

at the expense of their femi-

nine retiring image. The two

sexes seem to me to be mov-
ing closer together in their soc-

ial habits, manners and stand-

ards. Just witness the popular

song whose words go -'Are you

a boy. . .or are you a girl?''

One wonders if they will even-

tually merge into one homo-

geneous sex. One hopes not . .

.

So, regarding Susie Q week

as manifesting this trend, I

say DOWN with Susie Q weekl

If you are for the preservation

of the sexes, PLEASE boys,

don't hang back simpering and

giggling as those athletic, stro-

ng forceful, dominating females

thrust open the doors for you.

Assume the masculine roles for

which you were createdl

Yours spoofingly,

Gladys Gearshift

IS ZAT

DEOCRACY?
Edeetor,

Mine goote sir.

say how dilated I

Journal A Political Mouthpiece
NOTE: This article is a re-

duced form of a personal letter

1 wrote to Mr. Tugwell, Nov.

5, 1965. Since that time several

of the criticisms expressed

therein have been acted upon

and more action is forthcoming.

Realizing both the serious-

ness of the charge and the dif-

ficulty of your position (Mr.

Tugwell' s) , I hesitate to call

your selection of what you print

biased. However, three pre-

vious attempts to have material

printed have failed, without ap-

parent reason. One attemptwas

a counter-resolution to that of

Mr Johnstone' s on initiations,

signed by some fifty students.

With such complete disregard

for a group opinion, how can you

as editor attempt to represent

campus feeling? Even if the

resolution was out of order,

some editorial comment on its

deletion was justified. When the

Journal has for years con-

demned student apathy, it should

certainly recognize interest

when it exists.

In my opinion, this year's

journal has three main faults:

1) inadequate campus news and
sports coverage,

2) overemphasis of national and

international news,

3) features and reviews of little

value.

Support for these points is

drawn, in particular, from Nov.

5, 1965 issue,

1) McGill's withdrawal from

CUS received more coverage

than the open CUS meeting on

iniations. The former will little

affect the Queen's student ma-
jority but the latter affects most
present Queen' s students and

certainly all future Queen' s stu-

dents. As it was, the report on

the open meeting was not only

inadequate but also biased and

inaccurate. No mention was
made of the faculty vote and the

attempt to cast bad light on the

Science faculty was quite unjus-

tified.

As for ineffective sports co-

verage, no OQAA game statis-

tics have ever been reported.

Two different reports of the

Connor-to-Bayne pass appear-

ed in successive issues. No
mention has ever been made of

I vant to

has bean

see zee call for deform in

Pupil Governot at Queen's. At

zeeze time zee Zeobogs has

as much votings as zee Arse-

men all de vile zere eez many
Arsemeh for vun Zeobog. Eez

zat deocracy.

And zee Precedent two. I

vele no how zinizter zeeze De-

lectable Courage can be. Who
are zeeze people who sink a

Courage eez more important

zan a hole Unibursary.

Deform eez needed now.

Zee Debauchator

the 1500 students participating

in intramural sports. Surely

they deserve at least some co-

verage.

2) One-sixth of a shortened

Nov. 5 issue involved comment

on an election open to less than

half of our students as voters.

Is the Journal a student news-

paper or a political mouthpiece?

Discussion of national or inter-

national politics should be limi-

ted to issues directly affecting

the student majority.

3) "01d News is Good News'

has been the watchword of Jour-

nal reviews to date. In the Nov.

5 issue: a three week old review

of one act plays, a review of a

movie no longer showing and a

belated review of Leon Bibb.

As a student's newspaper the

Queen' s Journal is a flop. It does

not adequately report student

opinion or interest. As financial

supporters of this publication

we have a right to a newspaper

reporting our feeling, our in-

terests and our issues;a news-
paper that reflects all students,

not a select few.

K. E. Larson, Arts '67
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Out With Student Marking

One of the lesser -heard or
corrupt aspects of Queen's,

which directly effects most first

year Arts students, is the mar-
icing of first year student es-

says by undergraduate students.

This is a practice of the Eng-
lish Department. It should not

be tolerated any longer.

In a subject like Mathematics

where answers to questions are

either right or wrong, or at

least where there is a minimum
of interpretative thinking and

no philosophical analysis, it

does not matter so much if

students mark student work.

But in a subject like Eng-

lish, History or Philosophy, es-

say writing requires interpre-

tative and philosophical think-

ing, which should be met by

the professor's range of crit-

ical thinking and depth of ex-

perience, rather than by the

minds of undergraduates.

The argument that professors

have no time is no real argu-
ment. It is an easy way out,

an abdication of the responsi-

bility of the university to its

students. For they must make
time, which means the Depart-

ment must give them time.

It must give a higher priority

to the work of first-year stu-

dents if it wants to make stu-
dying and essay writing a cre-
ative work rather than an em-
pty rigmarole.

The undergraduate students

who mark essays are not fully

qualified to do so because of

their youth, inexperience and
student -situation. The marking
of another person's interpreta-

tive work is a great respon-
sibility. It should fall on the

The White Problem
There is no negro problem

in the United States. The prob-

lem of race in America, inso-

far as it is related to pockets

of melanin in men' s skins, is

a white problem. In order to

solve "the problem" we must

seek its source, not in the

Negro but in the White Amer-

ican -in the process by which

he is educated, in the needs he

expresses through racism. It

was a stroke of genius really

for American whites to give

Negro Americans the name of

their problem, thereby focus-

ing attention on the symptoms

(the Negro and the Negro com-
munity) instead of causes (the

white man and his community.)

Negroes are condemned in A-

merica, not because they are

poor and uneducated, and not

because they are brown or bla-

ck. They are condemned in

America because of an idea of

the Negro and of the Negro's

place in the white American

mind. The problem in essence

is racism. But racism is a

mask for a much deeper pro-

blem involving not the victims

of racism but the perpetrators.

On Wednesday night, John

Howard Griffin, author of Black

Like Me,' at K.C.V.L auditor-

ium, is giving his thoughts on

"the problem" -a problem he

recognizes rightly as his own.

John Griffin is a white man.

He is Massa Charlie, Whitey,

The Man, just as most of his

audience will bs. But Mr. Grif-

fin realizes that he must meet

"the problem" in terms of his

abilities as an individual and as

* A man walks into your office,

admits he is guilty of a crime,

asks you to defend him. What

do you do? ' Kingston barrister

L. H, Tepper posed this ques-

tion to an interested audience

of 35 at Sir John A- Macdonald

Hall last Wednesday night in

the first of a series of Levana

sponsored addresses by profes-

sional persons.

a writer. His whole book es-

pouses one of the most impor-

tant steps in the white person's

recognition of "the problem"

as being his own - that is, the

white man must suffer the same

rejection by Negroes that he

has given them. Griffin did

this by changing his skin co-

lour and travelling in the South

as a "White-Negro." He was

lucky. He was a "Negro" for

only eight weeks. But Griffin

is worth listening to because

he is able to see the problem

not only as a "Negro", but

also as a White. He is lucky

because, being white, he can

recount what it means to be

a Negro, without being cons-

cious, as the Negro is, of what

the white person wants him to

say. The audience cannot ex-

pect definitive answers from

Mr. Griffin. But, if one can

get an insight into "the prob-

shoulder' s of the professors.
If a course is to be full and

challenging, the interpretative

work of students in essays
should confront a greater ex-
perience in criticism and judge-
ment than any average under-
graduate student can claim to

have developed.

The argument that most first

year essays are fairly juvenile

is not an argument to support
treating them with meagre and
condescending inexperience. If

first-year essay writing be-
comes a meaningless ritual for

so many, shose fault is that?

While it is in large measure
the fault of the high schools,

in so far as the university is

involved, the Department is far

more to blame than the student.

It is the responsibility of the

Department of English to give

more attention to students at

the first-year level, even if this

involves time cuts in other

activities or building up a lar-

ger staff—or else not to make

some students do English. But

if you are going to make all

first-year Arts students study

something, it is your responsi-

bility to follow the highest stan-

dards of excellence and to give

the individual student the best

possible guidance. For excel-

lence breeds excellence and

mediocrity breeds mediocrity.

The present system is an abuse

of such standards of excellence

by a university body that ought

to know better. The Department

of English is seriously at fault.

lem"' and the nature of racism,

.„ will be the most provocative

lecture Kingston has ever had.

Tony Gifford

Rick Johnstone
Josef Suk, concert violinists in Grant Hall at

8.30 Wednesday

ORCUS Meeting

Maintains Policy on Fee Abolition

Letters to the editor should

be typed and double spaced

with the signature ofthe author.

Pseudonyms can be used only

when we know the real identi-

fication.

We will try to print most

of the letters received, provided

they are less than a page m
length. Anything longer should

be submitted through the feat-

ures department or as a soap-

box with the editor being

notified beforehand.

This weekend, Queen' s hosted

the Congress of the Ontario

Region of The Canadian Union

of Students.

The most heated debate of

the meetings centred on the

financing of higher education.

The Congress passed two re-

solutions on the status of Fre-

nch in Ontario - the first called

for compulsory instruction of

French in the province's pri-

mary schools, the second for

an extension of the French lan-

guage to official status in cer-

tain aspects of the government.

What if He is Guilty?

Mr. Tepper accompanied bv

his wife, who is also a lawyer,

was speaking on the require-

ments and the interesting facets

of a career in law. The Teppers

explained the entrance require-

ments to law schools and threw

discussion open to any questions

from the floor. Mrs. Tepper

pointed out that women entering

law are usually headed into a

definite branch of the profession

while men are not usually com -

mitted to any one of the possible

careers. No woman has ever

been debarred in Ontario, ex-

plained Mrs. Tepper in defence

of the entrance of women into

law careers.
The Teppers were the first

in a series of addresses by

which Levana hopes to better

Some members felt that the

CUS had not represented the

true feelings of the students

when it called for the aboli-

tion of tuition fees as the first

priority to the achievement of

universal accessability. They

maintained that most students

do not support t^e abolition

of fees and that ORCUS should

move to recind that aspect of

CUS policy. Amajority of mem-
bers indicated that their coun-

cils had voted for the abolition

of fees and that they did not

want any change in policy.

Queen' s supported both reso-

lutions.

inform its members of the pos-

sibilities in the professions.

The schedule calls for an

occupational therapist, a female

doctor and a female politician

in the future.

Mr. Tepper is a barrister and

his wife is a solicitor.

Mandates were given for the

study of the problems of for-

eign students and commuting

students in the province. ORCUS
will also examine discrepancies

in bookstore prices before the

next Congress in January.

The Region voted to examine

the prospects for formal or

working arrangements with L'

Union General des Etudiants

du Quebec (UGEQ.) Discussion

led by Queen's suggested that

UGEQ can no longer claim to

be a national union of students

within either definition of the

word "nation". UGEQ is now

one third English and still re-

fuses membership to French

Canadians who do not reside

in Quebec. Queen's was widely

supported in this and announced

its intention to introduce a re-

solution on the topic in Jan-

uary.

George Anderson, Queen'

s

CUS chairman felt that the mood

of the Congress was one of in-

creasing frustration with the

national branch of CUS and a

determination to effect a tran-

sfer of authority to the re-

gional arm; it was felt that

the region is more responsive

to the wishes of its students

than is its federal equivalent.
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Corry Speaks to Orcus

Communityl)emocratic But Structure Not
^•fX/l IIIIIMIIIfcW "WW-

development of new. Secondly Dr. Corry maintained that the

. ...„,_ rh„ Princioal orefaced his having one' s own way. Effective developme
,.„„„,.,„,,„„,' Quite transitory student

After a witty and irrev-

erent introduction by Gor-

don Watt, Principal Corry

addressed the delegates to

the Ontario Region oi the

Canadian Union of Students

Congress at their banquet

Saturday night on Democ

racy in the University Com-

munity.

The Principal prefaced his

talk by noting that political

democracy is that form of

government and that way of life

appropriate for a society which

is firmlyunitedoncertainbroad

objectives, but on little else

other than certain procedures

for the peaceful resolution of

conflicting interests. It is based

on the right to express one's

views and to be consulted, and

on the renunciation of always

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

Two almost new snow tires

5.90-13. Phone 542-8844.

Vauxhall Victor 1962. Excel-

lent conditions. Radio. $700.

jean-Claude Buisson, **611.

Brand new, secondhand, CCM
sports model bicycle. 0-6 in 3.

5

seconds! Low gas consumption!

Luxurious options: power steer-

ing, power brakes, new stand,

basket, and handgrips! Reduced

by 20% for quick clearance.

Phone 540-1278.

1957 British Ford Consul. An

economical and reliable car in

good running order. Yours for

only $200. Must sell this week.

Contact Pete Bradley in Gordon

Hall, •»121, or at 542-9308 af-

ter 6 pm.
19" Philco Television, 6 mo-

nths old, urgent to sell at $95.

Contact room 435, LeonardHall

••296.

1958 Chevrolet; 6 cyl. auto-

matic; engine in good condition;

economical on gas; radio; some

minor defects. Cheap, cheap,

cheap! $300 or best offer. Phone

Phil Traversy, Leonard Hall

•295.

Get your Queen's scarves at

Leonard Hall and Ban Righ on

Wednesday, Nov. 24 and Thurs-

day, Nov. 25, 5- 6:30 p.m. at

die cafeteria entrances. Price

only $7.00. Also available at

Calvin House, KGH, 17 King St.

W. Phone 542-7826.

LOST

Have you ever lost a million

dollars? I haven't either-but

I have lost my purse. If you find

a light tan clutch purse, clutch

it tightly and please call Mary

at 548-3432.

PERSONAL

1 (the poker -playing Martian)

wish to express my gratitude to

a certain Levanite for an excit-

ing and satisfying evening of

'bed-time activities'. I wish to

add that if, bu chance, another

such invitation should be re-

ceived in future, it will be ac-

cepted with great alacrity.

Sincerely, 49

The Queen' sman who plays

checkers on stockings-will he

get a king or will he be crowned?

having one' s own way. Effective

consultation, Dr. Corry ob-

served, involves compromise.

There are, however, two

major reasons why the tech-

niques of political democracy

should not be transposed to

the university community with-

out adaptation. Firstly, there

is a high degree of agreement

on objectives in the university

community: the dissemination

of existing knowledge and the

FOUND

In Dunning Hall, Thursday,

Nov. 18, a.m., a leather purse

containing keys. Identify and

pick up in Ban Righ Office.

WANTED

3 persons to fly to land of

golden sun --Florida -during the

Xmas holidays. H,Spies, Room
321, Leonard Hall.

One ride to New York City

anytime in the Christmas holi-

days. Will share gas expenses.

Call Ern after 6 pm at 548 -3766.

development of new. Secondly

faxe to face consultation is

easier in the university than in

political society.

For the effective operation of

a university, it is important

to have an authority empowered

to mediate conflict and to ex-

pedite university affairs. This

concentration of authority is not

found in the hands of the Board

of Governors or Trustees,

whose principal functions are

to form links between the uni-

versity on the one hand,

and the general public on the

other, and to appoint the

university president. It is

rather the president who is re-

sponsible for consultation with

the university staff and for mak-

ing recommendations to the

Board of Trustees, which should

accept them without alteration.

If the Board loses confidence

in the president, it may re-

move him. The president and

not the Board is responsible

should anything go wrong within

the university.

Student participation in the

direction of university affairs

is somewhat limited. Students

can, and do, have control of

purely student affairs. However

Dr. Corry maintained that the

quite transitory student

body cannot expect the same
consultation as the more per-

manent and experienced staff.

'Nonetheless, the student re-

mains the most important part

of the university and he does

have the right to make known

his interests to the administra-

tion through duly appointed rep-

resentatives.

Existing channels of consult-

ation might break down, and

there might be a need to devel-

op new ones. The rise of a

student desire to participate

in the direction of university

affairs and the lack of channels

of consultation to this end has

led in recent years to student

activism. Dr. Corry felt, how-

ever, that most universities are

rapidly trying to make adjust-

ments in order to overcome
these difficulties.

The Principal concluded that

democracy in the university

did not require the organization

of parties and the holding of

votes at regular intervals, but

rather that it required con-

sultation in the common search

for knowledge and truth.

FOR RENT

Warm, quiet room, close to

Queen's. To m'en in Law, Com-
merce, Arts, Economics, Poli-

tics and Business. Gravelled

parking yard. 196 Union St.

Large comfortable room, 12

minute walk from campus. Call

Mrs. Baksa at 546-1084 or see

at 556 Brock St.

1 single furnished room. 354

Johnson St. at Division. Phone

542-3929.

McGill to Vote
Montreal (CUP) --An open me-
eting of the McGill Student's

Society voted Nov. 16 to hold a

referendum on Dec. 1 to deci-

de whether to support the co-

uncil's decision to join the Un-

ion General des Etudiants du

Quebec.
The meeting, attended by ab-

out 450 students, defeated a s-

econd motion inviting the exec-

utive to stay on should the ref-

erendum go against them.

Sharon Sholberg, president of

the council, said in a telephone

interview she is not sorry the

second resolution was defeated.

She said she has every inten-

tion of resigning should the st-

udent body vote against joining

UGEQ.

"If I have misjudged stud-

ent feeling so completely I wo-

uld have no choice but to re-

sign," she added.

Chemical, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engi-

neers graduating in 1966 required by Consolidated

Paper Corporation Limited. Mills located at Three

Rivers, Shawinigan, Grand'Mere and Port Alfred,

Quebec with a new pulp mill at Shawville, Quebec,

scheduled for operation in 1967.

Our Research & Development Centre at Grand'Mere

also requires research-oriented chemical engineers-

Bachelors and Masters-due to a present active expa-

nsion program.

All usual benefits (group life, pension, etc.) and a

very attractive Company medical plan which is in-

tegrated with both the Blue Cross and the Quebec

Hospital Insurance Plan.

The Company will conduct interviews at the Un-

iversity on Friday. December 3rd, 1966.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividends

ft will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON. B.A.. CX.U. - Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc. C.L.U. — Res- 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. — Res. 546-0032

M. EMMET ADAM — Re>- 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OP CANADA

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

Branch Manager: A. E. Nelson. C.L.U.

Have you considered

the opportunities of a career

with The Mutual Life?

A copy of the Company's informative booklet

"Career Opportunities" is available at your

Placement Office.

Our representative will be present on

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26

and would be pleased to discuss with you the

many rewarding opportunities withThe Mutual

Life. To arrange an interview please contact

your Student Placement Officer.

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO/ ESTABLISHED 1869

KCVI
WEDNESDAY
7:30 PM JOHN HOWARD GRIFFIN

TICKETS
75 T at

UNION or
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COLLEGE LIBERALS

Gordon Resignation Courageous

Explorer To Talk

Delegates to the AnnualMeet-

ing of the Ontario University

liberal Federation held at

Queen' s last week - end took

stands on several important

problems facing Canada and its

students.

The student Liberals gave

their overwhelming support to

a resolution calling for the

Government to continue the

economic policies of former

Finance Minister Walter Gor-

don including his program of

'repatriation of Canadian indus-

try
1

. The same resolution de-

manded that ' the Cabinet Min-

isters found wanting in the ex-

ercise of good judgemenf act

as courageously as Mr. Gordon

by resigning.

In another resolution, un-

iversal accessability to higher

education was given the official

approval of the Federation. The

motion called for the abolition

of all tuition fees for post-

secondary education providing

that standards of admission are

not lowered.

The Conference was address-

ed by two prominent Liberals.

On Friday Hon. E.J.Benson out-

lined the Federal Government's

program for student aid during

the immediate future. Over a

period of four years the Govern-

ment will provide ten million

dollars per year for a scholar-

ship plan with benefits increas-
ing with the student - age
population.

On Saturday, Andrew Thomp-
son, Promvincial Leader of the

Liberal Party in Ontario,
strongly attacked the Robarts
Government for ailing to take

adequate social measures.using
the Tory record in public hous-
ing to prove his point. Empha-
sizing that sub-standard hous-
ing is a severe problem through

out the province and especial-

ly in Toronto, London, and
Kingston, the Liberal Leader

pointed out that in recent years
the city of Newark, N.J., has
spent more on public housing
than the entire province of Ont-
ario, which has six million more
people.

Considerable time was spent

considering the role of Univers-
ity Liberals on campus and in

the party. Delegates were
assisted in this by Peter Se-

heult, top College Grit in the

Maritimes; Tony Pearson, Pres
ident of the Canadian University
Liberals; and Gary Smith, Nat-

ional Director of College and

Young Liberals.

Liberal Leader Thompson,

a Queen's Alumnus returning

to this campus for the first

time since the Kingston Con-

ference in 1960, took a quick

tour of the university and com-

mented very favour ably,
especially on the new library
facilities. He was extremely
pleased to hear thatstack privi-
leges have been extended to ail

students and that the new read-
ing room provides an atmos-
phere so condusive to study.

A famous SouthAfrican ex-

plorer and author will visit

Queen's on Tuesday, November
23 as part of the 1965-66 Dun-
ning Trust Lecture Series.

Laurens van der Post, who
now lives in England, will lect-

ure on the 'Symbol and the

Artist* Tuesday night in Dun-
ning Hall Auditorium.

Working for the British
Colonial Office in Africa, dur-
ing the 1950*3, he gathered the
material which was embodied
in his bestseller, ' The Lost
World of the Kalahari'.

The meeting will begin at

8:00 p.m., and the public is

invited.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

Tuesday, November 23

Progressive Conservative
Club meets at 7:30 in Morris
North Common Room. Election

of Model Parliament leader and
discussion of policy . Guest
speaker, Syl Apps, MLA King-
ston and Chairman of Select

committee on Youth.

The third discussion in the

series "Love, Sex, and Marri-
age" will be held tonight. Dr.

Graham of the Dept. of Psychi-
atry will speak briefly andadis-
cussion will follow. Come and
bring your views on love, sex,

and marriage. Tonight at 9:30

in the East Centre Common
Room at Leonard Hall (spon-

sored by Queen's Christian Fel-

lowship).

VE3VX meeting, 7:30 in Clark

Hall. A film will be shown on

magnetism.
"Operation Crossroads Afr-

ica", at 7 pm at International

House. Liz Love will give an

illustrated account of her sum-
mer in Kenya with 'Crossroads'.

Anyone who is interested in or

just curious about this pro-

gram is welcome.

Wednesday, November 24

John Howard Griffin, KCVI
Auditorium, 7:30-10:00 pm. Ad-
mission $.75,

Queen' s Young New Demo-
crats will hold a meeting to:

1) discuss resolutions for the

forthcoming YND convention;

2) discuss a constitutional

amendment whereby the number
of members necessary for a

quorum could call a business

meeting by petition;

3) elect delegates and alternates

to the provincial YND conven-

tion.

TIME: 7 pm PLACE: Seminar

Room, 2nd floor. Union.

Queen's concert series - se-

cond concert. Violinst Josef Suk,

8:30 pm in Grant Hall.

Thursday, November 25

Closed Drama Guild meeting

at 7;30 pm in Convocation Hall.

Presentation of 2 One Acts:

Dreaming of the Bones and Im-
provisation of Job.

International Club organizes

a session where Bill Quartel

will discuss the who, what,

where, and why concerning pro-

blems facing foreign students In

Canada. 10 pm at International

House. All those interested are

welcome. Coffee and cookies

will be served.

A party for SCM*ers, their

friends, their enemies, and any-

one who wants to join one of

these three groups. In the New
Men's Residence North Com-
mon Room at 8:30.

French lecture and 54 slides

on Louis David and the Revolu-

tionary Period. Room 101 in

New Arts Building, 4:30-5:30.

SUPA-SCM seminar, 10 pm,

at 63 West St. Apt. #8. "The
Death of Art in Utilitarian So-

ciety." Copies at desk in under-

graduate reading room.

Sunday, November 28

Queen's Young New Demo-
crats will hold an open discus-

sion on the NDP/YND conven-
tions last July. Emphasis will

be on the political maneuvring
and basic conflicts present at

each. TIME; 2 pm. PLACE:
Seminar Room, 2nd floor, Stu-

dents' Union.

Whateverbecame of:

Lucy Borgia,
CLASS OF '02?

It is a tribute to our Home Ec. course

that the name of this little girl is celebrated

wherever food is eaten and wine is drunk.

Lucy, early in her course, gave unmis-

takable evidence that food to her was not

merely a means to an end but an end

in itself. Herself a sparing eater, she

encouraged guests to enjoy each meal as

if it were their last. With a few simple

ingredients. Miss Borgia could produce

a banquet to end all banquets. Her

Omelette a la Fine Toadstools is still

talked about in hushed voices. The few

contemporaries who survived her, often

recalled this gentle lady diligently lending

her little kitchen garden of Deadly Night-

shade, Foxglove and Hemlock. You don't

find cooking like Lucy's in the college

cafeteria these days.

The safest recipe for keeping your finan-

ces healthy is found in a B of U Personal

Chequing Account. Open yours today.

Bank of Montreal

THE BANK THAT VALUES STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS

GLEE CLUB
FRI. & SAT.
GRANT HALL
8:00 PM

UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED

Interviewing for 1966 Graduates

MONDAY, November 29

and
TUESDAY, November 30

Complete description of positions

at the Placement Office.

Our Representatives: G. W. Hatfield

and G. W. Brown

APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995

TELEPHONE 548-3434

"tEfje Cgtft Centre"

Fine China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON. ONT.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host In the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a. m, to 12p.m.

Queen's Students always Welcome.

Tom Annis to greet you.

"Princess Ida"
TICKETS
UNION &
RESIDENCES
AT NOON
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Pappas Most Valuable

As Rugger Winds Up

At the final general meeting

of the Rugger Club, awards were

made to Bruce Pappas as 1965 s

most valuable player and Tim

Baker as rookie of the year.

The M.V.P. award goes to the

person who, in the opinion of

the entire Rugger Club, con-

tributes most to the team ef-

fort, both on and off the field.

The Rookie Award goes to the

person who has never previous-

ly played rugger, but who shows

outstanding ability.

Presentations were made to

Barry Laughton and Eron Day

for their much appreciated ef-

forts as coaches. A special

presentation went to Roger

Hirst for his many years of

service as manager, trainer,

and playing -coach.

Leading scorers for the rug-

ger Gaels were Roland Ogier,

(17 points), Hugo Dummett (11

points), Ted Cormode (9 points),

Bruce Ferguson (9 points), and

Tim Baker (6 points).

Michael Marrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLISTS

fMlurfiw Tin Uttif

In Heir Slyfbg

Winner, of TVm Top AwoieU

lo Klngiton and District

Mathematics

students are invited

to discuss career

opportunities as an

with the

representative

of the

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE

COMPANY
OF CANADA

who will be

on campus

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER 3

Elections of a new executive

were also held at this meeting.

Mike Sinclair was elected cap-

tain and president of the 1966

Rugger Club replacing Peter

Brown. Hugo Dummett was

elected vice-captain replacing

Ted Cormode.

Weekend Swim Meet
The W.I.A.U. Swim Meet was

held at Queen's over the past

weekend.

In the

Friday
placed fi

Strokes-

Figures
Solo-
Trio

-

Synchronized Meet on

night the people who

rst were:
C. Leslie-McGill

- MaryHaig-Western
Pat Vlassoff-Guelph

Betsy Hamblin
Michele Chabot

Sue Cheshire-Queen's

In the Speed Events on Sat-

urday, die overall results were:

First- McGill

Second- Western

Third- Queen s

Fourth- Toronto

Fifth_ McMaster

Sixth- Guelph

. The individual speed results

were:
200 yd. Medley: McGill first,

Western second. Queen' s third

(P. Tinline, I. St. Amand,

Stevenson, N. Wilson).

100 yd. Freestyle: Western

first, Queen's second (Diane

Walker), McGill.

50 yd. Backstroke: McGill first,

Mc Master second, Queen'

s

third (P. Tinline).

50 yd. Breast-stroke: Queen's

first (Alison Glendenning), Mc-

Master second, Western third.

50 yd. Butterfly: McGill first,

Western second, McMaster

third.

50 yd. Freestyle: McGill first,

Western second, Toronto third.

100 yd. Individual Medley: Mc-

Gill first, Western second, Mc-

Master third.

200 yd. Freestyle Relay: Wes-

tern first, McGill second, Mc-
Master third.

In the Diving Jane Wing from

Queen's was fifth, and Paige

Cousineau (Queen's) was sev-

enth.

Dr. McCarthy
On Saturday afternoon Dr.

McCarthy, the Deputy Minister

of University Affairs, address-

ed the ORCUS conference held

here at Queen's this weekend.

In his speech he emphasized

the large capital grants given

to the universities for expan-

sion-to reach three-quarter

billion in the next ten years -

and the increasing number of

Ontario high-school students

who attend university. This

year, he claimed, fifty per cent

of the grade thirteen graduates

are In university and no one

who made the admissions stan-

dard was refused entrance. But

due to increased demands for

money for universities in the

near future, he stressed the

need for students and univer-

sity administrations to explain

the importance of higher edu-

cation on the future of our so-

ciety to the general public.

To this end he made an impor-

tant announcement for Ontario

students-the giving of a thou-

sand dollar government grant

to ORCUS for its high school

visitation programme. This was

greeted by enthousiastic ap-

plause from the delegates.

Afterwards there was a vig-

orous question period centering

mainly on the problems of the

Canadian Student Loan Plan, and

the means of getting govern-

ment grants for student social

centres. Then, Dr. McCarthy

was made the first honorary

member of ORCUS and receiv-

ed a standing ovation from the

conference for his excellent

presentation and his sympathe-

tic understanding for student

problems.

Sports
bits
by Mike Fltton

Sports Editor

SPORTSBITS by Mi*e Fltton

At last it looks as if Queen's will have a winning basket-

ball team. Apart from the obvious advantage of most o las

first strine returning, the Gael's will be playing Laval

fnd U. of Montreal, new entries in the league, and will not be

racing the likes of the Windsor Lancers until the final. As

vou may remember, the various teams from southern Ontario

have run all over the Gaels in past years, but the new CQAA

tour team eastern loop (with McGill) should be no problem for

the Gael" I call them to enter the finals with a 5-0-1 record

*d lose » the western representative. But let's have a good

attendance at the games - the Gaels seem to thrive on it.

Things are not so good for the Hockey Gaels Having los

star netminder Elwyn Derbyshire by graduation the Gaels will

not fare well against the perennially strongteams from McMaster

U of Toronto and Laval. Gael drive and spirit took the team

a long way last year, but I think they! 11 be lucky with a strong

fourth place this year. The first game is on Friday at 8 00

aeainst McMaster, and should be an indication of how far die

Gaels w«l 6° *is Bring some kind of cushion to the

'jock' or you may spend the whole game picking slivers out

0f
'At"iea'st"the football season turned out as it should have.

Toronto were obviously the team to watch, because of their

small turnover of players, and it was somewhat of a surprise

to see Western leading the League. Coach TindaU is especially

nterested in the outcome of the Canadian College Bowl as

he has been plugging for a Varsity win to avenge Gaels loss

?o the U of A Golden Bears two years ago. Loyalty to the league

is as strong as loyalty to the team.

This will be my last contribution to the journal. It has

been two and a half years of valuable experience and great

eniovment and 1 regret that my Law course is demanding

27e of my time. For anyone who is interested in my job

™ Sports Editor, you will find an organized staff ready for yon

w. even have a Montreal correspondent to cover the Quebec

side of our sports activities. Contact me for Particulars

One final word. I promised to mention JOHN HOGAN in

my column. John is one of the true sportsmen at Queen s,

taving qualified for athletic awards in elbo*-bending and coffee-

shop squatting. He also happens to be an experienced halfback,

and you can expect to see him in the Gold uniform next fall

Remember, as my old friend Jax Mackson says, if you

can' t play a sport, be a referee.

Standings

:

Addie and B.R. A
New Res. E
Chown
New Res. D
PHE B
PHE A
New Res. B
Out of Res. B
New Res. A
New Res. C
Nursing Sc.

Out of Res. A

5 pts Games Nov. 23/65

7:00 pm New Res. A vs Out of

Res. A
PHE A vs Out of Res B

& :40 pm New Res C vs New Res B

PHE B vs New Res E

8:20 pm Addie 8i B.R. A vs Chown

New Res D vs Nursing Sc

This is the last night for basket-

ball. Come out and support your

team.

The Journal is in need of Sports

Editors (1 or more) /.or next term.

We hope to do coverage of Intermural

as well as Intercollegiate events.

Come to Journal office on Wednes-

day nights if interested.

PETER SCOTT
SWEATERS

FASHION CRAFT SHOPS
93 Princess Street

WOKtWOf 14 M»im— 1 »'

GEOLOGISTS
A representative from one of Canada's leading oil and

gas exploration and producing companies will be on

campus to interview graduate and undergraduate students

in the courses Geology and Geological Engineering, for

regular employment and summer employment on:

November 29 and 30, 1965.

For further information and appointment please contact

your Placement Officer.

TEXACO EXPLORATION COMPANY
CALGARY ALBERTA
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Griffin -Soul Brother
by Tony Gifford

John Howard Griffin used two statements of Edmund Burke to provide the framework for his

speech at K.C.V.L Auditorium last Wednesday night —'It is impossible to indict a whole community',

and ' All that is required for the triumph of evil is that good men stay silent long enough.'

Griffin said that American whites have indicted the whole American Negro community, and

the reason that this tyrranical evil has been promulgated is that good men have remained silent

too long. Good white Americans have stayed quiet because they do not fully understand the problem
of racism. The reason that good American Negroes have not been able to speak out is that they

are 'immeshed in permissive suppression' caused by the whites.

Griffin emphatically declared
thinking they are being fully

appreciative of the Negro
,

the whites develop a distorted

view of man. Therefore, the

ones who are most seriously

damaged by racism are 'the

oppressors.' They cannot see

that there is no Negro problem
in the United States, but only

a problem of racism. Because
of an environmental ' illusion of

benevolence', which results in

the American whites, partic-
ularly the Southern whites

John Howard Griffin, who spent six months as a Negro in the

southern U.S.A., speaking at KCVI Wednesday night.

AFTER WHITTON WHAT?

Princess Anne:

Levana 75?

Engineers, SUPA

Compare Images
by John Hill Saunders

Is the Queen's Journal a 'SUPA-rag*? This was one of the

questions raised in the Engineers vs. Student Union for Peace

Action debate Monday night in Dunning Auditorium.

Engineer Dave Blair claimed that the campus newspaper is

giving heavy preponderance to SUPA thought to the exclusion of

most other views. SUPA president Bron Wallace admitted the

possibility that other people were not getting their submissions

printed but said that, if this is true, ' V 11 protest it.' The Journal'

s

editor, Tony Tugwell, was in the audience and rose to explain

the paper' s position. He said that the Journal is controlled by no

organization and that all articles submitted are on an equal

footing and are chosen on the basis of readability, not concurrence

with the views of the staff.

The A.M.S, executive decided
to extend an invitation to Prin-
cess Anne to attend Queen'

s

University upon completion of

her courses in England.

The idea came about as a

result of a letter to the A. M.S.

from John Marsh of Arts '68.

In his letter Mr. Marsh asked

that the society consider ex-

tending such an invitation
through Queen Elizabeth and the

Duke of Edinburgh. He cited,

'Queen's history, its excellent

scholastic record, its liberal

outlook, and the more relaxed

attitude of the Royal Family,

which has resulted in Prince

Charles' being sent to Aust-

ralia next year', as factors

which would make the invita-

tion very reasonable.

Alan Blackwell, Sr. Gradu-

ate Rep., moved that a letter

of invitation be sent although

he felt that the letter would

not receive serious consider-

ation. Tm sure that they get

lots of crackpot letters', he

said. 'Why shouldn't we send

one?'

Landlord Hewett

Evicts Students
Two third year student s

moved out of their apartment
on a Saturday afternoon be-
cause they failed to meet the

landlord' s requirements. On
Thursday, November 11, Mich-
ael Murray and Brian Forsyth
received a letter, to be effect-
lve within three days, stating
^ey were to pay fifty dollars,
^e half month's rent which
toey had withheld, or their goods
would be seized up to that
value. The landlord, Mr. John

^ewett, mentioned in connec-
tion with the Kingston Commu-
mtV Project this summer, de-

;

-iyered the letter in person,
.^e students decided to move
lristead of to comply.

^
Sy way of explanation they

spoke as follows. The apart-
ment was in shoddy condition

i ^ unequipped with many small
I ""figs necessary for house-

keeping, such as garbage pails.

They had complained of fleas

and a broken refrigerator to

Mr. Hewett. He reacted by

spraying the apartment twice

with a hand sprayer and leaving

it for their use. And, after

two months of promising to send

someone about the refrigerator,

he had it repaired in mid-Oct-

ober.

Murray and Forsyth withheld

fifty dollars of the' payment

for the November rent and pre-

sented an itemized list of costs

to support the deduction. Ten

dollars for each month of the

frig not operating, eight for

food spoilage and twenty-two

'for inconvenience due to fleas'

made up the total amount. Mr.

Hewett would not accept this

action. He could not be reached

for comment on the incident.

The Plumber-Peacenik debate

was begun by scienceman Neil

O1 Donnell who said he wanted

to ask three questions;

'Why is it always implied that

SUPA has a monopoly at Queen's

on the desire for world peace?'

'Why does SUPA find it so

easy and fashionable to be cri-

tical of the United States and

especially U.S. foreign policy

while being so easy on the

foreign policy of other nations?'

' Why are all the problems

SUPA presents expressed in

terms of class conflict... (for

example), the Kingston Commu-
nity Project, which started out

as a worthwhile project but re-

verted to a clash between slum -

dwellers and landlords, exploi-

ted and exploiters?'

In reply:

Bron Wallace said, 'SUPA is

a movement made up of a group

of students who have a strong

idea of what should be, and a

clear idea of what is. We feel

that work for peace will bring

this 'is' and 'ought to be' closer

together. We have no monopoly

on the wish for peace but per-

haps we are more vocal -

sometimes this is an expression

of our frustration.'

Peggy Morton said that SUPA
members dislike communist

actions which hinder peace as

much as they do American ones

but there is no effective way
of carrying protest to the com-
munists. She added:' The U.S.

professes to be democratic but

I think it is making a travesty

of democratic principles. This

makes it more guilty, just as

a Christian may be more guilty

of sin than an atheist.'

Olivia Howell said, referring

to the K.C.P., 'The tenants

couldn't get to their landlords.

Many houses had bedbugs and

no hot water. We were not

trying to create conflict, the

problems were already there.'

The two panels - Niel O' -

Donnel, John Farnham, Terry
Sutherland and Dave Blair re-

presenting the Engineers, and

Bron Wallace, Olivia Howell,

Peggy Morton and John Morgan
for SUPA - debated in a fairly

reasonable tone for well over

an hour before an audience

of about fifty.

When, replying in kind to

Engineer criticism, a SUPA
panelist deplored the golden

faculty ' s alleged image as

'dirty, drunken, sex-fiends'

an engineer in the crowd was

heard to remark indignantly:

' Dirty?'

the worth of a 'pigmented

person' except in terms of

colour, rather than in terms

of the real qualities inherent

in that person. This means
whites involved in racism not

only cannot know themselves,

said Griffin, but also cannot

know 'others' -'the oppressed'.

Griffin feels that the whites

have indicted the whole com-
munity of Negroes unjustly. But

once 'The System' - the cus-

toms and traditions of learned

responses to the Negro by

whites, together with local dis-

criminatory laws — has been
developed, the Negro cannot

fight back. He becomes frust-

rated, stated Griffin, because

his real worth as a human
being is not acepted. He is

rejected and classified because

of his colour, a rejection that

is based on racism. Once, how-
ever, the Negro is forced to

give up because of the rejec-

tions and the developing frust-

ration, he re-enforces the idea

of the Negro inherent in whites

an idea developed because of

racism.
Griffin expressed the result

of this frustration as 'with-

drawal', the departure of the

Negro from wherever the white

man is in society. From this

'withdrawal', the Negro dev-

elops the habit of the 'mountain

of yesses and grin, grin, grin',

and pleases 'The Man', be-

coming an ' Uncle Tom' who
caters to the idea or stereo-

type the white has of the Negro.

Therefore, the Negro becomes
caught in a never-ending laby-
rinth of self - promulgating

prejudice.

Griffin also said that the prob-

lem of racism in the United

States is based upon the same
ideas as other problems of

racism throughout the world.

'Nazi Germany did the same to

the Jews.' He alluded to the

Canadian Indian, the Canadian
Negro being unable to find

proper housing, and theAlger-

lans being militarily guarded

in Paris, France.
Griffin used the pronoun 'we'

throughout his speech. He con-

sidered himself in certain res-

pects as still a Negro, but more
often used it to denote an idea

of the universality necessary

in man. 'We need not be pro-

white, pro-Negro, but pro-

human' .

k t . A- i

Brian Forsyth Arts '67, chats with next door neighbour as he clears furniture from his

former Alfred St. apartment. His landlord, John Hewett, threatened eviction.
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The Only Issue
Once upon a time there was a big colony of little

black ants, next to a little colony of red ants.

The red ants were the same size, but because

they stood out (red anything always stands out)

they frightened the black ants. So, the black ants

said the reds were dangerous subversives to the

colony, and the red ants replied that the blacks

were wrong and morally depraved, (because hey

are black, of course), and then everybody was frign-

'e

Whenever a red ant agreed with a black ant or

tried to conciliate the conflict, he was denounced

by the other reds (paranoid) as unfaithful, hence

black, hence depraved. But whenever anybody said

anything that a red ant had ever said, the blacks

not mad too, and called him a red. But everybody

was so busy denouncing one another, that nothing

ever got done, and so both sides were harmless....

And then, one day, along came an anteater

The only real issue on the campus this year has

been whether or not the Journal is a SUPA rag- .

Maybe we should be happy that Queen s students

are interested in something, but we are also amazed

at the spasm of paranoia about SUPA that has swept

across the campus. One wonders what everyone is

so frightened about. What has SUPA done to strike

such fear into Queensmen's hearts? It circulated a

Pe
But°more particularly, we are amazed at the ab-

ility of some students to infer from the fact that

one out of seven QJ senior editors is a member of

SUPA that the journal is a "SUPA rag". We hope

they also infer that because 1/7 of AMS executive

members are theologs that the theological society

runs the AMS.... Neither inference does credit to

a university level intelligence.

Seriously, gang, we can only print what we re-

ceive. And for that matter most SUPA people have

been loathe to contribute. In fact, for a young strug-

gling group, they have been quite short sighted in

passing up so many opportunities to popularize their

program. Guess what? Most of that "radical stuff

you've been reading has been coming from non-

SUPA people.

The other struggling group on campus - the Journal

- can not seriously consider criticism from those

who don't take the Journal seriously enough to sub-

mit constructive articles.
Editorial Board
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Bursary Money Used Up At Queen s
.... t-u~;~ cv^iireinr into this area requires

Recently the AMS Executive narrowly defeated a

motion supporting the abolition of tuition fees, a

policy which Queen's Student Government supported

at the National Conference of the Canadian Union

of Students, in September.

Last weekend the majority of the Ontario members

of this body confirmed their stand for abolition at

a Congress held at Queen's. Queen's has once again

fallen into the backwash area of student politics.

We have outlined our policy on free education when

commenting on the Bladen Report on theFinancing

of Higher Education. Now we merely wish to point

out that the AMS Executive' s affirmation 'that univer-

sity education be made available to all Canadians

primarily on the basis of academic merif is worth-

less unless backed by practical suggestions as to

how this policy should be implemented. It is like

saying you are for peace, in the middle of a battle-

field. , . .

We assume the Executive recognized the discrepancy

between the present educational system and one where

education was avilable on the basis of academic merit

alone. Why else would they feel the necessity of

formulating their opinion on this matter.

Their excursion into this area requires that they

produce concrete proposals as to how this aim can

be realized. Abolition of tuition fees represented part

of such a program.

For those who opposed the abolition of tuition fees,

particularly Mr. Thorsteinson of Law, there are not

as he maintained 'a whole slew of bursaries which

are never applied for'

.

After the issuing of government bursaries Queen'

s

distributes its bursary money to supplement govern-

ment bursaries and to aid those left out. Bursaries

go to students who have maintained first or second

class standing.

Miss Royce, the Registrar of Queen's University

indicated that Queen's uses up the money available

for bursaries each year. We see no reason to assume

this is significantly different in other Canadian

Universities. . ..

In addition to the end of October this year Queen s

students borrowed $557,600 in Canadian Government

Student loans. _ . „. „Tony Tugwell

[BS3B

Criticism A Waste Of Space

Editor, Journal:

Why don't you stop printing

the petty, non - constructive

criticisms of the Journal. Your

wish to be fair to your op-

position is honorable, but con-

sider the fact that your readers

like variety and Interest on the

editorial page.

Take Tuesday" s Journal, for

instance. We heard for the nth

time how horrible the Journal

is from a self-appointed expert

critic. He wasted eighteen valu-

able column Inches, presented

nothing new, and offered no

solution. He by-passed the

entire idea of student Journal-

ism at Queen' s in stating that

the editor should print the

opinions of the campus (he

being the campus - m) rather

than the editor' s opinions. The
Journal needs staff, Mr. Lar-

son. Why the hell don't you

volunteer and find out what is

really going on.

Stop using space and discard-

ing good material on the matter,

Tony. Your duty to your readers

is to cut such garbage — and

try to make your editorial page

as a whole more relevant and

l0^^ca^ mandamus

Say it

like it is!
Editor, Journal:

At the recent SUPA-Engineer
debate, the President of AUPA
said that SUPA is a group of

people who have 'a very clear

idea' of what out to be, and

of what is, and are working

toward the 'ought to be'. How-
ever, it is my belief that SUPA
lacks a consistent and scientific

analysis of the present society,

and therefore have no idea of

how to go about changing it.

They think that somehow
society is dovorced from real

human beings in real - life

situations — that it is a

universal scapegoat for all the

evils we see around us, and

that the blame for these rests

not with any person, but with

some greater, overriding force

of social organization (maybe

God - who knows?). Thus when

they talk about 'society' being

responsible for slums, and that

tenants should go hat-in-hand

to the slum -lords to ask their

iety, they are betraying an

ignorance of what ' society* is.

Why doesn't SUPA come right

out and say who the real masters

of society are? Why do they

hide the truth? Is it that they

do not know the truth? Or are

they aftaid of 'creating* con-

flicts, as if the conflicts were

never there before?

Either SUPA is an organ-

ization of idealists, totally

bankrupt in social theory, or

they are knowing and willing

deceivers of the oppressed. Say

it like it is, SUPA!
Jeffrey White, Arts 67

STEAM
SHOVEL

And was Maide Marion pleazed to hear reportz of Scribe

after night of conflict of Golden Warriors of Most Glorious

Fac with miniscule-minded Image-maker of SUPA.

For were not saide falze accuzerz, known as sudoz, most

competently shot down to wallow in own participatory pit.

And did Maide rejoice at thoughtz of long-locked clodz with

headz (?) bowed wimpering even into most public CS. And

conztdering most abzolute wumping given by saide Warriors,

Maide did advize saide sudoz to return for second trip to

land of Barberz and to end foolish wayz forever.

And did Chomicalz of Heinz plus 9 recently announze first

keeper of Nose to be non other than honourable Leader

G. T. For will saide award be prezented to most dezerving

in saide section on each Day of Fish henceforth.

And did Maide counzel Warriors of Heinz plus 11 to increaze

attackz on biggest of all conquestz of Bewz. For with saide

conquest will come much rejoicing in Land of Brown and return

of sporting challice to Golden Fac forever.

And did quick brown fox leap, tonight to LaSalle, at chance

to attend TAKE L

g»t. Samps' (Ei)«rri|
Kingston. On

756 Qa/uiLe. Si.*

Ven. Desmond Hurd.

SUHOfiU WOkSHOf

°.00 am Holy Qommunian
11 1 00 am Conning. VnayeA

7,30 pm Evening, f/iayen

. £he (jieed

8,U$ pm Qo£.£e.e Mo.

Who Pays? Who Cares?

Editor, Journal:

Those who are enrolled at

Queen' s University are sup-

posed to have heads on their

shoulders. Butonfootball week-

ends and all through the year,

'harmless' pranks are played

by students who think this is

part of university life. But just

how many of them consider who

pays for their little capers?

The latest bill to be paid

from the AMS coffers, that is

from the money each one of

us contributes to student gov-

ernment, is for almost $90

to erase obscenities painted on

the wall of the Agnes Ethering-

ton Art Centre.

Other bills which have passed

through the AMS office have

been for 'articles such as a

wheelbarrow stolen during

Frosh week, and for a security

guard's hat and badge stolen

in Toronto. Now we have a

request from Western to return

a bronze plaqup valued at $350.

jfrt. AnitrftttB

^rrabytrrtan (Cburrb.

ftlevasiend Max V, Twbxam
B.A., fllirtUieJi

§lenn. Q, yeo/ig,e

WORSHW

11 .00 am fh/wUna
5,00 pm youik fel-

lowship
7.00 pm ^yening,

7,JP pm '"Radio fflinl^-

iA# QKLQ

Tuesday.

7*30 pm Bible. Study.

Where will this rash of costly

pranks end? The money being

paid out due to inconsiderate

students' actions could send

delegates from Queen's to some

worthwhile conference, or could

be given in the form of greater

support to campus clubs.

But no, some among us would

rather have some 'fun*. Should

the rest of the student body

suffer for their actions? Do we

agree with these actions to the

extent that we are willing to

pay the damage?

N ext time the suggestion

comes up to deface property

or to steal a* squvenir, consider

this: the entire student body is

going to have to pay for your

actions. Think BEFORE you

actl
Paul D. Myles

Chairman of the AMS Budget

and Finance Committee

THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF

ST. GEORGE

Ikv. VeAU #ev»
fllcAwid Fleming,

"Rev. foul fackdon

SUND/V

8,00 am Holy Communion

9, 75 am [aSiariLdi

11.00 am tucAcviUi, Ser-

mon, and PkvtUnJ

7*00 pm heruong.
8, 15 pm Lo&e-e »oua

Daily.

7"
a k5 am Holy, Communion

Qpod Sh.eph.eAd

Chapel
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Sukarno: Man on a Tightrope

by H. Shabath M.A.

As in so many Afro-Asian

countries, most of the political

forces in Indonesia worked to-

gether, in a united front, to

liberate their country from
colonialism. Nationalists, Soc-

ialists and Communists and

religions organizations were

united in the task.

At the beginning of its in-

dependence, Indonesia copied

most of the parliamentary in-

stitutions of the colonial power

without thinking whether or not

these institutions were ap-

propriate to the conditions of

the country.

Later on a fierce conflict

between the different political

currents broke out. This con-

flict seriously disturbed the

work of the parliamentary

machine, which had much to do

in an underdeveloped country

such as Indonesia.

Sukarno, who ledthenational-

ist movement for a long time

before and after the independ-

ence, realized that the parlia-

mentary regime was not con -

venient for Indonesia. He dis-

solved parliament and took

power into his own hands. He
worked on the principle of

' Guided Democracy' wh ic

h

means strong government under

a powerful President who leads

and guides the country and the

parties towards progress and

democracy.
In the internal sphere, Suk-

arno attempted to strike a bal -

ance between the three political

forces, the religious, the nat-

ionalists and the Communists
with the purpose of integrating

them to serve the national

interest.

In his foreign policy Sukarno

adopted the Gandhi-Nehru prin-

ciples of peace, co-existence

and non-alignment. This policy

enchanted him, because he

thought he would be able to get

backing and financial aid from
both the East and the West,

and at the same time to have
great prestige in Asia and
Africa as a leader of one of

the most independent and the

most nationalist regimes in

these continents.

At the Bandung conference
of 1954 Sukarno was one of
the greatest Afro-Asian leaders
not only because he succeeded
in convening the conference in

his country, but also because
he played an influential role

in determining its principles

But later on it became clear
that the Sukarno policy could
not always work well and his
skill at political manipulation
was frequently found wanting.
His claims against and military
involvement with Malaysia,
supported by China, led him into

conflict with the West (especial-
ly with Britian and Australia).

He also blamed the United
States as well as the United
Nations organization for the

failure of the Indonesian ec-
onomy. Accordingly, and with

a view to obtaining more back-
ing and support from China,

Sukarno withdrew from the

United Nations.

Inside the country personal
and party conflicts between the

several political factions which
constitute the government broke
out. The balance could not be

held. When India and Pakistan

clash e d over Kashmir last

month, Sukarno" s government
could not stay neutral and urge

both India and Pakistan to solve

the problem by peaceful means,

as many other Asian and Afric-

an countries did, but became
obliged as a result of pressure

from Communists and some
religious forces to officially

support Pakistan and matters

reached a point where pro-

Chinese Communist and re-

ligious elements demonstrated

against India and attacked the

Indian Embassy.
International Communism is

not really concerned with the

friendliness or otherwise of

regimes like that of Sukarno

and is ready to crush even

friends for the benefit of its

policy. The Communists thought

that the opportunity had now

arrived to push the Sukarno

regime to the wall, to crush

it and to establish a Communist

regime which would be more
favourable to mainland China.

They, therefore, attempted a

coup d' etat against Sukarno; but

Are you a candidate for

assistance under the

CANADA STUDENT
LOANS ACT?

Under this Act, each qualifying student may present a

Certificate of Eligibility to the bank branch of his (or

her) choice. Royal Bank, with over 1000 branches across

Canada, offers you convenient service combined with

practical counsel. Visit your nearest branch.

they didn't succeed because the

army under the command of

Abdul Haris Nasutian, the

Minister of Defence, crushed
the revolt, and saved Sukarno.

Now the question can be asked

if Sukarno's regime will be able

to continue and for how long.

The success of Sukarno' s rule

lay in his charisma as the man
who guided Indonesia towards
liberation and unity. His mis-

take, perhaps was, that he didn't

use that charisma in developing

a political party or an organiz-

ation loyal to him and to his

principles*

It seems that his

prestige diminished to a great

extent in the latter days of

the unsuccessful revolution. His

principles have lost much of

their power to preserve nation-

al unity and stability, ^'ikarno

himself suddenly seems to in-

come an old man and the pres-

tige of the new leaders of the

army under Nasutian rose on
the political front very con-

siderably, because they had the

power to save the regime. Thus,

the fate of the Sukarno regime
now depends on their grace and
on their willingness to restore

the balance between the various

factions. If Sukarno succeeds in

persudaing them to do this, he

will be able to keep power in

his own hand; otherwise the

regime will be overthrown by
the army.

U of T Movie A First
TORONTO (CUP) What has

been billed as ' the world" s first

student feature film' will have
its North American premiere
at the Royal Ontario Museum
December 9 18.

'Winter Kept Us Warm', an
81 minute black-and-white film

was produced by undergradu-
ates at the University of Tor-
onto and Ryerson Polytechnical

Institute at a cost of $8,000.

Produced and directed by
David Sector, 22, a recent U of

T graduate, the film examines
a close campus friendship be-

tween two young men from dif

ferent backgrounds.
Mr. Sector began the vent-

ure last year when he placed

a notice in the Varsity, asking

"Will the Great Canadian Film

be produced at U of T7" and

inviting all interested students

to join him in making a full-

length movie.
For a camera crew and equip-

ment, Mr. Sector went to Ryer-

son, where he recruited stud-

ents in Photographic Arts.

All roles in the film were
played by amateurs with no

previous screen experience, al-

though the four leading parts

were taken by veterans of Hart

House Theatre.

As soon as all the debts from

'Winter Kept Us Warm' are paid

off, Mr. Sector plans to start

another feature, this time prof-

essional and properly financed.

"1 am considering scripts
now, and want to contact anyone

with the kind of imagination

and perseverence it takes to

make movies in Canada", he

says.

Agntt Etharlngton Ait Conrro

Gallery Anoetatlon

present*

ANDRE BIELER

speaking on

ART NOUVEAU
Monday, November 29, 8 p.m. free

REPRESENTATIVES"OF
THE

International Nickel Co.
OF CANADA LIMITED

Will visit the University to discuss Summer Employ-

ment with 3rd year students in

o MINING
© METALLURGICAL
o CHEMICAL
« ELECTRICAL
o MECHANICAL
o CIVIL

and

CHEMISTRY

on December 2 and 3

We invite you to arrange an interview throueh the

University Placement Service

THE

International Nickel I

OF CANADA LIMITED

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

MM
HOTAKiD

,

At some stage a young girl

realizes she's a young lady. Oh,

there may still be lollypops

now and then, but they're very

apt to be mixed up with roses.

At that point she often

seriously considers a product

she's been only mildly

considering: Tampax internal

menstrual protection. The
benefits of added freedom, poise,

security loom larger. She

finds out more about it—learns

that there's a silken-smooth

container-applicator that makes

insertion sure and easy.

One day she buys a package.

She removes one tampon and

studies it. What a neat little

solution to the problem! And
made of pure cotton, of course.

The direction folder seems

very explicit. And she

remembers that Tampax has

millions of users. She joins them.

And shortly thereafter, she's

the friend who pooh-poohs the

doubts of others.

TAMPAX INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION IS

MADE ONLY BT CANADIAN TAMPA* CORPORA.
HON LIMITED. BARRIE. OUT.
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Jean Rosenberg Sam Wall Wendy Marshall

Indra Kagis Cathy Downs

All of whom will play Mother Courage in next week's production.
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DISSOCIATE HERSELF?
One of the most influential playwrights of the Twentieth

Century has been Bertolt Brecht. While western critics were

sometimes disturbed by his ' leftish' tendencies, and while the

the Communists in East Germany were continuously embar-

rassed by the implications of his plays -audiences on both sides

found much to admire. This leads us to what is perhaps the

central fact in relation to Brecht as a playwright. That is sim-

ply that we must not be distracted by the huge mound of the-

oretical and critical 'cultism' that has grown up around his

work, but we must value his plays as all plays must finally

be valued— by their effect on the audience.

This Is not to suggest that we should ignore Brechf s theory.

For certainly an understanding of what Brecht was trying

to do can lead us to an increased enjoyment of the play. Brecht

felt that the function of the stage was not to drug the audience

into a state of complacency or emotional satiety, but rather

to persuade and motivate them to a certain social position.

Theatre should be didactic, should teach lessons, appeal to man s

reason, demonstrate intellectually to the audience the error

of man's ways, and the possible solutions to his problems.

As such his new 'epic' theatre must dissassociate itself from

the reliance on emotional identification linking audience and

production. .

"I have feelings only when I have a headache never when

, am writing fo
S
r then 1 think." said Brecht, and this quota-

tion illustrates his central thesis: as soon as you allow the

audience to become emotionally involved in a production you

can be certain that they have lost their intellectual Perspect-

ives-that they have ceased thinking, and are feeling instead.

And so Brecht tried to ensure that his audience could never

lose themselves' in the play; he insisted th-;y be alienated

from the production.

He tried to accomplish this by various techniques: project-

inc slides that told the audience what was about to happen,

(suspense was merely another excuse for the audience to feel

instead of think); using songs and poems to break up any con-

tinuity of illusion; insisting on stylized acting methods. The

list can be extended indefinitely, but in essence this is his

theory of ' alienation' of ' epic' theatre.

In actual fact it Is difficult to tell what effect these techni-

ques have. There are those who maintain Brechf s best plays

succeed more in spite of than because of his theories, there

are those who suggest his techniques merely heighten the

identification of the audience with the characters. Certainly

his plays do produce very strong emotional reactions cer-

tainly many of his most memorable characters are identi-

fied' with. But finally, whatever the arguments about his me

there are few who would disagree that his final products

ith a moving, exciting, dramatic theatre.

David Glassco

thods,

present us '
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The Experience

I first took pot in Tangier

where it is cheap and plenti-

ful.

It was a stimulating mental

experience. As I recall it....

I am sitting in a small room
in the Casbah, passing a clay

pipe jmonj; hree others. Mari-
juana tastes sweet and burns

my throat as 1 suck it down

I am waiting for something lo

happen, passing the time wat-

ching a glowing coal burn, and

listening to one of us slowly

play a harmonica. And suddenly

I notice the shimmering of the

coal keeping beat with the har-

monica. The coal enlarges, and

its twinkling cherry heat blots

out everything: I only sense the

fire keeping time to (he music.

But it is so funny, so uncon-

trollable, funny to see this. I

.
laugh and show the others, an-1

becoming aware again that there

are others, and that they are

feeling this too. I stop thinking

about the glowing coal and start

thinking about these people and

their reactions under pot. This

step is like leaving one world,

the world of 'high' and return-

ing to the ordinary world of

our lives.

But what a dull world our

everyday world is! When 1 let

myself go, and drift back into

the 'high' I drift back to a

brightening of colors, to a re-

alization of new shapes, forms

and relationships in everyday

objects. Achair is not as we
conceive it—just a chair. It is

an intricate network of long

thin pieces of wood joined with

a flat surface. If you turn it

through an angle it is a new

shape, a new form. I suddenly

know that this is how an art-^

ist conceives of the chair: it

is not just an object, but some-

thing important that_jsjvorth_

studying.

When some thought calls me
back to the normal world I

realize that two things are hap-

pening to me. My perception is

drastically changing. My sight

hearing, taste, feeling, and

smell all are so much sharper

clearer. For example, I

sense my breathing in a new
way: I feel my body fill up
with air, cool air and when
I breathe out I collapse like a

rajj doll.

As well as a change in per-

ception, there is a change in

thought pattern. Thoughts chan-

ge very quickly, and each one

is as vivid, as interesting and

as important as the next. It

is like peeling off the petals

of a rose-bud—each petal is

beautiful and meaningful, but

there is always another imme-
diately beneath it, just as beau-

tiful. Ifeel that if I peel very

hard I will get to the essence
of something very signifigant.

And by this thought pattern

I do learn some important

things. I see and understand
modern art as I never have

before. I see an essential point

in Christ's teachings as false.

I understand the Buddhisf s es-

teem for the spiritual rather

than the material world. I see

into the heart of another per-

son' s character, and really un-

derstand that person as I only

have after long effort before,

in the normal world.

Coming slowly out of the

effect I realize: this is such

an extraordinary experience,

that it cannot really be expres-
sed in words. It must be ex-

perienced to be appreciated.

John. L. Max

What it means

How can the chemical LSD

injected into the bloodstream

produce, a few hours later, in-

tense feelings of beauty and

unity and understanding and tol-

erance and awareness? How

does the most simple chemical,

chloroform - CHCL - cut

you off from the world and from

awareness? How can one drug

make a person feel depressed

and neurotic and another drug

make a manic depressive feel

like living?

To many people, these are

all anomalies, strange excep-

tions that don't fit into their

idea of 'physical things' and

'mental things'. Probably this

division arises when a person

first begins to think, when he

realizes for the first time, ' I

am a thinking being
1

,
when he

can separate what his mind is

doing from what his body is

doing. Society implicitly endor-

ses this division. For hundreds

of years thinkers have tried

to explain its meaning.

Today scientists are reaching

from both sides to bridge this

gap, psychologists by analysing

behaviour and thinking, andneu-

rophysiologists by studying

brain processes. Theyaredoing

this not by ultimate explanations

of meaning but by analyses

of the exact physical and chem-

ical mechanisms that may be

involved. This research has led

to a greater understanding of

the thinking process and has

had important applications in

the treatment of mental dis-

ease.

Many people are afraid of

research on the human mind;

they say it shouldn't be done,

or they ignore it. They say it

will 'explain away everything

that is beautiful and good. But

of course it can't. For example,

even if religious faith could be

described as dis -synchrony of

the frontal lobe, would that stop

people from having religious

faith? Would it lessen the effect

that faith has had in 30,000

years of history? Would it stop

students from thinking and won-

dering about it as they do today?

We must reconcile ourselves

to the fact that in the future,

scientists will be describing

more and more completely the

processes of the human mind.

But scientists, being 'only1 hu-

man themselves, can never re-

duce the conscious reality of

a loving, suffering, working hu-

man being.
& Mjjuon
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Loyola Receives Rejected Nude
' . p. rBnrrp to Drovide

MONTREAL (CUP) Loyola

College has become the home of

a nude statue that received a

rude reception In a Montreal

shopping plaza during October

and the first half of Novem-

ber.

A replica of Michaelangelo s

famed statue of ' David" was

donated to the Loyola student

association by the Robert Simp-

son Company Nov. 15.

Early in October Simpson s

placed ' David1

in the Falrview

Shopping Centre to provide

customers with a cultural

diversion. Apparently it turned

out otherwise.

Almost immediately, out-

cries of ' obscenity
1 and 'Crash'

were heard. The pressure soon

mounted until Simpson's felt

compelled to find the statue a

new home.

It was then that Simpson's

approached the Loyola student

council to offer them the statue.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

Constructive 'Shit Disturbers'

TORONTO (CUP) TheComp

any of Young Canadians will

be engaged in 'constructive

shit-disturbing', according to

CYC Acting-Director Stewart

Goodings.
Speaking at the University

of Toronto Nov. 17, Mr. Good-

ings said his organization

should cooperate with existing

bodies and especially with the

Canadian University Service

Overseas.
CYC volunteers will usually

work for two-year periods, al-

though some will be accepted

for one year or for summer

work, he said.

Community projects similar

to a venture of the Student

Union of Peace Action in King-

ston this summer, will be in-

itiated In areas of poverty

across Canada.

Saturday, Nov. 27th:

8:30 p.m. - Grey Cup A Go-

go - Admission 500. Res-

tricted to members of the

G.S.S. and their guests.

Monday, November 29th:

8:00 p.m. - Bieler lecture on

Art Nouveau at the Agnes

Etherington Art Centre. Ev-

eryone welcome.

Wednesday, December 1:

7:00 p.m. - Queen's Liberal

Club will hold a meeting in

Room 12 Dunning Hall. Guest

speaker will be Hon. J. Gar-

diner, Sasketchewan cabinet

minister. The leader for the

Model Parliament will be sel-

ected. Everyone welcome.

10:30 or so. After Wednesday

press night. Free beer for

Journal Staff at Editors house

32 Clergy St. West. All this

years staff invited.

TRICOLOR '66 — T.tST CHANCE! II

IP YOU HATED' T AS YET ORDERED A YEARBOOK, YOU MAY DO SO AT

THE A.K.S. OFFICE Hi THE BASEMENT OF THE STUDENT ' S UNION (ACROSS

EROK THE COFFEE SHOP) UNTIL THE END OF THIS MONTH. ON DECEMBER 1 ,

THE ORDER fOS. BE SENT TO THE PUBLISHER, AND ANYBODY WHO HAS NOT

ORDERED A COPY OF TRICOLOR -66 BY THAT DATE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO

OBTAIN ONE HI APRIL.

li".

Thursday, December 2:

8:00 p.m. - The Spanish Club

is having its Christmas Party

at 609 Earl St. Fun - food -

games - pinata. Everyone

welcome.

Nickel stainless steel won't come out in the wash

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
65 TfONCE STREET. TORONTO

7:00 p.m. - Queen's Young New
Democrats will decide the

policy to be propsed in the

model parliament campaign.

Seminar Room, 2nd floor.

Student Union.

CLASSIFIED

LOST
My Physics 232, Math 221

notebooks are missing from the

Union. Anyone with information

call Dave Maitland (Sc. '68)

at 542-2171.

Missing - 1 pair new leather

gloves lost in Dunning Hall.

If found, pleasephone 542-6126.

Missing, Nov. 6, bronze

plaque 28 & 23 'Biology and

Science Building
1 -value $350.

Please return to AMS Office.

No questions asked.

Light brown raincoat (' Lon-

don Fog1

) size 40T, lost at

2 p.m. last Saturday outside

the old Reading Room at Doug-

las Library. Reward. Phone

542-2171.

FOR SALE
Vauxhall Victor 1962, excell-

ent condition, radio, $700.Jean-

Claude Buisson, **611.

It won't corrode, slain, break or chip. Nothing you slays smooth and sanitary. That'B why it is used for

put into a washing machine can harm nickel slain- the tubs and drums of quality washing machines,

less steel. Not even whirling buckles or zippers. It And in all of them, nickel's contribution is quality.

AMS NOTICES
Applications for the following

positions will be accepted at

the AMS Office until Monday

29th November:

1) University Day' 66 Convenor

2) Colour Night '66 Convenor

3) Handbook ' 66 Convenor

Travel to Europe: CUS flight

forms may be picked up in

the AMS office, and should be

sent in immediately.

PASSENGER WANTED
Drive to Victoria, B.C.

Share the cost. (Approx. $307

Leave Dec. 17th, arrive Dec.

20th; new Pontiac, American

route. Will take male or female

( my fiancee accompanying).

Contact O/CDT Riddolls, RMC,
542-9034 after 4:00 p.m.

FOR RENT
For quiet study - 15 minutes

from University, a small com-

fortable house, at nominal rent

for December to May occupan-

cy. Please telephone 548-8924

preferably at mealtime.

Suitable for 2 girls, a large

double room, furnished or un-

furnished. Available immedi-

ately. Call 548-8449 after 5:00

p.m. or apply at 98 Division

Street.

Room, large, beautiful, quiet,

cheap ($7 weekly). Phone 548-

8006 or see 215 Sydenham.

For rent, two large large

clean rooms ($10 and $11).

Only a five minute walk from

the University. 371 Johnson St.

Phone 548-8937.

Warm quiet room close to

Queen's. To men in Law, Com-
merce, Arts, Economics, Pol-

itics, and Business. Gravelled

parking yard. 190 Union St.

SUPERVISORS
Having trouble studying?

Think of the kids in North King-

ston who don' t even have rooms.

We are setting up study halls

for them. Will you help super-

vise these? Call Marg Dyment
546-4114, or Ellen McKay at

**443 (9-12 a.m.)

PERSONAL
This is to announce the social

climb of Mr. Frank J. Hull

and Mr. Evan J. Meyers from

371 JohnsonSt. to Brock Towers

Apartments. These two dashing

and debonaire gentlemen may
henceforth be reached at 542-

6126.

To whom it may concern, I

claim the Levana title for the

greatest number of home runs

conceded during Susie-Q week!

The second reading of By Law «8, Section 3 was passed at the

last AMS meeting. It reads:

"Any financial matters affecting the well-being of the AMS

must be channeled through the Budget & Finance committee

prior to being presented to the Executive whether at a

regular or at a general meeting."

A bronze plaque is missing from the University of Western

Ontario. Please return to the AMS office - no questions

asked.

Applications for Color Night Convenor
Handbook Editor

University Day Convenor

must be in the AMS office by Tuesday November 30th.

DO YOU GRADUATE IN '66?

Now is the time to look for a career. May we suggest some in-

teresting positions for your employment consideration:

Claims Adjusting Legal

Public Relations Advertising

Personnel Supervision

Management Underwriting

Investments Sales

The above careers are challenging and very rewarding. Excell-

ent training is given in order that you achieve your greatest

potential. ALLSTATE IS Canada' s fastest growing insurance

company selling auto, fire, marine life and health insurances

Contact D.E. Lear, Personnel Manager, 790 Bay St., Toronto,

or see Mr. Lear on Dec. 2nd through your campus Placement

Office.

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANIES OF CANADA
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Apps Emphasizes

Retraining for Unemployed
Honorary Degree for Dr. Brookes

The purpose of the Select

Committee on Youth is to look

into and report on the activities

0f
youth in the province to

'enable them to take a more
active part in the life of the

community' said Syl Apps, MPP
for Kingston and the Islands,

addressing the Queen's Prog-

ressive Conservative Club on

Tuesday.

The Committee hears briefs

from Ontario-wide and local

organizations on the problems

faced by persons in the 14-24

year old age group. The recom-
mendations of this Committee

wiU then be placed before the

Ontario Legislature.

Outlining some of the rec-

ommendations, Mr. Apps paid

particular attention to the pro-

blem of the school dropout. He

believes that more vocational

and psychological guidance is

required at the seventh and

eighth grades level. Retrain-

ing for those who are now un-

employed should be accelerat-

ed. He went on to say that

school and community should

be meshed in their activities.

Bieler On

"Art Nouveau"
The Gallery Association of

the Agnes Etherington Art

Centre presents an illustrated

lecture on ART NOUVEAU by

Andre Bieler, Monday, Nov.29

at 8:00 p.m. The increasing int

erest in Art Nouveau is under-

standable in a period of re-

appraisal in terms of the inter-

national, following such strong

national movements as Impres-

sionism, The Blue Rider, Ecole

de Paris, etc. The impact of

Art Nouveau was international;

within itself it was concerned

with all forms of expression

from painting to architecture,

from posters to furniture, from
the design of lamps to that of

jewellery.

An exhibition of Art Nouveau'

objects, to coincide with this

lecture, is being planned by a

committee of the Gallery As-
sociation.

The need for co-ordination
of this research is very ap-
parent according to Mr. Apps.
Things that must be decided
upon are what should be done
when and by whom.

The members of the Select
Committee on Youth have tra-
velled to eighteen places out-
side Toronto and have heard
approximately 600 briefs. Mr.
Apps stressed the diligence of

the committee and the hope that
the programme would be ful-

filled.

In concluding, Mr. Apps
stressed the need in the pro-
vince for the best efforts of

young people--emphasizing the
importance of education.

The remainder of the meet-
ing was spent in discussion of

party platform in the forthcom-
ing model Parliament.

Michael Marrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIST*"

Featuring The Latest

In Hair Styling

Winnen of Three Top Awordl

in Kingston and District

An honorary doctor of laws
degree will be awarded to Dr.

E. H. Brookes, the 1965-66
visiting Dunning Trust Lecturer
at Queen' s University, at a

special convocation in Grant
Hall on December 3 at 11.15 a.m.

Dr. J. A. Corry, principal

and vice-chancellor of Queen's,
will confer the degree, after

which Dr. Brookes will address
the convocation,

The prominent South African

educator is currently chairman
of the Liberal Party in South

Africa, the only party, other

than the Communist Party,

which is opposed to apartheid.

Dr. Brookes, who is to remain
at Queen's until Christmas, is

conducting seminars on race

relations at the department of

political studies. He delivered

fully licenced
and

DINING
ROOM

Kingston

dining lounge

Take Home Features!

AVAILABLE IN ALL TAKE HOME SHOPS

THE FAMILY BUCKET
14 pes Chicken

5 Biscuits, Gravy 3.75

THE PARTY BARREL
20 pes Chicken

Only 4.95

THE THRIFT BOX
9 pes Chicken

3 Biscuits 2.35

THE INDIVIDUAL
DINNER 1.25

3 pes Chicken

Cole Slaw

French Fried Potatoes

THE SNAK BOX 2 pes, F.F. .85

CREAMY COLE SLAW Pts. .45

FRENCH FRIED POTATOES Ind. .20

by the Family Box 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St.

location

STUDENTS PHONE
LOCATIONS

1. Kingston - Princess at Portsmouth 542-2729

2. Montreal at Markl.nd 542-277

3. Brockville - 43 William Dl 2423S

29 I

73fl

"Chemical, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical in^" f^1^ ln

Quebec with a new pulp mill at Shawville, Quebec, scheduled lor

operation in 1967.
Grand 'Mere also requires

Our Research & Development Centre at, uranu
Masters - due

research-oriented chemical engineers - Bachelors and Masters

to present active expansion program.
attractive

sur^^'FiJes ss'-s *«.-s-

December 3rd, 1965."

the loth annual Dunning Trust
lectures in mid-October on the

topic 'Freedom, Faith, and the

21st Century'.

Dr. J. A. Corry has announced

that classes will be suspended
at 11:00 a.m. on December 3

in order that the students may
attend convocation. The public

is also invited.

Chess Club Wins Tourney
On Sunday, November 21st

the Queen's Chess Club def-

eated its Carleton University

counterpart by 5 1/2-4 1/2

in a tournament played at

Ottawa. It was a very tight

match as evidenced by the final

tally. It was settled on first

board where Queen' s B i 1 1 Dou-
bleday took some six hours to

defeat his opponent.

The Chess Club is gearing

itself in preparation for the

highlight of the year, the Ont-

ario-Quebec Intercollegiate

Chess Tournament which is to

be hosted by Queen' s from Jan-

uary 28-30.

Attendance at the Chess Club
is moderate. New members
are always welcome to come to

the regular Tuesday night
meetings in Wallace Hall.

Revisions
AMS Constitutional Revisions

to be submitted to Janet Wykes,
Chown Hall before Dec. 15th.

Must be in writing. Submittees
invited to committee meeting
after Xmas. A special invitation

to Le Provocateur.

NOTICE
Students at Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your

requirements in Text Books for all Faculties and Depart-

ments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's

Pennants and Cushions.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

FORD
MOTOR COMPANY

OF CANADA, LIMITED

invites

YOU
to meet its

representative

on campus

DECEMBER 2ND 1965

Graduating Seniors in

ARTS AND COMMERCE

Learn what FORD can

offer YOU
Arrangements for interviews can be made and

further Information obtained at

PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Black, White Explosion Imminent
_ . j ^_i«r:_)„ 10 ho caiH that it WOUld be 3l 0. WhO i

An interview

by Journal reporter

Doris Heffron

There was urgent conviction in John Howard Griffin's voice as he would be a

miracle if a war between black and white did not explode soon m the United States.

Mr Griffin author of 'Black Like Me', was speaking in an interview before his address

in K C V I Auditorium last Wednesday evening. He is a white Texan, who posed as a Negro

/ o ik Itl rin iqRQ to see the Negro's side of the racial problem. Since then he
in the Southern states in 19SS to see me ™b « = =>

Neirro ehet-
has worked for the Federal Government, infiltrating into the Ku Klux Klan, Negro gnet

toes and white communities. He has degrees in Anthropology, Theology, and Sociology,

and lectures in France as well as in the U.S

FOOTBALL

The Queen's Golden Gaels Football Team has chosen Frank

Arment and Larrv Ferguson as Co-Captains for 1966.

Teron Craig was voted Rookie of the year 1965 and Larry

Fereuson most valuable player of the year.

In Aese selections were made by this years team. Ferguson

who played offensive and defensive end was also chosen to the

Canadian All Star Intercollegiate team.

LEVANA
Levana intercollegiate volleyball needs a manager. Girls inter-

ested are invited to apply at the PHE department immediately.

Contact Miss Legget there.

ATTENTION STUDENTS I

Now available - XEROX

813 PHOTOCOPIER at

STUDENTS' TYPING
SERVICE in the Union.

Reasonable Rates
for all your Typing
and Photocopying needs.

During the course of the

interview Mr. Griffin made the

following comments:

q, you claimed in your book

that the Negroes and the South

are just details in your story -

that it is really the story of

prejudice against any allegedly

inferior or feared group. How
relevant to the story is the fact

that the United States is a

dominantly Christian society

whose theology has slways in-

volved white heroes, and the

fact that the United States

economic system once allowed

for slavery? To be precise,

do you think such a problem

of colour could arise in aCom-
munist society?

a. yes. Any ideology can be

misconstrued to accommodate

ideas used in persecuting a

minority.

Q. The desegregation laws

are forcing the white people

at least to act somewhat res-

spectfully towards the Negro.

Will it be years or generations

before they FEEL the respect?

A. We realize we can' t change

peoples' attitudes but by chang-

ing the structure of the society

we can force a change in

attitude. That is to say, the

Here are the Village Look PLAYBOYS. All suede. Putty beige. Grey.

Faded blue. All styles available in "His"— $3.95. "Hers"— S7.95.

($1 higher west of Winnipeg)

You're right when you wear playboys

Foot-watchers see more PLAYBOYS than anything.

Reason? The Village Look is big now. And PLAYBOYS
have it!

Dashing! Light! Casuall Select suede uppers look better

longer. Plantation crepe soles. Steel shanks.

Ask for your PLAYBOYS at your shoe store today.

PLAYBOYS BV HEWETSON

white people will never feel

the respect until they can com-
municate with the Negro. These

laws force communication and

eventually understanding and

respect. But who can tell how

long it will take?

Q. Is the increasing national-

ism in Africa spurring on the

different sides in America? Are

the Americans wary of the rise

of coloured races in other parts

of the world?
A. The Federal Government

in the United States has a pro-

found awareness. But the white

population is generally ignorant

of it or unconcerned. The re-

action of the Negroes is summed
up perfectly by James Baldwin
- 'All Africa is going to be

free before we get a cup of

coffee.'

Q. How different would it be

for someone going into the South

as you did, today, after the

recent legislation.

A. Entirely different. The

complete despair and apathy

that they felt when I was there

first has been replaced by de-

fiance and determination. They

would rather be dead than return

to their former attitude of hope-

less resignation.

Q. Who are the leaders

presently who contribute to a

genuine feeling of equality and
understanding, rather than to

mere rabble rousing?

A. All the leaders are pro-

foundly concerned for this, the

real issue. They are genuine

spokesmen for humanity. There
are the Negroes Dick Gregory,

James Farmer, Martin Luther

King, and the whites Lilian

Smith and Sara Patton Boyle, to

name a few.

Q. Is the fear of increasing

inter-racial marriages severe-

ly hindering desegregation?

A. Yes, but this idea of 'the

Negroes are fine but I don't

want my daughter to marry

one' is just another of the fal-

lacies used by the racists. Be-

cause of the old practice of

using Negro slave girls, as op-

posed to the 'sacred' white

girls, the Negro has become,

in the eyes of most whites,

a sexual object. Miscegenation

has long been common.

Q. Is the desire for vengeance

increasing among the Negroes?

A- Most certainly. Especially

among the ghettoes. They are

ready to explode, and the Ku
Klux Klan is goading them so

that the Klan will have an ex-

cuse to wipe out the entire

community. On the university

campuses, the Negro students

are promoting a movement for

the superiority of the Negro

race. It is apparent as the

'Black Muslims'.

You can't beat
the taste of
Player's

A Division of Shoe Corporation ol Canada Limned

^^^^^^^

Mayer's... tha but tutlnt dgar«H«f.



f/ourual
A selection of some of the

best photographs of U. S. vent-

ures into space is being shown

at the Agnes Etherington Art

Centre until Dec. 13.

• Photography F r cm Five
Years in Space* , an exhibit

compiled by a jury of prom-
inent photographers, is on loan

to Queen' s from the National

Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) of the United

States.

The pictures cover the high-

lights of the U.S. space program
— manned flight, space science

and applications, and advanced
research and technology.

The collection includes some
of the best photographs from
Life, the National Geographic,

the New York Times, and NASA,

MEDS GRANT
Queen's University has re-

ceived a $75,000 grant from
the John and Mary R. Markle
Foundation of New York to ex-

pand and reorganize its medi-

cal library, it was announced

today by Dr. E»H.Botterell, dean

of the faculty of medicine.

Speaking for the faculty of

medicine, Dr. Botterell expres-

sed great appreciation for the

award, saying that the money
would be used to buy very much
needed books, journals and
library equipment.

The dean said the medical
library is being expanded and

reorganized in preparation for

its move from Summerhill,
where it is now housed, to the

Health Sciences Building, which

will be built on property ad-

jacent to the Kingston General
Hospital.

When completed in two to

three years time, the Health

Sciences Building will provide

45,000 square feet for a bio-

medical library, compared to

the 3,000 square feet at Summer
hill.

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3rd, 1965

Andre Bieler Speaks
Andre Beiler presented a lecture on Art Nouveau at the

Art Centre Monday night.

He showed a Lautrec Poster, characterizing what was best:

the elegantly supple motion of line; the integration of function

into composition; the oriental use of shallow space, unusual

perspective, and flat off colour; the dominant simplicity. Then,

with an insinuating Gallic charm, he appeared to digress, and

took us for a walk in the Paris of his youth - past shops cluttered

with novelty, sinewy bronze, delicate glass, arabesque screens;

past the graceful flower, the standards of the Metro; past the

posters of the disciples of Lautrec - and into a world of fin-de-

siecle faced with an art nouveau.

In speaking of the movement

that rose to successfully chal-

lenge the massive pseudo-

danium of the second empire

only itself to fade before the

austere geometry of the Ban-

hans, Professor Beiler was ob-

viously at home. Using the same

evocative power of recollection,

he stressed the cosmopolitan

flavour of the movement —it

quickly spread over most of

western Europe--, and the div-

ersity of its application

which ranged from architecture

and book-binding. Art Nouveau

was, he noted, the product of

a variety of influences: an int-

erest in gothic revival; the first

public showing of Japanese

prints; the influence of the sym-

bolist poets, with their use of

'sound colour", an amateur 'tho

nonetheless creditable interest

in botany by certain of its

artists; the rise, under Morris

and Crane, of an 'arts and

crafts' movement in the U.K.

Taking note of the last of these

factors, Professor Beiler jok-

ingly compared the growth of

the movement with that of the

E.C.M. --both initiated in Eng-

land, centred in Belgium, rapid-

ly expanded into Europe, and

captured by France. Pointedly

ending the parallel, he said that

Art Nouveau was necessarily

short-lived — both because the

great artists grew through it,

leaving the techniques for
lessers, and because, having

itself become established, it

was the subject of new'revolts'

new movements.

In the slides that followed,

file diversity of the medium
was clearly established: in

architecture — the use of a

lace-like wrought-iron, in the

homage to the curve, in the

deliberate assymetry: in the

decorative arts, the rise of

really striking postersjin paint-

ing, the same elements focused

with brilliant intensity by
Garrgin, Brumard, Munch, and,

surprisingly, even Randinsky.

LASSWELL LATEST
DUNNING LECTURER

One of the foremost political scientists in the western
world, Professor Harold D. Lasswell of Yale University, gave
a public lecture at Queen's last night.

The lecture, part of the 1965-66 Dunning Trust Lecture
series, was on the topic 'The Future of Political Science'.

Professor Lasswell, the
Edward J. Phelps professor
of law and political science
at Yale, is considered to be
an authority on the psychology
of public opinion. He is the
author of a number of books,
many of which are required
reading for courses in politic-

al science.

From 1924 to 1938 he was
a member of the faculty at

the University of Chicago, and
from 1938 to 1945 he was the

Visiting Sterling Lecturer at

the Yale Law School. He has
been a professor at Yale since
1946.

Harold D. Lasswell

PC Pres Steps Down
Bruce MacOdrum resigned as president of the Queen's

Progressive Conservative Club Monday night.

He was elected first vice-president of the provincial student

party association last October. MacOdrum explained to the

executive that his retention of the presidency of the campus club

would constitute a conflict of interests with his new position

on the party's provincial student executive.

Accepting his resignation with regret, the club executive

noted the capable leadership MacOdrum had given. This was
his second term as president, and fourth year on the club executive.

MacOdrum, who will still serve as campaign director for

the party in the upcoming model parliament elections, is succeeded

by former vice-president Bill Thorns. Former party whip Dan
George is the new vice-president.

CUS May Lose Mac
McMaster is threatening to withdraw from CUS.

There is a feeling among some students that the national

CUS organization and the Ontario regional conference are not

fulfilling their responsibilities.

CUS is supposedly a national student body representing

the interests of all Canadian students, but the French-speaking

universities of Quebec withdrew from it last year to form their

own union. This year three English-speaking Quebec universities

have indicated their intention to leave CUS and join the French

group.

National CUS president Patrick Kenniff said that the benefit

a university derives from CUS depends mainly on the activity of

the local committee. Mr. Kenniff wishes to meet with the McMaster

Student Council to discuss this.

Drop The Curve Ball
Ernest Lowry of Toronto is

conducting a campaign against

the curve ball.

Basing his arguments on the

belief 'that the true application

of physics proves that a reg-

ulation baseball cannot bepitch-

ed to curve,' he is conducting

a campaign to expose 'hist-

ory's most publicized fallacy*.

He is calling on science

teachers to realize the role they

could play in helping to col-

lapse Organized Baseball's
version of ball-flight physics,

but warns of the possible

dangers. Television's $25 mil-

lion annual business would be

jeopardized, parents could be-

come explosively angry at dis-

covering they had given their

children impossible-to-execute

'curve* pitch instruction books,

and salaries of baseball stars

would decline. Mr. Lowry real-

izes that these are possible

reasons for teachers having

concealed the truth.

The three Ontario secondary

school physics texts also may

be part of the conspiracy; two

of them support organized Base
ball's view of the curve ball,

while the third merely says
that a 'ball' will curve.

Mr. Lowry, worried that a

student could potentially fail

for being correct about the

inability of a baseball to curve,

has communicated with Educat-
ion Minister Davis and implies

that departmental threat is pre-

venting Ontario teachers from
revealing the truth and cor-
recting the contradictory texts.

Correspondence will reach

Mr. Lowry at Ball-Flight Re-
search, 22 McGill St., Toronto
2, Ontario.

ARTSMEN
The new leather Arts Jac-

kets are now available at

Dover's Men's Wear. - -

Year crests will be sewn
on free of charge.
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FUN WITH EXAMS
It is time once again to play our favourite tan game to

bring in the Yuletide season. Yes we are talking about

the Christmas examination system. We propose in this

short space to conduct an examination of examinations.

Now we do not propose the abolition of examinations,

for we recognize the need to establish certaincriteris

for Judging the academic performance of the individual

in the University, and we accept examinations as being

one legitimate form of assessment. But we do not

consider the present system to be perfect, far from

it and we would agree with the Debauchator when he

says, as only he can say, that deform is needed now.

We view with considerable disappointment the fact

that the only criteria that are in operation at the

moment are the performances of the individual students

on final examinations alone. In a matter of three hours,

bv way of an impersonal process, the student must

somehow be able to condense awholeyear's study into

four or five answers. A professor, who has little to

do with the student ail year long (or vice-versa, if you

prefer) is suddenly presented with the stupendous task

of marking these frenetic productions. The only thing

that is considered is the particular examination paper,

regardless of how much, or little, regular study the

Individual did throughout the year. The dependability

of this process for giving an accurate measure of an

individual's overall performance is open to serious

questioning.

Now we would not be so concerned about examinations

if rTwere not for the exaggerated worth that^is at ched

to them. We spoke earlier of deform-here is is. We

would like to see increased emphasis being placed on

the work that students do throughout the year in

tutorials and in seminars. Essays and regular assign-

ments should be taken into consideration when final

evaluation of a student is made. Further we strongly

recommend the institution of oral examinations to

supplement bi-annual examinations. We feel that the

importance placed on individual endeavour would fac-

ilitate the formulation of clear ideas and concepts, not
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in the vacuum of the examination hall, nor in the vac-

uous coffee shop manner, but with definite, systematic

purpose. The personalization of the assessment pro-

cess is long overdue. John Rae and Stancy Butler

Treasure Van
No Racket

Editor, Journal:

We feel that Messrs. Larson

and Rule have not said the last

word on this year's Treasure

Van. Their criticisms of Nov.

23 deserve an answer.

Firstly, regarding the quality

of the merchandise: Perhaps

our critics are not aware that

it has already been improving

consistently in the 14 years

since Treasure Van first came

to Queen's. In the first sale,

both stocks and variety were

less than half what they were

this year. Furthermore, the

very things denounced as 'cheap

baubles' turned out very

popular: the number of bangles

and incense tubes sold must

run to several hundred at least.

Secondly, regarding the

markup: WUSC is not, and never

has been, competing with Dolans

for the Kingston handicrafts

market. The cost of acquiring

and handling a large stock all

at once is greater than that of

importing small quantities

throught the year. The aims of

Treasure Van have always been

to use all profits to provide

'starter funds' of 5% (never

total handouts) for foreign stud-

ent projects. The enthusiasm

of these students is hampered

only by a desperate lack of

money; ' their hunger for

learning Is food for thought.'

In the process, many goods are

offered to Canadian students

which they could not buy else-

where. Surely, it is meaningless

to call such an operation a

' racket*

.

Finally, regarding future

actions. Long before any

complaints, indeed the last night

of the sale, we began drawing

up recommendations to make

to headquarters. One was to

have a few really worthwhile

and expensive items for sale,

primarily for the faculty and

Kingston citizens, some of

whom would have spent over

$100. had there been anything

appropriate. Another was to

improve handling efficiency.

One constructive critic sug-

gested having only samples on

display for many goods: actual

purchases could be mailed from

headquarters. We welcome any

further ideas, but the criticism

of Messrs. Larson and Rule

serves no constructive purpose

and could seriously comp-

romise the future success of

a valuable operation.

John Dingwall,

Treasure Van Chairman
Dan George,
Business Manager.

Queen's in

Lawsuit
Editor, Journal:

Of late, as you no doubt

realize, a construction firm,

Andre Construction of Kingston

has been blasting on the

property at the corners of

Queen's Crescent and Lower

Alfred Streets, ie. the old tennis

courts, with the express per-

mission, nay under the orders

of the administration of Queen'

s

University of Kingston.

This land had been set aside

exclusively for mining and at

no time were Messrs. Robert

Bell, Charles E. Bennett, Rich-

ard W. Connelley, Michael C.

Newburg, or Wayne D.Putman

consulted regarding their

claims under the Ontario Min-

ing Act Section 68A, subsections

1 and 4. This claim, as staked

on November 10, 1965, 12.05

a.m. on Queen's campus

includes the area in front of

the Leonard Hall cafeteria, east

to the boulevard, in front of

Ban Righ, north to the corners

of University and Union, west

to the corners of University

and Albert, and then south to

post 1 in front of the Leonard

Hall cafeteria.

This unethical action on the

part of the Administration of

Queen's University has in-

fringed upon the rights of the

aforementioned and has hamp-

ered their academic research.

Therefore, we the undersigned,

hereby give the Administration

of Queen's University at Kings-

ton notice that unless in our

view a suitable out of court

settlement is negotiated with

us, we shall have no recourse

but to pursue all the available

legal action.

Counsels
D. W. Carmichael

R. R, Peck

"Mandamus"
a Coward

Editor, Journal:

I dislike using the Journal

for a personal rebuke but since

'mandamus' failed to sign his

criticism 1 have no choice. Un-

fortunately his courage is not

equal to his diction.

To my knowledge, my Journal

criticism was only the second

this year — in print. So, 'man-

damus', n=2l All my comments

were stated as my personal

opinion. Never did I contend

that 1 was a 'self-appointed

expert critic', as 'mandamus'

must feel that he is notl I

think my criticisms were cons-

tructive and justified, with the

stated restrictions.

Had 'mandamus' seen Mr.

Tugwell or myself he would

have learned:

1) that Mr. Tugwell concurred

with most of my criticisms

2) that several solutions were

discussed between Mr. Tug-

well and myself

3) that 1 had already accepted

a position on the Journal

staff. Why don' t YOU find out

what the hell is going onl

From ' mandamus' letter, it

appear that he feels that

personal opinion in a campus

paper should be suppressed.

Perhaps he would prefer apathy.

1 do not. In future, if he wishes

to make personal criticisms,

he should do a little research

beforehand and then have the

guts to sign his name to it.

K. E. Larson Arts ' 67

Landlord
Underwrites

Booze
Editor, Journal:

In reference to the recent

publicity given me in your

paper. The last splash was

because 1 told two students to

get out for non-payment of rent.

The item is basically correct

although it is not made clear

that the apartment was rented

unfurnished and ' as is'

.

1 won't say very much about

this except that they were look-

ing for a sucker of a landlord

to underwrite the bottles of

wine, gin, scotch, rum, brandy

and vodka with which they cover

ed one wall of the living room.

In regard to the fleas. They did

not carry my name on their

backs. These two boys brought

them themselves. It bugs me
when they expect me to hop

down to their pad to nursemaid

their own private friends. More

care in choosing flea free furn-

iture and less care in choosing

big bottles of booze, would have

avoided them jumping from

apartment to apartment.

In regard to K.C. P. activities.

If these young people would ask

themselves what the basic prob-

lem is, they would not go off

half cocked. Actions like Rev.

Oswald writing a lot of bunk

about premises, none of which

he had even entered, would have

been avoided. A lot of leg work

could have been saved by these

students if they had consulted

existing agencies who deal with

these problems every day. How-

ever, they thought they could

change the world in a day by

attacking landlords, and in part-

icular, me; and it's just plain

bull.

These students are dedicated

and what is more, I agree with

their objectives. It is their

methods which have made them

look so foolish. Before they

attack a specific problem, they

should be well prepared and

should also try to get these

people to help themselves. Make

sure they want the help. Not

like last August when, after

paying me $20.00 they could

only get three tenants but were

successful in stirring out fifteen

other persons.

I wish the K.C. P. success

in their objectives and if the

achievement thereof means

having another bash at me, go

ahead and lots of luck.

John Hewett
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From Engineering Society

GOLDEN WORDS
The Engineering Society is

presenting the annual Christ-

mas Carol Service on Sunday

Dec. 5, at 8:30 p.m. in Grant

Hall. An evening of music suit-

ed to the Christmas spirit has

been prepared under the dir-

ection of University Chaplain

A. M, Laverty, who will also

conduct the service. Tradition-

ally, the Carol Service has been

a memorable occasion for all

Queen' s students. The choir

has prepared extensively for

the service this year and it

should prove to be a very

enjoyable presentation. The
audience will participate in

singing many favorite hymns
of Christmas and everyone is

extended a sincere invitation

on behalf of the Engineering

Society to attend.

An interesting piece of news

came to our attention this'week

concerning Professor Frank T,

White of the Un'i v e rs i t y
of Queensland, Australia. Dr.

White is currently visiting prof-

essor in the department of

mining engineering and geo-

Diane Crone in Princess Ida photo by MacDonel

CUS Life Plan Exclusive To Students
At the present time well over

5000 CUS members have purch-

ased over $50,000,000 of CUS
life insurance.

The CUS Life Plan is divided

into two phses — the initial

term phase and the permanent

phase. During the first phase,

which may last as long as 10

years or until age 35, the prem-
iums are very low. For example

the premium ona$10, 000 policy

would be $35. This gives the

student the benefit of life in-

U.Vic Withdrawals

VICTORIA (CUP) In a campus

referendum, students of the

University of Victoria voted

Nov. 20 to withhold $56. of their

second term fees to protest

rising tuition costs.

Student union president Paul

Williamson said the fees due in

January will be held up until

students are assured the fees

will not rise again next year.

The $56. represents the in-

crease of fees from $372 last

year to $428 this year.

Williamson said the students'

tactic is aimed at the provinc-

ial government, not the univers

ity administration.

'We want legislation to in-

crease provincial grants to the

university,' he said.

About 56 per cent of the

student body took part in the

referendum.

physics at McGiU. While head

of the mining and metallurgical

department at Queensland ,

Professor White acquired a

mine for the university and led

his students underground to en-

able them to come '^ce to face

with the types of problems that

would confront them in their

professional careers. Original-

ly the mine had been vacant

for many years; however, more
than $700,000 has already been
spent in modernizing it. Among
die dividends accrued in 15
years' operation to date are

:

FIVE Rhodes Scholars---a very
impressive record. Professor
White states, ' There is a

critical shortage of profession

ally trained mining engineers

in Canada,' and he thinks that

the same technique of training

mining engineers wouldpay equl

valent dividends in Canada.
Science '68 students will be

pleased to know that they can

now order their pewter beer
steins (with appropriate crests

and inscriptions) for delivery

shortly after Christmas.

surance without the high cost.

When the initial phase ends, the

policy changes automatically to

a permanent life insurance

policy. Upon conversion to a

permanent policy, there is a

special cash conversion credit.

This allows a reduction of $2.50

per $1,000 on the first annual

premium.
In addition to the standard

CUS policy, certain optional

benefits may be purchased such

as Double Indemnity if there

is an accidental death, Disabil-

ity Income Coverage, and

Guaranteed Insurability Benefit

This latter is the most impor-

tant because it guarantees the

purchaser that in the future,

he will be able to purchase ad-

ditional life insurance.

A brochure will be sent to

each CUS member's home at

Christmas, detailing the ad-

vantages of the plan.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

DOWrnlW'FWIEWrWItUK

Mr. G. R. Maxwell, Training Director

and

Mr. H. M. Landon, Personnel Manager

of

THE ROBERT SIMPSON MONTREAL LTD.

will be on campus

Tuesday, January 11, from 9:30 a.m.

in discuss with you personally, careers available

in the field of retailing.

Applications for interviews may be made

with your Placement Officer.

ONTARIO SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS

strategically located throughout Ontario

the following personel :

PROGRAM DIRECTORS
WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS

(Red Cross Instructors)

CHAUFFEURS (Males- 21years)

SENIOR COUNSELLORS
MUSIC & DRAMA COUNSELLORS

ARTS & CRAFTS COUNSELLORS
SECRETARIAL ASSISTANTS

REGISTERED NURSES
KITCHEN COUNSELLORS

for further information apply to :

0NTAR10^S0CIETY?0R ^R^F'LED CHILDREN

350 Rumsey R4, Box 1700, Postal Station R

Toronto 17, Ontario,
phone 487 . 5311

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

WITH PRUDENTIAL

FOR 1966 GRADUATES WHO

WISH TO wor:c toward
MANAGEMENT IN THE OFFICE

OR

WANT TO BECOME ACTUARIES

(ALSO SUMMER WORK IN THIS

FIELD FOR '67 GRADS)

>ctaiis Available in Your Placemont Office

gANUAW 12TH

THE PRUDENTIAL Insurance Company of Americ

TORONTO
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THREE WAYS TO DO IT

S„ you are

streets of Vienna with the cobblestones of

(

Basle. to,gh being involved

^Lr^vr&y^.
e

o
1

*. ™<-y-
teresta, Ilving in .

information on subsidized travel is available from the AMS office, ed.

_ . „ ictt* it thp American branch of Brussells based

'^rwo^LrSrLmm^
0
^ chambermaid in a small Swiss hotel. This seems to be the

I worKed last suminei «
waitresses waiters, and camp counsellors,

average type of Job offered by ISTC w
fa ^ ^ t $85 .

Considering

^"S.^TbTC 7e you ^otatlfwm not breakeven, but the money you
travelling expenses and the lb lu lee, you v j summer.

and havinf^contact in Brussels. If. for legitimate reasons, you are unhappy In your job, ISTC

will do all they can to re-assign you.

No longer is it necessary for students to have a large bank balance in order to travel

a« T result of the inexpensive group and charter flights organized, eg. by C. U.S., the cost

tls been m nimized.S you are on die Continent the various European student associations

can provide you with recced tickets, not only for transportation, but also ^ tou» ^ibite

n l museums and even for meals. Moreover, the British ' National Union of Students' allowsS:S^e advantage of their reasonable group ^^^Te^TsTc
Of particular interest to anyone who has at least one economics credit is L |

S^
program. It has university committees in all European countries, in a few African and

l

South

American countries, and, at most North American universities. A.LE.S. E.C. will not only

oS an interesting trai'neeship in the country of your choice, bu, it
.

will^Iso-
t*t

your accomodation and transportation arrangements in advance You «e P«d wffic ent

amount during the 6 - 12 week period to provide for your room and board, plus a little extra

Coring your training, the local A.LE.S. E.C. committee arranges plant tours ^ht"^
Scurfions and partSs, for all foreign trainees in the area. Once you have finished the program

you are free to travel in Europe for as long as you wish.
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Picture a young man in

Madras shirt, tight beige
j eatls

3

about three inches too short

brown loafers (without socks]

and a green canvas gunny s^
thrown over his shoulder. pjc

ture beside him a young Co-&
in a similar Madras shirt, ber
muda shorts, knee socks, ^
brown loafers. They repre-sem

what might be called two typ,

ical U.S. college students dres.

sed casually (and normally)
f0]

classes on a fall day. Mult,,

ply by fifteen thousand a^
throw them onto a hilly, wood&
campus stretched along a la

scenic lake near the heari

Madison, Wisconsin and you'
V(

got the Madison campus, thir

ty thousand stron, of the Uru

versity of Wisconsin, one 0

the top four state university

in the U.S.A. (along with Mi
chigan, Minnesota, and Call

fornia).

But let me explain. I lef

Queen' s last year with my B.a.

clutched tightly in my hand ana

headed west for Madison
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a university which, one yea

ago, I had only vaguely res

lized existed. 1 arrived to fin

a campus more than seven time

the size of Queen's; a campu i

where over sixty-five thousat
|

people attend a football gams"

where extra-curricular activi

ties range from ice-boating t

mountain-climbing; where thj

Student's Union has two thea

tres, a beer hall, and a ter

race cafe overlooking the lake

where there are art display

to rival many of the best; an

where, in short, everything

done large scale. Individi

fraternities hold raffles to sea

their members to Florida ft>

a week-end, and compete wH

Ed Sullivan for talent to enteil

tain themselves. Homecomiii

weekend looks like a Worltf

fair.

This a world where student

carry books in gunny sacks

stroke through lines with

magic marker rather thanun

derline with a pen; where or

ganization is the keynote (eve

the sororities use LB.M. mad

ines to organize their rushes

and the people are much fries

dlier than in Kingston.

BROOKES BACKS UN €1
by

H. Shabath

M.A.

In his lecture to the United

Nations Club which was pub-

lished in summary in the

Queen' s Journal November 23rd

19b5, under the title; ' Brookes
Backs U.N.', Dr. Brookes has

suggested some reforms to

make the United Nations organ-

ization more efficient.

He said:
1 There whould be

two assemblies in the U.N. —
one elected on rhe basis of

population and other on the

basis of populati nd wealth'.

In my opinioi. ere is no

need for two assemblies. In

the first place, two assemblies

could involve massive and un-

necessary expense. Secondly,

this could lengthen the proced-

ure involved in reaching decis-

ions at times when they are

urgently needed. Thirdly, it

could paralyse the organization

in a case where a resolution

is adopted by a majority of one

assembly while rejected by the

other.

Also the idea of basing one

assembly partially on wealth is

not practicable. First, that is

a matter of the past. In our

time there are no countries

that base their assembly mem-
bership on wealth. Thus, it is

illogical to base the United

Nations, which represents these

countries, onprinciples contra-

dicting their accepted prin-

ciples. Secondly, the difference

in wealth between countries with

large populations is not so great

and even the poorest of them —
like India - are rich in their

potential. A similar attitude

exists among countries with

small populations. Thirdly,

poverty of countries is not nec-

essarily a permanent state.

Many countries which were poor

a few decades ago have now

become rich. In modern times,

many of the underdeveloped

countries axe moving very

quickly towards development

and industrialization, and,

therefore, wealth. Thus, within

a few years, no great difference

in terms of wealth, between

countries similar in population

will remain.

The proposal to base one

assembly on population is

logical. But even this principle

cannot be executed absolutely.

Because the United Nations in-

cludes a tremendous number

of countries with great divers-

ity in terms of language, re-

ligion and customs. Therefore,

it would be most difficult to

achieve the degree of unity

which might permit such a kind

of assembly. Even in many
countries which have adopted

the federal system of govern-

ment there is a house which
respresents the states compon-
ents not absolutely on a popul-

ation basis, but on equality

between them such as the U.S.

Senate, or a compromise be-

tween absolute equality and ab-

solute representation of pop-

ulation - like the upper house

of Western Germany.
Therefore, it might be better

to suggest the reorganizing of

the United Nations in such a

way that it should have only

one assembly but which includes

all the countries of the world.

This assembly should be based

not absolutely on terms of per-

centage of population but on

a compromise system which

. [a

\&\

.
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would classify the

in five categories,

to this grading, country

large populations like

India, Russia and the

States should have flv«
|

Countries with very sm&f

ulations such as J°rd?l
Kuwait should have oVj

vote. Countries with a w
population such as Bri^

France should have thr ee

In this way the great *

middle-sized countries *

more representation an

same time the small co

will not lose a great p

their value and their

The idea of Dr. Broo*

there is need for an eX

council with no power

is a constructive

right, after being a*3
?

some great power suc"^

Soviet Union, has pr°v '

one nation can para'V
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But it is also a world ruled

ky fear of the military draft;

poisoned by shouts of 'com-
munist on all sides, enlivened

by committees to end the war
in Viet-Nam, and spirited by
challenges to academic free-

dom. But the biggest problem

is still parking.

Even academics are differ-

ent. Exams are written often and

all are taken right in the class-

room; classes start at 7:45 am.

and go to all hours; courses

range anywhere from Icelandic

746 to Ice Cream 103; profes-

sors are good—many of them
wrote the books we studied

at Queen's; and students seem

to work hard— it is far too

often difficult to find a seat

in the many huge study halls

in the library (eyen on Fri-

day and Saturday night!). But

then beer drinking age is eight-

een—you know what that means.

However, sometimes Ithink it

is too big. Like when 1 think

thirty below zero is too cold

for winter; or a ten-day ski

trip to Colorado is too long for

THREE WHO DID
Page 5

Going to Europe?
Never go by public transport -- always hitchhikel
That way you get the best possible chance to meet politicians,

homosexuals, lovers; that way you get free meals from benevolent
drivers; free beds for the night, shared or otherwise; free tours
around the countryside by people enthusiastic about the beauties of
their regions.

In Western Europe
,
England and Italy are the best places

to hitchhike, Belgium and France the worst. Hitch-hikers in
France must have a licence. You usually have to wait several
hours for a lift — if you manage to get one however, you are
usually compensated by a treat of wine and steak, in Belgium,
they usually slow down and spit on you as they drive by. In

Italy, they certainly seduce you, but you are assured of a lift

within two minutes of getting on the road. In England, it's just
as easy, except that it is likely to be raining or too foggy to see
the cars. Lorry drivers will always give you a good lift, and buy
you a cup of tea in a transport cafe.

In Spain, cars come by roughly on the hour, and are likely

to be driven by Franco's lackies, who are certain to love him
like a father. The peasants don't feel quite the same way. Drink
is almost free in Spain and fish comes free with the drinks.
Providing you do not take part in any demonstrations you are
not likely to be arrested. If you can spend a dollar, it is worth
taking the three-hour trip across to Morocco, because over there
pot and hashish are available in abundance. Homosexuality is

rampant, but women are difficult to see. You can buy a beautiful

leather purse for 40tf, however, and the desert is never far away.

No money, want excitement? Try a summer in Turkey and

Greece. Auto stop your way through Yugoslavia and Bulgaria to

Istanbul (its one week from London). In Istanbul, city of 1000

minarets $2.50 will get you a deck passage to the Russian border

or 2 1/2 women if you prefer. Assuming you have $5.00 you will

find yourself in the middle ages somewhere near the Russian

border. Be ready for anything. The women wear veils and turn

their heads as you approach. The men wear fezzes and try to

hold your hand. There is nothing more incongruous than soldiers

on guard duty holding hands. Hotel rooms are 20$ with fleas,

40$ without. Alcohol and meat and toilet paper are nonexistent.

USA FRANCE SPAIN GREECE TURKEY
the studies; or when I for-

get my six digit LD. number

for the LB.M. card to take a

book out of the library; or when

I pay two dollars for a hair-

cut; or when I get lost in the

gym; and especially when I

wander all day without seeing

a familar face. Queen' s was a

wonderful place— 1 wouldn'

t

trade my years there for any

other school. But it really is

an awfully small ivory tower —
there are so many different

kinds, shapes, and sizes of iv-

ory towers. There are so many
things about people and places

I didn' t realize living in Can-

ada, at Queen's or at home.

It is good to get away and

try another tower, especially

a foreign one— I enjoy it, and

I've learned a lot. I hope you

will have the opportunity to do

so too.

Peter Kennedy

Peter Kennedy was President of

Arts & Science in 1964/65, ed.

by trnedy

In Eastern Europe, you will probably travel in the car of a

political commissar, who will take you to a peoples' restaurant,

where stew and beer cost almost nothing. Life is more exciting

in Eastern Europe, because it is changing faster. You can buy more
American books in Budapest than you can in Toronto, and more
American horror comics in Yugoslavia than in Montreal. You

are also likely to drink more beer than anywhere in Western
Europe, because the people find no other escape from the vicious

oppression of communistic totalitarian bureaucracy. People are

much more interested in getting to know you and in talking about

anything under the sun. However, the food is almost as bad as

that found in North America, and you will return to France,

where you can drink wine in a sidewalk bistro, and watch President

deGaulle riding by almost any day of the week. Nowhere more than

in Paris will you see so many long-haired American beatniks

seeking refuge from the American way of life in the quaint and

historical atmosphere of intense culture to be found in any

b3CkM
i

ost
e
students can make money on the streets by playing

the guitar and singing, or by drawing sketches of ethnic American

life; or, if they are women, in other ways. The most important

thing about going to Europe is to know one or two people in

London or Paris. That way you can easily find a job working

in a restaurant or selling newspapers. Whatever you do, it is

better to arrange it once you get there, rather than hiring yourself

out before you set off, although you can't in any case hope to

make as much money in Europe as you would in America — but

^•SHe^e^^go'on a package deal arrangedaby ISIS,

ISTC- because 'you are losing money to bloated parasites. If you

reallv want to get across cheaply, you can be one of the dozen

passengers on a tramp steamer, which will take you across for

about $80, including food. If you want to recoup your money coming

back,*bring a few pounds of pot from Tangiers.

by Henry Laycock

Be prepared for attention- Your average following will probably

be about 15, in a village you should reach 80, and playing solitaire

in a tea house is good for over a hundred. Children kiss your

hand, the peasants will empty your pack just in curiosity. Travel

is by auto stop, or camel train. The latter is slow but sure, 25

miles a day. The former Is slow and unsure. Sometimes a day

will pass before a truck comes, if s a good place for meditation.

One driver becomes a life time buddy - you exchange addresses

and pictures. The next pulls a gun, he's heard about ' capitalist

bastards'. Just laugh and you'll be buddies too. You don't speak

Turkish? Use your hands, draw pictures, it makes life interesting.

In time tea and Turkish men will lose their attractions.

Make your way to the Grecian Isles. Find a girl (the islands abound

with German and Scandinavian girls) and move on to a beach.

You have the beach to yourselves. The peasants going by on

donkeys toss you grapes, a fisherman rowing by comes in and

takes you for a ride. Everywhere hospitality, but without the

curiosity of the Turks. A passing boat will take you to town in

the evening. Try the night clubs. Money? No problems, the Greeks

pay everything if you' ve got a girl. Then back to the beach. If

you get stuck your blood fetches 15 dollars, easily a month'

s

living. Everyone is a friend, they even like Americans.

Sometime take a break from the beach and make it to Athens.

A Supa-erite heaven, always a demonstration going full tilt.

Chances are you will get caught up in the crowd and spend a day

supporting Zeus only knows what.

Rumor has it that there are actually some tourist attractions

in Greece, temples or some such. Such folly as visiting them could

ruin a good summer.
Burn your copy of Europe on Five Dollars a Day, take off to

Greece or Turkey (50 cents a day for the latter and 25 for the

former is extravagant), and live, live with the peasants and

stay away from the 'must not be missed' s'. Go and live, not look.

by H illy tSeuton -Schmidt
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Security Council. In my opinion

this executive council should be

elected by the assembly itself

and for a specific term. It

should have power to control

and order an international

army. This army should have
bases in several parts of the

world. Thus, it could move
very quickly when conflict

arose.
The Brookes idea about a

world university is a positive

one. But one university of this

'and could not be sufficient

to include all the students who
apply to enter it. Thus, it would
be better if many such univers -

ities were to be instituted.

These universities should be

distr ibuted sys tematically

throughout the geographic reg-

'°ns of the world, thus facilit-

ating attendance of them by a

genuine cross -section of the

world's student population.

I notice that Levana has become concerned about

the new womens residence. Apparent y the old one

isn't suitable somehow. At any rate, « «e»ed
*f<

the rest of the campus should be allowed some

opinion about this. The suggestions ranged from the

results of obvious flights of fancy to outright de-

fiance of the norms of good taste.

Most questionable by far has been the submission

of the Levan Alumni. Their suggestion. Ban Tigh-

eranna, has been proven a ™* » fbtl%
refe

£"J°
to a song surrent at the turn of the century begin-

ing:

Journal-

"Tigheranna rail for she had best be leaving town,

Her marks aren' t good in fact she" s gone continually down..."

Hie longest flight of fancy resulted in the name Daphne for

the new women's residence. This name was suggested by Charlie

Grear, convenor of the Fairy Circle on campus. I believe this

group studies meanings behind myths and fairy tales but I'm

not sure.

The Philosophy club suggested the name Immanuel Kant Hall.

However, when this name was suggested to the Engineers, they

said that they had never heard of anyone called Immanuel at

Queen's and slyly added chat if he can't, who can? What cards

those Engineers are. We all know that no one has been able 'to'

with the Levanites for years.

The A.M.S., after several hours deliberation suggested

calling the residence 'The Most Recent Women's Residence.

The president explained that this would eliminate any confusion

that would arise through the construction of a newer women's

residence. He went on to say that should a newer women'

s

residence be built, the name, Most Recent Women' s Residence,

would be changed to Formerly Most Recent Women's Residence

Hall.

The most ingenious suggestion came from the combined thinking

of SUPA and Hillel Club. After a conference and march, they

suggested calling the new residence Ban Bhomm.

features
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Journal Review by

Ed Larsen

Each successive performance of the Glee Club in

Grant's Tomb — er..Hall illustrates clearly the need for

a modern theatre at Queen's . Even with the poor acoustics

and inadequate stage machinery, the performance of Gilbert

and Sullivan' s ' Princess Ida was not a bad one. The singers

words were at times lost in the volume of the orchestra

but the action never lagged. The stage direction, particularly

in the mass movements of the chorus, was good. However

two of the more major parts could have been better cast.

Greg Alexander as King Hildebrand lacked the voice power

and stage presence to give the air of authority his part

required. Man Anderson, although his movements as crippled

King Gama were excellent, sang too quickly at times

and lacked self confidence. Lady Blanche, played by Mary

Cameron, began badly in her opening song but improved

as the evening progressed.

The other major characters played their parts well.

Even Grant Hall's acoustics couldn't harm the beautiful

voice of female lead Diane Crone. Her voice, at times a

little too soft, controlled the audience during her perform-

ance. Her male counterpart from RMC, Lynn Caple, was

also excellent as King Hildebrand' s son, Hilarion. However,

the most convincing character of the night was Cathy

Harland as Melissa, the love-struck daughter of Lady

Blanche. Her vibrancy at discovering the male species

could well be adopted next Suzie-Q Week! Greg Laughten

as one of Gama's bumbling sons also deserves honourable

mention. The size contrast between himself and his brothers

provided some very numerous moments.

The sets and costumes were reminiscent of Stratford:

a minimum of construction on stage and bold colourful

costumes. Both features added to the performance.

As a whole the performance was a very satisfying

evening's entertainment but for the sake of future casts

and audiences, Grant Hall must go II!

AND BRECHT-
DO YOU LIKE PINKOES?

Journal

Review by

Keneth Tynam

You can't beat
the taste of
Player's

Do you like Bertold Brecht...

or do you think he' s a pinko

screwball? This is the question

1 asked myself after the Wed-

nesday opening of his 'Mother

Courage' at Convocation Hall.

It's like this. You have this

woman and she has this wagon

and...oh yes.. .three children,

adult, two male, one female,

and guts.. ..Or does she have

guts?? This woman, Mother

courage, after whom the play

is named, is an economic

fiend. So much is she concern-

ed about her source of her

livelihood, her wagon, that she

loses her children for it. But

the grand old trouper goes on

just the same.

All this happens during the

Thirty Years War (1618-48),

a religious war they tell me.

You see Mother
- Courage lives

off the war. She accuses her

son of ' speculating in mother

love' ! She speculates on the

ups and downs of the war and

peace, mostly the former —
she's got no use for the lat-

ter. But the war goes on just

the same.
Two objects are always on

the stage: the wagon and

Mother Courage' s mute daugh-

ter, Kattrin. Kattrin likes child-

ren and doesn't like war. The
wagon represents an economic

systerm which lives off the war.

Player's... the beat tasting cigarettes.

Kattrin is willing to forsake

the wagon and act against the

war. Kattrin gets shot. 'So

what?' you ask.

Well, it seems that Brecht

has got it in for an economic

system that is willing to for-

sake human values for the sake

of profit. And it also seems

that he doesn't think much of

people adhering passively to

such a system. So, who is the

heroine, Mother Courage —
the old gal just keeps on going,

or Kattrin — she stood up to

be counted and got shot instead?

If you think it's Courage, then

most likely you' re a fascist,

war-mongering capitalist. If

you think its Kattrin, then you

can't live in the United States.

So much for attempts at simp-

lification.

The production itself - ef-

fective, austere Andrew Wyeth

sets seem to make this point,

if this is the point, and the

audience is treated to a little

intellectual exercise which still

manages to keep it in its seats

for some two hours and in the

dark too. Only the house isn't

always dark.

This brings us now to THE
ALIENATION EFF ECTI I II !! ! !!

I

oboyoboyoboy. You see Brecht

doesn't like to have vegetables

in his audience — their IQ isn't

high enough (although Til match

them against my flatmates).

So to keep the audience from

inertly imbibi ng THE
DRAMATIC EXPERIENCE, he

devised a method to keep them

on their toes, intellectually

speaking.
Director Euringer uses the

following methods to keep the

audience on their toes, intel-

lectually speaking. First, he

switches the characters in the

key roles. Thus you watch the

character, not the actor
throughout the play. Second, he

keeps some of the actors on

on stage even when they are

not acting, sort of like a hockey

game.
And number three gets a

special paragraph — The Songs.

You know how you used to skim

over the songs when you read

Shakespeare? Well it won't

work with Mother Courage.

Some are sung at the audience

with the house lights on, some

are sung in German with the

English on a screen. The lat-

ter approach is extremely ef-

fective. That is, the audience

never misses the words of the

song, those that can read. But

since the audience reads faster

than Helene Weigel (she's a

German girl) sings, they still

have a chance to vegetate.

So all in all its a good prod-

uction of Brechf s Mother Cour-

age. DO YOU like Bertold
Brecht? If you do, you've still

got tonight and tomorrow night

to see Mother Courage. If you've

never heard of Bertold Brecht,

you've still got tonight and to-

morrow night to see Mother

Courage. O yeah.. .you get slides

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop
on second floor.

DOMLIS
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square

NOTICE
Students at Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply 70U with all yonr

requirements in Text Books for all Faculties and Depart-

ments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's

Pennants and Cushions.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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CUS President Criticizes McGill

Referendum on UGEQ Membership
MONTREAL (CUP) Canadian

Union of Students President

Patrick Kenniff claimed Nov. 26

that McGill' s referendum on
membership in the Union Gen-
erale des Etudiants du Quebec
'will not give McGill students

a clear choice.*

In a special press conference

here, Kenniff also charged that

die failure of the McGill stud-

ents' society to invite him and

UGEQ president Robert Nelson

to address McGill students on

the referendum was 'an attempt

to confine the range of opinions

expressed to those advocated

by the McGill executive.'

He was not invited to speak

before the McGill students con-

cerning his belief that Quebec

student associations should

have the right to belong to
both CUS and UGEQ.

This is prohibited by UGEQ'

s

constitution, and McGill must
leave CUS next summer if it

retains its membership in the
Quebec union, which it joined
Oct. 28.

At his press conference, the
CUS head said he welcomes
Mcpni1

s participation in UGEQ
but ' this participation must not
be based on a framework which
seeks to exclude any affinity
with similar aims among stud-
ents in the rest of Canada.'

Kenniff claimed that the ref-

erendum would not allow stud-

ents who want membership in

UGEQ to be conditional upon
retention of McGill' s CUS

FOR SALE
Minolta SR - 3 single lens

reflex camera. With Fl.8/55

mm lens. Speed B-l/1000 sec,

depth of field, and other feat-

ures. Call: 546-7624 (7-9 pm)
Ask for Stan.

Playboy subscriptions make
great gifts to give or receive.

Available at student rates (lyr.

$6.50). Call Tom MacWilliam,

542-3836.

Cheap! Cheap! Cheap! For

sale: 1956 Chevrolet 4-door

sedan; engine in very good con-

dition. Radio; economical on

gas; MUST SELL! $300. or

best offer. Phone Phil Traversy

ext. 295 after 6 p.m.

WANTED
A reasonably good guitar.

Phone Joan ext. 844.

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Somewhere on campus

Friday, Nov. 26, a necklace with

a penny and quartz stone. Only

valuable to me since the penny

has a hole in it. Call Kathy

548-3174

Lost: Would the person who

relieved my purse of its wallet

Monday night in the coffee shop

please return it. Anonomously

or not — I don' t care, but I

need the credentials. Obviously

you need the money so keep it.

Kathy Heard, 34 Aberdeen St.

548-3174.

Lost: Black purse containing

glasses and a wallet, in Ban

Righ dining hall Tuesday. Call

Pat Beresford, 542-0501.

Found: Gold, oval cufflink

with a 'D on it at the Susie-

Q Dance. PhoneFred, 546-1181.

Found: Lady's watch, lady's

ring, wallet, glasses, key case.

AMS office.

ACCOMODATIONS
There is a single room vac-

ant in Leonard on 'keen' floor

as of Dec. 1. Contact Business

Office, Leonard.
Suitable for two girls, a large

double room, furnished or un-

furnished. Available immed -

lately. Call 548-8449 after 5.00

p.m. or apply at 98 Division St.

Room:large, beautiful, quiet,

cheap ($7 weekly). Phone 548-

8006, or see 215 Sydenham.

Warm, quiet room close to

Queen's to men in Law, Com-
merce, Arts, Economics, Poli-

tics and Business. Meals next

door. Gravelled parking yard.

196 Union Street.

Member of Science '68 wanted

to share apartment. 5min. from

campus. 3 bedrooms, very

cheap. Call 546-3920.

NOTICES
Religious Society of Friends

(Quakers) - Meetings for wor-

ship 1st, 3rd, and 5th Sundays

of each month. Everyone Wel-

come. Forinformationcall546-
1693.
Any students who must re-

main in Kingston forthe Christ-

mas Holidays are invited to

attend a Christmas Dinner

CLASSIFIED
Party on Dec. 25th, sponsored

by International Club. If you
wish to attend, leave your name
in the AMS office in the Union.

There is room for a person
willing to share costs on a

flying trip to Florida during the

Christmas Holidays. Contact

George Publow, ext. 200.

Have you been trying to con-

tact us? Who's Where is at

fault again. A pair of Renfrew

lads too were left without a

phone number in that great book.

They are: lan Edmunds, PHE
'68, and Kevin Box, Arts '68,

and may be reached at 542-9665

or 135 William Street, Apt. 4.

SCM Christmas Conference:

All those who wish to go to

the Saskatoon Conference must

contact Butch Nelson (546-3311)

membership 'the privilege of

making that choice.'
In a phone interview Nov. 26,

Sharon Sholzberg, president of

McGill students' union expres-

sed surprise at Kenniff s stand,

claiming that he had assured
her the day before that he did

not want to see the McGill
executive's position on the re-
ferendum rejected.

' Apparently Mr. Kenniff does
not consider it necessary to be

honest at all times,' she said,

'but I would appreciate it if

he would say the same things

in public as he does in private'.

Kenruff denied that he was in

full support of the referendum
to be held Dec. 1. ' It probably

should be passed but it is not

the most desireable course.'

by 11.30 pm. TONITE if they

have not already done so.

Student" s Memorial Union

Annual Christmas Dinner:

Thurs. Dec. 9, 5.30 pm. Tickets

now on sale. Price $1.25.

T. A. C: Winners of the draw

have been notified. We regret

that tickets 853 to 894 were not

turned in. These ticket holders

can get their money back by

presenting their stubs to Barry

Kershaw, Ellis Hall.

T. A. C. : Attention all T. A. C.

members. The club is under-

taking a complete revision of

its constitution. Copies of the

proposed new constitution are

posted throughout the campus

and members are urged to read

them. Voting will take place at

the January 6 meeting.

"Junior year abroad and Grad-

uate studies at Sorbonne :total

cost entire school year $1235.

Includes round trip flight New

York - Paris departing Sept* 66

returns June '67. Share lovely

apartment, 2 meals daily plus

all university fees. Offer limited

Write M. Mcintosh, Blaklocks-

vagen 20,Lidingo - Stockholm,

Sweden."

the facts

iu.ne.Atli

r.)ie. av.zie

All diamonds look dozilins at first

glance but only an expert jeweler can

tell a diamond's true value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weir/hl are all

important. We have the scientific in-

struments as well as the knowledge and

reputation to help you make the right

diamond choice.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchonts 168 Princess St.

THIS WEEK AT

Friday, December 3

8.30 p.m. - 'Mother Courage'
Drama Guild Production at

Convocation Hall. Also on
Saturday at same time. Tick-

ets Reserved. On sale in

Drama Lounge, Old Arts Bldg.

8.30 p.m. - Dr. Brooks to

lecture on India - Canada -

U.N. Dunning Hall, Room
Number 14.

9.00 p.m. - At International

Centre . International Club
presents two films, 'Court-

ship* and 'Four FamiUes'.
Sunday, December 5

9.30 & 11.00 a.m. Sunday
Masses for Queen's Newman
Club. 164 University Ave.

5.00 p.m. - Youth Fellowship

Hour, Union St. Gospel Chapel

Supper will be served, fol-

lowed by a talk by Dr. Hay
of the Chemistry Department

UEEN'S

i.00 p.m. - Panel Discussion
on 'Jewish - Christian Re-
lations Today* will be held
in the hall of Sydenham St.

United Church. Jewish, Rom-
an Catholic and Protestant
scholars will participate, and
questions will be '^Mtedfrom
the audience. The meeting is

open to the public.

8.30 p.m. - Annual Christmas
Carol Service in Grant Hall.

Wednesday, December 8

12.05 & 5.15 p.m. - Newman
Club. Feast of Immaculate
Conception. Also Evening
Mass at St. Mary's Cathedral
at 7.30 p.m.

Til December 5 - Photography
taken by Queen's Camera
Club.

Til December 12 - Photography
from five years of Space.

104 photographs of space age.

Bursaries Available
University Women's Club of Kingston Bursary

This Bursary is given annually by the University Women'

s

Club of Kingston to assist a woman student of promising ability

who is in financial difficulties. The value Is $200. Interested

candidates would make formal application by December 15th

on forms which may be obtained from the Registrar's Office.

Atkinson Foundation Bursaries

A limited number of bursaries valued at not less than $100.

and not more than $300. are available for students In the pen-

ultimate and final year of the Faculty of Arts and Science who

are residents of the Province of Ontario. Under the terms of

the gift, the award must be made on the basis of merit and need,

academic sincerity and future promise. Application should be

made as soon as possible and not later than December 15th

on forms which may be obtained from the Registrar1

s Office.

DINING
ROOM

Kingston

fully licenced dining lounge

and our

Take Home Features.'

AVAILABLE IN ALL TAKE HOME SHOPS

THE FAMILY BUCKET

14 pel Chicken

5 Biscuit., Gravy 3.75

THE PARTY BARREL

20 pci Chiekon

Only 4.95

THE THRIFT BOX
9 pci Chicken

3 Bi.cit. 2.35

THE INDIVIDUAL
DINNER 1.25

3 pes Chicken

Col. Sljw

French Fried Potatoe.

THE SNAK BOX 2 pes, F.F.

CREAMY COLE SLAW Pts.

.85

.45

FRENCH FRIED POTATOES Ind. .20

by the Family Box 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St.

location

LOCATIONS

I. Kingston

STUDENTS PHONE 1

Prince., et Port.mouth 542-2729 I

2. Montreal et Markland

3. Brook.ille 43 Williem

73*^



HOCKEY GAELS DEFEAT

McMASTER MARLINS 84
Last Friday at the Jock Harry

Arena, Queen's opened their

regular schedule with an 8 to 4

triumph over the McMaster

Marlins.

The Gaels were never behind

as captain Bob Pond scored

at 2:20 of the first period while

two Marlins were sitting out

cross - checking and boarding

penalties. Assists went to right

winger Larry Jones and

defenseman George Walker.

McMaster tied the score at

9:37 when Rod Morrison scored

his first goal in Intercollegiate

competition. But Queen's ended

the first period s scoring with

two goals in the last two minutes

Larry Jones scored with the

help of Jim Tait and Jim Shearn.

Forty seconds later, defence-

man Mike Carson fired a

screened shot past the Marlin

goaltender with assists goingto

defencemen Bayne Norrie and

Larry Jones.

At 6:22 of the second period,

Jim Tait scored for the Gaels

to give Queen' s a commanding

4 - 1 lead. McMaster fought

back to close the gap and scored

two successive goals to come

within one goal of tying the

score. But the Gaels ended the

threat with a goal from Mark

Edwards, assisted by Jim Tait.

The Gaels went into the final

period with a 5 - 3 lead and

dominated the play, scoring

three unanswered goals. Doug

Major scored the best goal of

the game on a pretty passing

play from Cave Lough and Bob

Thompson. Just 23 seconds

later Larry Jones scored his

second goal of the game, assist-

ed by Jim Shearn at 13:14.

The final goal of the game was

scored by McMaster1

s Gary

Spoar at 19:38, when he skated

in on the Gaels' goaltender

alone.

Queen' s goaltender, Norm

Douglas, played a good steady

game, handling 37 shots while

his teammates fired 36 shots

at McMaster' s Jack Young.

The Hockey Gaels play their

next game this Saturday after-

noon against the University of

Waterloo at the Jock Harty

Arena. Game time is 4:30 p.m.

Bayne Norrie - from football

to hockey

Sports Notes
by Jack Chong, Sports Editor

The Gaels' opening game against the McMaster Marlins

was on the whole a well-played, exciting game. Although the first

period of play was rather scrappy, with both teams making numer-

ous mistakes, this can be expected in their first regular game.

The Gaels were outshot 13 to 8 in the first period but skated

off the ice with a 3-1 lead. McMaster put on the pressure in

the second period and outshot the Gaels by a wide margin.

Queen' s goaltender, Norm Douglas, made repeated saves on the

many scrambles in front of his net. The Gaels seemed to be Just

trying to preserve their lead and mid-way through the second

period McMaster were within one goal of tying the score. But

the Gaels came out in the final period and s«r^^ ™«e"
goals by completely out-skating and checking the Marlins. Their

Strong finish shows that the team is in strong physical condition.

This can be attributed to the excellent coaching of Bill Colvin.

Colvin was very pleased with the Gaels' play, especially in

the final period where they overpowered the Marlins. It was

a team effort all the way with all three lines playing equally

well,' said Colvin.
, „ . ^

The number one line for the Gaels, with all-star Bob Pond

at centre, rightwinger Larry Jones, and lefcwinger Jim Bonn,

accounted for eight points consisting of four goals and four assists^

The three stars for Queen's as selected by Willis Cunningham

were Larry Jones, Jim Tait, and Doug Major.

This year there will be no playoff for the O-QAA hockey

title. The league leader over the regular season will compete

in the Dominion finals.

OQAA Awards Released Bews Bowling

The last place McGill Redmen

took two of the three SIFL

individual awards for 1965. Mc-

Gill halfback, Pete Howlett won

the Omega Trophy as the

league's MVP with a 4.6 yd.

rushing average and 412 yards

total. McGill also had the top

lineman of the year in tackle

Dick Feidler. The remaining

individual award went to line-

backer Al Giachino of Toronto

as the outstanding rookie.

Although the Gaels failed to

take any of the individual awards

Larry Ferguson, all-star end,

and Frank Arment, all-star

tackle, ranked second and third

respectively behind Feidler in

the top lineman voting.

Honourable mentions for

MVP went to halfback Gary

Sternberg and quarterback

Bryce Taylor of Varsity, and

Fiedler of McGill.

Intramural five-pin bowling

is now at that stage where a

close run for first place is

anticipated. Arts '68 easily
finished several hundred pins

ahead of their semi-final con-

tender, Science* 66, while Phys.

Ed. held a similar lead over

Science '68 in its semi-final

race.

The final game to determine

the championship will have Arts

'68 bowling against Phys. Ed*

Both teams have bowled

strongly and c o n s i st e n tly

throughout the schedule and a

very close game is expected.

In view of recent suggestions

that the Journal cover intra-

mural sports, we will be

presenting a weekly story on

events in the Bews Competition.

Your suggestions and comments

will be welcomed.

FASHION SILHOUETTE
in SLIMS, SWEATERS, SKIRTS by I

Glenayr

You'll jump for joy when y

wear tbie perfectly matching

"slim" outfit by Kitten! The

cardigan ib medium-weight

Shetland and mohair, has

full-fashioned raglan shoulders,

cardigan facing with roll collar,

in stunning new Fall colours.

The perfectly matching slims

are 100% Pure Wool Worsted

woven from superfine English

Botany and perfectly match

all Kitten Botany sweaters.

At all fine shops everywhere!

538/692

Without tbie label

Michael Marrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIST*

Featuring The Latest

(n Hair Sty/in*

Winnen of Throe Top Aworo*i

in Klngiton and Diitrict

thingsgO
better,!
^with
Loke

Flip the disc—then the cap. Take time out for the
unmistakable taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts your
spirits, boosts your energy . .

.

If Ihi product ol Coca-Coli LI

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

REOUIAR and KINO*
,
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Faculty Tackets

Often Ingrown

and Tasteless
Editor, Journal:

At several recent campus
functions I have noted among
the suits and ties appropriate

to the function a bevy of

faculty jackets. Not only is this

bad taste generally, but it is

also an obvious source of em-
barassment to the ladies who
accompany these people.

Realizing that several per-

sons spend so much time of

the day and night in faculty

jackets that the Jackets are

ingrown, I recommend dress-

ing properly OVER the jacket.

mandamus

Panel Report
Slanted

in Journal
Editor, Journal:

As a spectator at the recent

Engineer-SUPA panel discus-

sion, 1 take exception to the

somewhat inaccurate and one-

sided reporting of the event.

Gswe Blairs reference to the

Journal was misreported. Bron
Wallace, the SUPA president,

was the originator of the phrase
'SUPA-rag which caused the

Journal Editor to see red.

The following inconsistencies

in the SUPAposition were point-

ed out by the Engineers and
thus merited mention in your
article. It is inconsistent to

stand for ' Peace Action' but

to promote a conflict in attempt-

ing to solve a problem (Kings-

ton Summer Project). Their

vocal concern for the minor
infringements on the democrat-
ic rights of protestors is sel-

fish unless they also vocally

condemn the gross infringe-

ments on human rights suffered

by those in non-democratic coun

tries.

The climax of the evening

came when John Morgan, a

SUPA panelist, whose self-de-

feating points (example: his ref-

erence to Cuban Marxist-
Christians) were consistently

and logically 'shot-down' by

the four engineering panelists,

finally and desperately retorted

that engineers must be naive.

Jeff Marshall

Treasure Van!

All Is Not

Forgiven
Editor, Journal:

Because Messrs. Dingwall

and George have completely

missed both the point and con-

structive nature of our letter

we have decided to leap into

the fray again.

Firstly, we are not concerned

with what the quality of T.V.

merchandise was in 1951. This

is 1965 and we are concerned

with the quality of merchandise

now!
Secondly, we do not advocate

that T.V. compete with Dolans.

We are advocating that T.V.'s

prices be brought into line with

the quality of T.V.'s goods.

This would result in increased

Treasure Van sales. Despite

what Messrs. Dingwall and

George would have us believe,

volume purchasing and handling

is far cheaper, per item, than

piecemeal buying. We agree

fully with the aims of Treasure

Van but we disagree with the

prices and quality of goods with

which these aims are financed.

Thirdly, we feel that T.V.

should have a' few really worth -

while and expensive items' for

those able to spend $100. But

why not also have a few worth-

while and QUALITY items for

those in a less financially

secure position?

However, our criticism was
certainly constructive. If noth-

ing else, it has shaken T.V. from

their complacent attitude and

forced them to defend a prev-

iously u n assault e d position

.

May they now see to its im-
provement!

E. Rule

K.E. Larson

QIljalmerB ^Smteb <S(|urcl|

11:00 a,m, {^o/uumq

7:30 p.m. &erUr^

8:1*5 p.m. youih
r eJM>uJ4fu.p

New Offices Next Term
This is the last first term issue of the Journal. Next issue

will be on January 11. Journal offices should be moved to the

basement of the new section of the Students Union by then.

The Journal and other campus organizations have been

awaiting the completion of offices in this building since it was

due in September.
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Society of Queen's University.
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War Policy Changes Risky -Lasswell

Modern political science is

moving in a ' relatively hopeful

direction' , a Yale University

law professor said here last

Thursday night.

Professor Harold D. Lasswell

speaking to about 400 people

in Dunning Hall Auditorium out-

lined what political science has

been in the past and where it

is going in the future. His

speech was part of the 1965-66

Dunning Trust Lecture.

The old way of teaching
political science, he said, was

to 'pipe -organ comments made
about institutions by disting-

uished dead'

.

Now the stress is on the

' importance of being able to

identify political components.'

In this way, he said, when a

tradition - bound society is

studied, these components can

be isolated and the study made

more efficient. An example was

found where, inaprimitive soc-

iety, elders chosen from the

clans were, on the surface, the

decision-makers and thus, the

government. But in this case,

he said, the real decision

makers were the young men

with greater knowledge gained

through service in the army.

Modern political science.

Professor Lasswell said, faces

five problem-solving tasks.

F irst, the clar ification of

goals, or what I want to see

accomplished over time on the

national and sub-national level.

Secondly, trends where the

question is ' to what extent are

the trends of history moving

towards my preferences or

away from them?'

The third problem - solving
task is conditions. This involves
an explanation of the factors

that enable one to state the

conditions in a given society.

The task facing the political

scientist here is to set up a

model of sociel change and
to focus on the problem of

explaingin the problem con-
cerned.

Fourth, projections, or 'what

is probably going to happen re-

gardless of my preferences'

.

A good example is the probabil-

ity of the annihilation of man,
he said. ' All policy involves

expectations or projections

about the future.'

The last problem is that of

alternatives, the formulation of

alternative ways of getting to

where you want to go from where
you are. All political scien-

tists are good at this, he said,

and can write good political

speeches on policy, particularly

if it deals with changing the

government structure. For the

political scientist, he said with

a smile, this is the 'standard

way of doing nothing and seem-
ing to do much.'

Everyone uses these five

problem-solving tasks, he said,

but many can' t separate them.

Turning to the possibility of

mass annihilation, he said the

expectation of violence is a

major consideration in

policy making. Things stay as

they are, he said, because the

responsible political elite of the

major and middle powers expect

to be better off by maintain-

ing the present situation than

they would be by introducing

changes in it.

ponents. Professor Lasswell

said. In other words, he couldn'

t

run the risk of political suicide.

In the Kremlin, he added, it

would be the same, where rival

slites would not allow such

steps to be taken.

In such a situation, coalitions

are always framed to block any

initiative, he said.

How might the world be uni-

fied, he asked. The concept of

gradualism is the chief idea-

logical strength of world uni-

fying movements, he said, but

this approach is an improbable

one for the changing of the

structures which are keeping

a divided world alive.

'War is an institution', he

said. 'Why haven't steps been

taken to change this institution?'

He told of one American pres-

ident, whom he did not name

who had the chance to take these

steps, but didn' t. Why? Because

the president could not take the

risk of promoting the kind of

arrangements that would be

criticized by his political op-

No Sleep No Study - Thanks Andre
Comment by K. E. Larson

Photo by Langstaffe

Sleep, anyone? Study, some-

body?-- Not in the New

Womens Residence. Courtesy

of T. A, Andre Construction

Ltd., such activities are out of

style. Every morning (except

Sundays) for the last three
weeks, the girls of the N.W.R.

have been wakened, sharp at

7;00 a.m., to the sweet strains

of the Concerto for Jack Ham-
mer and Dynamite DV T- ^ Andre

& Sons. The concert continues

without intermission until 8:00

p.m.

it appears to be the policy

of this university to arrange

such musical entertainment to

coincide with important campus

events—like exams! Two years

ago the concert was held by

the Douglas Library in con-

junction with the April finals.

Last year the band shell was

switched to the site of the new

Chemical Engineering building

on Division St. just in time to

catch the April festivities. To-

day, the weekend before the

start of Christmas exams, the

show goes on— in front of the

New Womens Residence. A

A 'possible avenue of prom-
ise', he suggested is a simul-

taneity of change and a simul-

taneity of shifts in out-look.

spokesman for T. A. Andre

Construction Ltd* says that the

drilling and blasting should be

finished in a week. How nice—

but so will'the exams!

What are the girls doing in

the meantime? Well, some have

taken to sleeping in the showers

to avoid the noise. Others have

resorted to the Douglas Library

to preserve their sanity. Still

some 160 more have delivered

the following petition to Dr.

Corry:
WE THE UNDERSIGNED res-

ident students of Queen's re-

quest that the drilling be stop-

ped before 8:00 a.m. and after

4:00 p.m. as we find it impos-

sible to work or sleep under

the present conditions.

While this petition may have

little or no effect in chang-

ing the present noise conditions

it does serve to emphasize a

not infrequent situation: the

lack of consideration given by

the Administration tostudents

(Do you enjoy writing four

exams in one day?) Anyway,

girls, be of good cheer. Per-

haps Santa wil give you earmuffs

for Christmas. If not, well....!!

FOR TH£ TffF&J

SOFT

aive yowl special oJjtX

he*, invitation, to the

ARTS F(MML

to be. held on

Le^t and LaAJiy. £IomjU *

muaic will make. the.

evening, one to ziemem-

beA. rian nam to attend.

Tickets and invitations

one available, fhone,

5^-75^7 oa wAiie /UU
toAmal,

C
/o feleA

Steele, 21^ VictoAia

Si,
t

kinaAton.

fleaae include, cheque

oa money, onden /ma $72
pauable to Queen 4 t\/itd

tonmal (ymmitteet

Andre's
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Section

Serenades

NewRes

Girls

Michael Marrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714
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la Hair SlyHnf

Winnow of Thro. Top Award!

In Klngitoo and Olirriet

All diamond tool <•««»» »' fl["

(luce but only an «P«> I™' 1"

,,11 . diamond's true value. Cut. b.i -

ll.ney, color, clarity and v.el 8ht >" «"

Important. We have the scientific ta-

,,,„m.n,..s>velU.tl.= l<"™l.dee.nd

reputation to help you male the riant

diamond choice.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St'

Whateverbecame of:

Jack T. Ripper,
CLASS OF -527

vil! not sadilyThose of us in I ,

forget old Jack the Rip, as he was

affectionately known, or forget his skill

with a scalpel in extra-mural biology

sessions. A life-long anti-anti-viviscc-

lionist, Jack had a brief fling as a

professional pallbearer but was let out

for appearing too happy during the

ceremonies. Always something of o

cut-up. Jack has turned lo the stage

where his natural talents arc being

given full range in a series of plays

based on the "Grand Guignol". We

understand that, due to a series of

unfortunate incidents, there are several

female roles now open.

Whatever you xeant to become, youll

find the way aiicad smoothed by steady

Mting at the Bank of Montreal.

Bank of Montreal

BANK THAT VALUES STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS
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Art Apathy and Aquisitiveness
.. . wZTof Freedom-. JL ™J^.J^jWSLStffi 2S£^S. n,» Artist as a Witness of Freedom', Albert

In his
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'n a Ume when men, impelled by
Camus wrote: We are uvln8

.

t lnt0 the habit of

s»<t»£^—-^e^^^X^~£3^rSS£
5.. things which ahenate people .n ^"f^L a people

cult of the momentary and llasny u
fc , h d not

we alienate ourselves from the future.

Alienation

fromthe

future

Alflocieties are materialistic in some way or other. But

EL? '^SS
Astern largely based on self-interest tends to act as a disin»-

gra ing force m society, making the social environment a in-

creasingly vicious place. Because our economic system is so

orSntcd to instincts, such as greed and self-preservation, our

sSa environment, reflecting and justifying this primitive state

of affairs br ings up people to accept basically anti-social values,

trough 'our economic system we encourage conflict and al.ena-

tl0

"'we thus tend to alienate ourselves in our

man becoming fuller people and more of a cohesive and harmonious

society. Our system pits people against each other, destroy ng

Sir dignity and discouraging their love, rather than encouraging

goodwTand communal concern. This explains the great tensions

in our society, which in turn account for the widespread f^r

nsecurity, bitterness and group conformity everywhere apparent

Our society's glossy surface, and its glorification of power hide

a fata, poverty of mind, heart and culture. Loud noise and bright

colours are often the harbingers of an inner emptiness.

As a result of our obsession with our type of alienating

materialism, we find a great deal of apathy and insecurity.in

youth, and a sad lack of individual independence and creative

thinking. Students of all ages are encouraged to conform to an

unreflectlve pantonine existence, while artists and thinkers

tend to be out of the mainstream of society. Our youth is not

engaged In the problems of the world, and of its society. At the

same time, the humane role played in society by the creative

mind and open dialogue is denied, by the fact that our environment

so strongly discourages a creative development for the individual.

We deform our children by educating them in dissipation. In the

name of dialogue, we create an incredible degree of monologue,

and leave art and humanism to fend for themselves in the cold.

Bv encouraging this state of affairs, our society alienates itself

from its potential and its future. This is the dilemrMw^are

examining.

What does all this signify? It signifies that as a society

, the alternatives of humanisation or sterilisation, and

worst excesses o mass instinct. Our society thus shuts its eyes

T hLtory "or a society determines its future through its

Pr
'°How

S

'does our society choose its future? What are our
now uuto rw cnripttj is verv rich materially, but

collective P«or'ties? Our society i s very^ ^^
S5 d

a™
"oZl^ of human beings. We could spend a

TeZ deal of money on cultural development, on encouraging

f social humanism/ But we do not assign enough importance

rn this asDect of society. It has no use .
a i.i

It *s no exaggeration to say that here, in a university of all

olaces football players are subsidised, while poets have to

justffy' their existence, in having to defend their desire to publish

a iournal on campus. Some of Queen's poets are bettei known

m Canada than in Queen's. Yet what the poets, painters and

comoosers rive to a society are the things which cannot be made

'„7factory.
S
No computer can produce them. They are the beating

heart of a society. But we choose to glorify the skin and the surface

of lie The radio stations in this town cater for the average

mentality of a 13 year old. Theaters are scraped out of nickels

aT dimes Our society is selling itself to the lowest common

denomSrs, to its outward shell. But what happens when the

shell breaks, and there is nothing inside?

This is the vicious circle. What is vitally good and badly

needed in the long run in our society and university is a cultural

tamamsm more heart and less made-up skin. We must humanise

oT society or continue to be de-humanised by it, by the products

o

r

our dancing technology. Yet by our V«°^™f™™%
me very opposite. We strengthen the forces of disintegration.

*
We thus choose to deny history, by not caring su ficiently

about the impact of our priorities on society as a whole and on

our future We need to develop a cultural humanism which must

evolve out of our environment. It will not become a signi icant

rea lry in our environment until more is done for it, until our

socett is more concerned with it. If our society is afraid o

communism, the only effective historical way it can reply to it

is with a social and cultural humanism.

These generalisations imply

action. They mean that our bal-

ance of priorities must be

straightened. They mean that

more money must be spent on

putting more cultural oppor-

tunities into our environment-

more theaters, orchestras, art

schools, art centres, concert

halls and scholarships.

We must thus stop denying

the truth of our times if we

are concerned with our future

and potential as a people.

Through giving more value to

cultural development, to hum-

anisation, and civilisation, the

apathy of our youth and the

heartlessness of our mater-

ialism will be checked and

transformed. Only through this

commitment to what seems at

first to be abstract, but is very

concrete historically, can our

society prevent its present dis-

integration. We must choose

either a bold and challenging

humanism, or a chrome plated

decay.

Educated

in Dissipation
The pressure of the environment is as strong as it is

uncreative. Its obsession with the quantitative the utihtarian

and the pragmatic produces a state of mind obsessed with the

same things. This state of mind learns how to function conven-

tionally and ceases to think independently. It gets accustomed to

being comfortable, or to grabbing after a comfortable end, and

resents being disturbed. Students in our society generally tend to

have a 'chewing gum mentality- about the world. Being involved

with serious problems seems too revolutionary. A concern lor

peace in the world seems to embarrass students. It is not res-

pectable enough.

This apathetic mentality and its causes can be seen at Queen s.

Most students here have come to learn a technique, not to study

its essential significance, and its relation to knowledge and

society. They have come for a job or a husband, rarely for a

real education. Our universities are becoming huge training

schools where narrow-mindedness, shallowness and indifference

flourish. For very many students Queen's is Just a continuation

school, where you can initiate, indoctrinate, vegetate, accept,

conform, feel secure, get into a jacket, run around with the gang

and stick your head in the sand. Immaturity is often confirmed

rather than eroded by the years here. Knowledge Is less and less,

sought for its essential universality and humanism. Students

want iobs. Corporations want respectable students. The norms

of society become the accepted norms in our universities

strongholds of humanism, and of individual and creative thought.

Thus student apathy and mass-conformity are not just catch-

words. They are very real things. They result directly from our

obsession with our kind of alienating materialism - which

glorifies the momentary and the powerful, and creates insecurity,

tension and fear, by being so extensively based on conflict and

self-interest. All these factors create an environment which is

opposed to humanism, an environment in which the thinkil^

individuals and creative artists feel like naked men in a forest.

To think for yourself is a revolutionary thing, and the reflective

individual is immediately challenged and consciously condemned

for daring to question the streamlined practices around him.

Yet the irony of this situation and the point of this inquiry, is

that this creative, reflective element in society has so much to

give. But we tend to crush it. At every level of development, often

notably in the universities, the creative and independent spirit

is attacked by the fierce wind of institutional narrowness and group

conformity.
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THANKS
from

DR. BROOKS
1 have been asked to give some

of my impressions of Queen's

but 1 doubt if I can do that

in a detached, objective.critical

way. One who has been as well

received as 1 have been and

who has really been made part

of Queen' s (after all, the Alma

Mater Society has actually made

me an honorary undergraduate)

is not easily able to stand aside

and make a kind of eternal

assessment. I have been very

happy at Queen' s, have enjoyed

my students, and have learned

both from them and from my
colleagues.

Perhaps the most useful thing

that I could do in these cir-

cumstances would be to make

what comparison I can between

my South African students and

those of Queen' s.

•fit
ft*

ularized1
folk music. As well,

Vanguard engineers have pro-
duced a disc that is superb
stereo.

Perennial sunshine and a

short winter combine to make

South African students even

more fond of out-of-doors act-

ivities and of sport than the

Queen's students, and perhaps

(for sunshine begets laziness)

a little more lazy.

The poignantly difficult polit-

ical situation in South Africa

make p o 1 i ti ca 1 ly conscious

students in our South African

universities very much aware

of their responsibilities. Some

have acted with great courage,

knowing full well that they run

the risk of the dreaded five-

year ban on travel, social enter-

tainments and political activ-

ities. It is natural that Canad-

ian students should in general

take their responsibilities a

little more lightly, but there

is an additional factor which

has impressed me very greatly

the invincible modesty of

Canadians. Student after student

has assured me that 'Canada

does not stand for anything"

but to an outsider Canada

matters a great deal more to

the Commonwealth and the

United Nations than many young

Canadian realize.

South African students are in

general earlier risers than

Queen's students (at any rate

those in the men's residences)

seem to be.
" Canadian students strike me

as being more mature, age for

age, than South African students

I think that this is partly due

to the seminar system, which

is used more widely in Canada.

The preparation of a paper for

a seminar is excellent training,

and, of course, Queen's has a

very good library, which makes

a difference.

On the whole, Canadian stu-

dents tend to use too freely

a specious jargon, if 1 may

call it so without offense, which

makes ordinary statements

sound more learned than they

are. Essays in a South African

university are written m
simpler English and perhaps the

South African system tends to

give a wider range of knowledge

and interest. But for hard work

and intensive study, give me the

Canadian student every time.

I have grown fond of Queen'

s

students and feel so grateful

for their kindness and good

will and their friendliness to

someone three times their age.

I shall never forget them.

E. H. Brookes

Andy Marshall

This album, a collection of

14 folksongs by a young group

of three Torontonians, is an

extremely listenable folk album

This group is undoubtedly the

best Canadian group I've heard

since Ian and Sylvia released

their first album several years

ago (I exclude Malka and Joso,

because they sing mostly non-

North American material). They

are smooth, at times a little

too much so, but for the most

part reverent to their material

and eminently musical in their

approach. H i ghlights are Gord-

on Lightfoot' s ' Long River' , and

a beautiful ballad written by

group member Craig Allen,

'Nowadays'. This is a record

that successfully straddles the

gap between 'ethnic' and 'pop

-

Tony Gifford

When I listen to folk-singing

I listen predominantly to the

lyrics and the manipulation of

those lyrics by the singer or
singers. I accept the beat pro-

vided by the accompanists or

by the singers as the necessary
background for the lyrics. In

other words, I listen to their

singing.

I also try to discern whether

the lyrics are suitable to the

person or persons singing them.

If we have anessentially'white'

group singing protest songs in-

volving ' the problem' in the

United States, I want to know
whether that song is appropriate

to the group singing it. If the

song is more essentially 'gen-

eral* in tone, then I try to

decide how well the song lyrics

themselves are handled; wheth-
er the voices are sincere, art-

istic, or merely clever trickery

designed to captivate the com-
mercial market.

The Allan-Ward Trio is agood

folk-song group. Their harmony
is excellent, and their handling

of the lyrics good. They are

smooth and polished. They have

a great deal of artistic sincer-

ity in what they do. They sing

songs that are appropriate to

them. This definitely is a good
folk-singing record.

The Allan - Ward Trio is a

good folk-song group. Their

harmony is excellent, and their

handling of the lyrics good. They
have a great deal of artistic

sincerity in what they do. They
sing songs that are approriate

to them. This definitely is a

good folk-singing record.

Journal

Record
Reviews

of

Miles Davis

and the

Allen-Ward Trio

CAMPUS
COMFORT in

Glenayi

SWEATERS,
SKIRTS,

SLIMS

Fashion AND comfort!

That's Kitten for fall!

This perfectly matching

outfit is a mu»l for your

Kitten collection!

Full-fashioned

medium-weight Shetland

and mohair cardigan with

classic neck and long

sleeves, moth-proof,

shrink-resistant—aktrt is

100% pure wool worsted

woven of superfine Botany,

fully-Uned, dry-cleaoable—

in exciting new Fall colours

—perfectly matches all

Botany sweaters. At all

fine shops everywhere.

532/490

Cl

Tony Gifford

In listening to progressive

jazz, I listen entirely different-

ly than I do to folk-singing.

I develop a'multi-conscious-

ness — an ability to listen to

many things at the same time.

I listen for technique and craft -

whether the musicians know
their craft and their instru-

ments. I listen for artistry —
the ability of the musicians to

'say something', not just 'run

charges' in an attempt to cap-

ture the commercial taste by

playing what the general public

wants. In other words, I listen

to see whether the musicians

are playing what they want to

play - whether they are really

creating, not just playing.

1 also listen to whether the

group of musicians are sin-

cere in what they are playing.

This ties in with my evaluation

of whether they are artists or

technicians.

Miles Davis' 'MyFunnyVal-

entine' is a superb record album

Davis' skill in playing is be-

yond reproach. This titan plays

as he never has before fully

developing what he wants to play

Backed by a rhythm section of

predominant ' New Thing" mu-
sicians — Herbie Hancock on

piano, Ron Carter on bass,

and Anthony Williams on drums

Davis can completely feel free

to play whatever he feels, and

the sincerity and intensity which

he feels is communicated dir-

ectly to his audience and lis-

teners. This album is the finest

artistic production that Davis

has produced.

Andy Marshall

When it comes to jazz, Fm
a little bit hesitant to stick

my neck out. I don't think, how-
ever, that this is Davis' best

album. It doesn't have the fusion

of artist and material which

characterized ' Kind of Blue'

(CL - 1355), recorded with the

Adderly, Coltrane, Evans, etc.

group of a few years ago.

But I do think 'My Funny

Valentine' has a dynamic quality

about it, which is clear both

to the listener, and to the en-

thusiast ic concert audience.

The music ranges from relaxed

melodic strains to taut intensity

of expression. Herbie Hancock

and Tony Williams on piano and

drums respectively add depth

to everything musically spoken

by Miles and by tenor sax-

man George Coleman. High-

lights are 'Stella by Starlighf

and an interesting reworking of

'All Blues'. What is said in

this album is said very well

on both a technical and express-

ive level.

by

Andy Marshall

and

Tony Gifford

NOTICE
Students at Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with aU your

requirements in Text Boole for all Faculties and Depart-

ments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queens

Pennants and Cushions.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Mr. G. R. Maxwell, Training Director

and

Mr. H. M. London, Personnel Manager

of

THE ROBERT SIMPSON MONTREAL LTD.

will be on campus

Tuesday, January 11, from 9:30 a.m.

to discuss with you personally, careers available

in the field of retailing.

Applications for interviews may be made

with your Placement Officer.
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McGill Rejects UGEQ Membership
? PokE

•

rtE 1

by Bill Martin

yTth. Lgretably, I have not gone to bed with anything s.nce my

youth. The conversation:

Elf: Good morning earthling.

Me: Good morning elf (right off I didn't l.ke his tone).

Elf: Today is the tenth of December.

Me: True
Elf: Only fifteen days ' til Christmas morning.

Elf'- And what does Christmas mean to you, little man?

Me : Look chubbins, you can cut the little man stuff right now

Elf: Sorry. It's pari of my trade jargon. No offence meant.

Me: None taken.

Elf: What does Christmas mean to you?

Me: 1 can sleep in a few days.

El tS
in

f fan look up some people . haven't seen for a while

eat pretty good maybe a party or two....you know, that kind

of thing.

Me! TSSlSZU but 1 can't quite hear you. What have you got

in mind?
, , ....

Elf- I mean you' re talking like die children I visit.

Me! Do you have to have proof of age for Elf confessionals now?

Kingston' s a great little town.

Elf- What I mean is you say nothing of world brotherhood and

peace and fellowship which should be associated with the cele-

bration of the blessed birth of our Lord

Me: I'm listening- .

Elf: A time when we try to overcome our own problems to under-

stand those of our neighbours

I grabbed the little bastard and flushed him down the toilet.

Funny, he wasn't wearing his SUPA button.

MONTREAL (CUP) Students

at Mcgill University have voted

by a narrow margin to reject

membership in the Union Gen-

erate des Etudiants du Quebec.

Student council president
Sharon Sholzberg has announced

that she intends to resign as

a result of the referendum Dec.l

The referendum to retain

membership in UGEQ was de-

feated by a vote of 2859 to

2548.

McGill was admitted to UGEQ
at the union' s recent congress

in Quebec City.

The validity of the referen-

dum was challenged due to

voting irregularities, but the

returning officer ruled that

these would not have affected

the outcome of the referendum.

A motion to declare the ref-

erendum invalid was defeated

by a narrow margin at a coun-

cil meeting Dec. 2, and a motion

was passed unaminously
declaring the result of the

referendum binding upon the

Students' Society.

At this point, Miss Sholz-

berg announced that she would

resign, and turned the meeting

over to vice-president Marty

Edel stein.
However, when a motion was

passed asking her to stay on,

she said that she might re-

consider her stand within the

next few days.

Reaction to the UGEQ vote

followedquickly after the re-

sults were made known.

Lionel Chetwynd, a leader of

the anti - UGEQ faction at

McGill, commented:
'It is significant that the mar-

gin of victory was obviously in

the graduate and professional

faculties. This may mean that

the greatest single issue in

UGEQ was student syndicalism

and not the Canadian Union of

Students or language.

A press release signed by the

UGEQ executive several hours

after the polls closed read;

'Our friens at McGill had the

-hoice between participating

with allthe other intellectual

workers to build a new so

ciety in Quebec — and iso-

lation.

'They chose to isolate them-

selves.'

'We will build the new soci-

ety without McGill, because

that is their wish,' the state

ment continued.

Theatre Site Chosen
A tentative site for the new

Queen' s theatre has been chosen

on Union Street.

The long term planning com-

mittee of the University sug-

gests that the temporary build-

ings housing the Department of

Extension and the Student Health

Service will be moved to make

room for the proposed structure

Preliminary sketches for this

site have been viewed in Mont-

real by two Queen's students

and administration represent-
atives.

Detailed drawings and a

model of the structure will be

presented to students next year

prior to the Jan 26 plebiscite.

The AMS Building Fund re-

ports a financially successful

autumn. However, it requires

the continued support of stud-

ents, administration, and gov-

ernment in order to realize the

dream of a campus theatre

next year.

ORftDUATION - WHAT THEN ?

A challenging profession?

A role in rehabilitation?

The Canadian Association of Occupational Ther-

apsits ofTers an accelerated course in Occup-

ational Therapy to candidates of advanced ed-

ucational standing. For full information, in-

cluding bursaries-

Miss Muriel F. Drivur, 0,T.R.

Director,
School of Occupational Therapy,

166 University Ave.,

Kingston, Ontario,

Enquire

:

On Friday, Dec. 17, there

will be an Xmas party (West

Indian style) sponsored by the

Agnes Etherington Art Gallery

Association at the Agnes Eth-

erington Centre. For members
of International Club tickets for

free admission are available

from members of the executive

of International Club.

du MAURIER,
the

cigarette

of
good taste

Light up a du MAURIER
and enjoy something special

Ihe full, nch flavour of

selecl Virginia lobaccos. „

for mildness, du MAURIER
also has ihe exclusive

Miilecel Super Fillet, the

most effective filler

yet developed.

duMAURIER, the cigarette

of good taste, in the

distinctive red and silver

package . . . today's finest

smoking pleasure.

Symbol of Quality

Nickel chrome plating takes it all with a grain of.salt

Winter goes to war on automobiles, with

snow, ice and road salt. But modern auto-

mobiles fight back. Take the bumpers, for

example. They are finished with multi-layer

nickel chrome. It resists corrosion. Keeps

bumpers looking new for a long time. And in

this new, improved automobile bumper finish-

nickel's contribution is quality.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
SS YONCE STREET, TORONTO
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Next Journal

Tuesday,

January 11

Snowball Activities Are Planned
All night activities are again

going to be part of Snowball

Weekend. Both curling and
bowling will be held following

the Friday, January 14, dance

in Grant Hall.
"

The curling will be held in

the Garrison Curling Club rink

from one a.m., until the winners

presentation at seven a.m. Six-

teen teams will be allowed to

enter this mixed open and the

evening (morning) will cost

$1.50 per person.

The bowling will be held at

the Brock Bowling Lanes com-
mencing at 12.30. Again the

limit is sixteen teams, sixty-

four people, and the cost per
person per game is fifty cents.

There will be approximately
four games per team.
Team applications for both

activities will be accepted at

the Student Union' s main lounge

on Monday, December 13 from
twelve to one p.m.

PC's Choose Leader
Leslie Foreman leads the campus Progressive Conservatives

in the forth-coming Model Parliament election. The campaign

begins immediately after the Christmas recess and runs until

Tuesday, January 18, election day.

Before coming to Queen's Foreman completed his under

graduate work at the University of Toronto. The party leader

is presently enrolled in graduate work in the department of

Political Studies at Queen's.

WANTED
A girl to share an apartment

with two others beginning Jan. 1.

Call Elaine or Helen after

5:00 p.m. 546-7791.

A Tricolor ' 65. Am willing

to pay FULL price for one

that is in good condition. Call

542-8714 and ask for Quah or

drop in at 238 University.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

Second reading be given to the amendments of Section 3,

By-Law No. 20 as follows:

The separate and joint office area shall be used as follows:

(a) Present c)

(b) The large outer office shall be used as joint office

space. It shall be equipped as follows: Five (5) four

drawer legal size filing cabinets with locks; two (2)

desks with typewriters which can be locked; two (2)

large tables and five or six chairs.

(c) Present e)

(d) Present f)

(e) The typewriters shall be locked when not in use, with

a key for them to be kept in the A.M.S. Office. The
key is to be signed for when taken and returned

immediately after use.

(f) The two small eastern offices shall be used as small

committee rooms and shall be equipped by the A.M.S.

with one table and several chairs. These rooms will be

kept locked and shall be reserved through the A.M.S.

Office as any other committee room.

(g) The main door to this whole area will be left unlocked,

and the two committee members shall draw up a

statement of policy and rules of operation for this

area. These shall be approved by the A.M.S. and

posted in the office area. These persons shall also

prepare a statement regarding this area to be published

in the Student Handbook.

4uM
classified|

Regarding Group Flight from

Toronto to Fort William . Tick-

ets are made up and may be

obtained at Grant's Travel
?\gency for $37 one way and $64

return.

LOST
One pair of glasses in black

case. Finder please return, I

can't see. W. Moodie, 546-5133

Gold wedding ring. Call Diana

Weeton, 542-1875

It would be much appreciated

if the person who found a green

covered ' Concepts of Calculus'

book in the basement floor of

McNeil House, ext. 383. I

thought I might need it to study

for the Christmas exams.

FOR SALE
Slide rule. Hughes-Owens

Versalog with manual and case.

Only $19.00 (Cost $29.00). Pete

Lawrence, 542-4224.

Dual Carburetor conversion

for Morris Minor, 850, Austin

A-40. Two 1-1/8 inchS.U. carbs

intake and exhaust manifolds.

Ready to bolt on. No mess, no

fuss. Also many other Morris

and Sprite parts. Tom Moore

546-2415 or 546-0441 and leave

message.

FOR RENT
Warm quiet room, close to

Queen' s, to men in Law, Com-
merce, Arts, Economics, Pol-

itics and Business. Meals next

door. Gravelled parking yard.

196 Union St.

West St. - Apartment for rent

Jan. 1. 2 bedrooms, large living

room, kitchen, bathroom. Phone

542-3987. .

NOTICES
Would you like to have full

time C.B.C. radio programming
in Kingston? If you would, write

to Mr. William Duffield, Dir-

ector of Planning, CBC head

office, 1500 Bronson Ave.,

Ottawa, Ont. A.A,Lysionok

QUEEN1 S STUDENTS who

have taken the EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS course

last winter, summer, or fall

1965, or students who want to

will start last week in January

'and run 8 weeks. Watch for

big advertisement in JOURNAL
Jan. 9. Or write 77 Metcalfe

St., Ottawa.

To the inhabitants of the new

men's and women' s residence:

rat poison is available three

times daily—except Sunday-at

the following outlets—Leonard

Hall cafeteria and Ban Righ

dining room.
.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen' s Students always Welcome.

Torn Annis to greet you.

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop

on second floor.

68 Brock St. 542-8944

Above market square.

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

WITH PRUDENTIAL

FOR 196& GRADUATES WHO

WISH TO WORX TOWARD

MANAGEMENT IN THE OFFICE

OR

WANT TO BECOME ACTUARIES

(ALSO SUMMER WORK IN THIS

FIELD FOR '67 GRADS)

jotcils Available in Your Placement Office

Wg). $ANU/W T2TH

THE PRUDENTIAL Insurance Com'<"'^^^'

"Junior year abroad and Grad-

uate studies at Sorbonne:total

cost entire school year $1235.

Includes round trip flight New

York - Paris departing Sepf 66

returns June '67. Share lovely

apartment, 2 meals daily plus

all university fees. Offer limited

Write tvl. McIntosh.Blaklocks-

vagen 20, Lidingo - Stockholm,

Sweden."

DINING
ROOM

Kingston

fully licenced dining lounge

and our

Take Home Features'.

AVAILABLE IN ALL TAKE HOME SHOPS

THE FAMILY BUCKET
14 pel Chicken

S Biieuiti, Grevy 3.75

THE PARTY BARREL

20 pel Chicken

Onl, 4.95

THE THRIFT BOX
9 pci Chicken

2.35

THE INDIVIDUAL
DINNER 1.25

3 pel Chiek.n

Cele Slew

French Fried Pctetcei

THE SNAK BOX 2 pes, F.F.

CREAMY COLE SLAW Pts.

FRENCH FRIED POTATOES Ind.

.85

.45

.20

by the Family Box 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St.

location

LOCATIONS
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Friday, December 10, 1965

by Eric Rule

HOCKEY GAELS LOSE ^byJackChong, Sports Editor

TO WATERLOO 6-5

In the second game of their

Senior Intercollegiate Hockey

League season the Queen's Gol-

den Gaels were defeated by the

Waterloo Warriors.1 Hie Water-

loo attack was led by Jerry

Lawless, their top scorer last

year (8 goals and 16 assists),

and Bob Murdoch, their flashy

forward who faked so well that

he had the Queen' s defence won-

dering why they bothered to step

on the ice with him. The deciding

factor in the game was the effect-

iveness of the Warriors in the

Queen's zone. In fact three of

their six goals came after they

had bottled up the Queen' s at-

tack and caused the Queen's

defence to make blunders.
Queen' s seemed unable to cope

with the forechecking of the

Waterloo forwards and, had it

not been for the brilliant work

of the Gael's netminder, Nor-

man Douglas, the score would

have been much worse.

Bright spots in the Queen's

offence were Bob Pond and

Larry Jones who, between

them, were in on four of the

five Queen' s goals. Special

mention must go to Mark Ed-

wards and Doug Major who

were the only Gaels who even

attempted to forecheck. Doug

also gets special mention for
j

throwing one of the sweetest

elbows 1 have ever seen and

I must not forget to mention

George Walker who participated

in a heavyweight bout with Bill

Ball of Waterloo (the referees

won the fight).

The defeat must rest on the

shoulders of the Gael defence

which was directly responsible

for four of the six goals that

got past Douglas. In the first

period Waterloo scored twice,

the first came after the def-

ence left Lawless open at the

side of the net. The second

came when Lawless was again

left uncovered out in front of

Douglas. In the second period

Murdoch scored what was per-

haps the prettiest goal of the

game when he faked the right

defenceman out of his skates

and waltzed in on Douglas un-

touched. The fourth unearned

goal came in the third period

when Lawless was again left

in the clear in front of Douglas.

The best that can be said for

the Queen' s defence is that it

was poor.

The other glaring error in

the game was the officiating.

1 have heard of blind referees

before but the three that we
were saddled with in this game
did not know an infraction of

the rules when they tripped over

it. Just ask Mark Ruest of

Waterloo if you are inclined to

disbelieve me. He executed a

crossbody block, that would

have made Jim Greenwood
proud , on one of the Gael

wingers who was nowhere near

the puck and right under the

ref s nose too but he did not

get the gate for it. In fact he

was so surprised that he pulled

die same stunt a few plays later

(I think it was to see whether
it was going to be allowed this

game) but this time the referee

felt that enough was enough

and gave him two minutes of

well deserved rest. In short the

officiating left a lot to be de-

sired three good referees.

Norrie Scores from Pond and Jones

STATISTICS:
Shots on Gaol

Queen' s 25

Penalties - Waterloo 6 pen-

alties for 15 minutes; Queen's

4 penalties of 15 minutes.

SCORING:
1 Lawless (Smith)

1 Lawless (Smith)

2 Lawless (Ruest,

Smith)

3 Lawless (Ruest,

Murdoch)
4 Sherman (Cooke)

5 Sherman (Mervyn)

b Lawless (Murdoch)14:06 3rd

Queen'

s

1 Jones (Pond)

2 Bonn (unassisted)

3 Pond (Jones, Tait)

4 Norrie (Pond,

Jones)

• Waterloo 35

3:18 1st

3:18 1st

7:3b 1st

5:30 2nd

6:44 2nd

4:49 3rd

4:31 1st

8:10 1st

9:40 1st

1:21 2nd

5 Jones (Norrie) 19:06 2nd

Three Stars Chosen by Moon
Flanigan:

1 Bob Pond
2 Larry Jones

3 Norman Douglas

Don't forget the game to-

morrow at the Jock Harty Arena

Come out and watch Queen's

defeat Laval at 2:30 p.m.

In other Intercollegiate action

Friday, Dec. 3

Toronto 6 — Montreal 3

Western 6 - Laval 3

Waterloo 6 - McGill 4

Saturday, Dec. 4

Montreal 3 — Giielph 2

McMaster 4 — Laval 3

Jim Young, a three-year star

with the Queen's Golden Gaels

and last year's most valuable

player in the Senior Inter-

collegiate Football League, will

play his first National Foot-

ball League game this Sunday

when the Minnesota Vikings

meet the Detroit Lions.

The Vikings have brought up

Young from their taxi squad

to replace their regular half-

back. Tommy Mason, who in-

juted his right knee in Sunday* s

loss to the Green Bay Packers.

Young passed up an offer from

the Toronto Argonauts of the

Canadian Football League to

play with Minnesota of the NFL.

earlier this season, the Vikings

signed Young to a 1966 contract.

The Queen' s graduate is the

only Canadian playing with an

N.F. L. team.

The Gaels' loss to Waterloo

last Saturday left them tied

with McMaster and McGill in

the SIHL standings, each with

THIS WEEK
IN

SPORTS
Edited by K, E. Larson

INTRAMURAL SCENE
IBetter late than never!. In accordance with the new Journal

policy towards intramural sports this article will give a weekly

report on intramural activities. With the fall term schedule

almost complete, P.H.E., competing as a separate faculty this

year for the first time since 1956 when P. H. E. ' 56 won the

Bews, leads the Bews race by just over 3600 points. As of Dec. 1

the team standings were:

Sc . 66 8,335 L 2 & 3 2,299

Sc ' 69 7,440

Sc '67 6,192

Ps. Gr. 4,72 1

A '66 4,150

M ' 70 --2,300

P.H.E. 20,735

Sc ' 68 17,106

A '68 16,520

A' 69 11, 61

1

A ' 67 9,309

L 2 Si

Med 1, 983

M'71- 1,983

L 1 1-496

Theo. 1,165

one win. Western and U of T
are tied for first place, followed

by Waterloo and Montreal.

New York Falls

For Queen's
With assistance from Moira

Hight School in Belleville, the

Queen' s wrestling team demol-

ished New York University, Sat.

Dec. 4, 34 - 6. NYU was
completely outclassed, losing

all but two of the ten matches.

The matches went as follows:

123 Lbs -Young (Moira) by a fall

130 lbs-Parkmang (NYU) by

points

137 lbs-Pordham (Moira) by

points

145 lbs-Snejdar (Queen's) by

points

152 Lbs -Joss (Queen' s) by points

160 lbs-Stoodly (Queen's) by

a fall

167 lbs-Brennagh (Queen's) by

a fall

177 lbs -Baker (Queen's) by a

fall

191 lbs-McLennon (NYU) by

points

HWT-Wood (Queen' s) by a fall

The fastest fall of the day

was recorded by Baker of

Queen's in 17 seconds. The next

meet for the wrestling team

will be at Potsdam, New York,

January 8, 1966.

LEVANA SPORTS
Saturday, 4 Dec, the Queen's Golden Gaels hosted McGill

in an exhibition volleyball and basketball tournament and came

out losers in both matches. Strong serving and good posittonal

play by McGill sent the Levanites down to defeat in the volley-

ball 15-1 14-16 and 15-7. McGill standouts were Aralon Roberts

and' Jane't Murray. For the Golden Gaels, Dawn Kingsley and

lane Danch starred in a losing cause.

In the basketball, Queenls forgot that the game was four

Quarters long. Going into the fourth quarter they led 36-33.

However good ball control by McGill held the Gaels to two

points and gave Queenls a 41-38 loss. Queenls led 22-18 at the

half but had difficulty against McGillls defensive height. McGillls

leading scorer was Wendy Walden with 14. The Queenls attack

was lead by Beth Phanenhour-12 pts, *nd Kay Handford, Jane

Richardson, Karen Watson-6 pts each.

Drop Exhibition Games

With Arts' 67' s Bews victory last year and the standings so

far this year, the Science stranglehold on the Bews competition

seems to be broken.

The Arts'68 team of F. Brown, J. Collins, D. Little, H.

Meyer, C. Wilson and G. Deeks defeated P.H.E. in the bowling

final, Dec. 7, by 396 pins to move into 3rd place in the Bews

race.

SPORTS CLUBS

The latest campus sports club is the Queen's S.C.U.B.A.

Club. Just four weeks old, this club was formed to give instruc-

tion in skin and scuba diving. At present it has over 40 members
both male and female. Membership is open to all years and all

faculties. Amembership fee of $1.00 is required to cover costs.

Members must supply their own mask, fins and snorkel. These
are available at a discount through the club. For further infor-

mation contact E. Rule, 542-3646or Jayne Karau, 548-4269.

Or be at the Swimming Pool Tuesdays at 7:00 P.M.

The Kingston Frontenac Rifleand Pistol Club defeated Queen* s

Pistol Club in a Border Handgun League match on December 1.

Frontenac scored 2638 points to Queen's 2457. The highest

scorer for the Frontenac team was Mr. Walter Smith with

547 points. Djug Thoman shot 517 for Queen' s best effort.

Queen's Pistol Club lost their second Border Handgun
League match to Gouverneur, N.Y. on December 5. They
were defeated by a score of 2400 to 2302. Doug Caskey was
Queen's top marksman with 490 points.

Gym Team
Wins

Saturday, Dec. 4, at a meet
held at RMC, the Queen' s gym-
nastic team took top honours

in a field of five teams. The
team standings were:

1. Queen's - 126.73 pts

2. U. of T. - 124.00 pts

3. RMC - 100.30 pts

4. Ottawa Gym Club
5. Q.E.C.V.L

Top individual winner was
Barry Brooker from U. of T.

with 47.96 pts. Second was Art

Kuisma of Queen's with 46.95,

followed by Brian Neck of

Queen's with 41.53. Kuisma
picked up firsts in free cal-

isthenics and vaulting and sec-

onds in rings and parallel bars.

Neck placed third on the parallel

bars and high bar. Queen's

rookie Larry Mathews placed

second on the pommels. Next

gym meet will be Queen's at

RMC Jan. 15, 1966.

by Dennis Quinn

The Queen's Golden Gaels

basketball team lost two games

on the road last week, in Pots-

dam 89 - 49 and Watertown

89 - 67

In Potsdam, Clarkson Tech

out re-bounded the Gaels and

out-shot them 56% to 27% from

the floor. Guard Bob Friech-

mann led the winners with 22

points, followed by Pete Bedolen

and Dave Haver with 11. Pete

Torbet, a standout on offence

and defence for the Gaels, led

the Gaels with 9 points. Pete

Scobie had 8 points and Doug

Frazer scored 7.

The Gaels played much better

against Jefferson Community
College -- for the first half.

At the half they trailed 40-32

but foul trouble in the second

half hurt badly. High scorers

for J.C.C. were Mitchell and

Sayer with 16 points each. For

die Gaels, Bruce Engel led with

22 points while Pete Torbet

had 10 and Bob Howes, 9. The

Gaels shot 39% from the floor.



journal
SEE LEBENSOLD THURSDAY
SUPA-SCM SUMMIT

IN SASKATCHEWAN
by Ann Walshaw

Wf are searching for a new

framework or HORIZON for

our lives. This was one of the

basic thought evolved by Albert

van den Heuvel, a Dutch Re-

formed minister and ecumen-

ical globe-trotter at the Student

Christian Movement Christmas

Conference.
Queen' s group of 20 students

was the largest of the 300

delegates from all across Can-

ada which met on the University

of Saskatchewan campus in

Saskatoon from December 27-

31, Transportation arrange-

ments in conjunction with the

Supa conference which was held

at the same time provided the

opportunity for a forum which

discovered common ground and

mutual concern in many issues.

The conference had unlimited

scope on world interests and

their varied impacts. Van den

Heuvel stressed the need to find

a common language and common
interest between church and

world. The word HORIZON
became a keyword in discus-

sions.

Robert Garry, Professor of

Geography at the University of

Montreal and M, Leguey-

Feilleux, a specialist in internat

ional .law from Georgetown
University spoke about world

hunger and underdevelopment.

Ferment groups on such

topics as studen: social action

or the Christian presence in

a communist state provided

'^stimulating discussion.

The entire conference was

bilingual and half the speeches

were delivered in French.

Queen's SCM delegates Faith Johnson and Ken Fisher

compare notes

5 TH D j m e n s ion

Fifth Dimension, the bigges

dance of the year (at least in

size) took place last Friday at

he four men's residences.

This annual inter-residence

dance was originally started

five years ago to promote
fr i endlier relations between
faculty and students. Though
the faculty are still incited,

this purpose has become less

important as the university has

grown.

This dance had something for

everyone. For the jazz lover,

the Mercuries, a jazz quartet,

swung in Gordon House; for the

romantics, the Hughie Stafford

Orchestra played ballroom
"lusic in the McNeill House
common room. The old stand-

bys, the Count V s, provided
their usual outstanding per-

formance in Leonard Hallcafe-,
cevia. Morris Hall common
rootn became an old English

inn for the night and dispensed

food sparingly. For those souls

who were not interested in danc-

ing and eating, Brockington

House common room performed

in its usual function as a make-

out room.

Plan

Ottawa
Action

SASKATOON (CUP) The student

Union for Peace Action is con-

sidering a week-long demonstra-

tion in Ottawa at the end of

February to seek a stronger Can-

adian stand against the war in

Vietnam. Hie decision to est-

ablish a committee to study the

move further came in the clos-

ing hours of a meeting of SUPA'

s

federal council Jan, 4.

SUPA Member Dimitri Roussopoulos harangues delegates

at combined SUPA-SCM conference.

by Dave Barker,

News Editor

Classes have been cancelled on

Thursday, January 13 at 11 A.M.

so that students may hear archi-

tect Fred Lebensold present an

illustrated talk describing the
preliminary plans of the propos-

ed Auditorium Drama-Music
Facility. At time students will

be able to see slides of the mod-
el, as well as drawings of the

preliminary plans which ,-ave

been paid for out of the A.M.S.

Theatre Fund.

Mr. Lebensold, a prominent
Montreal architect, has designed

such buildings as the Place des

Arts in Montreal, the Queen El-

izabeth Theatre in Vancover, and

the Centennial Centre for Ottawa.

He previously addressed Qu-
een' s students in 1962 on the

subject of theatre architecture.

The purpose of this talk Is

to stimulate discussion about the

type of structure needed at Qu-
een' s. Thus, when students vote

on the theatre plebiscite January

26 and 27, they will be voting

on the idea of a fee hike ra-

ther than the acceptability of a

particular design. The main em-
phasis of the student campaign
centres on the large two thous-

and seat concert hall. The smaller

teaching theatre, rehearsal halls,

and other facilities will be prim-

arily a responsibility of the Univ-

ersity, as they are largely of

an academic nature.

CUP NEWSMEN HOUSECLEAN

RYERSON OUSTED FIRST

What was formerly a long Ch-

ristmas beer party, the national

Canadain University Press con-

ference joined the swing to the

left at Calgary, Dec. 27-31, as

130 student newsmen discovered

meir campus papers' to be un-

ique among news media and mov-

ed to consolidate their position.

Two professional newsmen,
,

Robert Fulford of the Toronto

Star and Peter Gzowski formerly

a Maclean' s editor now with the

Canadian, opened the conference

with harsh criticism of profess-

ional papers. Fulford claimed

that most reporters are slaves

to writing methods that are ob-

scure and unintelligible. Gzowski

cited numerous blocks real and

imagined, that are keeping im-

portant news out of the papers.

He said Ottawa reporter Peter

Newman could tell him five bet-

ter stories than any one he pr-

inted that are kept from die pub-

lic because otherwise "doors

would close to him."

The power of the Establish-

ment in Canada, he suggested,

is so great to influence rep-

orters into producing what a-

mounts to managed news.

At workshops the feeling dev-

eloped that since campus papers

are mostly student controlled and

free of pressure from national

financial behemoths, they have

far greater opportunities to "tr-

by Gord Love

ead on toes" in publishing the

truth. From this might come a

new generation of reporters

less inclined to blanch at the

sight of a sacred cow.

With diis in mind the confer-

ence moved into commissions to

determine ways of ensuring this

unique freedom for its membnrs,
au'J -/-*iys of collectively taking

advantage of it.

An interference report showed
varying degrees of outside pre-

ssure on editors. The Atheneum
at Acadia was censured by the

President for anti-Baptist art-

icles. At Regina, the Carillon ed-

itor was fired by his student

council. In many cases student

councils were not incorporated

so that financial responsibility

and actual control would rest

with the Board of Governors.

Resolutions were passed ur-

ging Student Councils to incor-

porate themselves and setting up

a CUP commission, hopefully to

be called in by student councils

unsatisfied with their editor be-

fore they fire him. A letter of

censure was sent to the Regina

SRC deploring the "hasty and

informal" methods used in fir-

ing their editor. General con-

ference attitude toward the Reg-

ina editor, who overstepped his

budget, printed many outside art-

icles with a strong left bias.

and began an impossible advert-

ising policy-was unfavourable.

Biggest issue at the conference

was the ousting of the Ryerson-
ian.alaboratory paper for Jour-

nalism students, which is printed

directly by the RPTI Board of

Go/ernors and has aprofessional

managing editor. Basing their

decision on the obvious lack of

autonomous student control the

conference was almost unani-

mous in removing the paper.

The Ryerson e d i to r charged

angrily that the interference re-

port showed many examples of

papers equally liable to non-

student control and demanded that

CUP fire all such papers or con-

sider itself hypocritical.

Patrick MacFadden, outspoken

editor of the McGill Daily, said

"We have just built our house,

to clean it, we must start at the

first room." Hope was expressed

that Ryerson students would take

the move as incentive to begin

their own paper.

New national president, to re-

place former Queen' s student,

Jim Laxer representing CU? in

Ottawa and sending out stories

to member papers is Don Sellar,

editor of the award winning

University of Alberta Gateway
from Edmonton. Laurier La-

Pierre, co-host of the CBC
TV series This Hour Has
Seven Days, was named honor-

ary president.
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Student aid to Pol. Dept.
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« offers has™ tablished an important precedent in consulting

„. Sent Hopefully, the present ad hoc student committee

will ISittoue to serve on a permanent basis within die Department.

This 1 an encouraging and progressive development, and one

St we would like to see take place in other Departments at the

University. John Rae

McGill and UGEQ
reprint from Le Carabin

Le Carabin Laval - The refusal of McGill students ot join

UGEQ shows that they are not yet ready to consider themselves

as 'Quebecois'. . k _.„
Aminorlty of English-speaking students, the leftists at McGill,

understand the present revolution and the problems of Quebec,

and are not afraid of working with the French-speaking students

for the democratization of education and for social justice in

Quebec. „ .

But there are also the rightists, camouflaged under the

name 'of "Committee for a Rational Approach to UGEQ". To them,

joining UGEQ is collaborating closely with the unionized groups.

Imagine: students from the richest university in Quebec con-

descending to associate with the workers!

McGill adopts a reactionary attitude, and refuses student

syndicalism. Perhaps, it is a good thing. For when the English-

speaking students, one of the most dynamic groups in English

Canada, refuse to collaborate with the French-speaking students,

one can say that mutual understanding is certainly dead. We will

be able to get along with English-Canadians when we are stronger

than they are. When Quebec has achieved economic and political

freedom, the students of McGill will be forced to revise their

position. It would be preferable for them to revise it immediately.

translated by Julie Berry

(The Varsity, Toronto) - The McGill students' referendum

rejecting membership In UGEQ has been declared illegal by

the McGill Students' Council.

A prior decision by the Council to consider the vote valid

was reversed because an increasing number of students

complained that they had been denied the right to vote in

the referendum. A new referendum will be held at a later

date.'

"...and if I were to tell you my neck was broken, you

know, broken.. .you wouldn't mind, would you? You'd

laugh like hell wouldn't you?

George Pontificates
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Mocking Mock Parliament
In keeping with the general

decline of the Journal this year

I have been asked to write a

regular column. It will be more

regular in its appearance than

In its subject matter. If any

general theme does appear

above the steam of the farrago

kept cooking here it might be

that our student government

is for the most part bankrupt

and that its transformation into

a more responsible aspect of

university life is needed to

encourage the system to re-

spond more to the issues that

concern the students.

Thafs all rather blah and

perhaps a little too metaphys-

ical to merit saying but, friend

reader, 1 have no intention of

registering my charges in this

inaugural column. We turn

rather to the upcoming Model

Parliament.

This great institution has

been revivified after a year in

limbo, but 1 am afraid that

when it starts strutting about

in front of us the euthanasiasts

will be presented with a perfect

object for their attentions. If

denial of oxygen to the brain

turns a normal creature into

euthanasiasts will be presented

with a perfect object for their

attentions. If denial of exygen to

the brain turns a normal creat-

ure into an idiot, what happens

when you start with the idiot?

"The Model Parliament," says

Kenneth Menzies, Tri-party co-

ordinator, "will not be a Mock

Parliament this year, but will

be serious." Mr. Menzies, an

ascetic third year Politics stu-

dent, is Queen's foremost ex-

pert ofMalaya. He has been work-

ing hard for a year now to lay

the foundation for a resonable

Model Parliament, but I am af-

raid it will all have come to

naught in three weeks.

With the possible exception of

the NDP, the political party clubs

on campus are ridiculous. They

are manned by large numbers

of girls, who fall into the "join-

ers" class of middle-class X

ers" class of middle-class Can-

adian womenry with the occas-

ional exception of a Judy L .vlar-

sh. The males, for the most

part, are would-be politicians

("The principal trait of the pol-

tician," wrote Harold Lasswell,

"is intense craving for de-

ference." )who love the form of

politics with little concern for the

substance. These are Richard J.

Needham's "boneless wonders"

Peter Newman's "boys of

politics". In a Column Friday, we

will look at their leaders.

The Parliament this year is

restricted to the conventional

three parties. This is a result

of a conspiracy on the part of

Mr. Menzies and the party clubs.

It was a conspiracy of silence

which saw the closing date for

the filing of parties for the cam-

paign pass without one word of

official notification.

As mentioned, the wish this

year is to establish a new tone

to the Model Parliament and it

was felt this was only possible

by retaining the traditional part-

ies with the exclusion of campus-

born groups. I maintain a more
reasonable approach would have

been the other way round.

The cross - pressures exerted

on those few students who vote

render the Model Parliament bal-

lot meaningless. Some vote for

natioaal(?j party, others for cam-

pus policy. Not nnly that, but a

Model Parliament based on trad-

itional parties prevents the stud-

ents from having parties based

on the aspirations that are par-

ticular to university students.

Parties should demonstrate some
foundation in their society. Those

for the Model Parliament are

based in the wrony society.

Campus Needs a Pub
Editor, Journal:

What this campus needs is

a good publ People are always

complaining about student ap-

athy, about the lack of com-
munication between disciplines,

about the gulf separating stud-

ents and professors--you know,

the kind of thing they're always

holding seminars about. Is it

any wonder! Where at Queen's

does one ever get beyond the

pedestrian problems of that

overdue essay or the infuriating

noise of the Xeros machine on
the second stacks? Where is

the warmth and comradeship
that sparks controversy and
disagreement -- that elusive

atmosphere which makes a

Paris bistro or a pub at

Oxford?

letters
Laycock: Dangerous Bad Taste

Editor:Journal

A very interesting diversity ol

articles appeared in your page
dsvoted to travel in Europe on 3

December. Un'ortunately, these

cons tr uctive comments were
marred by the appallingly ignor-

ant statements of oneHenry Lay-
cock.

In this foolish attempt at sen-
sationalism, Laycock repeatedly
commits the error of over -gen-
eralization. Change is faster in

East til* - West; Belgians spit

at hitch-hikers (a blatantly false
and impudent condemnation of one
of the sincerest and most"sym-
pathique" peoples in Europe).

But our boy does not stop at

this. No, he goes rampaging on

through Europe with every bit of

die alacrity and naivety of a Don

Quixote who has forgotten to cut

holes into the wash-basin he has

pulled over his eyes.

The greatest damage is done

when our knight -errant actually

tries to become half-serious, and

utters his astounding judgment on

ISTC. By labelling this valuabe/T

organization "bloated para-

sites", not only is he guilty of

defamatory libel of a most dang-

erous sort, he is also talking of

something of which he apparent-

ly knows nothing whatsoever.

First of all, through my per-
sonal contacts with ISIS in Brus-
sels I have come to know a very
hardworking and devoted staff

of about six men and women who
are aware of the highly useful

and often necessary services they

offer to North American, and in-

deed European, students.

Secondly, 1S1S/ISTC is a st-

rictly non-profit organization; its

staff is far from well paid.

But more convincing than all

of this Is the excellent repres-
entative which ISIS can boast on

our own campus. Dr. Tonge of

the French Department. I could
tell you how many hundreds, yes

Hundreds of hours of his prec-
ious time this man has freely

given in the past two years to

make this program a success in

Canada. No pay. Little thanks.

Dr. Tonge feels that it is an
at least a summer working in

Europe (for this is certainly on
of the best and most practical

ways for students to come to

grips with a people and a lang-

uage). I know that it is very dif-

ficult, without contacts, to find

such work in any European coun-

try, with the possible exception

of Germany. ISIS is a sensible

plan and it appeals to, and cer-

tainly desires only sensible and
'

mature applicants.

Surely if Laycock had been less

preoccupied with pot and hashish,

homosexuality and women, but

instead had looked around a bit,

such dangerous hogwash could

have been averted.

Vaino, Law 68

Then there is the Union Coffee

Shop, heaven help us. Such at-

mosphere. Hospital green walls

surrounding a room full of mud-

dy brown tables and chairs.

The clatter of dishes accompan-

ied by "Two hamburgers, no

onions." The constant feeling

of someone staring at you

through the glass window at

the back. Sterile surroundings

producing sterility of convers-

ation, sterility of thought.

The administration spent a

good deal of money revamping

the coffee shop last year. Why

should it reflect the greasy

spoon mentality instead of the

kind of mentality one would hope

is found in the people it serves.

Bistros and pubs may be a pipe

dream in blue Ontario, but is

it too much to ask that, when

money is spent on student areas,

it be spent with a little more
ingenuity and originality?

The coffee shop is not beyond
hope". The Union belongs to the

students. A little pressure
might produce a drastic change.

How about a few prints, or

better, a "happening" on one
of the walls, fm sure there

are students on this campus
who could come up with som>

top-notch suggestions. Let
have them.

Nancy Baker;r
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THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

The Honourable Alvin Hamil-

ton, Member of Parliament

from the prairies and former

minister of agriculture in the

Diefenbaker government will

speak in Room 14, Dunning

Hall> at pm on the topic

0f Foreign Aid. Everyone is

invited to attend.

The Chess Club meets on

Tuesday, January 11. Inter -

collegiate Tournament to be

organized.

VE3VX - Ontario Hydro re-

search engineer will speak at

Clark Hall, 7:30 pm. Topic:

Communications Problems -

with Power Line Carrier.

Queen's Liberal Club meets

at 7:00 pm in North House

Common Room of Morris Hall

to discuss Model Parliament

and make preparations for

Wednesday, January 12

The Classics Club presents

OEDIPUS REX, by Sophocles.

This is a film of the famous

Stratford Festival production

of the play. 7:30 pm in Dun-

ning Hall Auditorium. Silver,

collection.

The Bridge Club will meet

at 7:00 pm in the Lounge of

die Union. Everyone is welcome-

"What is Conversion?" Come
to the Red Room at 9:30 pm
and express your opinions on

this contraversial subject. A
representative panel will give

their views, followed byquest-

ions and opinions from the floor.

Don't miss it I (First in a series

of four meetings on "Con-
version." )

Modelling tryouts and or-

ganizational meeting for Levana

Fashion Show, Chown East

Common Room at 7:00 pm. All

persons interested in modelling

or work on other committees

please attend.

Thursday, January 13

C.U.S.O. Open House, New
International Centre (beside the

Union), 7-10 pm. Deadline

for C.U.S.O. applications is

January 14.

Illustrated French lecture on

The Romantics and Romanti-

cism, January 13 - 15, in Room
101, New Arts Building, 4:30-

5:30.

January 14 - 16

Lutheran Student Movement" s

Eas ter n R egi on (Carle ton,

McGill, Queen' s, Toronto,

Waterloo, Western) Winter

Conference, sponsored by
Queen' s Chapter, beginning

Friday evening at Tarry Hall.

Theme: Conversion by the

World, based on Ecclesiastes.

Call GaryBrandstadt,542-2349,

Earl Albercht, 542-6023 or

Rev. Oswald, 542-7134, for

particulars.

Snowball Weekend Bowling

will be at the Cloverleaf Lanes.

All you can bowl for a dollar.

For those interested, bowling
starts at 12.30 am Saturday

morning.

Glide to the smooth sounds
of the Moxie Whitney Orch-
estra from the Royal York
Hotel in Toronto. The most
fashionable ski resort in France
is the place to be Saturday,

Jan. 15, so get your tickets

early and come to CHAMON1X!

Sunday, January 16

Delicious supper at 6:30, only

$1.00. Folk Music Service at

7:30 with LSM discussion fol-

lowing. All at St. Mark'

s

Lutheran Church, corner of

Earl and Victoria Streets.

Topic: Cynicism. All welcome.
Hyde Park Corner. Lower

Common Room of the Students'

Union. Hear the parties present

their platforms and heckle.

Snowball Weekend skating

party with records on Sunday
afternoon, 2-4 pm at the

Jock Harty Arena. During a

short break there will be a

speed skating contest (mixed)

with a sweater as a prize.

Winners will be invited to

participate in the Kingston

Winter Carnival.

Snowball Weekend Hoping

For Profits
Snowball Weekend intends to make money this year. Chair-

man Bryan Haigh has tried to make this year" s events less

dependent on the weather and more popular and profitable.

All night bowling and curling on Friday are again featured

as are hootenannies, a sports car rally, and a debate. For the

sports enthusiasts the football Gaels play the girls hockey

team to officially open festivities on Friday night and the an-

nual Toilet Bowl game between two engineering teams will

be held Saturday afternoon.

CFRC has an all request and didication show from 10 to 3

on Friday.

There is a main event in Grant Hall on Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday: The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, the Sew-

ers of Paris, and Chamonix respectively.

Programs-illustrated this year - are on sale now.

Volunteers Sought

Michael Marrello

Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIST*

fwlurinj Tt» Uurt
In Hair Srr«««

Wlnwri of ThiM Top A«orJi

In Klngitoo ond Dittrirt

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen' s Students always Welcome.

Tom Annis to greet you.

What do you want in a

company after graduation?

Graduates who've been out a few year,. say the "^rtan^th jn
§
s to

^look for in choosing a .ion are good tra.n.ns, responsibility
to grow in a solid, ^cognized company ncome

entnusiasm
and a stimulating environment where ^'^f^"^ order , but these

are JK°SSft^^T^ «»^ * «W ^
An outstanding record or individualized,

on-the-job training.

Responsibilities and promotion based on a

man's ability — not seniority.

A growth company which controls °W~65% « f

9 554 of all Canadian households.

Among other benefits, highly competitive

salaries and profit sharing.

Obviously, you need to know facts before makings intelligent

choice of your career.
liable at you? placement Office and

Descriptive brochures ^c available at yo
on

company representatives. wi 11 visit

Tuesday, January 25

Wednesday, January 26

ADVERTISING , BUYING, F

for positions in

INANCE, SALES MANAGEMENT and TliANSFOHTATTON

CUSO Queen's is now looking

for a 1966 contingent of volun-

teers. A great variety of

positions are waiting to be oc-

cupied in twenty eight countries

in Africa, Asia, and South

America. Volunteers are paid

at the local rate of the host

country and are expected tore-

main there for a two year

service period. Since CUSO
is now supported by the Federal

Government, no person quali-

fied has to be left at home

because of funds.

Further information and ap-

plication forms can be obtained

from Professor Hns Lovink,

from Professor Hans Lovink

Ext. 263, Liz Love, 546-3397

or Phil Helwig, Ext. 235. The

final date for application is

January 14,

Sixteen Queen's Graduates
are presently working for CUSO

Included are Ann Groves who
is now teaching science, hygiene

dictation, morals and phys. ed.

in Madar, India, and Marilyn

Horsdal is organizing a library

in Ghana with the help of books

from Queen's and Mary Stewart

head a secondary school Eng-

lish department. Tom Tullyand

John Barry are teaching in

India.

RAID
Kingston City Police, in

a tightly controlled, lightning

swift action, successfully raid-

ed the premises of Maxwell
Printers, early Monday morn-
ing, where a small group ot

fanatically dedicated plotters

were assembling this issue ot

the Queen's Journal.

The detective and four cons-

tables left in tears moments la

ter.

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY

and

HENRY MORGAN & CO. LIMITED

will have a representative on campus to

discuss management career opportunities

in retail merchandising on

Thursday, January 13th

Male graduates in Arts and Commerce are

preferred.

Please see your Student Placement Office

to make an appointment for an interview.

PROCTER & GAMBLE

ONTARIO SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS

strategically located throughout Ontario

the following personel :

PROGRAM DIRECTORS
WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS

(Red Cross Instructors)

CHAUFFEURS (Males- 21years)

SENIOR COUNSELLORS
MUSIC & DRAMA COUNSELLORS
ARTS & CRAFTS COUNSELLORS
SECRETARIAL ASSISTANTS
REGISTERED NURSES
KITCHEN COUNSELLORS

for further information apply to :

SUPERVISIOR OF CAMPS
ONTARIO SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

350 Rumsey Rd., Box 1700, Postal Station "R"

Toronto 17, Ontario,
Phone 487-5311
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Weekend Split In Hockey-Lose 4-3,Win 5-3

GAELS VS. WESTERN

London— The University of

Western Ontario Mustangs

edged Queen* s Unlvers i t y

Golden Gaels 4-3 here Friday

night in an Intercollegiate

Hockey League game.

John Hospodar scored three

goals for the Western clubwhile

Join Heslop added a single.

Bob Bonn came up with two

goals for Queen's while Mark

Edwards added the other.

The score was tied 1-1 at

the end of the first period.

Western scored twice in the

second period and Queen' s once,

making it 3-2 going Into the

third.

Western's Hospodar scored

twice in the second period and

Western's Hospodar scored

what proved to be the winning

goal at the two minute mark

of the third period. Edwards

scored for Queen' s with 22

seconds remaining but it was

not enough.

First period
1-Queen's, Bonn (Rattey) 13:00

2-Western, Heslop (Guthrie,

Blackbonne) 15:00

Penalties -- Jone3 (interfer-

ence) :14, Kelly (interference)

#:49; Blackborne (interference)

4:00; Shearn (hooking) 6:00;

Knightley (roughing) 10:10.

Wanted Help
Want to join the SEXIEST

group on campus? Want to be

in on all the fun and excite-

ment? Then, be a Journal

sports reporterl No previous

experience necessaryl Learn

on the job! Interest in a better

Journal is the only requirement.

Lend your support! For second

term fun, contact Jack Chong,

Journal Sports Editor, 542-8525

Second Period
3 - Western, Hospodar
(Knightley) 6:00

4-Queen's, Bonn (Major) 9:00

5-Western, Hospodar (Dent)

18:00

Penalties --Leeson (slashing)

1:00; Shearn (interference) 7:00

Norrie (interf e r e n c e) 1 1:00

Lough (too many men) 13:00.

Third Period
6-Western, Hospodar (Clark,

Knightley) 2:00

7 -Queen's, Dewards (Walker)

19:33
Penalties — Tait and Kelly

(slashing) 4:00; Knightley

(elbowing); 6:00; Lauzon
(hooking) 6:00; Major (interfer-

ence) 8:00; Norrie (interfer-

ence) 13:00; Clark (elbowing)

14:00

After dropping a close

decision to Western Friday

night, 4-3, the Gaels bounced

back' to take a penalty-ridden

contest from Guelph by a score

of 5-3. The Gaels scoring was

divided evenly between Pond,

Jones, Tait, Bonn and Major,

each scoring a goal apiece. The

Gaels led 3-1 at the end of

two periods and added a fourth

early in the third. A two goal

reply by Guelph was not enough

as the Gaels hacked, bit and

fought their way to a 5-3 victory.

Of the thirty-three penalties

called in the game. Queen'

s

collected twenty-two. Despite

the great number of penalties

only two were major. Gaels

Coach, Bill Colvin made the

following comments on the game
--We spent almost the entire

game killing penalties. Most
of them were of the cheesy

variety.

--I thought the fellows de-

serve a lot of credit winning

under those circumstances. It

is frustrating: every time we
turned around, a penalty.

Don't forget to support the

Gaels Snowball Weekend. The
Gaels play Toronto, Friday,

January 14 at 8:00 and Western

Saturday, January 15, at 2:30

pm at the Jock Harty.

West. D/v.
Basketball

Defending Wilson Cup champions Windsor Lancers have taken

an early lead in the Senior Intercollegiate Basketball League

standings. Lancers have a 2-0 record after posting a 127-42 win

over Guelph Redmen and a 98-60 victory over Waterloo Warriors.

Western Mustangs defeated Guelph, 80-47, and Toronto Blues

turned back McMaster Marauders, 80-67, in the other games

played to date. Early scoring leaders are Marty Kwiatkowski,

Windsor (24.5 ppg), Bob Navetta, Windsor (19.5 ppg), Peter

Burton, Western (19 ppg), Doug Lockhart, Toronto (18 ppg) and

Paul Allingham, McMaster (18 ppg).

What Else Is New?

•Gaels Lose Two

Larry Jones second highest scorer in league

Sports Notes
by Jack Chong sports editor

In other hockey action University of Waterloo Warriors de-

feated University of Western Ontario Mustangs 6-4 last Thursday.

The Waterloo team has won four games in a row and are unbeaten

so far tills season. Western's record of four wins and one loss

leavesthem tied for first place in the Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey League. Currently in third place is the University of

Toronto Blues with three wins and one loss. The Blues won all

four games on their recent American college tour as they swept

the Boston college festival and the Great Lakes Tournament at

Detroit.

Queen's hockey team will have their hands full when they play

in Toronto this Friday night and then return home to meet the

league -leading Western Mjstans at the Jock Harty Arena on

Saturday afternoon. Gaels, currently in fourth place have suffered

two losses in which they were edged by one goal. They lost both

these games to the SIHL leaders, Waterloo and Western.

Wrestling Gaels Lose

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Levana intramural indoor

archery tournament starts

Tuesday, Jan. 11. All girls are

invited to enter and those inter-

ested are asked to meet today

at 1 p.m. in the gym gallery.

For further information con-

tact Barb Tuck, 542-5398.

The Queen' s Golden Gaels

cagers dropped two more games
last weekend to bring their

exhibition record this season

to 0-4.

On Friday night, in Canton,

New York, St. Law r e n c e

University Larries employed an

effective fast-break offense to

trounce the Gaels 97-48 in a

game that lasted only one hour

and fifteen minutes. The Gaels

trailed by only 21-15 after ten

minutes but St. Lawrence
widened their lead to nineteen

points at the half and prevent-

ed Queen's from scoring any

points for the first five min-
utes of the second half. Bill

Myers led the Larries in

scoring with 17 points followed

intercollegiate curling

Rinks wishing to enter a play-

off to determine the represent-

ative for Queen's in the Inter-

collegiate Curling please leave

the skip's name, address, and

phone number in the A.B. of

C. office. Entries close Jan. 14.

On Saturday, January 8,

Queen' s Wrestling Team
travelled south of the border
to take on the Potsdam Bears
before two hundred spectators.

The final score was 39-8 for

thi; home team. In the Gaels,

Jim Biker (177) pinned his

man in the second round and
Larry Wood (h.vt) declsioned

his opponent 4-1. The Qjeerf s

team put up a good fight but

Friday 9 p.m-

Grant Hall

couldn* t overpower their

stronger and more experienced

opponents. Coming up on Jan-

uary 22, Queen's will host the

McGill Redmen, so come out

and cheer your grapplers to

victory. There are still some
vacancies on the Queen's team

for wrestlers in the lower

weights, so, if you are interested

contact Coach Dave Bell in the

wrestling room.

Q. J.

Sports

Campus Sports Club
Queen* s Gliding Club recently announced the initial flight of

its newly acquired sailplane. When it was purchased last summer,

the sailplane was in need of extensive repairs which club members

have successfully completed. Flying the new sailplane is an exciting

experience; its controls are very responsive and manoeuvres well.

This new addition brings the club's number of planes to three, one

of which is privately owned. An interesting feature of this aircraft

is the speed at which it can be disassembled. Simply by removing

ten rigging pins it falls to pieces before your eyes. Novices are

advised to perform this operation only on the ground. For further

information about the gliding club, contact Jim Janzen.

Other campus sport clubs, not necessaryily intercollegiate,

wishing to have their clubs and activities covered in the Journal

Sports Section are asked to contact Ed Larson, Journal Sports

Features, at 542-3646.

There will be a regular meeting of the Queen' s Scuba Club

Tuesday, January 11, at 7:00 pm In the pool. Members are

requested to bring their medical reports and diving gear.

Membership fees will be collected. Everyone interested is welcome

to attend.

by Jim Morey with 16 and

Tom Szczech with 15. Bruce

Engel led Queen' s with 11

points. Pete Scobie, a rookie,

scored 8 points and was the

Gaels most effective player.

Another rookie, Terry Haggerty

also played a fine game, esp-

ecially in rebounding. Forward,

Ted Waring was lost to the Gaels

for the rest of the weekend

when he suffered a bruised left

elbow in the first half.

In Potsdam, N.Y. Saturday

afternoon, Potsdam State Bears

ninth among U.S. small colleges

in defense, defeated the Gaels

86 - 44. But against a much
stronger team, the Gaels show-

ed great potential. They led

after five minutes and trailed

by only 12 points at the half.

However, the second half once

again proved to be the downfall

of the Tindallmen as the Bears

limited them to only 5 field

goals and 16 points. Frank
Mammano was the scoring

leader for "State" with 13

points followed closely by Jim
Mickens and Tom Brown with

12 each. The Gaels out re-

bounded their opponents thanks

bounded their opponents thanks

to Bob Howes and Bruce Engel.

Pete Scobie turned in another

fine effort as did rookie Joe
Crozier. Doug Fraser led the

Gaels in scoring with 10 points

and Howes had 9.

Coach Frank Tindall said of

the weekend losses: "The ef-

fects on the month-long layoff

were ob/ious in the first game
but the boys showed a marked
improvement in the second

game. Our big difficulty so far

has been the four new men
but they seem to be fitting in

well. They give us a better

than usual bench strength and

so I have reason to be opti-

mistic- about the future".

by Dennis Qulnn

SEWERS OF PARIS
THE ESQUIRES

Stag

Or
Drag
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Opposition

To Theatre

Plebiscite
" Are you in favour of a

ten dollar addition to student

fees (for a maximum period

of twenty-five years) in order

to facilitate positive action on

the Queen's Theatre Project;

the levy to be imposed only if

the university is successful in

raising the remainder of the

funds required for the project."

This question will be posed

to students on January 26 and

27. Larry Wientz, chairman of

the Building Fund Committee,

says this is the "only way of

bringing the project to a clim-

ax" and that "something drastic

is necessary to receive a

decision from the Board of

Trustees.

A group of Arts 67 students,

John Argue, Bruce Little and

Ed Ctiown will vote no.

Their view is expressed by

the signs: Theatre —yes. Fee

hike —no. Mr. Argue says that

students should not have to

pay for university capital ex-

penditures and that this plebis-

cite is asking them to do just

that. Aside from this principle,

if student financing was a last

resort, Mr. Argue would sup-

port it. But he says it is not

and suggests a direct student

approach to business and to the

Alumni or the hiring of a

professional fund raiser as

alternatives.

Mr. Argue will be present

at the open CUS meeting on

Monday at 8:30 in Dunning Hall

which will discuss the plebis-

cite. He will also debate on

CFRC next Friday.

Proposed theatre with classrooms and library to left,

small theatre centre, and concert hall in background

photo br Samulfwiu

Theatre Plan Revealed
by MiXe Murray

At a press conference

Wednesday night, Mr. Fred

Lebensold unveiled his new

design for the new Queen's

Theatre Complex.
Incorporating a 400 seat

theatre, and a 2000 seat concert

hall with integrated teaching and

rehearsal facilities, the com-

plex will be located at the

corner of Union and Barrie

streets. The plans show a

sweeping semi-circular wing

housing offices, classrooms and

a 1 library, which will surround

two sides of the central portion.

A single large lobby and ent-

rance will serve both theatre

and concert hall. Facilities and

equipment will be kept simple

in order to leave the greatest

scope for creativity by the

directors.

Mr. Lebensold has integrated

the design with the location

and in addition, he has kept

within the general pattern of

theatre architecture of the St.

Lawrence region. The exterior

will be of a masonry finish, -

to continue the uniformity of

Queen' s buildings, but there will

be few windows. This is to give

an effect of grandeur.

The interior was designed

with the idea of creating ex-

citing spaces which is done with

high ceilings and asymetrical

walls. These are intended to

catch the eye, and impress one

with being inside a work of

creative architecture as well

as the home of the performing

arts on campus.

The theatre has been planned-

not only for present activities

.

but also for the possibility of

new expansion into related

fields. _Mr. Lebensold said that

his previous experience build-

ing theatres in Vancouver,

Montreal and PEI convinced

him that the existence of the

theatre would inspire increased

interest in the performing arts.

New Union Now Completed As...
. _ _• .i_ „ _ij in'arnarinniil ci/mlmH »p inrpmation

Past and Present
of the Building

theatre building". So states the AMS Constitution.

Srry Wfertz (Meds 68) this years's chairman of the

Commttte- interprets this as convincing the University to build

aTheafre: H says that he is trying to show the Administration

and the Board of Trustees that the students are interest in and

Fund was first started in 1946 at the instigation

^Sd^th»^«»^
Lebensold' s preliminary plans.

ramnaicns
Funds have been raised from tag and Buy a Brick campaigns,

sales of Go Gaels Go buttons and Christmas cards and rom

concerts and dances. Most of the money has come from individual

students and student organizations.
H„™.Hnn m 1961

Hiram Walker and Sons were asked for a donation in lyoi

such an official request would be met only.

™

d« SP«'»'
f'

™
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After a four-month delay, the

addition to the Student Union

is nearly complete. It com-

prises a 105-room graduate

residence, a new International

Centre, lounges and new, larger

quarters for the Alumni office,

the Tricolour and the Journal.

Spokesmen for the contractor

Ball Bros. Ltd., and the archi-

tects, Drever and Smith, said

that the holdup was caused by

a severe shortage of workers

in the mechanical trades,

especially plumbing,heating and

ventilation, during the summer.

Although the whole complex

was planned for completion by

September, many of the resi-

dents had to spend up to five

weeks in alternate accom-

modation in the Ongwanada San-

atorium at the beginning of the

Fall term. Although all the

rooms are now occupied, the

finishing touches are still being

put on some of them.

The rooms are plain, with

walls of painted composition-

block, but they have individual

showers and intercoms. They

are all singles and rent for $50

a month. Twenty-four of the

105 rooms will be in constant

use by Bell Telephone En-

gineers taking a special Bell

refresher course at Queen s.

The International Centre

,

built with the aid of a $65,000

grant from the Kingston Rotary

Club (the total cost was

$150,000), is designed to be a

"home away from home" for

foreign students and a place

where they can get together

with Canadian students. It will

replace the old International

House on Stuart Street. The

facilities include office, lounge,

meeting room, kitchen and a

large recreation area where

dances and entertainment will

take place, beginning with an

admission-free "International

Discotheque" Saturday night.

The Centre will be officially

opened January 22 with a

ribbon - tying ceremony (to

symbolize international friend-

ship). This will be followed by

a banquet to which the Principal

has Invited the Ambassadors

of twenty nations.

A new McLaughlin room, oak-

panelled, complete with hearth,

has been added behind the old

one, which now serves as a

cloak room.

The building is m3de of lime-

stone.

Present Management

Comes Under Fire
Tuesday's regular A. M. S.

meeting was featured by a

number of harsh criticisms of

the operation of the Queen's

Student's Union.

C. U. S. chairman George

Anderson sparked the discus-

sion when he complained about

the lack of mail service to the

A.M.S. office. He criticised the

fact that the janitorial staff

were not available to help move

furniture into the new A.M.S.

and Journal offices. He also

stated that the A.M.S. should

not have to pay for the painting

of the A.M.S. office.

Mr. Anderson went on to

say, "1 hear nothing but criti-

cism of how the Union is being

run" and "Warden Wright

doesn't seem to be in touch

with the students".

President Gord Watt pointed

out thai the janitorial staff would

in fact help in the moving of

furniture. He also said that

the confusion over who would

pay for painting the A.M.S.,

office arose because the A.M.S.I

had been working under a verbal

agreement with the Administ-

ration.

He agreed with Mr. Anderson

in that some sort of liason

between the students and Ad-

ministration should be arranged

Baxter Stephenson, Rr. Eng.

Rep., asked, "what happened to

the Union House Council, which

was the student governing body?

Mr. Watt replied, " No one

knows for sure".

Tom Klnnear, President of

Arts and Science, said that he

had been unable to find out if

the House Council had a Con-

stitution.

Because of the lack of avail-

able information, the executive

decided to postpone further dis-

cussion of the problem until

next week and Mr. Watt said that

he would look into the matter

in the interim period.
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This Could Be...

Probably, if you've been able to collar a Journal staffer

about what in hell'

s

y
wrong with the journal this year he s

mumbled "Technical problems," and run off before you could

get the nails Into his hands and feet. Well this term rfs going

M be£e"r:e HAVE got a good staff, we DO ere about

what happens around Queen's and we most emphatically DO haye

te

*Yous
P
e

r

e

0

,

b
laTt

S

'summer we made the big Mulder of thinking

we could produce an entire newspaper. Last term tf anyone

Tooked we normally spent all night every Sunday and Wednesday

rustxatingly producing all this type you see here, pasting it on

specW heeVand hustling it to an engraver. All this was normally

done in a printing shop, but unfortunately, no Kingston printer

wouU do the journal this year for anything but exhorbitant

Pr 'C

ThuS you have had to endure all sorts of amateur work--

horrlble typography, messy looking pages and unavoidably sketchy

news coverage. We have had to adapt to 5 nights of sleep a week

suffer from a lack of time to get organized newsw.se anc watch

as staff drifted away awed by the gap between effort and product.

Well, as we said, this year different.

Our printer, brave man, has taken over the pasteup job

we spent so long on. While no one can do well with this process

he has a much better chance than we. We have new warm offices

(4 months late) in the Union. And for the first time in months, we

have the time and space to stop and think.

So what will you get out of this?

Briefly the product of press nights spent putting information,

and not lines of type, into shape. You'll be hearing more about:

-the Building Fund: we hope to leave you enlightened and

capable of casting informed ballots Jan. 26-27.

-the Union- there's a million stories in the naked Union.

We'd like to see this ostensibly student run institution become

that in fact. , .

-yourselves: Probably you've all been wondering whether

you have any more personality than the buildings on this campus.

We have a suspicion, you might.

Listen in and find out.

Another view of the new theatre

Resolution for open Meeting
Aware that Queen' s is in need of a new theatre;

Noting this fees have been steadily rising while the student

has a limited income and heavy expenses;

Realizing that the student interest fee has increased 42%

in two years ot become, at $64, the highest such fee in any

Canadian university; ,„
Re-affirming our belief in universal accessibility to higher

education and noting that a fee hike places yet another barrier

in the way of the academically qualified student with limited

financial resources;

Considering that both the Bladen Commission and the 1965

Year-end Report of the Economic Council of Canada have recom-

mended immediate massive increases in Federal aid to the

"""Realizing that no large scale, off-campus fund drive has

been attempted by the Building Fund Committee;

WE RECOMMEND:
1) that in the coming plebiscite, the students of this univ-

ersity vote against a fee hike as it is an undesirable

method of financing the Theatre.

2) that the Building Fund Committee approach the more

obvious sources of funds (government, industry, Alumni,

etc.).

This Resolution was submitted by about 20 students including

Ed Chown, John Argue and Bruce Little.

This resolution will be debated at the open CUS meeting on

Monday, January 17, at 8:30 p.m.. Dunning Hall.

photo by Samulewitz

Seorge Pontificates

Here They Are. Loser Takes All

In the Last "George Pontifi-

cates" 1 promised a look at

the leaders of the campus

parties participating in the

Model Parliament. My prophecy

that the ordeal would be as

fatuous this year as others has

been proven true already by

the keynote articles written by

the leaders and printed else-

where in this paper. I will

not dignify those self-incrimin-

ating blurbs with any detailed

criticism.

Hie Liberal offering for

Prime Minister is Mr. John

Gordon "fuzzy" Farnham. This

gentleman, who Is a little short

for his weight, has been a best

friend of mine for seven years.

He is a rare bird in that he

iB an intelligent and literate

engineer who is concerned with

politics. I know this from long

personal acqaaintance and

would never have guessed it

from his various public per-

formances. "The reasons lam
a Liberal," this plump plumber
told me, "are mostly negative.

1 don't like Diefenbaker and 1

don't like socialism." He feels

a warm affinity to "business".

As a Liberal he is closer to

Robert (Brinco) Winters than

Walter Gordon, and he believes

in sharing the wealth with the

Americans. In one unguarded

moment he told me the Liberals

are the best party for national

unity because of their paternal

attitude toward Quebec, the

"idiot son."

And then there is Peter

Leishman, another engineer. As

club president he has succeeded

in alienating a large segment

of the club. His re-election

to the Presidency last year was

a power play at a Saiurday night

meeting of four people. Protest

was so strong in the club that

a new election was forced. 1

saw some sixty people decide

things weren* t as bad as they

might be. Another friend of

mine, he has nothing but un-

bridled contempt for the Con-
servatives and New Democrats
and he made several inter -party

meetings almost unbearable as

he flaunted this.

This invites an immediate

comparison with Bruce Mac-

Odrum, the Conservative emin-

ence greasy. Mr. MacOdrum

last made headlines when he

resigned the club presidency

because of possible conflict of

interest problems that might

have arisen when he allocated

central Party funds to various

university clubs. The original

sources and amounts of these

funds is a closely guarded

secret, as with the Mother

Party.
Mr. MacOdrum' s Conserv-

atism is inherited bat he carries

it with an affable deference. The

gentleman packs a copy of Burke

close to his right buttock at

all times and dresses innothing

but various shades of blue. He

reciprocates Mr. Leishman'

s

contempt.

The actual party leader of

the PC's does not really exist.

They have created a machine

called Les Foreman who they

will try to pass off as human.

The Foreman ma-hine was pro-

grammed by Mr. MacOdrum
who was handicapped by the

dearth of engineers available to

him (Farnham - Leishman con-

spiracy). Unfortunately, all the

bugs have not been worked out

of the machine and its mutter -

ings are still fuzzy and contra-

dictory. It claims Conservatism

is based on a strong centralist

philosophy -- a notion that is

anything but small "c" con-

servative.

Finally we have the socialists

offering us the Holy Trinity,

namely Mr. Paul Lanely, Party

Leader, and Mr. Robert Schwab

Campaign Manager. Mr. Schwab

fills two of the places in the

Trinity — no less would do.

He, like Mr. Farnham, is under

height.

These are the men Kipling

was imploring to "take up the

bright man's burden."

Mr. Langely is the best

politician of the lot in that

he is prepared to 'No Comment'
any question of substance. Aside

from that little I have said, I

have decided to accord him
a 'No Comment.
There you have them. Loser

takes all.

by George Anderson

letters

InDefence
Editor, Journal:

While not wishing to bring

into Question the undoubted

sincerity of Mr. Vaino, I would

like to expose the incoherence

of his criticism of my article

of last term on travel in Europe.

He accuses me of overgeneral

ization, of ignorance of the

facts, and of defamatory libel

—while ADMITTING that my
article was only half-serious.

This he could hardly deny when
confronted with such phrases

as "the vicious oppression ol

communistic totalitarian
bureaucracy"

.

But anyone who, like Mr.
Vaino, takes an obvious ly

humorous article asa"danger-
ous doctrine" - who pictures

me as obsessed with hashish

and homosexuality - is in-

capable of distinguishing il-

lusion and reality.

Henry Laycock

What of a Pub

Editor, Journal:

1 cannot help but ask "How
the Hell will a pub further

communicat io n and under-
standing between students and

professors?". If we cannot ex-

press our ideas over a cup

of coffee it seems slightly

absurd to suggest that a good

brew (or three or four) will

aid our befuddled brains.

If we have nay desire to

further intelligent exchanges

we might do away with some
of the intellectually stifling

elements in our student society

(e.g. Levana Society); we might

do away with common rooms
and establish saunas where we

could let off steam on various

topics besides 'booze, women
and Levanites'

.

Well, Nancy, there are two

suggestions, do you have any

more?
Rob May
Brockington House

Published twice weekly by tl

Society of Queen's University,

Authorized as second class i

LEVANA GENERAL MEETING

Levana general meeting in

Ban Righ dining hall, Tuesday,

January 18, at 6:30 p.m.

Meet the candidates for the

position of Levana Chief Vig-

ilante and hear their platforms.

Revisions to the Levana Cons-
titution. Tlie requirements for

the position of Jr. AMS rep.

will be discussed. Should this

position be open only to a

Levanite in her third year of

a honours course, or should

it be extended to girls In their

second year of a general

course? Should participation in

Initiation and Orientation be

made compulsory?

71:00 a.m.,

HJo/uahtp

7'30 p.m. fyening,

8:k5 p.m. youik
r&Llow^kip

A Very Cordial Wtlcomt
To All Queen's Students

$!. lamps' Qttfurrtf
Kino.ton. Ontario

758" BoaaJLi St.

Htcion.:

Vox. Desmond Hunt

SUMW mSHSt

9. 00 am Holy Commu.
11. 00-am Morning Pray.

7.30 pm Guest Service

Rev. D. Lucas
8.45 pm Coffee Hour

in Parish Hall

Wed. 8,00 pm Midweek
Bible Study

81. Attanm'a

VrtBbgtrrtiti Ollpnrti

PRINCU. -*SD CttROY ITUUTS

Rtvuitnd /tax V. Putnam
&.A., lUnLittiL

11.00 am
7.00 pm
7.30 an "ttacLLo ftiiuLa-

ijuf" CKLT
8, ?5 pm youth TeXlouj-

tkLp

Tuesday.

7* JO pm Bible. Study.

THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF
ST. GEORGE

The. VeAU #ev,

TUchanxL §, Fleming.

Rev, Paul Jackion

SUNDW

8",00 am Molu (jjmmunLon

?. 15 cun {uejws '

•> 7,00 am ^uch"
mo.*, and. /'lo^ *n4

J,00 pm fyentona
8. 15 pm Lotfee tiowu

Dally.

y",^5 am HoJLy Communion.
Qood jkepkend
JJvLpeJL
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Alvin Hamilton: A Potititical Realist
Alvin Hamil t o n, former

Minister of Agriculture, and

conservative MPforQu' Appelle

Saskatchewan, spoke on Foreign

Aid to the P.C. Club Tuesday

night in Dunning Hall.

In his speech to about eighty

people, he presented the issue

0f foreign aid as a suitable

challenge for idealistic young

Canadians, restlessly seeking

a purpose. Long after the civil

rights issue is dead, for ex-

ample, foreign aid will still

be a problem.
Claiming that he had "one or

two clues" about the problem

himself, he suggested two real-

istic criteria to apply to any

foreign aid program, and six

proposals in the light of these.

First of all, aid will have to

be executed under multi-lateral

agencies. The bilateral agree-

ment we made in the past are

unsatisfactory from the point of

view of the new developing

nations, who regard them as

a selfish solution of our own
problem of agricultural sur-

pluses and a retarding influence

on the growth of their own
agricultural sectors. Moreover

their national pride is wounded

by the idea of handouts.

Secondly, we must try to

understand their side of the

case. Failure to do this in the

past has only earned us the

label of "Ugly Americans".

There has been far too much

political motivation behi n d

many of these programs, i.e.

the developed country offers

economic assistance only if the

developing country allows them

to build an Air Force base

on their soil. It is this approach

which has put the International

Monetary Fund, GATT, and the

International Development Fund
"out in orbit, without their feet

on the ground"

.

Mr. Hamilton proposed inter-

national commodity agreements,

international selling organiza-

tions (private), international

purchasing and selling boards

(private or public), a world

trading clearing house for

credit, and exchanges of growth

rates between countries. These
ideas have all been suggested
before, but no one has serious-
ly investigated their potential-

ity. (At this point Mr. Hamilton
charged that it is mainly our

superficial thinking that separ-
ates us from his generation.)

Ill a question period after-

ward, Mr. Hamilton managed to

get In a good many digs at

the Establishment. Too many
of our elected representatives

take the easy way out and con-

sistently follow worn out advice

from bureaucrats who have

"oozed their way up to the

top". It was in the connection

that he referred to Queen'

s

as " the university that runs

Canada".
For several hours after that

Mr. Hamilton impressed a few

interested students with his

private and very often humorous
impressions on a wide range

of Canadian political questions.

Written applications for male
chief vigilante must be submit-

ted to Peter Eddison, Bill

Ijennings or Tom Kinnear by

next Thursday night at 6:00

p.m.

By-Law VII -- All finincial

matters concerning the finan-

cial well-being of the Arts &
Science Society must be chan-

nelled through the Finance
Committee before being preset

-

ed to the Executive, whether
at a regular or general meeting

by Bruce Stewart

A thunderous standing ovation

accompanied by shouts of bravo,

elicited two delightful encores

which concluded a concert of

intense emotianal participation.

The man of the hour was Seiji

Ozawa, conductor of the Tor-

onto Symphony Orchestra.

The programme consisted of

a taut and precise Mozart, an

interesting work by the Canad-

ian composer, Somers, for harp

and chamber orchestra, and a

superbly majestic rendering of

Beethoven' s Fifth Symphony.

Mr. Ozawa conducted with a

vitality and perfection that

clearly elevates him to the

ranks of the great conductors.

To conduct well, the conduct-

or must have aborbed into him-

self the peculiarity of each

master and masterpiece, and

the music must be subordinate

to this understanding. That

Ozawa had this understanding is

obvious from the fact that he

did not have to refer to a score

during the concert except during

the piece by Somers. The result

Bravo Ozawa: Symphony Review
of this was a relationship bet-

ween conductor and orchestra

which was electrifying to wit-

ness and which produced a ten-

sion in the music which, at

times, seemed near breaking

point.

As regards the timeing, the

phrasing, the treatment of dif-

ferent instruments in the orch-

estra, the conductor must as-

sume a different personality

or attitude for each different

composer. Mr. Ozawa is a

master chameleon. During the

Mozart he was a man of

tightly controlled precision

;

during the Beethoven Fifth, he

dispelled all the cobwebs of

the hackneyed and, poised like

a tiger on the podium, he pro-

duced music mat left the

audience limp. Strauss' s Piz-

zicato Polka was a well - chosen

encore after such an intense

concert, and the not-so-well

known Bernstein was an amus-
ing and light conclusion.

TRICOLOR AWARDS
Deadline for nominations
1 pm January 21

AMS office

A Student Jazz Musician

Jazz musicians are rare

around Queen' s. But when they

appear, they always seem to

get second billing to a named

group. Tonight the Queen' s jazz

Trio will be playing downstairs

in Grant Hall providing a change

for people who tire of animal

music.

Gord Gosse, a final year

Medical student, is a member

of this trio. Interrsted mainly

in the classics and jazz, Gord

uses music as an outlet fo

his feelings. He did some

writing last year when he wrote

the musical score for Queen's

Revue '65. At present he is

composing a jazz liturgy for

the SCM Conference to be held

here at the end of January.

This will consist of one move-

ment in jazz with the rest,

"modern classical music."

Entitled, ' Towards Shalom'

,

this composition will typify

man' s struggle for meaning in

modern society.

Of course, piano - playing

Gord has favorites in the field

of 'jazit "Oscar Peterson for

his virtuosity, Cave Brubeck

for' his creativeness, and Andre

Previn for his sensitivity."

Gord has another side to his

life. He is interested in medical

work of the United Church of

Canada. Last summer he worked

as an intern in a clinic on

Queen Charlotte Island. Immed-

iately upon graduation Gord

plans to intern at Toronto Gen-

eral Hospital and will later

(specialize in internal medicine.

or surgery. However, he may

"take off a year and work for

the United Church, possibly in

a foreign programme."

The Queen' s Jazz Trio con-

sists of Gord, the leader on

piano, Peter Trill on bass and

Bill Bosworth and Dick Duff

who alternate on drums. Peter

Trill of Science ' 66 is described

by Gord as a" sensitive fellow."

He has a group of his own

In Belleville and will be playing

on Saturday night in Grant Hall.

Bill is just back from Rio de

Janeiro and Mexico City where

he has been studying con-

temporary percussion since

September. Dick, of Arts '66,

like the rest of the group,

plays with various groups in

Kingston, but mostly with Gord.

At the end of the interview,

Gord spoke for the fellows by

saying: "While we realize that

jazz is a lot of fun and a mode

of expression, at the same time

we have to limit our activit-

ies. Therefore, we only accept

the occasional job." The

Queen's Jazz Trio play a

double role as students and

musicians which sometimes

conflict. Since they realize tins

themselves, they are In » better

position to fight the urge to

spend all their time on their

first love — jazz.

Come on over to smoothness

with no letdown in taste

1

Come on over to

New!
Player's

Kings

THE
SHORTER
SKIRT

It demands new shoes, new

stocking treatments to make

a newer, prettier, more

exciting you.

It also demands confidence.

With Tampa* menstrual

tampons, you're confident

nothing can show, mWt

(ou're confide t no

odor can form.

You're confident there can be

no chafing or irritation—

Tampax tampons are unfelt

in place.

In fact you're confident,

confident, confident—

and carefree.

Now go out and dazzle them!

Tampax tampons are available

in three absorbency sizes

(Regular. Super, Junior)

wherever such products

are sold.

JAN. 28 LES & LARRY ELGART
GRANT
HALL
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Conservatives Say, Conserve Education

Queen's , like most other

universities in this province,

lacks a competent body to arti-

culate student opinion on the

problems that concern the

student of today. We propose

that Model Parliament serve

this function of a sounding

board or a forum of student

opinion on this campus. Student

ideas will be presented not only

to the general public, bat also

to the national political partie3

through the mediation of the

campus political parties.

We see ourselves as repres-

entatives of the student body,

not delegates to act like puppets

on a stage. We believe that

electors, as in all political

elections, are voting for a way

of thinking or an outlook on

the problems which confront

them. Our platform exemplifies

the philosophy held by the

Queen's Pr ogr e s s ive Con-

servative Party.

This is perhaps shown best

by our stand on education. We
believe, above all, in the

protection and preservation of

individual liberty. We believe

that the government has a duty

to give every individual a

helping hand, but we are opposed

to smothering him with bureau-

cratic paternalism. For this

reason we propose that the

government enact legislation

which would enable every

student who fulfills the acad-

emic requirements to obtain

post secondary school education

This would be done by increas-

ing per capita grants which

would at least freeze present

tuition and residence fees while

allowing for continued ex-

pansion of facilities. Moreover

the government should intro-

duce a vastly increased system

of bursaries, and encourage

business and industry to do

likewise, which would cover

not only tuition for those who

require aid, but the added costs

of out of town students.

We also feel that the govern-

ment has a responsibility

towards removing the root of

the problem of higher educa-

tion in Canada. The reason

that more people do not attend

university is lack of motivation.

Thus we support a program

which would encourage the

Canadian high school studeni

to continue his education. Our

society cannot afford the high

drop out rate it is currently

experiencing.

Education is Canada's most

important national resource,

and as a party that is pre-

eminently Canadian, the Prog-

ressive Conservative Party

supports any program which

would foster improvements in

the Canadian nation.

Why Model
Parliament

Whv Model Parliament? To allow campus politicians
,

release energy unproductively to an inattentive audience. T»|

represents one extreme. .... .

Odiers might claim, however, that political parties in thei,

campaign should make students aware thatpolitical issues do affK

th= student, and are his concern. The parties in preparing theijl

election platforms cannot only say: We deplore this horrlb!

situation, but must think constructively about solutions.

Campus political parties serve as pressure groups for student,

supported views inside national parties. Model Parliament help

reveal these preferences, and allows articulation of the issue

which are concerning students, in a forum that the national partie

can observe.

by Kenneth Menzies, Conv<

Les Foreman
P.C. Leader

Liberals Promise: No More Funny Business
mmmr* o.m0™i= P Hip rarrvinc dropping of incc

In previous years Model

Parliament has been considered

by students to be somewhat of a

farce. They were right. This

year, after a one-year lapse in

activity, the parliament has

been revived on the condition

that a more serious attitude

be taken towards it, both by

the elected members and by

the student body. The Liberal

Club, after much deliberation,

has drawn up what it feels to

be a responsible platform, one

which takes a stand on some

of the more crucial issues

facing Canada today. We hope

that the student body will read

it think about it, and then vote

rationally in the January 18

election.

We feel the gravest inter-

national problem is Viet Nm.

As a member of the commission

set up to supervise the carrying

out of the agreements of the

1954 peace treaty, Canada

should take the initiative in

setting up peace negotiations.

But these negotiations should

not be at any cost. The con-

solidation or enlargement of

Communist dictatorship should

not be tolerated.

To promote the Canadian ec-

onomy, Canada should form tht

Canada Development Corp-

oration to help finance am-
bitious Canadian projects.

Legislation should be advanced

to promote ownership of Canad-

ian companies by Canadians.

Tax incentives should be intro-

duced to promote the increase

of scientific research done in

Canada.
Other tax reforms suggested

by the Liberals include the

dropping of income tax on

student summer earnings and

allowing contributions to polit-

ical parties up to a certain

maximum to be tax deductible.

Other Liberal Club suggest-

ions include giving eighteen-

year -olds full adult status,

including the vote; the develop-

ment of an education policy

based on the Bladen report,

establishment of student re-

gional travel plan to fostet

better communcations between

the diverse areas of the country,

and aid to the Indians and

Eskimoes to bring up both their

status and their standard of

living.

The Liberal Party on campus

believes this policy is signifi-

cant and sound, and thinks it

merits your vote on January 18.
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Building and the theatre

MEDIOCRITY AT QUEENSby Rick Johnstone

With regard to the growing

controversy over Queen's

Theatre, and new building in

general at Queen' s the fol-

lowing points are worth noting:

If the Adminstration is using

a fee-hike as an indication of

whether students want a theatre

or not, it Is pulling the wool

over the students' eyes.

Whether the students want a

theatre or not is one thing;

whether they want a fee -hike

or not is another. It is not

the students who should be

expected to pay for the build-

ings in the university. Queen's

must have a new theatre, and

the money simply must be as-

signed to it as soon as possible

by the Administration, If it is

not. Queen' s will increase its

reputation for mediocrity.

It is essential that the new
Queen' s theatre be given the

best possible location: land on

the lake. The Administration

claims it cannot be given this

location because the University

does not own the land. But

Queen's can expropriate it, and

it is obvious that the needs

of future expansion will neces-

sitate certain expropriations of

property close to the campus.

Moreover if Kingston vested

interests oppose having a

Queen's theatre on the lake-

shore they must be challenged.

The interests of the University

must be asserted. For if Kings-

ton does not mind cluttering

the lakeshorewith luxury apart-

ments and locomotive factories,

it can certainly learn to tolerate

a good theatre, that might be

the best designed building in

Kingston.

The new buildings at Queen's

are examples of hideous arch-

itecture, and are getting a

reputation for being so. The
New Womens' Residence is just

incredibly monstrous, and re-

sembles a penitentiary. The new

Biology building is a lesson

in every aspect of bad architect-

ure. The new Chemical En-
gineering building is just a mass
of lumps. Moreover, these

extremely badly designed build-

ings are just stuck wherever
there is room. The lack of

foresight, planning and imagin-

ative and good design in

buildings in this university is

quite incredible.

Now the reason why the

architecture is so bad is not

because of lack of money but

because of lack of imagination

and good design. Our buildings

must be chosen and designed

by artists and architects, not

by business men. The choice

between a good building and a

bad building is a choice between

excellence and mediocrity, a

choice that effects the life and

atmosphere of the whole com-

munity. Queen's is choosing it

every time, and if it sticks the

theatre in an insignificant

location removed from the ideal

situation of the lakeshore, it

is choosing it once again.

Artists and architects are

horrified by the extremely bad

architecture that is going up.

But they have little power.

Their advice is subordinated to

vested interests and unimagin-

ative outlooks. The students, as

usual, remain indifferent, and

the student council, as usual,

jogs along with these vested

interests and unimaginative

outlooks. At a time when it

is absolutely necessary that

students take a stand against

the Administration, the Trust-

ees and the Alumnae, the student

council continues to be a mere
rubber-stamp for the status-

quo. The A. M. S. should be

providing creative and dynamic

leadership over such issues as

university planning.

What is to be done? The first

thing we should do is make it

quite clear to the Admin-

istration that the University

must build its own buildings,

and not tax the students for

them. We must demand a theatre

and good architecture; we must

reject a fee-hike. Instead of

voting 'No', we must not vote

at all; because to vote is to

accept the options implied in

the plebiscite: fee -hike or no

theatre.

It is about time Queen 1

s

students showed some real

concern for the architectural

and academic structure of their

university. It is about time

they took a good, hard look

at it, and determined to improve

it in every way, and elected

people to office who will give

creative and dynamic leader-

ship. The students should assert

their interests. They should

petition, agitate, talk, write,

demonstrate, setupcommittees

and if necessary lie down in

front of bulldozers, to make
their wishes know, to demand
a well -designed environment.

British Columbia is not

I a way of life, it is a «'

I after life. That is, to

I British Columbian is a rel

I It is British Columbianisrt

I high priest is Premier Be"

1 its sacred bough is the

I fir and its vestal virgin

I the B.C. Lions.

No visitor to B. C. canes'

I the relig ious mystique
^
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Timetable

For Mock

Parliament

'Isunday, January 16, 3:00 pm.

iveno

Hyde Park Corner

Lower Common Room of the

Students' Union.

Tuesday, January 18, 9:00 am
Model Parliament Elections

6:00 pm.

Voting by Athletic Card.

Voting by Athletic Card
Xuesday,Wednesday, Thursday,

Feb. 1,2,3, 7:00 - 10:00 pm
Model Parliament, Grant Hall

NDP: Down With

the Canadian Elite

Paul Langely

N.D.P. Leader

Economic growth will be
planned in the interests of all

Canadians and its results dis-

tributed equally. The present

system, the vital decisions of

where and when to invest are
made in the interests of a small
group of people with access to

capital.

A lasting and meaningful

solutiong will only be found

by a government which is

prepared to play a dynamic

and leading role in shaping

and developing our economy

and its institutions to meet the

social and individual needs of

the people, and to eradicate

poverty and inequality in Canada

This will not be achieved by

a government which supports

foreign ownership of Canada* s

industry and resources. The

New Democrats do not deplore

this in the spirit of a narrow

nationalsim, but because for-

eign ownership and control

frequently result in a pattern

of industry and development in

fields not in the interests of the

Canadian people, as well as

making progressively more
difficult the control and manage
ment of the Canadian economy

by its elected government. The
present Liberal "philosophy"

of buying back misses the vital

point which is to assure that

the Canadian economy develops

in the interests of all Canadians

through wise use of our natural

resources and a well planned

and considered diversification

into secondary industry, to

assure that Canadians decide

the scale and nature of their

contribution to world develop-

ment. This cannot be achieved

by tying up our scarce invest-

ment capital in minority share

holding in foreign-controlled

enterprise, but only by govern-

ment action to direct the course

of future investment in Canada.

The New Democrats propose I

a positive and effective plan-

1

ning of the economy by the I
federal and provincial govern-
ments collaborating through
ment collaborating through a

permanent Federal-Provincial I
Planning and Develop m en t T
Council.

Aprimary role for this coun-
cil will be the development ofl

a rational and dynamic invest-

ment policy, in both human andl

non-human investment terms.

"

concerned with maintaining a|

high rate of growth and thel

location of useful industry inl

those parts of Canada which I

have not kept pace with general]

economic development. This
[

requires government action,

particularly massive public in-

vestment in resource and

in a program of social capital,

together with appropriate in-

centives to private investors.

However the New Democrats I

see themselves as democratic]

socialists in the field of plan-

ning. We are not hidebound byl

dogmatic attitudes toward thel

common ownership of the means I

of production, distribution andl

exhange, we do not advocate!

exhange, we do not advocate

wholesale nationalisation of in-|

dustry - we have no quarrell

with private industry unlessl

private ownership constitutes!

an obstacle to the overall!

planning and the capacity off

the government to promote!

economic and social develop-

ment.
Through the role of positive!

planning in the Canadian econ-

omy the New Democrats, in the|

framework of our policy plat-

form, envisage a "new kind ofl

Canada" - a society free froml

the domination of amarketplacel

morality, in which culture and

ideas combine to provide a
|

higher and freer quality of life.

Platform Segments

I
NEW DEMOCRATES
"The New Democrats are theonlypoliticalpartywhich proposes
comprehensive health insurance plan covering the medical

I expenses of every citizen without regard to his ability to pay.

•Communist China be admitted with a permanent seat on the

I security council and there must then be a majority veto in the

security council. Canada must provide a more positive role

within the organization by providing a permanent peacekeeping
force at the disposal of the United Nations.

*While recognizing the special status of French Canada we
I view the only viable future of Canada as a multi -cultural and
multi-lingual nation.

*As every citizen is entitled to equality of opportunity in

I education we would provide free tuition to all students and a

living wage to be paid to all such students not living at home.

LIBERALS
Federal and provincial governments should grant full political,

fiscal and social responsibilities of the adult to the eighteen

year old.

Canada should strive to bring the living stadards of its

I original citizens the Eskimos and Indians into line with the rest

of her people. Treatment in all areas of these peoples has been

dismal and these peoples must be elevated to the status in

fact of 'full citizens'. Sufficient money should be used to assist

|
their rise.

The government should adopt an education policy based on

I the recommendations of the Bladen Report. In setting up this

policy educational problems must be regarded as primarily

[ social in nature.

A system of national communication grants for students

I to promote travel and regional understanding in Canada.

CONSERVATIVES
The setting up of a Ministry of Scienae and Technology to

I co-ordinate and encourage scientific research and technological

I development in Canada.

Indian Canadians must be given the means to improve their

I conditions and thus have control of their own future. This must not

I be done by the paternalism of the past but by government assistance

| to Indian initiative.

Vigourous support for the Commonwealth of Nations as a multi-

I racial approach to international understanding.

Aggressive trade policies through the expansion of port

I facilities and stepped up trade promotion to sellCanada' s goods

I abroad.

Mysticism on The West Coast
A former West Coast resident, now an

s a

5(
tC

s a«l'!

lerBO
the Oo

virgin

A former West Coast resident, now an

•Eastern student', reflects on the nature of the congregation

he left behind him: the British Columbians.

Jhty
«"

belt that is bringing a mountain
to Mohammed (the Premier),

whose prophetic vision of

Paradise" includes all the

pleasures of the flesh except
houris and wine unwatered by
the Liquor Control Board.

Similarly, the capital of the

province draws pilgrims from

\

^ar. Victoria is to Canada what

|

Lenin's tomb is to Russia:

j

sooner or later, everyone comes
ho pay his respects. It is

' generally recognized that the

souls of the blessed that go
t0 Heaven , and those who
survive further screening are
allowed into Oak Bay.

jvelat'0

tnbia*3
'

is the c

roject-

e Red

eking "

t abo'jl "='ore calling tne latesi icueiai

fill, & I Section, Pearson travelled all

, if cliff

crutch 1
"

irs pl^

e Pe *

It ' s significant too, that
bsfore calling the latest federal

way to Vancouver Island
wtlere he spent several days
ln seclusion and meditation,

^doubtedly hoping that some
°ccult power would rub off.

.
Mother example of the relig-

!°sity of British Columbiansism
ls what happens to West Coast

jouranlists who move to the

larger scene of Toronto. Their

first act is to lash out wildly

in print at the Zion they have

quit. They are like the Irishman

who has abandoned his faith and

flounders in drink and diatribe.

The apostate scribes may
prosper materially in the City

of the Unclean but their souls

have begun to rot the instant

they cross the Great Divide.

(Pierre Berton did not take to

the bottle but he lapsed into

much worse -- television).

The source of British Colum-

bianism?
First, the chosen land itself.

A large proportion of British

Columians are housed on the

sides of mountains. This gives

them an Olympian complex.

They are at one with the gods.

Clouds drift above their heads,

and they look down on the docks

the railway stations, where

mere humans from other parts

of the world mill around in

the subjective error of being

at sea -level.

West Vancouver and North

Vancouver, where the sumpt-

uous homes are fast climbing

to the crests of the North Shore

mountains, are reputed to be

the scenes of Dionysian revels

that would make any good

Quebecois hastily cross him-

self. Above the British Proper-

ties, a new subdivision is open-

ing. It'll be restricted: no

mortals.
The second source of British

Columbianism is , of course,

the Social Credit government

of Premier Bennett. Mr.

Bennett has been the power and

glory of B.C. for so long that

some of the residents are a little

confused in their own minds as

to who actually did create the

firmament.
A person who takes the

Premier* s name in vain is not

merely accused of bad manners:

he is guilty of blasphemy. As

Davie Fulton discovered, the

leaders of B. C. opposition

parties who attack Bennett are

quickly given to understand they

may have Ottawa as a stop-

over en route to Hell.

But it is Premier Bennett

who most satisfies the British

Columbians deep spiritual

hunger for magic and necro-

mancy. By making the provinc-

ial debt disappear, before the

very eyes of the multitude, the

Premier raised accountancy to

the level of miracle. When he

officiated at the Burning of the

Bonds, firing a flaming arrow at

a raft load of exorcised debent-

ures floating on Lake Okanagan,

a great sigh of wonder arose

from the faithful. If he had

climaxed the ceremony by

walking on the water he could

not have increased the awe in

which he is held by a province

devoutly grateful for the bless-

ing of the blacktop.

Social Credit is the Province

of British Columbia. But every

deity needs its devil, and for

British Columbians, the devil

is the East. Every B.C. child

is familiar with Satan' s works--

the welshing on the Confeder-

ation promise to build a railway

to the coast; the mountain dif-

ferential on freight rates; the

eastern monoply on banking

that makes every B. C. resident

who applies to a bank for a

loan feel like Faust -- selling

his soul for the sinister favours

of Mephisto.

Here lies the explanation for

the fantastic support B. C.

people give their football team,

the B.C. Lions. At Vancouver" s

Empire Stadium, CFL attend-

ance records are broken reg-

ularly, as the crowds rapidly

approach the 40, 000 mark. Why?
Because winning the Grey Cup

is not only fun, but a religious

crusade, a recapturing from the

infidel of a holy grail, sweet

revenge for paying an extra two

cents on a bottle of Ketchup.

Will B.C. secede? Probably

not. But much depends on

whether Canadians elsewhere

recognize that the principal

religions of Canada are Cathol-

icism, Protest ant i s m, and

British Columbianism, and that

of these only one has given proof

positive that there is life after

debt.

ANONYMOUS
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Opening of Centre to

Climax International Week
Folk Group to Give Benefit

for Community Project

by Blair Hankey

< International Week at Queen* s

will be marked by seven nights

of festivities beginning on Sat.

January 15 and leading up to

the official opening of the New

International Center on Jan. 22.

Most of the functions will be

held in the new International

Center which occupies the

connecting wing between the

Students' Union and the Gym-
nasium. All Queen's students

are Invited to participate in

these activities sponsored by

our campus International Club.

The festivities get off to a

swinging start this Saturday

at 8:30 p.m. with a Discoth-

eque Internationale at the new

International Center.

Sunday, January 16, features

slides on Upper Canada Village

shown by Judy Pratt beginning

at 3:00 p.m., and an Inter-

national Hootenany M.C'd by

Gary Rathwell at 7:00 p.m.

Monday, January 17, is West

Indian Night and an evening of

entertainment featuring Steel

Band music and movies begins

at 7:30 p.m.

China Night, beginning at 5

p.m. on Tuesday, offers a dis-

play of Chinese paintings and

demonstrations of fundamental

Chinese art techniques.

On Wednesday, January 19,

Pakistani students will present

a program including a display

of arts and handicrafts and the

showing of documentary films.

India Night on Thursday winds

up this phase of the program.

EMPLOYMENT OPPOBTUNITlES

(Regular and Sumner)

EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS

vitta

PAN AMERICAN

PETROLEUM CORPORATION

(Calgary, Alberta)

INTERVIEWS WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY , JANUARY 19 & 20, 1966

for

POST GRADUATES
GRADUATES

! UNDERGRADUATES

in

GEOPHYSICS
HONORS GEOLOGY
HONORS MATH

HONORS PHYSICS

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

MINING ENGINEERING

Pan American, a member of the standard Oil Company

(Indiana) organization, has several challenging

career openings in the Canadian Division Office

in Calgary.

We are a rapidly growing major oil company offer-

ing attractive salaries and benefits in addition

to opportunity for advancement.

Appointments for interviews are being made at the

Student placement Office. Company and Job infor-

mation booklets are available there.

ATTENTI0M

1966 GRADUATES
*> IN J

GENERAL SCIENCE AND ARTS

with courses in

PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS

On Friday and Saturday, Jan-

uary 21 and 22, at 8:30 p.m.

an International Festival will

be presented in Grant Hall.

This two-hour stage show will

offer a varied display of

foreign culture and tradition.

The participating countries are

India, Hungary, Pakistan, the

West Indies, Canada, the Phil-

ipines, and Scotland. Colourful

folk music and dances are a

prominent feature of the pro-

gram.
The highlight of the festivities

will be the official opening of

the new International Center

on January 22. This gala affair

will be attended by Common-

wealth High Commissioners,

foreign ambassadors, officials

from the External Affairs De-

partment and from the Univer-

sity Administration, Rotarians,

representatives from CSOST
(Canadian Service for Overseas

Students and Trainees) and from

other International Centers,

foreign students and Queensmen

Ian and Sylvia will give a

benefit folk concert for the

Kingston Poverty Project next

Wednesday, in Grant Hall at

8:00 p.m.

The internationally-famous

Canadian folk singers have

agreed to waive their usual

fee in order that all proceeds

may go to the Kingston Com-
munity Project.

The KCP is a community

organizing project in the poorer

areas of Kingston. It was begun

last summer by a group of

Queen's students "who sought

to stimulate the poor to tackle

and solve their own problems

through collective, co-operat-

ive action."

Since Semptember the KCP
has been staffed by two full-

time workers. Joan Newman,

a former research assistant

to the Company of Young

Canadians, and Myrna Wood

of SNCC.
The campus committee for

the KCP has announced a com-

bined training action prog-

rammehis term. Queen's stud-

ents are needed for tutoring,

research, and organizing on the

project. Interested students will

meet in the MacLaughlin Hall

in the Union at 7:00 pm. on

Monday.

Consultation Promised

To Victoria Students
VICTORIA (CUP) - The Board of Governors of the University

of Victoria has promised to consult the students' council before

setting its budget and fees for 1967-68.

The promise came in a letter presented to the council Jan. 5

after a campaign in which more than half the students pledged

Z withhold part of their second term fees to back their demands

f°r

^Boar" Hi promisecret with the students' s council

before deciding on any fee rHiFTor next year. Their proposed

budget for 1966-67 does not include a fee raise but this is

dependent upon increased operating grants from federal and

ftrnvincial governments.

The Board further agreed to extend their deadline for payment

of second-term fees to January 17, a week beyond the date set

"7H£ council meeting Jan. S welcomed these moves

but decided to ask students to continue withholding £56 -- the

amount of this year' s fee raise - until Jan. 27, when the provincial

leeislature convenes.
.

The students had previously planned to continue withholding

fees until next year's fee levels were set, in order to force the

Board to announce the new fees in the spring, rather than during

the students' absence in the summer.

A number of scholarships, each of $6,000 per annum

are available to suitable GRADUATES in ANY BRANCH

OF ENGINEERING or THE APPLIED SCIENCES who are int-

^-ssted in a career in the MINING INDUSTRY. The

scholarships are tenable at McGill University in at

advanced course leading to the Master's degree in

Mining Engineering. Representatives of the McGill

Mining Scholarship Fund will be on the campus on

January 21, 1966 . Interviews may be arranged

through your Placement Office.

1966 GRADUATES

A professional career in Meteorology with an opportunity to

use your training in physics and mathematics is available to

you.

See the Canadian Government representative while on your

campus

JANUARY 19 and 20, 1966.

Physical Sciences Booklet, application forma and interview

reservations available at your UNIVFRSITY PLACEMjuNT OFFICE.

ARTS AND SCIENCE
COMMERCE

ZJke Canada Jjfe cAiiurance Company

OFFERS YOU

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IN

* ACCOUNTING * COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

* FINANCE * SALES * ADMINISTRATION

* ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Our Company representatives will be conducting

career employment interviews at the University on

FRIDAY JANUARY 21 FOR ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 26 FOR ALL OTHERS

We invite you to reserve an interview time and

secure further information at the Placement Office.
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Memorial Fund For
Student President
OTTAWA (CUP) — The students' union of the University of

Ottawa has announced the formation of the * Jock Turcot Memorial

Fund' to raise money for the construction of a students' centre

at the university.

The fund has been named to honor Jock Turcot, the late

president of the U of O students' union, who was killed in a car

accident Dec. 25.

The new centre will house student committee offices, lounges,

recreational facilities and conference rooms.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

CLASSIFIED
NOTICES

Correction of the telephone

number of Douglas Baggs in

Who's Where: Correct number

is 546-4724.

Margaret Code wishes to in-

dicate a change of residence

to 511 Johnson St, phone 542-

8055. Friends always welcome.

Mssrs. Eric Haythorne.John

Lane, and Lars Osberg wish to

announce that they have vacated

their previous abodes and are

now to be located in Apt. 304

Bayshore Aprs. #1 Mowat Ave.

Telephone inquiries should be

addressed to 542-0939.

Will any members of the

Queen's Glee Club who would

like copies or prints of my
coloured 35 mm slides of

'Princess Ida* please contact

me this coming week. Barry

Truax, ext. 614.

Skiers: There are still avail-

able a few seats on the bus

to Whiteface Mountain on Feb.

4-6. First come, first serve.

For reservations or inform-

ation, phone 542-6648 and ask

for Jane Baillie or leave a

message.

BY LAW NO. 2 - On motion

of Miss Wykes and Mr. Argue,

second reading was given to the

first part of the amendment to

By-Law No. 2 as follows:

Section 3 (a) - First sentence

in old Sectopm (a)

(b) - Second sentence

in old Section (a)

(c) - Old section (b)

WANTED

Keen student to join two

Medsmen in an apartment. Is

close, spacious, inexpensive,

and modern. Phone Gord Gosse,

ext. 818, or Wayne Bates, Ext.

811.

Differential Equations text by

Spiegel for 2nd year engineering

Will pay top rates. Call Rod

at 542-5391.

FOR RENT
Single room for rent. Large

and very nicely furnished, very

close to campus and close to

downtown. Available immedi-

ately. Call Peter at 546-9909

Quiet, furnished room, op-

posite Leonard Hall, comfort-

able bed, large desk. Free park-

ing. Kitchen privileges if de-

sired. Gentleman. Phone 462

or 542-5109.

Single room in McNeill House

up for grabs. Ext. 322, ask

for Bob Peck.
Warm, quiet room close to

Queen's , to men in Law, Com-
merce, Arts, Economics, Pol-

itics and Business. Meals next

door. Gravelled parking yard.

196 Union St.

Clean, comfortable single

room, parking available. 10

minutes from campus. Reason-

able rent. Light privileges. Call

after 9 p.m. Friday or 6 p.m.

Saturday. 548-3012.

Mens Residences - rooms
available. Apply Business

Office, Leonard Hall.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost - glasses, black case,

black frame. Between Queen &

Barrie and campus on Sunday,

January 9. Please contact John

Burgess, Morris Hall, Local

389. Reward.

Found - Glasses, small light-

er, sum of money, ladies ring

and bracelet, compact, keycase,

and wallet. Inquire AMS Office.

FOR SALE

2 5.20 x 14 snow tires, like

new, with or without Morris

Minor rims. Also block heater.

Call 546-2415 or 546-0441 and

leave message.
1960 V.W. very good condition

Ice blue, $700. 50 Amherst Dr.

389-0910.

Friday, January 14:

A concert of Music of the
Renaissance Period, to be given
by the Montral Brass Quintet,

has been planned as part of
the seminar on the Renaissance.
Held on Friday evening, at 8:30
in Dunning Hall and tickets
(reserved seats) are now avail-
able at the Art Centre at $1.50
(students $1.00).

Saturday, January 15

S.C.M. Seminar, "Change in

the Student's World", Sat. -Sun.

January 22-23, lectures by Mr.

U Ward, Mr. R Adelman, Dr.

R. Pope. Panels, Discussions

groups. Register now I (only

$1.00)

Chamonix i Glide to the

smooth sounds of the Moxie
Whitney' s orchestra from the

Royal York Hotel in Toronto.

The most fashionable ski-

resort in France is the place to

be Sat. Jan, 15, so get your

tickets early and come to

Chamonix. To clear up any
misunderstandings, Chamonix
is not a semi-formal.

At New International Centre

between the Union and the Gym
on Union St. "Discotheque

Internationale" begins at 8:30

p.m.

T.A.CSnowball Rally will be

held Saturday. This is our an-

nual intercollegiate rally for

the players* trophy. Regist-

ration begins at 12 at Tech
Supplies and the first car is

off at 1:01. 175 miles —
bring a flashlight.

Queen's Chess Club will hold

a two-man simultaneous match
for all comers on Sat. at 7:30

p.m. in Wallace Hall as part

of Snowball Weekend.

Sunday January 16:

Snow Ridge Ski Trip

leaves Sunday at 7:00 from the

Union. Bring $3.00 for the bus

to the Union (opposite the Coffee

Shop) Friday 12:00-1:00.

SCM Sunday Supper, Syden-

ham Church Hall, 5 p.m.

Discussion: " Lets make use of

the Students' Union". Good food,

good discussion, good company.
Still only 74 cents.

Youth Fellowship Hour, Union

St. Gospel Chapel. Supper

served at 5:00 p.m., after which

Mr. Atton, a graduate student

in biology at Queen' s, will intro-

duce a discussion on creation.

Delicious supper at 6:30, only

$1.00; Folk Music Service at

7:30, with LSM discussion fol-

lowing, all at St. Mark's Luther-

an Church, corner of Earl and

Victoria St. Topic: Cynicism.

All welcome.

Frantic Frolics Skatingparty

Sunday 2-4 p.m. at Jock Harty

Arena. Speed skating contest

as an extra with winner re-

ceiving a sweater and invit-

ation to participate in the Kings -

ton Winter Carnival.

This Weekend, January 14 - 16

Lutheran Student Movement* s

Eastern Region (Carleton,

Mc Gill, Queen's, Toronto,

Confer e n c e, sponsored by

Queen ' s Chapter, beginning

Friday evening, at Tarry Hall.

Theme: Conversion by the

World, based on Ecclesiastea.

Call Gary Brandstadt, 542-2349,

Earl Albrecht, 542-6023, or

Rev. Oswald , 542-7134, for

particulars.

Monday, January 17:

Canadian Indian Affairs Sem-
inar will be meeting in the Red
Room at 7 p.m. (Leslie Coutts

542-1738)

Wednesday, January 19:

The Queen' s Duplicate Bridge

Club will hold a meeting in

the Lounge of the Students'

Union at 7:00. Everyone is

welcome.

Our booklet

'Careers with Sun
is available at the

placement office.

Graduating Class:

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss management careers with you.

The life insurance Industry today offers an interesting and rewarding future to

individuels w.th management potential. Make your eppointment at the placement

office now to see Sun Lifa of Canada on:

JANUARY 24 & 25

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL J

Whateverbecame of:

Mac Beth,
CLASS OF '«07

A natural leader for the underground

Scottish Nationalist Army. Mac startled

the college by riding to classes on a

Shetland pony. Uofortunately. the pony

passed but Mac failed his year- Neverthe-

less, his scholarly thesis "The Claymore

And Its Application to Tank Warfare" is

still talked about wherever military minds

gather. Convivial eventings at the Mac

Beth's often got a bit out of hand with

Mac looking daggers at his wife *Hfe She

washed her hands of the whole affair.

After a party for his boss was spoiled by

a gate-crasher named Banqoo. they gave

up the ghost entirely. Mac Beth finally

suffered a sharp stroke in a quarrel with a

Mr. Macduff over a real estate deal involv-

ing Birnam Wood. CharacterisUcaUy.his

final words were: "Lay off. Macduff".

To handle your hawbeetwith real Scottish

thrift, put a muckle in your BofM Seeing*

Account and a micHe in your Fenonal

Chequing Account to pay your current

hill*.

Bank or Montreal

THE BANK THAT VALUES STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS

ATTENTION 1966

BACHELOR GRADUATES

IN

- HONOURS PHYSICS

- MATHS AND PHYSICS

. ENGINEERING PHYSICS

. GEOPHYSICS

- CHS'HSTRY AND CHEMICAL

ENGINEERING

- METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

- GEOLOGY AND KINBIG

- GEOGRAPHY

The Government of Canada offers

professional careers, competitive

salaries and excellent

opportunities for advancement in

fields such- as:

« Atmospheric Sciences

. Marine Sciences

« Geological & Geophysical Sciences

a Metals & Mineral Research

„ Analytical & Research Chemistry

, Export Trade Promotion

. Geographical Research

A booklet describing some of the

current projects in "Physical

Sciences" is available at your

Placement Office.

See the Canadian Government representative while on

your campus

JANUARY 19 and 20, 1966.

Application forma and interview reservations available

at your UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE.
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rare varsity tonight ctan^ HERE TOMORROW,

HOCKEY GAELS' MUST WEEKEND

One facet of Snowball Week-

end which always seems to pass

unnoticed for no apparent

reason is the Saturday after-

noon Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey game. As was the case

last season, Gaels' opposition

tomorrow will be provided by

Western' s Mustangs at the Jock

Harty Arena at 2:30.

"This is a make or break

weekend for us," said Gael's

coach Bill Colvin. "Should we

be able to upset Varsity Fri-'

day night and come back with

a win over Western, we would

definitely be in a good position"

Colvins' s reference to the

Toronto game was to tonight's

Varsity - Queen's contest in

Hogtown. The game will mark

the first meeting of these two

teams since Queen's upset

Varsity in last years' S1HL

playoff in Toronto.

A factor making these games

all the more important is the

fact that both Toronto and West-

ern, with 4-1 records are tied"

with Waterloo Warriors (4-0)

in first place in SIHL, two

points ahead of Queen's (3-2).

Colvin only expects to make

one or two minor changes from

the lineup used against Western

and Guelph last weekend. The

changes are necessitated by the

absence of Bayne Norrie whj

is out of town on a Phys Ed

field trip. Norrie will most

by Dave Soles

SPECIAL REPORT

likely be replaced on the third

line by Dave Baker alongside

Jim Tait and Mark Edwards.

SIHL All - Star Centre Bob

Pond will play on the first line

along with Larry Jones and Dave

Lough. John Rattey, Doug Major

and" Rick Bonn make up the

other forward trio.

With Norm Douglas in goal,

Gaels defence will be composed

of George Walker, Jim Shearn,

Bob Thompson, Mike Carson

and Stan Kolesnik or Norm

Bengough.
Mustangs are normally noted

for their defensive prowess, led

by All-Star goaltender Gary

Bonney and defencemen Pete

Kelly, Bill L' Heureux.Jr., Bob

Blackburn, Dick Lauzon and

Dave Field.

This season, however, Ron

Watson1
s charges seem to have

picked up additional scoring

ability. Former McMaster star

Dave Leeson, Rich Clark of

UNB, Jerry Knightley of RPi

and Joh Hospodor have compli-

mented returnees Larry Bab-

cock, Reg Higgs, Don Guthrie

and John Heslop.

Although originally Western

had been favored to sweep their

series with Queen's, their

showing in last week's 4-3
defeat of Colvin' s charges

proved that they could easily

be defeated. Although Gaels will

SPORTS CLUB NEWS

r^u are not certain that your club is eligible cal Ed. Larson

542-3646.) Contributions can be dropped into the Journal office

on Wednesday (for Friday Journal) and Sunday (for Tuesday

Journal) or contact Ed. Larson.

to case you missed them on Clubs Night last fall, consider

the" SKI CLUB-Anyone for skiing (or 'sheing-. too, I am

told)7with 200 members the Ski Club has activities to please

every taste. Annual' fees are only $1.00. For those interested

to skiing there are weekend trips to Snow Ridge sometimes to

Camp Fortune). Snow Ridge has one double cha ir 1ift and T bars

(and other bars, too no doubt). Tnere are hills for skiers from

beginners to experts plus two miles of (secluded) crosscountry.

FeeTr these weekend excursions is $3.00 bus fare plus tow

charges. Th»se fees are collected Thursday and Friday from

12 - 1 pm in the Union for the following Sunday- s trip. Buses

leave at 7:00 am Sunday.

Upcoming on Feb. 6 & 7 is the Ski Club trip to Whiteface.

For further information on this trip and other skiing events

watch this column or contact Jane Baillie, S42-6648.

TRICOLOUR AUTOSPORTS CLUB <T.A.C.)--Tne Tricolour

Autosports Club Is just that - a group of people interested to

testinTand improving their driving skill. Car rallies and slalom

courses are two means by which this is done. For the uninformed,

a car rally Is a combined test of driving skill, endurance, math-

ematical ability and stupidity. Each car in the rally is required

to cover a specified course using as directions various speeds,

time lengths and directions set by the rally co-ordinator. At

several places in the rally, cars are required to check in with

rally officials. Points are deducted for each second late in

checking in. The car with the lowest number of deductions wins.

---Keen eh? If you don't understand the description or if it

has filled you with such stirring enthusiasm (God forbidl) that

you can scarcely hold yourself from the wheel, fear not. You

may join the swelling ranks (85 members already). Yearly fees

are $2.00. Strange is it may seem, a car is not necessary for

membership. For car owners, there is no restriction to size or

year of car (however in times past it has been found that those

with motors seem to enjoy the most success). Regular meetings

are held every second Thursday to Ellis Hall Aud. where movies

of various national and internatic-al races are shown, e.g. Mosport,

Watkins Glen, etc. These meetings are open. Watch this column for

further word.

be recuperating from their

Toronto game. Western will

also be on the second leg of

a two game weekend, having

played McGill Redmen in Mont-

real tonight.

to the Toronto game tonight,

SIHL's all-time scoring leader

Steve Monteith will be making

his second appearance for Blues

following a bout with mononucl-

eosis. He will join brother

Henry Monteith and former

Marlboro Paul Laurent on Tom
Watt's first line. Other Blues

of note are Ward Passi who
has been moved back to left

wing following his fine showing

at defence during two Christ-

mas tournaments, centre-right

winger Gord Cunningham and

Murray Stroud.

Bill Stewart has been turning

in outstanding performances in

goal following a fair season

last year. Former All-Star Bob

Awrey has returned to the

defence following a year's ab-

sence along with Doug St. John

Gil Farmer and Mike Shea.

Should Gaels take four points

out of this weekend they will

be in a commanding position to

be sleeted as SIHL's rep

resentatives to the C1AU cham

pionship tournament to Sudbury

in March. However, two losses

would most certainly eliminate

Queen' s from any championship

ambitions. Much will depend on

the fans' support at tomorrow* s

contest.

SNOWBALL
This Saturday, Jan. 15, features T.AC.'s big winter rally,

the Snowball Rally. Sponsored by Player's cigarettes the rally

will be 175 miles long. Registration is at Clark Hall (Text Supplies)

at 1?00 noon. An entry fee of $1.50 for members and $2.00

?or non-members will be charged. The first car will leave at

1 01 pm Prizes include the Players Trophy, keepers 7 .
passes

to the Players 200, lighters and team prizes A social evening

booze-up) at which the prizes will be awarded will follow die

rX. For tether Information on rallys, rallying membership

(and booze-ups) contact Tom MacWilliams 542-3836.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
With the second term only just beginning the major team

snorts have only just started or are still in the practising

staire The hockey schedule is too young yet to note any trands.

Basketballers are still pounding the coursts and swimmers

splashing in the pool awaiting the start of their league play

on Jan. 12 and Jan. 18 respectively. Ten pin bowling rolls off
J

i— in inn Tun uncominc tournament sports
to a "start on Jan. 18, too. Two upcoming tournament sports

are badminton on Jan. 19 and handball on Jan. 20.

As of Jan. 12 the Bews race shaped up like this:

1)PHE
2)Sc. 68

3)Arts 63

4) Arts 69

5) Arrs 67

6)Sc. 66

7)Sc. 69

8)Sc. 67

9) Pst. Grds.

24,856

20,614

20,121

12,625

11,749

11,213

9,305
7,507
6,448

10)Arts 66

UJMeds 70

12)Meds 71

13)Medicine

14)Law 2&3

15)Theology

16) Law 1

5,115
3,764

2,833
2,394

2,310
2,215

2, 146

Again Bews competition has settled down to a three year race

Only Sc. 68 and Arts 63 have any chance to overtake PHE. To

do this they must pick up victories in the team sports. Sc. 68

was strong in waterpolo last year but needed strength on the

tasket -ball court. PHE will be hard to beat in basketball but could

flounder somewhat to the pool. Look for Arts 68 to be the spo ler

in either of these events. Watch this column for more intramural

sports news in future issues.

REMINDER
Fees Due

Students are reminded that all fees

for tuition must be paid by 15 January

or they are reported to the Senate and

may be suspended from classes.
This regulation applies to all students

except those who have made special _
arrangements with the Assistant Secretary

and have been issued a Permit to Delay

Payment of Fees.
No Second Instalment are mailed to

advise of this, but students are invited

to pick up a Second Instalment Payment
card at the Accounting Office, kichnrdson
Hall, which shows the amount now owing

and payable by 15 January, 1966.

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported

gifts. Canadian shop

on second floor.

DOML1S H
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square

NOTICE
Students at Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your

requirements in Text Books for all Faculties and Depart-

ments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queens

Pennants and Cushions.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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Lebensold Challenges Us

A Tradition of 'Guts'
Montreal architect Fred Lebensold presented his AMS spon-

sored plan tor the long awaited theatre last Thursday. Journal

News Editor Dave Barker reports the speech, Mike Murray

the details of the plan which appears on page 5.

The Details

Arts '67, much to their own and everyone else's surprise,

retained their Snowball Sculpture title for a third straight

year with 'Dum and Dief'-more pics and story on page 3.

RESIDENCES WELCH
FUGITIVES SUFFER
Queen's residences are re-

fusing refunds to students who
failed to give 30 days' notice

before Christmas and cannot

find sublets for their rooms.

This is resulting in hard

feelings between administration

and students and even causing

students to take such unusual

steps as advertising in the

Journal.

The University has always

followed the no refunds policy

with students who failed to give

notice in time. Until this year,

however, there were more
students than empty rooms and

no hardship resulted. There are

at present thirty-two vacant

rooms in residence.

The new men's residence has

increased intramural accomod-
ation by 55%. The number of

students wanting out for the

second term is no greater on

a percentage basis than other

years but the glut of rooms
makes the difference.

The residence men who wish

to become "ex" say that the

examination results brought

home the fact that a residence

room is no quiet sanctuary.

The main complaints are that

residence living lacks privacy,

the food is dull, the cost is

high and girls are banned from
the rooms.
Ken Menzies, Arts '67, form-

erly of Morris Hall, said he

left because he wanted to have

visitors only when he wanted
visitors and to eat after 6:15

when he felt like it.

Ling Ling Luk

The Queen's Chinese Club

has announced that Miss Ling

Ling Luk of Hong Kong will

he participating in the Inter-

national Festival to be held

in Grant Hall on Friday and

Saturday nights of this week.

Miss Luk, who is a student

at the University of Tronto

and is an expert in Chinese
folk dancing, has performed
'n the CKeefe Centre.

This is to be the third of

the highly successful Inter-

national Festivals, and it is

°pen to all students free of

j

charge.

Tudor Beattie of the Central

Committee said that most of

the problems came from the

number of freshmen in the

buildings and the fact their

attitudes color the character

of a residence. He said, "Many
act as if they were living in

a summer camp."

He feels that a possible

solution of the main complaint

would be to have a higher per-

centage of upper classmen
"The Central Committee is

working on inter changeable

meal tickets to promote mixed

and more social dining," he

added.

Many students are hoping that

the restriction on women in

rooms may be lifted by next

year.

"Is the theatre worth fighting

for?" Montreal architect Fred
Lebensold thus challenged
Queen's students last Thursday.

About 600 students in Grant
Hall were reminded that they

would be using and living in

the theatre complex. "I believe

architecture is really a work
of art your whole environ-

ment is made of this."

Mr. Lebensold likes "to do

something quite extraordinary"

and thinks Queen's has a

wonderful architectural trad-

ition worth preserving. He
pointed out that the present

buildings have a "lot of guts",

and a strong sculptural quality;

and use light and shadow well.

In a short question period

following his talk Mr. Leben-

sold rejected criticism of his

design as a "collection of

boxes" as being a matter of

opinion. A second critic of stone

as building material was told

that the manner of using

material, not the material itself

is important. Asked if a lake-

side site would be more beauti-

ful and less likely to crov/ding

Mr. Lebensold replied that he

did the best with what he had,

that the north-west corner of

Union and Barrie Streets is a

good site and that a building

must create life, something not

done in isolation.

Mr. Lebensold would like

Queen's students to consider

the idea of a theatre i complex

it does not matter at this time

how many doors or windows

there are, but whether Queen'

s

wants such a building.

Union Action Needed:

SCMThe SCM discussion: "Let's

Make Use of the Student Union"

became a revolution Sunday

night.

John Morgan's point that

Warden Wright has absolute

power came as a shock to most

people. A more pointed problem

brought up was that student con-

trol of the Union, formerly

through the Union House Coun-

cil, was lost. The Board of

Governors dissolved the group

in 1965.

SCM decided that the general

apathy, extending even to the

AMS, towards control of the

Union, must be attacked. They

agreed theat "SCM must be the

catalyst" in beginning student

reaction.

Some suggested a referendum

as a way of pressuring return

of the House Council. At pres-

ent they are preparing a brief

on the matter, to be offered to

the Journal for publication. A
proposed poll to support the

brief is printed below.

Janet Wykes, Levana Senior

AMS rep. said later that at

present there is not even an

AMS committee to receive the

brief, but that she hopes to

form one soon.

As it is proposed, the theatre

would front on Barrie Street,

as much as on Union. Larry

Wiertz has suggested that it

may be built in stages, due to

shortage of funds, inwhichcase

the concert hall, that part

farthest from the present

campus, would be constructed

first.

The concert hall will seat

1300 people on the orchestra

level, and 256 on each of three

balconies. The plans indicate

that continental seating will be

used, so that the entrances

will be at the sides and there

will be no center aisle. How-
ever, provision will be made for

a center aisle for use upon

special occasions, by having

removable seats down the

middle.

The outline originally called

for an open platform -stage like

the one in Grant Hall. However

a full stage-house with curtains

has been included in the draw-

ings, making it possible to have

dramatic performances in the

concert hall. The only element

that prevents mis from being

a fully functional stage is the

lack of a fly-loft above the stage

where scenery and props could

be hoisted out of sight.

The theatre, which could be

used as a lecture hall, seats

a total of 428, about one-quarter

in the single balcony. It also

has continental seating, but here

there is no provision for a

center aisle. The stage is

smaller than in the concert hall,

measuring thirty by sixty feet,

but it has a fly-loft. There is

an orchestra pit large enough

for thirty musicians.

The lobbies behind the theatre

and the concert hall meet in

a central foyer where the main

entrance is located. To one side

of the entrance are the box office

and offices for the theatre-

manager. There is also room
for a refreshment stand if one

is desired.

The backstage area seems to

have been designed for ef-

ficiency. Both stages are on the

same level as a large work-

shop where, presumably, props

and scenery will be stored. This

eliminates moving awkward
items up and down stairs. On
the same level is a large

rehearsal hall which could be

used to assemble a procession,

or to present a play to a small

audience.

The preparation area down-

stairs is designed so that two

productions could go on simul-

taneously. There are two chorus

dressing rooms for 15 people

each, without makeup facilities,

but with hanging space for 150

costumes. In addition there are

two makeup rooms for four

people each, two for six and one

for ten. There are also two VIP

dressing rooms for use by out-

of-town stars. The two green

rooms, where actors await their

calls, are located on either side

of the staircase leading up to

the back-stage area. There is

a kitchen and a smaller re-

hearsal hall as well.

The two-storey academic

wing will house the departments

of drama and music. In addition

there are a number of practice

rooms, two lecture halls, a

library and a lounge. However,

the plans for this section of

the building are still very

tentative.

S.CM. GALLOP POLL

1. is there any reason that

students should take the re-

sponsibility ofpayingforalarge

part of the cost of the Theatre?

Surely the Administration has

a responsibility to the students

to ensure that every aspect of

the Creative Arts has a place

on campus?
2. Do you feel that the present

set-up of the Coffee-Shop in

the Union provides an oppor-

tunity for serious discussion

among students?

3. Would you be interested in

using the Coffee-Shop, as a

Coffee House, on Friday and

Saturday evenings?

4. Do you think that there

shauld be more student-faculty

encounter on affairs not dealt

with directly ifl courses?

5. On the basis of the fact

that each male student pays

$10.00 into the Union Budget,

each year, do you feel that

the students should have some

influence on the way the Union

is run?

Journal artist John Mclntyre's impression of Ian and SY1-

via, whose benefit concert tomorrow for the Kingston Com

munity Project is already sold out.
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The STUDENTS Union?

The AMS Executive, that well of dormant initiative knows

Uttle abo^the sSoenf's Union. Us. meeting they *dn'tKnow

what hid happened to the Union House Council, which had been

the student governing body ol the building.

The Goard of Governors disbanded the Council last year

before the start of first term. Students were not informed and

BOar
Srudent S now have no effective say on any matter of Union

P
°"T house committee, chaired by Bill Stafford and composed

of s«ie£ representatives, presents suggestions to Warden Wright,

the manager of the Union. But it has no power.

At present Warden Wright is responsible to the Residence

Board for Union llcy . He is in no way responsible to the students.

f„ addi ion *e°Xden is Chairman of the Management Committee

of the Residence Board. It is difficult to see where or how he can

reflect student desires for changes in Union policy.

The Warden has recently placid his rec

student control of the Union.
President

The past House Council consisted of the AMS President

House Committee Chairman, society presidents and members of

me fLuTty^nd administration. Students had the voting majority

but no defined power was given to the Council.
„„,„..„

Thev never approved a Union budget or saw the salaries

of the Union staff or knew whether their own chairman die
,

now

deceased Dr Orr received a remuneration for his duties. A conflict

beween the Warden and a member of his staff, resulting in dis-

missal, was never brought to their attention.

Through the Union House Council the students did gain some

resoonslbility. Upon their own request, consultation was granted

on the
' contraction of the Union addition. Consultation dealt

with the allocation of office space within an already specified

area. The hours were extended till twelve at night, a significant

tt 'U
Tn

h

' attempt to waive the regulations on alcohol and women

in the rooms of the new Graduate Residence,was squelched.

The right to make this decision was placed in the hands of the

Residence Board.

The Unior id primarily used by stydents. Each male s' udent

oavs $10.00 a year cowards its financing. Females pay only $.1.00

aUhough they hare equal use. Another $3.00 goes to the Ban

Righ Common Room, then is swalled up by residence expend,

'Wr
Wh^therfso 'few' services in the Union, Other Unions

have bowling alleys, laundromats, barber shops and tuck shops

that a -e of adequate size and inc'inarion to cater to their umqie

eonsumer groups. They hold dances and receptions. Wallace

Hall could handle more of this.
„ ,_„ , . , , .

Why does our coffee shop close at 10.1=1 It should oe open

at least until midnight. More unfortunate is the fact that the

coffee shop's atmosphere, due to its design and coloring, maxes

it repulsive as a meeting place for students.

Why does the Union run a: a deficit eacn year, despite the

$10.00 levy? Other unions, strange as it may sound, make profits.

Why wasn't a professional union consultant h'red in the

planning of the new adddition? Even more Irritating, why wasn t

a survey of student needs taken before the construction of this

building? , . „ ,o0
Why do we have one of the worst student unions in Canada?

it is far from a community centre where students can meet with

each other and the faculty. It offers few services and ignores

student needs. It Is badly managed and lately its management

methods have been obscured.

The new Union House Council should consist of a majority

of students selected by the AMS and should be given constitutional

student needs. It is badly managed and lately its management,

methods have been obscured.

The new Union House Council should consist of a majority

of students selected by the AMS and should be given constitutional

powers by the omnipotent Residence Board. It should at least

approve the Union Budget although financial responsibility might

ultimately rest with the Board. It should deal with staff hiring

and salaries.

The Warden should be considered a hired manager, responsible

to the Council, and his appointment should be reconsidered

at reasonable intervals.

Hours, use of facilities and committee rooms, and events

held in the Union should be policy decisions of the council.

Students should be considered partners, not simply dumb
beneficiaries, in any future planning of the building.

At present, the Union is alien To the average student. It Is

no longer a part of this community. Student control could hardly

produce a less inspired job than the present one. Indeed, student

initiative and ideas could reform the Union as an integral and

responsive part of student life.

Tony Tugwell

Once More... Don't Vote

The Jt nival advises students not to vote in the Mode!

Pariiame.T. elections,
_

The three political party clubs on campus are distinguished

only by their lack of imagination and intelligent initiative. They

use Model Parliament to justify their existence but they, in

turn fail to justify the existence of Model Parliament. The

policy offerings this year suggest this Parliament will never

hear anything of value, and we suspect from our knowledge o,

the pr»parations that the decorum for all this will be appropriate

more to a Mock Parliament. These three clubs use the students

of Queen's to give their game a legitimacy it does not deserve.

On polling day, do not vote.

letters

The 1966 Journal Award

. for statuesque and inspir-

ing cultural content goes

to Sc. '67-

Vote Noers:

A Pedigree
Editor, Journal:

In the news story" Opposition

To Theatre Plebiscite" in last

Friday's Journal, an inaccurate

picture was presented.

Opposition to the fee hike

extends beyond "a group of

Arts '67 students" to include

a wider cross-section of the

campus than the story implies.

The resolution printed on

page 2 of the paper carries

the support of Arts Jr. and

Sr. A.M.S. Reps, Arts Orient-

ation Chairman, Arts Vice-

President, Engineeringjr. Rep.

Levana President and Vice-

President, A.M.S. Orientation

Chairman, Levana Chief Vigi-

lante, Art '68 President and

Vice-President, Arts '69 Pres-

ident and Vice-President, the

former Journal Editor, the

Central Committee Chairman,

Donald Gordon House, and the

President of the Queen* s Debat-

ing Union.

The "Vote No" Committee
(Ed Chown, lohn Argue,

Bruce Little)

The Real Issue
Editor, Journal:

Okay. We need a concert hall.

And Mr. Lebensold* s plans are

very good for that purpose, I

suppose.
But that is NOT the point.

As Mr. Lebensold himself

expressed, it is the ideas and

the meaning behind the ideas

that must be considered, not

the trappings such as the

architects plans or where the

building should be built.

The issues which we will be

voting 'yes' or 'no' for have

never been clearly stated; i.e.

the scanty information publish

ed about the theatre fund to date.

My impression is that what we
are fighting about is NOT the

theatre, but another subtler

idea; the student pays (and pays

and pays), but has no control

of the result.

The problem behind this is

our old friend, student auton-

omy. Our problem has just been

painted another colour and hid-

den by a different form. We
should realize and face the

issues as they are, and not

avoid it by sublimating it into

theatre problems. Let us

obtain some power over our

own lives here. How can we

possibly influence anybody else

when we don't even have con-

trol of ourselves?
Paige Cousineau

Arts '68

NDP Protest

editor, Journal:

I must protestl Mr. George

Pontificates (sounds Greek --

or Roman? --or anonymous)

seems to look at everything

cross-eyed-ly, sees the liber-

als and conservatives both

nationally and on campus and

immediately concludes the NDP
(on campus the YND) is the

same.
As a member of the Queen'

s

Young New Democrats I should

Like to see those "joiner" girls.

At our last meeting we had

one girl. Our membership at

present is 16% female. Would

that he were right.

Possibly the result of this

is that we have some interest-

ing discussions of policy. On
a provincial and federal level,

as an active participant in the

many seminars and as a part-

icipant in the last federal Youth

and Party conventions, I can

amply testify to the serious

consideration of the many pro-

posals placed before them, not

by the brass of the party or

youth but by the individual

members through their clubs.

As to policy, what do you

wish? Our policy may seem to

be old chestnuts to you --

why? Because the CCF and NDP
has placed most of it before

the Canadian public and had it

argued and debated and thought

of so much that the senile

(should I just say " old" ?) parties

have had to adapt much of it

to pacify the voting public.

But the public, following those

"leftist" thinkers (why must

all thinkers be leftist? How

can one debate against unthink-

ing arrows fixed rigidly in one"

direction or wildly spinning in

the wind.) and their own common
sense have begun to realize .

that too many other people have

an influence greater than they

do, be they gangsters, members

of Big Business -- anybody

with some loot or family con-

nexions or blackmail material.

They have begun to realize

that the government of Canada

is not being run in their inter-

ests, and that it never will

be under Liberal or conser-

vative administration.

Tom Trottier

Up Laycock

Editor, Journal:

I do not think that indignant

disapproval of Mr. Laycock'

s

views on European travel should

brush aside the valuable point

that his article expressed. Far

too many students commit

themselves to groups -- travel

or otherwise — because they

are basically afraid to stand

on their own two feet. Those

who pre-arrange their trips to

Europe often seem to be dis-

satisfied with the results. They

soon discover the disadvantages

and restrictions of advanced

planning, and realize that many

of their apprehensions are un-

warranted. Many fail to make

the promised 'contact* due to

long working hours or unfor-

tunate geographical situations;

others regret the constricted

itineraries of organized tours.

And a significant number

honestly admit that the actual

outcome of promises and ex-

pectations is more than a little

disappointing.
Victoria Watters
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Honourable Mention went to Arts

'69—Vice Principal Conn (below)

West Wind, and Sc.

CUS Lobby
OTTAWA (CUP) - The falls

of Canada's House of Commons
will soon echo to the resound-
ing tiptoe of the Canadian Union
of Students' lobby for free edu-
cation.

As yet the details are
relatively top secret. But it

appears certain that CUS types
will soon be buttonholing M. P.' s

seducing them in the corridors,
and taking them out to coffee— all in the interest of the

Canadian student pocketbook.
Not since the masses turned

out in the tens of thousands
last fall for National Student

Day has the CUS bureaucracy
been so tensed for battle.

But unlike the placard fiascos

of the past, this will be a war
in gray flannel.

Confidential memoranda (well

hidden from the student press)

will be circulated to a select

committee of influentials who
will nod in praise of the union's

program.
Though the whole story will

likely never be told, it is con-

sidered virtually certain that

die CUS lobby will be instru-

mental in totally reshaping
Canada' s educational systeo

Arts 67 Sculpts Again

LiArts '67 won the snow sculp-

ture contest for the third

straight year.

And the winners were the

most surprised.

"Did we really win? You're

kidding", was the reaction of

Ed Chown, one of the organ-

izers of the sculpture.

John Mclntyre, principleart-

ist on the sculpture put the

victory down to "a clerical

error".
He suggested that perhaps

Dean Brown, Miss Hooey, and

Dr. Shortliffe, the judges, could

be made honorary members of

Arts '67.

The winning entry was a ten-

foot high double figure of

Tweedledum and Tweedledee,

in the images of Prime Minister

Pearson and Opposition Leader

Diefenbaker.

The two sculptures which

were expected to win, Science

'69' s Drunken Plumber and Arts

'68's Winter Wind were given

honorable mentions.

The entries are judged on

monumental ity, originality, and

artistic ability.

In the under 75 group, the
girls of Gordon House won with

their entry, Kiss me, Stupid.

The winner of the snowball
raffle was Keldine Fitzgerald,

also of Arts '67.

Lack of Heckle
at Listless Hyde
Hyde Park afternoon this year was a raving success!

Unhampered attendance-wise by the fact that almost no

prior publicity was carried out, the meeting saw no fewer

than fourteen exited and politically-aware observers come
(including the six speakers and the chairman.).

Indeed, one might say that the air this Sunday was filled

with incredible tension. As one entered the door of the

Union's Lower Common Room, he was immediately given

a copy of an NDP policy statement. Unfortunately, five

out of the eight observers were already convinced New
Democrats,

About this time, Mr. Menzies (a rather urbane and

sophisticated man -about -town who was to act as chairman)

could stand the electrified atmosphere no more and began

rushing to and fro, In and out of the doorway, in a valiant

effort to get the meeting underway. He finally solved the

problem of order by calling off the whole affair A stroke

of genius surpassing even his past coups!

The Liberal contingent, however, was not to be put off.

Their leader, leaping to the rostrum, promised, if elected,

to raise the annual maximum of student loans to $10,000

per person. He was immediately muffled and carried off

by sympathizers.

The entire day, however, hinged on what was to follow.

An NDP member pointed out that it was rather odd that

his party's signs should be disappearing around campus

even when they stood beside untouched Conservative ones.

Mr. MacOdrum, at this point, executed his brilliancy of

the day by demonstrating, by means of advanced mathematics,

that it was all because of statistical chance and probability.

Everyone then stood around in a circle and swapped

political in-jokes.
(

I, even though recognizing that Model Parliament here

at Queen' s gives us an opportunity to take part in a dialogue

about our country and its future, grabbed my mouth and

raced for the washroom.
by Allan Bitz

SCM Talks Here This Weekend
SCM Education Seminar by Brian D. Wilson

Why have student movements such as SUPA and SNCC
never caught on at Queen's? What is the situation of the

"dispossessed generation" which has espoused these causes,

and what is the role of this generation in society? The up-

coming SCM Seminar on Education will examine these and

other questions dealing with student movements on our own

and other campuses. "We will," says convenor John Morgan,

"attemt to deal with an emotional subject intellectually."

The seminar will commence on Saturday , January 22

at 10:00 AM in Dunning Auditorium and will continue until

4:00 PM on Saturday. The theme will be " Alook at student

movements and their effect on society." Registration fees

may be paid at desks in the Union, at Leonard, at the AMS
office, or to any SCM member.

The programme, inspired by the recent riots on the

Berkley campus, will include lectures, discussion groups, panel

discussions, and workshops. The seminar will be concluded

by a panel discussion, chaired by Roger Hutchison, and made

up of Principal Corry, Don Carmichael, Dan Drache, which

will deal with specific criticisms and proposals of the seminar

which concern Queen' s.

TELEPHONE 548-3434

"We\t (gift fetire"

Fine China Crystal

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON. ONT.

Jewellery

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

plus High Dividends

if will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN HOUGHTON, B.A.. C.L.U. — Res. 542-7602

D. R. HOUGHTON. B.Sc. C.L.U. — Res. 548-4552

Z. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 546-0032

M. EMMET ADAM C.L.U. — ReB. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Prince.. Straal Telephone 546-3671

Branch Manager: A. E. Nelson. C.L.U.

1966 GRADUATES

ARTS AND SCIENCE
COMMERCE

Vne Canada c4iiurance Company

OFFERS YOU

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IN

* ACCOUNTING * COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

FINANCE * SALES • ADMINISTRATION

* ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Our Company representatives will be conducting

career employment interviews at the University on

FRTDAY JANUARY 21 FOli ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 26 FOR ALL OTHERS

We invite you to leserve an interview time and

secure further information at the Placement Office.
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LEVANALECTS VIG
A ge„eral meeting ot the Soc^wiU bjtaW

Tuesday, January 18 a 6 -30 ™ ™e °™
position of Chief

hear the speechesjf *^«jJSTj° Carol^ chiddicRs,X"Chown and "ST Thompson. The election will follow on

Thursday, January 20.

This year the nomination for Chief Vigilante has been

changed. The Levana Constitution has been amended to state.

"The Chief Vigilante of the Levana Society shall be ctosea.

, , !S ,hl executive from applications received.

£ C
P
nieT Vigilant sTa U Te elected .rom those three candi-

dates by the members of the Society."

APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995
,

A number of scholarships, each of $6 000 T«
are available to suitable GRADUATES In ANY BRANCH

OF ENGINEERING or THE APPLIED SCIENCES uho are int

...ted In a career In the MINING INDUSTRY. The

scholarships are cenable at McGill University

advanced course leading to the Master s degree -n

Mining Engineering. Representatives of the McGill

Mining Scholarship Fund vill be on the campus on

January 21, 1966 • Interviews may be arranged

through your Placement Office.

at

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m,

Queen' s Students always Welcome.

Tony Annis to greet you.

George Anderson

This summer, on June 20th,

two Politics majors at Queen'

s

will be embarking for the

improbable destination of

Turkey. George Anderson, Arts

'67, and John Dingwall, Arts

'68, will be taking part in an

international WUS conference

at Istanbul.

Both delegates are paying

only a nominal two hundred and

fifty dollars toward the $2,700

cost per student which Canada's

WUS will shoulder. Asked

about the purpose of his trip,

George had this to say: 'I

think it will be valuable in

giving us an understanding of

people and a country different

from our own.'

Both John and he felt that

statement was 'terribly banal.'

From this point the interview

disintegrated, but a few salient

ZELLERS

(Mrs a Seam Future, and

Fast Vromotim Sr t/ouAp

Mm in IbMMMywwf
Here is a career opportunity where your initiative

and personal talents will be appreciated and re-

warded, You will receive on-the-job training

designed to prepare you for rapid advancement.

Promotion is from within the company, and is

based on individual performance.

If you are graduating in the faculty of Commerce,

Arts or Science.

If you possess leadership ability and self-confi-

dence.

If you possess imagination, ambition, and an

interest in people.

If you are able and willing to accept periodic

expense-paid transfers.

Consider a career with Zcller's Limited, a growing

Canadian Retail Company with over 100 stores in

more than 70 cities. Success in the Training Pro-

gramme leads to Store Management or to other

executive positions.

Starting salary will be commensurate with your

qualifications and experience, Employee benefits

include, Pension Plan, Group Life and Health

Insurance, Profit Sharing, and Summer and Winter

Vacations.

Visit the Placement Office to learn more about

the career opportunities with Zeller's, and to

arrange an interview with a company represen-

tative who will be on campus on:

,J ANUAWY

John Dingwall

facts did emerge. The theme

of the conference is to be

'The Changing Nature of the

Turkish Revolution.' Six weeks

spent in that country will be

used for individual study group

sessions, such as 'The Legal

-

Social Framework of Turkey.*

The attending 39 Canadian

delegates will include a 25%
representation by French

Canadian students with a rela-

tively substantial number from

Queen's: McGill has only one

student going. Professor Mc Lay

of the Physics department here

will make up part of the staff

delegation.

In brief, the trip will begin

June 20th with their arrival

at St. Adele, Quebec, for a

five-day preliminary briefing.

Rome and Belgrade then are

touched, with the final lap of

the journey terminating in

Istanbul. After the conference,

the participants are allotted

a two-week vacation to be fin-

anced themselves.

Upon their return to Queen'

s

John and George will give

lectures and hold meetings to

discuss the experience of

Turkey at International House.

They both expressed mixed

feelings about the trip. Eager

for the challenge of an inter-

national parley and interested

in the rapidly-changing Turkey,

George and John are appre-

hensive as well: half-cooked

rice is a Turkish staple food,

and a rather severe prohibition

against liquor threatens an

otherwise promising and educa-

tional trip.

GOLDEN WORDS
' ENGINEERING DAY, FEB. 5'

High school students from all

across the province will again

visit Queen's on the annual
' Engineering Day* on Saturday,

Feb. 5. The students will tour

the ' various engineering facil-

ities on campus and will attend

lectures given by members of

the staff. Guides are needed

to escort the students around

the campus and to assist in

the various displays. This is

a most worthwhile project and

the hope is. that many excellent

high school students will be

attracted to Queen' s by the

program. If you would like to

help out and show some of your

Queen' s spirit, please contact

Bruce Dingle, Sc. ' 66.

One of Canada' s leading en-

gineers and businessmen, Mr.

Norman Lea, will be at Queen'

s

a week today, January 25. Mr.

Lea will present a talk and film

on large engineering projects

in British Columbia such as the

famed 'Ripplerock explosion',

during ' the Engineers hour' at

11.00 . Mr. Lea is an accomp-
lished amateur film producer

and will use his own 45 minute

film to
' illustrate the discus-

sion. He has a wide and varied

background not untypical of the

successful engineer in today's

world. Mr. Lea will give a talk

on " Applied Engineering and
Applied Christianity" at 8:30

p.m. that evening in Dunning

Hall, to which everyone is wel-

come.
This Friday, Jan. 21, Sc'68

is holding their first party of

the new year. It will be an

open bash at the Polish Hall

by Peter Leishman, Sc. !67

featuring a new (and very ' in'

)

group from Ottawa, the Jesters.

Another added attraction will

be a bar by CALVERT.
As some of you may have

noticed, lists of jobs held by

Sc'66 students last summer
have been posted throughout

the main engineering buildings.

The purpose of this being that

students in other years can

look up various companies

they might want to work for and

then get in touch with the

student who worked for the

company last summer and

ask him questions concerning

working conditions, pay, and

place of employment. In this

way you will be better able to

judge what each organization

has to offer. So please take

advantage of this service, it is

for your own benefit.

INDIA AFTER SHASTRI

| j

Almost a week has passed

since that tragic day when

Prime Minister Shastri died

in a foreign land in the pursuit

of peace. Is it just a coincidence

or a curious irony of fate that

India's three leaders have all

died while trying to bring about

love and understanding between

India and Pakistan.

Gandhi died at the hands

of a Hindu fanatic for teaching

Hindu - Moslem brotherhood.

Nehru during his last days tried

to lead India towards a perm-
|anent settlement over Kashmir.

Then came the turn of India's

second prime minister Lai

Bahadur Shastri (Jewel Brave

Graduate), who died in Tash-

kent just after signing a pact

with President Ayub Khan,

Every body wonders now, ' After

Shastri what? as they did after

Nehru's equally painful depart-

ure.

When Shastri became India'

s

second prime minister after the

departure of the giant like Nehru

many expected that Shastri

would not be able to weather

the storm of primeminister-

ship for long. But tiny and small,

shy like a school boy in his

dhoti and Gandhi cap, Shastri

reflected an inchoate strength.

By merely surviving for 18

months, Shastri in his own

humble give and take com-

promise and sometimes steel

toughness showed that he had

a better chance than Nehru. If

he was firm in the Kutch

incident then he was equally

determined in Kashmir too.

Neverthless, when he saw that

the strained relation would

block the progress of both the

countries, he became ready for

peaceful negotiation too. He was

more concerned with the

country's welfare than anything

else. In contrast to Nehru who
stressed the modern scientific

approach to economic progress,

Shastri insisted on self -

reliance rather than foreign aid.

He silenced the militarists

demand for the nuclear bomb
because he knew it was luxury

for India. On December 4, 1964

when China first exploded the

nuclear bomb Shastri wrote to

Chou-en-lai:

"Your excellency was one of

the signatories of the Bandung
declaration, which stated inter

alia, 'pending total prohibition

of the manufacture of nuclear

and thermonuclear weapons, the

conference appealed to all

powers concerned to reach an

agreement to suspend the ex-

periments with such weapons'

,

I regret to say that vour

excellency1

s Government has

belied this hope and ignored

the appeal of the peoples of

the world" '

.

Even when Johnson scrubbed

Shastri' s trip to Washington for

criticising Vietnam business,

Shastri' s cool unconcern paid

off with Indian audiences, prov-

ing that modesty pays.

When Nehru died India was

less a nation than a notion

possessed of a fragile unity.

When Shastri left, India is

progressing with new social

and economic forces. The nation

now possesses the know-how

to raise itself from poverty

and despair. What India needs

now? India needs someone

bolder than Shastri - a person

who perhaps combines Nehru'

s

flamboyance and Shastri' s mod-
esty - who can carry Shastri'

s

unfinished programme and lead

India through its miseries and

woes. I am sure somewhere

among India's millions, among

the young who continuously

strive for a goal and get it, mere
will emerge a dynamic leader

who will rally the nation and

lift its spirit.

by Gyan Rajhans
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QUEEN'S BANDS

Grant Hall will be open for the re-

turn of uniforms on:

Sat. Jan. 22 1 pm - G pm

Sun. Jan. 23 1 pm - 6 pm

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS

The Computation Centre, National

Research Council, requires the ser-

vices of computer programmers who

hold a pass level degree in mathema-
tics or mathematics and physics from

a recognized university. Salary will

depend on qualifications and relevant
experience. Programming experience
is desirable but not essential. 1965

pass graduates who possess a strong
background in mathematics but who

have no programming experience may

expect an initial salary of approxi-
mately ,{5,500 per annum. Applicants
should write to the Employment Offi-

cer National Research Council, Ottawa

and'give an outline of their education

and experience. Please quote competi-

tion no. ER-349.

DALHOUS IE UNIVERSITY
HALIFAX CANADA

GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS

Biological Sciences Medical Sciences

Social Sciences Humanities
Physical Sciences Oceanography

The Faculty of Graduate Studies invites applications by March 15 for

Dalhousie Graduate Awards, Dalhousie Research Fellowships and Dalhousie Post-

doctoral Fellowships in the Sciences, and by May 1 for Visiting Fellowships

for Terminating Graduate Students and new Ph.D.'s in the Humanities and Social

Sciences-

$3,000.00 Honours Graduate Entrance Scholarships (12 month

period)

.

Up to $2,400.00 for Master's Students. (12 month period).

Dalhousie Centennial Fellowships of $3,600.00 for Post-

Masters candidates in all fields.

Up to $4,000.00 for continuing Ph.D. Students.

Up to $5,000.00 for Visiting Fellowships in the Humanities

$6,000.00 for Postdoctoral Fellows in the Sciences.

$7,000.00 for Research Associateships.

Travel Allowances for Canadian Students.

Research Allowances for Postdoctoral Fellows.

The Dalhousie Graduate Awards, the Dalhousie Research Fellowships, the

Visitiru Fellowships for Terminating Graduate Students and new Ph.D.'s in the

Humanities and Social Sciences, and the Dalhousie Postdoctoral Fellowships are

IZTtl Graduates of auy recogni.ed university in any Degree Program for which

facUltieTare available, and are awarded on the basis of academic standing.

Additional special awards are open to Canadians only.

Application forms and further information may be obtained from the Dean

of Graduate Studies, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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THIS WEEK

Tuesday, January 18

Challenge debate at 8.00 pm.

Queen' s Debating Union vs

Newman Club. All welcome.

Model Parliament Elections.

Voting by Athletic Card.

Residences: meal hours.

Library: 9-5:30. Ellis: 9-12.

Law 10-12:30 and 1:30-4:30.

Crane: 10-12 and 2:30 - 5:00.

Dunning: 10-12 and 1-3. New

Arts: 10-12 and 1:30 -3:30.

Wednesday, January 19

The Queen's Bridge Club will

meet at 7:00 pm in the Lounge

of the Students' Union.

Thursday, January 20

The Astronomy Club will

meet in Ellis Hall, Room 222

at 8:00 pm. Two short films

- The Moon and Solar Prom-

inences - will be shown. All

welcome.

Friday, January 21

Science '68 Year Party at the

Polish Hall (119 Russell St) from

9-1, Music by the Gestures

from Ottawa. Bar by Calvert.

Open.

(Veekend, January 22-23

S.C.M. Seminar, 'Change in

die Student's World,' Sat. -Sun.

January 22-23. Lectures by Mr.

U Ward, Mr. H. Adelman,

Dr. R. Pope. Panels, discus-

sion groups. Register now at

the AMS Office (only $1.00).

Tuesday, January 25

Queen's Young New Demo-
crats will hold a meeting in

the second floor Seminar Room
of the Students' Union. Any

and all are welcome.

Monday, January 31

Coffee and conversation,

sponsored by Queen' s Debating

Union. Special guest Prof.

Duncan. 79 Queen St. at 8:00

pm.

CLASSIFIED

Warm, quiet room close to

Queen's to men in Law,

Commerce, Arts, Economics,

Politics, and Business. Meals

next door. Gravelled parking

yard. 196 Union St.

A two-bedroom apartment

with stove and refrigerator is

available for rent to a post-

graduate married student. Rent

$85.00 per month. Apply to

the Secretary* s Office,

Richardson Hall.

The candidates for Chief Vig

are Carolyn Chiddicks, Kirby

Chown and Sue Thompson.

Election will be held Thursday,

January 20. No card is neces-

sary to vote. The polling

stations will be open as follows:

New Arts, 8:30 - 11:00; Union,

11-30 - 1:00; New Arts, 1:30 -

5 :00; Ban Righ, 5:00 - 7:00.

Applications for AMS Fresh-

man Orientation Convenor

should be left in the AMS
Office by January 25. Appli-

cants should now be in their

second or successive academic

year. For information call

John MacLatchy, 546-6835.

!59 Volkswagen, light green,

good shape, reconditioned

interior, gas gauge, radio, auto-

matic choke, cocoa mats, ad-

justable seats, handy fold-away

gear-shift lever, sexy horns,

Quebec plates, snow tires,

only 40,000 miles. Small but

looks big. Must sell. Reason-

able at $350. Call Bruce at 836.

TUesday, January 18, 1966.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The girls of 294 Barrie wish

to announce the recent engage-

ment of one of their members,
namely Jo -Anne Sherk to one

Doug Ellenor, and to remind all

there are only four left. Due
to the short supply all offers

will be considered on a first

come, first serve basis.

RENEW RENAISSANCE
_ ,—,„ na-ar nn ' Humanism and Renais-

The Levana Society invites

nominations for the following

positions on the 1966-67 execu-

tive: President '67; Vice-

President '68; Secretary '69;

Treasurer '67 or 168; President

of Levana Council final year;

Public Relations Officer any

year; Senior AMS Represen-

tative. Nominations must be

signed by the nominee and five

nominators. Allnominations

must be submitted to either

Joan Pistawka, New Women's

Residence, or Sandie Best, Ban

Righ, by Tuesday, January 25.

LOST
Ladies coat, blue Harris

Tweed. Sum of money in

pocket. At 'Sewers of Paris',

Grant Hall, Friday, January 14.

Please contact Anne Miller,

542-9939.

FOR SALE
1960 VW. Very good condition

ice blue. $700. 50 Amherst

Drive, 389-0910.

The Renaissance was the topic

of a seminar held at the Agnes

Etherington Art Centre on Jan-

uary 14-16.

The Renaissance was discus-

sed in connection with the Bible,

music (a Montreal brass quintet),

the arts in Cngland, France and

Italy, and was concluded on

Sunday with a panel discussion.

The audience generally seemed

to be half composed of students

and half of interested Kingston-

ians.

In reference to the return to

the Classics of the Italian Ren-

aissance, Professor McDonald",

associate professor of Italianand

Spanish, remarked that "we

should not prejudge imitation as

slavish and derivative," and that

"the alternative is intellectual

solitude or isolation." In his-

paper on ' Humanism and Renais-

sance in Italy' Prof. McDonald

discussed the various media used

by Renaissance writers and the

losses which this progress en-

tailed.

Dr. Evans, head of the French

department, further enlarged the

main theme in his paper on

'The French Renaissance:
Humanism and Poetry.' He gave

an interesting overall view of

the French Renaissance authors

by presenting them in chronolog-

ical order and gave special

emphasis to Ronsard and Du

Bellary.

The general consensus was that

the seminar program was en-

lightening, and on the whole dir-

ected on a good level for its

general audience.

Michael Morrello

Hoir Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLIST*

featuring The Latttt

ttt Hair Sty/irrfl

Wlrm.il of Tim Top /W(Jl
in Klngitoo and District

Engineers and Scientists:

Let's talk about a career at Boeing...

50 -year leader in aerospace technology

Campus Interviews Tuesday , January 25

The most effective way to evaluate a com-

pany in terms of its potential for dynamic

career growth is to examine its past rec-

ord, its current status, and its prospects

and planning for the future, together with

the professional climate it offers for the

development of your individual capabilities.

Boeing, which in 1966 completes 50 years

of unmatched aircraft innovation and pro-

duction, offers you career opportunities as

diverse as its extensive and varied back-

log Whether your interests lie in the field

of commercial jet airliners of the future or

in space-flight technology, you can find at

Boeing an opening which combines profes-

sional challenge and long-range stability.

The men of Boeing are today pioneering

evolutionary advances in both civilian and

military aircraft, as well as in space pro-

grams of such historic importance as

America's first moon landing. Missiles,

space vehicles, gas turbine engines, trans-

port helicopters, marine vehicles and basic

research are other areas of Boeing activity.

There's a spot where your talents can

mature and grow at Boeing, in research,

design, test, manufacturing or administra-

tion. The company's position as world

leader in jet transportation provides a

measure of the calibre of people with

whom you would work. In addition, Boeing

people work in small groups, where initia-

tive and ability get maximum exposure.

Boeing encourages participation in the

company-paid Graduate Study Program at

leading colleges and universities near

company installations.

We're looking forward to meeting engi-

neering, mathematics and science seniors

and graduate students during our visit to

your campus. Make an appointment now

at your placement office. Boeing is an

equal opportunity employer.

(1) Boeing's new short-range 737 Jetliner. 12)

Variable-sweep wing design for the nations

SEBa
fjrs t supersonic commercial let transport,

-r-v- (3) NASA's Saturn V launch vehicle will power

orbital and deep-space flights. 14] Model of

Lunar Orbller Boeing Is building for NASA.

15) Boeins-Vertol 107 transport helicopter

shown with Boeing 707 jetliner.

Mllltory Alrpl.no • Missile • So.c. . Turbine . V.rtol . Also. Booing Scientific Research L.bor.torles
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HOCKEY GAELS BUST WEEKEND
GAELS VS TORONTO

On Friday night Norman
Douglas played the University

of Toronto Varsity Blues. He

lost.

The Gaels were so far out-

classed that it was pitiful.

Varsity dominated the play in

all three periods to such an

extent that when the Gaels show-

ed an occasional spark of life

everyone was suprised. The
bulk of the scoring came in the

second period when the Blues

scored four goals in 2 minutes

and 50 seconds and added a

fifth 2 minutes and 11 seconds

later. These five goals along

with two in the first and three

in the third periods gave the

Varsity squad the victory by

the very small margin of seven

goals.

There were 4,374 persons at

Varsity Arena that night and

everyone of them spent the

entire second and third periods

applauding Norm Douglas every

time he made a stop. With the

type of play contributed by the

Gaels he had a large number

of pucks to stop. There can

not be enough said in praise of

Douglas. He was the onlyplayer

on the Queen' s squad who

seemed to have the desire to

play. As for the rest of the

team-— ECHIII! Any team that

will allow the opposition to

plaster their goalkeeper with

SEVENTY_TWO shots —-well.

In spite
-
of the poor showing

all is not lost. Douglas will

no doubt get quite a few All

Star votes due to his perform-

ance and Larry Jones picked up

three assists.

STATISTICS
Final Score;

Varsity 10 - Queen' s 3

McClelland (Blues)

charging 12.20

Pond (Queen's)

roughing 13.25

Tait (Queen's)

roughing 13.25

Wilson (Blues)

roughing 13.25

SECOND PERIOD
Thompson (Queen' s)

roughing 6.32

Jones (Blues)

roughing 6.32

farmer (Blues)

interference 6.45

Awrey (Blues)

tripping 11.17

THIRD PERIOD
McClelland (Blues)

charging 4.59

Monahan (Blues)

charging 12.22

Awrey (Blues)

holding 15.03

2 min. Scoring:

FIRST PERIOD
2 min. Blues:

Passi (Cunningham, Stroud) 2.05

2 min. St. John (ditto above) 11.35

Passi (Stroud, Awrey) 13.40

2 min.
SECOND PERIOD
Blues:

Jones (Thompson, McClelland)
2 min. 3.25

Cunningham (Passi) 5.00

2 min. Passi (Cunningham.Stroud) 5.28

Cunningham(Stroud, Passi) 6.15

2 min. Awrey (Monteith S.) 8.26

Gaels:

2 min. Pond (Louth, Jones) 13.54

Louth (Pond, Jones ) 17.33

THIRD PERIOD
2 min Blues:

Passi(Stroud, Cunningham) 9.18

5 min. Gaels:
Bonn (Pond, Jones) 12.42

2 min. Blues:

Monteith S 13.50

SNOWBALL SPORTS

Penalties:

FIRST PERIOD
Sherm (Queen' s)

tripping 3.07

Farmer (Blues)

holding 6.22

Despite some unusual and

highly effective tactics — kid-

napping a member of the oppos-

ing team; throwing extra pucks

out on the ice; putting on the

whole team for the last two

minutes -- Queen' s football

SPORTS CLUB NEWS
QUEENS PISTOL CLUB--While they may not teach- you

how to murder your mother-in-law, the Queen's Pistol Club

does offer exciting diversions for anyone interested in ex-

pending ammunition. From its inception at Christmas last

year, ills membership has grown to over thirty. The only

requirement to joining the only (to date) university pistol

club in Canada is J5.00 for annual fees. Your own pistol

or previous experience is not necessary. Beginners will

receive instruction from experienced tutors using the

weapons of present members. Because a target pistol is as

personal an implement as a good violin, custom-made pistols

are available at a discount through the club.

The Queen's Pistol Club is a member of two pistol leagues;

The Borden Handgun League composed of Queen's, R.M.U, the

Frontenac Pistol Club plus three American clubs and a Postal

League where meets are conducted by mail with .American

clubs such as West Point and Annapolis. In addition, intra-

club shootoffs are held each year. A handicapping system

similar to golf is used to give beginners and experts equal

opportunity to win. ^ n -,n „m
Regular shooting nights are held on Tuesday at 7:30 pm

at the PWOR armouries on Montreal Street. Anyone interested

is invited to attend. For further Information and transporta-

tion from the university to the armouries contact George Bonn

546-9297

The
'

Pistol Club dropped a close decision to RMC in a

Boarder League shoot Friday: 2,645 - 2,495. High
.

scorer

for RMC was Ron jacton - 553 and for Queen's »»| c
»^/_

-533. The next league meet will be on January 23 when Water

town comes to Queen' s.

THE GLIDING CLUB - Although che
j

r^^^^^^l
low, their members are high - in the air I Sol ar these ant

gravity enthusiasts number only 15. Membership .
ope to

both sexes and previous experience (in flying) is not^neces

sary. Membership fees are only $5.00 year plus ^
Weather permitting the Gliding Club meets every Sunday

the Gananoque airport. Queen's has the only university Gliding

Club in Canada. Interested? Call Jim. Janzen, Ext. 819.

Gaels were defeated (who could

keep score?) Friday by the

Levana Hockey team. The star

of the game as selected by a

panel of impartial admirers

was referee Dr. John Ursell.

At half time a team of Arts

girls defeated Meds -Science

girls 7-6. Meds -Science intro-

duced a new play, the bounce

pass, which enable Lorna Weir

to make an unhindered 50-yard

run for the first touchdown.

Linda Ames made the winning

touchdown and convert.

In the all-night bowling tourn-

ament Friday, Nellie Vandertol

won the Ladies High Singles

with a score of 144. Al Stokes

won the Men's division with a

also
•209.

The Curling Bonspiel,

Friday night, ended in a tie

for first place. Winning teams

were Doug Montgomery, skip.

Bill McCallum, Barb Jesson,

and Maureen Best, and Ron

Walsh, skip, Stan Wells, Ainslie

Dance, and Ruth Wilson.

GAELS VS WESTERN
Visibly tired from their 10-3 massacre by the Varsity Blues

on Friday night, the Gaels were outskated, outshot and outscored

by the Western Mustangs on Saturday afternoon, 5-2. Because

the Gaels insisted on playing by International Rules, the Mustangs

dipsidoodled through and around a powderpuff defense for five

goals. Only another brilliant game by Norm Douglas in the Queeif s

nets prevented a repeat of Friday's fiasco.

After a fast first period start by the Gaels (for about one

minute), the Mustangs took over. Jim Dent, with the first of

his two goals, gave them the lead, 1-0, at 1:92 on a dribbling

screen shot. Five minutes later it was 2-0 as Jerry Knightley

tipped in a shot from the point. The Gaels first real opportunity

came at 8:55 when, with Queen's Walker and Western's Leeson

already in the penalty box, Mustang" s Reg Higgs received two

minutes for tripping. However with a style that was to mark their

play all afternoon the Gaels were effectively contained by Western

and couldn't score. A period of rather ragged action ended with

a flurry. On end-to-end rushes the Gaels missed two good chances.

Western was equally foiled by three acrobatic saves by Douglas.

In the second period the Gaels gained their second wind. Good
Western goaltending with the Gaels putting on the pressure kept

Queen' s off the scoreboard until Jim Tait got his first of two

goals at 8:09. For the only time in the game, the Gaelsroared

to life after a Western penalty at 8:24 but couldn't find the net.

Five minutes later Jim Tait just missed tieing the game when

Peter Kelly of Western stopped his breakaway. However Jim

came back at 16:09 with his second goal and the score was 2-2.

The goal came after two saves by Western's Gary Bonney

and a missed breakaway by Mark Edwards. The tie and the Gaels

momentum did not last long. Two minutes later Western' s Larry

Babcock cut in on the left wing, took the defense with him and

made a perfect pass to Jim Dent who scored his second goal.

It was the best executed play of the game. After that goal Queen'

s

lost much of their fight.

Except for two more Western goals the third period was

rather uneventful. The referees considered it so uneventful that

they took the time off! Western put the game virtually out of reach

with a goal from the point by Bob Blackburn at 4:46 and on ice

with their fifth at 17:46. Two minor skirmishes, one at 12:00

and another at 14:00, provided some excitement. Since the

referees were off duty at the time no penalties were assessed.

Final score - Western 5, Queen's 2. Shots on goal - Western 40,

Queen' s 22.

SLAPSHOTS - The only Queen's line to sustain any sort of attack

was Pond, Jones and Lough. Only Jones figured in the scoring,

assisting on Jim Taif s second goal. The Gaels powerplay was

powerless. Western checked Queen's into the ice in their otvn

end and hit them with solidbodychecks if they managed to reach the

Mustang blueline.

--The best Queen's bodycheck occurred in the third period

when two Gael defensement collided at the blueline. Only a

typically fantastic save by Douglas on the resulting Western

breakaway stopped a goal.

—The best swan dive of the game was by Rich Clark of

Western when Larry Jones sidestepped his intended check..

--Offensive standouts for Western were Jerry Knightley,

Larry Babcock and Dave Leeson. On the defense, Pete^elly

and Rich Lauzon consistently shook up the Gael forwards with

hard bodychecks.

--The only Gael on the ice to remember that a bodycheck

ivolves physical contact was Bob Pond. He received intermit-

tent help from George Walker. Too often the Mustang forwards

carried the puck, unmolested, from behind their own net to a

scoring opportunity in front of Norm Douglas.

-The Gaels' three star selection - by Dr. Melvin of the

A.B of C - Jim Tait who scored both Queerr s goals. Norm

Douglas, and Mike Carson who was the steadiest Gael defenseman.

CHEM WINS TOILET BOWL
An estimated 200 persons

warmed by booze and broads

braved the near zero temper-

atures to see Chemical eke out

3-2 defensive victory over

Civil.

Clever running and quarter-

backing by Chemical's George

Rawsthorne set up a 30 yd.

field goal by Mike Dawson late

in the second quarter.

There was more body to the

half time show than expected

as several of the Queen's girls

left their brooms at the side-

lines to give an exhibition of

vicious tackling.

The defensive battle cont-

inued during the 2nd half. Civil

hit the scoreboard when Chem-
ical conceded a safety touch

with less than 6 minutes

remaining in the game. Civil

tried to improve theirscore but

were held byChemical who won

the toilet bowl and the" tasties"

All the spectators seemed to

enjoy the game - some more

than others as they seemed to

be preparing for next year's

football season.
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Basketball Gaels

Lose Home Opener
by Dennis Quin

Hamilton Quigleys, Ontario

Senior A Basketball League

team, scored a 64-50 win over

the Queen's Golden Gaels at

me Queen's Gym, Saturday

night. The Gaels played their

best game of the season and

it was not until the dying min-

utes of the game that the more

experienced Hamilton squad put

the game out of reach.

If their play is any indication

of the future, the Gaels could

be in for a prosperous season.

Queen' s worked their plays well

and played a fine game on

defense but once again, their

erratic shooting --26 per cent

from the floor ---told the story.

Cliff Goodwin hooped 15

points for the winners and Brian

Middlemiss and Ed Bordas fol-

lowed with 11 each. Bordas,

6' 7" centre and former star

at McMaster University, was

contained well throughout the

game by veteran Bob Howes

and rookie Dave Heath.

Guard Doug Evans played a

strong game for the Gaels as

did forward Ted Waring who

led the team in scoring with

14 points. Bruce Engel was

second high scorer with 10

pol

The New Look in

Queens Journal Sports

S^JSriBpS?. are YOUB
1
—. T-J

542-3646 or Jack Chong, 542-8525.

ATTENTION YEAR ATHLETIC STICKS — To help us

rive mor effective Intramural coverage iniorm us of your

to make a better Journal.

We would appreciate your criticisms and suctions for

future Journal sports features. Remember - the Journal

what you, the contributor, make it - good or bad!

Note: Tne journal has moved

rT^^T^Tt^t Tthe Stents Union.

Your Sports Editors

Jack Chong
Ed Larson

SPORTS NOTES
by J. Chong

There are no words to describe Norm Douglas In the
i

Gaels^

In a losing battle.

as a result of this weekend the Gaels haven' t a ghost of a

haul the frontrunners.

Although the basketball Gaels were defeated last night It

muhsrrnoL that the Hamilton^uigglie, winner s .

^

=
££e FoSSSioT A cUm^onship they were edged

by Montreal 77-76 in the Eastern Championships.

Hamilton has played four erfUbiti

^

f
^ear^th

S"versi^S« *B°-5V wSiloo 76*70 and Western twice

70-69
idence. You do not have to be

a pro, just come.
Intramural Volleyball will

begin January 18th and end

February 8th. Teams are now

being formed. If you are int-

erested contact your represent-

ative immediately.

Swim Meet
The Queen' s Swim Team

started the season with a real

splash by defeating R.M.C 54

to 32 on Thursday. Queen's

swimmers placed first in seven

of the ten events. Leading

swimmers for Queen's were

Doug Bishop with four firsts,

Mike Newbury and Pat Croome

with two firsts and one second

each, and Tony Templeton with

one first. Next meet Saturday

at 1:30 in the Queen's Pool

when Queen's meets Toronto

Intramural Sports
Girls: Did you sampleevery- Standings

one's Christmas cooking? It

was delicious, wastf t itl Well, Waterloo
now to get back Into shape and Western
enjoy yourself at the same time, Toronto
BOW LING is back for you. Come Queen'

s

either Mon. or Wed. 4:30 - Montreal
5:30 at the Brock Bowling Alley. McGiU
Bowl 2 games for aonly 25£ Laval
(Cheapl). McMaster
NOTE: to girls in residence Guelph

Arts Out of Res. is undefeated

due to defaults by YOUR res-

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

(Regular and summer)

EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS

vlth

PAN AMERICAN

PETROLEUM CORPORATION

(Calgary, Alberta)

INTERVIEWS WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, JANUARY 19 & 2°, 1966

for

POST GRADUATES
GRADUATES

UNDERGRADUATES

in

GEOPHYSICS
HONORS GEOLOGY

HONORS MATH
HONORS PHYSICS

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

MINING ENGINEERING

Pan American, a member 'of the standard Oil Company

(Indiana) organisation, has several challenging

career openings in the Canadian Division Office

in Calgary.

We ore a rapidly growing major oil company offer-

ing attractive salaries and benefits in addition

to opportunity for advancement.

Appointments for interviews are being made at the

Student placement Office. Company and Job infor-

mation booklets are available there.

Hockey Standing
Friday* s Scores

Western 6 McGill 4

Toronto 10 Queen' s 3

Waterloo 4 Laval 2

Saturday1 s Scores

Western 5 Queen' s 2

Waterloo 6 Montreal 4

McMaster 5 Guelph 3

Levana Sports

On Friday night the Levan-

ites went to Toronto for a

hairy night of curling. The

two teams of curlers did very

well in the tournament. The

rink skipped by Helen Sutcliffe

and made up of Gwen Edwards

Dianne Murphy, and Sue Johnson

won its two games against

Ryerson and York by scores

of 8-5 and 19-2. The other

rink skipped by Shirley Lewis

was defeated in both of its

games. There will be another

tournament at McMaster on

Jan. 28 with rinks from Queen' s,

U. of T., McGill, Western and

Ryerson competing.

In a sparkling game at

Ryerson on Saturday the
^

Queen' s Intermediate Girl'

s

Basketball team defeated the

Ryerson girls 27-26. As the

score would indicate the game

was a very close battle from

start to finish. Only the out-

standing offensive play by for-

wards: Diane Findlay, Carole

Hughes, Barb Whelan, and play-

ing coach Kaye Egan; backed

up by staunch defence from Dee

Dee Doran, Janet Este, and

Doreen Whyte, and Barb Revill

won the game for the Levanites.

The top Queen's scorer was

Carole Hughes with 19 points.

For those who want to witness

the Queen's girls inflict Ryer-

son with another defeat there

will be a return game here on

February 12.

G W L P

6 12

6 1

5 1

3 4

2 4
2 4

2 5

2 4

0 5

Get your hands off my ball

What do you want in a

company after graduation?

, t™ vcars sav the important things to

Graduates who've been out a few years say tn
an

'

unres trictcd chance
look for in choosing a Job ore good trai n, ng^

an
responsibility

to grow in a solid, --eo°Sn^! d "™Pa
^,i ei^°"„Ce SndEnthusiasm

and a stimulating environment where »»«" 1

f°
n
that oraer , DUt these

are ^Z^t^^X^ "Tn SSSS/S Gamble offer you,

An outstanding record of individualized,

on-the-job training.

Responsibilities and promotion based on a

man's ability — not seniority.

A growth company which controls 3QjMffl» of

all the maior product markets in which it

competes-, at least one of our brands is in

95% of all Canadian households.

Among other benefits, highly competitive

salaries and profit sharing.

Obviously, you need to know before makinfc an intelligent

company representatives. will visit for interviews on

Tuesday, January 25
Wednesday, January 26

for positions in

umom, «« rax**, s»«s hwmW"

PROCTER & GAMBLE
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Model Stolen Under

CUS Chairman's Nose
The architect's model of the proposed theatre was

stolen from the Union between 11 and 12 p.m. on Tuesday

night. At press time, there was no clue as to its present

location.

photo by Samulewitz

If you should encounter a mysterious stranger with this model under his arm, kindly

apprehend him and deliver him to the nearest member of the Theatre Planning Board

Second Plebiscite
to?Tudor Beattie

Apetitlon bearing over one

hundred .signatures was brought

before the AMS executive at

Tuesday nighf s meeting.

It read: "We, the undersigned,

request that a plebiscite be held'

on the following question: "Do

you consider a theatre complex

to be an essential part of

Queen's immediate building ex-

pansion?'' We also request that

this plebiscite be held at the

same time as the plebiscite on

the fee-hike, scheduled for Jan-

uary 26 and 27, 1966."

According to the AMS con-

stitution any petition with at

least one hundred signatures

automatically forces a plebis-

cite on the question.

The main debate centred

around the timing of the plebis-

cite. Those 'supporting the

petition argued that it should

be held concurrently with the

fee-raise plebiscite so as to

clarify the alternatives. Those

supporting the fee-hike argued

chat the plebiscites should be

held separately, otherwise the

issues would be confused. After

a lengthy debate the executive

voted in favour of holding Che

second plebiscite at least five

days later,

John Argue, Jr. Arts Rep,

the leading spokesman for the

petitioners, then made a motion

asking that the Building Fund

Committee should personally

lobby the members of the Board

of Trustees to promote the

theatre concept. After some

discussion about the precise

meaning of the term "lobbying"

the motion was amende -

! to csad

that the Building Fund Commit-

tee should personally commun-
icate the student views to the

Board of Trustees.

Next Mr. Argue moved that

the AMS executive should sanc-

tion a demonstration which

would show student support for

the theatre project. The sug-

gestion was, that a great number
of students should stand outside

Richardson Hall on the night

of Feb. ,11 as the Trustees

met.

After a brief discussion Mr.

Argue withdrew the motion be-

cause of the obvious lack of

support among the executive

members.

An anonymous letter received

by the Journal on Wednesday
stated that the model "is being

well taken care of, and will

soon be returned, unharmed".

The author of the letter, who
apparently is also the thief

of the model, insisted that his

"sensationalism" was an effort

"to repel the drowsiness which

seems to cover our iuiversity" .

The letter was signed "The
Midnight Skulker".

The author questioned wheth-

er "the majority of students

and staff take Interest in the

theatre question". It is his

hope that the "brief absence"

of the model will increase the

awareness and concern of the

university for the question. He

closed by urging, " Queen' s, get

off your butt!"

Gerge Anderson, CUS Chair-

man, thinks he encountered the

"Midnight Skulker" in the act.

Leaving the Union at about 11

p.m. on Tuesday he noticed

someone in a red jacket stand-

ing by the model.

The model was leaning over

me edge of the table situated

in the entrance lobby to the

Union. The student asked Mr.

Anderson whether the model

stayed there all night and if

the plexiglass cover was re-

movable. He received a "yes"

to both questions.

The stranger then explained

that he was an AMS constable,

and was worried about It being

stolen. Mr. Anderson replied,

" Don" t worry, nobody* s going to

steal it" and left the building.'

Shortly after this the model
was removed. Mr. Anderson
has not been able to identify

the person he saw in the lobby.

The AMS reports that no

action will be taken if the model

is returned intact.

George Anderson Who
Thinks He Encountered Thief

STUDENTS SCALP CONCERT TICKETS

TO BE PROSECUTED NEXT TIME

Meeting Decides: Split

Pleb, Lobby, Demonstrate
by Mike

The CUS meeting Monday
night was disappointingly at-

tended but the few who were

sincerely interested in the

problem of the theatre pleb-

iscite.

Larry Wiertz, Gord Watt spoke

against the resolution to "vote

No" while agreeing that the

plebiscite was an undesirable

choice?' Their argument was
that only by a fee hike could

the theatre-complex built. Tney

emphasized that the campaign
at present does not include the

cost of teaching facilities which

will be undsertaken by the

university.

The proponents of the reso-

lution to "vote no", Ed Chown,

John Argue, Bob Foster and

Noel Lomer agreed thatwe need
a theatre. Their idea was to

change the plebiscite to have

two questions (Do we want a

theatre?) (How should a theatre

be financed?
They proceeded to suggest

alternative means of financing

the project, such as hiring a

full-time fundraiser, asking for

endowments for a theatre, or

engaglng in a country-wide app-

eal.

They suggested that a lobby

Murray
formed from members of the

building fund committee to ap-

proach the members of the

Board of Trustees individually

and explain the studentposition.

As a move to impress the board

with student demands a mass

demonstration was suggested,

to be held the night of the

semi-annual meeting on Feb-

ruary 11.

In an open discussion wnicn

followed several points were

raised. Wiertz emphasized that

no on the plebiscite was not a

vote against the theatre, but

solely a vote against increased

fees. It was agreed that In either

the plebiscite or the demon-

stration the main problem was

to get a large turnout, to pre-

vent the board of trustees from

thinking the students are apath-

etic.

At the close of the meeting

the following resolutions were

passed by a majority vote: 1)

There should be a plebiscite.

2) The plebiscite should have

two questions. 3) The members

of the board of turstees should

be approached by a lobby. 4)

There should be a demonstra-

tion regardless of the outcome

of the plebiscite.

by John Hill Saunders

0 Psst, buddy, wanna buy some

Ian & Sylvia tickets - only six

bucks a pair I

"

The scalpers were at work

around Queen's this week. As

late as midnight on the eve

of the concert the Journal was

able to get an offer of two

tickets, each jacked up one

dollar over their original $2.00

selling-price. Although inform-

ants claimed that the seller, a

resident of Leonard HaU, had

bought twenty tickets for sale

at a profit, he claimed that

he had only obtained four -

for out-of-town friends who

couldn't make it - and that

he only had the pair left. When

he discovered who was calling

he spent several minutes justi-

fying his position: "Tve got

these tickets and people are

advertising that they are will-

ing to pay five and six bucks

for a pair. So why souldn't

I make a little extra on them?"

Noel Lomer, a spokesman

for the Student Union for Peace

Action, the organization spon-

soring the concert , said that

they sold several - "probably

not more than three or four" -

blocks of twenty-five tickets.

"We realize this was a mis-

take," he said, "but we just

never thought of scalpers."

The AMS passed a motion

deploring the recent ticket

scalping and notification was

given that future incidents will

be subject to prosecution in

the AMS Court.

The Ian & Sylvia concert

ticket -sales were phenomenally

successful. They went on sale

last Friday and were gone the

next afternoon - sold out in

less than thirty hours - with-

out the aid of a single poster.

There were crowds in Morton's

Record Bar asking for tickets

long after the last one was gone.

Corrv Speaks To AMS

Dean of Students
The high light of Tuesday's A.M.S. meeting was an unpre-

cedented visit by Principal Corry, during which he announced the

creation of a new staff position. Dean of Student's Affairs.

Dr. Corry explained that for the last few year 5 he has felt

that there is a definite need for such a position, both from his

point of view, and from that of the students.

It is intended that the new dean should act as a liason be-

tween the various student societies and clubs, and the Uni/ersity

administration. He wouli also be responsible for co-ordiMtton

of the various campus services which are available to students.

The Principal said that this appointment would ha;e been

made two years ago . but no suitable person was available.

Over Christmas he found out that a qualified person might

be prepared to take on the Job and on this basis Dr. Corry de-

cided to go ahead and create the position.

He requested that the prospective Dean's name be kept

secret until negotiations were completed

In a short statemet* alter his speech, the principal said that

within two wc-ks he hapod to be able to announce the tentative

appointment so that the Board of Trustees could ratify it at their

meeting on February 12.

In describing the responsibilities of the new post, Dr. Corry

pointed out that it was impossible to give a complete explanation

of what the job entailed since the Dean would be working under his

own discretion to a great extent. He did say that the position would

be somewhat similar to the Job of Dean of Studenf s Affairs at

the University of British Columbia

The Principal also specified some functions for which the

Dean would not be responsible. „

»He is not to be a counselling officer for various students.

Dr. Corry said, and "he is not the Principal's spy."
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AMS Decides to Have SECOND
PLEBISCITE Five Days Later

PiiUUIud twice weekly by the Alma Mater

Society of Queerf s Univerelty.

Authorized ae second class mall.

editorial

AMS A JOKE!

„,«1 tactic the AMS has deliberately attempted to have its

fS1^5iA SMS
is most disappointing.

jo|m Rae

INACCURATE ADVERTISING

We object to the signs that the Building Fund is using in

its campaign to get students to vote yes for a fee hike on January

26th and 27th. They say "A University Requires a Convocation

Cent
Thev

0t

bliff

e9

the issue and indicate that students are voting

on whether or not they want a theatre. The point in question

on January 26t " and 2V is whether students want a tee hike

as a method to help pay for this theatre. The implies >on.of

diese signs is particularly inaccurate considering Building

Fund Chairman Larry Wiertz's statement that a No Vote

on the fee hike is not a vote against a theatre.

And the greatest sin of all is that these signs are being

nlaced on many of the trees on campus which is clearly a blatant

contravention of me AMS Constitution. God Bless the Constitution.

Tony Tugwell

STAFF
Editor

Tony Tugwell

Managing Editor

Gord Love

News
Dave Barker
Eric Maurice
Steve Stepinoe

Sports

Jack Ghong
Ed Larson

Eric Rule

Features
Krlsta Maeots

Review
Stancy Butler

Editorials

John Rae

"Alice felt dreadfully puzzled. The Hatter" s remark seemed to her

tc[have nc.sort of meaning in it, and yet it was certainly English.

IHIMiH
In Amazement
Editor, Journal:

It is with great distress,

and frankly, amazement that 1

have been informed of the dis-

appearance of the model o f

the Queen's TSuSatre from its

resting place by .the door of

the Students' Union.

1 find it hard to conceive

that anyone though". It vis theirs

and by mistake walked off with

it; certainly, no other similiv

theatre models were found

nearby in Its place. What its

abductors seem to fail to have

realized is that this model is

neither a means of inducing

the students to vote for or

against the theatre plebiscite,

but has been constructed to

inform the students of the nature

of the proposed building com-

plex, and that their taking it

away Is a disservice to the

student body as a whole. All

Queen's would be delighted, 1

am sure. If the model were

Bo be returned immediately.
Gordon L. Watt

AMS President

Why Should

We Pay?
Editor, Journal:

I am an Engineer (which is

by way of identification, not

apology) but I like to think that

1 have a reasonable appreciation

of the performing arts. I would

be keenly interested in a theatre

at Quean's. It could I'm sure

be of great benefit to students,

faculty, and the people of Kings-

ton alike, in making a signifi-

cant contribution to the cultural

life of all. So much for the

platitudes.

Through A Glass Darkly, Please
We would like to state the

fishes' side of the case for

the fishbowl common rooms
ln the women's residence.*. In

short, WE PROTEST!
We feel that the purpose of

the common rooms Is to pro-

vide a place for men and women
in residence to be together _to

sit and talk, OR to express

natural affection.

The present myriad of rules

governing common rooms in the

women* s residences ate de-

signed expressly to stifle the

latter. They express a pervert-

ed morality whereby any mani-

festation of human feelings beL

comes something disgusting.

The residences are supposed

to create a home away from

home—aren't they? Well, we

certainly live in a muchhealtb-

ier atmosphere at home where

we can kiss a boy when we feel

like it and not habe to do it

under floodlights with all cam-

eras filing. The women* s com-

mon rooms make us distinctly

uncomfortable.
What is the administration

afraid would happen If only one

light were on and the glass

doors were closed? Rape? Come

on now---sheer force of numb-

ers alone would make mat im-

possible.

By squelching human nature,

die present situation is sup-

posed to enable students to study

better somehow. But if not "at

home", wheredo they Buggest

we be human beings - Burlev

they vouli not cwltme Jack-

son* s Lounge? But the girls who

go there, and to the men'

s

residences are not the ones who

are living out. By their attitude,

the administration is destroying

its own aims.

Last year, with great mag-
nanimity, all women in resid-

ence were allowed seven 2;3ff s

a week after Christmas. Yes,

this is sensible, and, onthesur-

face, would suggest that the stu-

dents are indeed represented

and do in fact play a part in

running their residences. But

there is another rulewhichputs

things in their proper light-

Except for Friday and Saturday

nights, the common rooms are

closed at 12 :0O. This means that

one really has twelve o' clocks,

same as before, for the only

place to sit and talk after twelve

is the laundromat.
The Ban Righ House Council,

composed mainly of students, is

supposed to govern the residen-

ces, but they are just a rubber

stamp. If they weren't the opin-

ions of students such as these

would have been represented:

Paige Cousineau Arts ' 68

Leslie Fenton Arts '68

Karen Hilborn Arts '69

Sue Turner P. HE, '69

Dee Doran P.HE. '68

Anna Macdonall Meds 'Fl

Sue Birnie Arts *69

Katherine Thompson Art ' 69

Lynda Benson Arts ' 69

Ann Weir SC '69

Louise Homer Arts ' 69

Margaret Adams Arts '68

Katy Pritchard Meds '70 Kathy

I fail to see how the Univers-

ity can dovorce the financing

of theatre construction from

any other on campus. Any of

me buildings on campus built

within the last fifteen years

have specifically benefitted only

small numbers of students and

faculty; why should there he

such difficulty in raising funds

from the same sources for a

facility that will be of benefit

to us all?

The Principal's residence is

the oldest building on campus,

and its useful life as a residence

is limited. A new residence

will be needed in the foreseeable

futurs. Perhaps at that time,

the University might offer to

build a new Principal's res-

idence, provided enough int-

erest Be shown by 3ie Principal

of the day by paying for it

himself.
Dave Blair

Why Not Pay?
Editor, Journal:

Since everyone else has had

a crack at the proposed theatre

and the accompanying fee hike,

I might as well voice my opinion.

Why do certain people on the

campus feel that we need a

theatre, but are not willing to

accept the cost of such

project? There seems to be an

Increasing concensus among

students that education and Its

fringe benefits 9hould be free-

-

something for nothingl The ad-

vantages we gain from a univer-

sity education are numerous

(five digit incomes etc.), ye 1

how many of us feel any com-

punction to repay a part of our

debt to Queen* s.

Is it too much to ask us to

contribute ten dollars a year

(an aggregate of no more than

jixty dollars for most) to a

building fund. After all ten dol-

lars is only two bottles °'

liquor.

NfWMN [LUB MSS^ CI]Hlmir« "jftntttb Chrnrtl]
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Interview With Principal Corry On Theatre Plan
Interview by Dave Barker

Dr. Corry, Principal of Queen's was asked the following

questions on Monday, January 17. The answers are not direct

quotations, but are as close as possible and have been ap-

proved by the respective spokesmen as correctly conveying

their meaning. The interview will appear in two parts, the

second to be in next Tuesday' s Journal.

1. WhenMr. Euringer first

came here did the Administ-

ration promise him anew build-

ing or new facilities with a

certain time?

ANS. No.

2. Has any organization or

business offered within the last

15 years to provide funds or

a site for a theatre at Queen's?

ANS. 1 don't know of any such

proposition. Certainly not since

I have been Principal (1961).

Dr. Mackintosh, Principal of

Queen's in the years 1951 to

1961 was also asked this and

the following two questions as

Dr. Corry.

3. Has a brewery or a cig-

arette company offered within

the last 15 years to provide

funds for a theatre at Queen's

or has a Kingston merchant

offered to provide a site for

a theatre?

ANS. Within my tenure as

Principal - since 1961 - no

brewery or cigarette company
has offered to provide funds for

theatre at Queen' s, nor has

any Kingston merchant offered

to provide a site for a theatre.

It is an unfounded rumour.

Dr. Mackintosh: About six years

ago some students asked about

Labatfs offering a theatre. I

hadtf t heard of it, but. had it

investigated thoroughly. As far

as I could find.it had no fact-

ual basis.

4. Have any other buildings

or sites been offered to Queen'

s

in the last five years?

ANS. Nobody has offered us

either sites or buildings. If

we were offered any money for

a specifice purpose we would
have to consider the offer; if

we were offered money not

stipulated for a specific purpose

by the donor, we would not
apportion it all to a theatre.

Dr. Mackintosh: There has been

no such offer refused with the

last fifty years.

5. I understand that the build-
ing policy is that the University
will not accept donations from
anyone who stipulates that a
commercial name be put on the

building. Is this correct?
ANS: There is no written .policy

on this. The Board has the

greatest reluctance to name
buildings after people who are
not closely connected with
Queen's staff. Thus, if a brewer
wanted his name on a wholly
academic building it would have
to be very carefully consider-

Faith And Be Jabbers...

But They Were Good
by George Atkinson

Yes, I will admit it— 1 am a fan of the Clancy brothers

and Tommy Makem . 1 think you know why, if you were at

their performance last Thursday evening.

To begin with they were the real article. Some folk

singers have never gotten closer to their source of material

than scratchy field recordings. Not this group. They were
raised with the songs they sing and show it. Tiey prove

that performers can enjoy themselves as well as the

audience.

Opneing their performance with " The Wild Colonial

Boy" and "Old Woman from Wexford", the group estab-

lished a tone of spirit, rebellion, and good-natured fun...

Futhermore, they showed a good blend of voices in un-

accompanied songs such as "The Shoals of Herring" and

"The Twenty-Third of June".
Though all the songs were well performed, several

were truly excellent. In this category I would have to

place "Johnny MacAdoo", "The Patriot Game", a solo by

Liam Clancy, "Mary's Wedding", "Dick Darby", a solo by

Tommy Makem, "The Old Orange Flute" (Tommy Makem),

and "The Parting -Glass" (Liam Clancy).

As far as being instrumentalists, I would not place

Tommy Makem or Liam Clancy in the ranks of experts

such as Pete Seeger (banjo) or Dick Rosini (guitar). However,

their direct and simple playing befit the songs and the

delivery. I must add that Tommy Makem plays a penny

whistle such as I have never heard.

In summary, the ongs were quite good to excellent.

The Patter (Vat 69 --the Pope's phone number), and the

silent stunts were extremely funny. The performance was

a gilt-edged entertainment investment.

1966 GRADUATES

ARTS AND SCIENCE
COMMERCE

Vke Canada J^ife cAteurance Company

OFFERS YOU

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IN

* ACCOUNTING * COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

* FINANCE * SALES * ADMINISTRATION

- ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Our Company representatives will be conducting

career employment interviews at the University on

FRIDAY JANUARY 21 FOR ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 26 FOR ALL OTHERS

We invite you to reserve an interview time and

secure further information at the Placement Office.

ed. There would not be the

same reluctance on such build-

ings as a theatre or stadium;

but it is a matter for the

Trustees to decide.

V.P.Conn was asked this ques-
tion and replied: Tie initiative

for naming buildings has come
from within the university not

from the individual donor in the

past.

6. What is the Adminis-
tration' s policy on students

soliciting funds privately?

ANS: Members of the staffhave

been discouraged from tapping

private sources for capital pur-

poses because it conflicts with

the official University cam-
paigns.

The same policy and reasons

would apply to students.

7. Can you think of any way,
other than the coming plebis-

cite, for students to show the

interest necessary to convince
the Trustees of their interest

in and need for a new theatre

complex?
ANS: Surely this is the most
effective way. I have kept the

Board informed of student in-

terest in the matter.

A professional f u nd-raiser
hired by the Building Fund Com -

mittee would be itandlcapped by
the auspices he worked under.

Demonstrations would not prod-
uce funds for the university

that were not otherwise avail-

able.

8. What faculty support do you
think the students have?

ANS: I don't know.

OPEN COURSE: INTRODUCTORY

FORTRAN LECTURES

6LECTURES-Mon & Thurs 12:30-1:30

- Begins Jan. 24

DEMONSTRATIONS AVAILABLE

Contact : Mrs. M.A.Szirtes

Ext 279, Queen's Computing Centre

Come on over to smoothness

with no letdown in taste

g
Come on over to

New!
Player's

Kings

HI Ig

TONIGHT
SC'68

BAR BY CALVERT
YEAR PARTY POLISH HALL

OPEN

MUSIC BY THE 'GESTURES' FROM OTTAWA
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JUST THEATRE YES'

NOT ENOUGH

Larry Wiertz

Few of us would be inclined lo

vote against motherhood, father-

hood, — or a theatre at Queen's.

But a possible fee increase?

To swallow that one anyone

would want to see some pretty

good reasons. I propose the fol-

lowing:

1. )
Only by approving a levy

can students place the board of

trustees in a position where a de-

cision on the Theatre Project

must be made— and not be post-

poned for the umpteenth time.

2. )
Only by approving a levy

can wc hold Principal Corry to

his promise to "investigate sys-

tematically all possible sources of

the additional support necessary

. .
." In addition, if Dr. Corry's

campaign should fall short of the

amount required to construct the

concert hall (about two and one-

half million dollars), the build

ing would then be reashzed only

if there were student funds avail-

able to make up the balance. Dr.

Zajry has said that he docs "not

iee any possibility of these things

going forward in any near future

without AMS support on the

scale proposed."

3 ) Even if the levy is approv-

ed, it will be presented to the

Trustees to the tune of "Theatre

Ves — Fee Hike No" — the

trustees will be asked to find a

way if possible, to finance the

concert hall without utilizing

student funds. A vote against the

levy, however, is not a vote

against the Theatre.

The proposed concert hall has

been integrated with a teaching

theatre and other academic facil-

ities. Our campaign is for the

concert hall; a separate appeal

for the academic lacihties is be-

ing made by the appropriate

university departments. Thus it

is necessary to carry out the pro-

ject in two phases, our support

will be directed only to the "non-

academic" portion of the struc-

ture. ; , ...

The approval of the levy will

initiate a university campaign

for funds and make it unneces-

sary to carry out a student appeal

to Government, Alumni, and

private sources — an a student-

run campaign is certainly less

likely lo succeed. However, by

demonstrating our interest by

the sponsoring of preliminary

plans and by our willingness to

put our desire for the theatre

ahead of our dislike of levies, we

place the university in a better

"bargaining" position.

The AMS Building Fund feels

that now is the hour to make an

all-out appeal for the theatre.

With the prospect of increased

government aid to the universit-

ies looming high on the horizon,

we can hope that other resources

may be diverted to the Theatre

Project. We have a renowned

architect — but are not likely to

hold his interest indefinitely.

With enrollment spiralling, we

have urgent need to start imme-

diately on the project.

As students we have the oppor-

tunity to initiate something of

immense value to life at Queen's,

something which will bring a

freshness to help turn aside the

emptiness of mediocrity. As Mr.

Lebensold somewhat romantical-

ly stated, "the heart of the mat-

ter is the idea of your life, your

curriculum here, and what such

a theatre complex will do for

you." ....

We are risking the possibility

of an undesirable fee increase.

Dr. Corry has indicated that he

feels it is necessary to take this

step if we are to succeed. "Noth-

ing ventured, nothing gained'

— and what we'll gain is worth

the venture.

Larry Wiertz

Chairman
AMS Building Fund

TRUSTEES AIN'T

riday, J

I The trusteeship board which

I has recently hit the spotlight as

I the ogre preventing Queen's

'culturally starved students from

bettering their state, is a myster-

ious beast. Students ponder how

its members can be so callous

and insensitive. Some think that

if we talked to them, showed

them how concerned we were,

and marched about, that they

would listen to us and respect

our position. This absurd attitude

seems to have emerged as a re-

action to the theatre and pleb-

iscite question.

First of all, what is the trustee-

ship board? It is that part of the

University government which

essentially holds the power. It

manages finances, one of the ob-

stacles facing the theatre; it con-

trols matters involving univers-

ity property, another major con-

cern; it procures legislation and

appoints professors, lecturers and

other officials. In short, it directs

the university in matters not re-

lated to construction. The other

parts of the governmental: the

university council, which acts

most often in an advisory capac-

ity; and the senate, which is con-

cerned with academic affairs.

The board is composed of the

principal, Dr. Corry; the chan-

cellor, Dr. Sterling; and the

rector, Dr. Brockington; as ex

officio members, along with

thirty-five elected members.

These men and women are chos-

en in view of their personality
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DR JOHNSTON

A member of the English De-

partment, Dr. A. F. Johnston has

no official connection with the

planning or developing of the

proposed theatre. She stands as

one of many culturally oriented

people on this campus who sa)

without hesitation, "Certainly

I'm in favour of a new theatre

complex." Her reasons are typ-

ically practical: "It is needed

from the point of view of com-

fort — no more hard wooden

seats. It would avoid the fire

hazard— unquestionably evident

at the recenty Clancy Brothers

Concert. And it would certainl. -

make it possible for the music

and concert committees, the

Drama Department and visiting

groups to provide us with a much

more exciting and varied pro-

gram than we are accustomed to.

How much easier it would be Co

attract talented and valuable

entertainers to Queen's! When

it gets to the point where the

Toronto Symphony Orchestra is

falling off the stage something

immediate and effective is need-

ed."

THEME?

5

FFF HIKE TOO MUCH
Jim Page Bob Foster John Argue Ed Chown Bruce Little photo by Kaye

If Queen's wants to maintain

its position as one of the great

Canadian universities, it must

pay attention to "non-basics

such as a theatre, says Dr. Gra-

ham George, head of the music

department.

In an interview with The

Journal last week, Dr. George

said that, considering Queen's

student population is over 4,000

and Kingston city population is

over 50,000, theatre facilities

available are grossly inadequate.
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Be fee h

Following is an interview with the six members of the Ad Hoc

Committee on the Theatre Complex, which opposes a fee hike on prin-

ciple but supports the theatre. The committee proposes students indi-

cate their desire for a theatre by voting 'yes' on the second theatre

plebiscite (Do you consider a theatre complex to be an essential part

of Queen's immediate building expansion?) and by turning out for a

demonstration in front of Richardson Hall on February 11, 7:30 p.m.

before the board of trustees' meeting.

The committee proposes to rally the support of student associations

and faculty; to obay trustees in Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa, before

the board meeting; and to send press releases to local and nation-

1

Committee members are Jim Page, Bob Foster, John Argue, Ed

Chown, Bruce Little and Noel Lomer. „„»~.
WHAT DO YOU FEEL ARE THE CENTRAL ISSUES

INVOLVED? , .
'

,

Foster- We see the issues as both moral and pragmatic. On moral

grounds, wc must vote against the fee hike. On pragmatic

grounds, we have found it necessary to develop a positive

program as a substitute.

Argue: The building fund has been hammering away at the one ap-

proach, saying that this is the only alternative. It isn t.

WHY DID YOU FEEL IT WAS NECESSARY TO HAVE
ANOTHER PLEBISCITE?
Chown: As the plebiscite was before, a 'no' vote could have meant

cither that you were against the fee hike or that you were

against the theatre or both. Because of this confusion, wc

wanted to sec the questions split up and the following ques-

tion added: "Do you consider a theatre complex to be an

essential part of Queen's immediate building expansion?

Now students can vote on whether or not to have a fee hike,

as with the original plebiscite, and in the new one they w ill

have an opportunity to show ho%v interested they are in get-

ting a theatre.
,

We, of course, hope they vote against the fee hike. At Queen s

we already have the highest student interest fees in Canada,

$64. Our fees have been going up steadily, loans and bursaries

only slightly. A fee hike is another barrier to universal acces-

sibility. Also, it is hypocritical to say, as we have in the past

few years, that wc are against fee hikes, and then come out

and vote for a fee hike.

Page- One of our basic premises is that capital expenditure is not

the responsibility of the student body. The theatre complex

will include offices and teaching facilities; it's not just lor

plays and concerts. We weren't asked to contribute to the

construction of Dunning Hall, were we?

Foster- It has to be noted too that every other student fee we have is

rescindable. This would not be, because of the 25-year-mort-

gage We do not feel we have the right to commit our fellow

students for a quarter of a century for 1'/, million dollars

for a non-rcscindablc fee.

Also university funds prospects are better now. The Bladen

Commission and the Economic Council of Canada have re-

cently come out with strong recommendations for massive

increases in federal aid to higher education. The Bladen Com-

mission's recommendation that the per capita grant to the

universities be increased from $2 to $5 has been taken up by

the education ministers of all ten provinces, who will present

a similar recommendation to the federal government. 1 his

would mean that instead of the present $40 million which the

universities receive from the federal government, they will

be getting $100 million.

Now our problem it to convince the board of trustees in some

other way than a fee hike that we really want a theatre. A

Little:

demonstration, we feel is *'E;.,

WHAT EFFECT DO YOU TH1NKJIONS1

WILL HAVE?
Foster: Queen's has the reputation 1 a eon:

co-operative institution in » ™oer,

ists between students, facu* »«i
effective demonstration w™ "uc" '

lusion.

We hope it's an illusion. .

The object of the demonstrt1 mprI

ees and the alumni, who » «™,
decision of the board, the H «»tra

students of Queen's are vet) ma
university and the better* «at>

committed to the belief th" "Pr°«

sponsibility of the universi'VL

Essentially, we hope to "f«TJ?
building priorities by she*
Queen's feeling in fa™"'?

Chown; To our knowledge, this »'
„

bers of students have felt ^
press their opinions to the

. ^
Foster: From examples of other

,

k|

methods of expression h** '

the board of trustees rea l
-

The most recent and outs» m
of Victoria.

Little:

Page:

Lomer:

Chown:

Lomer:
Argue:

Page:

n'l-

"I i

"•»/ —

—

i ~i -
uay 'otim

port in a more concrete « '

There's one thing that rriu-
. (

1 students to get «»
j

Ul Vll-lUllfc yi

Victoria is a good analogy

In any case, by a demonst
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\kT ALL THAT BAD

' L, io the board.' They

jj jful,
influential and ex-

t'i

X?
with the assumption

iVifl
make a valuable

am not about to

ji. to your elders.' The

o that these people have

c, ,imary obligations and

« ,t
easily going to move

,1 is not to say we don t

h s
iderable power. It is

a taring that our power

e ed and only used effec-

li ,rough responsible ac-

|l . principal has given us

, [I
_ that he can go to

il rd
strongly advocating

t|
theatre plans be given

i, e attention, and he can

b iestigating aU the pos-

sible sources of financial aid only

if he has definite strong student

support. A student poll is not

enough.
(

Of course we all want a thea-,

tre. Many of us would also like

to see it in the near future. Thi

does not prove anything; we have

been saying this for years. But if

Dr. Corry could show the board

a plebiscite passed by the student

body, saying that this theatre

was important enough to them
that they were willing to pay

$10 more a year — it could not

be ignored.

This is all the more valid in

view of the touchy business stu-

dent fees are today. The trustee-

ship board would have to re-

spond positively, if only out of

political expediency. In addition, I

it has become increasingly evi-

dent that there is a good possibil-

ity the fee increase would not be
|

implemented.
Plans are underway to hold a I

mass student demonstration. This 1

is intended as a modem means of I

effective action to draw attention I

to student interest and opinion.

The probable result of such a

demonstration would be a state-

ment by the board elaborating on I

the fact that they are not able

to act at this time. Therefore,
|

the only positive action is to sup-

port the principal in his endeav-

ours for us.

Anne Walshaw I

MFAITH IN DR CORRY

^
own field of early

j.
|
r .
Johnston finds it al-

n Uible to hold produc-

ts a stage such as ours,

Hi (Proscenium Arch. She

u M is needed is an adapt-

at Ee something along the

In [the playhouse in Strat-

um also much easier to

tt Ima where it can be

r rated,

(ludents on this campus

wi |
opposing the fee hike

ji hg an error by painting

the picture all black and white,

says Dr. Johnston. Naturally,

financial resources are limited.

There arc other buildings thought

by the administration to be in

greater demand. It is up to the

students to show that the demand

for the theatre is high, that they

are willing to give some tangible

support for Dr. Corry if he will

work for them in helping to

make the theatre possible. By

far the largest proportion of the

cost will be met through the

Alumnae Asociation and provin-

cial grants, made up of the tax-

1

payer's dollar. Surely students I

who are directly involved and I

directly profiting can make this I

contribution, even when it involv-

1

es pledging their predecessors to I

show the same faith, says Dr.
[

Johnston. It is not a question of I

financing university buildings, it I

is a question of demonstrating I

their confidence in Dr. Corry so I

that he can act for them in their
|

interests.

:a\e?

GDRGE: A QUALIFIED NO
managed to get the

( fceatre, but this is not

l\Ve need a theatre fully

and appropriately

n the campus.
Seorge said a campus

i Hould be an impetus to

Elopment of the drama
sic departments, an in-

flt for the growth of new
iftions and a "shot in the

iter the faltering drama

E fee hike question, Dr.

HINK 10NSTRATION

George said he did not think

students should have to help pay

for the theatre, "but it does not

follow from that that they should

"""If they feel strongly enough

about it perhaps they should.

"I personally feel that if one

builds all kinds of other build-

ings without asking students to

pay, why ask them to pay for a

fine arts building.

"In Europe, cultural activities

are publicly supported like sew-

age and medical facilities, That'sl

the way things should be.

"However, Canada is a prac-l

tical-minded country. The publicl

will support necessities, but works I

of art are by no means consider-

1

ed necessities, and people are lessl

willing to pay for them.

"As this is the case, studcntsl

are faced with the choice of wait-

1

ing for The Powers to act, or I

helping them make up theirl

minds by giving an indication ofl

student opinion."

conservative well-run
nsiderable harmony ex-

i administration. A brief,

« inch to shatter this il-

itation

on in

s, fad

ion w»

m.
nonstra 1 ' impress upon the trust-

who ca" stfong influence on the

I, the f't "Wrary to opinion, the

ire very 1

'n the operation of the

-ttermt" 'mity facilities and are

f;e ( tha' "iprovcments are the re-

liversi'l

to cha"?
B,«s' minds about their

y sho»* ">at there is a strong

vour"'! L .

his «''" T™ "mc 'hat large num-
. felt stm »ugh to come out to cx-

totV*
ither < 'u

c can sec that these

,n ha>' y cffcctive. No doubt

reali"'

d oulf" |J,C « the University

Argue:

Foster:

Argue:

tn's

arc
staid.nalogy

imonstt',

lat n" r< C ',' "' however We do

„t it»"1 '™t this is being done

;
indicating our sup-

by a small radical organization on campus. This is going to I

be a responsible expression of student opinion. I

This will be indicated by the support we have from var.ousl

student associations and the faculty.

We anticipate having faculty members lobby wi h us.
,

We know there's marked support among the faculty membersi

for our position on the fee hike.

WHAT PROBLEMS DO YOU ANTICIPATE?

Little- Getting people out will be our biggest problem.
'

Ge inf people out to both the vote and the demonstration^

In he past Queen's students have shown a marked antagon-l

ism towards student activism of this sort. Such endeavours I

Se collapsed because people have questioned hen useful-l

n«s If ve
P
can convince the students of the plausibility of the

Xt and impress on them that the demonstration
:

has sup-l

port from responsible student groups on campus, then we canl

overcome the difficulty of getting people out 1

It he demonstration fails, the only reason will be that!

Queen's students are no. interested enough ,n the theatre tol

come out for half-an-hour to express^'"W^,
HOW MANY STUDENTS DO YOU HOPE TO RALLY?

rSter Two thousand students is a minimum target for success,

no VOII THINK IT WILL SUCCEED?
,

Wer We a 1 emphasize the fact that either way it's a gamble. Ther

2 p.m.

Argue
Page:

Chown:

CM

fW TOM
Fmarshall

defending

'a mug's game

Poetry is a mug's game, as

Eliot says. Not all poets look

like Humphrey Bogart, of course

(though some of us try), but the

activity is essentially suspect,

anti-social at best. Or so Can-

adians seem to believe.

In a community that is still

emotionally and culturally a

pioneer society it is necessary to

ask questions like "What is po-

etry?" and "What good is it".

What good is it? Well, poetry

(and other art) interprets us to

ourselves — - a rather necessary

function. Of course, some people

would rather not know. But the

forces that destroyed Hiroshima

In the latest issue of Quarry

more prose is present than in the

first issue of Volume 15. Most
interestingly, George Bowcring,

one of the Vancouver school

poets, has written a short story

called "Time and Again", an

arresting story portraying the

thoughts of a writer who has re-

turned home to study the town

for his next writing. Irving Lay-

ton, Canada's answer to Dylan

Thomas, has two poems included,

of which one stands out as the

funniest poem of the year. Gwen-
dolyn MacEwen has two poems

in this issue. Her vivid and true-

to-life portrait of Al Purdy in

"The Winemaker" should re-

mind people of his reading here

last term. Miriam Waddington's

poems are intensely interesting

for their control of poetic state-

ment and the stream-of-consci-

ousness technique of narration.

Queen's students are well rep-

resented in this issue. Douglas

Barbour's "Storm Warning" does

not stand up to his "Harpsi-

chord" in thought and feeling,

but its structure is very interest-

ing. Again, in his "Contrasts", he

seems to be trying to find an

idiom and structure suitable for

himself, and the tension in the

lines is conveyed well. Dennis

Jones' "Flion" shows admirable

control of material and thought.

Marie Myers' "September 1965"

did not show the same maturity

of control, but the transference

from image to image was very

interesting. Jacqueline Roddick s

poem "Mourning" is significant

because of its directness and

starkness.
Tony Gifford

Page 5

and Nagasaki arc not outside us.

They are inside us. We stand a

slightly better chance of survival

if we are in some touch with

them. This is crudely put, in

mug-fashion, but also, I believe,

true.

It is often said that poetry is

the language of the emotions.

This is true in the sense that it

conveys what cannot be convey-

ed by the language of direct

statement. It is designed to com-
municate human experience (any

experience) with a wholeness

that cannot be realized in lang-

uage other than as patterned

thought-in-sound. For sound can

be truer than direct statement.

We perceive and know the

world, after all, not as something

with an absolutely definable ob-

jective existence but as a com-

plex fusion of physical sensations

and emotions. Thus Irving Lay-

ton, in "The Birth of Tragedy",

can speak not only about but for

"nature's divided things — tree,

mould on tree". "I am their

mouth," he declares, "as a mouth

I serve." The poet, speaking for

every man who stands at the

centre of the world he knows, de-

fines that world in language. In

doing so he defines himself and

helps to define man. And the

mug's voice, in time, becomes the

voice that creates a living society.

Tom Marshall

QUARRY
AGAIN

"a good deal of variety ... and interesting writing" . . . "the re-

views (were) quite as well written and intelligent as most of the

poetry." Northrop Frye

"you have produced a good-looking journal with much interesting

material ... if you want a new poem of mine for the fall issue I can let

you see a batch." Earle Bimey

"an excellent job of editing . . . both the stories and the poems are

impressive ..." Irving Layton

i

Most students at Queen's are

aware of the fact that Quarry

has become a quarterly and that

it prints material from outside

Queen's. Many will remember

the days when Quarry was an

annual student literary maga-

zine, and some may wonder at

the change.

Three years ago, it became ap-

parent to the editors from the

compliments that Quarry receiv-

ed that the magazine had im-

proved greatly since its first days.

X?

TOM EADIE (AND

OTHERS) NOW
WE ARE 4

WHAT ITS

k WORTH
At AND WHY

and that it could attract an audi-

ence outside Queen's. Obviously

it would benefit Queen's writers

to appear before a larger audi-

ence, but to get a reasonable

number of subscribers, Quarry

would have to come out at least

four tunes a year. It was also

apparent that, despite the in-

creasing number of good writers

at Queen's, outside material

would have to be accepted to fill

four issues. This necessity seem-

ed a good thing in itself; Queen's

writers could now compare their

work with that of the best stu-

dent and professional writers in

Canada.
Quarry will, then, offer to the

reader the best selection of po-

etry, short stories and articles

possible, and to the Queen's

writer the opportunity af appear-

ing in a magazine read through-

out Queen's and across Canada.
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FOR SALE
I

PAIR Head Vector Giant

Slolom competition skiis. Cheap

205 cm. Call 390 and ask for

Steve

FOR RENT
Single room availableto some

lucky person (male) - see Bob

Peck room 329 McNeill or call

ext 322.

Clean and spacious three-

bedroom apartment, fully furn-

ished. Including T.V. Available

May 15 to Sept. 1, 1966. Sit-

uated on Clergy Street West

behind Queen's gym - $120.

per month. Call Guy 545-8417.

Warm, quiet room close to

Queen's to men In Law, Com-

merce, Arts, Economics, Pol-

itics and Business. Meils next

door. Gravelled parking yard.

196 Union Street.

LOST
Black suburban at Toilet Bowl

Game on Sat. Please call Doug

at 546-2303.

A red fox hat, the night of

the Clancy Brothers' Concert.

Please contact Cynthia Rose

546-0219.
, ,

Sociology notebook (orange

left on a seat of Cunning Hall

auditorium before the lecture

of Tues. the 11th. Please con-

jet Marg. Code 542-80,5.

Notebook belonged to Marg

Wilson.
, ,

Cairngoram brooch prooably

lost on Queen' s campus or Uni-

versity Avenue. 546-5424.

Pictures, poems, letters to

the Editor, satires, articles,

etc. for the Levana Journal.

Contact Doris Heffron 548-8269

or Kit Gallagher.

grnnTWTS PLSASS NOTE

CLOSING DATE

for receipt of applications for

SUMMER BIPLOr.-BNT

for graduates and undergraduates in the

CTVIL SERVICE OF CAMADA

has been extended to

VF.TMIARY 11. 1966 .

See your Placement Officer for details of

positions available and application forms.

DINING
ROOM

Kingston

fully licenced dining lounge

and our

Take Home features!

AVAILABLE IN ALL TAKE HOME SHOPS

THE FAMILY BUCKET
^\ 14 pel Chicken

5 Biieuiti, Gre.y 3.75

THE PARTY BARREL
20 pet Chicken

Only 4.95

THE THRIFT BOX
9 pel CKieken

3 Bi.ciiit> 2.35

THE INDIVIDUAL
DINNER 1.25

3 pel Chicken

CoU Slaw

French Fried Potetoel

THE SNAK BOX 2 pes, F.F. .85

CREAMY COLE SLAW Pts. .45

FRENCH FRIED POTATOES Ind. .20

by the Family Box 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St.

location

STUDENTS PHONELOCATIONS

I. Kingston • Princeii .1 Pc-rtimouth 542

2. Montreal al Markland

J Broekville • t-3 William

Jfc—

I

2,2,J-2773*^

CLASSIFIED

Now there Is a reason to save

your Journal, Whig-Standard,

etc. They can be put to a

useful purpose - decorating for

Levana Formal. Please leave

your newspapers in the main

lobby of the New Women' s Res-

idence. If you have large quant-

ities phone Lynne Markell

542-6922.
Tableboarders wanted at 311

Earl Street. Phone 542-7611.

notices

will do typing at home, Mrs.

Crawford, 542-3287.

No necking in the common

rooms is the new imporived

regulation in the girls' resi-

dences. These rooms were in-

disputably intended for intel-

lectual interlocution and dis-

course.

AMS notice: Applications lor

AMS Freshment Orientation

Convener should be left In the

AMS Office by Jan. 25. Appli-

cants should now be in their

second or successive academic

year. For information on this

position call John MacLatchy

546-6835. „ _

Levanitesl Bruno Bandiera

announces improved 2 t -hour

service from his new location

at room 456 4th Unit North.

Phone ext, 812 now

The Levan Society invites

nominations for the following

positions on the 1966-7 Exec-

utive: President '67, Vice-

president '68, Secretary '69,

Treasurer '67, '68, President

of Levana Council (final year)

Public Relations Officer (any

year). Senior AMS 3ep.(final

year). Junior AMS Rep. ('68

or '69), President of L.A.C.

C 67, ' 68). Nominations must be

signed by the nominee and five

nominators, All nominations

are to be submitted to either

Joan Pistawka, New Women's

Residence, or Sandie Best, Ban

Righ by RTuesday, Jan. 25. Elect

ion is Feb. 2 and the polling

hours are as follows: (no card

necessary to vote)

New Arts 8:3a - 11:00

Union H:30 - 1:00

New Arts 1:30 - 4:30

Ban Righ 5:00 - 7:00

BY LAW AMENDMENTS:
By-Law No. 27, Section 2,

(a) - ADD "The Chairman of

the Publications Committee

shall be empowered to sign all

contracts for AMS publications,

including the Journal, Tricolor,

Hnadbook, Who's Where, cons-

titution repreintings, along with

the respective constitution re-

titution reprintings, along with

the respective editors, and or

Business Manager, as set out

in the respective constitution

of these publications."

By-Law No. 7, ADD (a) -

"Tile Editor of Who's Where

and the Chairman of the Pub-

lications Committee shall sign

the contract for the printing

of the Who' s Where".

By-Law No. 23, Add Section

4 (c) - "The Editor of the

Handbook and the Chairman of

the Publications Committee

shall sign the contract for the

printing of the Handbook".

By-Law No. 29 - Signing

powers for the AMS: "Signing

powers for the AMS executive

shall be given to three people

the Business Administrator and

either the President or the

Chairman of Budget and Finance

Committee for the academic

vear.

For the summer period, the

signing powers shall be given

to the Business Administrator

and one other member of the

executive to be decided by the

new Executive before the last

regular meeting in the spring.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

S42-J

01 24235

FRIDAY, Jan. 21:

$3.00 will be collected Fri-

day 12:00-1:00 at Union (near

coffee shop) for ski trip on Sun-

day to Snow Ridge.

Hall (119 Russell St.) Music

by the JESTERS from Ottawa,

bar by Calvert. Open. Warm
milk for the Artsmen.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, Jan.

21 and 22:

THlnternational Festival,

highlight of International Week

at Queen' s, will be showing on

Friday and Saturday evenings

at 8:30 in Grant Hall. The fest-

ival features singing, dancing,

and music from many cultures

represented by Queensmen on

this campus from overseas. All

are invited to comeoutand enjoy

themselves. No admission
charge.

SUNDAY, Jan. 23:

8:00 p.m. - General meeting

of Newman Club followed by

Portuguese fork-lore, music

and dancing by the I

Community of Kingston and

later a social evening withdan-

to the accompaniment of the

Portuguese band. Cathed-

ral School (Barrie & John-son).

Youth Fellowhip Hours, Union

St. Gospel Chapel. Supper
served 5:00 p.m. after which Dr.

James Naismith will be speak-

ing on the topic " Does God have

an overall programme for man-

kind?"
TUESDAY, Jan. 25:

Queen's Young New Demo-
crats will hold a meeting in the

secon 1 f'oor seminar room of

the Student Union. Any and all

welcome.
The Engineer ing Institute

of Canada will present N.D. Lea

at 11:30 a.m. in Theatre 'C

Are you a candidate for

assistance under the

CANADA STUDENT
LOANS ACT?

of Stirling Hall. He will talk on

"Planning an Engineering
Career," which should be of

particular interest to students

of first and second year engin-

eering. At 8:30 p.m., Dunning

Hall Auditorium, he will speak

on '
' Applied Science and Applied

Christianity".

WEDNESDAY, Jan 26:

The Math and P hy s i c s Club

will hold a meeting inStir ling

Hall, Lecture Theatre D, 8:00

p.m. Guest speaker is DR. L.

Fuchs from Budapest, inter-

national ly recognized mathe-

matician. Everyone welcome.

Mock
Parliament
The Conservatives will form

a minority government in the

Model Parliament to be held

Feb. 1-3.

i
The Conservatives, who rec-

jeived 39 % of the popular vote,

trill have 19 seats, the Liberals

18, and New Democrats 13, as a

result of voting Tuesday.

Eighteen percent of the stu-

dent body took part in the voting

Of the 749 rotes cast, sixteen

were spoiled ballots.

Under this Act, each qualifying student may present a

Certificate of Eligibility to the bank branch of his (or

her) choice. Royal Bank, with over 1000 branches across

Canada, offers you convenient service combined with

practical counsel. Visit your nearest branch.
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COMMENT

RULES ROTTEN How To Plan A Ian & Sylvia Concert
Hie many regulations facing

members of the Women' s Res-
idences can be divided roughly

into four 'ypes

:

1. Those for the benefit of die

residents

2. Those for the preservation

of the buildings

3, Those for the preservation

of our virtue

4, Those for the making (or

keeping) J9 well-mannered

young ladies

Quiet hours would come into

the first Category, being for

fiie conlmon good. In the second

we have rules such as those

forbidding thumb tacks nnd

geotc3i tape on the walls --

"A picture, approved in size

and structure by the House
Manager may be hung in the

approved pjsidon by the j-ia-

irJt". (Tai3 really is to save

the walls: Plasti-tak is allowed)

And then we have the late

leave rules. Third and fourth-

year students can sign out for

keys; the Test of us can sign

out for a 2:30, otherwise mid-

night is the limit. But you can

always take an oveenight, put-

ting your hostess* s name in the

Httle book. No, not always - -on

the night of a formal you need

a letter from your mother

"mailed directly to the Dean

of Women, giving the name
of the student's escort" for

5:00 leave, and "the name and

address of the Hostess" for

an overnight. Admittedly, few

girls care to stay out much
later than 2:30, but WHY is

it assumed that girls who a*
4e

mature enough to come to un-

iversity and to study on their

own are NOT mature enough

to make their own hours? And

if you cannor take care of your-

self at 18 or 19, how much ef-

fect will a 2:30 curfew make?
Fm not sure whether rules

regarding common rooms come
under the third or fourth cat-

egory -- lights are to stay on,

doors open, and there is to

be no necking. At a floor meeting
on Monday the 17th, it was
announced that if necking in tile

common .-rooms wii not stopped,
they would be closed to male
visitors. Necking was not de-
fined.

Definitely in die fourth cat-

egory are roles for drestt in

Ban Righ dining room •-"No
'jeans', 'khakis 1

, or ahorta of

any nature are to be worn
in the dining room, main halls

or Ban Righ Common Rooms.
Slacks maybe worn to all break'

fasts and Saturday lunches, but

NEVER to dinner." You have
to dress up for dinner, there

is a 25c fine for improper
dress, e.g. knee socks, (Odd,

in a university, with a Scottish

heritage, that nylons are proper
apparel with a kilt). Once again,

why should university students

have to conform £3 boarding

school decorum?
There ore a great many

practical advantages to living

hi residence --but would it not

be a lot more pleasant if third

and fourth category regulations

were dropped? If some freBh-

ettes' mothers want a place

where their daughters will be

well-bred and protected, maybe

we could -have two different

residences...
Jeannie Rosenberg

Arts '68

Satjrdiy night as GFRCs
Personality, Ken Menzies will

be discussing the purpose and

value of Model Parliament. He

will also reveal some proposed

modifications for next year.

by JOHN HILL SAUNDERS

Here, at long lest. Is the full

story uf how Ian 8t Sylvia Tyson
came to give a concert in Grant
Hall Wednesday night, how they
came to give it under SUPA
auspices, and how they came
to give it for nothing.

Last year the Arts and
Science Society tried to engage
them for die Arts Formal Week-
end next week. The booking
agent told them, presumably by
mistake, that the Tysons would
be on a European tour at that

time. Accordingly the Society

hired and Eddy. By the

time the .xor came to light

Ian and Sylvia were nu longer
available - they had accepted
a job in Nashville, Tennessee.
Then Bonnie Laing, a SUPA

member who knew a couple who
vere friends of tan & Sylvia,

asked the couple, art RMC In-

structor and his Queen' s -

student wife, to write the Tysons

requesting that they do a con-

cenrt in ail of the Kingston
Commuiity Project at a reduced
rate. A report on the KCP was
sent with the letter and the

folk singers were so imprss ;*tl

that they offered to do the

concert free.

SUPA then applied for and got

a reservation of Grant Hall for

next Wednesday- But this was
evidently a mistake because the

Arte and Science Society had

it reserved for decorating for

their formal. So the date was
moved up M the Wednesday and

it later turned out that Ian &
Sylvia would nor have been able

to appear next week anyway.
The Arts & Science boys then

looked at the situation and came
to the conclusion that '.here

were too many irmcercs, so the-

/
decided not to employ Joe &
Eddy, who immediately got

themselves another engagement
The AMS Snowball Committee

also became apprehensive about
their Clancy Brothers concert

which waB set for onlv six

SCHOLARSHIPS

George Grant

Coming Feb. 9

The Leonacd Foundation has

made available a number of

scholarships and fellowships

for Queen' s students in the

faculties of Arts and Science,

Applied Sceince, and Medicine.

Amounts of scholarships
range from $100 to $400 per

year. Scholarship applicants

should have an academic aver-

age of at least 66%
Details and application forms

should be procured from the

office of university secretary

M.C. Tillotson in Richardson

Hall before Jan. 31 if possible.

Other scholarships available

include the Sir Wilfred Laurier

Memorial Scholarship for pro-

ficiency in French conversation

and the Ontario Hockey Associ-

ation Scholarship r ir university

hockey players. Application
for either should reach the Reg-

istrar' s office before Feb, 15.

J.P, BJckell Foundation
Scholarshlpi are available foi

high siandiaa in first year Gen-
logical Sciences, or Mining,

Metallurgical, or Chemical EN
GINEER1NG. Apply to the Rl

ijtrar before March 1.

The Welsh Scholarship is

available for Kingston students,

sons or daughters of war veter-

ans. Apply to the Registrar

before Marsh 1.

days ahend of Ian & Sylvia.

But their concert-manager,
Brian Corbe'.c, said AUPA was
very cooperative in not public-
izing the Tysons until after the

Clancy1

performanr.'. He add-
e 1 tha* rhey soon discovered
their fears were unfounded,
since '.he Clancy Brothers was
an easy sell-out.

The Tysons have requested
that most of the proceeds of

their concert go to the Kings:-

in

Community Projec, bur have
left the actual disposition of

the money completely up to

SUPA. Members of that organ-
ization say they ha /e nor decid-
ed how the Euods will be divided

between the summer project,

which has not been planned yet,

and the two full-time, $25 -week
workers now on the job, or

whether any money will go to

the campus SUPA club. An open
meeting is due to be held in

the near future to settle these
matters.

NEW CLUBS

Folk Singing

On Tuesday Jan. 18 in CXin-

ning Hall the O^ieen' s Folk

Singing Club held an organiz-

ational meeting. It was decided

that a hoivenann/ vaa a good

idea to start out vith. In the

future, the club hopes to get

Gord Lightfoot for one of its

workshops. Weexly meetings

are to be held Thursday at

3:00 p.m. hope raUy in the Red

Rooms. For further information

contact Rick Green at 542-3487

PHYSICISTS AHD ENGINEERS

FOR
PROTON ACCSMIRftTOR STUDY

Atomic Energy of Canada Oaltad is studying «*«

d«lgn of «n ultra-high current »cc,la«tc^to

produce an intent neutron source by ^""f^*^1^
A beeTpover of 65 ifcgavatte, 65 raUlianpura. «* «X» *>v

is required.

The study i> basic end vide ranging. ««*>»« lnclude

production of bigb-af*ioieney
' radiotreqoency power.

accelerator orbit dynsnice,

space charge offacta,

beam transport systems.

electromagnet design.

heat transfer frost liquid

natal targets,

control system stadias.

Accelerator experience is not ""•"^^c.^hould'
including aoadeaAc qualifications and experience,

be addressed tot

rzu 1 *

OP CAHADA IBS"
Chalk River, Ontario

LOOK INTO YOUR FUTURE AT RIO ALGOM
EXPLORATION is vilsl to Bio Algom's progress and

eipansion. The Company maintains a strong exploration

programme which lakes crews throughout North America

in search ol re* development opportumlies.

MINING Rio Algom's mining inlerests are bolh

ailensive and diversified uranium mines and mills in the

Elliot Lake district; gold in the Iimmms area, copper in

north-central Ontario, in northern Saskatchewan

and northwestern Quebec Still olhet properties areunder

investigation lor possible eiploilation.

STEELMAKING Atlas Steels Divisi i is one ol the

nd alloy metals

.rated steel mill

Rio Algom
v,orM»idc Rio Tinio-Zinc Corporation Group

RIO ALGOM MINES LIMITED WILL HAVE AN INTE^RVIEWING TEAM ONJjMPUS J.n^ 2. 19«6

be obalned from your Placement Office.
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WHAT'S UP IN SPORIS?!

Hockey standings the Gaels have o p ^^^r^^ wSJ»™ >»« °f ™-*>
B ASK E/TBALL- On

Golden G°el^°P^e
M
E
c

a

G"f
°

R^e™Game time Is 3:oo pm
Schedule

Y'°™„*
e
MUlou" »X= "aye dropped five ex-

Saturday afternoon. M™°u»
^
™* ^ should Mt be taken as a

MCGI
W
L
RESTLING- Alter their warmup last week in the Ontario

GaelS
'sWlMMING: With a decisive victory over last week

« 12 theOueen's Swim Team meets McGill and Toronto this

GYMNASTICS: To round off this weekend in sports, an ex-

on the second team.

INTRAMURAL

id.V

Gael's PETE SCOB1E (25) vainly attempts to block an under-

hand lay-up by a Hamilton player. Come out and support your

Gaels when they trounce McGil to-morrow at i pm.

Sports Notes
. __t f h.4«s h-nio tn frio cnnfpr price boa

by " Weed'

Science '68 wins Volleyball to

tighten Bews Race
Last week Science'6S defeat-

ed thePostGrads for the volley-

ball championship to move with-

in 2300 pts of PHE. Arts '63

are still very much in contention

with a tremendous hockey team

once again. Standings as of

PHE--2oOS6
Science '68-23874

Arts '68-21471

Arts '69—13425
Arts '67-13349

Science '66— 12463

Science '69— 10755

Post Grads—954S
Science '67-8299

Arts '66-6065
Meds 70--4464

Meds '71-3983

Law 2 & 3--3570

Medicine— 2894

Law 1—2396
Theology- -2215

Basketball is now in full swing

but it is still too early to pick

a favourite since all three Bews

contenders have strong teams.

HOCKEY:
As already mentioned Arts

'68 still have a great team des-

pite the loss of some of their

players to PHE. Jack Fleming

continues to lead the leqgue in

scoring and probably his team to

another championship. However

watch out for Meds '71 who may
prove to be the spoiler.

Ten pin bowling is rolling

once again with Science ' 66 A
and Science '68 Science '66

A and Science '68 A taking

the lead i.i Tuesday nights'

league.

Various other sports started

this week:
Handball-Thursday, January 20

Badminton-Wednesday, Jan. 19

Water Polo-Wednesday, Jan. 29

Post Grads moved up another

notch in the Bews this week

by reaching the semi-finals in

the volleyball before being clob-

bered in the finals by Science

'68. Tough luck for the 'old

boys', but they tried. Howsver

on the basketball floor the 'old

men' are running the legs off

their younger opponents as they

turned back Meds 71, 54-17

and Sc. '67, 30-27 in their

first two games. And then there

is hockey.. -.a loss and a tie

for the Grads in two games

but don' t count them out,

REMEMBER YEAR ATH

LET1C STICKS, THIS IS YOUff

COLUMN! Give us a weekly

report of your year" s activit-

ies if you want Journal cover-

age. Drop your reports into the

Journal office Sundays and Fri-

days by 7:00 p.m. (or any other

time during the week)

--Montreal Caraiiins have

undergone a major reshuffle

since the holiday break in the

sihl schedule. Following an ex-

hibition game against Boston

College in which Carabins coach

Dr. Yvan Dion allegedly struck

the referee, U de M released

Dion and seven players left

Carabins in support of the

former coach. Players were

defencemen Jean-J acques
Granger and Denis Tressider

and forwards Ghislain Delage,

Jacques Ruelland, Jacques Car-

pentier, Noel Lirette and Jean-

Pierre Simard.Granger and De

lage were SIHL all-stars last

assistant coach, is now head

Carabin mentor and several

players have been promoted

from Montreal's junior varsity

team.
--A regulation limiting

eligibility in OQAA sports to

five years will be recommended

to the conference board of

governors in March. OQAA ath-

letic directors supported the

regulation, effective on a non-

retroactive basis, at their
semi-annual meeting last

month.

Gymnasts

Win At RMC
At an Invitational Gymnastics

Meet at RMClast Saturday, the

Queen's Gymnastics Team
deOeated the Ottawa Gymnast-

ics Club and RMC. The team

scores were: Queen' s-120.3

O.G.C. 119.46, RMC-U7.81.

The best individual performer

was Art Kuisma of Queen's

with 47.73 points. Art was first

in the vaulting and floor exer-

cises second in the still rings

and third in the high bar. Brian

Neck of Queen' s took first in

the high bar and second in the

parallel bars. Curry Grant

of Queen's picked up second

place in the high bar as Queen'

s

swept that event. The next meet

is tomorrow against RMCand
Toronto at 12:30 pm in the

Queen's gym. See you therel

Wrestling
Last Saturday, Queen's

wrestlers travelled to Belle

ville to participate in OAAUO
(Ontario Amateur Athletic
Union Wrestling). In all, 120

wrestlers from Ont;rrio high

schools, universities, and ' s

took part in the day long tourna-

ment . For the Gaels in the 154

weight division Barry Stordly

fought his way through 20 wrest-

lers to third place Tim Baker

174 defeated as many opponents

to take first prize and a gold

medal for Queen's -was Law-

rence Word of the heavyweight

class. Coming up this Saturday

at 2:30 pm should be thriller

as Queen' s are hosts to McGill

wrestlers.

SPORTS CLUB NEWS
" The official results of

TRICOLOUR AUTOSPORTS CLUB

the Snowball Ral'y were released today,

l-osition Driver Navigator

Eric Brunner Pat Jones

Garry Bonner H-Dodsworth

Jack Hughes Joel Ellis

John Smith

John Lewis

B. McFadzen
R.Bowen

D-Phippen

M.Berman
M. Hazel

B. Dingle

N. Storms
G. Ecke
S.Bartle

B.Martin
R. Sword
H. Bakvis

D. Law

Car Club Points

Corvair Spyd St. Lac/ 27

Corvair St. Lac 33

MGA TAC 34

Cortina GT QASC 35

aReeV-Thomas Volvo 36

B.Kershaw Cortina GT TAC 38

TAG 57

St. Lac 60

TAC 70

Morris Coop TAC
QASC

J.Bauman
MBerman
J.Samuels

K. Dykeman
D. Payne
T.Rix

M. Brennan
P. Hansen
P.McLaren
T.France
B. Hay

V.W.
Valiant

Mustang

V.W.
V.S.

V.W.
V.W.

VWOC

TAC
Corvair

V.W.
Olds Cutlass

St.

70

73
105
134

209
209

Lac 243
258

The team prize was won by the" Ecirie-Mottleigh" consisting

of Brunner/Jones, Hughes/Ellis, Smlth/Phippen. The prizes were

presented at the regular TAC meeting last night in Ellis Aud.

by Mr. Gord Halliday. the Imperial Tobacco representative in

Kingston.
, , . .

Note- The Journal Sports Dept. wishes to apologize Ion

certain references in Friday Jan. 14 issue that the social evening

1

following the Snowball Rally would be a booze-up. This «a

not the case. It was not our Intention to cast any detriment.il

allusions on the Tricolour Autosports Club. Our apologies to

those who were offended.

PILOTS1 . . „
Pilots and those who are planning to obtam their licences

are asked to come to ELLIS AUDITORIUM, TUES. JAN. 24

at 12:45 for the purpose of organizing a club. Activities such

as films (radio, weather etc.) and speakers are only two pos-

sibilities which would benefit all. For further Information about

i this new club contact Hank Spies at 542-3692.

Hsather Chamber

Csdays Journal and 6 pm Wednesday for Friday's Journal

This weekend various Levana Intercollegiate teams will

be active. The Levan Intercollegiate Volleyball and Basketoa!

Sams will be travelling to Western to take part in an Invitational

Meet.

On Saturday Afternoon, January 23 the Jock Hary Arena will

be the setting for the first Women's Intercollegiate Hockey

Refere'e's Ratfng Clinic. In order that those being rated will be

able to sho,v tteir abilities to referee Intercollegiate Hockey,

Sams from McGill and MacDonald will be in Kingston to play

"hTbition games. In all, there will be three games: McGill vs

MacDonald Queen' s vs McGill, Quctrf s vs MacDonald.

Play begins at 5 pm so come out and support the Girls

Intercollegiate Hockey Team.

Today. Friday, January 21 at 4:30 in the gym watch the Lavan

Intermediate Basketball Team defeat the men in an exhibition

game. Eeveryone is welcome.

The Queen's Girls Sn. Intercollegiate Basketball team defeated

the visiting McMaster players of the Intercollegiate Stewart League

by a score 0f38-25. The game, Queen's first of the season showed

very good ball handling. Tne shooting, on the other hani tended to

be rather spotty with the exception of Queen's Karen Watson who

showed excellent accuracy in her long shots, hitting 5 for ' from

the floor. Defensively for Queen's Ann Algire and newly converted

guard Ann Richardson both played an excellent game.

Top scoring position was held jointly by Ellen Benner of

McMaster and Karen Watson of Queen's both with HpM*'
Kay Handford of Queen's scored 10 points while team- '

Beth Phanenhour and McMaster's Heather Cowan tied with 7 points

^The team is travelling to Western this week-end ami Toronto the

nex^. On Feb. 12 they .vill be playing a preliminar/ game to tne

men's intercollegiate game at 1:00 pm against theMontreal team-

They will wind up the season with the Intercollegiate tournament a_

McGill Feb. 25, hoping to improve on last year's second place

finish.
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MODEL BACK - VOTE MAY GO ON
Big Ribbon Tied at

International House

From a Pakistani Fisher-

man's call to his wife onshore,

to Highland dancers flinging

the porridge out from between

their toes (the origin of the

Highland Fling), the Inter-

national Festival was a lively

conglomeration of cultures and

moods.
The Festival was presented

by the International Club on

January 21 and 22 at Grant

Hall as the highlight of Inter-

national Week. EXiring the week,

January 15 - 22, various count-

ries, represented on campus,

gave other students an oppor-

tunity to become acquainted with

their art and culture. The West

Indies, China, Pakistan, India

and Nigeria had special nights

on which they showed films,

displayed handcrafts and

sometimes provided music for

dancing.

The atmosphere at the Inter-

national Festival was set by

the International Club Executive

each of whom greeted the -audi-

ence in his own language.

China was represented by

Miss Ling Ling Luk, a nurse

from Toronto who did the sword
and Red Ribbon Dances. In Chin-

ese Ling Ling Luk means 006

and as master of ceremonies,

Dorris Heffron remarked, she

was a 'spectacular rival for

007'. The audience was esp-

ecially impressedby themagic-
1 Red Ribbon Dance. It seemed

Dorris Heffron And
Raquel Aconche Open
International Centre

appropriate that Friday was
Chinese New Year.

Hungarian Gypsy folksongs

by violinist GizeltaSziladi were

followed by another sword dance

this time from Scotland.

When introducing Canada,

Dorris Heffron said, "We
thought of leaving a blank spot

-~ that is what many

TIMES - PLACES
Vote on the plebiscite this Wednesday and Thursday,

January 26 and 27.

You will be asked: " Are you in favour of a ten dollar

($10) addition to student fees (for a minimum of twenty-five

years) in order to facili:atespositive action on the Queen'

s

Theatre Project; the levy to be imposed only if the university

is successful in raising the remainder of the funds required

for the project."

Between February 1 and February 11 a second plebiscite

will ask: "Do you ..-.onsider a theatre complex to be an essential

part of Queen' s immediate building expansion?"

The results of this week's plebiscite will be announced

on CFRC 1490 on Friday, January 28 at 7:30 p.m.

Vote at the following places and times:

Wednesday
10 am -1.30

9 am-12.
') am-1.30
9 am-1.30
11.30 am-1.15
4.45 pm-6.15

Students Union
Dunning Hall

Ellis Hall

New Arts Building

Ban Righ Cafeteria

Leonard Hall Cafeteria

(Both Entrances)

Law Building

Etheringron Hall (KGH)
Anatomy Club Room

10. am-12. 15 pm
none

9,50am-10.15 am

Thursday
10 am-1.30
9 am-12
9 am-1.30
9 am-1.30
5 pm-7.0
11.30 am-1.0
4.45 pm-6,45 pm
none
10 am-12
none

seeing
Canadians seem to think our

culture is," but the Plumber

and the Prophet soon disproved

this with several French -

Canadian folk songs.

A group from the West

Indies expressed a universal

feeling in a folk song, " Nobody* s

Business But My Own".

The programme came to a

polished finish with a West

Indie's steel band, directed by

lan Jones, in which, as the

name indicates, most of the

instruments are made out of

oil drums.

Due to the death of Prime
Minister Shastri, India with-

drew its contribution. The audi-

ence was warmly invited to visit

the new International Centre

after the programme for re-

freshments, and to meet the

cast. The entire evening seemed

to indicate the many festivities

and open welcome to be found

at the new International Centre

in the future.

The official opening of the

new International Centre was
held on Saturday 22. There were
dignitaries present from var-

ious countries, each of whom
was hosted by a Canadian and

an overseas student.

Rotary was responsible for

raising the money for the new
International Centre and its

furnishings.

Instead of the standard ribbon

cutting ceremony, Dorris Hef-

fron from Canada and Raquel

Aconche from Columbia tied the

two ribbons in a bow on the

Rotary Wheel to symbolize the

bringing together of students

and mutual under s tanding,

rather than a separation.

SCM: DIALOGUE OR DEMONSTRATE
nA rhai-t-hs^ <;hn!i1ri make mreater ing program as a

by Jane McDonald

Sunday afternoon in Dunning

Hall a panel comprised of Dr.

Corry, Dr. Moir, a faculty

member, Danny DracheandDon
Carmichael wound up the SCM
Education Seminar.

Although intended as a "dis-

cussion with specific criticisms

and proposals concerning

Queen' s," the panel was in fact

characterized by the lack of

dialogue between the students

and the administration. Dr.

Corry stressed that the students

were entirely too sweeping in

their criticisms, and that unless

they were more specific he had

nothing to say.

As Rick Johstone pointed out,

logical basis for a dis-

cussion of student participation
in university affairs is agree-
ment on what a university is

°r should be. This question
was not discussed, let alone

solved.

'If we get to the specifics

we can do something", he said.

So Don Carmichael suggested

that in matters which concern

only the students, such as the

library, the Students Union, the

Student Health Service, and the

Residences, they should be al-

lowed to participate indecision-

making, or at least be consult-

ed. Dr. Corry said " I haven t

known about this fever to be

consulted.... on a great many of

these things I haven't even been

asked. In reference to the stu-

dents' demands for some say

in die conduct ana content of

their courses Dr. Moir suggest

-

that they shouldmake greater

use of the existing machinery,

e.g. the Student-Faculty Com-
mittee. Dr. Corry categorically

rejected the idea of joint-decis-

ion making between students and

faculty in this regard, saying,

"the students don't really know

what* s best for them."

George Anderson said that

the dialogue between students

and administration would be

greatly improved if students

were given access to inform-

ation as to how the university

is run. He cited the list of

priorities in the Queen' s build-

ing program as a case in point.

Dr. Corry countered by saying

that students are not really in

a position to judge what the

priorities should be --this is

a job for experienced admini-

strators.

Obviously, if the students on

this campus wish tohavegreat-

er control over theiruniversity

environment, there will have to

be more meaningful discussion.

The panel's performance re-

vealed the fundamental problem

of communication: as one stu-

dent put it, ifs dialogue or

demonstrate.

CUS PRES RAPS REACTION

Students charged that the

introductory courses were tot-

a lly unsatisiactory, the tutor-—j uuaaiiiiiacLory, uic
ials had little relevance to what
was being taught in class and

whole general arts course
was in a deplorable state. Little

comment from Dr. Corry.

Student Councils were des-

cribed by Doug Ward, President

elect of CUS, as administrators

of the fringes of the University

who were reactionary in out-

look — reacting to issues forced

upon them rather dian leading

student opinion. However, after

a depressing survey of die state

of student affairs in other count-

ries he concluded that the best

hope for a viable student move-

ment was North America. He

spoke Saturday to the SCM
Education Seminar.

The possibilities for such

a movement in Canada was the

focus of his further comments.

The present student radicals

will not be the leaders of this

movement as it will be centred

an-"- the mid !le class students

ingager" the mainstream

organizations. Rattier die rad-

icals should recognize their

task to be a vanguard which does

research and experimental

action in an effort to create

challenging alternatives. Then

the main student groups must

further the worth - while

experiments by a program of

research, education, and action.

Then the main student groups

Possible areas of research are

the elite in the University, the

result of human organization on

education and learning and ways

of making the university demo-

cratic; that is, able to make

use of the abilities of the

students.

Parting shots by Mr. Ward

were a warning that students

must avoid optimism by a

healthy understanding of man'

s

perversity and the hope that

students would have the dis-

cipline and persistence to I

consciously democratic in their

own activities.

by Dave Barker

If only the theatre model
could speak.

It was returned to the base-

ment of the Graduate Residence

early Sunday morning as " The
Midnight Skulkers" had inform-

ed the Journal in a letter.

They wrote, " I sincerely hope

that the campus population will

accept it, not as a mere prank,

but instead as an attempt to

jar them from complacency*.

"I and my compatriots intend

to continue our efforts to Im-

prove the dismal attitudes of

the majority of our fellow stu-

dents." They "will take posit-

ive steps to improve life within

our university,"
" The Midnight Skulkers "

were not the only people inter-

ested in home decorating. The

model vanished a second time.

Chris Brown, Tricolor Ed-

itor recovered the model from
its dark corner to the relative

security of an unlocked Tri-

color office.

Half an hour later it was
missing again. Mr. Brown said

Miss Sam Wall Arts '67 was
the last person he saw near

the model. Miss Wall says she

recovered the model from the

Post Office where it was ad-

dressed co Jakarta,

Sunday afternoon the Journal

heard that the model was on

private display in David Glass-

co' s. Arts 1 66, West Street

home. George Anderson, CUS
Chairman who can possibly

identify the "Midnight Skulker"

saw it there. He exclaimed,
" Oh, ther ; it is "

.

When Journal editors John

Rae and Dave Barker collected

they were asked if they wanted

to buy. "No", they said, "we'll

just take it like everybody else

does "

.

YND REPLY
The Young New Democrats'

Club at Queen's has taken a

firm stand on this week'

s

plebiscite. All other clubs and

Faculty Societies contacted by

the Journal made no comment.

The executive of Queen'

s

YND Club recommended that

students vote against any fee

increase to raise money for

a theatre.

They also proposed that pro-

vision be made for elected

representatives of the student

body to sit on the Board of

Trustees to ensure fullest co-

operation between administ-

ration and the student body in

the future, and to safe -guard

the rights of students.

GRANT TO VISIT
The author of " Lament'or a

Nation" will be a g-.est AMS
lecturer at Queen' s next month.

George Grant, Professor of

Religion at McMaster Univers-

ity, will speak in Grant Hall

on Feb. 9. The topic of his

lecture is "Man-Made Man -

The New Biochemistry".

He is the grandson of die

famous Professor Grant of

Queen* s, after whom Grant Hall

is named.
Prof. Grant expressed nis

desire to meet many Queen's

students while he is here.
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PublUhed twice w«=kly by the *ln>« Mater

Society ol Queerfs U**"'"*'

ON THE FEE HIKE PLEBISCITE
Tomorrow and Thursday many (we hope all) students will

vote on the "fee-hike for theatre" plebiscite.

Stents are confused about whether their vote will be in-

rernrettd as "for or against theatre', as "for or against fee-hike"

o^as a smattering of both. They should consider that they are

voting solely on the question of the fee hike, their opimon on the

Suability of a theatre will be solicited in a second plebiscite,

^Re^ons for voting yes to the fee-hike have been " inarticulated"

orimarlly by Lrry "Wiertz Chairman of the Building Fund.

Importers c
V
laim ^fee-hike as the only method to jolt <h,.Board

of Trustees of the University into positive action on the theatre.

They also say that if passed the plebiscite would possibly,

vea even probably, never be levied. OK, but that "possibly" means

Softer 7l™00, 000 of fund raising efforts. Let us not be over-

oMhrdstic Tliey say a vote against the fee-hike is not a vote

aeatas theTheatre! Neither as a method of financing nor as a

Sod of showing student support, they must see *e Plebiscite

a? a pressure to force the Board of Trustees to change from

"^ut'ley""ofS by engineering the fee-hike plebiscite,

a last resort. They seem convinced that this is the only way.

Either the Building Fund knows more than we do, and is keep ng

file" - this seems unlikely considering the reluctance of the

administration to reveal its building priorities to students - or

they are loath to try the more acceptable alternatives first.

A committee of five, which George Anderson has dubbed Tne

Syndicate" presents the main positions of the "vote-no camp.

Their basic objections are that students should not have to pay

for the capital expansion of the university and that fees should

not ^* s

f- make ^ raising 0[ student fees a moral issue

is the most questionable part of the platform. We can become

indignant if others raise student fees; we can argue for the

removal of tuition; but a self-imposed levy for a specific project

bears little relation to either of these.

One can say "vote-no because a theatre isn t worth the

increase" or "vote-no because there are easier ways of pressuring

the Board of Trustees to accept the theatre "

.

"The Syndicates" arguments support the second reason to

vote-no. They suggest an individual lobby of each member of

the Board to put the students position more concretely before

them This would be followed by a demonstration of student

support for the theatre as the Board of Trustees were entering

Dunning Hall for their February meeting.

Now we are in a difficult position. We are going to advise

you how to vote. If the suggestions outlined above had been tried

and had failed we would support the plebiscite. However, they

have not.
, , L, .

Every young person, oops — student, likes to think of the

world as a mass of moral Issues. As we have said, this just

doesrf t seem to be a question of morality.

"Pressuring the Board of Trustees" means stepping fuzzy-

faced and eager Into the heardheaded business world. Tne question

is most definitely one of strategy.

And, fuzzy-faced as we ourselves are, we could not advise

a strategy of yielding everything at once. Our second last card

(and it has definitely not been played before) is proof (4,000 votes

yes or not) of wide student interest communicated effectively

through the proposed lobby and demonstration to these gentlemen.

We suggest that you vote no this week. But what is probably most

important this week - we advise that you vote.

Little fellah here says he has a hundred names of people

who want a fee hike and no theatre
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soapbox The Mature Student
As students, what are weV

What is expected of us? What

do we get in return?

Consider the normal student,

in particular the normal

Queen's student. Statistically,

the majority are from 18 - 25

years old, of above average

intelligence (generally) and,

until recently at least, come

from middleclass (or higher)

background. The advent of

student loans has now made

university accessible to all

classes. Thus, are students to

be judged as the select group

they are or as part of a 'mass

society". Are they judged as

the mature individuals they are?

(The majority are mature since

the immature ones do not

survive long enough to graduate)

Consider the facts:

(a) Control of the STUDENTS
Union (dis-Union) is not in

student hands. The Union House

Council, the student governing

body of the Union, was disband-

ed last year. On student author-

ity? Male students pay $10. a

year and female students $2.

a year for a 'Union' over which

they have no control. In addit-

ion the money supports an ins-

titution that gives few of the

possible benefits of a union.

Student democracy?
(b) What student control that

does exist on campus is ex-

ercised through a non-demo-
cratic dogmatic body of demi-
gods (AMS). Enough criticism

of the ams has already been

voiced elsewhere. Anything

added here would be anti-

climactic.

(c) Apparently Queen's stu-

dents are thought to be too

Osoapbox

by ML,

The attitude twoard sex is

generally bad throughout most

of our society. In a community

of primarily young people like

Queen's, administered by a con-

servative group of church-

oriented people, the attitude

borders on ugliness.

For two first year students in

residence, normal healthy sex-

ual relations are almost im-

possible. Where can two people

go to be alone? A hotel room?
By banishing them to a rented

room, the administration is ef-

fectively making sex seem dirty

and sordid. Or perhaps there

is the Jackson Lounge. But

because It is so public, it

manages to block any personal

intimacy, much less sexual inti-

macy.
If a man in residence has a

woman in his room, he can be

thrown out of the university.

If a man out of residence has

a woman in his room, the

university does nothing. Is this

immature to correctly use an

on-campus pub. Perhaps the

administration feels that this

would lead to underage drink-

ing. Since L.C.B.O. laws would

apply there is no greater like-

lihood of underage drinking in

a campus pub than at any other

and perhaps less. It would not

cause any alcoholism since

those so inclined would already

have found Kingston bars much

more eager to cater to them

than would be a campus pub.

However, a pub would provide

a much needed congenial at-

mosphere for student-faculty

and student - student com-

munication. At present no such

place exists on this campus.

(d) The residences on the

campus, particularly the

Womens' have regulations sec-

ond only to KMC in rigidity

and stupidity. Is this a univer-

sity or a convent? Such regula-

tions as restricted late leaves,

no females in rooms (in the

men's residences) and floodlit

common rooms are not only

archaic but also an insult tc

the intelligence and integrity

of every student at this univer-

sity. Should a university per-

petuate the narrowminded view

that any form of physical con-

tact from kissing on up is.

dirty and shameful and some-

thing that 'nice people* just

don't do? Surelyone of the prime

purposes of a university is to

widen one' s outlook, not narrow

it! No one advocates wall-to-

wall mattresses in the common
rooms but to forbid natural

and healthy communication
(both mental and physical) with

the opposite sex by sealing off

the common rooms to_ couples

Let Love Abound
fair or even reasonable? If

the university is condemning
premarital sex, then let it try

to be logical and expel all

people, in or out of residence,

who have such personal re-

lations. If the university is

condemning premarital sex in

residence, then by all means,
ask the man to leave residence,

but let him stay in the uni-

versity. The present approach
combines the worst of both

solutions.

Why' does the administration

try to prevent the most intimate

contact between men and women
who are under its power? The
level of virginity is, to my
knowledge, in no way related

to the level of academic ex-

cellence.

Members of the administ-

ration: Have you ever wondered

why young people often get

terribly sick-drunk; why they

behave antisocially; why there

are more anti-social epople in

than out of residence; why there

are food-fights and water -fights

and soap-fights in residence;

why there are 32 rooms now
vacant in men's residence; why
there is so much grumbling

in residence in general;why in

fact there is so much immatur-
ity and irrationality among so

many Queen's people? It must
have occurred to you that part

of this trouble was sexual.

Half the people of this world

are of the opposite sex. In

order to operate in society,

we must learn, in fact we must

be educated, to deal with them.

And the university is very

effectively preventing personal

communication between the

sexes. An institution devoted

to education is failing us on

perhaps the most vital level:

the level of relations with our

fellow human beings.

This is an era of emphasis

on personal rights and liberties,

but surely there is a basic

liberty which is being denied.

Can sane, consenting adults of

eighteen years make love? The

law says yes. The university

says no.

Let there be greater com-
munication between the sexes!

In France the rooms in resi-

dence are often allocated on a

first-come first-served basis,

co-educationally. Why could

this not be done in the new

Grad Residence? Why should

women not be allowed to visit

men's rooms if they wish? Many
other universities in Canada do

this, why not Queen' s? The
administration suggests we are

too immature for such steps.

But perhaps the adminst-

ratiorf s absurd rules are the

cause of this immaturity and

not the deterrent against it.

It is not only the univer-

sity society, in fact the attitude

of our whole society. The at *

titude to sex in our society

is appalling, ugly, evenpsycho-

logically damaging. And it is

this attitude which can and must

be changed. But let us not curse

the darkness. Let us start

lighting the way to more reason-

able lives.

and by not permitting females

in the men's residences indic-

ates a very backward attitude.

Are our morals really That low?

I find it hard to believe that

a darkened room or no late

leave restriction would cost the

virtue of anyone who wouldn't

lose it anyway. If students have

not formed a firm moral code

by thetime they reach univer-

sity no amount of restriction

will save them anyway. The

question is are students mature

enough to determine their own

sense of values? _

(e) And then there is the.

Building Fund- . . Stripped of

confusing side issues such as

whether or not students want

a theatre the main administ-

ration demand is that students

show their support by contrib-

uting one and a half million

dollars to the theatre in the

form of a $10. a year per

student fee hike. Thus five

thousand students must decide

the fate of $1,500,000 and

commit twenty-five years of

students to support a venture

without their consent. Certainly

$10. per year per student is

not much but $1,500,000 isl

The decision rests with 4500

people. That's about $275 per

person. Evidently the administ-

ration feels the students mature

enought to make that decision.

In the eyes of the administration

Queen's students are not mat-

ure enough or responsible

enough to" control their own

Student" s Union, not responsible

enough for complete democratic

governing of their own affairs,

not responsible enough to be

reasonable about drinking or

sex, but ARE responsible

enough to be expected to con-

tribute $1,500,000 to a univer-

sity building.

If we are that mature, then

lets get rid of the mid-Victorian

regulations and demand that the

administration stop pbving the

ostrich with its head in the

sand and give us the mature

consideration that they are ex-

pecting in return.

That Is The Question
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More Opinion on Theatre & Fee Hike

AMS Thwarts Student Interest
on Theatre Plebiscite

Editor, Journal:

There are now going to be two plebiscites on the Theatre
issue - the first to see whether students like the idea of a Fee-
hike to help finance the theatre, the second to see whether the
students want a theatre as an immediate necessity of future
expansion.

This second plebiscite has been asked for by students who
believe that:

1) The single question plebiscite of Jan. 26 does not dis-
tinguish between these two questions, and it will thus be impossible

to interpret its results accurately.

2) The single question plebiscite of Jan. 26 accepts the

principle that students should be taxed for university fuildings.

We must be able to reject this principle, without implying that

we do not want a theatre as soon as possible; we must be able

to express our desire for a theatre without accepting the idea

of a Fee-hike. It is not the job of the students of Canada and
Queen's to pay for university buildings. We pay too much to

come here anyway. The university must put up a theatre complex
as soon as possible.

3) The money for the theatre can be sough; from elsewhere,

and already available funds could be allocated to the theatre if

we, the students, assert our interest in it as a necessary part

of a good university.

Student. s ought to know that, in keeping with its narrow bureau-

cratic outlooks, the A.M,S. has refused to hold both plebiscites

on the same day, hoping to focus attention on the first pebiscite

by postponing the second for a week later. It seems to be deter-

mined to scuttle an attempt at genuinely democratic student

action. Queen's students should take note of this, for the A.M.S.

is not truly representing and leading their interests in this

matter. We are coming to a crossing of the ways. The interests

of the students point one way; the conservative, Pentagon ment-

ality of the A.M.S. is leading the campus another way. Let us

hope, and act to see, that the interests of the students prevail.

Rick Johnstone

Editor, Journal:

As so often happens, the edit-

orial by John Rae in last Friday" s

Journal was well written but

ill-founded. Mr. Rae leveled two

charges; first, that it was lack

of humility to admit past errors

that led the AMS Executive to

decide on two plebiscites, and

second, that two plebiscites would

Editorial by Rae - Erudite But Wrong
confuse an issue that would be

crystal clear if there were only

one. I suggest he is wrong on

ooth counts.

The Building Fund Committee,
and the AMS Executive are con -

vinced that a theatre cannot be
had without a fee hike. This is

FEE HIKE MAY
SAVE US MONEY

Editor, Journal;

It appears to me that the students at Queen' s are under a

serious illusion about why they pay fees. All the fees are used

for "The running of the University" - a term which covers

all aspects of financial responsibility incurred by the University.

Our fees cover approximately only 1/3 of the cost of our 'stay'

at University. By simple mathematics it can be easily seen that

we pay 1/3 of the cost of all buildings.

If we vote NO on the fee hike and YES on the theatre, the

theatre will most likely be built; but we will pay 1/3 of its

cost. On the other hand, if we agree to a $10. fee hike we will

be putting the University Administration in a position where they

will be morally obliged to limit the increase to $10., rather

than a possible $15. or more "to cover the costs of running

the University."

My warning is VOTE YES on BOTH questions, thus limiting

the increase to $10. Anonymous

not a value judgement; it is mere-
ly their informed opinion of the

situation as it exists. It may be

wrung. With this view in mind,

however, the Executive agreed to

hold a plebiscite to see if the

students were prepared to pay for

a theacre. The Executive did not

commit itself to support for a

"Yes" vote; it did commit itself

to :he opinion that only a "Yes"

Executive were to couple the two

Fee Hike

is a

Necessary

Lever

Editor, Journal:

If, as you said in Friday's

editorial, my "greatest sin of

all" is placing of my signs on

trees, than I don' t anticipate much
difficulty getting by St. Peter.

You state that the point of the

plebiscite qaestion is "whether
students WANT a fee hike as

a method to help pay for this

theatre." Nobody WANTS a fee

hike. The point is rather are

we willing to risk one in order

to have the best chance of get-

questions on the same ballot it ting the theatre. The message

.vould suggest to the voter that

the Executive believes a fee hike

is not necessary. This obviously

is not the case, and it would

lead to a new dimension of con-

fusion.

Let it be clear to every voter

that when he votes he is prob-
vote seemed likely to ensure the g^jy saying yes or no to a theatre

theatre project. when he says yes or no to a

fee hike. It must be understood
Enter the Ad Hoc Committee that principles can cost some-

on the Theatre Complex -herein- thing. I believe the two plebis-

after referred to as "The Syn- cite plan makes that understand-

dicate" - six weeks later. These
gentlemen (I use that in the non-

of the signs is that we' re not

going to get a new convocation
centre unless we vote yes -

an honest appraisal, Ithink, even
though it is not a pleasant though:.

Mr. Rae still insists that we
aeed to convince people that we
favour a theatre. We don't.

Larry Wiertz

perjorative sense) oppose the fee

hike on principle. So far all is

well and good, but they are not

content to rest on principle.

Moving from the value judgement

that a fee hike is insupportable,

the Syndicate comes to the con-

clusion that it is not necessary.

The logic is beneath contempt.

The plans it touted as a dif-

ferent "positive" approach simp-

ly were not convincing. If the AMS

ing more explicit.

George Anderson

THEATRE NEEDS INNOVATIONS

Michael Marrello

Hoir Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

SIX STYLISTS

Featuring Th* Letttt

In Hoir Stflitta

Winner, of Three Top Amrdl
in Klnalton and Dtirrict

Editor, Journal:

Having heard Mr. Lebensold

expound his "extraordinary"

ideas for the Theatre Complex psychologists and electrica. ...

and being thoroughly disillusion- gineers into the effect ot all

ed I feel compelled to add my kinds of sound on the emotion,

voice to the dialogue. I cannot would yield valuable results. It

is enticing to envision a concert

What new techniques do I have past has been produced only in

mind? For example, a joint the relatively techically advanced

research effort by composers.

IOOKSHOP 1* Montreal St.

classical

see anything extraordinary in a

concert hall and drama stage

which besides a few acoustical

refinements offers nothing sig-

nificantly new that was not known
to the ancient Greeks. In fact,

the fundamental technique of pre-

senting dramatical and musical

productions has changed rela-

tively little since the seventeenth

century; an "industrial revolu-

tion" in the performing arts has

been long overdue. By this I

mean that composers and play-

writes could find much to pro-

mote their purpose in the scien-

tific and technological advance-

ments of the past fifty years.

There exists a goldmine of un-

touched scientific tools available

to the creative mind if he is

shown how to use them and here

is where close co-operation be-

tween the scientist and the artist

becomes necessary.

societies such

Greece and Elizabethan England.

Much could be accomplished to-

ward the unification of all ex-

perience which is the goal of all

creative endeavour if the artist

instead of muttering incoherently

about the de -humanizing effect of

technological progress were to

take full advantage of the power

which this progress gives him

hall of the future in which the

walls and ceiling are covered with

speakers from which emit melod-

ies and harmonies of such

emotional impact diat a symphony

orchestra is a rhythm band in to advance his own cause,

comparison. There is no reason In this respect I propose that

why "nse, of sight, smell Queen's ™MVu\™sLZ*t

APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995

and touch should not be catered

to equally as well. But the watch-

word in designing buildings to

harbour such activities must be

flexability; the standard three

walls and a stage have outlived

the increasing capacity of the

human mind for the creative

manipulation of its environment.

Although these ideas are an-

athema to those art critics who

believe that true culture is prod-

uced only in primitive societies

by a mixture of innocence and

ignorance it is instructive to note

that the truly great art of the

cultural map as it were by an

undertaking of this kind in which

science and art are mated in such

a fertile union that its potential

for spawning creations of the

mind staggers the Imagination

For the fact of the matter is that

anything less is a waste of time

and money since it would con-

tribute substantially nothing to

the evolution of culture which is

the most important role of the

university. And who knows? we

may get a grant from the Ford

Foundation.
Colin Rose

for Chinese £o6d at its finest—

-

THE HOUSE OF SHANGHAI

331 King St. East 546-3184

Delicious and Delectable Authentic

Chinese Dishes Expertly Prepared

by Our Famous Chefs.

Delivered piping hot to your home —
$2.00 & up -- 25* charge

$4.00 & up -- free

within the city zone.

Come in and pick up a take out menu.

GRANT HALL

FEB. 8, $2.50

fan and Sylvia

are Back Again

TICKETS

ON SALE

IMMEDIATELY
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The Performance at

International Night Last

Friday and Saturday

photos by Langstaff

Proposed Solution to Vietnam Problem
' i-. : j _ uknonn fivr a cre>n- melltS.

by H. Shabath, M.A.

Until a few years ago the

Vietnam problem didn't interest

most of the countries of the

world because the conflict be-

tween North and South Vietnam

was only sporadic. But during

the last two years the situation

has become increasingly worse.

The Vietmin, well-trained in

guerilla warfare in Chinese
camps and equipped with the best

Chinese and Russian weapons,

strengthened their attacks and

invaded the South with both guer-

illa groups and a regular army.

As- a result of this the Ameri-

cans, to prevent the defeat of

the Southern army, became ob-

liged not only to increase their

military and technical aid to the

South, but even to send a regular

army backed by a strong air

force.

Because of the increasing dan-

ger to world peace, many states-

men began to seek a solution to

the problem. U Thant, the Sec-

retary General of the United

Nations, tried to mediate but

didn't succeed. The British For-
eign Minister, Michael Stewart,

whose country with Russia is a

co-chairman of the Geneva Con-
ference, contacted the Russians

in order to initiate peace talks,

but this didn't succeed either.

Attempts to make the three coun-

tries (India, Canada, and Poland),

which constitute the Supervision

Committee, initiate mediation
talks also failed.

Both the Americans and tne

South-Vietnamese on one side and

the North-Vietnamese on the oth-

er have taken up intransigentpo-

sitions. The North-Vietnamese

who have guerilla forces in many

places in the South and are backed

by the Chinese, are not ready to

ncede anything. They insist that ideological dispute, she began to

the Americans should withdraw * r.MnftSe invasion similar

their forces before the beginning

of any settlement negotiations,

while the Americans, because of

national honour and fear tha: all

Vietnam will fall into the hands

of the Communists, insist on the

principle of unconditional nego-

tiations.

And so the war has become

more fierce. The Americans have

increased their forces to 165,000

soldiers and have oegun me sys-

tematic and concentrated bomb -

ing of North-Vietnam, while the

fear a Chinese invasion simi

to that of the Mongolian inva-

sion of Chingiz Khan and his

successors. The territorial

claims of China against Russia

increased this fear.

ments. The neutral all-Vietnam

government should stay for a

transitiona 1

.
period of four years.

In this period it should prepare

and train the people for a pleb-

iscite which should determine

leaders of some countries with either

„ ith President Johnson lor a gen-

eral settlement with China, which

should include the acceptance ol

the latter into the United Nations

and the settlement of the Vietnam

problem itself. After that he

i reputation for similar neutral-

ity or friendship with both sides.
The original members of the

international Supervision Comm-
ittee are unable to initiate me-
diation talks between the sides According to the settlement

In the dispute because of the plan an emergency army from

later shift in their international neutral countries should be mo-

Poland, which follows bilized. Pakistan should be the
positions.

Russian policy, can't be serious-

ly interested in a settlement.

North -Vietnamese have stiffened India, after her dispute with

their resistance and increased China, can' t initiate talks either,

their aid to the North. Losses and perhpas has also become

on both sides have increased uninterested. Canada, which has

greatly. pursued a more or less stable

If the problem is not solved foreign policy from the time of

very soon, the Americans will the Geneva Agreement, and per-

principal contributor to this

army. Other neutral Asian and

African countries such as Bur-

ma and Ceylon should partici-

pate in it. Also, Canada could

participate in this army because

of the willingness of her govern-

ment to solve the problem in a

neutral way and because of the

increase their forces to 300,000 haps Is interested, honestly, in humane position taken up by her

or more This could lead to the a neutral settlement of the prob- prime Minister in many other

active participation of the Chi- iem, can't be accepted by China problems that have broken out

nese army in the *ar and per- because of her strong friendly ^ the past. The American army

haos -ven the Russian army would relations with the United States, snoma De gradually withdrawn

intervene if the Chinese were to Thus the countries which can from Vietnam and its place taken

be defeated Therefore, this event be brought in for mediation are by the neutral emergency force.

could result in nuclear war which not those who originally parti- -
could destroy a major part of cipated in the Geneva Agreement,

humanity. but other countries which are

Thus the nesd to solve the known for their neutrality and

problem is most urgent. It seems their friendly relations with both

that the British initiative for sides.

common action with the Russians At the head of the list of such

didn't succeed because the latter countries stands Pakistan. This

the same time the North

Vietnamese guerillas should re-

treat to their original positions

in the North.

An all-Vietnam neutral pro-

visional government should be

set up under the guidance of

the emergency force. At the

are not interested in solving the country has been blessed in the beginning the North and the South

problem. They wan: Hhe war to last few years with the charis- Vietnamese governments should

continue until there is direct matic leadership of Ayub Khan. stay jn their positions, but their

conflict between the United States Ayub has succeeded in establish- authority should be limited and

and China. Their purpose is to ing friendly relations with Chou transferred gradually to the all

weaken both sides" alike. (This En-lai, an achievement even Vietnam government. At the first it ^could b
J

l"8

policy is similar to their policy many Communist countries can-

of 1939-40 which led to conflict not match. At the same time he

between Germany and the West), has remained friendly with the

Tne reason is that Russian fears Americans. Ayub should initiate

China no less than she fears the secret mediation talks with Mr.

West; After the outbreak of the Chou En-lai and similar talks

united or a divided

country. In this period the pro-

visional government should de-

velop and rehabilitate the coun-

try with the technical and finan-

cial aid of the United Nations.

Logically, both China and the

United States should accept this

solution or a similar one. China

would emerge from her isolation,

which has recently grown more

acute as a result of her ideo-

logical dispute with Russia and

of its failure to widen her in-

fluence in Asia and Africa, in-

cluding the failure of the pro-

Chinese revolution in Indonesia

and the worsening of its rela-

tions with Tunisia. The United

States would save manpower and

capital which she is spending

in the Vietnam war. The North-

Vietnamese should accept the

solution because they are not

interested in destroying their

country and in any case China

could bring strong pressure to

bear on them to accept. The

South-Vietnamese would also

readily agree because of the

present suffering of their people

in the war. Light pressure from

the United States would bring

their willing acceptance of the

solution.

This solution seems to be the

most logical and practical one;

the war In Viet-

...ortunity control of foreign nam to an end and lead tc
.

the

affairs and the armies of the rehabilitation and neutralizat^n

North and the South should be of the country. At the same nme

transferred to her hands, while lt WOuld prevent the spread 01

local matters should remain in me war and perhaps the desiruc-

the hands of the former govern- tion Qf the world.
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Interview With Dr. Corry

On Queens Theatre

1. Are you in favour of the

forthcoming plebiscite on the

theatre on January 26 and 27?

ANS: I have already expressed

myself on that matter. I have

welcomed student initiative on

me theatre project.

2, You have agreed to investi-

gate sources of funds if the

students vote yes on the plebis-

cite as presently worded (see

Journal, Friday, January 17) and

if the Trustees approve the pro-

ject (see Dr. Corry" s Statement

on Theatre dated Oct 20, 1965)

By when do you expectto get

all the required funds?

ANS: What has been agreed is that

the Trustees will look at the

matter with great cars. It is

the Trustees who investigate and

solicit funds, not L
Students should know that the

order of cost discussed with the

Board wan 2.5 million dollars

not 5 million (the estimated cost

of Mr. Lebensold' s proposed

complex is 4 to 5 million dollars)

The Theatre

and

Priorities

BY
DAVE
BARKER

This is the second half of the

interview with Dr. Corry on
January 17. Again the answers
are not direct quotations, but

are as close as possible and
have been approved by the re-
spective spokesmen as correct-

ly conveying their meaning.

Should Students

Pay for

Expansion

3. Do you think that a theatre

'should be high on the priority

list of the University's capital

program?
ANS: It should not be at the top

of the list; and if the money
had to be raised by the Univ-

ersity itself (i.e. if there was
not some student support of a

financial nature) a theatre would

be below several other projects.

The order of priority is decided

on the basis of the number oi

students in a particular area

whose needs are not met. For

instance, there would be no doubt

about a Psychology building and

a Mathematics building coming
before a theatre.

4. Do you think that a theatre

complex such as that proposed
by Mr. Lebensold should be

high on the priority list of the

University' s capital program?
ANS: The different elements have

different priorities. For ins-

tance, the present music facil-

ities are more inadequate than

the present drama facilities. Of

course, we need an auditorium
as a concert hall and for other

University purposes such as con-

vocations and assemblies of

various sorts.
But it is easier to make do

with Grant Hall, than to do with-
out a new Psychology building.

There is no reason why the

facilities could not be separated
when considering priorities. It

would be better to build in stages
than to consider all or nothing.

5. Do you think students should

help to pay for university build-

ings?

AN3: There is no reason why
students should be required to

pay in a direct way for capital

costs for buildings and facilities

WhaVa student pays towar is such

facilities should be covered in

his tuition fees. The University

can decide how these tuition fees

are to be appropriated; for in-

stance, what part, if any, is to

be apportioned to buildings.

If at any time students fsel

they want to give financial sup-

port to the University, it would

of course be gratefully received.

If the students want a building

whose function goes beyond

essential academic purposes then

they should help pay for it.

6. What proportion of the pro-

posed auditorium -drama-music

complex has an "essential acad-

emic purpose"

?

ANS: Certainly die teachingas-

pects of the drama and mus^c

facilities are needed.

A large hall is also needed.

Further, as regards financing,

if Grant Hail is considered too

small the Ontario Government

can be expected to help finance

a replacement- As far as the

drama and music facilities ar^

concerned some support from the

Ontario Government may be ex-

pected, but only for the teaching

function. What proportion this is

I don' t know, because I have not

had time to analyze die Lebensold

project in detail.

8. Will the proposed site at

the corner of Union and Barrie
streets definitely be ased for

a theatre complex?
ANS; No comment.

Vice Principal Conn was ask-

ed this and the following ques-
tion,

V.P.Conn: The Building Fund
Committer suggested the site

at the corner of Union and

Barrie streets to the Planning

Committee, a committe'.- of the

Board of Trustees composed of

twenty members from the Board
and Queen's staff. The Planning

Committee gave its approval

to thi 5 site for- preliminary

design purposes.

There is no other major con-

struction planned for this site

at present. In our thinkig, we
have always thought of that

particular block being used

some day for activities closely

connected with student life.

ANS: No official decision what-
ever has been made about a

site; and the Boarl has not

considered alternative sites.

The Planning Committee has

said that this site could be
used by the architect merely
to enable him to show the pos-

sibilities.

V.P.Conn: The choice of site

depends on the recommendation

of the Planning Committee. The

decision will be made by the

Board of Trustees.

photo by Brown

We have no definite plans for

the lakeside area at the present

time.

10. After deciding to have

preliminary plans drawn, the

Building Fund Committee of the

AjvlS .isked the Administration

to share the cost of such plan 1!.

They received a reply that the

Administration -vis "no" in a

position to commit fu.ids cothis

purpose". Do you hav% any

further comment?
ANS: Only that the 'Jni/ersity

has to use Its funds for plan-

ning for Immediate priorities.

Administration's Position

Where

Would a Theatre

be Built

9. If the props.;! theatre com-

plex is approved will it be

built on the site at the corner

of Union and Barrie streets?

The administration's position on the theatre complex ib

that the students should consider whether a theatre is more

essential than anew academic building, such as a pschology

building, or than another facility, such as increased heating

capacity, better power distribution, a new gymnasuim, bet-

ter roads, parking and landscaping.

The money for all these has to be found somewhere.

There is little likelihood of getting enough for the proposed

complex from present sources, and unless a new source is

found the complex will be financially impossible.

A self-imposed student levy of ten dollars for the next

twenty-five years would provide over half a million dollars

by means of a bond. This would probably encourage more

private donations as it indicates a strong desire for a

theatre complex on the part of the students.

Thus the student levy would sienificantly increase the

chances of finding the funds necessary for the proposed

theatre complex.

Review Ian and Sylvia

Not Up To Par
Last Wednesday evenings' s Ian

Should Students

Pay

for Theatre

Told her rd die before Td vehicle forthe instrumental m«s-

i r h r nut of mv arms tags oflan and Accompanist David

and Sylvia concert was one that let ner o y ^ R<^ tfs neW(!Stcc,mpositlon

l^w this reviewer with mixed it seems tnai y , _ ^_ _ _ _„.,.„_ „.,,,.i,„

fe ling Mter being familiar every folk artist has to have at

v tn a superlative series of re- least one rock song in Ms rep-
wiui « 9"P«

. . „ „ ertoire (and vice-versa).

The other tune, Darcy Farrow

(which followed Tulsa in the

concert program) is one of those

composed ballads which sounds

as authentically historical as

East Virginia. Ian and Sylvia

made the most of the song's

cordings by this Canadian group,

the live performance was some-

what of a let-down. They were

throughout the program intermit-

tently
0
exciting, mechanical, pre-

cise and downright sloppy. How-

ever it was Ian and Sylvia, and

lazy Ian and Syl/ia is better

7. Should students help pay for

Mr, Lebensold" s proposed the-

atre complex?

ANS: If students decided

man most of the so-called folk simple eloquence in a sensitive

music being passed off on the and musically interesting mterp-

roll opus

Tulsa,

single for

of a size and scale beyond what

the University needs for gemine

academic uses then the students

should help. In the normal course

of events the University would

not be building a complex. CO:

inti 5 million dollars, and may
noconeof3million.TheUni/ers

itv would normally envision a plan writer

more austere than Mr. Lebeiv

sol<rs. There is no prospect of

a 5 million dollar project receiv-

ing approval unless a source

other thai the present known ones

is found.

pop

relation.

There were other highs and

lows in the performance as well.

Phil Och' s new song. Changes,

received tender, warn treatment.

public these days,

rhpv A peculiar contrast in thepro-
y
gram was - to -

back placing <

ten sonfis, one beautiful, the other

r^rrihle The latter, a rock and Addition of a delicate waltz tempo
'

called 24 Hours From to Spanish Is a Loving Tongue

million selling heightened its melodic beauty

wailer Gene and underlined the unusually good

X Pitney about two years ago and folk lyrics. Four Rode By, a

7
the oroduct of tinpan alley song about the Maclean gang of

and arranger Burt Bach- British Columbia, showed mo*

Arach Its lyrics are, at best, clearly larfs ability as a com-

iminsoired- P°ser of foUc materiaK

As we were dancing....closely On the other hand, Sylvia s

All of a sudden I lost control Maude Blues, although a marvel-

as I held her charms: lous song, seemed in this per-

I caressed her.. ..kissed her formance half-hearted, a mere

You Got It is a rather catchy

rockie-folk (or folkie-rock) tune

which is better than, average In

this category. Finnegan's Wake

was a poor second to the Clancy

Brothers version of a week before

in Grant Hall, and impressed

me as being a sort of comp-

etition among those on stage to

see who could sing or play it

the fastest.

As suggested by comments
heretofore, I think the per-

formance lacked depth or con-

sistency. David Rea's guitar ac-

companiment was very competent

for the most part, however, and

Ian and Sylvia, if not at their

best, were enjoyable. 1 suspect

that the lack of a fee-incentive

had a lot to do with the relat-

ive mediocrity of the concert;

and with this problem removed

with regard to their Feb. 8th

return to Queen's we'll probably

get a much better show. Let's

hope so.

by Andy Marshall
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EX QUEENSMAN AT MICHIGAN DIVERSIFIED - TO SAY THE LEAST
. J* ruJDv an excenen. ration in Can- want are theta. ^ _ 1' 1 i When lis *esis in the field

lormer yueen* s rugoy

player and pipe band member,

Norman Cameron,, is teaching

economics at the University

of Michigan, while working on

his doctorate.

"Michigan was my choice,

relates Mr. Cameron, "because

the economics department has

an excellent reputation in Can-

ada." He feels that sports and

social life are emphasized less

at the University of Michigan

than at Queen's. The library

system has impressed him

greatly. "Michigan goes at it

professionally, which is the only

way to do it the books you

want are there.

Mr. Cameron spends his

summers at Rockwynn, an is-

land resort near Burks Falls

Ontario, which his family has

managed for thirty-one years.

There he learned to play the

bagpipes and continued for eight

years with bands in Edinburgh

On T.iursday evening, Jan-

uary 27th, at 8:30, the Drama

Guild is presenting two One

Act plays In the usual place...

Convocation Hall.

The first, Cavalleria Rusti-

cana, directed by Larry O* Far -

rell, is a story of the proverb-

ial triangle but set inthe turbu-

lent background of vendettas

and latin passions.

Aria da Capo, directed by

llsa Tiltins, Is a well control-

led and amusing social criti-

cism, and before you all yawn

and say "Oh not again", let me
assure you that it is well dis-

guised. As for comments on the

actors and other such pertinent

dats, this is all in the program-

me (which is included in the

very nominal fee). All that is

needed now is a critical

audience Expect to be im-

pressed!

ARTS AND SCIENCE
The election of the Execu-

tive of the Arts and Science

Society for 1966-67 will be

held Thursday, Feb. 10. The
positions to be filled at that

time are: President, Vice-

President, Treasurer, Junior

and Senior AMS Representa-

tives, and Secretary.

The President and the Senior

ams rep must be in their grad-

uating year, the Vice-Presi-

dent and the Treasurer in their

penultimate year, and the Sec-

retary in his sophomore year.

-The Junior AMS Rep may be in

•either his sophomore or junior

year.

Each candidate must be spon-

sored by at least five members

of the Arts and Science Society,

except for the President who

must be sponsored by fifteen.

Nominations must be accomp-

anied by a written acceptance

of the nomination by the candi-

date.

Nominations .nay be left at the

AMS Office or handed to Tom
Kinnear, John Hopkins, or Bill

Jenni lgs before 5:00 p.m. on

February 2. All candidates are

requested to be present at the

Society's meeting to be held

February 2 at 6:30 p.m. in the

Red Room.

Mr. E. P. MwaluSco, the Counsellor to the Permanent Mission

of Tanzania to the United Nations speaks at International Centre

on Tanzania and the U.D.L of Southern Rhodesia, Thursday at

8:00 p.m. Before the speech he will show a movie on Tanazania.

HTOXCXfTS MD EMQIHBJOUs

FOB
moTOH fcCCXLBRATC* 6TUDY

AUaic Intrgy of Canada Limited is rtadylog the

design of an ultra-high current proton acaslarstor to

nrodnos u intense ostitron sowoe by spsllation faction*.

A Mm paw of «3 IfcgMttl. 65 BdJLliaspere* •* 1000 M»V

is required.

and Kingston, Now he is re-

stricted to parties and flag-

raisings.

After attending school it

Edinburgh, Scotland, on a

Crerar Scholarship, Mr. Cam-

eron received his B.A. at Que-

en' s and his M.A. at the Un-

iversity of Western Ontario.

When his thesis in the field

of money and baking is com-
pleted, he plans to return to

a Canadian college to teach.

When that happens, Burks Falls

can lay claim to the only resort-

running bagpipe-playing PhD.

who played rugby in college.

A Dramatic' Rusty Aria Golden Words
by Peter Leishman, Sc. '67

At a meeting last Tuesday

of Sc. '67, Jim Scollick was

chosen as convenor of the Sc.

'67 Formal. Jim felt he had^

large "suupport in the year"

which he claimed was needed

in order that the dance would

be pr jperly organized. He has

participated actively in engin-

eering anl year activities.

The four positions on the

Engineering Society to which

two candidates each were of-

ficially nominated, were Presi-

dent, First Vice - President,

Secretary and Senior AMS Rep.

In each case three people wer.?

apmi-TStad from which two were

chosen. The two candidates for

President are Rick Sterne and

Gord McCay. Sterne said that

in his opinion the President

was the "figurehead of the

Engineering Society" and the

person who "keeps tilings going

smoo-hly". He also outline-1 the

experience he had from working

on the Engineering Society and

other organizations. The second

candidate, Gord McCay who is

President of Sc. '67, thought

that "the Soc'ety, for the last

two years, had set a very high

standard" and one tha': he would

like to continue.

The nominations for First

Vice-President went to Doug

Mac-Donald and Doug Clark, who

both stated theic intention to do

the job well. Ron Charxo who

was also nominated for the

position, claimed a bit pre-

maturely, "Til enjoy working

with Gord (McCay)". Unfor-

tunately, he got more laughs

than votes. Ron Cheek, who

came here from Sir Geo. Wil-

liam's, and Forrest Smith were

nominated for the position of

Secretary, The last position.

Senior AMS Rep. will be con-

tested by Baxter Stephenson,

who is Jr. AMS Rep. this year,

and by yours truly, Peter Leish-

man.
The election takes place on

February 8.

At a meeting of the Engin-

eering Society executive, last

Thursday, Dean Brown an-

nounced sweeping changes inthe

Applied Science curriculum for

next fall. The academic year

will be lengthened, and final

exams will be written both at

Christmas and in April, thera

will be 12 full weeks of classes

in the fall term, followed by

one week of exams, then a

three week break for Christmas

In die spring iterm. there will

be six weeks of classes followed

by a one week break, then six

mors weeks of classes followed

immediately by two weeks of

exams. Starting next fall, there

will be a gradual change from

the present two semester

courses to more intensified one

team subjects. Not every sec-

tion will be involved to a large

extent at first. In referring to

the new "term system", Dean
Brown, said the student's time

"will be more efficiently used"

and almost all "duplication in

courses will be avoided". In

addition he mentioned that the

student will have much more
freedom in choosing sptiona!

engineering subjects. The av-

erage number of term courses

will be five. Last, but certainly

not least, he also announced

that one hour 'quizzes' will be

given in each subject once a

month which will count ten per

cent of the final mark.

"Our Man From Havana",
starring Alex Guiness and

M.ureen O'Hara will be shown
tomorrow Wed. Jan. 26, in

Cunning Hall. The first show
commences at 7:00 p.m. and

the second at 9:00. Sc '68 is

presenting the movie, and there

will be a silver collection tc

support the Foster -Child Fund.

Tuesday, January 25

VE3VX ham radio club will be

holding an auction sale to which

everyone on campus is invited

to bring old radio or electronic

equipment to sell. Clark Hall at

7:30 pm.
Queen's Young New Democ-

rats will hold a meeting in the

2nd Floor Seminar Room of the

Students' Union. Any and all are

welcome.
Mr. Norman Lea, B.A. Sc.,

S.M., who spoke to the EIC at

11:10 today will also be speak-

ing tonight at 8:30 in Dunning

THIS WEEK
Hall on "Applied Science and-

Applied Christianity." Every-

one welcome.
Philosophy Club: 8:00, Inter-

national Centre, "God is the

Enemy of Morality." Profess-

ors Cowley and Brown.

Wednesday, January 26

Liberal Club guest speaker

will be the Hon. J.W. Pickers-

gill, Minister of Transport, at

8:30 pm, Room 14, Dunning Hall.

Ut'i disease TOO sad tha Tlafcaa Ooaaaay's

mini oaaortaaltlaa la Gaaaaa •** *«•

(Uterrta* aata tan), «a ufa. Oaataat

yo»r pUemtt afflee today far u later*lew.

Oi.lUMlac aaeltloaa U aaaratlag aatattaaar

of mi Caaadlaa aaaafaetarlai faatlUlaa. ala*

e*c*lWat caiaara la oaglaatrla*. raaaarca m*
hUi far thaaa laterastoe la aasaalta V.t.

roolaaate. Caaadlaa Ttaaaa Hvlalaat It. Thaaa*.

Ontario. Maker* of tafarad rallar ataxias*,

allay aetata aad rack kits.
On campus Feb B 2nd.

the study i» bule and vide ranging. Probles* Include t

production of high-aKiciency
rodlorrovwDor power,

sooeleretor orbit dynamics.

hMt uuitu tr
«t*i tarfot*.

oMitroi system stadias.

aaa essential. Enquiries,

including toaatato Ufiuat>— an* oajarlanra. should

I tai

CAUSER OPPORTUNITIES FOR

1966 GRADUATES IN MATHEMATICS

with the

Department of Insurance
OTTAWA TORONTO and MONTREAL

aa

ACTUARIAL ASSISTANTS

$5790 - $7300

- and -

ACTUARIAL SUPERVISORS

$5050 - $5000

Details and application forma available at your
University Placement Office. Competition
Numbers 66-64OO and 66-64OI refer.

Thursday, January 27

'66 Retires! Variety Show
presented by the Class of '66,

KGH Gymnasium, School of

Nursing Educational Building

at 8:00 pm. 750 per person. Ev-

eryone welcome.
The second all-medical vari-

ety show is being held at the

Steel Workers' Hall from 8:00

to 1:00. With a bar, music by

Gord Gosse, entertainment by

Meds students. An evening of

fun for all Medsmen, nurses,

interns, and Medical professors

and dates. 50£ per person.

Spanish Club meets at 8:00

pm in the new International

Centre (upstairs committer

room). Fred Wien will give a

talk and show slides on Chile.

All are welcome.
Paul Mwaluko, Counsellor,

permanent mission of the Re-

public of Tanzania, to the Li-

nked Nations , will be on cam-
pus. He will present a 20-min.

film on Tanzania. A short talk

will follow in which he will put

forward his country* s views on

the unilateral declaration of in-

dependence of Rhodesia. Watch
posters for further details.

Dr. Robert Welsh from the

University of Toronto speaks

on Piet Mondrian: Nature as

Abstraction, in Stirling Hall,

Auditorium D, at 8:30 pm.

Sunday, Janua rj 30
Ski trip to Camp Fortune.

Don't miss this trip. Bring $3

to the Union (near Coffee Shop)

on Thurs. or Fri. at 12:00 to

1:00.

Monday, January 31

Coffee and converse 1 1 0 n,

sponsored by the Queen's De-

bating Union. Special guest,

Professor Duncan. 79 Queen

Street. 8:00 pm.
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GAELS WIN THREE SPORTS
Basketball Gaels Win Season Opener Hockey Gaels Kill McGill6-4

Queen' s Golden Gaels opened

their Senior Intercollegiate Bas-

ketball League schedule Satur-

day afternoon with a 65-55 win

over the McGill Redmen. For the

Redmen, it was their second loss

in two days as they dropped a

75 -65 decision to the Laval Rouge

et OR in the Eastern Division

S1BL curtain-raiser in Montreal

Friday night.

The Gaels threatened to run

away with the game in the first

half, taking a 35-23 lead to the

dressing room. In the second

half, they extended their lead

to 20 points at one stags. Then

th,- Redmen caught fire and closed

ro 'within 10 points at the final

buzaer.

It was a very sloppy contest

with the Redmen showing a par-

ticular ineptiies s at ballhandling.

In the late stages of the game,

Queerf s reverted to the McGill

style and the results were not

crowd-pleasing. Coach Frank

Tindall attributed the Gaels' late

collapse to lack of poise. Said

Tindall, "We showed a greatl

improvement over pr ev i o u s

games, but lost our poise neat

the end of the game. However,

we're starting to click and tha',

makes me feel that we're in

good shape for the rest of the

season."

Ted Waring was the big ma:i

for Questf s for the second game

in a row. The Gaels' forward

scored 22 points including 9 field

goals. Guard Doug Fraser was

also a going concern and followed

Waring with 14 points on 7 field

goals. Bruce Engel was third in

scoring for Queen' s with 11

points.

For the Redmen, centre Bruce

Randall hooped 13 points. Pete

Small and George Lengvari foll-

owed wi:h 12 and 10 points res-

pectively. Backboard Splinters:

The Redmen picked up 2 techni-

cal fouls, one for talking and the

second for having the wrong num-
ber. The first "tech" produced

a heated exchange between Mc-

Gill coach Tom Mconey and the

referee.

The Gaels next home game is

Friday evening at 8 p.m. against

LaVal.' Three Queen's cheerlead-

ers showed up for the game
thanks to Mike Robertson.

Dennis Quinn, Sports Staff

QUEEN'S FG FT TP
Engel 5 1 11
Waring 9 4 22

Evans 3 1 7

Fraser 7 0 14

Torbet 1 3 5

Heath 0 0 0
Scobie 2 0 4
Crozier 1 0 2

McGILL FG FT TP
Randall 5 3 13

Small 4 4 12
Leibson 2 2 6
Aneckstein 1 4 6
Wenger 0 0 0
Zimmer 1 4 6
Clarke 1

n aigs
2

Lenguari 2 6 10

Ted Waring Hoops 22

Points Against McGill

X

A bit of novel photography catches Doug Frazer on his way

to another basket photo by MacDcnell

Gymnasts Win Again

h0rSe
rf?t meefvi'ctoryThis year. The team scores were Queen's -

straight meet victory t y individual scorers were
122.9, RMC - 111.05 °f T-

£* £3 L Mathews (Q)
-

Art Kuisma ^;f 5^w "received help In their team victory

f-mBrfanSck who^oot slconds inthehigh bar and parallel bars.

rom Brian Keck w o
conslstent competitor o, the

Lumb, U. 01 T. s WP™"'"
His only miss was in the free cahs-

aftern00n
;;te'surprised noon whosaw last year's OQAA Gym-

*en"CS
Ml« Safe of Toronto won the rings with another exhibition

nasties Meet Sale 01 '°r°" "
of the Queen' s team is their poor

of ."•IJ'^SJ.SSS.*«™, they will be diffi-

ZT^ZrJZ^AA * Montreal ta February.

Swim Team Swamped

against Toronto and McGill.
Toronto team the

McGill - 50. and Queen s - 28. Agamst the wt
b . ^ ^ ^

Gaels could manage only
clocked in 2 '22. 1. hi all events including

yard backstroke. He was cocked m ^ m total, elght t

the diving the Queen

1

! broken. The team must undergo vast im-

ProvtmS'J^trtrma'ke rgood showing at die intercoUegiate

meet in London in February.

Jim Tait scores one of his three goals against McGill, Jones

assisting photo bv Langstaff

After the fiasco of last week the Gaels seem to have settled down

to play hockey. They showed this on Saturday when ihey played the

McGill Redmen in the Joke oopsl Jock Harty Arena.

The standout of the game wos "lie Gael 5' Jim Tait who scored three

^oals and got three assists for a total of six points. Not a bad day's

,vork. Larry Jones was able to pick up a goal and three assists in

his effort to win the scoring title. Theother two Queen's goals were

netted by Captain, Bob Pond.

It was interesting that Gaels' coach. Bill Colvin, elected to play

without regulars: George Walker, Stan Kolesnii:, Bayne Norrie, and

Doug Majrjr. The effect of this decision was to leave the Gaels with

only one scoring line, that of Pond, Jones, and Talc. Although the

Gaels won the game the score was not a wide margin (only 2 goals)

yet the Gaels had almost twice as many shots on "wandering" Ken

Walters, the McGill goalie, as the opposition had on Doujlas. It

would seem better to this reporter to have a fairly balanced scoring

punch but Bill Colvin is the coach and he did win the game.

In the first peciod the Gaelsshoved that they had come to play As

a result they submerged Walters under a wa -a of pucks. After only

1 minute and 29 seconds Jones pu' Que -u's on the scoreboar 1 and

from that point on they never looked back. The second period was

very close with Mc Gill oufshooting Que.n's 12-9 and outsconng

them 2-1 but Queen's came back in the third to put the game an ice.

Ther wer3 a number of scoring chances in the game when the

McGill goalie wai caught out of the net. It was after a cdjple of

these occasions that Pond rolled the pick across the top of Sis net

and Edwards bounced ihspicioffof tlieposi. Perhaps Walters wears

horseshoes?
The top Gaels line of Pond, Jones, and Tait brought the crowd to

its feet many times when by means of pin-point passing a partial

breakaway was engineered. It was after this type of jlaymaking that

th ee of the Gael goals came about. If the other two for atar i line*

can perfect this sort of play the fans can watch 'or a lot of scoring

in future games. ' ,

lim Tait put on a pleasing display of stick handling and fore-

che.-kiHE in the third period while killing a penalty to Dave Lough.

For' about a minute and a hal' he was able to keep the puck away

from the McGill attackers. This inspired play make it possible lor

Douglas to relax. Play like this was commnn throughout the gams and

as a result penalties didn't play too much a part m the scoring.

All in all the game was very fast and war, very well played, rhe

Gaels were able to hold up their own end. Look for a much better

game against the Toronto Varsity Blues next Friday 8:00 p.m. at

the Jock.

Statistics:

Penalties, First period

Bedford (M) elbowing

Ratty (Q) slashing

Ripstein (M) slashing

Kostandoff(M) interference

Thompson (Q) holding

Pratt (M) interference 1

Second period

Helal (M) tripping

Johnson (M) elbowing

Tait (Q) elbowing

1:44

4:52

4:52

4:54

5:25

0:30

0:46

4:31

4:49

5:49

8:48

9:40

12:08

17:53

Helal (M) crosschecking

Bonn (Q) boarding

Shearn (Q? hooking

Bengough (Q) hooking

Rattey (Q) charging

Third period

Lough (Q) elbowing

Jenkins (M) charging

Bedford (M) interference 15:45

Jenkins (M)crosscheckingl6:27

2:10

7:52

Scoring: First period

Jones (Tait) (Q) 1:29

Pond (Jones, Tait) (Q) 2:50

Tait (Carson, Bonn) (Q) 5:15

Bedford (Tibbits) (M) 5:47

Tait (Carson) (Q) 17:07

Second period

Tait (Jones, Pond) (Q) 5:45

Helal (Jenkins,

Ripstein) (M) 10:28

Kostandoff (Johnson)(M) 17:04

Third period

Griffiths (Halliuell,

Labrie) (M) 7:25

Pond (Tait, Jones) (Q) 10:17

Shots on Net:

McGill Queen'

s

48

?Pe« pTing'lt played his first game as a Gael and did quite well.

-Gaels three stars picked by George Pollitt were: Jim Tait, Jim

-l„rS.rfro
B
mMS are getting more like^"Z^n

They shocked us all by referring to the Gaels as "goddamm Golden

Gaels"

.

I
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The Girls Intercollegiate

Bow!ing Teams have done quite

well this year. In the Inter

-

var-iity Telegraphic Meet, com-

peting against 12 other teams

from all across Canada, they

placed fifth and in the Invita-

tional Meet in Montreal, they

were first. Special mention

must go to bowlers such as

Marney Wood, Wynne Gilmore,

and Eleanor Martin. They were

backed capably by Susan
Hughes, Marie Hughes, Barb

Watson, and Bernice DiSano.

The Intramural bowling is

still in action. It is not too lite

to come out - even if you don'

t

know how to bowl. If s the best

type of easy exercise for girls

in residence, too. You can join

us from 4:30-5:30 p.m. at the

Brock Bowling Alley on either

Mondays or Wednesdays. Just

25£ for 2 games and lots of fun.

On Saturday past, the Jock

Harty arena was the setting for

three exciting exhibition games

of women' s hockey.

At 4:30, McGill and Mac-

Donald played the first game

which ended in a 1-1 tie.

Wrestlers Lose by Defaults

Saturday, Jan. 22nd, was a

big day in the Queen' s Wrest-

ling gym. At 1:30 p.m. Moira;

High School from Belleville

easily out-grappled Belle High-

from Ottawa to a score of 34-

13. Then at 3:00 p.m. McGill'

s

Wrestling Redmen hooked up

with the Golden Gaels which saw

the final score 25-15 for Mc-
Gill. Vacancies in the Queen's

123, 130, and 137 pound class-

Queen' s Gclden Gals, intheir

first team effort since their

victory over the Golden Gaels

Football team, defeated Mac-

Donald 1-0.

In the final game, Queen s

held the score at 1-0 until

late in the third period when

McGill finally tallied.

Both Queen's goals were

scored by Connie Neuman.

Next week the team travels

to Toronto and the following

Saturday is host to MacDonald

College.

Intramural Report
Science '68- 5 Meds- 1

PHE -8 Grads-4

Science' 67- 5 Science' 69- 2

es gave McGill a 15-0 lead

before the fighting began- In

the 145 wt. class, Rudy Joss

pinned his man To start Qu=en' 3

off (5 pts.). At 152, Barry

Stoodley and his contestant

fought to a draw (2 pts.)- Tim
Baker, as yet undefeated this

season in the 177 weight divi-

sion, decisloned a strong oppo-

nent (3 pts.) and Larry Wood,

heavyweight, pinned his man in

the first round. A good crowd

turned out to cheer for the

Queen' s wrestlers. Maybe with

a full roster we might have

reversed the score. There is

an invitational meet this coming

Saturday at the University of

Guelph. Coach Bell expects this

competition to be tough.

by Larry Wood

. but mother told me never to get pinned

photos by Langstaff

Basketball

Scoring leaders:

Pringle M'71
Laughlin M'71
Chatland PHE
Benn Sc '68

Davis PHE
Fleming A' 68

Simpson M'71

Pts.

3 8

6 8

1 7

3 7

3 7

3 7

4 7

Hockey:
Last week Meds'71 continued

to surprise their league with

their third victory without a

HELP ! ! Somebody Fill The Pool
j

photos by Langstaff

CLASSIFIED

Attention Prospective Vigs:

Vigilante application forms for

the 1966-67 initiations are

available in the AMS Office.

They must be submitted tD Norm
Douglas (Leonard Hall) or to

Carolyn Chiddicks (Baker
House) by midnight, Tuesday,

Feb. 1.

WANTED
Tableboarders at 331 Earl

St. Phone 542-7611

Will do typing at home. Mrs.

Crawford. 541-3287

A ride to Ottawa on Friday

Jan. 28. Will share expenses.

Call Jill at 542-9563.

LOST
A gold colored CROSS jail-

point pen at 11:00 a.m. Thurs-

day morning, at the Union St,

entrance of Dunning Hall. Saw
someone pick it up. Would the

finder please phone Peter

Archibald at Ext. 294, Leonard
Hall.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hear Ysal Hear Vea! Be yea

advised that Duane Cougler,

P.H.E. '69 has moved from

Box 392, Gananoque, to 458

Donald Gordon House, New
Men's Residence. Phone 818

Joyce Phyllis and Diane of

52 Clergy St. E. are happy

Co announce the arrival of their

brand new refrigerator (weigh-

ing in at 250 lb.), expertly de-

livered by two strapping young

lads. To succeed refrlg which

passed away quietly Snowball

Weekend in its 21st year.

FOP. RENT
Warm qu=et room, close to

Que;n's, to men in Law, Com-
merce, Arts, Economics, Pol-

itics and Business. Gravelled

parking yard. 19b Union St.

loss. Arts'68 remained idle but

are still very much in conten-

tion. In the other league, per-

haps the weaker of the two, PHE
continued to hold the top spot.

Science '68, who are also un-

defeated, are only one point

back. Hockey scores last week

were:

Basketball:

There wasn' t much to report

on the basketball circuit, as no

standings have been posted as

yet. PHE won a decisive victory

to remain undefeated in the

league.

Standing

SIHL Hockey
STANDINGS
Western
Waterloo

Toronto
Queen'

s

Laval

McMaster

Montreal

McGill
Guelph

Fridays Results

Toronto 12

McMiister 8

Water Polo:

Water polo got underway last

week with two games scheduled

in the pool. Law '68 defaulted to

Science * 66 and Arts '67 edged

PHE 4-3. Lack of practice in

both games was clearly evident

but succeeding games should

see great improvement. Science

'68 is the team to beat in the

Wed. section, while Meds ' 70

should have little trouble in

winning the Monday section.

However, the frosh could pro-

vide some surprises in that

league.

Western Division

Windsor
Western -

Waterloo 2

Toronto 2

McMaster 1

Guelph 0

W L PTS
3 0 6

Last Weeks Results

Waterloo 80

McM aster 90

McMaster 50

Toronto 79

Guelph 37

Western 53

w L PTS
8 1 16

7 1 14

6 2 12

4 4 i

3 5 6

3 5 6

3 5 6

2 6 4

0 6 0

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen's Students always Welcome.

Tony Annis to greet you.

McGill 3

Montreal 6

Saturday's Results

Queen' s 6 McGill 4

Montreal 7 Waterloo S

Western 4 Toronto 1

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS

The Computation Centre, National

Research Council, requires the ser-

vices of computer programmers who

hold a pass level degree in mathema-
tics or mathematics and physics from

a recognized university. Salary will

depend on qualifications and relevant
experience. Programming experience
is desirable but not essential. 1965

pass graduates who possess a strong
background in mathematics but who

have no programming experience may

expect an initial salary of approxi-
mately 45,500 per annum. Applicants
should write to the Employment Offi-

cer, National Research Council, Ottawa

and give an outline of their education
and experience. Please quote competi-
tion no. ER-349.

TELEPHONE 543-3434

SPfiea/wi'b of?CfCingUon

"%\\t (Sift Centre"

Fine China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON. ONT.
,

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

plus High Dividends

if will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON. B.A., C.L.U. — Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON. B.Sc, C.L.U. — Res. 548-4552

Z. C. KENNEDY. C.L.U. — Bes. 546-0032

M EMMET ADAM CA.VJ, — Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess Street Telephone 546-3671

Branch Manager: A. E. Nelson. C.L.U.

"beyond The Syringe" JAN. 27
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THE
ARTS and SCIENCE

JOURNAL

You may notice in this ^f^Te^cfs
oH-sponsMe

See£W Sent P^ofS activities, as befits

Sr?ate
bT%rWt

pa«5rWe too are concerned witii

campus issues. _ lnvolvem ent in the brave

For example: We •>.« «« lea* j"*^ We strongly „ppose

stand Levamtes
eminences who would suppress

S^r^irSvt^s^have^oUttleto offer in the darkness,

^murderous to make them Jg*™***^ „ could hold

™6 1^k^plSn.'?S.S?«^»« the headaches

STIoTyXe^SyTS buffer the new building caused.

Why^rW We too fee, the need of —
outlet on campus. The P"se"' pl

f„
nt'

ti

~"S

me need for sheer

outmoded. Your student odayhas 1
Revolutl„„

elemental release his fa*"
a

h^ t̂ be drained, refined

bloats and rebloats us *a^™
n today contains and

and'presented more palatab y. Y°ur s™e™
,

y
. , was „„ly

spiritually poor, that we celebrate BC 66.
^

IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
SMALL DOCK OWNERS

The level of Lake Ontario, which at one time in

January was at a low point of 241.01 feet, remained

above the 244-foot mark in October for the fifth con-

secutive month.

The average October level, recorded by the de-

partment of mines and technical surveys at Kingston,

was 244.07 feet. High level for the month was 24o.lZ

feet and low mark was 243.52 feet.

The high mark for the month
Mean lake levels for Ihe past

five months are: June, 244.34

feet; July, 244.63 feet; August,

244.46 feet; September, 244.22

22 feet; October, 244.07 feet.

Lake Ontario reached it*

highest point of the year,

245.33 feet, on July 9. This is

was recorded Oct. 31 while the

low point was measured 10

days earlier.

According to statistics kept

by the department, Lake On-

tario is, remaining at a higher

average this year than it has

to

The"

r

average level for ihe weFbeiow the figures for the

lake sin c 5 is 243.89 feet highest monthly average of

and me aUge lake level 248.01 in June, ,952.

since records were starled in! The October average for Lake

1860 is 244.49 feet. lOMario in 1964 was 2421)6 All

The level last month was of the (Ireal Lakes, and Mon-

iust 0.42 feet lower than the treal harbor, are above last

105-year average. year's October readings.

From the dean...

Gr
it

e
haTgenerally been assumed that the origins of the ancient

and honourable Faculty of Arts and Science are closely linked

wl those important events that led to the founding of *een'

s

University in 1841. It now appears, through the application for the

fi"st "me of daringly original techniques of historical research

that th™ Faculty is even more ancient and more honourable (if

ml be possible) than had previously been realised. Apparently

me line
P
of our illustrious forbears runs back through history

ft least as far as 66 B.C. It is entirely appropriate that we should

celebrate this important discovery with music and dancing, feasting

T'
r

*tend to all students of the Faculty of Arts and Science

and totteir friends and guests my best wishes for an eminently

successful 66 B.C.
q_ ^ Harrower

Dean, Faculty of Arts & Sciences

the President
Fellow Artsmen:

represents the biggest
To many he ^1* ™ Science

£ ^ ^

happiness in the years ahead.
Tom Kiimeax>

President

the convenor
Welcome to 66 BC! intimate the stone

M'SSS-S 2S.V5BJ JSSSSS

"•'v-r — - - --—
flowers!

John Graham, Formal Convener

and another

^w^.-sa«n^^^rfe»^=m^^rx^^eTz^^B
I'm only here for Saturday, so that squelches everything

hut DU 66 and I do want the publicity, so that doesn't squelch

Te eStor Bufl'll tell you what guys he's sort of puny and

*n be wearing a stunning green dress and pained expression so

maybe if you ^

Les and Larry Elgart have consented to play from 10

. pm to 2 am instead of from 11 pm to 3 am. From 2

MAtirO' » until 2:10 am the pace will be accelerated by bring-

llUlltCl ing the Girlfriends and the Children from the Red Room

into Grant Hall. At 2:30 the orchestra will return

twnw cue rns^s Chalmeri JCrrtttb ffUrurch,

16k Untventity, rive..

Sundaa: <):JO a.m,
17:00 a.m.
k:$) p.m.

7 7:00 a.m.. flowing.
Vloiuhlp

Dailu l^aAAeA: , ,

lOon., lue*., & Wed.

at 72:05 a.m.

7 kuuvo. ,/vu... 4 Sat.

at 5^5 P-
m -

(orJ-esi/iLorvi

:

Satundau
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

7!30^ &p
8.45 p.*h

Void/i

t eJULow4iu.p

A Very CordU Welcome

To All Queen'e Stvdtnti

&L lattua' ®t|u«i|
KINOSTOK, ONTARIO

75S BqaaU Si.

tettoAt
Vui. Desmond Hunt

sjHD/ti msiar

9.00 am Holy Commu.
11. 00-am Morning Pray.

7.30 pm Guest Service

Rev. D. Lucas

8.45 pm Coffee Hour
in Parish Hall

Wed. 8,00 pm Midweek
Bible Study

St. Anarro'i

fnubgUrtsn (Chuirti

KeyeAtnd /flax V, Puinam
$.A., MiiLLditA.

OiAt.chiA.joL pAjjjuee.

§J.enn £ yejOAg.€

worsho?

Ll.00 am
7.00 pm
7. JO am "Radio PUj^U-
- (JtC

8. 75 pn yowth. TtXh>w-
AnJLp

Tuesday

7.)0 pm Bible Study

THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF

ST. GE0RQE

The. VeAU Rev.

tUhajuL 9(
Timing.

Key. foul Jachton.

SUHDW

8",00 am Hoiu Qoimunion.

9. J5 am iucha'
'

;l,00 am Cuch"
mo., and /"la*

7.00 pm (yvuona
8.15p*l°lt""<"UL

Daily

ikapeJ.
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Arts Journal Reviews

<_ Reviews

Master

of

The Polyoboe
Last Thursday John Hopkins

won the acclaim of music critics

and the hearts of his Grant

Hall audience by his magnifi-

cent and stirring solos. His in-

strument is one of the rarest

and the most difficult to play

in the world. It is, of course,

[me Cherry - fluted Polyoboe

None of your Ecclesiastical

polyoboes for Mr. Hopkins.

This instrument requires a

virtuoso who is equally adept

with his hands, mouth, feet

and teeth. Mr. Hopkins filled

this requirement. The poly-

oboe itself is a stringed, per-

cussion woodwind instrument.

Its musical virtues defy des-

cription in conventional terms.

Some music critics have des-

cribed its high notes in terms

of a barrel of rancid apples

being picked over by enraged

cormorants. Others can say

nothing.

Mr. Hopkins first spoke to

his audience in broken Eng-

lish, then began to render his

opening selection, The Boccacio
Fugue in C flat, written for

polyobe and claves.

The first movement was slow
and menacing, capturing the

mood of the piece. A low mur-
mur of approval swept the

crowd when Mr. Hopkins re-

moved his shoes during a

twelve bar rest. Then to the

obvious delight of the audience,

he shoved the clave player into

the orchestra pit and began

a twenty-five minute pizzacato

solo, plucking alternately with

hands, feet and teeth.

Then, stealthily, he loosened

the tension, allowing the aud-

ience to recover its breath.

Artfully blowing upon the ins-

trument, Mr. Hopkins filled the

vaulted roof of Grant Hall with

polyoboe trills as he finished

his first act with selections

from his album, 'Hopkins plays

polyoboe plays Brubeck".

During the intermission

the audience buzzed with words
like genius, splendid, rancid

and brilliant on everyones

breath. Then the dramatic sec-

ond act.

Mr. Hopkins made his ap-

pearance stripped to the waist

in a pair of bathing trunks

and a cloak. Lovingly he hooked
the strings of his instrument

to one of the pillars in the

hall and pulled it across the

stage with his teeth until the

tension was beyond belief. Then

he began the'SyncopatedClock',

dancing along the instrument

with his feet - like a wire

walker. From this point until

the end of the concert the aud-

ience was standing and shout-

ing 'Ole'.

Quickly, Mr. Hopkins began

Dali's 'Concerto 49, Premon-

ition of a Civil War', altern-

ately plucking, blowing and

striking his instrument with

a clenched fist. Then, he drama-

tically slung the polyoboe

against the wall, the stage,

the wall, then the ceiling, the

wall again, ceiling, wall, wall,

wall, ceiling, and stage, shriek-

ing ' EXCELSIOR!!!'. The con-

cert ended with the audience

collapsed and moaning praises

in the aisle.

When interviewed, Mr. Hop-

kins was witty and convivial.

He mentioned that he was used

to playing the lighter aluminum
polyoboes rather than the brass

one he used for Thursday night'

s

performance. When questioned

about the popular groups using

electric polyoboes, he scoffed,

"Is no goot!, no gootl popular

moosic no goot!!"

Since he is a native of Poland

we thought we could try a pop-

ular 'Polack' joke on Mr. Hop-

kins and record his reaction.

When asked how a Polack ties

his shoe, he laughed, "Shoes?

What is shoos? AH-ah-ah-ah-
ali-ah-ah!

"

The AMS Investigates
A dialogue between Lebensold and the AMS, discussing the

theft of the model of the proposed theatre.

"Why, what's happened to your model?" the AMS said in

surprise.

"What HAS happened to it?" said Lebensold.

"It isn't there!"

"Are you sure?"
,

"Well, either a model is there or it isnjt there. You can t

make a mistake about it. And yours isn't there!"

"Then what is?"
" Nothing." .

"Let's have a look," said Lebensold, and he turned slowly

round to the place where his model had been a little while ago,

and then, finding that he couldn't see it, he turned round the

other way, until he came back to where he was at first, and then

he put his head down and looked between his legs, and at last

he said, with a long sad sigh, "I believe you're right".

"Of course I'm right," said the AMS.

"That Accounts for a Good Deal," said Lebensold gloomily.

"It Explains Everything. No Wonder."

"You must have left it somewhere," said the Alma Mater

Society.

"Somebody must have taken it," said Lebensold. ' How Like

Them," he added, after a long silence.

The AMS felt that it ought to say something helpful about

but didn't know quite what. So it decided to do something helpful

instead*

"Lebensold," the AMS said solemnly, "We the Alma Mater
Society, will find your model for you."

"Thank you, AMS," answered Lebensold. "You're a real

friend," said he. "Not like Some," he said.

"Thank you," said Lebensold, feeling quite happy again. And

then he said, "How shall we do it?" and the AMS said, "That's

just it. How?"
"We shall build a Very Deep Pit and the thief will fall into

it," said the AMS, with pride.

Lebensold said that he thought that this was a very Cunning

Idea
ihe Alma Mater Society was very proud when they heard

this, and felt that the Thief was as good as caught already, but

there was just one other tiling which had to be thought about, and

it was this. Where should they dig the Very Deep Pit?

The Levana Society said that the best place would be some-

where where the Thief was, just before he fell into it, only about

a foot farther on.

"But then he would see us digging it," said the AMS.
" Not if he was looking at the sky."

"He would Suspect," said the AMS, "if he happened to look

down." They thought for a long time and then added sadly, " It

isn't as easy as we thought"

However, the Thiel was clever enough to avoid the wrath ot

the AMS investigation committee and promptly and safely returned

the model forthwith.
,

JOB OPPORTUNITY

Philosophy Student!

SEE WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOU!

,

SEE WHAT EDUCATION DOES FOR YOU

SEE YOUR FOLLY WRIT LARGE, CLEAR

No secur™ no references, no English required.

Not a career job.
"
Only one student required. Work

only one night per week - an 3 hour week. 65* an hour

SEE OUR REPRESENTATIVE WHEN HE COMES TO

YOUR CAMPUS

Brton Sanitation

ff $Mon& "(etc!" sUlint in. Ait.

%rete so fedly ikcy fmU
Jum to quit

Writing

,J,
&t our tfoor

. the. 23 floor,

20 s^itcre
mini

Bank of monlyal

But she won't.

Hurts, doesn't it? Ever

try to read one of

those "Girls only" ads

in a public place? The

co-eds snicker at you

don' t they?

When was the last

time your mother took

you off to a private

corner of some newspa-

per page for an inti-

mate talk about your

jock-strap?

Never, right?

Get 'em ^uys. Ramtax.

Let 'em know how ig-

noble you feel.
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A big bold

new concept

B. Little and E. Chown

APPLICATIONS Alili IN'VITEl)

for those positions with
AMS PUBLICATIONS

1. EDITOR, Queen's Journnl
2. BUSINESS" MANAGER, Queen's Journnl
3. EDITOR, Tricolor
4. BUSINESS MANAGER, Tricolor
5. EDITOR, Uho's Where

Applications shotlrt he in writing and
should include details of experience,
interest, plans for operation and any
other information that may he relevant
Send to: Mr. Christopher 0. Higgs,

Chairman, Publications
The AMS Or f ice

no later than MONDAY, FEURUAHtf 7,1966.

*4r4/
In any given academic year,

the pages of the Journal are

invariably filled with the pon-

derings of a small group of

intellectuals. In an effort to

join this rearguard of aesthet-

ic thought at this Hallowed

Institution, we offer in All

Humility, the Final Solution to

the campus's most pressing

Crisis.

We propose a new society,

a Great Society --Menvana.

For many years now, there

has been at Queen's a society

(so to speak) for all women
(so to speak) which crosses

all faculty lines.

The time has come for the

men to arise and create a

society for all men on campus.

"But why form such a soc-

iety?" you may ask.

Our purpose will be twofold:

1) to serve as a "Bond of Union"

between the male students of

this university; 2) "to fit- the

members that they may take

their place in the larger soc-

iety of the world with dignity

to themselves and a credit to

this institution".

"But what will it do?" you
say.

In the summer, we will send

a completely pointless letter to

all incoming freshmen explain-

ing our divine purpose and die

immense range of activities

which are conducted under the

auspices of our Great Society.

The Highlight of the fresh-
man* s initiation will be the

Menavana General Meeting and
Fall Stag. In keeping with the

high moral tone of our Society,

freshie and peanut butter

cookies will be served. It will

be carefully explained to the
freshmen that now that they are
beyond the range of parental
and parochial influences, they
have a responsibility to main-
tain their Sunday School values.

Once recovered from the

emotional turmoil of this reve-
lation and aware of the Truth,

they will be ready for their

climax --the Bonfire Lighting
Ceremony.

Held in Grant Hall, this cere-

mony will reduce them to the

higher level of our Great Soc-
iety. Each berobed freshman
shall carry with him a log

tied with a multicolored ribbon
and a grey ribbon. The legend

of the ribbons will be explained

by the Menvana President in

hollow tones.

The color of the outer ribbon

determines who the freshman

will go out with in his years

at Queen's but the ribbon on

top of the knot will predestine

who the freshman will marry.

The multi-colored ribbon rep-

resents a beautiful, intelligent,

well-bred girl; the grey ribbon

represents a Levanite.

At the conclusion of the cere-

mony, the freshmen will throw

their logs into a bonfire and

Grant Hall will be burned to

the ground.
This will necessitate a Grant

Hall Rebuilding Fund to insure

that the building is ready the

following autumn for the next

Bonfire Lighting Ceremony.
As a service to our members,

the Society will sponsor a Spring

Fashion Show. It will have no

purpose, but really, is that

important?

"King" and "handsome" con-
tests will be strictly forbidden.

Otherwise undue social press-
ures will be brought to bear
on the members and the com-
petition such a contest would
engender could cause irrepar-

able damage to the morale of

our Great Society.
" What a silly name, though."

"Where did you get it from?"
Silly name? Heavens, nol The

name "Menvana" carries great
symbolic meaning.
Menvana was an ancient

Greek god whose duty was to

protect the virginity and high
moral fibre of young scholarly
gentlemen.

If we may be allowed to

speculate, what course will the

Great Society follow in the next
70 years? In the first decade,
we shall insure that the rights

of the men are not infringed
upon.

Following this will be aperiod
of steady decline marked only
by various mutterings at AMS
meeting which will be quickly
and tactfully ignored.
The executive of the Great

Society shall make its decisions
by considering whether or not
"this is the way it has always
been done before".

In its final stages, we fer-
vently hope the Society will
realize representation by sex is

outmoded and without meaning

in our system of government;

at that time, faculty societies

will be the logical basis for

representation.

And we hope that the Great

Society will dissolve itself with

the dignity and grace its Heri-

tage demands.
As a lasting monument to its

memory, the newest Men's
Residence (a seven - storey

penitentiary - like structure)

could be named Menvana Hall.

In closing, we must express
Heartfelt Thanks to an establish-

lished campus society which
has Blazed the Trail in this

revolutionary form of student

government.

" LONG LIVE MENVANA"
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/ Fought

The Entire (Savage)

and lived;

Mr. John Burgess, Arts and Science Club Room Convenor, is to be heartily

commended for his commendable handling of himself during the various

crises that made up the Incredible Cigarette Machine Incident. Kicked in the

teeth by outrageous fortune, intrepid Mr. Burgess was not to be subdued.

Locking horns with all opposition, he fought, tooth and nail, hammering his

points home with the precision of a two-pronged antelope. Leaping, gnashing,

gnarling, and again gnashing, Burgess showed the kind of spirit Queen's

should find commendable. Commendations for a job well done.

The administration is bending

on vending. No plebiscite was
necessary for THE GREAT
SOCIETY to obtain a cigarette

machine for their Club-Rooms
(hereinafter referred to as the

RED ROOM, the BEDROOM, or

simply the ROOM). The victory

gains in magnitude when it is

realized that this is the first

cigarette machine in any acad-

emic building on campus and

secondly, the gain was made
from an Engineer, Vice Prin-

cipal Conn. There is not a

cigarette machine in the Science

Club-Rooms yet.

In a recent and historic move
(or was it hysteric?) the exec-

utive Of THE GREAT SOCIETY
passed a motion to appoint a

member of the Nervana Society

to the BEDROOM Committee.

The motion passed by only one

vote and only after a heated

discussion. One executive

member suggested itwas unfair

to saddle Big Red, the present

Chairman, with the Nirvana
Society. Another speaker com-

mented that this was illegal

in some areas. The E.M.S.

(Every Mother Society) asked if

there was a possibility of ob-

taining any other dispensers

for the RED ROOM. Since he

wasn't willing to specify what

he had in mind, the idea was
dropped.

Colonel Harkness, the Chair-

man of the Board of Rusties,

during a recent visit to the

ROOM, commented on the

mauve fireplace. He thought it

was certainly an interesting

colour and wondered what the

paint had been left over from.

The campus Globe and Mail

Carrier, Jumping Jean, is not

delivering to the BEDROOM
yet but has hopes of including

it on her route soon.

Professor hopeless Simpson
was not pleased by the Greek
Chorus effect from the RED
ROOM recently, and found it

very hard to lecture with all

the noise. His students also

find his lectures hard.

The colour scheme is cer-

tainly unique (unus--one; equi--

horse). The mauve fireplace

complements the yellow walls.

Dr Corry upon seeing the piano,

also canary yellow, commented
that the uniformity in the colour

scheme was an original concept.

Perhaps there is a lack of

uniformity on this campus.

So far I have been modest.

As Arts and Science Club Room
Convenor, I feel 1 should be

heartilv commended for my
commendable handling of my-
self during the various crises

that made up the Incredible

Cigarette Machine Incident

!

Kicked in the teeth by out-

rageous fortune, I was not to

be subdued! Intrepidly locking

horns with all opposition, I

fought, tooth and nail, hammer-
ing my points home with the

precision of a two-pronged ant

-

elopel

Leaping, gnashing, gnarling,

and again gnashing, I showed

the kind of spirit Queen's

should find commendablel

Poor Man's Formal Lasalle Tonight

DU'66 JB& Playboys Sat. Grant Hall

Ian & Sylvia -Tues. Feb. 8th

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

CONCERT SERIES

ERICA and IIYMAN

GOODMAN

HARP and VIOLIN
SOLOISTS

Monday, Jan. 31,8:30

Grant Hall

, <j„ s discuss YOU and the Timken Company s

career opportunities in Canada and the US,

Feb. 2, on campus. Contact your placement

office today for an interview. Challeng-

ing positions in operating management of

our Canadian manufacturing faci 1 i ties . Also

excellent careers in engineering, research

and sales for those interested in becom-

ing U.S. residents. Canodiai Timken Divis-

ion: St. Thomas, Ontario. Makers of tapered

roller bearings, alloy steels and rock bits.

Let'

DOMINO THEATRE INC

.

presents

THE WAY OF THE WORLD

by William Congrevo

This Fri. Sat. R.

Sunday

CURTAIN TIME

9.00 pm

8 Princess St.

Tickets at Mohoods

31 . 50
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Our President

Plays Golf
Playing the most difficult

course on the continent, Tom
Kinnear battled the stiff winds

last Tuesday to score a drama-
tic 69. Yesterday, he continued,

and with a sizzling 65 on the

back nine, won the Yoreflize

Open golf classic, capturing

golfdoms highest laurels.

After seventeen holes of tense

competition, Kinnear was one

off the pace set by Lawrence
Nosegay, last years' champion.

Nosegay only played the fir,st

seventeen holes and was award-

ed a final penalty score of 8

on the eighteenth. His seventeen

hole score was an amazing 127

and his final score was 135,

a course record.

The Arts and Science pres-

ident approached the eighteenth

alone and with a seventeen hole

score of 128. An explanation

is needed here. The reason

Nosegay did not play the final

hole is because of its exceed-

ing difficulty due to the fact

diat the New Women's Resi-

dence has been built around the

green. Cleverly, the architect

incorporated die green of the

eighteenth into what appears to

be the common room of the

New Womens' Residence. The
devillll for it is now the most
challenging hole in the world.

Nosegay is allergic to women

of all sexes and refused to

play the final hole. Mr. Kinnear

called him a pink-livered queer

and said he would play the hole

alone.

The tee is located seventy

feet above the green level, on

top of the Leonard Hall pent-

house. There is a dogleg to

the left of about 90 deg. to

avoid Lower Albert, Queen's
Crescent and the English Annex
Annex Annex. The tee is a short

240 yards from the pin, making
this the shortest, and in fact,

the only par six hole in golf.

Unwisely, Kinnear chose to

attempt a direct drive to the

pin. With a slight north wind

and a bad slice, Kinnear's ball

had a difficult lie for the sec-

ond shot. On the front lawn

of McNeill House, he now lay

300 yards from the pin but

with a straight shot.

F rom here the green is

guarded by a snow trap 190

feet from the pin and steps

and doors just in front of the

apron of the green. His second

shot was a straight and lovely

240 yards, landing in the snow
trap. Ground rules allow a door

to be opened. The gallery tensed

as Kinnear selected a 4-iron.

"A 4-iron?????" veteran caddy

S. Proudfoot paled. A 4-iron

witti the pi n only 60 yards

away???? incredible!!!

The 4-iron drove the ball

a little to the right of the open

door, but the ball made its way
through the glass panel and tea

was served. This was to relax

the player and the spectators

as the ball completed its re-

bounds, ricochets and caroms
off the stairs, walls, ceiling,

girl's mailbox, reception desk,

wall, wall, wall, green, wall,

green wall ceiling, green,

ceiling, green, and at last came
to rest on the apron of the green,

150 feet from the pin, beside

a treacherous necking hazard.

This is golfdom's largest green

and the one with the lowest

ceiling.

The intrepid Kinnear selected

a driver and with precise blast,

put his fourth shot within fif-

teen feet of the hole. The
gallery, known as 'Kinnear's

Camp' sedately applauded. The
whistles and screeches of the

admiring 'Camp' followers died

He satisfied them all. The ball

rolled straight for the pin and

plopped into the hole. He had

done it! A one under par 5

on the toughest hole in the

world. A final score of 133

gave Tom Kinnear the coveted

Levana purse - in this case

a sow's ear.

Kinnear's fourth shot - A dramatic 150 foot putt with a driverl

R eal tension is etched on the face of veteran caddy Proudfoot

What drama. What tension. But most of all what drama.

AND

Here is the dramatic final putt on the eighteenth hole. Kinnear

puts the ball under Scorekeeper" s Hopkins' legs,. Veteran caddy

S.Proudfoot removes the pin. Note in particular how he has

recovered from his paling experience. Note also the ball. Those

who are really playing this silly game will note the grey squirrel

is not on Proudfoot s head anymore.

W
I

N

S!
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Our Boys Sink Plumbers
Even helped by ringer Pete

Torbet, unaccountably (with his

origins) a Gael star, the wheez-
ing EngSoc Executive could not

stop an inspired Arts Society
Executive in inter faculty
basketball Monday night. Led
by Dave " Knickerbocker " Nich-
olson, the Artsmen humiliated
Science 52-51.

It was no contest from the
start. GabeTata" Takach, Sci-
ence coach, seeing the eight
redrobed giants warming up,

Wealthy beads of sweat leaping
from their fine suntanned
todies, blushed and offered to

concede. Referees Heino Lilies
and Don Bayne, both Artsmen
D1J t wishing to be stricly im-
partial, ordered the Arts team
off the floor for the entire first

half. Nicholson smiled at this

and politely offered to keep his

team off for the first thre-

quarters. Lilies checked his

rule book and decided this would

be illegal.

As Science walked onto the

floor and began making tent-

ative little shots at the basket,

to the appreciate!ve, if mis-
guided grunts of the engineering

society. Arts remained cool.

Nicholson, "Crusher" Carty,

Stud Victor" Myles and "Ace"
Cohen removed javelins from
their pockets and idly hurled

them into the bullseye of a

pistol shooting target across

the gym.
" Birdl egs" Burgess and

•Dunker" Driscoll worked out

a soft shoe routine (requested

by Les Elgart for BC '66).

"Killer" Kinnear stared, steely

eyed and snarling, at every
woman in the place, although

there were none.

Takach meanwhile had suc-

ceeded in explaining which was
ball, which basket to his team,

and they were occasionally able

to connect the two.

"Goose" Graham, aloof at

the end of the Arts bench,

removed a 14k gold Dunhill

lighter from his Harris tweed,

fleece lined shorts and lit the

exclusive custom blended to-

bacco in his unique pipe (giver

him by Walter Krupp). He ex-

haled easily, then grimaced at

the sight of two soiled Keds
worn by Athletic director AJ

Lenard.

"Stop smoking, who in hell

do you think you are?" scream-

ed Lenard.
"07" said Graham, removing

a pure silver Luger from his

pocket.

"What?" screamed Lenard,

then howled as Graham fired

one round through each of his

knees.
"Licensed to wound", said

Graham,
The second half was unevent-

ful. Arts outscored Science 52-1

to offset the fifty unopposed
first half points (387 shots)

Plumbers crippled (Torbet led

with 25 field goals.)

Arts strode smoothly off at

the end, stooping to help ex-

hausted Plumbers, and decided

showers would be unnecessary.

Knickerbocher Nicholson

hoops 2 of his 10 points
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FOR SALE
Living room, kitchen, bed-

room furniture and miscellan-

eous articles in reasonably

good condition. Available the

end of April. Reasonable price.

Phone 546-6310.

HOUSING
Warm, quiet room, close to

Queen's, to men in law, com-

merce, arts, economics, poli-

tics, and business. Gravelled

parking yard. 196 Union Street.

Sexy single room in McNeill

available for some lucky person

Call Bob Peck ext. 322 or at

Room 329.

THIS WEEK AT

Sunday, Jan. 30

Ski trip to Camp Fortune.

Bring $3.00 to the Union (near

coffee shop) on Thurs. or Fri.

at 12:00 - 1:00 pm.

YOUTH FELLOWSHIP HOUR
Union St. Gospel Chapel. Supper

served at 5:00 pm after which

Dr. H. Radford will introduce

a discussion on"Satan".

S CM Sunday supper has

moved to Chalmers Church Hall

Still at 5:00 pm. Still only 74

cents for an exotic Indian meal.

Topic: SCM in its World Per-
spective. Joshua Faniran speak

ing on Nigeria. Butch Nelson

on Greece (with slides).

"Nobody Waved Good-bye"_
Canadian movie about a stu-

dent who gradually destroys

himself because of his ideals

—

described by the New York
Herald Tribune as 'Joltingly

contemporary' is being shown
at LSM meeting at St. Mark's
Lutheran Church, 7.30 pm.
Delicious supper served at 6.30

for only $1.00. All welcome.

CLASSIFIED

Men - please note - there

are two vacancies in the best

residence on campus until the

end of the term. Obtain ap-

plication forms at Collins House

329 Earl Street.

Residence accomodation 1966

-67; Application forms for the

Science '44 Co-op - men and

women - Collins and Boucher

Houses respectively - are avail

able at the Business Office, 329

Earl Street.

i^yUEEN'S

MONDAY, Jan 31

Coffee ' n ' conversation,

sponsored by Queen's Debating

Union, special guest Prof. Dun-

can; 79 Queen St., 8.00 pm.

TUESDAY, Feb. 1

The Engineering Institute of

Canada (EIC) will present a

movie "High-Energy Particle

Acceleration" in Ellis Hall at

11.00 am. AU welcome.

Don't miss the last meeting

in the OCF conversation series

- Dr. G. Hay of the Chemistry

Dept. and Dr. F. Banister of

the Theological College will

speak on the scriptural and

spiritual aspects of conver-

sion, at 9.30 in the Red Room.

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 2

The Math and Physics HCClub
will meet in Stirling Hall, Lect-

ure Theater D, at 8.00 pm.

A series of three films on

electronic computers will be

shown. A brief description of

the films can be found posted

in Stirling Hall. Everyone Wel-
come.

LOST AND FOUND
Will whoever took the wrong

ski -poles after the Snow Ridge

trip on January 16 please phone

542-4004.

Grey Parker 45 fountain pen

lost in the Biology building,

Uriior, or somewhere between.

Would finder please contact

Jerry Smith, 389-1260. Reward
Would the person who took

my teddy bear by mistake please

return it as soon as possible.

It has great sentimental value.

See Joey at 676 King Street

or call 646-1504 soon.

Lost - blue Esterbrook pen,

two scripto pencils, assign-

ment book, in front of Fleming

Hall 1:30 Monday. Finder please

contact Kim Andrews ext 800.

Found - lady's coat, purse,

jewelry, compacts. Inquire AMS
Office.

NOTICES
Levanites - Submit articles,

poems, letters to the Levana

Journal before Feb. 4 to Dorris

Heffron 548-8269 or Kit Gal-

lagher ext 480.

Driving to Mont Tremblant
via Montreal Feb. 4 - room
for three passengers. Contact

Tom MacWilliam 542-3836.

Carolyn Chiddicks was suc-

cessful in winning the election

for chief vig on Jan. 20., The
candidates for the election on

Feb 2 are: President - Eliza-

beth Barrett, Sue Chesire, Jane

MacDonald. Secretary - Sue

McEwen, Linda Savory. Treas-
urer - Marg Coombs, Jo-Anne
Davidson. Jr. AMS Rep. - Patti

Peppin, Leslie Reid. Pres. of

LAC - Jean Louks, Pat Sisty.

The following positions were

filled by acclamation: Vice

President - Sharon Jones; Sr.

AMS Rep. - Betsy Anderson;

Public Relations Officer -

Chris Hagino; Pres. of Levana

Council - Judy Pratt. General

meeting Monday, Jan. 3 1, at

7:30 pm in Ban Righ Dining

Hall, at which the candidates

will speak.

Whiteface Weekend - There

are still 6 seats left on the

buses going to Lake Placid

and Whiteface Mountain on Feb.

4-6. Last chance for two full

days of skiing, sheing, and

boozing. Call 542-6648 and ask

for Jane Baillie or leave a

message. Buses leave Union

at 12:45 noon, Feb. 4.

To all those who helped even

in the smallest way to contrib-

ute to the success of Inter-

national Week, the opening of

the new International Centre,

and the International Festival,

thank you. It would never have

gone off the way it did with-

out everyone's cooperation and

spirit of fellowship. I hope you

all found it as enjoyable and

worthwhile an experience as we
did. Janet and Bill.

Will do typing at home. Mrs.

Crawford, 542-3287.

Attention Prospective Vigs:

Vigilante application forms for

the 1966-7 initiations are avail-

able in the AMS Office. They
must be submitted to Norm
Douglas (Leonard Hall) or

Carolyn Chiddicks (Baker

House) by midnight Tuesday,

Feb. 1.

Friday, January 28, 1966

Two birds perched in "The
Hawk's Nest" Leonard Hall
last Thursday.
Carole Kelly, Kathy Heard

and Linda Wigston wish to an-
nounce a change of residence
from 34 Aberdeen St. to New
Women's Residence. They can
be now located in rooms 607 B
(ext. 844), 301 (ext.841) and
608 (ext. 844) respectively.

Friends welcome anytime.
Through diligent listening to

Gerry Tinlin's Teen Hour, Dick
Arnott wishes to announce the

acquisition of two tickets to

DU ' 66 with J.B. & the Playboys

HOW LUCKY SHE IS.

ISHE HAS CURLY HAIR!
i

1966*

HOW LUCKY SHE IS.

SHE HAS STRAIGHT HAIR!

If you're the girl who's bemoaning

her curly hair, while your mother,

lost in a world of rollers, gazes at

you in utter astonishment, do at

least, take her advice on other

matters.

Your mother was probably a

teenager when lady riveters were

doing their bit in war work. And as

women pitched in to help win, their

clothes changed, their activities

changed, their ideas changed. For

one thing, Tampax tampons for

internal sanitary protection became

an accepted way of life. It gave

women total freedom.

Today countless mothers are

helping their daughters learn about

Tampax tampons. If you have

questions about them, go to your

mother.

She not only knows best—she

knows a lot.

Tampax tampons are available in

three absorbency sizes (Regular,

Super and Junior) wherever such

products are sold.

now used by millions of women

TAMPAX INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION IS

MADE ONLY BY CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORA

TION LIMITED, BARRIE, ONT.

QUEEN'S BANDS

PIPE BAND ***** BRASS BAND

DANCERS ******* MAJORRTTE

CHEERLEADERS

UNIFORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED TO GRANT

SUNDAY JAN. 30 1 PM - 6 PM

HOLY MACKEREL BY-THE SEA
Worship Cod to save your sole

Salmon this week, The Loaves
and the Fishes, rather a trout

topic but well worth herring.

Praise Him to the tuna our

pike organ and pickerel duet.

Perch and flounder in a roe.

lobster do later.

The Bridge Club will meet
at 7.00 in the lounge of the

Students* Union.

Coming to Dunning Hall Aud.

"The Freedom Singers". At
8.00 pm. Admission $1.00.

ON A SMALL BUDGET!

If you're heading for Europe this year and you're really interested

in visiting exciting places ... let us help you explore Israel I

You'll visit new and old sites, make friends with "Kibbutz"
members ... see Jerusalem, Galilee, the Red Sea and the

Negev. All this and more on a student's budaetl For a complete

Student Travel Kit, write to:

ISRAEL GOVERNMENT TOURIST OFFICE,
1117 St. Catherine Street West, Montreal, Quebec.

Come on over to smoothness

with no letdown in taste

Come on over to

New!
Player's

Kings
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photo by Brown

Arts Formal Convenor John Graham
obviously impresses under the eye of BC.

Kingston Councillor

Raps Poverty Project

by John Hill Saunders

Queen' s students who worked
on last summer's Kingston Co-
mmunity Project were accused
in City Council last Monday
night of misusing funds donated
to the project. George Webb,
Alderman for St. Lawrence, one
of the city's poorer wards,
spoke out against the students.
They were defended by Alder-
man William T. Cook of Syd-
enham, another poor district.
The Journal contacted both al-
dermen to learn the reasons
for their stands.

Alderman Webb said:" Only
twelve people benefitted from
the project—the twelve people
who worked on it." He claimed
the students used to earn their
tuition fees.

"They weren't assisting the
Poor; they were assisting them-
selves," he chuckled*
He said he understood that

they had collected $6000 ("They
were putting the bite on every-
one in sight from Cabinet Min-
sters on down.") but that no
Poor person had received any
of this money. He felt that the
money would have been much
better distributed by existing
local —

-

groups.

" I was told in the Mayor'

s

office with another alderman
Present," he added, "that money
om die Masoud Fund was used

to send one of the students back

j?
Scotland." The fund, set up by

the late James Masoud, a local
Horatio Alger-type millionaire.
Provided some of the money
Used to pay the students' ex-
penses and provide bursaries
0 help them return to uni-
versity.

Alderman Webb listed what
e said were the project's only

accomplishments - a crossing

J'gn in Rideau Park, speed-
mit enforcement on Rideau

Street, and a temporary play-
ground at Ontario and West
Streets—and said, "Any one of

these things could have been
granted by a single call to the
alderman."

Alderman Cook said, "I de-
fended these people, to a cer-
tain extent at least. I met with
them on a number of occasions.
1 explained my position and we
discussed the situation. We
were not always agreed, but

they did do one thing--they in-

stilled initiative in the poor,
at least in my ward. They got
these people to appear before
committees to get the things

they wanttd. It is much better

if they go with their alderman
to these committees, even if

they are shabbily dressed.

" It was good to see them
taking this initiative," he added.
" It showed they have confidence
in our governments."

He also felt there were other

values to the project. "Unless
we get out and live with the poor

how can we express opinions

about poverty? A great deal is

being written but it is nearly

all based on hearsay. These
students are the coming pro-
fessors and through the pro-

ject they are being educated

on two vastly different levels,"

he said.

Alderman Cook said he real-
izes that "young people at the

university level have growing
and active minds and sometimes
express oddball ideas." He said

that this energy is good and that

the students could accomplish
a lot if given cooperation and
guidance.

"Some people may have got

the idea that these are political

action groups, but this Is not so.

I don't say I agree with every-

thing they do, but I do appre-

ciate what they do" he added.

AMS REFORMS ITSELF
by Tudor Beatlie

Sweeping changes In the
makeup of the A. M.S. executive
will be recommended to this
year1

s general meeting, by the
present executive.

At present, each of the seven
member societies have three
voting representatives on the
executive. Nursing Science only
has one voting A. M.S. member
since it is classified as a
professional society.

This situation was felt to be
highly inadequate because of
the tremendous differences in
the relative sizes of the various
societies. The largest. Arts and
Science has 1334 full-time reg-
istered students compared with
only 62 in Theology.
The new plan would incorp-

orate die principle of rep-
resentation by population to a
limited extent. Arts, Levana,
and Engineering will have four
representative, Post-Graduate

25Z OK FEE HIKE-

ONLY 40% VOTE
Students voted to increase fees by $10.00.
Last Wednesday and Thursday 1,987 students voted in the

plebiscite. This is 42 per cent of the student body. A30 to 35
per cent vote in faculty elections is normal; 18 per cent voted
in the recent Model Parliament elections.

There were 35 spoiled ballots and many other students
had either forgotten or lost their athletic cards - the means
of identification.

1,033 students voted Yes; 919 voted No. Larry Wiertz,
Chairman of the Building Fund, says he anticipated a close
vote. He feels the results show that in spite of organized
opposition to a fee hike, students want a theatre enough to

help pay for it. He also knows there are many students
who quite obviously do not want a fee hike.

Bruce Little, spokesman for the Syndicate, says tiiat

the second plebiscite asking if a theatre is essential will

not be held. The idea of a demonstration is still under
discussion.

Society will have three. Med-
icine, Law, and Theology will
have two and Nursing Science
will have one representative.

These proposals will be
recommended to the A. M.S.
General Meeting in March and
if approved they will come into

effect for the 1967 elections.
The other major measure

which will be brought before
the general meeting concerns
the publication of next year's
Journal. The executive ap-
proved the Constitutional Re-
visions Committee ' s recom-
mendation that next year a
Journal of not less than twelve
pages should be published once
a week. This will replace the
present bi-weekly eight page
Journal.

Faculty Journals would not
interfere with the news paper
for they could take the form
of four page supplements.

Miss Royce OK
Miss Jean Royce, Registrar

of Queen's, was taken to King-
ston General Hospital early last
week. Miss Royce referred in

jest to "nervous exhaustion"
when visited by a Journal re-
porter.

It is not known when Miss
Royce will return to her office

although she said she was"Rar-
ing to go".

In the meantime Miss Mar-
garet Hooey, Assistant Regis-
trar, is filling in for Miss Royce
and keeping her informed.

Indian on the Peace Path *Sigh'

"A prophetess disguised as a

beautiful goddess. Miss Horn, 1

salute you" --this was one man'

s

description of Kahn-Tineta
Horn, a young Canadian Indian

model, and self-styled Indian

spokesman. Sponsored by Lev-
ana, Miss Horn spoke to an au-

dience of about seventy-five in

Ellis Hall on Saturday night.

She began her talk with "Don't
call us, we* 11 call you" ; Indians

don't want white people, espec-
ially university students, mov-
ing onto their reserves and
telling them how to live. She
said she was happy that Queen's
didn't have any crazy revolu-
tionaries like Montreal Univer-
sity, wanting to change the world
and hoped that we thus would be
able to understand her theories

about the Indian situation.

Next, she proceeded to in-

form us about what really hap-
pened in Canadian history from
1500 on. All our history texts

are wrong, she said, since they

are based mostly on that great

work of "Jesuit propaganda",
the Jesuit Relations. Due to the

Indians' influence, this conti-

nent is English-speaking. Miss
Horn told the audience that if

Parliament passes a law against

hate literature, her people are

going to sue the Premiers of the

provinces, the Ministers of Ed-
ucation, the publishers, andan-

by Liz Robinson

yone concerned with the sale of

history texts, for their injustice

to the Indian people.

About education, she said the

Indians were mentally ruined by
die religion-biased education

which is stuffed down their

throats by Roman Catholics in

the religious schools which are

allowed to exist on the reserves.

At least Eastern Canada Indians

rarely get further than Grade 6

because "it is beyond our pow-
ers to learn French" since "we
will never visit or work for

French -Canadians." Indians

from her reserve (Caughnawa-

ga) near Montreal speak Iro-

quois and English only; never

French.
Miss Horn came out violent-

ly opposed to "assimilation" by

which she meant marriage with

whites. She is in favour of the

reserves and of keeping the

Indians' land rights. She thinks

Indians should develop them-
selves as a strong self-suffi-

cient separate race.

After her talk the audience
had many questions, which she
answered, smiling and flippant.

Then a small, round, white

-

bearded gentleman stood u p
from the audience, greeted her
as a fellow Mohawk, and told

about how he had had his wrist

cut and had been made a blood

brother of an Indian. It was all

quite unreal for Ellis Hall
somehow; the beautiful Indian
girl sitting quietly dressed in

white leather—the old gentle-
man Like a bearded explorer
from Sir Walter Raleigh's age
calling her a "prophetess", a
"goddess"

photo bv MacDonell
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5 Domestic Proposals
In an SCM panel discussion held a week ago Sunday Dr. Corry

suggested that it would be advisable for student critics of the

University to abandon the sweeping generalization stated in the

form of an attack, and to offer in its place constructive proposals

designed to meet needs in specific areas of concern. We agree with

Dr. Corry that this is the most desirable approach for students to

take. We propose that one such area that requires a serious re-

appraisal is the matter of Men's Residences.

The residences were originally built for several general pur-

poses. Hopefully, they would be able to provide students with an

institution that consisted of something more than a place to live.

By fostering the development of a sense of community and an at-

mosphere conducive to good discussion and study, it was felt that

the residences would serve as a means of integrating students into

the life of the University. They would also perform the function of

introducing first-year students to each other and to Queen's.

Methods of governing the residences had to be devised. In accor-

dance with the principle of delegation of authority, both the Admin-

istration and the students formed their respective committees. The

committees were to have certain areas of responsibility, some sep-

arate, some joint. Students have tended to want more authority than

the Administration has been willing to give, and, while most of

the Residence Board decisions on matters directly relating to

residents were the result of joint consultation, in the final analysis

diese decisions were made by the Residence Board. There is some

justification for this being the case, for it is the Administration and

the Residence Board, not the students, who are responsible to the

Board of Trustees, the Alumni, the Provincial Government, and the

general public.

In comparing the present situation to past expectations we find

that a significant and unfortunate divergence exists. Our purpose

here is not to allocate blame, but to suggest some of the ways of

bringing the objectives of residences and the reality of residences

closer together. As a basis for discussion and action we make the

following five proposals.

First of all, we are of the opinion that the preponderance of first-

year students in residences discourages the development of real

academic community. We feel that the present ratio of 68 percent

first -year students to 32 percent upperclassmen should be changed

to 60 percent to 40 percent. Finally, we question the degree to

which sophomores should be considered as upperclassmen. It is

hoped that there will be an even distribution of upperclassmen from

all three years.

Secondly, we cannot envisage the desired increase of upperclass -

men occurring without changes being made in some of the present

rules. The most notable rule is the present restriction on having

women in the men's rooms. This is a delicate issue, and the Resi-

dence Board with understandable, though not altogether justified

reluctance, has so far refused to amend these rules. Nevertheless,

we feel that the present rules are unduly and unnecessarily restric-

tive, and should be significantly relaxed with all deliberate speed.

The proper role of the dons has never been clearly specified,

to the distress of the don and the student. We believe that dons can
contribute positively to the life in the residences, and that students

in the residences have a very definite interest in the methods of

selecting dons and in outlining the functions that these individuals

are expected to perform.
We suggest that it would be productive for the men' s and women'

s

residences to work in close conjunction with each other. The idea of

having men eat in Ban Righ, and women in Leonard Hall seems to

us to be so obviously desirable that we are surprised that it was
rejected in the first place.

Finally, if any meaningful progress is going to take place in the

residences, it is imperative that the channels of discussion between
students and the Residence Board be kept free and open, The Resi-

dence Board should give visible and tangible proof that student o-
pinion on matters of importance is being respected. Students share
a responsibility in thisprocess as well, not only in making sugges-
tions to Board as to how the Residences should be improved, but in

demonstrating by their own actions that they have made a commit-
ment to make of the residences what itwas once hoped they would
be.

John Rae

What dance? That's only the line-up to

the coffee shop
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Dr. Corry

Protests
Editor Journal;

The report of my comments
at the SCM Education Seminar
in last Tuesday's Journal is

open to the interpretation that

I think students cannot make
useful judgements on the meth-
ods or quality of teaching, and

should not be expected to listen

to students' suggestions and

criticisms. If taken in this way,

it seriously misrepresents my
view. When 1 said that" students

don't really know what is best

for them*', I was referring only

t o the subjects and courses to

be taught and to the main con-

tent of such courses. When it

comes to methods of teaching

and the effectiveness of instruc-

tion, students have something
very important to say and have
every claim to be listened to

with attention and considera-
tion. I have affirmed this point

strongly many times in the past,

and I stated it again as clearly

as I could at the Seminar.
While it is obviously imposs-

ible for every instructor to con-
sult every one of his students

on the effectiveness of his tea-

ching, much informal consul-
tation goes on in a variety of

ways. If it is inadequate now, it

ought to be improved, and I am
sure Deans of faculties would
want to find ways to improve
staff-student communication on
methods of teaching and on the
effectiveness of exposition.

Such consultation, however, is

a very different thing from
"joint decision making" on the
nature of the courses to be
offered and their main content

which I was being pressed at

the Seminar to accept. On such
matters, I think students are
much less likely to know what
is best for them than experi-
enced and conscientious mem-
bers of the teachinc staff.

Dr. Corry

Neckin!
Editor, Journal:

I am writing to pay a debt

of thanks to the Ban Righ House
Council for their recent deci-

sion to eliminate necking in

the Women's Residence Com-
mon Rooms. I have been trying

t o induce a certain female up

to my room for some time. It

was an exceedingly hard fought

battle until we were no longer

allowed to neck in the common
rooms. She now agrees that the

only available place to neck is

on my BED.

Thank you again.

R.A.W.

Bouquet & Beef
Editor, Journal:

Just a couple comments con-
cerning your paper. First, a
bouquet for a most adequate
coverage of the theatre ques-
tion. Secondly, a beef concer-
ning your editorial policy on
unsigned articles. Your edito-
rial page with its higher pro-
portion of unsigned letters ev-
ery issue has lost much of its

appeal and effectiveness. If

these people are so "enlight-

A Reply to Mr. M L. (the author
of Tuesday* s Soapbox, " Let
Love Abound"):

Do you really think, Mr. N.

L., that the sexual situation is

that pathetic on campus, or per-
haps have you been paying a

little too much attention to Mr.
Hugh Hefner's widely revered
philosophy. You see, parts of

this philosophy make up the bi-
ble of those who are sexually
frustrated.

Why the big tirade against
residence? We believe, that be-
fore signing an agreement with
the residence board and thereby
committing yourself to resid-
ence life, you were asked to
read and agree to all the rules
governing residence life. The
rules are clearly stated.

Children Should Be...
It is obvious from your letter

that you are one of the new gen-
eration of first year students

who is away from parental in-

fluence for the first time in his

life, and who feels that society

owes him all the sexual experi-

ence he desires. Please wake

up before it is too late! Life

will never be a bed of roses!

After all, what is the primary
purpose of our Alma Mater: to

be a first class "fornlcatorium"
or to serve as a top notch edu-
cational institution?

So you think that lack of sex-
ual satisfaction Is at the root
of all the troubles in residence?
Well son, the immaturity ex-
hibited by you and your com-
patriots is the real instigator

of the majority of restrictions

in residence.

Last year, there was a move-
ment afoot to have meal cards
which were usable either at

Ban Righ or at Leonard caf-
eterias. Guess why the idea
was squashed? Because of the
unsavoury behavior of all the
sane adults who curse their
way through the Leonard Hall
meals.

Furthermore, do you think
that a young woman would en-
joy visiting you in your room
while our sane eighteen year
old adults carry on their pro-
fanity and obscenity throughout
residence?

Don't ever expect society to

reward you unless you first

show that you are deserving.
The fact that you are sane,
consenting, and all of eighteen

years of age, gives you no spec-
ial rights or considerations
whatsoever; and by your letter

you have demonstrated your
personal lack of being able to

exercise your brain with fore-
thought and tactful reserva-
tions, and your lack of deser-
ving of any special privileges.

How about getting your
friends together and acting with
a little more maturity and fore-
thought in and out of residence
( remember the Arts frosh year
party last fall at Braun's?), and
then maybe a few more steps
will be taken to liberate your
residences from those suppose-
dly "Victorian oppressors".

Three Mature Upperclassmen
(representing Arts, Appl. Sc.,

and Meds.)

ened", e.g. N.L. in his or her
" Let Love Abound" in last Tues -

day's Journal, lefs have their

names so everyone will recog-

nize them. However, if your edi-

torial policy refuses to restrict

such unsigned trash to the gar-

bage can, may I put forward the

suggestion that once a year you
publish an "Anonymous Jour-
nal" to give satisfaction to all

those people who love being

heard only under the cloak of

anonymity.
Robert J. Neilson, Arts '68

Watts Reply
Editor, Journal:

The Kingston Community
Project received the moral and
financial aid of the Alma Mater
Society of Queen's University

in the spring of 1965. At this

time the purpose of the pro-
ject was not to give money to

the poor but to help them. The
Kingston Community Project
Porspectus states that the in-

tention of the project was to

build a movement or organi-

zation of the poor. Never was
there a hint that the money
donated or raised was to be
given to the poor, but rather it

was to be used to support the

project.

Of the eight university stu-

dents, none of them could possi-

bly benefit financially from the

Kingston Community Project.

A student working during the

summer can earn well over

$1000. All eight gave up this

opportunity. University costs

per student per year are over
$1500. This means it would
take over $12,000 to send the

students back to school. On
the summer the eight students

suffered losses of at least $700
in potential earnings each. All

eight are back at university

by the grace of their parents,

special bursaries set up for

students working on the pro-
ject, or loans from the gov-
ernment.
Mr. Webb's facts are wrong.

The right figures may be ob-
tained from the office of the

Alma Mater Society at Queen'

s

University. These are that the

collections for the project it-

self were slightly over $4000
including monies earned by the

students at part-time jobs in

Kingston. This money had to

house and feed the students for

four, months. For the ten per-
sons connected with the pro-
ject, this amounts to only $100
per month per person for all

necessities. No one can accuse
these students of high living or
of fleecing the public to finance

their university careers.
Gordon L. Watt
President, Alma Mater So-
ciety
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At 8:00 p.m. Tuesday night, the Philosophy Club met
in the International Centre. About twenty-five members were
present as Profs Cowley (right) and Brown (left), both of
the Philosophy Dept. discussed morality. Prof. Cowley con-
sidered morality as an action involving others, and he enlarged
on this theme. Prof. Brown agreed with Man's responsibility
for his own actions, but gave another view on the significance

of a Divine Being. Mike Morrow (centre) was chairman.

Gundy Honoured
At Retirement

'Mock' Tonight

ThroneSpeech

The Queen's Model Parlia-
ment Is to be held on Feb. 1-3

from 7 to 10 pm.
Made up of nineteen PCs,

eighteen Liberal and thirteen

NDP members, the parliament
will open with a speech from
the throne by AMS president
Gord Watt.

On Feb. 1, following a debate
on the throne speech, a govern-
ment bill will be introduced,
followed by a private member'

s

bill by the PC party. On each of

the next two nights a government
bill will be introduced, succeed-
ed by a Liberal private mem-
ber' s bill on Feb. 2 and an NDP
private member's bill Feb. 3.

At the end of this month, Mr.
H.P. Gundy will be resigning his

post as head of Douglas Library

to Mr. D.A. Redman,who is now
residing in the United States.

Few people know much about

Mr. Gundy, although he has
played a very important if sel-

dom publicised role in Queen's
development. Before coming to

Queen' s in June of 1947, a deci-

sion which he states was made
very quickly and almost unin-
tentionally, Mr. Gundy had been
with the English Department at

Mount Allison University. It is

interesting to note that his suc-
cessor, Mr. Redman, was a for-

mer English pupil of his, and
under him developed his first

interest in library sciences,
interest in library science.

During his years at Queen' s,

Mr. Gundy has witnessed an ex-

pansion in the library which ex-
ceeds that of any other depart-
ment. The best way to demon-
strate this is to quote afewsta-
strate this is to quote a few
statistics. In 1917, Douglas Li-
brary contained 218,612 books
and employed twelve full and
three part time staff members.
Today it contains 500,000 books
and has a staff of 112 employees.
The estimated budget for next
year is one million dollars, and
over the next few years a good
deal of automation will be intro-
duced behind the scenes.

Michael Marrello
Hair Stylist

503 A Princess St.

Phone 542-3714

six yrM-isT*

Featuring Tfto Latest

In Hair Stfliag

Winners of Ttartt Top Awards
in Kfnfiiron and District

OOMSHOP U M«ntr*«l St.

A controversial new idea
which worked out very well, is

the innovation of open stacks.

Despite rumours to the con-'

trary, book losses have been
decimated since this program
was started at the beginning of

the year. A list of all the chan-
ges which have taken place be-
tween 1947 and today would be
endless, but these few give one
an idea of the growth Mr. Gundy
has witnessed.
Upon resigning his position,

Mr. Gundy intends to pursue
research of his own on Bliss

Carmen and his poetry. He be-
came interested in the poet

through his duties in connec-
tion with Queen's Lome Pierce
collection of Canadian litera-

ture, and hopes to put together

an annotated collection of Car-
men's letters within the next

year or so.

In February of 1967, Mr.
Gundy will return to Kingston to

edit the Queen's Quarterly, and
although this is unofficial as yet,

perhaps to teach a few English

classes.

Mr. Gundy stated that he is

sorry to leave Douglas Library

in the midst of such expansion
and innovation, yet he feels he
could not fulfill his obligations

to Lome Pierce and at the

same if.me maintain his present

position. Despite this he is

happy to have been able to have

seen the opening of the new
Mbrary wing and the favourable

(despite the controversial pur-

ple rug) reaction of the staff

and students.

H. Pearson Gundy

Debaters Place

A Queen's debating team
placed second last weekend at

the provincial championships of

the Inter -University Debating

League, and a first year Queen'

s

law student, Dennis Magnusson,

won the award for the best neg-

ative speaker on the resolution.

They were debating against

eight other teams from Ontario
and Quebec at Osgoode Hall on

Jan. 28-29. Osgoode Hall placed

first with seven wins and one

loss, and Queen's was second

with five victories and three

defeats. The Queen's team had

the highest number of points in

the tournament.

C IREEH CHALLENGE

Caldwell Linen Mills Limited is in-
terested in interviewing graduating stu-
dents in Arts or Commerce who are inter-
ested in applying for a position ns sales
trainee. The opportunity being presented
is a one year training programme which
will include inside sales training in

our Toronto or Montreal Sales Offices
and some training at our Plant in Iro-
quois, Ontario, prior to an initial ter-
ritorial assignment in Toronto or Mon-
treal. Caldwell is the largest domestic
manufacturer of consumer and institu-
tional towels and offers a challenging
creative sales opportunity with an ex-
cellent future for the right man with
management potential. Interested ap-
plicants please contact direct

Mr. li. A. Martin
Iroquoi s , Ontari o

or phone collect
Iroquois OL-2481

6
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Mr . Saunders
Student Placement Coun-

sellor
Queen 1

s University

Graduating

Engineers

IN THE
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING PHYSICS
AND

METALLURGICAL
OPTIONS

:

You will find challeng-
ing engineering work, recog-
nition, and above average
advancement opportunities
with United Aircraft of Cana-
da Limited.

For over 35 years, Uni-
ted Aircraft of Canada Limi-
ted has played a key role in
the growth and development
of the Canadian commercial
aviation industry. As a mem-
ber of the United Aircraft
Corporation, it manufactures,
sells and services in Canada
the products of United 's

Pratt S. Whitney Aircraft,
Sikorsky Aircraft, Hamilton
Standard and Norden Elec-
tronics divisions.

In 1957, the Company
formed the nucleus of a de-
sign and development organi-
zation which has since ex-
panded into a 400-man engi-
neering force. Among this
group's many accomplishments
are the preliminary design
of the Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft 3000-lb. thrust JT12
(JfiO) engine (used in North
American Saberliners and
Lockheed Jetstars) and the
development of the now mass-
produced PTG (T71) free tur-
bine engine (used in the
Beech King Air and the De
Havilland Turbo-Beaver and
Twin Otter).

United Aircraft of Cana-
da now employs approximately
3800 in its manufacturing,
overhaul, supply, research
and development operations.
In addition, the Company's
long-term plans and its pre-
eminence in the gas turbine
field have created exception-
al opportunities which will
prove to be well worth the
detailed consideration of

graduating engineers. For
further information, please
contact your Placement Office.

Our recruiting team

will be on campus

FEBRUARY 4

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

at
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Scepticism and Cockiness Needed

by Dr. C. Pullen

It Is often suggested, in the

main by the students, them-

selves, that the Queen's under-

graduate is a bit of a sod,

rather thick, humourless and

completely disinterested in cul-

ture. There may be several

reasons for such torpor. So

many of our students are drawn

from within the Presbyterian

shield which surrounds King-

ston (as formidable a barrier

as any mountain range) that we
can expect a certain earth-bound

suspicion of the preciosity of

the arts. It is also true that in

Ontario, indeed on the North

American continent, we take the

arts much too seriously. In-

variably we dress up for cul-

ture - in the same clothes which

we wear to church or to fun-

erals. Culture is always outside

us, we put it on like a record,

and it is rarely a long-play rec-

ord. It has little to do with life.

It is no surprise then that our

students, most of whom have

not the slightest idea of what

a university is supposed to be,

are disinterested. They are

here to; be trained for a job of

work, and not as we think, for

a job of life. We try to surround

them with music, art and drama
- and they see and hear nothing

but lectures and books. Culture

roust wait its time, and that

time will come about the same

time our students become vice-

presidents of their Lion' s Clubs

and begin to indulge in the

annual cultural sun-tan at Strat-

ford with the menopause brig-

ade.

Some students who would like

to work creatively are repelled

by the coteries which seem to

have claimed the arts as their

own. Pm sure that such crit-

icism (and excusefor not muck-

ing in) is rubbish and that any-

one can break into one of the

West Street gangs (as they are

rather imprecisely called,
since many of their members

have never fallen down in the

gutters of West Street, much
less conspired on that street

of dreams). It would be healthy

if such groups were to be in-

filtrated, and undermined - to

say nothing of exposed, since

many of the members of the

arty gr^.ps are all motion, but

little action. The truth is that

anyone can get in and should

get in.

Queen's badly needs a crea-

tive writing club, not for the

performers (we have too much
posturing as it is) but for any

and all campus writers, inclu-

ding the most inexperienced.

We also need annual faculty

revues in which more people

get the opportunity to write,

direct, sing, dance, and act

badly (but from sheer joy).

May no one willfully misun-
derstand me. I have the great-

est admiration for the work
of the drama people on the

campus, but they can accomo-
date so few people as perfor-

mers, and none as writers.

Faculty revues would provide

chances for song writers, di-

rectors, choreographers, all of

them, no doubt, quite incompe-

tent, but pleasantly so. The re-

vue would also give us a chance

to mock the narrowness of our

studies, the staff, and the stu-

dents.

What I would like to see is less

culture and more art, as an

expression of life and as an in-

tegral part of life. There is

no reason why art should be

solemn. Solemnity is probably

the one thing this campus needs

least. What we need is scep-

ticism, cockiness - and a

healthy dose of anarchic hu-

mour; and art is the best me-
dium for such attack. Art is

not some kind of course which

you take if you are an artsman
and despise if you are in the

sciences. It is you, as a human
being, at your very best, or-

dering, commenting, exulting

- and cocking your snoot at

morality, and mortality.

Not Necessarily for Art's Sake

I am not particularly com-
fortable in the position of one

who extolls the nature of Art,

because 1 find that nearly ev-

eryone who is hopeful of pro-

moting its interest, is inevit-

ably placed in the position of

cliched remarks such as: Art

should be appreciated for Art's

sake. To some extent this feel-

ing is bound to be present in

any mind that turns automati-

cally to Art, but how does one

generate a love and sympathy
for this mode of expression?

On a campus which has just

built a new and quite lovely

little addition to its ArtCentre,

I fail to see much addition to

the numbers which seem to

wander almost by chance into

it. When creation is left to

sleep, it is as if the general

pulse of life stood still, and

Nature made a pause, an aw-
ful pause.. .prophetic of her end.

This may sound somewhat
strong, but I strongly feel that

a community of students, par-

by Stancy Butler

particularly, should be more
aware of what its society has

produced and is producing.

Mutterings about the mater-
ialism of our society have be-
come focused more on the po-
litical scene, butpolitics mere-
ly reflect a psychological fact

that can be changed only with a

growing trend. Ruts, to my mind
at least, were always indicative

of some sort of Depression per-
iod, generally sparked off by a

meagre economic environment.
But our society is definitely ex-

periencing a Depression and is

in a very deep rut in spite of

the success of the cult of Ag-
athocles; who believed in getting

all " The good things in Life" and

gave nothing in return....He e-

ventually was poisoned by his

toothbrush.

Now, before accusations of

gross non sequitur become leg-

itimate, perhaps I should do

some tying
, up. 1 think Art is

important, and I think that it

should be an integral part of

everyone' s educational pro-

cess. It isn't for most people,

and therefore, two basic facets

of their character are left vir-

tually dormant. These two fa-

cets are creativity and emo-
tional discipline. Obviously, it

is impossible for everyone to

be a great artist, but even the

appreciation, intelligent appre-

ciation of art requires a certain

amount of the two characterist-

ics mentioned above. If Art or

its history, its presence in life

were emphasized more, those

two characteristics would be-

come incorporated into every

aspect of the social scene. Mat-
erialism would be attenuated

into an acquiring of wealth for

creative purposes. Architect-

ure could no longer be merely
utilitarian, it would have to

produce a certain harmony of

atmosphere for those who in-

habited its creations. For all

we know, Marx' s alienated wor.

ker might even become whole
again.

by Ian McKay
This brief article is an ans-

wer to a request that I note

down what I, as an Honours

English student, think of the

cultural life of this campus.

"As am English sudent" --

does that mean that my approach

to culture is supposed to differ

from that of. the student of

hlsiory or politics or civil

engineering or physics? I can

see -no necessary correlation

between the individual's course
of study and his abilities in

cultural appreciation.

Another problem, is that I

am not sure what culture is;

Does it refer only to calsslcal

music, art exhibits, and serious

dramatic productions?!! culture

involves a training and im-
provement of the mind, a de-
velopment of taste --the ability

to choose the good and reject

the bad in art and other fields,

an extension of the scope of

one's experience, the exercise
of artistic values, among other
things, then 1 am inclined to

think that "culture" must also

include such items as folk music
jazz, lectures by visiting novel-
ists and travellers, and even
chats with professors.

So, what is the cultural

situation at Queen's? There is

certainly no lack of things to

do: in the past month, there

have been symphony orches-

tras, chamber ensembles, films
art exhibits, a Renaissance

For Enjoyment or to "Get Culture"?
seminar, drama productions of

various sorts, folk concerts,

poetry readings, an internat-

ional festival, and the opeining

of International Centre to pro-
vide opportunities for magnifi-

cent cultural experiences.

And yet, there are still cries

of "cultural stagnation" and
"student apathy". It seems to

me that the major difficulty here
lies not in a lack of opportun-
ities, but in the attitudes

towards culture. Perhaps the

most striking fact for the ob-

server is
(

that those who do
attend concerts, films, and so
forth, take the matter of

"culture" too 1 seriously. Too
many people attend a concert,

for example,, not so much to

enjoy the music as to "get
culture" and " broaden their

minds " . Certain people may
have no liking at all for the

works of a particular composer,
yet they will go to a concert
of his music because they think

they should - "after all, it is

culture, isn't it?"

Robert Frost, echoing Dryden
and Shelley, said that "poetry
begins in delight and ends in

wisdom". The same can be
said of all the arts: they are
there to be enjoyed. "Culture"
is an occasion for enjoyment
and pleasure, eventually leading
to an expansion of mind and
experience and value. As such,
it should not be taken too
seriously. One should not be

too conscious of the fact that

he is participating in a cultur-

al activity.

This attitude is apparent in

another observation: many stu-

dents are afaraid to trust their

own judgment on a concert, film

or painting. Ask a friend if

he has enjoyed a concert, and

his reply frequently means
"Wait until 1 see tomorrow's
reviews; then Til tell you

whether I like it or not," He
fears that saying he did not

like it will mark him uncult-

ured or ignorant.

A prevalent but false, notion

is that culture must be organ-:

ized and formal. That is to

say, culture comes from con-
certs, art galleries, and the -

atres. But cannot culture come
from a small group of friends

reading poetry together? from
an International House party?*

from a friendly discussionover

a drink withia professor? (One
of the serious deficiencies in

the campus cultural facilities

is a place where students and
faculty can meet and talk in

mutually agreeable, surround-

ings.)

Charges of. student apathy

frequently arise in cultural con-
texts. Are they valid? Lefs
take an example: the recent
production of Mother Courage.
The Drama Department reports
that only about 14 per cent
of the first year students who
received free tickets to the play

attended Student apathy is

claimed by some to be the

cause. Is it? Perhaps some of

the remaining 86 per cent have
an intense aversion to Brecht'

s

play. Perhaps some were study

ing for exams, only two weeks
away. Perhaps some had seen
the play previously and did not

want to see it again. Perhaps
some had little faith in the

abilities of the actors and were
afraid of seeing a favorite play

destroyed. Perhaps there are
some who do not have a cult,

ural background rich enough to

be : able to enjoy drama. No
doubt there were. some who just

could not be bothered to. go
some, student apathy exists, it

is true. But it is unfair to call

up the omnipresent spectre of

student apathy as the sole or
major reason for poor attend-

ance , at certain activities of

the "cutural" sort: there are
too many other factors to be
taken into account.

To sum up quickly: I have said
of Queen' s cultural life, that

there's lots of culture, but little

life. There are many formal
cultural events, but student
views of culture are misguided
--too serious, undeviating, and
dependent on the "experts".
Culture is to be found in many
small, informal activities—
including the non-existent fac-
ulty-student meeting place.
Culture should not be a duty:

it should be a pleasure.
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WhereHasThe Student MovementGone?
Sometime last fall, during the

balmy aftermath of the Canadian'
Union of Students' Lennoxville
congress, members, of- the.

country's student elite were
saying that. "a.Canadian student
movement" had been born.

And the same people, that

change hats for all the student-

conferences were harking,back
to CUS President Patrick Ken-
niff's new - frontier style
remarks when he said " There
exists in Canada today what
might be called a Canadian
student movement, with com-
mon aims that are powerful
enough to transcend language,
regional and structural differ-

ences".
Those were the days when

CUS was busy recognizing the

Union Generale des Etudiants

du Quebec as a national union
of students; when the 44 stu-

dent councils were boldly

declaring themselves in favor of

free education; and when the
Student Union for Peace Action
was about to engage in dozens
of Berkeley-style actions to

challenge university administ-
rations.

It was the era of Sharon
Sholzberg's struggle to lead
McGill into UGEQ; it was a
time when the University of
Toronto still had the illusion
that it was in the centre of
student action in Canada.
And then there was the CUS

duel with the 18th century buc-
caneer Dean Bladen and all the
heady preparations for national
students day.

Those were the days when
CUS really planned to send a

student journalist to Vietnam;
when everybody in the country
was carping at the unborn
Company of Young Canadians
--with the company loving every
minute of it.

And of course, UGEQ was

building student syndicalism.

It was a time when editors
were toppling; when the cent-
ennial commission was quaking
before the youth- community;
and when Kahn Tineta Horn was
damning campus Indian weeks.

But somewhere along the line
all the frantic, hopeful efforts
began to falter.

The SUPA office in Toronto
became too important to talk
to local SUPA members and
the U. of T campus group,
like many others, began to fade.

CUS, disheartened with the
turnout for natfonal student day,
fell back on parliamentary
lobbies and sending hockey
teams to Europe.

And of course UGEQ was
still building student syndi-
calism. But somehow the only
point the got across was that

Labrador should ' be annexed
to Quebec (UGEQ's press re-

Quebec, including Labrador,
printed on them.)

On' the international level,

CUS is still-quietrjrinvestigat--

ing the International Student
Conference (to find out whether
it really is American - cont-
rolled), and meanwhile ap-
parently feels Vietnam is too

distant and unhealthy a place
to send a Canadian student..

And then ithff 'Studerit admin'-

istrators sitting: jn Banff at .

Christmas appeared weary of
action and seemed to want a
period to consolidate whatever
thoughts they had, a period
stretching to sometime long
in the future*

And so, as the school year
turns toward exam time; It has
become apparent that the torch
did not fall to a new gener-
ation this year; and that stu-
dent action takes more than
feckless dreams" to make itself

felt.

for CUP
by' Jim Laxer 1

Do Government Funds Kill

The Voluntary Action of Youth

Flo,
photos by Kaye

Though headlines in the stu-

dent press haven't reflected it,

this may well be remembered
as the year when youth became
irretrievably co-opted into"the

system".
Quite naturally, whatever

national student awareness
there is has been focussed

on "events" — a mass march
at the University of British

Columbia, a referendum atMc-
Gill or a teach-in at Toronto.

But while students, extern-

ally, have continued to play their

court - jester role, unnoticed

changes are sweeping their

familiar role into the past.

It has become a commonplace
to point out that in a society

where autonomous pressure

-

group politics has all but broken

down, minority groups, the poor

and youth remain the most sig-

nificant forces not yet tied part

and parcel to the status quo.

Both in Canada-and the United

States, commissions on bicul-

turalism, civil rights move-
ments, and assorted wars on
poverty are moving to co-opt

the largest social groupings
since the New Deal carried off

organized labor in 'the 1930' s.

This year, in Canada, the

establishment has turned its

focus on youth.

The most dramatic example,

of course, has been the creation

of the Company of Young Can-

adians, with its projected mil-

lion dollar budget and 250 field

workers this .
summer.

But quite unnoticed has been

the continuing: development of

quasi-public bodies that now

surround parliament in an ever-

widening chain of patronage.

Along with the familiar Cent-

ennial Commission and the

Company of Young Canadians

is the Citizenship Branch of

the Department of Citizenship

and Immigration that plans to

move into the youth field on
a major scale.

With the exception of the

Company, these agencies devote
only a small percentage of their

money -.j youth. Of course, they

are theoretically accountable to

parliament, but the fact is that

as government spending in-

creases it is Utopian to expect

parliament to examine the de-
tails of outlays that are neatly

tucked away in the corners of

major department accounts.

This year several million

dollars will flow from such
groups into the youth commun-
ity. Admittedly several million

dollars is the sort of laugh-

able sum that the Strategic

Air; Command consumes in

vapour every few minutes --

but it is a large enough tail

to wag the Canadian youth com-
munity from coast to coast' for

a whole year.

Increasingly, youth and stu-

dent groups are becoming sup-

plicants in the ante-chambers

of these agencies.

The more enlightened among
them have set up Youth Advis-

ory Committees where student

and youth representatives are

invited to blow off steam in

the presence of minor funct-

ionaries who have no power to

make policy decisions for their

agencies.

The Centennial Commission
is a case in point, in November
the commission called together

representatives of 30 youth org-

anizations to make recom-
mendations concerning its youth

travel and exchange programme
The conference voted to set

up a committee to meet pub-

licly with the commission to

discuss grievances within the

voluntary sector. It was hoped
that such a body would make
the commission accountable to

the public in the allotment of

its grants.

Naturally the commission
was horrified and made noises

to the effect that it had never
heard of such a thing. Not
surprisingly the commission
has not implemented the re-
commendations of the youth
organizations and is not likely

to do so.

To find out who really makes
decisions concerning grants in

the Centennial Commission, one
would have to spend a weekend
in a large room with everyone
in the commission, from the

Secretary of State down.
Theoretically, govern m e n t

money is dispensed by the

treasury board on parliament's
authority.

But grants of up to $5,000

can be made on the authority

of the assistant commissioner
of the Centennial Commission.
The real decisions affecting

youth are made by the lower

echelons of such agencies. Bit

personnel at such levels are

civil servants who cannot com-
ment publicly on what they are

doing. In theory, the opposition

parties could raise such quest-

ions in the House; but they are

busy hunting bigger game and

only in spectacular cases do

these chicken-feed sums get

aired in public.

One such case was a bid by'

the Student Union for Peace
Action last summer for a Cent-

ennial grant to bring together

summer project workers from
across Canada for a week long

consultation.

The grant was refused in_

the opinion of a majority of

youth representatives at the

November conference, for pol-

itical reasons that had nothing

to do with the commission's
publicly stated criteria.

And yet to find some official

to comment on why SUPA did

not get its money is virtually

an impossible task.

Whether SUPA should have
got a grant is not the issue,

of course. The problem is that i

the youth community, increas-
ingly dependent on government
funds, has no check on the

agencies that dispense the dole.

It should be remembered also

that as an organization comes
to lean on government money
it may be increasingly difficult

for it to dare to challenge,
traditional sociaT views. The
SUPA case has shown that a 1

public body, meeting behind
closed doors, canavoid answer-
ing public questions, if it so
chooses.

As many youth organizations
now see it, there 'is a danger
that voluntarism, with its pot-
tential for new ideas,, is threat-

ened with extinction.

Significantly the Canadian
Assembly of Youth Organiz-
ations, an umbralla forum that

brings together most major
youth groups in English Canada,
is planning a conference in

march on the subject "THE
Implications of Increasing
Government Involvement in the
Voluntary Field".

It is felt 'that unless public
accountability can be guaran-
teed, the mainstream will be
hooked increasingly to the

Ottawa boondoggle. The radi-

cals, on the fringe, will still

wave placards of course, but

for the most part youth will

become the junior rung on the

great society ladder.
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APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions. Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995

AMS Pres Refutes Webb

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS

The Computation Centre, National

Research Council, requires the ser-

vices of computer programmers who

hold a pass level degree in mathema-

tics or mathematics and physics from

a recognized university. Salary will

depend on qualifications and relevant

experience. Programming experience
is desirable but not essential. 1905

pass graduates who possess a strong
background in mathematics but who

have no programming experience may

expect an initial salary of approxi-
mately 35,500 per annum. Applicants
should write to the Employment Offi-

cer, National Research Council, Ottawa

and give an outline of their education
and experience. Please quote competi-
tion no. ER-349.

Representatives of the King-

ston Community Project and its

sponsoring body, the Student

Union for Peace Action, have
denied Alderman George Webb's
allegations of misuse of Project

funds.

Joan Newman, a former re-

search assistant with the Com-
pany of Young Canadians and one

of the two full-time workers on

the KCP said, "Alderman Webb
can attack us for not doing any-

thing, or for our ideas, but not

for embezzlement. All the stu-

dents who worked on the project

lived in poverty. During the

summer they received only

room and board plus four dol-

lars a week spending money.
" They got bursaries averag-

ing less than $300 to help them
return to university. This made
up for only a small portion of

the money they would have
earned in other jobs.

Referr ing to Alderman
Webb's scorn for the project's

few concrete achievements she

said, " We don' t measure
accomplishments in this way.

Our job is forming new
friendships and getting new
ideas and new ways of doing

things. We gain as much as the

people we are helping. Our goal

is to develop a sense of people

doing things for themselves."

Don Carmichael, a SUPA
member closely connected with

the project, said that all organ-
izations approached for funds

were given a prospectus which

outlined the Project's aims.

"There was a budget on the

back with a complete break-

down of how the money was to

be spent", he said. "The entire

sum was required to maintain

the project workers. At no time

was any group asked to con-

tribute money for distribution to

the poor."

He also said that no special

grant was made to Philip O" -

Brien, the Scottish exchange
mentioned by Aid. Webb, but

that he had merely put his bur-
sary toward his fare home. He
added that a donation was re-

ceived from the James Masoud
Benevolent Fund but that it went
into the general fund and not

specifically to C Brien.

In a letter addressed to all

Kingston newspapers and radio

and television outlets Gordon
Watt, President of the Queen'

s

University Alma Mater Society,

provided facts and figures re-

futing the allegations of mis-
representation and misuse of

funds made by Alderman George
Webb against Queen' s students

who worked on last summer'

s

Kingston Community Project.

Mr. Watt pointed out that the

Project had never professed to

distribute money to the poor,

that the students who participat-

ed sustained a considerable fi-

nancial loss in doing so, and that

the funds provided for their

maintenance during the summer
were very modest.
The complete text of the letter

is reprinted in Letters to the

Editor on. page two.

Let's discuss YOU and the Timken Company's

career opportunities in Canada and the US,

Feb. 2, on campus. Contact your placement

office today for an interview. Challeng-

ing positions in operating management of

our Canadian manufacturing facilities. Also

excellent careers in engineering, research

and sales for those interested in becom-

ing U.S. residents. Ganadia* Timken Divis-

ion; St. Thomas, Ontario. Makers of tapered

roller bearings, alloy steels and rock bits.

Coffee by Sterne?

1>CSTGR VJV m? OPJ'PKTI'NHTY

PATliCLOGTCAL CI1KMTSTRY

BUT TNG INSTITUTE,
L'NTVKPSITY OF TORONTO

Three Postgraduate Fel I owhips

,

initial stipends ranging from $2,400-
4,000 per annum depending upon quali-
f i cat i ons , wi 1 1 become avai lablo dur-
ing 1966 in the Department of Patholo-
gical Chemi stry, Banting Institute

,

University of Toronto, Toronto 5.

Applications are invited from students
with a sound undergraduate training in
the Che mi cal or Bi o 1 ogical Sciences or
in Medicine. Interested students may
wri te to the Head of the Department for
further details.

BRITISH AMKRICAN OIL COMPANY
LIMITED GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

The Company is offori ng five fel-
lowships annua I ly , tenable in any field
in any Canadian University. Value .£3000
to Fellow and #1000 to receiving univer
sity . Closing date for 1965-66 compe-
tition is

MARCH 1st

For further information and
application forms write:

DIRECTOR OF AWARDS

Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada

75 Albert Street
Ottawa, Ontario

Queen' s may finally get a

coffee house on campus.
Rick Sterne, a third year en-

gineering student, is waiting for

"the final word" from the Men'

s

Residence Board. If the word is

yes", "Bitter Grounds" willo-

pen up in the coffee shop of the

Union on a temporary basis.

The tentative plan is that the

coffee shop will be transformed

into a coffee house on weekends.

It would operate on Friday
nights from 10 to 2:30 and on
Saturday nights from 9-12. The
decorations will be murals
painted on wooden flats, so that

they could be taken down and
stored during the week.

Entertainment will be pro-

vided by Queen1

s students in

an attempt to provide an outlet

for local talent. According to

Rick there will have to be a cov-

er charge, probably fifty cents

to cover the initial expense.

Bitter Grounds started with

Rick Sterne and Science *67 as

a money-making proposition. In

October, interested people or-

ganized "The Grinders Syndi-

cate" with the purpose of sell-

ing shares. They dropped the

syndicate however, and set up
a manager system.

Their biggest problem was to

get a location for the coffee

house. Rick attempted to get a

private house, the empty com-
mon room in the New Men's
Residence, and the vacated In-

ternational House on Stuart

Street, but failed in each case.

The administration was sym-
pathetic to the general idea of a

coffee house on campus, but

plans had already been made to

use the mentioned locations.

At present Mr. Wright, war-
den of the Student" s Union, has
agreed to let the Engineering
Society set up the coffee house
in the Union for a trial run.

However, he has to present the

plan to the Residence Board
for official approval. Rick is

quite optimistic that there will

be no further delay and " Bitter

Grounds" will be open for bus-
iness in a couple of weeks.
The next important point at

the moment is the support of

the campus. Rick emphasized

that "this is a campus project

and we want to know campus
reaction to it". If it proves
to be a success the next step

is to get a house on campus
for next year. The university

does not want to subsidize such

a non-academic scheme as a

coffee house.

Queen's needs a coffee house
as a place where people can
go and talk. Refreshments would
be simple and no dancing would
take place. Rick's basic reason
for the coffee house is " it

would provide a place to go:

1) for study breaks on Friday

and Saturday nights, and 2)

after dances at Grant Hall con-

clude "

.

The S.C.M. are also working

on a coffee house but they are

still in the planning stages.

According to Marg Dyment,
there is a strong possibility

that S.C.M. would buy a house
for the purpose. This has work-
ed very successfully in Toronto
and they are anxious to try

it at Queen' s.

TANZANIAN U-N MAN CONSIDERS RHODESIA
On Thursday, January 2 7,

Queen's United Nations Club
was honored with the presence
of Mr. Paul Mwaluko, coun-
sellor to the permanent mission
of the United Republic of Tan-
zania to the United Nations. A
graduate of the University of
London, Mr. Mwaluko later be-
came assistant secretary to the

Ministry of Finance and to the
Minister of Foreign Affairs in
Tanzania.

Speaking on the situation in

Rhodesia, Mr. Mwaluko accused
Western correspondents in

Rhodesia of holding a biased
opinion of the crisis. " Because
of this one-sided view," he
added, "the Western world is

not receiving a true picture of

both white and negro views."
Mr. Mwaluko compared the

explosive Rhodesian situation

to " a Shakespearian tragedy is

about to take place and yet re-
fuse to do anything about it."

"The Unilateral Declaration
of Independence" he said, " is

a threat to international peace
and security in Africa and
throughout the world. For this

reason," added Mr. Mwaluko,
"force, even military interven-
tion, is essential."

He prophesized, "Economic
sanctions will not work but I

would like to hope that this

statement will be proven
wrong".

Comment ing further, the

counsellor pointed out that " the

Africans are united in their de-
sire for a speedy majority rule

in South Africa." He added, "We
want the Africans to take part

-in the politics of their own
country."

In his criticism of the Brit-

ish government Mr. Mwaluko
said, " Britain does not respect
people as humans but accord-
ing to their colour."

Concerning the break of Tanz-
ania and nine other members
of the Organization for African
Unity from Britain, Mr. Mwa-
luko stated, "We have broken
with Britain but we have not

broken with the Commonwealth
as the Commonwealth
does not belong to Britain alone.

We have broken, " he declared,
" to maintain the principle of

human dignity and to oppose
discrimination.

"

Mr. Mwaluko summed up the

desires of the United Nations
in saying that Ian Smith should
be apprehended and majority
rule should be established on
the basis of enfranchisement of

all people and not on the 1961

Constitution.

A discussion period was car-
ried „out by Mr. Mwaluko and
Faraji Kilumaga, Acting High
Commissioner of the Tanzan-
ian Embassy in Ottawa. This
was followed by a short film

on Tanzania.
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ORCUS THIS WEEK

Sue Cheshire

Jane McDonald

Elections for the position

of Levana Society President
will take place on Wednesday,
February 2 at the following

places:

New Arts
Student" s Union
New Arts
Ban Righ

8.30 - 11.30

11.30 - 1.30

1.30 - 4.30

5.00 - 7.00

CLASSIFIED
FOR RENT

Warm, quiet room (female)

in apartment close to Queen's.
For appointment please phone
548-7958 ater 5:30 pm.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Sheila Jones, N. Sc. '70, an-

nounces her arrival from the

wilds of Cartwrighf s Point at

the New Women's Residence,
Room 320, Ext. 835. Welcome
one and all.

NOTICE
The United Nations Club will

sponsor delegates to a Seminar
(promotion of the United Nations
Club on campus) at Toronto
on Febrary 4-6. The club
will also pay the tab of anyone
wishing to attend a Model Gen-
eral Assembly at McGill, Feb.
9 - 12. Anyone interested in

these pleasure - filled excur-
sions please contact Paddy
Polley, Ext. 497, Chown Hall.

Extra travel information will

be given free. In the case of
the Model General Assembly
he prepared to state what
country you wish to represent.

FOR SALE
Tape Recorder for sale. All

pushbuttons; 3 speeds; high fid-

elity; separate mic & radio
inputs; takes 7" reel; yardage
counter; superimpose button;

two tracks; use built-in speaker
(or external speaker) or connect
to your Hi Fi set through spec-
ial low level "external amp"
output; uses 3 motors for fast

forward and reverse motion.

The Ontario Region of the
Canadian Union of Students
adopted a new executive struct-
ure at its Congress held at
Ryerson this weekend. The
Region will expand from a full

time Executive Secretary to a

full time President aided by a

part time secretary. Mr. Hugh
Armstrong, President of the
Carleton Students' Council, will

take office as the first full

time president on July 1st,

ORCUS also adopted a larger
executive, sonsisting of a Vice-
President, Secretary - Treas-
urer, and two members - at

large. George Anderson, Que-
en' s CUS Chairman, was elected
Vice-President. Both he and
Mr. Armstrong were acclaimed
while the other positions were
hotly contested.

The major policy declar-
ations pertained to student aid.

ORCUS declared it was unsatis-
fied with the emphasis that the

Federal Government1

s propos-
ed 10,000 scholarships plan
would have, and called on Ont-
ario to take the fiscal equiva-
lent and to administer these
funds for a programme of stu-
dent aid that would result in

a better distribution of them.

The congress enunciated its

belief that the elimination of
tuition fees is a necessary
"eventual" goal; that no student
should be expected to incur
"heavy" debts in order to pur-
sue post-secondary education;
and that any" bursary" pro-
grams should treat applicants
without regard to parental in-
come. On this latter point, the
Secretariate was directed to
prepare a "model" bursary ap-
plication form for presentation
for presentation to the Depart-
ment of University Affairs.
Ryerson had prepared a tape

for the first of a series of
television "public announce-
ments" which discuss the need
for "universal accessibility".
ORCUS approved the tape with
minor revisions, and gave
Ryerson the go-ahead to com-
plete the series.

The expanded programmes
of the Region are part of the
shift in emphasis from the
National to the Region arms
of CUS. The fee levy of eight
cents per capita will be in-

creased to eleven cents, but
this will have no effect on the
students of Queen' s, who will
simply cut back on their volun-
tary grant to CUS.

SGC Scrutinizes Union
The Student Government

Commission is trying to dis-
cover how the Union can best
serve the student body.

At the moment the Commis-
sion has no definite recom-
mendations for the improve-
ment of student control over
the Union. In the near future,

the Student Government Com-
mission plans to hold an open
meeting to discuss why the

Union, especially the upstairs

common rooms, are not being

used to! their fullest extent.

The Student Government
Commission was established

last year to inquire into prob-
lems of particular interest to

the general student body and

to clarify the position of the

student government at Queen' s.

Action taken last year main-
ly involved structural policy

with the A.M.S. such as re-
cognition of the faculty societies

A recent inquiry was held

about why the resident com-
plexes are not a vital centre

on campus as they should be.

It was concluded that the at-

titude of students living in res-

idence and their lack of re-

spect for the buildings resulted

from the small number of upper
classmen returning to resi-

dence. The Commission sug-

gested that more upperclass-

men would be willing to return

if the students had more con-

trol over the running of the

residences. A series of recom-
mendations is now under the

consideration of residence
councils.

Like new (2 years old); com-
plete with patch cords, new
$10.00 mic, 7" reel of tape

and instruction books. Must sell

to pay rent. Best offer. Phone
542-3197.

Banjo for sale: Five string

banjo with carrying case. Best
offer. Also Pete Seeger L.P.

Banjo Instruction Record.
Phone 542-3197

McMASTER UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOWSHIPS

The University offers oduate Teaching Fellowships to support gradual a student!

, Degna In BlocHemistry. Biophysics, Civil Engineering,

Classics" Economics, Ceiman, Greek, Latin, Mechanical Engineering, Metallurgical

Engineering, Philoiophy. Politics. Romance languages, Ruislan, Sociology and Social

Anthropology; and lor a Mastart or Doclara) Fhllosephy Degree in Biology. Chemical

Engineering, Chemical Physics, Chemlitry, Electrical Engineering, English, Geochemistry,

Geography. Geology, History, Mathemalg' Melalluigy, Molecular Biology, Physics,

Psychology and the Hellglous Sciences. *"

The Fellowships vary In value but In all cases the illpcnds provide adequati

port for a full year's study. Most award*M renewable for subseque

ol Fellowships will devote approximately ysne-flfth of their lime to Instructional d

Travel advances are available to assist student) who are coming to the Untvenlly

. Holder.

fro dlsi.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plug High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A.. CX.U. — Res. 542-7602

D, R, ROUGHTON, B.Sc C.L.U. — Ret. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY. C.L.U. — R»* 54*0032

M. EMMET ADAM C.l,U. — R«». 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 PrineMS 8tt—\ T«l«phon* 546-3671

Branch Manager A. E. Nelson- CX.U.

Wednesday, February 2

Two new exhibitions open at

the Art Centre today: "Single
Prints by Jack Pollock" and
The Art Collection Society of

kingston". The exhibition,
" Drawings by Nine Canadians"
continues till February 13.

The Math and Physics Club
will meet in Stirling Hall,

Lecture Theatre D, at 8:00 pm.
A series of three films on elec-

tronic computers will be shown.
A brief description of the films
can be found posted in Stirling

Hall. Everyone is welcome.

Thursday, February 3

The Astronomy Club will

meet in Ellis Hall, Room 222,

at 8:00. Two short films will be
shown. All welcome.

Any student interested in set-
ting up a method to evaluate the
academic program and courses
at Queen's University will meet
at 7:00 pm at 41 Union, Apt. 7

( near Queen's Tea Room).

Friday, February 4
Bus for WHITEFACE leaves

from in front of the Union at
12:45. Be sure to be there on
Gmel

S.C.M. Winter Camp, Feb-
ruary 4-6. A chance to get off
campus for a weekend. Dis-
cussion will centre on New
Forms in Worship. Call Sharon
Moon, 548-4689, or see Ellen
McKay in the AMS office. Ap-
proximately $5.00 for food and
ride.

Telephone 548-3434

(Sift dartre"

Fine China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON. ONT.

C U S

LTFE INSURANCE

-your own low-cost student plan-

SIJORT-FOiai APPLTCATipN

DEADLINE

FEB 15

For further Information contact:

Don Carter

548-37-13

Lloyd Jackson
Spec. Rep.
542-0950

METROPOLITAN LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

A representative will visit the
campus Monday, February 7th to inter-
view graduating students for positions
as Actuarial Trainees and Management
Trainees in our Canadian Head Office
in Ottawa. Ife also have openings for
Soles Reprcsentat i ves nil accross the
country

.

$6,000
LUlliSARIES

A number of scholarships, each of :J6000
per annum (tax free), arc available to
suitable graduates in any branch of en-
gineering - mech.

,
clec, civil etc -

or applied science who arc interested
in a career in the Mining Industry.

These are McGill University scholar-
ships in an advanced course lending to
a master's degree in mining engineering

Applications should be made, BEFORE
FEBRUARY 15, 1966, to:

CHAIRMAN,
DEPT. OF MINING ENGINEERING AND

APPLIED GEOPHYSICS,
McGILL UNIVERSITY,
MONTREAL , P. Q.

THESE SCHOLARSHIPS IKE SPONSORED BY A
GROUPS OF CANADT IN MINING COMPANIES.
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VARSITY VICTORIOUS 11-1

Friday night the Varsity

Blues outshot the Queen's Gold-

en (slightly tarnished) Gaels

52-26. In essence, that is the

story of the game, Toronto was

at least twice as good as Queen's

in all departments. Their pass-

ing was pinpoint, their skating

fast and their defence solid.

With that combination Toronto

scored twice in the first minute

of play and coasted to an 11-1

victory for their second straight

double figure win over the Gaels

in as many games. Hank Mon-
telth led the Varsity scoring

with five goals and three assists

Larry Jones counted the lone

Queen' s goal.

Toronto set the tempo of the

game early with goals by

Monteith and P. Laurent in

the first fifty seconds of the

first period. Both came after

three way passing plays that

left the Queen's defence tied

up in their own skates. That

finished the first period scor-

ing. After the first twenty min-

utes, the Gaels left the ice

wondering if Toronto goalie J.

Wrigley had set up the Colgate

invisible shield behind him. The
Gaels missed at least three good

chances when the puck bounced

just wide of the Toronto goal.

As the shots on goal (eleven

apiece) would indicate the Gaels

were able to hold their own
after the first minute.

After a slow second period

start B. McClelland took ad-

vantage of a Queen' s defensive

lapse to make it 3-0 with five

minutes gone in the second

period. With two Varsity play-

ers serving time a minute later

the Gaels had their best of-

fensive chance of the game but

failed to organize an effective

powerplay. The runaway began

two minutes later. Two goals

in ten seconds upped the score

to 5-0 and Hank Monteith'

s

third goal on the powerplay
at the fifteen minute mark made
it 6-0. With Douglas down from

one save, Monteith made a

quick flip over him before the

defense could clear the puck.

Late in the period the Gaels

ill-luck around the net con-

tinued as Jim Tait was held

out on a break-away and Pond
was stopped from pointblank

range. With four goals in the

period, the Blues outshot the

Gaels 24-7. Douglas made sev-

eral exceptional saves to keep

the score within reason.

In the third period the Gaels

showed a little life but the

damage was done. Larry Jones

Larry Jones lone Queen's
Scorer

prevented a whitewash as he
broke into the scoring after a

minute and a half. Then came
the barrage. Itwas a tired Norm
Douglas who let five Varsity
goals by him inthatthird period.

Who could blame him. After

an extraordinary exhibition

against the Blues two weeks
ago and two good periods this

week, Norm just ran out of

saves. After five periods with
little or no support in front of

him, he didn't have it in the

sixth.. ..but then neither did the

Gaels.

SPORTS NOTES
by Jack Chong, Sports Editor

It is obvious that the University of Toronto hockey team will

not forget that Queen' s smashed their hopes for the championship

last year. Varsity Blues won 15 of 16 games last season including

two victories over our Gaels and finished first in the Senior

Intercollegiate Hockey League. Then Varsity was eliminated

from the playoffs when fourth place Queen's scored a 6-4 upset

victory in the semi-final round. However, Gaels are not the

same team they were last season. Goaltender Edwin Derbyshire,

who was mainly responsible for Blues' defeat last season has been
lost through graduation. Also graduated are defenceman Murray
Mitehell and forward John Van Brunt, both key performers for

Gaels in the playoffs. Despite their powerful team last season
Blues were not champions and the Gaels were chiefly responsible.

Varsity has settled their score by trouncing die Gaels 10-3

in Toronto, and 11-1 at Queen's. Let's hope they will have
forgotten the "great upset" when Gaels meet them again next

season.

Ed Deans, staff member of Queen's A B of C has taken on
the job of coaching Brockville Braves of the Central Junior A
Hockey League. Ed has been the head coach of minor hockey
in Gananoque for several years and had played hockey in Gananoque
before taking on coaching duties. The Braves whose affiliation

is with Chicago Black Hawks, are currently in fifth place in

the ten team league. Fm sure that with the likeable Eddie Deans
as their leader, they will move up in the standings.

Intramural Report

SLAP SHOTS:
--the Varsity line of P. Laur-

ent, H. Monteith and S. Mon-

teith collected nineteen points

between them on eight goals

and eleven assists.

--after last two games
against Toronto one wonders
how Douglas would do with a

team in front of him.

--the best steal of the game
goes to Jim Greenwood, Gaels

tackle who effectively skoffered

a puck from the stands.

--the worst refereeing in the

game started in the first period

and continued right through to

the third.

—the best Queen's bodycheck
of the game resulted in a two
minute penalty for Jim Bonn
for boarding.

STATISTICS:
1st Period: SCORING - Mon-

teith (T) (S. Monteith, Laurent)

0.31; Laurent (T) (a Monteith,

St. John) 0.50. PENALTIES -

Bengough (Q) (slashing) 1.54;

2nd Period: McClelland (T)

(Thompson) 4.39; Laurent (T)

(H, Monteith) 9.33; H. Monteith

(T) (S. Monteith, Laurent) 9.33;

H. Monteith (T) (S. Monteith,

Passi). PENALTIES - Jones
(T) (interference) 5.30; Awrey
(T) (holding) 6.27; Bonn (Q)
(boarding) 13.10; Kolesnik (Q)

(highsticking) 14.08; Tait (Q)

19.39.

3rd Period: Jones (Q) (Pond,

Bonn) 1.38; H. Monteith (T)

(Laurent) 4.31; Cunningham (T)

(Stroud, Burwash), S. Monteith
(T) (a Monteith, McClelland)
14.56, Stroud (T) (Cunningham)
16.06; PENALTIES - Jones (T)

(slashing) 1.27; Thompson (T)

Kolesnik (Q) (holding) 2.00;

Monahan (T) (holding) 11.47;

Jones (T) (holding) 7.50;

Edwards (Q) (interference

)

13.48; Rattey (Q) (charging)

14.17; Laurent (T) (tripping)

14.17; Burwash (T) (boarding)
18.14; Tait (Q) (elbowing) 18.24

BY Weed
Intramural standings remain

ad unchanged lastweek. In hock-
ey Meds 71 continues to lead

the league with 6 points, with
Arts 68 Just two points back.
PHE and Sc. 68 remined un-
defeated to lead their league.

In league play Sc. 67 dumped
Arts 68 2-1. The basketball

schedule ended Monday with
Arts 69, Sc. 69 and PHE finish-

ing first in their respective
leagues. Playoffs start this

Sports Clubs
Queen's Ski Club: Skiers for

Whiteface — Buses leave the

Student's Union for Whiteface
Mountain, Friday, Feb. 4 at

12.45 noon. Don't be late or
buses will leave without you.

STU LANGDON
— in mtmmium —
Stewart M. Langdon, 54,

athletic . trainer at Queerf s

University for the past twenty

years, died Sunday, January 23.

He had been hampered during

the last few years by a weak
heart which gave out on him
while returning home from
church.

Known as the dean of inter-

collegiate athletic trainers, he

was secretary and an organizer

of the National Athletic Train-

ers Association. He worked to

promote better training meth-
ods and practices at both

university and high school

levels of sports. Mr. Langdon

won widespread recognition in

his field through his develop-

ment and improvement of ath-

letic safety equipment.

As Queen's trainer, the Gael

football and hockey teams were
among the best equipped in the

country. His players injuries

were treated with the most
modern equipment used by

professional teams.
Mr. Langdon was born in

Kingston and educated In city

public schools and KCVL In

1945 he joined Queen's staff

as assistant trainer to Senator

Powell and became head trainer

of athletics in 1951. On Mr.
Langdon' s death, Al Lenard,
director of athletics at Queen'

s

said, "Beyond all his many and
varied duties, he was always
willing to give advice and guid-

ance to any Queen's athlete

who came to him "

.

B.B. Gaels Win Again

In the words of the immortal Grantland Rice, "It's not
whether you win or lose, but how you play the game The
Queen' s Golden Gaels should be advised to remember that
maxim in future S.LB. L. games.

Queen's committed grand larceny by trouncing the hapless
Laval Rouge et 'Or in a home game last Friday night 67-39.
The Gaels played basketball, French-Canadian style, for over
three quarters and proved that they were not even in Laval'

s

class when playing the latter' s brand of ball. Only in the fourth
quarter did the Gaels show any semblance to a team of inter-
collegiate calibre. In that period of ten minutes, they outscored
the losers 26-9 to break the game wide open.

Guard Doug Fraser scored ten of his thirteen points in

the first half to keep the Gaels in the game. However, it was
Frank Tindall's bench that produced the victory. Rookie Pete
Scobie played an excellent game in the absence of regular Doug
Evans and was the contests high scorer with 18 points In that

most productive fourth quarter Scobie teamed up with Pete Torbet
and rookies Terry Haggerty, Dave Heath, and Wes Jones to run
the Rouge et'Or into the floor.

For Laval, centre Gille Goulet contributed 7 points to their
sparse scoring attack. Jean Dionne, Andre Lalonde, Rosaire
Leblanc, and Andre Beaupre each scored 6. If Laval had scoring
punch to match or to complement their great speed and tremendous
desire they would be a difficult team to contend with. As it was,
their offence was very erratic and their defense was worse.

by Dennis Quinn, Sports Staff

QUEEN'S LAVAL STATISTICS
EngeI-4, Waring-8, Frazer-13, Torbet-7, Heath-5, Howes -4
Crozier-2, Scobie-18, Haggerty-4, Jones-2.
Houde-2, Dionne-6, Martin-2, Lalonde-6, Leblanc-6, Beaupre-6,
Laberge-4, Goulet-7.

week. Sc. 66 Aleads the 10-
pin bowling (TuesdaySect.)with
19 points. Arts 69 leads the
Thurs group with 17.

The table tennis schedule is

now up with games starting
this week. Swimming and free-
throwing lists are also up.

The managers of playing
teams are urged to turn in

scores and reports of their
teams in order to better the

coverage of this report.

Bloomer Briefs
Intramural Volleyball is successfully underway. In the two

nights of playing, none of the teams have defaulted. There seems
to be competition between the teams and active participation
all around. In one league New Residences 1 and Adelaide are
tied and in the other league Physical Education 11 is leading.
This Tuesday the schedule is as follows:
Court 1

7:00 Chown vs Meds and N. Science
7:40 New Res, 1 vs. Meds 8i N. Sci.

8:20 New Res. 1 vs. Chown
Court 2

7:00 Addy vs. New Res. 1

7:40 Chown vs. Addy
8:20 Addy vs. Meds & N. Sci.

Women' s Intercollegiate Hockey: The Queen' s Golden Gaels
put up a valiant fight in Toronto on Friday but took a bad loss
9-0. The Toronto Blues deserve praise for both a strong defense
and a good offense. Our team now knows what to expect on going
into the finals. Let's work hard girls and fans don't forget
the game against MacDonald Sat. Feb. 5, 2-3:30 pm.

Gymnastics; Girls could you get into your favourite swim suit
right now? Have you lost your slim, trim summer shape? There's
a sport here at Queen's that can help you out--gymnastics. All
the equipment in the apparatus room is available for your use
on Tues. and Thurs. nights starting at 7:30. Summer is fast
approaching (along with snow, spring, exams, etc.). Come out
and shape up.

Hockey Standings

W L Pt.

Western 9 1 18

Waterloo .'8 1 16

Toronto 8 2 16

Laval 5 5 10
Queen'

s

4 5 8

McMaster 4 6, 8

Montreal 3 6 6

McGlll 3 6 6

Guelph' 0 8 -. 6,

Friday" s Results: Toronto 11,

Queen's 1; Laval 6, McMaster 1.

Saturday's Results: Toronto
10, Montreal 1; McMaster 6,

McGill 5; Western 5, Guelph 3.
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TRICOLOR AWARDS
HONOUR 10 IN '66

_l„4.. * ..II f , _ .For pictures of all the 1966 Tricolor Society
members, turn to page 5 of today's Journal.

Ten peopl e we re adm itted

Tuesday night to the Tricolor
Society. Admission to the Soci-
ety, according to the AMS
constitution, "shall be regarded
as the highest tribute that can
be paid a student for valuable
service to the University in

non-athletic, extra-curricular
activities."

Those admitted are, by fac-

ulty, Arts: Paul Myles, Don
Carmichael; Levana: Janet
Wykes, Liz Love; Engineering:
Bruce Dingle; Medicine: Gordon
Watt; Graduate: Phil Helwig;
Theology: Roger Hutchinson;
Law: Harry Thorsteinson, Ray
Ostiguy.

Here is a brief outline of the

activities in which the winners
were active.

Don Carmichael: While at

Queen* s, Don has been active
in the debating union, Journal,
and Kingston Community Pro-
ject. Other areas of interest
have been last years' card is-
sue, New Democratic Youth,
Student Union for Peace Action,
the remembrance day vigil and
the Queen' s visit to Quebec.
Bruce Dingle: As a well-

informed person on campus,
Bruce has contributed signifi-
cantly to CFRC. As well, he
has made many contributions
of time and outstanding effort
to the activities of the Engin-
eering Society.

Philip Helwig: For the past
year and a half, Phil has been
working towards an M.Sc. in

Civil Engineering. During that
short period he has literally
made CUSO on campus. Devot-
ing many hours to the organiz-
ation, talking to students and
faculty he has helped many
foreign students feel at home at

Queen' s.

Roger Hutchinson: Through
work at International House,
Roger has played a major role
in establishing the ground-work
for better liaison between the

overseas students and activities
in the academic community at

large.

Liz Love; As a guiding light

in Levana, Liz has established
herself through her work with
the African students and the
general undertaking of the

Levana Society,

Paul Myles: As a Commerce-
man, Paul has been the best

Budget and Finance chairman
the AMS has had in many years.
Another pet project of his is
the Queen' s Band which prog-
ressed significantly during his
term as manager.
Ray Ostiguy: Ray has excelled

in the Law faculty through his
participation in moot courts
and as vice president of the
Ontario Law Students Assoc-
iation,

Harry Thorsteinson: As
president of Law, Harry's voice
of sobriety has hovered over
the AMS, leading it in the
correct path of conservatism.
Gordon Watt: The presidency

of the AMS is only one area
in which Gord has been active.
The Aesculapian Society has
seen him twice as class
president and Jr, AMS Rep.

Janet Wykes: Janef s cont-
ribution consists of performing
well in every job she has under-
taken. These jobs have been
numerous and have been done
with enthusiasm.

Lest anyone accuse the

Journal of editorializing in

these comments, their author
is Baxter Stephenson, (Jr. Sc.

Rep.) who chaired the Tricolor
Selections Committee.

Dr. Corry Larry Wiertz

Trustees Meet Feb. 11

Corry , Wiertz To Go

WATTGETS PRIORITIES LIST
In a letter to Alma Mater

Society president Gordon Watt
dated last Saturday, Principal

J. A, Corry listed the build-
ing projects which "in the

University's view of its most
urgent needs as they appear
to us at the present time. . . .

come ahead of the University
Theatre "

.

The dozen projects he named
were, "in rough order of prior-
ity":

1. Another Law building
2. Renovation of the Old Arts

Building
3. A Psychology building
4. A Mathematics building
5. Renovation of the Gordon

Annex
b. A gymnasium
7- AMedical Sciences building
B< Renovation of Ontario Hall
3- A rink, tennis courts and

parking (This would seem to

indicate that the Jock Harty
Arena will be a casualty of

the construction.)

iO.A new administration build-
ing.

11.Two more wings on the new
Women's Residence

12. An extension on Dunning Hall

Dr. Corry was not available

for comment but the Journal
was able to talk to his exec-

utive assistant, Bernard Trot-
ter. Mr. Trotter said that the

University must meet its com-
mitments to provide academic
space and that the first five

items were especially import-
ant since they would supply

badly needed classrooms. He
pointed out that the Ontario
Government will put up 85% of

the cost of capital projects

which it approves but that the

current capital fund drive has

not as yet raised even the 15%
needed by the University to go

ahead with the twelve standard-

type projects, much less a

theatre.

But he added, possibly refer-

ring to a fee hike: " if student

interest opens up me possibility

of sources of money for the

Theatre which would not other-

wise be available, the govern-

ment may help finance the
academic portion."

He also mentioned hopefully
that there maybe outside donors
who did not contribute to the

drive for academic funds but
who would be willing to give
money for a theatre.

AMS President Watt said: "I
can't argue with the list - it

all seems perfectly logical.

There is nothing in it that I

can see doesn't have priority

over a theatre.

"

"
I gather Dr. Corry talked

to the staff and they said that

these things were absolutely
essential.

"

Mr. Watt also said that

originally the construction of

a theatre had not been planned
for another twenty years.

The Board of Trustees will

meet in Richardson Hall on
Friday, February 11. It will

The Board of Trustees will

meet in Richardson Hall on
Friday, February 11. It will
decide what is to be done about
a theatre at Queen's.

Both the AMS and Dr. Corry
will ask the Board to consider
a theatre.

Larry Wiertz, chairman of

the Building Fund, and Gord
Watt, president of the AMS
will ask the Board to clearly

state its intentions with regard
to the Theatre Project. Mr.
Wiertz thinks that students have
a right to know a definite course
of action.

The AMS brief concentrates
attention on the concert hall

part of the complex as necess-

ary immediately. Grant Hall

often overflows now and will

continue to do so as enroll-

ment increases to over 6000
students by 1970. Kingston does
not provide the same facilities

as a larger city and the AMS
feels that the University should
make a special effort to pro-
vide such elements or expect

a decline in the stature of

Queen's.

The brief notes that the Uni-
versities of British Columbia
and Manitoba have theatres fin-

anced by student levies of $10

(25 years) and $8 (15 years)
respectively. The University of

Alberta is planning a student
levy for a new theatre.

Because of the nature of the

building itself and of its shared
financing, the AMS will ask
the Board to consider the com-
plex as a special project sep-
arate from the priorities list.

The AMS proposes: "1) that
the Board of Trustees commit
itself to immediately investi-
gate all possible sources of
support necessary to go ahead
as soon as possible with the
2000 seat concert hall portion
of the drama-music complex;

2) that an attempt shall be made
to finance the project without
utilizing student funds; 3) that

the concert hall should be de-
signed as a unit which will

eventually include a new small
teaching theatre and other aca-
demic facilities for the depart-
ments of music and drama."

Dr. Corry will ask the trust-

ees to explore funds in order
to make a start on the con-
cert hall as a separate project
concurrent with the normal pri -

orities list. The 40% turnout

for the plebiscite was higher
than he expected and although
the vote was close he feels

many students who voted 1

no'

did not vote against a theatre.

He believes student opinion fa-

vours the concert hall as the

most essential element of the

proposed complex.
Dr. Corry thinks the Board

would have been unlikely to

seriously consider a theatre

without the student levy. The
trustees now have to decide
whether this levy should be
imposed on future generations
of students.

JANE MACDONALD LEADS LEVANA

Easy Wins For Some
At the Wednesday night meet-

ing
of the Arts and Science

Society John Argue, former Jr.
^M.S. Representative, was
elected President by acclam-
ation. Peter Eddison and Brian
«hnison also won the positions
of Secretary and Treasurer,
reapectively, by acclamation.

,
John Scott met no opposition

ln his bid for the office of
assistant Secretary in the
Engineering Society. Al White
was elected President of the

:sculapian Society by acclam-

ation, along with John Bond,

Secretary, Dan Raes, Assistant

Secretary, Wadejunek, Sr. AMS
Representative, Mike Jewett,

Sr. C.A.M.S.L, and Tim Kerr,

Athletic Stick.

The Journal will be continu-

ing its coverage of campus
elections in future issues. In

this issue, on pages 4-5, the

Journal has presented the policy

positions of the different cand-

idates for offices in both the

Engineering and the Aesculap-

ian Societies.

Widi an excellent turnout of

64 percent, Levana voters
elected Jane Macdonald as
President of the Levan Society,

Miss Macdonald defeated op-
ponents Elizabeth Barrett and
Sue Cheshire. In other contests,

Linda Savary was elected Sec-
retary, Marg Coombs Treas-
urer, Patty Peppin Junior AMS
Representative, and Pat Sisty

President of the Levana Athletic

Council. The President-elect
had this to say about her vict-

ory: "I was very pleased with

the high turnout. I believe it

to demonstrate a real interest

in the affai rs of the Levana
Society. I would also like to

congratulate my opponents, and
1 hope that I will be able to

fulfill the expectations of all

my supporters.

"

Jane MacDonald

NO IMPOSTORS AT QUEEN'S
Discovery of an impostor on

the staff of Lakehead College

Wednesday prompted the Jour-
nal to do a snap check of

Queen's faculty members. It has
been proven:

That Dr. Corry is definitely

not Stephen Leacock or Will
Rogers; that Prof. A. Deutsch

is not Charley Chaplin; that

Padre Laverty Is not the notor-

ious " Red" Ryan, although

members of the Kingston Board

of Education were hesitant about

confirming this.

STAFF APPOINTMENT
The Principal announced to-

day the appointment of Dr. Grant
V. McDonald to a full professor-
ship in the Psychology Depart-
ment. "Dr. McDonald's cred-
entials (Phd Washington) leave
me no doubt of his capabilities,"

said Dr. Corry.
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Fees and the Union

Perhaps you thought Student Government was autonomous

at least In their broom and dustpan role of administering

student services. Unfortunately, yoU were w+ong.

Every change in the interest fees of the students must be

approved by the Board of Trustees. Recommended changes

could be from .the AMS Executive, although the normal channel

is a student plebiscite.

This is the case with the ten dollar increase for a theatre,

which will appear before the Board on Feb. II. Approval would

also be required to change the athletic fee of twenty dollars

a student.

Another fee change which should be implemented concerns

the fee for the Student's Union and also requires the approval

of this austere board.

At present ten dollars from every male student goes tow-

ards the expenses of the Student Union. Only two dollars are

donated by female students. Another eight from each woman

is designated for the Ban Righ Common Room.

This arrangement was satisfactory years ago when the

Student Union was for men only. At that time Ban Righ Com-

mon Room functioned as a 'Womens Union'.

However, emancipation proceeded inevitably as the women

of Queen's wiled their way first into the coffee shop, then

along the corridors until they emerged with squatters rights

in all but the men's common room and the men' s washrooms.

In recognition of their skilful subterfuge two dollars from

an original ten contributed to Ban Righ Common Room wasdi-

verted to the Student Union. At present eight dollars from the

interest fee of each female student is still designated for this

common room. The money is not used for activities that fe-

male students could take part in, rather it is used for the

capital expenditures of the Women's Residences.

This eight dollars per femal e student or $8800 should be

part of the student contribution to the expenses of the Student

Union. It could cover the annual loss incurred in running the

Union.
Those women living outside residence should not be expec-

ted to contribute to residence expenditures. The AMS Exec-

utive should advise and pressure the administration to change

the fee so that each student contributes an equal amount to the

Union and so that residence costs are met only by those bene-

fiting from residence accomodation.
— Tony Tugwell

Liz Robinson

Listening to Kahn - Tineta

Horn was both disturbing and

interesting. From her very first

words - "Don't call us, we'll

call you" - Miss Horn set up

an atmosphere of hostility which

was not dispelled for the rest

of the evening. Listening to her

you wanted to laugh at her

stupidity, pity her naiveness,

love her spirit, or shake her

for her bigotedness.

What she thinks the Indians

in Canada should be, her

narrow mindedness about as-

similation, seemed strange to

us as university people who

seem to sense that the way
the world is moving is towards

more assimilation, more inter-

marriages, more international

co - operation. She didn'

t

mention the world beyond Can-
ada at all; she had probably

never thought in international

terms. Athough she obviously

feels something should be done,

at one moment she was telling

English Canadians to mind their

own business; the next she was
denouncing them for not provid-
ing welfare centres and all sorts

of amenities for the Indians.

Indians were lazy (17% emp-
loyed) and yet they wanted to

do things for themselves -

"we'll call you".
Some of her suggestions, such

as not requiring the Indians

to learn both French and Eng-
lish as well as their native

tongue; and the improvement of

welfare for Indians not in

reserves (who cannot go to

provincial welfare societies)

were reasonable, and I feel she
may be doing some good by
travelling across Canada draw-
ing attention to these problems.
However because of her ig-

norance she will never really

do anything about the Indian

situation. Between her and the

audience on Saturday evening

there was a complete lack of

communication. Miss Horn set

out to be beautiful and charming,

but it was impossible to estab-

lish any basis of understanding

between us and her first of all

because she would rather flirt

than understand, and second
because she considers herself

an Indian, and therefore comp-
letely different.

I think there was a lot to

be learned in going to hear
her though. For me the most
important thing that became
apparent was not only the prob-
lems and complexities of the

Indian in Canada, but the

problem of communicating with

the people involved, in order
to begin attacking these prob-
lems. Usually at a university

we live and associate with

people we can communicate
with; we get used to being
understood, to deep friendships.

But if we choose later on to

move out of the university we
are going to have to associate
with people we may not like

or understand.

LOMERONSEX
Editor, Journal:

The author of "Let Love

Abound" Is Noel Lomer. Due

to a misunderstanding with the

Journal staff, my initials were

signed, rather than my name
as I intended. Had my name
been signed, it might have been

learned that a) this is my fourth

year at Queen's, b) I am not

in residence, and c) I am not

sexually frustrated.

I hope this will give second

thoughts to the " Three Mature
Upperclassmen*. I would much
rather have criticism directed

at my arguments than at me
personally.

1 too deplore the coarse

attitude in residence. But I

would like to help change the

attitude from immaturity to

maturity, from irresponsibility

to responsibility, from frust-

ration of natural private re-

lations (sexual or otherwise)

to a healthier attitude.

My assumption is that to make
people mature, you give them

more freedom and responsi-

bility. Thus I suggest that

women be allowed into men'

s

rooms in residence at specified

hours.

To have this change adopted,

there would have to be a great

change in the attitude of the

administration. It would be a

sign that our university had

stopped declining and reacting

against this time of changes,

and was becoming progressive

and liberal. Let the adminis-

tration and the students prog-

ress together: let us drop these

absurd residence rules!

Noel Lomer

SCM RESUME
Editor, Journal:

I am sending the following

paragrapns in the hope that they

will clarify the interest of the

S.C.M. in holding the panel last

Sunday.

The panel involving Dr. Corry
exposed several significant

problems. One is that students

are angry, vague and negative

in their discontent. Another is

the lack of communication —
and ability (desire?) for com-
munication-- between s tudents

and people in authority at the

university. Having had these

problems graphically illustrat-

ed, certain responses come to

mind.

Students must make an effort

to become informed. Great ig-

norance of the facts has no ex-

cuse, for, as Dr. Corry pointed

out, much more information is

available than has been used
and he specifically invited stu-

dents to seek answers from him
before assuming the informa-
tion would be withheld, (e.g..

he did not, as suggested by the

Journal article, say that the

list of priorities would not be

available to students).

Serious effort to discover the

facts and suggest alternatives

seems a logical follow-up to

the expressions of discontent.

Secondly if we desire a com-
munity of scholars, we must

take seriously the prescence

and participation of people in

administration as individuals

to be listened to and talked with

rather than as stereotype en-

emies of student democracy to

be fought.

The needs indicated cry for

a more creative follow up.

Walter Whiteley
Pres., Queen's SCM

VIVE L'UNION
Editor, journal:

This letter is in reference

to the recent attacks upon the

cultural and artistic endeavours

of Science '67.

During the past Snowball

Weekend we have attempted,

obviously in vain, to awaken

the masses to the unlimited

possibilities of excellence in

snow sculpture. We have re-

ceived nothing but vicious

attacks from all campus org-

anizations since theprojectwas

begun. After putting on display

the efforts of our most talented

members we were subjected

to the \ bitter humiliation of

losing the top award of the

exhibition which, we feel, can

be attributed only to the blatant

favouritism of the judges.

We are at the point of

admitting defeat and retiring

with the remnants of our pride

when we were exposed to the

biting mockery set forth in your

newspaper. The more radical

elements in our midst were at

once demanding a violent revo-

lution. Still the conservative

wing of Sc ' 67 pleaded for

patience with the rest of the

university. We reconciled our

views by forming L'Uniondes
Artistes de la Reine, and vowed

never again to participate in

so-called cultural activities on

campus.
Following the deliberate

mutilation of parts of our

masterpiece on the weekend,

L'Union des Artistes called a

general meeting for Monday
morning, Jan. 23rd. Before this

meeting took place still another

overt act of prejudice was com-
mitted. The remainder of the

statue had been transformed
by the use of a red rag and
an obscene sign into a cruel

and vulgar joke designed to

ridicule the merits of the

original. We therefore have no

hesitation in making the follow-

ing declaration:

H'ANGLISH BATARDS!
We, the undersigned, in the

name of L'Union des Artistes

de I'Universite de la Reine,

do hereby declare complete in-

dependence from all cultural
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association with Queen's Univ-
ersity. We will henceforth

refuse to acknowledge the exist-

ence of any campus groups set

up in the name of art. With

relations thus severed we will

accept nothing less than an

apology (through the facilities

of this newspaper) from all

parties responsible for this un-

precedented harassment. Other

wise openhostllities are certain

to ensue. Vive L'Uniotit

David Carnee
Renald Chique

Renald Charkot

membres de 1' Union des

Artistes de I'Universite

de la Reine

HELWIG DIRTY
Editor, Journal:

I find that I must take another

violent exception to the taste

and discretion of the editors

of the November 1965"Quarry"

as evidenced by the inclusion

of the article, "After School"

by David Helwig. It is indeed

unfortunate that such perver-

sion, disguised somewhat more

than vaguely as art, can find

such a ready outlet on this

campus. Pornography (and 1

definitely consider the short

story pornographic) in its free

open and admitted form has its

place, 1 suppose, in any society,

but masked as art it creates

in me only revulsion and dis-

gust. Probably the more" free" -

minded among us could ration-

alize their way to seeing this

story as some sort of sensit-

ive insight into the developing

adolescent mind. To me, it is

a picture window looking onto

a grossly perverted mind.

Surely Mr. Helwig* s fine liter-

ary talents could be channeled

into a more constructive and

acceptable manner of handling

this subject. Mr. Helwig might

have developed even this story

without quite such obvious and

repeated references as to

"rhythmic pumping." My apolo-

gies to Mr. Helwig if I have

failed to apprehend some
profound meaning in his writing,

but I am afraid that even such

a profundity would not excuse

the obscenity displayed. Thank

you for the opportunity to state

my views, as Mr. Helwig has

had his opportunity.

J.E.F.
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Debaters Seventh At Osgoode
Queen's sent a two-man team

t0 the annual winter weekend
debating tournament at the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario last

Friday and Saturday. Although
undefeated in their three de-

bates, John Rook (Economics)

and Roger Pratt (Civil Engi-
neering) were placed seventh
overall on the points system
used.

The tournament consisted of

two impromptu debates (30 min-

utes preparation for each), and
one prepared topic. In the first
impromptu debate. Queen's re-
solved that "Academic Life is
an Escape from Reality", and
duly defeated Toronto (who fin-
ished fourth in the final pri-
cings). In the second round,
McGill proposed the prepared
topic, that" Automation can only
lead to a decadent society" and
they too were defeated. (Mc-
Gill was 6th in the final posi-
tions).

In the final round Queen's
defeated Western, when they re-
solved that " Women Should
Wear Perfume."

Fourteen teams took part in
the tournament (28 speakers)
and only Queen' s, Syracuse, and
Ottawa were undefeated. Syra-
cuse was given first place, with
J. Field of Syracuse winning
the best speaker award. RMC
placed 8th, and Ottawa 9th.

Defend The Marmota
Pleads Argue

Petitions being the style these

days, more than 100 students

got together to present a stir-

ring cry for justice to a friend

of the animal world. It reads:
WHEREAS: we, the under sign-

ed, are mighty disturbed at

the vast amount of snow pre-
sent on the fields this week
and
WHEREAS: it is the custom of

a certain species of subter-

ranean animal known to all

as MARMOTA to surface com-
fortably on February 2nd to

determine a possible date of

the advent of spring.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE
AMS EXECUTIVE, being truly

SNOW STOPS
HARP SHOW
Last Monday night the con-

cert in Frant Hall was can-
celled because of the snow.
Hyman Goodman, violinist

and concert master of the To-
ronto Symphony Orchestra, and
his daughter Erica, Canadian
representative at the Interna-

tional Harp Contest last fall,

could have come by train. The
harp could not—the specially

equipped station wagon was
snowed in and alternative frei-

ghting arrangements could not
be made in time.

The concert will be held next

Monday, Feb. 7, at 8:30 pm
in Grant Hall. The following
concert of pianist Philippe En-
tremont planned for Monday,
March 7, will be held Thurs-
day, March 3.

representative of the Alma Ma-
ter Society shall clean a space
approximate in size and loca-
tion to the lower campus.
John Argue (Jr. Arts Rep.),

who read the petition, was ap-
pointed to chair a committee
to carry out the resolution.
The resolution was written on
a 12-foot-long piece of brown
paper.

'Lament' Grant

Here Feb.8-9
Classes will be cancelled next

Wednesday, February 9, from
10 to 11 am. for the AMS lect-
ure in Grant Hall to be given
by George Grant, professor of
religion at McMaster Univer-
sity in Hamilton.
Mr. Grant, author of " Lament

for a Nation", will be arriving
Tuesday evening for a coffee
party to be held in the co-ed
lounge of the Union, just above
the west door to the building.
All are welcome.

Noted Poetess
Reading Here
Gwendolyn MacEwen, 24 year

old author of two books of
poetry and a novel, will give
a poetry reading, sponsored by
the Department of English, in
the Agnes Etherington Art Cen-
tre at 8:30 pm on Tuesday,
Feb. 8.

Miss MacEwen is one of the
few Canadian poets to win the
CBC Poetry Prize. Her first
book of poems, 'The Rising
Pire" , was highly praised by
reviewers. She has also pub-
lished a novel, 'Julian the Mag-
ician*

, and her second book of
Poems, 'Breakfasts for Barbar-

ic
3'' is to be published by

the Ryerson Press this spring.
Miss MacEwen is praised by

"lost reviewers for both her
richness of language and fresh-
ness of approach. She has been
called "the most exciting young
P°et in Canada."

George Anderson
OrcusVice- Pres

George Anderson (Arts '67)

has been elected vice-president

of the Ontario Region of the

Canadian Union of Students for

the academic year 1966-67.

Mr. Anderson, chairman of

the Queen' s CUS committee won
the post at an ORCUS confer-

ence in Toronto last weekend.
When asked to comment, he

told the Journal he was "over-
shelmed." In a more serious

vein, he added, " I fully intend

to embarrass the government."

Aid Nigerians

Three students from Nigeria

are supported by funds from
Queen's students. Lawrence and

Clement Nwakwesi and Rafu
Arkindele are sponsored by the

African Students Foundation

Committee.
This committe composed of

Dorris Heffron, Liz Love, Liz

Robinson, Judy Snyder, and Nile

Jenson was founded last fall

when the Kingston chapter of

the African Students Foundation

had trouble finding funds, The
student committee, the only one

in Canada, collected $680 from
campus clubs and enabled the

three to continue their studies.

Anew executive is to be form-

ed and applications should be

submitted to Dorris Heffron by

Feb. 15.

DRIVE A MUSTANG
FOR ONE WEEK

Compliments of

J.L. EDWARDS MOTOR SALES

A draw will be made at the

IAN AND SILVIA CONCERT
To qualify you must:

1) he '21 years of age or older
2) have an Ontario Driver's

Licence
3) attend Queen's
4) be at the concert.

Numbered stubs for the draw may
he obtained at noon Feb. 7th in
the Union, with proper proof.
No cost to vou.

Come on over to smoothness

with no letdown in taste

Come on over to

New!
Player's

Kings

A FEW
COGENT
REASONS
FOR USING
TAMPAX
IN COLD
WEATHER
When you indulge in any active

outdoor sport, Tampax
menstrual tampons can*t chafe,

irritate or slip.

You have to come indoors some
time. The transition from biting

cold to a heated room can
create odor problems. Not with

Tampax tampons.

You may be away from home
for a day or a week-end. „

Tampax tampons pack pfffffl

inconspicuously— and EfflSf
are so small you can slip UlI'

li'Ll

an extra one in a pocket.

You feel more secure with

Tampax internal sanitary

protection. It's out of sight, out

of mind.

Even with stretch pants, nothing

can show, no one can know.

DON'T MISS
VINTAGE '66

FEBRUARY 11 TH

WITH DENNYVAUGHAN
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Faculty Elections: Platforms, Nominees

WE ASK SOME QUESTIONS
1. Are you in favour of the proposed changes in the AMS: the

change in representation with 4 reps for Arts, Levana, and

Engineering; 3 for Post Grads; 2 for Medicine, Law, Theo-

logy; and 1 for Nursing Science, and the idea of an inner coun-

cil concerned with administration, and an outer council to de-

cide policy? Reasons.

2. What do you think the AMS should do? Should it serve the

students and facilitate better communication among student

groups and between the students and the administration? Should

it lead the students and take a stand on campus issues such

as the theatre project? Should it also take a stand on national

and international student issues such as free education, or

on political issues such as Viet Nam?
3. What is your position on:

(i) free education or a fee freeze.

(Ii) student control of the Union—what aspects under student

control.

(iii) student government of residences—how much control, mix-

ed eating privileges, women in rooms, women's common rooms

open later.

(iv) student participation in the curriculum—should they help

decide course content and the way it is presented.

4. Any other comments.

SCIENCE CANDIDATES 1

RICK STERNE
No stand should be taken on

political issues such as Viet

Nam.
3. Education must be worked
at. Those who have the abi-

lity, the desire, and the drive

for a university education

should be accommodated. There

should be support available for

students academically quali-

fied.

If the calibre of teaching

falls because of lack

of money, fees should be rais-

ed. At the same time availa-

ble support should be increased.

There should be no financial

barrier to academically quali-

fied students.

There should be more student

control of the Union. Policy

and administration should be

decided by students while the

University Administration sho-

uld control finances.

The present function of the

Men's Residence Central Com-
mittee is mainly social. There

should be much more student

participation in administration

and policy including represen-

tation on the Residence Board.

One of the major problems
is too few upperclassmen in

residence. If girls were allowed

into residence more upper-
classmen would return. This

would raise the general level

of maturity and improve resi-

dence life.

It would be a good idea to

allow girls in Friday and Sat-

urday nights from 9 pm to

2 am.
4. The Engineering Society al-

ready has an academic pro-
blem (see Gord McKay's ans-
wers.) There should be more
interest shown in the student
evaluation of courses.

MEDS PRES AL WHITE

Rick Sterne:

1, 1 am in favour of the pro-

posed changes. The separate

inner and outer councils will

be more efficient as the outer

council will discuss major con-
troversial issues, and leave

routine business to the inner

council.

The chant* presentation

is faire" is closer to

repref jn by population.

The election of the AMS pres-
ident by the entire student body
is also a good idea as It a-
voids the present conflict of

interest as president of the AMS
and a faculty representative.

2. The AMS should provide a

coordination and act as a lia-

son. On controversial student

issues, student opinion should
be tested. The first responsi-
bility of the AMS is to Queen'

s

students. Some support should
be given to CUS, but again
students should be asked their

opinion.

Question #1

I'd agree with any change

which would enable the A.M.S.

executive to become more ef-

ficient and more representative

of student opinion: and better

equped to handle the affairs of

the University.

1 am opposed to decreasing

the number of Aesculapian rep-

resentatives on the A.M.S

because:

1) Our past representation has

been outstanding.

2) medical students are in

university for a minimum of

six years. They are used to

university affairs and have a

lot to contribute.

3) that if they are adopting the

principle of representation by

population, it is a farcebecause

we are getting the same number

Aesculapian Nominations

President
Al White

Vice-President
Dave Macklin
Frank Tindell

Secretary

John Bond
Assistant Secretary

Dan Raes
Treasurer

Jennifer Frank
Pat Gill

Duncan Holmes

Jr. AMS Representative
Brian Bailey
Geroge Carson

Sr. AMS Representative
Wade Junek

Jr. CAMS1
Ted Erb
Fred Schlappner

Sr. CAMS1
Mike Jewett

Athletic Stick

Tim Kerr

(2) as Law and Theology which

together have a combined pop-

ulation of the Aesculapian

Society.

Question #2 -Purposeof A.M.S.

a) A.M.S. should

1) provide services for students

in way of social events, athletic

events and co-ordinations.

2) representation for students

of Queen's to the administration

other universities and govern-

ment bodies.

b) They should take a stand

when they are sure they are

representing the opinion of the

majority of students at Queen' s/
I think that they should clearly

outline the alternatives for stu-

dents without trying to prejud-

ice them and let them decide.

c) Same as above. The A. M.S.

should be the spokesman for

Queen's - but as long as it is

the student" s opinion.
Question #3

a) Free Education

I think that everyone is aware
that there is no such thing as

a "free government -sponsored

programme". Anything like this

would necessitate a rise in

income tax. Since university

graduates are often in higher

income brackets, we would end

up paving for our own education,

probably two-fold. 1 think that

students who find that summer
job incomes and contributions

from parents are insufficient

are often able to get loans and

bursaries to see them through

the period. I'd rather see a

decrease in interest on loans

and an increase in the number
of loans.

b) Student Control of Union

Students should have almost

complete control of union.

c) There should be more
control of the Residences, but

not as much as the Union.

Students should not be unreal-

istic and expect to completely

take over, but they should have

more say in regard to rules.

It is an immature idea that

girls should not be allowed in

boys rooms.
d) Again, 1 agree with greater

participation. Hie idea that

"prof knows best" is not always

right. I think that the content

of some courses could be de-

cided in some cases by a student

perspective rather than only by

a professor1

s. Meds men are in

a different situation than Arts,

in the fact that there is a certain

amount of factual knowledge

that we are obligated to learn,

and therefore we can not have

as much to say in curriculum

content as the other faculties.

However there are areas, even

in Medical courses, where stu-

dent opinion on course content

is contributory.

SCIENCE PRES CANDIDATES II

GORDON McKAY

1. I am in favour of the

proposed changes in the AMS
with the provision that each
faculty be represented on the

inner council.

Arts

Nominees

Vice-President
John Maplesden
John Burgess

sr. AMS Representative

George Anderson
Ed Chown

Jr. AMS Representative
Andy Cohen
George Murray

The mere fact of decreased

numbers will allow for smooth-

er functioning.

2. The AMS should co-ordin-

ate student activities and act

as a liaison. It should also

lead the students.

On controversial campus is-

sues student opinion should be

tested. AMS support of CUS
should depend on the issue

No stand should be taken on

political issues such as Viet

Nam.
3. (i) Fees should not be

abolished. A University edu-

cation is a privilege that one

should pay for. Fees should be

reduced and more government
support should be available,

(ii) As we pay $10 per year

towards the Union we should

have some control of it. The
governing body should be com-
posed of 1/2 students and 1/2

administration.

(iii) There should be more
student control in die resid-

ences. This would improve the

value of residence as a result

of greater participation.

At the moment residents can-

not even receive a breakdown
of the residence budget. More
information would be a major
step.

(iv) The Engineering Society

already has an Academic Prob-

lems Committee which meets

course advisors in business.

The advisors and the committee

make recommendations to the

Dean who passes them on to

the departments. Also each stu-

dent in a course makes an

evaluation.

This system has resulted in

several changes in the past few

years.

'66 Admissions Easier

Changes in the admissions
requirements for the 1967-68
academic year have been an-

nounced by Dr. Corry.
The changes affect all fac-

ulties and schools except the

faculty of applied science which
has already announced new ad-
mission requirements for the

fall of 1966.

Applicants to the faculty of

arts and science will require,

in most instances, a minimum
of four subjects at the grade
13 level, instead of the five

now required. The admissions
requirements, however, will

vary from course to course.

In all cases students entering

this faculty will be required

to have an average of at least

60 per cent.

Under the new requirements

in the science faculty students

will need four subjects If they

have completed grade 13 in one

year. If they have taken two

years they will require a fifth

course.
Undergraduate students enter

ing the School of Business will

no longer require a language i"

addition to English.

Applicants to the faculty ° f

medicine will no longer require

English and a second language-
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SCIENCE PLATFORMS
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Rick Sterne

Over the past years many of

the annual activities of, the

Engineering Sciety have become
almost routine. Such routine

matters can be delegated and
more time spent investigating

new ideas. It is time to be
more creative in our thinking.

An example of such new ideas

is the coffee house project.

WE NEED A MORE DYNAMIC
SOCIETY.

I would like to thank all those
who worked on my behalf. I

think the size of my campaign
indicates the enthusiasm which
I have towards this position,

1 hope this hears' campaign
will create a greater campus
interest in the Engineering
Society elections themselves.
Lets have everyone out to vote

on Tuesday.

Gordon McCay
In past years our society has

gained a unique position of

leadership and respect among
the other societies. In the future

it will be necessary to advance
into other fields of endeavour
to maintain this position. In this

respect I propose that our
Faculty make a concerted effort

to imp., rove our image by pro-
moting Engineering interest in

all realms of campus activit-

ies, specifically the A.M.S. As
a member of the society* s exec -

utive for the past two years
and present president of Science
'67, I feel I have the neces-
sary experience and ability to

carry out the duties and
responsibilities of the presi-
dential office.

Douglas C. Clark
The position of First Vice-

President is one of the most
important. With my past exec-
utive experience at, and away
from Queen's, I feel that I could
capably fill this office. Having
worked with both presidential
candidates in the past, I am
prepared to give fullest support

to the president.

Doug MacDona Id

Interest in society affairs,

as shown by past activities, and
experience as Treasurer on the

Executive Board: these quali-
fications I offer. Wholehearted
support of the President and
Executive: this I pledge.

2nd VICE-PRESIDENT
Haydn Matthews
My main responsibility will

be Chairman of the Clubrooms
committee. I wish to extend

by Peter Leishman, Sc. '67

PEARSE CHIEF FREC
The Engineering Society has

elected Jim Pearse as the Chief

Free. He will be in charge
of freshmen initiations next fall.

In speaking to the executive

Jim said "felt he could work
with people and form a work-
able group". When questioned
about the traditional 'greased
pole clim' Mr. Pearse stated

firmly that "it should be more
reasonable, that is more acces-
sible, in order that the frosh

would have a fair chance of

completing the test". As far as

harrassment of the frosh was
concerned, Jim said it was
"a lot of fun, and as much
physical activity as possible*

would be incorporated Into next
faU's initiations. He criticized

more facilities to Science For-
mal, provide an organized
Junior - Frosh scheme, and
better acquaint first year with
Clark Hall. I feel my two years
previous experience on this

committee shows my interest
in this position and ability to

do the work required.

Bruce Mitchell
Prerequisites for any posit-

ion are ability and desire. As
President of Sc '68 this year
and a member of the Engineer-
ing Society Executive I hope I

have demonstrated my ability.

My desire speaks for itself.

As second Vice President 1

will endeavour to manage YOUR
clubrooms, for YOU, in any way
befitting YOU.

SR. AMS REPRESENTATIVE
Baxter Stephenson

During the past year, I have
endeavoured to lay a good
foundation in the A.M.S. by
actively participating in both
facets of student government

committee work and policy
decisions. With this background
I have acquired a few guiding
principles which should help
Engineers in the workings of

the A.M.S.

Peter Leishman
I would like to see more res-

ponsible participation in student
government. Students are not

kept fully aware of the import-
ant activities of the A.M.S. and
too often the representatives on
the A.M.S. executive are not

conscious of what the student

opinions are. I propose to est-

ablish a formal line of contact

with Engineers in order that I,

as your Sr. A.M.S. Rep., should

be fully aware of what YOU
think.

JR. A.M.S. REPRESENTATIVE
Doug.(Monty) Montgomery
Your vote for me would thrust

upon me a great responsibility,

innumerable committees, and a

good deal of work. It would also

present me with a challenge,

enjoyment and a path to personal

achievement. I love respons-

ibility, committees, work, chal-

enges, enjoyment, personal

achievement and your vote.

John Taylor
An AMS representative must

perform the bi - directional

function of : reporting the

the Junior-Frosh scheme for

not being well enough organized

but thought that it, on the whole,

was very worthwhile.

Jim .will be accepting written

general opinions of engineers
to the A.M.S., and informing
the engineers of the A. M.S.
decisions. At present, this is
not done effectively and I would
appreciate the opportunity of
showing you and other facult
ies how well it could be per
formed.

SECRETARY
Forrest (Woody) Smith

In my three years at Queen's
I have had the opportunity of
meeting and working with most
of the candidates in this election
I have served on my year exec-
utive and as Vice-President of
the Chemical Engineering Club.
I feel that I have the confidence,
experience, and desire to do
a capable job as Secretary.

Ron Cheek
—Civil '67

--BSc, Sir George Williams
University

--Active in Engineering Society
at S.G.W.U. for 3 years and
was secretary in 19o5

--I am interested in keeping
the Queen' s Eng. Society the

most active and worthwhile
organization on campus. All o:

your support is appreciated.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
John Scott

I feel that past experience
in executive positions added
to experience gained here at

Queen's will enable me to fill

the position of Assistant Sec-
retary competently and res-
ponsibly. If elected, I will strive
to the utmost of my ability to

bring vitality and originality
to the Engineering Scoiety Ex-
ecutive.

TREASURER
Greg Gould
As treasurer of my high

school student council andHi-Y
council I am familiar with book-
keeping and budgeting. I believe

every executive member should
devote his enthusiasm to an
effective, efficient Engineering
Society. I am in Engineering

Mathematics with first class

honours at Christmas.
Paul Tidman
Your vote for me is a step

towards an Eng. Society more
meaninful to you, for I hope
to promote a closer relation

ship between the Society anc

you, its members. Integrity,

coupled with sincere desire,

feel can qualify me as a good
representative for your int

erests. With this in mind,

ask for your support.

applications soon from those

who would like to be Frees.

He would like to have one or

two Frees who will be living

in Kingston for the summe:

Page 5

Tricolor
Recipients

Supa Splits Proceeds
The Ian and Sylvia benefit

concert, sponsored by SUPA
provided considerable financial

assistance for the Kingston

Community PROJECT.

After paying production expens

and $300 union fees for Ian and

Sylvia, SUPA had a net of

approximately $2100. In a meet-

ing of the club it was decided

to divide the proceeds as

follows: $50 to the SUPA club

on campus for present debts

and expenses to the end of term,

and $300 for the Winter KCP

which amounts to $100 per

month for each of the two full-

time workers from now until

May. The remainder was placed

in a trust to be Jointly adminis-

tered by one member of the

Winter KCP and one member
of the SUPA executive. This

money will be the nucleus of

the fund for the summer pro-

ject which will begin when the

Queen's students finish the

spring term. At that time the

total funds raised wi 11 be

divided to cover the expenses

of the workers.

RAY OSTIGUY UORD WATT
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BY-LAW
CHANGES

BY LAW NO. 27

Section 2 (a) - ADD "For
the position of Journal Editor

the Committee shall consider

the recommendations of the

Editorial Board and accept the

present Editor as a non-voting

member If he is not rerunning"

BY LAW NO. 23

CHANGE " December " to

"January"

BY LAW NO. 4

Section 2, ADD - "In the

case of Graduate Students, the

requirement is three months
attendance at Queen' s after

registration."

Bicultural dressings

GARY L£WIS
AND THE
PLAY BOYS

MraiOIUAL CENTRE
Turns. FEB. 10

plus

••THE MONAflCIIS**

••THE TOWNSMEN*

*

MC ' s Garry Parr
R Uryan Olney

Advance tickets S2„00
now at Centre Hox Off
ice - A 1 fords - Clolonc
Urug Store - Embassy
Restaurant - House of
Sound - lido Grill -

Morton's Record flar

52,50 at the donr

DIAL SNCC FOR PROTEST
The Friends of SNCC (pro-

nounced snick) groupon campus

is one of the many spread across

the northern US and Canada.

The Student Non-Violent Co-

ordinating Committee is the

direct result of the Greensboro
demonstration of February 1,

1960. The "Friends" groups

serve as affiliates, associates

and fund raisers for SNCC
whose prime purpose is to im-

prove conditions in the tough

"Black Belt" of the South. This

has been done by organizing

conferences of sit-in leaders,

the voter registration drives

in Mississippi, demonstration

and especially the Freedom
Schools for negro children.

The Freedom Singers, here
Wednesday, help raise funds

for these activities. The singers

themselves work for a meagre
salary of $100 per month. They
have travelled over a quarter

of a million miles giving bene-

fit concerts. The group origin-

ally consisted of four girls and

two boys. Since then, the group

has become all-male. The sing-

ers are well-known for their

moving, emotion-filled songs,

especially 'We Shall Overcome'

The Central Canada Inter-

collegiate Chess Tournament
was hosted by the Queen's club

on the weekend of Jan. 28-30.

Seven universities were rep-

resented: Carleton, R.M.C.,

Waterloo, Toronto, McGill,

Montreal, and Queen's.

Many Queen' s students show-
ed interest in the affair, coming
in to watch the rounds. A
Levanite cooed about the poetic

beauty of watching two compet-
itors, French and English-

speaking, who could not com-
municate but who could come
together in peaceful unanimity,

squabble over die tactics of

a medieval war. She thought

that Canadian politicians should

follow our example. When one

player offered to sacrifice a

Bishop to the gods to win a

battle, our Levanite thought it

dangerous to involve the Church

in international wars. We also

thought she had a point worth

bearing in mind. But she was
especially infuriated when a

Black Knight forked a King and
Queen at the same time. She

declared that this was a highly

improper thing for a supposedly

chivalrous knight to do.

The tournament ended on Sun-
day evening with Toronto and
McGill tied for first place each
with 36 1/2 out of a possible
48 points. Toronto was declared
the champion by virtue of the
match between them which
Toronto won 4 1/2 - 3 1/2.
Montreal was third with 35
points, and Queen's fourth with
21. The top two players for

Queen' s also gained the highest
number of points for the team:
Bill Doubleday was first with
5 out of a possible 6 points

and Phil Smedley with 3 1/2.

Next year the University of

Toronto will host the annual

tournament.

Ban RighHouse Cou ftcf /Rep f ies(Finaily)
Ban Righ House Council has

been in an undesirable position

during the past two weeks

because of vocal and written

criticism. An interview with

Kathy Segsworth, House Council

President, clarified the sit-

uation. She first expressed

gratitude at finally being asked

die facts, and went on to point

out the main residence problem
- lack of communication.

This problem has two main
factors. First, the number of

girls in residence has doubled.

Secondly, a new system of resi-

dence government was put into

operation in September, and is

not yet functioning smoothly.

Formerly, one central com-

mittee existed to which the

girls could bring their criticism

directly. Now there are three

council committees, one in each

block, and an overall"central
executive. Consequently, there

are more channels through

which to go, and the line of

communication from the girls

to the executive and vice versa

is less direct.

To bring out problems con-

cerning the present administ-

ration of House Council, and

to formulate remedies, two open

meetings were held during the

past weeks. At the January 24th

gathering, Paige Cousineau
raised a valid inquiry as to

the respective veto powers of

House Council and the Dean.

As a result, a deputation was
formed to examine the exist-

ing power distribution, and to

re -organize the council's in-

ternal structure.

Later that night, in separate

residence meetings, the girls

discussed problems concerning
the common-rooms and dress
in the dining hall. On Tuesday
Feb. 1, approximately 150 girls

voted for or against the pro-
posed changes. These proposals

were as follows:

a) Jeans can be worn whenever
slacks are now allowed - pas-

sed.

b) Slacks may be worn during

Saturday supper - passed.

c) No male guests are to be

allowed on Saturday - defeated.

d) Slacks may be worn to lunches

on weekdays - passed.

e) Common rooms will stay

open each night until 2:30 am
- passed.

These motions are now the

official recommendations of

House Council, and will be put

before the Dean and the B.R.
Board for their approval. Next
week in a completely comp-
rehensive poll, ballots will be
distributed to every woman in

residence. If the motions are
again passed, the administ-
ration will be forced to give

them serious consideration.

help wanted in Antigua, Burundi,
Columbia, Ghana, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Madagascar,

Peru, Rwanda, Sarawak, Tanzania, Tchad, Trinidad, Uganda, and Zambia.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

THE CaRADOC NURSERIES LIMITED
(Canada's Largest Agency Nursery)

again offers

Opportunities in Sales for High

Summer Earnings

Interviewers will be on your campus on

Friday, February 11

For further information, Company brochure and an interview
appointment, see your Placement Officer or our Queen's
University student Supervisors.

Jim Huir
District Supervisor

Jiro Wilson
District Superviso

it's your world.

These l

no plut

ideals. cd i -people

whole

s like km

l kkl yourscll M^nmy up
.in Slugging n QUI through .i

Hut's l he only way you'll fill

tries. And who knows, maybe
.it own filled. \Vhul is CUSO?
reatcd lo develop and pro-
>ortunitics for Canadian)
ment of qualified r

like you. How does CUSO
works through different int

who all assist in the placement of pc
In Canada il works through local

committees, located in most

Mjmmuniiy. What kind of people arc
with something to offer. People wilh
ing how to tcacli mathematics or grow
Jean a wound or build a bridge. These

countries need people who are adaptable and maiurc.
People wilh initiative. People who can earn respect, and
give it. Think about it for a minute. You'll know what
you have lo offer. What is the selection procedure like?

Tough. Because we don't believe in sending underdevel-
oped people lo underdeveloped countries. Preliminary

screening is carried out, where possible, by local

committees. CUSO then nominates candidates
to governments and agencies requesting per-
sonnel, who make the final selection. CUSO
also makes arrangements for preparatory and
orientation courses. How do you apply? Com-
plete !wo copies of the personal information
form winch you can get from local CUSO rcprc-

any Canadian university, or from
Secretary of CUSO. 75 Albert St., Ottawa.

Whateverbecame of:

Jess E. James,
CLASS OF '67?

CUSO
A world of opportunity

A life-long student of transportation sys-

tems, James wiH be best remembered for

his provocative major thesis "Iron Hosses

I Have Broke In." Working towards his

doctorate, he formed a research team

with his brother and toured the West,

taking copious quantities of notes as

they went. Soon the whole country was
talking about the James boys and they

were in great demand as guests of honour
at civic parties (neckties to be worn).

Despite a reputation which grew by leaps

and bounds (mainly on to passing trains)

Jess E. James remained an elusive, retiring

person who spurned formal gatherings no
matter how pressing the invitation. A
superb horseman, Mr. James had a way
with colts. His untimely end came when
he was engaged in breaking in a new
one — a 45, to be exact.

Keep your sights on success by forming

a goad banking connection — a "must"

for success in any profession or business.

Bank of Montreat

THE BANK THAT VALUES STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS
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CLASSIFIED

LOST AND FOUND
Would the person who took

the wrong pair of rubber boots
from outside the graduate
common room of Dunning Hall
please phone 542-8525. My
boots are brown and I have
your black ones which don't

fit me.
Lost - brown suede coat.

Lost in cloakroom at J.B. and

the Playboys. Glasses and
gloves in pockets. Please con-
tact Derek Abdalla, Room 311,

Leonard Hall, ext 210.

Found - Man's formal scarf,

lighter, ring, odd earrings,

compacts, lady's coat, purses.

AMS Office.

HOUSING
Large warm quiet room, lots

of hot water. 562 Johnson.

FOR SALE
A brand new Asahi Pentax

spotmatic fl-4 for sale at very
reasonable price. Any interest-

ed party is asked to phone
542-8714 and ask for Ong or
drop in at 238 University Ave.

NOTICES
Today's the day they'regiv-

ing away babies with every keg
and cock; If you know any ladies
who want any babies, just send
them to 432 Brock. George
Murray and Brian Edward wish
to announce they have moved
to new quarters 548-8418.

CUS travel - the S/S u
Castel

Felice", a student ship former-
ly advertised, will not sail. The
Council on Student Travel (am-
erican) now has chartered
ships, with one - way tickets

starting at $168. Spaces are
still available on CUS charter-
ed flights, round-trip cost $228.

Information and forms at AMS
Office.

Applications are now being
accepted for the following posi-
tions on the CUSO' Executive
for 1966-67: President, Vice-
President, Secretary - Treas-
urer, Public Relations Officer.
Applications for these positions
must be submitted in writing
before February 15 to Carol-

yn Bicks, Chown Hall. For
further Information concerning
the above positions or applic-
ations, please contact Carolyn
Bicks at ext 492 or Liz Love

Post-coin-a-rama, anyone?
To swap a "p" & an "O"
for a "S" and a "r, phone
546-3093.

Attention Levanltes - Here
is your chance to earn some
extra spending money. Girls
are needed to help seirve at
the Levanaformal Feb. 11. Those
interested please contact Diane
Crone, local 483.

Deadline - Contact Dorris
Heffron 548-8269 today or to-
night if you have an article
or poem for Levana Journal.

For my bookie: Tidman a
sure winner in the 8th stop
Slacked in clubhouse turn Jack-
son Downs . Engineering for
jockey at Queen's plate stop.
A great treasure, best your
money, back him. B. Good.

All expense paid trips to

Toronto and McGill; The United
Nations club will sponsor dele-
gates to a seminar (promotion
of the United Nations club on
campus) at Toronto on Feb. 4-6.

She will also pay the tab of
anyone wishing to attend a model
general assembly at McGill,
Feb. 9-12. Anyone interested
in these pleasure-filled excur-
sions please contact Paddy
Polley ext. 497 Chown Hall.

Extra travel information will

be given free. In the case of

the model general assembly be
prepared to state what country
you wish to represent.

Applications for the following
positions shall be made in writ-
ing to Joan Pistawka, New Res.,
by Monday, Feb. 14: Three (3)

representatives from the Lev-
ana Society for the 1966 Arts

and Science Student - Faculty
Orientation Committee; two of

these representatives shall be
students to be in their third

or fourth year, and one shall

be a student to be in her sec-
ond year.

THIS WEEK
FRIDAY, Feb. 4

Bowling! Friday night. We'll
be leaving the International
Centre at 7 pm. Dancing and
refreshments follow later In
the evening.

SATURDAY, Feb. 5
Queen's Young New Demo-

crats: meeting of Kingston
riding NDP; election of execu-
tive.

SUNDAY, Feb. 6
Youth Fellowship Hour, Union

St. Gospel Chapel, 5:00 pm.
Supper served, after which a
Moody Science Film "Prior
Claim" will be shown.

NoTuitionHike
The administration has "no

intention to raise (tuition fees)
at the present time," Principal
J.AXorry said this week in a
letter to the Alma Mater Soc-
iety executive.

However, the door was left

open to the possibility, depend-
ing on grants to be received
from the provincial government.

Fee Conference- U of T
Up to two delegates will be

sent from Queen' s to a confer-
ence on the financing of higher
education at the University of
Toronto on Febraury 18. Any-
one interested in applying
should inquire at the AMS office

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
for these positions with

AMS PUBLICATIONS

1. EDITOR, Queen's Journal
2. BUSINESS MANAGER, Queen's Journal
3. EDITOR, Tricolor
1. BUSINESS MANAGER, Tricolor
5. EDITOR, Who's Where

Applications shoiblcl be in writing and
should include details of experience,
interest, plans for operation and any
other information that may be relevant
Send to: Mr. Christopher G. Kiggs,

Chairman, Publications
The AMS Office

no later than MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7,1966.

DOMINO THEATRE INC.

presents

THE WAY OF THE WORLD

by William Congreve

This Fri. Sat. S.

Sunday

CURTAIN TTME

9.00 pm

8 Princess St,

Tickets at Mohoods

31.50

POSTGK'ADU \TE OPl'ORTI !M TY

PATHOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY

B\r,TT\'G INSTITUTE,
UNIVERSITY Ol'

1 TORONTO

Three Postgraduate Fellowhips,
initial stipends ranging from S2,400-

4,000 per annum depending upon quali-

fications, will become available dur-
ing 1966 in the Department of Patholo-
gical Chemistry, Banting Institute,
University of Toronto, Toronto 5.

Applications are invited from students

*ith a sound undergraduate training in

the Chemical or Biological Sciences or

j n Medicine. Interested students may

«rite to the Head of the Department for

further details.

things gO
better.i

Loke
Meanwhile, back at the lodge, it's time-out time for
the unmistakable taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts
your spirits, boosts your energy . .

.

CUS
LTFE INSURANCE

-your own low-cost student plan-

SHOLT-FOHM APPLICATION'

DEADLINE

FEB 15

For further information contact:

Don Carter Lloyd Jackson
Spec. Hep.

548-374.3 542-0950

SCOTIA-BANK CEN fENN I AL
SCHOLARSHIPS

Six awards will be made annual-
ly, three to French-speaking candi-
dates and three to English-speaking
candidates for graduate and under-
graduate students in their second
last year of a first university de-
gree programme. Graduate awards are
valued at 32,500 and undergraduate
at $1,500. Closing date for 1966-67
competition is

MARCH 15th

Further information and application
forms

:

DIRECTOR OF AWARDS

Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada

75 Albert Street
Ottawa, Ontario
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SPORTS CLUB NEWS TRACK INTRAMURAL REPORT
QUEERS PISTOL CLUB.... Last Sunday afternoon the Queen's

Pistol Club came up with its best performance to date when

it was narrowly defeated by Governeur 2560-2527. The high

scorer for Queen' s was Doug Caskey with 533 points. Jim

Thurlough, in his first year of competition, shot 525 for sec-

ond highest score on the Queen's squad. The next match will

be held this Sunday against RMC here at Queen's.

CLUB LEADER SPEAKS
"Let's have another round."

The Queen's Drinking Club: Perhaps the oldest and largest

club on Campus is the Queen's Drinking Club. Founded in

1846 from the dregs of an old wine keg in the basement of the

Old Arts Building which was formerly the Biology Building

and is now the Theology College and will be the old Old Arts

Building on completion of the Newest Arts Building, its mem-
bership has staggered from a dedicated few to todaV s drunken

thousands. At last count, the membership was slightly inebri-

ated. President Ima Guzzler (Honorary president, J. A. Mac-

Donald) was heard to snort that a great future lies before this

club. During the fall term weekly meetings were held in the

University's largest auditorium, Richardson Stadium. For the

second term, several veteran members have remained at R.S.

well stocked against the wintery blasts. However, the major-

ity of the members have split into several seminar groups

with study rooms in the LaSalle, the Fort, The Elbow Room
and other off campus intellectual centres. The vice-president

LB. Drink expressed the hope that committee rooms on cam-
pus would soon be obtained. For future activities the club

plans an all out offensive against the local A, A. For more
information contact the president or vice-president, if you can

find them.

SPORTS
NOTES

by Jack Cheng, Sports Editor

Queen' s Golden Gaels, bat

tling for fourth place in the

S1HL, have been playing with-

out three players, forwards
Doug Major and Bayne Norrie
and defenceman George Walker.
Norrie is sidelined with ton-

silitis and Walker has left the

team to devote full time to his

studies. Doug Major rejoins the

Gaels after recovering from an

illness. It had originally been
suspected he was suffering from
mononucleosis.

University of Toronto defends
its OQAA gymnastics cham-
pionship Saturday at the U. of
Montreal. Favored for the in-

dividual title are Art Kuisma of

Queen* s and Barry Brooker and
Ken Lumb of Toronto. Lumb
is defendi ng champ ion and
Brooker a former OQAA cham-
pion was out of school for the
past two years. Kuisma is fa-

vored to take the individual

championship for Queen' s since
he placed ahead of Lumb in

a meet just two weeks ago.
He has shown great improve-
ment over his performances
this year and has the ability
to take the individual title for
Queen' s.

After 10 seasons as head
football coach at Toronto, Da It

White has resigned to spend
more time with his family and
his other duties at U. of T.
White, 49, coached Varsity
Blues to a 39-37-2 record,
Yates Cup titles in 1958 and
19t>5 and first-place finishes
in 1956 and 1958. Leading can-
didate to replace Qhite is Ron
Murphy, Blues' line coach.

This weekend, Feb. 5, the

Queen's Track Team will send

two teams out of town. One

team will be travelling to Ann

Arbour Michigan to compete

with the University of Michi-

gan and the other team will

be competing in the Quebec

Winter Carnival at Quebec

City.

The group travelling to Mich-
igan will consist of Jorma Sa-

lmakwi, Brian Donnelly, Glen

Penwarden, Tim Baker, and

Dave Preston. Salmakwi was
selected as die outstanding per-

former at the O.Q.A.A, meet
in the fall of last year will

be entered in the high jump
and the broad jump. The 60

yd. dash and the 65 yd. hur-

dles will see Brian Donnelly

in competition with some of

the finest of the U.S. Colle-

giate runners. Both Baker and

Preston made it to the finals

in the Intercollegiate meet last

fall so they should be quite

able to give the Americans a

very good impression of Can-
adian track talent. The only

cloud in the Queen's horizon

is the sidelining of Dave Ellis,

who was Canadian junior re-

cord holder in the 880 yd. and

Intercollegiate champ in the

440 yd., due to the fact that

he is just recovering from a

back operation.

At Quebec City Roger Pratt
and John McCans will carry the

Tricolour in a unique 30 mile
relay race. This race is being
held in conjunction with the Win-
ter Carnival and the rules state

that each runner will run 15
miles. That's quite a bit in
all this snow but these two
boys can do it easily.

The next meet at which the
Queen's Track Team will be
competing will be held at the
Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto
on February 25.

The Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball Tournament is being

held at Queen' s this weekend. Teams representing U of T
Western, McGill, McMaster, Guelph, and Queen's will compete
for die title.

The action starts at 2 pm this afternoon with six games
scheduled. After dinner, the girls will resume playing at 7:30
pm. Tomorrow, two games will be played from 9:30 am— 10:30,

a warm-up between Guelph and McGill, followed by two more
games. Play resumes after lunch at 2 pm. Tournament con-
cludes at 5 pm with the dinner banquet at the YWCA.
Archery: The Girls' Intercollegiate Archery Team travels to

Guelph on Friday to participate in the Intercollegiate Indoor
Archery Tournament. The girls who will represent Queen's
are Diane Goodwillie, Laine Schmuul, Margot Standish and
Bea Saramak.

Laine Schmuul won the Intramural Tournament by defeating
Marg Closson. Thanks to everyone who came out and parti-
cipated in the tournament.
Curling: University of Toronto edged the University of Western
Ontario 8-7 here Saturday to win the Ontario-Quebec Athletic
Association women's curling championship.

Western, in gaining its berth in the final, eliminated Queen's
University's rink skipped by Helen Sutcliffe 9-6 in the semi-
final match.
Queen' s finished the double-knockout event with a record

of one win and two losses. Miss Sutcliffe lost to McGill in the
first game 8-4 and defeated McMaster 6-4 in the second game.
McMaster took the consolation title with a 6-5 win over Ry-

erson. The other teams entered in the championship event
were the University of Guelph and York University.

CURLING

Alex Scott defeated Richard
Devereaux 8-3 at the Kingston
Curling Club Sunday to win the
right to represent Queen'

s

University in the OQAA Curling

Championships, which will be
held at K.C.C. Feb. 11-12. Scott
took his rink through the single
knockout event undefeated. He
won three straight. The other
members of Scotf s rink are:

Don Campbell, vice-skip; Gerry
Howe, seond; and Paul Clarke,
lead.

PHE remained at the top of the league in hockey, basket-

ball, and curling to widen their margin In the rece for the

Bews. Although they have a strong waterpolo team Science

•68 seem to be faltering in the other major sports.

Defaults are once again becoming a great factor in Bews
scoring. In the past two weeks there have been more than

30 defaults in table tennis, handball, and badminton. Compet-
itors are urged to consult the schedules posted in the Men's
locker room

Bews standings

as of Wednesday,

1. P. RE.
2. Sc ' 68

3. Arts ' 68
4. Arts '69

5. Arts '67

6. Sc ' 66
7. Sc'69
8. Post Grads

Feb. 2nd.

29606
25914
22771

15925
15499

15313
12355
11198

10309
7615
6164
4933
4910
3994
2996
2715

9. Sc. ' 67
10. Arts * 66
11. Meds '70

12. Meds '71

13. Law 2 & 3

14 Meds
15. Law 1

16. Theology

Hockey:
Arts '68 edged Meds '71 4-3 Monday night to remain in a

first place tie with them in ' Y League. It must be noted that

Meds '71 was greatly handicapped without Pringle, their star

forward, who was drafted by Golden Gaels. Other scores

were: Meds 3- Sc.'69-1; Arts '67 8-Meds 70-3. Games today:

4 pm: Arts '67 vs PHE; 5:30 pm: Grads vs Sc'68.

Basketball:

A Double Elimination Tournament has been set up this year

to give variety to the playoff system. Full Court will be used

on Mon. Feb. 7, as the second round will get underway at 7pm
and 8:30 pm.

Curling:
Several defaults have complicated the scoring for the curl-

ing standings. Science '69 is leading Section A, Sc.' 66 Section

B, and Arts '69 Section C. Skips are urged to check hhe sched-

ules to prevent further complications.

Spectators are very welcome at all Intramural contests.

Who knows, you might be watching stars of the future in action.

Basketball
A second half collapse by

Queen's Golden Gaels allowed
St, Lawrence University Lar-
ries to coast to an easy 87-

54 win in an exhibition basket-
ball game played here Saturday
night.

"We faded badly in the sec-
ond half," said Queen's Coach
Frank Tindall. St.Lawrence led

42-32 at half time.

Jeff Jones led the way for

St. Lawrence with 19 points
while Jim Smith clicked for
17 and Al Stirling, 11.

Diminutive Doug Fraser led
the offensive thrust for the

HOCKEY
Queen' s Golden Gaels bowed

6-0 to St. Lawrence University
here Saturday in an exhibition

hockey game.
The Gaels, who lost 11-1

to the University of Toronto
Blues, in a regular Ontario-
Quebec Athletic Association
hockey match Friday, took only
a skeleton team to Utica.

Hockey Scoring
The Toronto Varsity Blues

Monteith brothers have started
scoring in their customary
fashion. Henry Monteith, run-
ner-up in scoring in each of
his first two seasons, is now
leading the AHL. He scored
five times at Queen's on Fri-
day and picked up a sixth goal
against U. of M. Saturday. The
weekend outburst ran his totals

to 15 goals and 10 assists.
Larry Jones of Queen's last
weeks' scoring leader, gained
only one goal and dropped to

fourth place with 22 pts. Jerry
Lawless, the Waterloo left

winger who led the scoring for
three weeks, has collected only
one goal and four assists in
six games to drop to sixth place.

Gaels with 17 points on eight

field goals and one free throw.

Pete Scobie followed with 12

points, while Bruce Engel had

eight.

"We played a little better

here," said Tindall. "Our shoot-

ing percentage was 30 per cent,

but as usual our opposition shot

50 per cent."

The Gaels had a poor shoot-

ing average of 35.6 per cent

Friday when they defeated Laval

University 69-39 in a regular

Ontario-Quebec Athletic Assoc-

iation basketball game.

SCOBIE
"Hot Young Rookie"

Nineteen year old Pete Scobie

has come into his own with a

total of 30 pts. in his last

two games. Scobie, who played

his high school ball at Ridg-

mont High in Ottawa, came to

us this year from Western.
Since Pete is only in his

2nd year at Queen' s, he has

several productive years left.

With Frank Tindall' s coaching

of his unorthodox style he should

continue to strengthen our much
improved Basket Ball Gaels.

TO-NITE

GRANT HALL

THE ARDELS

AUGUSTUS-A-GO-GO?
THE RISING SUNS

9:00 PM

GO-GO DANCERS



iToumal
Union Proposals

Expected Soon
The Student Government Commission will submit its

recommendation in the near future on the administration

of the Students' Union. Commission Chairman, Janet
Wykes, declined to reveal what the report will contain but

said it will be presented to the Alma Mater Society at its

meeting "either this Tuesday or next". The Commission, a

body made up of four students, a staff member and a King-

ston lawyer, was set up by the AMS last year to investigate
various aspects of the operation of University facilities.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1966

Politics Department
Hears Students

The Politics Department a-
greed to accept a brief from a
committee of politics students
during its consideration of cur-
riculum and departmental stru-
cture.

The brief consisted of a gen-
eral survey of the introductory
politics course, staff-student
relations, and methods of teach-
ing and included recommenda-
tions for improvement in these
areas.

It recommended a permanent
staff-student committee within
the department and a suggestion
that no major decisions should
be made by the department with-
out first consulting the students.

Due to the absence of Dr. Meisel
at this time, the proposed meet-
ing for the consideration of

the brief between the students

and a committee of faculty

members has been delayed for

two weeks.

The Journal talked to Bill

Stafford, Chairman of the Union

House Committee, to learn how
the Union is run at present.

He said that the day-to-day

operation is in the hands of

Warden J. E. Wright. (Mr.

Wright was not available for

comment.) Mr. Stafford said

that his committee, consisting

of student representatives of

all faculties except Medicine,

handles small complaints by
consultation with Warden Wri-
ght and makes recommend-
ations to the Union House Coun-
cil on matters concerning im-
portant changes or large sums
of money. The Council, with

member ship including Dr.

Corry, Vice -Principal Connand
faculty presidents, acts on the

Committee' s advice or makes
recommendations in turn to the

Board of Trustees of the Uni-

versity. The House Council met
for the first time in the 1965-

66 school year on Monday.
Mr. Stafford said he supports

the retention of the House Com-
mittee and said that direct ad-

ministration of the Union by
a student committee*'would just

not be feasible. Ifs not even
worth taking about."

" The best we can hope for is

a suggestion group, not a power
group, " he said, and added,
"A good liaison between the

students and the administration
will accomplish the most. The

JOURNAL

STAFF
There will be a meeting

at 6:45 tonight in the new
journal offices. Anyone
who has had anything to

do with the Journal this

year (technical, typing,

news, features, reporting,
or any other capacity) is

urged to attend.

The candidates for next
year's editor will discuss
their ideas for the Journal.
Afterwards all staff mem-
bers may question the
candidates.

The meeting will end in
time to allow students to
attend the Ian and Sylvia
concert.

As much future policy
may be determined at this

meeting, it is hoped that
many staff members will
be able to attend.

administration will not even
listen if students go to them
and militantly demand that
things be done the way they
want.

"

The facilities offered by the
Union at present include a men'

s

common room, a women's com-
mon room, and two co-ed com-
mon rooms, a reading room,
a television room, committee
rooms and study rooms. In

the culinary line there is the
Wallace Hall dining room with
cafeteria attached, the Mc-
Laughlin Room, which can be
reserved for large dinners, and
the coffee shop which is soon
to become an evening-hours
Coffee House. And in addition

to the guest rooms, kiosk, and
poolroom (six tables), the Union

provides office space for num-
erous campus organizations in-

cluding the Journal, the Tri-

color, the AMS, the Alumni
Office and the COTC (which
has its own lounge); and acts as

landlord for the new Internation

al Centre.

The same committee also
prepared a brief for the socio-
logy department surveying the
introductory sociology course
and the structure of the honors
program.

Among the students who
worked on the brief are Danny
Drache, Moira Hutchinson, Jim
Hurley, Ivo Krupka, Fred
Wien, John Rae, and George
Anderson.

Freedom Singer who appeared last Tuesday. Review on page three
photo by Langstaff

Indian Problems-Clannish, Democratic
'Until now the Indian has

been unable to establish his
role as a working member of

Canadian society.'

Dr. Clare Brant, an intern
at K.G.H. emphasized this as
a basic Indian problem at a

meeting of the Seminar on the

role of the Canadian Indian in

today's society. Speaking at the

Union last Thursday night, he
proceeded to offer some sug-
gestions as to the reasons for
this.

Dr, Brant, an Indian him-
self, remarked on the basic
'clannishness' of Indians and
their socialistic attitude.

' Each Indian has the right
to the property of his fellow,

if he has an excess.' Because

MODEL PARLIAMENT
REVAMPS ITSELF

The Queen's Model Parlia-

ment which met last week in

Grant Hall provided an oppor-

tunity for the Political Clubs

to debate on measures they

would like to see passed by

the Canadian government, and

also to discuss political or-

ganizations on the Queen' scam-
pus.

Mr. Les Foreman, the Con-

servative Prime Minister, in

his opening address referred

to the Journal as 'a paper

for which all of us have great
pride in our hearts....

In the past its editors have
displayed extreme limits of

foresight...' We have the honor
of the presence of such mem-
bers of the Journal staff as

the Pontificate and the Harbor
Tug who have provided so many
words to elucidate the activi-

ties of Model Parliament—about
100 words I think.'

Also of interest was the fact

that Mr. George Anderson, who
has always displayed such a

sincere interest in the Model
Parliament, sat on the Liberal

front bench on the final night.

During the parliament, a bill

was passed to replace Model
Parliament with a forum called

the 'Queen' s Parliamentary

Union*. This bill will create

an assembly meeting at least

six times during the academic

session to discuss provincial,

national, and international aff-

airs. The Assembly is to be

directed by an administrative
council consisting of members
of each of the recognized cam-
pus political organizations and
a convenor. Seats will be al-

lotted on the basis of a mid-
November campus -wide elec-

tion.

Also pased while the Pro-
gressive Conservative govern-
ment was in power were bills

creating a new Department of

Science, Research and Tech-
nology, increasing foreign aid,

and lowering the legal voting

age to eighteen.

On a bill to increase aid

to students of higher education

the Conservative government
was defeated and the Liberals

assumed power. The New De-
mocratic Party then proposed
and later passed a bill to al-

low Red China to take over
Formosa's position in the Uni-
ted Nations and to provide peace
keeping forces for the United
Nations' disposal.

A question period was held on
Thursday evening, duringwhich
a commotion was caused quand
une membre de 1' opposition a

pose une question en francais.

An NDP member protested this

use of ' a foreign language'

.

Despite the occasional fri-

volous moments the members
made a sincere effort to for-
mulate answers to problems
which are of national and in-

ternational interest.

their society is a true demo-
cracy, everyone must be equal.
'As an Indian in his society,

there are very rigid social con-
ventions' although it has been
rumoured that Indians are dis-
organized. Their societyunder-
goes only a very slow pro-
cess of change.

Dr. Brant suggested that an
Indian might not want to be
part of Canadian society be-
cause: 1) an Indian measures
his dignity by his acceptabi-
lity to the Indian community.
Having been forced to leave
it for economic reasons, he
is aware of the difficulties of

being assimilated again.

2) 'The rewards are of ques-
tionable value to his Indian

Mind.' 'The Indians do not ded-
icate their lives to the ac-
quirement of valuable posses-
sions.'

Dr. Brant went on to des-
cribe the Indian family as 'ma-
triarchal' in that women' s opi-

nions are respected and they
are treated as equals in every
way. This is especially neces-
sary if the man must leave
the reservation to find work.
The women often do hard phy-
sical work.

Dr. Brant also mentioned that

this was a hierarchal society

in which the oldest member of

a family was most respected.

WHO'S THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Col. R.D. Harkness
Chairman of Trustees

The Board of Trustees is

composed of 38 men and women,
most of whom are elected for

3 or 4 terms by the Univer-
sity Council, the Benefactors,
the Graduates and by the Board
of Trustees itself. The three
ex -officio members are the
Chancellor (J. B. Stirling), the
Principal (J. A. Corry) and the

Rector (L.W. Brockington).
The members are drawn large-
ly from die fields of commerce,
law, medicine and politics.

The functions of the Board
of Trustees are to manage the

finances, to possess and care

for the property, to procure
legislation, to appoint instruc-
tors and other officers, and in

general to attend to all ex-
ternal matters that do not relate
directly to instruction ( the
latter is the function of the

Senate).

The Board of Trustees will

meet on Friday, February 11,

in Collins Room at Richardson
Hall to discuss among other
matters the proposed Queen's
theatre. No demonstration, as
earlier considered, is planned
by students.
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Personality or Purpose?
The harbingers of campus election day are everywhere present.

The slogans, the cartoons, the signs, the posters, the news-

letters the pictures, the dutiful nods, smiles, and salutations

dominate the campus and confuse our minds. The candidates,

in traditional style, urge us all to vote for them because they

will do more things for us, and do them better than they have

been done in the past.

From the maze of campaign appeals we are asked to torm

an educated and informed vote. And yet it is difficult for us

to know if we are not voting for a particular individual because

of the popular and favourable impressions that a mere name

arouses in our minds. Often the candidates neither inform nor

educate us. Few attempt to give us their vision of what a

university is, or tell us what we can do to realize this vision.

But the candidates are not to blame for this, becuse under our

system the electorate should get the sort of government that

it deserves. „ ,

The thing that tends to make one cynical of campus elections

is that Queen's student government lacks a vital element

in its democratic machinery. This is the stimulating and healthy

interplay between student representatives and student opinion

and pressure. The candidates can say one thing now, and do

something altogether different, or do nothing at all when in

office, because there are no sanctions to violations of their

mandates.
As voters we have no clear perspective of what the proper

functions of student government should be, of what policies

it should pursue in the coming year. We are aware that,

theoretically, we should be concerned with student government

and the people who compose it, but we do not really take the

lead in initiating direction and purpose in student affairs. This

initiative if it comes at all, comes from the top, from the

people who are euphemistically called the "committee boys.

Thus a student-faculty committee is formed in an attempt to

incorporate students into a process of planning on academic

matters, a committee about which few people know, much less

care. The inevitable result is that the committee does not

achieve what it was once hoped that it would achieve. Other

illustrations could be offered here, but this one is sufficient.

Thus it appears to us that the first task of the next student

government at Queen's is to make this government more

democratic, not in form, but in substance. It is sometimes

said that representative government works best when it both

follows and leads. We suggest that it works even better if

both the representatives and the represented work together to

pressure for reform in matters in which the interests of all

students are inexorably bound. Changes in the Residence rules,

the problem of university financing, student control of the

Union, improvements in the marking system, are just some of

the issues on which the AMS should solicit student support.

Success in instituting the necessary changes in these areas

will make the government relevant to the student. Equivocation

on these matters will but increase the distance between the

AMS and the students.

The Journal has always refrained from advocating particular

candidates in campus elections. This is as it should be. But

we feel that the elections are too important for them to be

editorially ignored. By outlining what we consider to be the

major issue in this year's election, namely, the need for student

government to be the concern of all, not of a few, and encourag-

ing this development through the institution of meaningful changes

in matters directly related to students, we have tried to give

a clearer focus to this campaign. We feel that there are

individuals in this election who are aware of this need, and

who are prepared to meet it if elected. We ask you to try to

distinguish between personality and purpose when you cast

your ballot.

John Rae

Parliament Banal
to provide an opportunity to

develop debating skills. The
members amply demonstrated
the need for this. But surely
debating proper would be a more
efficient and stimulatingvehicle

for this purpose. Perhaps it

aimed at developing political

awareness on campus. But as
the average audience was five

strong, it can not be credited

with success on this count.

No one would defend Model
Parliament as a training ground
for future politicians. If it is,

then the Canadian political

scene has not yet reached its

lowest ebb. At best, Model
Parliament provides our cam-
pus political giants with a little

ego gratification.

If there are those who see

the need for political discussion

let them use their monies and

energies in a more effective

manner in the future. Bringing

good speakers, labour leaders,

political scientists etcetera,

would be more effective than

annually herding our petty poli-

ticians into Grant Hall.

I note Mr. Menzies' absence
from the Thursday night per-

formance. Perhaps compulsory
attendance of the organizers

at their parliament would en-

courage them to divert their

talents to more fruitful fields.

by W. Neuton -Smith

Model Parliament convened

this week, producing in addition

to the usual warm effluvium, a

lot of smoke. For three nights

the honourable parliamentar-

ians sat and smoked. Banal-

ity was the order of the day,

broken occasionally by such

profundities as:

'Most economists are split'

' The absence of a yes or no

answer is quite consistent'

.

Each evening was highlighted

by a 'Question Period', an ap-

portunity for the members to

display their spontaneous wit

in impromput conditions. Some-
one thinks up a question, not

necessarily irrelevant, and the

rest guess whose turn it is not

to answer. Fun and games.
For an encore the members
'debated' the great issue of

the day.

This year' s performance

forms a conclusive argument
for the abolition of model parl-

iament. It would be easy to

defend model parliament as a

diversion, an amusement; but

this year;s crop of parliament-

arians took themselves ser-

iously. Perhaps it could be

defended as an intellectual ex-

ercise, a testing of views.

Parrot-like chanting of party

lines hardly supports this posit-

ion, however. Maybe its aim was

Levanites
Sloppy

Editor, journal:

I have attended one other

university and had the oppor-

tunity of visiting at least a

dozen others during my under-

graduate years. When I enroll-

ed here last Fall I noticed that

one of the most striking diff-

erences between Queen' s and

other campuses was the gener-

ally sloppy nature in which the

majority of the females on this

campus attired themselves. No-
where else have I seen so many
jeans and sweatshirts.

I have just read that the

women themselves have voted

to allow the situation to deter-

iorate even further (Ban Righ

House Committee proposals, p.

6, Queen' s Journal, Feb. 4,

1966.) Perhaps they are trying

to imitate some of the males
on the campus but neverthe-
less men, we should rejoice.

The female race is on the

decline, soon to be indisting-

uishable in appearance from

that third 'grey-zone' sex to

which most of SUPA belongs.

Only two sexes will remain:

males and ' others ' . The former

will reign supreme.
X* Brock Thomson

Community of

Scholars?
Editor, Journal:

One of the less encouraging

things on campus is the defacto

discrimination between the staff

and the students. It is a good

thing we are not in the Southern

U.S. where we would have a

total of eight washrooms, etc:

one for white female staff, one

for negro female staff, and so

on for the students. Even if the

can is not the most congenial

place for meetings and discuss-

ion, where one eats is. Yet in

the "student" union these are
separated into staff and stu-

dents; there are also specific

lounges for men and women; in

other buildings there are Arts

Prize for Naughty?
Quarry, the literary public-

ation of Queen"s, is now a

quarterly magazine. Since the

importance of literature on

campus seems in ascendance
and since the literary tastes

have shifted in recent years,

1 think it is only fair to devote

a column to "The Writing of

Effective Verse" or "How I

won the Nobel Prize for Noddy "

.

Engineers, this is your chance.

(A) The 'ins' and the 'outs'

Li It is now 'out' or, In

fact, no longer 'in' to print

the entire poem in lower case.

Capitals are once again making
their way back to the start of

the line. If the author is still

signing his name in entirely

lower case, he is affected or
doesn't know where to find the

'shift' on his typewriter.

2. Images of a 'romantic'
nature are 'out*. Example:

Change " The soft warmness of

her belly" to "the Putrid hot

waterbottle which surrounded

her belly-button". Mention lint

in die next line. Cynicism being

in vogue, I would suggest you

purge your verse of all sensitiv-

ity and sincerity. Laugh at the

world, laugh at motherhood, and

especially attack materialism.

Don' t forget a knock at the bomb
and the United States.

3. Be dirty and crude - for

art* s sake of course. Remember
constantly the fall of man.
Example: Change "

I kissed her
lightly and then took out the

garbage before 1 drove to work "

to " I pressed her to me and 1

met her pulsing - damn etc. etc.

Then I kissed her and took out

the garbage. I slipped and the

cans spilled slop all over me.
What a thing is man. Now I know
the fall of man better than
anyone".

4. Free verse is still around.

This means that you, yes even
you, can write acceptable poetry
Still you must remember to

obscure your meaning in per-
sonal images. In fact obscure
everything except the fact that

you are being cleverly dirty.

The following is the result.

by Bill Martin

1 caught this mornings mornings dung heap flung

Across the Sahara from a dapple dawn drawn
camel.

Sleeping one night

with a sheep I once knew
1 threw her out of bed (crude, dirty, obscure)
The stars shone down - glittering like

A grill of a lousy imperialist Nazi American ford (Materialism)
HAHAHAHAHAHA motherhood I don't give a tiny

damn for anything at all (cynicism)
Not anything EVER.

Because of the Goddamn bomb.

We live on a ball of excrement (dirty)

stuccoed with corn-cob values.
I picked her up again

She bleated at me
Sheepishly.

Her eyes were pale rhinoceros, fatlady, beans, Pontiac
But really I said, as 1 pressed her ear to my knee.

Really it

IS a lousy world.
I wrestled with my soul and together

We fell out of bed
To drown in our pool of blood

sweat
and tears

godisdead

lounges, Science lounges, Grad-

uate lounges. Why not carry it

to the logical extreme and have

lounges for each class you take

and for each year" s students

within that class.

by Tom A. Trottier

AMS Flaunted
Editor, Journal:

I may be naive in my thoughts

but I believe that persons wish-

ing to campaign or hold office

in any Society executive should

have respect for the A.M.S,

constitution. It goes without

saying that the Societies them-

selves should have the same
respect. Along University Ave.

between Stuart St. and Union

St., there were counted 107

announcements (illegally post-

ed) . This display of sigas,

tacked to any non-moving object

available is injurious to the eyes

of the observer and also the

face of our university.

By-Law No. 3 of the A.M.S.

constitution prohibits such
posting of campus notices.

There will be a motion put

forth at tonight's meeting of

the A.M.S. to call for "def-

inite and immediate action to

enforce By-Law No. 3."

R. A. Wilson
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Ian and Sylvia are performing again at Queen's tonight
at 8.30 in Grant Hall, and they have again been a sell-out
attraction. After seeing how quickly the tickets sold out before
their last show, and having heard the complaints of many
disappointed people, the Arts and Science Society decided to
try and bring the singers back. The Society cleared the date
with one of its agents, and Ian confirmed the engagement the

engagement the night he was here.

PASSION ON
DEAF EARS

The Freedom Singers sang
in Dunning Hall last Tuesday
night, but saw their passion
fall on deaf ears.

The Singers are five Negro
field organizers of the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee. Many of the songs they
sang were well-known, others
were recent songs which they
themselves had written. Their
opening number...' O Freedom',
was a fast spirited rendering
of that deeply moving song;
'What* s that I Hear?' was sung
with a haunting tenderness, and
'0 Kinga Odinga* with obvious
relish. The audience of about
125, often joined in on some
of the more familiar songs such
as: 'If You Miss Me At the
Back of the Bus', and all joined
hands for 'We Shall Overcome'

,

the theme song of the movement.
Between songs, the singers

narrated the story ofS.N.C,C.
and the Civil Rights Movements.
The concert was a strange com-

SPOTLIGHT ON
"SPOTLIGHT"
For those who have not yet come into contact with "Spotlight"

but are interested in reading about present-day International

problems, this is an enlightening paperback to add to your
library. It started being published at Queen's about three

years ago and is under W.U.S.C. auspices.

This year. Spotlight is focused on South America, "the

continent of paradoxes", and the contributers, who range from
University professors to a journalist, have written their articles

under the spell of their own actual experiences in South American
countries, trouble spots and otherwise.

The first article, "An Introduction ot Latin America"
attempts the impossible very effectively and gives a good

overall picture of what Latin America is as far a Geography
(both political and economical) is concerned, and then goes

on to a brief, but very condensed history of each of the main
cultures. The last article too is a general summary. " The

Continuing Crisis" explores "the slowly emerging and impatient

republics of Latin America" from a political and sociological

standpoint.

The other five articles cover more particular problems
such as the Cuban Revolution, and the Indian Minorities, and

present a coherent picture of this very dynamic area of the

world.

I found this book a stimulating and well-written supplement

Co the little pile of Sunday-afternoon reading material, and

recommend it highly to anyone who finds the world too far

away for his personal concern. It is presently on Sale at Technical

supplies and S.H.Smith & Sons, but will also be on sale in the

Union between 12:00 and 1:30 from Tuesday to Friday next week.

Stancy Butler

Telephone 548 3434

"Wcp (Sift Centre"

Fine China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

.

KINCSTON. ONT.

Flag" Depicts Indian Life
The Flag, the Story of Life,

was presented at a Republic
Day Celebration by the India
Association on Saturday night
at Grant Hall.

The programme commem-
orated January 26th, 1950, when
India became a Sovereign
Democratic Republic.
The programme was intro-

duced by Jasbir Singh, Presi-
dent of the India Association.
In speaking of human nature,
he said of Canadians, "You
only differ in one way of life
- - your outlook", which is

basically hedonistic.
The programme depicted life

from childhood to marriage,
festivities, folksinging, and a
fashion show of the different
dresses of India. Master of
Ceremonies, Jasbir Singh also
played a fifteenth century violin
solo, which, he pointed out, was
similar to Bocherini and Viv-
aldi.

Folkdances by Surgit Singh
and party were especially inter-
esting because of the costumes
from Punjab in northern India.

The highlight of the evening
was the fashion show. It was
enlightening to see that the sari
is not the only type of tradit-
ional dress to be worn by the
women of India and to see the
fine materials and rich colours.
Seven different areas of India

were represented.
After the programme, var-

ious types of Indian food was
served. In keeping with the
theme of the evening was the
Barfi - a pastry striped in
the saffron, white and green
of the flag of India.

Bilingual Seminar Here
Next Thursday, 40 to 50

delegates from across Eastern
Canada will gather here for the
Queen's C.U.S. committee's
seminar on the "Role of the
Student in Social Change". This
seminar will be an extremely
unusual one for Queen' s, since,
because delegates from both
English and French-speaking
Universities will be attending,
it will be conducted completely
bilingually. Speakers will be
Stewart Goodings, past AMS

bination of pure entertainment,
and complete seriousness. The
audience was aware, even when
it was laughing, that the Singers
were in deadly earnest.

This may, in part, havecon-
tributed to the barrier between
singers and most of the audi-
ence.,.many came away feeling

like agnostics who had just

attended a revivalist meeting:
they thought the intensity insin-

cere and that the folk-singers
were too aggressive. There-
fore, the impassioned appeals
of the Freedom Singers fell on
deaf ears. How could white,

middle -class university stu-

dents be expected to understand
the conviction of a Negro whose
life had been devoted to ' The
Cause* ? Our little convictions

pale before their involvement.
Their songs were entertaining,

but were not appreciated to

the full by an audience who
did not feel the message of

Freedom.

Viet Nam Demonstration

(Quebec)- - Students from
McGill and French - speaking
universities in Quebec will take
part in a mammoth demonstrat-
ion on Feb. 11, protesting
American policy in Viet Nam.
Organized by the Union

General des Etudiants de
Quebec it will ask for:

1) an end to bombings in
Viet Nam

2) immediate negotiations
which will recognize the Nation-
al Liberation Front as a prin-
ciple negotiator

3) a promise to abide by the
Geneva Convention

4) establishment of self -

determination for Viet Nam.

president, and now head of the
Company of Young Canadians,
Fr. Jean-Paul Desbiens, auth-
or of the explosive books, Les
Insolences du Frere Untel" and
"Sons le Soleil de la Piete",
and Robert Nelson, president
of the "Union General des
Etudiants de Quebec".

Part of the purpose of the
seminar will be to attempt to
reconcile the French-Canadian
spirit of student syndicalism
which is now resulting in things
such as the recent technical
students' stike and the tradit-
ional English-Canadian feeling
that university student govern-
ment exists only as a glorified
high-school student council.

Applications from interested
individuals should be submitted
to the A.M.S. office.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

Tuesday, February 8

VE3VX meeting at 7.30 pm
in Clark Hall. There will be
a speaker from Northern Elec-
tric on microwave devices. All

welcome.
Philosophy Club, 8.00 p.m.

Union (McLaughlin Room). A
paper entitled "The Meaning of

Life" will be read by Mr. P.

Preuss. Discussion to follow.

Wednesday February 9

Le Cercle Francais se re-
unira mercredi le 9 fevrier

a 8 heures a la Salle Rouge
de Kingston Hall. M. Wright,
professeur de Russe parlera
des relations culturelles entre

la France et la Russe.
The Bridge Club meets at

7.00 p.m. in the Lower Common
Room of the Union. Everyone
welcome.

Interfaculty Choir members
please note that the meeting
this week will be held on Wed-
nesday night at 7.15 p.m. in

the Music House.

Thursday, February 10

There will be a meeting of

the Christian Science Organiz-

ation in Room 27, Dunning Hall.

Testimonies of healing and
other remarks on Christian
Science can be heard.

Thursday and Friday $3.00
for ski trip to Snow Ridge on
Sunday Feb. 13 will be collect-

ed at the Union 12.00-1.00

Friday, February 11

Palmetto Party downstairs
in the International Centre
among the whispering palm tree
leaves and a remaining red sun
at sunset. No admission charge
and refreshments available.

9 p.m.

Sunday, February 13,

At 7.00 p.m. in the 5th floor

Graduate Residence Common
Room General Business meet-
ing of Queen's Young New
Democrats, Constitutional

amendments to be discussed.
At 8.30 p.m. Peggy Morton
will give an educational talk

on Viet-Nam.

NOTICE: notices for This Week
At Queen's in the Tuesday Jour-
nal will not be accepted after

1.00 p.m. on Sunday.

GARY LEWIS
AND THE
PLAY BOYS

MEMORIAL CENTRE
THI'RS. FEB. 10

••THE UONAIiCHS* •

••THE TOWNSMEN"
MC's Garry Parr

& llryan 01 ncy

Advance tickets S2 B 0O
r at Centre Hox Off-

ice - Alfnrds - Clelanc
Drug Store - Embassy
Restaurant - House of
Sound - lido Griil -
Morton's Record Har

32.30 at the door

IOOK&HO, 14 M.nlr.,1 It.

The !!ole of the Student

in Social Change

Seminar to be held at Queen's
from

Thursday n'ehruai-y 17 (5 pin)
to Sunday February 19 (1 an)

Application.'' (in writing) arc
invited fro™ intorost»d

:ueen's students
Seminar Bilingual Appl i Cants n^od I-'ronch

ly to ftniriw"., Connittoe
Office by Pet'rii-irv 12
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WHAT DO PROFS/STU
FROM STUDENTS

Special Assistant

this Issue

DOUG WHITE

A. J. COLEMAN
Mathematics

Department head

MATHEMATICS

My ideal mathematics student

enjoys life. He radiates physical

zest, overflows with intellectual

curiosity and looks forward

to the opportunity of using math-

ematics in teaching, in industry

or in research when he gradu-

ates!

Some people are handicapped

by physical disability or ill

health. For most of us, physical

zest depends chiefly upon our

attitude to life. Most interest-

ing professions demand great

physical energy and intense

mental concentration. Discov-

ering and maintaining ones'

most effective rythmn of ex-

ercise, sleeping and eating may
not be easy. But it is an

essential, and the least difficult

step in becoming a math-

ematician.

Intellectual curiosity should

lead each student deeply into

his subject of concentration. It

should 1 ad the mathematics

student beyond mathematics

into cognate subjects, "into the

realms of art, drama and music,

into philosophy, theology and

politics. While at Queen'

s

through contact with students

from all parts of Canada and

from Overseas, particularly at

the International Centre, my
ideal student will enlarge and

enrich the narrow social and

ethical attitudes with which he

was armed when he arrived here

as a raw youth. He will regard

his professors as human and

will therefore react. Profes-

sors need to know whether
something, or nothing, is getting

through.

The greatest failure of math-
ematics students is their

slavery to one text-book per

course. It is an attitude in-

stilled in them in school. This

habit among school teachers is

the greatest single obstacle to

reform of the school mathemat-
ics programme. It creates a

slave mentatlity : uncritical,

fearful, torpid and reactionary.

There actually are books

about mathematics in the Doug-
las Library! You can look them
up in the catalogue, and enter

upon a world as unbounded as

Euclidean n-space.

Organizing ones time and

developing work habits so that

notes are up-to-date, and as-

signments disposed of effici-

ently is a first step. Basic
definitions, theorems and tech-

niques should be mastered with-

out delay, otherwise subsequent

study and lecture time becomes
progressively unrewarding and

frustrating. The material
needed to pass examinations

should be accumulated system-
atically, and mastered with dis-

patch so that one is free to

pursue (a) topics of special
interest, (b) difficult intriguing

problems, (c) study of the
broader applications or deeper
developments of mathematics.

I It is such wide - ranging
reading, and related discus-
sions with fellow students, that

can enlarge ones understanding
of the breadth of responsibility

which already devolves upon
the mathematician. The appli-

cation of mathematics to almost
every aspect of society is in-

creasing exponentially. This
should give the mathematics
student a sense of exhilaration,

a feeling of maifest destiny.

With our increasing power and
responsibilities we must de-
velop an increasing objectivity

and keener social conscience.

So my ideal mathematics stu-

dent is not a narrow special-

ANATOMY

A. A. TRAVILL

Medicine - Anatomy

Department

Being asked to write for the Journal is almost an invitation

to sententiousness. However, sixty years ago Sir William Osier

said "except it be a lover, no one is more interesting as an

object of study than the student". How much more so now, when

he or she might be either rocking a cradle or a government

at the same time as indulging in the usual spectacular gyrations

of student politics.

What one would like to see in a student, what one expects to

see and what one usually sees are three different things. For

example, in a medical student one would like to see a cross

between St. Luke and Hippocrates, or, one somewhat cynically

expects to see a cross between Bob Sawyer and Ben Casey.

However, since professors aren't quite as naive as some people

seem to think, we are gratified to see today's medsmen as what

they are what we were: part saint, part scholar, part

roustabout and part pompous ass.

Specifically, the one characteristic one would like to ^em

in any student is enthusiasm. Enthusiasm these days seems

to be called commitment. It is the commitment to living every

hour of every day; the commitment to putting a pint in a half-

pint pot or to spending seven talents when we only have five.

In between putting pints where they should go I would like to

see students working so hard that it hurts, working so hard

that it eventually becomes a pleasure to study. The studying

itself and not the examination result then becomes the reward.

Tame dolphins perform to their best when rewarded with

a piece of raw fish. When the student jumps through the academic
hoop he is rewarded with an A, B, or C. The difference between

the dolphin and the student is that between each hoop the former
doesn't spend all its time worrying about the hoop. The dolphin

seems to have a hell of a good time charging around in its

environment, enjoying every minute of it.

The student is the focus of the distilled wisdom and folly

of the ages. The man who can separate these two by reasoning

and questioning will gain more from the University than he will

from parrotting the mass of factual minutiae which may be

non-fact within the next ten years.

However silver tongued the professors, however lustrous

the pearls they cast, it is only the student himself who can

question whether the pearls are the true thing or just imitation.

All that one demands is that the questioning should be done

with enthusiasm and perhaps a modicum of intellectual elegance.

Of course for the student the crux of the whole problem is

how to have one's cake and eat it. How to be Super Student. How
to live the full life and at the same time get a good degree.

Perhaps the answer lies in a Parkinsonian sort of observation,

that the more that has to be done the .more that can be done.

In other words, get on and do it, don't talk about it.

ENGLISH

W. CRAIG FERGUSON
English Department

I suppose that, most of all,

I expect students to be enthusi-

astic. Here they are, free at

last from school routine, away
from home for the first time,

most of them, and suddenly in

a new kind of community with

its peculiar freedoms and res-

ponsibilites. A student's intel-

lect should be challenged and
stretched by the new people

who surround him: people who
will argue, people who will

listen, people who will put him
on his mettle. There should be

an eagerness and curiosity as

the student faces the facilities

which are suddently placed

before him; at last he has

adquate laboratory and library

resources; at last he can dig

into essay topics to his heart's

content. Perhaps the greatest

source of exhilaration is the

fact that now the student is

master of his own time, and

may use or waste it as he

pleases.

All this should, I feel, gen-

erate an excitement which

should be evident in any class-

room. The student should be
full of questions, bursting with

ideas, lying in wait to challenge

what the lecturer is saying.

Outside the classroom I expect

the student to be talking, argu-
ing, and reading constantly,

going to concerts, theatres, and

art galleries, and generally

gorging himself on the intel-

lectual fare spread before him.

He might even be expected to

go so far as to button hole

stray professors.

Well now, what do I get?

It is hard to define, but the

students I have come across,

for the most part, react with
a blend of timidity, caution, and
apathy. The students do not want
to ask questions or challenge
what I say in class. It is sur-
prising how far out on a limb
1 must go before someventure-
some soul will put down his

pen and take up a saw. I enjoy
baiting undergraduates, but it

is surprising how far my class-
es will let me go before snap-
ping back. There is a caution
about taking a position before

class; will the others think

me a bit odd if I do so? And
to get one last point off my
chest, whenever I recommend a

film or play to my students,

I feel 1 am doing a disservice,

as there seems to be the old

high school attitude that if a

teacher recommends it, it must
be boring.

I would like to suggest two
explanations for the lack of

enthusiasm I see in my stu-

dents. The first concerns the

student in the classroom itself.

Classes are as often as not

rather large, and it is not easy
to muster the self-confidence
necessary to speak out when you
know that sixty or more heads
will swivel in your direction .

When I was an undergraduate
I used to participate in class
discussion all the time, but men
I must remember that I never
saw a class of over thirty.

It makes a difference, and I

wonder if we lecturers fully

realize how times have changed.
Again, what sort of shape is

a student in at eleven in the

morning when he has already

had two lectures? The majority

of my students come to me fresh

from two hours of lectures, and

I wonder if there is a relation-

ship between intellectual res-

ponse and posterior numbness.

Now for my second point. The

students are cautious andcare-

ful in class. They do nothing

which they think might jeopard-

ize their precious marks. They

take notes" like mad, and try

to please on exams by giving

back a lecturer's interpreta-

tions. I wonder if the student

is looking too far ahead, and

seeing himself in grey flannel,

full of corporate responsibility'?

Is he becoming a stuffed shirt

at twenty, creating for himself

an image in which youthful

enthusiasm plays no part? Does

he see the acquiring of an edu-

cation as a business investment

to be made soberly and with

a minimum of intellectual in-

volvement?

As I said, I enjoy baiting my
students! _

ELECTRICAL

C. H. R. CAMPLING
Electrical Engineering

I have been asked to write, briefly, on a subject loosely

defined as "What I Expect, of Students and What 1 Find". The
suggestion seems to imply that there is a difference between
the two. It is now more than twenty years since I ceased to be
a student on an undergraduate degree programme. During most
of this interval I have been in close contact with students in a

university atmosphere. Having been so long associated with them,

first as one of them, and then as an instructor, I would be less

than a realist if I expected anything much different from what
I find. This is not a pessimistic statement. What one expects

to find is variety, and that is what one does find. This fact is

one of those which make the life of a university professor
Interesting, challenging and generally worth living.

Some of us who teach may forget at times, when we become
dismayed at the discrepancy between some ill-defined "ideal'
student and the flesh -and -blood creatures we encounter, that the

students we see are indeed a highly-selected fraction of the

population. It is so easy to forget, in the course of five, ten,

twenty or thirty-five years as a professor, one's own short-
comings as a student, and to discount the time required to mature

in one' s knowledge of a field and of life.

"But", you may insist,- "What do you expect? About all

you have said so far is 'variety' Well, here is what I expect.

I expect to see intelligence, diligence, integrity, tolerance, and

a growing sense of purpose. Above all, and in all, these things

I expect to see in our young men and women a belief in excellence

and a will to seek it out and emulate it. I expect to see students

who will aspire to create, manage, design, invent, lead, initiate

- and who want to do these things for reasons which are related

to the good of their fellow men, to the good of the nation, an* o01

iust r<-i their own personal welfare.

Now. of course these are pretty idealistic statements*. W*18*

I find in students often falls far short of these standards. But

most of us fall short even of our own Ideals. I mentioned tolerance

because I believe that students should be tolerant of the short-

comings of those around them, including their professors-

And of course that works both ways. If all our students were

fully up to these expectations life might be perfect, and also

perfectly dull. Imperfections create color. I expect students to

be colorful. And quite a lot of them are.
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DENTS EXPECT/GET?
FROM PROFESSORS?
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. „ '^J™ 1^ °! ^P11^ Sclen« »<=" is a great differencebetween the first two years and the final two with respect to the
size of classes and the course material covered

In first and second years, the large size of the classes results

'rof^i^B
ln,persof 1 relationship between the class and theprofessor. Because of this the professor's personality does not

Te

,nL
v™y T1 e t0 play *e attitude *at

develops. The professor must treat the boys as mature university
students, but also must be able to push them to do their assign-
ments. Tins problem is particularly acute In the first yearwhere the students manifest attitude is 'we're not high school
students to be babied', but nevertheless they need to be pushed
to do the work required. Thus, in the first, and to a lesser extent
in the second year, the professor must know how to walk the
tightrope with assignment anarchy on one side and open rebellion
on the other.

In third and fourth years, the situation changes radically.
The most obvious change is in the size and type of classes.
Specialization in these years becomes almost complete, and the
professor has fewer courses which must be forced down the

unwilling throats of the class. On the other hand, any unpopular
course will be very unpopular and must really be forced. If the
professor is stuck with such a course he must be ruthless, or
he will lose the respect of his class.

With the smaller classes, the professor must show a more
personal interest In each student, but must avoid favoritism.

The professor must also be prepared to yield some control
to the class in setting up such things as lab schedules. He loses
the ability to force students to work, and must find a suitable
replacement for force, if necessary.

For both groups, the professor must have academic know-
ledge and the poise to get this across to the class. An essential
part of this poise is a sense of humor, no matter which way
the jokes go. This academic knowledge must include an awareness
of the relative importance of his course and an ability to make
the work load required inhiscourse correspond to its importance.

And finally the professor should make himself available
to students who wish to see him. This is probably the most
important factor governing his success, not as an academic,
but as a teacher.

SCIENCE

DOUG CLARKE
fourth year engineering

What do I expect from my
professors? In brief I expect

them to be interesting, inform-
ative and definitive lecturers

and individuals. I expect them
to be human and to realize that

I am.
The nature of my subject

concentration forces me to

expect organization in lectures,

assignments and general course
presentation. Further, because
I am in general, I expect each
professor to tell me three
things: 1) my responsibilities
as a student of his course
2) the relationship his course
has to the general field 3)
the practical applications of the

material.

I expect professors to force
me to think in the terms of
the subject and to help me to

do this. Anyone can read the

textbook but many of us do not
know how to tackle the prob-
lems. The basis for co-
ordination between material and
application must be supplied
by the professor. But conjunct-
ively, it must be demanded by
the student. I have never had
any professor who was not wil-
ling to help me over a compre-
hension barrier, regardless of
whether it was he or I or the
topic which created it.

With successful completion of
this year I will have 5 courses
in mathematics on my record.
Does this qualify me as a
mathematician? Obviously not!
Beacuse I desire a practical
application I need the fund-
amental tools of analysis. I

expect my professors to supply
these tools.

That brings me to the second

part. What do I get from my
profs? Usually the amount of
knowledge that I get is directly
proportional to the amount of

work that I put in. 1 can say
that I consider student partici-

pation in lectures a good thing,

but unless every student is

willing to contribute in an active

way, I don't expect my profs
to encourage it.

And hell, since Queen* s oper-
ates on the lecture system, lets

have a few more forceful, ener-
getic lecturers. Let there be a

bit more vitality. I think we
can stand the pace. Some of

my profs have proved beyond
doubt that pedantic courses can
stimulate.

What one derives from a prof
often cannot be measured in

terms of final marks. Profs
stand as representatives of

their field, and in this capacity
they have influence. They can
and often do stimulate interest

in a subject which extends far

beyond the scope of the course.
Alternately, they can and often

do do just the opposite.

Some profs have given me
encouragement, comprehension
and enjoyment. Others, frustra-
tion, confusion, and boredom.
Where does the fault lie? In
some cases with language,
speech or personality problems
of profs, in other cases with
class attitudes, subject matter,
or course structure.

Have I been satisfied with the
majority of my profs? No....
but neither have I been satis-
fied with myself as a student.

LEVANA

SAM WALL
third-year mathematics

A comment on this topic would probably centre around the

question, "Axe you getting what you expect from your teachers?"

The very fact that this question has been asked recently at Queen's

indicates that some students are dissatisfied with the educational

process at the university. I , for one, agree that something is

wrong but rather than blame students, teachers, or teaching

methods, will briefly outline four basic problems leading to

the dissatisfaction.

The students and teachers are either unsure or disagree

about the goals of education. These goals (from the general

to the specific ) are: to stimulate and guide the self-development

of the stuaent; to train doctors, chemists, philosophers etcetera;

and to give the student an understadlng of the contents of each

course taught at university.

Various methods of instruction can be used to reach these

various goals. The lecture system is perhaps the most common
method at university. However, others exist, and all have their

advantages and limitations, but both teachers and students are

in many cases bound in tradition (of their own making) and

hesitate to change methods, or, when a teacher sets up a course,

he may take the easiest method of giving it rather than the best.

Closely related to the problem of method, are the new aids
to education such as teaching machines and audio visual aids.
I find two problems here. First, these aids are not being used
as much at university as they could be; and, secondly, many
who use these aids do not know how to do so properly.

The fourth and perhaps most basic problem of all lies in
the inability of some teachers to teach. Only those who taught
these teachers to teach could be worsel Graduate students,
lecturers and professors are allowed to teach because they have
passed through various programs or hold various positions
in the university, but not because they have been trained to

teach. How can this be?
Of course, there are many knowledgeable teachers who do

use good methods and do know what they are doing, but the
proportion of those at the other end of the scale is far too great.
To help solve this problem and raise the standards of education
at Queen's, I suggest that a panel be set up to discuss teaching
techniques, and the goals to be reached. 1 feel that if'such a

panel discussion were held, the students and teachers would
benefit immensely and guidelines could be set down for future

action to improve the educational process at Queen's U

WADE JUNEK
third-year medicine, AMS
academic round-table

Despite the freedom that an
arts student enjoys within his

program, there is often a lot

°f criticism. Students criticize

courses, lectures, hours, tests,

texts, exams, marks, profs, and
even the overall system of

course study. Everyone in Arts
is familiar with criticism of
*e first year philosophy
courses, of the structure of

honors courses, etcetera.

But in fact this criticism
amounts to nothing more than

piping. Students seldom do
anything about the problems
^ey discuss. We seem to think

either we can do nothing, or

that the department would not

respond to the criticism.

Nothing could be more mis-

leading. The academic com-
munity is very willing to listen

to the students. In general, any

reasonable suggestion will be

considered by staff members,

who are bewildered by the lack

of student views and suggestions

For example, the Department

of Philosophy recently broke

Philosophy 1 into four courses.

Should be new changes be re-

tained? How can they be im-

proved? These questions and

questions like them, can only
be decided with the help and
advice of students. But if no
advice is forthcoming, how can
we completely blame staff

members for academic prob-
lems?

If we have suffered from lack

of progress, the fault may well

be ours for not having helped
make changes. Recent re-
designing of Math and Politics

courses as a result of student
suggestions has shown that it

can be done. Do you have posi-
tive criticisms? Don't gripe;

suggest. Make vour suggestions

available to staff members, who

are almost all very willing to

listen.

How? The most direct ap-
roach is to speak with your
own tutors, lecturers, profs,
or heads of departments. Also,

a group of students, with the

co-operation of the staff, has
formed a Student-Faculty Com-
mittee. This committee will

have students in five depart-
ments who will receive written
suggestions on all academic
subjects. They plan to consult
with staff members and then

publish a report. Student parti-

cipation will be emphasized.

ARTS

NOEL LOMER
third-year philosophy
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ORTLUA POLK FESTIVAL

FEB 18 ,h - lOf-

PHIL OCI1S

RONNIE IXmSON
GUY CARAWAN
LEN CHANDLER
ALLAN McRAE
LEN UDO
CHAMBER BROTHERS

OSCAR BRAND
ALAN WARD TRIG
CASEY ANDERSON

TIM k JEAN
JUDY RODERICK

MICHAEL SHERMAN
JIM KWESIilN AND

HIS JUG BAND

TICKETS AV'TLABLE FRO!' YOUR
STUTRNTS COUNCIL

MOTEL ACCOMMOD ITTON IN ORTLLTA
AND DISTRICT FOR 2500 IfRTTE OR

CALL DTLIDO MOTEL fiS COLBORNE ST. E
GRILLI

A

TEL 725-1388

ACCO«IMOD».TION FOR APPRCX 1000 TN
ORTl.I.IA HOMES CCNTACT:

ORTILTA (TOMBER OF COY!'!KRCE

0P.JT.1.TA, ONTARIO 326-4

CJ1E.Af.LL (10(13) LU'TTRS

The Cnm-iny is offering six fellowships
annually, one of which shnll ho :it n

French Language university. Field nf

^lllrty is in Chemistry, ^njp neori ng ,
I'hy-

s-ics'or f-J/itltomr.ti ck . Value is S2,500
per annum, for up to three academic years
and .1,000 to receiving university. Clop-

lug 'l.'tc for 19fifi/r!7 conpetition is

? ARC II 1st

For further! information and onpl i c'ttion

forns

:

Director of Words,
Association nf Universities

and Colleges of Canada

,

75 \lhert street,
Ottawa., Ont.

GR YOIMTION •J.AT THEN?

A chnlJ ending profession?
A role in rehabilitation?

The Cnnntlion Assoc i-.ti on of Occupational
Therapists offers an accelerator! course
in Occupationnl Therapy to candidates of
advanced educational standing. For full
i nf or nr. t i on

,

Miss '.'uriel Driver, O.T. Reg.,
Direi tor

,

School of Occupational Therapy
16fi University Ave.,
Kingston, Ont.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plui High DWidudi

it will pay you to tee or call

STEPHEN HOUGHTON. BJV.. CX.U. - Res. 542-J603

D. R. ROUGHTON. B.Se.. CJ.U. — Ret. 5484552

K. C. KENNEDY. C.L.U. — Ba*. MM052
M EMMET ADAM C.V..VI. — Ru. 5434783

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

111 Prlnnw Stmt T.l.phon. 546-3671

Branch Managin A. E. Nclion. CX.U.

More Candidates

More Questions

Arts elections will be

held this Thursday. John

Argue has been acclaim-
ed president and candi-

dates for Senior A. M.S.

Rep. are George Ander-

son and Ed Chown. They

answer the Journal's

questions which appear

beside this introduction.

1. Are you in favour of the proposed changes in the AMs: the

change in representation with 4 reps for Arts, Levana, and
Engineering;' 3 for Post Grads; 2 for Medicine, Law, Theo-
logy; and 1 for Nursing Science, and the idea of an inner coun-
cil concerned with administration, and an outer council to de-
cide policy? Reasons,

2. What do you think the AMS should do? Should it serve the

students and facilitate better communication among student

groups and between the students and the administration? Should

it lead the students and take a stand on campus issues such
as the theatre project? Should it also take a stand on national

and international student issues such as free education, or
on political issues such as Viet Nam?
3. What is your position on:

(i) free education or a fee freeze.

(ii) student control of the Union—what aspects under student

control.

(iii) student government of residences —how much control, mix-
ed eating privileges, women in rooms, women' s common rooms
open later.

(iv) student participation in the curriculum—should they help

decide course content and the way it is presented.

4. Any other comments.

John Argue Answers . .

.

1. Generally speaking, there

are more students interested

in student government in the

larger societies. Increased re-

presentation for these societies

would thus enable these students

John Argue

to participate, and ithink this

would improve the quality of the

AMS.
I think that the desirability

of dividing administration from
policy is obvious.

2. The AMS should co-ordinate

student extracurricular activi-

ties, and act as a liason be-
tween the students and theii

organizations and the admini-

stration.

As a representative body of

student interests, it should ex-

ercise leadership and initiative

in dealing with campus prob-
lems, and issues.

The AMS should encourage
student awareness of social is-

sues by morally and financial-

ly supporting clubs and semi-
nars designed to discuss them,
but the only social or politi-

cal issue on which it should
express itself is the field of

education.

3. (i) There should be no fi-

nancial barrier to education,

for education, to me, is not
merely a privilege, it is a

right. As a result, I believe

in eventual free education.

(ii) Since students pay a con-
siderable portion of their inter-

est fee toward the upkeep of

the Union, I think they should
control Union policy, and at

least have a voice in Union
management, eg. approving the

budget.

(iii) Student government in re-

sidence has been virtually inef-

fective because of its lack of

power and responsibility. To
improve residence life, stu-

dents should be given control of

regulations and discipline and
a voice on the Residence Board.
(iv) Greater student participa-

tion in deciding course content
and presentation would be in-

valuable. A depart mental com-
mittee structure could be ef-

fective to accomplish this end.

ARTS CANDIDATES COMMENT
For Vice-President

JOHN MAPLESDEN
The position of Vice-Presi-

dent requires an organizer skil-

led in both academic and extra-

curricular pursuits. To this

position, I offer my experience

on the Society and my intense

interest in the Student-Faculty

Committee and the coordina-

tion of executive activities.

JOHN BURGESS
The number of positions fill-

ed by acclamation on this years
Executive is an index of the

growing disinterest of the Arts
and Science Society in its Exe-
cutive. I can appreciate this

situation and feel it might be
remedied by more immediate
contact between the Executive

and the Society as a whole.
This can be done through open
Arts Society debates on topics

pertaining to the Society as a

whole, or through such means
as a suggestion box in the Red
Room.

For Senior AMS Rep.

GEORGE ANDERSON
I believe we are on the verge

of taking student government
into new areas to respond to

new student needs. The AMS
and Art Society Executive must
be staffed with personnel who
can arm themselves with know-
ledge of the students needs and
of the situation—be it Union,
Athletics, Health, Library,
Residence or whatever—as it

exists, and then present new
programmes with the force and

confidence necessary to effect

changes. I am anxious to work
in this capacity.

1 ED CHOWN
The Senior Rep must pro-

vide leadership in not only the

AMS, but also the Arts Society.

Key problems facing the AMS
include: reorganization, com-
munication with the Adminis-
tration, the Union, and the Res-
idences. For the Arts Society;

the Student-Faculty Committee,
publicity and a possible Arts-

Levan merger are areas of

prime importance. I think my
experience on the Arts execu-

tive (3 years), as Arts '67

president, and as Orientation

Committee chairman, will en-

able me to successfully tackle

these questions.

For'Junior AMS Rep.

ANDY COHEN
To render more effective Stu-

dent Government at Queen' s,

there must be easy communi-
cation between both students
and executives, and between
these executives and the admin-
istration. An active interest

and participation in the affairs

of the Arts and Science Society
have prompted me to seek this

position.

GEORGE MURRAY
One of the most important

issues to be dealt with by the

AMS is apathy towards student

government. The new changes
which the AMS is making in

both structure and procedure
are long overdue—but will need

dynamic and responsible lead-

ership to make them effective.

Another important issue is the

Union. Its control—which has

been relinquished by default-

must be restored in student

hands. If elected your Junior

AMS Representative, I will do

my best to serve both the in-

terests of the Arts Society and

the AMS.

Polls Open
Brian Edmison, treas-

urer of Arts '68, was
acclaimed treasurer and

Peter Eddison, president

of Arts '69, was acclaim-

ed secretary. Elections

will be this Thursday,

February 10,- with polls

in the Union, New Arts,

Dunning Hall, and Leon-
ard Hall. All polls will

be open 9-10 a.m. and

12 - 2 p.m. Polls in

Leonard and the Union

also open 4:30 - 7 p.m.
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1. The proposed changes in

the AMS come from a meeting
I had with the constitution re-
visions committee early this

term. I am pleased with the
almost total ac-

and George Anderson

George Anderson

ceptance of the plan I suggest-
ed because it will bring to the
AMS a stronger voice from
the more populous faculties,
and employ representatives who
have more time to devote toAMS work. The outer council
will have time to arm itself
with the knowledge necessary
if our voice is to be respected.

2. The AMS should continue
in its traditional role as well
as exert leadership in repres-
enting the students in other
aspects of campus life. The
AMS is not a debating club
and should concern itself with
only those issues which are of
particular interest to students,
including the financing of high-
er education.

3. (i) Canada enjoys the sec-
ond highest per capita income
in the world, but ranks eleventh
in per capita attendance in post-
secondary education Part of the
problem, I am sure, stems
from the aura of exclusiveness

costs create around the univer-
sities. Education should not
be free from responsibilities,
but financial barriers must be
eliminated.

<H) On principle, 1 can
see no obstacle to full student
control of the Union. In fact,
we need the dope on the money
situation before we can move
to specifics.

(iii) The residences must
stop treating students like
pupils. The AMS should give
the residences every support
in establishing a large meas-
ure of control, and should make
it clear some issues must be
resolved to the students' satis-
faction, or the students will
simply take the matter into
their own hands.

(iv) Each department should
have failities for student criti-
cism and comment in a broad
range of issues. I would have
grave reservations, however,
about "joint decision making"
in course content.

and Ed Chown
1) Reorganization of the AMS

is drastically needed to correct
the present situation where 67

Theologs have the same number
of reps as 1334 Artsmen. Much
of the work of the AMS is

administrative. The proposed
inner council should be able to

deal with these questions, allow
ing the outer council time to

concentrate on its legislative

responsibilities of deciding pol-
icy and instigating new prog-
rammes and activities.

2) The AMS has a basic
responsibility to provide effect-

ive and efficient administration

of and communication between
all campus organizations. In

the past the AMS has centered
most of its attention on this.

However the AMS is also the

only student body which is in

a position to express the opin-
ions of Queen' s students on
campus, local and national is-

sues. It is imperative that the

AMS take a stand on those
issues which are directly re-
lated to students (fees, student
loans, etc.) The AMS should
encourage discussion and de-
bate on international questions
but I see very few cases where
an AMS stand on external poli-

tical issues will have much

APPLICATIONS
Applications for the following

positions may be made in writ-
ing to Joan Pistawka, New Res.,
by Monday February 14: Three
(3) respresentatives from the

Levana Society for Arts and
Science Student - F acuity

Orientation Committee, 1966,
two of which shall be students
[o be in their third or fourth
year, and one of which shall

be a student in her second
year.

LOST
Chemistry notes. Tuesday,

February 1st, in Library or
along Union Street. Call 546-
7547 and ask for John.
Would he who took wrong

overshoes from Stirling Hall

Thursday morning please call

- Blayne 542-3957. Yours
are the same size but mine

effect.

3)(i)It is unrealistic to ask
for free education (including
free room, board, books and
fees). We should oppose any
fee hikes and then aim for
reduced fees. 1 consider im-
mediate massive increases in

student aid to be of prime
importance to ease the present
financial strain on so many
students.

(ii) It seems reasonable that

students (who pay for the Union)
should have some control of its

operation. The Union House
Council should be revived to

provide students with the means
to voice their opinions and ideas
concerning the Union.

(iii) I hope the Central Com-
mittees in both mens' and
womens' residences will con-
tinue in their present efforts

to revise the rules in order to

make residence a more enjoy-
able place to live. Residence
atmosphere would be greatly
improved by having women
visiting the rooms and mixed
cafeterias. Much needs to be
done and I would like to see

full AMS support to the Central
Committees.

(iv) In most faculties and
department, the profs are will-

CLASSIFIED
are newer. You won' t get away
with an evil, dishonest act.

Your identity is known. You
know who you are, don' t you?

Reward for return of camera
bag and contents lost near Jour-

nal office Wednesday morning

last. Tom, 542-1968.

FOR SALE
Queen's scarf, almost new.

$5.00. Call 546-0950.

Head Vector Competitions

Giant Slalom, 205 cm. Room
507, New Men's Residence.

ing to hear ideas and suggest-
ions from the students concern-
ing course content and teaching
methods. In some departments
(notably Math, Economics and
Politics) such evaluations have
taken place. The Arts Student-
Faculty Committee is now
establishing liason committees
in each department. 1 hope that
the students will use this means
of voicing their opinions to the
departments concerned.

Ed Chown

May 1st to Sept. 10th. Well-
furnished 7-room apt. (2 floors)

- convenient location, automatic

washer, suitable for 3 or 4 or

5 girls. Only $110 per month.
Phone 542-0739. (260 Univer-
sity Ave, Apt. 2)

NOTICE
Ads will not be accepted for

the Tuesday issue of the Jour-
nal after 1:00 p.m. on Sunday.

FOR RENT
Large, warm, quiet room with

lots of hot water. 562 Johnson.

Four room penthouse apart-

ment on West St. Suitable for

3 ideal for 2. Available May
7 to Sept. 15. Phone 542-7579.

(CUP) Dalhousie University
Will drop its connection with
World University Service of

Canada (WUSC), according to
a recommendation by its WUSC
ctlairman and its councilpresi-
<tent.

Jane Massey, campus WUSC
chairman, has charged that the

policy of the national body is

faulty, even though its aims

are worthwhile.

"I feel that the local commit-

tee is becoming a collecting

agency.'

Correction
To correct an error in

last Friday's Journal, the

position of Assistant Sec-
retary of the Engineering

Society has not been filled

by acclamation. Jerald
Alexandre is also contest-

in the position which the

Journal incorrectly re-
ported as being filled.

APPLIANCE RENTALS
Television*, Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen' s Students always Welcome.

Tony Annis to greet you.

I'OSTGIiADU \TK OITORTI'NITY

PATHOLOGICAL CHKIISTRY

BAiNT f .VG INSTITUTE
I'MVUPSTTY OK TORONTO

Three Postgraduate Fellowhips,
initial stipends ranging from 32,400-
4,000 per annum depending upon quali-
fications, will become available dur-
ing 1966 in the Department of Patholo-
gical Chemistry, Uanting Institute,
University of Toronto, Toronto 5.
Applications are invited from students
with a sound undergraduate training in
the Chemical or Biological Sciences or
in Medicine. Interested students may
write to the Head of the Department for
further details.

for Chinese fo6d at its finest

—

THE HOUSE OF SHANGHAI

331 King St.East 546-3184

Delicious and Delectable Authentic

Chinese Dishes Expertly Prepared

by Our Famous Chefs.

Delivered piping hot to your home --

$2.00 & up -- 25* charge
$4.00 & up -- free

within the city zone.

Come in and pick up a take out menu.

vCVIA'Cr PF ONTtlfK
PP.CGE

FCB .VVVRO! 1 (>PG-fi7

The Province sponsors a Graduate
Fellowship Program to assist gr-vinnte
students who plan to enter the profes-
sion of university tear' inj to those
satisfying tile following reoui rerrent s :

-An Honours Bachelor of lrts ric-
-trco with nt least second-clnss
honour standing.

-Admission to or continuation in
n full-time graduate program nt
an Ontario university leading to
the Foster of lrts, Muster of
Philosophy or !)octor of Philoso-
phy degrees in the humanities and
social sciences or the pure sci-
ences and irathcmatics.

Tn 1966-67, up to
J., 500 Fellnwhsips

'"ill he offered in the humanities and
social sciences and tip to 500 in the pure
sriences and mathematics. The value of
a Fellowship awarded for the winter ses-
sion is a maximum of 51,500, and Fellows
may receive an amount not exceeding S500
ror study during the Tull summer session
preceding or following the academic year
in which a Fellowship is enjoyed.

A brochure describing the Program
and application forms are available at
the office nf the graduate school of
each Ontario university.

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE
INSTITUTION BY I5B' FEBRUARY, 1966.
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McGill-6 . Oueen's-3 LavttJl.QUMnil

HOCKEY GAELS PLAY WELL BUT LOSE TWO
Friday, Feb., 4, at 8:00 pm

the Queen' s Golden Faels met

the McGill Redmen at the Mc-
Winter Stadium in Montreal.

In the resulting contest the

fans were treated to sixty min-

utes of extremely good hockey.

Although the final score was
6-3 in favour of McGill the

Gaels deserved a much better

score. Time and time again

they Just failed to score on the

open net or had a perfect pass

go astray at the goal mouth.

It was too bad because the

entire team played one of their

best games to date.

McGill opened the scoring at

the 5:54 mark of the first per-

iod when Griffiths snuck one

past Norm Douglas. This was

followed at 18:24 by a second

McGill goal from Halliwell.

This put Queen's down 2-0 but

Jim Tait quickly remedied the

situation by stealing the puck

from a McGill defenceman and

driving it past Walters. This

closed out the scoring in the

first.

The second period started

with the Gaels skating. After

Captain Bob Pond hit the post

the team was howling for blood.

Afew seconds later (at 3:02)

Dave Lough took a pass from

Jim Bonn and scored on

Walters. This tied the score

and it remained that way for

the rest of the period. Around
the 13 minute mark Norm Doug-

las robbed the Redmen when he

stopped them twice at the goal

mouth. Later in the period he

was forced to delay the game
when he caught a McGill skate

on the knee in a scramble at

the crease. This brings up the

question of enlarging the crease

and giving penalties for in-

fringement on this area of safety

for the goaler. It is the opi-

nion of this reporter that the

crease should be enlarged in

an effort to reduce the number
of injuries to both goaler and

players that arise from scram-
bles in the crease. This time

the man was not hurt too badly

but what about the next time?

The third period was very fast

with both teams playing wide

open hockey. At 9:45 Moore,
of McGill, scored to make it

3- 2. Then only one minute,

twenty seconds later Bedford
banged a blistering slap shot

into the Gael to make the score
4- 2. The Gaels had a man ad-

vantage for two and a half

minutes but got down-hearted
when they couldn't score and
.Halliwell was able to steal the

puck and put it past Douglas
on the short side. This shocked
the Gaels and they fought back
strongly. Larry Jones got the

puck, carried it up the ice and
passed it to Dave Lough as
part of a picture play. Dave
merely popped It in the net
and the score was 5-3 with the

Gaels pressing. Two
minutes later, at 18:43, the

Gaels had every man up when
Tibbits of McGill blocked a shot

at the point. The puck bounced
out to center and Tibbits was
able to grab it, skate down on
a break away, and shoot it past
Douglas for the final goal of

the game.

This game was the first win
in seven games for the Redmen.
They won the game on the score-
board but the Gaels beat them
on the ice. The problems arose
for the Gaels because they had
only two defensemen. With this

situation Coach Colvin was
forced to convert Bob Pond and

Larry Jones into defensemen.

This of course left them with-

out the normal scoring punch.

It was the only move that the

coach could make.

PENALTIES

1st Period

Ellis (Q)—highsticking-— 2:48

Ripstein (M)-charging—13:58

2nd Period
Lough (Q)--tripping

:
---7:07

Bengough (Q) -charging— 13: 18

Walters(M)-interference-17:10

3rd Period
Pratt (M)--holding 1:23

Jones (QJ— interference- -2:23

Ripstein (M)—tripping--5:05
Ripstein (M)--charging---10:38

Tibbits (M)—roughing 12:19

Tibbits (M)—hooking 12:19

' Ou d" Arena', this was the

cry of the Golden Gaels when

they invaded Quebec city on Sat-

urday. Not only did they have

trouble ending the arena, they

also had trouble finding the

net. This resulted in an 11-4

loss inavery well-played game.

The deciding factor in the con-

test was the work of the two

defenses. Again Gaels Coach,

Bill Colvin was forced to use

Bob Pond and Larry Jones on

defense. These two players are

excellent forwards but as de-

fensemen they both need prac-

tice. O course no one can ex-

pect a player to move from the

forward line back to the de-

fense and play flawlessly. The

two of them tried and that is

all that can be asked of them.

The first period was very

fast. It took a while for the

B.B.Gaels Win Third
Saturday afternoon in Mont-

real the Queen' s Golden Gaels

Basketball Team met the McGill

Redmen in a S. LB. L. contest.

The final score was 66-59 in

favour of Queen' s.

The Gaels attack was led by

Guard, Doug Frazer, with nine

baskets and seven free throws

for a total of 25 points.

At the half way mark the

score was 39-31. This is an

eight point spread and the Gaels

won the game by a seven point

margin. Quite a balanced attack

throughout the game.

During the third quarter

Queen' s was down one point but

was able to return to the lead

and eventually win. This was
made especially difficult when
the Gaels lost Howes, Heath,

and Waring due to fouls. Nor-

mally the loss of three key play-

ers would have been crippling

but the Gaels were able to off-

set this problem with accurate

shooting. The team averagewas
an impressive forty per cent.

The Gaels scoring came on
25 field goals and 16 free throws

for a total of 66 points. McGill's

scoring came on 20 field goals

and J9 ' free throws for their

total of 59 points.

Gaels to work out the kinks of

the bus ride, and in this time

Laval was able to control the

play, and leap into a five goal

lead. At 4:50 a screen-shot

from the point by Morel slip-

ped past Douglas to open the

scoring. The second goal came
as the result of a breakaway

by Guimond who passed Mc-
Robie at the net. It was an

easy task to flip the puck over

the outstretched form of Doug-

las at 6:41. Laval received a

penalty at 14:59 and the Gaels

thought that their time had

come. But at 15:58 Dufour stole

the puck at his own blue-line,

skated down the ice, passed

to Guimond who drove it past

Douglas to make it 3-0. This

took the stuffing out of the

Gaels. When a partial screen-

shot caught the left corner at

17:59 Vandal had made it 4-0

and the Gaels sagged even more.

At 18:37 Roy was left uncov-

ered in front of Douglas and

a pass reached him. The score

was now 5-0. It looked as though

the game was going to be a

run-away until Jim Tait fired

the puck past Grenier to put

the Gaels on the scoreboard

at 19:14. This ended the first.

By the second period the

Gaels had worked out the kinks.

From this point Laval was in

a hockey game. After a lot

of hard work Jim Bonn made
the score 5-2 at 2:13. This

brought the Gaels to life and

they proceeded to plaster Gre -

nier with shots. When they

couldn't score the Gaels sagged

slightly. This was opportunity

enough for Paquet of Laval.

He got the puck in front of

Douglas and shot it three times.

On his fourth attempt he suc-

ceeded and at 14:33 the score

was 6-2. After this the Gaels

settled down and at 18:03 George
Korn took a pass from Jack
Fleming to score the third Gaels

goal. Mark Edwards bounced

one off the post to end the

period.

Lava 1 came i nto the thi rd

period with a bang. After only

23 seconds Guimond took a drop
pass from Dufour to score on
Douglas. The Gaels started to

plaster the Laval net again

and at 6:01 they got a goal from
Jim Tait. Although the Gaels
kept hammering away at Laval

goaler, Grenier, they just

couldn't get a goal. Laval scored
their eighth at 8:56 when they

caught the Gaels in the midst
of a line change. The ninth

came when, after four stops

Douglas was on the ice and
Norm Bengough was in the net

(he made a good stop), Dufour

was able to flip the puck into

the net. At the 16:41 mark Du-
four got a breakaway while two
of his team mates were serving

penalties and drove the puck
past Douglas. The final score
came at 18:55 when Lachance
snuck behind Larry Jdnes at

center ice, took a pass from
Roy and waltzed in alone to

beat Douglas with a low shot.

Again the story was that the

Gaels were beaten on the score-
board but not on the ice. They
outshot Laval 55-43 and carried

the play for two periods but

just couldn' t find the net.

Penalties (1st period)

Ellis (Q)--highsticking--7:55

Vandal(L) --interference- -14:59

2nd Period
Vandal (L)--hooking 5:31

Tait (Q)--elbowing- 15:38

Metras(L)-crosschecking-17:22
3rd Period
Maughan (L)--eIbowing--15:30
Metras (L)—tripping 15:45

Round the Rink
— It was nice to see Stan Kole-
snik back on the ice. He was
throwing some hard bodychecks
at Laval.
— Mark Edwards has got to

have the worst luck. He bounced
one off the post again this week.
— Larry Jones picked up an-

other point toward the scoring

title with an assist.

— George Korn was a standout

in the LrvsI game with his

forechecking.

GYMNASTS SECOND IN O.Q.A.A.
For the second year in a

row the Queen1

s Gymnastics
Team was thwarted in their

attempt to win the O.Q.A.A.
Gymnastics Meet by the Univer-
sity of Toronto. Last year, here
at Queen's, it was Ken Lumb
of U. of T. who took victory
from their grasp. This year,

DOUG FRAZER SCORES 25 POINTS

SPORTS SCHEDULE

HOCKEY: This Friday night

Queen's, looking for their first

win in three starts, takes on
Guelph at 8:00 pm. See the

game first and do the formal
after.

BASKETBALL: Round off the

formal weekend by watching the

league -leading Gaels smash the

U. of Montreal at 3:00 pm
Saturday in the Queen' s gym.

CURLING: O. Q. A. A. Curling
Championships take place this

weekend at the Kingston Curling
Club with rinks from McGill,
McMaster, O.A.C., Queen's
Laval, U. of T., Waterloo, and
Western competing,

LEVANA: Intermediate basket-
ball and volleyball here against

Ryerson on Saturday, For the
travelers, there is the Inter-

collegiate Hockey Tournament
at McMaster on Friday.

This weekend Queen's hosted Western, Guelph, McMaster,
Toronto, McGill and Queen's in the Woman's Volleyball Tourn-
ament. A round robin best of three games was played. Friday
afternoon, McMaster, Western, Toronto and Queen; s registered
victories. That night Toronto, Western and Guelph picked up
wins to leave Western and Toronto tied for first with 3 wins
each. Saturday Western defeated Toronto 18-14, 14-16, 20-17
to win the tournament. Final standings were: Western - 5;

Toronto - 4; Queen's - 2; McMaster - 2; Guelph - 2; McGill - 0.

In intercollegiate archery at Guelph, Queen's placed fifth.

The winner was Western, followed by Toronto, McGill, McMaster,
and Queen' s. Laine Schmuul shot a perfect end for Queerf s.

In hockey on Saturday, Connie Newman led the girls to a
4-2 win over MacDonald College with two goals and two assists.
Next Friday the team goes to Hamilton for the Intercollegiate
Tournament.

The Intramural volleyball originally scheduled for TUesday,
February 8 has been cancelled due to concert by Ian and Sylvia.

at the University of Montreal
it was Barry Brooker of U. of T.

who was the spoiler. Brooker
placed far ahead of other com-
petitors in the individual stand-

ings to lead Toronto to ifs

second straight gymnastics
title. For Queen's, it was their

first team loss in competition

this year. The host team,

U. of M., was third in the

team standings and RMC fourth.

Statistically, U. of T.'s Barry
Brooker, a member of Canada'

s

International Team, combined
six firsts for 50. 15 points. Art

Kuisma of Queen's, top per-

former in the exhibition meet
here two weeks ago, was a dis-

tant second with 39.90. Art

placed second in the parallel

bars, third in the free cals, and

horozontal bar, fourth in vault-

ing and fifth in rings and side

horse. Ken Lumb of Toronto
dropped from a first place fin-

ish last year to a close third

behind Kuisma with 38.45

Larry Matthews of Queen'

s

placed fourth with 37.10. He
had a second in the side horse.

The final team standings were
U. 0fT.-129.6, Queen' s-1 14.3,

U. of M.-98.10, R.M.C.-95.0.

HWT. WOOD WINS WRESTLING
Queen's Wrestling Team tra-

velled to Montreal Saturday and
lost to McGill 31-8. Barry
Stoodley, 157, out -pointed a

strong opponent 4-1 and Larry
Wood, hwt, pinned his man in

the first round. As usual
Queen' s defaulted four matches.
This Friday at 8:00 pm Tim
Baker and Rudy Joss return
to the Queen' s roster as the
powerful Guelph team comes

to Kingston. The tournament
will be held in the wrestling

room. With their strengthened

team the vets and rookies hope

to put up a good battle against

this Guelph squad.

JL

I
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Scream! Shout!
First we got our own society, then the vote, and now the

pill! Tear down the walls! Levanltes are marching through!

Arts and Science crushed underfoot.

We infiltrated the power pockets on campus this year.

Levanite Wallace heads the Supa gang and Levanites 69 are

holding their own in the enemy headquarters of Jackson Lounge.

And really, this is the thing to do this year - not hold your

own (that's good in any year --if you want him!) 1 mean --

jump on the band wagon. Get in a group and shout! Individuals

are OUT! This is the year of the groups. Don't speak for your-

self. Scream for your group. That way you never have to listen

to ideas. Remember - if you know his group you can decide

for or against the speaker. Don't bother listening to what he

says. For it's the group, not the ideas you have to consider.

And which side of the road (University Avenue) did you

choose last Remembrance Day? Did you sign up with the group

'making love not war' on the left - or with die yellow jacket

war mongers on the right? Did you decide who was right?

"Who" -- ay there's the rub! That's the trouble with these

bandwagons. It's whose wagon that counts. Whose wagon? What

group?
If we could get beyond thes

altogether -- and reach the ideas!
-• group!in terms of ideas, not

to be the thing to do thi:

wagon. Polish your button

the Levanites are mai'chi

questions -- forget them

istening, thinking, deciding

But that just doesn't seem
jverybody UP.. ..up on your

ur jacket. And take note --

Dorris Heffron

STUDENT'S
APATHY?

Editor, Journal:

Much controversy has arisen

lately over student apathy, and

as a student of Honours Eng-

lish, I wish to take my stand

on this grave issue. The defi-

nition of "apathetic" according

to Webster (-and we Honours
English types are never without

our dictionaries-) is "void of

feeling; indifferent; passion-

less. " Popular definition on
campus, however, has brought

"apathetic" to mean "anyone

who* s not interested in what

rently has me in the apathetic

category, and I'm tired of it.

No, I haven' t been to a concert

of classical music in my two

years here. No, I don" t belong

to SUPA. No, 1 don't give a

damn about the theatre project.

But am 1 "void of feeling 1
* ?

1 get quite enthused when some-
one mentions lan and Sylvia.

Am 1 "indifferent"? Fm cer-

tainly not indifferent to" shaking

it up" at an animal dance! Am
1" passionless"?

What are my reasons for this

so-called apathy of which I am
accused? For one thing, I find

enough intellectual stimulation

in my course of study and in

friendly conversation without

deliberately trying to look for

more. For another, singing, and

dancing and the other very

active pleasures which 1 now
choose can be enjoyed only while

1 am young; at forty, 1 will

probably pursue the more
passive, though equally enjoy-

able pleasures such as concerts

and plays. I am not apathetic. I

have very definite opinions

about what is most important

to me now, and I have made
my choice.

Let* s bring apathetic back to

its proper meaning. Let' s say,

"We aren't interested in the

same things," instead of, "he
is apathetic". University" s first

lesson should be to teach us
tolerance for other people's

opinions and interests --let's

put that teaching into effect

starting now!
Kit Gallagher

SUPBOX
The rime has come for the

suppression of the most dismal
wrong ever to reduce the Intel-

lectual and moral integrity of

thi! 1 spt nt

the barbaric SUPArstiiion of

insisting on black ink for the

printing of text-books instead

of using other colours, such as

RED.
The supposition that black ink

is better than red for printing

rlu rid

supply of black pigment isdaily

being reduced by capitalist ex-
ploitation of India inkwells, Our
experts estimate that within a

few centuries the SUPply will

be totally dissipated, and in-

evitably only REDcolouring will

remain. Realize what this

means: in only a few years,

at rhis rate, there will be no

black pigment left anywhere
on the globe - no more black

negligees, no more black eyes.

This waste of our collective

resources is i n supportable!

Danger is imminent! We must
act now to redress this wrong!

If you SUPport me in this

ISsue, if you realize the in-

cREDible wrong being done,

prove your enthusiasm ! We want
to form a giant circle of two
thousand people around Tech-
nical Supplies, and when the

book supplier comes, we want
everyone to chant: "read red!
read red! read red!"

Editors' Note:

The editors are in complete
accord with Miss Soup. We
recommend that for the coming
examinations, students refuse
to study from text-books print-
ed in black ink. We must organ-
ize a march through Kingston
instead. The we' 11 have a "sit-
in" at tlie Town House.

ANO THE HOUSE COUNCIL.

SDH)," LET TH6RE 6E LIGHT

A HO THER* K« Ll^HT !

WHAT DOES
LEVANA DO?

The Editor, Journal:

In asking myself, "What does

Levana do?" ,
" What is its public

image?", I regretfully ha-ve to

acknowledge that it does very

little -- which the public hears

about — and that its image is

sentimental conservatism.

At the moment Levana' s main

publicized activities are initia-

tion. Candle Lighting, the For

mal, the Fashion Show. The
educational aspects of Initiation

are an intelligent project of

society. But the rest - - -!

The Candle Lighting ceremony
is pseudo-religious, sentiment-

al ritual more appropriate to

children's camps. The formal

and the fashion show are good

efforts. But with these as their

major projects, Levana appears

to have an intellect similar to

a Women's Institute.

Last year Levana decided not

to merge with Arts & Science.

If it is to remain distinct it

must justify its existence by
becoming a lively organization

involved in all student activ-

ities where women are concern-

ed. For this it requires a def-

ferent programme. Here are

some suggestions for such a

programme:

.

1. Pay the same $10.00 fee

as the men do for Student Union

facilities so that Levana could

insist on an equal share in these

facilities e.g. rooms for women
in the new Graduate Wing. The

Union is the centre for students

now, not Ban Righ. Why should

all girls have to pay $8 for

Ban Righ Common Room, and

$2 for the Union when they

seldom if ever use Ban Righ?

2. Levana meetings should be

reported in the Journal.

3. Sponsor concerts and

speakers of interest to women
AND men.

4. How about gathering stu-

dent talent for a chamber music
group?

5. Create pertinent links with

the Kingston community. Lev-
ana limits itself fatally by trying

to cater to interests exclusive

to women. It should attach

greater importance and effort

to projects like bringing Miss
Horn to speak on Indian rights

rather than - to feminine (?)

projects like the fashion show.

Anne Smith
Arts ' 66

^Journal
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Clothes. Fashions?
Editor, Journal:

I cannot understand why
Levana chooses to have the

fashion show as one of its

major publicized events. The
semi professional level that

this production has attained

over the years is way out of

proportion with the benefits it

gives.' The enormous work and
time essential to the pre-
paration of this show could be
put to an activity more app-
ropriate to University aims.
The show does not make

money for Levana. And few

^ •?nites are interested in it,

(Last year, approximately 10%
of the audience were Levanites!)

Certainty most women are

interested in fashion. But this

interest could be satisfied with
less time and effort by having
models put on a small show at

noon hour in the dining room
once or twice a year. Then
if Levanites want a larger scale
production, let them ask for it.

It amuses me that Levana
makes such a big deal out of
a fashion show while so many
Levanites aren't concerned
enough to bother wearing a skirt
to classes! Such bad grooming
habits aswearingunkempt jeans
to classes shows a lack of

respect for the university
institution, for fellow students
and for the wearer himself.
We are women - let* s dress
like women! To me, this basic
good grooming is far more
important than mere fashion.
Let's not put the cart before
the horse Levana!

Samantha Wall
Arts ' 67

Editor, Journal:

The Levana Fashion Show is

one function which contributes

solely to the life of Queen's
women and not to the students

in general. It is the one function

which gives Levanites an oppor-
tunity to enjoy the association

of other Queen's women without

depending on male company for

relaxation and entertainment.

If the large turnouts for the

show in previous years is any

indication of the interest in the

fashion show, then we must
conclude that the Levanites find

it an enjoyable and worthwhile
experience.

It goes without saying that

the people who probably gain
most from the show are those

who put it on. The models get

a two month training pro-
gramme that will teach them the

poise and gracefulness which
they will retain the rest of
their lives. The hard workers on
the committees behind the

scenes are getting valuable org-
anizational experience and are
developing a valuable public
relations bond with the Kingston
merchants on behalf of the stu-
dents.

The Levana Fashion Show
been a traditional highlight of
the Levana Society's annual
agenda. This year's committee
is preparing Fashion Carnival
'66 with great enthusiasm. Look
forward to seeing the latest in

spring fashions from top Cana-
dian manufacturers at Fashion
Carnival '66, March 2, after-
noon and evening shows.

Linda Meiklejohn
Co -convenor

MORALS?
Editor, Journal:
The morality imposed on

Levanites is a farce! Will flood

lit common rooms stop the

hanky panky? Why do they want

to stop it? Will curfews ensure

my getting to bed, on time every

night? Whose bed? Will refusing

-to make birth control inform-

ation available to us ensure
our virginity? Who wants it

anyway? Will wearing dresses

to lunch and dinner make ladies

of us all? Or is this so we
can save our jeans for classes?

1 want to kiss my 'honey'

when he takes me home. Don't

make me do it under the lights!

Sometimes I want to stay out

late - or alt night.. Don't make
me sneak in the Ban Righ back

door the next morning! I don'

t

think sex is WORTH saving for

marriage, nor do Iwanttomake
virginity a virtue by which I

lure a husband. Nor do I want

to be forced into a premature
marriage because Vm pregnant!

In other words, let me decide

upon my own moral standards,

or else give me some intelligent

reasons for adhering to the

morality imposed on us

Levanites.

Wy Dooit
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From
The
Dean

The theme of the Formal
tonight evokes the metaphor
of wine to wish Levana health
and happiness in Vintage '66,
May it prove a good year, with
the flavour of maturity and the
quality of taste.

Dean Bryce

FromThe

President

Greetings:
1966 promises to be a vintage

year for the members of our

graduating class, for the cul-

mination of the 1965-66 society

projects, and for the future

undertakings of Levanites. Keep
ing in tune with the tides of

time, the Levana Formal Con-
venors, Carol Mark and Vicki

Redgrave tonight are presenting
Denny Vaughan at Vintage '66

which promises to be an over-
whelming success. Many thanks

are extended to Carol, to Vicki

and to their committee mem-
bers for the efforts they have
put forth in organizing the

Formal.
To the members of the Levana

Society and their guests I extend

greetings and the hope that the

entertainment provided by Vint-

age '66 and Sourgrapes '66 will

present you with an enjoyable

formal evening and weekend.
To the graduates -- I wish you

success this year and in the

years to come.
Joan Pistawka

_ Levana Sorlpfy President

fltlfalum $fntttft flHptrcij

FromThe
Convenors

Join the BUNCH on Friday
February 11, at VINTAGE '66,
the annual Levana Formal. (Of
course this is not to imply that
Levana is of Vintage Quality
for as we all know Levana is
really GRAPE).
Here at Grant Hall you will

be CASK into a wine cellar,
featuring characters from all
periods of history, from Greek
times through Victorian, to to-
day's modern beat. Float along
to the EFFERVESCENT music
of Denny Vaughan. Downstairs,
don'

t panic if you start seeing
pink elephants. They will be
casually adorning the walls of
Hallucinations Room. And we
hope you will enjoy our buffet
of wine - soaked cheeses and
assorted breads, imported for
the occasion. (We've checked
and they're diVINE).
We would like to extend to

all an invitation to Vintage '66.
We hope that it will meet your
expectations. We feel it will.
Our sincere thanks to our
fantastic committee without
whom we would have been lost.

Thanks to the Padre for
all his help.

May we LEAF you with
this message—welcome to Vin-
tage '661

11:00 a,m,. fto/uunp
WoruhXp

7:30 p.m. 6fvunf.
WonAkLp

8:kS p.m. youik
reJUomaJiip

A Vtry Cordial Wtkamt
To All Quun'i Studmo

Carol Mark

McMASTER UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOWSHIPS

Piythology .rtd the fetlgloo. Sckoeoi
h. wfc «to ... Id « „,„ *, ,„„„a, „M^

'II d.«,t. .PP.o,i«.,.i, wiiffh .1U .i~7; L-JESai
th« Unlvw.lty

ol Follo»»!p. will da«>t« .ppfo.jm,..l*>m*(if,h rfttwi
Irjrf ..„„„, .„ „.|„b|, „ ,„,„

from dt.t.nf polnlt.

i »nd .pollution fotm. m»y h - ofcttlnod Itomt
Stodi... MtAU.^, Unlwr.lty, H«nnton. Ont.rto, Ctotd..

DOMINO TIIEATHE INC.

presents

THE WAY OF THE WOULD

by William Congreve

This Fri. Snt. ft

Sunday

CUIiTAJN TIME

9.00 pm

8 Princess St.

Tickets nt Mahoods

SI. 50

Wc bend CM BQT to undergraduate money
problems of all kinds, from setting up a savings
account, to budgeting, to discussing your financial
future. Any time we can be of help . .

,

ROYAL BANK

GIFTS
Your gift centre in

Kingston, for the

most interesting

selection of Canad-
ian and imported
gifts. Canadian shop
on second floor.

DOM LIS %
68 Brock St. 542-8944
Above market square.

*t Janus CJlfurr^
KiNOtroN, Ontario

>9S BoaaU Si.

Van. Diamond nuni

mo/y msm
9.00 am Holy Commu.

11. 00-am Morning Pray.
7.30 pm
Evening Prayer
Prcpchcr-
Hcv. Dclbert
Chata"eau

4H. An&rraTft

Ju-wbglirUra aUgart

XertAMd /tax V. fiUmm
0.A., StlnUtu.

<fitnn Q (jto*Qt

11.00 am
7.00 pm
7.JO pm "Radio i

S.I5 prnVo^A?,

7.X pm Biilt Siufy

THE CATRHRAl CHURCH 0T
ST. QEOROB

7Ae VtAU fttv,

HUnand £, rltming.

*». foul }acJuon

mum
8100 am Ho2u (ormunion,

1. 15 am £uo\

1 1-.00 am £uch
mo., and /1x- ju

7.00 pm tyntana
{j)f.[.t* nai8.15 pm(

T.^om
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SURVEY
In view of all the contro-

versy over rules in residence,

the hditors decided to take a

survey of the different prefer-

I PREFER TO LIVE.

ences Levanites have about how
and where they want to live.
We thought we'd set this up like-
a feature article in LIFE Mag-
azine for all those who can't -

read.

In Residence. .

It's so inspiring!

In An Apartment.

i

Saturday nite T.V. is especially great!

It's sooo suave! Especially dinner before the formal

RESTRICTED
-We urge our readers (18 or over please) to exercise the greatest

restraint in viewing the following pictures. They were posed by
models in the presence of chaperones carrying sticks.

'I Prefer To Live....

In marital.
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It seems that the Arts and
Science Society has failed in
answering the needs of its mem -

bers this year. Consequently,
certain Artsmen have formed
a new society, Menvana. Men-
vana, as described in the Arts
faculty Journal is modelled in

close imitation of our revered
Levana Society. We are indeed
complimented by this, the most
sincere form of flattery.

Yet there seemd to be a few
points concerning Levana'

s

aims and projects which the
Menvanites are rather confused
on. Levana graciously con-
descended to an interview with
the chief Menvanites - Uncle
Ed, Little Bru, Hotshot Kinner,
and Squirretly Marton.

Uncle Ed - da..da. .it - ah,

seems to me. . that uh the
message, ah, of the Levana

President to the freshettes, urn
er, before they come toQueen* s

in September is, ah, totally
- shall we say - uncalled for...
da... I see no reason why ...
ah, Queen's women should da
have any idea whatzoever about
the society they will da belong
to.

Levana - We believe in in-
formation before indoctrination
The message of a president is
more personal than a paragraph
m the Calendar.
Uncle Ed - Ah what's this

climax bit:

Levana - 1 refuse to comment
- this is a touchy subject!

Litte Bru - Why carry on
the tradition of Levanites being
lit shortly after their arrival
at Queen' s.

Levanite - Frankly I don't

L

E

V

KING of VINTAGE'66
Page 5

The crowning glory of Menvana

I
EDITOR'S NOTE

(This article was
Qflt written by grapes.

J

Confused?.

.

feel that the tradition of getting

lit is a bad one! However the

tradition within Levana has

important meaning - the gown
symbolizes education, the

candle represents individual-

ism plus understanding by its

flame, and the participation of

all Levanites signifies unity.

Hotshot Kinner - What has

your society done to promote
its members' interests. WE
brought back Ian and Sylvia!

Levanite - We' re not an
entertainment agency. Nor do
we rehash the concerts of other

campus clubs! We aim at the

intellectual interests of a uni-

versity woman. Take, for ex-

ample, the public talks from
Tepper and Tepper, Dr.

Brookes, and Khan Tineta Horn.
We also give financial support
to the educational pursuits of

other clubs on campus.
Squirrelly Marton - Oh nuts!

Typical culture-vulture, pseudo
sophistic, low intellect replyl

Now 007 and NL agree with

me that we require a social

stimulant.

Levanalo - I agree. I think

you all need this social stimu-

lant. There are opportunities

to seek outlets during Susie-

Q week and possibly a climax
to it all at the Levana formal.

A formal merger was not

accepted, but informal ones are
encouraged through these

functions as well as through

tea dances and through temp-
erature control of the common
rooms.

Uncle Ed - Tee hee - Are
you wild! An autonomous group
of females, with separate AMS
representation! Whafor? Whad-
dya do? Tee heel snicker!

Levanalo - Actions are more
effective than wordsl

Uncle Ed - da....er....O.K.

Fm easy.

Little Bru - I'd like to know
more about "Bloomer Briefs"

Don't tell me that< the Levana

pies have physical prowess like

ours!

Levanalo - Well no! Are you
being literal minded or are
you the type of fellow that likes

someone with the same physical

prowess?!. . . Now Little Bru,
just cairn down - where' s your
sense of humour!
Uncle Ed - Whafs dis I

hear about da . . er "Bonne
Tyarante" ?

Tyarante"? This pie - is she
a problem-? Tee! hee! Teel hee!
snickerl Why not call it "Chez
Citron"?

Levanlo - Uncle Ed. .the cor-
rect name is Ban Tighaerana!
And "Chez Citron" - that's a

rather sour suggestion isn't

it?

The meeting then terminated
because Levana had some im-
portant functions to fulfill. Men-
vana wasn' t sure what IT could
do. Then they decided to retire
to Squirrelly Martons nuthouse.
They felt so 'at home' there.
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Ours.'

A

Chuckle, chuckle, chuckle!

Levana has other plans for the

Red Koom! she will sit on the

Red Room Committee. She is

also making plans for a new
co-ed lounge in the Union.

Back at the redroorn, ,too bad Arts and Science!
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CLASSIFIED
LOST

One lady's ring with Queen's
crest. Phone 546-7406.

Lost, a turquoise Parker 61
ballpoint pen near Stirling Hall
on Monday, F ebraury 7. IF

ON Monday, February 7. If found
please contact Bill at 389-0522

$25 REWARD for return of
camera bag and contents lost
last Wednesday, near Journal
office. Phone Tom Trottier,
542-1968 or drop a note to the
journal office.

Lost, at Augustus A Go Go
II, Grant Hall, F eb. 6, my
Science '69 jacket disappeared.
It has been over three days
now and it still hasn't' risen.

Finder please contact Stuart
McTavish, ext 384.

Would whoever took my black
snow boots (size 9) from the

New Arts Building between 10
and 11 a.m. on Feb. 1, please
return them. Yours (size 7)

are still there and do not fit

me. My name is written on the
inside. D. L-Galloway.

Lost, black-rimmed glasses
men's likely vicinity of Students
Union. Call 546-9953

Lost, one ladies gold watch!
ff found please call Sandy Rich-
ards, Ext. 844.

FOR SALE
Stereo Tape Deck. Grundig

TM 45. This is a top quality
machine with all the gadgets,
plus microphones and tapes.
Used very little and reasonably
priced. R. Geehan 546-2081.

Arts 68, Year steins have
arrived and may be purchased
from Brian Edmison, Room 355,
Donald Gordon House for 9.75.

WANTED
A bartender for a private

house party Saturday 12th Feb-
ruary. For further information
call 546-0350.

FOR RENT
Large warm quiet room, lots

of hot water, 562 Johnson.

NOTICES
Robert Peck, Science '68,

wishes to announce to the world
in general and to his friends
in particular that he has left
the all - embracing arms of
Mother Third Centre McNeill
and decided to go it alone at
175 Union St. where he can be
reached by dialing 546-5456.

After due consideration, con-
templation and multi - late
leaves, we the undersigned feel
significantly experienced to
state that the girls of Gordon
House are THE greatest group
on campus. Tnak you girls.
Signed: Batman and Robin

Contributions will be grate-
fully received at 164 Macdonnell
towards purchase of a cuddly
teddy bear for Mr. Jmes B.M.
Johnston for use during occas-
ional lonely nights.

5 Days Left
c u s

LIFE INSURANCE

-ynur own low-cost student plan-

Si IOUT-FOI&I A I >P1. TC ITTON

DEADLINE

FEB IS

For further information contact:

Don Carter

548-3743

Lloyd Jackson
Spec. Rep.
542-0950

THE GREATEST COLLiiOTIOU OF
FOLK AUTISTS UNDER ONE ROOF

0RIU.IA foik feSTlMhU

FEB 18 - 19

GOME AND HEAR IN PERSON

PHIL 0CH3
BONNIE DOBS01I
GUY CARAV/AN
LEN CHANDLER
ALLAN McRAE
LEN UDC
CHAMBER BROS

OSCAR BRAND
ALAN ',/ARD THIC
JIM & JEAN
CASEY ANDERSON
JUDY RODERICK
MICHAEL SHERMAN
JIM KWESKIN AND
HIS JUG BAND

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
STUDENTS COUNCIL

FRI 83.50 SAT 84.00 COMBINATION 86.25

MOTEL ACCOMMODATION IN ORILLIA AND DISTRICT

FOR 2500 V/RITE OR CALL DILIDO MOTEL

65 COLBCRNE STREET, EAST ORILLIA

TEL: J25-1388

ACCOMMODATION FOR APPROX 1000 IN ORILLIA

HOMES CONTACT:

ORILLIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ORILLIA, ONTARIO 526-4424

filing
tiirouch a

a kuala o t

into a fc.:£ent

le:t playing

-sey lsnd

in a stocly gum
batting

my youngness
in soft pawa

ami dropping he whinseys

and i an
a tir>v blue lizard in the hot sun

oC the Diazza

to soft dirt

life is ceased
of some forgotten vanish vill.

am-: all t. .r- romance

THIS WEEK AT
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Weather
WEATHER REPORT - General
dullness prevailing on campus.
Hot in Jackson Lounge. Frosty
air currents emanating from
the Dean's Office. High winds
in SUPA Headquarters. Exces-
sive moisture expected in Grant
Hall tonight. High tonight. Low
tomorrow.

ARTS APPOINTMENT
At an open meeting on

February 16 the Society wi
appoint a) Three members

,

two of which must be either
third or fourth year students
tt> sit on theOrientationComm-
ittee and b) a manager for the
Book Exchange. All interested
in either position are asked
to be present a( the meeting)
which will be held in the Red
Room at 6:30 p.m.

UEEN'S

Friday, February 11
International club presents:

Palmetto Party downstairs in
the International Centre among
the whispering palms and a
red sunset. No admission
charge and refreshments avail-
able.

Sunday, February 13

Music Around The World:
In the International centre up-
stairs. An opportunity Co com-
pare and listen to typical

tendencies in music around the

world starting in Latin and South
America. Time 2 p.m.
SCM Hunger Night. Supper of

bread and cheese. Regular 74
cents goes to CARE. Discussion
with delegates from South-East
Asian Conference. Chalmers
Church Hall. 5 p.m.

Monday, February 14

Professor H.L.C.Jaffe from
Amsterdam University will

present an illustrated lecture
on " Problem of Reality in Paint-
ing Since Courbet" at 8.30p.m.

in Ellis Hall. This lecture is

sponsored by the Agnes Ether-
ington Art Centre in collabor-
ation with the National Gallery
of Canada.
A panel consisting of a M

A panel consisting of a
Moslem, Buddhist, Sikh, and
Christian will discuss their
religions' basic beliefs. 8.00
p.m. in the International Centre.
Come and bring your questions.

Tuesday, February 15

Students Wives Club mem-
bers Go Vogue.... Go Bazaar

Go - Go to "The Fashion
Shoppe" Tuesday, usual time
usual place.

February 14-18

THAYA BATDORFF
THAYA BATDORFF

IS COMING!)
- - a well - known and

controversial Canadian artist

will be on campus to stir it

up all next week. She will be
painting in various places on

campus, tentatively the Student
Union Common Room and a
Leonard Hall Common Room,
and is eagerly inviting questions
about her work from students
of a university rumoured to
be apathetic about everything.
Let's prove the rumours wrong.
Her theme will be GOD (the)
DAMNED (and) ART. So be
on the lookout for her.

Thursday, February 17
The Math and Physics Club

wilt meet in Stirling Hall,
theatre D, at 8.00 p.m. Guest
speaker will be Dn Kenneth
E. Iverson of the IBM Watson
Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, NY. Dr. Iverson will
speak on Programming and the
Teaching of Mathematics.
Everyone is welcome.

Friday, February 18

Queen's Nursing Science
presents Nose-Rub #1 at Grant
Hall Fri. Feb. 18th, 9 p.m. to

1 a.m. featuring the Count Vs.
Stag $1.00. Drag $2.00.

DINING
ROOM

Kingston

fully licenced dining lounge

and our

Take Home features!

AVAILABLE IN ALL TAKE HOME SHOPS

THE FAMILY BUCKET
14 pci Chiclwn

5 BjICUltf, Gra*y 3,75

THE PARTY BARREL
30 pet Chicbta

THE THRIFT BOX
9 pel Chict.n

3 Biiculli 2.35

THE INDIVIDUAL
DINNER 1.25

3 pel Chic L on

Cel. 51.

w

Francn fritd Pot.loai

THE SNAK BOX 2 pci, F.F. .85

CREAMY COLE SLAW Ph. .45

FRENCH FRIED POTATOE5 Ind. JO

by tho Family 8ox 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St.

location

LOCATIONS STUDENTS PHONE

I. Ktngiton - Pilnc.it at Portimouth 542-2 729

3. Mo«tr..l al M.rkLnd S42-2773I

3. Broclcvillt - 63 Willi.m Dl 24135
3
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WHAT
THIS

'Hairy"

CAMPUS NEEDS
The P.U.B. student movement

in Kingston, which has always

been an underground resistance

force in this small town on the

shores of the Ontario Lake,

has created quite a stir today.

Their leader. Hairy Wurtz,

affectionately known as mole,

held a press conference above

ground and divulged the soc-

iety's plan. Here is an account

of this conference.

Miss Queansie: What is your

plan?

Mr. Wurtz: To build an edi-

fice named after the P.U.B.

society.

Miss Q: How do you intend

to finance this structure?

Mr. W.: Every interested

student is to buy a brick; the

P.U.B. committee will supply

the mortar, and on Feb. 31,

1966, we will all pitch in.

Miss Q.: What is the pro-

posed site?

Mr. W. : (cooly) About 50

miles from the local' police.

Miss Q.: {chuckling nervous-

ly) Does this mean you are

afraid of underage drinking?

Mr. W. : Not at all. Are you?

This is an artistic creation,

NOT a moral issue!

Miss Q.: I suppose you heard

that the model you sent up
was stolen.

Mr. W.: Oh yes, it was taken

to create apathy. That' s the only

way we professionals work.

Miss Q.: (questioningly) Are

you intending to hold a plebis-

cite on this issue?

Mr. W.: But of course, it's

the only fair thing to do. The

P.U.B. committee has noticed

that only 40% of the students

will vote anyway, 1/4 of whom
we hope to confuse by printing

the pros and cons in the Jour-

nal and the other 3/4 are already

P.U.B. supporters.

Miss Q.: (forcefully) About

the proposed site?

Mr. W.: (ruefully) The time

has come, I suppose, (twinge

of sadness) to tell you that

we have decided to amalgamate
with the Union-Gym complex
and build beneath their struct-

ure.

Miss Q.: (sportingly) That

certainly is a novel idea, why
is this?

Mr. W.: A variety of reasons,

"Art for art* s sake", "Culture

is the foundation of Society",

"Buy a Brick", "Eat, Drink,

and Be Married". But on the

practical side it avoids the use

of skyhooks, saves on window
glass, and it makes a good

bomb shelter. These radical

groups, you know!

Miss Q.: (awed by the practi-

cality of an idealist) What will

it consist of?

Mr. W.: Basically three main
portions. 1. A large drinking

room where people can sit and

watch each other perform.

Attached to this will be a draft

room for rehearsals. 2. A
smaller operations theatre for

those who hate crowds. 3. A
set of rooms shaped like an

accordion for those who are

about to fold up. The drinking

room will be decorated in

Molson Provincial, the draft

room in early Canadian and the

rest of the complex with furni-

ture.

Miss Q.: And what about the

floor covering?
Mr. W.: In the drinking room

we' 11 have sponge tile for ail

the old soaks (snicker!) and in

the smaller operations room—
wall to wall mattresses (pant!).

And if you' 11 step into my room
Miss Queansie (pant! pant!) I

could show you just how excit-

ing such a decor can be
Miss Q.: No! No!

Editor' s Note:

We'd like to announce another
vote AGAINST the proposed
building on campus.

IS

A

GOOD

P.U.B.
by Sam Wall

Levanites have been classed

as everything from "Lemons"

to ???7?. This hurts us. We
want to know why. We'd like

to improve - to be worthy of

^ueen' smen. Consequently, we
sent a reporter to interview the

esteemed men of each faculty

for some constructive suggest-

ions. Unfortunately she hasn't

been seen since, but we did

receive this in the mail
First, 1 went to the apart-

ment of a prominent Artsman.
"Do come in" he said politely.

He had such a pretty smile!

And his hair was long and

shiny - the very latest "in*
thingl

" T m Linda Lomen from the

Levana Journal" I said, "I'm
doing a little survey on Queen* s-
men' s opinions of Levanites.
Would you tell me just what
you think of Levanites?"
-Well un - 1 haven't really

gone out with many- - - -

none in fact!

"

"Oh, why is that?"

He leaned closer to whisper

confidentially to me — " Iwould-
n't want you to print this Linda,

but really, I think Levanites
are just out for SEX! And the

fellows I live with agree. We
just don't bother taking girls

out at all. We can have a good
time here with just ourselves.

And we do!" he declared em-
phatically as he looked at his

fingernails then lightly smooth-
ed his hair.

I thought an engineer might
have a less prejudiced opinion.

I knocked on the door of Flash
Chugmore' s popular apartment.
Flash greeted me in the suave,
charming manner which engin-

eers strive so famously for.

"What the ?????do you want,
for ????rs sake."

Tm Linda Lomen, the Lev-
ana reporter, here to interview
you.

"

"Well (belch!) just step over
the gawdam bottles and come
in will yal. . . .Oh for ????'s
sake you walked on my hand!"
He took his finger out of his

nose to grab the hand I had

"How concerned! How dedi-

cated a doctor!" I thought as

le led me to his bedroom where
he insisted on soothing me with

a backrub. "How gentle!" I

thought as he demonstrated his

polished bedside manner. " How
professional!" I thought as he
began to
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George
a Test
Professor Grant wondered

how he could talk of anything
else but Vietnam, living, as we
are, "next to an empire comm-
itting genocide" . But, having
been introduced by Gord Watt
as a "magnificent mountain of
mind and matter", he went on
to speak of "Man-made Man".

Dr. Grant, a professor of
religion at McMaster Univer-
sity, has been watching devel-
opments in the world of sci-
ence. Specifically, he has been
reading the geneticists' papers
and going to their conferences.
Geneticists recommend the es-
tablishment of sperm banks so
that the earth's general intelli-

gence level can be controlled
by allowing only the right people
to donate to these banks. "May-
be next year we can afford a

Rockefeller, dear." Eventually
parenthood will be eliminated.

He said that the question is

no longer - "should scientists

be allowed to embark on these
activities?" but rather "when

Grant Leary of
Tube Baby Boom

bv Liz Rnhincnn *by Liz Robinson
these things are done, will they
be good?" People say the ad-
vantage of controlled heredity
is to control accident and to
create more freedom. But, he
said, we are doing things in the
name of scientific progress
without thinking whether this is

good. For what will people do
with their increased freedom
when parenthood is eliminated?
Geneticists say people will have
more time for such things as
personal pleasure and civic en-
terprises.

But most men need the frame-
work of family life or at least
a daily order, within which to
attain personal freedom, Dr.
Grant said. A man cannot think
all the time, he added.
To illustrate the difference

between his point of view, the
prevailing point of view, he
asked the question "what is the
nature of nature?" He said this

would not be asked by scientists.

They would ask " How can nature
best be used?"

Professor Grantwas challen-
ging the modern idea that man
is limitless and can make of
himself whatever he wants. Man
has always thought there was a
standard of human excellence to

try to attain, he said, but in the
twentieth century social science
has helped banish the idea of un-
changeable man. This creates a
paradox: the success of science
depends on science givingup the
idea of unchangeable man, but if

we do, we no longer have stan-
dards with which to judge wheth-
er what we do is good or not.

Nature should be left alone in

some ways. Dr. Grant said, or
a "catastrophe" is inevitable.

But he ended optimistically, ex-
pressing a belief that human na-
ture and the nature of things are
somehow beneficient. For eras,
man goes away from the stan-
dard of human excellence. His
last words were.. ."Despite all

that men can do, what ultimately
happens does not depend on hu-
man freedom".

Trustees listen at Friday Meeting as.
photo by Fung

TRUSTEES TO INVESTIGATE

FINANCES FOR CONCERT HALL
At the Board of Trustees

meeting last Friday night, Lar-
ry Wiertz and Gord Watt pre-

sented the case for the Building

Fund Committee. Principal

Corry issued a statement for

the Board that read in part:

The Board (1) Approved the ex-

ploration of all sources of rev-
enue for the concert hall-audi-

torium phase of the project on
the campus; (2) Postponed until

a later meeting the question of

initiating the ten dollar fee in-

crease approved in an AMS
plebiscite in January. The fee

increase, if implemented, would
make a substantial contribution
to the cost of the project.

The statement also expressed
the thanks of the Board to the

-^MS and the Building Fund
Committee for their efforts in

bringing forth the proposal.

by Mike Murray
When asked to comment, Gord

watt said, " 1 am most pleased

with the decision of the Board
of Trustees to agree to attempt

to raise sufficient funds for the

concert hall section of the pro-

posed drama -music complex.

Since the director of drama has

indicated that a renovated Con-
vocation Hall would meet his

immediate requirements, it is

quite reasonable that the con-

cert hall get first priority. The
deferment of the question of im-
plementing the ten dollar stu-

dent levy until after the nec-

essary funds have been found

leaves open the possibility that

it may never be imposed - a

situation that would please all

parties concerned.
"1 would especially like to

thank the rector, Dr. Brocking-

ton, for presenting our case at

the Board meeting. He was most
helpful in emphasizing points we
made and adding those we had
omitted.

"Congratulations are owed to

Larry Wiertz and his committee
for their fine effort in stimu-
lating student interest in this

project, and bringing it to a fine

conclusion."

Larry Wiertz added that the

decision of the Board was ex-

actly -what had been hoped for

since (fie Board had undertaken

responsibility. He gave full cre-
dit to the rank and file of his

committee for their success.

He also emphasized that Mr.
Trotcer and Dr. Corry have

been very sympathetic to the

student cause, and that it was
due to the Principal that the

presentation to the Board was
approved.

photo by Mac Donell

Not Lowering Standards
by John Hill Saunders

Principal JI.AXorry recently Dr. E.UBotterell
announced changes in Queen's
admission requirements for
1967. These changes were
interpreted by large sections
of the public and the daily
press as a lowering of stand-
ards.

Dean of

Medicine, said requirements in

his faculty are "closely related
to those of Arts and Science."

However this impression was
contradicted by Queen's assis-
tant registrar Miss Margaret
Hooey, who told the Journal:
" If the Ontario Government car-
ries through its plans regarding
the weight and content of grade
thirteen courses the changes
will not make any difference
in the difficulty of entrance."

She said the changes are not

gimmicks to attract students"

and that Queen' s is not" compet-
ing with the new universities"

who have been lowering their

standards lately, and pointed out

the passage in Dr. Gerry's
announcement that reads: "The
changes (are) in accordance
with the recommendations of the

grade 13 study committee est-

ablished by the provincial gov-
ernment."

The Journal contacted the

heads of the various faculties

and schools of the University
and they all basically agreed
with Miss Hooey's view.

Arts and Science Dean, Dr.

G. A. Harrower said: "The
intention on the part of govern-
ment was to distribute the work
more evenly through the High
School course." However, since

students will only be taking four

subjects in grade thirteen his

faculty will require a certain

distribution of grade twelve

courses of candidates for ent-

rance after 1968, he added.

2an of Applied Science,
Dr. J.H.Brown, said he does
not quite" go along with the

suggestion that the changes will

make no difference. He said
his faculty announced last April
that starting this year they are
not demanding an option (His-
tory, Geography, a second lang-
uage) in Grade thirteen, but

said candidates will be expected
to score correspondingly higher
in their remaining subjects.

Dr. Brownadded:" We' re only
kidding ourselves if we think

we establish the standards;
they're established by the stu-
dents who compete for ent-
rance. "

W. G, Leonard, Dean of School
of Business, said that the ad-
mission changes are just" more
or less tailoring our present
standards to the new order."

Dbrector of Nursing Miss
Jenny Wier said the require-
ments for Nursing will be much
the same except that any two
sciences will be acceptable in-

stead of the mandatory physics-
and' chemistry as in the past.

She said this will just facilitate

planning of Secondary School
courses for prospective nurses.

Dr. D. deF, Macintosh said
he feels the admission changes
will make no difference in the
difficulty of entrance to Queen'

s

"I thing everyone will follow
suit since Toronto has done
so and the Department of Ed-
ucation seems pretty admant
about it." he said.

Larry Wiertz explains theatre project photo by Fung
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HOLD IT FELLOWS
Both Larry Wiertz and Gord Watt are handing out laurels

because of their successful encounter with the Board of Trustees

-"Thanks to Dr. Brockington, you've been great Dr. Corry,

Mr. Trotter is a real plum, the Trustees were sweet. Blanks

Larry the committee did wonders, thanks Gord." Considering

our excellent coverage of the theatre question, it is upsetting

not to have been numbered among the lauded.

Wiertz and Watt are like two expectant fathers (only one

wife) - over anxious, handing out cigars an hour too early.

A bit premature, because the wife may have already had a

m,SC
The'p?ospects for a theatre complex, or at least for concert

hall facilities are encouraging. But the time for patting backs,

if there ever is a time, is when the bulldozers begin clearing

the theatre lot. , . . . . u
Its sort of like countirf your chickens before they hatch.

We hope that Wiertz and Watt, in their glee, don' t forget to

keep the eggs (Trustees, of course) warm. ^
VOTING PROCEDURE

AND TURNOUT
64 per cent of Levana voted in this year' s society elections.

39 per cent of the Arts and Science Society managed to find

their way to the polls last Thursday. Can we attribute the

differences in voting turnout to the fact that Levanites are

generally more politically aware and interested than Artsmen,

who are seen by some as being lazy political slobs. We do not

believe so, and here's why.

In the Levana elections students were not required to

have a year; card or an athletic card or any other sort of

card. There was one ballot box and one list of eligible voters.

The ballot box was at different key places during the day,

and all that was required of Levanites was for them to present

themselves at one of the polls some time during the day.

In the Arts and Science Society elections students were

obliged to present their athletic cards before they could vote.

One often heard scrutineers saying to the prospective voter,

"so solly, no cardy, no votey.

"

As a result, the turnout in the Levana elections was

impressive. The turnout of 39 per cent in the Arts and Science

Society elections was abysmally poor, and should be tolerated

no longer. Yes friends, something has got to be done about

this thing soon.

We believe that the way in which people are allowed to

vote helps to determine whether or not they do vote. The

Arts and Science Society would do well to follow a system

of voting similar to the one that Levana has already adopted

so successfully.
John Rae

INDEPEDENCE AND PROGRESS
reprint from LeCarabin - Laval

Independence for Quebec remains the best way to help

our society to progress. Political power seems to be the only

lever to which we have access. Our economy is controlled by

Wall Street, everyone knows it; and who could take on Wall
Street, if not an autonomous political power? Cultural priorities

enter the question more and more. Quebec is not Canada,
and it is not the United States. We are French in language and
in spirit. We form a nation, a nation that has a right to self-

determination and to self-government. Confederation has been
more or less imposed on us. In order for the British-North
American Act (do not forget the "British") to constitute a
pact between two equal nations, it would have been necessary

for the two nations to be independent. One of the two did not

have the choice . It is time that she did. Then we will see.

"Very good job, Larry " - "Jolly good Gord"
"Excellent, if I do say so myself" - "Oh, quite"
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Menzies Great
Editor, Journal:

The purpose of my letter is

not to refute the statements of

W. Newton-Smith, writer of

"Parliament Banal" in Tues-

day's Journal. I believe that ev-

eryone is entitled to his opin-

ions no matter how cynical or

misinformed they may be.How-
ever, I would like to take ex-

ception to the suggestion that

Mr. Menzies' organization of

this year's Model Parliament

was in vain.

The primary purpose of Mod-
el Parliament is "to provide

a forum for the discussion of

provincial, national, and inter-

national affairs" at Queen' s. It

is not the purpose of each of the

"petty politicians" to convince

one another or even the handful

in the gallery that his view if

right. Rather, members of Mod-
el Parliament by the Kingston

Whig Standard and the local tel-

el Parliament transmit their

views by means of the press.

This was done by the tremen-
dous coverage given to Model
Parliament by the Kingston

Whig Standard and the local

television station. Model Parl-
iament was not a failure. Mr.
Menzies deserves congratula-

tions for his excellent efforts.

Perhaps with the expected
improvements in the Queen'

s

Journal next year, Model Parl-
iament will be a greater suc-
cess.

John Hill

Journal
Destructive

Editor, Journal:

As a participant in the recent
Model Parliament, 1 am inter-

ested in the editorial comment
about it. Unfortunately, Mr.
Newton-Sm i th attempted to

prove his case against the Par-
liament by the questionable

trick of pulling answers from
the question period out of con-

text and by the use of sarcastic

generalities.

It is regrettable that there

was no comment on the reform

of Model Parliament or the

specific issues that were de-

bated. Surely it is unfair, con-

sidering the Journal' s criticism

of "Mock" Parliament, to attack

the attempt to make of it a ser-

ious forum for student national

and international views.

We recognize that this in-

stitution has room for improve-
ment and we have acted accord-

ingly. When it has been remod-
elled and more firmly estab-

lished, we will have more claim

to an audience in the gallery and

more campus interest.

Why must the Journal edito-

rials concerning Model Parli-

ament be consistently destruc-

tive rather than constructive or

instructive?
Gregory Fyffe

Journal Great
Editor, Journal:

As a former student at

Queen's in the sessions of 62/
63 and 63/64, I could not help
comparing the Queen' s Journal
of these years with the Edin-
burgh Student Newspaper, "Stu-

dent".

The most striking thing about
the two papers is that " Student"

appears only once a week (Thur-
sday) and the deadline is 4 days
before this, whereas QJ ap-
peared twice a week with appar-
ent ease and a much later dead-
line. Also the standard and a-

mount of material in QJ seems
to me in retrospect to have
been much higher.

If any Queen' s guys are in

Edinburgh they can contact me
through the Union. Til be
pleased to see or hear from any
in this area at any time.

Robin King

Union Fees
And The Administration

In a recent editorial, "Fees
and the Union", you argue that

the AMS Executive should ad-
vise and pressure the admini-
stration to change the present

arrangement in which eight dol-

lars of a woman student' s fee

is designated to the Ban Righ

Common Room rather than to

the Student" s Union.

The 'advise' part of your
suggestion has been carried

out on at least two separate
occasions. At the AMS Exe-
cutive meeting of Feb. 2, 1965

the following motion was unan-
imously passed: "that the AMS
Executive request that the ad-

ministration infuture (1) collect

$10 per student to go towards
the Students' Memorial Union
and (2) discontinue the $8 Ban
Righ Common Room fee." At
the Feb. 25, 1965 meeting of

the Students' Memorial Union
Council, the following motion
was passed: "that the Council
recommend to the Principal
that a change in proportion-
ment.of fees should be made so
thab women students pay the

full $10 fee to the Union,"
On two separate and frustrat-

ing occasions I can recall the
efforts of the presidents of the
Law, Graduate, Meds, Arts, and

Engineering Societies, as well

as the President of the AMS, to

explain to various members of

the administration the logic in

such a fee re-distribution. The
position presented at that time
by Mr. Conn was that any re-
distribution of fees merely in-

volved the transfer of funds
from one set of ledgers into

another set and that the deficit

presently owned by the Union
would merely be reduced by an
amount that a deficit in another
account would be increased.

Since I am not in a position
to evaluate the accounting pro-
cedures of the University, 1

would only like to make the fol-

lowing point. If the present dis-
tribution of Union fees contin-
ues and if the University is sat-
isfied to permit the Union to

operate in the 'red', then the

administration should not, with-
out much student disapproval
and action, be permitted to use
the deficit of the Union as a
lever to obtain additional AMS
money or to raise the Graduate
residence fees or prices for

meals, or any other facilities

provided by the Union.

Don Ursino
Past President, Graduate

First Aid

Blasted
Editor, Journal:

On Thursday evening last I

had occasion to watch an intra-

mural hockey game. During the

course of the game, one player

was so unfortunate as to suffer

a broken ankle. I was shocked
at the fact that he was forced

to lie in pain on the ice for

seven minutes because the door
to the first-aid room was locked
- with the stretcher (and all

other first-aid equipment) in-

side." No one in the arena had

a key, and ultimately the door
had to be forced open.

Injury. of this or a related

sort is not uncommon in hockey.

I trust that those responsible

for the intra-mural hockey pro-

gramme have taken steps to en-

sure that such a delay inapply-

ing first-aid shall not occur a-

gain.

Peter Bunn

Keep Queen's

Pure
Editor, Journal:

I take the liberty of speaking

for dozens, nay, hundreds, of

fellow Queensmen.
The unrestricted attendance

at the dances in Grant Hall not

only shocks but also disgusts

me. I am referring to the alar-

ming number of non-university

" students" who are admitted

each week to OUR dances.

Why should I and others com-
plain? We are assuming that GH
was constructed and exists pri-

marily and perhaps even totally

for the use of Queen' s Univer-

sity students. By allowing such

an influx of non-Queensmen are

we not defeating the purpose

of Grant? If the "Augustus"

dances are any indication, the

answer is quite obvious. Aug-

ustus 1 attracted a capacity

crowd of approximately 1200.

It could not but be noticed that

at least 300 of this number were

non-university people. Augus-

tus II, in comparison, failed

miserably, and why? Because

several hundced Queen's stu-

dents, who normally would have

attended, did not, thinking that

Grant, as usual, would be flood-

ed with the younger high school

students. As a matter of fact,

at least 1/3 of the crowd in

attendance were not from

Queen* s.

With this in mind I make my

plea. Let us stop this outrage

immediately and henceforth in'

sist on admission by the year

card of at least one of each

couple, and thereby restore the

university atmosphere at our

dances by making them exclu-

sive. Let us keep Queen' s for

Queensmen.
Joe Lawless, Arts '69.
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JDurnal Interview
with Ian Sylvia

by Andy Marshall

Marshall: About trends in re-
cent folk music, I notice you' ve
added one song to your reper-
toire which was originally on
the pop charts. What do you
think about this sort of thing?

Ian: Which song is that?

M. :
" Twenty-four Hours from

Tulsa".

Ian: Oh yes. ..Well, we do it

because we like the song and
because we think it" s a good
song. We're not overly con-
cerned in choosing a song,

right now in any case, whether
if s a folk tune or not. It's pure-
ly a musical choice.

M. : What about the lyrics?
Ian.: Well, that comes under the
classification of a good song.
It has to have a lyric that* s

good and a melody that's good
too. ..a combination of the two.
That" s really what we are look-
ing for ... A lot of good folk

tunes that we sing are southern
mountain songs and we've re-

i corded most of the ones which
we like.. .of course, the field

narrows all the time. I think
that* s one of the reasons why
a lot of people write their own
material today, and it's cer-
tainly one of the reasons why
we write ours.

M.: Many people have criticised

such artists as Bob Dylan for

doing what Joan Baez called
"going downhill on golden roll-

er skates." What do you think

of what Dylan has done, and the

coming together of folk music
and rock and roll movement?

Sylvia: I think I'd have to disa-
gree quite firmly with Miss
Baez about Bobby Dylan's di-

rection. Actually, I find this

direction a very natural one for

him... I think that he's been
building up to it ever since he
started singing. I think if s a

very natural progression and
he just gets better and better.

M. : How do you feel about songs
that other people are writing
today and that you are writing
which come between rock and
folk?

Ian: Well, rock and folk.. .these
are just catch-phrases. The
only thing you can really tie
it down to is.. .electrical in-
struments, and most folksing-
ers just don't feel that way a-
bout it.. .if s hard for us to get
concerned with terms. If s not
really the business of a musi-
cian to be concerned with
terms. I might use an electric
guitar for certain songs. Prob-
ably the only reason I don' t is

because it would be extra gui-
tar to carry on the road, and
acoustic guitars are more
familiar. But folk-rock and
rock and roll are so similar
today that really the only di-
vision is whether if s electric
or not. That seems to be what
most people object to.. .elect-
ric instruments. Personally, 1

don't. A song is a good or badfd
one whether it is played on an
organ, electric guitar, or ei-
ther for that matter.

Sylvia: You also have to take
into consideration that the pop
music field has become so
much wider and at the same
time so much narrower. Wi-
der in that it takes in all kinds
of music. .you can hear just
about any kind of music on the
hit parade now. But narrower
in that all these things have
come together into that one
field. So I really don't think
there are too many divisions
to be broken down there.

M. : Speaking of how far music
has come in the last few years,
I notice that you have developed
and branched out in many di-

rections since your first con-
cert here at Queen's (1962),
and your first Vanguard UP.
What do you think about this
on looking back at five or six

years of constant success and
explorations right to the peri-
phery of folk music?

Ian: AH musicians just try to go
ahead... and your influences
charge and your views on

things change as you go. The
honesty in the music is some-
thing that if what you're say-
ing is honest, you don't really

think about it, you just sing
the way you feel. I think that'

s

one of the reasons why all the

different styles have merged...
because a lot of the music being
played today, whether ifs
country music, folk-rock, rock
and roll., .is getting to be much
more honest and straight-for-
ward. ..the barriers that once
existed have been, by and
large, broken down. The emer-
gence of people like Bob Dylan
and particularly the Beatles
who are folk oriented could be
responsible. In fact, in talking
to young kids around fourteen
or fifteen.. .who do not consi-
der themselves folk fans at
all.. .to them, the Beatles' new
efforts on the "Rubber Soul"
album are not rock, but folk.

This is kind of an interesting
commentary because the Bea-
tles wouldn't have been thought
of as anything but a rock and
roll group a year or two ago.
But they've really broken out
and gone into all the fields...

which is a trend that' s going
to be happening more and more
all the time. The labels that are
used today just will not apply.
That's o.k. by me too... Idon't
like the labels too much.

M.: Where do you think this

"integrated" music is going,
and where do you hope to go
in relation to this?

Ian: Our new album has every-
thing on it from a nineteen
piece orchestra to our stan-
dard two guitars and bass,
with even a chamber quartet
in the middle., .and the next
album we're doing is a Childe
Ballad album with one or two
guitars and the songs are just

the old, old ballads. ..so we're
trying to just keep making our
musical statement more valid
as we go along. We' re not
going in any specific direction.
We have our style that's de-
veloped over the years... and
we just want, to keep on play-
ing better music within that
style.

Sylvia: I think I'd have to say
that I can't really equate the
direction we're going in with
the direction pop music is

going, because we don't think
in those terms too much. Any
performer who wants to live

with himself has to keep on
growing and progressing. He
can't have that direction dic-
tated to him.. .he has to figure
it out for himself.

In Dunning Hall at 8.30 p.m. Wednesday, February 16
the Prague Quartet will perform the third concertof the Chamber'
Music Concert Series. This quartet was founded some ten
years ago by the leading players of the string section of the
Prague Symphony Orchestra. Following a resounding successm the International Competition at Lieges in 1958 they were
relieved of their orchestral commitments and have since devoted
themselves entirely to chamber music.

There are a few tickets available either from Mrs. Lin
Rowe, Music Department, Qjeen's University, or at the door.
Admission $2.00 a single concert. Students $1.00.

Tepid reception
for Goodmans'

A Grant Hall vaguely populated with diseased Canadian
respiratory systems managed a tepid reception for the Goodman
concert Monday night. Hyman Goodman on violin, and his
charming daughter Erica playing the harp, presented a varied
programme of serious and contemporary works including both
solos and duets. Mr, Goodman opened the concert with the
unaccompanied Sonata No. One for violin by Bach, played in
a grave and restrained manner not free from some technical
approximations, due perhaps to his long experience as concert
master rather than solo performer. There followed two sonatoa
for harp: the first by Dussek (contemporary of Beethoven),
a warm, righ cascade of harmony for which the sensitive harp
of Miss Goodman is ideally suited; and the second by Paul
Hindemith (a modern, died 1963) - filled Grant Hall with the
staccattoed assonance of the sound tracK to a Hitchcock thriller.

1

The second part of the programme baffled the uninitiated
ear with a rasping, discordant violin solo composed by Papineau
Couture of Montreal, and later with the gentle disharmony
of a violin-harp duet written specially for the Goodmans by
Murray Adaskin. Two short harp solos, a pleasant work by
Rota and one by Salzedo, demonstrated again the virtuosity
of 18-year-old Erica Goodman. The romantic and flowing
"Fantaisie" duet by French composer Camille Saint-Saens
(1835-1921) completed the program. That generally drab spell
of coat adjustment and overshoe suffling that followed was
this night enhanced by two encores, insisted upon by a haggard
hardy few - the first encore particularly, a touchingly beautiful
transposition of Saint-Saens' "The Swan", rewarded the per-
sistent listeners.

Gary Schortliffe

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

Tuesday, February 15

The Engineering Institute of

Canada (E.LC.) will show a
film, " Semi-conductors " in

Ellis Hall auditorium at 11.00

a.m. All are welcome.
Der deutsche Club bringt am

funfzehnten Februar, 20:30, in

Thirty Minutes With George Grant

by Roy Batimgart

From Marcion to Harvey Cox
to Lyndon Johnson toBillyGra-
ham, Comments on secularism,
the eucharist, Marxism, and

modernism. After thirty min-
utes around a table with George
Grant we recall the words he
used, the phrases which caught
our fancy.Some were humorous,
others serious, some we under-
stood, others still puzzle us.

On Clergymen: "The church
is a large organization so you

can't help it if a few of the
clergy are dumb." ..."Clergy-

men ought not to flatter the

world in attempts to commu-
nicate." He said Harvey Cox,

author of "The Secular City",
s a prime example of this "in-

tellectual flattery to the spirit

of the world."

When asked about the

church's role in modern soci-

ety Dr. Grant answered that the

church should "do what it al-

ways has done." A person ought

not to be "driven out of the

church just because he is not

modern.". .."Christianity ought

to look inward at itself, and out-

ward at what other religions

have held onto and for what it

has lost." After looking outward

the church may "find the truth

in itself."

We asked Dr. Grant, chair-

man of the Department of Reli-

gion at McMaster, the function

of such.a department. "Its pur-

pose is two-fold - to discuss die

phenomenon of religion and to

speculate about its truth." The

curriculum is approached with

"the presupposition that no u-

nique revelation has been giv-

en."... "Any member of the fac-
ulty can believe that a particular
religion is true." Some memb-
ers of the Department of Reli-
gion at McMaster are Chris-
tian; others are not.

Dr. Grant prefaced his com-
ments on the Church and the

University Campus with the as-
sertion that " the body of the uni -

versity is the curriculum." One
of his concerns is that "issues
raised in the Gospel ought to be
thought about by students in an
academic way."
Any exciting things happening

on the university campus? --"I
love those SUPA youngsters...
For years I thought there were
only two of us who hated the
Americans." Some of them are
"extremely secularized Jews...
the most religious people Pve
met for ages."

der FacuL Lounge im vierten

Stock der Kingston Hall einen
Vortrag gegeben von Dr. H.K.
Krause mit dem Titel "Das
deutsche Volkslied". Kleiner

Kaffeeklatsch nachher.

Wednesday, February 16

The Queen's Bridge Club will

meet at 7.00 p.m. in the Lounge
of the Students' Union. Every-
one welcome.

Russian Club will meet on
Wednesday at 8.00 p.m. on Feb.
16. Russian dancing, Russian
games, food. Cost - 25<£. Please
watch for signs,

John R. Matheson, M.P., the

Executive Assistant to the
prime minister will speak to

United Nations Club at Inter-
national Centre at 8.30 p.m.,
on Canada and the Organization
of American States.

Thursday, February 17

The Christian Science Org-
anization will meet on Thursday
in room 27 of Dunning Hall
at 7.00 p.m. All are welcome.
The Astronomy Club will

meet at the planetarium in the
basement of Ontario Hall at 8.00
p.m. for planetarium demon-
stration.

The French Department will

present two films entitled: ' Le

Theatre National Populaire

'

and 'Une Repetition chez Jean-
Louis Barrault' at 4.30 p.m.
in Room 101, New Arts Build-
ing.

Queen's Gliding Club annual
meeting 8.00 - 11.00 p.m., i

Stirling Hall, Lecture Theatre
C.

The Math and Physics Club
meets in Stirling Hall, theatre
D, at 8.00 p.m. Dr. K.E.Iverson
of the IBM Watson Research
Center, will speak on "Pro-
gramming and the Teaching of

Mathematics ".

Arts '68 Pyjama Party at the

Polish Hall at 8.30.

Friday, February 18

Tour of Ntional Research
Council Physics Labs, in Ot-
tawa. Bus leaves from Stirling
Hall at 8.00 a.m. Details at
Math and Physics Club meeting
Thursday evening.

Queen's Nursing Science
presents Nose Rub »1 at Grant
Hall, Friday, Feb. 18th, 9.00
p.m. - 1.00 a.m., featuring the
Count fs. Stag $1.00, Drag
$2.00.

Saturday, February 19
Arts '67 open year party at

LaSalie Hotel 9.00 p.m. Bar.
Closed Skating Party and
Broomball in Jock Harty Arena
1.00 - 3.00 p.m.
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^TERNATI
ABROAD

DES PISSOIRS A PIGALLE
i by Ivo Krupka

Of the major countries which

attract Canadian university stu-

dents, France offers the great-

est contrasts with Canada. This

is not simply a reference to

the architecture of Hausmann,
the style of de Gaulle, the smell

of pissolrs, or to Pigalle; but

to a history, a set of traditions,

and generally, a value-system

that Is not Anglo-Saxon.

The sounds, sights and smells

of Paris initiate one to these

contrasts • The rumble of deux

-

chevaux over the cobblestone

streets; unbathed Pariesiens on

the Metro at five o'clock; the

combination of market frag-

rances and the smell of a

vespasienne; or the calculated

splendour of the Pont Alexandre

ual experiences unknown to

most Canadians

At the university, the ap-

plause for a professor as he

enters to deliver a lecture;

the absence of a campus,

students' union, and common
rooms, make one aware of the

new surroundings. A seemingly

pedantic concern for using the

"cartesian method", and for the

assimilation of "useless" detail

is frequently frustrating. A
teacher - pupil atmosphere pre-

vails - not the climate of a

"community of scholars". As

a complement to the liberalism

and vagueness of the Anglo-

Saxon approach however, this

apparent pedantry usually wins

praise from North American
graduates of the French system.

The inability of the nearby

cafe to satisfy "extra -cur-

ricular needs" usually leads to

long hours of wandering through

the streets, art galleries and
museums. The memory of this

past-time is often interspersed

with recollections of the un-
palatable food (but acceptable
beer and wine) at the restau-

rants universitaires, or a free

ticket from a student organiz-

ation for the first show at the

Crazy Horse Saloon.
The opportunity of living as

a student in a society which in

so many ways resembles our

own, but which has, in many
cases, such different values,

is a valuable experience. The
merit of combining this exper-

ience with an excellent ed-

ucation (which may put one

ahead of one's Canadian con-

temporaries), and perhaps, the

acquisition of another language,

is unquestionable.

ABROAD
A Taste Of Fascism

by Noel Lomer

What kind of experience does

an international traveller have?

Experience that confronts him

with new ideas, new values,

new emotions, an experience

like I had last summer, by

chance, in a little village on

the plains of Spain, between

Madrid and Salamanca.

My Vespa scooter had broken

down near Cillecastin and I

waited in the clear, hot morning

for it to be fixed. 1 started

talking to a young Spanish

couple. Soon they had invited me
to lunch, and we sat at a table

with an olive branch sheltering

us from the noon sun.

With halting French, with our

hands and our emotions, we
spoke. At first the couple was
reservered, almost afraid of

speaking, but soon our heated

talk melted the coolness.

They were unusual Spaniards:

they were intellectuals. He
taught accountancy at the Un-
iversity of Madrid she also

was intelligent and articualte.

We spoke first of the situation

of students in Spain, where
university is a privilege re-

served for one per cent of the

people: those from rich fam-
ilies. There are almost no
scholarships or bursaries for

the intellignet student with

ability but no money. This

student will be denied an ed-

ucation, while another with

perhaps less intellignece and

interest will receive one.

Spanish students have come to

realize the injustice of this,

and also of the fact that their

student government, appointed

by the Fascists, is not res-
ponsible to them. This reali-

zation led last year to wide-
spead student unrest, repres-
sed by the police with firehoses

and clubs. My friend himself
was attacked by police. All the

universities in Spain were
closed for one month as a result
of the unrest. Many students
and professors withdrew or
were expelled from university.

What would happen in Canada

if universities were closed ?

In Spain, nothing happened. It

was not even reported in the

Spanish press, radio or tele-

vision, which are completely

controlled by the government.
My friends had to listen to

foreign news services to get

information.

We in Canada have all sudied

totalitarian systems of govern-
ment on an academic level, but

when the tyranny of a fascist

government was presented to

me on a personal level, the level

of the Spanish student, it moved
me deeply.

As my friends spoke, the

mask hiding their emotions

slipped away. They showed their

true feeling toward their Fas-
cist government: it was rage.

They hated the injustice of a
system that reserves priviliege

for those with money or the right

political conviction. And they
hated the tyranny, even in Spain,

where the dictatorship is com-
paratively benign.

Spain is like a closed bottle,

with the drive and spirit of the

people bubbling inside, and the

opening sealed by a cork. The
cork is the army, the civil

guard, the landowners, most of

the Church, the Fascist party.

Franco is holding the cork down.
But the Spanish people are
seething and their rage is there.
"Totalitarianism - - it is

terrible, " said the man quietly.

Then his wife spoke: "When
Spain is free, drink to us."
On her mouth was a slight

smile, but her eyes were like

steel.

After that I began to under-
stand Spain: Spain is not

flamenco dancers and bull

fights. Spain is the country, the

people.

What effect did this have on
me? It made me feel about
totalitarianism as never before;

it made me aware of the fund-
amental differences in values
which are possible in different
societies; it made me examine
my own values in better per-
spective. So this to me, is the

value of travelling: it gives
experiences with people and
ideas that stretch the mind.

THE WORLD MEETS
Primarily, the purpose of International Club is to stimulate

good will and familiarity among Overseas and Canadian students.

Varied social, recreational, and educational activities are

undertaken to achieve this aim, including dances, discussions,

and trips to neighbouring points of interest.

In an informal, relaxed atmosphere students strange to

Canada and each other acclimatize themselves. Canadians

and newcomers benefit through mutual contact. The Canadian

becomes more familiar with foreign problems and viewpoints,

and acquires a keener appreciation of people with highly divergent

racial and cultural backgrounds. The overseas student in meeting

and talking with Canadians at International Club, is exposed

to Canadian opinion and will adjust to his alien surroundings

with greater ease. Also , he will find that students from other

countries are faced with problems similar to his.

Catholic in its tastes, the International Club seeks to

entertain every active member. Music at the dances ranges

from sensual Latin rhythms to the wildest animal sounds.

The frenetic, intoxicating spirit captures everyone.

During the first weeks of session, the International Club

provides personnel to greet foreign"students, and help them to

settle into Queen' s life.

There are a number of organizations on campus, such as

the Indian association, which draw members predominantly from
students of their own national group. The International Club

seeks to combine the students from these associations, and

to include Canadian students.

A NEW CENTRE
The new International Centre at Queen's offers the over-

seas student, and those Canadian students and staff interested

in making his stay in Canada a more pleasant one, many facilities

designed for both formal and informal occasions. If the overseas

student is looking for a pleasant place to chat with his friends,

the main floor lounge is at his disposal. If, on the other hand

he feels like indulging in a little physical activity, he can round

some players and head down to the ping pong tables in the

recreation area.

For organized functions, the new centre has much to

offer. For small club meetings, there is a meeting room on

the main floor. For larger gatherings, debates, shows, movies,

etcetera, there is a downstairs meeting area that can accomodate

up to one hundred and thirty. This area is equipped with a

stage at one end with a built in projection screen, and will

in time include a public address system with a tape deck,

turntable, and FM radio. Club executives can hold their meetings

in the committee room at the lower level, which can also serve

as an off-stage dressing room. For serving refreshments,

there is a fully equipped kitchen-attire lower level with facilities

to serve coffee and snacks for about a hundred and cooking

utensils to provide full course meals for up to fifty. This

facility is basically intended to be used to prepare ethnic

dishes and not as an annex to the union kitchens. Any
club or group wishing to use the facilities listed above, must
submit a request to the centre office. At no time will the centre

be reserved for any group which closes its doors to persons

who are not members. The purpose of the centre is to make
the overseas student feel at home, and organizations using

the centre' s facilities are expected to go out of their way to

do this.

ABROAD
The Chrome-Plated Myth

Florida is supposed to be
the lush land of the subtropics,

of Ponce de Leon and the Foun-
tain of Youth, of always-summ-
er and lace-like palms, of gen-
tle breezes bearing warmth and
whispers of another world.

Filled with such Hollywood-
inspired delusions we set out

from Queen' s for what turned
out to be a self-perpetuating
myth. Florida - the real Flor-
ida - is a state of freeways,
Jai-Lai palaces, roads igns
which obscure the countryside,

gas wars, liquor wars, ciga-
rette wars, "Where the Boys
Are" is an apt title for Fort
Lauderdale. Several thousand,

toting six-packs of Schlitz,

combed the beaches for the

few coeds who had bothered
to come. Sleep on the beach?
Sure, but be prepared to pay
the magistrate dearly for it.

Motels on the beach start at

$100 a week. (We ended up
staying with the Seminole In-

dians). The local economy lives

the American Way: " Buy, Buy,

Buy" and so they do: we were
able to sell our blood for $10
a pint.

The interesting part of our

trip was the drive home through

the worst snowstorms in local

memory, monumental drifts and

impassable roads. In our five

days on the road we found the

real America; here we met the

"little people" who took us into

their farmhouses until the plows

came, and who are beginning to

admire Barry Goldwater for his

honesty on Viet Nam during the

campaign.
Conditions worsened as we

drove north; towns through
Pennsylvania and New York
State provided emergency shel-

ters with cots and souplines for

the thousands of motorists who
were stranded on the turnpikes.

A dope pusher in Syracuse of-

fered us a place to stay and

money to get home on. In the

shelters the Red Cross stood

ready with purchased blood

(ours?) while we strummed
guitars with other grounded stu -

dents and compared the lies we
were going to tell the "unfor-
tunates" at home. Barbados,

anyone? See you there next Jan-

uary,
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HERE

DEPLORES OUR
f by Clem N. Nwakwesi

The first contrast that has
struck me is the difference
between the Nigerian teenager
I grew up with and the Cana-
dian teenager I have come to

associate myself with. I'm baf-
fled by the misconception here
that the college population ar-
rives on campus fully adult.

Set free from parental rest-
raints, many have tragically
leaned on drinks, drugs, and
sexual promiscuity as a means
of asserting growth to adoles-
cence. Many others have not,

but in an atmosphere like this

one, it takes more than strength
for a youngster to stick to his

convictions.

The guys I have come to

know possess great warmth,
enthusiasm, and drive, but it

is disappointing to realize that

there is a tendency among them
to be afraid of growing up and
acting mature. They are boys in

the real sense of the word; little

girls fear them, mothers love
them, all their brothers and sis-
ters tolerate them. Heaven pro-
tects them, but they still have
not learned to draw the line be-
tween fun, and vandalism or de-
linquency. The Nigerian teen-
ager also asserts himself by
'acting tough', but food fights

are ruled out and drunkenness
isn't so common - though it is

legal to drink at any age!

Insofar as dress goes, I have
noticed a development which I

shall call the neuter look among
a peculiar new class of teen-
agers which I shall call the uni-
sex. This is not yet a craze on
our campus, but there are a few
long-haired boys and a few
crew-cut girls here too. I am
amazed by this development:
girls dressing like boys, who
look like girls. My first reac-
tion would be that some boys
are effeminate, but far from it.

This is just another form of

teenage rebellion against tradi-
tion.

Another thing I have noticed
here is that the North American
societies are demanding of

youngsters some sort of stan-
dard marriage. Entering into

wedlock has become so expec-
ted of them that the merits of

single life have been forgotten.

The pressure begins with com-
pulsory pairing in high school,

where going steady is a symbol
of social success, and it con-
tinues in college. Often neither
football games nor coffee
breaks are stag anymore.

Since by nature the male is a

roamer and loose-hanger, going
steady is usually the girl* s idea,

possibly to assure her of a date
each weekend. You pay a large
premium to buy date insurance
like that, because a free-wheel-
ing dating pattern offers stimu-
lating challenge and gives your
personality an added dimension.

And what about marriage ac-
cording to the standard set by
society? " Isn' t that the dream of

MORES
every college girl?" asked one
girl I talked to. Another pointed
out, however, that:

" When you are a sophomore,
you want a pin so badly you can
taste it, but when you are a
senior, how do you reconcile
striving so hard for an edu-
cation with a lifetime of diaper-
washing?"
The question, then, is whether

to marry or not-- and it is a
question. Single men played a
vital role in staking out The
West, and spearheaded the wave
of immigration that has made
North America great. Many men
who have contributed to the ad-
vancement of human knowledge
(Plato, Newton, Leonardo da
Vinci) never married, and it

is difficult to imagine a Vict-
orian husband, much less a
modern one, who would stand
for Florence Nightingale' s pre-
carious excursions to the Cri-
mea.

Don' t get me wrong though; 1

am not advocating total absten-
tention from wedlock -- good
grief no, for 1 belong to the rank
and file of prospective grooms.
I just don't like this 'Grab-a-
mate A-go-go'

.

A human relations columnist
once wrote, "

I believe that only
one type of teenager should go
steady: he is so dull, so unatt-
ractive, so dreary, that it's a
miracle one person in the world
would go with him." Well, if you
answer this description, you
have her blessing; go steadyl

HEBE QUEENS: BAREFOOT IN BERMUDA
by Mavis Simons

Each summer a little of
Queen's is exported to Bermu-
da. One, two, or if we are very
lucky, three, professors* arrive
early in July to conduct Summer
School. If it is the professor's
first visit, he arrives for his
initial lecture dressed very
properly in suit, dress shirt,

and necktie. Within a few days,
however, he surrenders to the

relaxed atmosphere, to the heat,

and to his students who turn up
each morning in slacks, shorts,
or shifts (the students never
give in!). Wegive him three days
at the most to unbutton his shirt

collar, .leave the tie at home, and
go to Hamilton to buy a pair of

Bermuda shorts.' Then Summer
School really begins.

For most of us, this is our
first contact with Queen's Uni-
versity. Our classes are small
and very relaxed, with frequent
and brisk exchanges of ques-
tions and ideas. The professors
soon adapt to the informality.
We suspect that this process is

aided by long afternoons spent
on the beaches, while the stu-

dents are at home preparing for

next morning" s lectures - this

's only an opinion, however, with
no supporting evidence unless
you count the devastating sun-
tans which invariably appear by
the end of the first two weeks.

If this is not enough, Bermuda
can offer even more. Professor
Ferguson of thje English depart-

ment will soonforget his closing

lecture of summer 1963, given

with the 75-miie-an-hour winds
and heavy rains of a hurricane
creating havoc outside. We cer-

tainly will never forget the

*Oh well, when in Rome..." grin

of resignation he gave when we
waded into class in our bare feet

because the corridors were
flooded with several inches of

water.... As I said, we are very

informal. But he was quite Ber-

mudianized by then, so he con-

tinued the lecture, giving a
shake of the head and a laugh

now and then as another rain-

drenched student splashed in

with shoes in hand.

But that is Queen's in Ber-
muda. Queen's at Kingston is

another matter. Order is the

dominant quality of this Uni-

-versity. Gradually, one must
adjust to brisk efficiency that

permeates Richardson, the

creaking floors and widely-

fluctuating temperatures of On-

tario, the warm, carpeted quiet

of the Douglas Library, the

large classes and impersonal

lectnres.

A seminar course such as

Dr. Brookes* on race relations,

however, is in itself well worth

any sacrifice made to attend

the University during a winter

session. The small class, Dr.

Brookes' warm personality and

wealth of knowledge and exper-

ience, as well as the immedi-

acy of the topic, made for the

same kind of frank and vigo-

rous exchanges of fact and opin-

ion which we enjoy so much in

Bermuda.
After five months my overall

impression of Queen's is still

one of quiet efficiency and or'

der. The students in some
classes are overly reticent,

partly due to the large size of

the classes, and partly due,

I am told, to "basic conserva-
tism" - a nebulous concept used
to rationalize a multitude of

Canadians. Outside the lecture

rooms, contact among students

is friendly, though not as mean-
ingful as it might be; contact

between students and profess-

ors is problematic. I wish we
could import a little of Bermuda
Summer School atmosphere to

Kingston - Professor Fergu-
son's way-out ideas were tossed

back often enough there.

At this point 1 will claim the

prerogative of the overseas stu-

dent and succumb to preoccu-
pation with the Canadian land-

scape and seasonal changes. If

Kingston in fall colours was
beautiful, Kingston during and

after the recent snowstorms
was spectacular.

Coming from a country which

is green all year, I am con-

stantly awed by the changes
from day to day and month to

month. No Canadian who has not

spent a year away from Canada
can fully appreciate the exper-

ience of looking the window at

a snow-white winter scene com-
plete with brilliant sunshine

and then stepping out the door

and gasping for air because
if s ten below zero.

The population of Queen's has

a challenge to rise to and match
the image of vitality and varia-

tion presented by natural sur-

roundings.

This is the first of two sets of articles
written by foreign students at Queen' s and
Queen' s students who have travelled abroad.
The purpose is twofold: to evaluate 'the travel-
ling experience' and to present foreign student*
reactions to our campus and culture. Friday's
Journal will include further articles on this
theme.
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Heart Fund Opens House
The Heart Fund Drive has

traditionally been the occasion

when Queen' s students have

dffne something to help the city

of Kingston.

This year under the co-con-

venorship of Ian MacDonaldand
Dick Mac Lean of Meds "66, the

Drive is again looking for can-

vassers to cover the city on

Sunday, February 20.

"God, the damned & art"

A four by five foot piece of

hardboard, tubes of paint, an

easel, a sponge, a few brushes,

some students. Add artist Thaya

Batdorf to this collection and

you get

--an experiment in art

--on - the - spot abstract

painting

--dialogue about the Gospel

--questions, frustrations, in-

sights

Mrs. Thaya Batdorf, artist

from Bridgewater, Nova Scotia,

is embarking on a speaking -

painting tour of university

campuses in Hamilton, London,

Waterloo, and Kingston. This

week from Tuesday Feb. 15

to Friday the 18th she will

confront Queen' s students with

her intuitive deeply felt paint-

ing on the theme "GOD, the

DAMNED, and ART".

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Enbacher skis, poles. Must
sell; best offer. See Bob Kellar

181 Alfred Street

1960 Volkswagon, very good

condition, 54,700 miles, $700.

50 Amherst Drive, Amherst-

view, 389-0910
FOR RENT

J

Furnished apartment, 5 big

rooms, kitchen, and bathroom

with shower and bath. Close

to campus. Overlooks Lake

Ontario. Apply Ext 802 for Gord
Peckover.
Large quiet room, lots of

hot water. 562 Johnson St.

wanted
One six-string guitar in good

condition. Call 542-0704 after

4.00 p.m.
NOTICE

The Alma Mater Society has

not as yet received any appli-

cations (or the Editor of "Who" s

Where". Honorarium will be

10% of all advertising collected

Apply AMS office.

Committee for reception of

foreign students. If interested

in joining, leave your name at

the International Centre.

Some of the topics of her

noonhour and evening open for-

ums are:

The World* s a Mess
Conforming Campus
Art and the Ivory Tower
Bombs, Missiles, and Peace

Mrs. Batdorf, a mother of

four, has lived in Canada since

1952. Prior to that she lived

and painted in Massachusetts,

Philadelphia, and Baltimore.

After study in black - and -

white drawing techniques and

life classes she received her

degree in art from Hood Col-

lege, Maryland. Since 1960 she

has lectured and directed work-
shops for painters and teachers

in Nova Scotia.

This artist* s visit to Queen's

is sponsored by the local chap-

ter of the Lutheran Student

Movement. Through her paint

ing Mrs. Batdorf leads students

into discussion about faith and

life, about GOD, the DAMNED,
and ART.

Roy Baumgart

The number of canvassers

needed this year is 700, up

50 from last year. The student

nurses of Hotel Dieu, Ontario

Hospital and Kingston General

Hospital have added their sup-

port to the drive to meet the

increased demand.
To volunteer, phone or speak

to your faculty Heart Fund con-

venor:

Arts & Science - Bill Stafford

232
Engineering - Dave Rutland

542-9241
Levana - Joan Mac Lean

542-1736
Theology - Malcolm Profitt

546-2998
Medicine - Jim Rathbun

542-3138

The annual Heart Fund Open
House will be held at Ethering-

ton Hall on Stuart Street on

Wednesday, February 16.

The programme will consist

of talks, films and a panel

discussion in the Etherington

Hall Auditorium and continuous

film showing in the Richard-

son Amphitheatre, from 7.30

to 9.30 p.m. In addition, dis-

plays of research done at

Queen' s will be shown in the

Etherington Hall lecture theatre

Sponsored by the Kingston
Chapter of the Canadian Heart

Fund, this event is free and
open to the public.

Minimum Rules

at Montreal Res.
Rules are at a minimum in

a new women' s residence for

174 girls at the University of

Montreal The residence is

almost completely single rooms.

The main door is unlocked

day and night and students may
leave or return whenever they

wish. A foyer for entertaining

boyfriends is equipped with re-

laxing piped in music and com-
fortable furniture.

The residence is a tall piece

of concrete architecture, but
some of the girls nevertheless
complain about the unfinished

grey concrete ceilings in their

rooms and the concrete walls.

However, disadvantages are

compensated by a wonderful

view of Mont Royal and Oute-

mont. The interior has been
colorfully decorated by Mont-
real artist, Jean Paul Mousseau,

The building has a relaxing

atmosphere. There are elect-

ed senior councillors but no

house mothers or deans of res-
idence. Students are expected

to be responsible, and to take

care of themselves.

NEWS BRIEFS
Graduate Eletions

Miss Liivi Kasak was elected president of the Graduate
Society. Kevin Bell and Hans Bielenstein were elected Senior

and Junior AMS Representatives respectively.

The other positions filled were Sunil Gandhi, Vice-President;

Don Cook, treasurer; and Miss Alexandra Grenkiw, secretary.

The newly elected take office on March 1st. Sixty per cent

of the Graduates voted.

Arts & Science Society
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL REVISIONS

On Wednesday, February 16, the Arts and Science Society

will vote on revisions to the Society's Constitution at an open

meeting to be held in the Red Room at 6.30 p.m. Copies of the

proposed revisions will be placed on bulletin boards around

the campus. The appointment of a Book Exchange Manager and

three representatives to the Orientation Committee willbemade

at the same meeting.

Old Journal Office
The old Journal office has been turned into general student

office space, with desks and typewriters available for the use

of student organizations, and two of the smaller offices are now
furnished as small committee rooms for group executives.

There are also filing cabinets in the area for rent to any campus
group and a minimal charge of $5.00 a year.

Dalhousie Gazette Defaced
Halifax (CUP) - For the second time this year the Dalhousie

Gazette has been confiscated and defaced by a student

organization. This time it was the campus Liberals.

The culprits pried open a window of the Gazette office

and hijacked 3,500 copies of the Feb. 4 edition. The newspapers

were returned two days later with VOTE LIBERAL in large

red letters on the front of each issue.

After blasting the culprits, the Gazette editor-in-chief

impounded the spoiled copies and ordered the edition reprinted.

He is demanding that the student council ask the Liberals to

pick up the $100 for the printing. Legal action is being considered

on a number of counts including breaking and entering and

conversion of the newspaper into a propaganda leaflet.

Dalhousie student union president Robbie Shaw said a $100

fine Is too much to charge a campus club, but the final decision

will be made by the student council.

Union House Council Meets
Arrangements for the proposed coffee house in the Union

cafeteria have been made, and it will be open from 10.15 p.m.

to 2.15 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights.

Reporting to the AMS Executive on the first Union House
Council meeting, this seesion, Tom Kinnear, this years' Arts

President suggested that if the 'coffee house' is successful

it is probable that next year the coffee shop would be open

every night until 11.15.

He also reported that Bill Stafford, the Chairman of the

Union House Council, was looking into the possibility of locating

a bank in the Union.

In addition next year the Journal editor will be offered

a room in the Union at a competitive rate.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividend*

it wiU pay you to tee or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON. BJL. CJ.U. — Ret. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON. i&c., CL.U. — Res. S4M552

E. C. KENNEDY. C.LU. — Ret. 546-0032

M. EMMET ADAM C.l.u. — Ret. 542-6782

[Fa]
The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

111 Mnw Stmt T.Uphon. 546-367i

Branch Masaawi A. E. N.Uon. CXU.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Your Host in the heart of the City.

Open Daily from 9a.m. to 12p.m.

Queen's Students always Welcome.

Tony Annas to greet you.

Whateverbecame of:

Walt Raleigh,
CLASS OF '71?

One of the outstanding botanists ever to

graduate, Walt built his early reputation

on his major thesis "The Care and
Cultivation of Nicotinia for Profit." An
excellent athlete, Raleigh is fondly re-

membered for an incident which occurred
in his sophomore year. Shortly before the

Big Game, Walt impulsively threw his

football sweater over a puddle which
lay in the path of that year's Beauty
Queen. It was the only game on record in

which eleven of our varsity squad wore
numbers and one a large dirty footprint.

After graduation, Walt went overseas to
spark up the consumption of Virginia
tobacco in England. He was "capped"
for England against Spain on several
occasions. He was finally "de-capped"
after a local scrimmage against a team
from the Tower of London. A monument
in his memory is being proposed by a
local manufacturer of filters.

Don't lose your head over money matters.

A B of M Personal Chequing Account
is the ideal way to keep your finances on
the straight and narrow. Open yours
today.

Bank of Montreal

THE BANK THAT VALUES STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS
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Intercollegiate Badminton

The Intercollegiate badmin-
ton team, accompanied by coach
Marg Benson, travelled to To-
ronto for the Intercollegiate
tournament which was held on
the 4th and 5th of Feb. The
matches began at 9:00 on Fri-
day morning and at the end of
the day the doubles team, Judy
Frost and Ruth Simonton, were
undefeated in three matches.
The singles players, Marjorie
Swan and PatSisty, had each won
one match.
Friday night all the players

attended a banquet at Hart
House,
The matches resumed again

on Saturday morning and the
tournament ended at noon. The
doubles team won four matches
but were defeated in a hard-
fought game by McGill who won
the doubles contest. Both sing-
les players played well but were
defeated in a hard -fought game
the doubles contest. Both sing-
les players played well but e-
merged victorious in only two
matches each, to give Queen'

s

a total of 8 pts. and put us in a
two-way tie for 3rd place with

Western. McGill came second
with 12 pts. and Toronto won
with 13 pts. on the strength of
their singles players who were
both undefeated.

The tournament was extrem-
ely enjoyable for everyone, but
especially to Queen's who
seemed to lead, if not in points,

at least in spirit, as the build-
ing rang rather frequently with
the strains of " Oil Thigh." Con-
sidering that the whole team was
inexperienced in Intercollegiate
tournaments. Coach Benson did
an admirable job on us and we
thank her for her patience, un-
derstanding, and encourage-
ment. Next year we' 11 win.

Levana Hockey

Queen' s Golden Gals hockey
team travelled to Hamilton this

weekend to participate in the

preliminary tournament at Mc-
Master. hi their first game,
Queen's were defeated 4-0 by
Western. In spite of a valiant

effort, they were unable to put

the puck in the net. The game
was lost in the first period
when Western built up a 3-0
lead and outshot Queen's 13-1.

Queen's dominated play in the

second period but were unable
to score.

Shots on goal: Western -21,

Queen's - 15.

In their second game, Queen'

s

lost 3-2 to McMaster although
our girls led in shots on goal
with 19 to McMaster1

s U.Sally
Brice and Connie Neuman
scored for Queen's.
Hockey Gals will compete in

the final tournament this week
end against U. of T., Guelph,
McGill, and Western in London.

Levana Basketball

This weekend, the Girls' In-
termediate Basketball Team
hosted the team from Ryerson
for an exhibition game.
When the final horn sounded,

the score was 42-35 in favour
of the Ryerson team. However,
Queen's played well and the
spectators witnessed an exci-
ting, hard-fought game from be-
ginning to end. Top point scor-
gtnning to end. Top point scor-
ers for Queen' s were Diane
Findlay and Carol Hughes.

Next Thursday the Interme-
diate Basketball team will end
its season with a game against
Frontenac, the top High School
team of Kingston.

PROPOSED AMS CONSTITUTIONAL REVISIONS
The following are changes proposed in the AMS constituion 3j) ADD the convenor shall

which have been submitted to the executive and which will be be responsible for the Tradition
presented at the AMS annual meeting to be held on Feb. 24th.

Ceremony and toe Principal's

Article IV Section 5 - P. 9

DELETE AND REPLACE
WITH

"Non -residence Queen's stu-

dents causing damage to, or
creating a major disturbance
in or around the Men' s or
Women* s Residences may be
charged and brought before the

AMS Court. This is to be done
at the discretion of the Resi-
dence Central Committee(s)
which is (are) involved.

Artical VI Section 4 - P. 14

Permanent Officers
DELETE PRESENT SECTION
AND ADD

a) The relationship between
the AMS and its administrative
officers shall be that of em-
ployer - employee, under the

guidelines of the Earle Com-
mission Report of March 9,

1965.

b) The chief administrative
officer shall be the Business
Administrator and he (she) shall

be responsible to the AMS ex-
ecutive.

c) Additional staff may be
employed and shall be respons-
ible to the Business Administ-
rator.

d) All AMS administrative
officers shall be bonded by the

AMS for the sum of two thous-
and ($2,000) dollars each.

e) The duties of the Business
Administrator shall include;

) the keeping of separate
accounts for the AMS, AMS
publications, Queen' s Band, etc.

and the submission of an audit-
ed statement for these before
Oct. 31 of each year.

•OOKIHOP 14 HUftlrtal It.

ii) the keeping of minutes at
AMS executive meetings.
iii) to be a signing officer
for the AMS under By-Law
No. 29. iv) to administer a petty
cash fund of fifty dollars ($50)
under the imprest system.

Article VI - Section 3 - P. 13

a) DELETE "(xvi) Freshman
Orientation Convenor" and re-
number last three as (xvi), (xvii)

and (xviii).

b) DELETE "by December
31" AND ADD "by January 31"

ADD "(iv) Freshman Orient-
ation Convenor

"

Article XIV Freshman Orient-
ation

Section 2c (second sentence)
P. 22
CHANGE 'the ArtsandSci-

ence Student - Faculty Orient-
ation Committee" to "society
orientation committees"
DELETE LAST SENTENCE

Section 3a) (second sentence)

CHANGE "as early -- latest"

to "by January 31"

Address to the Freshman Class
Section 4d)

CHANGE TO READ. "Noisy
activities shall not be held
before 7 a.m.

"

Article XIII Section ic) P. 26
DELETE ENTIRELY

Article XVI Section 1c) P.33
in last sentence Delete

"event" and Add "Foot ball
game"
Section 2d) ADD

Constables at Law Functions
At the beginning of each year

the Law Society shall be res-
ponsible for finding at least
four persons whom they shall

recommend to the Chief of

Police as constables specific-
ally for Law functions. These
people must be approved by the
Chief of Police and shall join
the constable system, shall obey
the rules of the system and shall

be paid appropriate rates. It

shall be made clear at the time
of appointment of these people
that they are expected to serve
at Law functions after usual
notification by the Chief of

Police.

APPLIANCE RENTALS

Televisions, Tape Recorders, Cameras,

Folding Tables and Chairs, Reducing Equip. Etc.

DIAL 546-6995

telephone 548-3434

"Stye (Sift Centre"

Fine China Crystal Jewellery

330 Princess Street

KINGSTON. ONT

QUEEN'S BANDS

Brass Band
Majorettes

Pipe Band
Cheerleaders

General Band Meeting
Feb. 16, 1966

Lower Common Room
Students Union
7:00 P.M.

-CONSTITUTION OF THE
QUEEN'S JOURNAL
Article 1 Section 2 P. 36

a) DELETE "Forty times --

--session" and ADD "twenty
times or more during the winter
session"

b) ADD " The minimum num-
ber of pages for a weekly issue
is twelve pages except when
special permission is granted
by the Publications Committee"
ADD d) The Journal contract

shall be signed by the Editor
of the Journal, the Business
Manager of the Journal and
the Publications Committee
Chairman.

Article V Section 1

d) CHANGE "Editions
" supplements

"

e) CHANGE
" supplements

"

"The number

'editions" to

and DELETE
Journal " and

ADD " Four pages "

Article VI
ADD Section 10

The Business Manager shall

be notified of all proposed fin-

ancial transactions.

CONSTITUTION OF THE TRI-
COLOR YEARBOOK
Article IllSection 1 P.44
DELETE LAST SENTENCE

AND ADD "the Editor and Bus-
iness Manager of Tricolor, and
the chairman of the Publications
Committee shall sign the Tri-
color contract"

Article IV Section la)

ADD TO FIRST SENTENCE
"and from social functions
sponsored by Tricolor."

ADD TOSECONDSENTENCb
"and whose picture appears in

Tricolor"

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY BAND
CONSTITUTION
Article 111 Section 2a) P. 51
ADD '8. Head Majorette"

Article IV Section lb)

DELETE LAST SENTENCE

CONSTITUTION OF THE AB
of C
Article II Section 2 P. 00
DELETE "during the acad-

emic year" and REPLACE
WITH "during the period from
the last day of registration to

April 1".

SCOTIAIUN'K CENTENNIAL
SCHOLARSHIPS

Six awards will be made annual-
ly, three to French-speaking candi-
dates and three to English-speaking
candidates for graduate find under-
graduate students in their second
last year of a first university de-
gree programme. Graduate awards are
valued nt §2,500 and undergraduate
at §1,500. Closing date for 1966-67
competition is

MARCH 15th

Further information and application
forms

:

DIRECTOR OF AWARDS

Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada

75 Albert Street
Ottawa, Ontario
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Hockey
To Last Place Guelph

INTRAMURAL REPORT

by Dave Peeling

Friday night the Queen's
Golden Gaels Hockey team went

down to defeatf5 - 4 at the

hands of the last place Guelph

Redraen. This was Guelph*

s

second win in eleven games and

Queen's fifth loss in six starts.

Queen's visibly missed the

services of Captain Bob Pond,

out with a shoulder injury. The

Gaels passed well but lacked

finesse around the net. On
several occasions the puck

would end up in the corner or

be deflected wide. Jim Tait

played a frustrating game,
missing on several oppor-

tunities. He was by far the

standout in the game with

powerful skating and hard

checking.

•Queen' s opened the scoring

at 2.06 when Jim Bonn scored

on shot to the left hand corner.

Three minutes later poor de-

fensive play by Guelph let Dave
Bllis make it 2-0. Queen's re-

turned the favour a minute later

and Ego banged one in on a

play from bhind the net. With

that die Redmen came on strong

to tie the score at 13.12 on

a goal by Pallet. Jack Fleming
finished off the first period

scoring at 19.05 and the Gaels

left the ice with a one goal

lead.

Guelph' s Burridge tied the

game midway through the

Sports Club News

The Queen's Pistol Club:

While they may not be the most
successful club on campus as

far as victories are concerned,

the Aueen's Pistol Club is cer-

tainly one of the most active.

Doug Caskey, a post grad stu-

dent, continued his sharp-

shooting ways in a losing effort

for Queen's. He shot 517 as

Queen's lost to the Frontenac

Pistol Club, 2744-2546. Second

highest scorer for Queen' s was
Richard Bernabee, lecturer in

Classics, with 515. Remember
the Pistol Club is always happy

to welcome new members.
There is no restriction to age,

faculty or experience. Anyone
from frosh to prof who is in-

terested can contact Joe Dew-
hurst, 542-0057.

In their second meet this

week; the Pistol Club was again

defeated, this time by Water-
town, 2660-2569. Robert Cook
was high man for Watertown
with 5o7. Queen' s was led by

Jim Thurlow, 537, and Joe
Dewhurst, 536. Their next

meets will be here against RMC
ON Friday and against Clayton
N.Y. on Sunday.

second on an unassisted play.

The second period again saw
the Gaels unable to generate

any action on the Guelph goal.

The second period started

badly when Norm Douglas was
slashed in the face. Luckily

for the Guelph player Norm was
restrained by his teammates.

Larry Jones continued his as-

sault on the scoring title with

a picture goal at 4.12 on a

pass from Jim Bonn. It was not

enough. McLennon slipped the

puck under Douglas at 8.00

and Forbes put the game away
for Guelph at 9.19, scoring on

a powerplay while Dave Baker
was off for tripping.

ROUND THE RINK: Mark
Edwards luck continued to run

bad when he had to leave the

game early in the first period

after stopping a puck in the

mouth.
—Morrison and Kolesnik both

took a beating as rough play

developed in the second period.

--Shots on goal: Queen's - 37;

Guelph - 34.

Larry Jones gives Gaels a short lived lead

by "WEED

"

Quite a change in the Bews standings is expected thi;

week with the Swimming Meet being held to-night and Thursday

night. Programs will be posted for the preliminaries and

finals in | the Men's Locker Room. Participants are urged

to consult them and make this meet the best yet.

Water Polo: There have been a few disappointment in Water

Polo with Law '68 and Arts '66 defaulting out of their leagues.

Startings haven' t been posted as yet.

Results from last week: Sc '68 - 17 Arts '68-0
Meds '70-8 Sc.' 67 - 0

Hockey: The big thing in intramural Hockey these days is

to play for the Hockey Gaels. Last week the Fleming, Ellis

line from Arts ' 68 were brought up and this greatly weakened

their intramural team.

Meds '71 this week continued their assault on the Bews
trophy with a 6 - 3 victory over Science '69 and a 4 - 2 victory

over Arts '66, Bruce "The Moose" Laughlin scored three

goals in the Sc. '69 game while the goalie Turner was the

outstanding player for the "flying frosh" against Arts '66.

Basketball: The Post Grad and PHE were winners in the

first round of the Basketball playoffs. Scores were:
Post Grads - 29 Arts "67-23
Arts '68 - 40 PHE - 59

10 Pin Bowling: Sc '66 A with 27 points and Arts ' 6S with 23

points continue to lead Tuesday's section.

The Thursday section has settled down to a two team race
between Arts '69 and Sc '68B.

Hi single - W. Sobiski - 219
Hi triple - B. White - 550

QUEEN'S CLINCH SIBL EAST. DIV.
Quebec Road Race

Roger Pratt and John McCans
took part in the annual Quebec
City to Donnacona two-man 30
mile road relay, last Saturday.

John McCans was given special

mention for a courageous per-
formance, that ended with John
collapsing at the finishing line.

(In Quebecois, "le performance
le plus gutsiest").

Roger Pratt ran the first

fifteen miles from Quebec City

to St. Augustin in 1 hr. 22
mins. 48 sees, to give Queen's
a 3 minute lead over Hamilton
a.c. and Mont Royal France
Amis (MRFA) John McCans then
took over, to run the 15 miles
to Oonacona, but John felt very
weak and Queen' s finished in

4th place out of sixteen teams.

On arrival back at Kingston,

John visited a doctor, who then

diagnosed mononucleosis. Now,
nobody in Kingston believes

John ran 15 miles with mono-
nucleosis, but many hundreds
of Qaebecois will vouch for it.

They" re tough these Meds, but

John will be sidelined for a
month or so. However, he will

be good company for Dave Ellis

and Bob Eadie - also side-
lined.

The Queen' s GoldenGaels had
a chance to score 100 points

against the University of Mont-
real Carabins Saturday after-

noon. But they missed 4 out

of 5 throws in the last 10

seconds of the game and had
to settle for a 99-50 win.

It was Queen' s fourth consec-
utive victory in the eastern div-

ision of the the SIBL and with

it, they clinched first place.

The Gaels now have won the

right to participate in the SIBL
championship tournament which
begins on Feb. 26.

The Gaels won Saturday" s

contest in the first half when
they shot 58 per cent from the

floor and took a 55-21 lead to

the dressing room.
Everyone in Queen's lineup

hit the scoring column as Coach
Frank Tindall substituted liber-

ally throughout the game. Pete
Scobie, who led the team in

scoring Friday night, scored
22 points to lead the Gaels.
His playmaking partner Doug
Fraser scored 13, as did Dave
Heath. For Carabins, JeanCor-
beil, Yves Gougeon and Yves
Foisy each scored 9 points.

Alaine Olivier was lost to Mont-
real in the first half when he
suffered a possible broken bone
in his foot.

Scoring: Pete Scobie - 21,

Doug Fraser - 13, Dave Heath
- 13, Jim Crozier - 11, Bruce
Engel - 11, Bob Howes - 10

Ted Waring - 7, Terry Hag-
gerty - 1, Polleck - 4, Pete
Torbet - 2.

photo by Langstaff

Scobie of the sticky hands leads with 22 points

TODAY'S QUIP

Remember the great blizzard

that dumped 102" of snow in

Oswego, N.Y. ? They say it was
so bad that even R.C.'s were
wearing rubbers.

UTICA DUMPS GAELS
67-53

BASKETBALL STANDINGS
Western Division

Two weeks ago, Utica College
Pioneers trounced the Queen's
Golden Gaels 87-54. Last Fri-
day night the Gaels narrowed
that margin 14 points losing

67-53 at the Queen' s Gym.
In the first half, the teams

concentrated on ball - control

and as a result the half - time
score was 23 - 19 in favour
of Utica. Queen' s led for over

15 minutes but the Pioneers
sank 5 straight points near the

end of the half to take the lead.

In the second half, the Gaels
kept within 4 points of Utica

until the fourth quarter when
Utica pulled away. Forward Al

Sterling hooped 20 points in

the second half and ended up
as the game's high scorer with

22. Jeff Jones and Jim Smith
followed with 18 and 13 points

respectively.
For the Gaels, it was their

best effort of the season. Pete
Scobie was once again the high
scorer for the Gaels with 18

points. Guard Doug Fraser, who
teamed up with Scobie to pro-
vide most of the excitement in

the game, was second in scoring
with 9 points. Centre Bob Howes
also scored 9 points and was
the Gaels' outstanding re-
bounder.

P w
P W L Pts

Windsor 8 8 0 16

Toronto 7 5 2 10

Waterloo 7 4 3 8

Western 8 3 5 6

McMaster 8 3 5 6

Guelph 8 0 8 0

Last Week' s Results
Montreal 42 at McGill 95
Windsor 118 at Guelph 43
Windsor 86 at McMaster 57
Guelph 34 at Western 88
McMaster 60 at Waterloo 06
Western 69 at Toronto 71
Queen'

s

66 at McGill 59
Montreal 31 at Laval 50
Queen'

s

99 at Montreal 50

Eastern Division
Queen's 4 4 0 8

McGill 5 3 2 6
Laval 4 2 2 4
Montreal 4 0 4 0

BAKER WINS

WRESTING

Tim Baker accounted for

Queen's only victory in a dual

wrestling meet between Queen's

and Guelph last Friday evening'

He lost his first match in the

167 pound division, 6-4, to Nick

shori, OQAA champion for two

years, but then came back ' n

the 177 pound class to out-

point his opponent 10-9 wi"1

a breathtaking reversal in the

last two seconds of the fig"1'

Tim should do well in the OQAA
championships at McGill °n

February 25th and 26th. Ala"

MacKinnon has decided to com?

out and support the team 31

177 pound class. There are also

vacancies at the 123 and 1^"

pound levels for those inter"

ested. This Saturday the wrest'

lers go to Waterloo.
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THEATRE IF POSSIBLE: TRUSTEES

Dr. Corry

Dr. Corry expressed his
pleasure at the decision of the

Board of Trustees to proceed

with the theatre project, in an

interview last Monday. The
decision, he said, represents a

determination to explore all

possible sources of support for

such a building.
The Board of Trustees wants

the whole complex built as soon
as it is feasible. However, the
size of the project is too great
to be undertaken all at once,

since there are other import-
ant building requirements, but

(he Board was in agreement
that the large concert - hall

- auditorium is the mostim-

portant part of the complex, and
should be built first. Due to
the rising cost of construction
m general, particularly in the
last few months under the
pressure of nationwide univer-
sity expansion 'and the rash of
centennial projects. Dr. Corry
thought it extremely doubtful
that the complex could be built
for the original estimate of
five million dollars.

Concerning the search for
funds, the Principal said that
while every effort would be
made to finance the complex,
any donations made to the uni-
versity for unspecified pur-
poses would have to be devoted
to academic buildings which are
high on the priorities list. The
only grants that could be used
for the theatre would be those
given specifically for that pur-
pose. In addition, he indicated
that a brief would be presented
to the provincial government,
listing the academic role which
the concert hall - auditorium
would serve, and appealing for
a capital grant to cover a por-
tion of the cost.

Since the university is, at
the moment, straining its own
capital resources to the limit,

there is no money immediately
available for the project from

GRIT MP SAYS CANADA
HAS LEADERSHIP ROLE
"If we are broad enough, wise enough, enlightened enough,

far-seeing enough, we can do things to make Canada an inter-

national country. When thinking of Canada as a domestic entity,

we must think of the role she plays externally."

In his speech to the United Nations Club at Queen" s Wednesday
night, John Matheson, Parliamentary Secretary to Prime Minister

Pearson stressed the factors that can make Canada an inter-

national country.

Canada's character - English and French, Protestant and
Roman Catholic, civil and common law has equipped "Canada

to usher in a larger confederation of the world. Canada presents

a microcosm of world culture and therefore is prepared to lead

the way in this sphere.

Mr. Matheson stressed the

-fact that such nations as France
regard Canada as Europe' s last

chance, It is Canada's future
role to help lead an Atlantic

Community, which also means
extension of the European Com-
mon Market to Britain.

Mr. Matheson imagined a

"pooling of sovereignty" in

areas of external affairs, trade
and commerce, overseas aid
and defence. " It is conceivable
that leadership in this area
would come from a country
like Canada" - again stressing
r'iat Canada's strength lies in

her "diversity".
In the question period that

Allowed his speech, Mr. Mathe-

Election
Results
Arts Society

vtce President. . .John Burgess
Senior AMS Rep. . .Ed Chown
Junior AMS Rep. . Andy Cohen
All members by ac-

clamation

"Turnout .... 38% (512 people)

Theology
^loderator. . . Richard Boehme
Vlce President

Maurice Francis
^cretary John Pressey
^enior Rep Robert Pond
Junior Rep .... Don McClintock

son replied to a question on

the "pooling of Sovereignty"

that "we are all creatures of

the world", that nationalism

in the strict sense of the word
has become "quaint" - that in

a world where international

trade agreements are common
it would be more sensible if

we pool all our problems to-

gether. Mr. Matheson believes

that if Canada gave leadership

in the North Atlantic area in

this pooling of sovereignty, the

United States would follow -

the United States will not lead.

Mr. Matheson stated that he

advocated ties with Europe not

America because "Europe is

very rich and has a very im-

portant part to play in the

growth of the world."

In answer to the question,

should Canada join the Organ-

ization of American States, Mr.

Matheson believes that Canada

should first concentrate on the

Commonwealth wherein both 8

she and India are coming to

play a dominant role. He also

believes that there should be

increased economic aid to the

Caribbean, but not political

commitment. However it is in-

evitable that Canada will sooner

or later join the O.A.S.

Throughout his speech, Mr.

Matheson characterized Canada

as the bridge to the realization

of a true international com-

munity. by E Barr ett

standard resources. Dr. Corry
emphasized that it was for this
reason, and not from any lack
of interest on the part of the
Board of Trustees, that the pro-
ject could not be undertaken
until financing could be found.
The Board has not put any
time limit on the quest for
funds since it would mean, in
effect, that if the money were not
found within the specified time,
the project would be shelved.

Dr. Corry said he thought
it would be unwise to proceed
into the planning stages until
financing had been secured,
since the amount of money aval -

able for the project would affect
considerably the design of the
complex,
The decision whether to Imp-

lement the student fee increase
was postponed for similar
reasons. Until the project is

assured of early completion,
and the amount of funds avail-
able is determined, it would be
pointless to charge the students.
The increase will go into effect
only when the students can see
what they are paying for.

The Principal praised the
initiative of the A.M.S. in pro-
ceeding with preliminary plan-
ning. The design and model

clarified a number of points
that were previously vague. He
also commended Messers Watt
and Wiertz for their fine pre-
sentation at the Board meeting,
saying that the Board was im-
pressed with their endiusiasm
and persuasiveness. Student
interest on campus was influ-
ential as well.

In conclusion, he said that
the student action had induced
the Board to make a special
effort to procure a Drama

-

Music Complex for the univer-
sity, and was instrumental in
advancing the project by a num-

rs
' by Mike Murrayf by Mike Murrs

COFFEE HOUSE TO OPEN ON CAMPUS
REVELLING IN UNION FRIDAY NIGHT
QllPPn'*; Ctl iHonlc OVA fir. rfinironiM- nf t+ia Drmn/ia>;^ Inat Da-,,-, I O 1 r lQueen's students are fin

ally getting a coffeehouse.
"Bitter Grounds " will oper-
ate in the coffee shop of the

Students' Union starting Fri
day, February 25.

Although it will only be open
for two weekends, this will be
sufficient to show whether a

coffee house is feasibleon cam-
pus. If the trial run is success-
ful, then the Engineering Soci-

ety, which is providing financial

backing, will attempt to obtain

a house for next year.

Rick Sterne, the man who
waded through the university

bureaucracy to obtain the pres-

ent location, said that some of

the details "are still up in

the air". Of this they are cert-

ain: "Bitter Grounds" will be
open from 10 to 2.30 on Friday
and Saturday nights. There will

be a small cover charge of

fifty cents to defray initial cap-
ital expenses, but there will

minimum spent on temporary
decorations.

Gary Tathwell, who is work-
ing with Rick Sterne as co-

convenor of the Engineering-
student committee, announced
that there has been tremendous
response from folk - singing
groups on campus. Among the
students to appear at "Bitter
Grounds" for the two week-
ends will be Bob Bassett and
Peter McGuire, John McMath,
Cathy DeLury and Ron Matheson

Inez Pearce and Barbara John-
son.

"Bitter Grounds" requires
general student support so that

the administration will decide
whether Queen's really needs
a coffeehouse. Anyone interest-

ed in helping in any way should
contact Rick Sterne or Gary
Rathwell.

by Lym MarkeU

CYC To Seek Volunteers

Goodings Visits Queen's
The Interim Associate Dir-

ector of the Company of Young
Canadians will be speaking here
at noon.

Stewart Goodings, a former
Queen' s AMS President, will

explain a pilot program of the

CYC which will begin this

summer. The Company is hope-
ful of interesting 250 Canadian
young people in this first pro-

ject. Mr. Goodings hopes
Queen's students-will volunteer.

Volunteers will begin a one
or two year period of service

this summer. Most will be sent

to areas outside their home
provinces. Community work of

al 1 kinds will be undertaken,

as well as work with preschool

-

age children and on Indian res-

ervations. There are no specific

educational requirements for

volunteers.

Successful applicants will re-

ceive a monthly living allowance

plus an honorarium of about

$50 for each month of service.

Mr. Goodings will speak in

the lower common room of the

Union at 12:45 p,m.

Wiertz Happy With Results
On Tuesday evening, Larry

Wiertz, the Building Fund
Chairman discussed with the

AMS executive the results of

his appearance before the Board
of Trustees.

He said that the Board's
decision to explore all sources

of revenue for the concert hall

-auditorium phase of the pro-

ject was "as much as we can

pos s i bly get from them "

.

He also reported that their

decision to postpone the ques-

tion of whether or not to in-

itiate the ten dollar fee increase

indicated that "they will only

'usj^tudent money If they have

to " anfHL*hey are very hesitant

to use this student money".
He promised that the Builfein^j.

Fund committee would "sit on

the eggs" and "take an active

part in planning what form the

building should take".

Mr. Wiertz said that some
credit is due to the Journal

and the "syndicate" (Argue,

Little, Chown, etc.) for ex-

pressing student reluctance to

the fee hike.

He and Gord Watt had made
reference to Journal clippings

and the syndicate's position in

presenting their case to the

Board.

Mr. Wiertz then asked the

AMS to subsidize a banquet

for the Building Fund Com-
mittee because they had worked
exceptionally hard and had been
obliged to do a lot of menial
and unpleasant tasks.

He initially asked for a sub-

sidy of sixty dollars. This met
with considerable opposition

and on George Anderson' s sug-
gestion the request was scaled

down to a three dollar per capita

subsidy. During the discussion,

Jr. Arts Rep, John Argue, said
Lh.it he did not think this sort

'Oi^thing was really right in

light' of »Tnfe
,:

\ position the ex-
ecutive had taken with riegard

to granting money to clubs in

the middle of the vear.
" It seems to me that we have

a lot of people on a lot of

committees doing a good job

and I feel this is a bad pre-

cedent" said Arts President

Tom Kinnear.

Mr. Wiertz admitted that this

was a bad precedent but once
more asserted that this year's
Building Fund Committee was
a special case.

The suggested subsidy was
once more scaled down, this

time to two dollars per capita.

Paul Myles, Sr. Arts Rep.,

informed the executive that this

year's Budget and Finance
Committee had done a lot of

work, and that they too were
going out to dinner together,

but that they were paying for
it themselves.
The motion then came to a

vote and it went down to defeat,

by Tudor Beattie

Four Issues Left

There 1 will be four more
issues of the Queen's Jour-
nal this term all appearing
on Fridays. The dates for

these Issues are February
25th, March 4th. llth and

18 th.
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Just About Time
If the proposed Constitutional Revisions printed in this issue

are passed at the general meeting March 1, we may see in

1966-6? our last unrepresentative AMS. The problem is an old

one but to review it: 1334 Artsmen, for example, have three

representatives on the AMS. The Theologs, totalling only 62, have

three as well. In economic terms; the Levanites, who provide

about 24* of each AMS dollar, control less than 15* of it. On

the other hand, 204 Law students, who contribute only H to

the dollar (and Theologs with less than a penny) control an equal

15*'
Your wise investor tends to shy away from this sort of

institution, unless, of course, he has received what we might

call ' Divine Guidance' on the matter.

Yes, it certainly is about time representation by population

came to Queetf s. The mind boggles in attempting to discern

why barring amazing gullibility on the part of the larger faculty

societies, it hasn't been here since the AMS began. At this rate,

we may hope, at least within the next century, to see a popularly

elected president.

The Journal strongly urges that every student, again unless

he is a member of a smaller society, see it as in his interest

to attend the general meeting and approve this most necessary

reform.

Not Entertainment?
A few weeks back, in a Journal article, a professor referred

to this area as "the Presbyterian Shield •. Apt perhaps, but

he'll have to qualify his words this weekend. A first attempt

is going to be made at melting die adamantine core of the whole

district, the staid and stony Student Union.

We hope the Engineering Society's praiseworthy effort,

"Bitter Grounds" gets as much vocal and financial encouragement

as it can hold. Respite from that mile walk downtown anytime

after the present Union curfew (10 pm), let alone respite with live

entertainment, is well worth all the support we can give it.

And speaking of finances and the Union. . . .We were pleased

to receive Don Ursino' s answer to our editorial, "Fees and the

Union" informing us of the dubious logic with which Vice-

Principal Conn opposed the suggested fee re-allocation. Mr.

Conn said that returning the $8 taken from the $10 Levana Union

fee for the Ban Righ Common Room would result in simple

transfer of deficits from one account to another. Not so. Most

of thai $8 goes towards defraying capital costs on the women's

residences - a permanent University expense. If it were returned

to the Union, it would be used to avoid what is presently a yearly

loss. The two types of expense are quite different.

Now since buildings are here forever, (well, almost), students

only three or four years, and since student interest fees are

extracted yearly, it would be pleasant to see some immediate

return on the investment. Let women's residence fees be raised

to cover the loss -- that's where those funds should originate.

This is especially urgent at a time when it looks like the

Union might make good use of ready money, and become something

more than a glorified coffee bar and study room.

WATT WARNS
Editor, Journal:
There have been a number

of recent incidents of throw-

ing snowballs through the win-

dows of the Women's Res-

idences, cursing the ladies at

the entrances of the Women's
Residences, and invading the

dining hall in bands of from

twelve to twenty.

For years now it has been

the prank to tie up male stu-

dents in Residence, take them

to the Women's Residence, put

them in elevators and send them

to the upper floors. When these

occurrences were infrequent,

they were regarded as being

high-spirited pranks, but the

large increase in number rec-

ently, along with the previously

enumerated incidents, has led to

concern by the authorities at

the Women's Residences.

We would like to point out

that unlawful entry into Wo-
men' s Residences is specific-

ally prohibited by the A.M.S.

constitution and that the afore-

mentioned behaviour wi 11 be

considered conduct unbecoming

a Queen's student and, upon

identification, persons charged

with such behaviour will be

prosecuted by the A.M.S.Court.

If such occurrences happen

in future, the ladies in charge

of the Women* s Residences have

been authorized to call the

Kingston police to deal with the

situation.

Gordon L. Watt
President, A.M.S.

Most students would be really

interested to hear a slight state-

ment of policy from the Board
concerning this University, Are
they running it for the general

public or for the students

education? One continually gets

the picture that this Univer-

sity is a self - perpetuating

power structure with the Board
at the top. Lef*s cut the child

psychology. Most students are

NOT overcome with joy, con-

tentment, and admiration etc.

upon hearing that the Board
is "thankful'* for the students'

efforts in bringing forth the

proposal concerning the fund-

raising.

Perhaps what the Board needs

is someone who has come into

contact with oar generation and

at least understands what we
want. I doubt if anyone on the

Board understands the word
* freedom "

.

Marcus Waddington
Meds ' 70

HALLELUJAH!
Editor, Journal:
There have been rumours

about that the SCM is interest-

ed in setting up a Coffee House
and may even now be wringing
its collective hands in discons-

olate dismay at the emergence
of the Engineers upon the scene,

yea in the very confines of the

Coffee Shop. On the contrary.

Our dismay had been mostly
directed towards the long peb-
bly desert separating us from

this particular unpromised land

and to see it thus blossom with
coffee and roses before the fire

of the Almighty (Horder) HAD
caused us to quite burst our
strait laces in -glee.

A new andimiaft more direci

and important question now lies

before us a£l - and here 1

mean all - "students and staff,

graduates an3 guegts*. who are

invited by that ' quaint plaque
in the Students (?) Union(?)

to there participate in com-
panionship, recreation, and
good talk."

Students, staff, graduates and

guests: I have no idea at this

point how well ot possibly with

what initial blunders this Coffee

House will be brought into being.

I hope very much that there

will be- plenty of coffee at

reasonable prices and plenty

of opportunity for good talk.

I hope very much that enter-

tainment and general milieu
will be geared to appeal to

as wide a cross-section of the

campus as possible, and that

it will be such that people will

relax when they ,come in, find

they want to linger on, find

they are meeting new people,

find they are even thinking some
new thoughts. But the question

right now is: Let us be there.

Let us support this Coffee House
And let our reactions and

suggestions for its future be

known. This University needs

a Coffee House! Be there!

Marg Dyment
Post-grad French

THANKFUL?
Editor, Journal:

It is very heartwarming to

sa« that the Board of Trustees

is interested in "the exploration

of all sources of revenue for

the concert - hall - auditorium

phase of the project". Does
this mean that sources of

revenue will be" explored" only

to find they are inadequate?

Does this mean they will be
implemented or what?

Rare Rick Johnstone!
pqn Catmiehael, winner of a

Tricolor Award for his own
shit-disturbing, here praises

a more disturbing disturber.

Few individuals ever incur

such cbllective wrath from their

society as has Rick Johnstone.

The mere mention of his name
strikes terror Into countless

engineess; a Johnstone article

in the QJ sends a spasm of

paranoia sweeping across cam-
pus; his initiations resolution

packed Ellis Hall with a mob
which came to scorn, reject
and defile, not to listen or
learn.

There is sometning admir-

able about one who consistently

incurs such wrath.

For one thing, Johnstone ob-

viously has guts. Lesser men
would have been cowed into

silence long ago, but Rick

plunges ahead asking questions

and. raising issues. It took a

special kind of courage to face

down Ellis Hall as he did last

fall.

Joh ns tone belongs to that

small but inestimably precious

class of men known as "shit

disturbers." Whether he is right

or wrong he at least unmasks

our myths and forces us to

face ourselves and the implic -

ations of our actions. . he

forces us to examine our lives,

Dur institutions, and its trad-

itions. Often he is wrong, but

it takes hard, clear thinking

to prove it. . . and out of that

thinking develop new horizons

and the dynamic' of change.

We all support free inquiry

and frank questioning, from a

safe distance.' After all, isn't

the question mark the keystone
of university life? But too often

when our own valnes and actions

are on the line it becomes a

different matter. Then we stop

listening and take refuge behind

tradition or moral principle,

secure on such a moral perch

we squawk forth ridicule and
abuse upon those so demented
or immoral as to question usl

This probably applies more to

the so-called radicals than to

anyone else. SUPA has no mon-
opoly of virtue. . it is as
subject to righteous stupidity

as the Ellis Hall mob last fall.

Anyone who has THE TRUTH
naturally finds it easy to be
righteous and difficult to im-
agine that he might be wrong.

In fact, tffe campus politicians

usually display -9 much greater

ability to rise above* personal

or political differences and ex-

ercise sounder, judgment than

the radicals who attack them.

But the point is, that while

they tend to be of sound judg-

ment, campus boliticians are

slow to initiate and slower stJll

to criticize. That is why Rick

Johnstone is so important to

this "campus, for in consistent-

ly and courageously champion-
ing the unorthodox he forces us

all to think and grow.
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KCP-.A People's Project For Dignity
by John Hill Saunders O mmmm J

Joan Newman is a slight,

pretty twenty-three year old

who is deeply concerned about

the plight of trapped people
all over the world. For the

past four months she has been
half of the two-girl full-time

staff of the Kingston Commun-
ity Project. As we sat around
the kitchen table in the Earl
Street apartment she shares
with two others w_-.e talked about
what the project is trying to

do and why she is involved in it.

"We are not fighting poverty;

we feel that poverty is not
important and that dignity is

the significant thing," she said.

"Our job is to help frust-

rated people achieve their goals
or dreams. And although it* s

not only poor people who are
frustrated, the poor don' t have
money to 'buy off their child-

hood ambitions. So we try to

show them that they can attain

at least some of their little

dreams — maybe just a play-
ground for their children—so
that they will go on to work
for their big dreams,"
Joan said that much of her

work involves just making
friends and chatting with people.

" 1 hardly even think of it

as a work because I enjoy
talking to people."

She admitted: "We can't real-
ly tell whether we are doing
anything or not." However she
felt their efforts at "bringing

FOR SAL£
!(#) Volkswagon, very good

condition, 54,700 miles, $700.

50 Amherst Drive, Amherst-
view, 389-0910.

Apartment, furnishings for

sale - including tables, book-
cases, lamps, bed, .^"Jatchenware

stove, and refrigerator. All in

excellent -condition. Phone 542-
7943 for more information.

Men' s spo;;t jacket, light

specled finish, call 546-7191,
ask for Peter.

FOR RENT
6 rooms, furnished, suitable

lor 3, rent $135, close to cam-
pus and town at 23 Sydenham,

people together" may have paid
off. She spoke of a woman tell-
ing her how ten people in a
neighborhood who had never
spoken to each other were now
discussing their problems and
of how two people on Ontario
Street who had been feuding
for years had stopped. The
idea, she explained, is to get
people talking so they can dis-
cover their common dreams
and set out to achieve them.

Referring to the speed-limit
enforcements and playground
that were set up last summer
after groups of citizens made
representations to City council
she said, "We don't measure
our results by concrete achiev-
ments because any successes
belong to the people-we only
bring them together."

She and her partner Myrna
Wood, a 29 -year old American
girl, are each paid $25 a week.
Joan said they have no trouble
getting along on it and she likes
living frugally. Shewas wearing
a simple sweater and slacks-
her standard dress—and no
make-up, but she had other
reasons besides economy for
this lack of feminine adornment.

"If you wear a skirt people
think you're a social worker,"
she said. And she felt that
wearing cosmetics makes aper-
son play a role: "If s like try-
ing to live a fairytale. If you' re
pale you should stay pale."

She also felt this
'"
playing

of roles" -community worker,
reporter, alderman-is a major
barrier to communication be-
cause it prevents talking
"as one person to another."

Joan comes from a conser-
vative middle-class home in
Winnipeg. She spent three years
at the University of Manitoba
and two at Carleton University,
where she graduated with an
honors English degree last
spring.

"When I was in college my
parents gave me seventy dol-
lars a month to live on," she
said. "There are families with
five kids in Kingston who get
along on only seventy a month.
Usually they are getting their
rent or something paid by
welfare, but still if s amazing."

Although there is little un-
employment in Kingston, Joan
there are a considerable num-
ber of poor people.
"They work hard; they just

aren't paid enough," she said.
However she did not blame

the employers (" They pay as
much as they can afford" ) but
said she felt Canada should
start thinking seriously about
a scheme for a more equitable
distribution of incomes.

After graduation she became
a research assistant with the
newly - founded Company of
Yound Canadians. She said she

CLASSIFIED

apply Paul Gervan #295, John
Lane, 542-0939

NOTICES
In regards to that eventful

and memorable day, (Valentines
Day) we, the undersigned, wish
to express our thanks and ap-
preciation for all the cards,
candy and flowers that we re-
ceived from our many lovers.
From all our other latent, bash-
ful, and/or forgetful admirers
we shall gladly accept donations
until Saturday midnight. Shape
up Queensmen!

- The Three Rejects

of 4A N.W.R.

Beware for Batman Comes!
Also Ritchie Knight and the

Midnights - Mrch 4, Grant Hall.

Decorations and entertainment
downstairs.

Miss Helen T. Booth (known
affectionately to her friends

as "la monatrice avec le petit

accent") wishes it to be made

soon became disillusioned with
the way the CYC was being
run, "but thafs another arti-
cle." The research she was
doing concerned community de-
velopment and she formed some
definite ideas on how it should
be done, so she decided to leave
the Company and put these ideas
into practice in Kingston-

Joan subscribes to the views
of the Student Union for Peace
Action, the campus organiza-
tion which sponsors the project.
SUPA has a reputation for a
degree of anti-Americanism in
its policy of agitation for peace
in Viet Nam and elsewhere.
She said she can gee a simi-
larity between the plight of the
people of Viet Nam (South AND
North), the Canadian Indians,
school drop-outs and the Neg-
roes of Halifax.

" These people are beingpre-
vented from doing what they
want by the systems they live
under," she said.

She felt that SUPA can pro-
vide communication which will
help them to get rid of the
restrictions upon them.

Summing up, she said, "I
don't really like to see stories
written on the project, because
tend to bring the worker's per-
sonality to the fore, lfs the
people's project, not mine."

public that henceforth she will
answer only to the name:

Helene T. Boot

APARTMENT WANTED
3 or 4 room unfurnished

apartment needed after exams
for at least 1 year. Phone
Gregor Duncan 542-1421

TEACHING IN OTTAWA

Ottawa Secondary School Principals

will vi^it Queen's February 23, 24.

Those interested in a teaching career

in Ottawa please contact the iiuploynent

Office, Clark Hall, iiueen's University.

YORK UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Applications are now being accepted for admission

to Bachelor and Master Degree programmes.

Students with two years of General Arts are

eligible for admission to the thinlyear

programme in Business Administration.

For Complete Information please write:

The Registrar,

York University,
Toronto 12, Ont.

I THE LUSTROUS LOOK IS IN

jrfTx FOR SPRING

!

if II K J .1 Glenayr _

NEW SILKY

ANTRON
It's bo feminine—the

exciting new look for

S^r Spring—the shimmering

new pastel look—captured

here by Kitten in this new

perfectly matching cardigan

and skirt—the cardigan with

raglan shoulders (shapely)

and % sleeves. 34-42,

$13.98. The fully-lined

straight skirt to perfectly

match, 8-20, $15.98.

Both in the fabulous new

fibre—silky Antron.

Look for Kitten's

lustrous new look at

good shops everywhere!

Without this label
|

it i» not ., genuine KITTEN.

LAW
RESULTS

President Bob Green
Vice President

. . . Harvey Beresford
Senior AMS. . . .Doug Belch
Junion AMS. . . .Bill McCarthy
Secretary Eric Hafemann
Treasurer Bern Swirsky

WHO'S WHERE???
The Publications Committee

still earnestly awaits applic-
ations for the position of Who's
Where" Editor, 1966. They may
be sumitted to the AMS office.

Soon, please. Reward: 10% of
advertising revenue.

YOUR

COMBAT BOOTS

DON'T SCARE

ANYONE

Are girls getting more

belligerent?

Or do they just look that way?

If you're so brave, so modern,

so active, so rebellious,

why don't you use Tampax

menstrual tampons?

You can scarcely hope to go

to the moon if a little thing

like the use of Tampax

tampons makes you hesitate.

Tampax tampons are very

compact. Invisible, unfelt in

place. Superbly comfortable.

Try them and see.

TAMPAX INIERNAl SANITARY PROTECTION '5

MADE ONLY BY CANAOIAN TAMPAX CORPORA
TION LIMITEO. BARRIE, ONI.
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Journal
Features INTERNATIONAL

V ERIENCE

Teaching In Nigeria

t
artThis is the second of

students on the merits of .

abroad. This issue we hear

to Chile; Alice Mutrie, Que^
Peter Duffy, who last su,

cemetries in France; Noel LoMc0ote
and Jim Booth and Bob Fa

'international experience'.

by Alice Mutrie, former
Queen's student now teaching

at Union Secondary School -

Ibiaku, Nigeria.

I have two classes in form
four English Language, which

is really a three ring horror

show; comprehension, compos-
ition and grammar each endur-

ing the torture of the students'

meticulous examination and my
inadequate explanations. Com-
prehension especially is diffi-

cult to teach. I feel as if 1' m
giving classes In general know-
ledge. One passage we read

was on John Glenn1

s space
flight. 1 now have sixty kids

believing the Mutrie version of

the flight. I'm certain that Van
Braun would turn a little green
if he heard my explanation;

my grade ten science is not

the soundest basis on which to

explain the space age, but we

got John up and down again

without mishap.
Having the girls write com-

positions is providing me with

a good deal of information about

life in Nigeria, and about their

families. I now have scrap

knowledge of about every vil-

lage in the Eastern Region,

about what happens at the yam
festival, about how to protect

yourself in the lorry park—
the lorry drivers have quite

an intricate system it seems,
and about the advantages and
disadvantages of co-education.

You can certainly tell that this

is a mission school; one of

the arguments presented for

having co-education was taken

from the scripture—"what God
has put together, let no man
separate." I didn' t find the arg-

ument that convincing but who
am 1 to oppose Godi Marking
the compositions takes a lot of

time but it really is enter-
taining,

A Year Away
by E. Robinson

You've probably thought of takinga year off from university...

well, why not? I talked to two students who did Jim Booth,

now in Arts '66 and Bob Fowler, in Arts '69.

Jim headed off for Japan in August '63 after finishing

a general B.A, Why Japan— the weather, he said; by starting

there he could follow the d*y season around to the West.
It's hard to get a work permit in Japan; no developing

country will allow Europeans and North Americans to work
unless they can do something that a native cannot; but you
can always teach English.

In Australia, Jim worked as an auctioneer. In Malaya,
he met a man who didn't know how to spend his money

—

and in four months they had put up a resort hotel, picked the
site, hired architect, contractor and staff, and booked guests
so that it was full on the day it opened. These few months
he was as materially prosperous as he had ever been, but the
greatest part of his trip was yet to come: three weeks hunting
pigs with a Murut tribe in Borneo. He says that he found these
primitive people wise in a way that very few people on this

continent are, although even the chief had never been out
of his 100-mile territory and did not know what an ocean was.

He saw the rise on Mount Everest; then crossed the Indian
ocean and ended up fixing fences on a huge dairy farm in the
African rift valley. Then he boarded a Nile steamer on the
Uganda -Sudan border and travelled into Sudan (where it goes
to 140 degrees above in March) and up to Cairo.

Europe, he skipped, thinking that it would be easy enough
to go there later.

Bob, who had done a lot of travelling when he was younger,
went to the tiny (10,000 sq. miles) predominantly French-
speaking African country of Rwanda and taught English grammar
and conversation at the University of Rwanda, set up by the
Canadian government at the request of the Rwandan government
shortly after the country gained independence in 1962.

In his spare time, Bob hunted and climbed mountains,
learning a lot about Africa.

Although he didn't go primarily to "help the people",
his work gave him a sense of purpose because he saw how
much there was to be done. I asked him about CUSO; he said
in Rwanda there were eighteen members, all French-Canadian
and he thought they were working hard and were needed.

Both Jim and Bob emphasized themeritofa student traveller
staying and working in a single place for a stretch of time.
Jim stressed having enough money to take care of oneself,
staying in a hotel once in a while, keeping clean, and doing
things like taking a train to the end of a line and getting off
where no one had ever seen an American before.

Before visiting a new country, Jim read and found out
as much as he could about it; he kept a diary in which he wrote
about the customs and individuals he encountered.

The girls do not seem to

be able to express themselves

in simple language; in their

opinion the only good word is

a five to seven syllable word.

Some of their language is so

archaic! I think this is partly

because the two main works
they study are the Bible and

Shakespeare, neither of which
is the most modern mode of

English.

I have two classes in Lit-

erature, one form five and one

form four. In form five I just

reviewed with them. In reality

they taught me ' As You Like

It.' I swear they all had mem-
orized the entire play. The
'Old Man and the Sea' was a

pleasure to teach. It is a beau-

tiful book.

Next term I will be contin-

uing with my History Class.

The text they have is appall-

ing, a situation which it seems
cannot be remedied. The author

is a real Imperialist of the

first order, talking about the

Hottentots in one of his chap-
ters as being "low on the scale

of even savage humanity." From
the book you get the impres-
sion that, as a nation, Britain

is perpetrating the second com-
ing. The author was probably

a British Isrealite.

Gay and I have taken to play-

ing the organ for chapel. At

the moment we are conducting

a systematic slaughter of Meth-
odist hymns. 1 generally get

so excited when I finally hit

a correct note that I forget

to pump and nothing comes
out for the next couple of bars.

However I'm afraid that we'll

have to become a little more
proficient because Ruth, the

Methodist missionary on staff,

is going home in March and

we will be faced with not just

two hymns to play a day, but,

the Sunday church service as

well.

I can't think of anything else

that you would find interesting.

Sorry to report that neither

Gay nor I suffered from any

form of culture shock, which
is rather disappointing as we
got such a great build-up about

it at orientation. The big di-

sease on the compound when we
arrived was chickenpox and

measles.' They are not even
mentioned in our health manual.

Sorry we have no problems.
However we' 11 work on one;

perhaps by the time we write

the next report Miss Cameron
will be back and since we're
not intending to give up her

cook without a fight the report

may be a bit more spicy.

Another thing.. .the trip from
Lagos to Enugu was fabulous.

Gay and I enjoyed every bumpy
mile. It was a real initiation

to Nigeria, its countryside, its

people, and its transportation

problems. Any ride in any form
of transportation will seem
tame in comparison with the

wild race we had for the ferry

on our first day in Nigeria.
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On The Open Road
by Noel Lomer

Travelling is being on the

open road, with all the free-

dom you allow yourself, with

the sun on your back, and the

taSte of wine on your lips.

Travelling is having everything

you own on a ruck sack on
your back, standing at the side

of a highway waiting and wond-
ering who you will meet next

and what the next place will

teach you. Travelling is hos-
telling on your own or with
a friend, with a small budget
and an open mind.

Travelling does two main
things: it shows the traveller

strange and beautiful sights,

and it teaches him a great
deal about himself and other
people.

After one summer in Europe,
I have a faint impression of

the British people, the Spanish,
the French, the people of Tan-_
gier, the Austrians and the

Swiss. I have seen the gar-
dens of Sussex in springtime,
the cool silence of the Snow
on Mountains in Wales, the

white cliffs of Dover against

the morning sun, the women

of Paris at night, the jewell-

ed magnificence of the cathe-

dral at Cartes, the mist in

the mountains and the dusty
baked-brick villages on the

plains of Spain, the blue-white

mountains of Africa, the jun-

gle of jaded people at Monte
Carlo, the overwhelming beauty

of a Botticelli in Florence,

the senile decay of Venice. 1

have seen all these things and

many more.
When you are confused about

who you are or where you are
going, I know no better way
of learning about yourself than

by travelling. When you are
free of all demands on your-
self, free of the images you

create around yourself to cope
with the pressures ofyourworld-
when you are free of these
things, then you can do what
you want to do, and take who
you want as a friend. In do-
ing this, strangely enough, you
learn what you want, what kind

of people you like and thus what
kind of person you are. It is

travelling, then, which gives
you die freedom to find your-
self.

Travelling itself is very easy,

but you must travel by your-
self. Don't go on an organized

tour. Tours give a superficial

view of the tourist traps; you

are isolated by the glass wall

of a bus from the essence of

rhe country. Because everything

.s planned for you, you really

don't have any more freedom
than you do at home in Can-
ada. And there is a special

contempt reserved for bus tour-

ists.

Travel on your own. Go by

hostel, with friends or alone,

hitching or by way of your

own transportation. It is re-

markably cheap. My whole sum-
mer' s expenses for four mon-
ths, including plane fare, ac-

comodation, food, transporta-

tion, and sundries, came to

$720. "In planning your trip make
use of the experiences of those

who have travelled. Talk to per-

haps five people in detail a-

bout trans -Atlantic transporta-
tion, what to take with you,

finances, routes, names and

places, countries and cities to

visit. Then distill the informa-
tion and make your own plans.

Travelling can be a very good
experience—why don't you try

it?
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So Where Is Canada?
by Jim Laxer for CUP

The storm that has been
brewing in recent weeks about
Washington guidelines for US
subsidiary corporations in this
country is the latest sign that
this may be the year to re-
examine Canadian nationalism.

Both on the campuses and in
the mass media, the issue of
Canadian independence is re-
turning to the fore.

In many parts of the country
debates, teach-ins and articles
are drawing the line between
the nationalists and the cont-
inentalists. The nationalists
believe that Canadian society
is distinct and valid -- they
favor Canadian independence.
The continentalists seek closer
ties with the United States and
tend to view this countrys
sovereignty as a nuisance that
stands in the way of a great,
all-inclusive North American
society.

This gulf between Canadians,
expressed in rather simplified
terminology, has existed since
Confederation, of course. But
for many years after the Second
World War, the issue seemed
to sink from view. The rise
and partial eclipse of Diefen-
baker nationalism in English
Canada and the quiet revolution
in Quebec then brought the issue
back to stage-centre once more.

But oddly enough, theDiefen-
baker phenomenon was brushed
off by many as yokel-national-
ism and, especially in academic
circles, seemed to strengthen
the tendency toward continent -

alism.

CONTINENTAL
TREND

There were several factors

involved in this. Intellectuals

had long believed that they were
part of a cosmopolitan society

that knew no frontiers. Nat-

ionalism was somehow passe.

With their usual ability to con-

fuse sophistication with conven-

tion the universities managed to

yawn away the first two post-

war decades.
Equally important, the intel-

lectual community was the first

to take up the English-French

debate of the early 1960's. The

two soBtudes became so busy

with each other that they

scarcely noticed the economic,

cultural and political invasion
that was descending on them
from another quarter.
The English - French debate

had a rather ironic conclusion.
It began with French Canadians
demanding recognition for the
view that they belonged to a
"nation"; it ended with English
Canadians in doubt about their
own nationhood.

Gradually during the glamor-
ous Kennedy years a general
unease began to overtake this
country. It was increasingly
obvious that American subsid-
iary corporations were sharing
an ever larger portion of the
strategic sector of our economy.
We began to wonder whether
sovereign Canada would be per-
mitted to trade with Cuba and
China.

Then came angry words be-
tween the U.S. State Department
and Canada ' s Conservative
Prime Minister regarding nuc-
lear warheads for our Bomarc
missiles. In 1963 John Diefen-
baker's government went down
before the onslaught of a contin-
ental establishment.

NEW NATIONALISM
The period from the fall of

the Conservative government
to the present has seen the
genesis of the new nationalism
in English Canada.

Professor Gad Horowitz of

McGill University says: "Eng-
lish Canada will have to decide
what it is. . . The result should
be a new Nation, bearing the
clear imprint of a British past
without offence to those of a

non-British ancestry or to those
of British ancestry who are now
in conflict with their past".
But ironically the dean of

the new nationalism is a man
who believes that Canada's day
is almost over. George Grant,
47, head of the department of
religion at McMaster Univer-
sity has depicted the issues in

terms both classical and new
in his 'Lament for a Nation'.

Grant believes that Canadian
economic integration into the

United States has been'proceed-
ing apace since 1940. He sees
the Liberal party and especially
C.D.Howe as the instrument
of continental intrusion.

He states: "The Liberal pol-
icy under Howe was integration

. . .The society produced by
such policies may reap enorm-
ous benefits, but it will not be

a nation. Its culture will become

the empire's to which it

belongs.

Classical Canadian national-
ism once found its focus in

a protective tariff (hat shelter-
ed an east-west export-based
economy to provide an internal
market for the central Canadian
industrial complex. But Grant
argues that the Canadian corp-
orate elite has become so inter-
twined with the American that
it has lost all its nationalism.

In choosing the term "con-
tinentalism" as an epithet for
the enemies of Canada, Grant
brings to mind the hard battles
that raged on this issue over
half a century ago. In 1891
John A. Macdonald fought the
Continental Union" scheme of
the Liberals; he said he would
oppose "this veiled treason with
my utmost breath." During the
election of 1911, Borden de-
clared that the central issue of
the campaign was whether a
"spirit of Canadianism orcont-
inentalism shall prevail on the
northern half of this continent."
(He won.

)

BRANCH - PLANT
SOCIETY

Grant considers that Canada
has become increasingly a
"branch-plant" society.

This process has progressed
to the point that the small
towns and rural areas of the
country have become the reser-
voir of national feeling, in

Grant ' s view. Harold Arthur
writing in Saturday Night says
Toronto, from a"well-groomed
puberty - conscious daughter

"

has "grown up to be a North
American bitch. Her chosen
role is the Canadian reception-
ist for the New York office."

But there is evidence that,

in the cities too, the new
nationalism is beginning to

make itself felt. Those close
to Canada's past and those who
are groping toward a new
society are becoming clear that

the issue of independence must
be faced.

The extent to which the

question is pervading the public
consciousness is reflected in

a statement by an executive of

a large U.S. subsidiary that if

Washington continues to pursue
its guidelines policy "we could-
n't call our soul our own."

This year, around the focus
of 'Lament for a Nation', the
battle between the continentals

and the nationalists has cornel
to the campus. At Ryerson

|

Polytechnical Institute, in a de-
bate on the subject, Hugh Inms, I

head of the social science de-
partment told his listeners:
"No Canadian would spend I

one Hershey Bar a week to
|

save Canada."
The Liberal Prime Minister

|

of McMaster University's de-
'bating parliament made a re-
cent statement that North I

America as a whole would be I

a more viable economic unit
|

than Canada alone.

PATRIOTISM TAX
You are being taxed fol

patriotism. Our industries have
\

too many different products, and I

too few units of each product I

to be economic. Tariffs cost I

as much as the Canada Pension I

Plan and are only an incentive
|

to inefficiency," he said.

A McMaster Tory replied:
"Don't throw Canada into the I

melting pot and blend it with
|

the so-called 'Great Society'."
At Ryerson, nationalist pro-

ponent Hector Massey sald|
Canada's personality is caut-
ious, slow, but experimental.
"We don't have to be all gas

[

and no brakes." I

Students at the University of I

Alberta at Edmonton are organ- I

izing a teach-in on the sub-
ject of Canada: Satellite or I

Sovereign to be held on Feb. 19 [

with Grant as guest speaker.
In Winnipeg, the University I

of Manitoba will host two teac-
ins Feb. 25-26 and March 18-

19 todiscuss-TheNext Hundred I

Years: Can Canada Survive?" [

with Alvin Hamilton forme
minister of agriculture as a I

speaker.

Even the Student Union for I

Peace Action with its dislike I

of the nation state, is flirting I

daringly with Canadian nation-
alism.

On the senior party level, a I

new drive to realign Canadian!
politics along Canadian versus I

continentalist lines appears to I

be under way. Both Conserv-

1

atives and New Democrats are I

seeking an alliance with the |
nationalists in Quebec.
Whatever the outcome, the!

universities will be called upon I

to play a crucial role as a I
catalyst for the new alignment,

[and students from coast to coast I
will likely flock to the lists!
on behalf of one side or the |
other.

STUDENT WORK CAMP IN FRANCE
by Peter Duffy

When you are travelling in
(trope for a limited amount
til"e, the thought that keeps

ng in the back of your
s not to waste any of

precious moments. And
you plow on, from cathe-

a
' Co temple, from temple
fountain looking where the

lde says to look, laughing
' eri the guide says to laugh,
^thinking wistfully of quiet

v
ation at home. This may
a little bit exaggerated,
yone who has been one

ltd

the

'ar
millions of tourists that

over Europe during the
r will know the terrific

r
'ion of trying to break

iBi
gh the tourist image and

k'

ctions and adding some
to your international ex-

|Ptf\

Certainly when in

1 -j.

e
- you should see the Eif-

lu
°wer of L' re de Triomphe-

,

be foolish not to, but
c s'aictures are not'Fran-

ce' ; they are not what makes
the country. The people are the

essence of the country, live

with them, and above all else

you must seek them out, talk

with them, by buying souvenirs

or asking a gendarme ' Ou est

la cinema?' Only by stopping,

settling down in an area for

a few weeks, to assimilate with

the way of life, and to work
with the people, can you pos-

sibly glean understanding of the

consciousness of the people.

One of the easiest ways of doing

this is through an International

Work Camp.
i These exist throughout Eur-

ope and even behind the Iron

Curtain. They are open to young

people of all nations. The ages

range from about nineteen to

twenty five and most of the

camps are co-ed. They are un-

der the auspices of UNESCO
and primarily fulfill a function

similar to that of the Peace

Corps, helping in destitute

areas and working with govern-

ment projects. The work is

sometimes quite hard, but the

hours are very short, leaving

ample time for exploration. The
weekends are generally free;

during the week you work only

in the mornings.

The insight that can be gain-

ed in such an international sit-

uation is invaluable. The par-
ticular camp where I was work-
ing was located in the Alsace
Lorraine district of eastern
France, at a small village cal-

led Theacourt. The camp was
sponsored by the German gov-

ernment, and our job was main-
tenance in die German soldiers'

cemetaries situated there since

World War I. At the camp there

were Austrians, Germans, Eng-
lish, Danes, French, and a Can-
adian. In the mornings we work-
ed hard, slugging away with a

pick and ax at the clay and
rock that had to be cleared.

The work leader was a huge
soft-spoken Bulgarian. Each

day he would challenge us, heav-
ing the pick blade into the

earth with full, thudding strokes
and each day we tried to match
him, until at noon, sweating and
tired, we'd happily drag our-
selves home to a bottle of wine
and lunch.

But the evenings were the

most precious times. They
would usually start at Lou-
Lou's, the town cafe, where
there would be endless argu-
ments with French students in

the region, dancing, or just

casual chatter over glasses of

pernod. Or there would be slow
evening walks to nearby towns
in the silent twilight hours,
broken only by occasional Eng-
lish, French, or German songs.

When we got back to camp, most
people would be exhausted, but

there were always a few of

us that stole up the hillside

with those last bottles of spe-
cial wine that we had been
saving. I shall never forget

those nights on the hillside,

all of us talking, the wine be-
ing passed around the circle,
our cigarettes cupped in our
hands to keep the camp below
from seeing, and a guitar be-
ing strummed softly. Nor shall
I ever forget who made up that
circle. Hans, the joking Ger-
man cook; Yorkheim, the Ger-
man student studying at Lyon;
Rheinholdte, the gentle soldier
from Berlin; Linda, the inde-
pendent but warm girl from
London; Katrine, that petite epi-
tomy of French femininity so
alluring; and Getta, the Danish
girl, laughing and blond—they
were all wonderful.

For further information about
such work camps in Europe,
you can write: Co-ordination
Committee for International
Voluntary Work Camps, UN
ESCO, 6, rue Franklin, Paris
XVI, France.
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PROPOSED AMS CONSTITUTIONAL REVISIONS

At the annual meeting this year there will be proposed the

following changes in the structure and functioning of the A.M.S.

executive. Basically they involve the adoption of two principles;

one the idea of separation of powers between an Inner Council

to deal with administrative matters and an Outer Council to

deal with mainly policy decisions: the second is the idea of

representation by population on a limited scale, giving graded

representation to the societies while leaving the size of the

executive more or less unchanged. Note also the change in the

qualification for AMS President and Vice-President and the

introduction of a Speaker to chair the Outer Council meetings.

N.B. the date of the annual meeting is now March 1st,

Dunning Hall at 7:00 p.m.

ARTICLE V
The A.M.S. Executive

Section 1: Personal of the

AMS Executive

a) Voting members shall be

as follows :
Representatives

from the member societies the

number from each being four

(4) from each of Arts and Sci-

ence, Levana and Engineering

Societies, three (3) from the

Post Graduate Society, two (2)

from each of Law, Theo-

logy and Aesculapian Societies

and one (1) from Nursing Sci-

ence Society. All the represent-

atives are to be nominated and

elected before February 15th

by a method chosen by their

respective societies. An excep-

tion to this is the Nursing

Science Society who shall elect

its representative before Oct-

ober 15th.

Section 1 c) The Vice-President

. . . vote in place of any
representative of his society.

ADD - If the Vice-President

is an AMS Representative the

Society may appoiht another

member of its executive.

ARTICLE VI
Officer of the A.M.S.

Section 2 - The following shall

be voting members of the AMS.
a) The President, who is

elected by the Electoral Col-
lege from the representatives

of the societies on the execu-

tive or any other ordinary AMS
member who submits a nomina-

tion supported by two hundred

(200) signatures. He shall

preside at the meetings of the

Inner Council and at his dis-

cretion he or his representative

may be an ex officio member
of any committee of the AMS
unless otherwise specified in

this constitution.

b) A Vice President who is

elected by the Electoral Col-

lege from the society repre-

sentative on the executive, and

who must be from a different

society than the President. He

shall be a member of the Inner

Council and in the event of

the President's resigning or

vacating office he shall be Act-

ing President.

c) as is

d) Add: He shall be a member
of the Inner Council

e) as is

f) Add: He shall be a member
of the Inner Council

g) Add: He shall be the AMS
representative to CUS and shall

be a member of the Inner Coun-

cil.

h) - m) as are

The following shall be non-

voting members of the AMS
Outer Council.

a a) The Speaker who shall

things gO
better,^
wwith
Loke

Meanwhile, back at the lodge, it's time-out time for
the unmistakable taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts

your spirits, boosts your energy . .

.

chair all meetings of the Outer

Council and shall be selected

by the New Executive at their

first meeting, from applications

received from the campus at

large.
ARTICLE VII

The Inner Council of the AMS
Section 1. The Inner Council

of the AMS shall be composed

of the following:

a) The President who shall

be Chairman
b) The Vice-President who

shall preside at all meetings

in the abs ence of the President

c) The Chairman of the AMS
Budget and Finance Committee

d) The Chairman of the

Campus Activities Committee

e)The Chairman of the Pub-

lications Committee
f) The Chairman of the Ex-

ternal Affairs Committee

g) Two other AMS executive

members who shall serve two

month terms asynchronously in

rotation.

h) The Inner Council meet-
ings shall be open to all AMS
executive members.
Section 2 - The duties of the

Inner Council shall include the

following:

a) To deal with any matters

of administrative type for the

Society for example, to handle

all routine correspondence,

committee reports.

b) To deal with any matters

delegated by the Outer Council

c) To prepare minutes of its

meetings to be presented to the

Outer Council and to prepare

the agenda for the Outer Council

Section 3.

The Inner Council shall meet
weekly. It shall present its

minutes at the following 'meet-

ing of the Outer Council. Any
decision made by the Inner

Council may be overruled by

a majority vote of the Outer

Council.

ARTICLE VIII

The Election of the President

Section 1

a) The President of the AMS
who must be either one of the

elected representatives on the

Outer Council or any other

member of the AMS Society

whose nominatioa is supported

by at least 200 signatures, shall

be chosen by an Electoral

College.

b) The Electoral College will

consist of four members from
each of the faculty societies,

their old and new Presidents

and an old and new represent-

ative from the Outer Council

selected by the respective

society executives (in the case

where all new representatives

are running, the executive may
send its Vice-President unless

he is a candidate in which
case the Society may appoint a

person from their executive)

and two representatives from
the professional societies, to be

chosen by their executive. None
of the members of the Electoral

College may be candidates for

the offices of President or Vice-

President.
Section 2.

a) The Electoral College will

meet to elect a President before

the annual meeting of the Soci-

ety (Article IX, Section 1). The
retiring President will act as

a new chairman; and will have
a vote only if chosen as a

representative of his society.

b) The persons who declare

themselves candidates for the

positions of President and Vice-

President shall make brief

speeches at the joint meeting

of the Outer Council preceed-

ing the Annual Meeting at which

time nominations from the

campus at large as specified

in Section 1 a) of this article

shall be received.

c) former b)

Section 3. As is

Section 4. Omit
Section 5.

Section 2 ARTICLE XVI
a) ADD Constables will be appointed from all years with

with the exception of the freshman years.

Section 4

b) Remuneration for the constables will be at the following

rates:

1) first ten (10) functions officially attended. . . . $1.00 per hour
(probationary period)

2) 10-25 functions officially attended $1.20 per hour

3) 25-40 functions officially attended $1.25 per hour

4) over 40 functions officially attended $1.30 per hour
(not to be achieved during first working year)

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP PRORAM FOR

1966-67
The Province sponsors a Graduate

Fellowship Program to assist gr-ndmite
students who plan to enter the profes-
sion of university tear' in-- to those
s:ti s fyi ii£ the fol lowi nt; remiiromontS!:

-An Honours Bachelor of Arts de-
cree with at lea.st second-clfi-ss
honour standing.

-Admission to or continuation in
n full-time gre.nunte program at
an Ontario university leading to
the Master of Arts, Master of
Philosophy or doctor of Philoso-
phy degrees in the humanities and
sncial sciences or the pure sci-
ences and mathematics.

In 1966-67, up to 1,500 Fellowhsips
he offered in the humanities and

al sciences and up to 500 in the pure
nces and mathematics. The value of
Howship awarded for the winter ses-
is a maximum of 11,500, and Fellows

receive an amount not exceeding $500
study during the full summer session
eding or following the academic year
'hich a Fellowship is enjoyed.

v i 1

1

p 0c i

sr i e

a Fe
si on
nifi y
for
prcc
i n w

and
the
each

A brochure describing the Program
application forms are available at
office nf the graduate school of
Ontario university.

APPLICATIONS MUST FIE SUBMITTED TO THE
INSTITUTION BY 15V FEBRUARY. 1966.

a) as is except change Sec
tion 1 a) 3 81 4 to Section

1

2 and 3.

b) The Electoral College Wm
consist of four representative
from each faculty society, thej

r

President and Vice-Presider
,

and two others from thei
r

representation on the Outej

Council if they are not can.

didates for the position in ques-

tion or from their society

executives, and two from the

professional societies to b

chosen by their respect lv

executives.

c) as is

Section 6

Strike senior and ADD. He

must be from a different facul-

ty than the President.

ARTICLE IX

Meetings
Section 1: as is

Section 2: Change Executive
to

Outer Council and add:

c) Most of the time at thes,

meeting shall be spent 0 i

policy discussion, the topic of

each such discussion should

be decided at least one weel

in advance of the discussion,

Section 3: as is

Section 4: ADD
d) Society Vote:

A society vote means one vote

per society on the issue

question* An issue will require

a society vote only if a motion

to have it so considered

supported by at least forty per

cent (40%) of the executivi

present at the meeting. This

special vote only applies at

meetings of the Outer Council

ARTICLE XIII

Section 1:

b) ADD: The committee shall

consist of the Chairman of the

Student Government Commis-

sion plus one representative

from each society to be select-

ed by that society from ai

its elected representat i v es

preference being given to rep'

resentatives not in their grad-

uating year.

CONSTITUTION OF THE
TRICOLOR SOCIETY

ARTICLE I

Section 1

Section 3 a) (iii)

Seven representatives fron

the Outer Council of the AM
one from each faculty societj

to be selected by the respect

ive societies from the one

who are not in their final yeai

If there is no such represent

ative for a society itmayselec

another member of its executivi

who is not in his final

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

KEOULAK and KINOj

1



Friday, February 18, 1966

NEWSBRIEFS
ENGINEERING DAY

On February 5th, the Engineerine Societv h.M i.

Engineering Day. T*e purposed theS/^^hE ScEooStudents, interested in an engineering career toOueerf, ^
148 students and 30 teachers who attended cameVrom* I sc'hoSsseated m eastern Ontario and a total of 53 schools wereTpresent-

Each student was able to tour two deDartment« n i m
choice. TTese tours, in which there werfon y seve^srudenTs"were organized and guided by fourth year undergraduates TOeprogram included a lunch at Leonard Hall cafeteria and « ,

"d'chemicf - ^^"'-'-""ere Elecmca, PhysT/
and Chemical although interest in vervino- ri0^flo ,

iy*v-t>,

" fh
01 t TeJe>aICrM

- ^ '"-ni^cSsTtheX
must be attributed to the enthusiasm and effort of the seniorstudents who acted as guides and demonstrators, however special

efforts
S1Ve"

t0 M D'ngle Wh° C0° r<j™ted their

COMPLAINT DEPT. REVIVES
The student-faculty committee, an organization within the
faculty of Arts and Science, has been in existence for several
years but until recently has been largely inactive. At present
the committee is planning a survey of all the courses within
the various departments of the faculty.

Liaison committees, consisting of second, third, and fourth
year students, are being set up for each department to solicit
briefs from students taking the course. It is hoped that the
students will not only point out errors as they see them but
will also suggest constructive remedies. Suggestions for beneficial
changes in certain courses are also solicited (such as a course
in finance for economics majors or the addition of a certain
period in history, not presently covered by the history department.)
The liaison committees plan to pick out the proposals with a
general consensus of opinion and present them to the heads of
each department, for consideration and discussion with the
student faculty committee. Course commentary forms, a method
of enquiry conducted largely for the benefit of the professors
themselves, are also under consideration by the committee. The
students will be requested to comment on a specific course they
are taking and on the instructor of the course.

LIBRARY LOCK OUT STAYS
Anyone living near the back door of the library and infuriated

at having to leave through the front by night can expect little

relief this term.
The Chief-librarian, Mr. Redmond, explained that the present

hours for this door are due largely to the construction which
will likely continue for the rest of the school year. Further,
he stated that keeping the back door open requires an extra
hand at the circulation desk. This amounts to a dollar an hour
extra, an expense which is difficult to justify during slack
evening hours, If, however, a way is found to staff the desk in

such a way that it is convenient to the terrace door, the door
will be left open over a longer period.

Mr. Redmond said that at the moment, space in the library
is being juggled to make way for the construction, but that, in

the near future, library service will be improved. Reference
service may be increased during the evenings and week-end.
He added that the terrace door would be opened as soon as the

construction is complete.
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Here are the Village Look PLAYBOYS. All suede Putty beige. Grey,

r.j—, li... a„ , ..,.7,md ,-n "His —$10.95. "Hers —$6.95.
Faded blue. All styles available in

($1 higher west of Winnipeg)

BRIDGE TEAM CHAMPIONS
The Queen' s Duplicate Bridge

Club won the University of Wat-
erloo Intercollegiate Bridge
Tournament last weekend. The
club sent two teams of four
to the tournament; the first
finished first out of fourteen
as the second managed eleventh.
The winners were George

CBrien, Arts '66; Bob Brent,
Law '67; Doug Heron, Meds'67;
and Walt Cassidy, a graduate
in psychiatry. In eighth place
after the first round, the team
gained 16 1/2 points in the
second to win by one point.
They defeated teams from Wat-

erloo, Toronto, Buffalo, Roch-
ester, Guelph, and Ottawa Uni-
versities.

The second team: Paul Flet-
cher of Law '68, Roger Love

of Arcs '67, and Roger Harder
and George Hogan of Arts '68
were unsuccessful but retained
enough spirit to beat the first
team twice.

EuringervsWilliams
Next Thursday to Saturday,

Fred Euringer will direct two
one-act plays. The first he
calls "one of the greatest in

the English Language." Ten-
nessee Williams* "Suddenly
Last Summer is also, he says,
"most difficult to present in

its greatness", but this time.

"
I think we' ve got it."

Al Hand, perennial comic
favourite, will star in the sec-
ond play, "Hughie" by Eugene
O'Neill. Sets already complete,
are by Ed Kotanen, a top profes-
sional snagged between Crest
engagements.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

Friday, February 18

Stewart Goodings, former
President AMS, now Associate
Director, CYC, will be speak-
ing 12:30 noon, Lower Common
Room, Students' Union, on the
Company of Young Canadians,
topic: "The Role of Students
in North American Social
Change". 2 pm: Brother Jean-
Paul Desbiens, " La Justi-
fication Morale des Differentes
Modalites d' Action Estudian-
tine"

Thaya Batdorf - for a fas-
cinating, refreshing, ("hell of
a goo") time, see Mrs. Bat-
dorf in action (painting) at 12.30

p. m. in the Common Room
of the Students' Union. Tonight
at 8 pm whe will be showing
slides of her other paintings

and will act a a catalyst for

some group painting inSt. Mar's
Lutheran Church Basement.

International Club presents
"The Hairy Coconut", an eve-
ning of entertainment. At 7 pm
movies will be shown: "Court-
ship", "Because They are Dif-

ferent", and three short Mc
Laren films, "Begone Dull

Care", "Serenal", and "A
Chairy Tale". Dancing will fol-

low at 9 pm. Free admission;
everyone welcome.
Saturday, February 19

Broomball championship game
(symbolic of Queen's broom

-

ball supremacy) to be played

10 am at the Jock Harty. This
climaxes Sc "66's hard-fought

10 game season -- come out

and see some action.

Tour of the Geology build-

ing and coffee with professors

for first year engineers. Meet
in Miller Hall 10 am.

Arts '67 open year party with

the Chateaux, LaSalle Hotel,
9-1 o'clock -- bar.

Students' Union, 1pm: Robert
Nelson, UGEQ • "L' Efficacite

Pratique a" Action Estudiantine"

Sunday, February 20
Youth Fellowship Hour, Union

Street Gospel Chapel, supper
served at 5 pm, after which
Rev. Erasmus Bitarebeho will

give a talk on Christianity In

Uganda.

Take a break from studying

and come on the Snow Ridge

Ski Trip this Sunday - $3 will

be collected at the Union on

Thursday and Friday, 12 - 1.

Also at these times $3 will

be refunded to those who didn'

t

go on last Sunday's trip.

Newman Club: SCM and New-
man Club will encounter each

other on " The Relevance of

Christianity to University Cam-
pus". First of three meetings
to take place Sunday Feb. 20
at 8.00 pm, at Newman House
(164 University Avenue). Speak-

er: Fr. Raby of University of

Ottawa - "Role of Religious

Clubs on Campus

"

Monday, February 21

A dialogue between two Mor-
mons and two Queen's Theologs
with questions from the floor.

3.00 in the co-ed lounge, Union.

Tuesday, February 22
Queen' s Debating Union, gen-

eral meeting, 8.00 pm, co-ed
lounge, students' union. Agenda
includes: Revolutionary cons-
itutional metamorphis, elect-
ion of new executive, adjourn-
ment to a location such that
prudence dictates it shall re-
main unnamed. Bring proof of
age. All welcomel

The Engineering Institute of
Canada (EIC) will hold a gen-
eral meeting in Ellis Hall, U
am to elect officers for next
year. The offices open are vice-
chairman, secretary-treasurer
and various committee heads.
These are open to engineering
students of all years whether
you are a member at present
or not. If you are interested
please contact: Bill Gardian
546-5816; Fraser Dunford #381

Wednesday, February 23
The Queen's Bridge Club will

meet at 7.00 in the lounge of
the Students' Union.

You're right when you wear playboys

Foot-watchers see more PLAYBOYS than anything.

Reason? The Village Look is big now. And PLAYBOYS
have it!

Dashing! Light! Casual! Select suede uppers look better

longer, plantation crepe soles. Steel shanks.

Ask for your PLAYBOYS at your shoe store today.

DINING
ROOM

Cully licenced dialog lounge
and our

Take Home Features!

AVAILAILE IN AIL TAKE HOME SHOPS

THE THRIFT BOX
» pci CMti.D ^**«*
1 IlKliHl IM

THE INDIVIDUAL
DINNil 1JS
1 ps. C)>ick»

THI SNAK BOX I pci, F.F. .15

CttAMY COLf SLAW Ptt. .45

HUNCH FRIED POTATOES Ind. JO

by th« Family Box 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St.

location

PLAYBOYS - HEWETSON

lOCATiOR* STUDENTS PHONB

3
Summer job op-
portunities now
available.

Come on over to smoothness

with no letdown in taste

Come on over to

New!
Player's

Kings
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UofT Wins OQAA Curing Sports Notes
.„.„„,,, * „nss iblv gaining a berth in Scott free to draw in and count ^W

With two wins over Weste

on Saturday, on a come from

behind effort and the other a

walkawav, Bob Reitfs Univer-

sity of Toronto rink swept to

victory in the OQAA Curling

Championships held last week-

end at the Kingston Curling

Club.
,

Earlier Reid had made his

way to the finals against West-

ern with victories over McGill,

11-4, and Queen's 7-5. with

three straight wins on Friday

Wayne Laurie's rink from

Western had earned a bye into

the final.

Up four points after eight

ends, 9-5. Western let victory

slip from their fingers. U. of

T. counted three in the ninth

to pull within one. With another

rhree-ender in the tenth, ReirTs

foursome wrapped the game up

11-9. This left Toronto and

Western each with one loss in

the double elimination bonspiel

and forced an extra game in

the final round. Toronto' s only

loss had been to McGill, 11-7,

on Friday.

In the final game against

Western Reid was never ser-

iously challenged. With three

in the first end and singles

in the second and third, he

coasted to an easy 11-5 win

and the OQAA Championship.

In Saturday's forty ends of curl-

ing, Reicf s rink had outscored

his opponents 40>25.

Queen's, the- 1964 OQAA
champion, came within a straw

QUICK
SHOTS

Jorma Salmikivi (Science '68)

has been invited to compete

for Ontario against British Col-

umbia in an indoor track-meet

in Vancouver this week-end.

Jorma will contest the high

jump, long jump and triple jump.
'

Dave Ellis was also invited,

to run the 880 yards, but be-

cause of his recent injury he

had to refuse the offer.

Toronto and McGill will vie

for the OQAA badminton title

at Queen's, Feb. 25. 26. Tor-

onto won the Western Division

playdown last weekend while

McGill took the Eastern sector.

Deciding the individual cham-

pionship will be John Mac Doug-

all of McMaster and Siak Lee

of Queen's. Doubles finalists

are' Toronto's John Gilbert and

Tim Smith and McGill' s Patrick

So and Sin Lam Chan.

of possiblv gaining a berth

rhe final when they just missed

foi-cing an extra end in their

game against Toronto. Down

wo going home, with last rock,

Queen' s skip, Alex Scott, drew

his first rock to a freeze in

front of Reiifs shot rock- A

U. of T. miss would have left

Scott free to draw in and count

two for a tie and an extra

end. However, Reid, on his last

shot, cleared the house with a

perfect takeout to ruin any

chance for a tie and won 7-5.

In the only other Saturday

game, Queen's defeated Laval

8-3.

Queen's Curling Entry

Alex Scott, Don Campbell, Gerry Howe and Paul Clarke

photo by Langstaff

Waterloo Wins Judo

Queen'sTakes 2 Titles
,i,„ miHHip-wpirfit junior

Queen's is so far unbeaten in

four straight games and leads

the Eastern Division of the

SIBL. Windsor Lancers, with

nine consecutive wins dominate

the Western Division.

An example of the Lancers

strength is their two victories

over the University of Toronto

by scores of 107-85 and 111-

63. The Blues are the second

place team in the Western Di-

vision.

With the introduction of the

two division league this year

a different playoff system for

the one used in previous years

has been instituted. This year

the winner of the Eastern Di-

vision will move onto a tour-

nament with the three top teams

of the Eastern Division. Queen* s

needs one more victory to clinch

the Eastern title (our headline

and story of last week' s game

was a little hasty in already

granting them the title).

At the present time four

teams in the west are still

in a position to gain places

in the tournament. Windsor has

already taken top spot in the

west with nine straight wins.

Toronto, Waterloo and Mc-

Master all have a shot at the

final two places. The tourna-

ment will be held at Windsor

Feb. 25-26.

Considering the spread in the

standings and the calibre of

play, the Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey League might do well

to follow the example of the

basketball league and form two

divisions. A possible split might

be Western, Waterloo, Toronto,

and McMaster in the Western

Division and Queen's, Laval,

McGill, and Montreal in the

Eastern Division. With only two

wins in eleven games theGuelph

F.edmen could be better off in

another league.

This year, for the first time,

diere will be no playoff in

the Senior Intercollegiate Hoc-

key League. Instead the top team

at the end of the regular sea-

son will go on to a national

college hockey tournament. The

SHIL champion will play the

Ottawa-St. Lawrence Confer-

ence champion in the prelim-

inary game at Sudbury, Ont„

March 3-5. Winner faces the

Maritime champion in one

semi-final, while Western and

Ontario winners tangle in the

other semi.
While there is no playoff

as such in the SIHL the final

league standing will be decided

by a single game when Toronto

meets the University of Western

Ontario in Toronto Friday.

Mustangs lead the league with

24 points, three more than Tor-

onto but the Blues have a game

in hand. Western has two games

left, Toronto three.

Still with hockey, a SIHL

record was established when

328 minutes in penalties were

handed out during Western's

7-4 win over Montreal last

Saturday. Included in the penal-

ties were 24 minor, 19 miscon-

ducts, two game misconducts

and two match penalties.

Queen' s Golden Gaels' injury

list continues to grow. Latest

casualty is Bob Pond last year'

s

all star centre. Pond joins Mike

Carson and John Rattey on the

sidelines with separated shoul-

ders. Gaels' coach, Bill Colvin

has been forced to use his

top scorer, Larry Jones, on

defense because of the recent

rash of injuries.

At the tournament in Water

loo last weekend, two mem-
bers of the Queen' s Judo Club

won their class events. Bryan

Eveitt (Sc. 67) was undefeated

in the light-weight senior class

and Wayne Currier (Arts 67)

Today's Quip

Censored

Skiers Win In OQAA
— .... _ IJ fialrl

Last Friday, Feb. 11, the

Queen's Ski Team won the

cross -couDtry event of the

OQAA Intercollegiate Ski Meet

at Mount Sutton, Quebec.

Queen' s four man team of

Chip Drury, Mike Whittington,

Peter Barton and Peter Barker

placed 1st, 2nd, 5th, and 10th

in a field of forty competitors

representing the University of

Montreal, McGill, University of

Toronto as well as five other

universities.

Because of rain on Friday

morning the course has been

shortened from 14 kilometers

to 10 kilometers. The course

consisted of four laps on a

two and one half kilometer

track. The Queen's team' s win-

ing time was 48:03.

This marked the first time

in many years that Queen'

s

has had a successful ski team

in any event. The team, coached

by J. Edwards, only entered

the cross-country bypassing the

slalom, downhill and jumping

events. The team gives much

of the credit for their victory

to Coach Edwards. With in-

creased support next year

won the middle-weight junior

class.

Tim Harpell just missed win-

ning the heavy-weight senior

class but lost out by one-half

point to the eventual winner.

In team competition, Queen'

s

was represented by Bryan

Everitt, Wayne Currier, Robin

Stansfield, Frank Relcey and

Tim Harpell. After winning

their first match with the uni-

versity of Windsor 40 -15,

Queen's lost to Waterloo 30-20.

Waterloo went on to win the

tournament.
Everitt and Currier will com-

pete in the inidvidual competi-

tion at the OQAA Championships

in Toronto on Feb. 26. Queen'

s

won the meet last year but

have lost two of their best

judoists. Last year's captain,

John Stevenson, has graduated

and Ron Lapage, senior indivi-

dual winner last year, has

transferred to the University

of Alberta.

Levana Athletic Council ing; Soccer; Swimming
The Levana Athletic Council

invites nominations for the fol-

lowing positions on the 1966-67

Council: Secretary; Treasurer;

Journal Representative; and

Representatives for the follow-

ing sports: Archery; Badmin-

ton; Basketball; Bowling; Curl-

ing; Gymnastics; Hockey; Sk ;

Soccer; Swimming; Tennis

and Table Tennis; Track anil

Field; and Volleyball. Nomina-

tions must be signed by five

nominators and the nominee.

All nominations should be sub-

mitted to Jean Daley c/o A.B.

of C. office in the gymnasium

by February 28, 1966,

WHAT MAKES
ROGER RUN?

"While Roger Pratt may be

Queen* s great hope in distance

running most students watching

him lope by on a near-zero

day wonder, "What makes Roger

run?"Queen's could easily field a

four-way team capable of chal-

lenging the other universities

for supremacy on the slopes.

In the final standings the Uni-

versity of Montreal placed first.

Queen' s ranked eighth. In other

individual events McGill won

the two alpine events and the

University of Montreal won the

m SWIMMERS BREAK

He runs because he enjoys

it, is good at it and hopes

to get better. In his own words

this modest postgraduate civil

engineering student says that

right now he is about sixth

in Canada in any distance over

six miles.

Led by a strong effort from

Doug Bishop the Queen's Swim

Team scored a 55-31 win over

RMC at the Queen* s pool Tues-

day night. Queen's won seven

of ten events and set a new

pool record in the 200 yd.

medly relay with a time of

1:55.7.

Bishop, swimming back to

back events in the 100 yd. free

and 200 yd. back, took firsts

in the 200 yd. individual medly

(2:40), the 200 yd. backstroke

(2:41.0) and 400 yd. freestyle

(5:04.5) and second in the 100

yd. freestyle (58.8), won by

POOL RECORD
Beaushesne of RMC in 58.7.

Doug also swam the first leg

of the record-breaking 200 yd.

relay and the second

the 200 yd. freestyle
medly
leg of

relay.

Top man for RMC was Beau-

chesne with two firsts, in the

50 yd. freestyle (26.3) and the

100 yd. freestyle (58.7). He

also swam the anchor leg in

the 200 yd, freestyle relay won

by RMC by only one-tenth of

a second (1:45.6).

Along with Doug Bishop on

the record-breaking relay team

was Tony Templeton (back-

stroke), Pat Croome (butterfly)

AND Mike Newbury (freestyle).

These four with Warren Wessel

and Gord Peckover will make

up the six man team repre-

senting Queen's at the OQAA
Swim Meet at Western on Feb.

25-26.

Doug received solid backing

from Steve McAllister who won

the 200 yd. freestyle in 2:16.5

and Tony Templeton, the winner

the 200 yd. breaststroke

The other Queen's

Jt was by Pat Croome in

the 100 yd. butterfly. Pat was

second to Bishop in the 200

yd. individual medley.

of

in 2:39.7.

first

After running 70 or 80 miles

every week; falling in and out

of snowbanks and suffering

frost-bitten ears and below zero

temperatures, he keeps run-

ning—and improving-for UK

tremendous satisfaction that K

says he gets from doing *»

in a race. He also hopes tnai

his running will provide <

opportunity for travel.

Roger began his Iong-th

tance running in gramma

school in England merely k

keep in shape for soccer, ine"

he says "the tremendous spi

lit of the cross-country-tea"'

at LeeeTs University encour

aged me to take it up ser

ously."

Since coming to Queen - -
:

1964, he has improved trenne
oI

dously under the training

Rolf Lund and the late »

Langdon. Since his arrival.

University' s standing in

cross-country running ,

jumped from seventh to sec

place.

In his other running acu

ties, Roger belongs to the
-

(

onto Olympic Club, whw

joined last summer while W"

ing with the Department of rus
^

ways. In his opinion, som
j, s

.

the toughest competition in
((

tance running in Canada

the Toronto-Hamilton area-



Leese and Rae; New Editors
Appointments for next year's

Journal and Tricolor were made
at Tuesday night's A.M.S. meet-
ing.

John Rae, Arts '67, &ho was
on this year's Journal Edit-
orial board, will be Journal
Editor. Bruce Little, also of

Arts '67, and vice-president
of this year's Arts and Science
Society, had applied for the
position as well. Patrick Ed-
wards, Arts* 68, was appointed
businessrnanager.

Tricolor '67 will be edited
by Rosemary Leese, who is in

second year, and the position

of business manager was given
to Mike Smith, Commerce '68.

The Who's Where editor ap-
pointment Was postponed for

two weeks, and is still open
for application.

1
Rosemary Leese, Tricolor I Tfournal John Rae, Journal
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AMS CONSIDERS PLANS TO REVAMP UNION
by Tudor Beattie

At Tuesday's joint meeting of

the old and new AMS executives

the student government com-
mission report on the Union

was accepted as a basis for

negotiation with the aministra-

tion on the Students' Union.

This means that the new AMS

executive will have to give
further consideration to the re-
port before their final position
is established.

At present the Union is

governed by two bodies. The
senior body, the Union Council,

is composed of representatives

of the student societies (usual-

ly the society Presidents),

faculty, alumni, and trustees.

The second body, the Union
House Committee, is an all

student body with purely ad-

visory functions. It can for -

ward its recommendations

Ottawa March To Urge
CanadianActionOnVietnam

Supa has proposed an action

on Vietnam to take place in

Ottawa from March second to

March fifth. The purpose of

the demonstration is to per-

suade the government of Canada
to take some action in criti-

cizing U.S. policy in Vietnam.

The action comes just two

weeks after a demonstration by

students in Montreal. The Mc-
Gill Daily reports that some
2,000students from French and
English universities marched
and shouted slogans in front of

the U.S. consulate.

The Supa action will begin

with a two day teach-in on
Wednesday, March 2 and Thurs-
day, March 3. Among the

speakers will beStaughten Lynd
the Quaker pacifist who had his

passport revoked by the Ameri-
can government after he visited

Vietnam. The theme of the

teach-in will be the reasons
for Canada' s current lack of

independence.

by Mike Murray

On Friday, an open letter will

be presented to parliament set-

ting out the Supa position. The
letter calls for " an immediate
full debate on these matters of

urgent national importance in

parliament, in order that Can-
ada may move beyond the limit-

ations of our current actions and

contribute to peace in Vietnam.

In addition the letter lists

a number of steps that the

government should take; 1) Pub-

licly call for an immediate end

to the U.S. bombing 0 f North

Vietnam, 2) Publicly call for

an immediate end to the U.S.

scorched earth policy, and,

napalm bombing in South Viet-

1

nam, 3) Place export restrict-

ions on military materials going

to the U.S., 4) Support UThant's

call for recognition of the

National Liberation Front as a

full participant in any negot-

iations to settle the war, 5)

Report to the chairmen of the

Geneva Conference that the ICC,

of which Canada is a member,
is no longer fulfiling its role in

Vietnam, and that as a result

the Geneva Conference shouid

be reconvened. Copies of the

letter are being circulated to

all Canadian Universities, and

have already been signed by

such people as George Grant,

Northrop Frye, Donald Creigh-

ton, and Phil Ochs.

The presentation of the letter

will signal the start of a two-

day vigil on parliament hill.

The vigil will continue around

the clock until late Saturday

when a "planning for the future"

conference will be held to de-

termine what other action

Canadians can take over the

Vietnam problem. Supa will be

evaluating its achievements and

determining its future.

Busses will be chartered to

take students from Queen's to

Ottawa for this action.

through its chairman, for con-

sideration by the Council.

This year, the Men's Resi-

dence Board assumed respon-
sibility for almost all Union
operations because of the im-
possibility of disentangling the

administration of the Union

from the new Graduate Res-
idence attached to it.

The Commission made three

major recommendations.

A management committee

composed of a student co -

ordinator, the warden of the

Union, the Dean of Student Af-

fairs, three student repre-

sentatives, and one faculty re-

presentative should replace the

Union Council and House Com-
mittee.

This committee should have

a "programme budget" at its

disposal which would be drawn
from the student union fee of

$10. The Commission recom-
mended the rate of fifty cents

per student which would amount
to $2500 per annum. This bud-

get would not be subject to the

scrutiny of the Residence

Board, but would be reviewed

by the AMS.

The Commission also recom-

mended that the Union should

receive the full $10 from the

Women's fee rather than having

$8 go to the operation of the

Ban Righ Common Room.

In presenting the report,

Janet Wykes, Student Govern-

ment Commission Chairman,

stressed that her committee

wished to see a new approach

taken to the Union.

In an interv i ew after the

meeting, she said, "we want to

change the Union from being
merely a building into a pro-
gramme by making it a living

centre on campus."

She also said that the fate

of the Union would depend upon

the success of the negotiations

carried on between the AMS
and the Administration.

The executive Council then

presented a four point criti-

cism of the report which in

effect stated that the existing

structure is capable of operat-
ing the Union.

Cord Watt, AMS President,
said that nothing had been done
in the Union for the first few
months of the year largely be-
cause of Dr. Orr*s death and
Vice-Principal Conn's illness.

When the Council did meet, how-
ever, the discussions were ex-
tremely productive.

"They (the Administration)

are willing to experiment, if

we want to experiment, and if

we have a good reason';, he

said.

He assured those present that

their interests were being up-

held and he reminded the body

that the situation in the Union

was not nearly so bad as they

had supposed when the Commis-
sion had been asked to carry

out the investigation.

Bilingual Conference Considers The Activists Role
From February 17th to Feb-

ruary 20th, representatives of

seven Ontar i o and Quebec
universities and of two stu-
dent organizations met at

Queen's to discuss the role of

the student in social change.
The delegates were welcomed
by Professor Hugh Thorburn,
who stressed the particular
sociological factors underlying
Canadian nationalism.

Stuart Goodings of the Comp-
any of Young Canadians opened

the debate with an historical

description of the growth of

student organizations and move
ments in North America which

sought to influence social de-

velopment. In his talk, Mr.

Goodings noted how voluntary

student activist groups in the

United States and in English-

speaking Canada have been

photos by Kaye

George Anderson, English Canadian Passivist, Listens

Actively

responsible for stimulating the

conscience of their respective

governments.

Syndicalism was the theme of

the talk given by Brother Jean-

Paul Desbiens, author of 'The

Impertinences of Brother Anon-

ymous'. In advocating the co-

management of universities by

their three internal commun-

ities - the administrators, the

professors, and the students -

Brother Desbiens said that stu-

dent strikes would be justified

as means for atta i ning the

desired goals, when all else

proved ineffective. In his view,

student syndicalism was the

only effective means at the

disposal of students for in-

fluencing social development

and change.

Robert" Nelson, President of

the Union Generale des Etud-

lants du Quebec, further de-

veloped the idea of student syn-

dicalism. At the present time,

he noted, the syndicalist move-

ment owes its existence to a

small number of dedicated lead-

ers. Two tasks face student

syndicalism: the first is to

secure wide-spread and high-

level particpation on the part

of its members, and the sec-

ond is to use syndicalism

effectively to secure desired

social and university changes.

Although the organisers of

the conference had hoped that

the delegates might be able

to agree upon a common ap-

proach to student participation

in social change, it soon became
apparent that this was not pos-

sible. In English - speaking

Canada, students interested in

social change tend to associate

voluntarily in small elite groups

to pursue their objectives in-

dependently of public authority.

In Quebec, on the other hand,

where there is a hich deeree

of ethnic and soc ial horn o -

geneity, there is a tendency

to band together in mass move-

ments with elite leadership

which seek to influence the

provincial authorities directly.

The delegates came to the

conclusion that the low degree

of consensus in English-speak-

ing Canada would probably con-

tinue to favour the development

of multiple student activist

groups, while the collective ob-

jectives and strong national

identity of the French - speak-

ing students in Quebec renders

syndicalism more expedient for

the rapid realization of their

goals. The delegates concluded

that it was neither desirablenor

possible to bind the two strands

of Canadian student social

action together in one pan-

Canadian movement.

Robert Nelson, President

of UGEQ, at CUS Conference
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YES, EVEN QUEEN'S
When Professor George Grant was at^^°

d*V

r

«
me AMS lecture on -man-made man", he prefaced his remarks

with the comment that "with one nation committing mass geno-

cide tains?™" her, 1 cannot see how anyone can talk abont

anything else bu° Vietnam". Unfortunately, Vietnam is an issue

o^ef which there has been far too much action, and no, enough

^"^Ou/ptrliament has been silent. Tne distinguishing character-

is,,^" dfe attitude towards Vietnam has been « e=
yet possibly reluctant, acceptance of the general drift of American

^''whatever criticism the mainstream has seen fit to offer has

arisen more out of frustration, than out of fundamental disagree-

m"n™ *e American course of action. A "it less bombing

j n,,,_ „, pase thev say. But the Americans have moved

tidily Tthfpo^t Vno return. Official dissent has been too

^^S^gE^ taiK about the weather rather

than Vietnam. It is easier that way - much easier than nestling

Into the Purity of a partisan position. And yet something is

^laHrbe^hat there is no viable alternative to war ? Maybe

we should as Senator Fulbright suggested, start jo think some

unthinkable thoughts. Why are the Americans in.Vietnam? Obviously,

thev are there to stop what is, in their minds. Communist agression.

But while we do not question the motives of the Americans, we

bel.eve that the greatest myth of the past decad^e is the cone pt

of evil monolithic Communism, The Enemy of all that is good.

With their preoccupation with the idea of "a Communist

under every bush" they have proceeded to burn away as many

bushes and "people as possible in *eir efforts to beat The Enemy,

onlv to find that they have aleinated most of the world in the

process. Thus they think that war, even war with China, is more

desirable than a revolutionary government, which has evident

supporVfromV people, assuming power i„ South Vietnam. In

rheir efforts to preserve democracy, sincere as they may be

Z Americans become essentially undemocratic. They support

regimes and policies that do not represent the sentiments of the

people to whom these regimes and policies apply.

The Americans have entered into a war that they cannot

win in any real sense. A continuation along their present path of

destruction can only mean that all men are going to lose. There

is no righteousness in fighting a war that no one wants to fight,

especially the people of South Vietnam.

In Canada individuals and groups within the universities are

now actively trying to challenge the Canadian mind on this matter.

They have asked Canadians to take a stand. They have attacked

the legitimacy of Canada's silent complicity with the American

policy in Vietnam. They have made six specific recommendations

for a Canadian policy to Vietnam that offers an alternative to war,

and a fruitful basis for negotiations. They are going to demonstrate

and they should be supported.

We ask you to join with us in saying to our Parliament --

ves even Queen's, that bastion of conservatism and establish

-

mentism opposes the intransigence of the American war effort

in Vietnam.

Awell attended annual meet-

ing of the Queen's Engineering

Society decided a committee

should be set up to investigate

the matter of science jackets

and to report by next Sept-

ember. The chairman of this

committee will be chosen by

the Engineering Society execu-

tive at their next regular meet-

ing, Thursday, March 3.

A good proportion of Sc.' 69

members complained about the

quality of this year's jacket

and the fact that they came out

so late. In general they were

agreed that a leather jacket

would be much better. Thisview

however, met stiff opposition,

especially from a small but

vocal group of Sc. '66 members

led by Mike Dawson. He was

not sure that "the freshmen

know what they are doing".

He claimed that previous in-

vestigations had determined

that a uniform colour could

not be obtained with a leather

jacket. It was finally agreed,

however, that the newcommitte
would investigate all available

materials including leather and

report on which they thought

would be the most suitable.

The meeting also approved an

expenditure of more than $300

in order to buy new furnishings

for the Science club rooms.

Ron Kuwahara, chairman of the

club room's committee said

that " rules with regard to drink-

by Peter Leishman

ing in the club rooms were being

broken and that this would have

to stop or appropriate steps

would be taken immediately*.

Several engineers also took

objection to gambling games
which they claimed were taking

place in the club rooms during

the noon hour. Jim Scollick

felt that "people conducting per-

sonnel interviews would obtain

a bad impression of Queen's

if they witnessed such behav-

iour" One student, however,
took a different point of view.
He wanted the Engineering Soci-
ety to appoint a 'Gambling Czar'
who would oversee all gambling
in the club rooms and submit
all 'house profits' to the club
rooms committee. This did not

meet with the approval of the

meeting and from now on the

Engineering Society will take

appropriate measures against

those found gambling in the

Science club rooms.

MACPHERSON AND THE MARKET
C 13 V:>rPherson, latest in a series of Dunning Trust lectureres,

last week criticized our present liberal democratic political

system and called for much basic rethinking.

Speaking before a seminar of senior students and faculty

members of the social sciences department, he said that this

reconsideration is necessary to allow us to communicate with

the two-thirds of the world that is currently revolting against

iniust social orders.

He said that we must begin by justifying our liberal democ-

racy by arguments other than the success of our market society.

MacPherson denied that the market society best distributes goods

and the resultant satisfaction in the fairest maimer possible,

as is claimed by liberals.

He also denied that the liberal democratic society best

affords opportunity for man to exercise his powers of religious

emotional and aesthetic experiences, because in a capitalist

market society most individuals use their energies and skills

for the profit of others. Involved in this Transfer of powers,

MacPherson warned, are the implicit dangers of economic privation,

the psychological alienation of persons, and political apathy re-

sulting from feelings of powerlessness.

SHOCKED
Editor, Journal:

1 was shocked and surprised

to read Mr. Marcus Wad-

idington's; rude and ill - tem-

pered attack on the Board of

Trustees in the Journal of Feb-

ruary IS. If Mr. Waddington

was ill - mannered enough to

write it, at least you, Mr.

Editor, should have known bet-

ter than to print it. The

Trustees serve this University

selflessly and with far greater

ability than, to judge from his

letter, Mr. Waddington will ever

have. He is under no obligation

to agree with them, but he owes

them a minimum of respect.

May 1 suggest that both he

and you, Mr. Editor, owe the

Board an apology.

Incidentally, it might improve

Mr. Waddington' s manners if he

were to reflect on his question

whether the Trustees are" run-

ning" Queen's "for the general

public or for the students' ed-

ucation". The fees students pay

cover approximately one-third

of the cost of their education.

It is the general public which,

through taxation and private

donations, provides the Univer-

sity with most of its funds. Does

Mr. Waddington really feeel that

the Trustees should treat the

general publicwith the rudeness

with which he treats the Trust-

ees, and ask it at the same time

HE DOTH PRAISE TOO MUCH
Ql., rated trarbaee when it appears recognize

_

the value o

While 1 must congratulate

Mr. Carmichael on his receiv-

ing a Tricolor Award, I must

admit that I was not aware that

such awards were distributed

for shit-disturbing. Also, while

I was aware of the leftist lean-

ings of the Journal this year,

I feel it unfair that they should

be allowed to monopolize the

paper completely and accord-

ingly 1 would like to have my
say about last week' s soapbox.

Firstly, as the result of a

hasty survey, 1 can say that

the name of Rick Johnstone

strikes terror into the hearts

of not one Engineer, after all,

what's in a name? As to Mr.

Johnstone's opinions however,

they invoked reactions ranging

from nausea to mild derision.

I say this from the point of

view of an Engineer, a plateau

to which neither Mr. Car -

michael nor Mr. Johnstone pre-

sently aspire -- fortunately.

Secondly, 1 would like to ask

why Mr. Carmichael singles out

Engineers as being so opposed

to Mr. Johnstone' s views. Are

we the only ones with enough

judgement, enough common
sense to shoot down concent-

rated garbage when it appears

in print? You are unfair to

your own faculty to praise Eng-

ineers so much
Finally, I notice that you class

yourself as a shit -disturber,

and then include Mr. Johnstone

in that "inestimably precious

class" . Ignoring the apparent

conceit, I can only cite this as

another example of incredibly

fuzzy thinking. This is a democ-

racy, Mr. Carmichael, we

recognize the value of free

speech and encourage construc-

tive criticism. Shit-disturbers

on the other hand are valuable

only to those people wishing to

destroy order, to incite riots,

and to cause unrest within a

country. Only one ideology sub-

scribes to those kind of tactics

and if that's the case, you gent-

lemen are on the wrong side

of the thin red line.

Humphrey Gervais

Ed. Note: We labelled Mr. Carmichael a ' shit-disturber' and ment-

ioned his Tricolor Award in what was obviously our intoduction to

his column.

to put up $5,000,000 for a

theatre? Hans Eichner

Department of German

ENGINEERING
BEEFS

Editor, Journal:

The Engineering Society

questions the announcement of

election results of all facul-

ties with the exception of ours.

Nine hundred plus engineers are

interested in those results

which you have in your Judg-

ment " forgotten" to print.

The Engineering Society

wishes to complain that no ban-

ner saying " BLEED*' was print-

ed in your Tuesday, Feb. 15

issue although it was agreed

that this be done. The number

of donors at the recent clinic

was approximately three hund -

red fewer than at the October

clinic and I believe such a ban-

ner might have brought out more

donors. ,

And, finally, a private beel

regarding the Editorial on Fac-

ulty elections.

The Engineering Society whicti

requires a year card for vot-

ing and got a 70% turnout at

their recent election. It seems

reasonable to suggest that the

low vote in the recent election

in the Arts and Science election

was from a lack of interest

not from the lack of an ath-

letic card.
John Farnham

GEE*^^^^^^^ F
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IETNAM

"The planes destroyed my
house and the big guns cut down
my coconut trees ." So spake

am old Vietnamese woman to

a questioning American, (Globe

and Mail, 15:2:66). Well might

he question. Well might we all

question this terrible war.
" During a sweep in Quang

Nam Province, American
troops accused a youth of being

a member of the peoples' lib-

eration forces. After tying him
to a tree they slit his throat

and watched as the young man* s

blood dripped into a waiting

basin." Every day in Vietnam
innocent people are being tor-

tured and murdered. What
shocked the world at Guernica

in the Spanish Civil War is

an ordinary event now in Viet-

nam, except that the bombs
are American, not German. The
v/ar in Vietnam is getting more
dreadful every day, and ma)
explode into a nuclear war. Yet
our campus does not seem very
concerned, and our Journal

shies away from the subject.

Should the war in Vietnam be
in the centre of discussion on
campus and in The Journal?
It definitely should. By abstain-

ing from such discussion, by
averting our eyes from this

barbaric and genocidal war,

we make a travesty of any moral
values and political beliefs

about democracy that we claim
to have. Our silence, the silence

of our campuses, helps the

situation get worse.

MYTH OF COMMUNISM

The United States claims to

be defending freedom and dem-
ocracy in Vietnam. This will

go down as one of the greatest
lies in history. Any one who
knows anything about the recent
history of Vietnam will agree
that the Saigon government
since Diem has not been a

democratic one. Diem and his

followers have been dictators,

supported by the U.S., in viola-
tion of the Geneva accords, and

representative of a corrupt
clique of "profiteers, absentee
landlords and playboy gen-

erals/ (LF.Stone) headed now
hy a puppet Premier, Ky, who

declared last summer that his

hero is Hitler (London Daily

Mirror, 4/7/65). Eisenhower
has written in his Memoirs that

if there had been free elections

in 1956 (as agreed by the Geneva
accords) 80% of the people would
have voted for Ho Chi Minh.

The Americans had no desire

to let that happen, and instead

°f free elections, gave South
v'etnam, Diem, who put his

opponents in concentration

camps. Since then, the Saigon

government has antagonized and

repressed almost every group
in South Vietnam. So much, for

democracy.
But truth has suffered in this

war as much as the Vietnamese
People. For the American
People are being misled into

inking this is a great Chinese
Plot to conquer the world. The

U.S. government knows it can
get unthinking ('bomb the hell

out of them') support in any
situation simply by identifying

the opposition as communist.
But when people accept the U.S.
version of the wo/ld situation

and dismisg all . else as 'propa-
ganda' they are deceiving them-
selves, . as most popular up-
heavals in the world today are
nationalist revolutions agains"
poverty," , injustice and cor-
rupt governments that are
incidentally rather than es-
sentially communist. The more
the U.S. supports dictators and
right-wing governments, the

more help they give to the

communists.

NOT A PLOT

It is this that students in

this part of the world do not

seem to understand - that every

time there is a revolution in

a hungry country against a feud-

alistic regime it is not a vast

communist plot. (And anyway if

the people want a socialist

society is it not undemocratic

to crush their efforts? )

The U.S., myth of anti -com-
munism as served up in TIME
magazine and as read and ac-

cepted by most students is thus

quite misleading, and obscures

the real nature of today's world

tension - the conflict between

U.S.- supported right - wing

governments and the majority

of the people, who have nothing,

have been starving and poor

for a long time, and want a

humane and just society. The

worst thing about this barrage

of U.S. propaganda is that it

breeds an inability among us

in the West to understand and

accept the democratic demands

of the majority of the world's

people, and it leads people to

somehow identify cliques of

landowners, priests and gen-

erals as the defenders of dem-

ocracy. This will prove to be

the major cause for the decline

of North America -- policies

based on ignorance, propaganda

and vested interests, that dir-

ectly help the communists, by

alienating the moderates, and

that give the people no altern-

ative but violent revolution.

AGGRESSIVE AMERICANS

The Americans are the real

aggressors in Vietnam. Their

support of Diem and his fol-

lowers has been a direct viola-

tion of the 1954 Geneva agree-

ments. 'Aggression from the

North' is a myth designed to

beguile the U.S. public into

accepting a holy crusade against

China. Of ^ourse the people in

North Vietnam are helping their

brothers to the South (but not

nearly to the extent of the U.S.

force) - the line between the

North and South was only in-

tended to be a temporary de-

marcation line. In the New York

Times Magazine, 23 / 1 / 66.

Anthony Carthew writes: lo

understand how these people

(in S. Vietnam) react to the

American presence, it is im-

A Continuing Problem,

Some Local Attitudes:

MYTH AND THE REALITY
by Rick Johnstone

portant to realise that there
is no such person as a South
Vietnamese. There ,are only
Vietnamese. Everywhere you
go in South Vietnam you meet
people who have a father or
mother or brother or sister,
son or daughter in the North,"

ANTI-DEMOCRATIC

My basic point is this: the

American policy in Vietnam is

profoundly anti - democratic,
just like the U.S. invasion of

Dominica lgstyear. It is a policy

that is directed against most
of the people, that supports a

landowner class and oppressive
right - wing governments. Lyn-
don Johnson is behaving like

another George III, only far

more dangerously. The Ameri-
cans have forgotten what it is

to be a people fighting for

national independence and free-
dom, at war with a corrupt,

undemocratic government and
an alien colonial power. Their
thinking is increasingly re-
actionary. The myth of anti-

communism is used to justify

an anti-democratic policy.

A Special Forces veteran,

M.Sgt. Duncan, who fought in

Vietnam for years but resigned
in disgust, has written in his
memoirs: "We weren't pre-
serving freedom. There was no
freedom to preserve. To voice
opposition to the government
meant jail or death. Neutral-
ism was forbidden or punished
. . . .We aren't the freedom
fighters. We are the Russian
tanks blasting the hopes of an
Asian Hungary," (L F. Stone's

Weekly, 14/2/66).

Bertrand Russell (no he is

not a communist) has called

"for the indictment of Presi-
dent Johnson, Dean Rusk and
Robert McNamara as war crim-
inals ', The longer this war
goes on, the more criminal

the American role will become.
We must take a stand now.

The students of Canada could
exert pressure on the Canadian
government not to help the

Americans and to work for

peace. We must oppose in every

possible way the continuation

and escalation of this genocidal

war. We must stand up and be
counted on the side of the Viet-

namese people and the National

Liberation Front against their

oppressive, tyrannical govern-
ment and our brutal myth -

making neighbor to the soa

STAYING WITH HONOUR
by Ken Menzies

Vietnam has now become a

test case.

To the political elites of sev-

eral Asian countries, it is a

test of the firmness of the

United States' commitment to

Asia. If the U. S. is not pre-

pared to pay the high price

Vietnam will demand, these

elites will dig themselves in

by increasing the army and

police, at the expense of eco-

nmic development. Potential

revolutionary groups in South-

East Asia regard Vietnam as

a test of the strength of pop-

ular movements. Thus, for the

U.S. to pull out of Vietnam

( in other words, to allow free

elections) would increase the

chance of death and destruction

spreading throughout South -

East Asia.

The Domino theory, however,

proposes another way: that the

campaign in South Vietnam be

pursued on an economic, social

and political front, as well as

military. For instance, the

United States could buy out

the major landholders (2 per

cent of the population owns

45 per cent of the farming

land) and institute a land re-

form. The U. S. is in a strong

enough position to force the

South Vietnamese government

to enforce toleration for the

ethnic minorities in the mount-

ains and for the Buddhists.

Besides the obvious human-
itarian reasons for this type

of policy, there is the fact

that it also means military

victory. If the peasants are

treated as supporters, it is

likely they will become sup-

porters. War may inevitably

involve death and destruction,

but there should be an emphasis

on social, political and econo-

mic means of winning.

The Viet -Cong social reform

program is essentially the same
as that promised by the Viet-

Migh in the North. The Viet-

Ming promised to give land to

the peasants and then collect-

Wised the land in 1956. This

led to a revolt in Chi Minn's

home province that had to be

put down by force. Religious

liberty was promised, but does

not exist except on paper. The
minorities had been promised
a federal structure to protect

them,, but this was revoked in

1962. Consequently, if theViet-

Cong objectives are to be

achieved, another group must
form the government.

Thus, I support neither a U.S.

pull out from Vietnam nor U.S.

pursuance of a purely military

war. Instead the U.S. must com-
mit itself to causing a large-

scale social revolution as well

as fighting a military war In

South Vietnam.

DIPLOMATIC COWARDICE
by Kenneth McNaught

(reprinted from the Campus Preview)

Outside of an Arab Sheikdom
nobody in die world is as cyni-

cal about foreign policy as we
Canadians. Accustomed to

years of tame acquiescence in

the policies of Britain and the

United States, the best we can
do now is to close our mouths
in public and pretend that we
have some influence behind the

scenes - - -in the corridors

of power at Washington.

Most of us know perfectly

well that when Mr. Paul

Martin condemns "irrespons-

ible" criticism of Pentagon -

White House policy and soothes

our tepid consciences with bland

words (" the government is now
making its views known to the

government of the United States,

views which have been made
known even within very recent

hours and days " )- -we know that

he is doing nothing of any con-

sequence whatsoever.

We know this because when Mr.
Johnson bent before the pres-

sure of his military madmen
and resumed his lethal bomb-
of North Vietnam our prime
minister saw fit to regret the

conditions which made neces-

sary this decision. We know it

because Mr. Martin has en-

dorsed in the House of Commons
every one of the false arguments

used by the American President

to justify his murderous and

unilateral intervention in Viet-

nam.
Like the cold warriors who

formulate White House policy

he denies President Kennedy's

1963 opinion that the struggle

in Vietnam is a civil war ("In

the final analysis it is their

war. They are the ones who
have to win it or lose it"

)

And in the face of mountainous

evidence to the contrary Mr.

Pearson and Mr. Martin deny

that it was the United States

that began the process of

"escalation". They havetodeny

it or else they could not arrive

at the incredible double-talk

used by Mr. Martin when he

intimates that (each side) is

equally guilty of violating the

Geneva Agreements.

We know where Canada' s snap

-tab and pin-stripe diplomacy

leads when Mr. Martin sober-

ly declares that Article 51 of

the UN Charter justifies a U.S.

war of napalm, crop - poisoning

high - explosive and torture

against the 80 per cent of Viet-

nam's people who oppose the

American presence. We know

that the end result of the work

of all the busy "quiet Canadians"

is to enfeeble us as negotiators.

Our government's only real

problem, one must assume, is

how to subdue potential criti-

cism by spurious sounds of

impartiality while devising al-

ternative routes for the supply-

ing of our share of military

aid- - -and possibly even of

men, under the guise of medical

teams to aid Saigon. Mr. Martin

did not really need to remind

the House of Commons the other

day that the United States is a

"country, moreover, with which

Canada has such close economic

ties and other Interests."

An automobile tariff agree-

ment and the fall-out prosperity

from a war boom are apparent-

ly the price we ask for sell-

ing our national honour.

f
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IS GOD DEAD?
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JOURNAL

EDITORIAL

Ecumenicity At Home
There is limitless opportunity for contact with students on

this campus, theologs included. However there is almost no

communication between us and the rest of the university. We

have our field projects, but they are outside the academic com-

munity of which we axe a part.

There are some excuses. Many men at the theological college

are living in town during the week and serving a pastoral charge

on the weekends. While they are here, they must be students.

But there are many more who shun activities of the university.

Lack of communication. This is a problem because com-

munication is essential in the future of the Christian church.

Half of the problem is to explain Christianity in relevant terms.

The other half is to create an attitude of mind which admits

that the information is relevant. There is no easy solution.

A possible one is to acquaint ourselves with the new ideas

developing in the minds of intelligent laymen (students of the

various faculties) who will be the leaders of our congregations.

We are missing a unique opportunity! Morning chapel services

are open to all students. Very few accept our invitation. They

are missing an opportunity.

This lack of communication is unfortunate because many

subjects are important to each of us. Birth control, divorce

laws and capital punishment are relevant topics for everyone.

Too many of us have entered college to get our testamur

or degree and to get out again, by the shortest route, the least

involvement, in the shortest amount of time. We scoff at each

other not really knowing our differences or similarities. Con-

sequently lack of understanding prevails between church and

world, when they should be working together.

Dialogue which should have taken place, did not; dialogue

which should be taking place, is not. Each of us is poorer because

of it.

The best explanation of the

"Death-of-God" movement we
have read to date has come from

the hand of J. A. Sanders,

Professor of Old Testament,

of Union Theological Seminary.

In effect he says

:

The death-of-God concept is

one of the most exhilerating

modes of theological thinking

to strike these shores in modern

times. Never has there been

in Christian theological circles

headier thinking, frothier en-

thusiasm, or more sheer giddi-

ness. Its disciples seem at

times to be executing a primi-

tive choreographic joy, and,

like Snoopy in "Peanuts", twirl

around and around singing his

Easter message: "God is dead,

God is dead." The thinkers of

this movement, like Thomas

J.J. Altizer of Emory, claim

that they are the true Christ-

ians and all who react against

their kinotic Christology, the

belief that "God emptied Him-

self, killed Himself in the

Crucifixion with Christ," are

the orthodox bad guys who are

not Christian at all.

Modern day secularists claim

that the theological vocabulary

of orthodoxy is dead and must

be completely altered, whereas

the radicals of the Death-of -

God movement claim that God
is dead and Christianity must
be completely altered.

Altizer, for example, sug-

gests that'untilthisday Christ-

ian theology has refused a con-

sistently kenotic Christology.

Yet an open confession of the

death of God can be our path

to the Christ who is fully Christ,

the kinotic Christ who has final-

ly emptied himself of the Spirit

in wholly becoming flesh".

Another member of the

"Death-of-God-Club", William

Hamilton of Colgate, put his

thoughts this way: "Jesus is

in the world as masked, and

the work of the Christian is

to strip off the masks of the

world to find him, and finding

him, to stay with him and to

do his work. . .Life is a masked
ball, a Halloween party, and

the Christian life, ethics, love,

is that disruptive task of tearing

off the masks of the guests to

discover the true princess."

Altizer' s Christ who is pure

flesh and Hamilton' s Jesus who;

is the true Princess make the

FROM THE PRINCIPAL

HERE AND NOW
"We must guard against the

turning of the mind in upon
itself but direct worship rather

out upon the Adorable Majesty"

There is a depressingly great

amount of drivel passed off as

religion these days. Soft, poetic

phrases lull the careless listen-

er into a dreamy world of

aspirations. Our so - called

religious spokesmen have dev-

eloped equivocation to its peak

and are justifiably proud of

their accomplishment. It seems
to be the vogue among the

'smart set' of Christians to

cultivate aesthetic oratorical

skills and demagogic powers.

And so good do they become
at sugar coating tripe, their

followings are often impressiv-
' ly large. But how unreal these

ethereal irrelevancies are! How
sick our society must be, that

such artistically contrived no-
things can lead so many un-
suspecting people into this

Marxian-opium rapture! Small
wonder that not a few see the

Church with cynicism and bit-

terness.

Christianity has reacted to

the pragmatism of Science by
a retreat to airy, incompre-
hensibel dogmas. We cling to

this armour out of a misguided
sense of loyalty (to what we
are not really sure), base all

our lives upon some future

hope and twiddle our thumbs
through the present reality. We
spend an incredible amount of

time in the study of the history

of dogma, of the original mean-
ing of ancient scriptural
sources, in historical research
and in contriving great doc-
trinal monuments to the many
academics of theology. But too

often we fail to pass these

mazes and confront today" s

realities. Sermons, lectures,

and books spend much time

clarifying the past and future,

but very little time is spent

on the here and now. How rare

is the person who is content to

stand upon his OWN experiences

and declare what HE has found

to be factuall

So much of present - day

Christianity is preoccupied with

events of 2000 years ago, as if

history stopped there, and time

has not worn on. It is quite

true that our present civiliz-

ation is the result of the past,

and very largely of the life and

ministry of Jesus of Nazareth.

We can never completely throw

off our formative environment,

nor could Jesus. But the danger

arises when we fail to go on

from this foundation to try for

ourselves, to stride into the

unknowns of life as Jesus did.

If Christianity is to have any

meaning for us then we must
push forward into the present,

keeping ourselves open to the

God to whom Jesus witnessed,

and begin to live. Many of us

in our faith are like 'den-

stickers' in hide-and-seek: we
take a few timid steps into the

unknown, away from the fami-
liar, furtively peek in all direct-

ions, and then dash back to the

safety of what we already have.

No wonder so-called Christian-
ity has become decadent! It has

lost the essence of life; it has
divorced itself from reality, to

live in the 'comfort' of the world
of the past and the abstractions

of the future. Jesus did not

point to himself, but to the

source of all that was manifest
in him. He declared with vital-

ity that within each man was

the potential to respond to God

in a like manner, and thus

saturated with God' s being to

become an ultimate Self. For

Jesus, life was an adventure

with God, and not mere theories

and historical knowledge.

The important thing about

Christianity is not what others

tell us about history, not what

brilliant orators can persuade

us about the future. The reality

is now, and that is what Christ-

ianity is all about. IT WORKS!
The person who genuinely puts

his whole self into a friend-

ship with God finds fulfilment

which he never expected. And
life fills with meaning and

security, not dependent on the

shadows of the past, nor on the

ethers of the future, but upon
living in the reality of the

present.

Let us stop trying to 'protect'

God from the onslaughts of

scientific development and

thought. He doesrf t need it.

Christianity's validity rests in

its relevance to reality, not

in the intricate ' religious sub-

tleties' which we contrive. The
history and implications of

Christianity ought to be learned,

but they are useless without

a first-hand knowledge of the

Object, and the practical mani-
restations of that knowledge.
Let us begin to live in our world
of science, philosophy, and
humanism with the God who
is the source of real present

life. More pragmatic than the

scientist, more rational than

the philosopher, and more
human dian the humanist, is

the man who acknowledges his

finite nature and seeks his ful-

filment with the source of in-

finite freedom, God. JA

It is always a great delight

to write a word of greeting

and good wishes to theological

students on the occasion of their

banquet and formal, and, at the

same time, to greet the entire

University community. To turn

away from academic pursuits

from time to time, and to re-

fresh the spirit with whole-

some humour and a measure
of frivolity, is necessary to

maintain sane perspective in a

world growing i n creasingly

complex.
May I express to all, and

particularly to those who anti-

cipate graduation, the very
warmest of good wishes.

Elias Andrews
Principal

world which they cherish as

truth sound likeaHeffner Bunny
Club to which Christians can

now belong with no feelings of

guilt or shirking of Calvinist

duty.

Such an outlook and under-

standing can only lead us to

concur with Professor Sander'

s

criticism that "to believe that

Jesus, without God, is out in

the world today doing his work,

which we should seek out to

share, is simply to remytholo-

gize the New Testament mes-
sage in a way vaguely accept-

able today." Vernon Bell

Malcolm Profitt

I am alivel

Entirely,

Perplexingly,

Alive!

But why?
To Die?

Am I

Alive
To die?

To perish
Without
Purpose?
To live

Threescore
And ten

And then
Expire?

Am I

Alive

For me?
To masturbate,
and copulate.

And now
And then

Regurgitate

For having been
Inebriate?

Am I

Alive

To stay

Alive?

Is life

For me
To do
With as

I please?

Is it

A game?
A play?
A joke?

Am I

A pawn?
A prop?
A butt?

Perhaps!
But
To live

Is

To choose
And
To choose
Is

To LIVE.

Fred Miles!

Again this year we leaves
our ivory tower to make our

|
existence known to the campus,
through The Journal and our |
formab "Blue Grotto" would

|

seem to be the opposite extreme,!
But throughout the year some*
of us have attempted through
'encounter' with you to engage
in 'dialogue' ; others of us have
simply 'talked' with you when-
ever we have 'met'. Tonight
those at "Blue Grotto" get to-

gether simply to enjoy each
other's company. A 'thank you'

to John Anderson and his com-
mittee for making this festive

occasion possible.

Melvin W. Finlay
Moderator

In an effort to make this year1
s. Tr jology evening one whicb

our graduating class will remember with happiness and nostalg13

as they reminisce on their college days, Blue Grotto emphasis^

mood. Combining silver and blue, it represents a dreamy caver

in which couples can float away all connection with reality in 3

evening of fun and fellowship. We have tried to make it an occasio

of beauty and serenity. We trust that Blue Grotto will continuc

the theme of much pleasure and small cost characteristic 0

Theology.

John Anderson
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Comfortable Pews Soon?
room.
From the faculty point of

view, adequate office space is

essential. " The renovations
which have begun in. Queen's
Theological College, and which
will continue throught the

summer," Principal Elias And-
rews stated, "willprovidemore
adequate facilities, and will give

the old building a much-needed
face - lifting. Altogether, the

NEW BIBLE
(AmiJ the ren
MEDITATION

0e sti II sad Know).
(Ps.4fc:l0)

ecumenagerie -

the household of faith.

ecumaniac
a person who believes that

all other churches are bet-

ter than his own.

ecumentality -

the needed viewpoint.

Walter Boetticher

If Theologs on campus these

days have an ' other - worldly*

look in their eyes, there is

a reason. It is the gentle

'strains' of pneumatic ham-
mers.

Anyone within screaming dis-

tance of Theology Hall will

joiow that activities of a con-

crete nature are happening in

the building. Inside, partitions

are falling like the walls of

Jericho, new doorways are ap-

pearing (in the most unsus-

pecting places), and over the

whole scene settles a deepening

blanket of white, powdery dust.

Morning chapel competes

with the rat-tat-tat -tat of air

drills. Vapoury clouds of dust

issue periodically from the cav-

erns below. It is enough to

make a preacher swear! Thus

far discretion has prevailed.

While the present pandemonium
makes concentration in class

difficult (and sleep impossible),

there is a note of consolation.

By September when classes re-

sume, one of the oldest build-

ings on the campus will be

spanking new from basement

to belfry.

A total of $200,000 is being

spent. One of the most im-

portant improvements will be

more adequate library facili-

ties, a much-anticipated change

from the third-floor ' pigeon

loft' of bygone days. A more
spacious common room will

provide facilities for the young,

agile table tennis enthusiasts,

and a quiet corner in which the

studious types may meditate

upon theological perplexities.

The furniture promises to be

more conducive to relaxation

than the straight -backed 'un-

comfortable pews' of the class-

ORGASM OR ORGANIZATION?
eggs A sad story this, yet one all too true:

l|§i A tale of a vain search for love.

So lest fate repeat, and the victim be you,

Til tell you the tragedy of

llis Abishag, David, and Love "which they-sought

i£f3 But ne'er found, though dear- priced their lust.

Thinking physical union was how love was got

Sex turned their prize into dust,

§|g Abishag, (or Abby to most she was known),

igg| Was a maiden of unexcelled charms.

Hag Lively in motion, her voice had a tone

fiSai Which caused men to reach out their arms
rag In hopes that sweet Abby might seek haven there,

|&5& (As often whe did when one pleased.)

gSgj For Abby was seeking, though she did not know where,

Hg| For union, that heart might be eased.

Ill It seems that fair Abby, though pleasing to sight,

§§» Was plagued by the sins of her birth:

§»| : For she was the child of a wild reckless night

Of erotic licentious mirth.

But whether from fear, or knowledge not found.

Her relations with men merely sex.

To the physical side of life was she bound;

For lusts cannot love e' er detect

David was older, a blue-blood, ' twas said,

A man of distinct savoir-faire,

But age was his foe, making passions go dead:

Sought a maid who would cause it to flare

Up anew, and thus save fast-ebbing youth,

And his place of prestige in the realm.

And David, the King, with the dogs closing round.

Age his vigor had dried.

Determined to fight death, prove potency sound

With the help of vivacious young bride.

And so it was that Abby met Dave.

Each made the other* s heart pound

For at last would be grasped what most they must have

In the other 'twould surely be found!

Dave sought to prove his virility sure;

And Abby to find what she sought.

But though they felt hopeful that each was the cure.

What they wanted neither one got,

For though they were earnest, sincere in their quest,

They forgot that the horse leads the cart.

And love and life they tried to ingest

Through pulsating body, not heart.

But hearts close united is where love comes from.

And all who would seek to stand fast

Must first learn the lesson that from God has come:

Soul first, then body last!

(A word of caution dedicated to

the Anglican and United Churches of Canada.)

John ^d*|££2rL_M_MM(^^

college will be able to carry
on its work in quarters much
less cramped than heretofore."

And so the muss and the

fuss continue. When the re-
vamped version of Theology
Hall is unveiled this fall, any
uncharitable remarks Theologs
might have made during the
upheaval period, will undoubt-
edly give way to appreciation
and praise.

f^X The Minister's

£jt Administrator

CONCEPTS

receive
Pouitr CActi /.'8>

Gene Lohnes

" And a woman was the caase

of it all " goes "The
Qambler's Blues", a hit tune

of the early 1930* s. This could

well be the theme of most
married theologs serving stu-

dent fields, for right behind

them stands the "Queen of The
Manse". If it were not for

these custodians of the coffer,

university for most theologs

would be impossible.

Take my' wife for instance.

She's an incurable capitalist.

Her financial strategy however,

is admirable. The Kremlin
would blanch, as I do.

Every pay without fail, I vow
to save a portion of it. Every
pay without fail, some unfor-

seen expenditure scuttles my
best-laid plans. A week before

pay day I must park the car
selectively, seeking out those

meters which still accept pen-

nies.

It is about this time I dis-

cover the gas gauge of the car

reading half a pointer width

under empty, with a 40-mile
drive to university ahead. It is

at this point my marriage hangs

by a thread. I put on my sad-

dest, most poverty - stricken

expression, and break the news.

"Oh, if all you need is some
gas, I have a ten dollar bill

I managed to save", my fin-

ancier says coyly. My own
thoughts a 1 1 e mate between
"treason" and "miracle".

Ten dollars! I struggle to

save pennies, while with no

apparent effort my wife stows

a ten spot! It sort of galls me
to realize my wife can scarce-

ly add two and two together,

while I was a bookkeeper by
profession!

How can a wife start with

fifty dollars, purchase twenty
dollars in groceries, make
monthly payment* total ling
eighteen dollars and forty cents,

buy shoes for the children cost-

ing twelve dollars, pay the tele-

phone bill and still have ten

dollars left over?

K men could swallow their

pride and turn the worlo" s fin-

ances over to theologs' wives,

the problem of "haves" and
"have - nots" would soon dis-

solve. The home - maker (theo-

log's wife or otherwise) who
can balance a budget, provide

the necessities of life for her

family within her husband'

s

income, and still save the

occasional ten spot, is the real

backbone of our nation.

And so a big bouquet to the

Queen of the Manse. Long reign

the would - be - minister" s

administrator! _ _ .

Gene Lohnes

Book Review.

The Secular City
Harvey Cox' s book, ' The Sec-

ular City', is a liberating

manifesto for those of us raised

in the church but frustrated

by its lack of success in re-

lating to the modern world.

Cox provides a sociological and

theological view of the influ -

ences of secularization and

urbanization on our society.

Cox defines secularization as

"a historical process. . .in

which society and culture are

delivered from the tutelage of

religious control and closed

metaphysical world - views"

(p. 20). Secularization is not

new. Cox traces the origin of

secularization to the Old Testa-

ment. We learn from the story

of Creation that nature is not

controlled by mysterious, dem-

onic forces; from the Exodus

that political systems and

rulers should not be given

sacred rights and privileges;

and from the Sinai Covenant that

no particular system of values

can be given absolute, divine

sanction. The reason that

secularization must be re-

affirmed in our day is that the

church, in many areas of its

life, still exhibits character-

istics of a past when it did

provide a complete system of

values, controls and taboos

which extended over the lives

of its members and over society

as a whole. Cox summons the

church to realize that the age

of the secular city "no longer

looks to religious rules and

rituals for its morality or its

meanings" (p. 3)

Cox considers the shape and

style of the 'Secular City' be-

fore calling for a theology of

social change. The shape is

marked by anonymity and mobi-

lity. The style, or organization

of values and meanings, is

characterized by pragmatism

(will it work?) and profanity.

By profanity he means the dis-

appearance of any supramun-

dane reality defining life.

In his consideration of a the-

ology of social change and the

role of the church Cox seems,

at first glance, to lose some

of his rigorous secularity. He

fails to explain the transition

from claiming that " the world

has become man' s task and

man' s responsibility" (p. 1),

to his assertion that the church

is "a people whose task it is

to discern the action of God
in the world and to join in

His work" (p. 105). He does

not however, as some critics

have charged, equate God with

the processes of social change.

For Cox, God is clearly the

One, named in faith, who is

acting to bring about healing

and the establishment of justice

so that human life can become
more human.
Cox elaborates on the call

for maturity and responsibility

brought about by the forces of

urbanization and secularization.

He considers in detail the

changing roles of work and

leisure, the changing attitude

to sex and the changing relat-

ionship between the church and

the secular university. With

due respect to the affluence we
all enjoy as a result of our

puritan Protestant heritage,

which sanctified labor and made
thrift a virtue, Cox claims that

in our age "a productive job

can no longer be the passport

to participation in the economy"

(p. 191). As far as our attitude

to sex is concerned, Cox sug-

gests that in freeing ourselves

from the control of religious

taboos we have surrendered our

freedom to the security -

success symbols personified by

Miss America and Playboy.

According to Cox, "freedom for

mature sexuality comes to man
only when he is freed from the

despotic powers which crowd
and cower him into fixed pat-

terns of behaviour. Both Miss
America and The Playboy il-

lustrate such powers" (p. 204).

Cox laments the impossible

contradiction that exists be-

tween our commercial exploit-

ation of sex symbols and our

protective obsession with pre-

marital chastity.

Cox's frustration with the

church reaches a peak in his

consideration of its relation

to the university. According

to Cox, "in a mobile, scien-

tific society. . .the church re-

mains a patriarchal, agricult-

ural, prescientific relic" (p.

220). The "organizational
church " has no role in the

secular university (p. 236). This

is not to say that the people

of God in a university does

not have a responsibility to

make known "what God has done

and is doing in history to break

down the hostilities between

people and to reconcile men
to each other" (p. 227), or

to criticize the university when
it is not being true to the pursuit

of truth.

In his concluding chapter,

Cox attempts to speak of God
in a secular fashion as a socio-

logical problem, a political is-

sue and a theological question.

The theological question must
inevitably be asked since each

individual must decide for him-

self "whether the God of the

Bible is real or is ".just a

rich and imaginative way man
has fashioned to talk about him-
self" (p. 243). Cox believes

that the Christian can still name
the One who wills the re-

demption of the world, but

realizes the limitations of the

Father, King and Shepherd

images. In a task oriented soci-

ety, "man's relationship to God
derives from the work they do

together" (p.264). Secular man,
concentrating on the need for

healing in this world, is less

concerned about "finding" or

"experiencing" God than he is

with carrying God's message
of reconciliation to his fellow

man. - .....
Roger Hutchinson
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TJIWS BRIEFS
Health Centre

The New Address of Che Student Health Centre will be 187 Stuart

street (beside Chown Hall). Effective Monday, February 28. Clinic

hours: 11-1 daily (Monday - Friday).

West Indian Club
This evening from 8.30 to 2.00 am the West Indian Club will

be holding another dance at the La Salle Hotel. The Steel Band

and the popular Seaway Five will provide the music. Proceeds

will be added to a fund which the Club is building in order to

provide bursaries for West Indian students at Queen's

Drama Presents One Acts
Indra Kagis, Prince Albert's other great actor, and Al Hand

top local comedian, may be making their last appearance on a

Queen's stage this weekend. Both expect to graduate in April.

Miss Kagis plays Kathryn Holly (yes, the Taylor role) in Tennessee

William's 'Suddenly Last Summer'. Hand has a near monologue

in a recently discovered O'Neill one act: 'Hughie'.

The sets, professionally designed, represent another victory

over Convocation Hall.

Engineering Society Results

The results of the Engineering Society elections held on

February 8 are:

President - Gord McCay
First Vice-Pres. - Doug Clark

Second Vice-Pres. - Bruce Mitchell

Senior AMS Rep. - Peter Leishman

Junior AMS Rep. - Doug Montgomery
Secretary - Ron Cheek
Treasurer - Greg Gauld

Assistant Secretary - John Scott

TRADS
outstanding in any crowd!

The lithe tailored lines of TRADS stand out
in any crowd and add an air of confidence
to the wearer. Long wearing blends and the
finest worsteds are featured in fashionable

shades with modern international flair for

eye-appeal. DON PARKER TRADS are popu-
larly priced atyourfavorite men's shop; look
for the authentic "TRADS" hang tag - your

assurance of top value.

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

Friday, February 25:

Queen' s Folk - Singing Club

presents HOOT, NANNY, at

Dunning Hall auditorium, 8 pm
to 10 pm. Admission 50 cents.

West Indian Club sponsors

Tropical Fiesta, at La Salle

Hotel 8.30 pm to 2.0 am, feat-

uring the Seaway Five and The

Campus Steel Band. Admission:

$1.50 per person.

"The Bitter Grounds", coffee

house opens Fri. and Sat. Feb-

ruary 25 and 26 in the Union

Coffee Shop: from 10.00 to 2.30.

Live folk singing of Ed Grasse,

Barb Johnson, Inez Pierce, Bob
Basset and Pete McGuire.

Newman Club: 7.00pm. sec-

ond talk in series of" Relevance

of Christianity to Campus Life"

Speaker: Rev. Carey -- United

Church Minister from Toronto,

Place: International Center.

Sunday, February 27:

Tricolour Autosport Club —
Annual Ice Trials, at Westport.

Registration 12.30 to 1.15. Take

Division St. and follow the signs

at WestPort.
Join the Queen;s Ecumenical

movement. SCM Sunday Supper

at Newman House 5 pm. Panel

discussion follows. Only 740.

Newman Club elections for

66-67 at 7.30 pm. All members
are urged to attend.

At 8.30 pm at Newman House

Dr. Norman Brown of Queen's

Philosophy will deliver a talk

on " Theology and the Layman" .

The Cecelian Consort, a well-

known vocal group in Kingston,

will be performing Bach ' s

"Jesu, Priceless Treasure" at

the evening service in St.

James' Church, at 7.30.

Monday, February 28:

The Arts and Science Soci-

ety presents a lecture by Mr.
Tommy Douglas, M.P. who will

speak on * The Role of Govern-
ment in Modern Society". 8.00

pm at Dunning Hall Auditorium.

Following Mr. Douglas's ad-

dress a panel discussion chair-

ed by Professor Thorburn will

deal with the issues presented.

Wednesday, March 2:

There will be a student visit

by Bus to Toronto on Wednesday

to see the Mondrian exhibit at

the Art Gallery. Leaves the Art

Centre at 8.30 am. After lunch

at 1.00 pm Dr. Robert Welsh

of the University of Toronto

who prepared the Mondrian Ex-

hibition, will take a tour. Leave

the Art Gallery at 4.30 pm
by bus for return to Kingston.

Return bus fare is $5.40 and

should be paid at the Art Centre

by Friday, February 25.

Archdeacon Hunt of St.

James* Church will be speaking

on me first epistle of John,

fourth chapter, in New Arts,

Room 308. Lunch available at

12 noon for 25 cents, meeting

begins at 12.30. (Fourth in a

series sponsored by QCF)
The Levana Society present

Fashion Carnival '66 in Grant

HalL Sows at 2.30 pm and

8. 00 pm. Students 50c and guests

$1.00.

The Bridge Club will meet
in the Lounge of the Students'

Union at 7,00 pm. Everyone is

welcome.

Thursday, March 3:

Phillipe Entrement, the fam-

ous French pianist will play

a program of Debussy and

Chopin for the final concert

of the Queen's Concert Series.

Grant Hall, at 8.30.

Queen's Chess Cub presents

a Simultaneous Chess Exhib-

ition by Chess Master Z. Vran-
esil (rated third in Canada).

Space for about 50 players. 7.30

pm Wallace Hall, Student Union.

Small charge.

There will be an explanatory

meeting regarding Seminar '66

held in the common room of

McNeill House from 9.30 pm
to 10.30 pm. Seminar '66 is

an SCM sponsored study group

whose purpose is to explore

the meaning and implications of

the Christian Faith. The leaders

of the seminar are Professors
Coleman and McLay.
Friday, February 25:

Barman Dance from 9 till 1

am, featuring "Ritchie Knight

and the "Mid-Knights". Enter-

tainment downstairs and a live

appearance of Batman and Robin
Science '68, Help is needed

on the afternoon of Friday for

decorating Grant and also to

work Fri. night. Contact Paul

Gervan or John Taylor.

INTRODUCING

THE NEW

DINING ROOM

THE PLACE WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE

AND
BEAUTIFUL DECOR

IS

A LUXURY WITH NO EXTRA COST

Corner of Princess and Montreal St. 2nd Floor
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FOR SALE
Black, 80cc Suzuki motor-

cycle. Excellent condition; one

owner, 3,065 miles. Completely

checked and cleaned during

winter. Full price $275. See at

Southeastern Cycles Sales

,

princess and Victoria.

I960 Volkswagon, very good

condition, 54,700 miles, $700.

50 Amherst Drive, Amherst-

view, 389-0910.

Erbacher skis, poles must

sell; best offer. See Bob Kellar

181 Alfred St.

Table Radio: 5 bands (3 short

wave, standard, and aircraft)

Ideal for receiving foreign

broadcasts as well as local

stations: apply Bob Ritter, ext

368.

FOR RENT
Large pleasant 2 bedroom

apartment in newly renovated

older building. Unfurnished,

with fridge, stove, modern kit-

chen and bathroom. Also fire-

place. For May 1st. 542-0858

Three-bedroom apartment to

sublet from May until Sept-

ember. Close to campus. Con-
tact Judy Wiertz or Dorreen
Brown at ext 836, or Jill Mc-
Roberts at ext. 834.

Two bedroom completely

furnished apartment (706),

Brock Towers, phone 542-6126

Rent $55 apiece (two people).

Available from April 14 to

Sept, 14. One quiet male night

shift worker (5 pm to 2 am)
will share the apartment with

you.

Spacious apartment to sub-

let for summer (May to Sept)

Furnished, 6 rooms, fireplace,

bay window, modern kitchen.

Two blocks from campus, 4

from downtown. Contact John
Lane 542-0939 or Paul Gervan
ext. 295.

LOST
This morning, a package of

cigarettes was stolen from my
jacket in the cloakroom of the

Bio Building. O wicked crimi-

nal you can take my land, my
clothes, my food, my liquor,

my women; gladly will I for-

give you. BUT YOU CAN'T
TAKE MY WEEDS! I crack

my thumb and spit thrice and

call the evil curse of the mal-

occhio on you. May every pig-

eon in the sky defecate on

CLASSIFIED

you. May your male children
be stillborn, and the females
be ugly. May you live long
but miserably; this curse do
I place on you and your black
thieving soul. Bruno Bandiera,
Arts ' 69.

A light brown cardigan sweat-
er, lost Wed. Feb. 16, in Gord-
on Hall or Leonard Poison
Centre. Finder please contact
Daryl Browne, ext. 804
Would the person who re-

moved the clock from the Jack-
son Lounge please return same
to the science clubrooms, Clark
Hall. No questionsasked.
A gold ring, bearing family

crest, about a week ago; prob-
ably in some washroom. Phone
Brian KLOTZ, ext. 296 (Leon-
ard)

Reward, no questions asked;
just return black ski-jacket and
contents of pockets; taken from
Ontario Hall, Fri. Feb. 18th

between 1:30 and 3:00 pm. Con-
tact G.a Atkinson, 548-7561
One silver cufflink at the

Levana formal. If found please
phone 542-8525. People are be-
ginning to notice the clothes

-

peg I am using!

FOUND
Gloves i,

purses, eveningbag".
umbrellas, glasses, coat, scar-
ves. AMS Office.

NOTICES
Attention, Levana Society:

Applications for the 2 positions

for Levanites on the Arts and

Science Student Faculty Com-
mittee may be made to Joan
Pistawka, New Residence.

A general meeting of the

Levan Society will be held on

Sunday, Feb. 27 at 4:30 pm in

the Lower Common Room of

the New Womens Residence.

Following the induction of the

new executive, dessert will be

served. The girls of Arts '66

are asked to meet at 4 pm
to decide on a year gift.

Are you longing to make this

summer one to remember?
Then apply for an SCM summer
project. Groups of students will

join forces to live, work and
study in various cities through-
out the country. Topics for study
this year are: mental health;

art; communication, and the

secular city; international; the

metropolis and man; social

myth and sexuality; further in-

formation from the SCM office

in the Union or M. Fiarley,

542-1725.

The International Club will

elect its 1966-67 executive on
March 4th and 5th. Positions

open are president, vice-pres-
ident, secretary - treasurer,

two social convenors, and pub-
licity agent. Applications for

these offices may be submitted
to Evelyn Nowotny, ext. 842,

new women' s residence, and
should be in by March 1st.

Wanted - a ride to Toronto
Hamilton, or Brantford on
Thursday afternoon, March 3

for two girls to share expenses.

Please contact, Lesley Brint-
nell, Fran Sadkowski, ext 841

Wanted: Students interested

in assisting in producing a 16

mm movie on student life at

Queen' s next fall. The film

would be shot candid, mostly
outdoors, and in color with

sound background made from
recordings around campus. Call

John MacLatchy 546-6835.

Available: one half of small
office in old Journal office, to

be shared with Arts and Science
Society. . Any campus organiz-

ation interested please contact

either Janet Wykes 542-7925

or Bill Stafford ext 232. Equip-

ment must be supplied.

To all clubs and campus org-

anizations that wish to have

an article printed in the stu-

dent handbook, the deadline is

Friday, March 11. Please sub-

mit the articles (max. 200

words) to Patricia Galloway in

Chown Hall.

DININO
ROOM

fully licenced dining lounge

and our

Tak$ Hm» hatoml
AVAILAIU IN ALL TAKE HOME SHOM

THI FAMILY IUCKJT
14 p(t Cklettn

S KlMtll, G-«.y 3.75

THI PAKTY IAMK
10 (.» CUeltu

THI THRIFT iOX
j

t Ft. Cbkfcca

1 Utoltl US
|

THI INDIVIDUAL
MNNH lOB
I p C . Chicks

C.I. 51.=

THI 3HAK tOX I pet, F.F. •»*

CUAMY COU HAW Ft.. -41

PUNCH PUD POTATOU Ind. •»

by th« Family Boi 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St

location

locations STUDENTS PHONE'

3
Summer job op-
portunities now
available.

SHIMMERING NEW
- PASTELS ARE IN

, \ FOR SPRING

!

^ % if Exciting new

SILKY ANTRON

Yes, this is the year of

the shimmering look, the

lustrous look the silky

nil to make you

look lovelier! Kitten

leads the way with

this popular new

shell in lustrous

shimmering pastels

in new silky Antron,

34-42, $10.98, with

the popular Kitten

fully-lined straight skirt

to perfectly match. 8-20,

§15.98. Do see these

exciting new Spring

Kittens at all fine ahops

everywhere!

Without thi. I.bcl I^^S&L.^l " " "" * 8"""'" K1TTi;iy
'

Thr PUytfi UcVti fuMornd b, BANTAMAC in Tcryltnt*, C«l-CU flb™' 'R*S'd. Can. TM.

Come on over to smoothness

with no letdown in taste

Come on over to

New!
Player's

Kings

EAST NORTHUMBERLAND SECONDARY
SCHOOL . BRIGHTON

The principal will be at the Place-

ment and Housing office tointerview
applicants for the following teach-

ing positions:
Mathematics
Latin
Geography-
Science
English

Please register at Placement Office

for interviews on Wed. March 2nd.

Are you a candidate for

assistance under the

CANADA STUDENT
LOANS ACT?

Under this Act, each qualifying student may present a

Certificate of Eligibility to the bank branch of his (or

her) choice. Royal Bank, with over 1000 branches across

Canada, offers you convenient service combined with

practical counsel. Visit your nearest branch.

ROYAL BANK
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Queen's - Q7, U of M - 46
Queen's - 82. Laval - 56

BASKETBALL GAELS FINISH UNDEFEATED
Doug Frazer , Ted Waring Lead Queen's To Title

. _ j ,„ith rnp Without Doue Frazer and Ted v

The Queen's Golden Gaels

completed their Eastern Div-

ision, SIBL schedule lastweek-

end by defeating the University

of Montreal Carabins 97-46 and

the Laval Rouge et Or 82-56.

The Gaels finished the season

with a perfect 6-0 record.

Friday night in Montreal,

Queen' s trounced the Carabins

for the second week in a row.

Two weeks ago in Kingston, U.

of M. fell 99-50. This time

Ted Waring led the way with

21 pts. on 8 field goals and

10 free throws. Doug Frazer

followed with 16. Bob Howes,

Pete Scobie and Pete Torbett

each had 12 pts. Every Gael

made the scoring column. For

Montreal, Jean Metier hooped

11 pts. and Yves Foisy scored

10.

On Saturday afternoon, in

Quebec City, Laval lead the

Gaels 27-21 at the half, but

in the second half the Gaels

exploded for a phenomenal 62

points Including 24 field goals

in 39 attempts. Frazer was high

man again hitting for 25 points.

Bob Howes had 17, Ted War-

ing had 15 and rookie Pete

Scobie also had 15.

Gllles Goulet paced the losers

with 17 points, followed by

Gauthier with 9.

This weekend the Gaels travel

to Windsor as the Eastern rep-

resentatives in the Senior Inter-

collegiate Basketball League

championship tournament.
Other competing teams will be

the Windsor Lancers, winners

in the west with a 10-0 record,

Waterloo Warriors, 7-3, and the

University of Toronto Blues,

6-4. The tournament will be a

single round robin with tne

semi-finals on Friday night and

the finals on Saturday. Queen'

s

will take on the Waterloo War-

riors in one semi-final game

while Windsor plays Toronto in

the other. Coach Frank Tindall

is optomistic about the Gaels'

chances in the tournament. Says

Tindall, "We don't know too

much about these teams but

obviously, Windsor is the team

to beat. I do think we have a good

chance to beat Waterloo"

Jorma Competes In B.C.
. . t, ^mo^ raVo-rtff his iurr

Last weekend in Vancouver

Jorma Salmikiri of Queen'

s

competed for Ontario against

British Columbia in an indoor

track meet. Jorma' s perfor-

mance in the high jump was

disappointing when he failed to

clear 5 ft. 5 inches. Although

he fouled several times in the

long jump, he still managed to

clear 21 feet, 6 inches.

The triple jump (hop, step

and jump) is Jorma' s strongest

event in which he placed third.

His jump was measured at 43

feet 11 inches, but his take-

off was made a good four feet

in front of the board. With a

better timed take-off, his jump

could have won this event.

Jorma now stands an excel-

lent chance of competing for

Canada in this year's Empire

games, as he is at present

probably ranked third in Can-

ada, behind the two competitors

who beat him last weekend.

The winning jump was 47 feet

8 inches - well within Jorma'

s

potential.

This weekend, the track team

competes in an indoor meet at

Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto.

Without Doug Frazer and Ted

Waring it is doubtful that the

Queen's Golden Gaels basket-

ball team would be in this

week's SIBL championship
tourney. In two weekend games

Frazer netted 41 points and

Waring hooped 36. Frazer *s

weekend scoring spree lead him

to the league scoring title with

a 17.6 pts per game average.

In three of the Gaels six games

this season, Ted Waring led

the scoring and finished the

year with a 13.5 average. For

two thirds of the season Ted

led the team with a 40% field

goal percentage.

Diminutive Doug Frazer, a

Kingston native and KCVI grad-

uate, is a three year veteran

at guard for the Gaels. Although

he stands only 5' 5" tall the

third year P.H.E. student has

one of the best outside junipers

in the league. Quick on bis feet

Frazer is an expert on quick

drives and the fast break of-

fense.

Toronto's Earl Haig Col-

legiate produced forward Ted

waring and the Gaels couldn't

be happier. The 6* 1" forward

is in Meds '69 and if accur-

acy In shooting is any indication

of medical ability, he should be

a great surgeon. Ted has the

best outside shot on the team

and is the most effective from

the corners. When Ted is hot

the Gaels are tough to beat.

So look out Windsor et al.

If you want to beat the Gaels

you will have to stop Frazer

and Waring. A word to the wise

though, while you are stopping

Waring and Frazer don' t forget

about Scobie (13.2 pts per game)

or Engel (47. 1% field goal

shooting).

Dennis Quinn, Sports Reporter

INTRAMURAL REPORT
PHE holds a slim lead as Bews competition enters its final

three weeks of competition. Science '68 are expected to catch

me leader because of their strength in waterpolo, 10-pin bowling

and hockey. If PHE can build up points in gymnastics and.possibly

hockey, they should win.

Bews standings as of Wed. Feb. 23rd:

- «.ion 9) Sc'67 14881

3 SSi 4«42 W Meds'70 10007

HockeyGaelsLose
.... tt_: TTio fi/liicrancs as POOd aS COn-

3) A '68. .

4) Sc ' 66.

5) A ' 69. .

6) A '67.

30796

. 25825

25145
23753

11) A '66 9485

12) . Meds '71 8658

13) Law 2 & 3 6376

14) Law 1 5551

15) Medicine 5188

16) Theology 47407) Sc '69 2336 1

8) Post Grads 18649

Basketball drew to a close on Monday night as PHE edged Arts

•67 in the final game 33-32. (Arts • 67 were last year >rmn)
Curling playoffs get under way on Mon. Feb. 28th with Sc. 68

vs. A '69. The winner meets Sc' 66 on March first for the champion-

Sh 'P,
Hockey: In hockey playoffss Monday night Sc '68 and A '68

fought to a 4-4 tie. The finals get under way Mon. Feb. 28th and

Thurs. March 3rd at 7 pm in a two game total point series.

Skiing' The ski meet was held Feb. 19-20 with R. Edwards

taking top honours with a record run In the cross-country and

winning the Corlett trophy. PHE won the team championship with

60 pts. Sc ' 68 was second with 47 pts.

Waterpolo- Sc '68, A ' 67, M ' 70, and Sc ' 69 are the participants

in the waterpolo play-offs when they get under way Feb. 28th.

Sc '68 who were undefeated in league play, are heavily favored to

take the championship.

Ten-pin Bowling: Sc ' 68 who have continued to finish in the

playoffs nearly every sport, make this no exception. They have

two teams in the four team playoff which starts March 1st.

McMaster University Mar

lins and University of Montreal

Carabins both moved up in the

standings during the weekend

with wins in the OQAA hockey

games.

The Marlins defeated the

Queen' s Golden Gaels in Hamil-

ton 6-3 to move past Queen's

into fifth place. Montreal scored

five unanswered goals in the

second and third periods to

defeat the Guelph University

Redmen 6-1 and jump ahead

of McGill Redmen into seventh

place; The Gaels hold down
sixth spot.

Frank Hincks scored two Mc
Master goals and assisted on

three more. Gary Spoar also

had two toals and Graeme Tay-

lor and Garry Canible had the

others. George Korn scored

twice for Queen' s and Mark
Edwards once.

University of Western Ont-

ario Mustangs are still on top

of the Ontario-Quebec Athletic

Association hockey standings.

But their chances of finishing

there look slim.

The Mustangs as good as con-

ceded first place to University

of Toronto Blues when they

dropped a 6-2 decision to the

Blues Friday night.

That left them one point up on

the Blues in the standings. But

Western has only one game to

play while Toronto has two -

against fifth - place McMaster
Marlins and last-place Guelph

Redmen.

Guelph took a 9-Oshellacking

from Laval Rouge et Or Friday

while Waterloo Warriors de-

feated Queen' s Golden Gaels

4-1.

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS IN

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

Teaching and research assistantships leading

to M.Sc. and Ph.D. available 1966. Modern

labs, excellent facilities, wide variety of

research projects. Teaching assistantships

$3400 plus travel and waiver of fees. Research

assistantships from $2800. Apply Head, Dept.

of Biochemistry, University of Alberta,

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

The Arts and Science Society

• presents -

A LECTURE BY

TOMMY DOUGLAS
CANADIAN STATESMAN AND POLITICIAN

'The Rote of Government

in Modern Society'

Followed by a panel discussion including Mr. Douglas

MON. FEBRUARY 28
DUNNING HALL AUDITORIUM 8.00 p.m.

FRI & SAT NIGHT UNION COFFEE SHOP

"THE BITTER GROUNDS"
10:00 - 2:30 FOLK ENTERTAINMENT
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CHOWN HEADS REFORMED (?)AMS

Ed Chown, (Arts ' 67) is next

year' s Alma Mater Society

president. His appointment was
announced to the Annual Meet-

ing of the AMS on Tuesday

night.

Recently elected Senior Arts

and Science Representative,

Mr. Chown defeated Wade Junek

(Meds '67) who is Vice-Presi-

dent and Peter Leishman, Sr.

Science Representative. An
electoral college composed of

the old and new faculty presi-

dents, the old senior AMS rep-

resentatives and the new Junior
representatives ma de the

choice.

Mr. Chown told the Journal

that he was disappointed with

the defeat of the proposed
change in representation (4 for

Arts and Science, Levana and
Engineering, 2 for Meds, Law
and Theology). He commented
that "Meds and Law sure know
how to pack meetings." He feels

the results of thecomingplebis-
cite will be more indicative of

campus opinion.

Strongly in favour of the In-

ner and Outer Council structure

Mr. Chown believes it will im-
prove both the administration

and policy of the AMS.
Next year, he hopes the AMS

will support greater student

control of the Union and the

residences, and increases in
iion-repayable student aid. " The
proposed Union Management
Committee makes a lot of sense.
With its own budget, the new
system should be more effici-

ent than the old. I hope that the

Union, now mainly a place to
' eat, will become a student cen-
tre. I would like to see the
AMS support any move in this

direction."

The new president would like

to see a more creative atmos-
phere in residence as opposed
to that of the present "locker
room". Girls will eventually

be allowed into residence; this

should occur soon. There should
be better communication bet-
ween the residents and the Res-
idence Board, according to Mr.
Chown, so that students will

have some means of implement-
ing their needs such as hours
and services provided. He would
like to see the AMS support
requests of the Central Com-
mittee.
On the theatre project Mr.

Chown intends to wait until the

Trustees have had a chance

to get the money.
H e is in favour of a weekly

Journal as a necessity from a

staff viewpoint.

Rep By Pop Goes To A Plebiscite
An attempt to initiate a sys-

tem of representation by pop-
ulation on the AMS executive
was defeated at the AMS annual
meeting in Dunning Hall Aud-
itorium last Tuesday night.

The defeat came after a con-
fused two and a half hours
during which students on both
sides of the issue fought to

muster enough votes to carry
the motion their way.

In the course of the meet-
ing attendance swelled from
about 100 at 7.00 p.m. to more
than 400 after 9 p.m. when
the motion to approve the pro-
posed changes finally came to

the vote.

Of the 100 present at the

beginning of the meeting: about

half were members of the

Aesculapian Society. Realizing

that the medical students were

there to protect their present

representation on the AMS ex-

ecutive, several members of the

Arts and Science Society left

the meeting while reports on

Building Fund and Budget and

Finance were being presented

to obtain support for the change

to representation by population.

Students Fined, Lose Licenses
Two Queen's students were fined $350 yesterday and had their

driving permits suspended for three years last Friday when they

appeared in magistrate' s court on a charge of dangerous driving.

John Argue, president of the Arts & Science Society and

Peter Legault, Arts '69, pleaded wuilty to the charge. Magistrate

P.E.D.Baker also placed them on one year probabation.

The charge arose from an accident last October in which

Douglas Adams, a passenger in the vehicle operated by Legault,

was killed.

Charges of impaired driving, careless driving, and criminal

negligence were withdrawn by the Crown.

After several other constitut-
ional revisions had been passed
with little discussion, and while
George Anderson, CUS Chair-
man, was presenting a lengthy
report on CUS to the assembly
approximately 100 Arts and
Levana Vigilantes who had been
meeting nearby began to enter
the auditorium. As Mr. Ander-
son continued to speak more
and more students, from all
faculties, came into the meet-

ing. The noiseof students enter-
ing and seating themselves, and
of people demanding that Mr.
Anderson finish his report grew
so loud that little of his speech
could be heard. Gordon Watt,

out-going AMS President, call-

ed for order repeatedly. Mr.
Anderson was moved event -

ually to shout above the clamor,
"I am not upset by this dis-
turbance" .

As it seemed that the pro-
portion of students favouring
the proposed changes wascon-
tinuing to increase, attempts

were made to delay consider-

ation of the representation issue

ation of the changes. Questions

were asked of Mr. Anderson,

and a Journal report was twice

requested.

Mr. Watt decided that the

Journal report would be heard
later and the meeting moved to

consideration of the represent-

ation issue. Five speakers in

favour of the changes and five

opposed to them were heard.

General disorder, shouts, and
chants continued to drown out

the speakers at times.

The question was then put to

the vote. 213 of those present

favoured the changes and iy/
opposed the. Mr. Watt ruled that

since a two -thirds majority was
required to carry the motion,
the motion failed. Ed Chown,
incoming AMS President, arose
to contest the ruling, claiming
that only a simple majority was
required. After consulting the

AMS Constitution at some length

Mr. Watt pointed out that a
simple majority was sufficient

at a General Meeting, but not
at the Annual Meeting and main-
tained his ruling.

Following the failure of the
motion all but about 70 students

left the meeting.
Later on it was moved that

a plebiscite be held on the

issue before March 15. The
motion carried.

BULLETIN
600 SAY'SUPANO'
Six hundred Queen* s students

have signed a petition oppos-
ing the "anti- American stand

endorsed by SUPA".
The petition is being sent

to Prime Minister Lester B.

Pearson and was submitted to

the Kingston Whig - Standard,

which sent it to the member
papers of the Canadian Press.

It reads: "We, the under-
signed, wish to make known that

the anti-American stand end-
orsed by SUPA represents opin-

ions of only a small faction

of the population of Queen's".
The organizers of the petit-

ion are Humphrey Gervais, Sc.

'68, George Huff, LorneMus-
selman, and John Pinn, all of

Arts '69.

DOUGLAS NIRVANA CALLED 'PREPOSTEROUS 9

by E. Barrett

T.C.Douglas' idea of the role

of government in modern soci-

ety was called " a beautiful fairy

tale" Tuesday night. The NDP
leader spoke at the Arts and

Science Symposium held in Dun-
ning Hall. His attacker, Com-
merce Prof. MacDougall, joined

Professors Thorburn, Slater

and Swainson in a panel dis-

cussion that followed.

Mr. Douglas said that two

social revolutions have ended

whatever validity the laissez-

faire doctrine ever possessed.

These revolutions -- industrial

and scientific — have placed

new demands on government.

The demands have been ans-

wered in several ways —the

Marxian, the Fabian Socialist,

and later, the Keynesian.

Mr. Douglas believes that

we are now moving towards

"pragmatic socialism", where-
by it is recognized that maxi-
mum participation of govern-
ment should be consistent with

the preservation of individual

freedom. "What dominates the

community should be owned by
the community*. Social dem-
ocracy is the product of both

Political and economic demo-
cracy. Citizens should have a

v°ice in the economy of the

community - but government
should approach this pragmat-
ically.

Tommy Douglas: "A new Renaissance. ..preposterous": Prof. MacDougall.

What then is the role of the

government in modern society?

Mr. Douglas said he would ans-

wer as a politician, not an

academic.
Government performs a reg-

ulatory role - in labour dis-

putes, in consumer protection.

Similarly government per-

forms a welfare role. In this

area, not only the humanitar-

ian aspects of welfare enter,

but also, according to Mr. Doug-

las, economic aspects.

On the question of education,

Mr. Douglas believes that the

principle of providing free edu-

cation in public and high schools

should be extended to university

The 25% Income gap between

Canada and the United States

cited by the Economic Council

is due to the gap in education

between the two countries. Free
education is not merely a human
right, "it is a social necessity"

.

We "must invest a large share

of our annual wealth production

in educational opportunities."

In the economic sphere, Mr.
Douglas stressed that govern-

ment must maintain economic

growth and increased money
supply. It is the "function of

government to keep money sup-

ply in proper proportion to

wealth production." He said that

we must be concerned for those

economically deprived people

as consumers. Only a war on

po verty will bring about full

employment.
Social Security should be

based on one's ability to pay

and through this plan, purch-

asing power would be redist-

ributed.

In dealing with Canada's in-

vestment policy, Mr. Douglas

stated that the vested interests

decide what shall be developed

in Canada, but on the basis of

profit. He advocated instead

that the Canadian government

assume this role of decision

making by the formation of a

Canada Development Corpor-

ation.

Another plan Mr. Douglas pro

posed as the role of a govern-

ment in modern society, was
governmental responsibility in

directing industrial capital in

to areas where it will promote
social growth.

Government must also fulfull

a role ^counterbalancing mono
polies. Government must inter-

vene, strengthening the Comb-
ines Investigation Act and in

some instances, nationalize in-

dustries, especially those de-
pendant on natural resources.

Mr. Douglas , ending his

speech, presented two alter-

natives for Canada's economic

growth. Either the economy will

fall into the hands of iewer

people resulting in an economic

oligarchy controlling decisions,

or 'a social democracy must be

built wherein people will have

a choice in decision-making.

"Science has reached for the

stars"; now the social sciences

are forced to rise to this new

plateau. In determining the role

of government in modern soci-

ety, we must no. look to the

past but instead be prepared

to "try new techniques, tread

new paths."

Prof. MacDougall aroused the

overflowing audience when he

called the idea of government

control " preposterous "
. Mr.

Douglas won applause when he

squelched several o'f Prof. Mac-
Dougall's provocatively humour
ous personal attacks.
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John Rae

the one thing that can be

said about Tuesday night's An-

nual Meeting of the AMS is that

a good time was had by all.

The excitement engendered by

tile cut and thrust of the de-

bate, the thrill of watching the

various political manoeuvres

and constitutional nit-picking

virtually overwhelmed us. "We

could have enjoyed it even more
than we did if the approaching

examinations did not make time

such a precious commodity.

The most inaccurate state-

ment of the evening was made

by Gord Watt in his farewell

address. He said that he had

done nothing all year. He ob-

viously overstated his case.

The most accurate statement

of the evening was also made

by Gord Watt. When closing

off the discussion on proport-

ional representation he said that

there was little point in con-

tinuing the debate because most

people had made up their minds

before coming to the meeting.

We do, however, question

whether there were any minds

at that meeting anyway. A mob

has no mind. It only makes

noise and deters from .free

thought. "What are we voting

for, anyway?" "I don't know,

but those creeps over there

are out to get us, so when 1

say raise your hand, you do

it, or we'll all get you." "What

the Hell is a constitution any-

way?"
Last night

1 sentertainmenthas

brought us to the conclusion

that an annual meeting is a

bloody ridiculous way to make
decisions on important and con-

troversial questions. We are

working on the assumption of

course, that the AMS is import-

ant. The idea of a plebiscite

appears to us to be a more
enlightened and effective ap-

proach to take. "Sensible",
Editor, Journal:

This letter is my own

personal protest against the

widespread practise among

students of dignifying their ig-

norance of political and social

situations by calling it sensible-

ness.

Take a recent example:

In preparation for. Vietnam

Week, 1 set up a Vietnam lit-

erature table in the Ban Righ

smoker Friday for two hours,

and talked to about thirty girls

who paused to ask questions.

I was pleased to meet two

girls who held well - thought-

out positions in support of

United States actions in Viet

Nam. We had,' a heated, but

enlightening discussion.

1 was also pleased to meet
several girls who knew very

little . about Vietnam and ad-

mitted it. 1 gave them some

Yet Unsensible
literature and answered as

many of their questions as I

could.

But I was disturbed that the

majority of the girls who stop-

ped at my table dismissed the

literature on it, which included

carefully. - researched articles

from well - know publications,

as "SUPA propaganda", and

said they did not feel that

the Vietnam situation should be

reduced to "black-and-white"

terms. When I asked them what

they felt were the most im-

portant issues involved, very

few got beyond "fighting China.,

communism. . Viet Cong. ." One

girl hadrft heard of the National

Liberation Front; another did

not know the capital of South

Vietnam. Yet they were con-

fident that "one has to be sen-

ible" about the Vietnam war.

Sensibleness is a fine quality,

Attitudes
but I hate to see well - in-

formed people -- like many
SUPA research workers --

being accused of ignorance and

black - white radicalism, by

uncritical students who pat

themselves on the back for

their sensibleness.

If those students who are

satisfied with their university,

their society and their world,

feel complelled to look down on

others who cannot accept exist-

ing values, structures and con-

ditions -- 1 think they have

an obligation at least to support

their positions with reasonable

argument.
In other words, I would like

to see the many students who
are perhaps inadvertently
thoughtless, do a little more
thinking before they close their

minds. Krista Maeots

More Than Qualification

A report presented to the combined meeting of the AMS

Executive advocated the creation of a management committee to

run the affairs of the Student's Union. The committee was to

consist of a majority of students, these students chosen from among

the general student body by the AMS Executive. The report

originating from the Student Government Commissioiyilso contained

suggestions for an operating budget of $2,500 for this committee,

a student co-ordinator for the Union, and policy making rights

for the committee.

The AMS graced the report with a qualified approval by

unanimously approving it as a basis of negotiation. This action

is somewhere between approval in principle which is virtually

meaningless and adoption of the recommendations.

The "coffee house" shows that improvements can be made.

The Student Government Commissions' recommendations suggest

a method of involving student initiative and energy in a more dynamic

Student' s Union. Details should be worked out before the end of

this term with the Administration so that these recommendations

can be presented with the unanimous acceptance of new AMS

Executive to the Board of Trustees meeting in May. Otherwise

these recommendations stand in danger of being relegated for

life to the AMS file of " forgottens "

.

soapbox MUNICH, AGGRESSION AND VIETNAM
Editor, Journal:

I feel that ifs high time

someone else spoke up about

Vietnam in a less one sided

manner than Mr. Rae and Mr.

Johnstone.

I think that war is a terrible

catastrophe but men must stand

up and fight for what they be-

lieve in and in the case of

Vietnam, the Americans must
fulfill their commitment to the

people of South Vietnam. The
British went to war with Ger-
many in 1939 because they made
a commitment to Poland and
when Poland was invaded they

kept their commitment. If the

Germans had not been appeased
with the Sudentenland at Munich
in 1938, the course of history

might have been different.

"Peace in our time" - thafs
the sort of thing we' re hearing

now but it's not possible to have
peace by appeasing the enemy.
Anything other than a strong

show of determination in South
Vietnam is tantamount to ap-
peasement. The lesson of hist-

ory is clear --aggressionmust
be firmly resisted with force

and if it is not it will continue
and spread.
There are 12,000,000 people

in that Asian country. If the
mass of them are all for the

Viet Cong, would it not be
relatively easy for them to

overthrow the present govern-
ment and join the North? Why
are there not more men fight-

ing with the Viet Cong if the
mass of the people support

them? Why is it that there are
600,000 South Vietnamese under
arms fighting with the Ameri-

cans? There are not half that

many Viet Congl

Mr. Johnstone, in his recent

article, states that the real

aggressors in South Vietnam
are the Americans. Surely no

one can believe this nonsense.

Can anyone deny the fact that

there are North Vietnamese
regular army units fighting in

the South? Can anyone deny the

fact that the Viet Cong are

being supplied directly by North

Vietnam and China? Is it not

naked aggression, when one
country tries to take over an-

other by force? This is what
North Vietnam is trying to do.

This war is no civil war.

The Americans are in South

Vietnam at the request of the

South Vietnamese government,
in order to prevent a Communist
take-over of that country. Com-
munist control of South Viet-

nam would lead to aggression

in the form of guerilla warfare
against Laos, Thailand, Cam-

bodia, and probably even India.

If the Communists get away with

it in South Vietnam and the

Americans shirk their commit-
ment, why should the Com-
munists feel they can't get away
with agression in these other

countries?

Mr. Johnstone appeals to our
sensitivities with stories of

devastation and torture. These
facts are undeniable, but this

sort of thing is unavoidable
in war. How many innocent

people died in the devastated
cities of Europe in the Second
World War? In this war in

Vietnam, atrocities are com-
mitted by both sides as Mr.
Johnstone conveniently fails to

note. Surely he is not so naive
as to believe that the Viet Cong
do not employ cruelmethods in

their treatment of South Viet-
namese and American alike.

Has he not read of the Viet
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Cong . methods of controlling a

village — assasination of the

mayor and other civic leaders

and controlling the rest of the

populace by fear of further

assasinations. Is this good
government?

I can recall seeing a picture

of a victim of the Viet Cong
in a news magazine with his

head severed completely from
his body and lying in the dust

beside him. In a recent issue

of TIME magazine (Dec. 3/65)

the following quote appears:

"They (American soldiers)

talked with wonder about John
Eade, a 22 year old Sergeant

from Toledo, who was leaning

half conscious against a tree

with three bullets in him when
a Red officer walked up, raised

his pistol, and shot Eade through

the eye "
. What about the terror -

ist bomb attack on the Hotel

Metropole in downtow_n__Saigon
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just before Christmas? The toll:

eight dead - one American,

six Vietnamese, and one New
Zealander: 137 injured - 62

Vietnamese (including 12 child-

ren), 72 Americans, and 3 New
Zealanders. Perhaps Mr. John-

stone should read both sides

of the story.

I for one have no solutions

to end the Vietnam conflict.

American withdrawal, however,

is certainly no solution. I do

hope that the students on campus

will not be swayed unthinkingly

by SUPA's one - sided argu-

ments and their unyielding

criticism of the American effort

in South Vietnam. I believe

that having gone as far as they

have, the United States should

pursue the war in South Viet-

nam. Does anyone else?

Peter Morris, Sc. 6&
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Union: Students Vocal Coffee House A HIT
Administration Silent

Both the. president of the Alma Mater Society and the chair-

man of the Student Union House Committee feel the the $2500
operating budget proposed by the Student Government Commission
for the proposed new Union Management Committee is excessive.

AMS President Gord Watt said in an interview "Vm a little

leery of this. I dorf t know what they1

re going to spend it on, first

of all. It might be an incentive to set up good programs, but then

again it might be an incentive just to set up programs to spend

it on."

House Committee Chairman Bill Stafford told the Journal:

"I thought the $2500 which was to be set aside was too much....

I can' t see all of the $2500."

He added, "A lot of activities become very specialized --

art for example — and they can be handled better now by other

facilities which have been set up for them. However I can see

debating getting started in the Union again. There used to be
good impromptu debates in the common rooms during the lunch

hour."
Stafford is looking into the possibility of banking and coin-

laundry facilities for the Union as suggested in the Report, but

has doubts as to their feasibility. Asked how the present and

proposed systems of running the Union compare, he said: " The
Management Committee doesn't really differ from the Union
Council as it exists now."

AMS President Watt said he feels the Union "is not fulfilling

the whole role it was designed for."

"It isn't that the facilities aren't available; ifs just that

they (Queen's students) hadn't taken advantage of them," he

said. "I think the Report is a good approach to remedying the

situation."

However he warned: " I think people will find that a lot of

the complaints they have made have been made before. Solutions

have been tried.

"Tve been here six years," he said, "and they" ve gone over

that (the question of a bank in the Union) three times in six

years - I don't think anything will come of it."

On the other hand. Watt said some steps have been taken

already. Coffee shop hours will be extended an hour on week nights

and the Warden and Vice Principal have agreed to try keeping

the Union open longer in the evenings next year.

Regarding the effect on the Women's Residences of taking

away eight dollars per woman student and giving it to the Union,

as the Report suggests, he said" This is a problem for the Adminis-

tration to work out, not me."

As for the Administration, it isn't talking. Principal J. A. Corry

refused to give an opinion on any details of the Report at this time.

"1 want to look at it with the greatest care,'; he said. "I am
glad the AMS has set up this committee. It is important that we

re-examine every aspect of the Union, especially at a time when

the University is growing rapidly."

by John Hill Saunders

The Engineering Society^

"baby" can be neatly labelled

as an unqualified success. Last

Friday and Saturday nights, the

"Bitter Grounds" coffee house,

open for the first time, was
filled to capacity* The semi-
dark room, closely - placed

tables, "modern art", smoke
and travel posters combined
to produce a casual, relaxed

atmosphere. Entertainment was

provided by a variety of folk-

singers who mixed the hilarious

and the serious.

An interview with Rick Sterne
a main organizer, revealed the

project's futurer He explained
that the money made on this

trial run will be turned back
into the coffee house, to pay
help, and to buy what is now
being borrowed.
The advantages of the coffee

house will increase as it be-
comes more established. Next
year it may be set up in a
house, rather than the cafeteria,

which has limited potential.

Other possibilities are profes

-

sional performers, a few soap-
box entertainers to speak on
controversial campus issues,

and an expresso machine.
Rick admits that the present

set - up needs improvement,
and stressed the fact that this

is a campus, not only an engin-
eering, project.

Consequently any criticisms,
suggestions or indications of

interest are appreciated. To-
night, and Saturday, the "Bit-
ter Grounds" is open for the
last time this year.

Entertainment at "Bitter Grounds"

STUDENTS ATTACKED
ON KINGSTON STREETS

During the past month or so,

several Queen's students have

been beaten up, some seriously,

in unprovoked attacks by thugs.

These attacks have taken place

on the streets of downtown King-

ston, and on streets immediate-

ly adjoining the campus itself.

Typical of these incidents,

was one which involved Don
Rathgeber, and Dave Pollock

THIS WEEK. AT UEEN'S

Friday, March 4

All members of Queen' s Inter

national Club are urged to turn

out for the election of the 1966-

67 executive. Short speeches

will be delivered by the can-

didates, beginning at 7 p.m.

Voting will follow during the

evening, and will continue on

Saturday, March 5 from 1 to

6 p.m. at the International Cen-

ter. To vote each person must

show his club membership card.

After we hear from the can-

didates there will be a party,

"Pineapple Punch" - the last

bash of the year.

BAT BALL - tonight- 9 - 1

a.m. featuring Toronto's top

rhythm and blues band of

"Charrena" fame, "Ritchie

Knight and the Midnights".

Entertainment downstairs and

onstage a duel between the dyn-

amic duo Batman and Robin

vs. SUPAman. Grant Hall can

be fun! Guaranteed by Science

",68.

'"The Bitter Grounds" coffee

house open Friday and Saturday

March 4 and 5 in the Union

Coffee Shop from 10.15 to 2.30.

Live folk singing of Ed Grasse,

Ron Matheson, Inez Pierce*

Barb Johnson, Bob Bassett, and

Pete McGuire.

Sunday, March 6

This Sunday evening, watch a

visual sermon unfold before

your eyes. Two artists, Willy

Storgaard and Earl Albrecht

will paint their sermons during

the Lutheran Student Movement

Folk Music Service. The time

7.30 p.m. The place -St. Mark's

Lutheran Church. There will

also be dinner for a dollar

at 6.30 p.m. in the church

basement . Coffee and dis -

cussion follow the service.

Youth fellowship hours Union

St. Gospel Chapel; final supper

this year at 5 p.m. Dr. Bush

of Queen's Math Dept. will

speak at the supper.

Queen' s Young New Demo-
crats will hold their annual

meeting and election of exec-

utive 5th floor lounge, graduate

residence, 7 p.m. Constitutional

amendments, next year's pro-

gram, various resolutions, and

report from Ontario YND con-

vention of Feb. 18 - 20 to be

discussed (and cussed).

There will be a meeting of

the Queen's SCUBA Club in

the gym lecture hall at 8 p.m.

All members are asked to be

present as your executive of

next year will be elected at

this meeting. Nominations for

President, Vice - President,

Secretary, Treasurer will be

accepted from the floor.

Le Cercle Francais se re-

unira mardi, le 8 mars a 8

heures dans la Salle Rouge

de Kingston Hall. Conferencier:

M. Therio de RMC. Bienvenue

a tous.

Wednesday March 9

The Bridge Club will meet

in the lounge of the Union at

7 p.m. Everyone welcome.

Thursday, March 10

Spanish Club Meeting at 8

p.m. in the downstairs com-
mittee room of the Internation-

al Center. Film on Madrid.

Election of officers for next

year. Party. Everyone Welcome
The Math and Physics Club

will meet in Stirling Hall,

Theatre D, at 8 p.m. Dr. Sayer

of the Dept. of Physics will

speak on "Radiation Detectors".

Elections will be held for next

year' s executive.

Another Last
for Ralph Clench
Queen's administrator and

math prof, Ralph Clench ap-

peared in print on the front

page of last Saturday's Tele-

gram. Mr. Clench was in Tor-

onto Friday at 5.30 a.m. to

ride the last streetcar on the

Bloor - Danforth line. He has

ridden on last streetcars in

Montreal, St. Catherine's, Ot-

tawa and other Ontario towns.

Streetcars (defined as any-

thing running on steel rails

by electric power) have been a

hobby of Mr. Clench's for 25

years. He is quick to proclaim

their virtues; they are cleaner,

faster, and cheaper than buses.

The Japanese have built elect-

ric motors which go as fast

as 150 mph (2 hours from
Toronto to Montreal). But no

streetcars are being manufact-
ured in North America now and
bus manufacturers have press-

ed the idea of the bus as ef-

ficient and more modern.
Street cars are rapidly be-

coming extinct in Canada; in

the early part of the century

there were several interurban

lines. What will happen when
there are no more last carr

to ride? Well, said Mr. Clench,

there are always subways -

(electric power, steel rails --

remember?) But subways are
not half as much fun.

of Science '67 and Science '69

respectively, and which took

place on Division St. between
Earl and Clergy. The boys were
on their way home from down-
town Kingston fairly late, walk-
ing along Princess St., when
they noticed an old black Ford,

or Ford product, following them
at walking speed. When they

turned down Division, the car
proceeded along Princess, but

later as they neared Clergy,

they saw a gang of youths fol-

lowing them and cursing them.

The two turned to face the gang,

Rathgeber asked what the

trouble was, then one of the

youths punched him. While Pol

-

ock escaped injury, Rathgeber
got one black eye, and several

facial bruises in the fight.

All those interviewed de-

scribed their assailants as

being in their late teens and
wearing dark clothes. "But'

stated Dave Pollock, " they were
not really hoody. "

In all cases, at least one of

the Queen' s men was wearing
a Queen' s jacket.

The police have been noti-

fied of each incident, but as

yet, nothing has come of their

investigations.

The people of Kingston might

be reminded of a similar oc-

currance of a few years ago,

concerning a gang known as

the "Saints". Queen's students

disgusted at the apathy of the

populace, declared war against

the gang and worked their way
from the bottom to the top of

Princess ot., beating up every

member of the gang in down-

town Kingston.
fey Brian WUson

NOTICE
Journal 66

All people interested in work-

ing for the Journal next year

are asked to fill in the forms

that will be in the new Jour-

nal office in the Union.

Arts' 67
On Monday, March 7, 1966,

the elections for the permanent

executive for Arts '67 will be

held. There are fourteeen can-

didates for the six positions

on this executive. Voting is by

year card, and all members

of Arts '67 are urged to vote.

Scoot over to

the whole teen-age world.

Sure you love scooters.

Records. Folk rock.

Dancing. Straight hair,

i
Short skirts. You're

[natural, you're normal.

But perhaps you haven't

yet got the message

that more and more high

school students are using

Tampax tampons. Ten

years ago, it may not have

been so. But today,

definitely yes.

That's because Tampax

tampons are ideal for the

lively, spirited girls of

today. These girls aren't

dragging their feet and

waiting till they're in their

twenties to know the

freedom Tampax tampons

bring.

You're in the

new generation.

Take advantage

of it.

TAMPAX
Internal Sanitary Protection
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Features: Campus Clubs

WHAT DO THEY SAY? Al

Supa f
Queen's and

Intellectual Castration
The Student Union of Peace

Action is a campus club. It

is also a part of what is called

the Movement". I shall talk

about the Movement and what

it is in a moment. First, I

want to talk about Supa and

Queen' s.

An executive member of

UGEQ commented last year that

French universities would

never have had to break with

their English counterparts had

Supa represented the views of

English students. This view,

whatever its merits, represents

a sharp difference in thinking

and priorities that exists be-

tween various groups in Canad-

ian universities today. This

difference did not exist in the

so - called Flabby Fifties on

campuses. In the '50's the

Silent Generation was charact-

erized by a desire to win a

place in the existing social

hierarchy — a place that would

win prestige, money, and a

comfortable life for he who

succeeded. To a large extent,

those who rebelled against these

values turned to another world
-- a world of aimless wandering

pot, beat poetry, and beards.

The rebels read Kerouac and

Ginsberg. Both groups refused

to commit themselves to any-

thing but themselves. No one

talked about ideas. You either

accepted things the way they

were or rejected them. Period.

No talk, no action.

Things have changed. While

most students still pursue a

comfortable life in a parochial

setting, there are new ideas

and attitudes in the air. These
attitudes characterize for the

most part those students at

Queen' s who work with Supa.

Unfortunately, these new ideas

are not being heard and dis-

cussed.

It is easier, I suppose, to

talk about persons and things

rather than ideas. Supa at

Queen' s has been the victim of

persons who succumb to this

temptation. To call Supa people

members of the "third sex"

is simple. To say that they wear
beards, long hair, and scruffy

clothes is also simple. It is

also, by and large, incorrect.

Supa people may dress simply

and austerely. Seldom are they

grubby. Finally, to attribute one

over - all point of view to a

group such as this is sheer

folly. To shout "peace creep"
is also much too simple.

Thus, at Queen's, Supa has

withdrawn from any attempt at

dialogue with the mainstream
of campus thought. It is given

an image
,

catchphrases are

used to talk about it, and ignor-

ance concerning it abounds.
Supa people develop their ideas

among themselves, direct their

main attention at community
work away from the campus,
and generally refuse to answer
tile attempts at vilification dir-

ected against them. On certain

occasions Supa does try to talk

to the university. A petition

may be circulated; a debate
may be held with the Engin-
eering Society. A Supa rep-
resentative may talk witii a

small group that wishes to hear

what these students have to

say. Generally, how ever,
thoughts that may be important
are left unstated. 1 should like

to say a few words about Supa

and the people in it and then

set out some of the ideas that

these people of the New Left

think are important.

The notion of a Silent Gen-

eration dies with the formation

of SNCC (pronounced "snick")

-- the Student Non - Violent

Co - ordinating Committee -

in 1960. SNCC workers in the

South provided the spearhead

of the civil rights movement.

They sat - in at segregated

public places, registered negro

voters, and sometimes gave

their
,J

5 in the struggle for

frei in the Black Belt. Cam-
puses across the U.S. answered

their calls for helpwith workers

and money . Various peace

groups were formed. The SDS

(Students for a Democratic

Society) took up the task of

grass roots organizing amoung

the poor and dispossessed.

Gradually these groups began

to jell into a movement with

common aims. It was called,

quite simply, the Movement,

and people involved described

themselves as New Left. These

people, unlike those of the beat

generation, were intensely in-

volved with society. They lis-

tened to Dylan and read Camus.

In Canada, Supa evolved from

the old -(Combined Univer

sities Campaign for Nuclear

Disarmament), an organization

with its roots in the peace

movement of Britain. The

change from the CUCND to

Supa meant, in effect, a broad-

ening of interest to encompass

what the New Left was talking

about in the U.S. Canadian stu-

dent activists had accepted the

experience of the still - young

civil rights movement. What,

then, came out of that experi-

ence? What are Supa people

saying?

The central value of the New
Left lies in its belief in non-

violent methods of action. This

belief derives from the con-

viction that ends and means are

inextricably bound together

whenever humans think and act.

In short, the future is not just

something that happens but it

is determined by what we do

every moment leading up to it.

Many Westerners criticize the

Communists for believing that

the end justifies the means,

but this is precisely what the

Johnson Administration is doing

in attempting to justify what

it is doing to the Vietnamese
people.

The central political value of

the New Left lies in its concept

of participatory democracy.

This value demands that per-

sons be allowed to participate

in the making of those decisions

which will affect their future

and the quality of their lives.

This must include students,

poor people, Negroes, and like

persons who are now relatively

powerless. Thus, decentralized

organizational structures are

advocated and bureaucratic

ones opposed. Even leaders

within the Movement itself are

seen with distrust, and energy

is directed at grass roots org-

anizing. Energy is not expended

on electoral politics (seen as

the debate of non - issues) or

on the manipulation of groups

to be organized.

Much needs to be explained

about Supa and the New Left.

Suffice it to say that those

involved have moved from

single-issue groups and spon-

taneous protests to a basic

opposition to the social system

that creates the problems.

Finally, two points. Supa is

most representative, at Queen'

s

of these new ideas and attitudes.

I just hope that these ideas

will be put forth and debated

by Supa people and that others

will engage in a dialogue on

the level of ideas, not of per-

sonalities or alleged motiv-

ations. Supa is, after all, as

the man says, the only rebellion

in town.

TO PUT UP 01 TC
The clubs picked for this

survey were those with a point

to make and those that are

ariented to ideas, be they poli-

tical, social or religious. They

are analuzed from the point

of view of communications. We
are sking just how well the

various campus clubs are get-

ting through to people on campus
both quantitatively (how many
people do these clubs reach?)

and qualitatively (are they say-

ing anything important to the

campus?).
The conclusions are as fol-

lows -- Supa has important

things to say to this campus

but they aren't being said to

enough people. The SCM says

important things to a limited

number of people, less import-

ant things to a larger number.

The Debating Union at present

is saying very littel to very

few people, although matters

probably will improve. The

three political clubs and the

Queen's Parliamentary Union

are, at present, large question

marks on campus. Their pos-

sibility for long - run cont-

ributions to Queeen' s may, how-

ever, be greater than those of

the persons who spend so many
words decrying them.

Certain problems were found

to underlie the approach of

most clubs. One problem is that

of executive continuity: i.e. how
to get enough first and second

year students onto an executive

so that the club can survive

the graduation of its senior

leaders? The SCM, for example,

has only three freshmen stu-

dents who will be qualified to

serve on an executive council

of twenty-five. However, their

seminar for second year stu. L use av*

dents turn out enough leaders
tD w organs

run the organization after th e

present top activists have de-
ie it,

rely"
parted. Most clubs do take the

necessity of executive contin.

uity into consideration,

Kjntacts.

Two gen

made a

The problem of membership njrveyed

is central to almost every club

on campus. No club has a mem.
bership which could be called

large, diverse, and active. Th e

Liberal and Conservative clubs,

for example, have large mem-
berships, but relatively inactive

ones. The Liberals had many

workers during the federal

election campaign, but showed

a decidedly elitist bent during

the Parliamentary Union sit-

tings. The elitist organizational

structure of so many campus

clubs may be explained partial-

ly by the failure of any club
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SCM: The BenevoleniOc
The Student Christian Movement, as you know, is one of the

leading organizations at Queen' s and at all major Canadian Univer-

sities. This article is primarily .concerned with the Queen's

group, its structure, aims and value.

Structurally, the S.C.M. is headed by a cabinet of about

twenty-five elected members, holding various posts, and one

permanent secretary. The latter is a feature unique on this campus

and appears to perform two functions: to provide a clerical

service and sympathetic criticism of new ideas. Members of the

cabinet are responsible for the initiation and formulation of the

various programs carried out. It must be noted, however, that hte

specific conduct of any of these programs is largely determined

by the people involved, and not by the executive. Activities include

a seminar on current philosophy for second year students, a seminar

for senior students, an annual education seminar, various discussion

groups, the tutoring program in North Kingston, and Sunday suppers

and communion breakfasts. The club also sends delegates to annual

national conferences such as the one in Saskatoon at Christmas;

and Queen' s students participate in summer work camps on mental

health, urban life, etcetera.

As to its aims, the SCM stubbornly refuses to be defined

functionally. One function which the club does appear to serve is

to induct otherwise indifferent students (i.e. fresh men or apathetic

seniors) into the stream of university consciousness, that is, to

generate a concern in people for problems such as social action and

university reform. As someone has remarked, the S.C.M. thinks of

itself as an organization which picks people up, brushes them off,

and throws them back into the ring.

A distinction is generally made "between S.C.M.'ers and people

who participate in the S.C.M. program. The former group consists

of staff and student members who care enough to sit on the cabinet

and take a leading role in the organizational process. Many of

these are drawn from the second year seminars.

An evaluation of this group is difficult to make. The S.CM.
involves up to 400 people on campus, but the degree of involvement

varies greatly.

There appears to be a fair amount of "healthy irreverence"

within the club but wh*n this becomes very specific and the group

concerned "spins off", as in the case of Supa.

However, I think that ^W s P™*
group at Queen's. Its program« a large

does not commit itself to a
|J
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greatest appeal. The executive ftusiasti

of staff connections. The only* pmcisi

is a lack of member initiative i Bll plann
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The OPU:
The last session of Queen's

Model Parliament saw the pas-

sage of a reform bill creating

the Queen's Parliamentary

Union, or Q.P.U. Although most

of the mechanics of the old

institution remained unaltered,

two significant changes were

brought about: Firstly the poli-

tical clubs assumed complete

responsibility for the parlia-

ment's operation; and, secondly

the old annual three - day
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AND WHO DO THEY SAY IT TO?
SHUT UP

stu. L use available mass public

-

rsX organs (e.g. The Journal)

r the ? the utmost in building it-

! de . °n relying rather on personal

e the mt'acts.
.

ncin. Two general criticisms may

,, made as regards the clubs

rship urveyed. First, very few clubs

club iave what maV be called a

nem- (presence" on campus. That is,

ailed few
clubs are consistently

The dentified by students as play-

lubs L a definite role in campus

nem- Gfe
Supa probably comes
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Bve an opinion regarding it.
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Secondly, clubs may becriti-

lized as regards their orient -

lub don or directedness. Too few

1
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rtial

Cartoons

by J. Hanna

clubs with a point to make about
the world try to make them-
selves relevant to this univer-
sity. The SCM comes closest

in this respect, Supa is out-

ward-looking as regards the

world, but is tending to become
too much of a closed group on
the campus itself. The Debat-
ing Union has been too involved

in its own sphere of activities

in the recent past, but promises
to direct itself at the campus
more in the future. The poli-

tical clubs are almost entirely

inward - looking, although this

may change with the establish-

ment of the Parliamentary
Union.

There is one trend among
clubs on campus that is worth
noting. They all recognize, to

greater and lesser extents,

the necessity of providing for-

ums for discussion of important
social, political, and religious

ideas. Thus, we see the form-
ation of the Queen" s Parliament
ary Union and the Debating
Union's Senate Club. Clubs are
beginning to realize that they

must speak to the campus in

meaningful terms or else the

reaction (commonly called ap-
athy) to silly partisanship will

continue. That is, clubs are
learning that they do not and
cannot exist by and for them-
selves. They must either put

up or shut up. As for the

campus attidtude itself, we can
only hope that it changes to

the extent that the clubs we
have been discussing will be
given an opportunity to talk

about what they think is im-
portant. Hopefully the days of

the Silent Generation will be
gone for keeps.

Political Clubs: Potential
Hacks or Statesmen?

This campus is "blessed"
with the presence of clubs rep-
resenting three of Canada' s five-

political parties: Progressive
Conservatives, Liberals, and
New Democrats. The purposes

shared in common by these

clubs are those of recruitment

and dissemination of propa-

ganda for their parties. How-
ever, the composition of mem-
bership varies greatly and gives

rise to pronounced differences

in outlook.

Perhaps the most "party -

oriented" group are Progress-

ive Conservatives. They have

strong ties with both university

clubs and riding associations.

There has been no indication

that they are willing to co-
sponsor action with other
groups on Viet Nam or campus
government. In the Model Parl-
iament campaigns, they are the

most active, mounting the best

campaign and winning the most
votes. However, the members
seem to be satisfied with limit-

ing their club action to very
narrow confines. This is, in

my opinion, a very serious

shortcoming. It tends to perpet-

uate the idea that politics is

a narrowly defined and formal-
ized activity and therefore not

worthy of involvement by sin-

cere and interested persons.

Also it reduces what ought to

be key arguments to exercises

in petty partisanship, which in

turn gives rise to a general
distrust of partisanship on the

campus.

The campus Liberals are

equally susceptable to this cri-

ticism. In many ways they are

a very exclusive group, 'affili-

ating only with other university

liberal clubs. Like the Con-
servatives they view them-
selves as the reform wing of

their parent party. Their major
activities are the importing of

Liberal speakers and particip-

ation in Model Parliament. The
former activity is probably the

more valuable, allowing stu -

dents to learn directly of

government views and policies;

again, because of poor pro-
motion and anti -partisanship,

only the faithful show up. Like

the Conservatives, the Liberals
feel they can be most effective

by agitating within their own
party, not by participating in

student actions along with other

groups.

The smallest club is the

Queen's Young New Democrats,

which has affiliations with both

university and riding clubs. It

is the furthest left of the poli-

tical clubs and is unique in

many ways. The membership
overlaps with that of Supa and

there is empathy between the

organizations, although Supa

fundamentally distrusts the no-

tion of a 'political party'. The
Queen' s YND has indicated a

willingness to participate in

action with other groups, not-

ably over Viet Nam. Also, the

club came out officially against

the fee hike.

In conclusion, I feel the pol-
itical clubs introduce some very
valuable aspects of Canadian
life to this campus, but their

effectiveness is reduced by
petty inter - club bickerings
which frustrate most students.

I think it is necessary for all

three clubs to place less em-
phasis on their P.C., Liberal,

or N.D.P. labels and to debate

in terms of ideas -- as befits

university campus clubs. This
would do much to alleviate the

fundamental distrust students
have of them.
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It is too soon to tell whether

the new institution will be suc-

cessful. Much depends on the

attitudes of the political clubs

and their success in overcoming

campus distrust. Much also de-

pends on whether students

actually desire this sort of

debate. However the Union has

great promise and could evolve

into one of the liveliest forums

on campus.

To put it briefly, the Queen'

s

Debating Union is not impres-
sive. When a university debat-

ing club finds it difficult to

mobilize a dozen members for

a money - tournament, it is

sad. When scarcely more than

that number attend a general
meeting, it is doubly sad. All

this excluding the fact that

showings at inter - university

tournaments were, on the whole,

disastrous this year.

However, all is not nearly

so bleak as this may indicate.

The Debating Union has im-
proved its position considerably

from last year (participant -

wise), even though it has not

reached the level which it once

held -- a position which called

for the President of the Univer-
sity to open up the first meet-
ingof the year. Those persons

who now work with the club

seem, on the whole, to be both

interested and capable. They
are satisfied with neither the

Union' s present success nor

with the status of intellectual

dialogue on campus. They have

two potentially important ideas

that they will try to put into

practice next year.

Number one, Queen' s is with-

out a rough equivalent of the

Oxford Union; i.e. the forum
where major debate and dis-

cussion occurs at Oxford Uni-

versity, a forum whereprum-
inent speakers come to speak
and defend, where the Prime
Minister comes without his

speech writers, and Bishops
come without the protection of

their pulpits. The Debating
Union hopes to begin the con-
struction of a Queen's Union.

It will hopefully, take the form
of what they call their Senate
Club. Thus, it is proposed that,

on one noon hour a week next
year, the Senate Club take over
a central meeting-place (let

us say the Lower Common Room
of the Union). Students could
gather there to hear a prom-
inent religious, political, or
academic personnage, to speak
diemselves from the floor if

they wished, to heckle, etcetera.

It is silly of course to think

that men like the Canadian
Prime Minister would come to

Queen's to speak under these

conditions -- yet -- if all goes

well, who knows? In a few years
this institution could be one of

the things of which Queensmen
will be most proud. In any case,

the creation of a Senate Club
will allow the Debating Union
to expand its membership via

personal contacts. They have
discovered, to their dismay,
that poster - advertising is

not a good route to increased
activity.

Number two, a committee win
be set up that will, in co-oper-

ation with other clubs, attempt

to co-ordinate the bringing of

speakers to Queen's next year.

If this plan can be made oper-

ative, there would be two

benefits:

Firstly, clubs would have the

opportunity to draw more than

merely their faithful to hear

speakers that are brought in.

Thus, a club could inform the

co-ordinating committee that

it wished to bring in a speak-

er, pay the committee a feww
(a nominal one, hopefully), and

let the committee attend «o the

drawing of a reasonable group

to hear the speaker. In this

way, too a larger number of

speakers could be brought in.

Secondly, it may be possible

within a short time, via the co-

ordinating committee, to havg

diverse clubs bring in speakers

to talk on a given them — one
which could run through the

academic year. This could

serve to increase the student

interest in what is going on

outside the university.

In short, the Debating Union

may be having its problems,

but it also has its own unique

promise.
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CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
1965 Honda 50 - must sac-

rifice - call Jerrv. at 542-2271

after 7 p.m.
Heathktt FM tuner plus

matching heathkit 16 watt hlfi

amplifier. Both like new.

Reasonable. Call lohn 546-99 25

HOUSING
Spacious six-room apartment

available May 1 to Sept. 1.

Two blocks from campus, four

blocks from downtown. Fully

furnished, fireplace, bay win-

dow, modern kitchen, and bath.

23 Sydenham. Contact Bob

WOHKING IN TORONTO THIS SIMMER?

HOOM AND BOARD at 170.00 PER MONTH FOR 100

women and 200 men.

CENTRALLY LOCATED AT U of T AMD O.C.E.

CAMPUS.WRITE FOR FURTHEK RESERVATIONS OR

FURTHER INFORMATION to CAMPUS

CO-OPERATIVE RESIDENCE INCORPORATED
395 Huron Street,

Toronto 5,

Phone:921-2520

HAMILTON

Board of Education

An Expanding System Requires

SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

In All Subject Areas

Representatives of the Hamilton Board of Education

will be on Campus to Interview Graduating Students

on

MARCH 14 and MARCH 15

We invite you to arrange an interview through the

University Employment Bureau

Tittemore, ext 291 or John

Lane, 542-0939.

Furnished apartment to sub-

let, close to campus, suitable

for 2 or 3 girls or married

couple, rent $105. May 1 -

Sept. 1. Call Diane 542-9401

Fully furnished apartment on

campus for rent June - Sept.

$65 month, 2 rooms plus kitchen

and bath room. Private entrance

parking, free heat if desired.

Apply Wolfgang Peikert, 57

Union St. corner Division.

Two - bedroom furnished

apartment to sublet from May
to Sept. $100, one block from

campus. Contacts Sharon Walls

ext 835, or Diane McClymont

ext 492.

Newly renovated 2 bedroom

apt., living room, kitchen, bath,

central location, available Apr.

to September, unfurnished, $115

Phone 542-0803.

Planning to get an aprtment

next year? Buy your furnishings

couch to cutlery, from 3 -

man apt. on Gore St. going

vacant. Phone 546-7463.

Four - bedroom apartment

available for May to August

inclusive. Brand new, two four-

piece bathrooms, large kitchen,

living room and recreation

area. We invite your immed-

iate inspection of this quality

residence, which will be a home

of distinction for some summer

residents. Rent $135. month.

Call 548-4275, and request the

Squire. ALSO at the same

number: "The African Queen",

a beautiful 1960 Volkswagen

which has come on to the public

market for the Unbelievably

Low asking price of $295. Those

who want more than a car, would

do well to consider this smooth
running little companion.

lost and found

Lost - three keys to the

file cabinet in the Journal office.

Will finder please leave them in

Journal office in basement of

Union — no questions asked —
as soon as possible. Thank you.

Lost - red and white Phillips

bicycle. Last seen at Douglas

Library. Would appreciate its

return to the same location.

Found - fountain pen, Feb.

24 in front of library. Phone
546-6240.

WANTED
Queen' s professor wishes to

rent comfortable summer home
with access to good fishing

waters, within driving distance

of Kingston, for entire summer
season. Phone 542-8300.

Apartment, occupancy Sept.

1966. Willing to take year's

lease. Prefer two bedrooms,

furnished, near Queen's and

hospitals. Call Fraser Dunford

ext 381 if you can satisfy all

or part of this.

INTRODUCING

THE NEW

DINING ROOM

THE PLACE WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE

AND
BEAUTIFUL DECOR

IS

A LUXURY WITH NO EXTRA COST

Some kind soul with previous

experience with tropical fish,

who will be living in Kingston

all summer to look after eight

lovable Siamese Fighting Fish

while their owner works out

of town. Feast your eyes on

the lurid sex-habits of these

fascinating fish in the privacy

of your own room! (You may
keep any or all young produced)

For further info, call John at

546-9564 after 6 p.m.

Corner of Princess and Montreal Sr. 2nd Floor

things go
better.i
.with

Coke
Once more unto the fridge, dear friends. Take time

out for the unmistakable taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Lifts your spirits, boosts your energy . .

.

emh Condi* ind Cakt Jt* Minified tnd« mirki *hith idtnlilr onl» tht piodutt ol Cotl-Colt ltd.
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Two graduate students look-

ing for a third girl to share

a furnished, 3 bedroom apt,

432 Brock (near campus) from
May 1 to Sept. 1. Anyone inter-

ested call Jane or Helen 542-

1738 after 5.30 p.tuu

One or two people wanted to

share a split - level, furnished
apt. with 2 Medsmen from May
20 to Sept. The apartment has
a swimming pool and is on
Princess Street close tXo the

shopping centre. Phone after

6 p.m. 542-4871.

NOTICES
To all prospective Bat -

Dancers worried about the high-

school horde: the dance tonight

is exclusively a campus affair.

Unlike other dances this term

it has in no way been adver-

tised off campus. We feel

Queen' s. students can still sup-

port expensive, high class

entertainers by themselves.

Please don't prove us wrong.

Science ' 68 come out and help

decorate Grant for the dance.

Help is needed from 2 to 8

p.m. Friday. It will double as

a BEWs party.

To all clubs and organizations

on campus that wish to have

an article printed in the Student

Handbook, the deadline for sub-

missions is Fri. March 1 1,

The article (re: functions,

activities, etc.) should be 200

words or less,- Please -Submit

them to Patricia Galloway,

Chown Hall.

Senior Student Application:

Applications are available in the

AMS Office for work in the

Senior Student Advisor pro-
gramme of the Arts and Science

Orientation Committee. Please

fill out applications and return

them to the AMS Office no later

than -Syed. March 9 at 5 p.m.
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Divers Reviews & Previews
Last Quarry

-file last 'Quarry' for this

year comes off the press next

week. Edited by Mike Ondaatje,

the new 'Quarry' offers a rep-
resentative Selection of con-
temporary Canadian writing,

drawing its stuff from both

student and professional
circles. Harold Town amazed
even the dauntless ' Quarry

'

staff with his offer of a cover
design — we hope other " pro' s"

will be suitably impressed anc

follow his example! Other big

names familiar to Queen's in-

clude Gwendolyn MacEwen, who
has just given a poetry reading
here, and Al Purdy, here re-
viewing Irving Layton, who gave

a reading at Queen's last year
and D. G. Jones, a Queen's
graduate who will be giving

the final Quarry Reading next
Wednesday with George Whalley
Queen's poets too are well

represented. Doug Barbour has
written an effective short poem
which, through the medium of

the harp, succeeds well in cap-
turing a medieval courtly

atmosphere. Joan Finnegan,

the well-known Kingston poet,

has written an outstanding piece
which captures and elicits a
haunting mood of lonely isola-

tion and lost love. One of the

few prose contributions comes
from Rick Johnstone, whose

Applications for CUS Chair-
man: any students interested in

the position of CUS Chairman
for the year 1966-67 should
submit written application to the
AMS Office not later than Fri.
March 4. The chairman will be
appointed by the new AMS exec-
utive. Previous experience ir

CUS is not a requisite. In-

formation; George Anderson,
548-4275.

Levana Announcement:
Letters of application for the
following convenors for 1966-67
are to be submitted to Jane
McDonald 38 Edgehill, or Linda
Savory, New Women' s Resi -

DINING
ROOM

folly licenced dining lounge

and our

Takt Home Features!

AVAILABLE IN A LI TAKE HOME SHOPS

THI FAMILY IUCHT
14 ft, Chtck.n

E ElK-ill, 6r..y 3.75

THI PARTY IAUH.
ID pel CHdta
0.1/ 4,»5

THI THilFT BOX
* Mi CUUu
1 IIioiHt XJI

THI INDIVIDUAL
DINNIR US
1 f,, CMct.i

Call III*

fc»»iJ> FfFcd rotileu

THI IHAS IOX 2 pel, F.F. M
CUAMV COU SLAW PH. M
PUNCH PtlfD POTATMS Ind. M

by thf Family loi 1.00

Delivery by Taxi at modest extra

cost from our Montreal St.

location

STUDENTS PHONE

3

ultra - modern form has mom-
ents of real brilliance. Tom
Marshall of the English Depart-
ment writes effectively of that
journey to the lost islands of
an age before experience.
Mervyn Procope and Frances
Smith are other Queen's cont-
ributors, as well as Toivo Roht,
who effect a nice counterbalance
of images to convey a search
for identity and order. Robert
Smith concludes the list with
two interesting short poems,
which include both the purely
descriptive and the provocative.

The issue is a nice antnol-
ogy of Canadian work, and pro-
vides as well an interesting
review of Queen' s talent.

Miss June Genovese is likely
making her last 'minor league"
appearance in the Canadian Op-
era Company's Carmen. The
Faculty Wives Club is bringing
the production, and its Met-
destined star to town this month
to finance several public ser-
vices, one being a bursary for
Queen's students.

Battey- Pratt Bests Tough Part
ALita Battey-Pratt (neeWise) occasionally amazes Queen's
audiences with a local performance. Her professional exper-
ience showed in a cold, totally-vindictive Mrs. Venable, as the
Drama Dept. staged Williams' Suddenly Last Summer.
Like Anita Houston, as Mrs. Holly, she managed to sustain a
Southern accent and enliven the long difficult dialogues that few
amateur productions overcome. It may seem nitpicking, but
accents (diversity of same), confused what was otherwise a
consistently effective play. Each actor seemed to choose his
own, or several, while IndraKagis and Steve Whistance-Smith
chose none at all (Canadian?)

Al Hand, ably supported by Mike Mawson, got good good laughs
as the nostalgic two-bit gambler, Erie Smith in O'Neill's Hughie,
despite the author' s tendency toward time taking tonguetwisters.
Director Euringer might have considered cropping some of the
less essential 'between laugh' lines, or, not so good, slowing down.

MORE CLASSIFIED
dence by Tuesday, March 8:
Formal, projects, Susie-Q,
building fund, clubrooms,
building fund, club rooms,
assistant public relations; and
for the following convenors by
Tuesday March 22; Grad dinner,
student faculty tea dance,
blazer and ribbons, Levana
Journal Editor, fashion show.
Application for two represent-
atives for Levan council from
each of '67 and '68 and '69
may be submitted to either
Jane McDonald or Judy Pratt,

New Women* s Residence. All
Levana convenors are reminded
that their written reports must
be submitted no later thanMon.
March 7.

Typing: for fast and accurate
typing of notes, essays, theses,
etc. please call: J. Hampton
548-3665. Free pickup and del-
ivery.

Quarry goes on sale again,

and will be available at the
coffee shop, the New Arts Build-
ing, and the residences.

Summer job op-
portunities now
available.

Th« PUyirt Iwto Jiihlontd by BANTAMAC in T.iylmc', 4 Cil-CII flbn. *RiB'd. Can. TM.

Come on over to smoothness

with no letdown in taste

Come on over to

New!
Player's

Kings

ANNUAL BACCALAUREATE

SERVICE FOR GRADUATES

Guest Minister

Rev. Dr. D. R. G. Owen,

Provost, Trinity College,

University of Toronto

SUNDAY, MARCH 6

11 A.M. , GRANT HALL

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

All Students Cordially Invited

TRADS
designed for women

to walk beside

Sabre-slim TRADS are tailored with lithe,

clean lines. The finest worsteds and long

wearing blends are featured in fashionable

shades with the modern international flair

for eye-appeal. DON PARKER TRADS popu-

larly priced at your favorite men's shop; look

for the authentic "TRADS" hang tag - your

assurance of top value.
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H. GAELS DEMOLISH U. of M. 11-2
When the University of

Montreal scored at 1.44 of the

first period a reversal of the

Gaels 6-2 win in Montreal Feb.

9 seemed imminent. As it turn-

ed out the goal only prevented

a white wash. Between Mont-

reals' first and second (and

last) goal at 1*43 of the third.

Queen' s hammered in eleven

goals on the way to an 11-2

rout. Mark Edwards led the

with 3 goals and 2 assists.

Larry Jones had one goal and

four assists.

The first period ended in a

1-1 tie. Queen's tied the score,

after Montreal's initial goal, at

the four min. mark when Dave

Ellis tipped in Larry Jones

drive from die point. Aside from

the two goals the play was very

ragged and slow.

The second period opened a

little faster with the play rel-

atively even on both sides for

the first five minutes. Then the

Gaels dropped the bomb. When
the smoke cleared 93 seconds

later the Gaels had whipped in

four goals to blow the game
from a 1-1 tie to a 5-1 shel-

lacking. Larry Jones, Dave

Ellis and Mark Edwards with

two put the game out of reach.

With that Edwards and the Gaels

were flying. The only question

was how many in the remain-

ing time.

Edwards and his linemates

Taft and Baker continued to

murder Montreal. Between

them they ended the scoring

in the period. Goals by Baker

at 10.50 and Tait at 17.57 both

set up by Edwards closed the

period at 7-1 for Queen's. In

the period the Gaels outshot

the Carabins 19-9.

In tlie third period Norm
Douglas in the Queen's goal

took over the starlight from

Mark Edwards. He stopped

Gagnon twice in ten seconds

from point blank range. Later

from the edge of the crease

he held Gringras out on a phen-

omenal save. When the Gaels

were short two men at one

point, he was exceptional.

Larry Jones led the play-

making in the third with three

assists. He setup Fleming after

three minutes on a pass from

the point. Then, with the Gaels

a man short, he sent Mark

Edwards into the clear at center

Mark swept in on the right to

beat the defenseman and the

goalie with a perfect backhand

to the top right hand corner for

his hat - trick. Continuing to

carry the play, Larry drove a

shot from the point that Baker

tipped in for his second goal.

With only five minutes left the

Gaels led 10-1.

A late third period rally by

Montreal fell short. Sauvebang-

ed in a shot from the edge of

the crease on the power play

at 19.43. In retaliation Jim Tait

with eight seconds left cruised

across in front of the Carabins'

net, deaked Boisvert and flipped

the puck past him for his sec-

ond goal. The game ended with-

out further damage, 11-2.

SLAPSHOTS:
- -the line of Mark Edwards,

Jim Tait and Dave Baker ac-

counted for 7 goals, 4 assists.

With a hat - trick, Mark played

his best game of the year, sans

teeth.
- -Larry Jones (a goal and

4 assists) still forgot occasion-

ally that he was a defenseman

and not a forward. Once or

twice his face was a little red

as a carabin forward sucked

him out.

- -Stan Kolesnick finally got

a regular shift on defense. It

was about time. While he may
not have been the most grace-

ful player on the ice, he did

do an effective job, particul-

arly in covering up for Jones.
- -Dave Lough and Jim Bonn

deserve mention for their pen-

alty killing for the Gaels. Lough

also got an assist on Taif s

last goal.

- -Jim Shearn played a par-

ticularly solid game on defense

for the Gaels. He handed out

bodychecks like they were going

out of style.

- -three star selection: Mark
Edwards (1st star, (Norm Doug-

las and Larry Jones (1/2 star

each) and Jim Shearn (3rd star).

Track Team IN In T. 0.

At the Maple Leaf Gardens,

Toronto, last Friday, five

Queen's athletes took part in

the intercollegiate Maple Leaf

Games. The two most success-

ful competitors were Neil Miles

who placed third in the pole

vault, and Rog"er Pratt, who
placed third in the two mile

event, with a personal best

time of 3 minutes 32 seconds.

Glen Penwarden was eliminated

frpm the final in his heat of

the 50 yards dash, but was

only 0.1 seconds slower than

the final winning time of 5.5

seconds. Once again in the high

jump, Jorma Salmikiri had
trailing leg problems, and al-

though the bulk of Jorma cleared

about 6 feet 2 inches, he knocked

the bar off at 5 feet 6 inches.

Dave Preston did not place in

the 440 and 880 yards.

Swimmers 4th
Paced by ten year veteran Tom Verth, the University of

Toronto completely outswam all opposition to win the OQAA

swim championships at Western last Friday and Saturday. The

powerful Varsity team took firsts in seven of eleven events to

finish a distant 37 points ahead of their nearest opponent. Queen'

s

placed fourth in the seven team meet behind Toronto, Western,

and McGill.

For Queen's Doug Bishop was the outstanding swimmer.

In Friday's qualifying heats, with his best effort yet, he placed

second in the 200 yd. individual medly in 2:17.3 but had to settle

for fourth place in the finals on Saturday night.

In the 200 backstroke Doug's qualifying time was 2:17.4.

He took 0.3 of a second off that time in the final Saturday to take

second place in 2:17.1, his best time ever for that event.

Because of his second place finish in the 200 yard backstroke

Doug Bishop was invited to represent the OQAA in the national

intercollegiate meet in Vancouver. Unfortunately, academic pres-

sures will force him to decline the invitation.

Queen's Pat Croome placed second overall in the qualifying

round Friday in the 200 yd. butterfly. However he was well back

in the finals.Saturday. In the 200 yd. breaststroke, Tony Templeton

just missed qualifying for the finals by 0.4 sec. in a time of 2:38.9

(a time that would have been good enough in the final for fourth

place).

The Queen's medley relay team which two weeks ago set a

new pool record here plac4d fourth in the", finals. Members of

the team were Doug Bishop (backstroke), Tony Templeton (breast-

stroke), Pat Croome (butterfly) and Mike Newbury (freestyle),

Brian Donelly received a

special invitation to take part

in the Telegram Maple Leaf

Games 50 yards hurdles event,

and faced such stars as Willie

Davenport and Paul Jones from

the U.S. After the start, Brian

was well up with the field, but

then hit the third hurdle. This

spoiled Brian" s-rhythmand thus

he did not place.

Windsor Wins
OQAA

Basketball
Last weekend to WINDSOR, THE Queen's Golden Gaels dropped

both their games in the OQAA championship basketball tour-

nament. The University of Windsor Lancers, to the surprise of

no one, won the tournament, and the right to represent the OQAA
in the Canadian finals this weekend in Calgary.

On Friday night in the semi-f inals, the Waterloo Warriors

trounced the Gaels 55-32. Queen's fell behind by ten points early

in the game and never recovered, although Waterloo led by only

5 points at the half. In the second half the Warriors climbed all

over the Gaels who were having their worst game of the season.

Centre Bob Eaton paced the winners with 19 points and

Dick Aldridge followed with 9. Guard Doug Frazer was high man
for Queen' s with 13 points.

In the other semi-final game, Windsor defeated U. of T.

93-67 in a very rough game. Four of the five Blues starters

fouled out. Lancers 6' 5" centre Bob Navetta was high scorer

for the game with 20 points.

In the Saturday evening consolation game, Toronto edged

Queen's 57-54 when centre Jim Holowachuk scored four points

in the last minute. This was the best game of the tournament.

In spite of missing their first 16 shots from the floor. Queen's

led by as much as 7 points until the Blues tied the score in the

first half 33-33. In the second half Toronto never led by more

than 6 points. Bob Howes gave the Gaels a one point lead in the

last minute by sinking a foul shot. Then Holowachuk, the game's

top scorer with 20, went to work to give Toronto the game.

Bruce Engel led the Gaels in the losing cause with 12 pomis

and Pete Scobie had 10. Rookie Terry Haggerty played a strong

game picking off ten rebounds.

In the championship final, the University of Windsor Lancers

won their fourth consecutive Ontario-Quebec Athletic Association

basketball title by downing the Waterloo Warriors 101-71.

The Lancers ran rings around the Warriors and the only

point in doubt was not who would win but how much Windsor would

win by. Guard Doug Brown scored 5 points in the last 10 seconds

of the game to put the Lancers over the century mark. Waterloo's

Bob Eaton led all scorers with 24 points. Seven Lancers hit the

double figures with forward Marty Kwiafkowski, the OQAA Western

Division scoring champion leading the way with 19 points. Angelo

Mazzachin picked up 18 and Brown followed with 16.

WRESTLING TEAM THIRD
by Barry Stoodley

working Queen's a strong second-place finishThe hard
wrestling team fought its way
through seven universities to

a third place finish last week-
end during the OQAA inter-

collegiate wrestling champion-
ships which were hosted by
McGill University. The persist-

ent heavy-weight, Larry Wood,
led the Queen' s attempt with

The Levana Athletic Coun-
cil will hold their elections

for the 1966-67 executive March
8, 1966. The candidates for the

positions being contested are:

Sandy Purkis, Ann Algire
(journal Rep.); Ann Woods,
Marjorie Swan (Badminton)

;

Admission to Honours

Students in the Faculty of Arts and
Science who wish to be considered for admission to

Honours Courses leading to the B.A. degree, should
make formal application by 15, March, on forms
which may be obtained at the Registrar's Office.

Students registered in the first year
of Courses leading to the B.Sc (Honours), should
apply formally for permission to proceed. Application
must be made by 15, March on forms which may be

obtained at the Registrar's Office.

Lorna Griffin, Barb Chudleigh

(Tennis); Grace Lawrence, Ali-

son Glendenning (Track &

Field); Bonny Dracup, Barb.

Prentice (Hockey); Marg Clos-

son, Diane Goodwillie, Laine

Schmuel (Archery); Cherie Sad-

ler, Kaye Egan (Bowling);

Louise Homer, Gwen Edwards
(Curling).

Voting will be by list. Pol-

ling stations will be in New
Arts (9 - 11.30 a.m.), Union
11.30 - 5 p.m.), Ban Righ (5 -

7 p.m.). No card necessary to

vote.

in his weight division. He was
closely followed, however, by

the third place victories of

Rudy Joss (147 lbs.), Tim Baker

(167 lbs.), and Wakefield Fenton

(191 lbs.) who, themselves,

were closely followed by Herve

Sauve (177 lbs) who fought to

a fourth place posit on.

Queen's was competing
against six other universities

this year. Guelph University,

which finished in first place

with 76 points, was closely

pursued by a determined West-

ern team which collected 75

points. Queen' s took the next

slot with 33 points, followed

by Waterloo with 28, McGill

with 27, Toronto with 26 and

McMaster with 25 points.

The team has faced difficult

odds this year, due to the loss

of its former captain, Chris

Snejdar. But the strong Queen'

s

showing last weekend has re-

vitalized interest so that with

the help of increased coaching

next year, the wrestlers are

optimistic about the team's

success in the year to come.

The CANADIAN OPERA COMPANY

Present CARMEN, In English

At K. C.V.I. March 11 & 12

Tickets *3.00 $2.50 $1.50

On Sale CLELANDS PHARMACY

100 Princess St.

DOMINO THEATRE INC.
presents

SIX CHARACTERS IN
SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR

Directed by Curt Reis

This Fri., Sat., Sun.,
Curtain Time 9=00 p.m.

8 Princess Street

Tickets at Mahood T s
-41.50
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MED EXEC SLAPS JUNEK
Should an AMS representative

allow his vote to be dictated by

his society executive?

Or should he be a free agent,

allowed to vote on issues as he

likes, regardless of the opinion

of his constituents?

The Aesculapian Society ex-

ecutive would answer "yes" and

•no" respectively.

Their Senior Rep., Wade
Junek, disagrees. He feels that

a rep should "represent the int-

erests of the campus as a whole

and as such, his vote should not

be directed by a small body of

students."

The dispute arose last week
when Junek spoke and voted for

proposed A.M.S. constitutional

amendments to provide for rep-

resentation by population at the

AMS annual meeting.

The majority of the members
of his society opposed the changes

which would have cut their rep-

resentation to two members from

the present three on the AMS
executive.

Last Tuesday night at an Aes-
culapian Society executive meet-
ing, Junek was asked if he would
vote as directed by the executive
in the future. He told the Jour-
nal later that although he did
not answer at the time, he will
"vote as directed when directed."

"I think there is a principle
basic to democracy which is

being violated," he said.

"As a sitting representative
on a government over 5,000
people, when I vote, do I con-
sider the majority interests of
the 5,000 or the 350 (members
of the Aesculapian Society)?
George Carson, Jr. Meds Rep.

says the question is whether or
not the society executive can bind
the .vote of someone it does
not appoint.

The Aesculapian constitution

says the junior and senior reps'

duty "shall be to represent the
Society on the AMS executive."
Carson, along with the majority
of the members of the society
executive, interpret this as

meaning that the executive can
direct their reps' votes.

But Junek dissents. "Is it right

that they are able to do this?

I don' t think it is."

These two stories by Bruce Little. 'Mail for Pearson'
by John Hill Saunders. These people along with any other
members of this years Journal Staff are invited to a "We'
are through for the year" beer drinking session at 32
Cergy Street West next Wednesday night at ten.

However, he is not sure that

his interpretation is correct and
would like to spend the summer
investigating the issue.

In the meantime, he said, "I
will work within the constitution."

CUS chairman George Ander-
son commented that "the duty
of a representative is to repre-
sent die interests and not the

opinions of his constituents."

If Junek had refused to obey
the executive's wishes, the pos-
sibility of impeachment had been
raised by several members of

the society. The executive, how-
ever, opposes any such move.
"We don't want to take any

action on this if we can help

it on the grounds that it would
be bad for the society," Carson
said.

Chown Cut Down
AMS President Ed Chown received a mild rebuke last Tuesday

for a comment in last Friday's Journal that "Meds and Law sure
know how to pack meetings."

Bill McCarthy, Jr. Law-Rep., said " if Mr. Chown was speak-
ing as the new president of the AMS, I think his remarks were
out of line. It is his duty to represent the students of Queen'

s

University as a whole. It is not his place to criticize any particular

faculty societies.
" If he was speaking as senior rep. of Arts, then the Journal

has misconstrued the capacity in which he was speaking," McCarthy
said.

"In either case, the article was detrimental to Mr. Chown'

s

initial impression and it is in this light that I point out this fact

and not in any adverse way against Mr. Chown," he added.
McCarthy made his remarks to the Journal after Tuesday

nights' AMS meeting.
Chown, who was present at the time, said "the comment was

made jokingly."

THE SECOND LAST TIME
The last issue of this year' s Queen' s Journal will appear

next Friday, March 17. Readers are urged to send classified

ads, This Week notices and letters of congratulation by noon

Tuesday, March 14, so we may decide whether extra pages are

needed to print them all.

Next year's editor, John Rae reminds all interested students

that application forms for work on the Queen' s Journal, Volume
94, are available in the Journal office.

Mail For Pearson
A petition bearing 600 signa-

tures opposing the Student Union

for Peace Action's stand on the

war in Vietnam has been sent

from Queen' s to Prime Minister

Lester Pearson. According to the

organizers they have recievedno

reply as yet from Ottawa. How-
ever one of them, Humphrey Ger-

vais, said in an interview that

a report of the petition was
carried on the wires of the

Canadian Press, as well as the

local radio stations.
" We accomplished what we

wanted," he said. "All we wanted

to do was to have it mentioned

that the entire student body of

Queen' s is not represented by

this somewhat radical group."

Gervais said the petition was
a "floor effort " of Second Floor

South, the New Men;s Residence.

He said the group spent about

fifteen hours collecting the sig-

natures, and about 75% of those

they approached signed.

He added that he was a little

disappointed about one aspect

Of the petition. "Its only fair

to say that a lot of the people

who signed were more anti -

SUPa than pro - the resolution,"

he said.

The petition was worded as

follows: "We the undersigned
wish to make known that the anti-

American stand endorsed by
sUPa represents opinions of only

a small faction of the population

°f Queen' s." It was drawn up by

Gervais, who is in second - year

Engineering, and first - year
Arts students George Huff, Lome
Musselman and John Pinn.

The Journal contacted SUPA
President Bron Wallace about the

Petition. "What really bothers

^e," She said, "os that out of

^most 5000 people at Queen's

only one thousand take a stand

either for or against the war.

I respect anyone who has really

thought about the war, no matter

which side they're on. I think

the war is the most important

thing that is happening today."

WILSON
SCHOLARSHIPS

Six Queen' s students are among
96 Canadians who will receive

first - year graduate study fellow

ships from the Woodrow Wilson

National Fellowship Foundation.

Winners of Woodrow Wilson

Fellowships are:

John R. Baldwin, Ottawa; Jill

A Gordon, Ottawa; W. Gary

Sprules, Ottawa; William H.

Newton - Smith, Peterborough;

Walter J. Whiteley, Peterborough

Another nine Queen' s students

received honorable mention from

the foundation.

Each fellowship winner may

use his award, worth $2,000

plus full tuition costs paid, at

any graduate school in Canada

or the united States.

The other Queen's students

who received honorable mention

are:
Gerald S. Goldstein, Kingston;

Cecil S. Clark, Ottawa; Anne F.

Darby, Peterborough; Mervin A
Daub, Kitchener; Oli Hawryly-

shyn, Toronto; Frederick A.

Johnstone, Geneva, Switzerland;

Elva M. Richards, Prescott;

Harvey R. Sims, SauitSte. Marie;

Diana M. Walton, North Bay.

The names of those receiving

honorable mention have been for-

warded by the foundation to other

fellowship granting agencies, and

it is expected that many will

receive alternate awards.

Six Arrested At Ottawa
Sixty-one university students

face charges of disturbing the

peace as a result of a civil

disobedience demonstration on

Parliament Hill last Friday.

The demonstrators were trying

to force the government to hold

an open debate re - examining

Canada's position on Viet Nam,
especially in the International

Control Commission. Four rep-

resentatives of the group, includ-

ing Queen's student Jean Rosen-

berg, who tried to deliver a

letter explaining the purpose of

the demonstration to Prime Mini-

ster Pearson were denied entry

to his residence by police.

The students, arrested, jailed,

and released on Friday night,

appeared in Ottawa court last

Monday. They pleaded not guilty

and were remanded until May
19 on charges of disturbing the

peace. Queen' s students facing

trial are Noel Lomer, Peggy
Morton, Robert Ryan, Margaret-

ta Klusench, Arthur Kuisma and

Toni Thietman.

The demonstration was part of

Canada - Viet Nam Week, which

began Wednesday March 2, when
External Affairs Minister Paul

Martin received a delegation on

behalf of the Government. Mr.

Martin heard the representation

and then explained that the Can-
adian government is working for

peace in Viet Nam. He cold the

group that since the boundary

between North and South Viet

Nam is legal, the Canadian

government must defend it.

Three New Democratic Party

MP's, including party leader T.C,

Douglas, told the group that they

were in agreement with the lobby-

ists. They promised to bring the

matter up on the floor of the

House and across the nation.

Opposition Leader Diefenbaker

would not see the delegation.

On Wednesday night Staughton

Lynd, the controversial profes-

sor from Yale, addressed a pack-

ed house at a teach - in on the

Carleton U. campus. He urged

Canada to join her two colleagues

on the ICC in an investigation

of U.S. actions in Viet Nam.
NDP Member of Parliament

Andrew Brewin told another teach

-in held the same night at Ottawa

U. that Canada has "shut its

eyes and soft -pedalled American
violations of the truce agree-
ment." Canadian criticism ofU.S.

policy should be stronger, he add-
ed.

On Thursday night, at an open
forum of the students takingpart,

two proposals were put forward
concerning the nature of the

demonstration for the next day.

One suggestion was a hunger
strike, to last until the open

debate began in Parliament. In-

tended to inspire a feeling of

public guilt, this plan was shun-
ned as a type of coercion. The
second suggestion was for a

united effort of civil disobedience

This id£a was adopted, and a

24 hour sit - in on Parliament
Hill began at 2 p.m. last Friday-

Five RCMP officers at the

Peace Tower prevented the group

from entering the Parliament

Buildings, so the demonstrators

sat on the steps outside in a

steady rain.

The arrival of a group of Mont-
real students later in the after-

noon brought the start of the

non - violent resistance. Stu-

dents blocked the driveway at the

main door, were dragged away by

police, and promptly returned to

their positions. After several

efforts to remove the impeding
students, the police called for the

paddy - wagons and at that time

the 61 arrests were made.
At this point one of the major

objectives -- to draw national

attention to the cause -- had been

achieved.

Reaction of the Ottawa public

to the demonstrators was varied.

To some, they were " irres-

ponsible kids", "kooks". and

"idealists". One man urged the

police, "Don't hurt them, they* re

the future leaders of this

country."

Handbook Ok'd
At the first regular meeting

of the new AMS Executive on

Tuesday night it was decided to

leave until fall the question of

representation by population on

the AMS.

The plebiscite proposed at the

annual open meeting on March 1

was considered unconstitutional

and will not be held. This plebis-

cite proposed that each faculty

society should have from one to

four representatives on the AMS

- - the number of representatives

depending on the number of stu-

dents in die society.

A proposal permitting Science

to publish a book on freshettes

'70 was adopted. The book will

include the freshettes pictures,

names, addresses and heights.

It will contain no advertising and

will be available at a cost of

one dollar.

Levana President, Jane Mc-
Donald, was in favour of the

proposal.

WANTS PLAYS -WILL PAY
CFRC announced this week a playwriting contest for Queen's

students with prizes of $25, $10 and a chance of production on

Queen' s and Ryerson radio.

The contest, open to anyone registered at Queen's of of

March 1, 1966, closes Sept. 30. Manuscripts, typed and double-

spaced, of 30 minute plays, signed with a pen name and accompanied

with a sealed envelope containing the author's real name, must

be sent to Radio Station CFRC, Queen's University before that

date. Any number may be submitted, under separate cover.

Bob Bar las, producer of CFRC's Studio Theatre, who organized

the contest, said "We're looking for ways of keeping students

occupied, away from street corners and poolrooms during the

long, hot summer. Say, that name ha
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CUS on Us

The ninth CUS Seminar will

be held at Waterloo University,

Aug. 28 to Sept. 3, on the topic

"Identity and Anxiety: Crisis of

a Student Generation." Queen's

will be represented by at least

four students, and applications

are invited from the campus -

at-large. Information and appli-

cations at the AMS Office.

The Seminar will consider the

environmental sources of the

"crisis", including work, politics

pre - university education, and

morals and cultures (how values

are formed). This will be fol-

lowed by an examination of the

university community and the

student, with structure , love

and sensuality, identity and car-

eer choice, idealism, the examin-

ation system, and "drink, dope,

and deviance" as particular in-

terests.

CLASSIFIED

HOUSING
Fully furnished one bedroom

apt., kitchen, living room and

bath. Suitable for 2 people, close

to campus. Rent $70 month. (In-

cludes heat, light, etc.) Call

Keith or Doug at 548-3429.

3 - bedroom furnished apt.

for rent from May 1 to Sept. 1

at 415 Palace Road. Amplepark-

ing space and garage available,

enclosed back yard, automatic

washer and dryer. Rent to be

arranged. Phone 546-2009.

Sublet May to September, large

pleasant two - bedroom apart-

ment, modern kitchen and bath-

room. Furnished or unfurnished.

Phone Leslie, ext. 837 or Holly

ext. 841.

One large modern 2 - bed-

room apartment halfway between

campus and downtown, free park-

ing, laundry, balcony, fully furn-

ished. To sublet May to Sept.

546-4994. Rent negotiable.

DOMINO THEATRE INC.
presents

SIX CHARACTERS IN
SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR

Directed by Curt Rels

This Fri. , Sat. , Sun.

,

Curtain Time 9:00 p.m.

8 Princess Street

Tickets at Mahood'B
-41.50

The CANADIAN OPERA C0MPAN1

Present CARMEN, In English

At K. C.V.I. March 11 & 12

Tickets S3. 00 $2.50 »1.50

On Sale CLELANDS . PHARMACY

100 Princess St.

FOR SALE
Honda 90, black, in excellent

condition, overhauled, $275. Call

817, ask for Marlon.

Want to buy bicycle. Please

call Hank Spies 542-3692.

1961 Alpine for sale; in ex-

cellent condition. $1200 to any-

body, or $1100 to someone who

will give it a good home. Call

Ron Roberts ext 421, or 542-

8488.

Rollaway bed, baby butler,

large swimming pool, chest of

drawers dressing table and

stool, TV. Call 389-0910.

1965 Suzuki 80 cc motorcycle,

black, excellent condition. Comp-
lete with windshield, mudguards,

carrier. Call Jerry Smith 389-

1760.

1960 Volkswagon, excellent

condition, new paint job, $700

or best offer. Call 389-9010.

The "African Queen", a

sprite little Volkswagon Custom

1960, must be sold by March

26, and her owner is willing

to consider any reasonable of-

fer, asking $275.

LOST & FOUND
Found - lady's wrist watch

on Union Street near Students'

Union. Phone 542-4345.

Found - Glasses, overshoes,

gloves, man's coat (made in

India) Inquire AMS Office.

Lost - One pair of ladies

cocktail boots, black with black

fur tops at Polish Hall, Sc.

'67 year party Friday night.

Phone Anne at 546-4994.

ATTRITION B.A. GRADUATES

DU PONT OF CANADA have foreman opportunities for B.A.

graduates who will be avaible this Spring. This is a

challenging job in the Production Department at the

Nylon Plant in Kingstin ana probable progession

would be to a more senior supervising position.

For further information, phone or write:

J. S. Marling
DU PONT OF CANADA
P.O.BOX 2100
Kingston, Ontario
Phone 548-7761-Local 306

NOTICES

tired of studying? Take a

break at the Knothole, 106 Pine

Street, open Fri. and Sat. nights

from 8.30 to 1. We have live

entertainment and a unique

punch I

"Science and Existentialism'

- are you interested in partici-

pating in a lively seminar on

these subjects? Will meet once

weekly next year, will involve

reading several books over the

summer. Brief organizational

meeting Sunday March 13, 8.30

pm., at 523 Johnson Apt. 2.

For further information, call

Elizabeth Robinson (548-3173)

Paige Cousineau (ext 496), Ian

Baines (ext. 321), Mary Deutsch

(548-8523). Science students

especially welcome.
Levana Announcement: Let-

ters for the following convenors

for 1966 - 7 are to be sub-

mitted to Jane McDonald, 38

EdgehiU, or Linda Savory, New
Women's Residence, by Tues-

day March 22: Grad Dinner,

Student - Faculty, Tea Dance,

Blazer and Ribbons, Levana

Journal Editor, Fashion Show.

Application for 2 representa-

tives for Levana council from

each of '67, '68, '69 may be

submitted to Jane McDonald or

Judy Pratt, New Women' s Resi-

dence.

PERSONAL

Personal - Would the Queen'

s

student who witnessed my
accident on Tuesday noon at

Albert and Union please con-

1$6 BaMU-e. Si.

liccion:

Ven. DeAmonA ffuni

SUHM WORSHJ?

°.00 am Holy (ymmunlon
77 .00 am tio/uusity rruiyvi

7,30 pm £yenina ?AayeA

UJl

St. Aniurem'fl

prcebytfrian fflhurrtf

PNIHCia* AND CLIBOY BTHEC1*

ftevesiend Max V, Putnam
8.A., flUjiUteA

Djjie.cto/1 ot f/ualAe

$lenn Q» yeo/ig.e

WORSH3?

17.00 am
7,00 pm
7. 30 am "Radio flttsiLi-r

tAu" CKL"
8.15 pm VoiM v

aklp

7.30 pm Bible. Study.

THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF

ST. GEORGE

The. Vgau. Rev<>

fllcha/id §. Fleming,

#cv. Tmtl $ackaon

SUNDM

8".00 am Holy (ymmunJjon

°. 75 am £uchaXL*t

77.00 am ^uckajiLat. Sea-
man and (ncuttbiA

7B00 pm (yenAono,

8. 75 pm toffee %oua

Dally.

7"
9 ^5 am Holy Communion

Gpod Skepkend
(hopel
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tact Mike Dawson (542-2402)

immediately.
"The distinction between an

engineer doing 'more respon-

sible* work and an engineer

doing somewhat 'less respon-

sible' work is often vague".

Strass and Sayles, ' Personnel:

The Human Problems of

Management (New Jersey,

Prentice - Hall, 1964, p. 474.

Who's Where editor applica-

tions will be accepted until today

at 5 pm in the AMS Office.

Last call for the Student's

Handbook; please submit art-

icles (max 200 words) to Pat-

ricia Galloway, Chown, ext 497.

Attention students, expecially

overseas students, who plan to

be in Kingston for the summer.

It is hoped that the International

Centre will be open during the

summer months. If you are

interested in using its facilities

or in organizing activities

,

please notify Larry Nwakwesi

(ext 293) or Jim Stewart (ext

293). Looking for a chance to

make a positive contribution

to the university and to the

world? The African Students

Foundation, which has branches

in universities all across Can-

ada to help sponsor African

undergraduates in Canada, is

forming a Student Committee

at Queen's. Interest, not ex-

perience, is all you need to

be a member of this committee.

Applications will be accepted

by Judy Schneider, 583 Johnson

St., phone ext. 105 (evenings)

before Tuesday, March 15, 1966

THIS WEEK AT UEEN'S

Sunday, March 13

A chancel play "The Human
Condition" will be presented Sun-

day evening March 13, 7.30 pm
at St. Mark' s Lutheran Church.

Dalton Camp, National Presi-

dent of the Progressive Con-

servative Association and PC
candidate in Eglinton 1965, will

speak at the International Cen-

ter, downstairs, at 8 pm. Every-

one welcome. Meeting preceded

by a banquet in the McLaughlin

Room at 6.30 by invitation only.

Cdtialmara ^nifab (Etfurcrj

77:00 a.m. flloAning.

VIon^hLp

7:30 p.m. f.veny>&
VloivshJLp

8:1*5 p-m. </owUi
.

A Very Cordial Welcome

To All Queen's Student*

The Kingston Church Players

under the direction of Mrs. R.

W. Thompkins will present the

play during the weekly FolkMusic

Service of the Lutheran Student

Movement. Dinner for a dollar

at 6.30 pm in the church base-

ment.
Monday, March 14

Illustrated lecture on the Bay-

eux Tapestry by Dr. C.Dodwell

of Trinity College, Cambridge

and Princeton, Art Center, 8.30

pm. Everyone welcome.

Tuesday, March 15

The Queen' s United Nations

Club's elections for '66-67: on

Tuesday, 8.00 pm, International

Center.

THANK YOU !

Officers of Kingston Chapter, Ontario
Heart Foundation, wish to express their
thanks to Ian Macdonald ,Dick Maclean
and their associates who organized the
recent student canvass of the city and

suburbs on behalf of the Heart Fund.

Vie also wish to thank the students
themselves for canvassing both on
Heart Sunday, Feb. 20, and on Wednesday
evening, Feb. 23

.

N .D .McDonald

,

President, Kingston Chapter

When is Tricolor Coming ?

According to the contract with the

publisher it should be here by April

4th. Yearbooks will be given out at the

Tricolor Office and the A.M.S. Office.

IN order to pick up a yearbook you must

have a Tricolor '66 receipt.

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
•Cigarettes

REGULAR and KINGS
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Faculty of Law - Queen's University

QUEEN'SMAN TOP ADVOCATE
Bob Goldin, a third year student at Queen' s , was

selected as best individual
. advocate at the Ontario Law

Students' Association convention held at Osgoode Hall on
February 25 and 26. All other trophies went to Osgoode
Hall. Mr. Goldin and Mr. Samuels, another third year stud-
ent, had represented the defendant in a car accident case
arising out of collision at the intersection of Highway 2

and Lovers' Lane near Toronto. Other teams enterd in

the advocacy competition were for Osgoode , Toronto, and
Wester.

Bill Mutch and Ray Ostiguy, both third-year students,
represented Queen's in the Moot competition. Osgoode Hall
entered two teams and Toronto, Western and Ottawa en-
tered one each. The boys fought valiantly, but were unable

to overcome the alcholoic argument of their Osgoode op-

ponents. It seems that a glass of Scotch during one'

s

presentation does wonders in the way of impressing judges.

OLSA Calls For Salary

Boost: Placement
by Hugh Landerkin

The O. L.S.A. is composed
of the five law schools in Ont-
ario: Queen's, Western, Ottawa,
Toronto and Osgoode Hall. This
association was formed in the

belief that it would serve to

advance the common interests

of all law students in Ontario
as well as promoting a closer
bond and greater exchange of

ideas between the member law
schools. Perhaps even more

You mean Adair did that with his Volkswagen?

Prospects In The Law
"Prospects in the Law",

published by the Queen' s Law
Students' Society on behalf of

the Ontario Law Students' Soci-

ety, is now at the press, and
should be ready for distribu-

tion by the end of March or in

early April. The contents in-

clude an article on " Prospects
and Retrospects in the Law"
by M.C.Schumiatcher, "Civil

Liberties and the Law", by
Glen How, information on artic-

ling requirements across Can-
ada, information on careers for

lawyers in the Federal Govern-
ment, " Law Teaching as a

Career" by W. B. Lederman,
and graduate school information

and comments by Queen's pro-
fessors who have recently at-

tended graduate school. Em-
phasis has been placed on those

career possibilities that have
been little considered.

Much credit must go to the

Ontario Bar Association who
made the initial contribution;

to Norm Gould, who as Bus-
iness Manager left no pros -

pective advertiser unturned; to

the entire third - year class,

who surreptitiously signed let-

ters and stamped envelopes to

advertisers under the unknow-
ing eyes of their learned men-
tors; to everyone else who had
their fingers in the pie; and
to Joe Samuels, who as editor

ably co-ordinated all of these
activities.

OSTIGUY AWARDED GAVEL
The winner of the 1966 Gavel Award is Ray Ostiguy

of Law '66. Mr. Ostiguy was chosen by a committee of

five to receive the Award, which is presented annually to

the third-year Law student who has contributed the most
to his class and to the Law school as a whole. Scholastic,

athletic and social participation are the bases on which this

Award is presented.

important was the hope that

the O.L.S.A. would help to in-

troduce students to professional
problems and responsibilities

held in conjunction with the

O. L.S. A. convention. This con-
vention is hosted in turn by
each member school.

Recently the annual meeting
was held at Osgoode Hall in

Toronto. At this meeting the ex-
ecutive discussed several pro-
grams that had been undertaken
during the past year. One was
the brochure "Prospects In The
Law" which is an outline of the

career opportunities in law as

well as requirements for prac-
tising in each province. This
project has been undertaken
by Queen' s Law School and is

now ready for publication. A
copy will be available free to

ail students. Another project

was the Articling Handbook
which is a pamphlet outling what
a student under articles should

cover in his "year out". This
pamphlet has been published

and should be available to each

that they will face when they
are admitted to the professions.

The O.L.S.A. is run by an
executive made up of a vice-

president from each law school.

Meetings of the executive are
held twice a year, the second
of which is die annual meeting
student when he starts his

articles.

A new program is being
undertaken this year, after an
initial approach by Toronto and
Osgoode, to create a minimum
wage for articling students.

Salaries now range anywhere
from $40.00 to $90.00 a week
and it is hoped that represent-

ations from the O. L.S. A. to the

Benchers of the Law Society of

Upper Canada will result ii

higher salaries being paid.

An attempt will also be made
to create a placement system
for graduating students who
wish to article. Although stu-

dents in Toronto have little

problem in this area, students

in smaller centres such as
Kingston, London and Ottawa
do not have the same oppor-

tunities. It is hoped that firms
will send their offers to all

schools and keep them open for

a set time, thereby giving all

students equal opportunity to

find a good firm.

At each annual meeting in

February a moot court comp-
etition is held with teams
competing from each school.

In addition, this year, an ad-
vocacay competition was start-

ed, in which Bob Goldin brought
back to Queen's the award for

best advocate.

At these meetings students
from the different schools come
together and discuss mutual
problems and programs in their

respective schools. New ideas
are exchanged, new friends are
made. It is from these dis-

cussions that new proposals
come forward to the O.L.S.A.
As well as having the moot

and advocacy competitions,

each meeting has a seminar of

some interest to the student.

This year a Legal Aid Seminar
was held and a discussion of

this will follow in a subsequent
article.

Despite some of its achieve-

ments to date such as obtaining

tax relief for fees while taking

the bar admission course, the

availability of student loans to

those in the bar admission
course and the articling hand-

book, the O. US. A. does have its

problems. Communication be-
tween the schools is not good
and one school might not be

sure how the placement pro-
gram or legal aid system is

working in another. The new
executive is well aware of the

situation and it is hoped that

it will make a concerted effort

to remedy the situation. The
future of the O. US. A. shows
potential in the benefits is can
achieve for all the students but

how the O.US.A. goes depends

on the support of the member
schools and the effort's of the

executive. Hopefully the

executive. Hopefully the O.U
S.A. will remain the spokesman
for all the law students in Ont-
ario and continue to work for

their benefit.

OUR PRICE EQUAL REPS
by Larry Carr

may not be

we do have
Law students

numerous, but
quality. Do you, Levanites, Art-
fnen and Engineers, want to

benefit from the wisdom and

experience our undergraduate
work and our legal training

have given us? There is a

Price on our services: equal
representation within the Alma
Mater Society executive. His-
tory has shown that whenever
graduate and professional stu-
dents are frustrated in their

representation in the under-
graduate society, they have a

tendency to leave that under-
graduate society.

]s there any reason why the

Students' Society should

£?main part of the A.M.S.?
"There axe two classes of reas-
ons why we wish to remain

an integral part of the A.M.S.

The first is self interest; the

second is good will. As for

benefits, the A.M.S. provides

us with much appreciated pub-

lications like the Journal and

Who' s Where, and with indirect

representation on such com-

mittees as the Athletic Board

of Control and the Student Union

Committee, and with the facil-

ities of various social and

cultural organizations. It also

gives us very indirect rep-

resentation in external affairs.

But ware all these facilities

provided by the A.M.S. really

worth while? Is the Journal

representative of Law students?

Is it of interest to Law students ?

There was talk even this year

of setting up our own Law
Journal. We can publish a Law

Who's Where, or keep on buy-

ing the Who' s Where from the

AMS. Wouldn't it be better if

we sent our representatives

directly to the AB of C? to

the Student Union Committee?

Are we really interested in

participating in undergraduate

social and cultural organiz-

ations? We do have our own
bridge club, our own curling

club, our own socials, etc. . .

Wouldn' t our external affairs be

better suited to our needs if

we handled them ourselves ?

There aren't many SUPA mem-
bers in Law. But we are inter -

ested in the Ontario Law Stu-

dents' Association. There is no

reason why we couldn' t have

our own CUS and CUSO rep-

resentatives. And we could send

delegates to the seminars and

conferences which interest us.

On the balance of things, itwould

seem that the AMS does not

give us much which we couldn'

t

provide for ourselves.

The second class of reasons

why we might want to remain
an integral part of the AMS
provide for ourselves.

The second class of reasons

why we might want to remain

an integral part of the AMS

good will towards other

Queen' smen. The AMS is pres-

ently drawing a good share of

its leadership from the Faculty

of Law. In this academic year,

for example: Don Dowrue, Sen-

ior Rep., was AMS vice-presi-

dent; Chris Riggs, Junior Rep.,

was Publications Chairman

;

Frank Nebutete was in charge

of the United Nations Club; John
McLatchy was Orientation Con-
venor; Hubert Hogle_was Editor

of Who's Where; four of the

five justices of the AMS Court

were Law students. And Law
students have played leading

roles in various other AMS
organizations. We have experi-

ence, and we are glad to share

it with you. But let us share

equally, and not from a weak
and servitude - like position

We want to promote the inter-

ests of Queen's students, but we
want equal representation so

that we can promote our own
interests as well.

If we are forced to withdraw

from the AMS, then have no
fear, we will. And no one would
be surprised if the Aesculapian
Society, the Graduate Students'

Society, and the students of

Theology, whose hopes and
aspirations within the AMS
would also be frustrated with

lesser representation, joined

efforts with the Law Students'

Society and withdrew. We would
have, as in many other colleges

and universities, two student

societies: graduate and profes-
sional students on one hand,

undergraduates on the other.

Is such a schism desireable?

Undergraduates would lose the

leadership now provided, but

'

they would be able to gain

more experience through their

own trials and errors. Profes-
sional and graduate students

would lose the strength of num-
bers, but they would gain the

benefits of a more mature
organization, better suited to

their needs. The choice is

yours I
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The Lordships Ban The Topics
OOGIE et al v. Boob

In the House of Lords

LORD PLEASURE: This is a most unusual case and one which

has presented their Lordships many problems.

On June 11, 1965, in the sunny vi'lle of Megalopolis, the defend-

ant, Sally Boob, was proceeding down Mina Street in the early

afternoon attired in naught but a topless bathing suit. Miss Boob

is a voluptuous lass of 19-43-26-35. The first number is her age.

It is found as a fact that every inch of her frame was doing its own

bit to lure the eyes of anyone in the vicinity. As she approached

the intersection of main and Bradby, Oliver Oogle, the plaintiff,

was unable to handle Fitz and Boob at the same time so he let

Fitz go. It went up on the curb, into a store window, caromed off

into a parked car and settled against a badly bent parking meter.

The car driven by the plaintiff suffered severe damage while the

plaintiff suffered bruises in many places, some of the unmentionable,

(if s for such injuries that special damages are awarded). Mr.

Oogle is joined in this action by the store owner, the owner of the

parked car, and the City of Megalopolis, all of whom suffered

damage in the accident.

One look at the defendant has convinced their Lordships

that this case should be given much careful thought and attention.

Were I free to decide as I wished, were the matter 'res integra',

I would most surely have dismissed the action. Defendant's counsel

has argued, and with him I agree wholeheartedly, that this accident

was due to an act of God. For it was God who moulded Miss Boob

and nature itself must be responsible for the natural consequences

of this creation. But I am bound by authority and I must follow it.

lord Atkin, in that notable case, Donoghue v. Stevenson, held

that people must act in such a way that they do not injure those

whom they could foresee injuring in the course of their actions.

It is clear that Miss Boob must have foreseen that by her action

of walking down the street she would lead men' s eyes astray.

And the direct consequence of this, if the man happens to be driving

a car, is the very sort of accident that is the issue at bar. One look

at the defendant's attributes leads irrevocably to the conclusion

of 'res ipsa loquitor'. They speak for themselves. Though it is

unusual for their Lordships to review the facts in a case, when

the fact is a matter of law we will review it. So we have done in

this case. Miss Boob has recreated the accident scene for us time

and again so that we could be certain of our finding of law. In all

the years of this great House, never have their Lordships decided

a case more painstakingly.

I am aware that there is unreason and injustice in this result.

What can a woman in Miss Boob' s condition do to convey herself

from place to place comfortably on a hot summer1
s day in such a

fashion that accidents of this sort do not happen? 1 do not know the

answer. The public good demands some answer on Miss Boob'

s

part and it is not the fault of the court if the answer is a difficult

one. I am also aware that many men would like to risk an accident

in order to longingly gaze at Miss Boob just as Mr. Oogle did (and

I might add as their Lordships have done and would like very much
to continue doing). It might be open to the defendant in such cases

to plead 'volenti non fit injuria'. But this does not avail against

plaintiffs who did not have the opportunity to accept the risk, such

as the store owner, parked car owner and City in this case.

Lord Atkin has given me direction and I must follow it_ though

it leads me to results of which his Lordship never dreamed.

LORD PEYTON OF PLACE (dissenting): The conclusion to which

their Lordships have come today is a black mark on the unimpeachable

escutcheon of this learned House which has been a bastion of reason

and justice through the ages. Never before was it possible to say

that this august body had erred. There have been dissents, yes, but

never an error. Alas, today the House has taken a grievous step

towards that slippery slope of rigid morality which all good men
fear. Indeed, the House has made a mistake!

Our basic freedoms are at stake here. One of those freedoms

is the freedom to walk in the public ways Just as any freeman may
walk Ip those ways. There is no law which forbids men from walking

in a topless bathing suit. Nor is there a law which forbids the fairer

• sex from doing so. What their Lordships have done is make it

impossible for women of generous proportions to walk in such a

fashion except at their own peril. They risk a civil suit every time

they do so. Surely this is madness! If any of the fairer sex should be

permitted to walk on the public ways in a topless bathing suit, it

should be those of Miss Boob's shape.

All law should be aimed at achieving the Benthamite balance

of the greatest good for the greatest number. How can the disadvant-

age of several motor collisions possibly outweigh the inestimable

value of watching Miss Boob and others like her proceeding down

a major street? The rule in Donoghue v. Stevenson is a mere ex-

ception to this orriding principle of Bentham. One need not worry

about injuring one's neighbor if in doing so the greatest good will

be obtained for the greatest number. One could go so far as to say

it was the defendant* s DUTY to walk as she was on the day of the

accident.

But their Lordships have decided. Perhaps now that other august
body, the English Parliament, should enact legislation which would
preserve the basic right of Miss Boob and others to walk in topless

bathing suits on the public ways.

LORD TEMPERANCE: I fully concur in the judgment of this

learned House. However, it appears to me that there is yet another

ground upon which the plaintiffs are entitled to succeed. Miss
Boob's blatant act of exhibitionism is clearly offensive as conduct

calculated and intended to corrupt public morals. Were this not so

then every sort of individual who desired to act in an uninhibited

manner could display their privates in public without the least

concern for the feelings or sensibilities of the public at large.

Now it may well be, as Mr. Rank so admirably contended for the

defendant, that a young lady so bountifully endowed by her creator

should not be restrained from giving full vent to her God-given
attributes. But as succinctly pointed out by the learned Master

of the Rolls Cunning in Abbey of Dawn v. Peter Pan, 6 L.S.M.F.T.80

"the mere fact that such treasures should not be hidden is no excuse

for indiscriminately unearthing them in public". Miss Boob* s obvious

intent was to attract attention and in this she obviously succeeded.

Her defence that no one could have foreseen so unfortunate a result

is met by the time-honoured cliche "you take your victim as you

find him". I need only add that in the future it would be wholly

advisable for Miss Boob to confine her display of pulchritude to

private affairs.

LORD GOOSE: My Lords, this case appears to be very similar

to the much discussed case ofCastlev. Victory Theatre, 5 S.E.X. 69.

In that case a medical student was injured when an overzealous

ecdysiast snapped an article of attire known as a G-string, in the

midst of a torrid dance step known as a bump. In allowing recovery

for the ensuing injury the
i
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ACROSS
A tort on wheels
What has red hair and runs
at 3600 r.p.m.?
See 32 Down
" Atiyah, you— I

"Just want the m'aam"
Gord' s breakfast
Ginger Beer ingredient
"— . your mother wears
You (Fr.) combat boots I"

See 5 Across
Beantown tube

The Riddler

Ontario Reports (abbr.)

Who invented the cotton gin?
Aid to litigation

Mr. Murphy at 9:15
Big wind in Stirling Hall
Horror show star

Mr. Murphy as Court Crier
Specific performance of a
Banquet
What isn't out

That sardine
Co-star of 23rd Psalm
Self-perpetuating sandbag
machine
If Atlas shrugged, so can

—

Honey-maker (abbr.

)

The — is an ass
Jane likes Paf s

What 44 Down can expect
now
There's a fire the Red
Lake Hotel
House of ill-repute

Athletic supporter
. A blush and a twitch

. NoaH parks his at the Yacht
Club

55. See your Imperial
dealer

56. "Is it a bird? Is it a plane?
No, if s |"

59. Third year Battle cry
61. Nova Mink's purpose in life

62. Lots of it in last year'

s

Journal

65. See 1 Down
66. Its Economics Dept. never

recovered
67. Nemesis of Nova Mink
70. See 63 Down
71. Non-conforming
'73. "

1 Banzai!"
74. All- at Gord'

s

DOWN
1. See 64 Across

2. Jail

3. Dick's remedy for squatters
4. Kilowatt (abbr.)

5. Don Carter: "But
6. The Dean's jokes
7. Voir dire (Swahili)

8. Willoughby produces it

9. PR man for William the

Conqueror
10. Climax of Third Year
12. Yorkshire Atlas
13. A Doukhobor in arrears
14. Flighty member of First

Year
16. Hogtown

19. Purple-suited People-eater

22. "Thank you, Mr. Harms.
Now can I sing

24. The Initiation Banquet is

an extinguished
25. Mr. Murphy at 10:30

26. Mr. Murphy at 11:40

29. He likes bread and wine
30. Divorced wife

31. His courses are a labour

of love in 2nd year and a

miscarriage of justice in

3rd year
32. What you see in a mirror

34. What 12 Down will give 'em

35. King of Torts (abbr.)

36. The bare facts

37. Mens
38. Batman's John
40. To him, girls are a capital

asset if they meet the struc-

tural test, are for the endur -

ing benefit of the "trade",

and are made once and for

all.

41. He not liveral with his work
at Queen'

s

43. Third Year luncheon club

44. " --at last!"

46. Canadian Medical Assoc-

iation (abbr.)

47. Said by a dog with a hare-
" Up

50. A calculating Hohfeldian

57. Will there be no end -?

58. Drink in a French pub

60. See 38 Down
63. See 17 Across
64. Generally a vegetable, but

specifically a fruit

65. "In itself". See 71 Down
68. Bob Green is one
69. 15 Across (abbr.)

72. "In itself" See 65 Down
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The Law Student And Leagal Aid

The Law Student's role in

legal aid was the subject of a

seminar held at Osgoode Hail

on February 26 during the ann-

nual meeting of the Ontario Law
Students' Association.

Mr. W.B.Common, Q.C., for-

mer deputy Attorney - General

for Ontario was present to give

his views on the role of the

student in legal aid. A draft

bill on legal aid has been pre-

pared and will probably be put

before the Ontario Legislature

this session. Mr. Common, who
sat as chairman of the Joint

Committee on Legal Aid prior

to the drafting of this bill,

said that the Committee had

taken cognizance of the role

that a student can play in legal

aid and he sees the student

continuing in this role. However
the student will not be re-

imbursed; his work will con-

tinue to be done as a public

service.

The idea of students haveing
a role in legal aid is not new.

As early as 1904 law students

at Denver had commenced a

legal aid programme. Legal aid

at Harvard and Minnesota dates

back to 1913. The legal aid office

at Harvard is open for 4 or

5 hours 5 days a week. Yet
there are only 32 students in

Harvard' s legal aid bureau.

A legal aid programme was
begun at Osgoode Hall Law
School a year ago. In the first

year 39 cases were handled:
26 in Magistrate's Court, 9 in

Division Court and 4 in Family
Court. This season it is pre-
dicted that the Osgoode students
will deal with from 85 to 100
cases;' Last year the director
of Osgoode' s legal aid pro-
gramme was Lyle Fairbairn, a

graduate of Queen's.
Queen' s has followed Os-

goode's lead by beginning a legal
aid programme of its own.
Several third year students in-

dicated their interest in taking

Part in this new endeavour but
they have been hampered by

5ertain administrative diffi -

pities. In his talk to the Sem-
inar, Mr. Fairbairn mentioned
fte need for permanent facil-

ities for the legal aid pro-
gramme. An office is required
equpped with a telephone and
filing cabinet. Secretarial ser -

vice should be made available.

In other words, the legal aid

bureau should be conducted as

nearly as possible like an ordin-
ary law office. This would give

efficiency to the programme and
help prepare the students for

their own law practice. The
Osgoode students were some-
what disappointed in the lack

of interest in their legal aid

programme on the part of their

Professors. Apparently in some
of the American law schools

the practice is to assign one
of the Professors to the legal

aid clinic as one of his main
duties.

At present in Kingston, stu-

dents are called upon by the

Director of Legal Aid, or his

assistant, to interview persons
eligible for legal aid and to do

any number of preparations
necessary for problems arising

arising from litigation. The stu-

dent acts as a principal under

the guidance of the director

and often appears alone on

behalf of his client. A student

may be called upon to act in a

civil matter or, as in most
cases, in matters involving a

breach of statute whether it be

criminal or provincial. A stu-

dent may appear in Division

Court, Magistrates Court,
Family or Juvenile Court, and

to some extent on motions in

County Court Chambers. Within

this framework the only limit-

ation on the student is that

he cannot act for a person

charged with an indictable of-

fense.

During the past year our stu-

dents have performed such ser-

vices as interviewing suspects

in the County jail, speaking to

sentence, obtaining affiliation

orders against non - providing

husbands, assisting persons in

civil suits, and generally aid-

ing persons who would other-

wise have gone without rep-

resentation. This work has been

recognized and praissd by those

in charge of legal aid' in Kings-

ton.

ANNUAL

BOOK SALE
Several hundred clorb bound and paper

bound books ot REDUCED PRICES.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
14 MONTREAL ST.

Legal aid done by sutdents,
besides being a valuable public
service, is beneficial to the
student. The student acquires
valuable experience of a

valuable experience of a
practical nature which will

readily assist him when he
leaves law school. Some of the

courses taken also become
more meaningful when examin-
ed from a practical standpoint.

The direct student - to - client

relationship can instill a meas-
ure of confidence which the

student in a strictly academic
settine is unable to obtain.

The students as Osgoode have
also published a Legal Aid

Handbook to help guide the stu-

dent in such matters as court

procedure and basic rules of

evidence. This handbook has

been invaluable to the students

and a similar one will be made
available to the law students

here. Osgoode has also started

a system of case files which
is something to the emulated

as the majority of cases are

on fairly common charges and

hence a precedent system is

set up which would be a handy
reference for subsequent cases.

It is hoped that members of

the faculty will also assist in

the legal aid program. Though

the work load should properly

fall to the students, where prob-

lems arise which the students

find difficulty in answering, fac-

ulty advice would prove to be

of great assistance.

A good start has been

accomplished this year at

Queen' s with legal aid and with

more participation, organiz -

ation and better liason with

the Director of Legal Aid, a

beneficial public service will

continue to be done by the

students.

LEGAL AID IN ONTARIO
The general support given to medicare plans throughout

the modern world is evidence of a realization that no society
can make a claim to greatness if any of its members are
deprived of necessary medical attention due to their in-

ability to pay. Only now are se coming to realize that no
nation can provide equal justice for all unless all accused
persons are assured of being defended by competent counsel.

The legal profession has maintained a praiseworthy

record of providing free legal advice and representation

to indigents on a voluntary basis. This informal means of

assisting the poor in their legal difficulties worked well

enough in the past-when life moved at a more leisurely

pace and when the population was not concentrated in gigantic

cities. The old system may still be adequate in rural areas

and small towns but the same can no longer be said with

reference to our ever-growing urban centers.

Perhaps a few words should be siadby way of explaining
how legal aid is at present organized in Kingston. Each
year the Frontenac Bar Association selects on of its

members to serve as Director of Legal Aid. This year the
position is held by Mr. Henry L. Cartwright. It is his duty
to screen applicants for legal aid and procure a lawyer to

act for those who are able to convince him of their financial
need. Legal aid is available in both civil and criminal
matters. Though a lawyer may spend everal hours or even
days attending to a legal aid matter he receives no re-
muneration for his efforts. In these circumstances it is

probably not unfair to say that many senior counsel with
busy proctices are not .particularly keen to accept legal

aid assignments. Much of this work tends to be done by
junior members of the Bar who are anzious to build a
reputation as a trial lawyer. Unfortunately, it is these
same young lawyers who can least afford to offer their
services on a gratuitous basis.

With all these problems in mind, the Onatrio Law
Reform Commission established a committee headed by W. B.

Common, Q.C. to investigate the problem of legal aid and
to draw up a draft Bill for introduction in the Ontario
Legislature. Ir is now expected that the Legal Aid Bill will

be enacted into law during the current session. Under the

proposed legislation lawyers would be paid 75% of their

normal fees out of Government revenue in legal aid

matters.

One might think that under this new scheme members
of the profession would eagerly seek out legal aid work

but as it is, many lawyers, especially in the larger centers

of Ontario, will not act in criminal litigation at any price.

It is obvious that these men will not be attracted into the

legal aid field by the inducement of a 75% fee. Certainly
the nes law will be welcomed by lawyers recently called

who are less able to be selective in the kind of work they are

willing to take on.

Members of the Committee sere sent to foreign jur-

isdictions to study various systems of providing legal

aid. One of the system studied was the American Public
Defender as established in California. There are over 90

public defenders in Los Angeles but this number is hope-

lessly inadequate considering the heavy case load in that

state. The absence of anything like a solicitor -client

relationship was noted and the hard-pressed defenders

often merely pleaded "guilty" with a request for leniency.

This system, says Mr. Common, smacks of charity of the

worst type. We say that justice must not only be done but

that in addition it must appear to be done. Is this possible

where the judge, prosecutor and defence counsel are all

servants of the state?

As you know, some Canadian medical men object'ed

when state-supported medicine was introduced. It is there-

fore interesting to note that the legal profession is solidly

behind the new legal aid plan. The scheme, in fact, is to

be set up by the Law Society of Upper Canada. The legis-

lation is to provide for auditors and an advisory committee
made up of lawyers and laymen. Mr. Common said that

the bill will provide a role in legal aid for law students.

They will be allowed to assist counsel in legal aid matters

by conducting investigations, interviews and by making
routine appearances in court. As is the case at present,

law students will be unable to appear in superior courts,

to defend persons cahrged with indictable offences or to

charge fees.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY CONCERTS 1966-67

Cr,:nt t'.'.ll Series Chimcer Musi c Jeri'--3

Philadelphia Chamber symphony Orchestra

Alfred Seller Consort
Don Shirley Trio

Robert Goldsand
Gianna d'Anpelo

Because of grants from the Ceorge Taylor Richardson Fund,

Student prices are:

Hew Piano Quartet
Early Music Quartet
Jelinkova/Jelinek Duo

Stockholm Kyndel String Quartet

with Johnson, guitarist

S7.C0 or $5.00
for the series

$2.CO
for the series

Ticket apjlications will be mailed to present subscribers,

new npuli cations at Division of Concerts, 64 Arch Street
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Reading the reports of cases Is often unsatisfying

because they tend to overlook the interesting details which

make the cases come to life. In order to try to correct

the situation, we have taken the liberty of printing an

excerpt from the memoirs of a participant in what might

well be the most unbelievable rape case of the century.

Life was hell, I was all alone.

The choir's only girl baritone.

The one day there came to town

A choirmaster of great renown.

Aha, thought I, my girlish dreams

Are answered-or so it seems.

If ever anyone could affect a cure

He was the one to do it for sure.

So hopefully 1 approached the master

My heart beating ever faster and faster.

The master looked me over, and leered-

Then finally down my throat he peered,

^ly dear," he said, "a fine flower of womanhood

Should emit the tones of a Natalie Wood.

In one so fair a voice so dastardly

Seems to be somewhat bastardly.

But, fear not, I know a trick
^

To cure vocal chords so thick.

Then to the piano we quickly went

To put me right under treatment.

Halfway through 1 got suspicious

Td never seen a man so vicious;

Besides, it seemed a little queer

Beginning there when my throat was here.

Although rd never felt so keen,

I asked him if his act was clean.

He said," My dear, just wait and see

In a little while you* 11 hit high C."

How right he was I I hear it still.

My long awaited cry so shrill.

By simply laying upon the piano

I became an easy soprano.

Happiness swelled my little heart,

No longer need I feel apart I

But, my joy soon melted away-

I still sang like Cassius Clay-

And now, r m even more alone,

'Cause who wants a pregnant baritone?

Famous Sayings
"Well, 1 don' t know";
" Life is too short for instant coffee"

"...er...ah...um...""

",..er...ah...um..."
" Do you guys want to laugh?"

"Seriously sir"

"Sir, the bell's gone"

"Mr. Gordon, I recognize sandbagging when I see

" PFFFTT'
"Hey Rank, get the off the stage"

"As mv learned friend has said,...."

Murph. . . Rank as a "found in"

. . . Alex Gould on Almanac. . • .

•I" without "Pam" . . . George Win-

ning a bet. . . Gord with a bigger

apartment. . . .Ferg buying a round

.... Fats conforming. . . . Janie

missing a period. . . . Al Belisle

with his briefs. . . .Bob Goldin' s con-

firmation. . . .Rod's backhand. . . .

OsCs bar mitzvah. . . .Jack with a

house in Kingston. ... a little mutch

. . . .Dave Johnson with laryngitis

. . , .Harry with a muscle. . . .P.J.

on a diet. . . .Jonesy volunteeering

an answer. . . .another skit (original

cast). . . .Gaiter with cigarettes. . .

Danny foreclosed. . . .Don Downie on

time. . . .Gosse in seisin. . . Norm
with a wig. ... P. L. as driver of the

year. . . .Dewie in a "T" shirt. . . .

a construction strike.
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Montreal Trust
TRUST COMPANY TO SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE SINCE 1889

. . . and working in close liaison with Canada's

legal profession.

Head Office:

777 Dorchester Boulevard

Montreal

BRANCHES FROM COAST TO COAST

I
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Come on over to smoothness
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New!
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Today Montreal

Next week Marrakesh

A mining career opens new worlds

Someone told him the Canadian mining

industry couldn't get enough mining en-

gineers, geologists, mineralogists. He

looked into it and discovered there were

five good jobs for every graduate in

mining and mineralogy.

Mining engineering was his choice.

Between university sessions he saw

mines and mining methods first hand -

and got paid for it. Later, the company

he joined indulged his desire to travel.

He did exploration work in the Canadian

Shield and the Peace, met a girl at a

convention in Helsinki and married her

in Cape Town.They have a house in Van-

couver near the company's head office,

and the family will put down roots there.

A mining career opened a whole new

way of life for him. He's a man on the

move and he likes it.

Find out more about a career in mining.

The opportunities are broad and reward-

ing. Direct your enquiries to :
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A Growing Alice Confronts The Dormant Dormouse

by Peggy Morton

ft wish you wouldn't squeeze so' ' said the Dormouse,

who was sitting next to her. "I can hardly breathe." "I can't

help it," said Alice very meekly: "I'm growing."
"You've no right to grow here," said the Dormouse.

Last year' s student revolt at

Berkely might be seen as thou -

sands of Alices trying to assert

that they did indeed have the

right to grow there. The debate

about the purpose of a univer-

sity is a very old one; it is

too often couched in the ole

cliches - a 'community of

scholars' or a 'training ground
to prepare people to take a place
in society'. But increased pres-

sure on the universities to pro-
vide teachers, technicians and
scientiests to staff the great
society has brought new meaning

and new urgency to the old de-
bate. For, while we talk, the

fate of the university is being
decided for us; it is signifi-

cant that those who voice concern
are not those who control basic
and vital decisions about the

university.

North American university gov
ernment has developed on the

assumption that 'academic de-
cisions' can be separated from
administrative decisions —the
former to be made by faculty,

and the latter by administrators.
The distinction is in many ways

Queen's Trustees - Are they shaping a University Plant which denies intellectual

awakening and development?

Easy Power and Prestige For YOU
Appointments are available for 1966-67 for the following

positions. The names and phone numbers of present office holders
are available at AMS Office. Interested students must leave a

written application in the AMS Office by 1.00 p.m. Monday March 14.

Candidates should present themselves at the AMS meeting on Tues.

Mar. 15, in the Lower Common Room of the Union at 7:00 p.m.

1. Chief Justice AMS Court

2. Chief of Police

3. Prosecuting Attorney

4. Sr. AMS Athletic Stick

5. Jr. AMS Athletic Stick

6. Female AMS Athletic Stick

7. Chairman of AMS Building Fund

8. Chairman of Academic Round Table
9. Chairman of AMS Open House Committee
10. Chairman of Queen's CUS Committee
11. 2 Reps, to Student Health
12. Rep. to Office Space Management
13. Snowball Chairman
14. George Taylor Richardson Memorial Fund
15. Speaker to Chair AMS Meetings

Whateverbecame of:

^ ^ Whenever conversation on the campus

XNGIX) \J V^ctGStll^ turns to music, someone is sure to mention

the name of Nero Claudius — the man
with the golden lyre. No other virtuoso

on this difficult instrument has ever come

close to the renown achieved by this boy

from Antium. In his formative college

years, Nero was something of a tradi-

tionalist, but at his apex he came very

close to what moderns call "Le Jazz

Hot". Those of his contemporaries and

relations who survived the era he domi-

nated — and they are regrettably few —
recall that in his final phase he was

strangely preoccupied with torch songs.

His career reached its peak in Rome in

a blazing performance of his famous lyre

solo against a trumpet obligato by a

group of cats known as the Praetorian

Guardsmen. Rome was never the same

thereafter.

Rome wasn't rebuilt in a day. Safe, steady

saving at the B of M is the surest way to

build your finances. Open your B of M
Savings Account today.

Bank of Montreal
gonadal ?vtU

THE BANK THAT VALUES STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS

an untenable one, and gives false
assurance of academic freedom.
The decision - making structure
of the North American univer-
sity contradicts the concept of

a 'community of scholars'. At
no Canadian university for ex-
ample, can members of the acad-
emic staff sit on the the Board
of Governors or Board of Trust-
ees. (This is not the case in

Britain).

At Queen's

The Board of Trustees at

Queen's is composed of thirty -

five members. Elections for a

number of members are held ev-

ery year, so that continuity is

assured. The Board itself elects

fifteen members. Six members
are elected by the University

Council, composed of the Chan-
cellor, Vice - Chancellor, Trus-
tees, Senate, and an equal number
of graduates. Seven members are
elected by the Benefactors (a

Benefactor being anyone who has
contributed $100 to the Univer-
sity); the Graduates elect six

members, and the remaining
member is chosen by the Board
of the Theological College.

Thus, although graduates of

Queen' s do have considerable

power in the election of the

members to the Board of Trust-

ees, the power of the Board it-

self is impressive. It directly

elects 15 of its 35 members,
and takes part in the election of

another six. The Board, then, is

to some extent self-perpetuating.

A perusal of the names of mem-
bers of the Board of Trustees
shows that a large number are
influential persons in the bus-
iness community; they must be
considered to be removed from
the problems which concern the

academic community. One can
hardlv imagine that august body
seriously deliberating 'the role

of the university in society', or
'the meaning of academic free-

dom'.

Yet the functions and the re-

sponsibilities of the Board of

Trustees are very far - reaching.

It has the power over the finan-

ces and property of the univer-

sity; it is responsible for pro-
curing legislation, appointing

instructors, and "in general to

attend to such external matters
as do not relate directly to ins-

truction."

Vital Affect

In effect, many decisions which
vitally affect the academic life

of the university are made by

the Trustees. This means that

staff members cannot determine

(they can of course advise) how
many students shall enter the uni-

versity, and thus how many stu-

dents shall attend their classes;

it means that a professor* s

security of tenure rests with

a non - academic body. (In 1958

a professor was fired from

United College in Alberta, by

decision of the Board of Trustees,

for a private remark made about

the principal of the University.

Despite pressure from the Can-
adian Association of University

Teachers, the decision held).

Because the Board of Trustees

controls finances, the members
make vital decisions about the

University; as we saw in the

case of the Queen' s Theatre.

Surely it is not irrelevant to the

academic function of a professor

of drama whether he shall teach

in a modern, properly equipped

theatre, or a hopelessly inade-

quate one; or to students whether

they should have a theatre. Yet

neither staff nor students have

any official decision - making
power in such areas. The amount
of money allotted to a depart-

ment may determine whether

class size is large enough to

permit real learning situations.

This power rests ultimately with

the Board.
Even in areas in which fac-

ulty does have control, there

seems to be little participation

of most faculty members. At

the present time, there are three

faculty members in Western Can-
ada engaged in struggles to gain

tenure at their universities. In

all cases, {two lecturers at

Edmonton University and one at

Regina campus of the Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan), the decis-

ions to deny tenure were made
by administrative committees of

the university. In all cases, the

department heads concerned have

expressed satisfaction with the

teaching and qualifications of the

men concerned. And, in all cases,

there is considerable student sup

port to retain the professors.

A Plant

Not A Community

If, as the above examples in-

dicate, real decision - making

power in our university com-
munity rests not with faculty and

students, but with non - academic

boards and administrative com-
mittees, it becomes clear that

what we have in fact is not a

community at all, but a plant

to turn out graduates to fill

the functional requirements of

society.

Is it any wonder, then, that

the university seems more and

more to reflect, radier than to

challenge, the nature andassump
tions of our society? If a univer-

sity is really its students and

teachers, then it is time to de-

mand that those who constitute

the university should be given

the power to make decisions

which determine what the univer-

sity shall be. It is time also

to tell the administrative Dor-

mouse, as Alice did, that we do

have the right to grow here,

that the university is our home,

and that we shall demand the

right to participate, with die fac-

ulty, in deciding what we shall

study and how we shall study it.

Professor J. Percy Smith (A

Place of Liberty), protests: "It

needs also to be said, in the

face of countless convocation

speeches and newspaper edit-

orials, that it is not the job of

a university to prepare young

people for their place in soci-

ety, whatever that pious phrase

may mean. A university may
sometimes help them in so doing,

but that is merely incidental to

its central function of awakening

and enriching the students' minds

Alumni secretaries and chair-

men of fund - raising campaigns

are fond of pointing to the suc-

cess of university graduates in

the world as demonstrated by the

superiority of their average in-

come. Yet in a society in which

the road to success is more

and more that of conformity,

of deference to the manager, of

accepting the company line and

the service club philosophy, one

is entitled to wonder whether the

statistics are not evidence of the

failure of education rather than

of its effectiveness."

If freedom consists of the

ability to make decisions about

the important things in one's

life, then our academic freedom

is a hollow sham, and the exist-

ing university a mockery of its

own ideal. I, for one, would like

to tell the Dormouse that I do

have the right to grow here.
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How We Go For Drink

Predictably, beer is much the dominant drink at Queen's,

especially for Sciencemen (71%). It is followed by hard liquor,

with wine very much in the minority (5%).

Although most students feel they do not over-indulge always,

or even often, a definite majority felt they have done so on occasion.

Students, as well as other people, seem to make mistakes about

their alcohol tolerance, and are not too ashamed to admit it.

On the basis of a wide range of figures, it seems the average

student drinks three times a month; many drink much more often,

many not at all. The average expenditure per month is roughly

three dollars.

The overwhelming majority of drinkers prefer beverage rooms

to residence rooms or even apartments. This is hard to understand,

because drinking in apartments is cheaper, more private, and more

secure from the law. Only 33% of those under 21 would call them-

selves drinkers, while 71% of those legally permitted to drink do so.

In general, the friends and parents of drinkers drink, while

the opposite also holds true. In religious terms, Roman Catholics

tend to drink more than Protestants (the United Church seems

especially dry). Urban students tend to drink more than rural

students.

Reasons for drinking are, in order, enjoyment and social

prerequisite. Reasons for abstaining: distaste and moral feelings.

Very few change their habits upon coming to Kingston, and few

see any reason to do so later.

Several interesting miscellaneous observations: The football

season causes a significant increase in drinking. The Science myth

appears to be demolished: more Artsmen (93%) than Sciencemen

(86%) drink, although perhaps the individual Sciencement drink

more. Many students prefer other activities to drinking, yet still

continue to drink. Why? Many students admit some academic loss

due to drinking, but for very few is this loss serious.

Sociology

of Queen's
All the articles, with the

exception of " A Bird' s Eye

View", were adapted from

sociological studies done

for Dr. J. Meisel by stu-

dents. Hie studies date

from the period 1953 -

1964 and have never before

been made public: they

were lent to the Journal

by courtesy of Dr. Meisel.

Our object in publishing

these results is not to pre-

sent a complete sociology

of Queen's, far from it,

but to pave the way for a

much deeper study to be

done next year, that could

serve as the basis for many
features. Some of the

material, two essays on

study habits, two on why
students come to Queen'

s

and what effect this has on

them, is being held in re-

serve for this study. But

such a project requires

many people, may ideas,

and much work, to be suc-

cessful. It is our hope that

some students, having seen

this beginning, will wish to

continue on next year' s full

-scale project (contact Dan
George at 542-3824, before

April 23). The possibilities

are virtually limitless.

BIRD'S EYE VIEW
Following is a round- robin interview with four British

male grad students at Queen's conducted late at night at the

top of the grad Residence. They have been in Canada for 1 -

4 years; some intend to settle here:

Question: What differences

have you noticed in the academic

programme?
Answer: There is an appal-

ling lack of awareness in fresh-

men, after high school, but this

is corrected by the high stan-

dards at college. The tendency

to uniformity among univer-

sity students seems to be in-

creasing in Canada, while it

is decreasing in England.

Al t li o u g h Canadian under -

graduates undoubtedly work
harder, they are taught to churn

out facts, especially in assign-

ments, while English univer-

sities tend to encourage more
independent thinking. In both

systems there is a "barbaric"

reliance on finals (nine 3 - hour

exams in an English first year !).

In Britain, a smaller proportion

of the 18 - to - 24 age group
attends University, due to

higher entrance requirements.

This increases the probability

of getting a degree, and permits

lower tuition fees ($180) and

more grants. The recent elim-
ination of conscription in Brit-

ain (1959) seemed to reduce
the general level of student

maturity. Professors are never
called "Sir" in Britain, but

emphatically " Mr.

"

Question: What differences

do you notice in administration?

Answer: The relation of stu-

dents and administration is

more flexible in Britain. Some
areas, notably student unions,
are not subject to the adminis-
tration at all, and student gov-

ernments in Scotland and North-
ern Ireland are recognized by

Act of Parliament. Their posts

are well - contested (no apathy?)

and they advise the administ-
ration even on subjects out of

their jurisdiction. The activity

of the student government
greatly affects the social life

of any university. The smaller
interest in Canadian student

government seems to reflect

a smaller political awareness
in Canada compared to Britain.

Residence rules in England are
more lenient, but the residences

tend to be less luxurious than
Canadian ones. Because they

are cheaper, in part, there

is an acute shortage of resid-

ence places in Britain (while

there were recently 32 vacant
rooms in the Queen's Men's
Residences).

Question: What about Can-
adian University women?
Answer: (An indignant snort):

Canadian women don' t know the

first thing about sex! They seem
to flirt less, and don't dress

as well as they might. The
Canadian college male tends to

get women in bed as soon as

possible (sex- coitus), while

his English counterpart flirts

beforehand and shows more fin-

esse. Gentlemenly acts don't

seem to meet with a rewarding
smile and "Thank you" in

Canada. It's bloody annoying to

have a girl balk at the door
and wait for you.

Miscellaneous comment:
"legs and asses too thick due

to spending too much time in

cars" (a statement which lends

itself to interpretation); "below

the waist they fail"; "sincere

and friendly "; "more cons-

ciously sociable".

Questions: What about nation-

al comparisons?
Answer: There are definite-

ly more British students in

Canada than vice versa, cont-

rary to expectations. Canada

is preferable to the U.S., or

equal, mainly because costs

are lower. It is certainly the

favorite Commonwealth count-

ry. The British academic term

is longer (early October to

late June). There seems to

be more emphasis on past

achievements in Canada (refer-

ences, marks, etcetera). Can-

adian students tend to be more
pious and chuch - oriented:

this is part of a general tendency

to be more " British" than

"American" (quiet, reserved,

non-preaching). In spite of the

pressures toward uniformity,

Canadian students seem to have

a greater sense of their own
and others' individuality. As

for French Canadians, "we
begin to doubt their existence" .

International House? -- "We
play ping pong down there".

On alcohol: The pub in Brit-

ain is a customary activity,

a place to congregate: there

were 26 pubs in a three - quarter
- mile radius of one university.

A "bring - your - own - booze"
arrangement for formals is un-
heard - of in England.

On the Queen's pub debate:

"The Canadian beer isn't worth
it!"

MEN ON CAMPUS

RATE THEIR DATES
Sciencemen prefer nurses, if a third-year class is a

reasonable sample; this preference has been expressed

both in numbers of dates and as a direct choice. Nurses

are considred to be more understanding, thoughtful, and

appreciative, as well as less inhibited and more available.

Oddly enough, nurses are rated as having the highest and

the lowest moral standards, which defies generalization.

P.H.E. girls are liked for their looks, their general

enthusiasm, and their interest in sports. But the same
interest in sports, and a supposed lack of seriousness,

also works against them.

Girls who are native Kingstonians provide home at-

mosphere and cooking, and privacy on a date.

Sciencemen like science girls because of their common
interest, but dislike them for nearly the same reason,

because of a tendency to talk shop.

Girls in humanities are thought to have intelligence

and a wide scope of knowledge; they are second on the

engineers' rating, along with working girls. Many engineers

think they can learn from Arts girls things other than

engineering. A few consider Queen' s girls in general to

have a superiority complex—university has gone to their

heads.

Girls working in Kingston are prefered for their ex-

perience and knowledge of life, also for lack of restrictions

on them. . _ .

High school girls are generally last choice for Science-

men, because of their immaturity and the age gap. A few

like them because they have no bad habits and make the

boys feel intellectually superior.

Some general conclusions can also be drawn, In

particular, 79% do not go steady: the remainder includes

several married or engaged students. Sciencemen range from

zero to fifteen dates-a month, averaging at four. 62% prefer

to celebrate the end of exams with a girl while only 9%
prefer a celebration "with the guys;" why then all that

noise in the men's residences after the science exams?

The qualities most often listed as desirable in a girl are:

good looks, personality, and intelligence, in that order.

Students of all faculties are considered in the study

on attitudes to marriage, where the main consideration is

religious differences. As one of the qualities of an ideal

mate, the majority of all students (60%) think that social

know how is moderately important, especially Jews and

Protestants. Much the same distribution is observed on the

question of how sexually stimulating an ideal mate should

be, but the importance given is greater. A mate' s financial

position is considered unimportant by all groups, but

interest in having a family is of utmost importance to all

groups, particularly Catholics. There is fully as much
stress on the consideration that the mutual love with the

ideal mate should be strong. Professional competence is

rated moderately important by all groups, but there is an

interesting divergence on the seemingly unrelated questions

of grooming and previous sex experience. In both cases,

Catholics think the quality important, Protestants think it

less important, and Jews think it unimportant.

The majority considered the ideal age for marriage

lo be 24 to 25 for men and 20 to 22 for women. Most Cath-

olics considered four children to be ideal. Protestants and

Jews are more divided, although both groups prefer two to

four children: Protestants favour three, while Jews favour

four.

Grounds for divorce yield some interesting results.

Less than one-third of the Catholic students favour any

grounds for divorce: the strongest grounds are considered

to be mental illness, adultery, and sexual imcompatibility.

Protestant students are somewhat more favourably inclined

to divorce, but even for them adultery and mental illness

are the only grounds for divorce. For Jewish students,

however, these are the only two grounds for which a maj-
ority do not favour divorce. Frequent quarrels and no

children are possible grounds.
The question of premarital sex shows and even wider

gap between the religions. However much the question is

tossed around in bull sessions, in practice 77% of Catho-
lics and 75% of Protestants agree that pre-marital sex

is never justified for either men or women--a stunning

figure. Most of the remainder impose stringent conditions

of love and intended marriage on such relations. Only
15% of the Jewish students, however, think that premarital
sex is never justified, while 55% think it is justified with

the above conditions. Over 40% think premarital sex is

justified merely if both partners are old enough to know

what they are doing. All this represents a significant

difference from popular misconceptions on premarital sex.
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Co-ed Residence Hours Urged

SOCIABLISM? Holy Hefner!

BUT
IS IT ART?
Members of Mechanical Eng-

ineering have contributed an
abstract sculpture to the Doug-
las Library grounds.

This objet d'art follows in

the tradition of annual capers,

as a sequel to the fence around

the library two years ago, and

last year ' s kidnapping of the

Levana Journal.

The sixty pound sculpture
rests on two concrete slab

bases each weighing 600 pounds,

and is made from steel re-

inforcing rods welded together.

One of the two figures holds

a spear or club over the other

form, which is prostrate, but

the designers attribute no

specific symbolism to their

work.

The library has no immediate
plans for removing the sculp-

ture, and some staff members
originally thought it was pur-
chased by the university.

The M.A.N. Report recom-
mends that a period from 2 to

7 p.m. on Sunday afternoons be
established for coeducational
visiting in the men' s residences
Sundays near examination time
(between Dec. 1 and Jan. 1,

and after March 15) will be ex-

cluded,

The Report is based on the

hope of inculcating a higher
level of student maturity in

residence life. However, IRC
Chairman Nelson indicated that

the main reservations held by
the Residence Board centre
around the obvious potential

problems of allowing women in

residents' rooms. Mr. Nelson
added that since it has been
the Board' s policy to grant the

responsibility for residence

management increasingly to the

students, there is reason to hope

that the Board may grant further

responsibilities to the students

in the future.

Mr. Nelson expressed the

added hope that even if the

Report recommendations are

not instituted in full there may
be a trial period of this policy

for approximately one month
next term.
The Central Committees

stress that the M.A.N, Report

is only one aspect of their

attempts to improve residence

life and to take fuller advantage

of the potentials of the residence

community in the future.

The Residence Board is ex-

pected to release its recom-
mendations before the end of

this term.

Over the past year a group
of students in the men's res-
idences has been actively striv-

ing to put forward recommend-
ations and to implement changes
which would improve the gen-
eral quality of residence life.

The central committee chair-
men of the five residences have
formed the core of a group
which hopes to achieve a higher
level of maturity in student

behavior in residences and to

grant the students more re-
sponsibility in the handling of

their own affirs.

One manifestation of their

efforts is a one-year experi-

ment to take place in Brocking-
ton House for the 1966 - 67
session. Fifty percent of the

residents there will be upper

-

classmen.
Other suggestions include

improvements of dining con-

ditions, with the encoui age-
ment of exchanges between the

men's and women's dining halls

and of coed high tables.

The most spectacular aspect

of the recommendations for

residence improvement is the

M.A.N. (named for Monroe,
Axler, and Nelson) Committee
Report for Women Guests in

Men's Residences. This report

was compiled last fall by Mike
Monroe, Max Axler, and Rob
Nelson on the basis of Quest-

ionnaires sent to the residences

of other universities, notably

including/ Harvard, Princeton,

and Cornell. The report was
submitted to Mr. G. McGrath,

By ERIC MAURICE

'66-7 JOURNAL A WEEKLY
BY TONY TUGWELL

Next year a twelve page

Queen's Journal will appear

once a week on Wednesday
mornings.

John Rae, Editor - elect,

explained that this would allow

more time to train and develop

staff. In addition, "It would

allow for better written, more
relevant articles, and a more
carefully planned production of

the paper, instead of the present

harried production Involved in

^rning out a bi-weekly."

In an interview Sunday, Mr.

Rae explained that after a fall

frail period the Journal could

return to a twice a week prod-

uction if students felt that a

weekly paper hampered news

coverage. He added that he did

,not envisage this happening.

Comprehensive coverage
from reports on formals, foot-

ball games, and campus events,

a regular column of opinion

and comment on national and

international affairs were

stressed. "To cover one aspect

of the university to the ex-

clusion of others would be a

serious disservice to the dif-

ferent segments of the student

population."

SUPPLEMENT
The paper will contain six

pages of news and news feat-

ures, two of editorials, letters

and opinion, two of features and

two of sports. If necessary, the

size could be expanded.

In addition Mr. Rae plans the

occasional four or six page

supplement. Faculty issues

would appear in this form prob-

ably on Friday. Literary,

election and topical supple-

ments could be included with

the Wednesday paper.

influential''

Although he questioned the

extent of the influence a campus

newspaper could have, Mr. Rae

said he was particularly inter-

ested in effecting anincreeased

student awareness and involve-

ment in the affairs of the

University and the community

of which it is a part.

"Editorially, the newspaper

should not be a mere mirror

of value, but should be pro-

gressive and set standards for

the policy and action."

"The famous Queen's spirit

tends to be restricted to initi-

ations and football games. But

universities in North America

are changing, and students at

Queen's should be at the fore-

front of the change, not bring-

ing up the rear. Student inter-

est is shifting from a concent-

ration on internal affairs to

include an awareness of a num-
ber of social problems. This is

a desirable development."

GOOD THINGS

Pressed for an illustration

he added,

"I would really like to cite

the Kingston Community Pro-

ject and other student action

groups as examples of this,

although for some strange rea-

son this scares s lot of people.

The work of the student faculty

committee in Arts which is set-

ting up committees to evalu-

ate courses, CUS*s concern for

the financing of higher educa-

tion, student syndicalism in

Quebec, and the Company of

Young Canadians are also ex-

amples."

BIGNESS

"Another problem to examine
j

is the bigness of the Univer-
sity. A lot of faceless people

j

now go through the University. !

Is this adequate?"
" Issues should be treated by

depth analysis in news features

and features, followed by edit-

orial comment and opinion.

Coverage would continue with

accounts of student opinion and
reaction."

Director of Men's Residences,
and the Residence Board in

October.

Since that time the Board
has been very busy in its con-
sideration of theM.A.N, Report.
Inter-Residence Council Chair-
man Rob Nelson told the Jour-

Union gets

$8 from

nal he is " cautiously optimistic"
about the reception the Board
has given to these findings.

Ninety-two percent of the un-
iversities surveyed indicated
that under certain conditions
women are permitted in the
rooms of male residents.

$1200 and

Ban Righ

Starting next fall,

dollars which women pay to

wards Ban Righ Hall out of their

student interest fees will go to

the Union.

The shift was announced last

week by Principal J. AXorry
in a letter to the Alma Mater
Society executive.

Dr. Corry noted that "this

is merely a bookkeeping entry

as it will serve to reduce the

annual deficit of the Students'

Memorial Union by this amount
while at the same time in-

creasing the deficit of the

'Women's Residences by an
equal amount.

" However, 1 do appreciate the

pressure that some sections

of the student population have

been exerting for this trans-

fer and I hope that this now

By BRUCE LITTLE
the eight satisfies them in this respect,"

he said.

The Student Government
Commission, which wrote are-
port on the running of the Union
had recommended that the shift

be made.
In addition, $1,200 will beset

aside for the students to use
as a programme budget. The
budget will have to be approved
by the University but Dr. Corry
said that he anticipates "no
difficulty at all in approving
the details of the budget".
The $1,200 will be avail-

able next year, but the prin-

cipal said he "would not want
to rule out the possibility of

negotiating for a different sum
in future years, depending upon
the experience during the first

year of operation."

Long Arm Lengthens

Work has begun on the enlargement of Sir John A. Macdonald

Hall which houses the law faculty of Queen's University.

Scheduled for completion by September 10, the renovations

and additions will double the space formerly available and allow

for an enrolment of 350 undergraduates by 1968-69.

Total cost of the project is more than three quarters of a

million dollars.

The expansion will provide an additional 130 classroom seats

and allow the faculty to increase its enrolment from 204 to a

maximum of 350.

W.R.Lederman, dean of the law faculty, explained that there

is a serious shortage of lawyers in the legal profession in Ontario

and, as of this year, a shortage of places for eligible students

in Ontario law schools.

Dean Lederman said the expansion of Sir John A. Macdonald

Hall, which had been built in 1960 to accommodate 175 students,

had been undertaken at the urging of the Law Society of Upper

Canada in an effort to ease this shortage.

The expansion of the law school will also require an increase

in full-time teaching staff - from 12 at the present time to 16 for

the 1966-67 term.

GOOD BYE GOOD BYE GOOD BYE

fYes, this is the last Journal for 1965-66. We hope you've

£ enjoyed it, as we have (most of the time). Do tune in next
j

I
year when its John Rae' s turn to aggravate, awe and inspire

j

J you. Meantime, peace be with you. (Oops!)
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Bcj* Santa, fliJkm Mbtt
"Try to remember the kind of September when life was slow

and oh so mellow." It all seems like such a long, long, time ago,

when the grass was green and the leaves were yellow. And

now it is the middle of March, the most difficult time of year

to be pleasant, or reflective, or perceptive, or anything like

that at all. But recognizing that the Journal is a source, not a

mere mirror of value, we above all are not going to allow our

attitudes and behaviour to be determined by the dictates of the

season.
MORTALITY, COMMUNITY, ACCESSIBILITY?

This was the year that was. It was a year of mortal, fallible

'football teams, victorious, in-the-back-door rugger teams, poverty,

excuse us, community projects, teach - ins, petitions and

counter -petitions, initiations, moves to abolish the medieval

institution of initiations, followed by moves to abolish those

few iconoclasts who wanted to abolish initiations, ofRick Johnstone

being jeered, and maybe also feared, by the group, not the individ-

ual, of a Dunning Trust Program that should be continued, of

a Bladen Report and talk of "free" education, of students who

never had it so good and who mistook the problem of universal

accessibility, but who still insisted on democratizing the pork-

barrel process controlled by our politicians, of an election that

proved that an election was not needed, of formals, and meetings,

and speakers, of funny, dirty old Bill Martin who really deserves

a poke in the snout, of le provocateur et ze Debauchator, who

managed neither to provoke nor to debauch, of Mother Courage

and other excellent efforts by the dramatic fringe, and of Santa

Claus who brought us Christmas Examinations.

WE DISPLEASE THE YELLOW PERIL
And with the New Year came a Journal that got better as time

progressed, but which was still attacked by the Yellow Peril

as being a Pink Lemon. And in January a University never known

for its ability to appreciate art and theatre suddenly became very

concerned about something called the theatre issue. People took

sides, Larry Wiertz, the hard-nosed practical tactician, was

captain of either the good guys team or the bad guys team, depend-

ing upon whether or not you had ten doolars to risk to apply

pressure on that formidable, austere body known as the Board of

Trustees. The Syndicate of Chown, Little, Page, Foster, and other

notables, became the Opposition, and they talked of what was right

and of demonstrations. In the end the good guys and the bad guys

lived happily ever ^ after, because the Board of Trustees issued

a decree, stating that if possible there would be a theatre, and

everyone relaxed.

Some people figured that by the time a theatre was built maybe
Mr. Wiertz or some of the Syndicate would be on the Board of

Trustees, so why worry.

WARM WINDS OVER THE ARCTIC

Then came a lot of talk about democracy in the University,

with Danny Drache asserting that the University was authorit-

arian, and Dr. Corry reminding us all of the need to be specific

and accurate in our criticism. Some people felt that men'

s

residences were specific, so the long-brewing agitation over

women in men's residences came to the fore. Students claimed

that things would be pretty good around here if they could only

have women in their rooms. The Residence Board, with an exag-

gerated notion of male prowess and female susceptibility, said

mat a decision would be made soon.

Some people in the universities presented organized opposition

to the War in Vietnam, and the Journal covered all this,

which only confirmed the Yellow Peril's estimation of the Pin

Lemon. But it aroused talk, and some thought. People went to

Ottawa, and it was great fun, what with the rain and the arrests

and all.

MEANWHILE SHUT UP AND DEAL
Meanwhile, back at the AMS, elections, or what some called

an exercise in confusion, were held. And the new crowd came
in saying that they wanted to do a little bit more than had been
done in the past, which was a pretty mean thing to say about the

old AMS, which had as its leader our friend Gord Watt, who
consistently amused us with his letters, and his frank, sharp

wit. And in its ranks there was a loquacious CUS Chairman,
and political women of different shapes and sizes, and a cast

of thousands. We never said a nice thing about any of them.

Many other things happened, but we cannot tell everything

here. We cam say that the play is going to be much the same next

year, with some alterations, and with different actors playing

essentially the same roles. World without end, Amen.
And now the Easter Bunny is going to bring us Final Exam-

inations. Something has got to be done about this soon.

JOHN RAE
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Unfortunately, lack of space

has prevented us from printing

all the letters to the editor and

comments on Queen' s by first

and final year students which

we have received.

DUNNING CONDITIONS
Copy of a letter from an anony-

mous donor transmitting a cheque

for $10,000 as an endowment fund

and stating in general terms

the purpose of the trust.

To the Principal and Vice Chan-
cellor of Queen' s University

I desire to establish at Queen'

s

University a permanent tribute

to your Chancellor, Hon. Charles

A. Dunning, in the hope that the

inspiration of a life of public

service will help future students

to do their part in service to

humanity.

To this end I am enclosing a

cheque for $100,000, payable to

"Queen's University Endowment
Fund" and a request that the

University accept the following

obligations with regard thereto.

1. That the donation shall be
treated with absolute confidence,

as anonymous.

2. That it be called the "Chan-
cellor Dunning Trust".

3. That once in every three

years the Trustees of Queen's

University read this letter and

decide , in the light of then

existing conditions, how best the

income from the Trust may be

expended to promote under -

standing and appreciation of the

supreme importance of the dig-

nity, freedom and responsibility

of the individual person inhuman
society -- and shall publish this

memorandum, together with their

decision, in the Student's New-
paper.

" Anonymous

"

Friend of Chancellor Dunning
22nd October, 1946

DR.S DOPED?
Editor, Journal:

After reading the front page

article in the last Journal con-

cerning the Aesculapian Society

and Mr. Junek I began to wonder

how serious Medsmen are about

student government. They elected

Mr. Junek to the position of

Senior AMS Rep. without, it

seems, finding out what his views

were on one of the most import-

ant issues to come before the

AMS.
Keith Sly

EEM NOT ENOUGH GREY?
One of the unfortunate incidents

on campus this year has been the

breakdown of any constructive

interchange of ideas on Vietnam.

SUPA, mainly through the voice

of Rick Johnstone, has condemned
American intervention on the

basis of principle while the

campus position has been one

of opposing SUPA. The reason

for this conflict stems from the

nature of the two groups.

SUPA claims to be the "grass
roots* organization that em-
braces the "new left". They
champion an economic and pol-

itical system oriented around the

individual rather than any par-
ticular group. Basically theydis-

like power in the hands of poli-

tical parties.

The focus of their criticisms
have been over American inter-

vention in Vietnam. They claim

that the U.S. violated the Geneva
accords of 1954, supported the

corrupt Diem regime and are
now committing genocide. The
supporters of American policy

refute these arguments. How-
ever, the fact is that both they
and North Vietnam are fighting,

and the validity of the U.S. pos-
ition is an academic question.

The fighting will not cease until

it is politically advantageous for

both sides to do so. There must
inevitably be some kind of com-
promise. It is the refusal of

SUPA to recognize that the prob-
lem is more than a question of
principles (black and white) and
emotions that causes frustration
on campus; they refuse to be
open - minded. However one
must : admit that it is dif-

ficult to be principled and practi-
cal. A radical group which
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A Very Cordial Welcome
To All Queen's Students

alienates public opinion defeats

its own purpose.

On the other hand, the students

of Queen's are unwilling to be

educated on Vietnam. They know

little and care less. They object

to Supa because it accomplishes

nothing, because SUPA suggests

that everyone is apathetic and

uninformed, or because all SUPA
members have beards and dirty

hair. The result is that people

run around with petitions object-

ing to SUPA's stand while it is

often claimed by these same

people that petitions don't do

anything. How ironic that they

sponsor a petition against SUPA!

The tragedy is that everyone

wants to condemn the radicals

without examining their stand.

The so-called intellectual radi-

cals are of no help either. TheU"

anti-American propaganda as il-

lustrated by Rick Johnstone's

recent article in the Journal is

so insupportable as to be ridic-

ulous.

Consequently both sides are

largely wrapped up in emotion,
" not facts and constructive ideas.

This is indeed unfortunate for the

university and for Canada, If the

students now, soon to be the

country's leaders, cannot ex-

amine arguments on their mei" 1'

and if those who put forward

these ideas cannot do so in an

academic manner then what 15

accomplished . Both the vili-

fication of SUPA by the studenj

body and the methods of SUPA
itself are at fault.

John Rook
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Sandie Eadie Surveys

This Year Across Canada
For Canadian students the past

year was an especially Important

one. Students have become arti-

culate and are now beginning to

want and to take an active share

in their fate.

The terms began with a loud

cry from the Canadian Union

of Students for the abolition of

all social and financial barriers

to post - secondary education

(university accessibility). ANat-
ional Student Day was proclaimed

and demonstrations and seminars

on this theme were planned..How-
ever, the Initial enthusiasm
quickly began to disappear.

Queen' s, Quebec universities,

and Western all decided not to

take part. Still, there was great

support in a few centres - -

especially, Halifax and Van-
couver. At U.B.C. there was a

mass demonstration of students

(3,500) outside the meeting of

the Association of Universities

and Colleges of Canada. Dr.

Corry, president of the AUCC.
told the students they had dem-
onstrated at an appropriate time

and met with them to hear their

views. This was very important,

because the adminis t r a t o r s

learned the feelings of many
Canadian students directly and

were, at least, slightly sympa-

thetic.

The "disenfranchisement" of

many students In the last federal

election was the main crisis of

the year. In spite of the triumph

of bureaucracy, the importan ce

of the whole affair was that

Canadian students were united

in their anger and through CUS
acted as a unit to try to correct

a bad situation of vital interest

to them all.

UGEQ BORN
The French-Canadian Union

Generale des Etudiants Quebec-

ois (UGEQ) formed last year

in an apparent burst of separat-

ism became more friendly this

year. To most people's surprise

they accepted the applications

of three English - speaking uni-

versities in Quebec, including

McGill. But McGill students

voted to reject membership. This

decision raised the question that

if English Quebecers can not

not resolve their differences with

the French how can people out-

side the province?

EX-EDITORS
This was also the year of ex-

editors and a few more near

ex-editors. At the University of

Saskatchewan the editor was fired

for printing a SUPA-blased news-

paper. At Sherbrooke the editor

was fired for supporting strikers

against a company owned by the

president of the university. The

editor of the University of Mont-

real paper resigned as a result

of pressure from student Council

and the provincial government

both of whom he had political

conflicts with. The editor of the

McGill Daily nearly fell at the

same time but successfully sur-

vived this first of many attempts

to dismiss him. Many others were

attacked; however, most survived

because freedom of the press

was supported. At Christmas the

Canadian University Press Con-

ference resolved that editors

have complete editorial control,

backing this up with sanctions

against offending universities.

CUP also decided to set up its

own policing force to keep watch

over the ethics of member papers

In January, 689 students at the

new University of Victoria with-

held $56 of their fees in protest

against a fee - hike. They suc-

ceeded in gaining a promise of

no more raises next year, but

were forced into paying their fees

by threats of expulsion.

The University of Acadia made
national headlines when the uni-
versity confiscated the students'
calendar with pictures of girls
in provocative dress. This came
after a series of incidents such
as the recommendation to hire
only Christian teachers and the
impounding of a girl's skooter.
Shortly after the confiscation the
administration hauled away a
snow sculptured toilet (part of
the winter carnival), while the
artists were in class.

STUD-FAC COMPLAINTS
This past year, many other

student and faculty associations
demanded more power in the
administration of the university.
The faculty at Western wrote a
report damning their adminst-
ration and asking for more
control The UBC AMS wants
seats on three administrative

committees. The University of

Waterloo Student Council demand
ed return of money from a stu-
dent levy which had been turned
over to the administration. This
had been raised for a student
union. Since the university had
done nothing in four years since
the transfer the students wanted
to do it themselves. At the
University of Alberta the stu-
dent council asked for 25% of
the seats on the Board of

Governors.

In general, this past year, there
was a great tendency for students
and faculty to complain loudly
about defects they saw in the
university and to demand greater
control in its running. Next year
will most likely be a contin-
uation of this trend to dissension.

PROCOPE PUBLICATIONS?
A new Canadian publishing house has been established by

a Queen's student. Toussaint Publications, set up by Queen's
student, poet and fledgling publisher Mervyn Procope, will
a collection of poetry by Procope, on March 14.

The aim of the new firm is to provide a publisher for Canadian
student writers, especially those introducing literary innovations.
Procope will provide the capital, do the editing and arrange
printing and publicity for manuscripts which are accepted. He hopes
to handle work from campuses across Canada and to "present a
new way of writing to the public."

Procope is a 23 -year old native of the West Indian Island of
Nevis. He left Nevis at sixteen and has, in his words, 'been
knocking around Canada ever since." Before coming to Queen' s he
spent a year in the Northwestern Ontario mining town of Atikokan, a
year with the CBC in Toronto, a year at Toronto Teacher* s
College and two years teaching public school.

MORLEY C TILLOTSON
The secretary of Queen's

University died in Kingston
General Hospital last week after

an illness of several weeks.
Morley C. Tillotson, 65, a

native of Bloomfield, Ontario,

joined the staff of Queen' s in

1947 as assistant treasurer. He
took over the role of secretary

in a reorganization of university
administration seven years ago.
A graduate of the Harvard

School of Business Adminis-
tration and a holder of an MB. E.,

Mr. Tillotson had worked in

banking and the Investment bus-
iness and also in the importing
and retailing of fine art.

DOMINO THEATRE INC.
presents

SIX CHARACTERS IN
SBARCH .OP A» AUTHOR

Direct** Curt Reie

This Frl., Sat., Sun.,
Curtain Time 9:00 p.m.

S Princess Street

Tickets at Mahood's
-*1.50

SPARE TIKE E K P T 0 Y M E N T

University students needed for auditory research
project. ' Time requirements are about one hour
a day (or evenint) and pay is §1.00 an hour. If

you will be in Kingston this spring or summer

and are interested in p artici"ating, please call:

Dr . L. Cuddy
Department of Psychology
Phone: local 33^ or 339

r

you are grateful

for the absence of

"high pressure"

and gimmickry" in this
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The Library

Intriguing

BY ERIC WALLI

Arrival at Queen's for registration marked for me the

beginning of the creation of a new reality In a new environment

ihe melee of Initiation week and subsequent months have intro-

duced me to a fascinating kaleidoscope of novel situations,

revolutionary Ideas, and character and personality types. In

wholehearted subscription to the "having a ball" criterion

which apparently governs this new freedom, I have felt the

reality of Queen' s spirit.

Mid-terms forced me into discovering the wonderful new

academic worlds. Douglas Library became intriguing -- once

I had borrowed my first book. The professors, 1 found to my
amazement, were actually human -- willing to help students

with problems and genuinely interested in our progress.

Put social communication (sports, clubs, dates) and study

In their proper perspectives and we achieve a dynamic equi-

librium which can expand our personalities and broaden our

own identities, being apart from the group while being a part

of it. Real adjustment to life at Queen's must be founded on

this realization.

FIRST YEAR FOLLIES VERS

The Student Body Is Insular

BY DOUG WHITE

As a Kingstonian, Ihave always

found the student body of Queen'

s

an insular community, maintain-

ing an imposing front to the city

around it. From time to time, its

members venture out into the

surrounding districts for pur-

poses of shopping, movie-going

or booze - hunting. Students who

board in homes around the city

look to the campus or the student

inhabited apartment building

fringe around the campus' edge

for their social life, and contact

with a Kingstonian is usually

accidental. Of course, you can

meet the local high school girls

at Grant Hall dances, but other-

wise, even at football games,

students are segregated from the

locals.

After being in Queen' s a year,

I can sympathize with the Queen'

s

man' s point of view. There is

little effort on the part of civic

organizations to publicize their

activities at Queen's. The King-

ston Winter Carnival had a few

programs in campus not spots

such as the Red Room, but no

great attempt was made to spon-

sor Carnival activities on cam-
pus.

The Kingstonian at Queen'

s

occupies a unique position in that

he Is in two camps at once.

To escape this situation, he can

try to submerge himself in

campus life, thereby loosening

his ties with his high school

friends; or he can join his high

school friends at Queen's and

form a native clique, which means
that he misses many of the

benefits of meeting new people

and participating in various novel

activities; or he may vaccilate

somewhere in the middle and

miss much of everything. Any
way he tries it, he misses some-

thing.

Academic, Cultural, and Social

BY CAROLYN CHLODICKS

Rewards and

Disappointments
Were these expectations re -

alized?
Academically, Queen' s has

provided a programme which al-

lows the student to proceed in a

specific course and yet to take

izations is perhaps the most

favourable factor encouraging

student participation in govern-

ment. This opportunity to accept

and exercise responsibility is an

invaluable experience -- an ex-

1 think it profitable when

evaluating my freshman year at

Queen's, to return to the fall

and the preconceptions I had of

university. Academically, 1 had

looked forward to the general

broadening of my educational

scope and specific assurance that

the course 1 had chosen was

suitable and within my capabil-

ities. Culturally, I had expected

a wide range of student activities

in the form of music and drama

both on and off campus. Socially,

I had looked for the opportunity

of political experience in stu-

dent government and friendship

with both men and women.

such options as philosophy and perience presented particularly

psychology - allowing the student at Queen' s.

to gain some knowledge of these The residence system has pro-

previously unknown areas. The vided ample opportunity for

student - faculty co-operation friendship with many people of

has been a major factor in the differing ages and interests. The

encouragement given to the fresh-, full social life certainly provided

man in certain departments, dating opportunities, thus enabl-

Culturally, however, Queen's has ing one to become " socially ac-

been a disappointment. Facilities cepted." The membership within

at a small university in a small

town are inadequate and thus int-

erest in areas of music and drama

is very slight. Concerts seem few

in number, but possibly the

"acoustical soundness" of Grant

Hall is the problem. Socially,

Queen's has presented me with

every opportunity for student

leadership. The unrestricted

membership in Queen's organ-

year organizations seems to

contribute greatly to the "spirit

of belonging" seldom found at

the university level. However, I

do feel that the social aspect

has assumed too great an im-

portance over the academic

aspect of university life. Per-

haps a greater emphasis could

be placed on academics during

the orientation period.

Memories for the Future
BY GUS VAN KATS

Since we are but seconds in

time, here today and gone to-

morrow, we should live our lives

our youth, lest we lament it

later on. And for this reason,

the first new experiences at

Queen' s should be the sort that

can be stored away as memories
for tiie future.

These memories for me will

include the excitement of frosh

week, the exhilaration of eman-
cipation, the meeting of new
friends, the transition from high

school to university, the beauty

of expression without the fear

of refutation, freedom with re-

strictions, liberty with responsi-

bility.

My memories will include the

frozen music of Queen' s archi-

tecture, a blending of the modern
with the old. of Stirling Hall

with Ontario Hall. And there is

the beauty of Lake Ontario for

solitude, contemplation and

peace, in contrast with the noisy

hustle and bustle of Kingston.

And there is the cosmopolis of

people, of black and white.

And there is more. The ex-

periences of love, the sea of

emotions; hope, an eternal con-

fidence; failure, a new inspiration

frustration, a new courage.

Give me Queerf s and those

who dislike her can have the

uninviting coldness of Toronto

and the modernity of Carleton.

Although, 1 could also criticize

this campus, my criticisms would
be trivial. The deep feelings

it has inspired in me are more
important.

My first year at Queen* s University is coming to an end.

It has been a hectic year of rewards and disappointments.

It was rewarding in that I was intellectually stimulated

to think for myself, to form opinions and to make decisions.

University life has offered me many new friends which in turn

have led me to reassess my character and to adapt to different

social standards. Finally, freedom to study what I choose and

when I choose has been an experience itself.

The biggest single disappointment at Queen's this year has

been the social life. Kingston, unlike larger cities, has little to

offer socially, and hence. Queen's has a greater obligation to

satisfy the social appetites of the students -- especially first

year students in residences. Except for the odd concert and

hootenanny, the social year seemed to consist of one dance after

another. How many dances can one attend in one year? Surely,

the organizations sponsoring these dances can steer their efforts

to other forms of entertainment. A realization of the social rut

we are in, has led to movements on campus to establish an

on-campus Pub and coffee house, and to continual protest of

residence rules (which I will not elaborate on since much has

already been said about their absurdity). I am in favour of any

such movements.
I do not, however, regret my year at Queen' s. Its social inept

-

ness does not deter its scholastic attributes, although both are

essential for a good year. I would, however, like to end by warning

all future first year students of a disease common to us and which

I myself have fallen victim. It is called, "Froshiniuria B and the

symptoms are:

1. Numberous periods of depression lasting as long as a

week. Usually caused by self pity stemming from a feeling that

no one understands or cares about your problems.

2. Frequent drunks (usually occuring during these depression

states) to assure you that if you can't down a broad you can down

a beer.
3. Certain abnormalities of behavior such as checking the

mail four or five times a day when there is only one delivery.

4. Going home every other weekend to see that special girl

because the girls here just don' t match up to her.

The cure time, just give us time.

Learn by Living Abroad
BY RAQUEL ACONCHA

campus 1 noticed the main dif-
\ have enjoyed my year" here

ferences there are between the much more than I expected. I

lives of young people in Canada have made many friends and found

and those in my country. I found
pe0pie always willing to help me.

that here youngsters enjoy much ^ &tr& _ mIllcuiat acCivi .
more freedom than we do: free- ^ have kepC mg SQ busy that

I have lived in Canada for

almost ten months and I can say

that they have been the greatest

months of my life.

When I first came from
Colombia I found that people here

were very kind and friendly.

As I became familiar with the

dom to live by themselves,

date without any restrictions, to

work their way through college,

to drive at an earlier age,

etcetera. However, South Ameri-

I have never felt alone or regret-

ted being so far from home.

By the experiences I have had,

I can say that the best way of

can students are so attached learning is by living abroad, and

to their home traditions and their on my return to Colombia I

religious beliefs that they are will try sincerely to give to my
less likely to abuse the freedoms own all the good I have acquired

they are givenwhen living abroad, in Canada.

Informal
BY PETER UMLAND

I have found university life, the social life, that is -

to be friendly and, informal.

The excess of dances and other social events have made

it difficult for me not to adopt the motto, "if s not for knowledge

that we go to college, but to raise HELL all the year!"

Also on a non-academic level, the university has opened

two new fields of endeavour ta me: radio and astronomy.

Academically, however, my first year has been very

disappointing. When I came here, I looked forward to the

prospect of being able to study intensively those subjects

which really interested me. In my first year, however, I have

found my self having to concentrate on subjects (compulsory

for my degree) which I had hoped to avoid completely. Needless

to say, this has greatly affected my academic enthusiasml

The brightest side to my experiences on campus this

year has undoubtedly been my stay in residence. Any qualms

1 had before coming have been completely overcome by the

friendliness of everyone on my floor and by the infinite variety

of events that have been taking place all year, whether they be

all-night discussions, noisy get-togethers or even false fare-

alarms at 3:30 in the morning.
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|r fl disappointment

[ Jjin the student body

BY JANET WYKES

[n looking over my past four

vears
here at Queen's I cannot

gay that I have been unhappy,

but i can say that I have been

disappointed -- especially in the

student body. I have not found

among the students the critical

attitude towards work, facts and

ideas that I expected. I have

instead found a devotion to our

materialistic society -- a desire

for one piece of paper saying

"B.A-" andonesaying"married"

I have not found a respect for

loiowledge, an intolerance of

mediocrity and placidity, or a
strong motivation to drain from
the university all it can offer one.

Too few students participate fully

in the whole life of the univer-
sity, including academic, extra-
curricular, cultural and social

aspects. Most seem content with

drifting through without challeng-

ing themselves to put their whole
hearts into pursuance of their

interests. I look for commitment
and sincere interest. If students

cannot be vigorous in their at-

titudes, and drive themselves in

their areas of concern (I don't

care particularly what these are)

at this time in their lives, what
hope have we for a vibrant, alive

society in the future? I feel

Queen's has a lot to offer stu-

dents, a lot with which to chal-

lenge students, and it is time that

students started making full use
of their opportunities.

We are lucky at this university

not to have descended to the
level of mass production; individ-

uals still count. There is scope
for interest , initiative and in-

volvement -- and apathy. I am
not advocating that we all be
activists by marching and sitting -

in; but that we be activists in

pursuing life with a zest and
question mark. I regret now being
in fourth year instead of first

or second as I found out almost
too late the potential of being a
" student "

.

What! Not

Another

Omen ?
BY GORD LOVE

It rained hard, my first week in Kingston, I thought:" An
omen" and it was. I missed my first class. Another omen.
Already the magic of Kingston had settled over me. Fool
that I was, I disregarded it, trying to get out of town every
chance I got. But the spell was wrought past exorcism.

I strolled by the lake, unaware of its cosmic curative

powers, thinking only: " Exams ... Jesus Murphy ... fm screwedl"

Then one day four driads beckoned to me from a rock. "Forget
it kid," they said. "Affirm life ... enter the spirit of the town."

I raced to the Oddfellows Hall and began to dance. Four Saints

beat hell out of me. I joined the Film Society. They laughed at

me, tearing my clothes. I saw Diefenbaker at the Community
Centre. Four Tories beat hell out of me. Four more Saints

tore my clothes. The Film Society cancelled my membership.
Su ddenly I saw! EVERYTHING COMES IN FOURS! From

then I date my life. I have dyed myself limestone grey and

joined the Lions Club. After City Council meetings I expose

myself in the park. My grades have been excellent. Next year

I join the Wolfe Islander as fourth cabin boy. The world is mine.

Tolerance, Emancipation

and the Revolution

BY TONY TUGWELL

The Administration has given the sociology Department a

major task. They are to gather enough significant data about

Queen's to suggest the existence of a university. The following

is the only reply to the department" s call for student impressions.

For four years I have hidden never existed before Iarrived and

the secret suspicion that Queen's will vanish soon after I leave.

Queen's: It hasn't

changed at all

Upon considering the changes

ai Queen's over the last four

years, I have come to the con-

clusion that really the campus

stands much the same. The cur-

rent issues -- the theatre, stu-

clent government and its relations

with the administration, the foot-

ball budget -- these were equally

controversial in 1962.

The CUCND has changed its name
to SUPA, but its function of

challenging students to figure

out precisely why they shouldn'

t

join remains the same. And cons -

BY FRED WIEN

miction goes on as before, mostly

around exam time.

I find also that the university

continues to be practically iso-

lated from the rest of Kingston.

The orientation of staff and stu-

dents of any university is inward-

looking, but I suspect this is the

case to a greater extent at

Queen' s. Indications are provided

by the avid attention the Journal

received, by the poor town -

gown relationship, by the pres-

sures to obtain a Queen' s theatre,

pub and bank. Why so?

Four years ago Queen' s shot
into the twentieth century. This
involuntary act took her by sur-
prise and since then she has
miscarried several times, pro-
ducing the New Women's Res-
idence, an Aztec temple on the

corner of Division and Clergy
and a Dean of Student Affairs.

The student body embraced the

revolution. Tolerance came first

as they decided to stomach a

small group of left - wing agitat-

ors, provided these people talked

quietly and only about Vietnam.
The agitators obliged, setting up

The reasons include the size

of Queen' s and Kingston, the

repulsiveness of the local radio

stations, the lack of intellectual

and social stimulants outside the

university and the effect of CFRC,
which seldom gets the credit it

deserves.
Finally, I am surprised that

the pressures to conform in all

respects are so strong Y
imin

" the university. Any student who
manages to resist the pressures

to drink during the first year is

exceptional, especially if he lives

in residence. And first and

second year people still wear the

God - awful faculty jackets, al-

though by the fourth year die thrill

has worn off and the jackets are

either discarded or have faded

enough to become acceptable.

booths in the Union, which they

knew nobody ever used, and in-

filtrating the student newspaper
which nobody ever read.

Life was pleasant for many
months. Eventually however the

agitators became confused and
instead of muttering "freedom
from American Imperialists "

,

they would yell "freedom from
Year Cards " and even "freedom
from Initiations". It became ap-

parent they were taking advantage

of student tolerance. Slumming
was beneath them, so with the

possibility of support the student

body lured the agitators off the

streets and into the student as-

semblies. There the student body
would chant "vote, vote, vote"

alternated with "pinko, pinko,

pinko", at those who had offended

them. Cowed, the agitators under
stood how strongly these students

believed in democracy.
After incidents like this, the

agitators would retreat to reflect

on their recent experience. Soon
their minds would clear — they

knew their place -- and in a

few days a new pamphlet would
appear on "Moral and Political

reasons to share your fallout

shelter with a Red Chinese".

Emancipation followed toler-

ance. Students put their bodies

in the streets, or rather on

the couches, to defend their right

to neck in the common rooms
in the women's residences. As
a followup to the neck- in stu-

dents in the men's residences are

planning a sleep-in.

Back in the days

of my youth

BY GORD WATT

So early was my advent on the

Queen's scene that one would have

bought my memories of yester-

year would be long forgotten.

But not so - while in the last

few months I have found myself

becoming unable to remember
recent events such as breakfast,
toe past still seems quite vivid

to me. In my first year ('09 I

think) Gordon was Principal and
a" the men resided in a former
orphans home at the corner of

Ur)ton and University Streets.

Residence chaps weren' t very
academic then and most idled
away their time engaging in water
"ghts and carrying fellows to

^onmore, the girls residence,
where they were left, trussed up,

°n the third floor landing to be
viewed by curious, smirking Lev-

anites who only returned to bed

after the matron had come up

to dress the unfortunate wretch

and to send him back to the taunts

of his residence comrades.

For my first few years I heard

vocal campus pseudo - intel-

lectuals expound on student

apathy but in later times ignored

their wails. I well remember
Danierl Fraiche, a bearded ir-

rational Gallic, who along with

the Socialist University Peoples

Association attended every meet-

ing and seminar to harangue the

students about the lack of Univer-

sity democracy. His companion,

an Edwardian dandy named Mick

Johansen would then stand up

and shout "Yes, there are times

such as this when the true voice

of the people will be heard. The

All this unrest worried the

Board of Trustees of the Univer-

sity. They decided to curtail

student protest. At the time, they

feared that 2,000 students might

storm their conference room,

demanding that the Trustee- s re-

turn the theatre model a Board

member had taken from the Union

one night. Imagine their surprise

when only two students arrived

and both these students said the

Trustees could play with the

theatre whenever they wanted.

Still the Trustees plotted to

stop the student revolution. Their

first plan was to double the num-
ber of engineers at Queen' s. This

plan was shelved, because the

Board felt a violent right wing

coup would be as unfortunate

as left wingobstructionism. Then

they decided to double the size

of Levana. Since Freud, everyone

has known that people are only

dissatisfied when they are sex-

ually frustrated. But this plan

missed too; the Trustees realized

it was Queen' s girls they were
talking about.

The Board members were
frustrated too. They could see no

way to prevent a "Berkeley';

Since that day the registrars

office has minutely scrutinized

each new student lest one be
stamped as a twentieth century

Garibaldi. But they knew this was

futile, and they have stored a

few small treasures - an IBM
car, a plan of registration and

Rolfe Clench - against their in-

evitable downfall.

students must rise up." And so

they would every morning - for

breakfast Such issues didn't

greatly interest that generation of

students.

One exciting project was an

attempt by the students, led by

the Building Fund Chairman

Harry Dirts and the President

of the AMS Boredom Warts,

to initiate construction of a

humanities complex. After long

discussion it was built as a two

part facility - Grant Hall came
first followed by the New Arts

Building in 1907 after the Prin-

cipal had obtained government

grants. Strangely enough those

who screamed the loudest for

student participation in university

affairs were those who protested

most about student financial parti

cipation in the ouilding. Odd, but

then those were times of paradox.

How I wish senility had not

dealt me the blow it has, leaving

me unable to compare those times

with the present day. Eyes failing

and mind wandering, I leave the

comparison to you, so that you

will see how different it is today.

Impressive

High School
BY BILL NEWTON-SMITH

It has been four years since I first came to the Big City

Believe me, if you came from Perth, this is the Big City. My
first week was the Age of Discovery, double breasted pin

stripes, I found, were Out. Levana was In. Wide eyed I en tered

Clench's Mechanized Maize. Seeking Truth, I said. Philosophy

Please'. They recoiled in horror. Three days later I emerged,

respectively enrolled in mathematics and physics. Eight C clocks

and Physics Three labs instilled determination, and I emerged

from the next registration in a hair shirt and Philosophy. Thence

began the Quest. Second year was stage one in the Disillusionment

Lecturers didn't have It, they weren' tjustkeeping us in suspense.

By third year u emerged that they didn't even know anyone

who had It. This left only fourth year for the dim light of

truth to dawn. There isn't any Answer, maybe not even a Question.

Ye Gods, why did I ever leave the sanctuary of Perth? Oh, it

hasn't been in vain. Four years of philosophy has rendered it

impossible that I shall ever obtain a Real Job in the Outside

World. For this I shall be eternally grateful.

As for Queen's, undoubtedly the finest high school in

Eastern Ontario. Spirit? Humbug.
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CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
One return ticket for CUS

charter flight to Europe, May 24

-Sept. 8. Phone Linda ext 494,

room 128.

Heathkit 16 watt hlfi amplifier

and matching FM tuner. Like

new; reasonable; call John 546-

9925
Apartment furnishings, includ-

542-7943, Pete or Don

3 floor-length formals approx.

size 12: gold, turquoise, green.

Moving must sell; any reasonable

offer. 542-8488.

Braun comblscope DG - view/

projector for 35 mm slides. $25.

546-7624 - Stan

Honda 90, excellent condition

chrome finish. $275. ext. 817,

Marlon.
6 - string guitar, good condi-

tion and tone; nylon strings, Jane

Trecapter, 484.

Furniture: leather cou c h,

matching chair, kitchen table and

four chairs, one bureau, bed,

mattress. Cathy, 548-7531

Attention Science ' 66 (and

before): One"elk-skin" science

jacket still available from Daryl

Browne, ext. 804

1961 Alpin, excellent condi-

tion, $1200 to anybody, or $1100

to someone nice; call Ron Rob-

ets, #421, or 542-8488

1963 MG Midget fibreglass

hardtop and snow tires - Impend
ing starvation forces sale at

an absurdly low price: John
Sanders, 390

1961 50 cc. Allstate compact
scooter Must sell. Best offer;

Dave 542-5835

FOR RENT
May 1 - Sept. 1, 7-room

furnished apt. cheap. 542-0739

or 260 University Ave.

4 - bedroom apt. May 1

Sept. 1, furnished $150. 546-

9094, 94 College St.

May 1 to Sept. 1 - furnished

one bedroom apt. 2 people. $70

month. Keith or Doug, 548-3429

Furnished apt, May 1 - Aug.31
4 bedrooms, bath, living room,
kitchen. Pat Croome, ext 366,

7-11 weekdays.
Large furnished apt. 4-5 girls

May 1 - Sept. 1. 203 Albert,

$115/month. John, 546-7549, or

542-6371
Housekeeping room, May 1-

Sept. 1, furnished, females only,

181 University Ave; 546-9476
after 5.30 pm.

Luxury apt. for summer; 3

bedrooms, 2 bath, kitchen, near

Queen' s. Peter, John or Ted
at 542-9791

May 1 - Aug. 31, fully furn-

ished, including TV and radio.

2 bedrooms, bath, kitchen, liv-

ing room; $100 month. 546-1362

May to Sept. large 2 bedroom
apt. Furnished or not; Leslie

Reid, 837, or Holly Kertland,

41

LOST AND FOUND

Good ball point pen found in

front of Carruthers Hall, Chris
546-5623

LEVANA-SCM SCRUTINIZE INDIANS
Canadian Indian stereotypes are simply not accurate. To find

out what Indians are really like, what their position is in Canadian

society, how they themselves regard the problems of being a

racial minority, the Canadian Indian Affairs Seminar was formed
under the sponsorship' of the S.C.M. and the Levana Society.

Drs Delaha'ye, Clare Brant, and Princess Kahn Tineta Horn
have already appeared at open meetings.

The next speaker will be R. A,Phillips, director of the War
on Poverty, who will be speaking of the programme and how it

especially affects the Indian community.

Lost, near Library and Union
black Parker fountain pen. Ron
Matheson, 542-1727

Lost Fri.j Polish Hall - ladies

long black leather gloves. Heath
-er, 546-4159

Last chance - If you have lost

any of the following call at the

AMS Office; glasses, coats,

scarves, umbrellas , misc.

Lost - Clipboard with Bi 321

notes and black leather gloves,

possibly near Chown Hall. Jerry
Smith 389-1260
Found in the library: assort-

ed gloves, white scarf, personal

books, keys, Queen's Scout ring

pearl earring Circulation Desk,

Douglas Library.

NOTICES
Special student offer - 8 mos.

of Playboy, Oct. to May, for

$5, $2 saving over newstand
prices. Tom MacWilliam, 542-
3836.

Wanted: one or two people to

share modern apt. on Princess
Street with 2 Medsmen, May 20
to Sept. Call after 5 pm. 542-

4871
Application for convenors to

be submitted to Jane McDonald,
38 Edgehill, or Linda Savory,

New Womens Residence by Tues
Mar 22: Grad dinner, student-

faculty, tea dance, blazer and
ribbons, Levana Journal Editor,

fashion show, Application for

2 representatives for Levana
Council from each of '67, '68,

and '69 may be submitted to

Jane McDonald or Judy Pratt,

New Womens Residence.

Wanted: 2 co-chairmen from
Arts '67 to be in charge of

the decorations for the Arts

Formal '67. Contact Jotin

Maplesden ext 820.

The Bitter Grounds: persons
in any faculty interested In

working on entertainment com-
mittee contact Bruce Amos -

806.

PROFESSION— mining engineer
EARNINGS-among the nation's top 4%

OPPORTUNITIES- unlimited
Once he had chosen mining as a career,

doors were opened to him. Between Uni-
versity sessions jobs were found for him
in various fields of mining. He learned
while he earned.

When he graduated, a choice of chal-
lenging positions was waiting for him.
There were 34 graduates in Canada that
year. The industry needed 200.

Since then he has never looked back.
He has tried the adventure of exploration
in Canada's mineral frontiers. He has
travelled and lived on four continents,

and now that the company has anchored
him in head office, his horizons have
become even broader.

His wife gives him a little trouole some-
times

. . . she remembers the wonderful
year they had in Buenos Aires.

Find out more about a career in Mining
Engineering, Geology, Metallurgy, or
Mineral Research. Your opportunities are
as great as Canada's untapped mineral
resources.

Direct your enquiries to ;

Revue '67: Anyone Interested

in writing next year's revue
or composing the music should

submit a script to the AMS
at the beginning of next term,

Cash prizes of $100 each.

546-5771 for more information

SCM Seminar on China and
Southeast Asia: Study group for

next year. Objectives: agreater
understanding of the current

Asian situation by study of the

factors which shaped develop-

ment In these countries. Par-
ticular emphasis on China and
her relations with the West
In the last 150 years. A pro-
gramme of summer reading

will be drawn up and next year
speakers will be obtained to

supplement the study pro -

gramme. Apply in writing to

SCM Office, Students Union,

c/o Jean Kronberg.

THIS WEEK AT

Wednesday, March 16

Band Concert: The Royal

Canadian Corps of Signals, 8 pm
Grant Hall. Free. Sponsored by
GSS.

Friday March 18

Canadian Indian Affairs Sem-
inar. Speaker: R, A. Phillips,

director. War on Poverty. Open
meeting, 8.30 pm. co-ed lounge

Students Union,

QUEEN'S

PRO-AM
Fifty eight percent of Queen' B

students interviewed for a socu
ology survey thought the Amer."
leans should either maintain or
increase the Intensity of the Viet-
nam war.
Three percent had no opini0n

and the rest felt they should cut
back to a holding position

or
withdraw completely. The fjVe
sociology students conducting^
survey interviewed a hundred
students selected at random from
Who's Where.

Sixty-three of those questioned
felt that the American position
in Vietnam was Justified while
thirty-three felt it was not. Fortv
nine felt Canada should be un-
committed while nine thought she
should send troops to fight along-
side the American, s

On a factual questionaire about
Vietnam requiring a knowledge
of names and events members
of Levana scored lowest, with
engineering students next. Poet
Grads then Arts men scored
highest.

SORRY JUDY!
Judy Schneider also won a

Woodrow Wilson Scholarship,

Her name was left off Che list

of Wilson winners by mistake,

last issue,

NOTICE

Those- students completing freshman year
in Arts or Applied Science who are
interested in entering the School of.

Business in the second year are advised
to contact Mr. Hand or Mr. Doyle before
April 15th.

School of Business

PLACER DEVELOPMENT, LIMITED
Burrard Building, Vancouver, B.C.

thingsgO
better.i
with

Coke
Worldly studies a drag?Take time out for the unmis-
takable taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts your spirits,
boosts your energy. .

.

Both Ccci-Coii md Cck. it* mliimd \uU mitta whkA ld»nt|t, onl, th* product at Coci-Coi. Ltd
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The 1966 journal No-Colour Awards

The Ho Chi Monorail for one-
track perseverence: To Danny
Drache and Rick Johnstone. Dur-
ing a Levana formal committee
meeting they rose as one to ask
"But what about Vietnam?"

Being a collection of awards distributed lavishly for non-
academic, non-athletic, non-extracurricular non-achievment.
The Judges, Bill Martin, John Hopkins and Gord Love, have
unanimously chosen themselves winners of the Get-Out -Of-
Town-On-A Rail, and are presently celebrating in Rio.

The To-You-With-Failing-Hands-We-Tnrow-The Torch. A
copy of the Gord Watt Joke and Colouring Book (colour him dry)
to Ed. Chown. He needs encouragement. That' s a tough act to
follow.

The Cooke' s Tour Omnibus to

Noel Lomer who affirmed every-
thing the travel posters say about
Europe in just three months.
Noel also wins the special Levana
Vote of Thanks for boldly stating:
" 50% of the world' s population

is female". Even further: Noel
has received the "Crash Radical
Soul". He metamorphosed from
Sci. '66 president to potential

SUPA chairman in a world rec-
ord 6 minutes 35.8 seconds,
because: " It seemed valid at

the time.". Good Work, Noel!

The Kenneth Menzies - Stanis-
lavsky Mumble: one year on the

staff of the national theatre

school -- for these three memor-
able performances:
-An angry young Ken Menzies

in "Under Plain Cover"
-A lusty young Ken Menzies in

"The Way of the World"
-A politic young Ken Menzies

in "Model Parliament" and for

this great line: "Yesh, but what
about Malayshia?"

-To: KEN MENZIES

mi
The Marc Antony Memorial

Mob. To George Anderson, whose
rabble rousing and incisive pol-
itical journalism made him the

most popular person with no
friends on campus.

14 k

The Queen' s University Board
of Trustees Pat on the Head.
To Gord Watt, Larry Wiertz,
Bruce Little etc, etc, etc.

The Le Roi Jones Chamberpot
and Pestle. To Don Carmichael.
Some are born with silver spoons
in their mouths others with
golden manure forks.

The CNIB White Cane. To the

colour coordinator of the New
Women's Residence.

The Rene Descartes-Bulgarian
Perversion Award. To Rolfe

Clench, arrested at a street car

stop by a Toronto policeman
who mistook him for a bear
attempting to mount a bicycle.

The AH Quiet on the Western
Front Rusty Bayonet to SUPA
for its abortive raid on Ottawa.

The Spartans at Thermopylae
Cold Shower to the RCMP for

defending our nation against the

horde.

The Charlotte Whitton Perpet-
ual Six -Shooter: To Janet Wykes,
Joan Pistawka and Peggy Morton.
" There' s no reason women should
not be a power in Politics."

(Pierre Sevigny)

The Nice Housekeeping Cit-
ation: To Bill Newton-Smith: an
autographed picture of Morley
Gunderson. To Morley Gunderson
an autographed picture of Bill

Newton-Smith. To DavidGlassco:
an autographed picture of both

KCP Looking For Helpers
The Kingston Community Project (KCP) is an organization of Queen' s students and Kingston

residents working together to accomplish social goals.

Proposals for this summer include the initiation of a civic committee on Housing, Health, and

Welfare, as well as a citizens' platform for the December election. Both these plans would be directed

a,t all economic and social levels of the Kingston public.

Other projects will be directed more specifically toward the poorer areas of the community.

They include plans for a health clinic and a co-operative credit union.

Any students who may be interested in helping the project, either full-time over the summer or

just part-time are urged to contact Bill Martin at 542-3453 or Sally Clendenning at local 833.

CLATCH FILMS US
John MacLatchy, Law '67, is going to make a film on Queen's.

In a telephone interview Mr. MacLatchy said that the film

would be mainly on extracurricular activities, such as football

games. However, he intends also to include some samples of
residence life and some academic topics, such as convocation.

The film is to be about fifteen minutes long and is being
produced for the university administration so that the life of
Queen' s may be shown in high schools to prospective frosh.

Mr. MacLatchy hopes to start the film this spring with
convocation exercises, and it should be finished by Snowball
Weekend next February.

SHIMMERING NEW
PASTELS ARE IN

FOR SPRING

!

Exciting new

SILKY ANTRON

Here are the Village Look PLAYBOYS. All suede. Putty beige. Grey.

Faded blue. All styles available in "His"—$10.95. "Hers"—$8.95.

($1 higher west of Winnipeg)

You're right when you wear playboys

Foot-watchers see more PLAYBOYS than anything.

Reason? The Village Look is big now. And PLAYBOYS
have it!

Dashing! Light! Casual! Select suede uppers look better

longer. Plantation crepe soles. Steel shanks.

Ask for your PLAYBOYS at your shoe store today.

HEWETSON
n of Canada Limited

PLAYBOYS

the year of

ing look, the

lustrous look the silky

look—all to make you

look lovelier! Kitten

;ads the way with

this popular new

shell in lustrous

ing pastels

in new silky Antron,

34-42, $10.98, with

popular Kitten

fully-lined straight skirt

to perfectly match. 8-20,

$15.98. Do see these

exciting new Spring

Kittens at all fine shops

everywhere!

A Division of Shoe Coipoi

itfaout this label
\j$fifc<&\

!t is "ol fl Senuine KITTEN
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TIM BAKER TOP FRESHMAN
CAL CONNOR TOP GRADUAT?

TOP FRESHMAN _ _ _ _ ^
COLOUR NIGHT AWARDS

„ . f ... AT,^ (7hin nrnrv awarded

Among the many trophies

awarded at last week' s Colour

Night Banquet, the two major

awards were presented to Cal

Connor and Slak Lee.

Connor was presented the

Jenkins Trophy, awarded an-

nually to the graduating stu-

dent who has contributed the

most to intercollegiate athletics

while maintaining a high acad-

emic standing. Connor, who

graduates in medicine this year,

played seven years with the

Gael's football team. In this

period he was named the Ontario

-Quebec Athletic Association

all - star quarter back three

times. His ability at Quarter-

back was the key to Queen s

winning the Senior Intercol-

legiate Football League cham-

pionship in '61-62, '63-64 and

r64-65. In 1961 - 62 he was

chosen as the leagues most

valuable player and in 1964 - 6o

won all - Canada recognition.

Siak Lee, Art's '66 won the

Jack Jarvis Trophy, awarded

to tile student who contributes

the most to an individual sport

in his graduating year. He won

the OQAA badminton singles

championship this season and

placed second last year. He

was instrumental in the Queen'

s

inter collegiate badminton
team' s fine showing last year.

Two new trophies were
awarded this year for the first

time. The Stewart Langden

Trophy donated by the team

doctors will be presented in

memory of the late Queen's

trainer, Stu Langdon to the

outstanding rookie on the

Queen's Hockey Team. The first

winner was Jim Tait who had

12 goals and 17 assists in six-

teen games.
The second trophy, the Doug

Adams Trophy, will be present-

ed to the athletic stick of the

Bews Trophy winner in memory

of the late Doug Adams of Arts

'68. Lew Minty received the

award for Science ' 68 this year.

Special presentations were

made to Professor and Mrs.

Bartlett, who served as the

director of the physical health

and education department for

the last 19 years.

Among the other Trophy win-

ners were Nancy Wilson, Lev-

ana ABC (Intramural); Lew
Minty, Sc. ' 68, the Bews Trophy

(Intramural); Bob Edwards, the

Al Corlett Ski Trophy; Larry

Wood, the Jack Day Memorial

Trophy for wrestling; Theron

Craig, the Royal Todd Memorial

Trophy as the outstanding

rookie on the football team;

Larry Jones, the Senator Pow-

ell Trophy as the most valu-

able player on the hockey team;

Doug Fraser, the R.A.F. Bas-

ketball Trophy as the outstand-

ing player on the basketball

team; Larry Ferguson, the

Johnny Evans Memorial Trophy

as the most valuable football

player, Doug Bishop, the Dave

Clark Trophy for swimming;

Peter Brown, the Dr. J.
Gilbert

Turner Trophy for rugger; and

Tim Baker, the Dick Emmett

Trophy and the Alfie Pierce

Trophy as the outstanding first

year athlete.

Athletic Board of Control

plaques presented to players

on an inter collegiate champ-

ionship team and also out-

standing individual performers

were awarded;

Rugger: Hugo Dummett, Mike

Hughes, Chris Porter, Peter

Ryan, and Thorn Thompson.

Track: Dave Preston, Yorma

Salmikivi
Harrier: Roger Pratt

Hockey: Larry Jones

Skiing: Chip Drury

Judo: Bryan Everitt

Badminton: Siak Lee

Athletic Board of Control

plaques, presented to players

on inter collegiate champion-

ship teams as well as to out-

standing individual performers

went to: Mike Hughes, Chris

Porter, Peter Ryan, and Thorn

Thompson (rugger); Dave Pres-

ton, jorma Salmikivi (track);

Roger Pratt (harrier); Larry

Jones (hockey); Chip Drury

(skiing); Bryan Everitt (judo);

Siak Lee (badminton).

Q's symbolic of intercol-

legiate participation were

awarded to deserving membeii
of the swim, football, basket

ball, hockey rugger, badminto.;'

soccer, harrier, track, gynri

nasties, judo, wrestling,

skiing teams,
Levana inter mediate

were awarded to the baskejf

ball team. Senior Q's went

Joan Armstrong and Lorii

Griffin for tennis, Diane Goo|
Willie for archery. Thebadmi|
ton team, swim team and volle'lj

ball team also received senitj

Q's. Betsy Hamblin, SUEChel
hire and Michele Chabot rJ
ceived plaques for their effort!

on the swim team.

Science '68 Wins BEWS
Last week the Bews race

came to a close with Science

'68 the champions. The Bews

Trophy returned to the engin-

eers after a brief one year

absence with Arts ' 67. Science

•68 athletic stick, Len Minty

and all his year must be con-

gratulated on their magnificent

effort.

Trailing by five thousand

points at Christmas the Science

men won five championships in

overtaking and defeating the

power - packed PHE faculty,

that had led the Bews standings

for most of the year. How-

ever, PHE was unable to field

strong teams in either water

-

polo or hockey, sports in which

Sc. '68 dominated play. The

engineers were upset in water

-

polo by Arts '67 who won the

two game total point series

The final standings show

Sc. '68 on top by 4,000 points

over PHE both of whom were

20,000 points ahead of third

place Arts '68.

Sc 68 58664

PHE 54213

Arts 68 31981

Sc66 31359

Arts 67 27492

Arts 69 27277

Sc 69 26698

Post Grads 20328

Sc 67 16479

Meds 70 11837

Meds 7

1

10467

Arts 66 9515

Law 2 & 3 6376

Law 1 5649

Meds 5188

Theo 5110

the spread in

year and the

'67 was never

Considering
standings this

fact that Arts

seriously challenged after

Xmas on their way to the ti

last year a revision of 1

Bews scoring or some su

is in order to make the Bevj

race more competitive. Pt

haps an amalgamation in

Medicine faculty similar to

one used by PHE this ye

would be useful in an attem

to make the Bews more thar

two team race. Both Law i

Arts '66 were defaulted fr.

the waterpolo league becau

they were not able to put t

gether. enough players for

team. Some means should

found to change this situat 4

in the future.

rBloomn Okie{

J

Journal Representative

Badminton Rep.

Tennis Rep.
Track & Field Rep.

Hockey Rep.

Archery Rep.

Bowling Rep.

Curling Rep.

THIS IS THE YEAR THAT WAS
For those whose sports

season begins and ends with

football, this year will be re-

membered as the year we lost

the Yates. Hockey fans will

remember it as the year to

forget. Does defeat rest so

heavily that we remember only

the losses and forget the vict-

ories? Despite the disap -

pointments on the football field

and in the rink, Queen' s must
still rank among the top uni-

versities in the east in all-

around athletic performance,

lntercollegiately in 1965 - 66

the Tricolour took one Ontario-

Quebec Athletic Association

championship and two Eastern

Division titles. In addition.

Queen' s was runner - up in

two more OQAA tournaments.

Hardly a bad record.

While the Yates Cup has left

its two year home in the

Queen' s Gym for the quiet con-

fines of Hart House at the Univ-

ersity of Toronto, one champ-
ionship did remain. The Queen'

s

Rugger Team continued its

domination of intercollegiate

rugger with a 5 - 1 record

to retain its OQAA rugger title.

In only their second year of

OQAA competition the soccer

Gaels won the Eastern Div-

ision of the league. Their in-

experience showed in the final

when thev bowed out to Toronto
6-1.

Undefeated in six regular

season games the Queen' s Gold-
en Gaels swept the Eastern Div-

ision of the Senior Inter-

collegiate Basketball League

but were eliminated in the semi-

finals by the Waterloo Warriors

The gymnastics team capped

an undefeated exhibition season

with a second place finishbehind

Toronto in the OQAA champion-

ships. Only an outstanding in-

dividual performance by U. of

T s Barry Brooker kept Queen'

s

from the title.

The Queen' s Cross - County

Team also placed second be-

hind the University of Toronto

in inter collegiate competition.

The track team was not quite

so fortunate with only a fifth

place finish.

Competing without wrestlers

in several categories the

Queen's Wrestling Team still

managed a third place finish

in the OQAAfinals.

In the midst of a rebuilding

programme, the Queen's Swim

Team showed good potential

this year placing fourth at

Western in the OQAA champ-

ionships.

. . .and that was the year that was

On Tuesday the Levana Athletic Council held its electio

for the 1966-67 Executive. The successful candidates were

follows:
Sandy Purkis
Marjory Swan
Lorna Griffin

Allison Glendenning
Bonna Dracup
Diane Goodwillie
Kay Egan
Gwen Edwards

The following positions were filled by acclamation:

Secretary Beth Phanenhour

Treasurer Jennifer James
Basketball Rep. Kay Handford

Swimming Rep. NancV Wilson

Volleyball Rep. Ann Richardson

Soccer Rep. Sue Mason

Skiing Rep. Judy Sheppard

Gymnastics Rep. Jane Trussler

Congratulations are extended to the members of the n

executive.

Thanks From QJ Sport
In this windup issue we would

like to extend our thanks to

the people who helped behind

the scenes to make the sports

page possible and whose names

seldom appeared in print. May

they now receive the credit (or

blame) that they deserve.UltllllC/ J," w.^j,

B.B., Hockey All-Star TeamAnnounced
In the OQAA all star

Basketball ratings released last

week the Windsor Lancers, un-

defeated Wilson Cup and nation-

al college champions placed

four players on the Western

Division first all star team.

They were guards Angelo

Mazzuchin and Gary Horner,

center Bob Navatta and forward

Marty Kwatkowski. Fifth all-

star was forward Bob Eaton

of the Waterloo Warriors,

Queen' s placed three men on

the Eastern Dvlsion all - star

team. Guards Doug Frazer and

Pete Scobie and forward Ted

Waring were the Eastern div-

ision champion Gaels represent

atives. Center Gilles Goulet

of Laval Rouge et Or and for-

wards- Sheldon Zimmer of

McGill Redmen completed the

Eastern dream team.

Frazer, Eastern Division

scoring champion with a 17.7

average was a unanimous choice

named on all 10 Easter ballots.

Goulet and Waring were named
on eight, Scobie and Zimmer
on seven.

HOCKEY
The offensive power of the

Toronto Varsity Blues did not

go unnoticed in the 1965-66

Senior Intercollegiate Hockey

League. Blues filled four posi-

tions on the first all - star

team including all three forward

Henry Montelth, league-

scorer with- 23 goals

20 assists was selected

at left wing. His linemate Gord

Cunninham, who also shared

in the top scoring honours with

19 goals and 24 assists was
named all - star right winger.

Centering these two was Paul

Larant, also—of the Varsity

Blues. Rounding out the squad

are defenseman Bob Awrey of

Toronto, and Gaston Vandal of

spots,

leading

and

Laval Rouge et Or. The goal-

tender was Gary Bonney of

Western.

The Blues strength in winning

the Queen's Cup and the nation-

al college title was in their

explosive attack. They aver -

aged 7.9 goals per game and

placed seven players among

the league's top 16 scorers.

The only Queen' s player men-

tioned in the all - star ballot-

ing was Larry Jones • who

received honourable mention on

right wing. Larry" s bid for the

scoring title and a place on

the all - star team was severe-

ly hampered when Gaels coach

Bill Colvin was forced to use

Jones as a defenseman for the

last third of the season. Never-

theless Larry finished the

season with 12 goals and 18

assists to lead the Queen's

Golden Gaels in scoring.

Special thanks must

Doug McConnell, Sports

of the Kingston Whig St.

for his cooperation wit-

tures and stories that we otn
|

wise would not have had.

Thanks also to Sandra E

who spent many hours deci

ing poor writing and en

grouchy sports editors, t^

much of the copy that appea

on this page.

Thanks to Heather Chambe

Journal Sports Levana Rep.,

her coverage of Levana spo

Thanks to the anonym

people who left unsigned stoi

in the Sports pidgeonhole. Sc

we printed, some were unpr:

In addition, our thinks to

reporters that made up

Queen's Journal Sports

this year : Dennis Quinn (ba:

ball); Eric Rule (hockey); U
Wood (wrestling); Mike D

:

enson (Intramural); and to

Langstaff for his photogra

Lastly, but not leastly th<

to you, the readers. Since

were never strung up orbui

in effigy we know that el

you like the sports page or

never read it. Either way.

thanks.
your sports edi

Jack 01

Ed La










